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INTRODUCTION

En 1952, après trois ans de réorganisation interne, le ministère des Affaires
extérieures était enfin en mesure de poursuivre adéquatement ses nouvelles
activités, tant au Canada qu'à l'étranger.' Une fois ce projet mené à bien,
Arnold Heeney quitta son poste de sous-secrétaire aux Affaires extérieures en
avril et devint le premier délégué permanent du Canada auprès du nouveau
Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord à Paris. Dana Wilgress, haut commissaire au
Royaume-Uni, succéda à M. Heeney, cependant que Norman Robertson
remplaça M. Wilgress à Londres. En septembre, de nouveaux changements se
produisirent au sein du sous-secrétariat. R.A. MacKay et R.M. Macdonnell
furent nommés sous-secrétaires adjoints en remplacement de Escott Reid, qui,
de sous-secrétaire suppléant, devint haut commissaire en Inde, et de H.O.
Moran, qui fut nommé ambassadeur en Turquie. En novembre, Charles
Ritchie, . sous-secrétaire adjoint, était promu au poste de sous-secrétaire
suppléant. L'expansion des missions, qui s'était considérablement ralentie au
moment de la réorganisation, put reprendre en 1952, bien qu'à un rythme plus
modéré qu'au cours des premières années d'après-guerre (Chapitre 1). Les
nouvelles missions avaient essentiellement comme objectif de promouvoir les
intérêts commerciaux du Canada à l'étranger (document 36).

La guerre de Corée continuait d'occuper le devant de la scène interna-
tionale, alors que les négociations de paix entre le Commandement des forcés
des Nations unies, placé sous, la direction des. Américains et les autorités
chinoises et nord-coréennes retenaient` de' plus en plus l'attention générale
(Chapitre II). Compte tenu du rôle central joué par les États-Unis dans la
conduite de la guerre et au cours des pourparlers de paix, les responsables
canadiens suivaient avec un intérêt de tous les instants l'évolution de la
politique américaine à cet égard. Comme les responsables américains avaient
tendance à prendre des décisions unilatérales, Ottawa ne cessa de rappeler à
Washington combien l'information et la consultation étaient essentielles avant
de passer à l'action. Toujours dans le but d'exercer une plus grande influence
sur les politiques américaines, les responsables canadiens ont aussi cherché à
maximiser le rôle des Nations unies lors des débats sur la Cotée. Malgré des
résultats mitigés, de telles démarches ont néanmoins eu pour effet d'amener les
Etats-Unis, initialement peu favorables à cette idée, à accepter une résolution
de l'Assemblée générale parrainée par l'Inde et ayant trait à la libération des
prisonniers de guerre.

La délégation canadienne aux Nations unies s'occupa par ailleurs d'une
foule d'autres dossiers qui retenaient l'attention de l'ONU (Chapitre 111).
Ainsi, même si des sujets tels que la Commission de conciliation des Nations
unies pour la Palestine, l'Afrique du Sud-Ouest, la Tunisie et le Maroc ne le

'Pour de plus amples renseignements concernant cette réortanisation, voir John lgilliker et
Donald Barry, Ministère des Affaires extérieures du Canada. Volume Il (19I6-19M) (à
paraitre).
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In 1952, the Department of, External Affairs emerged ^ from a three-year.:
administrative reorganization undertaken to enable the Department to sustain -
its expanded operations at headquarters and abroad.' In April; Arnold Heeney,
who as under-secretary-had been responsible for the project, left that post to
becôme Canada's first permanent' representative - to the newly established
North Atlantic Council in Paris. Heeney was succeeded by Dana' Wilgress, the
High Commissioner to the United, Kingdom: Norman Robertson replaced
Wilgress in London. In September, there were other changes in the under-
secretarial group. R.A. MacKay and -R.M. Macdonncll were appointed as
assistant under-secretarics, following the departures of Escott Reid, the deputy
undcr-sccrctary, who became High Commissioner to India, and.H.O.d Moran,
who was -named Ambassador to Turkey. In November, Charles Ritchie was .
promoted from assistant to deputy undcr-sccretary. Post expansion, which had
slowed considerably during the reorganization, resumed in 1952, although at a
more measured pace than that of the early postwar years (Chapter 1). The new
missions created were primarily dcsigned,to promote Canada's trade interests
abroad (document 36).

The Korean conflict continued tô dominate the international agenda, with
the armistice negotiations between the American-Icd United Nations
Command and North Korean and Chinese authorities occupying incrcasing
attention (Chapter 11). Given the central role of the United States in the
conduct of the war and in the armistice talks, that country's policies were a
major ^ prcoccupation of Canadian officials. Faced with the tendency of
American policy makers to act unilaterally, Ottawa pressed upon Washington
the importance of providing full information and adequate opportunities for
consultation in advance of contemplated actions. Canadian officials also sought
to maximize the role of the United Nations in deliberations on Korea in order
to enhance their capacity to in(lucnce American policies. In this, Canada
achieved mixed results, although it was instrumental in persuading the United
States to agree to an Indian-sponsorcd General Assembly resolution on the
release of prisoners of war,. which American officials had initially been
unwilling to accept. -

Beyond Korea, the Canadian delegation to the United Nations was involved
in. a wide range of issues which came - before the organization (Chapter 111).
Althôugh Canada had little direct stake in such matters as the Palestine
Conciliation Commission, South West Africa, and Tunisia and Morocco, it
took considerable interest in them. Its approach was conditioned by its NATO
and,' Commonwealth associations in the context of . continuing East-West
tension. An important tribute to the role that Canada had played at the United

'ihé rootjaniration is discussed in John tlilliker and Donald Barry. Canada *s Department of
' £sfrrnal AJfoi►i.• Coming ofAgr. 19I6-1968. ( forthcominj).
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concernaient pas directement, le Canada. s'intéressa vivement à ces questions

pour. la bonne raison que, ; en, tant - que membre de l'OTAN et du Common-
. En octobre.

wealth, il était déjà accoutume aux perpétuelles tensions Est-Ouest.

1952, les Nations unies rendirent un vibrant hommage au rôle que le Canada-,
avait joué au sein de cette organisation depuis sa fondation en élisant Lester B. '
Pearson à la présidence de la septième session de l'Assemblée générale. , ^ . :-"

Parfois, la, délégation canadienne à l'ONU réclamait - la participation` î

d'autres ministères qué celui des' Affaires extérieures (Chapitre IV). Ceux=ci '

collaboraient habituellement de bonne grâce,- mais des ' frictions ne manquaient
pas de se produire à l'occasion, comme cé fut notamment le cas au sujet de la,
Commission du désarmement. Les responsables du ministère de la Défense:,
nationale étant peu enclins à s'occuper. de questions politiques, la délégation
canadienne ne put participer pleinement aux . débats de la Commission. Par. .

ailleurs, le ministère des Affaires extérieures était en désaccord avec celui des
Finances sur' la' question des principes régissant les' contributions volontaires '
aux'diverses institutions de l'ONU. Aux Affaires extérieures; on ` voyait - d'un
mauvais oeil les tentatives des responsables des Finances d'appliquer des
critères rigoureux , de performance financière ^ relativement aux contributions
canadiennes. Le ministère des Affaires-extérieures souhaitait plus de souplesse°_

afin « d'apporter son soutien à certains programmes louables. Dans , le cas des 2
organisations internationales fonctionnelles, les deux ^ ministères s'entendaient
toutefois assez bien _ sur l'importance qu'il y; avait, ; pour; leur. bon fonctionne-,,
ment, de doter ces organismes de programmes conçus avec soin et de méthodes ;_
administratives et comptables efficaces, tout'en veillant à ce que les contribu-,-'
tions financières , qui leur ^ étaient versées , par' les États : participants : fussent

équitables. .^y^.

Après la 'réorganisation de. l'OTAN, 'qui eut poür-conséqucnce la mise sur='
pied - d'un secrétariat placé sous ' la direction d'un secrétaire général et d 'un
conseil permanent ayant leur siège à Paris, il devint essentiel de`détacher une
délégation canadienne permanente auprès de cet orgânisme (Chapitre ^ V).' La -

question & l'élaboration d'accords. satisfaisants relativement aux consultations ►
entre les .trois grands» (les États-Unis, la France et le' Royaume-Uni) ^ et' les '
autres membres de l'alliance fut au cœur des préoccupations de la délégation et

Édes responsables à Ottawa tout au long de.1952.,Malgré l'intérét qu'il portait à
l'établissement de liens appropriés entre les pays de l'OTAN et l'Australie et la,-
Nouvelle-Zélande, le Canada continua de s'opposcr;à.l'idée,de voir l'alliance
étendre ses responsabilités aux. colonies des puissances européennes.. En .vertu .:
de ce'principe, le premier ^ ministre Saint-Laurent s'opposaâvigoureusement`sl
une demande formulée par les autorités ` françaises ,'= vue . d'acheminer vers
l'Indochine l'assistance militaire offerte à la France sous forme d'aide
mutuelle.

Le gouvernement canadien avait entrepris des négociations avec le Mexique
et le Pérou relativement à des accords sur le transport aérien destinés à établir
de nouveaux liens avec ces pays (Chapitre VI). Lors de la sixième sessiony deF
l'Assemblée de l'OACI, Ottawa dut par ailleurs contrer , ûune offensive, concertée_. .,..... ,_; ,
de' la part d'un groupe d'États arabes,-européens et latino-amtricains désireux
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Nations since its foundation was the election of L.B. Pearson as President of
the Seventh Session of the General Assembly in October 1952.

The delegatiôn's . participation in certain issues at the United Nations
required the involvement of departments other than External Affairs (Chapter
IV). While working relations - with other ` departments • were generally
cooperative, on occasion there were differences. This was the case with regard
to the Disarmament Commission.* Because of the unwillingness of National
Defence officials to cooperate in the formulation of policy, the delegation was
unable to participate fully in that body's deliberations. Similarly, External
Affairs and the Department of Finance were at odds over the principles
governing voluntary contributions to United Nations agencies. External viewed
with some concern attempts by Finance to attach strict financial. performance
criteria to Canada's contributions. It favoured a more flexible approach which
would facilitate the operation of worthwhile programs. Within . functional
international organizations, the two departments were in general agreement
that well•conceived programs, sound budgetary and administrative practices,
and equitable financial contributions by participating states were important in
ensuring effective operation.

The reorganization of NATO which resulted in the creation of a secretariat,
headed by a Secretary•General and a permanent council, headquartered in
Paris, required the establishment of a permanent Canadian delegation to the
organization (Chapter V). One of the major matters occupying the delegation
and policy makers in Ottawa during 1952 was the question of working out
satisfactory arrangements for consultation between the 1 "Big Three" (the
United States, the United Kingdom and France) and the other membcrs of the
alliance: Although Ottawa was interested in establishing suitable liaison
arrangements between NATO countries and Australia and New Zealand, it
remained opposed to extending the alliance's responsibilities to.the dependen-
cies of European powers. On this basis Prime Minister St. Laurent strongly
opposed a French request to direct to Indochina military assistance offered to
France as mutual aid.. ` - a

The Canadian government was engaged in negotiations for air agreements
with Mexico and Peru, which would establish new links with those countries

!(Chapter VI). In'addition, Ottawa had to deal with a concerted attempt by a
{group of Arab, European and Latin American states at the Sixth Session of the
International Civil Aviation Organization to transfer the - organization's
headquarters from Montreal to Europe or Latin America. The group's main
goal was to lessen the influence of the United States in civil aviation matters.
Also important was the cost of maintaining the headquarters in Montreal, and
the refusal of Premier Maurice Duplessis'. government and the City of
Montreal to grant privileges and immunities falling within their jurisdiction to
the organization and its employees, a factor that constrained Ottawa's capacity
to deal with concerns that were raised. The Assembly narrowly defeated the
proposal. - I

Commonwealth relations were primarily concerned with economic issues
following the balance of payment crisis experienced by several sterling bloc
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de transférer en Europe ou -en Amérique latine le siège central de l'organisa-
tion. Cette tentative visait principalement à réduire l'influence des; États-Unis
dans,-.le domaine; de l'aviation civile,. mais une autre question revétait une

-importance énorme dans ce débat:, le coût élevé du maintien du siège social de
l`organisation.. à Montréal, auquel .,s'ajoutait -le; refus , du, gouvernement de

► Maurice; Duplessis:et,_de: la Nille de Montréal d'accorder à l'OACI et à ses
; employés ,. les privilèges, et : les immunités relevant de , leurs . juridictions
.respectives, limitant ainsi d'autant.la;capacité. d'intervention du gouvernement
canadien..- L'Assemblée rejeta malgré tout la. proposition, par une faible

. majorité. : . .. 1, ,^ ^ x = ;
_,-- ^ Par suite de la crise de la balance des paiements que plusieurs pays du bloc
sterling avaient traversée à la-fin de-:1951; `les: membres du Commonwealth
-étaient surtout -préoccupés-,par des questions d'ordre -économique (Chapitre
VII). Lors de la réunion des ministres des Finances du Commonwealth qui eut
lieu,- en- janvier et lors-de la-Conférence économique du Commonwealth à
laquelle les chefs *de gouvernement participèrent à la fin novembre et au début
décembre, les efforts portèrent principalement sur les mesures à prendre pour
renforcer la position du blôc. Au cours de ces débats, le Canada put néanmoins

,plaider avec succès en faveur d'une _ libéralisation du commerce international
:tout, en maintenant sa position en tant qu'exportateur au sein,des pays de la
zone sterling. . Le . Plan Colombo retint, par; ailleurs passablement l'attention
d'Ottawa quoique., .4r compter de, 1952, il fut: moins, question f d'élaborer des

,politiques a cet égard que d'administrer le programme canadien et d'entamer

.nç; te e mesure:3ur,les,exportatjonsÀatnadiennq,et il

poussa ttaa►a ^`.donner. suite, avec: la bénédictiôn:dd` p'r&ident-américain; àitott, ptopr,C:projet.°
Le gouvernement canadien s'inquiétait également au sujetide,la-10i imposant: ^.-des quotasaux importations.de, produits laitiers aux:Ét^ts-^Jqiï,t4ttaa^,Etaitrinquiet'des cffets d'u ^ 11 "

t oeuvre de la polltlque economque améruaine:t L'incapacité dûÎgouvernemcnt
r américain * à"persuader le M Congrès )d'aP̂ °Prouverlle Projet ( d'âoCord ^. emtnc. le
^Canadâ`^^ et4les^ États•Unls .`pour. u la;rycanalisâtton^ et , lamâtegementrbydro-
célectrlquè', du: bâssln, des ^ Grands1 Lacs;ét. du Saint•I:aurënti

" ' Les -relations canado- âméricainesétaient.dominées;pâc des préoccupations
d'ordre, économique ^ et stratégique (Chapitre V 1 I I).^ Par suite : de , lacxroisse-
mént de la puissance militaire'soviétiqtie; le besoin se'fit de plus en plus sentir,

- surtout . du côté des' États-Unis, d'assurer la: protection aérienne du, territoire
nord•américain: Après avoir étudié les demandes des Américains en fonction de

; leur 'nécessité -*militaire; ', les : dirigeants . dei i) Forces,.. armées , canadiennes
cherchèrent à intensifier la coopération dans certains domaines: Ainsi, au début

; de.1952un î haut responsable : de, la. Force aérienne ,canadienne suggèra l'idée
:- d'un ; commandement intégré; de, défense„antiaérienne j pourftout,^ le territoire
nord-américain:. (document , 698)., ^ Dex; son ,.côté, , la ° direcUon^^ dés, ^ Affaires:.. / •:. /

• f ...:.^A .. ...,_

exteneures,etait plutôt portée, à craindre les conséquences que de tels accords
,,bilatéraux pourraient avoir pour la souveraineté canadienne., J`;1^^,^;; ..°^ ;#£r =
{.:7 Le `Canada était ' aussi +grandement ^ préoccupé ;^ par¢ les "désaccords - qui
. subsistaient entre l'administration Truman et le Congrès au sujetde la mise en. , . . . ,

,. des negoclatlons sur les projets a venir.,
/ •

. . .. . . . 4 . . ^ .



countrics,in late 1951 (Chapter VII). How to strengthen the position.of the
bloc was the main focus of the meeting of Commonwealth Finance Ministers in ,
January, and the Commonwealth Economic Conference, attended by heads of
government, in latc Novcmbcr and'carly Dcccmbcr. Canada's role in those,
deliberations reflected its interest in maintaining a liberal system of interna-
tional trade, as well as its own export position_ vis-à-vis sterling area countries.
Colombo. Plan matters also occupicd considerable attention in Ottawa,
although by 1952 thc.focus had shifted away from, policy to the administration
of Canada's program, and negotiations for future projects.

Canada's relations with the United States were dominated by strategic andeconomic issues (Chapter Vlli). The growth of Soviet military capabilities led
to an increasing emphasis on North. Amcrican: air defence, the impetus for.
which came from the United States. Canadian military authoritics, who
approached American requests for new defence projects from the standpoint of
military necessity, sought to intensify cooperation in some areas. For instance,
in car1y.1952, a senior Canadian air force official advanced the concept of anintegrated, North American air defence command (document 698). External
Affairs officials, by contrast, tended to be more sensitive to the implications of
bilateral dcfence arrangements for Canadian sovereignty.

An important Canadian concern vis-3-vis the United States related to
disagrecmcnts; between the Truman administration and Congress. over the
conduct of economic policy. The administration's failure to persuade Congress
to approve . the', Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin Agreement for the joint
construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Project prompted Ottawa,
with the,Presidcnt's approval, to proceed with its own plan.a.Thc governmentwas also ' conccrn^d about , legislation imposing quotas on dairy products .
imported into the Unitcd States. Ottawa 's anxiety stemmed from the effect of
this action on Can,^dian exports and the possible implications for multilateraltradc libcralization. .-.

Canada's vicws of developments in Western Europe continued to be
conditioned by,itsïrclationship with the United Kingdom and membership in
NATO (Chaptcr.IX). Although External Affairs was kept well informed of theprogress of European integration by its missions abroad, the department's files
contain littlc evidcncc „of attempts to asscss the implications for Canada.
Ottawa maintained a ttiorceMive interest in the work of the Organization for
European Economic,Coopcra lion, the . main focus being the steps taken byEuropean countrics in

`
^'thc dircction ^ of currency convertibility and tradelibcraliration. ^` ,.. ,

The govcrnmcnt's^, familiarity with political dcvclopmcnts in the Middle
East, on the other hand; rvas limitai, although the need for greater undcrstand-
ing was rccognized.rThis problcm was ex rienccd especiallyPe at the United
Nations where the Cânadian delegation had. to respond to issues, stemminfrom continuing -Arab-liraeli { tcnsions, which frequently came before the
General Asscmbly. Theinstrumental ^ role played by the delegation in avcrting
a brcakdown of the PaiGstinian Conciliation Commission, at the Sixth General
Asscmbly, largely duea to the ptesena of ElüabcthY tliacCallum, External's
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craignait ` ses . répercussions` éventuelles sur la libéralisation des - -échanges^
multilatéraux.

Le' Canada continuait d'évaluer les changements qui se produisaient ^ en
Europe " de l'Ouest en fonction de ses liens' avec le Royaume-Uni et ^ de son
appartenance à l'OTAN, (Chapitre- IX): Même si les missions canadiennes à
l'étranger tenaient ` lé Ministère des Affaires 'extérieures au courant des progrès,
réalisés au niveau de l'intégration européenne, il n'est guère fait mention, dans
les dossiers du Ministère; des tentatives d'en évaluer les conséquences pour le
Canada. Ottawa était plus directement intéressé aux travaux de l'Organisation
européenne - de ^_coopération économique, son- attention étant principalement
tournée ''vers, les mesures

.
prises par, les- pays' 'européens pour assurer la

convertibilité de leurs monnaies respectives et parvenir à une , plus grande;
libéralisation de leurs échanges commerciaux.

^'-Le gouvernement canadien était par' ailleurs moins ' familiarisé avec la,
situation qui ^ prévalait au Moyen-Orient, mais il demeurait ^ persuadé de la
nécessité d'en apprendre davantage sur le sujet. Il prit notamment conscience
de ses' lacunes à cet égard - le jour où la délégation canadienne aux Nations
unies 7 duu prendre position sur des questions fréqûemment soulevées à
l'Assemblée générale par suite des perpétuelles tensions israélo-arabes. Lors de
la sixième Assemblée générale, la délégation canadienne contribua; en grande
partie-grâce à Elizabeth MacCallum, la principale experte en la matière au
sein du . Ministère, à empêcher l'éclatement de la Commission de conciliation,
des Nations unies pour la Palestine^ ce qui ne fit que confirmer l'utilité de
posséder de solides connaissances sur cette région (document 231).

Comme les rapports bilatéraux entre le Canada et l'Union soviétique, et les i
pays de' l'Est ^ demeuraient limités; la plupart des,, activités des missions '
canadiennes en place à Moscou et dans les autres capitales de l'Europe de l'Est
consistaient à 'faire étaude l'évolution de`la situation dans ces pays (Chapitre.
X). Les dépêches reproduites donnent une idée de l'orientation prise par la
mission à Moscou.. . F

En .1952, la politique canadienné en Extréme-Orient était'axée surtout sur le',
Japon' (Chapitre XI). L'entrée en vigueur; en avril de cette même année, du
traité de paix fut suivie du rétablissement intégral dés' relations diplomatiques
entre le Canada* et le Japôn: L'un des principaux points à l'ôrdre du-jour des
deux `paÿs `fut= la conclusion ` d'un nouvel âccord lcommerciai.' I:a :`situation en,'
Indochine` retenait également l'attentionhdu gouve^ncnient canadien. Tout cn
décidânt;°én décembre 1952,^ de^^ procédcr'3à° une^ reconnâissânce conditionnelle
du Laos, du Vietnam et du Cambodge en tant qu'.i~tats associés iau sein ' de °
l'Union française», Ottawa-, fit preuve de, prudence- en„`rejetant las nouvelles
téntatives' de la France pour obtenir l'aide de l'OTAN dans cette région., - ,, . ,..4 Lai misé 'sur pied; en - 1952; de`nouvellcs missions en^^Amérique latine et la'
décision d'envoyer une` importante délégationXcommerciale dans cette région au,
débût ^de ` 1953 traduisaient 4 la = volonté ' du`= Canada' d'entretenir' des liens
écôriomiqucs plus étroits avec le`s pis d'Amérique latine: Toutefois, lorsque les '
États= Unis invitèrent officieusemciltlé'Canada à'se'joindre'à l'Organisation'
dcs ^ États' américains; ` les - responsables ='des' i Affaires`, extérieures crurent
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leading expert on the, region, demonstrated the value of such expertise
(document 231).

As a result of - Canada's bilateral interaction with the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe being limited, much of the activity of the missions in Moscow

-and other Eastern European capitals consisted of reporting on developments in
those countries (Chapter X). A selection of despatches indicating trends being
followed by the mission in Moscow is printed.

The main focus of Canadian policy in the Far ; East in 1952 was Japan
(Chapter X1). The coming int6force of the peace treaty in April was followed
by the restoration of full diplomatic relations between the two countries. The
principal item on the bilateral agenda was the. conclusion of a new, trade
agreement. Also receiving attention was the situation in Indochina. While
Ottawa decided to extend qualified recognition to Laos, Vietnam and
Cambodia as "Associated States within the French Union," in December 1952,
it maintained a cautious attitude, rejecting renewed French efforts to secure
aid to the region for NATO purposes.

The creation of new posts in Latin America during 1952, together with the
decision to despatch a major trade mission to that area in early 1953,
demonstrated Canada's interest in cultivating closer economic ties with the
countries of the region. However,, the generally negative, response among
External Affairs officials ; to an informal American overture to join the
Organization of American States indicated that Canada was reluctant to play
a larger political role in Latin America.

. In selecting documents for this volume,- I have been guided by the principles
set out in the Introduction to Volume 7 (pp. ix-xi) of this series. One source of
difficulty in following the principles was the huge growth of, the postwar
documentary record, reflecting Canada's expanding foreign policy agenda. To
some extent it was possible to compensate for this by relying more heavily than
previous editors on summary documents such as the reports of the weekly
meetings of heads of division, Cabinet Conclusions and documents prepared for
cabinet. Even so, the amount of material.,was such that a more selective
approach had to be adopted to the source material and subjects examined. .

Accordingly, I decided to confine comprehensive coverage to the files of the
Dcpartment of External Affairs, the L.B. Pearson papers and the records of the

. Privy Council Office, the last as a result of the PCO's centrality in -the Ottawa
policy process. Other collections were consulted only when required to
complete the examination of individual topics.

A second source of difficulty' was the complexity of some subjects by
comparison with the wartime and early postwar years. To have dealt with such
subjects, adequately would have required the. inclusion of a much greater
number of documents than could have been accommodated in the volume. To
have done so, moreover, would - have given such lengthy treatment to those
subjects as to distort the balance of importance of the issues arising during the

i period. These considerations led to the omission of certain highly complex and
detailed subjects such as the annual review and mutual aid processes in
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g0 -bon de' refuser l'invitation; ce qui -montre que le Canada hésitait
à jouer un rôle politique accru en Amérique latine.

. 1 1 '. , - !')

On trouvera dans 1'introduction au Volume`7 (pp. viii-x) les principes qui
m'ont guidé'dans le choix- des'documents contenûs dans le présent volume. Il a.

"toutefois * ét'e "difficilé d'appliquer ces principés à la lettre à cause de l'impres-
siônna'nte somme de'documents qui datent de l'après-guerre, et qui sont autant
de témoins de la multiplication des activités du Canada en matière de politique
étrangère. Il m'a été possible, dans' un& certaine mesure, de contourner cette
difficulté en'm'appùyant>davantage que mes, prédécesseurs sur des documents
de synthèse tels que rapports de réunions hebdomadaires des chefs de direction,

'conclusions du Cabinet ou documents préparés à l'intention.du Cabinet., 11 m'a
- néanmoins ^-fallu faire 'un - tri parmi ces trop nombreuses :sources et les
innombrablés sujets à ma disposition.

J'âi' `dônc'décidé de concentrer mon attention sur les dossiers du ministère
des Affaires extérieures et de L.B. Pearson et sur les documents' du Bureau du
Conseil privé (dans ce dernier cas, en raison du rôle 'central que le Bureau du
Conseil privé - joue 'dans les prises : de ^ décisions politiques à; Ottawa).' J'ai
consulté d'autres dossiers au besoin, notamment lorsqu'il me fallait compléter

- les renseignements que je possédais sur un thème particulier.
Autre facteur de difficulté : certains sujets 'étaienttdevenus plus complexes

qu'ils ne l'étaient pendant ou immédiatement après la guerre., Pour traiter ces
-sujets en profondeur;,il m'aurait fallu inclure davantage de documents que, ce
volume n'en peut contenir. Et quand même li chose' serait pôssible, ces sujets
prendraient trop d'importance par rapport à d'autres questions plus.caractéris-
tiques de cette période. Par conséquent,-j'ai renoncé à aborder, des questions
aussi': détàillées: et ^ complexes * que . le rapport annuel ^ de l'OTAN 1 et les
dispositions dé cet organisme relativement.à l'aide mutuelle. J'ose espérer que
les sujets retenus donneront un aperçu - des grandes orientations prises par. le, Canada concernant les domaines ainsi évacués. ...; t , .., ^•;. , (, .

, . , .
Certains sujets ', n'ont pas etc elimines uniquement pour des raisons de

complexité. Si'certâins'°documents ne'sont pas reproduits, c'est'qué je n'en ai
trouvé aucune trace `dans les dossiers' consultés. C'est notamment ^ le' cas en ce
qui concerne l'énergie atomique.' .^w a

L'édition du, présent "volume est basée"` sur les` mêmes i principcs que ceux
décrits dans l'introduction au Vülumé 9'(pp.%xvüi-xx): Une croix (-I-)'à la-fin
d'üné référence à un autre document indique que le document en question n'est
pas reproduit dans le volume. Dans le "texte 'd'un! document, des points de

1"suspension :: indiquent une omission par le compilateur. :.(
J'âi' eu `accès à tous les documents conservés dans les`fichiers du registrc

-' central` du' ministère des -Affairës'- extérieures, `à ceux'# du' Bureau • du Conseil
rivé ét'â ceux dé L.B.#Pearson: Les préposés autres bibliothèques m'ontprivé

documents ^dont ^s ' sont les
'^' dépôsitair`es:' Le ministère des " Affaires extérieures'et' du Commerce extérieur

du `Cânada", m'a , refusé Ia ^ permission de publier deuz îdes= documents qui
devalent figurer dans' le présent ouvrage: Conformément aux Lois sur l'accès à
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NATO. I hope that, the main, lines of Canadian foreign policy in the subject
areas affected will be clear from the issues chosen for treatment.

Complexity was not always the reason for omitting subjects. The absence of
documents on some subjects reflects the lack of material in the relevant files.
This was the case with atomic energy.:

The editorial devices used in this 'volümé are similar to these described in the
Introduction to Volume 9(p.'xix). A dagger (+) indicates that a document has
not been printed, ellipses indicatea an editorial excision.

I was given full accessto theavailable records in the central registry files of
the Départment of External Affàirs, thôse'of the Privy Council Office and the
L.B. Pearson papers. The custodians of other collections were generous in
granting 'access to materials when requested.' Two documents selected for
inclusion were withheld by External Affairs and International Tradé Canada.
Personal information was removed from documents 284, 430, 613 and 947 in
compliance with the Access to Information and Pdvacy Acts. The. remaining
editorial exclusions were made to improve the clarity of individual documents.

I am grateful to Arthu(Blanchettc, the former Director of the department's
Historical Divisiori,` and to John Hilliker, the present Head of the Historical
Section, for advice and encouragement. Janet Bax, Director of the Academic
Relations Division when the work was completed, was most supportive. I was
assisted in the initial selection of documents by Christopher Cook and E.A.
Kelly. Our research was made easier by the cooperation received from
Jeannette K. Fournier, the former supervisor of the department's Scmi-Active
Records unit, and the archival staff of the National Archives of Canada. The
tcchnical' editing group consisted of Isobel Cameron, Gcneviève dc Chantal,
Elizabeth Heathcrington, Dawn Jones, Liza Linklatcr and Laurel Pardy. I
thank them all.

DONALD BARRY
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l'information ^ et sur la : protection des' renseignements personnels, : certaines
informations de nature personnelle ont été retranchées des documents 284, .430,
613 et ;947. Toutes les autres omissions ont, eu: pour seul but de faciliter la
compréhension des documents publiés...:

Je remercie Arthur Manchette, ex-directeur de la Direction des affaires
historiques du Ministère, et,John Hilliker, -le directeur actuel de la Section

Laurel Pardÿ A tous, mes plus sincères remerciements.

été menée, à bien grâce aux bons soins d'Isobel Camerôn, de Genëviève de
Chantal, d'Elizabeth Heatheringtôn, de Dawn. Jones, de Liza' Linklâter et de

semi-actifs du Ministère, et le personnel des Archives nationales du. Canada
nous ont facilité la tâche à cet égard. La préparation technique de l'ouvrage a

eux apporté. leur soutien au cours dû 'pr'ocessu's de sélection initiale des
documents. Jeannette K. Fournier, , ex-surveillante du service des Documents

relations internationales en, matière d'éducation, à compter de la, fin de la
rédaction du présent ouvrage. Christôpher. Cook et E.A. Kelly m'ont'.quant à

l'aide précieuse que, m'a apportée Janet Bax, directrice de .la Direction des
historique, pour, leurs conseils et leurs encouragements. Je tiens à souligner



PROVENANCE DES DOCUMENTS'
LOCATION OF DOCUMENTS'

Documents de C.D. Howe.
Archives nationales
(MG 27)

Dossiers du ministère de la
Citoyenneté et de l'immigration,
Archives nationales
(RG 76)

Dossiers du ministère des

C.D.H.

DCI

DEA

C.D. Howe Papers.
National Archives
(MG 27)

Department of Citizenship
and Immigration Files,
National Archives
(RG 76)

Department of External
Affairs FilesAffaires extérieures

Collection de la
bibliothèque, Affaires
extérieures et Commerce
extérieur Canada

Dossiers du ministère des
Finances, Archives nationales
(RG 19)

Documents de L.B. Pearson.
Archives nationales
(MG 26 NI)

Documents de L.S. St-Laurent,
Archives nationales
(MG 26 L)

Bureau du Conseil privé

DEA/
Library

DF

L.B.P.

L.S.L.

PCO

Library Collection,
External Affairs and
International Trade
Canada

Department of Finance
Fiies. National Archives
(RG 19)

L.B. Pearson Papers,
National Archives
(MG 26 NI)

IS. St. Laurent Papers,
National Archives,
(MG 26 L)

Privy Council Office

2Ceci est une liste des symboles utilisés pour indiquer la provenance des documents. Les cotes
des collections déposées aux Archives nationales du Canada sont entre parenthèses.
This is a list of the symbois used to indicate the location of documents. The call numbers of
collections deposited at the National Archives of Canada arc in parcnthcscs.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

' %.ANZUS AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, UNITEDSTATES
AOC AIR OFFICER COMMANDING' ' " ) i

-^ %BENELUX BELGIUM, NETHERLANDS, LUXEMBOURG,

BLEU BELGIUM-LUXEMBOURG ECONOMIC UNION

CANAC PERMANENT DELEGATION OF CANADA TO NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL, PARIS

CCC CANADIAN COMMERCIAL CORPORATION
CJS CANADIAN JOINT STAFF
CJS(W) CANADIAN JOINTSTAFF, WASHINGTON
COCOM COORDINATING COMMITTEE ON EXPORT CONTROLS

CPDUN CANADIAN PERMANENT DELEGATION TO UNITED NATIONS

CRO CommoNwEALni RELATIONS OFFICE

CSC CNIEFOFSTAFF COMMITTEE
DRB DEFENCE RESEARCII BOARD
ECAFE ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR ASIA AND THE FAR EAST
ECOSOC ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL OF TF1E UNITED NATIONS

ECSC EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY

EDC EUROPEAN DEFENCE COMMUNITY
EPTA EXPANDED PROGRAM OFTECIINICAL ASSISTANCE
EPU EUROPEAN PAYMENTS UNION
FAO FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
FEB FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC BOARD
FPC • FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
GATT GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE

ACCORD GÉNÉRAL SUR LES TARIFS DOUANIERS ET LE COMMERCE

IBRD INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

ICAO INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION
ICRC INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE RED CROSS

lic INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION
1LO INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION

IMF INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
IWC INTERNATIONAL WHEAT COUNCIL
JPC JOINT PLANNING COMMITTEE
JPS JOINT PLANNING STAFF
NICC MILITARY COOPERATION COMMITTEE (CANADA-UNITED STATES)

MEDO MIDDLE EAST DEFENCE ORGANIZATION
MSA MUTUAL SECURITY AGENCY
NATIS NORTII ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION INFORMATION SERVICE

NATO NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION

OAS ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES
OEEC ORGANIZATION FOR EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COOPERATION

OFAR OFFICE OF FOREIGN AGRICULTURE RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES

PCC PALESTINE CONCILIATION COMMISSION

PJBD PERMANENT JOINT BOARD o%,4 DEFENCE

RCAF ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
ROK REPUeuC or KOREA
SAC STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND
SACEUR SUPREME ALLIED COMMANDER. EUROPE
SACLANT SUPREME ALLIED COMMANDER. ATLANTIC
SHAPE SUPREME HEADQUARTERS. ALLIED POWERS, EUROPE
SIL SQUADRON LEADER
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UNRWAPR UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES
THE NEAR EAST

UNICEF UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S EMERGENCY FUND

UNKRA UNITED NATIONS KOREAN RECONSTRUCTION AGENCY

UNRWAPNE UNITED NATIONS RELIEFAND WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES IN

UNCURK UNITED NATIONS COMMISSION, FOR UNIFICATION AND REHABILITATION OF

KOREA;. ) 1 .

UNESCO UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

TAB UNITED NATIONS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BOARD

TCA TECHNICAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION

TCC TEMPORARY COUNCIL COMMITTEE (NATO)

UNC UNITED NATIONS COMMAND

UPU UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION ! ^. - .,

USAF UNITEDSTATESAIR FORCE 1-- !`,

USDA UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

USN UNITED STATES NAVY

W/C WING COMMANDER •

WHO WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION



^ LISTE DES PERSONNALITÉS'
LIST OF PERSONS3

ABBOTT, Douglas C., ministre des Finances.
ActiESON, Dean G., secrétaire d'État des

États-Unis.
ADENAUER, Konrad. chancelier de la Répub-

lique fédérale d'Allemagne et ministre des
Affaires étrangères. ; 1

ALEXANDER OF TUNIS, Harold R.LG., maré-
chal et comte, gouverneur général (-mars);
ministre de la Défense du Royaume-Uni. .

ALLEN, Ward P.. conseiller pour des affaires
des Nations unies, Direction générale des
Affaires européennm département d'État
des États-Unis.

ALLtsoN. John M.. sous-secrftaire d'État
suppléant aux Affaires d'Extrtme-Oricnt des
États-Unis (-janv.). secrétaire d'État adjoint
aux Affaires d'Extrème-Orient.

ALPt1AND, Hervé, représentant permanent de
la France au Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord.

BAiPAt, Sir Girja S., secrétaire général du
ministère des Affaires extérieures de l'Inde
(-mai).

BALDwtN, J.A.. président, Commission des
transports africns.

BARCO, James W.. consciller, Mission per-
manente des États-Unis auprès des Nations
unies; membre de la Commission de eoncilia-
tion pour la Palestine à la sixième session de
l'Assemblée générale.

BEYEN, Johan W„ ministre des Affaires étran-
gères des Pays-Bas (sept..). poste détenu
conjointement avec Joseph Luns.

BtstIoP, major-gfnéral W.H.A., secrétaire
adjoint, ministère des Relations du Common-
wealth du Royaume-Uni.

BLtsS; Don C.. ministré. ambassade des irtats-
Unis.

ABt;orr, Douglas C., Minister of Finance.
ActiESON. Dean G.. Secretary of State of

United States.

ADENAUER, Konrad. Chancellor of Federal
Republic of Germany and Minister of For-
eign Affairs.

ALEXANDEROFTUNIS, Harold R.L.G., Field
Marshal and Earl. Governor General.
(-Mar.); Minister of Defence of United
Kingdom.

ALLEN, Ward P.. United Nations Adviscr,
Bureau of European Affairs, Department of
State of United States.

ALLtsoN, John M.. Acting Assistant Secretary
of State for Far Eastern Affairs of United
States (-Jan.); Assistant Secretary of State
for Far Eastern Affairs.

ALPHAND, Ncrv6. Permanent Representative
of France on North Atlantic Council.

BAiPAt, Sir Girja S.. Sccretary-Gencral of
Ministry of External Affairs of India
(-May).

BALDwtN. J.A., Chairman, Air Transport
Board.

BARCO, James W., Adviser. Permanent Mis-
sion of United States to United Nations;
Member of Conciliation Commission for
Palestine at Sixth Session of General
Assembly.

BEYEN, Johan W.. Minister of Foreign Affairs
of the Netherlands (Sept.-). position held
jointly with Joseph Luns.

BtstioP, Major-General W.H.A.. Assistant
Secretary. Commonwealth Relations Office
of United Kingdom.

BLtss, Don C., Ministcr, Embassy of United
States.

'Ceci est une sélection des principales personnalités canadiennes et de certaines personnalitFs de
l'étranger souvent mentionnées dana les documents. Les notices biographiques se limitent aux
fonctions qui se rapportent aux documents reproduits dans ce volume.
This is a sclectiion of Important Canadiut personalities and :orne foreign personalities often
mentioned in the documents. The biographicil deuils refer only to the positions pertinent to the
documents printed herein.
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BRADLEY, général Omar N., président du
comité des chefs d'état-major des États-Unis.

BRIDGEFORD, lieutenant-général W., com-
mandant en chef; Forces du Commonwealth
en Corée. . . 1 ' . , If

BROFOSS, Erik, ministre du Commerce de ,
Norvège..... . *,' , .

BROWNELL, Herbert Jr., membre, Conseil
judiciaire, État de New York; nommé Procu-`
reur général des États-Unis en novembre. '' .

r_ . . .. , ,. .
BRUCE, David K.E., ambassadeur des États-

Unis en France (-mars); sous-secrétaire
d'État des États-Unis. . : e , "f., .

BRYCE, R.B., sous-ministre adjoint des
Finances.

BULL, W.F., sous-ministre du Commerce.

BURBRIDGE, K:J: chef, Division juridique;'
conseiller, délégation à la septième session de

DAVIS, T.C.;
y.
ambâ'ssadeur en Républiqué

l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies.
BUTLER, R.A., cfiancelier dé l'Échiquier du

Royaume-Uni. ^ , ' - ' 1
CASEY, Richard G., ministre des Affaires

extérieures d'Australie.
CAVELL, R.G.(Nik); Direction'de la Coôpérà-

,tion économique et technique internationale,
ministère du Commerce.

CHEVRIER, Lionel,'ministte des Transpôrts.
TCHANG Kai-chèk, généralissime, président de

la République de Chine.

CHIPMAN, Warwick, haut-commissaire en
Inde'.

CHURCHILL, Winston S., premier ministre et
premier lord du Trésor , du Royaume-Uni; ,
ministre de la Défense (-janv.).

CLARK, général Mark, Armée des États-Unis,
commandant en chef, Extrême-Orient, et ,{^
commandant en chef, Commandement des
Nations unies (Corée) et gouverneur des îles
Ryukyu (mai-).

CLARK, W.C., sous-ministre des Finances.
CLAxTON;° Brooke, ministre de la Défense ;_
iriationale:i !.^ , . : , ,, ,

CURTIS, maréchal de l'air W.A., chef del'état- °
' major des forces aériennes. °° ` ' ', °"'

'11 F . . a ^
. .. '

fédérale d'Allemagne.

a lona es, ministère nomic Relations Division, Department ofdes Finances. .»- - -

DEUTSCN, J.J., directeur, Direction des Rela- DEtrrsCtt, J.J.. Directot, international Eco.Lions économiques intern t" I •

â ^ 4 . ç

BRADLEY, General Omar N., Chairman, Joint
Chiefs of Staff of United States.

BRIDGEFORD, Lieutenant-Gencral W., Com-
mander-in-Chief, Commonwealth Forces in
Korea. I

BROFOSS, Erik, Minister of Commerce of
Norway.

BROWNELL, Herbert Jr., Member, Judicial
Council, State of New York; appointed
Attorney-General of United States in °
November.

BRUCE, David K.E., Ambassador of United
States in France (-Mar.); Undcr-Sccretary of
State of United States.

BRYCE, R.B.,`Assistant Dcputy Minister of ,
Finance.

BULL, W.F., Deputy Minister of Trade and =T'
Commerce. '

BURBRIDGE, K.J., Head, Legal Division; F' '^
Adviser, Dclegation to Seventh Session of
General Assembly of United Nations.

BUTLER, R.A., Chancellôr of Exchequérof
United Kingdom.

CASEY, Richard G., Minister for External
Affairs of Australia.

CAVELL, R.G. (Nik), International Econom^c `
and Technical Co-operation Division, °' ' `
Department of Trade and Commerce: >

CHEVRIER, Lionel, Ministér of Transport.
CHIntvG Kai-shek, Generâlissimo, President ôf

Republic of China.^ ^ ; ' . '
^:^ .;► ",t

CHIPMAN, Warwick, High Commissioner in
India.

CHURCHILL, Winston S., Prime Minister 'and
First Lord of the T^easury of United , King-
dom; Minister of Defence (-Jan.).

CLARK, General Mark, United States Army.
Commander-in-Chief, Far East, and Com-
mander-in-Chief, Unittd Nations Conlmand
(Korea) and Governor of Ryukyu Islands
(May-).

CLARK, W.C. Deputy Minister of Finance..
'¢ CLAxTON, Brooke, Minister of National .-`

^Defence.
CURTIS; Air Manhai WA..: Chief of Air Staff.

Dwis, T.C., Ambassâdor i n Federal Républïc
ofGermany. ^, . , .. .t 41.

rinance.
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DRAPER, W.N., représentant spécial des
Nations unies en Europe (janv.-). reprFscnt-
ant au Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord (avr.-).

DULLES, J.F., conseiller auprès du secrétaire
d'État des États-Unis (-mars); nommé
secrétaire d'État en novembre.

DUPLESSIS, Maurice, premier ministre du
Québec.

EBAN, Abba, représentant Permanent disratl
aux Nations unies; président, délégation à la
septième session de l'Assemblée générale. ,

EBERTS, C.C., Bureau du Conseil privé; Direc-
tion des Amériques et de l'Extrème-Orient; '
chef, Direction des Amériques (sept..).

EDEN, Anthony, secrétaire d'État aux Affaires
étrangères du Royaume-Uni; président,
délégation à la septième session de l'Assem-
blée générale des Nations unies.

EISENHOWER. général Dwight D., comman-
dant suprème des Forces alliées en Europe
(-mai); président élu des États-Unis en - ,

-novembre.
FEAvER. N.F., chef du Protocole.
FISItER, Adrian S., conseiller juridique,

département d'État des États-Unis. ' ^
FORD. R.A.D., chargé d'affaires. ambassade en

Union soviétique. ^ ; .
FoSTER. W.D., sous-secrftaire à la Défense des

États-Unis: i
FouLKES, lieutenant-général C.. président, ^ , ^

Comité des chefs d'état major.
GARSOy, Stuart, ministre de la Justice; vice-

prEsident, délégation à la sixième session de
l'Assemblte générale des Nations unies.

GEORGE. Jamcs, conseiller, délégation pcr-
manente aux Nations unies; eonseillcr,
septième session de l'Assemblée générale.

GLAZEBROOK. G.P. de T.. cher. Ill, Direction
de Iiaison avec la Mfense.

GROSS, Ernest A., représentant suppléant des
États-Unis aux Nations unies et représentant
suppléant au Conseil de sécurité.

GRUENTt1ER, licutcnant-gfnfral A.M.. Armée
des États-Unis, chef d'état-major auprès du
commandant supréme des Forces alliés en
Europe.

IIARRISON, major-général W.K.. membre de
plein droit. délégation de l'Armistice du
Commandement des Nations unies (Corée)

délégué principal (mai-).
NEASMIIN, G.R., directeur, Service des

délégués commerciaux, ministère du Com-
merce. Il 1
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DRAPER, W.H., Special Representative of
United States in Europe (Jan.-); Representa-
tive on North Atlantic Council (Apr.-).,

DULLES, J.F., Consultant to Secretary of State
of United States (-Mar.); appointed Secre-
tary of State in November.

DuPLESSIS, Maurice, Premier of Province of
Quebcc.

EBAN, Abba, Permanent Representative or
Israel to United Nations; Chairman. Delega-
tion to Seventh Session of General Assembly.

EBERTS, C.C., Privy Council Office; American
and Far Eastern Division; Head. American ^
Division (Sept.-). 1;

EDEN, Anthony, Sccretary*of State for Foreign
Affairs of United Kingdom; Chairman,
Delegation to Seventh Session of General
Assembly of United Nations.

EISENIIOWER, General of the Army Dwight D.,
Supreme Allied Commander in Europe
(-May); elected President of United States in
November.

FEAVER, N.F., Chief of Protocol.
FISHER, Adrian S.. Legal Adviscr, Department

of State of United States.
FORD, R.A.D., Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in

Soviet Union.
FOSTER. W.D.. Deputy Secretary of Defence of

United States.
FOULKCS, Lieutenant-General C., Chairman,

Chiefs of staff Committce.
GARSON, Stuart, Minister of Justice; Vice-

Chairman. Delegation to Sixth Session or
General Assembly of United Nations.

GEORGE. James, Adviser, Permanent Delega-
tion to United Nations; Adviser to Seventh
Session of General Assembly.

GLAZEBROOK. G.P. de T., tlead, Dcfence
Liaison (2) Division.

GRoss, Ernest A.. Deputy Representative of
United States to United Nations and Deputy
Representative on Security Council.

GRUENTttER, Lieutenant-General A.M.,
United States Army, Chief of Staff to
Supreme Allied Commander in Europe.

IIARRtSON. Major-Gencral W.K., Plenary
Member, United Nations Command (Korea)
Armistice Delegation (Feb.-);Senior Dcle-
gate (May-).

NEl►SMAN, G.R., Dirrctor, Trade Commis-
sioner Service, Department of Trade and
Commerce.
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HEENEY, A.D.P., sous-secrétaire d'État aux!,
-Affaires extérieures (-avr.); représentant -
permanent, Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et
Organisation européenne de coopération ; ,
économique-:, • .. 1 ..,

HEMSLEY, Stuart, chef, Direction des
Finances.

HENKIN, Louis, Bureau des Affaires politiques
et de sécurité des Nations unies, département
d'État des États-Unis.

HICKERSON; John D., secrétaire d'État adjoint
aux Affaires des Nations unies des États-
Unis.. , ! ., . r i , •

HOLLAND, S.G., premier ministre et ministre.
des Finances de la Nouvelle-Zélande.

HOPKINSON, Henry, ministre d'État aux
Affaires coloniales du Royaume-Uni; repré-
sentant, septième session de l'Assemblée
générale des Nations unies.

HOWE, C.D., ministre du Commerce.
.. . . •. . . x .

HUGGINS, Sir Godfrey, premier ministre
d'Afrique du Sud:

IGNATIEFF, George; conseiller, ambassade aux •
États-Unis . ' -

IRELAND, Agnes, Direction du Commonwealth.
ISBISTER, C.M., directeur, Direction générale

des Relations commerciales internationales,
ministère du Commerce. . . .

ISMAY, Lord, secrétaire d'État aux Affaires du :
Commonwealth du Royaume-Uni (- mars); -
secrétaire général et vice-président, Organi-
sation du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord.,,

ISNOR, sénateur G.B., représentant, délégation
à la septième session de l'Assemblée générale ;
des Nations unies.

JEBB, sir Gladwyn, représentant permanent du
Royaume-Uni aux Nations unies.,,

JEssup, Philip C., ambassadeur itinérant des i
États-Unis; représentant suppléant, septième,,
session de l'Assemblée générale des Nations
unies. 1, ., ÿ , {, ,;.3, ,•

^ JOHNSON; Alexis, sous-secrétaire d'État,: , . . ,
adjoint aux Affaires de J'Extréme-Orient des
États-Unis : . ^ . , '

JOHNSON, David M., représentant permanent
aux Nations unies; représentant suppléant,; ;,

= sixième session de l'Assemblée générale, ; ^ .

JoY, vice-amiral C. Turner, Marine des États-
; Unis, délégué principal, délégation de

,il'Armistice du Commandement des Nations
unies (Corée) (-mai).
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HEENEY, A.D.P., Under-Secretary of State for ;
External Affairs (-Apr.); Permanent Repre-
sentative, North Atlantic Council and
Organization for European Economic
Co-operation.

HEMSLEY, Stuart, Head, Finance Division.

HENKIN, Louis, Office of United Nations
Political and Security Affairs, Department of
State of United States.

HICKERSON, John D., Assistant Secretary of
State for United Nations Affairs of United
States.

HOLLAND, S.G.. Prime Minister and Finance
Minister of New Zealand.

HOPKINSON, Henry, Minister of State for
Colonial Affairs of United Kingdom; Repre-
sentative, Seventh Session of General
Assembly of United Nations.

HowE, C.D., Minister of Trade and Com-
merce.

HUGGINS, Sir Godfrey, Prime Minister of
South Africa.

IGNATIEFF, George, Counsellor, Embassy in
United States.,, r

IRELAND, Agnes, Commonwealth Division,
ISBISTER, Dr. C.M.. Director, International

Trade Relations Branch, Department of
Trade and Commerce. I

ISMAY, Lord, Secretary of State for Common-
wealth Affairs of United Kingdom (-Mar.);
Secrctary-General and Vice-Chairman,
North Atlantic Treaty Organization.

ISNOR, Senator G.B., Representative, Delega-
tion to Seventh Session of General Assembly
of United Nations:.

JEBB, Sir Gladwyn, Permanent Representative
of United Kingdom to United Nations.

JESSUP, Philip C., Ambassador-at-Large of,
United States; Alternate Representativc to
Seventh Session of General Assembly of s p'
United Nations. • . ^ ' "

JOHNSON, Alexis, Deputy Assistant Secretary
of State for Far EasternAffairs of United

.^ g

States: !
JOHNSON, David M., Permanent Reprâenta-

tive to United Nations; Alternate Repre•
Kntative. Sixth Session of Gencral
Assembly.

JoY, Via-Admir,l C Turner, United States :
Navy, Senior Dcleppte. United Nations ,
Command (Korea) Armistice Dcle^,ation,..__... . , .
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KHAN. sir Mohammed Zafrullah. ministre des
Affaires étrangères du Pakistan; président,
délégation à la sixième session de l'Assem-
blée générale des Nations unies.

Kim Il Sung. premier ministre de la République
populaire démocratique de Corée et com-
mandant supréme de I*Armée du peuple de
Corée.

LANGE, Nalvard M., ministre des Affaires
étrangères de Norvège.

LÉGER, Jules, sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint
aux Affaires extérieures; représentant sup-
plfant. septième session de l'Assemblée
générale des Nations unies.

LEPAN, Douglas V., conseiller, ambassade aux
États-Unis.

LESAGE, Jean, secrétaire parlementaire du
secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures;
représentant. délégation à la sixième session
de l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies;
représentant. délégation à la première moitié
de la quatorzième session du Conseil i:cono-
mique et social.
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United Nations Photo
' L.B. Pcanon. en sa qwliti da prfaidcnt. ouvre la LB. Pearson as Prcsident opens the ScventA

"ca^ scukn de I'Assemelbe sEnErak des Session of the Gcnctal Asstmbly of the UnitedNations mai= Nations.



United Nations Photo

De gauche i droite : L.B. Pearson s'entretient L. to r.: L.B. Pearson talks Io Paul Martin
avec Paul Martin avant la réunion douverture de la bcforc the opcning mccting of the Scventh Session of
septième session de l'Asscmblée générale des the Gcncral As.scmbly of the United Nations.



C•76062
De gauche 3 droitc : Sclwyn Lloyd. L.B. Pearson

et Trygve Lie 3 la septième session de l'Assemblée
générale des Nations unies.

United Nations Photo

L. to r.: Selwyn Lloyd. L.B. Pearson and Trygve
Lie at the Scvcnth Session of the General Assembly
of the United Nations.

C•76063

Nations unia. De gauche à droite : John Foster the United Nation*: I. Io r.: John Foster Dulles.

Dulles. Trywe Lie. Dwight D. Eisenhower et LB. Trygvc Lie. Dwight D. Eisenhower and L.B. Pcar-

Pearson. son.

Le bident élu da États-Unis visite les The Presidcnt-clcct of the United States visits



Planct News Limited

Dc gauche ii droite: L.B. Pearson. Robert
L. to r.: L.B. Pearson, Robert Schuman,

Schuman, Anthony Eden et Dean Acheson à la
Anthony Eden and Dean Achcson at the Ministerial

_ :. ,,_ ►...,_, Meeting of the North Atlantic Council held at
Kcunwn m ► ...a........ ^c^
Nord. l..iwbonne, fLw^ier 1952., L^»uv.l ;.. :.û.....: ^. ..__.
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PA-14851

De gauche à droite (au centre) : Lord
Alexander, Winston Churchill et Louis St-Laurent
arrivent à un dîner au Chàteau Laurier à Ottawa. A
l'arrière plan. au centre. le chef du Protocole.
Howard Measures.

United Nations Photo

L. to r. (at ccntrc) : Lord Alexander, Winston
Churchill and Louis St. Laurcnt arrive at the
Chateau Lauricr in Ottawa to attend a dinner; at
rcar ccntrc. Chief of Protocol, Howard Measures.



PA-176848
De gauche à droite: Louis St-Laurent. Vincent

L. to r.: Louis Si. Laurent. Vincent Massey and

Massey et le Sénateur Wishart Robertson (leader
Senator Wishart Robcrtson (Government Leader in

parlementaire du gouvernement au Sénat). sur les
the Scnatc) on the steps of the Parliament Buildings

.. _..._. _., a.. bcforc the installation of Massey as Governor-
\\\Y\b\NrJ rY • Y\.b...^..• ^.r... . . ....

Massey dans sa fonction de gouverneur général.
lienCral.



PA-140170

Les brigadiers J.M. Rockingham (au volant) et
M.P. Bogcrt en jeep durant l'inspection du front en
Coréc.

Brigadicrs J.M. Rockingham (driving) and M.P.
Bogcrt in jeep during inspection of frontlinc posi-
tions in Korea.

PA•133383

Mme James Rcnwick dépose une gerbe au nom Mrs. James Rcnwick lays a wrcath on behalf of
des femmes et mères des militaires canadiens morts wivcs and mothcrs of Canadian military personnel
en Corée. who dicd in Korca.



PA-114629

A.D.P. Heeney lisant un exemplaire de la
Gazette où l'impasse des négociations d'armistice en
Corée fait la manchette.

A.D.P. Heeney is seen reading a copy of the
Gazette in which the deadlocked Korean armistice
talks are headline news.

PA•121697

Louis St-Laurent, en compagnie de [,am
Wilgress, signe la demande adressée à la Corc nis
sion mixte internationale pour la réalisation i'w i
projet hydro-électrique dans la section internatic nak

3 des rapides du Saint-Laurent.

Louis St. Laurent. seen with Dana Wiltrea'
signs the application to the International Ioir
Commission for power development in the Int :rn ►
tional Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River



CHAPITRE PREMIER/CHAPTER I

CONDUITE DES RELATIONS EXTÉRIEURES
CONDUCT OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS

Avis et proclamations' i

Notice and Proclamations'

OTTAWA, FEBRUARY 6, 1952
. , ,

OTTAWA, 6 FÉVRIER 1952 -

HIS EXCELLENCY THE ADMINISTRA. SON EXCELLENCE L'ADMINIS- '
TOR OF THE GOVERNMENT ' has TRATEUR DU. GOUVERNEMENT a `
received with the deépest distress appris avec la plus, profonde dou-
the news of the death :of , His
Majesty King. George VI, com-
municated to His Excellency in the
following cable from the Private
Secretary to His Majesty:

London, February 6, 1952.

"Profoundly regret .. to state' that
His Majesty King George the Sixth"
passed away . peacefully - in his sleep
early this morning." :

PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1

MORT ET AVÈNEMENT DU MONARQUE
DEATH AND ACCESSION OF.THE MONARCH

leur la * nouvelle du décès de Sa
Majesté le : Roi George VI, que,le
Secrétaire particulier, de, Sa .
Majesté a communiquée à Son
Excellence dans le câble suivant:

^ . Londres, 6 février 1952.

"Regrette profondément - d'annon-
cer que Sa Majesté le Roi George Six
est décédé paisiblement dans ' son
sommeil de bonne heure ce matin."

T. RINFRET,' T. RINFRET,
Administrator.. Administrateur.

[L.S.] [L.S.]

'Publiés dans Gazette du Canada le 6 février 1952. Ottawa, Imprimeur de la Reine, 1952.
Published in Canada Gazette, February 6, 1952. Ottawa, Queen's Printer, 1952.



CANADA

BY His EXCELLENCY. THE RIGHT
HONOURABLE THIBAUDEAU RIN-
FRET, Chief Justice of Canada and
Administrator of the ' Government
of Canada.

To ALL To WHOM these Presents
shall come,

- GREETING:

WHEREAS it hath pleased Almighty
God to call to His Mercy Our Late
Sovereign Lord King George the
Sixth of blessed and glorious memory.
by whose decease the Crown of. Great
Britain, Ireland and all other His late
Majesty's dominions is solely and
rightfully come to the High and
Mighty Princess Elizabeth Alexandra
Mary, Now Know Ye that I; the said
Right Honourable Thibaudeau Rin-
fret;. .Administrator of ^ Canada as
aforesaid, assisted by Her Majesty's
Privy =. Council for... Canada' do now
hereby with one 'voice and consent W
tongue and heart, publish : and , pro-.
claim that the High and Mighty Prin-
cess -Elizabeth Alexandra Mary is
now bÿ-tlie'death of Our late Sover-
eign:,oft;happy, and glorious memory
become our , only lawful and rightful
Liégé Làdÿ Elizabeth the Second by
the Gracé, of God, of Gréat Britain, ;
Ireland ' and the 'British "Dominions

CONDUITE DES RELATIONS EXTÉRIEURES

CANADA

: PAR ' SON, EXCELLENCE LE TRÈS
HONORABLE THIBAUDEAU RIN-
FRET, Juge en chef du, Canada et
Administrateur du Gouvernement
du Canada.

À TOUS CEUX QUI les présentes ver-

ront,
SALUT:

ATTENDU qu'il a plu au Dieu Tout-
Puissant d'appeler à Sa Miséricorde
Notre regretté Souverain Seigneur le
Roi George Six, d'heureuse et glo-
rieuse mémoire, dont le décès fait
passer la Couronne de Grande-Bre-
tagne, d'Irlande et de toutes les
possessions de feu Sa Majesté unique-
ment et ' légitimement à la Haute et
Puissante Princesse Elizabeth Alexan-
dra Mary. Sachez que moi, ledit Très
Honorable _ Thibaudeau Rinfret,
Administrateur du Canada, comme
susdit, d'accord avec le Conseil. Privé
de Sa Majesté pour le Canada, publie
et proclame maintenanu par les pré-
sentes, d'une voix unanime et de con-
sentement de bouche et de coeur, que
la Haute et Puissante Princesse Eliz-
abeth Alexandra Mary est mainten-
ant. dévenue, par la ' mort'' de Notre
regretté' Souverain, , d'heureuse et
glorieuse mémoire, . Notre ' seule et
légitime Dame lige Elizabeth Deux,

beyond the Seas QUEEN, Defender par la Grâce de Dieu, Reine de
of the Faith, Supreme Liege Lady in Grande-Bretagne, d'Irlande , et des
and over Canada, to ^ whom we
acknowledge all faith and constant
obedience with all hearty and humble
affection, beseeching God by whom
all Kings and Queens do reign to bless
the Royal Princess Elizabeth the
Second with long and happy years to
reign over us..

3 . „^._ . 0;,1à

possessions britanniques au delà des
mers, Défenseur de la foi, Dame lige
suprême du Canada, à qui Nous
reconnaissons toute foi et obéissance
constante, avec une humble et sincère
affection, priant Dieu de qui tous les
Rois et les Reines tiennent leur puis-
sance ,^ d'accorder ,* à_ la Princesse

, Royale, Elizabeth ; Deux - un long et
heureux règne. e
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. GIVEN under my Hand and Seal at
Arms ; at - Ottawa, , this Sixth day of
February, in the year of Our Lord one
thousand; nine hundred and fifty-two,
and in the first year of Her Majesty's
reign.

It , - By Command,
. ,, . ..
,F. GORDON BRADLEY,

^ . ^
Seeretary of State of Canada,. , .. . . ,.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN

T. RINFRET,
.Administrator.
^ [L.S.] :

,

i CANADA

ELIZABETH THE SECOND, by
the Grace of God, of Great Britain,
Ireland and the British Dominions
beyond the Seas ' QUEEN,
Defender of the, Faith...., . .. ,,

,To, ALL To WHOM these Presents
shall come, .

'GREETING:

HUGUES LAPOINTE,
Acting Attorney General,

^ . r - ... .
CANADA

WHEREAS by Chapter forty-six of
the, Revised,, Statutes ; of , ., Canada,
1927,:. intituled "An :Act : respecting
the Demise of the Crown,", it is,

3

-DONNÉ sous . Mon Seing et le
Sceau de, Mes armes, à Ottawa, ce
sixième . jour de février., en l'an , de
grâce mil neuf-cent cinquante-deux,
et du Règne de, Sa., Majesté. le
premier.

Par ordre,

Le Secrétaire d'État du Canada,

F. GORDON BRADLEY

DIEU SAUVE LA REINE

T. RINFRET, ,
Administrateur. •

[L.S.]

CANADA

ELIZABETH DEUX, parla Grâce
de Dieu,, Reine de Grande-Bre-
tagne, d'Irlande et des possessions
britanniques au delà des mers,
Défenseur de la foi.

À TOUS CEUX QUI les . présentes ver-
ront,

..
.,. . .

SALUT:

HUGUES LAPOINTE,
Procureur général suppléant,

CANADA

ATTENDU que par le chapitre qua-
rante-six des Statuts revisés du
Canada, 1927, intitulé "Loi, sur la
transmission de la Couronne," il est
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amongst other , things, . in -' effect
enacted,` that upon^ the demise of, the
Crown ° it shall not be necessary to
renew any 4' commission by ' virtue
whereof any officer of Canada, or any
functionary in Canada or any judge of
any courts in Canada, held his office
or profession during the previous
reigns; but that a proclamation shall
be issued by the Governor General
authorizing all persons in office as
officers of Canada who held commis-
sions under the late Sovereign,a and all
functionaries who exercised any
profession by virtue of any such com-
missions and all judges of all courts of
Canada to continue in the due exer-
cise of their respective duties, func-
tions and professions; and that such
proclamation shall suffice and that
the incumbents shall, as soon thereaf-
ter as possible, take the usual and
customary oath of allegiance before
the proper officer or officers the-
reunto appointed,-

Now,THEREFORE by and with the
advice of Our Privy " Council' of
Canada We do by, this proclamation
authorize"all persons in office as offi-
cers `of Canada who held commissions
under Our late Royal Father of glori-
ous memory and all functionaries who
exercised any profession in Canada by
virtue of any such commission and all
judges of all courts in Canada to con-
tinue in- the due exercise of their
respective dutiès, ' functions • and
professioris, for which this Our proc-
lamation shall suffice.

AND WE Do' ORDAIN that' all
incumbents of such offices and func=
tions all such judges and all' persons

entre autres choses statué, qu'adve-
nantla transmission de la Couronne il
n'est pas` nécessaire de renouveler les
commissions en'- vertu desqtielles les
officiers, employés ^ ou fonctionnaires
du Canada ou les juges des cours du
Canada exerçaient leur profession ou
remplissaient leurs 'fonctions sous les
règnes précédents; mais une procla-
mation est émise parle' Gouverneur
général, autorisant toutes les per-
sonnes en 'plàce' en 'qualité' d'officiers
du Canada, qui -détenaient. des, com-
missions sous le ` règne du souverain
décédé, et , tous les fonctionnaires
exerçant quelque profession en vertu
de pareilles commissions, et tous les
juges de toutes les cours du Canada, à
continuer l'exercice régulier de leurs
devoirs, fonctions et professions,
respectivement. Cette proclamation
suffit; et le plus tôt possible ensuite,
les titulaires prêtent le serment
d'allégeance ordinaire et d'usage
devant le fonctionnaire ou les fonc-
tionnaires préposés à cette fin,-

À CES CAUSES, de et par l'avis de
Notre Conseil privé pour le Canada,
et par Notre présente proclamation,
Nous autorisons toutes les 'personnes
en place en qûalité ^; d'officiers -du
Canada, qui détenaient des cômmis-
sions sous le règne de feu Notre Royal
Père, de glorieuse mémoire, et tous les
fonctionnaires qui exerçaiént quelque
profession au Canada en vertu de
pareilles commissions et tous les juges
de toutes les cours` au'Canada, à con-
tinuer l'exercice : régulier de-, leurs
devoirs, fonctions et professions,
respectivement;, et .,pour ce Notre
présente proclamation suffira.

, ... . ..,. ,e sft •

ET NOUS ORDONNONS que tous les
titulaires de ces charges et fonctions
ainsi que les juges et toutes les per-
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holding such commissions shall, as
soon hereafter aspossible, take. the .
usual and customary oath of alle-
giance to Us before the proper officer
or officers thereunto appointed.

AND WE Do hereby require, and
command- all Our loving subjects to
be aiding, helping and assisting all
such officers, functionaries, judges
and persons holding commissions in
the performance of • their respective
offices, functions and professions. - :

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, We have
caused these Our Letters to be
made Patent, and the Great Seal of
Canada to be : hereunto affixed.

. WITNESS: Our Right Trusty and
Well-beloved Counsellor the Right

Honourable THIBAUDEAU RIN-
FRET, Chief Justice of Canada and
Administrator of Our Government
of Canada.

AT OUR GOVERNMENT HOUSE,,in
.Our City of Ottawa, this sixth day
of February. in the :year of Our
Lord One thousand nine hundred
and fifty-two and in the First year
of Our Reign. •

• By Command,

F. GORDON BRADLEY, .

Secretary of State of Canada.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN

sonnes détenant pareilles commis-
siàns, Nous prêtent le serment
d'allégeance'.' ordinaire et d'usage,
aussitôt que possible par la suite,
devant le fonctionnaire ou les fonc-
tionnaires préposés à cette fin.

ET, par les présentes, Nous man-
dons et commandons à tous Nos féaux
sujets de prêter aide et assistance à
tous ces officiers, fonctionnaires,
juges et personnes détenant des com-
missions dans l'exercice de leurs
charges, fonctions et professions,
respectivement.

EN FOI DE QUOI Nous avons fait
émettre Nos présentes . Lettres
Patentes et à icelles fait apposer le
Grand Sceau du Canada. TÉMOIN:
Notre très fidèle et bien-aimé con-
seiller le Très Honorable Thibau-
deau Rinfret, Juge en chef du
Canada et Administrateur,, de
Notre Gouvernement du Canada.

EN NOTRE HOTEL DU GOUVERNE-
MENT, en Notre cité d'Ottawa, ce
sixième jour de février en l'an de
grâce mil neuf cent cinquante-deux
et de Notre Règne le premier. :

Par ordre,

Le Secrétaire d'État du Canada,

F. GORDON BRADLEY.

ë DIEU SAUVE LA REINE
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SECRET

the Commonwealth since the Accession of Queen Elizabeth II. On r April 5, .
1952, the Commonwealth Relations Office asked each of these Governments
for their views on the wording of the new Royal Style and Titles. More recently
the Commonwealth Relations Office suggested that, in 'view ôf the 'varying
repliés to this inquiry, the matter might be arranged by a"personal
discussion"; and that the presence of the Prime Ministers or their representa-
tives. in London at the Commonwealth Financial and Economic Conference in
November would offer a most convenient opportunity for such a discussion.
The Commonwealth Relations Office expressed, the hope that this proposal
would be generally acceptable and that the proposed discussions in London

2e PARTIE/PART 2'
... , t .,.

DÉSIGNATION ET TITRES ROYAUX ,
ROYAL STYLE AND TITLES

Note pour le premier ministre

'Mémorandum for Prime Minister,

^ -Ottawa, November [24?], 1952'

ROYAL STYLE AND TITLES
This question has been under consideration by the various Governments of

would enable Commonwealth Governments to reach a final agreement on the
new form of the Royal Style anal itles.

Prime Ministers' Conference in 1949

2. When this matter was, raised in London in 1949, .' there was general
agreemenuthat the Royal Style and Titles was archaic and neede&td)be
`changed' to' bring - it into conformity with - the . existing structure of ' the
Commonwealth. Although at that time no precise understanding was reached
on how it'might be done, there was general agreement, that each Common-
wealth country would use for its own purpose a title in which' the, country
concerned would be mentioned by name and the other parts of the Common-
wealth would be`described in a generic phrase., A further suggestion was that,
since the phrases "By the Grace-of God" and "Defender of the Faith" -
although traditional in the United Kingdom - ^ might' not' bë ' considered
appropriate in all the other Commonwealth countries, it. would be _ for, the
government of 'each country to consider whether one or both of these phrases

âi
should be omitted from the title adopted for use in that country. Subject to
these two considerations the Prime Ministers agreed in the 1949 Conference on
the desirability for the maximum possible measure of uniformity for the form
of the Royal Style and Titles to be used in each country of the Commonwealth.

Preferences of the Various Commonwealth Governments
3.- The preferences for the wording of the' Royal Style and Titles, as

submitted by the Commonwealth Governments in reply, to the C.R.O. inquiry
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are attâched as an appendix to this memorandum. These Governments agree
on the desirability of having the Royal Style changed before the Coronatiôn
(although this ceremony does not include a full recital of the Royal Style and
Titles); but there are wide divergences of view in the various preferences: , .

(a) Australia does: not favour the United Kingdom's suggestion, primarily
because : Australia wishes both 'the - United Kingdom.and Australiâ to be
mentioned by name in the title to be used in Australia.'
(b) Neither of the Australian preferences would satisfy completely our desire

that the Royal Style should emphasize the. fâct that the Queen is Queen of
Canada, regardless 'Of her sovereignty'ôver other Commonwealth countries.
Our view2 is in strict accord with the present constitutional position, which is
based on the concept of equality of status of all Commonwealth members. The
first Australian preference would result in a cumbersome title and is, therefore,
not likely to commend itself to thé other Commonwealth governments. The
second Australian suggestion is not in accord with the objectives, expressed at
the 1949 Prime Ministers' Conference, that all members of the Commonwealth
should be represented in the néw Royal Style on an equal ba'sis with the United
Kingdom and that only one country would be *named in the new Royal Style.
(c) Ceylon and Pakistan have expressed a preference for the shortest possible

title and would be most unlikely to agree to a new Royal Style along the lines
of the Australian proposal because it tends to emphasize the link between the
United Kingdom and the other Commonwealth country concerned.'
(d) South Africa has already gone on record as being unable, to lend its

support to the form of title suggested by Australia because, in the South
Africans' view, the Australian proposal detracts from the equality of status of
the members of the Commonwealth. =,<<

(e) Ceylon, Pakistan and South Africa do not wish to include the expressions
"By the Grace of God" and "Defender of. the Faith" in the new Royal Style
and "I itles.

Possible Alternatives
4.,.A number of possible alternatives may be raised in London:
(a) If it appeàrs that no near-uniform title is likely to emerge from the

discussiôns, the suggestion might be' made that the whole matter be dropped
and that the present Royal Style and Titles be retained: (The` present title
reads: "Elizabeth'the Second, by the Grace of God,'of,Great Britain, Irelând,
and the British Dominions beyond the Seas, Queen, Defender of the Faith.")
In my view it would be most, undesirable to postpone the matter any, longer,
because so much of the ground work has already been completed; because the
Coronation presents a convenient opportunity to bring the Royal Style to date;
because there has been general agreement 'on the need to have the present
archaic ând unrealistic'title revised; 'and ' because from time to time we have

=Note marginale :/Marginal note: t
not my personal view. St. L(aurent)
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encountered difficulties over, the present form of the Royal. Style and Titles
(Mr. Turgeon's3 new Letter of Credence was the latest case in point).
(b) It may be'suggested that'near-uniformity could be reached if Australia,

Ceylon and Pakistan ° would agree to the -1949, formula, from which the
Commonwealth countries' preferences do : not ; vary greatly. The, Australians
might be persuaded to change their view,but the position of Ceylon and
Pakistan is difficult. Although at the Prime Ministers' Conference, in 1949
Ceylon and Pakistan seemed to accept in principle the suggested formula, there
is reason to believe that they might now find difficulty in doing so. This is
perhaps more trué of Pakistan than Ceylon. You can appreciate the undesira-
bility of bringing pressure to bear on the Governments of Ceylon and Pakistan
to agree to something which they, do not want and which might prove
politically embarrassing for them. Moreover, not too far in the background lies
the possibility that one or [sic] both of these countries might eventually follow
in the footsteps of India and choose to become a republic.

(c) ; The suggestion might be put forward that the new Royal Style and Titles
should follow the Accession formulae which read in part: "Queen of this realm
and of, all Her other realms and territories." This wording is unlikely to be
acceptable to, the United Kingdom authorities, who have expressed the view
that a title which is to be used on formal occasions or informal instances (such
as Heads of State Treaties or Credentials) would be unsuitable if it included no
geographical content. This view in my opinion'has considerable force. I should,
therefore, be reluctant to give support to a form of Royal Style which made no
mention of the country concerned.

(d), In our present preference,, which has been communicated to the C.R.O.,
the words "By the Grâce of God" and "Defender of the Faith" have been
retained. As previously mentioned Ceylon, Pakistan and South Africa would
prefer, toromit these two expressions. If it would, facilitate agreement on the
other controversial points, you might wish to consider whether their omission
from the new Royal Style and Titles would be acceptable in Canada. In spite of
their historical and religious significance, primarily in the United Kingdom, the
phrases are inconsistent with the present structure of the Commonwealth and
serve, no useful purpose , in inter-Commonwealth or international . relations.
Their omission from the new Royal' Style,.might meet with some opposition
from the more tradition-minded elements in Canada, but, if such an omission
woiild serve to bring about a satisfactory solution- of the complex titles problem,
the step might be worth taking. However, thereis. no indication at °the present
time that Canadian initiative in this direction'would achieve the desiréd results.
The phrases might well be retained in the Royal Style as,optional.'
- - (e), If uniformity cannot be obtained, there might be considerable merit in
allowing each country to use the Royal.Styléand Titles of its own preference.
The use of,varying titles is'not likely to, detract from the value or function of

'L'honorable W.F.A. Turgeon, ambassadeur en Irlande et, depuis fEvrier, igalement ministre au
Portugal.
Hon. W.F.A. Turgeon, Ambassador in Ireland and, concurrently from February 1952, Minister
to Portugal. j
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the Crown as a common and unifying feature within the Commonwealth.
Already India occupies a special position in relation to the Crown and, in a
sense, this might constitute a precedent as regards the Royal Style and Titles.
If any sort of agreement is to be reached before the Coronation, perhaps this
alternative offers the best that can be hoped for.

5. The recommended Canadian position, as outlined in the preceding
paragraphs, is flexible enough to permit us to agree to any of the.suggested
formulae, except that proposed by Australia and that proposed separately by
Ceylon and Pakistan. The importance of bringing the Royal Style and Titles
into line with reality, regardless of whether a near-uniform title can be agreed
upon, has, I think, been fully recognized by all Commonwealth Governments.
It would be unfortunate if the opportunity afforded by the forthcoming
meeting of Prime Ministers in London were to be lost.°

[APPENDICE/APPENDIX]

Australia:

The Australian Government has informed the Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations
that they would prefer a title which specified all Commonwealth countries by name so that it could
be used uniformly throughout the Commonwealth thus signifying its unity. If this suggestion does
not commend itself generally, the Australian Government proposes that the form of the title should
be:

"Elizabeth the Second, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, Australia and ' of all Her other realms and territories Queen, Head of the
Chmmnnw^el#h rl.f...d....f.^._r,.:.Ln

Canada:

"Elizabeth the Second, by the Grace of God, Queen of Canada and of Her other realms and
territories, Head of the Commonwealth, Defender of the Faith."

Ceylon:

"Elizabeth the Second, Queen, Head of the Commonwealth."

New Zevland.•

"Elizabeth the'Second,bÿ the Grace of God, of New Zealand and of Her other realms and
territories Queen; Head of the Commonwealth, Defender of the Faith."

Pakistan: .
"Elizabeth the Second, Queen, Head of the Commonwealth.",

South Ajrica:
r • .,

"Elizabeth the Second, Queen of South Africa and of her other realms and territories, Head of
the Commonwealth."'

"Elizabeth the Sccond, by the Grace of God, of the Unitcd Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland and of all her other realms and territories Queen, Head of the Commonwealth,
Defender of the Faith." ' i': . ,;

'Note marginale :/Marginal note:
seen and approved by Mr. Claxton who inadvertently omitted to sign it.
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DEA/50121-B-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume- Uni
au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELECRAm 2426 London, December 6, 1952

SECRET.

ROYAL STYLE AND TITLES.

1. At , a meeting on December 4 at the Commonwealth Relations Office, at
which the United Kingdom was represented by Lord Salisbury and Lord
Swinton, the other Commonwealth countries by the heads of their delegations,
and India by its High Commissioner in London, it was quickly clear that South
Africa would not accept a royal style different from that which it had proposed
in the 1949 discussions, while Australia would find it extremely difficult, to
agree.tô a royal style that did not include a reference to the United Kingdom in
it.

2. Lord Salisbury and Mr: St. Laurent indicated that for the sake of
uniformity, their governments would probably be prepared to accept a style
based either on the South Africân formula 'or on the second Australian
suggestion which would incorporate "The United Kingdom" in the titles to be
used by overseas members of the Commonwealth. New Zealand much
preferred the Australian suggestions. Ceylon, which had originally wished no:
territorial 'description in the royal title, rallied to the South African view.
Pakistan indicated that it would use exactly the royal style adopted by the
United Kingdom, less "By the Grace of God" and "Defender of the Faith", i.e.
without any reference to Pakistan by name. The High Commissioner for India
explained that as India was a republic, it had no observations to offer on the
royal style used by, the other members of the Commonwealth, but was
concerned only that no change was made in the 'description of the Queen as
"Head of the Commonwealth".

3. After a very brief discussion, it was recognized by the meeting that neither
exact identity nor a uniform formula 'for local variations was likely to be
attainable. Mr. Menzies and Mr. St. Laurent felt there were valid historical
and constitutional reasons for associating the United Kingdom in, the royal
style and titles to be used by other members of the Commonwealth; notably,
the United Kingdom was the custodian of the Royal Succession both in
statutory senses and otherwise.

4.',, Accordingly it was agreed that the representatives of the United Kingdom,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand would recommend`to,their. parliaments°
the adoption of a royal' style, which in the case of Canada would read:
"Elizabeth the Second, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom, Canada,
and of All Other Her Realms and Territories, Queen,,Head of the Common-
wealth, and Defender of the Faith',". The United Kingdoin^title will probably
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refer to "The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland". The
representatives of Canada, Australia and New Zealand thought there were
advantages in referring to "The United Kingdom" tout court in their several
styles for the Queen.

5. It was similarly agreed that South - Africa and Ceylon would give the
Queen the style of "Elizabeth the Second, Queen of South Africa (or Ceylon)
and of Her Other Realms - and Territories, Head of the Commonwealth".
Pakistan will follow the precise form used in the United Kingdom, minus, as I
have said "Grace of God" and "Defender of the Faith".

6. It is hoped to prepare an agreed communique indicating the concurrence of
the governments concerned to the others seeking the modifications they
severely feel to be required in the Queen's title. Since the Commonwealth
parliaments are seldom simultaneously in session, an agreed legislative
timetable appeared to be impracticable, but it was thought that the countries
concerned' might proceed with their respective domestic legislation with a
proviso that the new royal styles and titles should be brought into force- by
proclamation on an agreed date, preferably before the Coronation:

4. PCO
'' Communique de presse du cabinet du premier ministre .-

Press Release by Office ofPrime Minister.

Ottawa, Decembèr,12, 1952- , . . , . .. , ; ..
The Prime Ministers and other representatives of Commonwealth countries

assembled - in London for the Commonwealth Economic Conference have
considered the form of the Royal Title.

They "recognised , that ^ the presént title is not in' accord with current
constitutional relations within the Commonwealth, and that there is need for a
new, form of title which will, in particular, reflect ' the special position of the
Sovereign as head of the Commonwealth: They ' concluded, after 'full
consideration, that in the present stage of development of the Commonwealth
relationship, it *would be in accord with the established constitutional position
that each member country should use for its own purposes a form of title which
suits its own particular circumstances but retains a substantial element which
is common to all. They agreed that the various forms of the title should, in
addition to an appropriate territorial designation, have as their' common
element the description of the Sovereign as Queen of Her Other Realms and
Territories and Head of the Commonwealth.

The representatives of all the Commonwealth countries concerned have
agreed to take; + at the earliest convenient opportunity, such action as is
necessary in each country to secure the appropriate constitutional approval for
the changes now envisaged. Her Majesty will then be advised to exercise her
prerogative power by the issue of proclamations giving effect to such changes
in the title as may be recommended. It is contemplated that the proclamation
will be issued simultaneously in all the countries concerned.
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The form of title that will be recommended for use in Canada is:
"Elizabeth the Second, by the grace of God of the United Kingdom,` Canada

and her other realms and territories. Queen; Head of the Commonwealth,
Defender of the Faith."

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
. . . . . . . ç

Extract from,Cabinet Conclusions

Top SECRET [Ottawa,j December 15, 1952

religious observance and in defending the faiths accepted by her people.
regarded as referring to the role of the state . in, protecting the freedom of
connotation through the established church, for Canada it could properly be
"Defender of, the Faith". While in. the, United Kingdom it had a special

_ .. . , . : .
There might be some discussion about retention for Canada of the phrase

Commonwealth.

that the government of Pakistan felt it would ultimately• have to follow the
same course as India and recognize the Queen simply: 'as head of . the

the Faith". The title of Ceylon would be similar. Pakistan would refer to the
"United Kingdom" with no reference to Pakistan specifically. It seemed clear

of the United Kingdom nor the phrases "by the grace of God" or "Defender of
Africa and of her other.realms and territories" but.would not include mention

give rise to controversy. Australia and New Zealand had agreed with that view.
The South African title would describe the Queen as "Queen. of South

that Northern Ireland-was a part of the United Kingdom as this was likely to

Great Britain, and Northern Ireland". The, full style would be used in the
United Kingdom title. Mr. Churchill had felt that it would not be possible for
the United Kingdom to leave out specific reference to Northern Ireland-but he
had no objection to the shorter version being-used by others. It seemed much
preferable not to have .'a formal declaration by the other countries in their, titles

should• refer simply,to the "United Kingdom" or to the "United Kingdom of

ROYAL STYLE AND TITLES

3. The Prime Minister. referred to the announcement . of December 12th
concerning the agreement reached in London on the Royal Style and Titles. He
proposed to table the communique in the House of Commons and to indicate
that the government would recommend to Parliament that the matter be dealt
with during the course of the present session.

It had become clear at an early point in the special meetings that no single
form of title would be generally, acceptable to all the countries concerned. The
result,.in which Canada would be associated in her form of title with Australia
and New Zealand, seemed satisfactory. A principal point of discussion with the
Prime Ministers of the latter two countries had been whether the three titles
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4. The Cabinet:

(a) noted with, approval the ` report' of the Prime : Minister , concerning the
agreement on the Royal Style and ;Titles to be used by, the various countries of
the Commonwealth; and,

(b) agreed that the final communique be tabled in the House of Commons
with indication that action on the, Canadian jorm : of the title would be
recommended to Parliament during the course of the present session. -

. . .
.. . . . 6 . 1 . . , . . . .
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30 PARTIE/PART 3

^.efflMINATION DU-GOUVERNEUR GÉNÉRAL
APPOINTMENT OF GOVERNOR GENERAL

i

Éxtrait'dés conclusions du Cabinet

[Ottawa,] January 9, 1952

'Eztrâct from Cabinet Conclusions

OFFICE OF GOVERNOR GENERAL; RELINQUISHMENT BY
LORD ALEXANDER; APPOINTMENT OF SUCCESSOR

40. The Prime Minister reported that Mr. Churchill had informed him that

he wished to bring Lord Alexander into
Lord Alexander could

Cab inet as
continue

Minister of Defence as soon as poss ible.

as Governor General while a Miniiée should nbee. no It
an
had

nouncemrentgof Lord
indicated to Mr. Churchill that the
Alexander's new post until his relinquishment of his present office and the
appointment of a successor had been announced.

There was considerable support in Canada for appointment of a Canadian
as the next Governor General and it was felt that the name of the Rt. Hon.
Vincent Massey could suitably be submitted to the King. It might be necessary
for the change to be made very shortly after Mr. Churchill's visit to Ottawa.
Mr. Massey would not be able to take up his duties for some time and, in the
meantime, it would be necessary to continue the allowances for the upkeep of
Rideau Hall.

41. Mr. St. Laurent said that, with the concurrence of his colleagues, he
would send a letter to the King through the Minister of Finance, who was
going to London, informing His Majesty that the government had agreed that
he should submit Mr. Massey's name for consideration for appointment as
Governor General. He had suggested to Lord Alexander that he should inform
the King of his desire to relinquish his present office and, as Prime Minister, he
would advise the King that this desire should be acceded to. It would be
necessary to . have letters patent issue[d] terminating Lord Alexander's
appointment. The Chief Justice would then become Administrator until Mr.
Massey took office. Upon the King approving the appointment, an announce-
ment regarding Lord Alexander's replacement by Mr. Massey could be issued
immediately, making it clear that the latter would not be able to assume his
duties for some time. There would be no objection to Mr. Churchill announcing
thereafter Lord Alexander's new appointment.

Lord Alexander was agreeable to these various arrangements and prepared
to remain in Canada until the announcements were made. There was reason to
believe that Mr. Massey would accept the proposed appointment.
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` 42.` In the course of the ensuing discussion, it was noted that Canada was the
only Commonwealth country with the, possible exception of Ceylon that had
not so far had one of its own citizens as its Govèrnor_ General. The proposed
change would not preclude the appointment of. ` non-Canadians • on later
occasions. As Lord Alexander felt unable to remain for another term and no
suitable successorappeared to be available in the United Kingdom, the present
was an appropriate time to appoint a Canadian. Knowing Mr.'Massey very
well, the King would feel that he had a personal representative in Canada. The
circumstances of Lord Alexander's departure • should help to make the
appointment of a Canadian understandable to those,who had a preference for
the office of Cjovernôr General being filled from the United Kingdom. While it
was important that the announcement of Lord Alexander's new post be issued
separately, it should follow very closely on the announcement of his replace-
ment at Rideau Hall by Mr. Massey.
43. It was also noted that it would be necessary to infôrm Mr. Massey of the

proposals before any communications were passed to the Palace and that these
would not be delivered pending discussions with Mr. Churchill.
44. The Cabinet, after further discussion, approved the proposal of the Prime

Minister that the name of the Rt. Hon. • Vincent Massey be submitted to the
King for, consideration for, appointment as Governor General of Canada to
succeed Lord Alexander who would be relinquishing this office, and noted the
steps that would be taken if the submission were approved.

7. L B P/Vol 54
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

1(

TELEGRAM 67 Ottawa, January• 10, 1952

TOP SECREiAND PERSONAL

MOST IMMEDIATE. For the High Commissioner's eyes only, from the Minister,
Begins: -Mr. Abbott will be taking with him on Sunday a letter from the Prime
Minister to His Majesty recommending the, appointment of Mr. Massey as
Governor General to succeed Lord Alexander.'Will you let Sir Alan Lascelless
know at once about this so that he can inform The King in advance of the
receipt, of the letter, if he desires to do so.
2.'It should be pointed out that Mr. Massey himself has not yet been formally

approached. Mr. Abbott will do this immediately on arrival on behalf of the
Prime Minister and, of course,'will not transmit the formal communication to

,His Majestÿ until this has been done., , _.

r,

, I

sLe secrétaire particulier du Roi./Private Secretary to the King.
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Lé premier ministre au Roi *

^PrimeMinister to The King.. . . _.f , . ..^ . .
Ottawa, January 10, 1952

Sir:
`, I present my humble duty to Your Majesty.

Mr Churchill advised ' me that 'he had consulted Your Majesty about his
desire to` have Lord 'Alexander undertake the duties of Minister of Defence in
the United Kingdom on the termination' of his duties as Governor General of
Canada, and that Your Majesty was willing to approve that proposal. ,

I expect to discuss with Mr. Churchill during, his forthcoming visitf " to
Ottawa what would be an appropriate date for making 'the formal submissions.
to Your Majesty.

I have already explained to Mr. Churchill in an exchange of telegrams that
it would be embarrassing to have Lord Alexander relinquish the office of
Governor General until twas in a position to submit to Your Majesty the name
ôf 'a ,successor, and that it would be undesirable to have any announcement
made that Lord Alexander is'to become one of Your Majesty's Ministers in the
United Kingdom until he has ceased to represent Your. Majesty as Governor
General of Canada.

I have now discussed with my colleagues the appointment of a successor to
Lord Alexander as Governor General. They have concurred in my recommen-
dation that I should submit to Your Majesty the name of the Right Honour-
able Vincent Massey in the hope that'You would share our view that because
of his distinguished, public service over many years, and , his personal qualities
Mr. Massey would, be a fitting" and distinguished' Representative of Your
Majesty in Canada. I have reason to believe that Mr. Massey would be
honoured to accept the appointment.

If Your Majesty is pleased to approve the appointment of Mr. Massey, I
would recommend that a public announcement be made` simultaneôusly with
thé announcement of Lord Alexander's relinquislïment of office.. , : . ,,. .

As Mr. Churchill,has indicated that he is anxious to have Lord Alexander's
, appointment ^ as Minister of, Defence 'take place qat an. early date; ^it may, be
desirable ; to have the 'change made in the fairlyr near . future.: I would assume
that, ât- the appropriate time, Lord Alexander would inform Yourt Majesty; of
his desire to relinquish the office of Governor General of`Canada and that I
would, âdvise, as Prime Minister that 'histdesire should be' acceded',tô and
recommend that Mr. Massey be appointed to succeed him: Upôn approval by
Your Majesty the announcement could be made: The're'coûld be no 'objection
from the Canadian standpoint, to an announcement,``by '^ Mr.,Churchill
immediately thereafterx of Lord Alexander's appointment as Minister of
Defence.
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I have etc.
L.S. ST. LAURENT

I have shown this letter to His Excellency who is agreeable to the course
suggested. - ^ ;

I should like to take advantage of this communication to say what a great
satisfaction it was to the poeple of Canada to hear Your Majesty's voice on
Christmas Day, not only:for the message it brought, but because of what it
meant after the grave illness of last year. Your Majesty's recovery has been the
cause of heart-felt rejoicing by Canadians everywhere.

,

Le ministre des Finances au premier ministre
Minister of Finance to Prime Minister

TELEGRAM 122

17
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London, January 15, 1952

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL

IMMEDIATE. Following for Prime Minister's eyes only from Mr. Abbott,
Begins: Saw Massey ,,this ', morning. Suggested, arrangements are entirely
satisfactory to him.

2. He would wish to return to Canada within two or three weeks probably
about the beginning"of February, but would be remaining at his own home and
would come to Ottawa only upon assuming office, which he indicated would be
at earliest not before beginning of March:,

4: Also discussed : matter .,with Lascelles this, morning. who indicated
informally- there 'would be no objection on the part of His Majesty' to the
appointment of, Massey. Lascelles suggested Alexander indicated to His
Majesty as soon as possible his desire: to be relieved of his office. I explained
reasons for, special letters terminating appointment. Lascelles expressed some
surprise at this but after éxplanations think suggested procedure will be
accepted.
, 5: Asked Massey to give consideration as to how he 'should be described in
new'commission. My initial impression is that he will'wish usual procedure to
befollowed including appropriate reference to all offices and honours which he
now holds:

Las'celles will be communicating with you direct as to approval of proposed
successor. SHë will'probably indicate that announcement as to delay in taking
over;office bys new incumbent should be made in Ottawa., ,, . . . , .
^ 7: Finance Ministers's discussions started this morning Proceeding according
to plan: Regards: Message ends.
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PCO

Le secrétaire particulier du Roi au premier ministre

Private Secretary to The King to Prime Ministér. . .^ .

TÈ1 ÉGïtANt 149 London, January 17,'1952

'I

ÎI

._
-. . _;, ... . ; ,.. ._- .

MOST IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. PERSONAL. Following for, the Prime
Minister's eyes only from Sir Alan Lascelles, Begins: The King thanks you for
your letter of January 10 and is glad to approve your recommendation that Mr.
Vincent Massey be appointed to succeed Lord Alexander as Governor General
of Canada. His Majesty has also approved the instrument enclosed with your

letter to me of January 10 .6 I am retaining this document until date of
Governor General's resignation is known. - Letter 'follows dealing with the
matter of a press announcement on or about January 28 t, Message ends.

11.

London, January 17; 1952

MOST IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. PERSONAL. Following for Sir Alân Lascelles
from the Prime Minister, Begins: I thank you for' your message informing me
of the King's approval of the proposal in my letter of January • 10th, and of the
instrument enclosed with'my letter to you of the same date: ,

2 .The Governor General has already written to the ° King asking to' be
relieved on January 28th.'When sûbmtting to the King the letter from, the
Governor General, would you also please submit the followingcommunication
to His Majesty from myself. Message begins:

Sir: I present my humble duty to Your Majesty.
His, Excellency the,Governor General has informed me that in a'letter

despatched on January 15th' he requested, that Your Majesty be 'graciously

_ .. .
- . ..i.r .. " -.. , j . .,

TELEGRAM 139

pleased to terminate his appointment as Governor General and Commander in
Çhief of Canada on and after the twenty-eighth day January, 1952, and to
declarethat his Commission of Âppointment cease to have'effect on thatdate.

Lord Alexander has been a most distinguished and respected representative
of Your Majesty and his departure will be universally regretted by Your
Majesty's subjects in Canada: My colleagues and I are, however, desirous that

1
6Non retrouvé. L'instrument mit fin en bonne et due forme au mandat de lord Alexander comme
gouverneur général et transféra temporairement ses fonctions au juge en chef du Canada qui
agira en tant qu'administrateur jusqu'à ce que Massey devienne gouverneur général.
Not located. The instrument formally terminated Lord Alexander's appointment as Governor
General and transferred his duties temporarily to the Chief Justice of Canada who would act as
Administrator until Massey became Governor General. ,

PCO

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures,
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni - 1 11, :

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom
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no obligations with, respect to his duties in, Canada should make it impossible
for Lord Alexander to assume other.^ responsibilities for which; Lunderstand;
the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom wishes to submit his name to.Your
Majesty. I have, therefore, the honour, to recommend that, if it :please Your

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 282 Ottawa, January 31, 1952

Should ^ Your., Majesty: approve'. myr;recommendation and accede to.. the
request of His Excellency to be relieved of his duties in Canada, I have the
honour to 'recommend, for Your Majesty's consideration, the appointment of
the Right Honourable Vincent , Massey,; as , Governor General of Canada in
succession to His Excellency Viscount Alexander.,

Until the new Governor General appointed by Your Majesty has taken the
prescribed oaths and r entered upon the ' duties of office, the powers and
authorities of the Governor General of Canada would' be vested in an
Administrator in accordance with the Letters Patent constituting the office of

Majesty the request of His Excellency be acceded, to. -. ,.

Governor General.. :;
I have etc. -

Louis S. ST. LAURENT. Message ends. '

TELEGRAM 197. . .^

Le Roi au premier ministre : '

The King to the Prime Minister. '

London, January 21; 1952

IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL: Following from His Majesty the
King for the Prime Minster only, Begins: I have received your message of
January 17 and also the Governor General's letter of January 15.t I have
telegraphed to Lord Alexander accepting his resignation and am glad to give
my formal approval to the appointment of Mr. Vincent Massey to succeed him.

GEORGE R. Ends.

13. L.S. L/Vol. 105

your installation should take place and its relation to the opening of Parliament
which, as you know, will be on February 28th.

CONFIDENTIAL. Following for Mr. Massey from Prime Minister, Begins:
1. My colleagues and I considered this morning the general question of when
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2. We felt- that the best" arrangement would be for the einstallation
afternoon you

to take place at a convenient hour in the morning and then
would open Parliament in the usual waY;

possible what ou would think of such
3: 1 would be glad to know as early as Y

an arrangement, and meanwhile we will work out plans inrCthe
anada.aBnds.n andh arrive

2U

have them ready for your consideration w va y.-

Trenton This would probably save one ay.

.^..

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom'
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 352
London, February 4, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. Following for Prime Minister from Mr. Massey, Begins:

1.
Thank you for your telegram No. 282 of January 31st. Entirely agree that

best arrangement would be for ceremony of installation to take place on the

morning of February 28th. j

2. Am sailing in S.S. Scythia, Friday, February, 8th, and am due to arrive
Halifax February 17th in time to see Lord' and Lady Alexander just before
they embark and wish them bonvoyage. As time will be very short between my
arrival Canada and my installation, and as I should reach my home as soon as

possible, would be very grateful if RCAF could fly me from Halifax,to
d Ed . I °/ I
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OTTAWA; MARCH 8,1952

CANADA , !
. . "

BY His ExCELLENCY the. Right Hon-
ourable VINCENT MASSEY, Mem-.
ber of , the Order of the , Compan-
ions of Honour, Governor General,
and Commander-in-Chief of
Canada. ^ ;

OTTAWA, 8 MARS 1952

CANADA

PAR SON EXCELLENCE le Très Hon-
orable VINCENT MASSEY, membre
de l'Ordre des Compagnons d'hon-
neur, Gouverneur général et" Com-.
mandant en chef du Canada.

To ALÉ Tô ' WHÔM these Presents À TOUS CEUX A^ QUI les présentés
shall come, ' : parviendront,

GREETING: SALUT;;• , . . .. . ..,

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS His late ^ Majesty ; King
George the :. Sixth; by Commission
under the Great Seal of Canada bear-
ing date the First day of February
1952, was graciously pleased to
appoint me to be during the Royal
Pleasure Governor General and Com-
mander-in-Chief in and over Canada,
and further in and by the said Com-
mission, authorized, empowered and
commanded me to exercise and per-
form all and singular the powers and
directions contained in certain Letters
Patent under the Great Seal of
Canada, bearing date the Eighth day
of September in the year of Our Lord
One thousand nine hundred and

ty-seven constituting the said office
of Governor General and Com-
mander-in-Chief of Canada and in

PROCLAMATION

ATTENDU que par une Commission
sous le Grand Sceau du Canada en
date du premier jour de février 1952,
il a gracieusement plu à feu - Sa
Majesté, le Roi George Six de me
nommer, durant le bon plaisir royal;
Gouverneur général et Commandant
en chef du Canada, et qu'en outre,
par ladite Commission, il lui a plu de
me conférer l'autorité et le pouvoir et
de m'enjoindre d'exercer. les attribu-
tions . et d'observer les instructions
contenues dans certaines Lettres
Patentes sous 'le Grand Sceau du
Canada, en date du huitième jour de
septembre en l'an de grâce mil neuf
cent quarante-sept, constituant ladite
charge de Gouverneur général et
Commandant en chef du Canada, et
dans toutes autres Lettres Patentes

'Publiée dans Gazette du Canada le 8 mars 1952. Ottawa. Imprimeur de la Reine. 1952.
Published in Canada Gasette, March 8, 1952. Ottawa, Queen's Printer, 1952.
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my other Letters Patent adding to,
amending, or substituted for the same,.
according to such Orders and Instruc-
tions as the Governor Gênerai and
Commander-in-Chief for the time
being hath already received or as have
been given to me with the said Com-
mission or as I shall hereafter receive.

Now, THEREFORE, Know You
that -I have -thougbt fit' to issue this
Proclamation in order to make known
His^"late 'Majesty's said appointment
and I do also hereby require and com-
mand that , all and singular j Her
Majesty's Officers and Ministers in
Canada, do continue in the execution
of their several and respective, offices,
place and employments, and that Her
Majesty's loving subjects and all oth-
ers whom it may concern do take
notice hereof and govern themselves
accordingly.

GIVEN under my hand and seal-at-
arms at Ottawa, this twenty-eighth
day of February, in the year of Our
Lord One thousand nine hundred and
fifty-two and in the First year of Her`,
Majesty's Reign 4 '

T..RINFRET
Administrator
[I,:S.] - ,

I ..
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comportant addition, modification ou
substitution à cet égard selon les
ordres et instructions que le Gouver-
neur général et Commandant en chef
alors en exercice avait déjà reçus ou`
qui m'ont été donnés avec ladite Com-
mission ou que je recevrai par la suite:

SACHEZ DONC MAINTENANT que
j'ai cru à propos d'émettre la présente
proclamation aux fins ^ de ,faire con=-
naître ladite nomination par feu Sa
Majesté, et"pâr les présentes j'ordonne
et ^ j'enjoins à, tous • et à1 chacun des
fonctionnaires' et-^ - ministres de Sa
Majesté au . Canada de côntinuer
l'exercice de leurs fonctions et emplois_
respectifs, et que les féaux sujets de
Sa Majesté ainsi que tous les autres
intéressés, prennent connaissance de
ladite proclamation et agissent en
conséquence.

,..

DONNÉ sous mon Seing et le Sceau
de mes armes à Ottawa, ce vingt-
huitième- jour` de,février en l'an' de
grâce mil neuf cent cinquante-deux et
dans la: première' année Au règne 'de
Sa Majesté:- ' i

Administrateur, ^

. .;^ ._ ^^•..,

T. RINFRET, ::a-.1J à}

[L.S.]
Ct ,. , - . } :.. ' E:,;

^^r^ ^'ri•\t} ^ ,s#=iJlt.l .^.:.'.t' ^
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REPRÉSENTATION DIPLOMATIQUE ET CONSULAIREa.
DIPLOMATIC AND'CONSULAR REPRESENTATIONa .

, _ DEA/8447-40
Note du'sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

, pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures• .,. . ,
Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, June 26, 1952

EXCHANGE OF DIPLOMATIC REPRESENTATIVES
BETWEEN CANADA'AND AUSTRIA

On a number of occasions since the end of 1947, latterly through the
consùlar repr`esentatives in Ottawa (Dr. Frederick Riedl-Riedenstein, until
October last Consul-General, and Baron Kurt F.J. Paûmann, Honorary Vice-
Consul and presently. in charge of their Consulate General), the Austrian
Government have raised the question of an exchange of diplomatic representa-
tion with Canada. In January of this year, following your agreement that we
should accredit our Swiss representative to Vienna as soon as possible,9 we
informed Baron Paûmann that we were ready to proceed in this way. We told
him'that'within a year we might find it possible to appoint a junior officer to
Vienna who would act on the instructions of Mr. Doré.10 On March 11, Baron
PaQmann told us that his Government had agreed to this double accreditation.

Confusion then occurred ' when we ' were informed through our High
Commissioner in London early in March that the Austrian Government wished
to appoint Dr. W::Peinsipp as Consul General in Ottawa, which was difficult to
rcconcile with the agreement just reached for the exchange i of diptomatic
missions. Baron PaUmann undertook to secure clarification from - his
Governrrient.

On May 12, our High Cômmissioner" sent us a, tclegram ' stating the
Àu`strian Ambassador had informed him the latter's government now wished to
appoint Dr. Peinsipp as Austrian Chargé d'Affaires in Ottawa. In reply,"we

. . _ . . . . _ ^T . i,'. - _ +`,. -.. .^.. -

ce sujet voir aussi Ics documents 423 et 431.
On this subject see also Documents 423 and 431.

.'Voir le document 404See Document 40. '
f" '*Victor port. ministre en Suisse et, depuis février, également ministre en Autriche. `
"'Victor porf. Minister in Switurland and.' ooncurrently from February 1952. Minister to

CONDUCT OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS

In London.

Austria. , ; _ :
"Notre exemplaire du document porte l'ajout:

The following was written on this copy of the document:
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asked the High Commissioner to ascertain if it was intended that Dr. Peinsipp

should be .Chargé d'Affaires -ad interim to which we would gladly agree, or

Chargé d'Affaires en pied which would reqùire, fûrther study, on our part.
Under date of June 10, the High Commissioner• wired us that during an
interview in which he explained our position to the Austrian Ambassador, the
latter wondered whether we would object to receiving an Austrian Minister
who was also accredited to another country on the understanding there would
be a resident Chargé d'Affaires in Ottawa. The High Commissioner told him
the only exception we had thus far made in favour of double accreditation was
for countries which were members of the North Atlantic alliance, and that he
did not think Luxembourg and Portugal constituted 'a precedent for receiving
an Austriân•Minister who was also accredited to United States:'

andThese remarks of the Austrian Ambassador were apparently speculative
the High Commissioner thinks the Austrian Government eventually will simply
designate Dr. Peinsipp as Charge d Affaires ad interim. There have been no

further developments to date. t• '
L.`D. W[1LGRESSI.

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures ,,

TELEGRAM 1505

SECRET,

High Commissionèr in United Kingdoni
to Secretary of State for Externâl Affairs

AUSTRIAN REPRESENTATION IN OTTAWA

Reference: My telegram No. 1377 of June _10th.t, ^ t A , ; , ,• i :, ^ < - ^

a , very, charming and intelligent man who should.be very;welcome in his own

1. The^Austrian Ambassador called this morning to repay!my call upon him.
He had not yet heard from Vienna:whether his government would be agreeable
to : appointing Dr. :Peinsipp to Ottawa , as .Chargé d'Affaires ad b interim. i It
became clear, however, in the course of,the conversation, that Dr. Wimmer
himself, hopes very , . much that his , government, may, take seriously;,that. they
enquire whether the Canadian Government would bewilling to have,him, while
remaining Ambassador in London, also, accredited as Minister. in Ottawa, with
a Chargé d'Affaires ad interim resident there. You maÿ,` therefore, wish to
consider this possibility more seriously than my telegram under reference
suggested, so that if he is authorized to'raise`the question I can give him some
indication of what the Canadian attitude would'be.°' ```"

2. As Mr. Wilgress will know, the present Austrian Âmbassador in London is

capacity whenever he could come to Canada.
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TELEGRAM 1344

SECRET

DEA/1 1262-C-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdôm

Ottawa; July 4, 1952

AUSTRIAN REPRESENTATION IN OTTAWA

Reference: Your telegram No. 1505 of July 5.
.We would be glad to have either the Austrian Ambassador in London or in

Washington appointed concurrently as Minister to; Canada. The-;choice
between the two ambassadors rests of course with the Austrian ^ Government.
Our only apprehension is that because, of the greater distance separating
London and.Ottawa we might have less opportunity of seeing the London
Ambassador here.

[L. D. W 1 LG R ESS]

19.- .
DEA/11262

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1595

SECRET

London, July 16, 1952

AUSTRIAN REPRESENTATION IN OTTAWA

Reference: Your telegram No. 1344 of July 4t h,
The Austrian- Government desire

.
to ^ appoint their ' Ambassador " in

Washington, Dr. Max Loewenthal-Chlumecky, as concurrently, Austrian
Minister to Canada. They also enquire whether you would be willing to have
Dr. Peinsipp who will be acting as Secretary of the Legation and Chargé
d'Affaires a.i. in, Ottawa, take , up his duties before the presentation of
credentials by the prospective Austrian Minister has actually taken place.r, ; }; . . ".: , . .. .: .
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DEA/1 1262-C-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut- commissaire, au Royaume-Uni,

Secretary of State for. External Affairs to
High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 1 427
Ottawa, July 17, 1952

SECRET
Reference: Your telegram No. 1595 dated July 16.

We have no objections to Dr. Peinsipp taking up his duties as Secretary and

Chargé d'Affaires ad interim before the arrival * of. Minister. Agrément to

appointment of Dr. Max Loewenthal•Chlumecky as Minister, , will be

communicated to you in'due course.

2.' Meànwhile please approach: Austrian Ambassador in London and formally
request' agrément ^of his Government to appointment of Mr: Victor Doré 'as'
Minister of Canada to Austria. Mr. Dore is to remain concurrëntly, yMinister to

Switzerland.
3. Please request that this appointment be considered as confidential pending

its. announcement in Ottawa. For biographical notes on Mr. Doré, refer to., Is
depârtmental Register.

21.

1 l,

TELEGRAM 1715
London, August 5, _ 1952

Reference: Your telegram,1427 of July 17.

I have tôdaY,been formally notified that the AustrianGôvernment has given
its ; agfémeni i to the.âppointmenit of Dr. ,Victor poré, Canadian Minister to
Switzerland, as Canadian Minister to Austna at the same tUme.4

2. I^have,also received,a^formal,note from the Austr ian Embassy requesting

an agrément , for , the,,. appointment of, ,Dr. Max Loewenthal-Chlumecky,
Austrian Ambassador in Washington, as Austrian Minister in Ottawa at the
same time.
r"3. It is understood by the Austrian Government that no announcement will be
made by either government until our two governments are ready for a
simultaneous press statement on the subject of the exchange of diplomatic
representatives.

. DEA/11262-C-40

Le haut -'commissaire au Royaume-Uni,
au secrétaire d'État aux:Affaires extérieures

,High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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au haut-commissaire au-Royaume-Uni -

TELEGRAM 1519

SECRET'

Le secrétaire d'État âuz Affâirés extérieures

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom r

Reference: Your telegram' Nô. 1715 of August 5. -
Please inform Austrian Ambassador of . Canâda's agrément to appointment

of Dr. Loewenthal-Chlumecky, as Minister.
2. You will be notified a's,soon as we are ready for announcement.12

SECTION B

CEYLAN/CEYLON .

DEA/9965-40

Note de la Direction du Commonwealth
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures"' '`

. f - .. . . . , .

As a result of. a. conversation today: with Mr.. MacKay, this memorandum
has been prepared covering, in brief, the past history of Canadian representa-
tion in Ceylon and giving reasons why this Division considers the appointment
of a High Commissioncr, desirable.

Ottawa, September 19, 1952

OPENING OF A CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S
OFFICE IN CEYLON.

2. At various times in the past, notably in February, 1948, and August, 1950,
,the Government of Ceylon enquired concerning the possibility of, exchanges of
represcntatives between Ceylon and Canada, and stated that the appointment
,of;a Canadian High Commissioner or other representative of the.Canadian
Government would be welcomed.

Memorandunt frôm Commonwealth Division
to Under-Secretary ôf State for External Affairs"

3. In the various discussions which have taken place, the following, points
,have.bcen considcred:.,: ,-. .. . ^ .

A. (i) Appointment of a resident High Commissioncr to Ccylon.
(ii); Either our High Commissioner to India or our, . High Commissioner to

Pakistan to also be accredited to Ceylon. , ;.

(Through Mr. MacKay)
"L'original porte Ia mentionMe following was in the original:
"Voir le document 36.J5^ Document 36.'

DEA/11262-C-40
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B. .(i) .Either their High Commissioner in London or their Ambassador in
;., ï.Washington should also be accredited to Canada.

4. The Cabinet on May^ 6 , 1948;,decided-against 'an extension of representa-
tion to Ceylon. In June, 1950, it was 'decided to appoint a Canadian Trade
Commissioner to Colombo, who, in âddition,to his, normal trade duties, would
undertake duties `° for", this Department' ' under' the "Technical Assistance

Programme of the. Colombo Plan as well as certain consular duties. At a
Cabinet meeting on June 19, 1952, the Minister mentioned that when changes
in posting were considered, it was most desirable that the representative of
Trade and Commerce in Ceylon should be a person who might adequately
represent us in the Council of the Colombo Plan and, possibly be designated as
Acting High Commissioner., Thé Cabinet noted with approval the Minister's
remarks, consideration to be given at a later date to specific proposals."<

5. Arguments in Favôur of Diplomatic Representation in Colombô

(i) Ceylon is the only member of the Commonwealth in which Canada is not
represented by a High Commissioner. In addition, it might be mentioned that
the United Kingdom, Australia, India and Pakistan al
ers in Colombo. The Ceylonese may not relish being treated as a second-class
member of the Commonwealth.

(ii) We should. support in every way the friendly attitude which the present
Government takes towards a continuance of the Commonwealth connection.

(iii) The value of,Ceylon's strategicposition in the event of a general war is
of interest to us.

(iv) .The great increase in our trade with Ceylon during the past decade and
the work arising out of the Bureau for Technical Co-operation in Colombo
make it impossible for Ahe ' Trade ` Commissioner to -devote time to the
preparation of political reports which we require from time to time. In
addition, he - has - no cypher, facilities and provisions for adequate security of
documents are poor:

(v)^ If `thé' Trade Commissioner `is'to 'attend to his Trade duties; 'and also
wrestle with increasing work in connection with 'the Colombo Bureau, one or, .. . . ^
the other is bound to suffer.
f(vi) ` From `the point of view,of prestige, the Trade Cômmissioner's rank in the
ôrdér of ^ pr'ecedence is w naturally not very high,` and asidé °^ from the normal
difficulties àttendànt on such rank, it' is an indirect reflection on Canada'sx . . ,,
world position.

6.' Arguments 'Against Diplomatic Representation In Colombo -

(i) Ceylon is a small country and is of little. political importance She is,
rhowever, one of our closest friends in Asia: . .,,,.... .

(ii) t Our, Trade Commissioner has reported that'hë .recaves
x

full co-o,peratUon
and support from the Government of Ceylon.

(iii) It appears that as recently as August,'1950, the Government of Ceylon
did not think it possible to appoint a resident High Commissioner in,Ottawa,
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but thought it necessary for their Ambassador in Washington to be. also
accredited to Ottawa.

7. Conclusion ,. ,,
This Division considers that the arguments in favour of the appointment of a

Canadian High Commissioner to Ceylon are stronger than those against. The
Ceylonese would welcome the appointment, although they may not be able to
reciprocate in kind at this juncturë: Our Trade Commissioner in Ceylon is
obviously not able to cope with duties in the political field and appears to find
the load of technical assistance and other duties 'under the Colombo Plan and
his limited consular duties, superimposed as they are on his trade duties, to be
a heavy one. , We therefore recommend that. consideration be given to the
appointment 'of a resident High Commissioner in Colombo in the next fiscal
year." , ...

C.A. RONNING

24.

SECTION C

CHINE/CHINA '

" DEA/8508-40

SECRET

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion des chefs de direction

Extract jrom Minutes of Meeting ojNeods of Division
. . . . .,

Ottawa, January 14, 1952

CANADIAN CONSULATE GENERAL IN SHANGHAI. , , , .
...: , • . .. ,
21. Mr. Norman. During the summer, it was decided to bring Dr. G.S.

Patterson back from the ► Canadian Consulate General in Shanghai and if
possible to send somebody out to take his place. A replacement was nominated
and the Central People's Government of China was asked for an entry permit
for him. This the Central People's Government of China has so, far not granted
,and it now appears unlikely that any successor to Dr. Patterson can be sent.
.The Canadian Consulate General in Shanghai is, therefore, closing its 'offices
on January 15 'and three locally, engaged staff are being attached to the United
Kingdom Consulate General to work under a United Kingdom consular Officer
for approximately three months until outstanding consular business has been
cleared up.'.At the end of that time, Canada will be left only the Embassy
;prôperty in Nanking in charge of two Chinese caretakers and will have no
rcpresentation anywhere in Chinese territory.

"Voir le document 36./See Document 36.
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SECTION D , .

RÉPUBLIQUE FÉDÉRALE D'ALLEMAGNE16

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY1 6

DEA/50136-40

Note de la Direction européenne
pour le sous=seerétaire dÉtat "aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from European Division
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottâwa; January 16, 1952
,. ,.• . ,. ,.

FUTURE OF THE CANADIAN
MILITARY MISSION IN BERLIN

' At^a meeting of the Working Group of the Establishment Board on October
17 the question of the future of the Canadian Military Mission in Berlin was
informally discussed and réferred to the Divisions concerned for their views. At
,that, time it was thought probable that because the British intended to take
their civilian employees off occupation costs and put them - with appropriaté

allowances on the German economy, the staff of the'Canâdian Military
Mission might have to be` treated likewise and that this would involve an
increase in the cost of maintaining the Mission. A later report suggested that
rthe , situation for British military personnel would be different; they -wôuld
continue to receive normal military facilities, including housing and servants,
as charges against occupation costs:' Mr.' Davis thought that' our Mission in
Berlin might be taken under the wing of the military authorities, in which case
there would be no question of our receiving' services at United Kingdom
expense'.although we would 'receive them"'through' the medium of•the: United
tingdom authorities. To • date we have hâd no definite word from - Bonn that
this,wonld in fact take place so that. there remains some uncertaintyYabout the
future'costs of operating the Mission:

2.` The considerations outlined above led us to give thought in this Division; to
ân'assessment of the political, value to'us of the Military Mission, apart` from
considerations'of staff and firiance. To that énd we wrote Mr. Davis on October
26 in thé' following terms:

.`While, as we understand,`the Berlin 'office-serves' some purposé .on the
f^

'consular side and on, - t̂he intelligence side
,
; the main corisideration * in dec

.
^ding

, ,
,.. .,,

whether or not to continue it will be 'whether ',̂ ts 'value,̂ as acontribution , to
Allied solidarity in Berlin and as a source of political intelligence is sufficient,
in Canadian terms, to justify the cost of maintaining it. Your assessment of the
utility of the office on the basis of these broader political considerations will be
helpful in°reachir)g a decision."

16Le consulat à Francfort a étb fermé en 1952.
The consulate in Frankfurt was closed in 1952.
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3. In a reply dated December 15, Mr. Davis, informed us that Major-General :
Coleman, the British Commandant of Berlin,' and his political adviser, were:
most anxious that the Military Mission - should remain for the. following >
reasons:
(a) The withdrawal of any one of the Western'Military Missions from, Berlin ^

might cause similar, action on the part of other missions;
,(b) The withdrawal of.even one mission would givè the Soviet authorities, as

well as their East German puppéts and those of the' satellite countries, a
propaganda point which would doubtless be distorted in the usual manner; `
(c) The presence in Berlin of as large as possible a number of misions from

the Western Powers is of tremendous morafand psychological value to the'
citizens of Western : Berlin; no matter howlittle material, value any Military
Mission might be to its government at home^or to its own nationals; ink
Germany, this moral and psychological value is not in the least diminished.
4. Mr. Davisgave it as his own view that the Military Mission should be kept

open, at least until à radical change takes place in the relations of the Federal^
Republic and' Berlin with the West; when the position 'should be reconsidered: '
As to the value of Berlin as "a source of political intelligence, he considered it'
inevitable that the material which would come from Berlin would be alniost-
entirely military intelligence since our representation there is'military. He was
inclined to doubt' whether . the Department could or should afford political
representation at a sufficiently high level there..

5. Our next step was to ask our Ambassadors in London; Paris and
Washington to ascertain the views , of the. governments to which they are
accredited. Replies have now been received from all three.
6. The State Department would view, with some concern a decision, on our

part to close the Berlin Mission, chiefly for the reasons set out in paragraph 3
above. They took the line that the maintenance of military missions in Berlin
provides evidence to Berliners that countries of the West, other than those of
the'Occupying Powers, would continue to lend their support to preserve the
status quo. They pointed out that the legal status of missions in Berlin would
not be affected by the proposed contractual relations and that the cost of
maintaining these missions would not necessarily be substantially increased -in
the neâr future. They also made .the suggestion that if the costs of maintaining
the,Canadian Military Mission were considered excessive, a Canadian Military
Representative, perhaps residing in Bonn, might be accredited and be present
in Berlin only.when it was considered essential or desirablé.

7.. The French also'agreed with the views of the British Commandant. They
were insistent that our Mission remain in Berlin even if we reduced it to one
representative who need not even live there but who could arrange to be present
at all important functions in order that the name of Canada should continue to
be in evidence.

8. The Foreign Office assured Canada House that, in answer to a similar
enquiry from the South African Government, the United Kingdom authorities
in :;both Wahnerheide and Berlin had stated that they attached great
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importance to continued Commonwealth representation. In addition to giving
general support to the views of the British Commandant in Berlin, the Foreign
Office referred to the'key importance which the tripartite powers have placed:
on Berlin in the General. Agreement now being negotiated under : r which
arrangements are being.made to preserve: the, position of the Three Powers; in
this critical outpost. General Bishop of the. Commonwealth Relations Office,
who served in the Control Commission in Berlin and as Land Commissioner, for
North Rhine/Westphalia, was also consulted bÿ Canada House and supported
the Fôreign Office's views. t
,9...We might add that Personnel Division have asked National Defence f6r a'

continuation of Captain O'Hagan's services with our Berlin Mission
ânother,ÿear, Finance Division have made provision in next year's Estimates,
for maintenance of the Mission, and Consular Division would like consular and
immigration work there to continue.

10. { After due consideration of the points set out in this memorandum we
recommend that. the Canadian Military Mission in Berlin¢ be kept iopen.. Its
value as a source of political intelligence is perhaps nôt great, but we believe
that the, prestige of the West and the aid and comfort to the Berliners which
the presence in their: city of our Mission constitutes justify the continuance of
Canadian representation in this outpost of the free world.

26.

[J.B.C. WATKINS]

SECTION E

INDONÉSIE/INDONESIA °
'' , PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet_.. .;.. >. .. .•
Extract from Cabinet Conclusions,

TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] June 19,t 1952
. ... , , . _ , . , _., .

, . ., . . • ^; t . ,-,,. ,,.. d „ - ^
.i<. .- ' . .. _ . .. . . ..., r ,. ..

.x.. ..... ..Fm-

` CEYLON AND 1NDONESIA; CANADIAN REPRESENTATION ;r_' ^':i• .

11.`' The Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs said - it was important that
Canada be adequately represented in'the Council oUthe Colombo Plan. For,
this reason-At' was most desirable t that, 'when', changes . in postings were
considered, the representative of Trade and Commerce in ` Ceylon'should be a
person . who, might perform that task-, and," possibly., be, designated as Acting
High Conimissioner. : ^ ; ^^ ^. .^ ^^' ^ ^.^

r:' •• . . ;:i.; k ^ :' ' ' : +. ;; ^ < , ,:' :^. ;
, . , . .

i

!'Note marginale /Marginal note-, -
I agree. H (eeney]

v.:0'! 'f

ROWN
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Indonesia was rich in natural resou'rces and trade possibilities might become
important. Consideration should be given- to establishing Canadian representa-
tion there. If this were approved in principle a specific recommendation would
be submitted at a later date.
' 12: The Minister of Trcïde and Commerce agreed with the remarks
concerning Canadian representation in Ceylon. Possibilities of trade"with
Indonesia could not be ignored and the question of représentation' there would
have to be examined.

13. The Minister of Finance said there was provision in the Estimates for
representation in Indonesia if it were decided on.

14. The Cabinet noted with approval the remarks of the Secretary of State
for, External Affairs concerning Canadian representation in Ceylon and agreed
that it would be desirable to have some form of representation in Indonesia;
consideration to be given at a later date to a specific proposal."

?, . .. .

27.

,.•^'.. , ^< _

TELEGRA42172

SECRET'
,

1. Please request Foreign Office to instruct by telegram the United Kingdom
Ambassador in Djakarta to deliver to the Foreign Minister of Indonesia a Note
to the following effect:: •

"The Government of Canada, which has followed with admiration the
achievement of the Government of Indonesia in establishing a new nation,
recognizes the important role which the Republic of Indonesia is destined to
play .in •,world affairs. It also, fecls that great opportunities exist for the
development of trade to the mutual advantage of Canada and Indonesia.
Consequently; in order to create the clôsest possible political and economic ties
between the two countries, the Government of Canada is happy to propose the
ex ,cange of diplomatic missions with the status of embassies.
;): Ifot.the Government.,of Indonesia finds . this . proposal acceptable, the
Government of Canada would be prepared to establish a Canadian Embassy in

of
Djakarta at an early date and wishes to request agr6ment for the appointment

Mr. George Robert Heasman as Ambassador of Canada to Indonesia.

33

DEA/11619-40

Ottawa, December 23, 1952

<- EXCNANGE OF EMBASSIES WITN INDONESIA;

^ . . , .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom ..
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^ The Government ' of Canada . would be • grateful : for; an indication by, the
Indonesian authorities of their readiness to grant such assistance as .would be
necessary, in :- establishing^ a: Canadian.'Embassy - in Djakarta,^; .and would
reciprocally be happy to assist the Government of Indonesia, in establishing its
Embassy in Ottawa either in the near future or at such later date as best suits
its convenience."
2. It would be greatly appreciated if the United Kingdom Ambassador could

report by telegram of the reaction of the Minister for Foreign Affairs. ,_..

28.

TOP SECRET

, .. . F.: .. ^>_ ,. ^°^ . , , . . .
SECTION F

JAPON/JAPAN
PCO

,.
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet '

. . - . . . . -. ,. - . . . i. ... . ).. .

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

(Ottawa,] March 18, 1952

JAPAN; EXCHANGE OF EMBASSIES; APPOINTMENT

OF CANADIAN CHARGÉ D'AFFAIRES

6. The Seeretarÿ of Stâté for Extèrnal Affairs pointed out that the Canadian
Liaison Mission in Tokyo was accredited to the Supreme Commander for the
Allied 'Powérs. With the coming into force of the Japanese Peace Treaty abont
April lst, 1952, the S.C.A.P. organization would be disbanded. The relatively
long period in which Canada had had diplomatic relations with Japan, the
importance of Japan's' position in' ' the 'Far - East ,and , a' Japanese desire to
establish an 'émbassy in Canada, suggested that the Canadiân post-treaty office
in Tokyo should be "an ' ernbassy. i It also seemed ' reasonable ^ that the present
head of the Liaison Mission be nominated as Chargé d'Affaires a.i.,' pending
appointment of an Ambassador.: . ,. '. _. . : '

r a` ° • An explanatory mémorandum' had beën circulated.
(Minister's memorandùm, March' 13, 1952'== Cab.` D6c.,93-52)t

• R ; . . .- ... , .^ .. r^

7 The Cabinet approved the
^ t n
recommenâ^..ations of the Secrétary of State for

External 'Affâirs and agreed that Royal approval be sôughtfor an ezchângè, of
embassies with ` Jâpan and that, on receipt'. of sûchapproval,' the Minister
infor`m -thë Japanese government that thé' governmen't desired to establish an
embassy in Tokyo'after the coming into force of^ the Jâpanese Peace Treaty,

. .3s. . . ' . . ie . .. - , ,.

was , agreeable; to establishment = of, a Japanese embassjr ? m' j Ottawa1and
noininated the' present Heâd `of thé ' Can-adiari tiaisôri k Mission' in -Tokyô as
Chârgé d'Affaires a.i: of the Cânadian Embâssy.t9 ,"

19A.R. Menzies., r

®
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Le secrétaire d'État aux *Affaires extérieures
au chef de la mission de liaison à Tokyo,* •
Secretary of State for ExternaUffairs

^ Io Head, Liaison 'Mission, - Tokyo • , •

TELEGRAM 87 # '' Ottawa; April 2, 1952
CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: CANADIAN REPRESENTATION IN TOKYO
Reference: Our despatch Y-179 of March 14.f

You are instructed to inform the Japanese Government that the Canadian
Government is agréeable to` the establishment of a Japanese Embassy in
Ottawa, and to seek' the 'agreement ' of the Japanese Government to the'
establishment of a Canadian Embassy in Tokyo, with yourself as Chargé
d'Affaires ad interim, after the coming into force of the Peace Treaty.

30. , , ., . DEA/11345-A-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chef de la mission de liaison à Tokyo

Seeretary of State for External Affairs to
Head, Liaison Mission, Tokyo

TELEGRAM,106

RESTRICTED

Reference: Our telegram No. 87 of Apri12.., , .
1. We assunie, that you have received or will receive within the next few days

the agreement of the Japanese Government to the establishment of a Canadian
Embassy in Tôkyo. Please'confirm by telegram. .. ^
F 2. ,We 'infôrmed Narita on April 19 that notification of his appointment as
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim in a third person note from what will then be the
Japanese Embassy to the Department would be acceptable'to us. We suggest
that you follow , the same , procedure in Tokyo since it would comply with
paragraph 4 of the Japanese note verbale of January,21;

We shall issue a press releâse ônApri1 28 which will note the following
points: (a) the re-establishment of diplomatic relations between Canada and
Japan; (b) the establishment of embassies in respect of countries; (c) your'
appointment as Chargé d'Affaires ad interim. You should inform the ForeignAffa' f ' • • .

35

DEA/11345-A-40

Ottawa, April 21, 1952

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION IN TOKYO'

IS o our ntentions. We have informed Narita.

0
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DEA/113-1-A-40

Le chef de la mission de liaison à Tokyo -^
au seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Head, Liaison Mission, Tokyo,
Io Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 62 ¢ Tokyo, April 23, 1952

RESTRICTED

,CANADIAN REPRESENTATION, JAPAN
Reference: Your telegram No. 106.

Japanese note of April. 21 st concurring in elevation of mission, to Embassy.
The procedure for notification of my appointment as Charge +d'Affaires and
your proposed press release agreed to informallY. Letter follows t__ . . _ .... , .. ,. ,Y.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] October 15, 1952

APPOINTMENT; CANADIAN AMBASSADOR TO JAPAN

2 : ' Thé " Câbinet approved the recommendâtion of the Prime Minister and

1. The Prime Ministér, referring to discussion at the meeting of March' 18th,
said it was necessary to appoint an Ambassador to Japan. It was desirable that
he should be familiar with the important matters involved in Canadian
relations with Japan -and ; also have an; understanding of the attitude on the
West Coast of Canada toward Japanese problems. The Minister of Fisheries,
who had wished for, some time to retire, had agreed to remain in the
govérnment until the end'of the present Parliament.' However, he would be
particularly suitable for this âppointment'and; while not prepared to consider it
for any long period, would be, ready, .toserve for a year or so: The Queen's,^. }.,..

ah dhad,.been secured and it was recommended that Mr. Mayhew be
appointed effective" November .15th: The = appointment' would 'involve Mr:
Mayhew's resignation from the government: : ` • ^N^ ° `'^ ' ' `' ' ' ';

agreed that the Honourable R.W:'Mayhew be 'appointed Canadian Ambassa-
dor to Japan éffective Novembér-15th;,1952;° an Ordet in Council to bd passed
âccordingly: , a:. ; ,. ^^. •.^,, ^ f '! Ï

(Order in Co'u' ncil P.C. 4299 '{OCt 15, 1952)^
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SECTION G
ESPAGNE/SPAIN

37

. DEA/8150-40

pour le 'sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux^Affaires extérieures
Memorandum from European Division

to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs,. ,,. .

[Ottawa,J August 18, 1952
, . . ..

' MEMORANDUM FOR MR. RITCHIE
As was anticipated, when the Spanish Consul-General, Dr. G. Baraibar,

paid a courtesy call , this morning, he 'referred to the desirability of the
establishment of direct diplomatie relations between Ottawa and Madrid. In
addition to making the usual argument about the opportunities which would be
afforded for the development of closer relations between Canada and Spain by
the, establishment ' of direct channels of communication between the two
governments, Dr. Baraibar went on to point out that Canada was the only
North Atlantic Treaty country that did not have a diplomatic mission in the
Spanish capital.
2. You will recall that toward the end of last year, the Spanish raised with us

on three occasions the question of an exchange of diplomatic missions. General
Vanier was authorized to inform the Spanish Ambassador in Paris that the
question, was being studied and that a considered reply would be forthcoming
inïdue course, The subject was again raised in a memorandum to the'Minister
dated April 4th, which was initialled , by Mr. Heeney but which would not
appear to have reached Mr. Pearson. This memorandum is flagged on the
attached file.'

3. I should be glad if you would let me know what further action, if any, you
consider might be taken on this subject at this time.20 y

Note de la Direction européenne '-

R.E. C[OLLINS]^,.. . ^ ,

^Note marginale ;/M&rginai note:
Minister instructs that active consideration be given to this subject. W(ilgress)
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34.
Extrait d'une note de la Direction européenne

DEA/8150-40

:,- pour le sous-seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Extract from Memorandum fromEuropean Division

à- to Under-Secréary, ofStatefr External Affairs,,

CONFIDENTIAL ^' ^' 3 • ' ^ ` ' ''` [Ottawa,] August 27, 1952

EXCHANGE OF DIPLOMATIC REPRESENTATION WITH SPAIN

The Ministér's requést that active consideration be given to the opening of a
diplomatic office in Spain raises a number of, questions relating to the timing of
a proposed.submission to Council, the nature of our representation in Madrid,
and ancillary personnel and 'administrative problems.

2. , On the question of timing, i am not aware of any serious political grounds
;which would make it inadvisable to go ahead with a submission to Council in
the*'near future. Over the past ^ few. months, the press has ; reported ; the. féw
incidents . in Spain involving f. the' desecration of Protestant churches. The
Spanish Government,' however, has not, been implicated' in 'anÿ ' of "the se
,happenings,; but has on the contrary incurred the wrath , of Cardinal , Segura`,
Ârchbishop of Seville, for being too tolerant in the faces of Protestant
proselytising. If there, are complaints from Protestant quarters against ' the
opening'of 'an 'office in Madrid, we'could point out tha^,weare in `a' better
position to make our views ` known to the Spanish Government once we 'hâve

i
. . -^ .. • . , ^.j1. fit

t.:A:.1AtY

established diplo
,

matic'relations: `. .
3. In considering the claims of other countries against those of Spain, it ,will

be recalled thât in the general review'on the opening of new misslons prepared
last 'October, the Minister âpprovéd the -proposal regarding, the opening of, a
'mission in "the Vatican or Spain" 'during thë fiscal ÿear 1952-53. As it ,
understood that the Government is not considering the opening of a mission at
the Vatican forthe time being, there seems' to be no reason' whÿ the +câse of
Spain should not be put up.

4. The question of the nature of our representation in Spain is rather more
difficult. Two important political considerations in this respect are the wishes
of the Spanish and the problem of "equating" our representation in 'Madrid
and Lisbon. The aide-mémoire left with General Vanier last December by the
Spanish Ambassador in Paris expressed the hope that Canada would exchange
"Ambassadors or in any case Ministers": ' In various recent verbal representa-
tions, Spanish officials have likewise referred to an exchange of Ambassadors.
Although we have been more and more inclined to minimize the distinction
between embassy and legation, this is not the case in the Iberian Peninsula, and
this fact, combined with Lisbon's traditional jealousy of Madrid would appear
to make it necessary to consider carefully the results likely to flow from any
given establishment in the Spanish capital. We understand from Mr. Glass,='

2tLester Smith Glass, chargé d'affaires par intérim au Portugal. h,
Lester Smith Glass, Chargé d'Affaires a.i. in
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for instance, that thé appointment ^ of a resident Canadian Ambassador in
Spain would not go unnoticed by Portuguese officials who have already,
indicated that Canada's interests would be better served by having a resident
Minister in Lisbon.

5. It was suggested to Mr. Glass that one way out of this difficulty might be
to have a-Minister (or Ambassador) accredited to both Lisbon and Madrid, the
head of mission spending about the same amount of time on both sides of the
Meseta. Mr. Glass, however, foresaw a number of difficulties in this suggested
solution. It . appears that South Africa has a representative accredited in the
two Iberian capitals but that the Portuguese are so jealous of his trips to Spain
that it has been impossible on occasion for him to fly to Southern France
because this involved a stop-over in Barcelona. In addition to the difficulties
which might be caused by this fantastic pettiness on the part of the Portuguese,
there remains the important fact that we are not likely to have enough dealings
with the Portuguese to justify the presence of a head of mission there for six
months, while, on the contrary, our dealings with Spain may in the course of
time come to assume considerable importance.

6. If we wish to placate the Portuguese, there would appear to be three
possible courses of action open to us:
(a) A resident head of mission might be appointed to both Lisbon and

Madrid. This would in effect almost double the cost of establishing a mission in
Madrid (in view of the increased expenditure in Lisbon), and it,would probably
be difficult to justify full•scale representation in Portugal on any practical
terms.
(b) A head of mission in a country other than Portugal (e.g. Italy) might be

dually accredited to Madrid. This would more or less equate our representation
in the two Iberian capitals, as it would accord with existing arrangements in
Lisbon. However, the Spanish have indicated that they would not care for dual
accreditation. Further it must be recognized that such an arrangement would
involve leaving the Rome office for protracted periods without a head ` of
mission. I also understand that as a general principle we do not favour thé'
accreditation to Ottawa of foreign heads of mission in Washington, which
would almost certainly be involved in any such solution.
'(e) We•might postpone the appointment of a head of mission to Madrid and
place ° the office under a Charge d'Affaires -from this Department. Such an
arrangement might possibly be acceptable to the Spanish and would probablÿ
nofcause difficulties in Lisbon. It is doubtful,'however,.whether this could be
more than a temporary way out, especially as it would in -effect place our
mission in Madrid on much the same basis as our mission in the USSR and the
Satellites. While our relations with Spain can hardly be described as "cozy",
we would, I think, be making a mistake if we gave the impression that in
establishing diplomatic relations we wished to go no further than the formalminimum accorded to the Iron Curtain countries.
7. As none of these solutions is very attractive it w 114

I

approach the Spanish problem independently of ^its Portuguese rami^fica
oest

t ô s^
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realizing that : a decision to open a"mission !in Madrid will undoubtedly
. t,.,,.. ., .

complicate the already unsatisfactory situation in Lis n.

8. This division' is not in a position to advise on the administrative or financial
aspects of the problem. . . . .

You'might therefore wish us to arrange for a meeting of, representatives
from thé appropriate functional divisions, perhaps after Mr. Ritchie's'return; at

AU d' d• , 4. _:j
which the question of a submission to Council coul e iscusse . t, tr

R.E. C[OLLINS] ,

35.

.;.

DEA/8150-40

Note du sous-seeretaire a Etat aux Affaires exterteu.
. ; . . r,s , .

pour la Direction européenne2? : 3 ; f,

•Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
^ = .to European Division22

CONFIDENTIAL

"Ii ' l
[Ottawa,] September 3,,1952

EXCHANGE OF DIPLOMATIC REPRESENTATION WITH SPAIN

I am grateful to the European Division for the memorândum of Âugust`27
on, the' above subject and for the very thoughtful appraisal of - the various
factors which have to be taken into account in connection with the exchânge of
Diplomatic representation with Spain.
I. The Minister has requested that we give active consideration to the
opening of a Diplomatic Office in Spain, but with regard to the timing of 'a
proposed submission to Council, this is subject to the following two factors: ;

'(a) we first must make more progress in, the setting up of new Diplomatic
Missions for which authority has' alreadÿ been received from Council, e.g.,
Venezuela; Colombia, Indonesia' and Ceylon;=' ' ' ' . - R ' ` `

(b) the•submission to Council must be made at a time when the Minister is in
Ottawa for a period of at.least two wéeks at a time. Sô far as we; can foresee,
the only,such period until the end of the;yéar is^likely to be from September 26

. .. . . . . . . . . . .

^
41 .. 1

to October 14.
,3.. Acting upon the suggestion in paragraph $ of .the memorandum, I,think it
would ', be useful if Mr. Ritchie could - convené a meeting of the appropriate
fünctiônal•Divisions, which meeting shotild also' be attendedbÿïMr. Macdon=
nell. At such a meeting it should be emphasïied° that the whole question is still
very tentative and that the purpose` of the "meeting is ezploratory; with a'view to

".1

'

,. . i ^ ^ [

decid^n..g the .^,various factors which iia"ve ,tô ; be taken '.Into'accotint' .before a.' ,.ti_,• ^
submissi on to Coûncil is `prepared: I would like to haveda.report of this meetinge ..

-
221 :original porte la mention :%^e following was in thë .ôriginal:.'

(through Mr. Charles Ritchie)
27Notré ezemplairé du document porte i'ajout*: w''^i

The following was written on this copy of the memorandum:
& Vienna.
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before authorizing the preparation of a submission to Council to be considered
during the period of September 26 to October 14.
4: With regard to the questions of substance raised in the memorandum I feel

quite sure that the only type of representation which would satisfy the Spanish
Government would be the opening, of an Embassy, in charge of a duly
: accredited Ambassador. Anything less would probably have a worse effect on
Canadian-Spanish relations than doing. nothing at all. This gives rise to.the
delicate question of how to avoid the susceptibilities of the Portuguese. Here
again probably nothing less than a Legation in charge of a duly accredited
Minister would satisfy ; the Portuguese Government. They made it clear that
while they accept the present arrangement of dual accreditation, they would

Y not wish this, to continue indefinitely. It might be possible to get away with
maintaining a Legation at Lisbon instead of an Embassy, simply because the
present, Mission is a Legation, but from the point of view of expense and
personnel, it now makes little difference to us,whether a Mission has the status
of an Embassy or a Legation if we have to have a fully accredited Ambassador
or Minister in the post. However, on balance I think it would be preferable not
to raise the Mission at Lisbon to the 'status of an Embassy when we appoint a
full time Diplomatic representative to be in charge of the post, but perhaps you
could give further consideration as to what you think the attitude of the
Portuguese Government would be on this question.

S. .To sum tip, the opening of a Diplomatic Mission in Madrid will involve not
only, the appointment of a full time Ambassador to that post, but also the
appointment of at least a full time Minister to Lisbon. I think it is on this basis
that the meeting to be called in' accordance with paragraph 8 of your

L.D. W(ILGRESS)

memorandum should consider tentatively the questions involved.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
'Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS; OPENING OF NEW MISSIONS IN

AUSTRIA, CEYLON, INDONESIA AND SPAIN
36. The Secretary of State for External Affairs referring to discussion at the

meetings of January 23rd2' and June 19th, 1952,11 sought authority to make
preparations for the opening of new Canadian Missions in Austria, Ceylon,
Indonesia and Spain.

An explanatory note had been circulated.
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, 'Oct. 7" 1952, -.Cab. Doc. 322-52)t
:^.;+^(Minister^ memorândum,

on exp ^that it was intended to put the diaoffice in
Ministerrto

37. Mr. Pears P
under the supervision of 'a chargé d'affaire

s High C
with th

ommissioner to Ceylon would
Switzerland accredited to that country. gh

small and: eventûally with the main function of l0°k Wôuldtbe Canadian
be appolntedinterests under the Colombo Plan: The Indonesian Office
was reqûired primarily for trading purpo

'
was-thôûght advisable to establish a Canadian office in Madrid as soon as

It", possible as'Spain was the only important European country to which Canada
had not y et' accredited diplomatic representatives. This restricting the
situation which presented the further disadvantage o

f somewhat
ted tobeen

ield of action of the Canadian Trade Commissio
ner

might^possiblyf:.Madrid some time ago. It was thought that Can
ather better in the case of Barcelona, Trac

been handled directly by

tion if ânisthrough' thehave fared r our own representatives rather th . . ' ''
diplomatic offices of the United Kingdom2' time to opn any new offices

As a general rule, it was not.Pr éP°
this

to be s desirable open the interests of
unless such, course of action appeared , ,.

Canadian trade.
3g. Mr. Pearson

added that the Department of Trade and Commerce woulde

soon close its Trade. Commissioner Office at Los{ S Ânhl•esAand for`other
100,000 Canadian sapproximately

reasons, it was thought that Canada should establish a Consùlate in that City

Ïhe Canadian Trade Commissioner.:
uPôn the departure O I L .. _ ..^.,.e.^

An explanatory note ha-'OUF." c ►
Ia%,%"• Cab. Doc. 323•52)t

(Minister's memorandum, Oct. 7,1952,-

39. The Cabinet, after discussion,
in principle the opening of new Canadian Diplomatic Missions

(a) approved
in Austria, Ceylon, Indonesia and Spain; the

(b) agreed that a Canadian Consulate be established at Los Angeles upon
departure from that City of the Canadian Trade Commissioner;s n^^tablish-

'; (c) . authorized the t Department of External affairs to increa
ment accordingly and to provide in its estimates for the new offices.
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SECTION H

SECRET

DEA/8508-40

New Orleans Texas, Oklahoma. Arkansas, Louisiana, Missis-

^• Nampshire and Maine.
Detroit • Michigan and Ohio.

ÉTATS-UNIS (NOUVELLE-ORLÉANS; SEATTLE; LOS ANGELES)

UNITED STATES (NEW ORLEANS; SEATTLE; LOS ANGELES)

Extrait du procès-verbal des chefs de direction

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Division

r Ottawa, February 11, 1952

... • ,

Canadian Consulate;' New Orleans

19. Mr. Chance. The new Consulate established in New Orleans, Louisiana,
with offices at 201 International Trade Mart will be open for regular consular'
business on February 15, ' 1952."

The State Department has been informed of the appointment of Mr. Gerald
Anderson Newman as,Consul . and 'Trade Commissioner and of Mr. Charles
Odilon Roger Rousseau as Vice Consul and Assistant Trade Commissioner
with jurisdiction in the.; States of Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee
and, Texas; and of the consequential redistribution of Canadian consular.
territôries in the United States which will now, become effective on February
15, 1952. The revised territories are as follows:

Post Territory
. . . . ;

New York New York State, Connecticut, Pennsylvania
and New Jersey.

Chicago North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Mis-
souri, Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas.

San Francisco Washington State, Montana, Oregon, Idaho,
Wyoming, California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado,
Arizona and New Mexico.

Boston Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Vermont, New

sippi, Tennessce, Alabama, North Caroina,
South Carolina, Georgia and Florida.

Washington District of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware,
Virginia and West Virginia.

change them only as officer replacements take place. . I
::; It is not proposed to alter existing Commissions and Exequaturs but to
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38. DEA/10137-F-40

Note du sous-seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures.

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures . -

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
Affairs

[Ottawa,] October, 7, 1952

ESTABLISHMENT OF CONSULATES IN SEATTLE
AND LOS ANGELES

The need for establishing consular offices at Seattle and Los Angeles has
been under study for some time and I have now reached the conclusions,
subject to your approval, that we should proceed with' the opening of
Consulâtes in these two cities as soon as possible.
2. The Department of Trade and Commerce have decided to close their,

Trade Commissioner's office in Los Angeles as the volume of commercial work
does not apparently warrant its continued maintenance and the greater part of

their work has been on our behalf. There are many Canadians living in
Southern California (more than 100,000 in Los Angeles County alone). In
addition, a" very large ' number of Canadian ' tourists; especially from the
Western Provinces, are attracted to that area. The office accommodation now
held by the Trade Commissioner is suitable for a Consulate and has the'added
advantage of being known as a Canadian office. "Your colleague, Mr.
Winters,27 has expressed interest in' keeping an office Jn ` Los 'Angeles to
continue the activities of the Tourist Bureau. The United Kingdom Consulate
General in Los Angeles have informed the Consulate General in San Francisco
that they are unable to take on additional consular work for us when the Trade
Commissioner's Office closes.
3. In Seattle, where we have had no Canadian Government Office since the

Immigration Office closed, the volume of consular work is likely to be even
heavier than in Los Angeles. The United Kingdom has recently elevated their
Consulate in -Seattle to a Consulate^ General and have informed us that they
are not too happy about the fact that'40% of the Consulate General's activities
are on Canada's behalf. Shipping and trade enquiries, tourist and information
work; naval visits, immigration,` passport and citizenship problems would all be
handled by a consular, post in Seattle:

4. Mr. Wrong and the interested divisions in this Department have all agreed
on the necessity of opening Consulates in these two cities in the near future.
'5. If these Consulates^are to be'opëned in the coming fiscal year, it willa be

necessary to make provision for them in the Estimates. "I should' appreciate it,

27R.H. Winters, ministre des Ressources et du Développement Eeonomique.
R.H. Winters, Minister of Resources and Development.
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therefore, if you would take this matter up with Cabinet before your departure
for New York.28

L.D. WILGRESS

SECTION I

URUGUAY, VENEZUELA ET COLOMBIE

URUGUAY, VENEZUELA AND COLOMBIA

39.

Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Assistant Under-Secretary of Slate for External Affairs
Io Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/1082-40

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL Rio de Janeiro, January 22, 1952

Dear Arnold [Heeney]:
I visited Montevideo on Wednesday, January 17, a date which was more

convenient to the Uruguayan authorities than Friday, January 19, the date I
had originally planned to go there. The Minister of Foreign Affairs was away
on summer holidays and my, appointment was arranged with the Under-
Secretary, Dr. Eduardo Jimenez Arechaga, who is also the Acting Minister.
Incidentally, the appointment was arranged through the Uruguayan Legation
in Buenos Aires and i found on my arrival in Montevideo that no communica-
tion had been received from Dr. Luis Soto29 although he assured both Sicotte10
and me that he had sent an airmail letter to his government on or about
November 16 last.

I saw the United Kingdom Ambassador before going to the Foreign Office
and learned from him that one of the things which most disturbed the
Uruguayans was our failure to open an office after taking preliminary steps in
Montevideo, such as looking for living and office accommodation. Therefore,
when talking to the Acting Minister, I reviewed in considerable detail the
developments which led to the government's decision to postpone the opening
of an office in Uruguay. I emphasized that our attitude was not different from
that of 1946 when an exchange of diplomatic representation was first discussed
with them and that as soon as we were in a position to expand our service in
Latin America, Uruguay would have a place of priority.

I indicated tharthe present international situation, about which all
democratic countries like Uruguay and Canada were becoming increasingly
concerned, might result in Canadian offices being opened in certain areas

»Voir le document 36,/Sée Document 36.
„Chargé d'affaires à la légation de l'Uruguay.
' Charge d'Affaires, Legation of Uruguay. ,,

'"Gilks Sicotte de la Direction de l'Amérique et de l'Extrfine-Orient.
Gilles Siootte, American and Far Eastern Division.
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where Canadian representation might produce benefits for both our countries. I
thought it advisable to make known this possibility to avoid later misunder-
standing if .we should open in some European country before establishing an
office in Uruguay. I told - him also our plans for double accreditation in
Portugal and of the difficulties we were experiencing because of staff shortages
in appointing an Ambassador to Argentina. I spoke too of the increasing
pressure upon Canada from countries where no Canadian diplomatic office
now exists and who were anxious to exchange representatives with us.

After this full explanation of our position, I said that Mr. Pearson had asked
me tô visit Montevideo during my tour of Latin America, first, to reassure the
Uruguayan Government that Canada was anxious to maintain and develop the
good and friendly, relations which had always existed between our two
countries and to continue the cooperation which we had always extended one to
the other in the international field and, second, to explore possibilities which
might enable us to have an exchange of diplomatic representatives which both
our countries desired. I mentioned that it had occurred to me personally that a
formula of double accreditation such as Canada now had in certain European
countries might be the solution. Dr. Arechaga replied that he was sure this
would be an acceptable arrangement to his government. When I asked him to
suggest a Head of Mission whose territory might also include, Uruguay, he
proposed our Ambassador to Argentina.

I was careful to make no reference to â permanent office under a Chargé
d'Affaires 'being established in Montevideo. (You will recall that when I
discussed the matter with George Heasman, he stated that Trade and
Commerce would be prepared to assign a trade officer to Montevideo to be in
charge of our office there during the absence of our Ambassador:) J asked
what additional -expenses would be involved for Canadâ, `what would be the
further responsibilities for our Ambassador to Argentina and what would be
the increased demands on his time. Dr. Arechaga said that he could think of no
additional ° expenses with the exception of the Ambassador's : travelling costs
when he visited Montevideo. The further responsibilities and the demands on
his time would involve merely visiting Montevideo infrequently when some
current item of business : between our two countries required his presence in
that city for discussions with the Uruguayan" ^ authorities.. You. can see,
therefore, that there is little additional cost involved for us although `we can
expect, I am sure, - the Uruguayans to press at some : future ; date for , the
establishment of an office in their capital under a Chargé d'Affaires, if not for
the appointment of a separate Head of, Mission. However, there is no such
request at this time and I think that these arrangements are, highly satisfactory
from our standpoint., ;. t

I made clear that as an official I was in no position to make any commit-
ment on behalf of the Canadian Government but that I would, on my return to
Ottawa, acquaint the Canadian Government with these recommendations and
I had every reason to believe that it would be prepared to authorize the small
additional cost which would be involved for our Department. On his side, he
explained that he too' would havé to put the matter formally' before his. . .,_ ,.. . .
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government but he was reasonably certain it would be approved and that he
would communicate such approval to our Chargé d'Affaires in Buenos Aires..
In view of Soto's neglect in arranging my appointment,'I considered this to be
much the' best channel to follow. It is probable that you will be hearing from
Roy'! before my return to Ottawa and can then initate the necessary steps.

40.

Yours sincerely;

HERB [MORAN]

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
Extractfrom Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

TOP SECRET
[Ottawa,] January 23, 1952

DIPLOMATIC REPRESENTATION; . . . AUSTRIA, URUGUAY,
VENEZUELA AND COLOMBIA

49. The Secretary of State for External Affairs said it was proposed to ...
arrange for Mr. Victor Dore, Minister to Switzerland, to be accredited also as
Minister to Austria. For the present, the last merely involved extending Mr.
Dore's territory, although later it might be found desirable to establish a small
office in Vienna under a junior officer acting as chargé d'affaires.

He mentioned also that'Uruguay had become so sensitive, as a result of
Canada's failure to open an office in Montevideo, that it had withdrawn its^
Minister - from Ottawa and, what ' was of real importance, was making
difficulties for Canadian exports in a market of some consequence to Canada.
As a result, the Department of Trade and Commerce had received complaints
from Canadian exporters. It therefore appeared desirable to arrange for the
next Ambassador to Argentina to be accredited to Uruguay as well, without for
the, present opening an office in Montevideo. It was understood that the
Uruguayan government was likely to accept this solution for the present,
although it might later become necessary to agree to establish an office there
either under`an officer from External Affairs or from the Trade Commissioner
service.

Similarly,' Venezuela and Colombia were upset about Canada's delay in
agreeing to exchange diplomatic missions and , in consequence, the Canadian
trade position was suffering. These countries were two of Canada's most
important markets in Latin America and, as was true of Uruguay, ' Canadian
trade rather than political interests called for diplomatic representation. In
these circumstances, and since Venezuela and Colombia would not accept one
Ambassador between the two countries, it was proposed to raise the Cosulate
General in Venezuela to an Embassy, and probably appoint the present Consul

J'Lionel Roy, chargé d'affaires en Argentine.
- Lionel Roy, Charg6 d'Affaires in Argentina.
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DEA/1720-40
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41. - ^ ^ • aires extérieures
Note du sous-sëcrétaire d'Etat adjoint aux Affaires

extérieures
pour le sous-secrétairé d'État par Intérim aux A
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r External Affairs

Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretaéyo^ rn 1 Affairs
to Acting Under-Secretary of St at f

26,1952[Ottawa,l May
CONFIDENTiAL y . "•
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. . . . ,.ïI
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(a) I gathered from Mr. Moran that Uruguay, as well as Venezuela 32 and
Colombia would be satisfied of dual representation. As regards : Uruguay,` this
fits in with the'decision taken by Cabinet.'
'(b) 'Cabinet,' has agreed, in Januar}+,` that ,cônsideration be, given to' the
opening of Embasstes in Venezuela and Colombia. This is at variance with the
discussions held by Mr. Moran while he was in'Bogota and Caracas.

(c) We I are . including in the supplementary estimates a global sum which
could be used this fiscal year for the opening of those three Missions. . ;

2. The decision as regards Uruguay is easy; the Government of Uruguay", is
agreeable to dual, representation; the Department, of Trade and Commerce
appears to -be willing to - supply. an.officer to act as Chargé d'Affaires in
Montevideo; Cabinet decision is on the basisvof double accreditation.,
' 3. The only action to be taken here would be to come to a final understanding
with the Department of Trade and Commerce, if this has not yet been done
and, advise the Uruguayan authorities that Major-General LaFlèche will also
be Minister,or Ambassador.to Uruguay.
- 4., Since Uruguay has always had a priority over Venezuela and Colombia as
regards a commitment from the Canadian Government, I would recommend
that action be taken: as soon as possible. We would then be in a better position
to cope with the problems of Venezuela and Colombia.

S. These two countries seem to be more or less 'on the same footing and what
is done for one should be done for the other. It seems to be difficult to consider
the=appointment of Ambssadors although we can no longer argue that it is
because of the lack of funds. There is the Cabinet directive of January which
will remain'operative until it is reversed and I presume that it is not the
intention-.of the Department to have it reversed. Therefore, some progress
should be made; otherwise, we might be open to criticism.

6. A further complication is the fact that it would be rather odd to appoint a
Chargé d'Affaires only in Montevideo and to send Ambassadors to Caracas
and Bogota. I am wondering if the following suggestion, coupled with that
already made as regards Uruguay, would not meet the situation at least for
some time:

7. That the Governments of Venezuela and Colombia be advised in the near
future of our intention to open Embassies in those countries and be.told, at the
same time, that because of the lack of personnel available for appointment to
the rank of Ambassador, the Missions will be in the charge of Chargé
d'Affaires for some time. I realize that this is but a half-way measure and that
it `would be much more satisfactory if Ambassadors were appointed from the
start; still it would meet our immediate requirements and partly solve the
problem for the next year and a half or two.

32Note marginale Marginal noté:
Question of dual represent[atiôn] was never raised with Venezuela. (N.O. Moran)

33 Note marginale ;/Marginal note:
Uruguay will expect same treatment as Colombia. 111.0. Moran)
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8. I already referred. to the fact that consideration was being given to
appointing a Trade and Commerce officer as Chargé d'Affaires in Uruguay.
The temptation is great to follow a similar pattern in Colombia and Venezuela.
It would be less of a strain on our personnel and possibly also on our finances. I
have`come to the conclusion, however, that this-should be resisted and that the
Department should assume full responsibility for the , new offices to be
established in Caracas and Bogota.34 We would be creating a very dangerous
precedent indeed if we agreed to rely on the Department of Trade and
Commerce to open and take over from the start three of our Missions in Latin
America. Not only would we partly lose control over those Missions but we
wôuld be agreeing to a form of representation which is not necessarily in the
best interests of Canada. Frankly, I am rather worried by -the recent, trends
whereby more and more3S of our consular posts are being handed over to the
Department of Trade and Commerce.36 If this trend were now to develop also
in our Latin American Missions, I can foresee endless difficulties.". .".

9. There are in my opinion Foreign Service Officers'a that are well qualified
to be appointed as Chargé. d'Affaires to Caracas and Bogota; if, aa Foieign
Service Officer 3, 4 or 5-is considered a satisfactory candidate to become
Chargé d'Affaires in Poland or for that matter Moscow, there is no reason why
appointments from the same ranks could not be made in those two new Latin
American Missions. I realize that it is generally agreed that the emphasis
should - be placed on. trade in our Missions in. Latin America; even trade,
however, will not necessarily be better served by a Trade commissioner acting
as Chargé d'Affaires than by a Foreign Service Officer in the same capacity,
assisted by a Commercial Secretary.

10. I hope that some action can be taken on this matter after Mr. Moran's
return. You may wish to call a meeting before Mr. Wilgress arrives so that
plans could be submitted for his consideration. Mr. Howe's trip to Latin
America in the autumn is an additional reason why this should be done.

J. L[tcER]

34Note marginale :/Marginal note:
•: .. :,agree: [H.O. Moran]

3SNote marginale :/Marginal note: . ; ; • t .
?? [H.O. Moran]

36Note marginale :/Marginal note:
New Orleans is under T[radej & C[ommerce] temporarily. [H.O. Moran]

37Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Detroit was to be closed but when T[radej & C[ommerce] sent a trade commissioner
there and asked that he also have consular status we agreed. (H.O. Moran)

3ENote marginale :/Marginal noic: ` ` ;
-

Qualified but not always available unless removed from other duties. (H.O. Moran]
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TOP SECRET '

P
Extrait dés conclusions du Cabinet

CO

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions . I -

[Ottawa,] August 27, 1952

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS; CANADIAN EMBASSIES IN COLOMBIA AND VENEZUELA72. The Secretary of State for External Affairs recalled that Cabinetapproved in principle on January 23rd, 1952, the • raising of the Canadian
missions in Colombia and Venezuela to the status of embassy. He n
submitted recommendations concerning appointments of ambassadors. ow
73. The Cabinet

approved the recommendations of the Secretary of State forEx Affairs and agreed that: or
(a) Mr. Edmond Turcotte, Consul General in Caracas

Canadian Ambassador to Colombia; and, , be appointed
(b) Harry Norman, Esquire, be approached to ascertain whether

accept appointment as Canadian Ambassador to Venezuela. he would
... . .. .

TOP SECRET

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet PCO

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] September 24, 1952

URUGUAY; OPENING OF CANADIAN DIPLOMATIC MISSION .55. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to discussionmeeting of January 23rd, 1952, said that, in view of the appoint nt at the
near future of Canadtan ' Ambassadors to Venezuela and Colombi in the
desirable at this time to accredit'the Canadian Ambassador t a' it waso ArAmbassador to Uruguay and ai the same time to open a small gentina as

CanadianMission at
Montevideo which would be under the supervision of

service officer as chargé d'affaires. The Department
otTrade and Comoreignalso proposed to post a foreign service trade officer at Montevideo merce

suitable transfer could be arranged. It was thought advisable that soon as a
Mission be opened by December 15th prior to the forthcomin La- the new
tour of the Minister of Trade and Commerce.39 g tin American

An explanatory note had been circulated.

(Memorandum, Acting Secretary of State for Extern
1952 -- Cab. Doc. 304-52)' al Affairs, Sept. 22,

"Voir le document 1040./Sce Document 1040.
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au chargé d'affaires de
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1 Affairs

DEA/1082-40

, ' x Affaires extérieures

Secretary ofState for Externa
Uruguay

to Chargé d'Affaires, Legation of
September 25,19521Ottawa, [

52
artment ^lshment to

External
abinet,

after discussion, agreed that the Dep
- 56., The C Montevideo, Uruguay, increase its estab

ffairs open an office at and provide in its estimates for the

A uired addrtional staffprovide the required that office.
expenses of mana =

CONFiDENT1Al,
^

the

that the Government of Canada °^^

I?have
aware of

honour to inform you
. e Government of Canadadiplomatic mission in MontevideohYou are, I.

position to open a t
time ago by the ' Governmen•t of

the various factors whicâc^ on taken
earlier prevented

some
from reciprocatmg the
Uruguay in establishing its Legation in Ottawa.

In view of the importance of hemispheric relationships, and th
â e

e^ mbérs

of strengthening the links between two democrati elsait appropriate to proposeof Canaa
of the free world, the Governmenn ed havethe status of Embassy. 'sh-
that the diplomatic mission

your
Government's approval of the establ^

Would you, therefore, seek of an Embassy of Canada in Montevideo and the
ment in the immediate future

elevation rnment,of your Legation in Ottawa to the status ofCEô é assy. the Canadian
If this proposal meets with the approval of your

r LaFlèche,req
uest the agrément of the GovernmeRi of Uruguay

for

Canada to
the appo
Government

intment
wishes of to Major General the Honourable Léo

of
D.S.O., as Ambassador Extraordinary . and, Plenipotentiary

during histhat
Major General LaFlèche would continue, also in

Uruguay• It is lntended
resent capacitÿ as Ambassador of C Canada wou d be in the charge of a

his p your Government,absence from Montevideo, thé Embassy of
erim. I âttach for the information , of, Y*. , l i

' d'Affaires ad int ;Charge adebiographical data concerning Maj
or .General I,aF1

tP in
1t is assumed that y

our; Government will wish to•have announcem
ent

this sig nt s
simultaneously in Montevideo and Ottawa concerning agreement has
diplomatic, relations between our, two countriesand that until, will be, treatéd as

been reached on a mutually - convenient date, . this matterç .^

confidential., Tin
from you of yout Govetnment's answcr to these

I look forward to hea g

sals. • ^pi0p° ;, a s, t Accept, Sir, etc. ..
,, .. . _. „ > . ^
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45.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
- à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary. of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States,,,

DESPATCH B-1519 :

CONFIDENTIAL

53,

DEA/6453-40

Ottawa, September 29, 1952

EXCNANGEOF DIPLOMATIC REPRESENTATION WITH VENEZUELA

Cabinet authorization has been obtained for the exchange of ' diplomatic
missions with Venezuela. It would be appreciated if you would ' approach the
Venezuelan Ambassador at Washington and request that he inform his
Government that the' Canâdiàn Government is now in a position to proceed
with this long-desired exchange. A formal note tô this effect should be given to
him, stating that-"we wish to take immediate steps to open an Embassy in
Caracas and would welcome the reciprocal establishment by the Venezuelan
Government 'of an Embassy in Ottawa. It is assumed that the Venezuelan
Government would wish to have the announcement of , this important
development., made simultaneously in Ottawa and Caracas and that in the
meantime the matter will remain confidential. We should be glad to learn of
the announcement date which would be convenient to the Venezuelan
authorities. - - . , "

2. Please. further inform the Venezuelan Ambassador ' that should his
Government agree to the exchange -of Embassies, you have instructions to
request agrément for the appointment of Mr. Henry Gordon Norman, C.M.G.,
as Ambassador of Canada to Venezuela. Two copies of a curriculum vitae of
the proposed appointee are attached.'
'=3. Pleàse report by telegram on your approach to the Venezuelan Ambassa-
dor.40 . . 1 1, ,

`•e

R.M. MACDONNELL
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

..'0Une lettre semblable concernant la Colombie aété envoyée à l'ambassadeur à Washington, le

October 11. 1952.

11 octobre 1952.
A similar letter regarding Colombia'was sent to the Canadian Ambassador in Washington on



Inform you Y t
by bag. Ends. DEA/11264•D•40

not received Satur aY rément on . a ' forwarded
3. If. the Colombian Embassy ys note ôf October 31 is being

b telephone. The E

CONDUITE DES RELATIONS EXTÉRIEURES

DEA/11264-C-40

Unis
L'ambassadeur aux'Ea extérieures

au secrétaire d'État aux
Affa ires

States
Ambassadôate for

Un i ted
External.AjJairs

to Secretary of St
Washington, October 31, 1952

TELEGRAM WA-2489

CONFIDENTIAL
Our W^+-2489 of October 17

Reference: Begins:
Following for R.M. Nlacdonnell, of diplomaticsy in a note dated October 31t.haé informed uso

The' Colombian Embas ree andment to the exchang

the
Colombian Government's. ag n November 3 but1 establishment of Embassies at Ottawa

Bogota.

missions and the recipr ésted that a press release be issued • intment„of .Mr•
The Embassy also sugg rément for the appo

had not yét received ag , _.
stated that they
Edmond Turcotte.

2. Followtng

officials and with
a conversation with the Colombie Embassy that a simultaneous

for
the

Turcotte has beene^l evtheStark" at Ottawa, we have now agreedré ment
with

press release wlil be issued hav awired to Bogota and est
hope theto, r

press release
The Colombian Embassy which case they sugg

Saturday morning, in
agrément by November 3, in the afternoon. If the

is

should be made on Monday,
the y

postpone issuing the p
d morning, Y S turday we, shall

47. L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in ô^iExterna ► Affairs
to Secretary ojState j

A 1952

TELEGRAM WA-2597

Washington, Novembcr

CONFIDENTIAL
CNANGE OF DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS WtTF{ COLOMBIA

EX
Reference: Our letter No. 2299 of October 31 â to say that their government

1. The Colombian Embassy telepho n^éoa of Mr. Turcotte as Canadian
has granted agrément for the appo

4^W.G. Stark de la Direction de l'Amérique e'don.Extr1meAricnt.
W.G. Stark, Amcrican and Far Eastern D I
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Ambassador to Colombia..The Colombian Government has not yet decided
whom it wishes to appoint as Ambassador to Canada.

2. The Colombian Embassy suggests that simultaneous press releases should
be issued on Thursday, November 6, at 12:00 noon. Their press release will be
issued at the time suggested unless you inform us that this is unsatisfactory.

3. The Colombian Embassy intends to send us a note tomorrow, November 5,
confirming the granting of the agrément for, the.appointment of Mr. Turcotte.
This will be transmitted to you, by bag.

48. DEA/11264-C-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au consul général au Venezuela

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Consul General in Venezuela

TELEGRAM 36' Ottawa, November 5, 1952

Colombian authorities have agreed to the proposed exchange of Embassies
and have given agrément to your appointment as Ambassador. Press release
will be issued for publication in afternoon ' newspapers of November 6. No
proposal has?--yet been - submitted by Colombian Government regarding
appointment of Ambassador of Colombia.

2. The fact that the Canadian and Venezuelan Governments are discussing a
similar exchange of embassies remains confidential.
^.. . _ . .. . , . . . . .

49. DEA/6453-40

-. L'ambassade aux États-Unis
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Embassy in United States
Io Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LETTER 2319 Washington, November 4, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

EXCFIANGEOF DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS WITH VENEZUELA

Attached is Note No. 3680 of November 3' addressed to the Ambassador
Referenec: WA-2595 of November 4, 1952.1

frorn 1he, Chârgé d'Affaires of Venezuela in Washington, which is a reply to
oûr note dated October 6' proposing the exchange of diplomatic missions with
Veneiuela. The Venezuelan Chargé d'Affaires' note expresses the pleasure of
the'Venezuelân Government to exchange,diplomatic missions and states that
the :Venezuelan Government expects to be able to agree on the date of a press
releâse''ànd to extend agrément for the appointment of Mr. Norman as
Canâdian'Ambassador within the first fortnight in November.
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56 ' 's noteVeneiuelan Embassy

Attach
ie`s of the

:- ed also are'two additional cop
2

t ` i
S,D,'PIERCE

together with the
English translation

;:. . ^ ^ : . . , , . :
' • , ' ` . ; 1 • for the Embassyr

. , t.
DEA/6453•40

de la Diréctiôn de !'Amériq extérieures 'NotéI . aûz'Affa•`ës

pour le sous-secrétaire
d'État adjoint

Division
Memorandum from American

or External Affairso State f . ,•, ,to Assistant Under-Secretary i
[Ottawa,] December 1, 1952

RESTRICTED

Memorandum for Mr. MacKay OF URUGUAY,, , ,,.

ACCEPTANCE BY T EXCHANGE DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS

OF OUR PROPOSAL TO ua an Legation.

•n Mr. Luis Soto, Chargé d'Affaires of the Uru ânish'text of the
This morni g c!

Soto that, although
could makethe a°

de
bove

r
.

rega
arrangemen ,:

Lette r

woon Mr. tar k of this Division, t he
show him the Spa

Ministry of. External Affairs
called

'in
up between the t

telegram the former hadexchange o diplomatic missions
concerning the .Montevideo,

countries. ^. . :^
2, , in brief the message stated: r0pL sals'- for ` an

an Government accepts th e C ofa Ge erâl aFleche as
1) The U ruguay intme

exchange of Embassies and the apPo

Amba'sador.-
press releases in

2) The Uruguayan Government agrees to es ed,by the Canadian Govern-
Montevideo and Ottawa, the date to be sugg

S decided
,•, ` , .' . • Mr. Feaver, it wament. .

3. After consultation with Mr. Macdâ convenient date for the press release
December 4 would be and we have passed word

that Thursday, his Government by telegraph

o will
out the Canadian release around 10:30 a•m• oMr: Soto is informing

to the Press office wh
put

da
in time for the afternoon d• ^t. ^on

• istrr alsoinformed Mr•Thurs y, December 4, thus
4. The message from

he the Uruguay an Foreign y the Senate Ô

executrve^.•"' rding,. the ,, éxchang

Uruguay
S must approve the

.
, General LaFlèclïe;wiUnot be able toGe^er'al LaF1éche

embassies ând therefore . . ested that
of Crëdence' until the Senâte acts: Mr.' Soto sugg Mi. 'Cistro, and

with the Uruguayan 'Ambassadôr'in Buenos Aires,e1gn 'Office as" to a
should talk ^.. ^ r^. . •

thc
request him to obtain informati on

cereinonÿ e
U ruguay

suitable date for the credent^als
'

ormâtion wâs conveyed to Mr Gill'and, a fo ^°M°p,^ sion, in
5. his last ^nf reed that., P

verge of departure from ^ Riô it was agd Personnel, .would send a telegram to Buenos Aires
consultation with us an
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telling; our Ambassador of the above, requesting him to get in touch at once
with the Uruguayan Ambassador and to inform us, tomorrow if possible,
whether Mr.'Castro thought the Sénate action might be ,long delayed. This
telegram was repeated 'to Rio, and Buenos Aires "was also asked to repeat its
answer there for'Mr. Morin's information.

6. Mr. Soto will send a formal note to the Department'concerning acceptance
of our proposals. He gave no reason at all for the long delay in the reply to our
original note.

7. Mr. Macdonnell stated he would convey the information : of Uruguay's
acceptance of our proposals to the Under-Secretary.

C. EBERTS

51:
Extrait du télégramme du `secrétaire d'État.'aux'Affaires extérieures

V'cimbassadeur"en Argentine

Eztract of Telegram from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Argentina

ceremony., ,

57

DEA/1082-40

Ottawa, December 15, 1952
... ' j

. . . . .

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegram no. 97 of December 2`2
As you know the Government is most anxious, for obvious reasons, that the

new Embassy in Uruguay be in operation before Mr. Howe arrives." The plan
to exchange • embassies has already been announced to the press and the
Uruguayans seem to have indicated to you that they regard their legislation
covering the opening of their Embassy here as a routine matter. In the
circumstances, unless you see any strong objections, it would be appreciated if
you would point out the foregoing to Castro and see whether he could (possibly
by telephoning his Foreign Minister) do anything to hasten the time when you
can present credentials. If this is impossible before arrival of Howe Mission,
will you discuss with Castro who should present the Mission to his Government
as we are of the opinion that you should not go to Uruguay before credentials

TELEGRAM 98

'Non retrouvd,/Not located.
'3Voir le document 1040./See Document 1040.
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DEA/1082-40

me de lambassadeur:énArgentine

Extrait du télég E
ram aires exterieures

au secrétaire d'tat auxAÎf^
in Argentina

Extract of Telegram from Ambassador

to Sec
retarY of State for External Affairs '1952

Aires, December 16,Buenos

TELEGRAM 111

CONFIDENTIAL MONTEVIDEO

Reference: Your telegram No. 98• from Montevideo again explained the
on his arrival fou of

:'. Saw-Castro mid-day ularl when he is in town.
ation fu11y.1 see him Teg y nment to authorize Soto to infSi ô y

srtu put in
I asked Castro to request ich

his Gover
I can present Letter of CrSdebnlë• Ca

earliest possible date on which ill call me as soon as po
' Minister and w

callfor hls Foreign .:
; DEA/1082-40

- Affaires extérieures
Le secrétaire d'Etat^e r en Â►gentine

à l'ambassa airs
Secretary oJState for Externnina JJ •

to Ambassador in.Arg
19,^ 1952Ottawa, December

TELEGRAM 101

IMPORTANT
MONTEVIDEO •

ele ram No. l l l of December 16. that it is agreeable to

Soto
Your t 8 Uruguayan Government ble

to was informed today by nvenience. Please inform us of A^Tés in
presentation of credentials at your coarrangements can be made for Morin to arrive in Buenos
date so that arrân ge

Jtime to accomp y you.

;



CHAPITRE II/CHAPTER II

CONFLIT COREEN
KOREAN CONFLICT

1 PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1.
LA CONDUITE DE LA GUERRE

CONDUCT OF THE WAR

SECTION A

LES VIOLATIONS PRÉSUMÉES DE L'ESPACE AÉRIEN DE LA CHINE

ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF CHINESE AIRSPACE
: . ^ . . _ ._. . , '

54. DEA/50069-A-40
1 ^ Le chargé d'affaires au Japon

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in Japan
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

VIOLATION OF THE YALU RIVER (MANCHURIAN BORDER)

Attached are copies of two reports dated May 17 and May 20, written by
the Air Attaché, Group Captain R.W. McNair, D.S.O., D.F.C., concerning
violation of the Yalu River (Manchurian Border).t

2. The first information, evaluated at about the lowest level of reliability, was
obtained from a young USAF fighter pilot who had had a few too many drinks.
G/C McNair discussed this report with me and said he would try to check the
information. Fortuitously, one of the three RCAF Gghter pilots attached to
USAF F86 Jet Squadrons in Korea came in and gave the further information
in the second report.

3. G/C McNair tells me that these border crossings were not individual
instances of short extensions of flights over the border by lone pilots. He says
that the crossings have been made in organized formations penetrating ten to
fifteen minutes' flying time over the border in aircraft flying 500 miles an hour.
'4• G/C. McNair has pointed out the serious implications of these reports.
They, reveal an irresponsible disregard at the Group level or higher in the
USAF, for U.S. undertakings that U.N. Command planes would not cross the
Chinese border except in very special circumstances. The special circumstance
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e
discussed was the possibility that ; a- large-scale Chinese itaril aides rable to
brought down on U.N. positions in Korea,

U.N congibutors could be arranged.
strike back before consultation with other
This circumstance has not existed in this case and therôver Manchuria. This is
doubt as to the actual value of these fighter sorties
borne out by the information contained in the second nopo ^`"^north of ea 1 ne
orders have recently been issued that pilots should t y

n
fly

somewhat south of the Yalu River, in the hope that C C AF
border

woul
osd

south again in sizeable formations. It is serious that these
should have been taking place 'about the time that the Panmunjom military
armistice -talks were being brought to a head. It is r t They m u been
Chinese have said nothing about these border crossings.

may have
lane. had had a

waiting to shoot down a. plane to get actual proof. If ânada.
RCAF pilot in it, it would have been embarrassing for Canada.

5. I thought that I should draw these reports to your not be crossed in some

g
have

roups, you
apparently

may now
wish been issued

simply to leavettmatter for the time being. You will

appreciate, I am sure, the necessity for handling this information with greational
delicacy lest the Canadian pilots who are getting most valuable

a
jet
ndolest

era
tit be

experience in Korea should have their position questioned
suspected by the USAF that G/C McNair is the* source of this

f oI considernd
theyr decide to freeze him out of contact with USAF personnel.
most important that neither the position of our pilots nor that of G/C McNair
should be in any way prejudiced in the handling of this information. .

ï.. ,, ,.

6. I should be grateful if you would let me know in due course the consider-
ation given to this report in the Dépàrtment and what, if any, action is taken .

ARTHUR MENZIES'
. . ._ : . ..

DEik/50069-A-40

Le seerétaire d'État üux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États=Unis.t ; .

Seerétary of State for External Affairs
- Io Ambassador, in United States , .

^ ^ May29 , 1952
TOP SECRET } Ottawa

`
' "

_ ^ .ir Î . .1 •.^él _ , si i

Dear Hume [Wrong] ^
1 enclose a , copy of letter No.? 576 of, May 22 from'Mr. = Menzies 'in Tokyo,

which transmits two reports; which 'give good grounds ' for,süspecting that at
some level there has been a decision to ignore the restrictions which have been
placed on air. operations in Korea: The State Department, would, ^ I am sure, be

as'concerned as we are about these reports.

As you will see; the ^ Air Attaché in Tokyo has' obtained tworeports o f
Y

organized flights by fighter aircraft across the Yalu, possibly as far as
Mukden. It is also his opinion that these activities are not known at United
Nations Command Headquarters; presumably they are not known in
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Washington 'either. The flights appear to be the result of excessive zeâl
part of local commanders, but they are no less dangerous 'on that account^They
have also apparently been halted for'the moment,, but if the decision to initiate
them was taken on a relatively low level the first time, it may be taken there
again unless something is done to make sure that the course of action âgreed
between the United States and its allies is followed on the lower echelons as
well as higher up. - I'am sure that these considerations will appeal to the State
Department. ,. .

I
will leave it to your judgment how to convey this information to the S tateDepartment.

While it seems to us to be another disturbing developmentin
Korea, naturally great care will have to be taken to protect Mr. Menzies'
sources in'referring to it. For this reason you may not be able to state how we
came by our information, asking those concerned in Washington to accept our
assurances it is of a nature which gives reasonable grounds for suspicion.

Yours sincerely, =

L.B. PEARSON

TOP SECRET

DEA/500694-40

., au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérièures
Ambassador in United States :

; L 'ambassadeur aux États- Unis

to Secretary ôf State for External Affairs

Dea"r Mike [PearsonJ
Washington, June 5, 1952

Your letter of May 29th, enclosing a copy of Letter No." 576 of May 22nd
from Mr.'Menzies in Tokyo, raised a matter with which it is not at all
deal. I was most doubtful that the State Department would find it possiblee to
`take iap with thé Department of Defense the reports of deliberate and repeatedflights into

Manchuria by fighter-planes unless the sources of the reports weregiven;
an assertion that the Canadian' authorities had received enough

information to_give'reasonable` cause for suspicion that the reports were true
would not be enough to satisfy them that -the long and painful rocess
investigation should be 'undertaken. I took the o p of

Washington by General Fôulkes to discuss the matte r witht him ndvtotask
Ywhether he could suggest a Service channel which might be em lo ed He
notablé to do this, but ^ he felt "strongly that the sourccs of our infor was

ôllght to be protected, as an indication of them might
the

mation
i.nformation* in other. contexts. prejudice^ exchange of

, f. Finally, I' decided that the , best method o
^ICkerson making it cleâr that I was ' f approach was to talk to Mr.
would '' trânsmitting a report which, if true,,. ., ,

be of'concern to the State Department because it meant that there had
been "deliberate violation by units of the U.S. Air Force of the agreed
the.'United Nations. Command. As the first 'of 'the two reports from policy of
Attache in "Tokyo gave as its source an unidentified U.S.A.F. om the Air

fighter pilot, I
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him , telling him that a Canadiana had tihe
and had reporte d

decided to reveal its contents to leave in Japan confirmatory
his statements when but

adding that some further
Canadian Embassy, . A .

later been received. `: Mr. Hickerson, he talked the m

Following my

atter over

had. conversation with again. He said that the
n Matthews and asked meû ^ see f mhé State Department tothis was

with Mr= Freema s of too.uncertam a q • t of a report such as ,, n

systematic violations of Ivla- with General ra
h matter UP if it were not put

information given "va could do on rece^
and p

feel in a pothey did not
sitio

accept it as true. Ail that they
action on our part.discuss the matter with Gen,iho B

radley,
fu ther a ation from ato information

to approach General _Bradley w pilot on leave? Hefor instance, make availablean nt x cated p vincing
.. Could we, stworthy than

he presumed that we dldâ have up with the Statesource or sources more truand
m

added that Mr. Matthew
letelyevidence, since otherwise we would nott ev^as

taen theek but that I was not atcômerty to

I , however , be assured that itDepartment. I told himfr Yn•
that he

such coul
was

arked that if we were able
reveal where it came pilot had said. He rem sition to
supported what the U•S• State Department should then be in a PtelegraphF

to make this available, the General Bradley then ut inwould uain.
presumably

(General Foulkes
approach General Bradley.

r
ld result if this were to' be done. Standingcit

al Clark and an investigation would be p
vidence thatto Gene

and I both doubt whether much woYalu
u

River
, as e

the wouldlbt note penetrate down to
orders to refrain from crossing

violations, if they in fact occurred, haveour information was unfounded and^éematter m g
thelevel at which

the squadron or wing

1n
1 informevthe

dencte inoriginated.) course, that if.
Mr. Hickerson said, as an alternative nds for suspecting that

Department in writing of the nature of the ch^egrou
g that the

they would,
support of ; thém in your ^ churian

udgment,gave g
territory had in fact cdleya as n` ef fect

even*,6^n " feel able, to take t e

the
thej Far F.ast. My .

a request from the Canadian Government I told him that I was
houldé be underta en.constituting

^ '' n
rther consideration.

`way) that an investigation s the matter fu
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report cannot be passed on without damaging results. Incidentally, the only
Canadian in Tokyo whom I have named is Mr. Menzies, and all I said about
him was that some Canadians in Tokyo who had, heard these stories had
brought them to the notice of the Canadian Embassy; he had naturally thought
it wise to report them to Ottawa.

Unless I pursue the matter further, the State Department does not intend to
take any action and no record of my conversation has been made there. The
State. Department is, of course, alive to the dangers if the reports are true.

I think- that this business reveals again that the arrangements in Tokyo for
liaison with^ the U.N. Command H.Q. are defective. It should certainly be
easier to get to the bottom of a story such as this if it could be effectively taken
up there through a military channel.

Yours sincerely,
HUME [WRONG]

DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États- Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
.; , to Ambassador in United States

Top SECRET ^ Ottawa, June 10, 1952

Dear Hume [Wrong],
I have just-received your letter of June 5 regarding mine of May 29 which

dealt with certain information from Menzies in Tokyo about our operations in
Korea.

I agree with you that this involves a difficult and delicate problem of
communication with the authorities in Washington and that we should be very
careful not only to not give away our sources, but also not to put ourselves too
firmly or officially behind the information. I think that, in the circumstances,
You would be wise in not pursuing the matter further now that you have
discussed it informally with Jack Hickerson. My own feeling is'that it would be
unwise, certainly at this time, to put anything officially in'writing.,I agree also
with,the conclusion of your last paragraph that liaison arrangements in Tokyo
with the U.N. High Command are certainly defective.

Yours sincerely,
L.B. PEARSON
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recurring U:N. i air- .activity- north of. the, Korean boundary.^ Scott. said the
discussion was pretty heated. and the disagreement complete.. He himself did
not feel that the facts,of the case had really been established in the discussion
to which he had listened; he.was, I think, impressed by Bridgeford's argument.

He recalled Boucher saying that he had reported to the C.A.S. the rumours
which had reached him, but said that the Foreign Office had not received any
information from the Air Ministry, on the subject.

Scott will have a word with Selwyn Lloyd and with Sir John Slessor and let
me know what the United,Kingdom appreciation ôf the position is.

Yours sincerely,
N.A. ROBERTSON

60.

,

LETTER Y489

DEA/50069-A-40
'.. '1;.,.^.

Le sous-secrétaire d,'État aux Affaires extérieures
a lanïba•ssade au Japon

r .
. , ..^ , , .

Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs
= to Embassy in Japan

Ottawa, July 16, 1952

TOP SECRET.CANADIAN EYES ONLY.
•,• '• ^ •;

ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE CHINESE BORDER
, ; . . ..

Reference: Your Lette, No. 576 of May 22.

^, ;The need to, safeguard ► the sources. of the information• contained in: the
attachments to your letter under reference made it very difficult for us to use
the information to the full. It was decided, however, that the charges implicit in
the reports received by the ,Air Attache, were of sufficient gravity, to warrant
the taking of some risk.

2. Accordingly, on May 29, the Minister himself wrote a personal letter to
the Canadian Ambassador in Washington enclosing a. copy of your. letter No.
576 and • its attachments and asked him to tâke the matter up with the State
Department on an informal basis..I attach a côpy of this letter. You will see
from Mr. Wrong's reply of June 5, which is also attached, that no progress was
possible in Washington. The Minister concurred in this view in.a• letter dâted
June 10, copy attached.
:3: It was then decided wsee whether the United Kingdom had any similar
information and the attached.letter of June 16 was sent to the Canadian High
Commissioner^ in London. He replied on. July 5 that discussions with the
Foreign Office had also come to a dead end. I attach a copy of this letter and
its enclosure.
4. The matter is, 'therefore, being dropped for the time being. If, however, any

further information should come to light; I should be grateful if you would let

^-^_ ^.
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do through military channels. He added . that it would _ probably not take any
more than twenty-four hours for a . Canadian Company to be moved from the
front line to Koje Island.

6. After speaking to you I telephoned the Prime Minister to tell him that Mr.
Pearson had been in touch with you and had suggested that we wait until we
hear' what the United Kingdom is doing. I also told the Prime Minister that
since speaking'to him I had learned that a United Kingdom Company, as well
as a Canadian company, had been ordered to Koje. The Prime Minister said
that if there were at Koje a United Kingdom Company, as well as a Canadian
Company, this would make some difference but it would not completely
remove the embarrassment which might result. He feared that it might result
in quite a reversal of feeling in Canada about our participation in the Korean
war. There was a lot of anxiety in Canada about what has taken place at Koje
Island, and regardless of what the Government did, the sending of a Canadian
Company to Koje might have a considerable affect on opinion.

62. DEA/50069-J-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-1394 Washington, May 23, 1952

SECRET

MOVEMENT OF CANADIAN COMPANY TO KOJE

Reference: Your EX-1155 of May 22:
1. This message confirms my telephone conversations with Reid.
2. I discussed the question with Sir Christopher Steel[e] of the British

Embassy this morning. He had not yet heard anything from London, but he
fully shared the attitude of the Canadian Government'and was sure that it
would be completely supported by the British Government. He volunteered to
speak on.these lines at once to Matthews on his own responsibility.
,^ 3. Alexis Johnson, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Far' Eastern Affairs,
telephoned me shortly afterwards. He told me that forces from several other
countries have served and are now serving on Koje, including the . Dutch
battalion and some'small units attached to United States formations that are
engaged in guarding prisoners of war. There are now some 14,000 United
States tcoops on this duty. In the effort to rectify the situation on Koje, troops
were being moved there from all over the theatre, including the United States
airborne regiment from Japan. The matter was regarded here as purely a.. . . . • • • C d dmllltary question, wlthln thc authorlty of the Unltcd Natlons omman er, an
, they were therefore loath to interfere from Washington.
- 4. After commenting that two companies from the Commonwealth Division
could not make a great deal of difference in the outcome and presumably two
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64. DEA/50069-J-40
• • . ,.

- L'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis
au secrétaire d'Etât aux Affaires extérieures .,

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

., a

TELEGRAM WA-1409

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.
._ • . : ._t;^

;
Washington, May 24, 1952

MOVEMENT OF CANADIAN COMPANY TO KOJE ISLAND-

'fYour EX- 1168 *o

1. As soon as I arrived at • a reception laté yesterday afternoon •given by
General and Mrs. Bradley for General and Mrs. Ridgway, Mr. Foster, Deputy
Secretary of Defense, took me into a corner to discuss our representations
agâinst the movement of the Canadian Company. He expressed strong personal
sympathy' with " the Canadian point of view, but said the matter had been
considered carefully at the Pentagon yesterday afternoon and that the Joint
Chiefs of. Staff had discussed it at some length. He thought I had better hear
the resûlts'from General Bradley. °

.2. General Bradley told us that the movement to Koje had advanced too far
for it to be cancelled , withoût' causing grave military embarrassment. He
understood that the units from the Commonwealth Division were en route and
might indeed already have arrived. To cancel the movement at this stage would
certainly . be widely known and, might well provide some fresh material for
Communist propaganda, on thé ground that it would be interpreted as showing
a split in the common front. He referred to the presence on Koje of the
Netherlands Battalion and some contingents from other U.N. forces. I
gathered that either Far East Command or 8th Army Headquarters planned to
reinforce the U.S. and South Korean guard troops on Koje with detachments
from other U.N. units as a demonstration that there was a common front
among the Allies and the settled determination to clean up the situation as soon
as possible.

3. Foster, Bradley, and Lovett (with whom I later had a discussion) all spoke
in the strongest language about the mishandling of the situation which had
taken place and for which the U.S. forces were responsible. It was necessary to
re-establish authority, inside the stockades without any delay. It was also
desirablé to stiffen or replace South Korean guard troops because of their
instability.
4. I said to them we now seemed to have arrived at a situation in which the

military embarrassment of cancelling the movement of the Canadians had to
be`` weighed against the w political embarrassment in Canada of involving
Çanadian,forces, and in consequence the Canadian Government, in participa-
tion in *a situation forwhich they had no responsibility; it was evident that the
move had important political undertones and should not be regarded as wholly
a military matter. I feared that it might affect the close collaboration of
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Canada in the Korean operation, which we all desired to maintain. Since,
however, the highest military authority here and the Secretary of Defense
thought it would be a grave embarrassment to change Irmentioned alsoothe
do is to lay their viéws before the Canadian Government.
points that the Canadian Brigade had been sent to theKorea

last f
or
war ohad steadfastly

and that the Canadian Government throughout , t
resisted the break-up of Canadian overseas forces without prior consultation.
On the last point, Foster jokingly remarked

Kas sure it' could be

arranged for the whole Canadian Brigade to move to Koje.
5. I think that we shall have to acquiesce without furthe r

Canadian
Love tt and

expressed the hope that we would not instruct th
mander to refuse to make the Canadian detachment available. I said that the
Canadian Government had no intention of interfering with the military chain
of command. The ordèr. for the movement was, in our view, unwise * and
politically embarrassing. What we had hoped was'that instructions to withdraw

it would be despatched from Washington. I said that a move of this nature
should'not take place without prior intergovernmental consultation. This might
do something to prevent a repetition of the same sort of thing.

6. ; Bradley, remarked that General Clark at present was mainly, concerned
with clearing up the situation in the prison camps and was determined to take
at once what action was necessary and consistent with the Geneva.Convéntion
to ; establish proper authority in the camps. Foster referred to the 'demotion
announced yesterday of Dodd' and Colson2 and added that in his judgment this
was a quite insufficient penalty. To judge from a brief word with. Freeman
Matthews, .I think that I shall hear no more from the State Department about
our representations, since the views of the Department of Defense have been

put to me on the highest level.
Note: Sent to London as No. 1107,

'Le brigadier général Francis T. Dodd, commandant du_camp de prisonniers de Koje-do de
février à mai; relevé de ce commandement après cette date.
Brigadier Gcneral Francis T. Dodd, Commandant of Koje-do Prison Camp from February to
May; thereupon relieved of command.

2Le brigadier général Charles F. Colson, chef d'état-major, corps d'armée I des États-Unis; il
assuma le commandement du camp de prisonniers de Koje-do en mai; il fut relevé de cc

commandement peu de temps après.
Brigadier Gencral Charles F. Colson, Chief of Staff, United States I 'Corps; assuma command
of Koje-do Prison Camp in May; relieved of command shortly thereafte'r.

. , c... ,.+ ::r . . . .^:
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Le secrétaire d'État aux
DEA/50069-J-40

Affaires extérieures
à I 'ambassadeur aux Etats- Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-1181 '

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.
Ottawa, May 26, 1952

ASSIGNMENT OF CANADIAN TROOPS TO KOJE ISLAND

Please deliver the following message to the State Department. A statementalong these ' lines will be made ' in the House of Commons this afternoon.Message begins:

The Canadian Government recognizes'the importance of re-esa
maintaining effective control over Communist prisoners of war cas tured in
Korean operations. The Canadian Government also recognizes that custody of
prisoners of war is a military responsibility which -should be performed in
accordance with military requirements.

It has, however, been a long established policy of the Canadia
n• + tthat Canadian forces" despatched abroad for military operations
sh

G
o

o
l
v
d remannunder Canadian command and control and that, except in the event of a

military emergency which does not permit of time for consultation, no
part ofthese forces should be detached therefrom except after consultation and with

the agreement of the Canadian Government.

The Canadian Government therefore views with concern th
e desatch of

of'the 25th Infantry Brigade to Koje Island without prio rcôns 1 aa
tion with'the'Canadian Government, and hopes that it may be possible to r

e -unite this Company with the rest of the Canadian Brigade as soon as possible.
Meanwhile, the Canadian forces concerned will, of course, carry out lo

1 theorders of the Unified Command with respect to participation in uardin
prisoners of war on Koje Island. The Canadian Government also wishes t

greassured that, if. it is proposed in the future to detach any Canadian for ee
from Canadian command and control for military or other duties, this wil

s1 bedone only after consultation and with the consent of the Canadian Govment; ,
except in the event of a military emergency. which does not erm irn-

time for such consultation. Message ends. P of^^ .
-1,. _
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DEA/50069-J-40

Le seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary of State for, External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

'à l'ambassadeûr aux Etats-Unis, ._..

TELEGRAM EX-1193 .

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.. ., ,

Ottawa, May.27, 1952, " ^..
^ ". . . ^.' ^

MOVEMENT OF CANADIAN COMPANY TO KOJE ISLAND

Reference:, Your WA-1418 of May 26.' Koje.
If the only way by which we can get a reply to our representations is by a

formal note, that, of course, will have to be sent to the State Department, if
you have-not already done so. However, we would be quite satisfied with an
oral and less' formal reply to'the only request that we are making of the United
States Government, namely, that contained 'in the last. sentence of my
statement in the House of. Commons yesterday. Naturally we would like the
reply to, be in such a form that it could be made public. It certainly is not one
that should cause difficulty or delay in. Washington for it involves only the
assurance that unless rtiilitary emergencies make it necessary, our Brigade will
pot be broken up without consultation 'and agreement. In this connection you
should point out that - our force in Korea, unlike the forces of some of our
United Nations allies, is a brigade group,'or what I believe the Americans call
a regimental combat team - in other words a self-contained military unit. Our
request may' be, as the press reports from Washington, "a tempest in a teapot"
to United States officials, but, it is of real importance to us because of the
principle involved. It is also of no help to us to have an Eighth Army
spokesman say that the proper, procedure was observed when the Common-
wealth General gave his consent to the move. .
2. I think it important that we restrict our intervention, at least our formal

intervention, to the question of the breaking up of the Brigade, and not confuse
it with the other aspect of the Koje question which, though equally and possibly
even more disturbing, is not one about which we have made any public
statement or any formal representation to the ,United States. We are anxious
here to avoid a discussion of this other aspect of the question, namely the
wisdom of inserting troops of other nations than the ,United States into a
situation which was created entirely by the United States and which, it might
be :thought, would have been dealt' with by them. You will recall that a few
daysAgo we'asked for a copy,of the report that General Clark was sending on
the situation in Koje, a not unreasonable request in the circumstances. We
have also made our concern over developments in, Koje known in what was
meant to be a friendly and constructive way. It seems an ironical return for this

,,expression of interest to move a company of a Canadian Brigade to Koje. If the
United States authorities felt that to re-unite the Brigade as soon as possible it
was,necessary to send the rest of the Canadian troops to Koje, the fat would
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

au secrétaire d'État par 'intérim dès États - Unis

Ambassador in United States
to Acting Secretary of State of United States

No. 375 Washington, May 28, 1952

L'ambassadeur aiez •États- Unis

I have the honour to refer to the statement made in,the Canadian House of
Commons on May 26th by the Honourable L.B. Pearson arising out of the
transfer of a detachment from the 25th Canadian Infantry Brigade in Korea
for duty guarding prisoners of war on Koje Island. A copy of Mr. Pearson's
statement was transmitted to the Department of State shortly before the
statement was made.t

The Canadian Government desires to receive assurances that if ' it is
proposed in future to detach, for military or other duties, any Canadian ground
forces in Korea from the 25th Canadian Infantry Brigade Group and its
affiliated Services, this will be done only after consultation and with the
consent of the Canadian Government, except in the' event of a military
emergency which does not permit of time for such consultation. I should be
glad if you would take the necessary steps to secure from the Unified
Command the.assurances desired by the Canadian Government.

Accept, etc.

Sir:

H.H. •WRONG

69. DEA/50069-J-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-1616

CONFIDENTIAL. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Washington, June 17, 1952

MOVEMENT OF CANADIAN COMPANY TO KOJE ISLAND

May 28;* 1952, with reference to the transfer of a detachment from the 25th
^^""I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note No. 375, dated

i.4Following is the State Department's note of June 17th in reply to our note
No. 375 of May 28th. Text begins:
Excellency:

Refcrence: My telegram WA-1615 of June 17th.t
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Nevertheless, , the United States Government appreciates the political
importance attached byjhe Government of Canada to the maintenance of its
forces as a unit and the public feeling in Canada underlying Canada's
traditional position and,'thèrefore, desires to meet the wishes of the Canadian
Government in this matter insofar as practicable without endangering the
United Nations military effort in Korea."Consequently, despite the concern
expressed above, the United States Government states that while it may not in
every instance be feasible or in the best interests of the United Nations

Command as a whole, the United States Government will bear in mind the
views `of the Canadian Government and attempt to meet the desires of the
Government of Canada. ; . , , . ; .

Text ends.

70. PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract Jrom Cabinet Conclusions

Top SECRET [Ottawa,J June 18, 1952

F . . .. ,^i
. .. ^ -. . . . .

KOREA; DESPATCH OF PART OF CANADIAN 25TH INFANTRY. BRIGADE

TO KOJE ISLAND

21. The Secretary of State jor External AjJairs, referring to discussion at the
meeting of May 28th said a reply had now been received to the note of that day
which the Canadian Ambassador at Washington had delivered to the, U.S.
Secrètary of State and which sought assurances from the U.S. government that
in future Canadian ground forces would not be detached from the 25th Brigade
without prior consultation with the Canadian government except in the event of
â military emergency which did'not permit time for such consultation.

The U.S. reply,.dated June 17th, was to a certain extent contradictory. The
State Department was obviously desirous of meeting the Canadian request in
so far;as the exigencies of : the military, situation permitted, whereas the
Department of Defence rather implied that military operations could not be
carried oût successfully in Korea if the Unified Command was placed under
the obligation of securing, the consent of the Canadian government before
ordéring a deployment of troops which entailed separating any part of the 25th
Canadian Infantry Brigade from the main body.
22. $ The Cabinet, after discussion, noted the report by the Secretary of State

for External Affairs on the United States reply to the Canadian note of May
V28th,., which sought assurances from the U.S. government that in future
,Canadian ground forces would not be detached from, the 25th Canadian
Infântry: Brigade without prior consultation with and consent of the Canadian

I -9ts e . . _ , . . , . . . •

t of a military emergency which did not pcrmt
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SECTION C .

„ .

CENTRALES ITYDRO-ÉLECTRIQU^ DU YALU
LE,BOMBARDEMENT DES CBN

.
BOMBING OF YALU POWER INSTALLATIONS

'__40
t >1

DEA/50069 A

L'ambassadeur aux Etats
éxtérieures

au seerétaire d'État aux Affaires

Ambassador in United States
External Affairs

to Secretary ofState
Washington, June 24,

TELEGRAM WA-1677

SECRET. IMMEDIATE•
BOMBING OF YALU POWER INSTALLATIONS

Wilgress-1677,
telephone convers 1 NeW York No. 235.

Reference: eated Pe
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legitimate military target . and the ^ power they - produce is certainly being
employed for munitions making and other military purposes in - both North
Korea and Manchuria.

5. Confirming 'the information given by Ignatieff by telephone, the Statè
Department's comments, as given by Alexis Johnson, are:

(a) That the State Department knew that the attack was going to take place,
but did not tell any of the other governments concerned in Washington as they
regarded the attack within existing policy, i.e., not to extend air attack of
Korea with exceptions known to us;

(b) That the attack was based upon existing military directives, and

(c) That the attack was based upon purely military considerations and did
not have any direct political implications. He admitted that it might have some
political effects upon the discussions at Panmunjom, but these should be
regarded as by-products.
6.: It seems to me that Johnson under-emphasized the probable effect on the

armistice negotiations. I think 'it likely that this attack at this particular
juncture was intended to show the Communists how vulnerable they.would be
to retaliation if they'sought to stage a massive air offensive; such a demônstra-
tion of air power might bring about' a disposition to meet us on the issue of
prisoners of war.

72. DEA/50069•A=40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
, à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State fôr External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

SE'C'RET. I M M ED IATE.

TELEGRAM EX-1411 Ottawa, June 25, 1952

79

YALU BOMBING

the effect that neither General Bridgeford nor Connelly' were informed of the

Reférence: Your telegram WA-1677 of June 24, 1952.
This' is -a very strange business and difficult to understand especially as

Alexander and party were in Korea at the time these plans were being made
ând were told nothing about 'them. It seems to be an inadequate return for
Alexander's friendly statements about United States operations in Korea. I
note`;that the State Department' thought that the Allied Military Missions in
Jâpan wére informed in advance of the bombings. The Minister of National
Defence has just received a telegram from the Canadian Military Mission to

intention to bomb the hydro installations. I hope that we will not be asked to

I 'l' ' d C d à Tok obngadier genéral A.B. Connelly, commandant de a m^ss^on mi ita^re u ana a .7 .
Brigadier General A.B. Connelly, Commander of Canadian Military Mission in Tokyo.
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that there 'are no direct political implications

k _toô sériously the statementtae ^ ,, ^. ^ .. ^ - .•^ ..^
in this operation. DEA/50069-A-40

. :f Unis ^ , .
uxÉtats

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Af arres
L'ambassadeur extérieures

Arnbassador in United States
or External AJJairs

to Seeretary of State f
^ Washington, June 25,1952

TELEGRAM WA-1697,
^ t• ,_ „ . . , ^.. .:^,.

SECRET
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'' ,t•+,^t,,

, ^ . YALLJ BOMBI ^^. , .
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t rte la note suivante:
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-4.'. He told me that Alexander and 'Lloyd had had a further discussion.with
United States officials, I think at the State Department, shortly before they
left Washington at 2 p.m. yesterday.- Alexander seemed quite unperturbed and
remarked that the action was a very good show; this is the impression he gave
me at the British Embassy earlier that day. Lloyd, :however, had been deeply
worried at the. prospect -,of, the political .,reaction in the United Kingdom,
correctly anticipating the reaction of the Opposition.

5. We have learned from the Australian Embassy 'that they were told by the
State Department on April 16th that notwithstanding the consultations of last
September, the' conclusion had been reached here that a strike against the
power installations could be undertaken without governmental consultation.
The State Department added that there was no intention at that time to take
this action. The Australian, Government apparently, a did not comment on this
view, which was not communicated by the State Department to the British or
ourselves. My last discussion of possible action against the power facilities was
that reported in my WA-3571 of October 2nd, 1951.

74. DEA/50069-A-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
.1• t ^àl'ambassadéÙr-aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-1431 Ottawa,'June 26, 1952

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

YALU BOMBING

Reference: Your WA-1697 of June 25. ; •
We have noticed from a C.R.O. telegram that the State Department has

apologized for the error in judgment in failing to appreciate the reaction of
political opinion-in allied countries. This evening's papers say that Mr. Acheson
has made an,apology in London.
`2: This, togéther with the fact that the military authorities in the United
States considered the question of the Yalu bombing sufficiently doubtful to
have it cleared with the State Department and the President, would seem to us
to make it'impossible for the State Department to maintain any longer that the
action was purely military and had no political implications:
3Yoa' will have noted 1 the inconsistencies between Mr. Lovett's public

stâteinent that he assumed that other United Nations members had been aware
of the plan for the attack through their liasion officers, and the fact that those

4. It does not seem to me that any useful purpose would be served at this time
by public criticism or by formal representations to the State Department. I
would be grateful however, when you next see Mr. Hickerson, if you would, in
tb^ light of the information set forth above, inform him that I trust that the
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k.

L'ambassadeur aux Etats- Unis
, aires extérieures

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires

Ambassador in Uni^ed Snatl Alfairs ..,^1u«,,,• -o Secretary oJ 1952' 't Washington, Junè 27,
.:,

1712 • ^
TELEGRAM WA"

SECRET. IMPORTANT.
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YALU BO KOREAN PROBLEMS
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This was approved by Mr.
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4. I mentioned when in Ottawa last week that I thought that better means of
contact ° on ^ such matters ' might be developed in Tokyo • rather than in
Washington. How -it could best be achieved I do not know, but it seems quite
evident from recent - experience, that our, methods . of liaison with Clark's
headquarters are unsatisfactory.. No ^ uniform system, covering all governments
which have contributed forces can be safely devised.
5.-At this "stage the British are making the running with the Americans,

particularly taking advantage of the presence of Acheson id-London. Perhaps
,we shotild now discûss the issues frankly with the British, expressingwhatever
doubts we may have about their securing an exclusive position.
6. I suggest* improvements in Tokyo 'rather than in Washington for another

reason. Hére, -when - we discuss matters with' thé State Department, our
observations, if they require discussion with Far East Command, must go from
,the State Department to the Pentagon and thence 'to Tokyo, a course during
which they may well be annotated, distorted, or expunged. I have considered
the possibility of proposing meetings- with mixed State Department and
Pentagon representatives, but I am sure that that would not work. Such an idea
is distasteful to the Pentagon, and in any case there can scarcely be' open
discrimination in favour of the more trusted governments with forces in Korea.

7. An important question; which- applies to the Yalu bombing and similar
military operations with political aspects, is whether (provided they are not
clearly outside 'existing directives) it is reasonable - to ask for advance
information or for prior consultation. As Acheson explained in - London
yesterday, it ha& been ' intended to give advance information on the Yalu
operation to the British and perhaps others here, but only within a few hours of
the operation itself. Hickerson held forth to me on Wednesday about the real
risks involved if, prior consultation were undertaken and also the difficulty of

° deciding what governments can safely be consulted: (See my WA-1697 of June

DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis - -
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRXM WA-1726 Washington, June'27, 1952

SECRET

YALU BOMBING

Reference: Your EX-1431 of June 26.
1:A discussed the contents of your message with Hickerson this afternoon. As

to paragraph 2, he pointed out accurately that the State Department had never

I
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"SECTION D
' • ^ . . , r . . . r - .

LIAISON AVEC LE COMMANDANT DES NATIONS UNIES À TOKYO

LIAISON WITH UNITED NATIONS COMMANDER IN TOKYO.,. . , . ,

^ ; , . . r.- •. . • .
DEA/50069-K-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures.
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of Statefor External Affairs '
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 1306

not,!n, practice, it seems to us, be a channel of communication to the

Commonwealth Relations Office to Earnscliffe, dated June 27, which was
handed to us by the Acting High,Commissioner yesterday with a request for a
reply in time for the governmental statement in the House of Commons in
London on July 1. Begins:

1) Mr. Acheson (at his meeting in London) has informed Foreign Secretary
that United States Government have agreed to suggestion for appointment of a
Deputy Chief of Staff for operations in Korea at General Clark's headquarters
but would like this officer to."represent interests" of other Commonwealth
Governments concerned as well. , .
. 2) We would greatly welcome an arrangement under which United Kingdom
officer. for this post would be a "Commonwealth" appointment and very much
hope that Mr. Acheson's proposal will commend itself to other Commonwealth
Governments with forces in Korea (Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa and India). It should improve contacts between the Commonwealth and
the- United Nations Command on the purely military side and thus prove of
value to our collective effort in Korea.
3) In'debates in both.Houses on lst July it is contemplated that Minister of

Defence and Minister of State will make statements about their visit to Korea
and we would wish to make'appropriate announcement about Deputy Chief of
Staff appointment then. Ends.
2. You may say. to`, the United Kingdom authorities that for our part we

would welcome the appointment of a United Kingdom officer as Deputy Chief
of Staff to General Mark Clark and think that this may provc a very helpful
development. It would certainly be useful from our -point of view that this
officer should bear in mind the interests of other Commonwealth countries
with forces in Korea and we would appreciate an arrangement of this kind. For
ÿôui^ïôwn information, we have some doubts as to how far a Deputy Chief of
stâftcoûld go in representing Commonwealth interests. His first loyalty would,
of course, have to be to General Mark Clark and through him to the United
Slites Chiefs of Staff. In view of his position on General Clark's staff, he could, . . ,

Following is text of telegram on command arrangements in Korea from the

Ottawa, June 28, 1952

SECRET. IMMEDIATE ,

y.<
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SECRET. 1MMCV^r..•-^
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Brigadier, Rockingham' instructed him to proceed to Korea with the 25th
Canadian Infantry, Brigade Group under his command for operations with the
United Nations forces under. the control of the Commander of such forces.

"The principle of the separate entity of the Canadian Force, however, shall
at all times be maintained. While the grouping of forces is a matter for the
operational command to decide, it is anticipated that in the normal course of
operations or other activities of the United Nations Forces, your tasks and
undertaking will be so allotted or arranged, having regard to the size of the
Canadian Force, that its Canadian entity will readily be preserved."

3. We are anxious to have this new development made and announced in such
manner as not to conflict with this general attitude. ' '

Paragraph 7 of those directives was âs follows:

79. DEA/50069-K-40

Le haut -commissaire au'Royaunie- Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET.•IMMEDIATE.`

Reference: Your telegrams Nos. 1306 and 1307 of June 28. ^ •

1.' I.spoke to Liesching9 in the sense of your telegrams. - He tells me that Mr.
Churchill is likely to make the announcement about changes in the. Korea
command arrangements himself in the course of tomorrow's debate. CRO will
endeavour to see that the language he uses takes into account the points made
in; your messages. They hope to , get a draft back to you . tonight through
Earnscliffe.. , . ..;,
^ 2. All Commonwealth countries except India have concurred in arrangement
proposed. Position of India will be safeguarded by limiting the reference in Mr.
Churchill's statement to Commonwealth countries with combàtant forces in
Korea: . :

TELEGRAM .1483 ^, London, June 30, 1952

1Le bri adier fnFral 1 M Rockin ham Force spéciale de I'Armée canadienne (251 brigade
F d mfanterie canadicnne).

Brigadier General J.M. Rockingham, Canadian Army Special Force (25th Canadian Infantry
Brigade).

.Nr Percivale Liesching, sous-secrétaire d'fCtat aux Relations avec le Commonwealth.
Sir Percivale Liesching. Permanent Under-Secrctary of State for Commonwealth Relations.
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,.DEA/50069-K-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieu

"
res,.. , . ^ .

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-1822

SECRET

Washington, July 11, 1952

CONSULTATIONS ON MILITARY OPERATIONS IN KOREA

Reference: Your EX=1523 of July 10:
-1: I have given the State Department the contents of paragraph 3 of your
message in the form of an "oral message". In doing so I said that I was sure
that it would cause no difficulties, but that we would like to be certain that our
understanding of the effect on consultation of the appointment of a Common-
wealth General as Deputy Chief of Staff to General Clark was shared by the
State Department, the Pentagon, and General Clark.

2. Developments, since June 27, have not led me to alter the views on the
methods of consultation which I expressed in my messages WA-1712 and WA-
1726 of, that date," except to give rise to doubts that a useful system can,be
established in Tokyo. I note from London telegrams 1514 of July 3,1 1499 of
July 2,' and 1489 of June 30,1 that the difficulties are clearly realized there in
the way of establishing additional means of consultation . which must, for
security reasons, be restricted to a narrow selection from the governments with
forces in Korea. We have received from the Australian Embassy a copy of a
telegram on this subject dated July 5, which must also have been sent to you.
The chief suggestions, that "United States-British Commonwealth consultative
machinery" inVashington should be strengthened and that a political adviser
to General Clark might transmit information through "ambassadors in Tokyo
of a selection of countries providing forces in Korea", are of doubtful
practicality. Such arrangements, unless kept wholly secret, would arouse strong
protests from governments excluded from participation; if they were kept
secret, the 'governments included in them would be precluded from using
publiely anyinformation received in this way in dealing with Parliamentary or
other enquiries.
f 3. Probably we shall have to make do with existing methods of consultation.
There : are some , indications . that the rumpus over the Yalu bombing has
increased ' the anxiety of the State Department to keep some governments,
including ourselves, fully informed.
4. Something might also be done to make possible the provision in Tokyo of

pôlitical advice to General Clark on 'a regular basis, such as 'by the appoint-
mént'ôf: ân' American adviser to his staff. It would, I think, be impossible to
^ia

arra `nge' that* such 'advice 'should be given on a collective basis and that the
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puzzled by the fact that the United Kingdom Ministry of Defence is drafting a
"letter of instruction" for the new Deputy Chief of Staff. If, as we,understood,
this officer is to be the subordinate of General Clark, will he get official
instructions from'the United Kingdom Government?

2. Could you, without at the moment expressing any opinion on behalf of the
Canadian Government, , ascertain the nature and purpose of the proposed
document? We trust that the Canadian Government will have an adequate
opportunity to offer comments on the draft before it is issued by the'United
Kingdom Government or passed by them to the Unified Command.

- ,:
DEA/50069-K-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni ` ' ': '
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

, High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Compulsion to implement somehow or other the public announcement of July 1.

CONSULTATION AND LIAISON WITH UNITED NATIONS
COMMANDER IN TOKYO

Reference: Yout•, telegram No.,1409 of July 15.
I had already reminded General Bishop of- the CRO of your desire to see

whatever directive or terms of reference might be drawn up for the new Deputy
Chief of Staff. Bishop has assured us of their intention to clear' with other
Commonwealth Governments. and to do so before discussion in Washington.
Bishop has been sitting in on Chiefs of Staff discussions and this procedure is
well understood in service quarters concerned: : ï^. .. :

2. -Bishop added that the problem was extremely difficult, especially in view
of the need to safeguard existing channels and to preserve existing obligations
tü consult, as you also had pointed out.

3. We sounded.out Bishop today on the progress being made with the draft
instructions. He Indicated that yesterday, ' July 16, the Cabinet Defence
Committee had considered a Chiefs of Staff paper. He was as yet not'informed
of the' outcome as he was still waiting to receive the necessàry'record: , He
reiterated that our interest' in the -matter was being kept in mind'and that his
Sécretary of State had been acquainted with the position set out, in'paragraph 3
ôf your telegram No. 1374 of July 10
'A' I ` think_there' cân .be no' doubt' that' the document under consideration
includes â`set of draft instructions which'embody an attempt on the part of the
United Kingdom authorities, as the prime movers in this matter, to rcconcile
the need to safeguard existing arrangements vis-â-vis the A`mericans with the

In4view of the clear intention to discuss the detailed proposals with other
Commonwealth Governments and with the United States Government, it may

TELEGRAM 1609 London,'July 18, 1952

SECRET
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86. DEA/50069-K-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 1471 Ottawa, July 24, 11952

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

APPOINTMENT OF DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, KOREA

Reference: You tel. 1645 of July 23.

Following from Acting Under-Secretary, Begins:

.1. As the Acting.,United Kingdom High Commissioner had not received a
reply from London to our request for delay, we told him today that the Prime
Minister's views, were as follows:
-"We adhere completely to the views previously expressed regarding the

Deputy Chief of Staff to General Clark in Tokyo. (See our telegram 1306 of
June 28.)" We feel that the statement should make it clear that the appoint-
ment of the Deputy is being made by the United Nations Commander or the
Unified Command and we also feel that a simultaneous statement should be
issued by either the Unified Command or the United Nations Commander."

2. The Prime Minister would like you to give these views immediately to the
United Kingdom Government. You might suggest the following new paragraph
for insertion in the draft statement:

"The actual appointment is being made by the United Nations Commander,
General Clark, under the authority vested in him by the Unified Command of
the United Nations."

3. The draft statement is acceptable subject to the above. If United Kingdom
Government agrees on the need for a simultaneous announcement of the
appointment by the Unified Command or the United Nations Commander
(probably the latter), we assume that the United Kingdom will put this point to
the United States Government.
4. General Foulkes sees no objection to the draft "directive" to be issued to

General Shoosmith by the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff.
5. We trust that the United Kingdom authorities will inform you (perhaps

through CJS) of the changes contemplated in the United Kingdom military
liaison machinery in Tokyo, in view of the possibility that those changes may
affect Canada.
6: If anything further should be proposed requiring Canadian concurrence, it

would. be appreciated if a reasonable time-limit could be allowed. Unless you
See an objection to doing so, would you please explain this point to the
Commonwealth Relations Office.
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TELEGRAM 1658

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.
OF DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, KOREA
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"Pour le texte final voir 4For final text &M Volume 50-4. pp.
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Dtbattt, Fifth uries. Volume 504. pP•
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20 PARTIE/PART 2

NÉGOCIATIONS EN VUE DE L'ARMISTICE
ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS.. , _ , , .

Note du secrétaire d'Étât aux Affaires extérieures

DEA/50069-A-40

pour le premier ministre
. :. ^

Memorandàmfrom Secretary of State fôr External Affairs
, . to Prime Minister

TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] January 11, 1952

KOREA

• Present State of Armistice Discussions" -

'Notre ôopie du document a fté paraph6e :

4f4 ,. J ,.be willing, after' this' exchange, to release the balance of prisoners they hold.

supervision) are at present deadlocked over the question of freedom for the
Communists to rehabilitate airfields anywhere in North Korea and to extend
their runways. The United Nations Command is willing to allow rehabilitation
of specified airfields for civilian use but not to allow unrestricted rehabilitation
or. the lengthening t of runways anywhere..The, Communist negotiators have
termed this intolerable interference in the internal affairs of North Korea. The
âtmosphere at the talks has been such that the United Nations Command is
not prepared to make any concessions on this point for the time being, although
it `may make, them,when-the, atmosphere improves. Agreement on a warning
declaration to be issued after- an armistice is concluded will make concessions
less difficult. The United' Nations Cômmand is also ' not satisfied with
`Communist attémpts to prohibit replacement of material and supplies used up
for training during the armistice.

:... .r , , . .

• 2: Discussion on Item 4 (prisoners of war) is also deadlocked, the Commu-
rnists being unwilling to agree that prisoners of war should be free to elect
^whether they will be exchanged or not. They are also unwilling to entertaina
,suggestton that prisoners be exchanged one-for-one until all prisoners in
Communist hands have been'released. even though the United Nations would

The discussions on Item 3 of thet armistice agenda 16 (arrangements for

Mneerned on both sides:
^tumistict; 4. arrangements concerning prisoners of war. S. reeommendations to the governments

:^"The armistice agenda items were: 1. adoption of the agenda; 2. establishment of a military
,,;demarcation line and demilitarized zone; 3. arrangements for supervision of the cease fire and

`' guerre; S. recommandations aux gouvernements concernés des deux côtés.

"Les que:tiôns à l'ordre du jour de" l'armistice étaient : I. adoption de l'ordre du jour; 2.
établissement d'une ligne de démarcation militaire ci d'une zone démilitarisée; 3.'mesura pour
1a':urveillance du cessez-le-feu et de l'armistice-, 4. mesures concernant les prisonW=s de

,, L.S.L. [ Louis St. Laurent)
This copy of the document is initialled:
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The Communists are further 'opposed to discussion of the release of civilian
internees along with the exchange of prisoners o;

3. Item 5 (recommendations to the governments concerned on both sides) has
not been touched. It is expected that under this item the Communist
negotiators may give some indication of the sort of political settlement they
expect to flow from any post-armistice discussions.

4. The agreement on a specific military demarcation line having expired on
December 27th, it will be necessary immédiately before signature of the
armistice to define a new line. The basis ' of the - new line . has already been
agreed: it is that the line should, by and large, follow the line of contact
immediately before the signature of the armistice. ; ^.

5. A recent United Kingdom estimate, which is believed to be in Mr.
Churchill's possession, expresses the opinion that the Communists will agree to
an armistice in Korea only on terms which will give them a strong bargaining
position for the future. It is our view that they maÿwell be content with an
armistice which 'restores the status quo ante bell um `with the Intention of

profiting by the armistice to subvert the government of South Korea, andwin
ism.over that country to commun

.. . ,.
The Warning Declaration

subscribed, is that it should be issued immediately after the slgning o
armistice. The United Kingdom Embassy in Washington is known to have
suggested to the Foreign Office that it should instead f be ^ issued only if it
appears that the armistice is not likely to be loyally observed, but we have no
evidence that this suggestion has been taken up by the United Kirigdom or any

. .. . . . . . . . >1 ...r.t: ..- ,. . .,, . _.. . a , . ..

, . .Issue . e ongln p, f the

6. On the Initlatlve o . .
. most of the governments with fighting forces • in `Korea tô 'issue a declaratlon,
the operative sentences in which wôuld be the following:

peaçe, , ,', . We affirm, in the interests of world that if, there is a ` renewal of the
aïmed> attack, challenging again -the principles of the ; United . Nations, we
should *again be united and prompt to resist.. The consequences of such a breach
of the armistice would be so grave that, in all probability; ' it would not be
possible to confine hostilities within the frontiers of Korea.

7. The purpose of this declaration is to make it possible for General Ridgway
to make more concesslons to meet Communist reluctance 'to agree to adequate
conditions for supervising the armistice. General Ridgway, it is argued, would
feel free to accept greater `risks if he knew that'the, enemy, would be warned
that a breach of faith would `have sûch serious,consequences. There has been
some discussion . about the, time at' which this' warning déclaration should be

d Th al lan ` to which `-all the coüntries consulted have so far

. . . .
f the United States agreement has bée"en reached among

Post-'Armistice Négotiations
8.v in • dlscusslons o e mea y

reached after the artnistice, has ° becômè effective, it:;seems to be generally
`agreed that that 'settlement will have to be 'attempted through' the United

f th b' which a politieal settlement should be
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Nations, . and that the General Assembly. is the 'organ. which, shoûld : be
responsible for . constructing the machinery to' bring the settlement about.
Beyond this, however, the picture is not clear: We understand that the United
States is willing to negotiate in good faith to try to obtain a political settlement
in Korea although we also understand that it is unwilling to negotiate directly
with the Central People's Government of China as, an interested. party. .The
United Kingdom, on the other hand, seems to think that the United States
be persuaded to enter into direct, negotiations with the Central Peo can
,Government. p

,, i

9
There has,been little or no discussion of what sort Of political settleme

might be. reached in Korea. It -appears to be generall . assumed nt
theultimate aim of the,United Nations is, and must remain,

united, independent
and democratic Korea. Whether the United States and the United Kingdom
are willing to accept a political settlement growing out of. the Post-armisticc
negotiations which may result in a'divided Korea for some years to come is not
yet clear. As this seems to be the most that the Communists will concede, it is
probably necessary to realize that if they will not accept such an arrangement
there can be no political settlement of the Korean war in the foreseeable futu

re^The need for armed forces in other parts of the world would make such .
outcome highly undesirable. an

The Nature of the Settlement

L.B. PEARSON

• DEA/50069-A-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux* Affaires extérieures

à l 'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
Secretary of State for External Affairs

7ELEGRAM EX-314 '

to Ambassador in United States

Ottawa, February 7, 1952
SECRET, jMppRTANT.

Following from Under-Secretary
"1'Before leaving Ottawa the Minister asked me to`in

form you that he woulde, grateful if You could, if possible before, the Secretary of State leaves
DèroPe' • have a general informal discussion at a high level in the for

. partment concerning the political problems with which we are now, State
mayS^n bë' faced in Korea. o

Breakdown`ln The Armistice Negotiations
'"2• The Minister has been concerned by the suggestion in some United Stat
publications that a breakdown in the armistice ne otiation, es
crisis'and that as a result of this crisis there might arise a dewould

m ndrlnte a,United States for an extension or intensification of the war in Korea. the
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desire for an armistice might be increased if the Russians were informed that,
in the event of an armistice; the United States would be prepared to support in
the United Nations, provided that Russia was also willing to give its support, a
resolution which would do little more than establish a commission to negotiate
with all interested, governments and authorities a political settlement in Korea,
for submissiorr to the General Assembly for approval.

Objectives of a Political Settlement in Korea
8. There has, beén a. good deal of, discûssion", among the United States, 'the,

United Kingdom, ourselves and some other countries of the machinery `which
might be set. up following an armistice to negotiate "a political settlement in.
Korea. There does not appear to have been very mùch discussion of the kind of
political settlement , in Korea which we want or would be willing to accept.
Indeed, it seems to be generally assumed that our objective in the negotiâtions,
should. be a "unified, independent and democratic'.' Korea though we might
have to be'satisfied with a divided Korea: `
9.'I t*} seems -to the Minister that the' time has come when we' should re- .

examine this question in an effort to decide whether in fact the achievement of
the objective of a"unified,. independent and democratic'' Korea at this -time
would be more, in our interests than the restoration of. the status quo ante
bellum with the frontier moved from the parallel to the armistice line.

10., This is obviously not an easy problem. It is possible that the assessment of
where: our interests lie depends. mainly on two considerations. The first is,
whether: the chances of the Communists getting control, by peaceful means of
the whole of Korea would be increased or diminished by the creation of a,
"unified, independent and democratic" Korea. The second is Ï the importance
which we attach to preventing or, delaying such a development and the cost
which the Western. world is willing to pay in an attempt to prevent or delay, it
in terms of such things as guarantees against external aggression and economic
assistance. It can be argued that a unified Korea would before long become a
satellite of the Communists without any act of aggression by either China or
the Soviet Union. . , ,

11: Mr. Pearson would be glad to know the views of the State Department on
' thesequestions. . '

DEA/50069-A-40 -

?#t ^^'^ `: ^ F i^ . . b l'ambassadeur aux Etats- Unis
^1,I) Extrait du télégramme du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Extract from Telegram front Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States
^. . _^. . ,

TE«"M EX-317 Ottawa, February 7; 1952
•♦ ^^^^ ^ ^ . .t

{ ^.. i 4r^ ^

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Fôllowing from Under-Secretary,^
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7. The Minister would begrateful if you would discuss this very, difficult
matter with the State Department. He does not want to give the impression
that we are raising this matter because we believe that the United Nations
should now withdraw its demand for the voluntary repatriation of prisoners. He
is, however, concerned that the acceptance by the .Communists of this demand
might create a dangerous precedent and that in an effort to be humane to anti-
Communist Korean and Chinese prisoners whom we hold, we may be making
more likely inhumane treatment in future of prisoners of war held 'by the
Russians. The Minister appreciates the extraordinary difficulty and`delicacy of
this problem and the gravity of any decision which is reached.

91. DEA/50069-A-40
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

^ ï: au seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,
` Ambassador in United States

' to Seeretarÿ ojStaté for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-380 Washington, February 7, 1952

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

PROSPECTS OF A KOREAN ARMISTICE

` 1. I hâd a long talk with Hickerson yesterday afternoon in order to review the
general situation. This did not throw much new light on it. I asked him about
the Communist proposals under Item 5 of the agenda which are reported in
yesterday's press despatches. He said that these were acceptable to the State
Department (including the recommendation for a political conference within
90 days after the armistice) subject to a revision of the third point. The Joint
Chiefs of Staff, who issue *the instructions to Ridgway, have been informed that
the State Department would accept this 'point if it is worded to read "other
Korean questions related to peace" instead of "other questions related to peace
•^-^^ Ko ..;.n 'rea . The 'purpose of this change is to exclude at the next stage the
ntroduction of Far Eastern issues not directly related to a settlement in Korea.
2 In Hickersôn's judgment the main sticking point concerns the.repatriation

of=tiprisoners of war. Provided agreement is ' reached on this, Ridgway is
authoriïed to make concessions on the problem of airfield construction during
`theârmisticx:" It'seems unlikely that the Communists will accept the principle
f .voluntary repatriation. I made the personal suggestion that a distinctionY_..,{

fiight be'{made bctween Chinese prisoners who had entered Korea as members
ôf a fôreign• military force and Korean prisoners who were willing or unwilling.^^
Pacticipants An' a civil war. I said I' thought it would be hard, to accept
rep.atriation of all the Koreans, but wondered whether we might find justifiable
grounds "for for,returning ° all Chinese prisoners. This matter is under active
coiïsideration here and any views which the Canadian Government may wish toY .y<_ .t

txPress would be welcome. It presents difficult moral issues, and I am far from
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certain that: thè Unified Command can. decently agree. to . the compulsory
- ^ . .. ...

J • . , " 1 : .
J . - . , , :

repatriation of all the Chinese: =
3: Hickerson éxpressed confidence that the other points in dispute,"including
the rate of rotation of troops, could be settled, in' time. The 'recent meetings
have * given ` some grounds'- for , belief ' that - the, Communists really ` desire • an
armistice, but he does not rate the chances to be much better than even.',

4. ' I then asked him whethér the possibilitiy of' an indèfinitè`prolôngation of
thé ar'mistiçe' negotiations was `in their minds here. He said that Ridgway's
instructions still stood to the•effect that the United Nations side;was not to be
responsible for a breakdown. If the negotiations dragged on for several months,

what might amount almost to a de facto cease-fire for the ground forces was a
possible development, although air and naval action would have to continue.

5. Théir'plans for the issuance of the warning declaration have not change,

i.e., they consider that signature of it by the Ambassadors of countries
concerned here should take place almost simultaneously-with the signature of
the armistice, and that it should at ;once be transmitted to the Secretary
General. He described the British proposal that the transmission should take
place under cover of separate but identical notes as a matter of no real

importance.
6. Their plans for post-armistice action in the United Nations are also

previously reported. He said that the State Department did not rule out private
discussions with the Russians before.;the Assembly would be convened to deal
with Korean issues, but, they would object to such discussions taking place in
âdvance'of the` signature of an armistice.They continue to prefer their draft of
a resolution for the Assembly, but recognize, of course, that it , is open to
change: in negotiation with ôther'governments.

7. We then discussed possible courses of action if the.Communists break off
the negotiations or in the more extreme circumstances of.a flagrant breach of
an armistice. There seems toïbe no change in their thinking in the;latter case
- that, bombing of Chines, e- targets and . a naval blockade of the Chinese,coast
ought,to be undertaken. In the former, case he agreed with my observation that
a!resumption of heavy groûnd fighting would lead to a strong popular demand
on ,the Administration for, some` sort of direct action against China. In either
case he undertook that there would be consultâtion with the'other governments
,with forces in Korea (except for the reservation previously made of vital danger
to, the security of the forces "and a breakdôwn in communications with the Far
East): He "côuld not, however`, promise that theJ consent of these, governments

4would have to be obtained:
8:. I asked him whether{ he knew ,of âny^.changes in the military, appreciation

of , the. position of.. the United Nations forces -which might qualify the great
confidence expressed by, General Bradley and othérs. 'He said that, he was not
aware of any alteration of , the opinion, that , the United Nations forces were
capable of withstanding, without disaster or . sérious . loss of 'gronnd, ' a heavy
,offensivé ,by. the Communists. It seems appârent, on the, other hand, *that a
major United Nations offensive' ôn^^ the, ground, no longer , is ^ cônsidered a
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practical possibility.
Hickerson' remarked that the. State' Department in its.

discussions with the Pentagon have long maintained that a cessation, of. active
ground fighting might occur without the conclusion of an armistice; until fairly
recently, the military authorities had differed'because of the necessity in their.
view of maintaining heavy pressure on ,;the Commûnist forces;. recent,
experience in the field, however, had led them to revise this militarÿestimate.
•j • i _

92.
DEA/50069-A-40

L ambassadeur aux bals- Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-388

SECRET

Following for the Under-Seci•etary" Begins•

Washington, February 8, 1952

I.
Your messages EX-314 and EX-317 of February 7th on Korean problems

crossed my WA-380 of the same da} ►, in 'which I reported on a discussion with
Hickerson on February 6th. Since - in : this discussion, I- raised nearly all the
points covered in your messages, I think it best to await your comments before
going to the State Department again. ,
2. On, the prisoners-of-war, issue, I should like some views on the'

rsonalsuggestion that I made to Hickerson that a distinction in respect of repapc
triationmight be made between Chinese and North Korean prisoners.,

3.
There is undoubtedlÿ â real risk, if the armistice negotiations break down,

that a strong popular demand will arise for some further measures designed to
end the war in Korea by military action.'A Southern Democrat of no particular
importance yesterdaÿ introduced a resolution in Congress recômmendin that
in such a case the President should authorize the use of atomic weaponsg This
possibility was not mentioned in my talk with Hickerson, but - I expressed to
him grave doubt that other countries with forces in Korea would, agree to an
extension of the war in such circumstances to Chinese Communist territory. He
remarked that it would still be a limited war against China in that there was no
intention to use ground forces outside Korea, but he did not disagree when I
saïd that nevertheless'a state of war with the Peking Government would exist in
such a case `without any juridical qualifications and that any limitations on
Operations would arise solely from military considerations. I also implied that
the;United States might find itself isolated in such circumstances.. A further
point-which I did not make is, that in such an event, governments with forces in
Korea,might find difficulty in leaving their forces there if the Korean war was
expanded into war, with China.^ This is not a matter on which an y

take a definite line at this stage, and I think that all one can do ist to seek to
ensure that the possible consequences are realized here. I might seek a further
discussion, perhaps wlth H" k • •Ic erson and ather Alllson or Johnson of the Bureau
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,5. •The'editorial on Korea in The Manchester Guardian Weekly for January
31 is relevant. You might have a look at it before you see the State Department
again.
6.' It would be helpful to us in - reporting to the Minister in London. if -your

telegram reporting on the State'Départment's views covered each of the points
raised in my two messages EX 314 and EX 317. 1^.

; 7. We shall send you^as soon as possible the views on the military situation of
the Chief of the General Staff. Ends.

94.• DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États= Unis
au seerétaire d'État'aux Àffaires extérieures

'Ambassador in United States,
•: i to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Washington, February 14, 1952

I
KOREAN PROBLEMS

1.-'Yesterday afternoon I discussed with Hickerson and Allison the'subjects
covered in your messages EX-314 and EX-317 of February 7th, and EX-329 of
February 9th. The conversation was not productive of much more than the
report contained in my message WA-380 of February 7th. I noted a reticence
on the part of the State Department officials when we were dealing with the
qûestiôn, of policy - towards China: in the event of a breakdown of armistice

February9th,t is to dispense'with the use of the term voluntary repatriation
and to emphasize that under the United Nations proposals all prisoners would

2. The State Department agrees that this very difficult problem may turn out
toibe a main -impediment to conclusion of an armistice, unless a practical
answer can be found to the dilemma which now confronts the United Nations.
In• essence this means that a device: must be discovered whereby Chinese and
North Korean prisoners who are known to have declared their unwillingness to
return'. to Communist rule+ should' not be: forcibly repatriated, while the
Communists are not compelled to compromise publicly, on, the principle of
refusing to admit the permissibility of prisoners of war exercising choice in the
matter. of repatriation. Hickersonwished you:to be assured that much earnest
thôught is being devoted to this problem in an endeavour to seek a way out of
the":: impâsse and that the,State Department is fully aware • of its grave
implications both for - the prospects of a Korean armistice and for the effects
which'precedents set now might have on United Nations prisoners of war in
any. future conflict.- One avenue now being explored by the United . Nations
negôtiâtors at Panmunjom, which was referred to in paragraph 5 of WA-399 of

Prisoners of War Question

negotiations.
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offset any need fôr the war being carried to China, I replied that a more likely
result of extension of the war to China, except in a clear case of renewal of
major aggression by CI
their forces from Korea. ,t.

Approach to Soviet Union
, 6. The United States is still considering the possibility of secretly sounding
out the Soviet Union at some appropriate time regarding a political settlement
in Korea. The State Department, however, maintains its objection to doing this
before conclusion of an armistice, lest opportunity be given the Soviet to
increase the Communists pressure on the United Nations armistice delegation
to get involved in political matters.
7. The State Department position on post-armistice procedures remains as we

have reported. Present thinking is that the General Assembly resolution should
note with approval the conclusion of an 'armistice and probably should take
note of the warning declaration to be issued by governments with forces in
Korea. The resolution should then provide for the establishment of a United
Nations Commission to enter into political discussions with all interested
governments and authorities. The. State Department, believes it would be
necessary for the resolution to contain a brief statement of the terms of
reference of the commission (e.g. unifiéd,' independent and democratic Korea,
etc). 'Consideration is ; now being given to such matters as the negotiating
Commission's composition and terms of5reference. Hickerson repeated what he
had `previously told us, that State Department views on the contents of the
General Assembly resolution are still tentative and flexible.

Objectives of Polftical Settlement in Korea
' 8. Hickerson said that we would almost certainly have to be satisfied in
practice with a divided Korea. He agrees that it might be doubtful whether the
achievement of a" unified, independent and democratic Korea at this time
would be to our interests, but he regards this problem as somewhat academic,
since the State Department does not believe that political discussions at the
present time can -result in a mutually satisfactory solution of the Korean
problem. It is for this reason that the United Nations delegation is attempting
to draft the armistice agreement in terms which, if lived up to, could protect
the United Nations position in South Korea indefinitely.
9. Hickerson asked me if I could give him the text of those parts of the

telegrams`under reference which dealt with the possible dangers of admitting
thatiâll prisoners,ought not to be repatriated and with the objectives of a

The Manchester Guardian Weekly of January 31 st, and read extracts from it.

political settlement in Korea. I have sent him paragraphs 3 to 7 of EX-3 i 7 and
8't0, l l{ of EX-314. I also drew his attention to the article "beyond Korea" in

(Communications: Please repeat important to London for the Minister.)
Noté: `This telegram repeated to London as No. 399, February 14th.
q41, - , _
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which-might be used in this case, and ^ they ' have undertaken to' make it
available to us when it has been completed. The draft might follow similar lines
to those set out in paragraph 3 of my WA-4285t of December 22nd, with the
exception that the resolution ` would appoint a^ delegation rather than a
commission and that there would be no mention of the abolition of UNCURK
(which it is now thought might be kept alive). Terms of reference for the
delegation might be

(1) To try" to achieve a unified independent and democratic Korea.

(2) Deal with other Korean questions such as withdrawal of foreign troops.

(3) Report to the General Assembly.

6. The State Department considers that a United Nations delegation to a
political conference on Korea should speak with one voice. It might therefore
be advantageous for the chairman of the delegation to be appointed in weekly
rotation; and to speak on" behalf of the United Nations delegation after an
,agreed-upon position has been reached. If the- course were followed of having
the General Assembly request specific governments as such to participate in a
political conference on Korea, the State Department believes that the General
.Assembly should still do its best to control proceedings by establishing in some
waÿ terms of reference for governments concerned.

7. The State Department is giving consideration to the question of possible
participation of the Soviet Union in the conference'on Korea. Officials point
out that the Communist. negotiators at Panmunjom themselves have not
suggested that the Soviet, Union should take part in a political conference on
Korea. The Communist proposal on Item 5 appears to imply that the
conference' should, be between representatives of belligerent governments. On
the other hand, the State Department has not closed its mind to the possibility
of Soviet participation in a conference, either as a member of a United Nations
delegation or as one.,of the interested governments which might be requested
directly by the General Assembly to take part in the conference on Korea. At
first glance there would appear to be a certain'amount of difficulty in inviting
`the'Soviet Union to be a member of the United Nations delegation sent to such
a confcrence.

8. On the question of possible Soviet participation, the only firm view that the
State Department appears to have arrived at is that if the Soviet' Union
expressed a strong desire to take part in some manner in a political conference
,on Korea, the State Department would consider it unrealistic to attempt to
`prevent this. State Department views on secretly sounding out the Russians on
^cônt^mplated post-armistice procedures have : not changed. They remain
,ôpposed to doing this before the conclusion of an, armistice, but still consider
,that an approach of this sort might be made after an armistice.
39:'-As to participants on the.United Nations side in a political conference on
Kôiea the State Department is inclined to think that these should be
governments with forces in Korea, with the possible exception of the Soviet

" `!Note marginale ;/Marginal note:
not to be a:ticking point.
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3. . Your, attention' is- draww to two points in the, draft text of the' Assembly ^
resolution. The second paragraph of Part II refers' only in general terms to the ^
Panmunjom recommendation regarding the holding of a! political conference
for Korea. The next paragraph requests, certain, designated United Nations;
member governments Ao, arrange and' participate, in, such a conference "on.;
behalf of the United Nations". In handing us this text, Ward Allen explained '
that -as". an ' alternative some consideration had been given to quoting the
Panmunjom recommendation, which would make it clear that the-conference
would include representatives from "both. sides" and. that the Assembly
resolution merely deslgnated certain United Nations membér governments as
participants "on behalf of the United Nations." The'other side would then be
free to designate its representatives to this conference. The text as presently
drafted,with its general reference to the Panmunjom recommendation in the
second paragraph, perhaps does not make it sufficiently clear that there is to be
participation by "both sides". ,

4. You will also observe that in the Assembly resolution there is a sentence in
brackets which reads""invites the government of the U.S.S.R. to participate in
the conference." It was explained to us that this sentence has been put in
brackets because it , is contemplated to sound out the Russians before the
resolution is submitted in the Assembly and, depending upon the Soviet
reaction, this sentence would be included or excluded from the text. It was
emphasized, however, that the Russians would not be approached before an
armistice is concluded. g

reciated. _

DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassa or in _IV tates
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

.. -i I i i1. . d U dS

TELEGRAM WA-511 Washington, February 22, 1952
`ktA`: .` •; .
SECRET IMMEDIATE. , ï . ^

- - - ^ ^ ^- - - ^ - • - -
. . .

-,iNotes with approval the terms of the armistice contained in this report and
expresses its profound satisfaction that hostilities in Korea have been brought

Referénce: WA-510 of February 22.
#,.Foilowing is the draft text of the proposed Security Council resolution, Text
Beglns:
i^f°Thé Security Council

^R^alling^ its resolutions of June 25, June 27 and July 7, 19,50;,.
,r, Having considered the report from the Unified Command dated . . . . . . . . . .

..<.. _. .. . , , .

^.; KOREA - POST-ARMISTICE PROCEDURES•
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,. ,...

TELEGRAM WA 512 : , .. .

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.
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in Korea pending the full restoration of international peace and security in the
area;

^The General Assembly .
Reaffirms that the objectives of the United Nations continue to be the full

restoration of peace and security in the area and the establishment of a unified,
independent and democratic government in Korea;

Notes the recommendation contained in the armistice agreement that a
conference be held for a political settlement for Korea; •

Requests the following United Nations. member governments with armed
forces in, Korea, ; viz. Australia, France, Thailand, ••Turkey, the, United
Kingdom,' and the United ; States, , on behalf of : the United Nations, in
consultation with the Republic of Korea, to arrange for and participate in such
a conference for a Korean, settlement as soon as possible and at an agreed
place;

(Invites the government of the USSR to participate in the conference);
Requests the governments acting on behalf of the United Nations

A. To seek at the conference
(1) A peaceful settlement of the Koréan question through the establishment

by the Korean people of â unified, independent and democratic government in
Korea;

(2) A solution of, other related Korean questions as, for exâmple, the
withdrawal of non-Korean forces from Korea;

B.• To submit to the General Assembly for approval any agreement reached
at the conference;
C. To report to the Assembly when agreement is reached or at any other time

they consider appropriate;
Calls upon the UNCURK to advise the governments acting on behalf of the

United Nations as requested, and to continue to exercise its functions under the
General Assembly resolution of October 7, 1950 in such a manner as to
support the efforts at the conference of the governments acting on behalf of the
United Nations;

Reaffirms the intention of the United Nations to carry out its program for
the assistance of the Korean people in the reconstruction and rehabilitation of
all of Korea, and requests the Agent General to prepare plans for the extension
of his activities throughout Korea as soon as the General Assembly will have
approved `a political settlement for a• unified, independent and democratic

^ •Korea. Text ends.
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DEA/50069-A-40. , . .^ .

Le seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-457
Ottawa, March 3,1952

SECRET

KOREA: PRISONERS OF WAR

I should consider it unfortunate if the armistice talks were to break
-317 ofover prisoners of war. I think it is obvious fromthe paragraphs of EX

Feb. 7, which you showed to the State Department, that I am not altogether
convinced that the course presently being Y followed by the United Nations
Command at Panmunjom is the wise one. However, before going any further
with the State Department, I should like to know whether any other. of the
interested countries in Korea has expressed views on this matter to the United
States. I am sending enquiries to London and Canberra to find out if they have
raised the question with the United States and should be grateful if you,would
try to find out from the State Department if any other country has made an

approach:
2. At the same time it would be interesting to know whether the State

Department thinks that any Chinese prisoners of war who might elect not to be
repatriated would be accepted on Formosa by Chiang Kai-shek. Similarly,
would North Korean prisoners who elected not to be repatriated be accepted by
the government of South Korea? If the answer to either of these° questions is
negative; or. that the State Department does not know, I should like to know

just what they plan with any prisoners who are not repatriated. Such
information as we have here suggests that Chiang-Kai-shek would not allow
Chinese prisoners to go to Formosa, and it is further our estimate that Chinese
prisoners of war who were returned to,Chinese hands would be unlikely to
suffer unduly. The reason for this estimate is that a great many of the Chinese

"volunteers" were Nationalists who defected wholesale to ilhe Chinese
Communists. Having fought against the Communists and been accepted by
them{once there does not appear to be much reason to assume that they would
not receive the same treatment again. It is difficulti to be sure that the Chinese
prisoners are men of great principle rather than opportûnists.

should like your advice on what should be done, in regard to the present
position of the United States and the United Nations Command re voluntary

_ repatriation. At the moment I am inclined to think that if we put pressure on
' h Us ' clined later tothe United States government, that government m^g t ^n

defend itself from criticism by saying that it yielded to pressure from its allies.
You will recall that this was one of the reasons used by the United States
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government in the'MacArthur hearings20'to explain why "hot pursuit" had
been abandoned. The question is whether the pressure of that public opinion
which wants to get United States prisoners back home counter-balances that
public opinion which wants to keep prisoners who' have waived their right to
repatriation out of Communist hands.

DEA/50069-A-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 'extérieures '

a 1 ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Ambassador in United States

Ottawa, March 4, 1952

KOREA: POST-ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS
Reference: Your messages WA-510, 511 and 512 of February 22.

I have been thinking about the ideas put forward in your tele ra
reference and other related messages, and have come to the conclusion thateI
cannot yet make detailed comments on the proposals put forward by the State
Department. You may pass on the following preliminary comments, together
with an assurance that I shall look forward to seeing Mr. Acheson and possibl
discussing these points further when I come to Washington. y
2."In any resolution which comes before the United Nations, and indeed in all

our future negotiations for a political settlement in Korea, we have to be
careful not to disavow the past actions of the United Nations or to seem to fall
in with the Soviet and Chinese thesis that the actions of the United Nations in
the summer of 1950 were illegal: they were not illegal or improper in an y

.Nevertheless, if reference back to those actions will jeopardize the chance of a
Political settlement of the Korean war, I think we should have sufficient
confidence in the propriety of our past actions to be able to omit anotherreference to them.

3" I say this on the assumption that secret diplomatic soundings
shown that the Soviet Union is willing to co-operate in brin talbouave
political conference on reasonable terms, and that is really the crûx of the
matter. There is no real point in discussing the details of resolutions which
bi put'before the Security Council or the General Assembl unti may
What the attitude of the Soviet Union will be. y 1 we know

that in WA-512 should be put forward only
will} if secret soundings show that the Sovi Unionnotco-operate under a resolution which does not refer to ast action. In

7>11a du comité du Congrès des États-Unis chargé d'examiner la des t i tut ion'Tmman du général Douglas MacArthur
comme chef du commandement m I tapire des Na tonsanies en Corée

United States .
MaeArthur

asoongreuional nearing into the dismissal by President Truman of General Douglashead of the United Nations military command in Korea.
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101. . .
L'ambassadeur aux Étatses eztérieures

au secrétaire d'État aux Affair

Ambassador in Untted St âl ^ffajrs :
to Secretary of State for Externa l

Washington, March 5, 1952

TELEGRAM WA-627 =

KOREA -POST-ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS
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3. The State Department sees serious difficulties in including India in a
Korean conference: Hickerson said that the reports by. Bowles21 of discussions
with the Indian Government left him with the impression that India in any case
would be unwilling to serve, although the question had not been put directly in
New Delhi. He stated that the position here towards Indian participation was
not in any, way "caused by.India's lukewarm attitude. The reason for it is that
unless representation at the conference is limited to governments with forces in
Korea (plus perhaps the Soviet Union), there will be demands for membership
from the Arab bloc, possibly. Nationalist China,. and others. In the armistice
negotiations agreement had been reached on a recommendation that "both
sides" should participate in a conference, and the Communists apparently
regarded this as meaning governments with forces in Korea.

4. The State Department now considers that Colombia should be one of the
countries designated, as.the only Latin American country which has provided
troops, thus raising the representation of United Nations members to seven.

5. Hickerson agreed that in such a conference the United Nations side could
not be expected always to speak with one voice. It was hoped, however, that the
governments concerned and their representatives at the conference would
consult together before the conference began and aim at reaching a general
-agreement on the strategy and tactics to be employed. It is to be expected that
the Communist side will be intractable, and this in itself should help to make
the United Nations side cohesive.

102. DEA/50069-A-40

L'anibassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs.. ,

Washington, March 6, 1952

KOREA - PRISONERS OF WAR

t

.1.. We discussed today with Alexis Johnson the points made in your message
EX-457 of March 3rd.
2.-The Korean Government has been consulted by the Unitcd States

concerning the disposition of North Korean prisoners who would not wish to be
repatriated, and the ROK Government has stated its willingness to accept
theni. Johnson said that during his recent journey to Korea he had been very
impressed by the rapidity with which North Korean, refugees had been
accepted and assimilated in South Korea. He referred to the fact that this had
been a`continuing process and that several hundred thousand refugces from

I 21Chester Bowles, ambassadeur des ttats-Unis en Inde.
' Cheiter Bowles, Ambassador of United States in India.
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approximately 11,000 out of the 20,000 Chinese prisoners. Johnson said he
personally thought that the estimate of Chinese prisoners might be a little high.
In any case he agreed that the aim of the United Nations Command would be
to reduce to the minimum the number of prisoners who it was considered could
not be returned to the Communists.

6. As to tactics on the prisoner of war question, Johnson repeated what he
had told us on February 25th (see my WA-525).t The United Nations
delegation would attempt to obtain a practical compromise on the prisoner of
war question in return for United Nations concessions in the matter of airfield
inspection. If this should prove impossible, it might be necessary to confront
the Communists with a fait accompli by simply releasing a certain number of
prisoners and taking their names off the POW lists. Johnson confirmed that if
this has to be done, the State Department does not think that trickery should
be employed. If names are deleted from United Nations prisoner of war lists,
both the International Red Cross and the Communist authorities should be
notified. Johnson thought it possible that ultimately the Communists might
accept a fait accompli of this sort provided that they knew they were going to
get back a large majority of their prisoners (e.g. over 100,000 of the 116,000
Communist prisoners held). It was hoped that Communist acquiescence in this
might be aided by the United Nations having dropped the idea of voluntary
repatriation in the armistice negotiations (taking the stand rather that there
should be no forced repatriation). If the Communists accepted the fait
accompli the United Nations could then go on record as agreeing to general
repatriation.
..7. As to public opinion in this country. Johnson thought that it had not really
come to grips with the prisoners of war problem, possibly because there are
other contentious issues which delay the conclusion of an armistice. Johnson
thought that in so far as,there had been expressions of public opinion on the
matter, they had in general approved the United Nations position against
forcedrepatriation. He hazarded a personal opinion that even if a breakdown
of, the armistice talks on the POW repatriation question were threatened,
American public opinion would for the most part, regard forced repatriation of
prisoners held by the United Nations as payment of ransom to the Communists
for United States prisoners and would not acquiesce in it. This opinion seems to
me somewhat surprising but much would depend I suppose upon how the issue
were presented to the public. ,
8.tI agree with you that, if strong representations were made by friendly

goYernments to the effect that the United States should abandon its objections
tQ.compulsory repatriation, this would very likely be used as a defence by the
administration against public criticism. Before considering the advisability of
taking action of this sort, I think perhaps that we might await development of
QjUnited , Nations tactics at Panmunjom and the clarification of public

pâ ,Inlôn. . Johnson said that other governments concerned have not expressed. u.. .
V1ews to the United States on the prisoners of war question.,a,^^._ ., >
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Le secrétaire d'État aukAffaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux bats- Unis: ^ . •-..

Secretary of State for External Affairs:
to Ambassador in United States,

TELEGRAM EX-521
Ottawa, March 10,- 1952

• , , • - . . _ . : : . . ^ .

CONFIDENTIAL

KOREA: POST-ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS

Following'from Under-Secretary, Begins: The Minister has decided that, on
the whole, : he prefers that Canada be left out of any slate of_ countries which
might participate in a post-armistice conference on Korea. You are therefore at
liberty to take this position if the question is raised with you by the government
to which you are accredited.

104.
DEA/50069-A-40

Note de l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis ^`

Memorandum bÿ Ambassador in United States :" ..

Washington,- March 11, 1952
$ECRET

. . .
• . : ' . : _

MR. ACHESON'S VIEWS ON ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS IN KOREA22

.1.,'-In the course of discussion after dinner at the Embassy last night between
Mr. Acheson, Mr. Pearson, Mr. Freeman Matthews and myself, Mr. Acheson
said that in his judgement the time had come to end the type of negotiations
with the Communists in Korea which, have been going on now for. some eight
months. The tempers and nerves of the'negotiators were frayed, and the public
would'not take much more of this sort of thing. He was therefore supporting -
and he implied with the approval of the President - an offer from the Unified
Command which would deal in one package with the four outstanding points of
difference now remaining. This offer might perhaps be presented by General
Ridgway in person, and might be -preceded by a, proposal ^ from, General
Ridgway that he should meet with the Communist Field Commanders.

2. The offer would deal with the following points of difference:'

`(a) 'Inspection at Ports of Entry. The present difference was' between seven
ports of entry for inspection requested by the United Nations command and
five proposed by the Communists ' A^ compromise on 'six` should not present
difficulties. . • , ^ : _.. .. ^

(b) `Organ for Observation of the Armistice. The. Commùnist ,demand that
the Soviet Union should be represented on a"neutral" organ should be
sidestepped by offering to set up an organ on which would'serve represcntatives
of three countries chosen tiy each 'side;` and the designation of the organ as

==Le Document est paraphé:/The document is initialled:
L.B. P(earsonj.

^ ¢,
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neutral ^ should be dropped. This would permit the Soviet Unio n
without being labelled a neutral, together with representatives of two satellitecountries.
(c) Prisoners of War. .This'was the most difficult question in dispute.

United Nations side repatriation of unwilling On the
not be accepted. The Convention-of 1949 hanot W,t ^point could

of this sort in mind and could not be literally applied. Most of the Communi on
stprisoners in the United Nations' hands would be quite ready to be re atria

but the minority -
and no-one knew how large it really was - could not be

forced back. For the idea of voluntary repatriation put forward originally onthe U.N.
side, there had ` been substituted in the negotiations the idea of no

forcible repatriation. This the Communists would have to accept. It mi
ght becovered over to some extent by reclassification of prisoners in U.N. hands, a

practice which the Communists have themselves indulged in freely.
'(d) Airfreld -^ Construction.' ' In return for agreement on the other points , -General Ridgway would ' waive the demand for a prohibition on airfield

construction during the armistice.
3.

Mr. Acheson suggested that this offer should be made as a firm and finaloffer.
When it was first presented, it might be handed to the Communists

, andthey might be told that an immediate answer was not expected, but that afurther
meeting would be held in a week. If they came back with furtherbargaining, they could ' be again told that the offer was final, but that th eycould have more time to think over it if they wished. Mr. Pearson indicated

that this procedure seemed to him to have merit.
4•

Mr. Acheson repeated the confident views previously expressed on the
morale of the U.N. forces and on their capacity to resist a renewedoffensive.

He said, indeed, that such an offensive would be welcome ou ih t
troops, as it would bring the Communists out of their positions into the o en. the
,S. In, the course of discussion he expressed doubt on the wisdom

pthe Convention of 1949 on prisoners of war, based as it was o of ratifying
then

of the two World Wars and being ill adapted to situations other experience
the field. than victory in

r 6.-The conversation then turned from the entan lemen
morass in Indo-China and the discussion on thc situation thern Korca to the

,what we alreadyknow, e added nothing

H. W[RONG]
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Ottawa, March 13, 1952

KOREA: POST-ARMISTICE CONFERENCE

As you probably know from papers referred to you, we have expressed t he
among se

view to the State Department that India ong Korea. The1 State Department
invited to any post-armistice conference
doubts whether India would take part in a conference limited , to Korean

questions. Would you please approach Bajpai informally and with the greatest
discretion and find out, without revealing the reason for your inquiry, if India
would be willing to,take part in a conference of this sort.

106.
DEA/50069-A-40

Le haut-commissaire en Inde ; , .

... au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 48 New . Delhi, March 20, 1952

SECRET
Reference: Your telegram No. 59 of 13th March.

I saw Bajpai this noon on several topics. In the course of the conversation on
prospects in Korea, after mentioning the provisional agreement at Panmunjom
for a'post-armistice political conference; I asked him whether India had
expressed herself on composition of such a conference. He replied that at the
Prime Minister's Conference, India had proposed that parties to a post-
armistice conference should be the Big Five which I presume would include
Communist rather than Nationalist China and at least two other countries.
India, he said, had not, repeat not, mentioned names of these two other
countries but those they had in mind were Canada and India. My reference to
Panmunjom provisional agreement, restricted as latter was to Korea, did not,
repeat not, lead him to suggest that India's earlier proposal should not now be
modified; and I went no further. I

CONFLIT CORÉEN

DEA/50069-A-40^: .
t... , .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire en Inde

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in India,
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DEA/50069-A-40
L'ambassadeùr aux 'États-Unis» 1 au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -
Ambassador in United States

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-817

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Washington, March 26, 1952

KOREA - POST-ARMISTICE PROCEDURES

Reference: WA-627 of March 5th, repeated to Permdel, New York as No. 88.
Addressed External as WA-817, repeated to Permdel, New York as No.

117.
1.

The State Department have now come to a point of view in general accord
with that expressed in your message EX-466 of March 4th. They agree that the
Soviet Union should be sounded out regarding post-armistice procedures and
Soviet participation in a conference for a political settlement and that the form
of the United Nations resolutions on Korea should depend upon Soviet
reactions. , . ,
,'2..

To this end the State Department have re-drafted their proposed Security
Council and General Assembly resolutions so as to remove tendentious sections
which would be -unacceptable to the Soviet Union. The new proposed draft
resolutions were handed to us today by Ward Allen and Henkin of Hickerson's
office and the texts are given in my immediately following teletypes WA-818
and WA-819. The draft of the General Assembly resolution is very close to the
United Kingdom draft as'given in EX-474 of March 4th.t Allen explained thatthe

United States would regard these resolutions as an interim measure
designed to expedite the holding of a political conference on Korea and would
consider that "the record should be made clear" after the conference had been
held. The terms of the final resolutions would of course depend upon the
outcome of the conference.

3. ;The State Department believe that the Soviet Union might be approached
before actiial signature of an armistice in Korea, but they would not agree to
this .

move being made prior to agreement between the delegations at
Panmunjom on all substantive matters in the armistice negotiations. They have
come to no firm views as to the method by which preliminary soundings of the
Soviet Union should be carried out.
4. The United States would be willing that the temperate resolutions should

beput forward if the Soviet reaction to preliminary soundings should be
favourable or possibly even if it should be noncommittal. If the Soviet reaction
should be unfavourable the United States would wish to see the resolutions
stiffened in accordance with their previous drafts. Paragraphs which the State
Department would seek to have included in the General Assembly resolution in
the event of Soviet refusal to participate in the post-armistice negotiations are
set out in my following message WA-822.
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L'ambassadeur aux États -Unis
extérieures
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ernal Affairs

to Secretary of State J %.,)A 1952

immediately proceding teletype•
Reférencé My
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1
,art of oroposed Security Council Resolution

Washington, Marc , .

SECRET- IMPR
. I -

KOREA - POST-ARMISTICE
PROCEDURES' ;

TELEGRAM WA-818
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"Notes with approval the terms of the

, ' faction that hostilities in Korea have been brought
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L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

DEA/50069-A-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-819 Washington, March 26, 1952

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

KOREA- POST-ARMISTICE PROCEDURES

Reference: My WA-817 of March 26th, repeated to Permdel, New York, as

No. 117.
Addressed to External as WA-819, repeated to Permdel, New York, as No.

119.
1. Following is text of revised draft of proposed General Assembly resolution

on Korea: '
The General Assembly
"Noting the resolution of the Security Council of .`. . . . . . . . . . .
"Notes with approval the armistice agreement set forth in the report of the

Unified Command dated . . . . . . . . . . .
"Reaffirms that the objectives of the United Nations are the establishment

bythe'Korean people` of a unified, independent and democratic government in
Korea and the full restoration of international peace and security in the area;

"Notes the recommendation contained in the armistice agreement that "a
political conference of a higher level of both sides be held by representatives
appointed respectively to settle through negotiation the questions of the
withdrawal of all foreign forces from Korea, the peaceful settlement of the
Korean question, etc.;
^` "Agrees to the holding of a conference of governments acting on bchalf of
United Nations, the Republic of Korea and the other parties contemplated by

-the recommendation in the armistice agreement;
"Desigriates the following United Nations member governments with armed

forces in Korea, viz. Australia, Colombia, France, Thailand, Turkey, the
United Kingdom,. and the United, States, to act on behalf of the United
Nations, and requests them, in cosultation with the Republic of Korea, to
^rrânge for and participate on behalf of the United Nations in such, a

érence for a Korean settlement as soon as possible and at an agreed place;
Invites the Government of the USSR to participate in the conference;

y"Requests the governments acting on behalf of the United Nations.
A. To seek at the conference a peaceful settlement of the Korean question

through the establishment by the Korean people of a unified, indepcndcnt and
de* mocratie government in Korea, and the solution of other related Korean
questions as, for example, the withdrawal of non-Korean forces from Korca;
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a halt, and that a major step has been taken towards the full restoration of
international peace and security in the area;

"Affirms that the forces répresenting the United Nations in Korea will
faithfülly observe the terms of the armistice agreement;

"Calls upon other forces in Korea similarly to observe the armistice
faithfully and affirms.that any renewal of the aggression in Korea in violation
of the armistice agreemént will be met promptly by the necessary military
action on the part of the United Nations;

"Expresses the appreciation of the peoples of the world to the heroic forces
of the members of the United Nations which have valiantly and successfully
fought on behalf of the principles of the Charter, and which continue to serve
in Korea while further steps are being taken for the full restoration of peace
and security;

"Expresses profound satisfaction over the success of the United Nations in
its first effort to restore international peace and security by collective military
measures, and expresses its firm conviction that this proof of the effectiveness
of collective security under the United Nations Charter will contribute to the
maintenance of international peace and security."

111. DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-660 Ottawa, March 27, 1952

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

KOREA- POST-ARMISTICE PROCEDURES

Reference: Your WA-817, 818, 819 and 822 of March 26.•
The scheme outlined in your. telegrams under reference is most gratifying

and I: have no hesitation in accepting it almost without change. The only
suggestions I have to make at present relate to the General Assembly
resolution in WA-819.
2. I am, as I said earlier, doubtful about the inclusion of Colombia among the

negotiating powers. I realize the desire of the United States to recognize
Colombia's contribution of a battalion and to avoid appearing to slight its
Latin American allies, but I'do not think that the mustering of Colombia,
Thailand 'and Turkey looks very good. Secondly, I still think that India, as a^E
partjr at interest, ought to be' invited to the conference. Soundings in Delhi
indicate that the limited scope of the conference would not deter India from
âtt'ending: I should be grateful if you would bring these two points on the,....
cOmposition of the conference'to the attention of the State Department and. , .. .
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Washington, March 29, 1952

TELEGRAM WA-860

KOREA - POST-ARMISTICE PR NéW Ÿo k as No. 125•
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4. - With regard to the point made in paragraph 3 of your message, State
Department officials consider it appropriate that the terms of reference for the
governments acting on behalf of the United Natiôns should differ in emphasis
from the wording of the agreement on IteiTi 5 of the 'àrrnistice agenda. In
particular, it was not desirable to retain, in the United`Nations resolution the
awkward and ambiguous word "et cetera". Furthermore, it seemed preferable
to word the terms of, reference in such a way as to place ^ emphasis on
consistently held United Nations principles regarding Korea rather than such
matters as withdrawal of troops.

5. State Department officials said there would be no objection to the naming
of UNKRA in the final paragraph, of the General Assembly resolution (as
suggested in paragraph 4 of your message).

^ Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Çommissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for Externa! Affairs

TELEGRAM 856 • London, March 29, 1952

SECRET

KOREA - POST-ARMISTICE PROCEDURES

Reference: Your telegram No. 683 of March 27.'

We have spôken with'the Foreign Office China and Korea Department
today. They have taken note of your suggestion that the United Kingdom
might see its way to support your approach and will (a) put it up for
consideration (b) meanwhile enquire of the United Kingdom Embassy,
Washington, by personal letter whether there arc any signs that the State
Department might be more favourably disposed than hitherto.
2. While themselves continuing at the official level to take the same view as

yourself, they have not made any further attempt to persuade the State
Department sincé'thc time of their first soûnding in Washington. At that time
the preliminary view of the State Department "off the record".was. that India
would seek' to widen the scope of the conference to cover other Far Eastern
issucs:
13.-On being told this, we indicated that there was evidence to the contrary.
John Lloyd said that on March 7 Sir'Archibald Nye had given an opinion that
India would not insist on an invitation and that in the present state of Indian
po,licy he would prefer not to press the matter in New Delhi.^, .,_^
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DEA/50069-A-40

Le haut-commissaire en Australie
eeures

au secrétâire d'État aux Affaires ext

Australia :, -
High Commissioner in airs,

to Secretary of State for External AJf
Canberra; Apri14,1952

KOREA - POST-ARMISTICB PROCEDURES

Reference: Your telegram No. 49 of March 27. fairs, advised that
xternal

Harry, the Acting Assistant Secretary of!E inclusion
A

fof India in the post-

the Australian views of n^ ats indicat d in my telegram No. 22 of March 8th
armistice conference are stil l your despatch No. Y.l 14 of March
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2. Secondly, and this is related to my first point, we consider that a,de facto
cease-fire on the ground is preferable to a renewal of hostilities on the ground.
If the talks remain deadlocked as envisaged. in my preceding paragraph, or
even if they are completely broken off, surely it would not be wise for, the
United Nations side to take the initiative on the ground..The State Department
may refer to the informal discussions-of last September in which.we agreed
that the United Nations forces might undertake small tactical advances which,
when added together, would amount 'to a creeping advance to the neck of
Korea above Pyongyang. When we gave,our consent to such advances, we did
so on the basis of two arguments: that action was. necessary to keep the enemy
off balance 'and unable to launch an attack, and that action was necessary to
maintain the morale of our own troops. By United States estimates, the enemy
is now in a position to launch attacks if he so wishes, and the morale of our own
troops seems to have been sustained even though there has for several months
now been a virtual cease-fire on the, ground. The situation'. has, therefore,
changed somewhat from September. Therefore it might well be that the
present holding operation is preferable to a renewal of any action on the
ground. The problem of morale for the troops during an indefinite stalemate in
Korea would be serious. However, fighting for merely tactical advances might
itself add to the problem of morale. In any case, we certainly could not agree to
any major offensive without prior consultation on the political level and in
sufficient time to permit our views to be considered seriously.

3. Thirdly, there is a point to be made about consultation. Consultation after
an initiative has been taken, or consultation too late to permit the initiative to
be altered, is not really consultation at all. For instance, the way in which the
instruction to General Ridgway about the package proposal was handled was
not satisfactory from our point of view. We do not question the explanation
that the instruction to Ridgway, based on the view of ourselves, the United
Kingdom and others, telling him to take the emphasis off the finality of. the
package proposal, did not arrive in time, but the fact that it did not arrive in
time is an indication of the unsatisfactory character of the consultation. The
events of the last few months have amply demonstrated, it seems to me, the
overriding need for secrecy if the negotiations are to be at all fruitful. When
the U.S. army discovered that significantly large numbers of prisoners held by
the United Nations.did not wish to be repatriated, this fact should have been
communicated tô'the Allied powers concerned for whatever counsel they might
wish to give, but should it not have been kept secret? It is surely obvious that
once this fact was broadcast to the world the other side would make a major
issue of it. I believe we were quite right in treating it as a moral question, but
am doubtful of the wisdom of attempting to exploit it as a propaganda weapon.
The former consideration would not be inconsistent with secrecy. On the
contrary, it could be better treated on its own merits when it was kept secret;
the second consideration seems to have been a factor in making it public and,
once this had been done, it was obviously difficult for the Chinese to give in
without serious loss of face. In this connection I would draw your attention to
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

;Communication de l'ambassadeur aux` États-Unis,'

Memorandum by Ambassador in United States
. . ;.

ORAL MESS^WE Washington; May 21, 1952

SECRET
Even if there appears to be no prospect of an armistice being concluded as a

result of further negotiations, and no matter how. , empty the formality of
further meetings may become, the Canadian Government considers - and it is
believed that this view is shared in Washington - that the talks should not be
broken off: by the United Nations Command. The Communist . negotiators
obviously are trying•to force the U.N. representatives into this position. If the
talks, however, are broken off, the responsibility should clearly lie with the.. . . ., ^
enemy.

,In this connection côncern is,felt over repeated public references by Admiral
Joy and others to the finality of the package proposal which was put to, the
Communist delegation on April 28th. It will be recalled that the original draft
of the public statement issued by General Ridgway on May 6th referred to the
proposal as "final and absolute", and that this was modified after representa-
tions had been made by the Canadian and other governments that less
restrictive language should be ,used. Furthermore, on May 2nd the Canadian
Embassy was informed by the State Department that instructions had been
sent to the United Nations Command that its representatives. should refrain
from making frequent üse of such words as "final" and "irrevocable" during
the negotiations. Since then, however, a, number of reports have appeared in
the press on various dates quoting statements by Admiral Joy about the finality
of the offer. For example, an Associated Press despatch from Munsan of May
14th quotes him as saying in an open session at Panmunjom, "There is one fact
that you are not willing to face or do not understand: the United Nations
Command's compromise proposal is firm, final and irrevocable." It would
appear that not a great deal of attention has been paid by the United Nations
negotiators to the instructions that frequent use should not be made of
language 'such as this. Its reiteration might well create the impression that the
United Nations side is preparing the public for breaking off the talks
altogether, and has for that purpose presented the Communists with an
ultimatum.
= It can be understood that in 'the course of the extremely difficult negotia-
tions with the Communists the U.N. negotiators may find it desirable at times
to'emphasiZe in private that their'offer is not susceptible to bargaining. It is a
different thing, however, to repeat this frequently in public statements,
tspecially in view of the opinions which have been expressed by the Canadian
and some other governments.

IUtfie armistice talks remain deadlocked or even if they are completely
brôken off, the Canadian 'Govcrnment considers that it would not be wise for
the United Nations forces to take the initiative in resorting to more active
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General Clark had no authority to terminate the negotiations without approval
of Washington.

3. They drew a clear distinction, howevér, between breaking off the
negotiations and suspending them for a period. Admiral-Joy has expressed the
strong opinion that indefinite continuation of the type' ôf meetings now taking
place is undesirable tactically - a view with which' it' is easy. to agree. He had
recommended that the United 'Nations Command should ''suspend ' the
discussions on the understanding that they would be prepared at any time to
resume sessions when the Communists should havé something constructive to
propose or in order further to explain 'the package proposal. The -State
Department considers that the Communists are improving their propaganda
position during the present plenary sessions at which matters of substance are
not being discussed. They have been greatly assisted by the Koje incidents, and
they are able to give free rein to their fancy, while the United Nations
spokesmen must adhere to the, facts.

4. Apart from the propaganda aspects, the State Department appears to
favour suspension of the discussions in an endeavour to remove any possible
thought in the minds of the Communists that the United Nations Command
might recede from its position on the package proposal. Hickerson recalled how
the Communists maintained adamantly for months that they could not
abandon their demands for the 38th Parallel as a military demarcation line,
although subsequently they did so. He suggested they might now be hoping for
a similar eventual retreat on the part of the United Nations Command with
regard to the package proposal.
5A emphasized the objections to Admiral Joy's repeated public use of

language indicating the finality of the United Nations proposal. The State
Department 'officials did not seem very receptive on 'this point., I infer that
there may have been a change of mind about it and there are doubts whether
the use of such language is objectionable as a matter of tactics in present,, .. .
circumstances.

6,' Hickerson and Johnson said that no consideration is now being given to the
expansion of military ground action on United Nations initiative, but they
wondered for how long' it would be feasible for the situation to remain entirely
static. The'prime objective of the United States, as of its Allies, is to achieve an
armistice. The enemy is now under less pressure to agree to an armistice. What
sort of pressure could be brought upon the enemy without widening the scope
of the war or resuming active grôund operations, both of which are objection-
âble? Hickerson said that any suggestions or advice which the Canadian or
ôther governments might offer the United States would be very welcome.
^ 7. This brought us, to the subject jof consultation. I made the point that the
Present precarious and ambiguous situation in Korea required close consulta-
tion. As an example, I mentioned that the screening in April of the prisoners
had resulted in a much smaller figure of those desiring to be repatriated than
had been expected, and that this altered the character of the package proposal;,_
lnsufficient time had been left for other governments to consider this change in
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the prospects of Communist acceptance. before the proposal was put to the

Communists.
. Hickerson and .,Johnson not only agreed on the necessity fo ree^ve.-8

cônsultation but repeated thât. they would be more than glad to ,-suggestedI
assistance and. advice from other United Nations Goveté. in requesting
that it might be,useful for;the.United States to take the lntotiâtiv

Hickerson. I asked
the views of its chief , allies.. ,This idea seemed to appeal
whether General Clark, as the new. United Nations Cathe receipt of such a
an âppraisal of the situation in Korea and suggested that P

report might afford' a suitable opportunity for inter-go r to Korea soon to
tions. Hickerson said that General Clark would proceed
examine the situation; he hazarded the opinion that t^ e^stGeneral's

vi+ith the
expected within ten days or so, would concern itself fo , Par

armistice negotiations, as there did not seem to be mthat the Uni ted
side. He expects that Clark will confirm Joy's recommendation
Nations Command should extricate itself from the dailmmunis gs were willing
and bring about suspension of the meetings until the Co
to enter into substantive discussions.

9. Sûmming up the position, Hickerson said that we have now arrived at an
impasse. What was.wanted was to achieve an armistice. What could be done to
lead the, Communists to accept the minimum United Nations terms .) No

estion
solution has yet been LL found to these problems. The only concrete 88 t
that Hickerson or Johnson could make was that the application said rthatnl
economic and financial measures against China might help.
doubted whether such measures were practicable and whether they would be
effective within a reasonable,period of time.

10.
Recâlling the proposal that lCommunist prisoners might be re-screened

before conclusion of, an. armistice, . I suggested that it -might be wise'for the
United Nations side to také. the initiative in having such re- screening

the United
out now by non-Americans, in order to strengthen before the p
Nations position ; on repatriation and to counter effectively, tn not enthusiastit
charge that the `screening .was "phôney". This suggestion
cally; received but was not rejected. They pointed' out, that' the Communists
were not objecting to'the' method' of screening but were rejecting' the idea of
screening altogether:," Nevertheless, , they âdmitted the propaganda` value of
neutral' re-screening. They' said that' the International Red Cross would
unwilling to conduct, the operation unless invited , by both sides.. They d id,
however, enter into a discussion on the possibility 'of re-screening being

r and
out'' tiÿ; representatives ;.;of such nations as, India, -,Pakistan,
Switzerland: I have learned that later esterda the British Embassy repeated
to 'the * State Department' the 're-screening proposal on R instructions from the

FoteignOffice.,^, .
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretarÿ of State for' External Affairs

SECRET
Ottawa, June 11, 1952

THE WAR IN KOREA:
POST-ARMISTICE DECLARATION

Mr. Bliss of the United States Embassy called on :Mr. Norman on June 10
to outline the procedure currently proposed by the United States , in handling
the Declaration which we have agreed should be issued after an Armistice is
concluded in Korea. The proposed procedure is slightly différent from that we
have already, agreed upôn but basically there is little change. The procedure
outlined by Mr. Bliss is as follows: [General Clark would report immediately
on the signature, of the Armistice and within twenty-four hours the heads of
mission in Washington of the countries issuing the Declaration would meet' in
the State Department to sign the Declaration. As soon as it had been signed,
the text of the Declaration would be made public simultaneously in Washing-
ton and the other capitals , concerned. At the same time, the United States
would transmit the text of the statement to the Secretary General under a note
in the following general terms:

The representative of. the United States to the United Nations has. the
honour to transmit to the Secretary General for his information a copy of a
statement issued today in Washington. Similar statements were issued today in
the •capitals of those nations whose forces are participating in the United
Nations action in Korea.]

2. It is not certain that this would be the exact wording. Mr. Bliss said that he
knew of no objection to other countries similarly transmitting the Declaration
on their own behalf if they wished to do so. We have been informed separately
that the United Kingdom government will probably transmit the Declaration to
the Secretary General in this manner.
3. The Only new factor in this prôpôsed procedure is that action would be

taken to sign the Declaration within twenty-four hours instead of within forty-
eight r as previously agreed. Mr. Bliss asked to be informed whether this
Procedure is agreeable to the Canadian Government. I can see no objection
that we could now raise and if you agree, I shall inform Mr. Bliss that we do
not object to the procedure he has outlined.2'

4: I should be grateful to know whether you would wish the Canadian
representative in New York to transmit a copy of the Declaration to the
Secretary General in the same manner as the representatives of the United
States and the United Kingdom. For your convenience, I attach a copy of the
--:-__

'Note marginale /Marginal note:
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(a) The suggestion put forward in the Department on June 3' which would
have the armistice agreement not cover repatriation of prisoners but bind both
parties to release all prisoners when further negotiations make such release
possible, bind both parties to put the supervision of the prisoners they hold
under some neutral power agreeable to both, and bind both parties to continue
to negotiate for the release of prisoners either separately or in the general post-
armistice conference contemplated under Item 5 and already agreed to. r

(b) An Australian proposal contained in telegram No. 93 of June 4 from the
Department' of External Affairs in Canberra to the Australian High
Commissioner in Ottawa! Copy of this telegram is attached. The Australian
proposal calls for an initial offer of an impartial screening of the prisoners we
hold possibly followed by an offer of impartial screening of the prisoners held
by both sides. . . ,

(c) An Anglo-Indian proposal contained in telegram Z-46 of June 7 from the
Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations to the Acting High
Commissioner for the United Kingdom in Ottawa t•The Anglo-Indian proposal
is not very different from the Departmental proposal except that it does not
require the use of a neutral country to supervise the camps.

(d) A suggestion made 'by Walter Lippmann in a syndicated article which
would require a distinction to be drawn between prisoners who do not want to
be repatriated for reasons of personal advantage and prisoners who do not want
to be repatriated because they require• political asylum. This suggestion of
course implies a rescreening and a- rescreening on a very different basis from
the original screening which he has criticised.
2. I would suggest that until i Mr. Wrong has had an opportunity to have the

discussions which he outlined in telegram WA-1590 (copy attached),t we
should not try to make up our minds on the best course to follow. It might also
be profitable to enquire from New Delhi what further information can be
obtained about Panikkar's interview with the Chinese Vice Minister of Foreign
Affairs concerning the Anglo-Indian proposal.
3: In the meantime, there are certain considerations which we might hold in

mind:
(a)~ Public opinion in the west almost certainly requires that there should be

some sort of rescreening to dispose of fears that the original screening was
hôpelessly prejudiced. The Australians inform us that the United. States has
come a considerable distance towards being willing to agree to a rescreening.26;... ,
(b) The United States has indicated that it is unwilling to consider a proposal

which would involve screening the 12,000 U.N. prisoners to see which of them
do not want to be repatriated.='

(c) Against this, however, it may be urged that if we insist on a screening
only of the prisoners we hold, the enemy will hold some sort of screening of

26Note marginale :fMarginal note:
This, I think, important.

Note marginale :/Marginal note:
` why ►rot if it is done by a neutral agency.
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their own which will result in some of the U.N. pris oners not
if we could

would be better from our point of view as the Australians point out
prevent a unilateral screening of U.N. prisoners in enemy ieturn to communist,

(d) An objective, test 'of the willingness of prisoners to
control will probably be' necessary. :Whether , this te st can

as
carried out,

the Australi
questioning as Walter Lippmann thinks, or .by a physical test

imply, is a matter which will have to be decided. Who are in enemy hands,

.(e) With the small number of Canadian prisoners
we must be careful not to urge too strongly on the'Americans any course which
would result in' a feeling that we had urged them to make sacrifices which we

did not feel.29 E. R[EID]
for L.D. W [ilgress] '
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Seeretary of State for External,Affairsr ...,.

You will recall that on June 14 I sent you a memorandum outlining briefly
the various proposals which had been put forward for dealing with the question
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' "Note marginale :/Marginal note:
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Kingdom should encourage the Indians, to pursue this suggestion further, with
the Chinese Government.'o

121.
DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -
à l'ambassâdeur aux bats- Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-1426
Ottawa, June 26, 1952

KOREAN ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS: CHINESE PROPOSALS
Reference: My EX-1366 and 1367 of June 18.t (London reference, my 1243
and 1244 of June 18)t

We learn from the Office of the United Kingdom High Commissioner here
that the State Department has encouraged the United Kingdom to encourage
the Indians to pursue further the second proposal made by Chou' En-lai to
Panikkar" on June 15. We are also informed that United Kingdom govern-
ment obtained the consent of the State Department before telling us about the
State Department's reaction. It would, therefore, be in order for. you, whenever
you judge the timé"appropriate, to let the Stàte Department know that we are
happy that they have taken this action: The second Chinese proposal referred
to in fact appears to concede to the United Nations side just about everything
we want, while providing a way for the Chinese not to have to give in publicly.
Hickerson told the British how much he appreciated the need for secrecy, so it
is obvious that the State Department understands the need to do nothing which
will make the Chinese lose face.

An:bassador in United States

,rLEGRAM.WA-1711 ^/ h•

DEA/50069-A-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures'

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
T

ig ave a word with Alexander about it. (L.B. Pearson)
^'K.M. Panikkar, ambassadeur de l'Inde auprès de la République populaire de Chine.

K.M. Panikkar, Ambassador of India in People's Republic of China.

yeS -- and we -:S.- S.
"ONote marginale /Marginal note:

• ROPOSALS
Reference: Your EX-1426 of June 26th.

Q0 ton, June 27, 1952sir

•: KOREAN ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS• CHINESE P

SECRET
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Ambassador in ô^i^xtérna! Affairs
to Secretary of State f
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TELEGRAM WA-1823
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KOREA - ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS
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32L.H
. Lamb; chargé d'affaires du Royaûmé-Uni ô p P^p^e Républ

ique
Rep^blic of China.

L.H. Lamb, Chargé d'Affaira of United King d
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- 4. Clark and Harrison then both sent a -message to Washington repeating
that in their opinion the figure of 83,000 should be given to the Communists
for the following reasons:
(I) It represents a considérable increase over the previous figure of 70,000.

(II) Communist intelligence has probably reported the new figure, in which
case the UNC delegation might be embarrassed by being charged with
concealing facts.
It is probable that Harrison will be authorized to give the 83,000 figure to the
Communist délegation.

5.. General Clark's recommendation that hé should be authorized, at an
appropriate time, to make to the Communists a proposal similar to point (b) of
the Chou En-lai proposals has been discussed with the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
General Lawton Collins," Chief of the Army, who left Washington today for
the Far East on a routine inspection journey planned some time ago, will
discuss this matter with Generals Clark and Harrison and send a report back to
Washington giving his opinion. It seemed apparent from McClurkin's remarks
that initial reactton in the State Department is not unfavourable towards the
possibility of authorizing Harrison to make a proposal of this nature even
without waiting, for further clarification from Peiping of the Chou En-lai-
Panikkàr conversations. It is probable that a decision on the matter will be
made in the early: part , of next week. McClurkin said that the State Depart-
ment would welcome any views and suggestions which Commonwealth
governments might care to offer on tactics to be followed at Panmunjom.

124. DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-1557 Ottawa, July 16, 1952

TOP SECRET

KOREA: ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS

Reference: Your WA-1823 of July 11.
41.In.view of the considerations outlined in paragraph 4 of your telegram

under reference, we would agree that there is more chance of advantage in
releasing the new figure of 83,000 as available for repatriation. On the second

question concerning the Chinese proposal received through the Indians, the

following., is an outline of our views, the substance of which you may

communicate to the State Department.

^"Le chef d'état-major de l'Armée des États-Unis. :
Chief of Staff, United States Army.
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2. ` In view of the rather confusing way, in , which we have heard of Chou En-
lai's second proposal; it might be wise to state that the following is the text as it
was communicated to us by the United Kingdom:

Alternatively_ (a) The United Nations Command would accept. in . principle

that all prisoners on the conclusion of, an armistice should go, back to their

.homes:. and (b) those who showed a disinclination to béing repatriâtéd could be

brought to Panmunjom but not under m^litary'escort and interviewed there by

a committee,of neutral personnel from ,the four neutral states agreed.upon"

and the Red Cross of both sides. The Chinese and North Koreân Governments
would be prepared to abide by the yiews expressed at this interview.

We Jtake all , the foregoing to bé 'what the State Department refers,to as Chou,...
En -lai,s proposâl (b).
4 3. After thinking this proposal over, we, have come to t he conclusion

Part
thatit

(a)
presents,a_ fairly good chance of - provlding ground for a settlement.
gives the appearance, of conceding to _ the , commtinists what they have
demanded. Part (b) gives us the substance of what,we want..The way in which
this might be accomplishéd could be by having the prisor}ers literally `return to

their own side", by, the very act of going to Panmunjom, under part (a), and by

letting those who did not want to be repatriated return (or desert, depending on

one's point of view) to the side which had captured them, under part (b). This

idea may well , - have lain • behind ^• Major-GeneralWÂ 1825n's suggested
reclassification of certain prisoners, referred to in your

4. We.understand from the United Kingdom that Hickerson gave the ,United
Kingdom Embassy a written comment on Chou En-lai 's proposal in the

following words:
The alternative proposal (b) ... which Chou En-lai is , reported to have

offered as a possibility for breaking the deadlock in the armistice negotiations
is interesting and would seem to offer possibilities . for, progress. There are

however a number ` of points in' regard to this " , proposal which require

clarification and elaboration. It would be désirable to know,what channel or
machinery would in Chou En-lai's view be appropriate for such : clarification

and elaboration.
5. It is our understanding that the Indians were to be asked to convey this

comment to the Chinese as if it came from the United Kingdom without
revealing (or possibly even knowing) its American origin. What we are not sure
of is whether this comment was in fact passed to the Chinese or whether
transmission of it has been held up by Menon's desire to intervene personally as
a ` peacemaker ^ or by the absence of an Indian Ambassador from Peking. It
would be unfortunate if, for either of these" reasons, ' the' Indians have not
conveyed the American comment, as the Chinese may now.think that the only
answer to their proposal has been the bombing of the Yalu power stations and

P
y
on ang 1 -

gy ,
6. The opportunity afforded by the Chinese offer is sufficiently impo rtant

m
the same

ore time landthat we should take great care to take
uh thisawilg consume

At
we should proceed carefully even toug
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require great patience. Instead'of the action'suggested in paragraph 5 of yoûr
WA-1823, we would . hope that steps could 'be taken to make sure that the
Chinese received the comment prepared by"thë State Department.° If there is
difficulty'over the absence of an Indian Ambassador from Peking, perhapsithe
United States could ask the United Kingdom to ask the Indians to expedite the
dispatch of their new Ambassador. I suggest'this because it would be too
obvious an initiative either to take action through a new channel or to send a
special mission to, Peking. The main difficulty as we see it about having Major-
General Harrison himself put forward Chou En-lai's proposal appears to us to
be that the communists and especially the Chinese may so value their amour-propre that they, may be -put off by having somebody appear to steal their
thunder. If they can be left, in their own minds at least, with the credit for
proposing a solution to the deadlock, it will be well worth our while to let them
have the shadow of victory in return for the substance of armistice.

;...^ .

L 'ambassadeur aux États- Unis
DEA/50069-A-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in United States

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM WA-1875

Washington, July 18, 1952_ .. `

KOREAN ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS

A. The State ;Department informed us about a cryptic preliminar ' re port
received at the : Pentagon on the resumption of secret . plenary session on July
18th. The event was disappointing. The Communists: >i) Rejected the new figure of 83,000 prisoners to be repatriated;
'(fi) Repeated their proposal for reclassification of prisoners accordin to
nationalities and areas; g
(iii)

Returned to an overall figure of 116,000 prisoners to be repatriated as
compared to the figure of. 110,000 the y
dëlegation eated its

Y gave -on July 13th). The UNC
P position on the repatriation issue and agrccd.to another

session on July 19th.

'2: It is difficult to know what to make of this somewhat retrograde position
taken by the Communists. The State Department do not appear to be unduly
Pessimistic however.

McClurkin, who gave us the information, even speculated
that the Communists might be waiting for the UNC delegation to make a
proposal along the line of the second proposal B of the Chou En-lai, proposals
made to Panikkar. (With regard to para. 6 of EX-1557 ,
^mm ^!A•1865 of July 17' that Krishna Menon told Selwyn Lloydlthat it was

portant that proposal B should not be represented as having come from thechinése.)
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t have not come to a definite conclusi
on
ndicated inl the

3. The State Departmen ace of the Chinese as
apparent volte f The would, I

be, taken from the 14 to the Indian EmbY3 of ÉX•1565of July
Chinese Foreign Offic ôf the interpretations, offered in pa ra.,

n-lai might have
thlnk; agree that any ested that perhaps Chou.
might be correct. Allison has sugg

thorit
in his conversations with Panikkar and have been

gone beyond his au Y

overruled by Mao. DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis •

secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures
+

au
Ambâssador in'United States

State for External Affairs ; , , ^ . .
to Secretary of 23, 1952Washington, July

TELEGRAM WA-1912

JULY 22ND
STATE DEPARTMENT MEETING OF eW York No.KOREA eated ` Permdel N

Addressed External Ottawa
WA-1912, reP •

armistice
265. the deadlock in the armis

No progress has been made in resolving
on thisnegotiations resulting from Communist insistence on the ition n of all

risoners. Both sides have merely sessions^are still being
Chinese p artment official-.%question during recent brief meetings. Secret plenary
scheduled and we gather, from conversation with w thtthe)m for a while, if the
that the UNC delegation are disposed to carrythem, in the hope that the latter might make

continue to requestCommunlsts
some move towards breaking the deadlock.

DEA/50069-A-40

CONFIDEN
KOREA -- STATE DEPARTMENT MEETING OF AUGUST 1

2
1

Ottawa WA-2052 repeatëd to Permdel New York as
Addressed External t i- ï

No. 284. } lenary
issue was saidû

• on the ; prisoners-of-war
sedNothing new ntil August 19.a recess' ;.

delegation meeting on August 11. Harrison propo

Washington, August l2,

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis ` '

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States a i rs
to Secretary of State for External Aff ,

1952

TELEGRAM WA-2052
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Nam I1" agreed; after protesting that the UNC was' obstructing an armistice
by refusing to negotiate at the conference table' and by attempting to exert
military pressure through "wanton and indiscriminate bombing", tactics which
would result in "miserable defeat'•'.

2: Hickerson said that the State Department, were now lôoking-to the
probability that the General Assembly. would convene in October with the
armistice discussions `in the' same sort'of stalemated position which now exists.
He expressed the opinion that, if this be so "our side" should raise the Korean
question'in the Assembly rather than leave the initiative to the Soviet. The
State Department would like to know, whether the Canadian and other
governments participating in the Korean action agree with this opinion.

3. Hickerson urged the necessity of "Allied" governments co-ordinating plans
for dealing with the Korean question in the General Assembly. He indicated
we ' might expect' to receive before long an official level working paper
containing proposals for handling the Korean question. It seems probable that
the United States proposals might be along the lines of those mentioned in our
message WA-1928 of July.24,t para. 4, and para. 2(d) of Spender's telegram
which was reported in our message. WA-1927 of July 24.1

4. You will probably wish to give consideration to the Canadian attitude on
how the Korean question should be handled in the General Assembly, in the
light of the hints we have had of the State Department thinking in this matter.
We understand that the British -Embassy have suggested to London that the
Foreign Office may wish to anticipate American proposals by presenting views
of their own first.

128, ' DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

, Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

^ . , ..
TELEGRAM WA-2072 Washington, August 15, 1952

SECRET
, . , ^ •

KOREA AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY

° Addressed Ottawa WA-2072, repeat New York No. 288.
The State Department working paper referred to in paras. 3 and 4 of our

message WA-2052 of-August 12 was handed yesterday afternoon by Hickerson
and Alexis Johnson to representatives of British, French, Australian, New
Zealand, South African and Canadian Embassies. Following is . text of the
paper:
^ . .

34 Le lieütenant-colonel Nam 11 ,de l'Armée populaire de la Corée, délégué principal de la
''délégation nord-coréenne et chinoise aux négociations en vue de l'armistice.

Lt. Colonel Nam 11, Korean People's Army; Chief Delegate of North Korean and Chinese
Delegation to the Armistice negotiations.
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Korea:
United "Nations General Assembly action in the: event. of continued

inconclusive armistice negotiations. a . ,
. . ':' ".,, 0 . 1111.1

sevënth ' session
Recommendations , ,I e action ëarly in the

1. The General Assembly should tak ,3, " _

along the following lines: Génerâl Assémbly résolution

(a)
The first step should be to seek passâgé of a. , t.

I ' for the gallant" efforts
which would: support of the General Assembly
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nduct of the Armisticeof the United Nations troops in Korea;a roval of the co

(ü) Express full confidence in and pp
e otiations by the United Nations command;

n United Nations command in regard
g position taken by the the North
(iii) 'Approve the Patriation of prisoners^ of war and call upon

to the question of rep authorities to accept an honourable armistice
yKorean and Chinese Communist

which r
sembl 'to tTansmit " thisecoSnizes the principle of non-forcible repatriation;

(iv)'
Request the President of the General

or onresolution to the North Korean and Chinese Communist author
ities

report to the General Assembly within - Yda s on any reply

President of the Gerieralthe absence of such " a feâl n

(b) Upon recetpt
negative report from the eet immediately for

Assembl , the Additional Measures Commi
ttee

the purpose of recommending

to the General Assembl â

The

Y

Addition

additional wn of

al
Measures Committee should recommend

nd the imposit

total embargo. (For detailed recommendations see a

(c)
Measures Committee has made its recommendation

After the Additional should adopt a resolution
to the General Assembly4 the assembly

(;)
Condemns the aggressors in Korea fôr their continued recus,eSto accept

onourable armistice in accordance with United NationsaNat ons to continue its
an h

(ii) Reaffirms the ' determinatiss of f and to restore international peace and
action in Korea to meet the aggre
security in the area; increase and intensify assistance

(iii)
Urges upon all states the need to articular to contribute adnd in particular

the United Nations action inna Korea aIIJ, ;
rther

forces to the Unified Comma , giving any fu
Calls u pon all states and authorities to refrain from g{

(iv) ressors in Korea; ; ^ ^ ' -- ' a = into
or' refüse to enterassistance to the agg limit

(v) Recommends that all states sever,
lomatic relations with the aggressors in Korea; `^' , °

d' ^P tnendatiôris of the Additional Measures
I(vi) Apprôvës the report and recom

ded byCommittee; action recommen
(vii) ^ Recommends that all states tak ôT detailed recommendatwns see annex

the Additional Measures Committee. (For
. , . . . ^ . ^ . ^^. . .'•. . , i . ' . . i 't' ^ ^. " '

. . , -
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(viii) Requests that member states and other cooperating states report' to
the Additional Measures Committee within 30 days, on measures taken to
implement the present resolution;

(ix) Directs the Additional Measures Committee to report to the General
Assembly with recommendations as appropriate, and, at its discretion when the
General Assembly is not 'in session, to the members, on the manner in which
these states are implementing the measures recommended;

(x) Reaffirms that it continues to be the' policy of the United Nations to
bring about a cessation of hostilities in Korea in accordance with United
Nations principles and the achievement,of United Nations objectives in Korea
by peaceful means.

2. Obviously an agreement should be reached on the plan outlined in
recommendation l' above in its entirety before General Assembly consideration
of the first phase of that plan.
3. If at the time of the opening of the seventh session there are clear- and

immediate prospects of agreement upon an armistice in the immediate future
and negotiations are at such a stage that discussion in the General Assembly
might prejudice the outcome, the General Assembly should _postpone the
consideration of the Korean question until a- more propitious time:
. . . , , , , .,

Annex I
Recommendations for action by AMC on economic embargo. The General

Assembly might, recommend that every state prohibit all direct or indirect
exports, re-exports, trans-shipments to, and imports from, Communist China
and North Korea, and impose the following ancillary controls:
(1) Prohibit vessels and aircraft of its registry from proceeding to Communist

China or North Korea.
(2) Prohibit the use of free -ports within its territorial jurisdiction for the

trans-shipment of any goods to or from Communist China or North Korea. .
"(3) Prohibit the sale or charter of vessels and aircraft to the Chinese
Communist regime or to the North Korean authorities, or to their nationals, or
to any person or entity acting for them.
(4) Deny bunkering and port facilities to vessels owned or controlled - by

Chinese Communists or-°North Koreans, and to vessels of any nationality
believed to be proceeding to or from Communist China or North Korean ports.
I(S) Prohibit the insurance'or reinsurance within its territorial jurisdiction of
vessels included in paragraph 4, and-of all cargoes destined to or proceeding
frôm'Cominunist China or North Korea.
(6)' Block all assets and sterilize all gold r'esourcés of the Communist Chinese

and North Korean regimes and of persons subject to'their control; suspend all
Payments to these regimes or to persons subject to their' control; prohibit loans,
credits, and capital flotations likely to benefit these regimes or persons subject
to their control. ' ' - , 11 . ,
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to Secretary of State for External AJf

Washington, August 15, 1952
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Governments" should take the initiative in bringing the Korean question before
the Assembly to prevent the Soviet Union from doing so. The initiative should
be taken by having the Korean qûestion,placed on the agenda`at the outset and
getting it discussed immediately.

5. Referring to Annex 1 of theI papec (recommendations for action by AMC
on economic embargo) Hickerson - thought that the Additional Measures
Committee should hold previous consultations to decide what. measures should
be recommended in the event that the Additional Measures Committee should
have to meet in the circumstances envisaged in paragraph 1(b) of the paper.
Hickerson pointed out that all measures recommended in Annex I are already
being carried out by' the United States. He thought that other countries
participating in the Korean war should be prepared to take similar action if the
Communists have not ! concluded an armistice by October., He thought that
these actions were the least that could be done in bringing additional pressure
upon the Chinese. They did not represent a widening of military action. Alexis
Johnson, who takes a somewhat less pessimistic view than Hickerson of the
possibility of-.an armistice, said he thought that, so far as the Chinese were
concerned, the balance between agreeing or not agreeing to an armistice might
be;very fine. The additional measures proposed by the State Department would
not be conclusive in themselves but, if the cost to the Chinese of not agreeing to
an armistice could be increased somewhat, it might help to tip the scales in
favour of an armistice. He suggested the cumulative effect might be important,
in the endeavour to find the point where the Chinese, might be induced to stop
fighting.. - .
.6. In, informal . comment when handed the Working Paper the British
Embassy made the observation that, in contemplating additional -measures
against China, it would be necessary. for the United Kingdom Government to
bear in mind the position of Hong Kong. We said we assumed that the Paper's
recommendations on economic embargo did not envisage their implementation
by naval blockade. Hickerson said this assumption was correct.

7.- The Australians, referring to, paragraph ,1(c) iii of the Paper, commented
that emphasis should be placed upon those -States which had yet made no
contributions to -the United Nations effort in Korea. Hickerson said the
language of the Paper was not final and he agreed that such an emphasis would
be desirable. The Australians also suggested, with regard to paragraph 1(a) III
of the Paper that specific reference to the principle of non•forcible repatriation
would be unwise and some more general phraseology would probably be
preferablë.

8. We should be grateful to receive as soon as possible, for transmission to the
State Department, your views on the Working Paper contained in our message
WA-2072 of August 15.
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the United Kingdom. You also noted, that, • even -with: this support, the
influence of such a policy on Chinese military capacity would be felt only over
a long period, while the immediate dependence of China on the Soviet Union
would be increased:

5. So far we have not had any evidence tô support the thesis (your. telegram
WA-2073, paragraph 5), that pressure of this sort will influence the
communists along the lines we . want ï Condemnation in the resolution, of
February 1, 1951, did not make the, communists more_ amenable about, the
Good . Offices Committee. The bombing _of the Yalu and other. - power
installations did not make the communists more agreeable on prisoners of war;
indeed -it may have led to ^ the withdrawal of Chou En-lai's second proposal.
Proposals for. further acts approaching those. appropriate to full-scale war
amount to a return to the old policy'- which we thought the State Depart-
ment had abandoned - of "teaching the Chinese the high cost of living with
the Russiâns". In our view, public pressure has the effect of making the
communists more stiff-necked and more determined to follow whatever course
they have embarked upon. We"are therefore* inclined to discount heavily the
suggestion that action of the sort contemplated in the State Department
working paper will have any favourable effect on the armistice negotiations.

6. There is the further point that it is unlikely that any such proposals would
get the support of the Asian' members of the United Nations and might in fact
lead to consequences more grave than any compensatory benefit which could
result. Such a .course of action might well result in strengthening neutralist
sentiment which` already exists'in the Assembly and widen the gulf between the
Asian and non-Asian states. We think it would be very ' difficult to get
agreement to the course -of action suggested by, the United States from a
broadly based majority of states. We are assuming, of course, that the
âgçeément on United Nâtions action referred to in paragraph 2 of the State
Department working paper refers to a larger number of states than those with
forces in Korea.
7. If _we, were, free to choose the course with the fewest practical disadvan-

tages;'we should be inclined to choose the first course outlined above. However
in this-matter it is necessary to weigh the State Department's estimate of the
need for action by the United Nations. We think, therefore, that wc'should be
prepared to support some sort of action in the General Assembly, but I doubt if
it wôuld be wise to go as far as the State Department working paper suggests:

8: Taking into consideration the need to appear to take action for the sake of
public opinion and the need to ensure that that action will not -make the real
situation any worse, we are inclined to' favour something along the lines of the
Unitéd Kingdom resolution repeated to you in CPDUN telegram No. 512 of
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government did and it was preferable for the initiative to remain with the
United States and its friends.

3. One cogent question asked by the State Department officials was what
should be done if, after passage through the General Assembly of a relatively
anodyne resolution such as that mentioned in paragraph 8 of your message,
time were to pass with no reply being' given by the Communists .to the
President of the General Assembly and no move being made by the Commu-
nists to conclude an armistice. It is the tentative view of the Department that in
such a casé a second resolution should be submitted containing recommenda-
tions along the lines of the State Department working paper proposals for
further punitive political and economic measures against China. The
Department would be glad to have your views on the action which should be
taken in these circumstances. "'n

4. As to the efficacy of an economic embargo, the State Department, argue
that the test of efficacy should be.made not only from its probable military
results, but also bearing in, mind the moral and psychological. aspects. They
consider it possible that the cumulative effect of further measures against the
Chinese might possibly tip the scales in bringing the Chinese to a decision to
free themselves from the cost of the Korean war. It will thus be seen that -the
State Department make a different estimate from us of the psychological
impact of the further proposed measures against the Chinese.

5. Allen and. Henkin agreed with your remarks about the desirability of
gaining as broad support as possible for a resolution on Korea: They thought
that the Arab countries would not have much reason to, be deterred by
proposals for economic embargo, but they admit, that India and some other
Asian countries could not be expected to go along. They wondered whether
something less than full embargo might be worked out.
6: In the course of the discussion Allen and Henkin took issue with two points

made in paragraph 5 of your message. They argued that it has not been
demonstrated that the stepped-up bombings in North Korea have had an
adverse effect upon the peace negotiations and cited as possible evidence to the
contrary Kim Il Sung's recent statement that.North Korea would be prepared
to make peace on the basis of a drawn fight. With regard to the latter part of
paragraph 5 of your message, the State Department officials said that the
proposals in the working paper on Korea were not drawn' up with an- eye to any
particular policy for dealing with the Chinese problem. The purpose behind
them was to impress upon the Chinese, without actually enlarging the conflict,
the high cost of making war in Korea. Nevertheless, they would say that, so far
as the fundamentals of United States policy towards China are concerned, one
of the tenets of this policy is to make the Chinese uncomfortable in the Russian
embrace.

We can expect the State Department to discuss the matter of action on
Korea in ^ the General Assembly again with us shortly. In the meantime we
should appreciate receiving from you any views you might care to express as to
what action should be taken in the circumstânces *referred to in paragraph 3
above'.
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rep`reséntatives of the non-communist world such a deferment made sense. It is
significant that India departed from the . position of - abstention which ' it - had
adopted on so many important items before the Assembly to vote in favour. .-
4. If the stalemate-in negotiatons at Panmunjon continues to exist when the

Seventh Session of the Genéral Assembly meets it would seem, to *our
advantage to continue the line which was' considered best last' ÿear and which
received general support.' We agree that it might be - desirable; ^ while
maintaining 'the basic" position' that the armistice must. be concluded, at
Panmunjon, to ask thé General Assembly to, endorse in 'géneral terms the
conduct of the armistice by the United Nations Command to date. The Soviet
Union and its satellites would, we'believe, rail against such a stand,just as
unsuccessfully, this'year. as last. In our opinion this course of action has the
virtue of honesty. We cannot see how the General Assembly can find a'solution
to the outstanding issues which are holding up an armistice.

- 5.' We believe thât those, important states with "neutralist"'sentiment might
find it possible again to support this course of action or at worst not oppose it.
We firmly believe they will find it necessary to oppose further condemnatory
and punitive proposals. A display of disunity with respect to Korea in the
Gèneral Assembly would surely overshadow in the public mind an possible
effect which might be hoped for in the attempt to bring further pressure to
bear on the Chinese and North Koreans. Finally, it is, and can be interpreted in
presentation as, a course of action indicating the firmness of intent of the
United Nations to support , those' negotiating in its, name for a just and
honourable settlement in Korea against any unreasonable demands on the part
of the Communists. It will demonstrate to the Chinese and North'Koreans that
they cannot achieve their aim of discussions covering political and military
subjects prior to an armistice and may lead them to the realization that
negotiations must be concluded at Panmunjon. Significant majority support,
we believe, could be obtained for this' course of action " if it were carefully
argued, and the effect of such a show of firm intent would, in our opinion, be
more likely to give us an indication of "the point where the Chinese might be
induced to stop the fighting". than the course of action proposed by the State
Department.
6."It follows, therefore, in our opinion, with reference to paragraph 3 of your

telegram, that failure of the Chinese and North Korean authorities to respond
in any positive fashion to a resolution along the lines of the United Kingdom
draft mentioned in paragraph 8 of our EX-1759 might be noted by the General
Assembly, with regret, ^ and that once again the negotiators at Panmunjon be
encouraged to continue to seek an armistice agreement: -'

`7,.Oür position will be strengthened if all reasonable attempts have been
made' at Panmunjon to meet the outstanding issue of the repatriation of
prigoners of war., (We might expect that failing an' armistice the Russian will
rehash in any Korean debate in the General Assembly all the arguments on
prisoners of,war which have been advanced by the Communist delegation at
Paninunjon.) We are encouraged, therefore. by the careful consideration being
9 iven by. the ' State Department to the idea of some . forward step in the
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2. We learn that the British Government has not yet commented on the State
Department's working paper, although the comments of the other governments
consulted have been received. When British views are made known, the State
Department will review the replies and further discussions will then take place
with the Embassies concerned. Ends.

134. DEA/500697A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-1822 Ottawa, September 10, 1952

SECRET

ACTION ON KOREA IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Reference: WA-2199 of September 6.

Following from the Under-Secretary.
1. I spoke to the Minister prior to his departure concerning the meeting

referred to in your telegram; which he had with State Department ôfGcials. .
2. 1 understand that he was careful not to be put in the position of opposing

the first stage of the American proposal, since we have already stated that we
would agree to a resolution along the lines of the United Kingdom draft
resolution which is similar to.the resolution proposed by the United States. The
Minister told me that he had pointed out to United States officials that they
should not be too optimistic about the prospects of obtaining a large majority
on even this, first stage since many delegations would see that this resolution
was merely preliminary to further action and would, hesitate to vote for, the
resolution. Abstention of a large number of delegations.would be unfortunate
in yiew of the reasonable nature of the first resolution.
3 3: Although Mr. Pearson did not mention this to United States officials, our
position would.likely be that we would have to make it clear in supporting the
resolution'that'this would not in any way commit us to any further step which
might be proposed.
4: It is my understanding, therefore, that we should continue to express

dôubts about the United States two-stage proposal, without appearing to object
to'any reasonable resolution along the lines of the United Kingdom draft. The
Minister's* inclinations seem to be against the tactics of appearing to act over-
hastily in the Assembly, as this might alienate some delegations whose support
we would wish to have. However, I understand that he did not offer strong
objection to action early in the General Assembly.
s,!, It would be valuable for us to have the fuller report on this discussion

referred to in your telegram.
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the hortatory resolutiôn was unlikely unless' delegations were satisfied thàt this
was all that they' would be asked to ' support. Incidentally, the second
recommendation in the working'paper of August• 14th'states that agreement
should be reached on the two-stage plan "in its entirety" before consideration
of the first phase begins in the Assembly - a condition which cannot . be
fulfilled unless the governments already consulted completely change their
positions.

DEA/50069-A-40136.
L'ambassadéur aux États-Unis • ' ^ ^

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires eztérieures .

Ambâssâdor in,United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-2278

SECRET

, .. . , . .
Washington, September 18,1952

^ ,^. . , ^ . . • ï • ; .

ACTION ON KOREA IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Reference: WA-2241 of September 13th.

- Addressed External WA-2278 repeated Permdel New York No, 328.

1. Hickerson, who has just'returned from leave; lunched with me today, and
we had a general discussion on this subject. There will be a fuller discussion
within a week, when consideration has advanced in the State Department of
the comments of the six governments consulted on the working paper of August
14th.
2. Hickerson confirmed that this paper'has never been more than a working

paper developed by the-Bureaux of United Nations and Far Eastern Affairs as
a basis for consultation on the official level with a few other governments (see
our WA-2073 of August 15th): It was circulated in this manner in order to
assist in determining what Assembly action would be acceptable to : govern-
ments with forces in Korea. He thought that the paper had never been seen by
the Secretary' of State, althoügh Mr. Acheson may have some idea of its
contents..
1- Hiekerson said that, as a'result of the adversé comments from all six

governments, changes would have to be made. The Assemblÿ should be asked
to'adopt a resolution embodying the first phase of the proposals in the paper;
any subsequent action by the A`ssembly in the direction of the second phase
must depend on further consultations with other governments, including
consultations', after,± the Assembly has opened. He still - favours stronger
économic measures in an effort to secure, on' the authority of the Assembly,
socnéthing more positive than an endorsement •of the actions of the United
Nations and Unified Command and an exhortation to the Communists to come
into line. I think, however, that we can safely regard the second phase of the
Prüposâl in the paper' of August 14th as being in the melting pot. The British
Embassy,is of the same opinion. Hickerson incidentally volunteered the opinion
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Acheson on September 10th (WA-2224)t and that of Mr. McDermott of
September 15th (WA-2255)t on the discussion of Korea in the Assembly.. , _.

8. See also my following telegram.

137. DEA/50069-A-40
, . . f ,

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures #-

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-2279 Washington, September 18, 1952

SECRET

ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS IN KOREA

Reference: My immediately preceding telegram.

Addressed External WA-2279, repeated Permdel New York No. 329.

l.* I briefly discussed with Hickerson the present state of the armistice
negotiations, opening'the discussion by remarking that I thought it would be
bad tactics to continue the recent procedure of holding a brief and unproduc-
tive weekly meeting in Panmunjon, and that something new should be
attempted before the General Assembly met. He at once agreed and assured
me that they were seeking agreement here on a new proposal on the issue of
prisoners of war. This might follow the line of the suggested immediate
exchange of the "repatriables" in United , Nations hands for the prisoners
whose,names have been notified by the Communists, leaving the future of the
balance to be settled by later discussions. Full agreement had not yet been
reached, however, on the advantâges of such a scheme.
, 2. If the Communists rejected a. new United Nations proposal, Hickerson
thought it would be better to discontinue meetings at Panmunjon, while
maintaining contact through liaison officers, and to tell the Communists that
the United Nations delegates would- appear only after they were informed
through the liaison officers that the Communists had something new to
propose.-
,3. I do not see much prospect of a proposal being made which has any serious
chance of acceptance by the Communists. The nub of the problem is the fate of
the non-repatriable Chinese prisoners. If they could disappear in some way, I
doubt that,we should have much trouble about the non-repatriable Koreans. I
did not succeed in getting a definite opinion from Hickerson on the Mexican
Proposal. .. •
3 râ ^f . + J ' . . . a . . . .

,^ ^,^,_i , . r •
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TELEGRAM WA-2312 ''
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" Calls upon the Chinese Communist and North Korean authorities to avert
further bloodshed by responding favourably to the outstanding proposals of the
United Nations negotiators;

Requests : the President. of the General Assembly to transmit this resolution
to the North Korean and Chinese Communist authorities and to report to the
General Assembly, as soon as he deems appropriate, upon any reply received or
the absence of any reply.

5. There was little - discussion of the proposed resolution at the State
Department meeting, since it. could ^not be revealed by certain governments
that they had been engaged in prior consultations on the matter with the State
Department. The proposed draft resolution, however, and Hickerson's
statement clearly show the result of these prior consultations. Hickerson
pointed out that the resolution was in general terms and did not point up the
issue of no forced repatriation. He said that the United States wished to have
the,views of governments concerned; and that discussions on 'this matter wôuld
be 'centred in New York, where representatives of other governments would
soon be sounded out. He'suggested that the comments ând,views of govern-
ments on the handling of the-Korean question in the General Assembly rYiight
now best be conveyed to the United States through delegations in New York,
being repeated to Washington for information.

-6. He repeated that. governments should also be considering what further
action was to be taken if the Communists made either no reply or a hostile
reply to the^ proposed hortatory resolution. He said that in the United States
view' it-was not desirable at this time to consider further military steps but it
was necessary to discuss what other ways there might be of putting pressure on
the Chinese through such means as further economic pressure. The United
States would wish to have the views of governments on this question also.

7. The fact that Hickerson did not go into the question of further action to be
taken, if there is no favourable reply to the proposed General Assembly
resolution, should not be taken to mean that the United States is preparing to
give',up the, idea that some méasures, should be taken in such an event. I
understand that' it is the intention of the State Department -to explore
separately with the five Commonwealth Governments concerned and with the
French what additional measures might be taken against the Chinese, if they
should not respond,to the General Assembly resolution. The State Department
wish to discuss this matter with the six governments before doing so with other
governments.
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its will"to continue fighting in Korea. Moreover, suchsanctions will; in any
case, 'be ineffective, unless they are supported by every important country
concerned,' including, specifically, China's Asian neighbours such as India.
This' applies particularly to proposals for a total economic embargo against
China.

(e) Our principal potential enemy is the Soviet Union, not China. While it is
necessary for us to continue our military action to resist aggression in Korea,
until such time as an armistice is concluded, we must not overlook the 'danger

that military pressure extended to Chinese territory will -further cement the
present Sino-Soviet alliance, and will indefinitely postpone the re-emergence of
those frictions which have in the past developed between these two historic
rivals.
in Moreover, it seems unlikely that any large number of additional United

Nations troops are available as reinforcements in Korea. The ohly troops which
appear to be available are the Chinese Nationalist troops now in Formosa. The
Canadian Government is wholeheartedly opposed to the use of these forces in
Korea,' as 'such a development would not only involve us in support of the
Nationalists in a continuation of the civil 'war in China, but would contain a
very real danger of provoking a Third World War.
4_, It follows that the Canadian Delegation should support proposals, consistent
with, the principles stated above, , which are designed to break the present
armistice negotiations deadlock; and that it should adopt an attitude of caution
towards proposals calling for additional punitive measures against' the Chinese.

Up to date, three proposals dealing with Korea in the General Assembly
have been the subject of preliminary discussion between 'Canadian representa-
tives and representatives of other friendly governments. In the event that these
proposals are formally submitted to the Assembly, the Canadian Delegation
shôuld be guided ^ by the, principles mentioned above, and the . additional
comments given.below,
•: The United States Proposal. Representatives of the United States have been

discussing in Washington a two-stage proposal for action. in the Assembly. In
the event that armistice negotiations at; Panmunjon continue to be stalemated
when the Assembly meets, this proposal would involve: (a) in the first stage, a
resolutiôn endorsing,the stand taken by the United Nations negotiators at
Panmunjon and calling on the Communists to accept this stand in its entirety;
ând (b) in the second stage, following upon the expected negative reply of the
Communists, or`their failure to reply, the United States proposal would call for
action by the Additional Measures Committee and by the General Assembly
for further: political and economic sanctions against Communist China and
NôrthKoréa - including, more specifically, the imposition of a total economic
'embargo and the severance of diplomatic relations with China by those
Members which have such relations.
T r It:follows from the principles stated above that the Canadian Delegation
should not support the introduction into the Assembly of even the first stage of
this ^United States proposal, if the Communist reply to General Narnson s
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danger that,- if Mr. Lie submits his proposal, the Chinese Nationalist
representative will seize the occasion to say that,his government is both able
and willing to provide the necessary troops. In the absence of a response from
any other Member of the United Nations, such an offer might be very
embarrassing. There are thus a number of serious difficulties and even dangers,
which may arise if this proposal is pursued. The Delegation should point out
these dangers in discussion with other friendly delegations, but should not take
the initiative in opposing consideration of the Secretary-General's appeal, as we
are in sympathy with his basic objective.

In any case, the Canadian Delegation should make it clear that it has no
authority to give any commitment' régarding the ' despatch of additional
Canadian forces to Korea.

The ' Afexican Proposal. In' a Note 'to the Secretary-General early in
September, the Mexican Government proposed that the immediate exchange of
those prisoners of war in Korea wlio` wished to be repatriated, should take
place. Each United Nations Member, would then pledge itself 'to admit to its
territory an agreed number of prisoners of war who had refused repatriation,
granting them, the status of immigrants in order to admit them to gainful
employment. •

The main objective' of the Mexican proposal is to provide asylum for
prisoners of war resisting repatriation to Communist control.- Its merit is that it
would afford an opportunity for participation in the United Nations action in
Korea by those countries which ^ have not sent militarÿ," forces. On the other
hand, its defect is that it presupposes that the Communist authorities will
compromise on the "question of non-forcible repatriation and, for this reason,
avoids the central issue. However, although the Mexican proposal does beg the
central question at • issue, it nevertheless would provide a method of ensuring
that non-repatriatcd Chinese prisoners were not taken into the Nationalist
forces on Formosa. For this.reason the Mexican proposal might, possibly have
some appeal for the Communists. In any case, it underlines a genuine problem,
namely; what is to be done with those prisoners who are not repatriated, if the
Communists do agree to compromise on the forcible repatriation issue.

In discussions up to date, a, number of responsible governments, particularly
the -,United: Kingdom, have stressed to the Mexicans that they - believe this
prôposal , should be pursued, initially, at least, through normal - diplomatie
channels, rather than by introducing it as a resolution into the Assembly. The
Canadiân Delegation should generally support this point of view. However, if
the resolution is placed before the Assembly, the Delegation should not oppose
it, but should make an effort to ensure that the commitment to give asylum to
süch` prisoners of war would be the primary responsibility of those countries
which have not been able to send military forces to Korea.

L.B. PEARSON
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L'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis '

au seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassadôr in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs'

. ., . . - - .

TELEGRAM WA-2508
Washington, October 21, 1952

. +,, . •

CON F I D EN T I A L. IMPORTANT
.•; .

KOREA - ACTION IN GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Addressed External WA-2508 (Important) repeated to Permdel as No. 383.
At today's State Department meeting on Korea the proposed United States

draf. resolution concerning Korea was - distributed to representatives of
governments participating in the Korean war. My immediately- following
teletype gives text of.draft resolution which is also being discussed concurrently
with delegations of these'governments in New York.

2. Alexis Johnson observed that the proposed resolution is si WlAar2312hof
(WA-2312which had been given to us previously by Hickerson (see

September 24) but had been revised to take into consideration consultations
with other governments which had taken place in Washington and New York.
He hoped that governments concerned would make,known to the United States
as soon as possible their yiews on the draft resolution. He suggested that this
should be done through, delegations in New York, since it was possible that the
Korean item..might be discussed by the Political Committee as early as

Thursday.
3. Johnson repeated that the State Department considered, that the `Allies'

should take the initiative in the Korean discussion. He hoped that it,would be
possible ; for the resolution to be sponsored by, all the,, United Nations
Governments participating in the Korean war; the resolution had been drafted
with this in view. He said that the United States realized the., necessity of
getting as wide a measure of support as possible for a Korean resolution. It was
hoped that the proposed resolution would be supported by,ân ,overwhelming
majority and it was thought not unreasonable to expect support for it at least
from, the 53 nations which have given either moral or material support to the
United Nations undertaking in Korea.
4. Johnson noted that paragraph a, of the draft resolution is an addition to

provide for recognition of suggestions for the, solution of the prisoners of war
problem which have been made by Mexico and Peru.
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L'ambassadeur aux États- Unis
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DEA/50069-A-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in United States

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM WA-2509

Washington, October 21, 1952
CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

KOREA - ACTION IN GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Reference: My immediately preceding teletype refers.

Addressed External WA-2509, repeated Permdel, New York, No. 384.
Following is text of draft United States resolution on Korea:
"The General Assembly,

1. Having received the special report of the Unified Command of October 18,
1952, on the status of military action and the armistice negotiations in Korea,
2. Noting"with approval the efforts of. the United Nations negotiators to

achieve a just and honourable armistice to bring an end to the fighting in
Korea in accordance with United Nations principles, ' }
3. Noting further that disagreement on one remaining issue has prevented the

achievement of such an armistice,
4. Reaffirms the earnest intention of the United Nations to reach a just and

honoùrable settlement of the Korean conflict,
S. Notes with approval the tentative agreements which the United Nations

Command has reached on behalf of the United Nations,
.6. Notes with approval the principle followed by the United Nations
Command with regard to the question of repatriation of prisoners of war and
the numerous proposals which the United Nations Command has made to solve
the question in accordance with this humanitarian principle,
' 7. Notes further that other suggestions consistent with the basic humani-
tarian position of the United Nations Cômmand have been made by various
members bf the United Nations,

f8.;,Càlls upon the Chinese Communist and the North Korean aûthorities to
avert further bloodshed by having their negotiators agree to an armistice which
reognizes the rights of all prisoners of war to an unrestricted opportunity to be
repatriated and avoids the use of force in their repatriation,
9. Requests the President of the General Assembly to transmit this resolution

to the Chinese Communist and to the North Korean authorities and to make a
report to the Assembly as soon as he deems appropriate during the present
session on the result of his action."
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Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 63 New York, October 24, 1952.

CONFIDENTIAL

KOREA - ACTION IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Reference: Your, telegram No. 19 of October 23; 1952..
After discussions last week with ; members of • the United Statés and

Commonwealth delegations on what type of resolution might provide the best
basis for action in the First Committee, we tried our hand at drafting a
resolution late last week of a very restricted nature. Its object would have been
to get Assemblÿ"approval of the specific proposals offered by the Unified
Command on September 28, with respect to the prisoner-of-war issue. Annexed
to the resolution would have been the detailed proposals offered by General
Harrison on September 28. This was prior to receipt of the United States draft
resolution contained in WA-2509.,:

2. Our idea 'of a restricted resolution and our, draft resolution itself was not
rejectéd by friendljr delegations nor •was it received enthusiastically.. At no time
did we mention our draft resolution to the press and we showed the`draft text
only to the United States and Australian delegations.

3. Yesterday, October 23, we were asked to co-sponsor the United States
resolutiôn, the text of which was the same 'as that contained in WA-2509 with
the exception of a few minor changes. After consultation with Mr. Pearson; we
âgreed to act as, co-sponsors ° along with the majority of governments with
troops in Korea: We reserved the right to return by way of amendment to our
idea• of a restricted resolution in' the event ' that discussion in the First
Committee indicated that the neutralist States such as India would be
unprepared•to vote in favour of the more general resolution.

4. We have made every effort to draw the Indian delegation out on its views
with respect to ' practical ' action by the Assembly on 'Korea, without much
succéss. The Indian attitude has been described rather aptly as one which is
against sin but uncertain as to how virtue can be implemented. -

5. Mr. Acheson will introduce the resolution under reference at the meeting
of the First Committee this afternoon, October 24.;, ,
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TELEGRAM 74
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Australia told me that Mrs. Pandit40 had informed him that India would not
like to take the limelight but that, if an impressive block- of powers asked them
to undertake negotiations with the Chinese Communists on a basis which
would be acceptable to India, then the Indian Government would be willing to
consider such a course.

6. During the discussion, I took the line that we would, of course, co-sponsor
the United States resolution but that this did not mean that we would oppose
other resolutions or suggestions leading to an honourable armistice.
^ 7. I would not wish to give too great importance to the concrete suggestions
put forward by Menon at this meeting not only because he is at times apt to be
carried away by his imagination but also because there are very serious
obstacles to their implementation. Ends.

145. DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au chef par intérim

de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies '

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs to Acting Chairman,
Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations

TELEGRAM 30 Ottawa, October 25, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL'

KOREA - ACTION IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Réference: Your teletype No. 63 of October 24.
Following from the Under-Sécretary, Begins: I think the initiative

contemplated in your teletype under reference might well be useful. However,
you will be in a better position than us to judge, from your contact with other
delegations, whether or. not it will be advisable to put forward the proposed
Canadian amendment.
12: The main thing seems to be to obtain the largest possible majority in,the
Assembly for, endorsing . the proposals advanced by the U.N. negotiators on
September 28. If the more restrictive amendment contemplated by you would
have the effect of genuinely increasing this majority, I am inclined to think you
should submit it. However, I do not think the amendment should be put
fôrward unless the United States and the other, co-sponsors are prepared to
accept it into the present resolution; and unless we receive advance commit-
ménts from India and the other "neutralist" states that the introduction of such^..n,
an amendment will make it possible for them to vote in favour of the amended
tesolution. In other words, I do not .think the amendment will serve much

,10Sriniati Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, chef de la délégation de l'Inde à la septième session régulière
de l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies.

,- Stimati Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, Chairman, Delegation of India to the Seventh Regular Session
of the General Assembly of the United Nations.
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by not being tied -by the terms of the' resolution.- Lloyd' was rather cautious
(although there is no doubt that the United Kingdom will not only support the
resolution but also appeal for, as wide a support as possible), and only made the
rather, jesuitic comment that, he saw some advantage in the present resolution
since a milder course could be followed once it had been passed. Zafrulla Khan,
said that the resolution was probably alright if we were satisfied with dealing
with the limited field it covered but that it did not end the mâtter.
4. ,Mr. Martin took a line similar to the one already expressed in our telegram

under reference whereby Canada' would support the resolution but, would ;be
open to any, other suggestion or course ,of action which would lead to an
honourable armistice. - He- also pointed ' ôut that in* view 'of his position, the
statement he intended to make at a later date would clearly leave the door
open. Casey is following a similar course and intends to make 'a rather mild
statement:

5.* Menon further elaborated his views on the lines which might be followed to
find a solution to the prisoner-of-war issue: He first pointed out that - his
delegation could not agree .with the United States interpretation of the Geneva
Convention.- He said that it was impossible to interpret the Convention to mean
that prisoners-of-war could "opt for a new nationality" as suggested by Mr.
Acheson. The following is a simplified version of the plan he suggests and
which, in his estimation, , might be acceptable to the Chinese. The advisory
commission' of neutrals already agreed upon, i.e. Czechoslovakia, Poland,
Sweden and Switzerland, would undertake the role of "protecting power" for
the prisoners-of-war on both sides. Prisoners-of-war would be delivered to them
at demilitarized points and they would be treated according to the terms of the,
Convention for all purposes including that'of repatriation. De jure this would
mean'that prisoners-of-war would be apt to be repatriated by force according
to the letter of the Convention and the interpretation given to it by the
Communists, but, de facto it would be agreed by all parties concerned that no
prisoner would be repatriated by force according to the spirit of the Convention
and the interpretation given to it by the non-Communists. Prisoners-of-war
willing to be repatriated would be free to do so, immediately while the others
would remain in the demilitarized zone under the custody of 'the. protecting
Power for 'as-'long -as they wish., This ingenious formula was not discardcd
altogethef by Selwyn Lloyd who said that his "imniediate reaction was 'that he
saw no harm in havingthe prisoners-of-war handed to a protecting power but
that further study would have to be given to it. We have not had time to
consider it ourselves and it may be that this is but a"re-hash" of suggestions
already agreed upon by the Unified Command, but rejected by the Commu-
nists. Our immediate reaction, however, is that it would probably be very
difficult for the United States administration, at this stage at any rate, to give
in on the de Jûre recognition of the principle of non-forcible repatriation.
6•^;Meàntime, the discussion on the United States resolution has to follow its

normal course, and unless Vishinsky makes some conciliatory move in his
speech tomorrow, the resolution will continue to be the only issue openly undcr
consideration.
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147. DEA/50069-A-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 117

CONFIDENTIAL

New York, October 29, 1952

KOREA - PRISONERS OF WAR

Reference: Your telegram No. 45t of October 28.

Addressed Ottawa No. 117, repeated Washington No. 27.

1. As we dig deeper into the problem of Korea as it tends to develop at this
Assembly and specifically into the resolution of,which we are one of the co-
sponsors, it is becoming increasingly clear that we must address our remarks in
the main to the restricted question of the disposition of prisoners of war. Our
instructions indicate we must oppose the principle of forcible repatriation and
we will do so. However, it causes us some concern that we may, in presenting
our case publicly on the issue, find it necessary to express ourselves in a manner
which"would not indicate the *concern which was in the minds of our
representatives at Geneva - that Canadians in future wars "would not be
deprived of any of the protections of the Geneva Convention on the pretext that
they desired to renounce such protection." We shall have to make our stand on
the intent'of the Geneva Convention rather than on the letter of the law and
trust that in the circumstances you will find this method of approach
acceptable.
',2. This morning (October 29) two representatives of the State Department's
Legal Division (Hincken and Runyon) and Ward Allen discussed the legal
considerations underlying the position of. the United Nations Command
regarding, the issue of forced repatriation of prisoners of war with Mr. Martin
and officials of the delegation. They left with us a set of papers which had been
produced in the State Department to fortify the case made by Mr. Acheson in
his opening. address. Copies of this material will be sent to you, although
probably not in time to allow you to analyze them prior to our statement in
which we may use to argue that international practice as distinct from what the
Convention says has not been such as to support the argument that prisoners of
war:: must be returned by force to the state to which they owed allegiance
originally.
3•"Ve asked these officials whether there had been any concern expressed in

Washington with respect to the precedent which we were establishing which
mi8ht boomerang against our forces in a future war. They said that this
Problem had caused a good deal of concern and that the implications of ,the
Unit jiiNations Command's stand on non-forcible repatriation had been made
clear, to the President. However, it had been the considered view of civilian and
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Delegation to the General Assembly Affairsoto Secretary of State f
New York, October 30, 1952

TELEGRAM 127

CONFIDENTIAL
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should in the first instance be assumed by the neutral nations supervisory
commission (Switzerland, Sweden, Poland, and Czechoslovakia) on the
understanding that, if. a dispute arose as a result of an individual. prisoner of
war expressing his determination not to return to one side or the other, the
representative.of a fifth state might act as referee: In response, to Australian
criticism that his'plan made no provision for the' ëxpression of opinion of an
individual prisoner of war for or against repatriation prior to the time of his
entering the custody of the protecting power, he pointed out that the
negotiators at Panmunjon had already agreed on the movement of prisoners of
war to the demilitarized zone. The same difficulty therefore was inherent in the
scheme offered by the Unified Command. He believed that the prisoner of war
problem had become separate and quite distinct from the problem of a general
armistice agreement. In addressing ourselves to Vishinsky's statement and his
resolution, therefore, we should do nothing to make more difficult some
agreement, with, the Chinese on the prisoner of war issue. Several times he
stressed his belief that Vishinsky could not speak for China. , '

,`S.' Lloyd 'indicated the general line he would- take in 'his statement this
afternoon and stressed that his main purpose would be to pin Vishinsky down
on the question of whether in fact he was advocating the forcible repatriation
of those who might indicate to a neutral body that they did not want to go
home. Zafrullah ;Khan supported this line of approach. It was agreed that
Vishinsky had based his argument on the flat assertion that there was no one
who would refuse repatriation and we had therefore to face him with the fact
that there were such individuals and to go as far as possible to force him to
take a stand on the issue. It was finally agreed even by Menon that such a line
of approach would not complicate any othec approach which might be made to
the Chinese. - ^

6. Mr. Martin took the line that Soviet resolution might be acceptable after
an armistice which provided for the free expression of the desires of prisoners
of war with respect to repatriation. He thought it was our duty at this moment
to combat any impression which Vishinsky had made on public opinion as to
the validïty'of his legal argument on the Geneva.Convcntion. He indicated his
belief, that there might still be, room for I a more. restricted resolution which
would;Faddress, itself purely and simply to the principle of non•forcible
repatriation: He agreed that the United States could not be expected. to
consider the Soviet resolution in its present bald form.

4-..r : . - • • . ^ . . , . ,
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Le 8ecrétaire d'Étarauz Affaires extérieures

au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des-Nations unies,..,
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations
.,. .. , , , . .

TELEGRAM 58
Ottawa, October 31, 1952

. DEA/50069-A-40

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

KOREA - PRISONERS OF WAR `

Reference: Your Teletype No. 117 of October 29;
Following from the Under-Secretary, Begins: We agree that the dilemma

posed in paragraph 1 of your teletype is difficult for the Delegation;' and realize
that you have examined all aspects of this situation. However, we consider that

it might be safer not to make any public statement in the Political Committee
which deals with even the intent. of the Geneva Convention on the particular
question of, the repatriation of prisoners of war. We are studying this matter
further in connection with the various proposals which are being discussed
behind the scenes in New York, such as that outlined by Krishna Menon at the
Commonwealth meeting on October 28 (your teletype No. 101). Ends.

150. DEA/50069-A-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs,

TELEGRAM 144

SECRET. IMPORTANT

New York, November 3, 1952

CANADIAN STATEMENT ON KOREA

Addressed External No. 144, repeated Beaver No.' 34. °
'Following for Weiss42 from Freifeld," Begins:' Mr. Martin will make an

important statement-' of approximately six thousand 4ords on the Korean
question at the beginning of this (Monday) afternoon's meeting of the Political
Committee. He will begin speaking at around1:15 p.m:-His statement is likely
to evoke a considerable number'of press enquiries. In reply-to such cnquiries
you might point out that in this statement, Canada is suggesting means by

'2J. Elizabeth Weiss, du ministère des Affaires extérieures.
J. Elizabeth Weiss, Department of External Affairs.

"Sydney Freifeld, agent d'information, délégation à la septième session de l'Asscmblée générale

des Nations unies. 1 Assembly
Sydney Freifeld, information Officer, Dclegation to Seventh Session of the Gcnera
of the United Nations.
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which,' within the spirit of the United - States resolution r co-sponsored by 21Powers, avenues could . be explored to break the present deadlock in thearmistice -. negotiations in Korea, with particular regard . to the outstandingquestion concerning prisoners of war. Attention might be " drawn to this`significant point (which in the text is worded as a quéstion).that there be no
forcible detenti'on and no forcible repatriation:
2. We will bé issuing an âdvânce ' text only shortly before the commence mentof the statément. Important excerpts from the present draft may be tele dto the Under-Secretary during the morning and if so, they will be repeated '

Washington.
We will not be able to send the definitive text as delivered until

tomorrow morning at the earliest, although we just might be able to send you acopy tonight by airmail special delivery.
3. You

might wish to review with Mr. Ritchie before three o'clock
afternoon the question of handling press enquiries. Ends. this

_ . ,

SECRET

DEA/8508-40
Extrait du compte rendu de la réunion des chefs de direction

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Heads ofDivision

Ottawa, November 10, 1952

Korea - The Canadian Statement
`6. Mr.' Ronning. On November 3, the Canadian Representative (Mr. Martin, in 'the, Political Committee, and gave a lengthy statement of th)eCanadian position on this item. The chief points made by, Mr. Martin in hisstatement were the following:
,(a):He addressed a number of questions to Mr. Vishinsky,in order to drawfro

m the latter a more definite statement as to what the Soviet Union had inmindmt by proposing the establishment of a Commission
"for the eacef

nt of the Korean question." More particularly, Mr. Martin askedl"Would this
Commission be created before an armistice had been concluded ,or is it suggested that the cease-fire talks should continue while the Commi

s -sion discusses other problems related to the "peaceful settlement of the Koreanquestion?"

S^^), Mr. Martin stated that the Canadian Dele ation stil l
of, g 1 stood by thePrinciples put forward on January 11, 1951,

by the Cease-fireGroup of the General Assembly. (This Statement of Principles was approvedthe Political Committee on January 13, 1951, by an overwhelming vote )
oved

reminded the Committee that, under the terms of these principles, the o'sedPolitical conference would not take place until agreement had been reacheda cease-fire.

(c)`'On`the specific question of repatriation of prisoners ,f Tbe Unified Command has proposed that any of a numbe r 1of timsâated:groups m
ight be organized to interview prisoners of war who have •

p rtlal
Indlcated
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DEA/50069-A-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires éxtérieures

Chairman, Delegation to'the General Assembly of the United Nations,
"_ , to Secretary of State for External Affairs

.e
^'aohn C. Ross, représentant suppléant des Étau-Unis au Conseil de sécurité des Nations unies.

SI •'.iohn C. Ross, United States Dcputy Representative on the Security Council of the United
Nations.

TELEGRAM 158 New York,'November 4, 1952

SECRET

should be a Canadian approach not involving the President. He, too, belteved

I Asian' resolution and specifically the story contained in Sunday's New York
Vines (November 2). Ross thought that if there was any merit in the idea, it

Ross" of.,the American delegation saw Mr. Martin yesterday and
advanced the idea, that Canada might be able to contact, spokesmen of the
Arâb-Asian group to find out more precisely what their intentions were. You
will have noted the attention which the press has given to 'a' possible Arab-

Within an hour of Mr. Martin's statement in the Political Committee,
November 3, Menon of the Indian delegation asked to see him. He said that he
liked the Canadian statement and that it would be helpful to him to be able to
refer to the ideas which it contained when he made his statement. He thought
it might be interpreted as the first expression by a'country with close relations
with the United States of the possibility of some acceptable compromise being
reached which would allow for settlement of the prisoner of war issue. Mr.
Martin âssured him that there was no ground for any belief that our speech

that Menon had made to Mr. Martin.

-
Addressed External No. 158, repeated Beaver No. 40.

represented a"feeler" put out by the United States and that, in fact, the
United States delegation might not have been too happy with some of the
suggestions made in the Canadian statement.
r 2.• Menon thought, that;;Mr. Martin might approach the United States
delegation now and outline in more precise terms the suggestions which had
been made by the Indian in the Commonwealth meetings. Menon thought that
Mr. Pearson should not be involved in order that his freedom of action might
not be impaired for some future role he could play. Mr. Martin suggested the
possibility of the Indians and ourselves getting together with. some United
States, officials,. possibly with Mr. Pearson present, to discuss the whole
question. Mr. Martin talked later with Mr. Pearson who indicated that he was
seeing Menon today, November,4, and would explore with him the suggestions

Reference: No. 157 of November 0 to Ottawa and No. 39t to Washington.
KOREA
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should be safe-guarded for any possible role he

that the Presidènt's position
may yet have to play• in a separate telegram the views exchanged at a

4. We will be reporting November 4.
further Commonwealth meeting this morning,
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au secretaire d a
of the United Nations

C
hairman, Delegation to the General A^X ébnâl Â fairs

to Secretary of Statefor 4 1952

'délégation
à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

Le chef de la , aires ezterieuresEt t auz Affaires

TELEGRAM 160

Menon to formu a t the meeting was no
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helpful if the Indian i de

the end of this week in order that they woul
d
a e

b
e of tresolutions or ideas
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ut his
'
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agreed
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deleg
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4: Lloyd made it clear to the

tit was understoôd by all that any possible
point in proceeding further unless

`
scheme would have to contain the following eleme ^ân e would be

^mpromise t the' prisoner , of ' war exc 8

A re group met again this morMng,
The Cf Korea.eThe meeting was devoted in the main to an attempt to get

problem o recisely the Indian views which ,ave
ssful• been put

1 te more P • t succe

New York, November ,

COMMONWEALTH MEETING ON KOREA

r tele ram No. 158 of November 4,1952. : .
Reference: Ou g eated Washington No. 42

dd ssed External No. 160, repeated • • November 41 on the

^ ) ,̀ 'Agreement by.both sides t a
g(aoved by the Geneva Convention;

atin unwilling prisoners;
(b) That no force would be used in repatri 8 t the idea of
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a ; protect•while^ng power or powers *t
^,., ^
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.'. Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

demilitarized zone, it must be understood,.that in the completion of repatria-,
tion, we would have to be satisfied that the protecting' power would provide
against the `forcible repatriation of prisoners who were unwilling to return. The
theme of "neutral bayonets" was not considered at the*meeting.

5. A few supplementary points were' 'made 'in the discussion. Menon was
firmly of the opinion that the Chinese would not accept any scheme such as
that of the Mexicans which would allow for the removal of its citizens to, a
foreign -country. There was some discussion also on,,whether ' the Unified
Command could be bound by decisions of the General Assembly but, it- was
agreed that if a scheme acceptable to all parties was put forward, it would be
conveyed as orders to the Unified Command. Lloyd would obviously like the
Indian statement to be made before Mr. Eden addresses plenary which, at the
moment, is -likely to be , Tuesday, November 11. All representatives were
concerned at the number of different and even conflicting resolutions which
might come before the committee. .

au sécrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

,r'i .. . . a ., .

TELEGRAM 179 New York, November 6, 1952

SECRET. IMPORTANT.
s.. . .. ^ . . . .

INDIAN PROPOSAIS RE KOREA

,f
a

Reference: Our telegram No. 160 of November 4.
` `Addressed External No. 179, repeated Washington No. 47.

At the Commonwealth meeting this morning Menon gave an account of the
scheme which the Indians are now ready to suggest to the Political Committee
on the subject of an armistice in Korea. Menon was unwilling to circulate the
document from which he was reading but submitted to the questions of other
members,of the meeting for an hour and a half. The scheme which-we will
outline in paragraphs 2 to 10, inclusive, will form the operative part of a
resolution which the Indians are likely to table on Monday, November 10.
They will not be ready to speak however before the following day.
=2:'Repâtriation under this scheme is to be effected `according to the Geneva
Convention: ` The telease will be effected at agreed exchange points where
prisonérs'will be handed over by the detaining powers to a"Repatriation
Commission". Classification with regard to, nationality and area will be
undertaken by the commission, the whole process being removed from military
Wntrol. For the detaining power the fact of releasing prisoners of war to the
Répatriation Commission would constitute repatriation.
!1464the event that difficulty might arise if large bodies of prisoners had to
b^lrânsferred from their present camps to demilitarized zones and that force
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iven to

ssar to effect such transfer, consideration are now held. The
might even be nece y the camps in which such prls onsiblé: for the
the idea of demilitarizing

triation
Commission would - then take over and be, resper the process of classification.has
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their rights.
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,6.
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prisoners of war. will be requested by the General Assembhé
9. The President of the Assembly, le's Republic and

to transmit to the Unified Command, th0 wh th the comment that these ter ân
Korean authorities the text of,the,resolu to the. conflict shôûld reach
are just and reasonable and that, the parties ï
agreement on that basis as_soon as, possible. ararira hf 60 of the draft

10.: The resolution . will repeat the ^nference.a:The administrdatfOf
armistice agreement with respect to po rovide

reb this • political conference would be ^avand cons^sting of
link whe Y inted by the yGeneral Assembly
by a committee of,three aPPo nd his two immediate predecessors.

Thür role

the President of the Assemblya. arrangements, for the .setUng p
•^ E . - ^;',would be merely to inake . the necessary

convening of a political conference.
the present scheme the. Repatriation^ Co lând and

, ,I 1. Withi,n the contexto e four, countries, i.e., Swedén, Switzerland, Po
would consist of
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scheme and we should be most grateful for any comments you would care to,, . •
send "us., . . ^-; . ^ ^. ; •. -

155. DEA/50069-A-40
^. r: ... - i #A.

./f
t i . ures

November 11; this gives us some little time to consider the implications of their

resolutions is unknown.
'14 Since the Indians will not be speaking on their résolution before

Czechoslavakia, referred to in Articlë 37 of the draft armistice agreement. No
suggestion was made as to which country would fill the role of umpire. "*

12. Menon was ùnwilling to'commit hiniself as to whether the Chinese would
accept the scheme outlined but added that "depending on the way, it was
presented to them it may possibly be accepted."

13. Most of the meeting was devoted to clarification of.the scheme and there
was general agreement that it was worth considering. No delegate around the
table, however, committed his government to it., - _,. • 11. °

14. Merion, who has been in touch with the United States delegation, gave
the meeting the impression that generally they were not opposed to.his scheme.
On the other hand Ross and Allen of the United States delegation have been
more reticent in voicing their approval in their comments to us. There are to be
further contacts, however, between the United States and Indian delegations
and it is likely that it will be possible for them to come to an understanding.
We understand that the Indian scheme' is to be submitted to* Mr. Acheson
tonight, November 6, for his consideration. -

15. So man}i resolutions have already been'submittéd on this issue that the
problem of procedure will loom large when it comes to a vote. If the Indian
scheme is acceptable to most delegations it may be possible to find some way to
put it to a vote first and to send it immediately to the Unified Command and
the Chinese and North Korean authorities. At this stage the fate of the other

Le sous-secretaire d tat aux A a ►res ex ere

''- au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale aes watrons unies

Under-Secretary ojState jor External Affairs

)n
ad

tl: to Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations

TÉLEGttÂtw 100 Ottawa, November 10, 1952

KOREA-INDIAN PROPOSAI.

Reference: Your teletypes Nos. 101, 117, .127, . 158, 160 and 179, and our
teletype No..75t of November 4.

Following for the Under-Secretary, Begins: The various Divisions concerned
have'now examined Krishna Menon's proposal, as given in your teletypes under
reference, and the following comments are offered on the basis of this
examination:
i.'t: i:►`^^.'1:^:'I^ ` '^!^ ". 1 . ,. : .
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is that the principal points of Menon's proposal might
2: Our understanding

be summarized as follows: • _
in accordance with the Geneva Conventio

n;
(a) repatriation hange points which,

(b) release to a Repàtriatild constitultelr patria gion;
reed exc

for the detaining power, w°u this
of the prisoners with regard to nationality and area by

(c) classification
Repatriation Commission;.a possible substitute for transfer to
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demilitarized zones; rocess of
s to be free to return to their homeland once the p

(e) prisoner
classification had been completed; and b

ss to
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temporary retention, pnsoners woû

' (g) pending return,
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in custody of Rep

,T.

(h) force not to be used "by any party for any purP°se''^ Comm,ission, anthe
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'

refore, lcons
tion of the Geneva Convention which does not involve fo^ë lb^çere are undoubted

5. Notwithstanding the disadvantages referreds for the repatriation of Kofean
advantages in being able to'statethat p p°s tion

them as•soners should be in accordance .with the Geneva Conven. ïdef would noor oprisoners
be bad propaganda to accept that they are nott withrm thatt ina^rdance

special excëptions. It is to our advantage t,rlsoners shall be repatriated and shall not waive this
the Geneva Convention, p

. ht, t all resolved by arlg .
6. The

,
problem posed above would be, we belleve, substan 1 rmitted to

scheme which envisaged that the detaining powers- should not be pe
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detain prisoners on the pretext that they had waived their right to repatriation,
and that . they should be obliged to release all prisoners and ensure that
facilities were provided for the prisoners to reach their homes - the obligation
of the detaining power under the Convention being discharged by the release of
the prisoners to neutral powers which would assume the obligation of ensuring
that these facilities were provided and that the prisoners were released.

7. We consider that^ a scheme containing the elements set out' in the preceding
paragraph would not only be within the spirit of the Convention, but it can be
argued that it'would be within the letter of it. The detaining power should not
be charged with a breach of the Convention unless that power itself retained
prisoners on the pretext that they had waived their rights. Further, the
Convention provides that, under Article 6, the parties may conclude other
special agreements for all matters concerning which they may deem it suitable
to make special provision, so long as no special agreement shall adversely affect
the situation of prisoners as defined by the Convention, nor restrict the rights
which it confers upon.them. The moving of prisoners of war to a demilitarized
zone under the supervision of an impartial agency, and with full facilities for
their repatriation, in no way restricts the rights of a prisoner of war, as
provided by the Convention.

8. The considerations set out above lead us to the conclusion that a formula
acceptable to us should contain the following elements:
(a) 'full compliance with the Geneva Conventions;
(b) non-forcible repatriation of prisoners;
(c) provide`a safeguard that prisoners do not waive the exercise of the right to

repatriation; • " ` ,
(d) ensure the release from custody of all prisoners.
9. An examination of Mr. Menon's proposal, with these factors in mind, leads

us to the conclusion that our first three points are met, but that the situation as
to the fourth is somewhat obscure. When the Menon proposal was first put
forward (ÿour teletype No. 101, of October 28) it was suggested that he
considered that his formula implied that de jure all prisoners would be apt to
be repatriated by force, even though de facto there would have been an
agreement to the contrary. We could not accept this interpretation being given
to. the Convention. His proposal, as elaborated in your teletype. No. 179,
envisagés that prisoners will be classified as to nationality and area, after which
they will be free to return to their homeland. It does not appear that they are,
in fact, to be immediately released, nor is there any, provision for them to
choose to go elsewhere than home, although force cannot be used to make the
Prisoners go home. Apparently they will be retained until some solution is
found. Notwithstanding the provision . against. the use of force, there is, of
course, some danger in leaving the final solution to the Umpire to be appointed
bÿ,the members of the Commission named. In addition, there are obvious
prâctiçal difficulties in dealing with large bodies of prisoners who will be under
sOmë pressure from within the camps, if the assumption is correct that they will
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be screened as to nationality and to area of residence only, and not as to their
wishes.

10. The objections set oût in the preceding paragraph do not necessarily show
that the Menon proposal is unacceptable. It might be tied in with some other
proposal for the eventual disposition of thosé prisoners who did: not .wish to go
home. Moreover, there is, of course, sôme advantage in deferring the decision
as to the eventual disposition . of the, prisoners . provided ^:that I an absolute
discretion is not given to an.Umpire whom: we may not completely trust. If the
prisoners are not to be - forcibly, retained by the Repatriation: Commission , it
seems that the Men on proposal mustbe tied in with some provision for their
being granted asylûm elsewhere, for example some such , formula as : the
Mexican proposal.

11.:The formula suggested'in the United Kingdom Circular Y..:Nô. 413 of
November 6t (forwarded to you. by bag on Saturday, November- 8), seems
preferable from our point of view, particularly as- it, contains a specific
statement that prisoners of war will be neither forcibly'repatriated nor forcibly
detained. This would maintain the principle-that the prisoners are; in fact, to be
released and that even the Repatriation Commission cannot forcibly -detain

suggestion i thatthem. In this connection, we are rather attracted * by the 'l
inspection teams - of neutral nations, , assisted .. by - the - national : Red , Cross
Societies of both sides, might supervise the implementation of this principle.
Possibly this might be a more. practical alternative than the, Repatriation
Commission suggested by Menon.

12. We appreciate that some of these cominents may beôut of daté by the
time they reach you, particularly in view of the' râpid march of events in New
York. However, they are transmitted for whatever background value they may
have. Ends.

Le chef de la délégation à lAssemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretâry of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM f266
{

separately.

iives of 21-Powers co-sponsoring thé'resolûtion on Korea. Gross of the United
States,was in the chair'. He presented ° United' States ^ views on, the Indian
schëme which échoed those put forward by Mr:Achesonin a meeting earlier in
the` daÿ' with Mr."Pearson ; and ' Mr: Eden" on which we shall be reporting

} A'meeting'was^held^Novémbér 13 ôn United States initiative-of representa-

'`.. UNITED STATES VIEWS ON INDIAN PROPOSALS REGARDING KOREA

r ti Addressed External No: 266 repeated Beaver No.78.,= '-

(^: .` • . :
^ r i .. ,.

New 'York, November,14, 1952
,. ,

CONFIDENTIAL ; ; ; I ^ ^ :,^:^:
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2.

Grôss began his resume of the Indian scheme with a-statement that th
United States delegation had not seen the scheme set out on paper, an asser ' e
which might have been diplomatically necessary but was too blunt and tlon
led Gross into difficulty later in,his presentation. He did:not do full

justice
which

tothe Indian scheme as we knew it ^although: he did, nôt; actuall delibera
telymisrepresent its main elements:

y _ •1 ,.• . .. ,,;3. In the ' United States view âny'resolution to' be acceptable would have
'contain clear.affirmation'of the principle of non-forcible repatriation. He

"hadthe' impression'' thât,the Indian scheme would attempt to hide this principle.
.was - not satisfied from his conversations with

Menon as to theacceptability of the ' structure. and method of operation of the proposed
repatriation commission. He regarded Menon's reference to the neutral nations
supervisory commission as a"false analo

'
to only , as "an intelligence body" and not, onecwh ch body been agreed
functions. The United States believed that it might be possible at the Asscutiveemblto agree in principle to a repatriation commission leaving the details to be
worked out between the negotiators at Panmunjom.
4.

One of, his main objections to the Indian scheme seemed to centre arou
its lack of exact provision for.,, those prisoners who would refuse nd
repatriated. The scheme, he said, offered only the two choices of repatriationon the one hand 'or indefinite detention 'on' the other. He failed to note thatUnited

Nations Command proposals have the same blank sot. H the
objected to the provision for, the a p e also
commission, or in the event of its failure toeag by the

pire by the repatriation

brief, his argument was the following: The truce talks weree ralde dlocmbly: In
side took its 'stand on the moral issue of non-forcible repatriation; a ed; our
deadlock could occur with respect to the ' appointment of an um . further
position would then be less defensible in the consequent shift from ml o' ourPolitical grounds. moral to

:.S• It was apparent that few of the representatives v
prepareil to say much without, having the text of the Indians

hero
meeting g were

them: Jebb of the United ^Kingdom.was of the opinion that we h ûj s before
Indian scheme serious consideration provided only it protected d give any
principle of non-forcible repatriation and he noted the value of ob

tatnin
e essential

many votes as possible for any resolution with respect to YCorea.,HoPpenot g as
France suggested that this was "the last.chance to find a solution of
problem"

for the Assembly and thought that in view of. the i • tt
• to the Korean

the Indian delegation we should look at their proposals^
^^n ative taken by

compromise. Spender of Australia spoke at greatest leth the the spirit of
his argument being that the resolution should lay down bro main tenor of

ad principles only
-
^Henri Hoppenot, représentant permanent de, la France aux Nati

ons;i;Conseil de sécurité; en l'absence du ministre des Affaires étrangères ches; représentant au
française à la septième session régulière de l'Assemblée générale. ' ef de la délégation
Henri Hoppenot, Permanent Representative of France to the United Nati
on the Security Council; Chairman in absena f F ons; RepresentativeSeventh Regular Session of the General Assembly.^

oreign Minister, French Delegation to
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b the negotiators in Panmunjom inw ith Gross that
which might be implemented y agreed

e idea of a repatriation commission. H
e
ued firmlylthat it should

be included th 41 said that hethe 21-Power resolution might be amended Éngen of Norway:
which

not be thrown out. in- too great. a on any commissionserve
understood Sweden and Switzerland would owhich was required to act before
did not have clearly defined duties or on

agreement on the disposition of prisoners of war had been withoutt^ermé t ng
full agreem difficult for us to speak

ched,

on his interpretation of the Indi enn scheme. This6• It would have been very
taking serious issue with Gross e altogether.

ofmight have been necessary had he attempted to torpedo the sch

resolution wil
arguments until the next meeting

Since he did not, we decided to will be available. ^ • n, It
the 21-Powers when the India

t it to You in one of
7.

We hope to be able to send you shortly the text of the nndian solutto

s been going through almost daily change
to have se

ha have led to confusion .

The General Assembly report of the Unitcd Nations Command in
`Navmg received the special r.. and armsttce negot

October 1952 on the status of tl mtlttary . action

Korea; • ro ress' made by negotiation anôf
:,Noting with approval- the considerable p ^ g

• to end the fighting in Korea and `to reach a seUlement

tentatwé âgreements issue
••

between the pes on one remainingthe Korean quest^on, •

Noting further that disagreement• and that a considerable measur
alone prevents, the conclusron of an armstice a47• .^^x

Reference: Our teletype No. ted Beaver No. 79• • I

Text begins:
will follow. We are not %;-.1 L"

Addressed External No-267, repea of a poss^b
November 15' Our comments

'.Following is the text of the ted b tthe In^dian delegation. uced.
resolution on Korea 'to be submt Y

•n that` this' draft'resôlûtion will be intr

47Hans Engen, représentant permanent de la. o g
ntative ot Norway to he United Nations.

_...- = N -t e aux Nations unies.

Hans Engen, Permancnt Represe

INDIAN DRAFT RESOLUTION ON KOREA,

' 266 of November 14.

CONFLIT CORÉEN

. DEA/50069-A-40

délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Ntions
unies

Le chef de la airesau seerétaire d Etat aux Aff
bly of the United Nations

Chairman. Delegation to the General Assem
State for External Affairs

to Secretary of 1952

TELEGRAM 267

S CRET

New York, November 15,
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of agreement already exists on the principles on which this remaining issue can
be resolved; ^ ; .

Mindful of the continuing and vast loss of life, devastation and suffering
resulting' from and accompanying the continuance of the fighting; deeply
conscious 'of the need to bring hostilities to a speedy end and for a peaceful
settlement of the Korean question;
Anxious to expedite and facilitate the convening of the political conference as

provided in Article 60 of the Armistice Agreement;
Affirms that the release and repatriation of prisoners of war shall be effected

in accordance with the "Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of
Prisoners of War", of 12 August 1949, the well-established principles and
practicë ` of international law and the relevant provisions of the draft armistice
agreement;
Affirms that force shall not be used against 'prisoners of war to prevent or

effect their return to their homelands, and that they shall at all times be
treated humanely in accordance with the specific provisions of the Geneva
Convention and with the general spirit of that convention;
Accordingly requests, the President of the General Assembly to transmit,

along with this resolution, the following proposals to the Central People's
Government of the People's Republic of China and to the North Korean
authorities as forming a just and reasonable basis for an agreement and to
invite their acceptance of these proposals and to make a report to the General
Assembly during its present session and as soon as appropriate:

Proposals t . ,

A.' In order to facilitaté± the return to their homelands of all prisoners of war
there ` shall be established a repatriation commission consisting of the
representatives of Czechoslovakia, Poland, Sweden and Switzerland, or,
alternatively, of four states, two to be nominated by each side, but excluding
any permanent member of the Security Council.,
2: 'Prisoners of war shall be released to the Repatriation Commission from

military control and from the custody of the detaining side in agreed numbers
and at agreed exchange points in agreed demilitarized zones.
3: Classification of prisoners of war according to nationality and domicile as

proposed in the' letter of October 16 from General Kim 11 Surig; Supreme
Commander' of the Korean Peoples Army, and General Peng Teh Huai,
Commander of the Chinese People's Volunteers, to General Mark W. Clark,
shall then be carried out immeditely.

After classification, . prisoners of war shall be free to return to their
homelands forthwith,'and their speedy return shall be facilitated by all parties
coricerned." . ,

S•: Each party to the conflict in accordance with arrangements prescribéd for
th'é purpose by the Repatriation Commission shall have freedom and facilities
to explain to the prisoners of war depending upon them their rights and to.. .
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Armistice Agreement, so 'that the completiôn 'of the return of the prisoners to
their homelands shall be expedited. •

16. When the repatriation agreement is acceded to by the parties concerned
and when an umpire has been appointed under Paragraph 10 above, the draft
armistice agreement,' unless otherwise altered by agreement between the
parties, shall be deemed to have been accepted by them. The provisions of the
draft armistice agreement shall apply except in so far as they are modified by
the Repatriation Agreement.' Arrangements for repatriation under this
agreement will begin when the Armistice Agreement has been concluded.

It At the end of 90 days from the conclusion of this armistice the disposition
of any*prisoners of war whose return to their homelands has not been effected
in accordance with the procedure set out abo've " shall be 'referred by 'thc
Repatriation Commission to the Political Conference to be called under Article
60 of the draft armistice agrccmcnt. Tcxt ends.','

158.` DEA/50069-A-40

'Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
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Following from the Minister, Begins:

Messrs. 'Eden, Sclwyn Lloyd, Jcbb (U.K.), Acheson, Gross (U.S.), Spender

`'l: 1I {`attendcd a meeting at the -Waldorf Astoria on November 13 in Mr.
Éden's' suite ` to discuss the various resolutions now before the Assembly
conixrning* Korea, and^ particularly the draft Indian resolution on-which, as
President of the Assembly, I have been working closely with Krishna Mcnon,
but' which has noi yet formally been put forward. The following were present:

j..A^tistralia);`Webb (New Zcaland), Schuman, Hoppcnot (France).
t?. Eden'circûlated on an informal basis copies of the draft Indian resolution
wh1ch I hâdgone over in detail with Menon the day before), indicating that he

hadnot been authorized by the Indians to do so and that the draft resolution
an."« à I, ,r . . . . . . .was`

sq

not yet in final form. ,The text as circulated was virtually Identical with the^,
^ext:I had worked on with Mcnon the day bcfore.'
^c^eson and Gross arrived a few minutes late having just come from a long

lkvinth Menon about the draft Indian resolution.vi)
^,̂

I V,,

^t^cl1t
.4

s
,0

on
. -

said that,'in his talk with Menon, he had raised several objections
be, draft resolution:

^^1)^Th^tt it did not make it sufficiently clear that force would not be used in
etb

.i tepatriation of the prisoncrs of war,
h4i.^i ^ .. .. . , . - .
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be recognized that the future of Korea could not be finally decided by a small
gcoup of states, but was a matter of concern to the United Nations as a whole.

6. Mr. Acheson firmly repeated his view that.we should stand firm on the 21-
Power resolution ` and amend it where necessary consistent with its main
principles. Over the past five months, he said, there had only been two real
alternative propositions put by the Communists: to return the prisoners - to
Communist, territory, or to agree to an armistice now, leaving the prisoners of
war question for later determination. The draft Indian resolution in its present
form would - represent a capitulation to the. Communists and would be so
interpreted by them. This position was supported by.Mr. Spender although he
said he was expressing only his personal view. Mr. Spender said that any final
decision on the Australian position would have to be taken by his Government.
He thought it was necessary to stand fast on the principle of non-forcible
repatriation and not to retreat.
7. In reply to Acheson I said it was all important to get an armistice; that it

was important to get the Indians to get off the fence to the extent to which they
had done in going so far with the draft resolution; that we had to make efforts
even if our efforts were rejected by'the Chinese; that we had not abandoned the
principle of non-forcible repatriation. In reply to,the argument that the draft
Indian resolution did not resolve the problem of the "hard core", and that these
prisoners "hâd no future", I pointed out that they "had no future" at present
and that the draft Indian resolution, if it weré accepted by the Chinese, might
have the 'effect of appreciably reducing the size of the problem. Although I
agreed with Mr. Acheson that the Indian resolution was confused and blurred,
and that we should not dismiss the possibility that we might' be led up the
garden path by the Chinese, the draft resolution (or something like it) should
be pursued. Would it not be possible tô provide more clearly in the draft that
"force shall not be used against prisoners of war in respect of repatriation?"

8. To the criticism that the machinery of the neutral commission would result
in deadlock, I pointed out that the commission's position was similar to that of
the body provided for in the draft armistice agreement. There were possibilities
of deàdlock throughout this whole agreement. In the last resort, its implemen-
tation depended upon good faith. This was a risk one took in trying to work out
an armistice with the Communists.
9.• In this general view I was supported by Selwyn Lloyd, and to'some extent

by Webb.
gi 10. Schuman said little during the discussion, but was clearly sympathetic to
an` approach on the lines of the Indian proposals. He thought it might be
p^ssible to amend the'21-Power resolution, and that we should look carefully at
the Indian, proposals;with a view to seeing whether at a later stage the two,..,..
proposals might. not be married. Lloyd (who did more talking than Eden)
t6ught the draft Indian resolution might be amended to make it clearer that
fôrce would not be used in repatriation or detention, to take account of
Âchesôn's criticism that the Indian proposals failed to provide an alternative to
tbé``choice between continued detention and repatriation, and to meet the
United States difficulties concerning the idea of an "umpire" on the four-man

^^.r.^.. .
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Joint Chiefs of Staff, and would in all likelihood be unsatisfactory to the
military.. .^^ . . . :: .. , .
(4) In general terms, Acheson referred to' the-importance of the "greater

sanction" in Korea, drawing a,, parallel. with Berlin. where the deterrent to
Communist aggression was ; not our small forces in Berlin, but the threat of
counter-measures on a great scale.

3. Mr. Pearson agreed at once with Acheson's first point. This was a 'matter
which could be remedied by making the language of the detailed proposals
consistent with that of the resolution,,and by ' providing' for 'a request to the
President to transmit both [to?] the Chinese and North Koreans. On the larger
difficulty which Acheson foresaw, however, Mr,, Pearson was unable to agree
with his view'of the effect of the present provision of the proposals according to
which "at 'the, end , of 90 days from the - conclûsion of this armistice the
disposition of any prisoners,-of war whose return to their homelands has not
been effected in accordance with the procedures set forth above shall be
referred by the Repatriation Commission to the political conference to be
c;âlled under Article 60 of the draft armistice agreement". If the Communists
afany timé', wanted to 'resûme hostilities, it would not be hard for them to
trump up excuses, and' they' would not have to, rely on the failure of the
Commission to arrange for the repatriation of all the prisoners of war under
their jurisdiction. The Repatriation Agreement provided for in the Indian
proposals would become an,integral part of the armistice arrangements. Any
part of thisYagreement could be violated by the Communists should they choose
to do so. The problem of prisoners of war, was of large dimensions at the
present time. and ' was unresolved; it might be reduced to , manageable
proportions by an arrangement on the lines the Indians suggested.
4. Ache on held firmly to his point, however, that the Indian proposals would

create great difficulties for the military, and would be unlikely to command
acceptance by the Joint Chiefs of Staff whose opinion would weigh heavily
with the President. He would, however, send the resolution forward as soon as
a final text was available: He warned, however, that we might find ourselves
with â drift which would be voted against by both the United States and the

.S.S.R., unless some way could be found to overcome these difficulties.U:. .
ts. Mr. ' Eden referred to the speeches made in the - First Committee by the
representatives of Pakistan and Israel, but did not argue at any length about
Acheson's point concerning the military implications.
fi• We understand that the present intention is that Menon will table his draft
on ,Monday, but that he will not speak until, Wednesday next in the Political
Committee. We shall send you a text as soon as it is available.
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Panmunjom. It had to be realized, for example, that the arrangement agreed to
by the Unified command with - respect to airfields was contingent on à
satisfactory solution of the prisoner ' of war issue. Therefore, the solution of the
prisoner of war question had to be effective and acceptable before the rest of
the armistice agreement could be agreed. If it were not effective, our military
position would be weaker.

4. A further "erroneous assumption" was that what he' termed a "capitula-
tion" on the,prisoner of war issue would secure an immediate armistice. The
United States authorities recognized their military responsibilities to 'all the
United Nations forces. It was erroneous to assume that there was more hope of
getting agreement through the elimination of military ' pressure than thére- was
through its application. Every advance in the negotiations had come ^ about as a
result of military pressure. The "modified" draft attempted to meet the stated
purpose of the Indian views, in the light of military requirements.

5. General Bradley then took up,the cudgels. The draft resolution he had seen
had not clearly specified'that there was to be no forcible repatriation (he had
seen an earlier text). It was indefinite on the question of the final disposition of
the prisoners, and this problem could drag on indefinitely. It did not maké clear
at what point the "greater sanction" would be invoked. An armistice on this
unsatisfactory basis which left the prisoner of war question unresolved would
jeopardize the security"of our own forces since it would permit the enemy to
build up supplies, ', airfields, etc., and would permit them to send down
subversive agents to United - Nations prisoner of war camps who could do great
harm. In short; our own ^ pressure would come off if and when we get an
armistice. What we ^really wanted was an armistice that would be final and
definitive, and which would not lead to renewed hostilities. The draft Indian
resolution on the other hand really provided for -forcible repatriation. It was
necessary to provide in the resolution for-the assumption of somé measure of
continued responsibility by the General Assmembly.

6. On, the non-forcible repatriation point, Lovett remarked that there had
been a Senate resolution (Jenner'a had been one of its leading sponsors) which
clearly illustrated the bipartisan character of the support for this principle.-
: 7: In reply, Selwyn Lloyd pointed out that, in the United Kingdom view, the
practical prospect had been that there would have been an Indian resolution in
any case. The effort had been made to improve it, and to try to get something
more acceptable on the use of force and on other points. The prospect now was
with that principle now so clearly set forth in the resolution and the proposals,
the'Chinese would reject it. But at least it would have the effect of rallying a
wide segment of Asian . opinion to our side, and would have considerable
propaganda value. Paragraph 12 of the proposals made it clear that we were
not trying to reach final agreement in New York, and that final action was a
inatter for the negotiators: There was no argument on this score. Paragraph 16,
(providing for a reference by the repatriation commission to the political

._€_Y"^
"

. i t . . . . . . . . .

` t.

^William E. Jenner, sénateur des États-Unis (Indiana).
William E. Jenner, United States Senator (Indiana).
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little or no value in the.fact of Indian sponsorship and activity on the prisoner
of war question. Gross hoped that, at the twenty, one power meeting scheduled
for today, on which a separate report will be going forward to you, it would be
possible to rally for the twenty-one power , resolution, if necessary , amended to
incorporate those points in the Menon draft acceptable to the.United States
Government.

12. We were shown at this meeting the text of the principal amendments to
the draft Indian resolution , which would be required by the United States side
after consultation with the Pentagon. Needless to say, the views of Gross
concerning the value of an Indian initiative were not shared either by. Selwyn
Lloyd or by ourselves. Ends.

161. DEA/50069-A-40

'-- Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary ôf State for External Affairs

. _ . :;: • . ^ . , _

TELEGRAM 299 New York, November 17, 1952

SECRET. IMPORTANT

TWENTY-ONE POWER COMMITTEE ON KOREA., _ ". .
Reference: Our telegram No. 266 of November 14.

Addressed Ottawa No. 299 (Important) repeated Washington [No.] 89.
Following from ; Martin, Begins: Representatives of the 21-sponsoring

powers -met again November 17 to consider the draft Indian resolution on
Korea. The text of the Indian resolution, with which we were familiar, was
circulated by the United States with Menon's approval, although it was not
formally tabled until later in the day. The text was substantially that contained
in.our: telegram No. 267 of November 15. A copy of the resolution as finally
tabled (A/C.l/734) will be sent to you by air mail.
2. : Acheson' acted as chairman and presented.a forceful but somewhat less

than objective case against the Indian proposals. He outlined what he described
as "the essential elements" of any acceptable resolution on Korea: (a) Full
recognition of the principle of non-forcible repatriation; (b) The necessity that
any, contemplated repatriation commission be a workable.body; (c) Provision
for. "release" as well as repatriation of prisoners of war. He made this latter
pointshis main basis for attack on the Indian proposals. His general argument
was that it would be "wrong, illegal, and shameful" for the United Nations to
agree to any scheme which gave prisoners of war no other choices than
repatriation or indefinite detention.: Such a course of action would, in his
opinion; force prisoners of war eventually to accept repatriation and should be
as-unacceptable as the use of,physical force to effect repatriation. He believed
Menon ^ over-rated the difficulties - which • would arise with the Communist
commmand over the disposition of prisoners who would resist repatriation.
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said finally I thought it important to vote on the Indian resolution first. If it
was rejected by the enemy we could.return then to the 21 power resolution and
would be in a much better position to urge it upon the assembly.

7. The representatives of the Netherlands, France, Norway, New Zealand
and Turkey all `suggested the desirability of taking action on the basis of an
Indian proposal rather than the twenty-one power resolution, since it might be
more appealing to the Chinese and, with some amendments, could be made
acceptable to the United Nations. The only member to voice opposition to the
general concensus was the representative of Greece and his interventions were
not particularly effective. The Latin American and Asian representatives did
not offer any opinions to the meeting.
8. It was agreed after some discussion that a subcommittee should be formed

to consider immediately what amendments to. the Indian draft resolution the
twenty-one • powers should seek. The, subcommittee will be made up of
representatives of the United States, United Kingdom, France, Australia,
Turkey, Denmark, Colombia, and Canada. It was agreed that no approach,
would be made to Menon by the subcommittee until after his statement to the
First Committee on Wednesday Nov. 19.

9. Acheson in summarizing the discussion made it clear that he regarded my
statement as the one expressing the view in most direct opposition to United
States view. He said he would speak as frankly as I had. Vagueness with
respect to the disposition of prisoners of war he said was not acceptable to thé
United States Government. He termed Repatriation Commission a "fraud and
an administrative monstrosity" since in fact the chairman or umpire would
have the only effective vote: The United Nations Command wanted ony a "real
armistice". in Korea and not one based on vague formulae capable of differing
interpretations which would leave the way open for renunciation of the
agreement by the Communists after some months of military build-up in' the
absence: of continued military pressure from our side. In my estimation, his
picture of the difficulties which would be caused by the "boiling up" of
incidents involving prisoners held in indefinite detention behind United Nations
lines was somewhat overdrawn. He did not, however, at any point indicate that
the United States would vote against the Indian resolution, even though in his
estimation it attempted to "fudge up" the principle of non-forcible repatriation.
Nye can; I believe, expect him to return to the charge when the subcommittee
meets, although I think his stand may be tempered somewhat as a result of the
clearly expressed feelings of the meeting this morning of the desirability of
giving adequate recognition to the Indian initiative.
10. I discussed this meeting with Mr. Pearson who agreed that Acheson's

arguments were similar to those to which he had been exposed over the
weekend and that the position I had taken was the position he had taken
throughout. It might be useful to read this telegram together with our telegram
No. 291 of November 17.
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DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieùres
.,,;, au chef de la délégation a l'Assemblée générale des Nations. unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs.
to Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations 1

Ottawa, November 19, 1952

KOREAN NEGOTIATIONS

Reference: Your telegram No. 307 of November 18.

Following for theMinister.
I give below the views of the Department of National Defence as expressed

by the Chair rrian of the Chiefs of Staff in reply to your requests which I sent to
him by lettertoda}r, Begins: '. '

2. Our ôwn views will be forwarded to you tomorrow.

[PIÈCE 1OINTE/ENCLOSURE]

,.. Le président des chefs d'état-major .
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures., .

Chairman, Chiefs of Staff,"'
,to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

ToP SECRET Ottawa, November 19, 1952

With . reférence to your, letter of, today's date and the attached telegrams
regarding the Koreân armistice negotiations at the United Nations. As you will
realize it is not possible in the time at hand to secure the views of the Chiefs of
Staff but I have' discussed this matter with General Simonds,19 who has the
major interest in` this matter, and I submit the following observations on the
US military objections to the Indian proposals, particularly Article 17.
In the first place the US authorities 'may be concerned regarding the question

of the number of prisoners they now have in'comparison to the numbers they
have stated on other occasions they have captured. You will recâll " that in
September a message was received from CRO London which indicated Air
Vice Marshall Boucher, the UK representative at UN Command,'advising that
the"number of Chinese PWs that the UN Command claims to be holding are in
excess - of those actually held.• In the ^ first place the: number of Chinese
surrendering and those said to be refusing - repatriation may have been
ex^ggerâted in an effort to establish a psychological victory over the Chinese.
It• may also be possible that since these prisoners on Koje and Koje-Do were
flot very well guarded following the Chinese offensive many may have escaped

J"

"Le lieutenant-gfniral G.G. Simonds, chef d'état-major.
Lt. General G.G. Simonds, Chief of the General Staff.
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(a) a system ' of inspection to prevent " either side taking advantage of the
armistice, and')
(b) an ëffort should be made to reduce the period between the coinménce-

ment of the armistice and the final political settlement.
, ,Yours sincerely,

CHARLES FOULKES
Lieutenant-General

Chairman, Chiefs of Staff

DEA/50069-A-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to the General Asembly of the United Nations .
to Secretary of State for External Affaires

TELEGRAM 312 New York, November 19, 1952

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

MEETING, RE RESOLUTIONS ON KOREA,
OF SUBCOMMITTEE OF 21-POWER GROUP

Reference: Our telegram No. 299 of November 17, 1952.
Addressed Ottawa No. 312, immediate, repeated Washington No. 92.
The sub-committee appointed by the 21-power group met for almost four

hours November 18. Since it is impossible to give a detailed account of the
multitude of views expressed, this telegram attempts to summarize the main
direction of the sub-committee's discussion. The group is to continue its
discussions this morning.

2. Spender'of Australia was unanimously selected to be chairman and did a
good job in difficult circumstances. ShannSO of Australia was selected as
rapporteur and will submit his report of yesterday's meeting before today's
meeting.

United States views on tactics
3: Gross for the United States strongly opposed the idea of acceptance of the

Indian draft resolution in place. of the 21-power resolution as a basis for the
assembly's action on Korea. The United States delegation, after a careful
survey of the likely reaction to the Indian resolution in the First Committee,
believed that solid support of the Arab-Asian group for the Indian resolution
would not be forthcoming. We were therefore involved merely in an effort to
obtain six or seven additional votes for the resolution. Gross was of the strong
opinion that our acceptance of the Indian draft would be a clear rejection of
the 21-power draft resolution since, if the Indian resolution were adopted, sent.i

'- SOK.C.O. Shann, du ministère des Affaires extérieures de l'Australie. -
K.C.O. Shann, Department of External Affairs of Australia.
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appointed and some provision for an "exit" for non-repatriatable prisoners of
war.

9. Gross believed that if the 21-power draft resolution was revised along the
lines of the United States suggestions it would take care of the proposals put
before- the 'First Committee by Mexico and Peru which two countries might
even join 'in sponsorship of the revised resolution. Gross began and ended his
main interventions in the sub-committee's discussions with the firm statement
that he' was under explicit instructions to press for passage of the, 21-power
resolution as amended.

Sense of the meeting on tactics
10. The United Kingdom, France and Canada strongly favoured the tactic of

voting first on the 'Indian resolution with possible amendments to meet the
United States view, .keeping the 21-power resolution and other resolutions
before the First Committee "in reserve". Canada and the United Kingdom
spoke most strongly, although their views were taken up by France, Australia
and Turkey, conçerning the importance of the Indian initiative per se. There is
little doubt in our mind that Australia moved closer to the position on tactics
taken by Canada and the United Kingdom. In the words of one of their
representatives, they were "revolted by the pressure tactics ineptly appliedby
the United States spokesman." It is important, however, to note that Australia
has not .committed . itself so fully to support of the Indian proposal even if
amended as has Canada and the United Kingdom. So far as the other countries
represented were concerned, Turkey seemed to be on the fence, but probably
capable of being influenced by the United States to its point of view, Columbia
was fully committed to the United States view and Denmark remained silent.

Sense'of the meeting on substance
11. It is proper I think to conclude that the temper of the meeting forced the

United States representative unwillingly to reveal United States suggestions
concerning ,•the' revision " of the Indian draft and therefore. its stand on the
substance of that draft. A large portion of the meeting was devoted to a
detailed consideration• of these revisions. No such detailed attention vas given
to the suggested United States revisions of the 21-power draft. These are to be
considered at today's meeting.
f,12_ Lloyd of, the United Kingdom submitted a text which might be
substituted for, paragraph 17 of, the Indian resolution and which reads as
fôllo •_ ws• •,

". Within a fixed period from the signing of the, armistice agreement, the
disposition of any prisoners of war whose return to their homelands has not
bien effected in accordance with the procedure set out above, shall be decided
by^the Repatriation Commission. The Repatriation Commission shall make
arrangements for the care of such prisoners of war with a body set up for the
Purpose by United Nations (a resettlement commission). This body will consist
Of, representatives of ..........and shall assist in making I arrangements for the
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3• Th could not be attâincd, however, unlcss bia ^ls theor consider
resolution. ls cstcrday by, Gross. We shou tion=used'than those submitted yesterday ive r;orit to the Indian resolu^ the
pôssibility that, having agreed to gp y
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United States could submit amendments of such a nature that the Indians
would no longer feel that they_could support it. This again could create a very
confusing situation. All told, the net result of yesterday's discussion, however,
was that considerable progress was made both on the subject of the priority to
be given to the Indian resolution and on the substance of it as opposed to the
one submitted by the 21-powers. We, shall continue to endeavour to , gain
priority for the Indian resolution and to make it acceptable to as many
countries as possible both within the 21-power group and without.

17. The press is naturally aware of the discussions now being conducted by
the 21-powers and by the sub-committee. They are also aware of the Canadian
support for the Indian resolution. Since we seem to be the first country having
given our qualified.support to the Indian scheme, it is quite normal that we be
singled out by the United States delegation and should naturally expect that
considerable pressure will be brought to bear on us. We shall continue to give
our general support to the efforts of the Indian delegation, bearing in mind that
we should not overlook serious opposition to it from United States or other
quarters.

165. DEA/50069-A-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
-,r , - au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 326 New York, November 20, 1952

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

TWENTY-ONE POWER SUB-COMMITTEE ON KOREA

,he
at
to

ieir
are
the
the

Reference: Our - telegram No. 312 of November 19.
Addressed Ottawa No. 326, repeated Washington No. 96.
The sub-committee of the 21-power group met immediately after hsenon's

rU.continue support of his own resolution if it were amended; and (c) the

statement to the first committee. A meeting which was scheduled for earlier in
thé day had been cancelled and we were under the impression that the United
States delegation was likely to give more favourable consideration to the Indian
resolution.' Gross dispelled this impression by his presentation.
2. Gross stressed the importance of maintaining the "moral unity" of the 21-

powerkgroup.' He believed the task would have been simplified if the Indian
dr`aft had not been tabled in "unacceptable form". Such an action, according to
hiïri, created a political situation damaging to the necessary unity which should
exist within the United Nations on Korea since (a) it tended to drive neutralists
in tâé direction of the more intransigent side; our openness of mind had been
ta=én';âs weakness; (b) it put us in the awkward position of having "to
négôtiate" with the Indian sponsor, evcn though we were not sure that Mcnon

dan draft, had deflected public opinion from the 21-power resolution which.:^
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Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

.Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,

7.' Hoppenot of -France indicated that unless instructed. to the contrary his
delegation would vote in favour of priority for, the Indian proposals and for the
resolution itself whether amendments to it were accepted by Menon or not. He
did not believe that the United States amendments should be, made the sine

qua non for acceptance of the Indian resolution..,

8. Mr. Martin. said 4e, had found Menon disposed to accept all reasonable
points of view in his many talks with him and he believed that Lloyd and
himself could convince Menon to accept amendments to paragraph 17 which
could be,acceptable to the United States.

9. The representatives of Colombia, Turkey and Denmark took less definite
stands, although it is probably safe to say that they would vote against the
Indian draft if the United States were to do so'. Spender, of Australia was
obviously in a very 'difficult Position. He felt it was unwise to stand against the
flow of public opinion which was in support of the Indian resolution and yet he
was most unwilling to commit his country to any action which would run
counter to that taken by the United States. He stressed, therefore, the need to
examine closely the suggested United States amendments to the Indian draft
(our letter 45 of November 19),t decide on whether the 21-power group
accepted these amendments and then insist upon Menon's acceptance of these
amendments in return for our support of the Indian resolution.

10. The sub-committee will meet again at the call of the chair at which time
representatives are' expected to state their positions with respect to the
substance of the suggested United States amendments.

11: Mr. Pearson talked with Gross late last night and got the impression that
he at lea'st was not nearly as adamantly opposed to the Indian resolution or as
devoted to the "principles" as his performance in the sub-committce would
suggest. This leaves us and more particularly the sub-committee in difficulties
as to how to interpret the strength of the United States stand.

166. DEA/50069-A-40

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

i TELEGRAM 341 New York, November 21, 1952

fecetved4 anything authoritative in regard to the Chinese reaction to their

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

^ Following from the Minister, Begins: Please cable following message
immediately. to our High Commissioner in New Delhi, Begins: As you know,
we'have been working very closely with the Indians here on their Korean
resôlution and `have reached a point of strong disagreement with the United
States in respect of it. The Americans insist on certain amendments which it is
doubtful if the Indians can accept. There is one point which has a bearing on
this'and where you may be able to help, namely, has the Indian Government„.- .
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DEA/50069-A•40

167. Le haut-commissaire en Inde:

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires exterieures. :,

High Commissioner in India

toto Secretary
of State for External Aff

1952New Delhi, November 22,

TÈLEGRAM 25352

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.
KOREA

INDIAN RESOLUTION ON

Reference Your telegram No. 239 of November 21st." they have no,

Follow: Ying for the Minister, Begins: R.K. Nehru ûss aeSHisapersonal view is
or R
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in large part on the nature of
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I agrCC. V.n Lv.......o• :/Notd in telcgram:
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168.` DEA/50069-A-40

. Extrait du télégramme du sous-secrétaire d'État âuz Affaires extérieurès
au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

Extract of Telegram from Under-Secretary of Stâte for External Affairs
to Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly, of the United Nations

TELEGRAM 153 Ottawa, November 21; 1952
.. ' ,

TOP SECRET. IMPORTANT.

KOREAN NEGOTIATIONS

Reference: Your teletypes No. 307 and 291.
Following for the Minister from the Under-Secretary, Begins: You will by

now have seen the comments of the Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff contained
in our teletype No. 146 of November 19. For our part, we have thus far
refrained from commenting on reports received from yourself and from the
Delegation, (a) because the developments in New York have been so rapid that
our comments might have been obsolete when received by you, and (b) because
we have been in full agreement with the position adopted by yourself and by
the Delegation in the behind-the-scenes negotiations. The only exception to this
has been our teletype EX 100 of November 10, which contained a preliminary
analysis of the Indian proposal, prepared in the Department.

2. We consider that the final draft of the Indian proposal is a considerable
improvement over the original rather nebulous ideas outlined by Krishna
Menon. It seems to us that, with the acceptance of those amendments which
can ' be agreed upon by the eight-power sub-committee of the twenty-one
powers, the Indian proposal will provide as good a resolution as can be
expected. However, we are still uncertain as to the attitude of Peking towards
the Indian proposal. In the Delegation's teletype No. 101 of October 28
Krishna Menon is reported 'as stating that he could produce proof within a
week's time that the Chinese Communists were anxious to secure an armistice
but, as far as we know, he has not produced this proof.

3: This point raises a problem to which you have no doubt already given
careful consideration. It is possible that the Soviet bloc may indicate to Menon
that they will accept his proposal if it is amended in several apparently minor
features. It also seems quite probable that Menon is now in a mood to accept
eagerly such amendments from the Communist side, and perhaps to discount
the -significance of such amendments. On the other hand, it seems quite
possible that he will reject the most important of the amendments put forward
by the United States. The situation may thus develop where we will be faced
with^'ar-Soviet-amended version of the Indian resolution, which would be
Completely unacceptable to the United States, but which it might be difficult
fôr us.to oppose in view of our support for the Indian proposal in its present
form. This,^ of course, would place us in a dilemma, as you will realize better
than we do. In our opinion, the only way out of this dilemma would be either
(a) to amend the twenty-one power resolution in a manner acceptable to India,
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169. DEA/50069-A-40

Le chef de lcï délégation à lAssemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures. . . .. . .

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM' 348 New York, November 22, 1952

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

21-POWER MEETINGS ON KOREA-1NDIAN RESOLUTION

Reference: Our'telegram No. 326 of November 20.
Addressed External No. 348 (Important), repeated Washington No. 100
A further meeting of the sub-committee of the 21-Power group was held

November 21, followed almost immediately by a meeting of the representatives
of the 21-Powers. It was clear from the meetings that decisions will have to be
taken this week-end as to the tactics to be followed with respect to the Indian
resolution and on the substance of suggested United States amendments to the
Indian resolution. The following summary of the meetings which telescopes the
views expressed in the sub-committee and the main group is an attempt merely
to record the views expressed rather than to analyze the immediate status of
negotiations. Mr.. Pearson is being kept informed of the activities of the
committee and any stand that we find that we must take over the week-end will
be cleared with him.

United States*views in the sub-committee
2. We'were. given the clearest statement yet of the United States position

with'respcct'to the Indian draft. resolution. Gross stated clearly that if the
textual amendments to the Indian draft resolution suggested by the United
States delegation were not agreed to in advance of the moment when, the
committee took its vote as to whether or not the Indian resolution would be
given priority.of consideration, the United States would adhere to the 21-Power
resolution; not only must there'be agreement in advance to the amendments
but the text of those amendments must correspond to and carry out the desires
ôf the United States Government with respect to non-forcible repatriation, the
appointment of the umpire and the provision for release within a specified time
limü of those prisoners of war who would resist repatriation. While, the sub-
committee ' did .. not discuss actual textual amendments, we believe that the
United States has in mind those amendments which we forwarded to you under
covër ôf oûr letter No. 45 of November 19.t
.8 4 ^` . • ^! < 4 , • . ,

^,jIn the United States view, it "would have been and still may be" the wise
ur'se_to support the 21-power resolution as one stating a simple moral issue

which;°was 'understandable to world pùblic opinion. Gross argued again that
délâÿ in agreement on the precise nature and text of amendments to the Indian{
resolutiort was, prejudicial to the tactics favourcd by the, United States
delegatiôn, I.C. to give priority to the 21-powcr resolution.
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were much closer to the United States position.

:9:,The United Kingdom, France and Canada were unwilling to commit
themselves at this stage to full support of the United States amendments
regardless of their effect on the Indian resolution. Australia, on the other hand,
was willing to offer that commitment to the United States to gain its adherence
to the Indian resolution. The representative of Turkey gave us the impression
that he was still flexible while the representatives of Colombia and Denmark

proposals.

reached with the Communists in that time. Lloyd questioned the tactical
advantage of giving prominence to the principle of non-forcible repatriation in
negotiations ` which might arise at Panmunjom on the basis of the Indian

8. The chairman and rapporteur (Spender and Shann) had prepared a paper
for the sub-committee's consideration, attempting to set out in non-controver-
sial terms the broad requirements concerning amendments to be introduced to
the Indian resolution which appeared to arise from the earlier meetings of the
sub-committee. Lloyd of the United Kingdom, with some support from
ourselves and the French, argued that we should not make` our stand with
respect to priority for the Indian resolution completely dependent on
acceptance by the Indian representative of all the amendments suggested, as
was the clear intent of the words used in Spender's paper. Similarly, Lloyd
argued against the advisability of setting out clearly in the Indian resolution
the fact that in the event of disagreement on the appointment of the umpire,
the General Assembly should make that appointment. He believed that such a
spelling out would make the proposal completely unacceptable from the
beginning,to,the Communists and implied that, while in our own minds we
might regard the issue of the umpire as'a breaking point, we should at least
allow for vagueness on the question for the period of the three weeks provided
for in the Indian resolution with the hope that in fact some agreement could be

,. .
Views of other members in the sub-committee

not intend to issue any ultimatum with respect to the acceptance of its
amendments, but his delegation had to be able to take a definite stand by
Monday when * Mr. Acheson is scheduled to, speak, and he left the clear
implication that in fact the United States was issuing an ultimatum. ...

Ylews of other members In the 21-power meeting

t^ught that that effort should be made within the next 48 hours.^.

A0.1 There was a lack of intelligent comment from the other thirteen members
of,Ythe` group, - understandable because of the lack of information in their
possession on the exact differences of opinion which had been aired in the sub-
6minittee. The United Kingdom spokesmen ( Mr. Eden was present at the
mééting) repeated their view that it would be a mistake to become committed

,.YPô;sôon and too rigidly on the question of amendments. They believed that the
worstëpc^ssible method of procedure would be to issue an ultimatum to the
Indiaés^ immediately and publicly with respect to the amendments. They^,^t. .

'auggated that the best course would be to attempt to persuade the Indians
l^atelyjtô incorporate some of the amendments into their resolution and
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they would turn it down pEA/5OO69.A•40

KOREAN NEGOTIATIONS

Reference: Your telegram No. 153• from the Minister, Begins:'Thank you
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Kingdom bn the Indian^resolution. It was further dramatized by the attention
given to Mr. Acheson's "sudden return flight" from Ottawa. 14 As representa-
tives entered the United States delegations's headquarters where the meeting
was held they, were met by dozens of reporters with usual paraphernalia.

-2. The meeting did not bear out the expectation of the press that "fireworks"
would ; develop. All representatives who -spoke at the, meeting, including Mr.
Acheson, decried the exaggerated press reports concerning the division of
opinion. You will note from story beginning on page 1 of today's New York

Tinies that "the newspaper accounts..were based on the United States
delegation's own account of the conversations" between Mr. Gross and _ Mr.
Eden. Mr. Eden was not present at last night's meeting because he had a more
important engagement. The fact that the 1ndian delegation had earlier in the
afternoon made public, revisions of paragraphs 14 and 17 of their resolution
underlined the wisdom of the tactics which had been suggested by the United
Kingdom and ourselves for bringing the two points of view closer together. The
texts of the revised paragraphs are contained in my immediately following
telegram.
I., The United States position with 4 respect to, the Indian resolution was
described by Mr. Acheson in much less adamant terms than herctofore. He
agreed that the United States point with respect to the umpire was met in
Menon's revision of paragraph 14. He'did not, however, believe that there was
any substantial improvement in paragraph 17 since, according to his
interpretation of it, the "hard core" of prisoners would still be sent to the
political conference; there was no specific end to the period of their detention;
and the authority to dispôse of them remained in the hands of the political
conferencc. Acheson said he did not like the referral of these prisoners of war
tô ° the political conference although he had referred the question to his
government and had therefore to reserve his stand on it. He insisted, however,
that there must be a time limit in the resolution after which the authority of
the political conference over the prisoners of war would be terminated and he
suggested that paragraph 17 should provide for some point in time when the
prisoners would be released to some group with authority to resettle them and
that that group should be specified, e.g. UNKRA. He argued that he was
attempting merely to bring, Menon's resolution into accord with Mcnon's
speech since Menon had in fact argued that no human being could be kept in
indefinite detention. At several points in his intervention Mr. Acheson stressed
the importance in the United States view of making the period of detention of
the.hard eore of prisoners of war as short as possible. In the revised Indian
resolution a period of 150 days was already provided for; there was, therefore,
almôst half a year during which the Communists could build up their military
Wéngth,without interference by the United Nations Command; final decisions
fôr^^ rçlcase of the prisoncrs of war therefore Nould be taken under
çônditiôris of increasing Communist military pressure; this was a main concern
of the military. He said, in addition, that the United States would regard it as
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responsibility * for their care and maintenance until the end of their detention
shall be transferred to the United Nations" by one of two forms of words (a)
"the responsibility for their disposition shall be transferred to the United
Nations", or, simply (b) "responsibility for'them shall be transferred to the
United Nations."
8. In summary the United States desire for further revision of paragraph 17

could be expressed in the following terms:
(a) If the political conference were to take over the problem of the hard core

of prisoners of war the period of its responsibility should not be indeterminate;
(b) Some definite provision for a United Nations body should be included;

and
(c) There should be a definite period after which the prisoners of war could

be released from all custody.
Lloyd did not show any fundamental disagreement with these terms. Any
difference of view which continued to exist was centered on the point made in
(c) above. Whereas the United States would wish the prisoners of war to be
released after a definite period the United Kingdom would be satisfied with a
wording which would merely provide that the prisoners of war should not be
detained indefinitely.

9. The meeting ended on a somewhat indefinite note with the understanding
that a further meeting would be called when the situation with respect to
further amendment of paragraph 17 was clearer. We believe that the meeting
can be regarded as satisfactory from our point of view in that the United States
did not, as we expected they might have, force individual representatives to
take a stand on priority for the Indian resolution only if suitable amendments
were accepted by Menon. On the other hand - and this is unfortunate from
our pôint of view - neither the United States nor a number of the 21-power
group have agreed to accord priority to the Indian resolution. '
.10. The following is the text of the communique which was issued after the
meeting:

"The, twenty-one powers who sponsored the original resolution on Korea
which came before the First Committee (the, Assembly's Political Committee)
on` October 24 met tonight to study ' further the draft of the revised Indian
resolution in the light of their own resolution and other resolutions before the
committee. They took special note of important revisions to the draft resolution
which'the Indian delegation made public today. There was agreement that
these ` revisions clarified in certain important respects the original Indian
propôsâl but it was considered they require further study and clarification on
ccrtain: aspects. There was unanimous agreement on the basic problems
involved: '
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representatives of countries not included in the 21-power group and particu-
larly to "India's neighbours" to suggest amendments.
6. • Mr. Martin stated clearly that Canada supported the idea of priority for

the Indian resolution. He said in addition that Canada believed there was a
certain urgency in passing that resolution. He supported the point of view put
forward by the representative of the Netherlands and he expressed the hope
that there would be no undue amount of requests for clarification in order that
the Indian resolution might keep its present character: He stressed that this
latter point was almost as important as the question of priority itself. We did
not want to lose Indian sponsorship of the resolution which is finally adopted
by the First Committee. In subsequent exchange with the representatives of
New Zealand and the United Kingdom, Mr. Martin agreed that his idea was
that the maximum number of statements might be made on the minimum
number of points, i.e. that suggested amendments to the Indian draft be kept to
minimum while exposing Menon to what Lloyd has constantly referred to in
these meetings as the "pressure of debate:' ^

7. The meeting ended with some discussion of the kind of^ press communique
which would be issued. Mr. Acheson made the original suggestion for wording
which was subsequently amended by Lloyd and others. The text as it was
finally agreed to was the following:

"The twenty-one co-sponsors of the resolution of the 24th of October 1952
met this afternoon and unanimously reached agreement that priority in the
voting should be given to the resolution tabled by the delegation of India on the
17th of November 1952 and revised on the 23rd of November 1952. It was
understood also that necessary textual clarifications on paragraph 17 will be
sought to make it conform. to the intention • of the paragraph as outlined in
statements made in the committee: ',
. 8. This is a satisfactory development from our point of view, one for which we
probably have to thank Mr. Vishinsky. There may still be a few hurdles ahead.
We intend to participate in the debate at an early stage in order to give the
kind of leadership we think would be helpful in surmounting the hurdlcs and in
helping the Indian resolution through.

173.^ '. DEA/50069-A-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
x au secrétaire d'^tat aux Affaires extérieures

Chairinan, Delegation to the General Assembly'of the United Nations,
'i'' `°• to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Tt ELEaR^►M 390 New York, November 27, 1952
+' ^ii `:.^ t' ^" K • ^ ' ^ . ' . .r'

SECRET., ;
;^ Following from the Minister, Begins: The purposc of this messagc is to
suimm^rize the behind-the-scenes discussions which took place yesterday and....:
earlie'r'^oday concerning Article ` 17 of the draft Indian resolution, on which,.. i j.. r ^ i J . .. .
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accept the shorter period of thirty days required by the Americans, and also
the United Nations responsibility for "disposition". Immediately before the
First Committee meeting at 3 o'clock, however, Menon informed me that after
conferring with his delegation, he would stand though reluctantly, by the
"disposition" phrase, but he would not be able to make the change from "60"
to "30" days in the revision of the last sentence of paragraph 17 of his
resolution. Later however, he said that he would not oppose this change if it
were proposed from the floor of the committee. I then saw Gross (United
States) and Lloyd (United Kingdom). Gross was disturbed at the prospect of
any further alterations but I explained to him that this involved only a change
of form and not of substance, as it should be easy to get someone to move the
amendment and the committee would undoubtedly approve it. It was merely a
question of whether the change would come about by an Indian revision of
their draft or from the floor. Gross then took the matter up at once with
Acheson who was attending the committee. Later he expressed Acheson's
annoyance at this further suggested change, although he finally accepted the
Indian position. Accordingly, when the Indian re-draft of paragraph 17 with
"60 days" appeared late yesterday, there appeared also a Danish amendment
to reduce the period to "30 days".
,7. That was how the matter stood when I met Menon, Lloyd and Nervo

(Mexico) with Mr. Martin last evening. It was a discouraging meeting as
Menon showed signs of desiring to withdraw from the whole business because
of his government's uneasiness at the interpretation now being given in India to
their amended resolution; namely, that the United States had forced these
concessions and that India had been pushed off her position of neutrality in the
cold war.

8:,, Menon was obviously unhappy about his final draft and also feels he may
not-be able to vote against the Soviet amendments to it. We emphasized that
this was no time to falter or show weakness. I suggested also that most of the
Soviet 'amendments were obviously out of order and could be ruled so by the
chairman, if that would help. The resulting procedural discussion, which we
had previously desired to avoid, might now be an advantage. Menon grasped at
this straw, especially as he will not now be able to speak for a couple of days
and delay is desirable. The Americans last evening had discussed this
procedural question with the Latin Americans and they had agreed not to raise
in the committee whether or not the Soviet amendments were in order. I talked
to Acheson and Hickerson this morning, however, and they now realize the
difficulty and agree that a procedural ruling might be desirable, especially as it
Inight remove the embarrassment, of a: vote against a Russian amendment
which provides for an immediate cease fire. I have also talked this matter over
with the chairman of the First Committee and Nervo of Mexico. The latter
would like to see the question of the admissibility of the Soviet amendments
raised; and the former said that if it were raised he would rule the 2nd and 3rd
améndments definitely out of order as repeating the terms of the Soviet
resolution which was subsequently to be voted on.^,
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3. May I add a word of appreciation for the close and friendly collaboration
between our two delegations at this Assembly.
4. Kindest personal regards and all good wishes. Ends 36

175. DEA/50069-A-40

, Le chef de la délégation .a l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
' au secrétaire 'd'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRANt 387" New York, November 27, 1952

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Following for the High Comissioner in New Delhi from the Minister,
Begins: (Ottawa please pass to New Delhi.)

With reference to immediately preceding telegram regarding Indian Korean
initiative;- United Nations Assembly, for your information I am sending this
message because I am worried lest Menon should not get the backing from
Dclhi which he needs to push this initiative through. It has been a valuable and
constructive: step by India, and it would be deplorable if there were any
faltering now, irrespective of the reception in Peking: We have had very great
difficulty with the Americans in persuading them to accept the resolution, but
the few changcs which have been made to satisfy them are not important and
do not represent any retreat by the Indian delegation from their original
position. I hope that the amendment to paragraph 17 is not being interpreted in
New Delhi in this way. I think Mcnon is worried about this, and that the final
resolution may appcar to bc 'fôrced on him bÿ American pressure. This is not
the case, as I can testify from having spent many long hours with him recently.
Ends s'

$`Notes marginales jMarginal nota:
' y Seen by USSEA.

Distribution discutsed with Mr. Ritchie. 27 Nov. Refer with (Tclegramj 387.
rt.e télégramme porte la mention VNotcd in tclegram:

This telegram repcated to New Delhi as No. 247.
%Notesinarginales Marginal notes:x

Séén by USSEA.
Distribution discussed with Sir. Ritchie. 27 Nov. Rcfcr with [Tclcgram] 383.
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"I'am very grateful to you for your message which your High Commissioner
has just handed to me. I appreciate what you have said very much and I am
particularly glad that our delegation at the General Assembly of the United
Nations and the Canadian delegation have worked in, close and friendly
collaboration. I entirely agree with you that in spite of difficulties and
disappointments that we have experienced in this matter we must proceed with
our resolution on Korea. We intend to do so. Also that if and when resolution is
passed by the Assembly we should follow it up and try to take full advantage of
it. With all good wishes and regards." Ends.

DEA/50069-A-40
1 Le haut-commissaire en Inde

âu secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Comntissioner in India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 26461

SECR ET. IMPORTANT.

New Delhi, November 28, 1952

KOREA

Reference: My telegram of to-day.

^. Following for Minister, Begins: R.K. Nehru62 this morning gave - me
information about the message received from the Chinese Government on
November 25th through the Indian Ambassador at Peking substantially
identical with that he had given the previous day to Clutterbuck ;' i.e.
(1) Chinese Government were unable to approve of the terms of the Indian

draft resolution since it departed from the principles laid down in the Geneva
Convention that prisoners must be repatriated,

(2) They did not, repeat not, however, wish to make any public statement on
the matter at the present time,4
-(3) They would like armistice talks to be renewed "on an equal and
reasonable basis." Ends.

,".!Le télégramme porte la mention :/Notcd in telcgram:

,^,,Sir (Peter) Alexander Cluttcrbuck. High Commissioner of United Kingdom in India.
'^ ^,Sir (Peter) Alexander Cluttcrbuck. haut-commissaire du Royaume-Uni en Inde.
, `: R.K. Nehrti Secretary for United Nations=Affairs Ministry of External Affairs of India.

l'Inde.
'R.K. Nehru, secrétaire des Affaires des Nations unies, ministère des Affaires extérieures de

Repeated Canadian Delegation, New York. as No. 184 of November 28.
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.: L.B. PEARSON
, t

DEA/50069-A-

180. . ,
'délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies '

Le chef de la deleg aires extérieures
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires

of the United Nations
Chairman, Delegation to the Gcene^a^ AF_xte^nal JJairs

t0 JeU""IX ^, 11 952

TELEGRAM 412

CONFIDENTIAL

New York, December 2, 1

FIRST COMMITTEE DEBATE-- INDIAN RESOLUTION • KOREA

d External No. 412, repeated Washington No. 12 dments, the
-°i Addresse hs and amen d

After a series of some 25 vot révised by the Dan sh amendment, was pas$e
Indian resolution on Korea, as
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by the First Committee with a vote of 53 in. favour,. including Canada, 5
against, the Soviet Bloc, and one abstention,, China. The vote came after
lengthy statements by. Menon for India and Vishinsky, for the, Soviet Union.
Menon spoke in his usual discursive manner and attempted to preserve his
neutral position with respect to the views of the main. protagonists in the
Korean struggle. Vishinsky reiterated his : familiar_. criticisms of the Indian
resolution and described it as "a rotten compromise".
.2. So far as the voting was concerned, most of the paragraphs of the Indian
resolution * received the support of 53 or 54 members and most of the Soviet
amendments were defeated by a vote of 46 against. In the case of the latter, a
group 'of ^ eight countries abstained, Afghanistan, Burma, Egypt, Indonesia,
Iran, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Yemen. In each case, Canada voted with the
majority whether in favour of the various paragraphs of the Indian resolution
or against the separate Soviet amendments. India did 'not flinch in face of
voting against the cease-fire concept in the Soviet proposals, voting in each case
against the Soviet amendments.'
3. In the course of his statement, Menon asked the representatives of Iraq,

Greece and Denmark to withdraw their amendments. The Greek and Iranian
amendments were withdrawn but the Danish amendment, reducing from 60 to
30 days the period in which the political conference would consider the
disposition of those prisoners who refuse to be repatriated,, remained before the
Committee and was eventually adopted by a vote of 39 in favour, including
Canada, 5 against, the Soviet Bloc, with 14 abstentions; including India.
4. Menon, after noting "the significant absences" from the United Nations of

Chinese and North Korean representatives, addressed a particular appeal to
"the audience of the Chinese mainland." He distinguished between the Indian
resolution and the Panmunjom proposals. He. offered answers to each of the
objections raised by the Soviet Bloc to his resolution and :he dealt with the
Soviet amendments by suggesting that all of their provisions were included in
his resolution. He ended his statement with an emotional appeal to the
Committee, and 'particularly to the Soviet Union, to open the door for pcace in
Korea.
5. ,Vishinsky offered 'criticism of the 'Indian draft along the ' lines which had

become familiar to the Committee. He devoted a good deal of his statement to
the' issue of an immediate cease-fire, asserting that it was "ludicrous and
incompatible to open the `door to peace while hostilities continued." He
contested India's claim to speak for the Asian contincnt.` He'managcd to return
to the question of forcible screening on Koje Island and made great play of the
article by William Stevenson which appeared in the November 22 issue of the
Toronto Star Weekly. He referred, in addition, to a letter to the President of
'thetheGeneral Assembly from the Editor of the Canadian Tribune which itself

reference to'the Stevenson article.
:^Lloyd of the United Kingdom pointed out that in his remark to the

Committee earlier in the debate he had reported the results of his interview
with prisoners of war in a camp near Pusan and he had made no rcfcrcncc to
questioning prisoners of war on Koje Island.
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Le chef de aires extérieu res

au secrétaire d'État aux A.if
bl o the United Nations,

Chairman, Delegation to the General A^z érn 1 Âjfairs
to Secretary of Statefor

. , _ .

New York, December 3,1952
. , -

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.
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;^Le t^légramme}porte la mention :/Noted

:
Transmitted to New Delhi aï No. 2S0 of December 3rd.

Repeat
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be in a very good position to remove many of the Chinese misapprehensions
and misunderstandings which exist or have been created about it. Ends.

In connection with above message, 'I am not asking the Indian Government
or the Indian Ambassador to act as my representative as President of the
Assembly in explaining the resolution, but merely as a channel of communica-
tion in' delivering it. However, the value of this procedure would, be the
explanation and follow-up which they might give to the resolution on their. own
behalf. I am sure the Indian Government will appreciate this. It has been
suggested that Menon might take the resolution to Peking as my representa-
tive, but I can see difficulties in this regard. We would have to be very careful
not to be put in a position where a United Nations representative was not
treated with, due courtesy and consideration. However, it might be useful if
Menon were in Peking as an Indian Government representative at the time of
delivery to the Chinese or shortly after. I would be grateful, therefore, if you
would sound out the Indian Government whether there is any likelihood of this
happening, following up the tentative suggestion which I made in the message. .

You should be aware, if you are not already, that Madame Pandit and
Menon do not apparently see eye to eye in all these matters, and I do not know
what reports Madame Pandit has been sending to her brother concerning
Menon's initiative and tactics, or how she would regard Menon's appearance at
Peking at this time and in the above connection. Obviously the matter is one of
delicacy from more than one point of. view and any initiative by you on, my
behalf, as suggested above, will have to be done delicately and carefully.

I am most grateful to you for your speedy'and effective action in connection
with my previous message. Ends.

182. DEA/50069-A-40

Le haut-commissaire en Inde
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

' High Commissioner in India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

New Delhi, December 4, 1952

KOREA

Reference: Your telegram No. 250 of December 3.
Following for Minister.

46llowing is Mr. Nehru's reply, Begins: I am grateful to you for your
message of December 3rd.

Now that the General Assembly has passed the resolution on Korea all of us
shôûld certainly do our best to follow it up and try to gain full advantage from

"Le tElfgramme porte la mention ,,/Noted in telegram:
Repeated to Candel N.Y., December 4 as No. 213.
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Repeated to Candel N.Y., December 4 as No. 214.'

DEA/50069-A-40

Le haut-commissaire en Inde , . •
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner i n
A Qirs

to Seeretary of State for Ex ternalt ff
52
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Government has already; as announced in official statement 'of November 29
(see my telegram No. 265 of December 1)t given Chinese Government
clarification of resolution in an effort to remove the Chinese "misunderstand-
ing" and Prime Minister therefore considers it would be wise for the. Indian
Government not, repeat , not, to, be associated with initial presentation of
resolution to Chinese Government but to hold its fire especially since Chinese
have already replied to Indians that they do not, repeat not, "misunderstand"
the resolution. , . . .. ^

2. On receipt of Prime Minister's reply I suggested to Foreign Secretary the
importance of Indian, Government intervening before Chinese gave an
intransigent reply. He was sympathetic. I therefore suggest that when I give
Indian Government a copy of your "explanatory" memorandum I be instructed
to suggest to Prime Minister the advisability of Indian Ambassador in Peking
"following up" your memorandum as soon as possible.

3. ' . Your suggestion about Menon was rather coolly received by Foreign
Secretary.
4.,When Prime Minister refers to "code" he means "cypher". Ends.

184. DEA/50069-A-40
- Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAtw 444 New York, December 4, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

ACTION ON KOREA IN PLENARY SESSION

,,Addressed Ottawa No. 444, repeated Washington No. 133.
1. The Indian resolution on Korea adopted by the First' Committee on

December 1 was considered in' plenary session of the General Assembly on
December 3 and with one amendment ,was adopted by a vote of 54 in favour,
including'Canada, 5 against, the Soviet Bloc, and one abstention, China.

2: Jhe Indian delegation submitted an amendment to the resolution which
was 'circulated just as the delegates took their seats. The amendment was
submitted to the last paragraph of the preamble and was adopted by a vote of
53 in favour, including Canada, with none against and rive abstentions. The
pâragraph referred to now reads as follows:

"Accordingly requests the President of the General Assembly to communi-
cate the following proposals to the Central Peoples Government of the Peoples
Republic of China and to the North Korean Committee as forming a just and
reasonable basis for agreement so that an intntediate cease-fire would result
and be effected; to invite their acceptance of these proposals and to make a
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185: DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée'générale des Nations unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations

TELEGRAM 217 Ottawa, December 5, 1952

CON FI D ENTI A L. IMPORTANT.

KOREA

Following from the Under-Secretary, Begins: I think the adoption by the
Assembly of the,Indian resolution is a heartening example of the value of the
United Nations as a catalyst of opinion in the free world. It may be true that
we are no closer to an armistice in Korea, but at least the Communists have
been completely isolated. The degree of unity shown by the non-Communist
world is far beyond what any serious observer would have expected in mid-
October when the Assembly opened. More specifically, the fact that the United
States and India have supported the same resolution is encouraging for the
future. Mr. Pearson as President of,the Assembly has, of course, played a
central role and the Canadian Delegation has had a very prominent part to
play. Our warmest congratulations on the results achieved. Ends.

186. • DEA/50069-A-40

Le haut-commissaire en Inde
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

►
I

TELEGRAM 26967 New Delhi, December 5, 1952

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

KOREA

'Following for the Minister, Begins:
l. Prime Minister Nehru who is in Bombay today has been discussing the

matter with Bajpai who has telephoned Pillaib' to suggest that you be reminded

Reference: My telegram No. 267 of December 4.

"Le télégramme porte la mention :/Notcd on telegram:
Repeated to New York as No. 215 of December 5.

wNarayana Ragnavan Pillai, secrétaire général du ministère des Affaires extérieures de l'Inde.
Narayana Ragnavan Pillai, Secretary General, Ministry of External Affairs of India.
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KOREA
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DEA/50069-A-40

188. - ° •; énérale des Nations unies

Le chef de la délégation b l'Assemblee âlres extérieures
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires

1 o the United Nations,
Chairman. Delegation to the General Assemby^ fairs

to Seeretary of State for External j
6 1952New York, Decembcr ,

PREVIOUS COMMUNICATIONS WITN NBW DELf
KOREA RESOLUTION

TELEGRAM 460
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Following from the Minister, Begins: Please request our High Commissioner
in New Delhi to transmit the following message _ from . me to Mr. Nehru,
Begins:

I have received through our High Commissioner your reply to my message
of December 3 and I am deeply grateful to you for the consideration which you
have given to this question. In the light of the views which you have expressed
concerning the best tactical approach to Peking, I have decided to transmit the
text of the resolution and a brief message directly by telegram'to Chou, En-Lai
and also to the Foreign Minister of the People's Democratic Republic of Korea.
These communications were sent forward late last evening but it is not
intended to release the text of the covering message until time has elapsed to
permit its receipt in Peking. The text of my message therefore will probably be
released by the United Nations Secretariat in the course of today (December
6). An advance copy. was sent to Madame Pandit late last evening. Any
subsequent steps you can take in Peking through your Ambassador to follow up
this matter will, I am sure, be most helpful and will be of the greatest possible
assistance to us all. Regards.

'2.- Text of my message to Chou En-Lai is as follows, Begins:

The General Assembly of the United Nations, at its 399th plenary meeting
onDecember 3, 1952, adopted a resolution under item 16(a) of its agenda -
Korea: Reports of the 'United Nations Commission for the Unification and
Rehabilitation of Korea. Under the terms of that resolution, originally
sponsored by the Government of India, the President of the General Assembly
is requested "to communicate the following proposals to the Central People's
Government of the People's Republic of China and to the North Korean
authorities as forming a just and reasonable basis for an agreement so that an
immediate cease-fire would result and be effected; to invite their acceptance of
these proposals and to make a report to the General Assembly during its
present session and as soon as appropriate." In discharge of the duty placed
upon me by the terms of that resolution, I have the honour to transmit to you
the,text of the resolution and to invite your acceptance of the proposals
contained therein.

(2) I send this message to you against the background of the casualties, the
sufferings, and the destruction in Korea which are the inevitable consequences
of A.war,^ and I add my personal appeal that you should give it your most
thuûghtful and sympathetic consideration. When the First Committee of the
General: Assembly, by an unanimous decision, agreed to treat the Korean.
question : as a matter of urgency, its decision reflected the concern of all
members of the United Nations, a concern which I am sure is shared by the
Pe6P1es of the world, over the tragedy of war and devastation in Korea, and
their;deep desire to bring this war to an end on terms acceptable to both sides.
Tolhis: end negotiations have been proceeding for some sixteen months at
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prevented the conclusion of an armistice during the negotiations at Panmun-
jom. Once this issue is solved, it will become possible to bring the fighting to an
end and complete the programme for a peaceful settlement in Korea leading,
we must hope, towards a more general settlement which would contribute to
peace in Asia'and in the world.

(8) The United Nations is determined to do everything possible to bring the
fighting to an end in Korea. This is also. the declared aim. of the Central
People's Government. This common aim can be achieved if the proposals which
are now submitted for your consideration are, as I earnestly hope will be the
case, accepted in the spirit in which they are put forward. In this hope, as
President, of the Seventh Session of the General Assembly of the United
Nations, I appeal to you to accept these proposals of the United Nations as
forming a just and reasonable basis for an agreement which will serve to bring
about a constructive and durable peace in Korea.

(9) I shall look forward to receiving as soon as possible your reply to this
communication, which I shall report to the General Assembly when it is
received.

(10) In accordance with the decision of the General Assembly, the text of the
resolution has also been communicated to the North Korean authorities, to
whom I am sending a similar message.

(11) Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. Ends.

'3. Text of resolution follows. Ends. Message ends.

189. DEA/50069-A-40

New Delhi, December 12, 1952

. KOREA

Following for Minister.

' Pillai, Secretary General of External Affairs Ministry gave me the following
information this afternoon.
2. Immediately after receiving your message on November [December?] 7th

the Prime Minister instructed the Indian Ambassador in Peking that in
speaking to the Chinese Government about Assembly resolution he was not,

"Le télégramme porte la mention :/Noted on telegram:
Repeated to New York as 239. Dec. 12/52.

Le haut-commissaire en Inde
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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repeat not, to be apologetic'about Indian role at Assembly; he was to be firm
but not, repeat not, show resentment at language used by Peking.

3.
The Indians have no t, repeat not, yet received any indication of nature of

reply Chinese will make to your message. Pillai , thinks they are' probably
consulting their friends in Moscow but he takes some encouragement from the
fact that'there has not been an immediate rejection. He thinks the Chinese will
probably. not, repeat not, make their position clear until Eisenhower.'s policy is

clearer.

4. Pillai, while disclaiming that 'he attaches much importance to story, has
twice given me at length the following information which if true would indicate
that Chinese are partners not, repeat not, puppets of Russians. The Swedish
Minister in Peking recently informed thè Indian, Ambassador 'that he had
heard from French source that Chou En-lai, on his recent visit to Moscow, had
informed Stalin that China would not, repeat not, make peace in Korea except
on his own terms since:China found the continuation of the war useful for three
reasons: her ability to hold United Nations forces increased her prestige; the
war helped to create unity at home; the fighting provided useful training for
the Chinese army. The same source has said that the Chinese have requested

the Russians to remain at Port, Arthur, presumably, because this would

discourage the United Nations from extending the war.

5. Pillai expressed personal - displeasure at Menon's speech in the United

States on Chinese recognition which serves no, repeat no, useful purpose but

merely annoyed the Americans.

6: He pressed me for my personal views on a story which he
in Korea at thea group in the Pentagon did not, repeat not, want an armistice

present time. I said that I found it bard to believe that such a group could
represent more than a minority point of view because of powerful strategic and
political arguments in favour of an armistice, e.g. that war diverts strength
from Europe and puts a political strain on the North Atlantic Alliance. I put
this point as strong as I could since it is, I think, obvious that the Prime
Minister is skeptical about the professed desire of United States for an

armistice.

7. There must be some sort of re-examination of Indian foreign policy taking
place here as a result of recent events. Obviously the more that can be done to
lessen fear about foreign policy of new administration in Washington the more
likely the re-examination will lead in the direction we want.,

i
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DEA/50069-A-40
Extrait de la note de la Direction de l'Extrême-Orient

pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures72
.Extract from Meniorandum by Far Eastern Division

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs72

[Ottawa], December 20, 1952

KOREA'-=- RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

2.^ On December '14,' Chou En-Lai, Foreign
Minister of the Peking

Government; replied by cable to Mr. Pearson's message, and this reply was
made public. on December. 15. The Chinese reply rejected the Assembly's
resolution as being "illegal and void", and charged that it supported "the
United States- Government's position of forcibly retaining in captivity prisoners
of war in contravention of international conventions". Other portions of this
lengthy and violent message reiterated the familiar Communist position on the

-Geneva
Convention, and contained equally familiar assertions regarding

terrorism by United States forces in Korea. The reply concluded by asking the
Assembly to rescind its resolution and to call upon the United States
Government "to resume immediately the negotiations at Panmunjom" on
basis of the Draft Armistice Agreement. Attached is a copy of this replye
reproduced as U.N. Press Release PM/2481.t :

72 Le document porte la note suivante ;(The following was written on the document:° ( through U[nited1 N[ationsj Division).
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SECRET
THE DELEGATION'S ASSESSM ENT ŸF THE

UNITED NATIONS AS 91
Telegrams from Paris Nos. 252 of December 2lt and 272 of Dec ^he As?an
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principle between poor and rich countries on how much assistance rich
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types of resolution. I suggest that on some at least of the resolutions a half-way
house might have been possible. Thus in the disarmament resolution we were,

The impression conveyed is that the Assembly had to choose between these two
and ideologically confusing compromises put forward by the poor countries.
resolutions on disarmament, Germany, Yugoslavia and Italy with impractical

5. Paragraph 8 of telegram No. 252 contrasts the Western propaganda
which it grants.
of self-government and to increase the pace and extent of the economic aid

annoying to the West, if it is kept up, it is probably going to make it
increasingly difficult for the West to refuse to increase the pace of the granting

are not in the interests of that delegation's country. Perhaps, however, the
pressure that the poor countries are putting on the rich countries in the debates
over Morocco, Southwest Africa, economic development, human rights is, on
the whole, serving the interests of the poor countries. While this pressure is

assume that an irresponsible delegation is one which supports policies which
4. A goôd deal is made of the so-called irresponsibility of the poor countries. I

countries should give to' poor.

from the beginning, of the opinion that it was unwise to ask the Assembly once
again to affirm support of the majority plan on atomic energy. The Americans
were intransigent on this. There may have been other amendments which could
have made it more palatable to the Asian and Latin American Delegations.
The same may have been true of the other three Western propaganda
resolutions. The feeling I get from this distance is that insufficient efforts have
been made by the . principal Western Delegations in Paris to try to reach
agreement with the Asian Delegations on compromises which would not

matter of cannot but will not. There is no economic bar to Canada, for
ezample, increasing its Colombo assistance from S25 million to S100 million a

diminish greatly the propaganda value of the resolutions in Western countries
and might increase their propaganda value in other countries.
6.=The suggestion that the United Nations might adopt a "coming into court

with clean hands" doctrine is disturbing. The short answer is that the Assembly
is not a sort of court but a sort of parliament. Another answer is that the clean
hands doctrine is applicable only to certain types of cases before courts. If an
assault or theft is committed, the criminal is prosecuted even if the person who
has been*assaulted or whose belongings have been stolen does not have clean
hands.

7.' The basic objection, however, to the doctrine is that its adoption would
mean that the Assembly would be turned into a Quaker meeting in which no
one would be moved by the spirit to speak since no country comes to the
Assembly with clean hands. There are relative degrees of dirt.

8.- In one place at least the telegram indicates that the author has accepted at
face value public statements which the Canadian Delegation has made even
though it is clear that these public statements are misleading. It is said in
paragraph 21 that "of course the highly industrialized countries cannot under
present circumstances increase expenditures for foreign assistance." It is not a
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192. DEA/5475-DW-14-1-40

. Extrait d'une lettre du représentant permanent auprès des Nations unies
au sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

Extract of letter from Permanent Representative to the United Nations
to Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET. Paris, January 23, 1952

Dear Escott:
I have your letter of January 11' enclosing the memorandum which you

prepared after surviving the shock of receiving our telegrams Nos. 252 of
December 21 and 272 of December 29.

- Needless to say, I have read your memorandum with much interest. Perhaps
it would be better if I postponed comment on most of the points raised in it
until we have an opportunity of discussing them at length in Ottawa.

I' would, however, like to comment on the first paragraph of your
memorandum which suggests that a feeling of irritation against the Asian and
other under-developed territories may be clouding the judgment of the
delegation on'tactics and strategy. Perhaps I am wrong, but I have interpreted
this paragraph to mean that the delegation has failed in some way to give
effect to the principle set out in the following paragraph.

Each member of the delegation is, I think, very conscious of the importance
of the passage in the commentary referred to in Mr. Pearson's telegram No.
206 of January 9,' namely:

bridge the gap between the policics of the United States and those of Asian

"If the differences between the West and the Asian States led by India
should become more pronounced, the result could be extremely serious,
especially in its effects on Western attempts to restrain the expansionism of,the
Soviet Union. Canadian effort at the Sixth Session of the General Assembly
should therefore be directed toward helping to eliminate misunderstanding and,
where possible, to bridge the gaps between the policies of the United States
Government and those of the Asian Governments." k

countries, but that we should where possible endcavour to gain the sympathy
and friendship of Middle East, Asian, and Latin American countries. '
` 1^Eâch member of the delegation is also very cônscious of the fact that we
have been able to do very little at this Assembly to gain the good-will of
Middle East, Asian and Latin American countries. We think, however, that the
main reason for our failure is that, whereas our general instructions emphasize
thé` importance of the bridging the gap principle, the instructions we have
récen►ed on specific issues have prevented us from giving cffect to this principle
on^most of the important questions that have come before the Assembly.t1

'Let ''me review some of the issues to which most of the Middle East, Asian
and 4ri,atin . American countries have attached great importance in this
Assembly:
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satisfy India and other abstainers on the three power resolution it would have, I
think, been necessary not only to drop any reference to the majority plan
(which we might have accepted) but to have confined the resolution to setting
up a disarmament commission with no terms of reference except to consider all
proposals put before it. I was not aware that this was the type of resolution
favoured by the Department.
(e) South Africa

We perhaps had the worst of both worlds on this subject. Though we may
have offended the South Africans, I do not think we won the good-will of the
various countries which took the lead in criticizing South Africa's policy
regarding South-West Africa and Indians in South Africa. Though we voted in
favour of the "regretting" resolution, we abstained on nearly all other questions
affecting South Africa and made no statements in Committee or Plenary.

(f) Trusteeship Questions
Although our general instructions on trusteeship encouraged us to attempt

to reconcile the administering authorities and their critics, the guidance we had
on specific questions usually forced us to take a position on the side of the
administering powers. Moreover, we were under instructions from the Minister
not to take a prominent part in the Fourth Committee. We were thus rarely in
a position to bridge the gap between administering and non-administering
powers.
(g) Wheat

A few days ago some members of the delegation thought that they might be
able to give some support to an Indian amendment to a food and famine
resolution which requested the grain exporting countries to play a special role
in the study which FAO is going to carry out on the question of the food
reserves. Our instructions were, however, to abstain if the Indian amendment
had been put to a vote. Although the Indian delegate withdrew his amendment
under strong pressure, it was clear that he blamed the Canadian delegation for
the pressure brought to bear upon him. He, in fact, expressed his resentment to

I do not complâin about the instructions we received on any particular issue
but I do suggest that when our specific instructions make it difficult for us to
carry out our general instructions, consideration might be given to changing
either the general instructions or the instructions on specific issues. As a result
of my experience at this Assembly, I cannot help thinking that there should be
a franker recognition in our general instructions that in reaching a decision on
a specific question the following principles carry great weight:

! (a) ` We consider that when a matter adversely affects our self-interest we vote
in accordance with our self-interest without much regard for the effect that our
vote will have on other delegations. This principle would, I think, explain our
position on questions such as the International Development Authority, Human
Rights, Wheat, and Newsprint.
(b) We were not prepared, except under considerable provocation, to offend

or, embarrass our friends even though we think that some action they have
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to bridge the gap between Indian and United States policies except by bringing
pressure on the_United States to make concessions to meet the Soviet view.

I freély confess that I have been irritated by the attitude'of some under-.
developed countries and particularly' Latin American ones.. I am irritated with
Chile and Peru at this moment. The representatives of thése'two countries have
taken a most self-righteous line in this Assembly and yet ' when they' were
invited to appear before the Negotiating Committee to state what contributions
they might make to the expanded technical assistance 'programme;- neithèr
country took the 'trouble. to appear or to send a word of excuse. (Last year
neither country made any contribution t6the programme. That is perhaps the
reason why they did not come.) I am, however, not conscious that a feeling of
irritation has influenced my judgment on any specific question. . '

I am looking forward to seeing you in Ottawa. May I express the hope that
the members of the Department will not start sharpening their knives at least
until I arrive.

193. DEA/5475-DW-14-1-40. , .
Le haut-commissaire en Inde

au sous-secrétaire d'Étai suppléant aux Affaires extérieures ^.
, , " High Cor»missioner in India
to Depu^y Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

;debase the currency of United Nations resolutions and machincry.": ^^ , ,,

SECRET AND PERSONAL New Dclhi, January 24, 1952

Dear Escott,

",,I have your: letter of January 11 th' with its enclosure which says most
acutely a number of things that I have wanted to have said. I might add a few
comments as follows:

Propaganda
I cannot see much future for an international organization if propaganda

and tactics take charge. The best propaganda, if one must speak in such tcrms,
comes by indirection, from dealing and seeming to deal with problcros on their
merits. In My experience abroad I have been much struck by the rcputation
that Canada has attaincd because, on the wholc,*wc arc rcgarded as good world^,_,r_.;..
c^Uzens trying so to act. International confidence can only be built up if, by and
lârge; such conduct comes generally, to be expectcd. The trouble now is that the
wôrld is becoming so shrewd in recognizing propaganda and tactics Tor what
they are` that it may come to suspect them when they arc not prescnt. Such a
rault
64 . would be a crowning disaster and would, more than anything c1sc,and .
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yesterday. on Tunisia were not exclusively Muslim. India, a determinedly
secular state, was among them. The true policy, not only for the Common-
wealth but for the world, is that stated by Sir Eyre Crowe years ago: the policy
that fits the best interests of the greatest number of mankind. Our best
propaganda and our best tactics will lie in pursuing the courses that seem to
have that policy as their guide.

Yours sincerely,
WARWICK CHIPMAN

DEA/5475-DW-14-1-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès des Nations unies

Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to the United Nations

PERSONAL AND SECRET Ottawa, February 6, 1952

Dear Dave,

- Many thanks for your letter of January 23 commenting without any
evidence of irritation on my irritating remark that some of the telegrams from
the Delegation in Paris indicated that a natural feeling of irritation against the
Asian and other under-developed countries at the Assembly might be clouding
the judgment of the Delegation on tactics and strategy:

My memorandum has served a useful purpose by precipitating your letter. I
âgree with you that consideration should be given to changing either the
general instructions to our Delegation to the Assembly or the instructions on
specific issues, and I hope that in our post mortem on the last session of the
Assembly we can go into this question fully both on the official level and then
in discussions with the Minister.

I do hope that these post mortem discussions can be arranged to take place
in Ottawa at a time to suit your convenience and the plans of the Minister.

In this post mortem I hope that we will re-examine in turn our policy on the
seven points which you list on pages 2 to 4 of your letter.

No such re-examination will be of much practical value unless it is
accompanied by some discussion of the relative degree of importance which we
attach to maintaining at the General Assembly an outward show of solidarity
with` the United States, the United Kingdom and France. In your letter you
state that you cannot think of a single vote of any importance between East
and Vat on which we opposed the United States, the United Kingdom and
F!^nce combined. I should like to know whether this statement of yours would
^ ually accurate if you omitted France. It also would be interesting to

.;, pare our position on these votes with that taken, say, by Norway or the
Netherlands.k .. ^

^We.might also discuss in the post mortem the merits of the general principle
voting which we have followed at this Assembly. This principle, as I
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2e PARTIE/PART 2 - J • . - .

SIXIÈME SESSION DE L'ASSEMBLÉE GÉNÉRALE,
DEUXIÈME PARTIE, (2 JANVIER-5 FÉVRIER 1952)
SIXTH SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY;' '
SECOND PART, (JANUARY 2-FEBRUARY 5, 1952)

SECTION A

COMMISSION DE CONCILIATION POUR LA PALESTINE

PALESTINE CONCILIATION COMMISSION

195. . DEA/50134-40
Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairntan. Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

-TELEGRAM 241 Paris, December 19, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL '

PALESTINE CONCILIATION COMMISSION,

Reference: My preceding telegram.t

Following is the text of the revised draft resolution on Palestine given to our
delegation by Campbell of the United Kingdom delegation this morning with a
request that it should not be discussed at this juncture with any other
delegation. Text begins:

The General Assembly -
ttECALLING its Resolution 194 (III) of 11 December, 1948 and 394 of 14

December, 1950,
'>^ HAVING EXAMINED the report of the United Nations Conciliation
Commission for Palestine (A/.... :),

^-NOTING THAT agreement has not been reached between the parties on the
rinal settlement of outstanding questions,

RECOGNIZING THAT in the interests of the peace and stability of the Near
Eâst efforts to achieve such a final settlement should be continued,

1: Urges the governments concerned to seek agreement with a view to an
early settlement of their outstanding differences and for this purpose to make
full use of United Nations facilities;
2.1Expresses its appreciation to the Conciliation Commission for Palestine for

its' efforts to assist the parties to reach agreement on their outstanding
differences;
'3:*Notes%,with regret that, as stated in paragraph 87 of the report, the
Comm,̂ sslon has been unable to fulfil its mandate;^^.^.
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(c) Paragraph 6 is revised so as to read:
"Decides that the headquarters of the Conciliation Commission for

0
,s

he

jointly by. the United States, United Kingdom, France and Turkey. Sharett
(Israel)7 had criticized the draft only mildly and was prepared to go along with

directly concerned with the Palestine problem. It would therefore be sponsored
resolution it had been difficult to find sponsors for it among countries not

2. Coulson informed us that although there was general support for this
Assembly, as the former draft proposed.
United Nations" instead of reporting to the 7th regular session of the General
"periodically to the Secretary General for transmission to the members of the
(d) Finally the Conciliation Commission is asked to render progress reports

representative of the commission being maintained at Jerusalem."
Palestine should be transferred to the headquarters of the United Nations, a

it. The Arabs would not object.

197. DEA/50134-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chairntan, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations

TELEGRAM 197 Ottawa, January 7, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

PALESTINE CONCILIATION COMMISSION

Reference: Your telegrams No. 281, January 3,' and No. 289, January 4.
1 .We have now had an opportunity to examine the Conciliation Commission's
Report and to read its conclusions in conjunction with the draft United States
Resolution contained in your telegram No. 241 of December 19 and with the
points in the redraft contained in your telegram No. 289 of January 4. Until
the draft text of the Resolution has been made available to the French and
Turkish Delegations and their reactions obtained to its principal recommenda-
tion - the move to New York - the fate of the Resolution as a whole must
remain uncertain. In other respects it should, however, prove acceptable to
them as it seems to reflect' the principal conclusions of the Commission's
Report, albeit in less forthright language.

2:, The one exception is the failure of the original United States draft to refer
SPêcifically to the refugee problem or to the functions of the Refugee Office
established by the Commission last year. As we have always considered a
settlement of the refugee problem as an essential first step towards a wider

Session of the General Assembly.

;` ^Moshe Sharett, ministre des Affaires étrangères dIsratl. chef de la délégation à la sixième
, session de l'Assemblée générale.
Moshe Sharett, Minister for Foreign Affairs of Israel; Chairman of the Delegation to the Sixth
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situation with the United States and United Kingdom delegations and found
that they agree with us that a few amendments to their draft resolution would
probably make it much more acceptable to the ad hoc Political Committee.

bodies or tô employ technical experts, we proposed that paragraph 5 of the

9Jast momcnt, however, we dropped it in view of objections raiscd by the

Since they were not in a position to 'offer to the committee themselves the
rephrasing of their own draft, we undertook to suggest the necessary changes
during the course of our own statement which was scheduled for the following
day, January I 1. The text of the amendment proposed will be found in my next
succeeding telegram. My own covering statement has gone forward to you by
bag'

3. What seemed to all of us to be chiefly needed was to simplify the preamble
and to delete certain phrases in the operative part of the draft resolution to
which either Arabs or Israelis particularly objected. Operative paragraphs 3
and 4 of the amended draft, read together, provide the basis for future efforts
to reach a settlement and make 'it possible to drop the very contentious first
paragraph'of the operative part of the four-power draft resolution. We thought,
furthermore, that the, proposed simplification of the draft would bring into
stronger relief its two chief purposes, namely that of meeting the continuing
need for conciliation on the basis of Assembly resolutions and that of securing
the transfer of the headquarters of the commission to New York. Since the
Conciliation Commission has always enjoyed authority to appoint subsidiary

four-power draft should beAropped. In view of differences of opinion among
the four powers about retaining a representative'• of the commission in
Jerusalem, regarding which you had expressed misgivings, we offered a
formula, now thought preferable by the four. powers, which advocated the
transfer of the commission's headquarters to New York."without prejudice to
the maintenance of a representative in Jerusalem." ,The commission would in
any case have the right to appoint a representative in Jerusalem if it so wished,
but special reference is made to this possibility In the draft resolution because
ôtherwise it might be difficult to get from' the governments which control
Jerusalem permission for the rc-entry of a representative of the commission
once the commission itself had left.
4. In the original draft resolution there was a reference to paragraph 86 of

the Conciliation Commission's report, which deals with dctailed- proposals
réjectid by' thc parties during their Paris discussions last Octobcr. It would
makethe draft resolution more acceptable to both parties'to have the rcference
tô paragraph 86 deleted. It seemed to us that the resolution as a whole would
be'strengthened if a reference were made instead in this paragraph to past
itsolutions of the General Assembly on the basis of which the commission is to^
opCrate.^^
$.^In view of our instructions we also prepared an amendment specifying that

tb^ Conciliation Commission's Refugee Office should be kept in operation. At

fôu<<^pôwers. Coulson (United Kingdom) had alrcady assurcd the ad hoc
PoCitical Committee that there was no question of closing the Rcfugee Office.
It willbekept in operation as part of the Conciliation Commission's normal1'. .,
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•.10. We agree with the four powers that conciliation processes would be
obstructed rather than expedited by the appointment of two interested states,
and it seems to us that even the appointment of two neutral states would slow
up its work appreciably, since this would involve the consulting of two
additional governments at every stage. In view of the success of the Rhodes
precedent,10 the trend is likely to be towards reduction of the commission to a
single *mediator if developments in the Middle East should warrant the holding
of anything in the nature of a conference to reach a final settlement.

11. The United Kingdom and United States delegations have been most
appreciative of the help we have given toward securing majority support for the
draft resolution, and Jessup when announcing acceptance of our amendments
by the four sponsors made a number of kind references to the Canadian
initiative.
. ' ^
199. DEA/50134-40

Chairnman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAr.t 372 Paris, January 12, 1952

^ Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

RESTRICTED

report," together with the commas setting off this phrase, and

, 4. _ Add a new paragraph 3 to read as follows:
,"Considers that the governments concerned have the primary responsibility

for reaching a settlement of thcir outstanding differences;'
S: Amend paragraph 4:
(ï!) By deleting in the first line the phrase "in the light of paragraph 86 of the

:3: Renumber paragraphs 2 and 3 as I and 2 respectively.

PALESTINE CONCILIATION COMMISSION

Reference: My immediately preceding telegram.
Following is the text of amendments proposed by Canada in the Ad Hoc

Political Committee on the morning of January 11 th.
Preamble

, ,I.- Omit paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of the preamble.
Operative portion

2. Omit paragraph 1.

I

United Nations mediator.

,'*Dispositions pour des négociations en vue d'aboutir à la paix sous la surveillance d'un seul
-^ôdiateur des Nations unies.
A4 arrangement for negotiations towards a peace settlcment undcr the supervision of a single
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200. DEA/50134-40

^'Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman. Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 384 Paris, January 15, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

PALESTINE CONCILIATION COMMISSION

I. When the Ad Hoc Political Committee adjourned for the week-end on
Reference: Our telegram No. 371 of 12 January, 1952.

12th January it seemed likely. that, with a few further amendments, the Arabs
and their friends would support the 4-power draft resolution on the Palestine
Conciliation Commission as amended by Canada and that Israel might abstain,
though, the Soviet bloc would oppose the amended draft resolution., In
fulfilment of our expectations Afghanistan tabled two amendments early on
Monday, 14th January, which represented, we thought, the minimum Arab
demands for the further revision of the draft resolution. These were acceptable
both to ourselves and to the four powers. They involved only the inclusion of
two additional references to past resolutions of the General Assembly and â
suggestion that the Conciliation Commission should "continue its efforts to
secure the implementation of these resolutions."
:2. Over the weekend, however, the Arabs and their friends seem to have
made up their minds that if they exerted themselves once more they might be
able to carry the committee still further. On Monday morning, accordingly,
Colombia brought in a series of three revised amendments the purpose of
which was
'(a) To reeall,"all" previous Assembly resolutions on Palestine (we have been
invoking only:those resolutions which relate to the Conciliation Commission's
work);
2 (b) To'call on the governments to observe the Assembly resolutions "strictly"
(no matter'how out of date they may be) and to seek agreement for sett(1]ing
their,differences "in a spirit of justice", (which the parties interpret each in
their own way);
'(c)' To ask the Conciliation Commission "to ensure the strict observance" of
the°Assembly's resolutions (i.e., giving it a degree of executive authority not
hitherto contemplated).
3-' The Philippines also came forward on the 15th with an amendment in line

withArabs wishes,' expressing special regret that the refugees have not been
repatriated or compensated for their properties. Indonesia and Iran revived
Pakistan's proposal of January i l that the headquarters of the commission
shôuld 'be kept in Jerusalem and asked that its membership be increased to
seven.-^:K ^ ► ;^ , ^
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.
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resolutions some of which are mutually contradictory and some of which it is
quite impossible to carry out. We suppose the commission will choose Geneva
as its headquarters and would have no objection to this, but we do not believe
the revised resolution will lead to an improvement of the situation unless the
four states added to the commission are truly disinterested and the men chosen
to represent them are unusually able. If we are approached with a request to
allow Canada's name to be proposed for membership on the commission should
we refuse, and if so on what grounds?

201. DEA/50134-40

1 Le chefde la délégation 'à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 385 Paris, January 15, 1952

RESTRICTED

PALESTINE CONCILIATION COMMISSION

fùll ûsê ô
.
f l United Nations facilities;

. -'b"^^.. . i.. .

Géneral Assembly and to seek agreement with a view to an early settlement of
théir'i;utstanding differences in a spirit of justice: and for this purpose to make

4ÛR^FS the governmcnts concerned strictly to observe the resolutions of the
the resolutions of the General Assembly on Palestine;
ity for reaching a settlement of their outstanding differences in conformity with
3. coNStDERS that the governments concerned have the primary responsibil-

those hot wishing to return;

repatriation of refugees wishing to return to their homes and also with regard
to the just and equitable evaluation of and compensation for the properties of

resolutions- have not yet been implemented, in particular with regard to the
commission has been unable to fulfil its mandate and that the above-mentioned
2. 'NOTES with regret that, as stated in paragraph 87 of the report, the

differences; -
for its efforts to assist the parties to reach agreement on their outstanding
l. EXPRESSES its appreciation to the Conciliation Commission for Palestine

Commission for Palestine (A/1985),
HAVING EXAMINED the progress report of the United Nations Conciliation

Assembly on the Palestine problem,
RECALLING all the resolutions adopted by previous sessions of the General
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,

Commission adopted by the ad hoc Political Committee on 15 January 1952.
Following is the text of the resolution on the Palestine Conciliation

Reference: My immediately preceding telegram. ,
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the Conciliation Commission for Palestine
of the

5 . CONSIDERS that t lementation of the resolutions
continue its efforts to alestinet and accordingly to be available to the parties
General Assembly on P ding questions;
to assist them in reaching agreement on outstan

,
nciliation Commission shall consist of 7s ^blyebefore

6' DECIDES that the CO the General A
four' additional members shall be designated by
the end of the present session;

t
he Conciliation Commission for Palesti

ne'to
to the members

7 . REQUESTS t General for transm
reports periodically to the Secretary
of the United Nations; rovide the necessary staff and

8. REQUESTS the Sec of

to provide

for carrying out the terms of the present resolution."
facilities DEA/5475-DW-14-40

202.
Extrait du télégramme du chef de la deuniesion =

à l'Assemblée $enerale des Nextérieures
au seerétaire d'Etat aux Affaires

Extract from Telegram from Chairman,
the United Nativ►^s,

Delegation to the General âte
JeorÉx^érnal Affairs

to Secretary of St
Paris, January 21, 1952
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{; •` n• th the four powcrs.., in the

Arab statcs.that in the p c of therative paragraphs 2 and .4 of the Palesti
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lthel language
ope . them into closer harmony with

resolut^on , ^n order to bring We have in mind also a
draft^resolution on assistance to Pa1â a< <aphf 6 of the Palestine Conciliation 7
possible compromise on operative p 8 i

'on resolution,. so as to provide for .a
a

ion of be so rcv
Commissl hs in quest ion

tion which ised ass to us thatthe paragrap

p comm

E •

TELEGRAM 421

CONFIDENTIAL
ASSISTANCE TO PALESTINE REFUGEES' . ' `

.
Reference:•

Our telegram No. 416 of January 19 .1

• • •
lestine Conciliation Commission resolution

be acceptable
the Pa of the Assembly

are'6;,not
Some of thetheto features

table to a two-thirds majorito the sponsors
seems to us that this gives us a reason for suggesting privately

Conciliation Commission draft resolution and to theoffered
ofi the original Palestine Conc certaln amendments might beommissionlenary meeting

recent discussions w, sition,
it ' Icss the situation should change we are not éXr lâinloûr reserved poUn e except to P,

`d^bâte, since it would serve no purp^
and this can be done effcctively and briefly on explanation of vote.
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DEA/5013440
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chefde la délégation à lAssemblée générale des Nations icnies •
Secretary of State for Externcil Affairs" .:

tô Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the. United Nations.' .' '

TELEGRAM 251 Ottawa; January 22, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT:

PALESTINE CONCILIATION COMMISSION

Reference: Your telegram No. 384 of January 15.

We are not entirely happy about the suggestion contained in your paragraph
8: that when. the Resolution adopted in the Ad Hoc Political Committee on
January,14 comes up in plenary session, the Canadian Delegation will reverse
its stand 'and vote against. Instead, we consider that the Delegation should
concentrate on inserting in the Resolution as" it now stands, the minimum
number of ` amendments which would make it acceptable to " the original
sponsoring powers and sufficiently palatable to ourselves and Israel to permit
of abstention or an affirmative vote.
2. In view'of thè slim majority by which the more contentious paragraphs of

the final draft were approved, there is every likelihood that they will not
achieve the two-thirds majority required in plenary session. The present draft
will therefore almost certainly undergo some amendment before its final
adoption. We consider that the objective outlined in paragraph 1 above might
be achieved if the following changes could be made in the present draft:

Operative Portion
Paragraph 2: Delete and substitute: "Notes with regret that the Commission

has bien unable to fulfil its mandate for the reasons set forth in paragraphs 84
and 85 of the Commission's Report." .

Paragraph 4. Delete,word "strictly".• .
Parâgraph 5: Delete and substitute: "Considers that the Conciliation Com-

mission for Palestine should continue its efforts to secure the implementation of
Resôlutions of the General Assembly relating to its work and to continue to be
available to the parties to assist them in reaching agreement on outstanding
ques.,tions."

Paragraphf 6 : f Delete and substitute: "Decides that the Conciliation* Com-
mission, shall, consist of five members, the two additional members to be
dai8nated by the. General Assembly before the end of the present Session."
Had 1he vote in the Ad Hoc Political Committee not been taken sooner than
ezpeCt6dqi you would have received instructions from us to support the increase
!n thë `size of the Commission from three to five' members, a change which
u^m^ tô" us' to' be a harmless concession if it would suffice to win Arab
toPii?rt^for the Resolution as'it then stood. The Arabs might now be prepared

aCX ptthe 'compromise figure of rive members and the original four
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uaded to accept.this change if

and Israel might also be pers
sponsoring powers

Y
ork could be reinserted in a new draft.
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TELEGRAM 442

CON FIDENTIAL. IMPORTAM

PALESTINE CONCILIATION
COMMISStON• .
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(d) Operative paragraph 2 of the first resolution might be amended as
follows, so as to make it correspond more closely with operative paragraph 2 of
the refugee ' resolution, to which the sponsors and the Arabs have agreed:
"Notes with regret that, as , stated in paragraph. 87 of the report, the
commission has been unable to fulfil its mandate, as set forth in resolutions 194
(III) of 11 December 1948 and 394 (V) of 14 December 1950."
(e) The following language might be used for paragraph 4: "Urges the

governments concerned to seek agreement with a view to an early settlement of
their outstanding differences in a spirit of justice and pursuance of resolutions
adopted by the United Nations General Assembly, and for this purpose to
make full use of United Nations facilities."
(f) We suggested a commission of rive instead of seven members, but said

nothing about where the headquarters of the commission should be located.
'4. In the light of your instructions we have passed on to both delegations this
morning the additional amendment suggested for paragraph 5 of the
resolution.
,'5. The State Department does not want the commission expanded if Pakistan
is to be a*candidate. It is not sure that even the friendliest attempt to secure
A'iab acquiescence to a series of amendments before the plenary meeting will
be successful. The sponsors will discuss strategy this afternoon, however, and
may base their talks on our suggested amendments, which they consider useful.
Wewill keep you informed of later developments.

DEA/50134-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
Secretary of State for External Affairs

'10 Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations

TELEGRANt 262 Ottawa, January 25, 1952

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

PALESTINE CONCILIATION COMMISSION
MACDONNELL'S TELEPHONE CALL

situation fully from here." We are content to leave to you the decision on
whethecFyou should move the amendments to the resolution and we will back,^
uP Your , decision.

2•° 0ur, primary, interest, however, is to compose diffcrences and to get a
t!solûtion, supported by the Arabs, by Israel and by the sponsoring powers.
You shô ld

: Following from Under-Secretary.
1• ^We are unable, on the basis of telephone conversations, to judge the

U try up to inc last to gct agreement betwecn thcse thrce groups on
tb^ C^ït sentence of. the preamble which we understand is the stumbling block

^^ . . .
é docur'nent 2I0.JSee Document 210.
k s .
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,3.'W whole.
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134-40responsible po DEA/50
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Chairman, Del State for External Affairs
to Secretary of
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TELEGRAM 459

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.
,
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1 i..
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207. DEA/50134-40
, r• ' . . - .. . . .

'Le représentant suppléant de la délégation '
à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

au sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires'extérieures

Alternate Representative.
Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs. ; . . . . ,

PERSONA LAND CONFIDENTIAL Paris, January 29, 1952
.. .. . ,

Dear Escott,
In a sense I want to apologize for the sudden telephone call on Palestine

which must have startled you a little. We realized to the full that we were
presenting you on a moment's notice with a problem the nature of which could
not be fully explained in a telephone conversation. Had it not been for the
Minister's final injunctions to Mr. Lesage to.be particularly careful to consult
Ottawa before doing anything on Palestine, we probably would have taken the
decision in the delegation. However, we felt that,we ;had to be sure of the
Government's support and we picked you as the senior person most likely to be
familiar with the general problem. I am sorry that we had to throw it at you on
such, short notice and so incompletely. It is always difficult to know how far a
delegation should use its own judgment in a last-minute crisis. In this case,
however, we felt that because the decision was essentially political our hands
were tied.

As the result of fast-moving developments, we were faced at the last minute
with the following situation:
; a),The Arabs -hâd secured a last-minute victory in the vote in the Ad Hoc
Committee on four paragraphs of the draft resolution on the Palestine
Conciliation Commission. which the Western powers did not like and to which
Israel was bitterly opposed;
b) if i the Arabs failed to get the, two-thirds majority for which they were

working, we should have no decision to continue the attempt to conciliate the
Palestine dispute. This wonld represent a defeat for Canadian policy, which is
directed toward securing a peace settlement within the framework of the
United Nations; ; . .
WIsraél was working hard to secure a vote which would knock out the four

objeCtionable paragraphs, and would not 'have been unhappy if the whole
resolution was lost, since they would have been in a position to revive their
proposal for, a Good Offices Committee with much more limited terms of
reference than the Conciliation Commission;
a)tiDuring the day on which we telephoned you, Jessup had won over the

Arabs'to` accept concessions on the three operative paragraphs to which Israel
objmt6d if the sponsors would agree to let them keep a recital in the preamble;
e)°Thé sponsors were very anxious to take advantage of the Arab concession,

Since they felt an Arab defeat on a straight vote on the resolution as adopted in
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Committee would
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208. DEA/50134-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chefde la délégation à lAssemblée générale des Nations unies' - .

^ . . .. :
Secretary of State for External Affairs,

to Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations

TELEGRAM 268

CONFIDENTIAL

PALESTINE CONCILIATION COMMISSION

Following from Pearson, Begins: I am.extremely gratified at the outcome of
the,, Palestine Conciliation Commission issue. The Delegation is to be
congratulated on the energetic and useful contribution which it made towards
the framing of a Resolution commanding the widest possible support.

209. DEA/50134

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'Étàt aux Affaires extérieures

I

Chairntan, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations.
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 497 Paris, February 1, 1952

PALESTINE CONCILIATION COMMISSION

Reference: Your telegram No. 270 of January 31st!
11" Following is complete text of. resolution on Palestine Conciliation

Commission adopted January 26th in plenary session of General Assembly:
%,.TNE GENERAL ASSEME3LY,

,RECALLING all the resolutions adopted at previous sessions of the General
Assembly on the Palestine problem, I ,
f`114VING EXAMINED the progress report of the United Nations Conciliation
Commission for Palestine,

EXPRESSES its appreciation to the Conciliation Commission for Palestine
fôr;its'efforts to assist the parties to reach agreement on their outstanding
differen'ces;

Co ^`OT^ w
ith regret that, as stated in Paragraph 87 of the report, the

mmission has been unable to fulfil its mandate under the resolutions of the
Generâl 'Âssemblÿ;^^^
30,CONSiDERS that the Governments concerned have the primary responsibil-

ity fôr^.réaching a settlement of their outstanding differences in conformity with
the râol *. ,ut ions of the Gcncral Asscmbly on Palestine;
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concerned to seek ag with the

settlement

reement with a view to an

URGES thë governments differences , in conformity
on Palestine;'ànd'for this purpose to makeearly ; of. their Asseinbly ing.

resolutions of the Genera
full use of United Nations_ facilities: ion Commission for Palestine should

the
thelimPlementation of the resolu

tions
5. ^ CONSIDERS that tsecù

Conci
lable to the

contlnue' its efforts to should be
General Assembly on Palestine and accordingly
parties to assist them in reaching agreement on outstanding questions

6. REQUESTS the Conciliation Commission for Palesitlission render progressto the members
iodically to the Secretary-General for transmis

per
1 to provide the .necessary , staff andof the United Nations; _

7•., REQUESTS the Scretary-Genera
ing out the terms of the present resolutlon.
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four most controverslal paragrapraphs or : to abstain. If the : a Arabs

mendmcnts
w

were put
would

doing in carrying out its lnstru ettin the reso u
^°it ôfDelegation had been asked to •^ ^mendèd so as to make it acceptable

Palestine Conciliation Commission alatable to Canada 'and Israel to per
sponsoring powers and sufficiently p {

an affirmative vote or an abstention. the resolution hâd borne results and
2, Ncgotiations with the four sponsors of tndments ,whlch the Canadian Delegation would

lo

of Put

two amc tone do

look after We two ^^,^^• w.... ,- - .••all" prevlouS K-.M.._ wh,le
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Arab abstention would ensure that this p g
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3. The resulting :resolution, minus paragraph !6, with*,two paragraphs
amended. and,,, the.. first recital -of the ' preamble,, retained,-: would. probably

resolution on the Conciliation Commission fell through, the danger was that
theArabs, having suffered what they would regard as a very serious defeat,

felt$ there was.a close connection between the question of refugees and the
question of- a final political settlement, and if the plan for handling the

the Palestine Conciliation Commission and on Palestine refugees. The Arabs

` 6. Mr. Macdonnell then explained that the Delegation wanted to take a. lead
which would preserve a,great deal of the work 'done by the Committee both on

whole.

definite'and immediate opinion, since he had not seen the text of the proposed
Canadian amendments or studied them in relation to the draft resolution as a

MacCallum made him feel that it would be impossible for him to give a

5. Mr. Reid said the Minister was awajr from Ottawa and could not be
consulted. The complex nature of the' arrangements described by Miss

resolutions of the General Assembly on Palestine" in a recital in the preamble.
while to make a concession to them by retaining the reference to "all previous
issues in the operative part of the resolution and it therefore seemed worth
very careful consideration to their position. The Arabs were yielding on three

paragraph l- of the preamble and was unhappy because the sponsoring powers
had decided not to vote against it. The sponsoring powers, however, had given

paragraphs fail for lack of a two-thirds majority. It felt particularly strongly on
effort to save the resolution. It,would have preferred to have the objectionable
4. Israel was disappointed. that amendments were being brought • in in an

Assembly.
seemed to offer the best means of obtaining a two-thirds majority in the

instructions to the Canadian Delegation had not been met. The arrangements
just described had been worked out,, however, in a.series of long conferences
between the sponsors and the Arabs on the basis of four proposed amendments
given to . the sponsors by, the , Canadian Delegation, and the arrangement

and although it would abstain on the two paragraphs as amended. by Canada, it
had not yet agreed to abstain on the; first recital of the paragraph, and its
objection to the reference to "all" previous . United Nations, resolutions on
Palestine : meant that all the . conditions_. mentioned -in the Department's

difficulty that although Israel would beglad to have paragraph 6 eliminated,
command well over a two-thirds majority of the Assembly.: There was still, the

uous by the Department if the Canadian Delegation took the lead in proposing

would not be able to co-operatc', fully when it came to carrying out the
suggestions of the Relief and Works Agency and that-the work of cleaning up
theirefugee situation would be impeded. They-^had offered to make very
considerable concessions with regard to the P.C.C. resolution. Israel's interests
Weré°not being damaged and their momentary dislike for the recital in the
Pieamble would probably not have lasting effects.
7+*In` answer to a question from Mr. Reid, Mr. Macdonncll said that the

belégâtion was not in any doubt on its voting positions. One thing that had
caused Mç, Johnson some concern was whether it would be thought presumpt-
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he whole thing was voted would leave Israel.with a
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discuss South West Africa. He had received instructions from Dr. Donges,16
who will not return to Paris until January lst or, 2nd, to have preliminary
conversations on a bilateral basis with delegations of the Administering Powers
and of certain other "responsible" countries,.
•2. Jooste began by saying that he'could not tell us exactly what had been
decided during Donges' consultations with the South African Cabinet. He
emphasized, however, that the matter had reached a point where in his
governments view "some positive stand was required" of South Africa. The
Union Government was not for the time being concerned with the two
substantive resolutions which had . been recently adopted by the Fourth
Committee. It intended,' however, to bring before a, plenary meeting of the
Assembly the "constitutional issue" involved in the Fourth Committee's
invitations to the Hereros and to the Rev. Michael Scott. Jooste was not sure of
the most feasible means of bringing this constitutional aissue before a plenary
session. He hoped that the Assembly's debate on the Fourth Committee's
substantive resolutions on South West.Africa might provide the occasion. If
not, South Africa might have to ask, through the General Committee, for a
new item to be placed on the agenda. In any case, South, Africa would find a
way of confronting the General Assembly with a draft resolution challenging
the ; legality, . of the Fourth Committee's decisions to grant hearings to the
Hereros and Michael Scott. (The legal arguments adduced by South Africa
with regard to the Hereros are contained in Dr. Donges' letter to the President
of the Assembly, a copy of which was sent to you with my letter No. 67 of
November 27th.)
3. In very forceful terms Jooste repeated what Donges had said in a

Commonwealth meeting a month ago (see my telegram No. 104 of November
27th), to the cffect ^that the unconstitutional - behaviour of - the Fourth
Committee had grave implications not only for South Africa but for all the
Administering Powers. No country, he said, could afford to tolerate such illegal
interference in its affairs. South Africa hoped to be able to organize a "united
front" of responsible members in support of its case.
4.' During the conversation no direct reference was made to our votes on the

vârious',issucs which arose during the debates on South West Africa. Jooste
did, howevet, express his government's disappointment that some countries had
BuPported the French on Morocco while withholding their support from South
Africa on a matter involving "the same principle". He hopcd that we would be
prépared to take part in further conversations with the South African
deligation both on a bilateral and on a more general basis; and he wished to
know whethcr South Africa could count on Canadian 'support for the course
which^itintended to follow. In reply to a question Jooste said that he could not
predict what his government's reaction would be to the rejection of its proposed

: to't6é United Nations.
^ Or.-T.E: Donges Minister of Interior of South Africa• Chairman 1)elegation of South Africa
, Sud auprts des Nations unies.
4TZ Donges, ministre de l'Intérieur de l'Afrique du Sud ; chef de la délégation de l'Afrique du
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3. In essence, - the South Africans • want us to support, them and the
administering powers through thick and thin wherever the problem of
nationalist. ambitions makes a troublesome appearance. Thus, they would
oppose and would like us to oppose most moves by nationalists anywhere in the
world, for exâmple, against the French in Morocco or Tunisia or against the
United Kingdom in other parts of Africa. ,
4. Clearly, sùch a negative approach has no appeal to Canadians. On the

other, hand, we must not go to the other extreme. Though we have sympathy
for those who seek self-government, we also have a strong interest in preventing
the development of trouble-spots that would endanger'western defence. To take
Morocco as an example, the Canadian position is not unlike that of the United
States, except that we have no responsibilities in Morocco. There is in both the
United States and Canada a good deal of sympathy for Nationalist aspirations.
At the same, time, it must be recognized that to satisfy those aspirations
quickly, in the extreme form advanced by interested trouble-makers, would
endanger installations that are of importance, and perhaps of vital importance,
to the defence of the west = namely NATO airfields. The same situation may
bë'repeated in Tunisia and Central Africa and elsewhere. South-West Africa is
relatively unimportant at the moment, but it may set patterns of considerable
significance.
' , S.' In considering this whole range of questions, it seems evident that our
interpretation of the Charter cannot take place in a vacuum: It must be related
W the needs of the day, one of which is the avoidance of mischievious or
irresponsible,-or simply well-meaning but ill-conceived, attempts to banish all
vestiges of "colonialism" before ascertaining whether anything better or as
good (from the point of view of the inhabitants) is ready to take its place. For
example, to take Moroccan, nationalism at its face value and turn the country
over to the vocal anti-French minority would do the inhabitants no service and
would prejudice NATO efforts as far as airfields are concerned. At the same11
time, Canadians sympathizc with the desire of nationalists, everywhere to run
their own show. There are no sharply defined blacks and whites in this picture,
and bôth nationalist aspirations and the defence requircments of the western
world must be borne in mind. We hope you will agree that in this broad field
our attitude to specific problems is bound to represent a compromise between
thése two methods of approach.
,6.1,Proceeding on this realistic, if inglorious, basis of compromise between the
theoretically desirable and the practically important, where do we wind up in
considcring the South Africans and their grievance about the invitation to the
Nereros?
7. In deciding to challenge the decision of the Fourth Committee on legal

grounds South Africa may have simplified our problem - or they may have
complicated it. If your legal advisers are satisfied that South Africa is right in
its^contention that the Fourth Committee exceeded its powers (and, in our
^ie^;.South Africa has put forward some pretty convincing arguments), we
m1ght<:vote with South Africa in plenary and explain our previous abstention on.. 4
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213: DEA/5431-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chef de la délégation à l'Assembée générale des Nations unies
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations

TELEGRAM 17418 Ottawa, December 31, 1951

SECRET

SOUTH WEST AFRICA

Reference: Your telegram No. 272 of December 29.

An examination is, as you suggested, being made here into the legal grounds
for the contention' by South Africa that the Fourth Committee exceeded its
powers in deciding to hear the Hereros. Meantime could you ascertain the
views of the United Kingdom and United States delegations as to the legality
of the'Fourth Committee's action?
= 2. While the question of satisfying nationalist aspirations in non-self-
governing territories, as ' your telegram points out, needs . very' careful
consideration in view of the importance of safeguarding NATO airfields and
other defence installations, it 'is not clear that this has much bearing on the
Southwest African question now before the Assembly.' So far as we are aware,
there is not as yet in Southwest Africa -a' nationalist demand ^ for self-
government. The question - at issue in the Assembly is not a grant of self-
government to Southwest Africa, but merely the extent of international
supervision which it may be possible to exercise over South Africa's adminis-
tration of the mandate. Southwest Africa, including its defence installations,
will undoubtedly remain completely ûnder South Africa's control, regardless of
the action the Assembly takes.
,3.'The' Canadian Government will wish to give the most careful consideration
to the* position which it should take when South Africa raises in the Assembly
the question of the legality of the Fourth Committee's action. It will not be
possible in the meantime to make any commitment to support South Africa, as

If possible,
by Jooste in paragraph 4 of your telegram No. 271 of December 27.

possible, delay would be desirable before the question comes up in the
Assembly, in order to give time for mature consideration by all countries
concerned.

We would appreciate any information you can obtain as to the views of the
Sc^ndinavian countries.

i ^4.' ._.i e .. . , , , . .

1 11tï télégramme porte la mention manuscrite :/Noted on telegram:
;î^' aepeat to London 2321 and Washington EX•2465.
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one-third of,the members present and voting,for a discussion of the Rappor-
teur's report on the South West African item. The repercussions in South
Africa would be "unpredictable" if he was deprived of putting (word omitted)
his. government's case. Assuming, however,: that the necessary: support. for
discussion of the report was obtained, he would take: the opportunity, to
emphasize `the constitutional issue and he would close his speech by proposing
his resolution.
-4. A frank éxchange of views followed on the feasibility. and wisdom of the

course outlined by:Donges. Both the United Kingdom and Australia considered
that the resolution would probably be ruled out :of order on the ground that it
raised a new matter not related to the'substantive resolutions contained in the
Rapporteur's report. In - reply Donges reported that he would relate his
resolution not to the substantive resolutions on South West Africa but to those
parts of the Rapporteur's report which referred to the Hereros, and Michael
Scott. Jooste had seen the President of the., General Assembly, whose initial
reaction to this argument was that such a,resolution would,not be,out of order.
In response., to a United Kingdom - objection; that the present text of the
resolution,did not make specific enough reference to the Rapporteur's report,
Donges said he could make the necessary textual adjustments.
°5. The Australian representative, while generally sympathetic to South
Africa, hoped that it would not be necessary to vote on whether or not the
resolution was in order. Australia itself would be greatly embarrassed if a vote
were necessary,- partly because it was unccrtain'if such a resolution would be in
order but principally because, if the resolution were ruled in order, unfortunate
consequences might - ensue. : Certain delegations unfriendly to South Africa
might, well vote in favour of considering the resolution^ so as subsequently. to
vote it down: The effect,of. its rejection would not only be a defeat for South
Africa' but, would also - be an, endorsement by the General ; Assembly of the
decisions of the Fourth Committee. This would be an unfortunate development.
It would be much preferable for the committee's decisions to remain in dispute
than for them to be sanctioned by a formal decision of the Plenary Assembly.
As matters now stood, it would be possible, in future to fight in committee the
granting of, similar. hearings. No such opposition would be possible once the
Assembly, had, decided that in -1951 the Fourth Committee did not exceed its
lega1 competence. In this view the Australian delegation was strongly
supported by,the United Kingdom. Fitzmauricc, the United Kingdom Legal
Advisér, thought that if it became necessary to vote upon, the point of order,
mâny of South Africa's fricnds would pray to be defcated.
6•The Australian representative. then stated , that in addition to the

prôcedural argumcnts explained abovc, Mr. Casey. had instructed him to
C!qhasiZe:

*w , g o 1 cne c rou c o cr c r .
N The advisability of obtaining French approval, since to revive the Ilercros

Contro"vetsy mi ht Icad t w d t hl v th 1140 occan itcm

^a,tThe , desirability of South Africa's clearing its intentions with the
Américans in view of the general political importance of keeping in step with
thé United States:
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ed at the strength of the obj^ which were
7. _ Dr: DongéS was evidently surpris

. by the United Kingdom
that a

nd
the A

ustralia
which might be

had been put NewforwardZealand. After saying tprecedent
resolution would be no more

later echoed by bl ^s rejection of his
caused by the Assem y

^
situation in the Fourth Committee, t these as

dangerous than the existin8 to South Africa. He summarized
consider the alternatives open

simply
follows: could without introducing a resolution, thetical
- (a) As a "bare minimum", he In t

'sition .and take no further actio n.
ches inh South Africa's

state South Africa's p° countries to make sp
case hewould "expect" friendlyattention to the constitutional illegality wooû ^ noH^fn°.1 h m
support, drawing att lied that his present instructions
Scott hearings. He imp

in withoutto adopt tactics as moderate as Âfrica's case, and, Aga in
a

• •s actions

( 9 It now seems clear that Immed^ate y
These are discussed in mY

possible evcntûalitics. me'suggestionsgestions.: s. _

January 2. Donges hopcs .
bër of

likcl to speak to us aga^n unt
.̂ l their attitude is ke °â ed to meet a numun Y shall have tO be p P., • 1 following

on the point of or er o f
We'did not take an active part in Rthe fdiscussion but con mc

8•Y
ôn the rclevant' parts of your , télcgram No. 174 .

or tomorrow and lie isbTicf ` statement bascd . to sce the Amcncans today

pâTâgraph 5 abovc. rltzmawithout thinking ahead as to the deepcr %,I ourselves to a

(b) He could present Sout test against the Fourth Comm^tte
policy of, non-participation. In this caseresolution, announce that as its

a pro

his delegation would resume 1 present
again hope that friendly delegationâ t

would make Y speeches supporting

that they abstain on the
he would
South Africa on the constitutiona Southl issue an

, in the Fourth, ^ inin
the two substantive resolutions on

^ est

Rapporteur s report conta g these resolut^ons
had supported se a problem for countries such asAfrica, even though they

Committee. He realized that thisiswhich had supported one or other of these
Canada and the United Sthe ho that they could justify their abstentions

m
were

^ tsubstantive resolutions, but rteur's^report contained certain secs i3SS t
tha

he ton the ground that the Rapporteur Selwyn Lloyd regarded this appease
for legal s reasons unaccep that it might be sufficiently strong
desirable course. He hoped •^ and he pointed out that it,would avoid the
public opinion in South Africa in tabling
dangers whtch might ensue ' if South Africa ' Pe overnment.
resolution. Donges doubted if this course wôuld satisfût ne by introducing his

^ e' could follow the course he had'orig^ dnY uired 'directly whether the
,(c)Hresôlution at the end of his statement. H q#int of order and both

the objections notedvoteuntries' `represented f would vote in favour i oatâ the

co dominted out that it would be unrealistic toAustralia and ` ' the
Uniteûri ^^po to ucnces.

case.
y
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10. It is possible that this question will come -up in plenary next Thursday,
January 10, although it may be delayed for a. few more days: Ve shall keep
you informed.

215. DEA/5431-40
Le chefde la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies,

au secrétaire d'État aux *Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegatiôn to the General As'sembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary, of State for External Affairs.. ^

TELEGRAAI 300

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

we did in committeeTThe question would also arise whether we should speak,
,and, if { so what- we should say (1) if the South Africans merely registered a
forceful protest'on the constitutional issue, and (2) if they decided to resume
thcir current boycott of the Assembl

Fourth Committee. Do you agree that in these circumstances we should vote as
would be called for only on the two substantive resolutions passed by the
(c) If South Africa were disuaded from introducing its resolution, a vote

the South-West African item.
request under Rule 67 for a discussion in plenary of the rapporteur's report on
^. (b) We presume that it would be in order for us to support South Africa's
Australia in this regard?
should we privately add our voice to those of the United Kingdom and
could be dissuaded from submitting their resolution. If the opportunity arises,
(a) We presume you agree that it would be desirable if the South Africans

week are discussed in the order, in which they will probably develop:
on South-West Africa. The problems which are likely to face us within the next

Following are comments referred to in my immediately preceding telegram

Paris, January 5, 1952

SOUTH-WEST AFRICA

Addressed to External No. 300, repeated to London No. 8 from Candel.

(d) If the South Africans decided to persist with their resolution, 'we should

the resolutions adopted by main committees in their consideration of each item.
...

to-relate his resolution to a part of the rapportcur's report might lead to a

Sess^ons with any number of draft resolutions unrelated to or at variance with

C^Y . >-^.-

• rgerous•precedent whereby irresponsible elements could cluttcr up plenary

doûbtful if we should vote in favour. Moreover, we fear that Donges' intention
We are impressed with the United K;ngdom-Australian ar "ment and are
4)' With respect to whether we should support admissibility of the resolution,

Paragraph;
and (3) whether to speak and what to say on either or both (1) and (2) in this
admissible, (2) if the resolution was admitted, how to vote on the legal issue
have to decide (1) how to vote on the point of order whether the resolution was
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. hat we might abstain on or vote against, the

lution. Y
We are uncertain whether at that stage wWé should, therefore, sug8^t t

adtriissibility^ôf « the reso
should make a statement, itted, we should be faced with

need
a

(f) Finally, if the resolution were adm rett clear obligation to ma
a

to vote ' on the legal issue, and e with
of the

perta
y

the legmary
al po sitions

will follow very
statement. . So far as possible,,

mentioned in your telegram No. t a74' mo the legal issues but
delegations to.sugges position

shortly.
we «do not feel competentwe make, even on the legal rights and ^f .o^^ sthé

we feel that in âny statement., «. 'one towards South
ould be difficult not to adopt an ` o the

nderstand^ng
course of action the Sou'

of warmth to
al ,âity ofw

to followt as well as to your assessment of the

Govern h Afr can legal argument.
the Sou f ' nstructions on the position we shout ^t

ke in the
st ment you

2. We should be grateful or uidance for anyguidance.
,arious situations described above, and to have

tn make.
consider it wouta oe DEA/5431-4U

. 271 of Dece . . , :1-_ ,,A:.,,^tr-r ha.,mbCr 2 I . , . , , .
SOUTN-WEST AFRICA

- 6ECREr

TEt.EGRAM 18920

âuc hefdeladélégationàlAssem ,.

Délegation to the en
. . . . . Ottawa, January 6, 195Z,,.. _ . _

t , airs tô,Chairman,
f~" Secretary of State jor External Afj the Uriited Nations

G eral Assembly oj

216.' aires èxtérieures
; Le secrétaire d'État aux Afjblée générale des Nations unies

the lcgal grounds 'or LIM

planning. Howevcr 5
mmltments to support South ^lfrica and examtna o

C0 South African contcntion. . = , ..

, of our partic^pa g • blc y^approved . y -- rep^t , pot.- P^̂, made hcrc intott,is not ^s being

Référenée: ,Y our ^c,-bi p •.. . - ,-, our . tetegram , ,• ^^^ ..... es isara ra h four- of,- your ; which Dong
With reference to P g n in the preliminaryi,• tu make any

Y •. , t;4 ^

oted in ttkgram: ° ^ ' °
e la mention •,/N

.I .;*Le ttltgrâmme
pwt 35, CPD(UN) New Yôrk 7, Pretoria •

Washington

-ii

^shington
Repeatcd to London 27,

t ,.+ ^ - ^ „r^ ., •.
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217. DEA/5431-40

Extrait du télégramme du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -
à la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

Extract front Telegram from Secretary of State for External Affairs
, to Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations

, . • . ,, .. . • . ,
TELEGRAM 1992! Ottawa, January 8, 1952

, •^ • . . .
SECRET. IMPORTANT.

answering the questions in your telegram No. 300.
take place.,:A further telegram will go forward to you today or early tomorrow
give consideration to this opinion and its effect on the various votes which may
the Reverend Michael Scott. There has not yet been time for the Minister to
repeat not, exceed its powers in deciding to grant a hearing to the Hereros and

Our Legal Division holds the opinion that the Fourth Committee did not,
from Canadian Dèlegation to the United Nations Assembly, Paris, France. '

SOUTH-WEST AFRICA

Reference: Your telegram No. 300 of January 5, repeated to London No. 8

218. DEA/5431-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations

° , ..: • , .

^^__ . . .. . . . i . 1 . . . . .

' s.^.".. ' .

-Lé téléàramme nnrte 12 mrntinn -/NnIrA in frlror* m-

SOUTII-WEST AFRICA

Ottawa, January 9, 1952

Refcrencc: Your telegram No. 300,.of January 5.
,

;.
^ i have considered the points raised in your tclcgram and my view is that you

shôuld . follow the course outlined bclow:^. .
;(a) We should not, repeat not, add our voice to those of other countries which
are privately appealing to South Africa to drop its resolution. In the past we
have not intérvened on this question and to do so now might lead the South
Âfricâns"to think that we arc showing bclated sympathy for the consequcnce•of• rr , , . ..
our actlon`in voting for the resolution "regretting"South Africa'sattitude. If
thé South Africans ask for our opinion, we should tell them we think they are•`^9 , rt.r ^ ..°..

me porte menton ^/Not is te egram. .^^.

"f&'Please repeat this message to London No. 41.
. L.e tfl^grim ^ • ed i 1

Plase repeat this message to London No. 66, Washington No. 74, Pretoria No. 4,
CPD(UN) No. 14.

!Vl^ ;



294 do not, repeat not,

unwise in trying to introduce the resolution; eat
howevernot, if they

make a private appeal to

ask us for, our opinion, then we should not, repeat

them.. 'ca's request under rule 67 for a discussion

(b) We should support South Afri
,

the rapporteur 's report.
in Plenary of on whether the South'African dr

(c) I f a point of order is raised
of the

about the

ruling of the Pres^
rectness of a Presidential

admissible,
we should vote to 'entucor

Assembly, unless we have any doubts

sustain the

ain.
decision against admissibility, in which case we shou`d Sbthe legal issue as to

should abstain.
(d) On the South African resolé tion

ededits
itsel f,

t powersa, we
whether the Fourth Committee exc the Fourth Committee, we

(e)
On the two substantive resolutions passed ^ by

sition nééd be made on any vote.should vote as we did in the
ment ofmm our

lttepoe..

(f) Na, repeat no, stateme DEA/5431-40

219.. ;,,Pt à
l'Assemblée générale des Nations

unies. .
.

I. The Fourth Committee ag

tcd that, in view of South Afr, ^^ s
sal

Le chef de la delegati aires exterieures

SOUTH WEST AFRICA

I No. 364, repeated to London No. h
out vote, to hear a

j
Addressed Externa reed on January 10, .cons^dcrationl of

rior to concluding
statementits on January

further statement from Mi
i mthe South

l S^tt gave his Pacis, and
West Africa the Hcreros to travel to

efforts made by
' the unsuccessful

P,Tecountmg , its ,determination to hear thei^oeVC ^^ ethe
urging the comm ittee not to relax

•dcr sending a mtssion to

au secrétaire d'Etat aux A.if

Chairm
16l of United Nations.

an, Delegation to the General AssXiernal Âffairs
or E

• to Secretary ofStatef
paris, January 12, 1952

South West Africa to ven y to Scott,' the'committee vote wnst Africa and

frst.hand. He sugg" the United Nations mi8ht cons;
chiefs to come to Paris, , f the validity of the Hereros +clajmsd. 9, a resolution

f1 • ^": ^. lY its' ''r, a round 01 trl ut^
to

^Gencral Assemb2. ,A
° •

fte
his st^temcnt to the, ad hoc commit`ii on Out

2mttting , „. ^s in the rcpotran s able ço hear the N New
a;j ^tiog the rappoftcur to expr not having been'rets for dom, Australia^
(thc,Fourth Committees^ reg

hio ia we abstained on this.,• o ^thef with theUnitcd Statcs;.thcUndiEd Kp g
^h^efs• t T g• the Netherlands, a puring thet.Z^aland Belg!uin,^ France, .

' rccdvcd 40 votes in favour with none agalns Nyest

tesolution which • ^ that the ad 'hoc committee on r°m1^tCe on
meeting the Chalrman proPos asscd by - the Fourth C

rcconstitutcd in the resolution passed
'Africa,T, a .^
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December 11, should be the same is in 1951, with the exception of Denmark's
replacement by Norway. There was no objection.'
3., With these decisions, the committee has completed its work on the South

West Africa item. The Secretariat has not as yet decided when to place the
item before a plenary session, nor have the South Africans indicated wliether
they will insist on tabling their resolution.

220. DEA/5431-40
Le chef dé la délégation à lAssemblée générale des Nations unies, ;,

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 373 Paris, January 13, 1952

i

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

thus.endorse the Fourth Committee's action. Officer asked whether all the

resolutton. They emphasized the potential danger of the precedent which would
beset, if the Assembly were given the opportunity to reject the resolution and

strongest terms their hope that South Africa would not insist on presenting its
=3. Both Lloyd (United Kingdom) and Officer (Australia)1' repeated in the
op the rapporteur's report."
number of speeches sympathetic to South Africa were made during the debate

resolution inadmissible, or if it was voted out of order by the Assembly, he
would make no further effort to force it to a vote, and would be content if a,

resolution. He added the qualification, however, that if the President ruled his
present . instructions would not permit him to refrain from submitting his
January 5(para,- 5 of my telegram No. 299). Donges began by saying thât his
raised by Australia and the United Kingdom at the Commonwealth meeting on

,2. From Donges' account of recent developments, it appears that South
Africa has gone some way towards recognizing the validity of the objections

Zealand were also represented.
yesterday on South West Africa. rThe United Kingdom, Australia; and New

1.1 At the invitation of the South African delegation, I attended a meeting
Addressed to External as No. 373, repeated Dominion London as No. 43.

tmbarrassing votes, on which South Africa might not be able to^ cotint on the
Committee's decisions regarding the Hereros and Michael Scott. In this way,
plenarylywith a, formal declaration asserting the illegality of the Fourth

He;suggested, with support from Lloyd, that instead of tabling the resolution
and risking a heavy rejection, Donges might consider concluding his spcech in

Possible means of satisfying South African public opinion had been exhausted.

^ Noce nuïrginale /Marginal note:

S ir Keith Officer, Ambassador of Australia in France.

1 ' `tft1 ibis is no concession - he could do no other. A. 1(relandl
^Sic.Keith Officer, ambassadeur d'Australie en France.,.
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be avoided: Moreover, countries sympathetic to

would a ainst the Fourth Committee if theysupport, of : its friends,
South Africa could speak more strongly g articiPate in a difficult vote on

would not subsequently_have to p
knew that they

United Kingdom and Australia said that they
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concession on our part might have on South Africa,'but I gained the impression
yesterday that some evidence ,of increased ;Canadian support might be
influential with the South African. Government., I am, impressed with the
dangerous consequences which would almost certainly ensue if a precedent
were established for the hearing of groups or.individuals from areas other than
trust territories, and I therefore feel that we should consider carefully if there
is anything we can dô 'to prevent a vote being taken on the South African
resolution. Since our attitude might be a determining factor at this stage, I
think the circumstances warrant not necessarily a change büt at least a review
of the instructions contained in paragraph (d) of your telegram No. 209.

7. While I have not had time to go into the question thoroughly, I am not
entirely convinced by the legal arguments prepared by your department and
this reinforces my feeling that. onp political grounds a re-examination of our
attitude is worth considering. It might also be desirable to have a further look
at the legal position in the light of the following considcrations:u

sôvereign statcs may ask for hearings.

(a) The Charter provides for the acceptance ând examination of pctitions by
the United Nations only in respect of territories under the trusteeship system.
(b) According to the advisory opinion of the International Court, South

Africa, though not obliged to place South West Africa under the trusteeship
system, is required to transmit petitions.to the United Nations from inhabitants
of South,Wcst Africa. Nothing is said in the opinion about the right of those
persons to be granted oral hearings.
,(c) Thc desirability of limiting petitions or hearings to cases specifically
provided for in the Charter.

(d) The serious consequences which might flow if the, General Assembly
dccides that committees are free to grant hearings to persons who ask for them.
Trouble-makcrs not only from trust territories but colonial tcrritorics and

ote marginale :/Marginal note:
i"*e had time!!

;^ can this be Mr. Garwn?
if our tel jegramj No. 199 had been read even in a cursory fashion. (a) & (b) need
not have been asked. A. I(relandj
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2. After first asking in vain for an adjournment until. today, Donges then
addressed the Assembly for just over ..an hour. It was a forceful and well
presented28, statement which concentrated largely on the illegality and the
dangerous implications of the Fourth Committee's action in deciding to grant
hearings to thé Hereros and Michael Scott. Donges described the behaviour of
the Fourth Committee towards South Africa as "maladroit, vindictive, and
unconstitutional". He did not table his resolution, 'but concluded his statement
with a formal charge against the Fourth Committee on constitutional grounds,
and with an announcement that the South Africans would not take part in any
vote on the draft resolutions submitted by the Fourth Committee on this item.
.1 For the most part.the substance of Donges' speech was along the lines
anticipated. About half of it was devoted to a detailed presentation of the
South African legal case, with which you are familiar. This case was, however,
supplemented by a number of other arguments among which the following
predominated:
(a) Even if the decision to grant hearings to the tribal chiefs had been legal,

the particular chiefs invited were by no means representative of the bulk of the
population of South West Africa, and in any case could have been of no
assistance in dealing with the item under discussion;
_(b) Michael Scott was even more unqualified to speak for the indigenous
people, and in fact had misrepresented his qualifications to do so;
{(c) The natives of South-West Africa were better off than they had ever
been, and many of their important chiefs attributed this to the efforts of the
Union Government;
,(d) Every. member State of, the United Nations was entitled to the right of
protection against unfair and unjust action,by fellow members. South Africa
could not tolerate "outrageous insults from countries whose energies might far
bettei have been employed in sweeping before their own doors". South Africa
was'c'ontributing in Korea to United Nations resistance against aggression and
hs"domestic policies were being subjected to unwarranted attacks by countries
which'wëre not. If these attacks persisted, South Africa would be forced. to
retaliate in kind.
(e)",This incident was more than a gesture of revenge,in a vendetta of some
F >+ . • '

countries against South Africa; it was "a symptom of an ailment in the body
pôlitic` of the United Nations." Other such symptoms were the unjustified
deniând to discuss political conditions in the non•self-governing territories and
thegrowing disposition to intcrfere in matters falling within the domestic
jurisdiction of States. No organization could survive if its members disregardedthe

principles on which it was founded. If the United Nations took no steps to
arië`t this tendency it would be condoning breaches of the Chartcr,' and couldA^.,,
neverragain ask member States to respect or observe authorities which it itself
hâd ignoréd.
^^ ^ .^- . . .

f
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at this stage because we considered that in principle it was unwise to extinguish
the debate so soon after Rule 67 had been applied, and because Donges spoke
in favour of continuing.
3.=There. followed 7 further statements, 4 of,which (the. Netherlands, New

Zealand, Australia, and France) supported South Africa on the legal issue, and
2 (Uruguay and -Iraq) took the opposite position. The: Iraqi, who was
remarkably conciliatory considering his performance in committee, concluded
his statement with a further motion for closure. Before the vote was taken,
however, Sardar Malik (India) explained that his delegation wished to speak
after lunch, and moved the adjournment, which under.Rule 78 took precedence
over the motion for closure. The vote on adjournmcnt resulted in the peculiar
figures of 19 in favour, 19 against, and 19 abstentions, and was thus defeated.
The motion for closure was then put and carried by 32 in favour, 10 against
with 17 abstentions. In spite of South Africa's desire to have the debate
continue, we abstained, bccause we considered that a debate of reasonable
length had taken place and because it seemed that more harm than good would
come from dragging it out further. Moreover we felt that since South Africa
had received support from 5 speakers, very, little more open support for her
would be forthcoming.
4. rThe Assembly thcn 'voted on the two substantive resolutions in the

rapporteur's report. The "regretting" resolution was adopted by 45 votes
(including Canada) to 5, (the . Soviet bloc). with 8 abstentions (Australia,
Belgium, Guatemala, Iceland, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Turkey, and the
United Kingdom). This. diffcrcd from the committee vote .in that Iceland,
Luxembourg, and Turkey, absent in committee, replaced Mexico, Peru and
Yugoslavia among the abstaincrs. The vote on the second resolution was 36 in
favour, none against,,with 22 abstentions (including Canada), as against 33-0-
17 in4committcc.
S., Before the, meeting closed, Sardar Malik,29 on the pretense of explaining

his vote, managed to deliver most of the speech which he had intended to give
in-.the gencral debate. Malik was most impressive in replying to that part of
Donges' statement in which he had said that if other countries pcrsisted in
criticizing South Âfrica's. domestic policies; South Africa would retaliate in
kind:- India,-Malik said, admitted that injustices existed within its borders, but
was conscious of and hunïiliatcd by them, and was doing its bcst Aô see that
théy:were rectified. This was a telling answer to Dongcs, who had denied that
South Afriea ^ had anything for which to apologize; it was also a courageous
admission, of a sort rarely made in the United Nations. Malik also contrasted
SouthiAfrican native policy with the enlightened efforts being made in the
United I States to deal with ; problems of racial discrimination. This : very
effeMive,- specch was clearly out of order as an explanation of vote, but the
President,,in the absence of objections from thc,floor, allowed Malik to finish
and then immediately adjourned the meeting.

^A mbauadeur de I* Inde en France.
An►bassadar of India in France.
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Assembly, to the exclusion of almost everything else, and yet are attempting
judgments before the dust has had time to settle.

An American Assessment, . ., . •.,.
3. A few days ago Dr. Jessup told the American Club in Paris that if Mr.

Vyshinsky had ' reported to the Polit-Bureau [sic] -honestly on his return to
Moscow the previous week, he would have had to say that the Soviet bloc had
failed to make any impression on the free world during this session of the
Assembly, and that virtually none of the Assembly's accomplishments had had
the benefit of Soviet cooperation.

A Polish Assessment
4. Katz-Suchy,30 the firebrand of the Polish delegation, has, through his long

United Nations experience, built up a number of Western contacts to whom he
talks remarkably freely. Usually he is completely cynical about "lines" on both
sides. Yet those to whom he has spoken recently are convinced that he believes
the Soviet bloc has done very well at this Assembly. He points out that the
fishing in troubled waters,has been unusually good - notably in the Middle
East and North Africa., Never before, he says, has there, been.such a marked
tendency among the Arabs,'Asians and Latins to abstain on Eâst-West issues.
On secret votes where arms cannot so easily be twisted, the Assembly has, he
maintains, shown its real sentiments. by nearly electing Byelo-Russia against
the candidature of Greece, very strongly. supported by the',, United, States.
Although the Soviet resolution in favour of a "package deal" admitting all
outstanding applicants for membership did not obtain the two-thirds majority
the resolution passed in committee in spite of all the violent language Mr.
Gross could hurl against it. Most satisfactory of all, from his point of view, was
the way in which Mr. Vyshinsky was able, as he claims, to "outmanoeuvre the
Americans" and force the United States delegation to adopt publicly a stand
against discussing Korea in the United Nations. While United States forces are
fighting there under the United Nations label, the United States will not even
discuss Korea under the United Nations roof, he concludes.

.^^ ^. . , . •

A Canadian View
S. From 'the: point of view of any Canadian delegation no assessment of the

work of the Assembly can be built up on what either side may think that it has
achieved or not achieved. Dr. Jessup's verdict on the lack of success of the
Sôviet bloc is, I think, true as far as it goes but I am sure he would be the first
to3bâdmit in. private that the United States delegation (and' the Western
delegations generally) have few positive achievements to their credit. They
fathered or ghosted a large majority of the resolutions which were passed. They
hid'their`, waÿ, in the end on almost every issue of any importance. But the
establishment of the Disarmament Commission was their one major

bluliusz Katz-Suchy, membre de la délégation de la Pologne à la sixième session de l'Assemblée
générale.'

&luliuz Katz-Suchy, Representative. Delegation of Poland to the Sixth Session of the Gcncral
^ pssembly.
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This year, as soon as it became apparent that the USSR- were not going to take
up the Western disarmament proposal - seriously, the whole mood of the
Assembly sagged. . : :

11. The inâctivit}i of the smaller countries applied chiefly to the two political
committees. In other : committees, for' example Committee Two '(Economic),
Committee Three (Human Rights) 'and' Committee Fotir (Trusteeship),
smaller countries were very active:

Press ,
12. The sense of letdown particularly affected the press, in view of the

excessive build-up which had been given to the tripartite' proposals in
November. Some correspondents who came to the session with little or no
previous experiènce of the United Nations re-acted even more strongly against
"prôpaganda speeches" than those who had heard them all too often before.
Some members of the press simply stopped coming to the session they were
stipposed to be covering, took the press handouts and enjoyed themselves in
Paris while they wrote about the United Nations wasting time.

.. .
^ . 5 . 1 . , . . . r ' ' . .

Leadership, : ;. . ,
13. `Another reason for the weakness of this Assembly was the lack of

leadership. At times when a strong President of the Assembly could have given
a lead which would have been followed by a number of smaller countries, Mr.
Pâdilla Nervo" did not raise a finger. His leadership has, i regret to say, been
non-existent, and even in his function of conducting plenary meetings and co-
ordinating the work of committees he had shown few of the qualities which
should belong to aman in his high office.

13. [sic] I should add that it was not only'the President and the smaller
delegations who were to blame for the lack of leadership. On the Western side,
Messrs. Acheson, Eden and Schuman, as was to be expected, only attended the
Assembly for about two weeks. Of those who remained throughout the
Assémbly, Mr.- Selwyn Lloyd (United Kingdom) and Dr. Jessup (United
Scâtés) alone werc outstanding. Selwyn Lloyd seemed to gain in effectiveness
with Ïeâch intervention he made. His adroitness, moderation and sincerity,
particularly - when rebutting in the best parliamentary tradition Mr.
vÿshinsky's outbursts, were admired by all. Dr. Jessup's integrity and his great
gifts i,^of exposition had much to do with the successful outcome of the
Assernbly's work on disarmament and Palestine. No other member of the
United States delegation approached his staturc.
14^The Ë French made little attempt to supply lcadcrship and indeed their

delegâtion did 'not even meet as a, delegation for the first month of the
AssemblY•.

"Luis Pidilla Nervo, représentant permanent du Mexique auprès des Nations unies ; chef de la
délfEation 1 la sixième session de l'Assemblée générale.
Luà Padilla Nervo. Permanent Represcntative of Mexico to the United Nations; Chairman,
rkle6ition to the Sixth Session of the General Assembly.
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Collective Miasures

18. Despite the violence of the debate 'and the large number of weakening
amendments accepted by the'sponsors, the Collective Measures item was, I
think, fairly successful. Apart from the Soviet Bloc, only three countries
abstained on the final vote, giving the resolution as overwhelming support as
had been given to the "uniting for peace" resolution . last year. The significance
of this is that the same majority was secured for a resolution that not only
continues the work of the Collective Measures Committee but goes a good deal
further than the "uniting for peace" resolution. It may not mean additional
troops for Korea but it does, I think represent an appreciable enlargement in
that' the report of the Collective Measures Committee called the "area of
collective will" to resist any aggression through the United Nations. No
member is in any way committed to take any specific action in the event of
aggression but there has at least been some psychological clearing of ground
from which practical results may be expected to follow in a concrete case of
aggression.

Definition of Aggression
19. While the Political Committee 'was debating what measures should be

taken''against an aggressor, 'several countries were. pressing, in 'the Legal
Cômmittee, for a definition of aggression. The International Law Commission
had found it impossible to reach agreement, but this did not dissuade the Legal
Coïnmittee from trying to do , so, despite the cautious approach of most
Western delegations, including ourselves. An unfortunate split, therefore,
developed between NATO ând Commonwealth delegations on the one hand
and:Arab and Latin delegations on the other. This situation gave the Soviet
Bloc;an,opportunity to pose as the defenders of the.political and territorial
integrity of .the smaller nations. Even an innocuous compromise proposed by
France-and Venezuela to reconsider the whole question at the next session
Proved partly unsuccessful, and the majority of the Legal Committee insisted
that the Assembly should specify that a definition of aggression was "possible
and desirable" with a view to ensuring international peace and security. Efforts
i'e lénâry to have these objectionable clauses deleted, on the grounds that it
Ps judged the whole issue, failed.

E.:MraYxw',.ï .it.., , . . . - .

Pali`stlné`
20'^ Ther,,

^,^ item to' which the Canadian delegation was able to make its most
fruitful' contribution this session was also the least involved in the East-West
strû^`^^^,,.88I,e,- Palestine, which as usual was discussed under two headings, a
generat,peace settlement through the Palestine Conciliation Commission and
the iéhabilitation of Palestine refugees.
21:^'he Arab states and representatives of Arab refugees were glad to have a

Praeticalbplan for rehabilitation of refugees proposed by the Relief and Works
Agençj► and were willing to support it if it was not interpreted as prejudicing

I
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strategic reasons,' intend to perpetuate controls in the Middle East which have
been relinquished elsewhere. The judgement of the :Arab representatives has
apparently been that their aspirations ought not to be fitted into the framework
of existing international interests until the desire of Arabs to be rid of foreign
intervention has received wider international recognition than is yet apparent..
'26. More typical of Arab sentiments and in a way more worrying was the
detached "plague-on-both-your-houses" attitude of Faris El Khoury of Syria."
This applied' not only merely to official Arab statements on the record but
often made it difficult for personal contacts established in happier days to be
resumed on anything more than a'strictly business basis. Far from the gap
between the Arabs and the West being bridged, I am afraid that the rift is
widening, and the Arabs tell us that those who established Israel and are now
intent upon maintaining strategic'interests at the expense of the legitimate
aspirations of the peoples of the area can expect no better., , .
; 27. It would havc.been of great assistance to the delegation as a whole in
handling the important and extremely delicate Middle Eastern questions before
this Assembly (and others which might have come before it) if we had had any
independent sources of information on Middle Eastern affairs. As it was, we
were almost entirely dependent on what we were told by United Nations
agenciesand by thé Unitcd States, United Kingdom and French delegations,
who of course had very full reports from their respective missions throughout
the area.

Ârab-Aslan Group
28. The Arab-Asian grouping was more in evidence this year than in the past.

I` understand it began with informal meetings among Arab and 'Asian
delegations on Indonesia following the Dclhi,confcrcnce of 1947. The group
metfrequently to discuss Korea during the last session and thisyear have met
on all the important subjccts, bcfore the Assembly. Interestingly enough, the
Philippines have not bcen' attcnding' mectings'this year and Thailand has been
scndingonly an observer'. Eioth 'states arc regarded by the other Asians as being
too muchunder Western' influence. We do not know what has been going on at
thé`^meetings of this groüp but it has seldom voted as a bloc in the same way as
the Latin Amcrican countries usually do. There have, for example, been several
46s; of `Arab-Latin bargaining , of votes, particularly, during elections for
United' Nations office. The Asians have, so far as we can tell, not made deals,
ez^ept for the clcction of Sir Denegal Rau to the International Court. Their
normal prefcrence seems to be to abstain, and the pattern has even spread this
Year tô include Pakistan which abstained, for example, on the disarmament
resôlùtion` using the same formula as India, that without agreement among all
thepowers, no disarmament proposals were worth anything.

P 16 _ Y

;i^^`'^r...! x, . :! ' . • ^

'14Fsris El-Khoury, Bey, chef de la délégation de la Syrie à la sixième session de l'Assemblée
t^rale, ,

Fa^Îs°EI-Khoury Bey, Chairman; Delegation of Syria to the Sixth Session or the Gcncral
kiembir.
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^°;, Hetnin Santa Cruz. Permanent Represcntative of Chile to the United Nations: Rcp
Ddegation to the Sixth Session or the Gencral Assembly

I.
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conflict and the intensified surge of Arab. nationalism, have caused them to
protest, with goodcause and in good faith, against the efforts of the smaller
countries to use their voting strength in the Assembly to obtain increased
amounts of economic and financial aid both -through the' United Nations
budget and through extra budgetary programmes. These attitudes have been
evident both in the debates in the Economic Committee and in the specific
examination of financial issues in the Fifth (administrative and budgetary)
Committee.

33. The conflicts that have arisen in this field have tended to exacerbate the
,feeling of divergency between the larger and smaller countries. In this field, as
perhaps in no other, the opportunities for constructive action should be
greatest. It would seem desirable for the Western world `to decide objectively,
dispassionately and in the light 'of its own broader economic aims and long-
term interests how far and how fast it is prepared to go in the direction of
meeting the legitimate and responsible economic demands of the smaller
countries. If this could result in a considered and concerted policy which would
allow us to indicate positively at the beginning of an assembly, session the
direction in . which we would be prepared to go, it might encourage that
coordination of aims which would enable us to counter or divert attention from
untimely, wasteful and ill-considered schemes that might be advanced by some
of the more unreasonable elements in the Asscmbly.

South Africa and the United Nations
;34. South Africa's behaviour in the United . Nations has never been
exemplary, but, this year she has made it more difficult than ever for her
friends to support her. After the Assembly had declined to take back the
Fourth Committee's invitations to Michael Scott and the Hercros Chiefs, the
South Africans took virtually no further part in the work of the Assembly.
They attended committee meetings (with the exception of the Fourth
Committee) but took hardly any direct part in proceedings and refuscd to vote
onanything in plenary meetings, which they attended only as observers. The
South African delegation, however,'are hopeful that they will be able to turn
ovér*a new Ieaf at the next session. They plan to be strongly represented and to
take steps in the meantime to go at least part of the way towards reaching a
satisfactory compromise with the ad hoc committee on South West Africa and
with the Indian and Pakistan Governments on the Group Areas Act.

Co%n joi Problems
35I'Wè were disturbed and concerned to note a growing antagonism between

statesY^which`, have colonial responsibilitics and those which have none.
Conspi`cuous àmong this lattcr group arc those which, having been colonics,
have,recently achieved indcpcndencc. The anti-colonial nations arc probably
right in keeping attention focussed on the goal of frecdom and independence
for âjl^ peoplcs Yet the colonial powers have a heavy responsibility to make
sure that their colonics are ready for independencc before it is granted to them.
In this field Canada, with its close friendship for nearly all the colonial powers
and^is ;sy:...:mpathy for nationalist aspirations,^,,_ is often faced with difficult
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apparent that the main interest of manÿ. of these in the United Nations is the
amount of technical and economic aid they will receive: The more aid that is
available the more likely they are to vote with us on political questions. The
less aid that is available the more likely are they to abstain or vote against. us
on issues dividing the East and West. ,. ; 3

41. On colonial questions. we might, consider if we could; not play, a, more
active role. We are not a colonial power and yet we have close friends in both
camps. This might be a field in'which we could use our influence to help arrest,
if not, reverse, the growing. antagonism, between colonial and 'non-colonial
powers.

225. DEA/5475-DW-14-40, ..
Note pour le chéf dé la Direction des Nations unies*

Memorandum for Head, United Nations Division

U.S.S.R. (United Kingdom abstained).

,- ..
[Ottawa,] February 26, 1952

,
You asked me' to make an analysis of Canadiari voting in the, General

Assembly during the Sixth Session.36 I have gone through all the verbatim and
summary `records which are now available, and have noted the times when the
Canadian vote differed from at least one of the Three Powers: The United
Kingdom, the United States and France. There were 45 such 'votes. Canada
abstained 19 times in this voting.

All these votes were on roll-call; it is practically impossible to say how any
country except Canada voted in a "show of hands" vote. Mr. McCardle" tells
me that no one observer could be sure of who voted how; it would require
several people to take notes. The Canadian Delegation obviously did not have
enough personnel to do this.'This analysis is therefore limited in this way. It is
also limited by the small number of votes in which our vote differed from the
three powers in relation to the large number of combinations possible.

[ attach a chart showing the 45 votes, 'and the item with which they were
concerned. I have tried to eliminate the procedural votes.
According to these votes:,
L Canada abstained 19 times in this voting. Only twice when Canada

abstained did the three powers vote together yea or nay: once on the vote on
Administrative Unions; once on a vote on Human Rights.

2• Canada always voted with one of the Three Powers in all other cases.
3. Canada, in voting yea or nay, voted with either United Kingdom or United

States on all votes but one (Human Rights), when we voted,with France and

"6 novembre 19Ili 3 1-3 février 1952^/November 6, 193 1-Fcbruary S, 1952.
-4 McCardle, Direction de l'Amérique et de l'Extrtme-Orient au ministère des Affaires

extérieures ; conseiller de la délégation à la sixième union de l'Assemblée générale.
JJ4 McGrdle, American and Far Eastern Division, Department of External Affairs; Advisor.
^le8ation to the Sixth Session of the General Assembly.
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4. ^ Canada voted with'U.K. against U.S. (voting or abstaining) 3
t
times
imes.

Canada voted with U.S. against U.K. (voting or abstaining),.,

5.` Canada ' abstained 3:times : when' U.S. and U.K! , agreed (see 1) (the

additional instance - freedom of information);

6. Canada abstained with the U.K. 3 times when U.S . voted
aainsttU S S R..

'Canada abstained with the U.S.' 1 time when U.K. voted g

7. C
anada abstained 3 times when the U.S. voted against' U.S.S.R. and U.K.

, . : .
voted with U.S.S.R:
Canada âbstained ' 3 times when the U.S.' voted with U.S.S.R. and U.K.

voted against U.S.S.R.

8. U.S. and U.K. voted differently 26 times i n
tfrom the figures above

I think that the only conclusion that may be reached
is that Canada, on certain issues, acted with som

Three PoweerseWhenywe d d,
seldom voted differently from one

substantive vote, voted against all three
we "abstained. We never once, seems

count
U.K .

cs
Cnada

powers. We 'only once voted against both the U.S. and t he
they

to have continued to oscillate between these t

disagreed. abstain
,-As

Mr. Garson said on the radio last night, we proban
ldicate disagreemcnt

our future position (as honestabs
abstention when the factstare not known (or, I

with our friends. As he said,
might add, when a "policy for the West" has not been made) isr the intelligent
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course of action. , C F W. }IOOPER

Analysis o

.. .

PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE

Canadian voting in General Assembly during Sixth Session

Indians in South Africa

IJ.N: and`Âgcncies in Soclal Field

Freedom of information

ContmJtttt / Soviet

Canada : U.K. U.S. France Bloc

A, , .A Y , A NA Y . Y N

A A -A YA r . .,
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Status of Women
Discrimination and Minorities. . .^ ^ _ .

Requests for hearings
Participation of NSGs. in work of
Spcc.' Ctte. .
South-West Africa
^,,^F -` . .•, .
Ewe Problem .. ; ,
Petitions
Scholarships for Trust Territories
Participation of indigenous inhabs.
of Trust Territories in T C
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Committee IV
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Time of Attainment of Independence ° Nf"
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SECTION D

UNIONS POUR D^TERMINER
LA POLITIQUE A SUIVRE

RÉ
POLICY MEETINGS

. , ,
DEA/5475-DW-14'1-40

Note de la Direction des Nat^J
âlrës extérieuresJâux

au sous-secrétaire d'État adj oint
United Nations Division

Memorandum from

' nt Under-Secretary
of State Jor External AJfalrs

r

•

to Assista [Ottawâ,] March 4, 1952

Y MEETINGS

for these mceUngs an y ma y wlsh to
table concerning them. Meanwhile, you?
attached correSPondencc for refercnce. S. MORLEY SCOTT

INTER-DIVISIONAL POI-14.

David Johnson will be in Ottawa for four or of lnter^^It is expected that Mr. Da lanned to hold a series
resent month at which time it is p licies which

later in the p designed to review conflictseral
in

Â^ mbly of̂ the United
Divisional Meetings

N

x a definite date for thiheweré# evident at the Sixth Session ofpo
the Gen

ssible to fi

me
ations.

At present it is not yet Po will be held either • ^n
meetings but the present indications are that they March 24.
week beginning March 17 or during the week beginning the attached

e, I think you will be interested in anduminof `January 1 l'S
2. Meanwh• ^l , reci itated by a memo

correspondence which was p P
e 1 datedand which was sent,to Mr. Johnson

prepared

on the same date.

Mr. '

by
Johnson'sMr.reply

Reid,
dated

an January 2319 is attached, together with a r P y of his

January 2440 from Mr.; Chipman, to whom Mr, Reid also sent a
ddressedcopy to this

M
memorandum. Attached is also a further letter to Mr. Johnson from

r• Reid

6" and a memorandum dated February 9 a
dated February ndence
Division by Mr. Reid. points raised in this correspo

3. 1 think you will find a number of the po ou regarding the definite date
you. We shall keep in touch with y roprogramme and t'me'

of interest to y d"ou will in due course receive a p g reta ►nj thettain [•

xl,e document 1914DoCument 191.
„(,edccument 192.^DocUment 192.
•ot,e document 193^ymcnt 93.
•,Lë document 194./1^mcnt 194.
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-DEA/5475-DW-14-1-40

Procès-verbal de la première réunion des directions
pour déterminer la politique à suivre -

Minutes of Meeting 1 of Inter-Divisional Policy Meetings

CONFIDENTIAL ' Ottawa, March 31 (a.m.), [1952]► • , ,
Present:

Mr. E. Reid, Chairman
Mr.N.O.Moran
Mr. C.S.A. Ritchie
Mr. R.A. MacKay
Mr. D.M. Johnson
Mr. S.M. Scott
Mr. E.N. Norman
Mr. J.B.C. Watkins

; Mr. C.A. Ronning
Mr. A.A. Lay
Miss B.M. Meagher
Mr. M.N. Carter
Mr. J.P. Erichsen-Brown
Mr. J.M. Thurrott
Mr. F.M. Tovcll
Mr. R.A: CrFpault

• '- Mr. D. Stansfield
Mr. G.K. Grande
Mr. J.E.G. Hardy
Mr. F.W. Stone
Mr. C.F.W. Hoopcr

The' meeting considered the -paper of March 28 prepared by the U.N.
Division ! Most of the comments made on the first part of the paper (pp 1-3)
wére reflected in the answers to the "Questions" as shown below. The solution
to the problem suggested in paragraph 6 did not meet with favour.
QUESTION `1. Is the policy of attempting to lessen the differences between the
western democratic'states and the undcr-developed countries a wisc, practical
and verj► important one for Canada?

Ycs, but with some qualifications.
It= wâs k open to the meeting. to dccide that (a) more , importance than

herétofôre should be attached to "lessening the differences", and (b) that it
shoûld •stând relatively higher in the scale of priorities among our,othcr policy-,r
aims. The'meeting was agreed on (a); not enough importance, for example, had
^n âtta ched to this policy at the last session of the Assembly. To decide on
(b); however, as JIlr. Ritchie pointed out.involvcd consideration of the other
P°licies with which this policy must be weighed. 'A decision on this point might

^tempted after the other poltcy meetings had been held.
he:Chalrman warned against the "market basket" theory - that there' ^.,,^

w^^onlsô much aid we could give, and that we could do no more than decide
I^japportionment. There was no defined , upper limit to the amount of

i
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foreï ri aid Canada might give; certainly, if there was a limit, Canada had not
g

come close to reaching it. ï
QUESTION 2. What are those "differences" which 4 affect the formation of
QU .. z
Canadian foreign policy? ^ _.

It
was agreed that the following were the principal differences between the

policies of the western democracies and of the under-developed underrdeveloped

(1) A different view of Communi'thto us,
reat. lAlso, a different view of western

countries, it is as much a promise as a
capitalism: to us it is, however imperfect, still a promise. To themYit is nearly as

much a threat as a promise.
This, of course, was a generalization, and not equallyand derh

unive
a s leàst true:of

was largely true of Asia, less tru e
ce between the atitudes of the' ruling

Latin America.
of the otherl

d fferen
classes.classes and those

The Chairman pointed out that there was less
Tëdr capable of solving somevariety because

that democratic systems could not.
problems
even of the

of U.
the S.S•R•

under-develo P

It
was also noted that the Islamic religion tended to resist Communist

influences. Russia is the only country to
(2) A different view of the Russian threat: to us, Russia is only one of

be feared. To most of the under-developed countries,
several foreign powers under whose domination they might come.

(3)
A different interpretation of the concept of international , sharing of

wealth.
At was affirmed that there, were three ; sorts of interpretatio ^ni onu Âsia,

charity; aid as the duty of a higher authontyôdbuthardly astfar as the third
for example, had progressed as far as the second, s. r

n of.expeCtingwhich was not accepted within the.Asian,countries themsel t^o
thought the West had still to rid itself çompntolthé d ffcrcnces in vicwpoint.
gratitude for charity. Other^factors entered
Mr. noted the time factor; the under-developed countries looked for

.
substantially higher living standards which those now alive woldUiv estcdnthâtgâ
we thought in terms of half cent uries

ôf o at r
thi
tunismst in the

Johnson
attitude of the under-

théré was â significant element ppo .
develôPe d countries, a rèalization that the East-Wëst. Norman

provid ^dr^ chance
thought

ëxtrâctraid from the West as thë Pt^coünt çto dée lop its own resources in its
that f6'66 Asian mind the nght of .a country , so,1►!r.
own waÿ'wa's as important as the right to Western ascat ôfchisto^icg^^'estern
M`a'cKây .̀ stressed' the importâdnce,

d ûof of côùirsé tô different notions of the
^smpérialisrri. (1); (2),"and (3) , - , .

to be given toïdefence preparat^ons of varsous sorts.priorities . ; .'.# . , . ^ . .
rÂ^different sense of urgencyasn h^lregard to the abolition of Wlmctropol tan

Y

r^
•' . . Y •

ôther infeor sorts of status, meanwe, d^fferNat ions shou ld odo about their
states 'should behave, and 'wtiatthé ; United

-''- ed discussion of this accepted difference would occur in the
^behav•^our. Detail
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meeting on trusteeship 'matters. Mr. Ritchie thought the '.point under=
emphasized in the paper. Pre-Assembly talks on the point, especially with the
French, were recommended.
(5) A, different notion of the usefulnéss ând efficacy of written international

agreements in the social and humanitarian field. It was agreed that at the last
General Assembly'this difference showed"itself to a considerable extent as one'
between the "have and the have-not" 'countries although non-common-law
countries (such as France) and sometimes the United States were inclined to
stress the importance of written international agreements.

QUESTION 3. Should Canadian policy be to attack the problem along the
whole line, or only on selected issues?

:
The meeting agreed that this question could not be answered by a mere yes

or no but was really a point to be borne in mind during the further discussions.
The Chairnman

thought that Canada's 'position might move a little bit on
certain issues from one session of the General Assembly to another.

QUESTION' 4. Is it sensible, in considering, our attitude toward the under-
developed countries, to think of them as one group or must we consider each
proposal in relation to each country or group of countries?

In general, the meeting thought there were several aspects in which one
could not think of the undcr-developcd countries as one rou

e. .assistance to Latin Amcrica. g P• g technical

QUESTION 7. On the assumption that our general attitude toward un
developed countries is to be conciliatory, which of the followin dcr-

approaches should be used? What are their relative advantages? In reS c ec aof
each,,can Canada play a lone hand, or should we move only in step with our
usual friends?
(a) Economic assistance. Although this question was not dircctl discu

Waspointed out by, the Chairman that we were not rcall y
ssed ity

psupport of the undcr-devcloped countries but were bu ttressingsoc
social

purchasing
ys emswhich were basically sympathetic to the west.

W Support for nationalist aspirations. Mr. Ritchie
support,would, have to be given not only in a way that ^would noth impair
defences but would, also not impair the prestige and viability of our wcst our
allies, crn

QUF;rtoN 10. Our Delegation has been puzzled [about) how far they should
be 8uided by a legalistic interpretation of the Charter of the United N ationsand how. far they should resort to political interprctations. ^Vhat advice can w'giye thérri? we
^^k^. meeting agreed with the Chairn^an that the United Nations Charter,
thouany other, constitution, is usually interpreted in political terms. It wasas ^8ht desirable that the Canadian interpretation should , like

nsistent as possible (rather than "lcgalistic") and not followc theBri t ish,
s^qp cticc of manufacturing international law to suit existing circum-,jor;ëvcn the

teip r current day's policy. It. had been originally Canada's. . .inetâtton of the Chart hcr t 4L
United^^'a
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Nations should be construed narrowly and construed its powers. broadly. The

provisions..-of the Charter concerning trusteeship cland i
auseson-sCh ptersnXl,

territories had, however, been an exception. In t hese ow and
XII & XIII, - Canada had generally interpreted the,Çoh ld be useful rfor our
rather legalistic manner. ' The, Chairman thought it

olicies
delegations at future Assemblies to be infoûmeener in p

articular.
of the

followed by Canada were ,inconsistéinconsistent
that a iist of, precedents should be

Charter. Mr. Erichsen-Brôwn^ sugg
included in the individual Commentary articles.

ractice of abstaining on proposals
QUESTION 11. We have adopted a voting p
we dislike which are advanced by our Western friends

S a
nd
ates.

of
Isthis voting

proposals we like which are advanced
nterests? i Or;'should we rather accept

practice consistent with our long
mu eh?ss ofthe idea of voting according to the strict merits of each pr nposa too

what coüntry sponsors it? Are we justly criticized for.absta g

The meeting noted the fact that at the recent General•rAnt ones, ihe. tthe
member:-states which 'abstained least were the

t tmany of the Canadian
United States and the U.S.S.R. It explained tlia
abstentions at the Sixth Assembly resulted from insufficient` time ni !^nd

a
lw
lowed

heat
for :the' Minister to obtain Cabinet decisions, e.g. the ne^ sp

questions.
When only a few days were available for deciding Canada's position,

it
was generally not possible to go beyond the opinion of the governmentiate

department primarily concerned and thisï usually meant that the
nationaliaspe

mmed
of

Canadiân interest was stressed té the rd;detriment of bthe int
rought out for Cabinet

problems = which this departm g usual
consideration, had time been allowed. It was agreed that Canadd States wh^ e
little freedom of action when the United of freedom when these two po^^^ers
agreed; but that we had a greater degree
were ^ not. in agreement: ° in the latter situation, however, Canada had usually
exercised its freedom by abstaining. •` .^. ^l b the meeting,

approaches should be used?
Wh 16hat ^ ror should we move only in step with our

developed countries is to be conc ^a y+ I• dvantages? In respect o

general'conciliatory, or in general tour, , or g

üFS^rïôtv 7: - Ont the assuinption that our general' attitude - toward under

Q •1• tor which of the following broad• f

prove to be a dangerous political bloc .
ESi^Iotv 6.' Should our attitudetoward the under-develôped countries be in

QU • h ` •ri' eneral neither?

QUESTION 5. Should we consider I. e po ^ y what may
among the under-developed countries in,the ho pe of breaking up

The following questions wer
being'left for consideration at appropriate meetings during the n w

eek:
ve forces

• h U- of ' encourag g divisi

e not dealt with spec^ ^ca y y

their Ir. 4L V%P 44
cach^ can Canada play a lone an

sorts of ccônomic assistance which have en p pos ht
it viroûld be advisable to diseuss the degree of econômic assistance which oug

., ,...., ,

4.X ^ ,.° . •.. ^. s ...{^.y^^^^ ',.^.y k':^^: tY5 At .... F.r

usual fr i en
W

ds? cars a list o f
'(â)?Economic assistance (On the paper issued fôr Meeting II app

• `• be '^ ro '^ ed At the present meeting'
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g more spectfic questions.

pour déterntiner la politique à suivre

to be given, e.g.: to the edge. of hurting our defences? Or, to the extent of
sensibly lowering our living standards?)
(b) Support for nationalist aspirations.^,

(c) Support of covenants on' human rights, and like 'matters 'involving
acceptance of the worthwhileness of international agreements ôn such matters.
(d) Political support other than the above. Specifically,' what?' (Polic onadmission of new members might be'discûssed here.) y.

F(e) Propagan
.

da'in the under-developed countries.
(f). Establishment of additional missions in under-developed : countries, with

corresponding desks in Ottawa.

QUESTION 8. If we decide on substantially increased activity in these fields,
should we make something of a fanfare about it this summer in ECOSOC and
this fall in the Assembly, or should we let our individual votes and speeches
speak for themselves?

QUESTION 9. How far is it wise for us to vote for the adoption of and assist in
the execution of measures 'which appeal to' under-devcloped countries but
which we think are (at . best) unprofitable and (at worst) vicious exercises?
Examples: International Development : Fund; Convention on Human Rights;
Definition of Self-Government; Status of Women. Quite possibly, this question
cannot be answered in a general fashion; it might be better merely to bear it in
mind in dealin with

Minutes of Meeting 7 of Inter-Divisional Policy 1lteetines
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Ottawa, March 31(p.m.), [1952]

UNITED NATIONS SECRETARIAT PROBLEMS

Mr. E. Reid, Chairman

Mr: J.E.G. Hardy

._Mr. F.W.'Stonew.^

Mr. D.M. Johnson

Mr. D. Stansfield
Mr. A.R. Crépault

Mr. N.H. Carter

QUESTIONA 1 . .. : ° '

d is '
. ..Is the pnnciple of geographic dtstributton . as appl

ied to the
Composition of the United Nations staff, consistent with the need for a good
Permanent staff? (One senior officer of the U.N. Administration. told our
dele8ation to the Sixth Assembly that the Secretary General had to have
diMatôrial {ji6Wers of dismissal in order to fire efficient employees and replacehé'" Y'the ofm pwithinefficient ones in accordance with
disi^ib^tiôn.)''If not, is it worth' our while to takepr bl clei suegwgraphiçPrinciple? pu with this

i
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Article 101 (3) of the-Charter stated that -and in the

The Chairman observed ionthat in the employment of the staff s curing the
"The paramount consideration

.
ation of the conditions of service shall be the necessity o f

determ' ^n competence, and integrity.: Due regard shall be
highest standards of efficlency,

conslon. Itpaid to the importance of recruiting the staff on as a wsec
ide a g

possible."

e0graphi
ondary

^l basis as

Géographical distribution was certainly distributihât
appeared, however, that emphasis was being placed on geographic

to admitwhen this was incompatible with efficiency.
Mr•.Jo ,► son,edpointed

a low

pub y

out that

wations and Secreta riat officials were ; unwilling level of
members of delegations

licl
that they were, in fact, incompa tible.

it wâ
so

was an
implied

s at ° future : sessionsability in the candidates from certain
'

e ,
to the Charter and

subject. The Chatrm
an thought that Canadian delegat

go back.
when,this question might be discunCdWâs the most imPortant criterion. '
remind other delegations that efficle

y
ld usefully be asked how efficien efficient but also

now. The sense of the meeting

t thetU.N. staff was

In the meantime it cou was that it was reasonably ef erformed. Mr.

Johnson remarked
heavy that

and there
generally

were toolarge
large

numbers
the ôf staff members attending

meetings

somewhat oftop-
the Disarmament Commission, many without apparent reasons for

being there. The Chairma
n thought it might be useful to make eonk to

uiries
ask the

mi ht also be useful for the delegation in New York. and : Budgetary

Chairman of the Advisory

about

them. . It . g Committee on thoug

Questions, or members of that what they
internship programme might also give Canadanc . In this

efficiency of the staff The

ht about the

: uropportunity of obtaining an objective opinion on U.N. staff efficle
y

w of the Civil Service Commission andC,âr^ cons ltcd.
connection Messrs. Go ctlvel co a line it
who attended the programme in 1949 and Wé could decide how strongwvcrsus
On the;basis of inforé fornus to take on the question of efC^ciency
would be appropnat , •
g^graphic distribution the present spccial circumstanccs of the

forQUESrtoNA. 2. Should Canada, under m ath towards staff de a^,n^stra-

United Nations staff, show more sy P y thc A
of secun,Y*, safeguards against arbitrary d

action I
emands of this kind, even

guarantees
tion, etc.? Should we

ke into account theûL ^o^ard with the PrimarY aim °
the apparently reasonable ones, may be P
causing staff trouble? ions wereno conclus

some eneral discussion of this question but now undertakC11 to
orThcrc was s8

ched. It was noted that the Secretaf ô
eneral

•
30^ to •

s
? 5^

wi11
r^ ..,,n of permanencles P nt dlffcultle

Administration

QtjEVtoNA. 3.' Shou - • û^tions'involving the re N ations
attitüde of "hands

off" towards any q
TM• 4, ' ltof the i United- Nations staff , and. the United

Canadlan members ^;: ^ .} 3 #

increase the proPer, . • leted,^ many 01 the presc
8096: When this programme Is comp,.; . ;.`; .
have ceased to exist: ',•-der all forese^ble circulnstanc. . l

csatmain
wn^ Sld un der

Cen
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There were twô types of cases in which the Canadian government might be
asked to intervene on behalf of Canadian staff members. The first of these was
the type of case in which a Canadian had been dismissed or subjected to
disciplinary action. The meeting agreed that in cases of this sort our "hands
off" attitude should be maintained; adequate appeals machinery, existed within
the United Nations organization itself. The second type of case was that of a
Canadian whose promotion within the organization appeared to have been
unduly retarded. The Chairman noted in this connection that many Canadians
believed, probably with some justification,- that the principle of geographic
distribution militated against them in the matter of advancement. It was also
considered, by many Canadian staff members, that the fact that Canada did
not exert influence on behalf of her nationals, while other countries did; meant
that Canadians were in fact being discriminated against. After some discussion
it was agreed that cases of this sort were seldom clear-cut and that it would be
difficult to alter our policy. It would be better, but perhaps more difficult, to
eliminate the possibility of discrimination by persuading other countries not to
intervene on behalf of their nationals.

This question also elicited some discussion on the question of communism in
the U.N. staff. It was agreed that communism in itself was not a crime on the
-part of any U.N. staff member, from whatever country he came, and that the
activities of officials such as Byron Price, to the extent that they, ànïounted to
simple persecution of communists, were highly improper. On the other hand, a
good communist would, almost by definition, be violating the Charter and his
U.N. oath, i.e. taking orders from another authority. It was agreed, however,
that it was extremely difficult to produce proof of this sort of thing:'Production
of proof would of course be necessary if. this were to be used as grounds for
dismissal.

QUESTION, B. Should Canada, joining the have-not countries (and perhaps
bowing to the inevitâble), show more sympathy towards future salary demands
advanced on behalf of the United Nations staff, even though by Canadian
standards they are not justified? Are Canadian standards a valid basis for
considering United Nations salary , levels? Should, we revise. our attitude
'towards the "escalator principle", as applied to the United Nations salaries?

It was agreed that Canadian delegations should continue to emphasize
ifficiencÿ;'economy, and similar ideals, and to oppose salary increases when
they were not justified. The meeting agreed that Canadian standards were not
a^valid "criterion,' at least for public opposition to salary, demands, but
considered that other valid criteria were available and could be applied - e.g.
Salaries for similar employment in the New York area, salaries sufficient to
âttrâct and hold qualified personnel. •_^..a:°^s^^ r^^ ^ - . • . :
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der effectively
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quite to two or t Pe articularly

.contain communism, spend d countrics, p orthtoto.j provide economic assistance to ,"d re^t of t to armaments: The n mie
As;a; as it,is to devote some fifteen per down its own plans ^ of cco
Atlantic Treaty Organization *should lay
assistance to such countries: Full use should also be made of the E h^ o Wé and
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war, and because.of the substantial interest which Canada had in hastening the
recovery of its traditional agricultural markets. Mr. Plumptre recognized that
the rate of assistance suggested by Miss Ward might seem more' practicable at
a later date if a reduction in defence expenditures should make* anti-recessiôn
measures desirable.

Mr. Plumptre thought that ;Miss Ward's recommendation that economic
assistance be provided through NATO would be exceptionally difficult to carry
out. Under-developed countries were already very suspicious of the imperialist
motives of the western countries. Would not their suspicions be considerably
increased if assistance was üffered to them by an organization grouping in a
military alliance most of the former imperialist powers?

Mr. Ronning said that, in Asia, communism could never be contained by
military means; the only method at our disposal wasas, greatly increased
economic assistance. To be effective, however, economic assistance must be so
designed 'as to meet the real needs of the people. It must reach the villagers,
who. form the large majority of the population of `Asia, and raise their
standards of living by increasing agricultural production. Only thus would the
people be prepared to resist the attraction of communism and the pressure of
communist leaders in their midst.' Mr: Ronning believed that the real needs of
the villagers could only be ascertained by scientific I surveys conducted by
international organizations well equipped for this work. Officials sitting ^ in
Ottawa or even in Karachi or New Delhi were not in a position to carry out
this field investigation. Finally,lllr. Ronning expressed the view that assistance
given by various international organizations and national governments should
be better co-ordinated than has been doric until now. He thought that the
United Nations would be particularly well suited to do the COordinating. Mr.
Ronnfng illustrated his ideas by referring to the work 'done by the rural
rëhâbilitation organization under United States auspices in China as one of the
few effective forms of economic assistance.

The Chairntan, 11lr. Plumptre and Mr. Thurrott, in reply to Mr. Ronning,
expÏained the steps which were being taken to achieve a better co-ordination of
economic assistance in Asia and South-East Asia. Groups were being formed in
lecal'câpitals to enable representatives of Colombo Plan countries, the United
States and the United Nations agencies to discuss their plans of assistance with^ :^...
representatives of ;national planning boards and thcreby. ensurc a satisfactory
measure of co-ordination and avoid duplication and waste. While Canada did
noi .r{ s ., Posses the necessary facilities to conduct surveys, it did make use of the
rndings ôf international organizations, particularly the International Bank and
FAÔ;^The Chnirman pointed out that although India and Pakistan had
tmbâirked upon schemes of industrial development, they had shown increasing
aPPteciation in their plans of the need for rural improvements.

côtt said that the meeting appeared to assume that the granting of
economic assistance represented a desirable and wisc policy. He did not bclicve
thS,hâd béén demd ^"onstrated, and was himself not* convinced that it was true. He
^u^d; think'̂,of .the following types of arguments for Canada helping under-
weloped countries:
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Canadian authorities had been continuously in touch with the Pakistani and
the Indians in Ottawà, and the two sides had' learned to know each other
better. These contacts were undoubtedly helping to bridge the gap between the
East and the West. Advantages of this kind would be lost if, economic
assistance were given on a multilateral basis. The multilateral approach,
however, had certain advantages , which did not obtain under bilateral
arrangements. In particular, the under-developed countries were less suspicious
of the motives of the donor countries if assistance was given under the auspices
of an international organization. Such organizations were also better equipped
than national governments to conduct necessary surveys and to co-ordinate
assistance from various sources. A1r. Plumptre thought that the ultimate
objective might be to find a solution which would combine the advantages of
both approaches. He said that this a'venue should bc carefully explored.

The Chairman personally believed that there would be no insuperable
difficulties in setting up an international development agency which would
meet the requirements of the recipient countries while protecting the interests
of the contributing countries, by using, for instance, such a devicc as weightcd
voting..^-,,. ^^
^;} Jllr. Plumptre thought that for thc time being the Economic and Social
Council should be put to greater use by the Wcstern countries to publicizc the
âmounts and types of assistance that they wcre already giving. For instance, it
might be a good idea if each country submitted an annual rcport to ECOSOC
on ^ts economic assistance activities, as was already being done by the Unitcd
Nâtions and the specializcd agencies. In this way the Council would have
before ,it at regûlar intcrvals' a complete picturc .of the hclp which under-
developed countries were rcceiving. The Chairnran suggested that, as a means
of focussing attention both abroad and at home on the total size of Canada's
economic assistance contributions, these might bc included in the^ estimatcs as
â`single vote. ,
^t .

;,`;The.Chair'n^an summariicd the references made by various spcakcrs^to the
^nte^national channels through which Canada was already providing economic
assistance or might provide it in future:^^^- ,.(l^ q̂Thé international Qank• X:^+a , _.: _ . _ , , . . , ^ .

^(a)^Çanada's contribution to the bank's capital;
(b^'C pital. recently. raiscd by the E3ank through a loan floatcd on the

anad^an market.
(2)^Thé^^Proposcd international Finance Corporation ( as an annex to the
Bân^C) . ..^;^ , , , . . . .

.' ^ hckestâblishment of this agency was originally rccommcndcd by a Unitcd
Nâtiôns^.group of experts in a report on "l^^easures for the Economic
^^^^ pment of Under-dcvclopcd countries." The purpose of the agency would^-^o^, ,̂:.
,.^t f,^make equity investments and loans to private undertakings opcrating in
°n^er^devélopted countries ECOSOC at its` Thirtccnth Session recommendcd
thâ(^t^iisr^a ^o • ,

p posal be examincd by the International i3ank. The representative
°f ^^e^Bank ony the Council had lookcd upon it with favour. The ECOSOC

^ ^*^.' 1 ^ . ;. .
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participation in the 4 framing of the plan did not commit governments - to
contribute.
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The'Chairman pôinted out that there could :not be ^ complete agreement in
the meeting on the basic principles raised in the questions before it. It would
not be possible, in the little time before the opening of the ECOSOC session,
thoroughly to review the Canadian policy towards this problem and to effect
any radical change in it. The best procedure that could be followed for the
present was:
(a) to consult i with the United, Kingdom and United States to find out

whether their governments` intended to take part in the ECOSOC discussion.
Mr. Johnson undertook to do this., If the United Kingdom °and United States
were definitely opposed to taking part there would be 'no point- in Canada's
deciding to play an active role;

(b) once we knew of the attitude of the United States and United Kingdom,
to consult with the other 'Canadian departments concerned in order to
determine what attitude the Canadian delegation should take.`
Theineeting agreed to this procedure.

Procès-l,erbal de la 21 réunion (2' partie)des'directions`
pour déterminer la politique à suivre

Minutes of Meeting 2 (Second Part) of Inter-Divisiona! Policy Meetings

CONFIDENTIAL • : Ottawa, April 1 (p.m.), [1952]

SOCIAL ASPECTS OF CANADIAN POLICY TOWARDS
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Mr. C.A. Ronning , 1 ` 1 ^
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f Mr. C.F.W. Hoover
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the tying of the, Canadian contribution to • those of other countries, it was
agreed that the practice was. not objectionable insofar as it , was intended to
ensure that our contribution bore a reasonable relationship to those of other
countries and to induce them, to contribute. The matching formula used in
specific instances, however, should be flexible and should , not be so construed
as to defeat in part the purposes for which the contribution had been approved
by the Cabinet. ltfr. Hardy referred to the matching formula used to determine
our contribution to the 1952 technical assistance programme of the United
Nations, as an illustration of a matching formula which was too rigid. Because
the United Kingdom had reduced its contribution by some $868,000, Canada
had automatically cut its own contribution by $100,000 even though the under-
developed countries themselves had pledged an amount roughly the same as
last year. The main purpose of the matching formula here should have been to
ensure that"the under-déveloped countries would carry their full share of the
burden.. ,, .

On the question of the Canadian Government's reserving the right to control
the rate of release of its contribution, depending on performance by the agency,
the meeting agreed that this should not normally be Ï resorted to. There was
already sufficient , international , ,, maçhinery , to ensure that the Canadian
contributions would be used for the purposes for which they had been sought.
To the extent that standards of performance of the agency were unsatisfactory
the agency would expose itself to criticism in the international organ concerned
and;would lose the confidencc'and support of Membcr States. If additional
guarantees and safeguards were rcally 'neccssary they should be worked out on
an` international basis. Final judgment as to when, how and in what direction
a:n;;agency should spend its money should not normally be left in the hands of
any one government. The Chairman thought that a very strong argument had
bien advanced against the use of the practice proposed by Finance. He stated
thatÿwhile the practice was

,t
gencrally undesirable there might conceivably be

ceitain circumstances under which we might wish to have recourse to it.
^ The' ^ meeting , agreed, in discussing the question of tying Canada's

ntributions to purchases to be made in Canada, that our position, must be,.
consistent ;'and that we must not force commodities on a relief agency in
contravention of its , approved programme, or when we ourselves were
criticiting Ahe part of the programme in which those commodities would be_ #.

It had been suggested, for instance, that our contribution to UNICEF
should be inade largely' in fish oil while at the same time we were urging
UNtÇEF'to decrease its relief activities and embark more upon long-range
proicets, The Department,of Finance had rightly pointed out the inconsistency
of this suggestion.

Mr^Crépault rcmaikcd that Iatcness in makin o t'b ' h d h

The meeting also discussed the question of how . we should vote on
<eSolûtïons approving relief programmes when decisions to contribute to such

W4, ` g ur con n ut^ons a t c
xt; of considerably reducing their political value. It was agrecd that every

^ffort should be made in future to obtain'approval for Canadian contributions
^a 8ôôd tinie.
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The Chdirnran thought it would be useful to resûrrect.the, Inter-departmen-

political party - a useful statement of objectives which were valid ènough,
even though it might take a generation or more to reach them.

QUESTION' ,5. What are the objectives of. the under-developed countries, in
pressing for a Covenant on Economic and Social Rights? Would our signature
to such a covenant mean that we will be` faced with éven stronger demands
from under-developed ` countries for economic assistance in order that they
might be able to live up to their commitments under such a covenant?

Mr. Johnson believed it was the Minister of Justice's view that this was in
fact one of the objectives of the under-developed countries, or at any rate that
whether it was a conscious objective : or not our signature to a covenant on
economic and social rights would be followed by increased demands for
economic assistance. The meeting agreed that there was perhaps something to
this theory.
QUESTION C. Can and should we sign Covenants on Human Rights by which
we assume obligations which we cannot implement because certain of the
rights included in the covenants lie outside the jurisdiction of the Federal
Government or may not be compatible with the nature of our legal systems
(common'law and civil code)?

Our view in the past had been that it would be difficult if not impossible to
draft at least an economic and social covenant which would be enforcible in a
court of law. The Chairman believed that this might actually make it easier for
Canada to sign. It was rather like •a long-term programme adopted by a

tàl Committee on Human Rights as it could.be assumed that our delegation of
ECOSOC would have to face some of these problems;.

It was considered that a decision on the necessity for. introducing a federal
state clause could be postponed until;the covenant was drafted. Mr. Erichsen-
Brown said that he himself was not convinced of the need for a federal state
clause. Existing laws, federal and provincial, did not appear to conflict with the
first 18 articles of the covenant as at present drafted.

Some discussion followed ôn the question of the obligation, moral or
otherwise, on the Federal government to disallow new provincial legislation if it
was in conflict with an international covenant to which Canada was a party.: In
this'connection' there was an important difference between a federal state
clause referring to "legislative jurisdiction" and one referring to "jurisdiction''
alone,]t was unlikely that we could get the word "legislative"3 included. There
was some discussion of the desirability.of making reservations to,covcr our
particular.constitutional difficulties, if we were unable to secure the inclusion
of; a-satisfactory federal -state clause. No firm conclusions • were reached, it
being'the opinion of the meeting that some of the technicalities involved could
best be dealt with by an inter-departmental committee.

.^,^ffi4x
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United States on certain points with particular respect to, insistence on the
majority plan for atomic energy control. This paper should be brief and in very
general terms. It should contain the general attitude of the Canadian
Government agreed to by the Department of National Defence and by the
Minister. For example, the instructions should state that Canada considers that
the Disarmament Commission should not be used as a propaganda forum, that
proposals other than disarmament and, atomic energy control should not be
discussed in it and that its public sessions should be kept to a bare minimum.
• The instructions might perhaps also, include Canadian policy on what
departures might be made from the General Assembly plan on atomic energy
control. Jlfr. Reid pointed out that these instructions should look forward to
agreement which might be reached in 1956 rather than in 1952 since the
former date was about the earliest time that a disarmament agreement could
be worked out.

Mr. Reid suggested that Mr. George might be given the job of preparing a
first draft of the instructions. Afr. Johnson agreed and suggested that Mr.
George might come to Ottawa for a week or two in order to prepare them. 1llr.
Reid said that, in the meantime, Defence Liaison Division should try to find
out the nature of the instructions which had been given to the United Kingdom
representative on the Disarmament Commission. He thought that this might be
useful tôus in preparing our own.

lt was also âgreed 'tliat Defence Liaison Division should keep the Depart
ment of National Defence fully informed as well as the Defence Research

IV. NEXT MEETING ^•
It was agreed that another meeting should be held after the United States'

Working Paper on disclosure and verification had been studied.

Boai
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a year and a
purpose that requirements would be approximately
half ago. Meanwhile it might be worthwhile finding out whether the Minister

was still as opposed as ever to the Biltmore. Mr.' Moran remarked that the

perennial difficulty had been'the fact that the Biltmore' offered rates so much
more attractive than anyone else's, and had even been willing to match the bid

r- ble rates ' ^ .
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individual cars to Ministers or senior e ega es.

IIL, SUPPLIES 1,àA been excellent.
,.,

Mr. Johnson recalled mat enator
y ... __ L. -11-----A r,.* .,PeP^^arv arran¢ements before the sess'on.

S Hurtublse had compatie
V. DATE OF APPOINTMENT OF DELEGATION • d that not

that this could be don; for the next Assembly. t 5 ^^+

two typists on the delegation staff. Mr. Crepau t
stenographers and two typists would be the ideal complement. Mr. Côté said

^tI f`f s k1 -,, •

Mr. Cbté said it had been suggested that two stenog p
! believed that eight

IV.' CLERICAL PERSONNEL
h be replaced by

greatly reduced by increased use of the courier service.

Mr. Crépault said tnat suppilcb 1U1 a1%, ^^„•^•• ••• -~
He remarked, however, that dictaphones need not be provided, since it had
been found that 'delegation members simply dld ^not use them. The re some
discussion about the possible need for` another teletype machine for
Assembly. Mr. Starnes thought that the presen`t'equipment should be adequate
to handle the traffic in the seventh session of the Assembly, with- some in

crease
in staff. The Chairman observed that with the Minister present there [vould]

-beléss need for teletiypes. Mr. Starnes believed that teletype traffic could be
. •
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The Chairman observed that for decades delegations had been appointed late,
and that this fact had little or no connection with the date on which recommen-
dations had been made by the Dept. He doubted whether anything could be
done about it. Mr. Moran- remarked, however, that we could at least give
advance notice to members of the Department who were on the list, particu-
larly those at Missions abroad as Cabinet was unlikely to make changes in
departmental nominations.

VI. ADVANCE WORK BY SECRETARY

The meeting agreed that it would be desirable for the Secretary of the
delegation to report to Ottawa if possible six or eight weeks before the session,
in order to assist and co-ordinate the work of the various divisions concerned
with administrative arrangements for the Assembly.

VII. PRIVATE CITIZENS AS DELEGATES

Mr. Johnson, spoke of the difficulties encountered at the Sixth Session in
connection with the appointment of a private citizen (Mrs. R.J. Marshall) as a
full delegate who was expected to make statements of government policy which
sometimes conflicted with her private views. It was agreed that a memorandum
on the difficulties and disadvantages involved in appointments of this sort
should be sent to the Minister.

VIII. PARLIAMENTARY "OBSERVERS" OR "ADVISERS"

.,Ur. Johnson said that one difficulty at the last session lay in the feelings of
government partÿ advisers who found themselves in an inferior position to
government party delegates. There was also the difficulty of advisers expecting
to be called upon for advice; it was sometimes embarrassing when advice had
to be rejected by members of the delegation other than cabinet ministers. The
meeting agreed that subject to the Minister's concurrence the term "observer"
shôuld replace the term "adviser". It would continue to be the practice, of
coursé, to have observcrsf âttend the morning delegation meetings, where they
would be perfectly free to make any observations they wished. Mr. Moran
thought it wbuld be advisable to give parliamentary delegates, alternates, and
observers a clear statement of the relative positions and duties of each member
of a delegation, so that there would be no possibility of misunderstanding. This
COU, ld perhaps be donc in the letters sent to members of parliament inviting
them : to o be

members of a delegation. It might also be desirable to adviseMen birs of parliament, r without specific duties on the dcle ation
eentrate on one or two committees as the best method of obtaining^ themaximum benefit r-- 11. 'om t cir attcndancc at the session.
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XIII. LIAISON WITH OTHER DELEGATIONS

Mr. Johnson said that the suggestion made by the Department had not been
carried out. The adviser on each committee had had to be responsible for
necessary liaison work, while any plenary session liaison was done on an ad hoc
basis. The Chairman suggested that in the first two weeks of a session it might
be possible to assign liaison work among members of the delegation.

Mr. Moran referred to a recommendation he had made to the.Minister that
one Spanish-speaking officer be assigned to the delegation with the sole duty of
maintaining close contact with Latin American representatives. This ,would be
particularly valuable to our representatives in Latin America in that it would
advance the cause of Latin American-Canadian friendship.,lt would also prove
helpful to the Delegation. The Chairman suggested that a similar liaison
officer might be considered for the Arab countries. Mr. Johnson said that the
last delegation had not had a great deal of contact with delegations outside the
Commonwealth and NATO.

by the United States, the United Kingdom and•Franee.
broadening the attcndance at prc-Assembly discussions which were undcrtaken

The meeting agreed that Canada could not take the initiative in suggesting

because the United States representatives, immediately before the Sixth
Session, still had no specific instructions on many issues.

These had been on a rather smaller scale than on previous occasions largely

XV.^ PRE-ASSEME3LY TALKS

revise it before the next session.
duties of the delegation's Chief of Staff had proved useful. He undertook to

Mr. Johnson said that the memorandum prepared by the Department on the

XIV. THE CHIEFOFSTAFF

The Chairman believed it would be desirable for us to make un our minds as

session: '

Thé'meeting agrced that the editor should be dcsignated by U N Division nt
as early 'a date as possible, and in any cvent some two months before the

xVI:` ÉDITOR OF THE COMMENTARY

%, anges made in it.
use in pre-Assembly discussion we had succecded in having desircd

h

pre-Assembly talks in which we participated. It' should be remembered, of
course, that we were not committed to support any one clsc's resolution, simply^ . .

.theS admission of new'membcrs. This would greatly incrcase the value of any

soon `as pôssible on specific problems which were bound to come up in one form
or'ânother at the next Assembly, such as Morocco, and Tunisia or a "deal" on
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V11. FORM OF THE COMMENTARYthe delegation in Paris had considered the commen-

: Mr. Johnson said that
tary a well-prepared and very helpful document.followed in 1951, whereby instructions

it was agreed 'that the practice, reports, formed the
on . in respect of the

main
prepared

part for

of the ECOSOC delegat
ori

ons,
rt

togetherA^ether
embly withdelegati

their repo

the Comment y
work of the Second and Third Committees, should again be followediÔ'19é are

efforts need not ec fic p e posalsp p withreed that in future, r0

guidance ag
sections of the'Commentary until the P particularly

policy
The meeting

which the delegation would have to deal were known. This appliedd.- In the ,
et been rec^VéTed all possibleto cases where reports of Commissions h adé not which c

efforts had sometimes been of effort, and itsometimes turned out that the
contingencies. This was wasteful
proposals finally made had not been foreseen.

XVI ► 1, SECURITY CLASSIFICATION OFCOMâ
COMMENTARY

should continue to be graded
The meeting agreéd that the Comment y

..secret: '

XIV. REPORTING OF DELEGATION returning to the practice of
There was some discussion on the question ofa g that the next ûc ^?oneâ f

dail
delegation reports. The meeting g

sending y detailed instructions on the q
tary, should contain an article giving

reporting.

XX. sUBJECT FILES Division,`= submitted before the m^^tûal
Â, memorandum f S éct files should be prepared contatning thean^;da's

suggested that special l lenar , showing rou s ofand
texts, of resolutions , voted on in ^mm^éT in which variô s states or g ep ous

possible, the manposition and, as far howev Cr, that nLere shas
,nted out, pelcgulation's fino les were

cd. It was po ►
states had vot
problem of this, sort in.. New York. The Permane delcgation, and they

s
moved to the documents office of the.material dcsired.alway . • ...form, t

ustiâlly contained, tn fa^rly accessible

--- ` F

1
following is in the original: I '

-ry4iL,original porte la mention suivante :The ^ Division was to the effect that reference

rentl the suggestion from Europca
. starting from the bc8inning of

Ap^ y• to agcnda items) ^ made, This of coun
(by:ubiect "64" 11 of the meetingU.N. to contain records of all raolutions an dov^a ^^he feeling

would be a tremendous task, and it appca of the
since the fila

were

that it was hardly nec^sary
e permanent Delegation

available for reference on past decisions and during the sesiion. the
ts room, and also the advisers, keep r^0^s of this information for the

documents p enchjAuembly then in union. M.Q. 1
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TRUSTEESIiIP AND NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES

Present:

Canada has generally supported the view of the administering powcrs that the

Mr. E. Reid, Chairman
Mr. C.S.A. Ritchie
Mr. D.M. Johnson
Mr. C.A. Ronning
Mr. S.M. Scott
Mr.'J.B.C. Watkins
Mr. J.P. Erichsen-Brown
Miss E.P. MacCallum
Mr. H.H. Carter
Mr. A.R. Crépault
Miss A. Ireland
Mr. C.F.W. Hoopcr
Mr. D.R.C. Bcdson

Trusteeship

1•. QUESTION POSED. In the United Nations a serious difference of opinion
exists between the administering powcrs and the non-administering majority
regarding the role of the U.N. in supcrvising the evolution of dependent peoples
to self-governmeint. This difference of opinion is particularly strong concerning
the,interpretation of Chapter XI of the Charter dealing with "non-self-
governing territories". In regard to Chapters XII and XIII of the Charter
(trust, territories) the difference of opinion relates rathcr to the degree of
supervision which the Assembly should cxercise, than to the right of the
Assembly to concern itself with thcse peoples. Nonc of the administering
Powers disputes that Article 87 gives the Assembly ;(and the Trustecship
Council) certain broad powers of supervision in regard to trust territories. The
question is how the Assembly should exercise these powcrs. In the past,

Assembly should exercise its functions under Chapters XII and XIII only in a
very;broad manncr, leaving to the Trustccship Council the detailed supervision
of the trust territories. This position is opposed by a considerable number of the
nonadministering states, probably a majority of the Assembly, who wish the
Assembly,`to intervene on, matters of detail. Should Canada maintain the,;..,
Postttwwe have previously adopted regarding the rolc of the Assembly inI .
rusteeshtp questions?
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that the Charter was quite clear on thert^c1ea85 gave
The Chairman said t and the .Trusteeship Council. A

between the General. Assembly over trusteeship âgree
the Assembly

ments. Article 87 clearly
general au t y The question

put the Trusteeship Coûncil under the authority the to details of the adminis-
was whether it was wise for the Assembly to attend

t

' s
or whether the Trusteeship Council

ould do this.
in the Council,

tration of,trust territorie , wers had half the votes
He pointed out that the administering po

of rinciple should

fitte

that the Council was better
in the Assembly. He thought

but were outvoted 1
^d to discuss questions of detail, while gncaagiéed that Swhilé the Assembl}^

be decided by the Assembly. It was generally
was free to discuss all trusteeship questions, Cnadian policy should continue
to be to support the administering powers in their contention that the

ise its powers under Chapters XII and of diet a1 should,be left to
should exercise that questions

in

matters of general interest here' it was possible to reach a greater measure of
the Trusteeship Council, w ' Council
agreement. oSED: Should Canada seek election to the n Tru

steesh ip
ip

2. QUESTION P likelihood of our beg
in the near future? If so, is there any

becôme morea reed that Canada should not seek ^olection to the
it was generally g if C
steeshi Council. The Chairman said thshou dabe^ncreased gradually and

Tru p uestions, this activity
active in trusteeship q nada's suddenly seeking election to thitlé ^h^nce of
should not start with Canada's very 1 ►

were, in an
Council. Mr. Carter said that Canada

dom, hAustral ây and New Zealand w.
election since' the United King
pérmanent members of the. Council.
. • - ` ,

II.
Non-Self-Governing Territories nadian representatives have stressed nhn8

3.. QUESTION POSED; In the past, a
. d function ►n regardakes a- clear distinction between trust 'atne non-scl -gover

the Charter m

that

territories and that the Assembly has muh3 m^ncerning the former (under
he non

to the latter (under Chapter XI)
Chapters XII and XIII). There is a constant drive at the AÔnâm^^countability"

administering majority to assert the doctrine or This drive has taken thXÎÎ r&

in regard to both types of dependent trs ument
''

o blur the distinction between Chapter 'XI,`and Chap c
of try^ng t wers have pressed the arg
XIII.°". In particûlar-the non•administering po .

Territories
ommttee on information ' from * Nori•Self•Governing ast,

that'-the Committee information from the territories concernedo thehtcpt of
should discuss poli^ica A^^P this araument and has adhered

!^^w..i fl fnrmat ►on
Cinâda'lnas cenucu w -rr----; -: . s ". .•._ Article

4 i^ which does not mention the su m^ss^on 01 u.^

Artcle 73 (e)• , aintain this position? (It should be noted th al 3 (a)
Shoüld we continue to 111" thcring the
Ip gives extremely broad po ,tie s of the

rnin territorics.)bil^
wers of discussion to the AssWem SlY^ `ur

also mentions the respons^ the ^onssclf•go^ g • cuss
political advanccment of the peoples of could dis

le al question of whether the ° General As^lr. bl^richSe"-aro"nOn the 8 , • territor i .
political questions . ^n non scif govermng
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observed that the opening words of Article 73 are "members of the United
Nations which have ..... responsibilities ..... etc." The article might well be
construed restrictively in favour of. a colonial power upon. the basis , that it
detracted from its rights which existed at the date the Charter came into force
and which were founded on the principle that the colonies were within its
domestic jurisdiction. The Chairman admitted that such would be the normal
interpretation of a treaty. However, Mr. St. Laurent had said, when he was
Secretary of State for External Affairs, that 'Canadian practice 'should be to
support a broad construction of the Charter where' it extended the powers of
the Unitéd Nations, and a narrow construction of the Charter where it limited
the powers of the United Nations. Mr. Erichsen-Brown pointed out that on the
other hand, Article 73 referred to a "sacred trust"; a trust implied that an
accounting for the trust must be made to some authority, if the principles of
common law were to be,applied. The Chairman pointed out that the discussion
of any question within the scope of the Charter was permitted to the General
Assembly by Article 10. Under Article 14, the Assembly was given power to
recommend measures for the peaceful adjustment of any situation, regardless
ôf origin, which it deemed likely. to impair the general. welfare or friendly
relations between nations. These provisions apparently gave the Assembly the
power to discuss any question it ` chose dealing with non-sclf-governing
territories. However, it might be necessary to place an item on the agenda in
order to`allow for such discussion, apart from the submission of non-political
information under Article 73 (e). 11tr. Johnson said that if Canada was
prepared to support' this general view, or the inclusion of any item on the
agenda relating to political conditions in a non-sclf-govcrning territory, we
3hould tell our friends that we were intending to take this line. He wondered
how the Assembly coul&get information on such political conditions as there
was no obligation on the administering powers to supply: it. He feared that we
might get on the slippery slope to. the international accountability of' the
administering powers for political conditions in their territories. In any case, he
thôught it would be difficult to hold discussions on questions about which the
Assembly had not been supplied with facts. The Chairman said that there were
Precedents for. discussion under Articles.10 and 14 of questions alleged to be
within 'r: domestic jurisdiction. Miss lltacCalluni said that it would be
incO-nsistent` if such questions could be brought before the Assembly, and not
colonial questions. Mr. St. Laurent had said at San Francisco that wherever
hùinan rights were imperilled, the Assembly would have the right to discuss the
situation:

'At wasagrecd that the Committee on information from Non-Sclf-Governing
Territories (under Article 73 (c)) was not entitled to ask for information on
P°liticâlconditions, unless such information was'voluntarily submitted by an
administeiing power.
°'The Châlrman suggested, and it was agrecd, that it would be helpful if the

Lëgâj Division would prepare a paper which went thoroughly into the questions
which' liid been raised under this heading......^^^.^ ,. ..s.
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that 'Canada should support the right
The Chairmn

said, and it was agreed, t under Articles 73, 10
litical questions coming up that it was not theof the Assembly to discuss po

ainst their
.sayin

nd 14. This should not, however, preven t
questions and fromg oting aga

proper time for discussion
a Session of the Assembly.

POSED. Should Canada seek election to the Cômmittee oninclusion on the agenda

4. QUESTION
Information transmitted under Article ni kel' that' we would *ever be elected to

Mr. Carter said that, while it was u Y dismiss thewe should not completely
the Cornmittee on Information,

were permanentembership of the Committee was larger
possibility, as the

than that of the

m

eeshi
Council. Three members of the Comm

onwealth
ustraliand New Zealand.Trust p

members of the Committee: the United King o• approve Canada's seeking

Mr. Ritchie thought that Cabinet was unoshould probably not seek

membership. The Chairman said that Canada
at least for some years, and it was so agreed.

election to the Comm

11I. Canada's Role a more active role
QUESTION POSED. In general should we attemp;n to play non-administering

5.in trying to reconcile the views of the adm^n^ste

states? "a . more active role". Did this mean a
or

`'. Mr. Ritchie asked what was meant by wers,
' Canadian policy to the disadvantage of the the twot sides pn arer to

to brtngchange in Delegation,merely more activity by the
a reement - the "honest broker" role? , •'' these questions might result in

g further activity in q
pointed out that anit was y

' dshi on both sides. Mr.t Ritchie said tha i it shouldsle ^tr.
Canada's losing frien P

re resenta-pbe proven that greater, activity, would, in had been set by
Johnson

pointed out that an unfortunate precedent
tives walking out on debates in, the Fourth Commcolonial f bloc

-
. Mr. Carter said

`; ,: The meeting discussed the nature of the ant the most extreme at the
that Cuba, the Philippines and Egypt had been among

n. Mr. Scott
suggested three possible motives actuating

fifth:Sess io

the non-

ma'orit
Some`^° powers gcnutnely disliked imperialism and

administering ^, y' ^ see them, ended; some 'wished to embarâeb^ties
colonialism and w^shed . to litical reasons; and some used the capital
administering powers for ulterior po or to make political
to`help maintain leadership in their regional group, . ht in^uence

. __.,. r tt,e dav at home. He thought• wL_m^^ ,rti1t to find
tor inc : v.w......,.._
countries in the first category, such as ^ ^a•` opposition to the administer-

thought thatCarter

,

ways of influencing the others, whose ^^ôf°. theissues. ^lllr• to
ing powers were not based on the m

to influence thethere was a sizeable 8roup in the Fourth Committee which
h w°uld listen

Canada. The Canadian representative in 1950 had been able s;ons. The

. moderate ` Latin-American dekgations . ^sible "neutraÎ '1 with wh he, 1more re t
Châlrman`

su88ested ttiat thcre were a ; ew responsible
as ind

graz'

'' oin-' he suggested that the only -o^^ ^tducCanada we

we mtght '̂ . ,
Scandinavian countries, Greece and Turkey. Some others
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and Chile might be responsive to the approaches of this group, acting 'as honest

The Chalrmün asked that the specific problems in this field which might,.,.:,.:
area. Canada could no longer take an entirely objective view.z
military'grounds in trying to keep them from withdrawing entirely from that

With'them, and particularly with France. Mr. Ritchie said that while French
behaviour in Indo-China had been ill-advised, Canada had an interest on

-Mr. Johnson said that in the past Canada, had generally voted with the
administering powers. A change of policy would be likely- to bring collisions

initiatives to the extremists of both sides. I I

Ur. Carter suggested that Canada could preserve the honest broker role by
submitting some resolutions which we could support, rather than by leaving the

order to preserve the Canadian position for future efforts to bring agrecment.
action went beyond the role of honest broker, which often implied abstention in

informal approaches to delegations in order to bring a measure of agreement,
rather, than a firm approach based on a policy change. Mr. Ronning said
Canada abstained too much, and should take sides. Jltr. Ritchie said that such

activity in questions of dependent territories. He favourcd, however, tactics of
<':Mr: Ritchie agreed that a case had been made out for increased Canadian

explosive situation was to be contained.
government for the African territories within forty or fifty years, if the
convince. the administering powers that they should look forward to self-
to prevent an explosion in Africa. A strong call could be made for trying to
which there were problems connected with dependency. Canada's interest was

The Chairman said that Africa south of the Sahara was the main area in
well as Mr. Lange, in view of Denmark's greater experience in this field.
Carter suggested that Denmark's foreign minister might also be approached, as
in a more reasoned approach to the problems of the administering powers. Mr.

countries well before the , opening of the Assembly to _see whether the
governments would not give instructions to their delegations which would result

Fourth Committee. An approach might also be made to.the Latin-American
during the Seventh Session of the Assembly to improve the atmosphere in the

would raise the whole question' with Mr. Lange of Norway. Norway and
Canada were both members of NATO and both non-administering powers.
The Minister might ask Mr. Lange what he thought could be done before and

considered. The Chairman suggested that the Minister might be asked if he
our NATO commitments. The military aspects of any action had to be

Mr. Ritchie said that Canada's freedom as an honest broker was limited by
brokers. Such a group might exercise a stabilizing influence.

arise at the Seventh Session should bc ' put before a subsequent meeting for
disctission ^ };
IV, rSouth-West Africa i^

1•^ QUESTION POSED. Should we continue being critical of South Africa until
^t accepts the minimal obligations which the International Court of Justice
found still.cxist7^..< ..
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The Chairman
thought that Canada should continue its present policy. He

said that it was clear that the attacks on South Africa would be intensified at

the next Session of the Assembly.
Mr. Johnson said that th Africa's threat

countrieslwant d to

session .keep on the
South

question.
withdraw

.
He had

thought

in a mild in final enary
t ht that the Latin Amerwere free to attack.
Africa in the United Nations where they

2.

hreatens to withdraw partially as at the
QUESTION POSED. If South Africa threatens policy .

last session or wholly from the United Nations, should we ce South Africa if it

Mr. Johnson said that it would'ee
Chai

aman said that it would be better^é
were not in the United Nations. T rt of not one of t

alize that it had the suppo te in

still symbolie of the scorn as a result of
., Miss MacCallum

said that the discussion had been b^b^ymor
1946level, and speeches had been notably more conctha Y• P

side
the South African withdrawal: ika:

a

E ic
,
hsen•Brôwn thoug

ht • ncithcr
roda

.!^, The Chairman aske
^ • of white races for coloured races, as 11 . c rat;onal
. '° d whether t e lues • had bcc

minority problems a
United Nations might discuss their on internai P Indians in South Africa was

h tton of n in

within South Afrtca s domest^c ^ did not rcc g
ne otiate, but not under the Assembly resol ôther hand; was unlikely to a
the authority

ccepo f

g of the Assembly. India, on the tcrn
e otiate on these terms, since it wanted action ^ndccountr es^had

the offer to n g y
the Assembly's resolution. Miss MacCio l

sec. a aicedc tss et for fear that the
• nd were not anxious Pre

: M1ss wasfor or against resolutions on this question, - since We roblem
:the International Court of Justice on whether Afr cans wcre willing to

from ., unsdiction. The South o n1ze

• Ireland said that ana • had wanted an oP
V re C da had always abstaine , a ;n;on

South Africa were made LU re

respectable wers.
He wondered what the effecsoou ^^ fC^â ^irnRônning

respecta po
^^ resolution had been in Canadianfavour'of the "regretting

rts, in 'a loss of
said that

ru âiny shocked" by
the South Africans had said they were "

action. The Assembly resolution hadWâs s elaalaagreement that it would no t b i
internal support by Malan. There

gne ested tha ,Nations. It was sug
•• '

the Unitedinwise to drive South Africa out of the Unitedoor"on membership
might be our policy to have an. open wished. The

'Nations
- all countries could be free to enter an then become dead letters.

Nat^oCharter provisions on admission and expulsion m ght inion. should ^ti'e

3.
QUESTION POSED. In view of the DepartmeCtÔ^^ teé po hear the Rev.

vote for any future resolutions of ,the Fourth

Michael.Scott?
the Rev.

=The Chairman sa
id that the opinion of the Legal Division

in
ting

his view,

in'tri
established that the Fourth'Committee was withinb fo

its
reritg.hJll^ Johnson said that

Michael Scott and theâ made a'gto^ imPpe sion. . .
the Rev. M r. Scott had Y ^.

• T atment of Indians in South Africa d nd had never voted

x^The Chairman said hthat tit as A.
e Court, it wouldrbe increasingly difficult for Ca

wanted a reference to t
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to pursue its past policy. Hé wondered whether we might not bring forward the
resolution on a reference to the Court which had been' prepared -in the
Department during'the last session: Hesuggested, and it ,was agreed, that a
revised resolution might be prepared which Canada could submit regardless of
whether the two parties favoured it. The Chairman also suggested that the
Canadian High Commissioners in New Delhi and Pretoria might be asked to
learn the probable reaction of the Indian and South African governments to a
reference of the question to the International Court of Justice.

234.
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NORTH AFRICAN AND MIDDLE EASTERN QUESTIONS

Present:
Mr. E. Reid. Chair'man
Mr. N.O. Moran

.
Mr. C.S.A. Ritchie
Mr. E.N. Norman ,
Mr. A.F.W. Plumptrc
Mr. C.A. Ronning'

- NI r. S.M. Scott
Mr. J.B.C. Watkins
Mr. M.H. wcrshof
Miss E.P. MacCallum
Mr. FI.H. Cartcr
.Mr. R. Campbell • ,
Mr. J.S.G. Hardy
Mr. K: Goldschlag
Mr. F.W. Stone
Mr. D.W. Munro
Mr. C.F.W. Hoopcr

Lf C'anadia^ Interest in the Middle East
;^.The Chairman began by raising the question of what constitutcs Canada's
minimum interest in the Middle East. He said that the North Atlantic Alliance
neéded the acquicscence of local populations in Middle Eastern and North
African areas if strategic bases were to be maintained for the period of the cold
WârjThis was our. minimum intcrest in the area. The Middle East and North
Afriçâ; néxt to Europe itself, were of the greatest strategic interest to the West.

•^` ééd jôr*greater comprehension of Middle Eastern Problems by members
^âadlân delegations to sessions of the General Assembly

. Iss,1IlacCallunt said that many of,the members of Canadian delegationstoâû .,.,.., t e

the f
rankly a`a loss to

or
been

ün^^tsnd what
sess ions

was o
f the G eneral

Al
had

^ ,. going on in the )\i ddc East reasons why Arab
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were so often opposed to

es are o be based on comprehensionre resentatives in various committees of
policies supported by Canada. If our po provision in
of Middle Eastern problems it would be worth Canadia delegationt to the next

dance to theadvance to give the necessary gui The problem was two-fold, b Ci ge,ela^

Middle East
iten

to the

related

session of the General Assembly.
s of thecomparative lack in Canada of reli ^bl oblem oble

Y

information about the recent
and

in pthe Department possessing special
denc toand (b) to the scarcity of P. with Middle Eastern problems. A ten Y

training or experience in dealing
Asian delegations without making the eof aneTAT b'

criticize Arab and er efforts to prevent the consolidation
their position might hamp
Asian bloc antipathetic toward the West.

recentwith this analysis. He said that the Delegation kncw
Mr. Johnson agreed uestions, and that experience

little about Middle Eastern q rt on t ôn Middle Palestine
Assembly. showed the advantag he^ of fu

having an
l Canadian ntervent

the Delegation which has made P

question possible.
De artment might take to increase understanding of

III. Measures
PMiddle Eastern problems

'ddle Eastern Expert on the Canadian Delegation^ a i^ted to the

(1)
Middle officer PPo

Miss MacCallum suggested that a nsibility forvance res
ation who would be assigned well in the Dclegat on of he policies of

Deleg
steering into helpful channels all discussions in . two officcrs,sentatives in various committees of the Asscmbly. The

Chairman
Eastern repre

âirman
said that this would mean increasi;n ^mD^^^ deega ions and the

one of whom would keep in tnuae, withat onst This was particularly necessary
other ` with Asian and Africa

in advanccntation in these areas was inadequate. He agreed that these
because our representation who should make preparations wc
officers should be experts

for

their special duties with the Delegation. : the

2) Middle Eastern Expert as Canada Nousestill impossible to consider
^( t d that if it was p t P to^var

d

Miss JtilacCallum 8 ht be
establishment of Canadian missions in tdd1M^s ^^^devclopmcnts mi8 , dle

increasing"the flow , of information on M^ cialize in M^d
• C An Nouse of a qualified officcr to specialize include

su ese • ^rst sc

the apintment to, ana

the Fôrcign' Off`icc;' the diplomatic m^sstons
stcrn affa^rs. Sourccs früm which information f the

might rn countr on
Ea

which
n `to ^London,' and tlié'confidcT^^^lm sht be

whtscnd some of their best m ^ p• Icmentary ma c ton it
Middle Eastern material at Chath ââ

eNn . Paris. ln New York or, ^Vash câ,

derived

Ttie
cu^r, irom l studtes m

mi ht also be the•' ` more
occas

dif
^ofna

cult to procure inforniàtion ofNôueort q
m^ght be • this
Chairman said that an officcc oPcenéi 1 Asscm ,bly: For the timeon bcithe ^tiddle

the^xp^rt sent to. meetmgs of G,, , µ eil
way of rncreastng our information

^ght' be the most the officcr should be atn
^t:hlr:Scott saidthatiteconomical was important that
.r^: ,
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informed pérson, having a good working knowledge of the history and
contemporary problems of the area. Mr. Norman thought it would be an
advantage if the officer concerned could speak the languages of the Middle
East. Mr. Ritchie warned against any form of accreditation for such an officer.
It would be necessary to avoid getting into an ambiguous position with Middle
Eastern missions in London, which should not be officially informed that the
officer in question was working solely , on Middle Eastern questions. The
appointment of such an officer would be'a stop-gap measure only. One officer
would be doing work of two missions. The Chairman said that a memorandum
for the Minister should be prepared along the above lines and that it should be
discussed with Mr. Moran and the Personnel Division. illr. 1tloran said that he
would discuss the proposal with Mr. Robertson.

(3) Rotation of Offrcers on Middle Eastern Desk in the Department
Miss MacCa!lunr suggested that a further measure to ensure that Canadian

policies should be based on adequate comprehension of Middle Eastern
problems would be to arrange for rotation among officers of the Department of
the responsibility for dealing with incoming material on the Middle East. The
tendency to regard the Middle East as the preserve of a single expert should be
avoided. If more officers became conversant with Middle Eastern problems
through two or three-year periods of duty at the area desk the advantages to
the Department would be obvious. The experiment had already been tried for â
10=month period with very successful results. The Chairman said that this
shôùld' be suggested to the Personnel Division. Officers returning from
Pakistan or Turkey might spend some time in the European Division working
on Middle Eastern affairs if the Head of the Division considered this to be
suitable. Afr. Watkins said this would depend on the - qualifications of the
individual officers concerned.

1V.= Discussion of the 11loroccan Question in NATO
. , ' The Chairman said that NATO had an important interest in preventing
unrest in this arca:

'Mr.-Ritchië said that if Canada should propose in NATO that there should
be` somé'international accountability for Middle Eastern and North African
tër`ritôries, it would be unlikely that agreement could be reached or even that
discussion'could be brought on.

;^Thciview was, however, expressed to him that Egypt, Indo-China, Swedcn
and Switzerland had already been discussed in the North Atlantic Council, and
thât;°it might be possible to influence the French to some degree in NATO.
Mr.` Wershof said that the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff thought that the
Frénch°might propose that the NATO area should be extended to include all of
French North Africa. The United Kingdom Chicfs of Staff did not think this a
9061 idea;

lt:was pôinted out that there arc already bases in Morocco that would be
^ a, bŸâNATO in the evcnt of an emergency. It was suggested that the
9^tion ofIcxtending the area of NATO was for the United Kingdom, France
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and the United States to decide. The area was not of interest to areasembers of
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were free to vote in favour of its inclusion. We could merely say that the time
was now more suitable to discuss the question, than it had been at the Sixth
Session. He said that if the present situation continued through the next six
months, we would have no valid excuse in trying to keep it off. Indonesia
constituted a precedent; in this instance, unrest in a colonial territory
threatened peace and security, and the question was placed upon the agenda.

Jllr. Ritchie said that it was possible that the coming summer and autumn
would be a particularly difficult and perhaps critical time for France. The
cumulative strain of the war in Indo-China, the political and fiscal instability
within the country and the great demands being made on France to raise
French divisions this year would impose a severe test on French strength and
morale. It would be particularly unfortunate if French colonial policy were to
be subjected to a campaign of public denunciations from the platform of the
United Nations. While it might be impossible to prevent the inclusion of an
item dealing with r French North Africa on the agenda of the General
Assembly, it was to be hoped that a special session on Tunisia could be
avoided." llfr. WershoJsaid that Canada owed a loyalty to its allies and that this
loyalty might prevent Canada from voting as a completely free agent in the
United Nations: This was especially truc when the question of an area like
Morocco arose, where defence activities were going on. He said that he thought
that the French would feel that they could demand more friendship from us by
virtue of their association with us in NATO. To assume that the colonial age is
doomed and that it is necessary;to urge making terms with local rulers while
there is still time, is not in accordance with friendship in an alliance. The
Chairman said that Canadian interest was in the strength of the alliance as a
whole, that if any French policy led to a decrease in that strength Canada
should oppose that policy white at the same time maintaining an interest in the
stability of France.; It was necessary to balancc the stability of France as an
ally against the interests of the alliance as a whole. The Chairman said that
other,countrics in the alliance should have some influence in the policies of a
single member in the interests of the whole alliancc. He said that while we may
not wish to give Morocco self-government we do need bases in Morocco and we
do have a stake in the area. lt .would be difficult to maintain this stake in the
face of, a hostile population'-; it was thcrcforc necessary to make a deal of
some kind. ilfr. Ritchie pointed out that it would be very unfortunate if the
Frënch :becamc suspicious of • the motives of any of their allies over North
African questions. There had always been a suspicion in France that it was the
British who had extruded them from Syria and the Lebanon. They might also
suspeCtri that there were certain American commercial interests in North
Africa,,The United States already had bases there. Miss AlacCallum said that
whenathe-United Kingdom moved out of spheres of influence in the Middle
Eastern areas the United States had been the beneficiary in some cases. Aliss
MacCallür»' said that Greece was an example of the most extensive United

i^ntrol of a sphcre of influencc which had bcen vacatedThis trcnd hadafates
"jCen place to some extent in Turkey.

^^p,.., ^^.• ..^ ^_ . ^ . , .
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V 11. The Dispute between Israel and the
Dhad taken an active part

The Chairman said that the Canadian Delegation

in securing a-resolution on this subject at the -
rece st s`' ioi this connection

Assembly. He asked for a statement of what Canada policy ada
was considered to be. Miss MacCallum said that the a 1947 infavournof the
securing an -Assembly recommendation in Novemb er the
partition of Palestine had implied active Canadian su pport

f Since 1947ttl has
setting up an independent Jewish state in the Middle East. llow
been , necessary for the Security Council and - the Gener al

the 1VI iddleoEast
through to ensure the satisfactory adjustment of the peoples of
to the changed situation. Canada as a member of thUni ted Nations

international
concerned with the success of United Nations efforts the General
peace, and security in the area. During the Sixth Sessi o

n kdown of Un t d
Assembly there had developed a threat of the immediate
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m
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caused a
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transform t h is

Delegation helped Dr. Jessup of the United States De legation t le of
threat into a ^ reaffirmation by overwhelming majorities of the

of Pssues
continued United Nations efforts to secure a satisfactory settlement
outstanding between Israel and the Arab states and continued practical aid for

Palestine refugees. • '
he advantage gained by these Assembly - resolutions was not in danger

sonfT
being lost for lack of active follow-up b^•Y, n t the debat Conciliation'which ` might have
Moreover, openings offered by both stdes du g
been exploited to good effect by an able conciliator,

in the succ less of United
unheeded by the United ;Nations. If Canadian interest
Nations peace efforts in the^ area was lively enough, Canada might now try to
persuade the three powers making up the-Conciliation Commission iih ^h^ ob

that body persons of ' proved' ability as conciltators to get on the
actively.'Miss MacCallum did not suppose it was Canada's function

reason ble
initiative in working out the basis of- what might be considered w}^ich
peace settlement, although in order to break through the

wérehto make
was inmpeding a settlement it would be an advantage if someone
an *effort of this nature. The Chairman suggested that it might beâ well

between
up ^ to the ` Minister the question of the part Canada should p lay
sessions of. the General: Assembly in order to prevent gains made during the
sessions themselves from being frittered away.

V1I L . The Blandford Plan for Assistance to Palestine Refugees
(At meeting 11, the principles of Canadian contributions

to relief agenciaywere 015" -1 member Of
said that it could be assumed that Canada, as a bon Of, The C • NRWpPR lt was now a ques• athe:Unitçd Nations, would contrioutc to U important

the stze of oure future contribution. Mr, Scott asked
1ll

how
acCallunl Saia

contribution was in the view of the European Division. Miss proportion of the
that the purpose of the Blandfôrd Plan was to enable a large
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refugees to shift for themselves instead of continuing to be dependent on
international aid. It might be a while yet before Israel and its Arab neighbours
worked out either a boundary agreement (which would determine whether the
former homes of some thousands of refugees would be under Arab domination
or not) or an agreement as to what categories of Arab refugees might resettle
in Israel. The working out of such agreements was the business of the Palestine
Conciliation Commission. It was not the function of the Relief and Works
Agency. The task set for the latter under the Blandford Plan was to rehabili-
tate the refugees by providing opportunities for their present settlement in
Arab countries, without prejudice to their repatriation if and when the
opportunity arises for returning to their former homes. The Arab governments,
which have reason to fear the growing discontent of concentrated masses
refugees, are anxious to take advantage of the Blandford plan for the dispersion
of the refugees in self-supporting communities. They fear equally, however, the
public outcry that would be raised if Arab representatives at the United
Nations could be accused of joining in a general conspiracy to defraud the
refugees of their right to repatriation by forcing them to settle permanently
outside of Israel. The Blandford formula of rehabilitation through creation of
self-supporting refugee communities, without prejudice to repatriation; seems
to'afford the only practical means of escape from the present dilemma, which
has'been created by the determination of the refugees to return to their former
homes and the determination of Israel to exclude them. Whereas at the Fifth
Session of the General Assembly there was a feeling that the refugees would
have to accept their permanent exclusion from Israel, during the Sixth Session
â trend had developed in favour of the view that there are categories of
refugees which Israel ought to accept and that it should not dela indefinitely
the payment of compensation and the release of frozen funds^of Ârab refu eci
n Israeli banks, which would make it possible for many of the refu ees to set
themselves up in business once more. g

The Chairnmaa asked whether the compensation to be pa id toGcrmany might assist Israel in compensating Arab refugees.
Miss'lltacCallu

by

repli^ that the' Foreign Minister of Israel had said the two matters wer
,^le notun^elâted. She added, however, that Israel was experiencin a serious econ

^isis and urgently needed fôr itself any compensation German
might pay.Shé had wondered whether Israel might not find it prcferable `to ârrange for ^

long:term loan in order to meet the obligations it has acknowledged a
compensation of Arab refugees: Repayment for
^^lY when the Paymcnt of the loan could be made more

peak of immigration to Israel has been passed. Quite a number
of the`Arab refugees need only to have their private capital restored in order
resume normal life outside Israel. The Chairnranasked that a memorandum toonUN^WAPR should he preparcd for the consideration of the Minister.., ^;.^^,^. . .
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United States to make concessions of, form but not of substance, which might
go part.way to.meeting Asian objections.

QUESTION 2. What should be the role of the General Assembly and the
Security Council in a Korean settlement? Should the General Assembly try to
do more than,give its blessing to a conference composed as the United States
suggests? (The United States' view is that the role of the Security Coiincil
should be simply to pass a resolution referring the question to the General
Assembly.) • . I

Mr. Rogers wondered whether the Security Council resolution was
necessary; the Assembly could deal with the subject without one. The
Chairman agreed that this was true and that the possibility of a Soviet veto in
the Security Council introduced an element of danger. The United States plan
at the moment, however, was to show the résolution privately to the Soviet
representative beforehand. If the indications were that he was going to veto,
some other procedure could be tried: The essence of the question was that the
Security Council ` should approve a resolution which had been negotiated
befor`éhand in secret with the Soviet Union. The meeting agreed that this was
the best way of dealing with the question.

QUESTION 3. Do,we have any views about the composition which the United
States has suggested for the conference? This is Australia, Colombia, France',
Siam, Turkey, the United Kingdom, the United States, the Central People's
Government of China, the North Korean authorities, and possibly the Soviet
Union.

There was some discussion of this question, with particular reference to the
differentiation between the Soviet Union and the "American, satellites".
Canada had already expressed concern over the inclusion of some of the
countries suggested. It was agreed that there wâs not much more that we could
do, other than to continue, as in the past, to press for the inclusion of India.
QUESTION 4. Would we be prepared to campaign at the Assembly to keep the
instruction for the United Nations states at the conference to seek a unified,
independent and democratic Korea, hortatory rather than mandatory?

,'Ur. Rogers remarked that the conference, under the draft resolution, would
be told to seek a unified, independent, and democratic Korea, but it was not
instructed that it could negotiate on no other basis. Nevertheless, a unified,
independent and democratic Korea remained the declared United Nations
8647he Chairntan said thât'it would be helpful if we could find out whether
the`Americans really wanted a unified, independent and democratic Korea. It
rould be argued that the attainment of this goal would hasten the date at which
thé:whole of Korea would be governed by the Communists and that this might
bi.a goôd thing since it would cut commitments in that area early and neatly.
PerhaPS what the Americans really wanted was 'thc restoration of the status
quo ante bellunr with the boundaries moved to the armistice line. The danger
p^ sv4 howevert that the Russians might come forward with a reasonable

Qposal for achieving the professed United Nations aim. What would happen
.,,,,thCQ?Mr: llfacKay suggested that perhaps the Americans themselves had not
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reason for at least offering relief to North Korea, under^proper safeguards of
course, was that the destruction caused in the North by the United Nations
forces had done immense damage to the position of the western powers
throughout Asia.

Mr. Norman - thought that the 'Americans would be ^very reluctant, on
military grounds, to offer any relief to North Korea. On the other hand, the
reasons which could be given for this attitude were not particularly valid since
the Communists could violate the permanent settlement as easily as they could
violate an armistice. Mr. Johnson. noted that WHO had already offered
assistance with the approval of the Unified Command; this might be taken as a
precedent. Mr. MacKay said, however, that medical assistance was rather
different, since epidemics affected both sides of a battle, line. He could not
conceive of the Americans agreeing to any substantial assistance for the North.
- The Chairman recalled that between the wars there had been criticisim of
the Allies for not sending relief assistance to the enemy after the armistice and
before the peace settlement. In that case, of course, there had been a victory
rather than a draw, but there was still a possibility that the Americans, as well
as ourselves, would be criticised for not offering assistance. The meeting agreed
with a suggestion made,by Mr. Scott that the best solution might be to leave
the whole paragraph out of the resolution. This would avoid precipitating a
demand for relief assistance for North Korea at the Assembly session, and
would get us back to the present-situation in which the whole question is up to
UNCURK to decide in consultation with UNKRA. The Chairman thought
that a telegram might be prepared for the Minister's consideration, asking the
Embassy in Washington to discuss the question with the State Department,
Pointing out the dangers involved in using relief as an instrument of policy, i.e.
that the Asian-Middle Eastern countries might, from ' humane motives,
introduce an amendment to the resolution, providing for relief to North Korea.

Considerable discussion followed on the questions of - UNKRA's present
activities, its relations with UNCACK, and the arrangements for the taking
over ofUNCACK's work by UNKRA in the six months following cessation of
hostilities.' JIlr. Scott said that our objectives were (a) to help the Koreans, (b)
to help them in such a way that they would be duly grateful, (c) to ensure that
the United'Nations got all the credit they deserved and more if possible, and
(d) to'ensure that Canada got her share of the credit and more if possible. If
the financial point of view were alone to be considered we should be happy to
leiié' Korean relief, to the greatest extent possible and for the longest time
Po`ssible, in` the, hands of the United States taxpayer, i.e. UNCACK. A
difficulty was our inability to get reliable information on exactly what was
going `on; We did not know whether all or any of our objectives were being
ach1eV^; e also did not know why UNCACK appeared to be so determined
to carry on.

The Chairman remarked that the six-month arrangement for turning over
thè"fûnetions of UNCACK to UNKRA had a bearing on the question of
providing relief for the North Koreans.'If UNCACK carried on for six monthsirk 4 ,
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subject - and if much thought has been given to this "question by the few
others whose`views would carry weight on such a subject. The fact that there
has been, so far as I know, no overt move in this direction, would seem to
indicate that at least Britain and America believe that the best interests are
served by U.S.S.R. remaining in the United Nations rather than out.

However, if you would care tô write to me privately on the subject, I would
be most interested!'

Iam,
Yours sincerely,

R.G.CASEY

DEA/5475-DW-14-1-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au ministre des Affaires extérieures d'Australie

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to 1ltinisterfor External Affairs of Australia

PERSONAL AND SECRET Ottawa, lune 3, 1952

I was glad to receive your letter of May 20, asking for my views on the
question of squeezing the Soviet Union out of the United Nations. It gave me
an opportunity to clear my own mind on this very important subject.

, In my view, the democracies would be making a serious mistake if they took
action in the United Nations which either forced the withdrawal of the Soviet
Union from the organization or which gave the U.S.S.R. a convincing
propaganda pretext for such a withdrawal. The United Nations still provides
unique opportunities for contact between the Cominform states that are
members of the United Nations and the free world, and the forced withdrawal
of the Soviet Union would only lead to the brcaking-off of this contact without
in any.way, altering the present balance of military power in the world. Soviet
Russia will still present the same, threat to our security whether or not she is a
member of the United Nations. Moreover, if the Western democracies act in a
manner which forces the Soviet- Union (and thus her satellites) to leave the
United Nations, this might be followed by the withdrawal of other states, not
because they were Communist or pro-Russian, but because they preferred not
to belong to any organization which would then have become so markedly anti-
Soviet-and partisan in the Cold War. This would, of course, further weaken the
prestige of the United Nations, especially in Asia where its influence is of great
importance to us.

It is true that the presence of the U.S.S.R. in the United Nations is often a
great irritation but the withdrawal'of the U.S.S.R. would destroy the principlef;
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position, and it is desirable that Heads of Missions should be informed of the
present situation.

2. The two most important offices in the United Nations, outside the
Secretariat, are the presidency of the General Assembly and the presidency of
the Economic and Social Council. The two positions have never been held
simultaneously by one member state, nor is it likely that they could be. Canada
has never held either post. By convention, the great powers are excluded from
the two presidencies.

3. During December, our delegation to the Sixth Session of the General
Assembly was asked by the' French, United Kingdom and United States
delegations whether a Canadian would be available for the presidency of the
Economic and Social Council. This election will be held at the beginning of the
Fourteenth Session of the Council in New York in May, 1952. The president
then elected would hold office through 1952 and into 1953.'
4. This enquiry made it necessary, rather earlier than had been expected, to

examine our position concerning the presidency Of the General Assembly, since
the election of a Canadian to the presidency of the Economic and Social
Council would militate seriously against the election of a Canadian to the more
important post.

5. On December 26, 1951, the delegation in Paris was requested to inform the
French, United Kingdom and United States delegations that Mr. Pearson was
â`serious candidate for the presidency of the General Assembly, and therefore
a Canadian would ' not be available for the presidency of the Economic and
Social Council. This information was given confidentially to the three
delegations and 'this confidence was respected. On February 4, the day prior to
the conclusion of the Sixth Regular Session, the delegation in Paris was told
that it should inform other friendly delegations that Mr. Pearson was a serious
candidate and that it should let the French, United Kingdom and United
States representatives know that this was being done. The matter is therefore
no longer confidential and has indeed already come to the notice of the press. It
should be clearly understood, however, that no campaign is being initiated now
to gain support for Mr. Pearson's candidacy. It is not desired that you should
take any action on this information, though if enquiries are received you may
state that Mr. Pearson has indicated that he is willing to serve.
6' If an armistice is concluded in Korea, there will be a special session of the

Assembly to deal with Korean matters. The Minister is not a candidate for the
presidency of a special session of this kind, but is a candidate for the Seventh
Regûlar Session.
,7.`>The' Department should' be informed of any reactions to Mr. Pearson's
candidaey, as well as any local reports of other` candidates and of candidates
for the presidency of the Economic and Social Council.
8•- lndeed, it may be taken as a general principle that the Department is

interested in information about individual candidates for offices in the United
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'4. In talks which I have had no delegate has indicated that he holds either of
the views mentioned in the preceding paragraph. Protitch," however, dropped a
hint at lunch one day that perhaps your. close NATO association might be held
against you by some delegations. My own. feeling . about this is that your
NATO association should help you. It seems to me that those delegations
which are suspicious of NATO would be inclined to say that if a leading
architect of NATO is willing to spend three or four months of his time
exclusively on United Nations matters it is in no. sense true to say that the
United Nations takes second place in our thinking.
5. I do.not want to over-emphasize the possible opposition to your candidacy,

but, with these thoughts in mind, I wonder if there might not be a few things
we might do in New York in a quiet and informal way which would be helpful
to correct any misapprehension which may have arisen that, because of the
very prominent part you have been playing in NATO, you are less interested
than you used to be in the United Nations.
16. In the first place we might gradually take advantage of what opportunities
offer during the next few weeks to find out from those delegations we have
already approached in Paris whether they have had any reaction from thcir
governments. Without actually asking them to make a commitment, we might
find out, where and when we can, which delegations arc likely to vote for you.
These approaches might at least equally well be made in the capitals of the
countries concerned, but the only advantage in going the rounds here is that we
may have opportunities of doing so more informally than an enquiry in the
capitals of the countries concerned. As I recall, it was suggested .while I was in
Ottawa that we may ask some other delegation or dclcgations to take our
soundings for us. I think it would be helpful a little latcr on if our more
influential friends here would let it be known that they are supporting your
candidacy, but I am inclined to think it would not be in accordance with
normal practice in the United Nations and our own independence to ask
another delegation to do what all delegations will assume that we are going to,. _
do.o.
47: I, think it would also be dcsirablc to arrange for you to spcak to some
influential group in New York such as the United Nations Correspondents
Association latcr in the summer, perhaps somctimc in August if that would be
convenient. I know you spoke to much the same group in New York last month
i^âddressing the Foreign Press Association lunch, but I am sure that with a1 1 .
hinttrfrom us the United Nations Association would be very glad to have you
wheneverayou could come.

8:^A=.visit; to New York to speak to the United Nations Correspondents
Association might also be combincd with a return appearance on the "united or
not^ television programme. I have hcard many favourablc commcnts on your
aPPearance last summer on this programme.

"D•,Pr^ich, directeur en chef. département des Affaires politiques et des Affaires du Conseil de
ntE; secrétariat des Nations unies.

D. Protieh' Principal Director. Department of Political and Security Council Affairs, UnitedyN^̂ t^^t •,^ _ 45 nat.
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6. I am sending this memorandum to you through Mr. Reid to ensure.that he
approves of: my remarks regarding responsibility, and to give him opportunity

241. DEA/5475-DW-20-40

for comment,

Le secrétaire d'État "aux Affaires extérieurs
au représentant permanent auprès des Nations unies ' '. :

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to the United Nations

TELEGRAM 218 ' Ottawa; June 3, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

PRESIDENCY OF THE 7TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Reference: Your telegram No. 211 of April 22.

Following for Johnson from Reid, Begins:
A. I suggest that while the Minister is in New York you have a talk with him
about the steps, if any, which the Delegation in New York might take between
now and the next session of the General Assembly to follow up the informal
approaches which you made to thirty or forty friendly delegations during the
closing days of the session in Paris informing them that, if it was the general
wish, Mr. Pearson would be willing to stand for the Presidency of the next
session of the Assembly.

2. My own feeling is that it might be useful if you took advantage of
opportunities that present themselves during the next month to find out from
the delegations which were approached in Paris whether they have had any
reaction from - their governments, without actually asking them to make any
commitment.

242. DEA/5475-DW-20-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'Étai aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Wemorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

. f 4 ^ ♦ ^ ^ . . . ' i . . , ' . , • ^ . . ^

PRESIDENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

'Mr. $Jean Lesage was in Ottawa today and told me that he and Mr. Johnson

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, July 4, 1952

adilla Nervo, the President of the Assembly. Mr. Nervo expressed a personal

2: Most, of the Representatives from Western Europe . and . Latin American
coûntries had expressed the view that they were sure their Governments would

P
support "your candidacy. Mr. Lesage, however, had an interesting talk with Mr.

regarding the candidacy for President of the General Assembly.
had been canvassing, informally, Permanent Representatives in New York
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that no campaign was being initiated to gain support for our candidature. In all
probability our Heads of Post in' Latin America have already indicated
informally to the appropriate authorities that you would be willing to serve.
They have presumably not gone any further than this. Muniz' proposal again
brings this question to the fore and it would appear to me that whether or not
the Brazilian Government decide to take the initiative, we should now ask the
posts concerned to remind the appropriate authorities of your candidature and
to express the hope that they will lend their support. I would not suggest that
our Heads of Post in Latin America be asked to make 'an official approach,
similar to that being made to the Indians and the Pakistanis, but I think that
an informal approach at this time will be pleasing to the Latin Americans. I
should be glad to know whether you agree that instructions to this effect should
be sent to our Latin American posts!'

' I have prepared the two attached draft air telegrams for your approval, if
you agree to the proposed course of action. One of these telegrams would be for
despatch to the Canadian Embassy in Rio de Janeiro and the other telegram
could be sent to the remaining posts in Latin America.48. Ï

L.D. W[ILGRESS]
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Permanent Representative to the United Nations

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations unies
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures^

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LETTER 'No. 1016 New York, August 25, 1952

PRESIDENCY OF SEVENTII GENERAL ASSEM[3LY•

Reference: Your letter No. V-572 of August 19-t
, - I. :in your lettcr. under reference you ask us to let you know whether we
consider_there are any other steps which might usefully be. taken at this stage
in, connection with Mr. Pearson's candidature for the Presidency of the
Assembly.
1: We have, as you know, been hesitant about making judgments of this kind,
and`,we know, the Minister's reluctance' to embark on any kind of campaign
suc6 as, other candidates, have carried on for similar offices in the past. I do
think,- however, that the time has come when we should nail down, informally
but as firmly as possible, the votes of as many countries as we can. We now
know4hatthe Soviet bloc will probably have a candidate, and that they have
alreâdÿ begun to campaign among Arab delegations and probably, othcrs as

;, Sent 18.7.52.
ote marginale :/Marginal note:

NN I agree. (L.D. Pcarsonj
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• 8. In the light of the above, I suggest'that the following concrete steps should
now be considered:
(a) The Permanent Delegation in New York should systematicallÿ sound out

infor`mally all the delegations here whom we have not yet approached, except
those who will obviously oppose Mr. Pearson. This would mean approaching an
additional 19 delegations in New York in the same vein as our approaches to
other delegations. , ,
(b) What further, ,informal approaches might be made through Canadian

representatives in countries where we are represented diplomatically and
through United Kingdom or United States representatives, in other countries
whose delegations we shall be approaching in New York. In particular, I think
we should approach, through our Embassy in Washington, the Legations of
Ethiopia, Iceland, Luxembourg and Yemen which do not have permanent
representation in New York and whose Ministers in Washington are listed as
accredited to the United Nations.
9. 1 should be grateful for your instructions.
10. Incidentally, the Netherlands Delegation here think we can safely

disregard the Cuban suggestion you mentioned in your letter under reference
that the Netherlands might present a candidate.

James George
for Canadian Dclcgation

245. DEA/5475-DW-20-40

Mémorandum

Afemorandunn

CONFIDENTIAL [New York?] October 2, 1952

PRESIDENCY OFSEVENTIi SESSION

SUMMARY OF REACTIONS TO DATE
^ Those countries which have promised to support Mr. Pearson:^:.

Tose countries not yct canvasscd or which have not commented:5

Tota1: 19

, , . . ,
Paraguay, Philippines, Saudi-Arabia, Union of South Africa, Syria

:.Guatemala, Honduras, Indonesia Iran Iraq Lcbanon Panama
° Belgium, China, Costa Rica. Ecuador Egypt El Salvador France

2* Thôse countries which have responded favourably but have made no
cOmrtiitment:

Yugoslavia Total: 28,

Turkey, United! Kingdom, United States, Uruguay, Venezuela,
,Netherlands, New Zcaland, Norway, Pakistan, Pcru, Sweden Thailand9

Argentina, Australia, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Cuba,
^ Denmark, Dominican Republic, Grcccc, Iceland. India lsrael Mexico
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Afghanistan,
Burma, . Byelorussia; - Czechoslovakia, . Haiti, Liberia,

Nicaragua, Poland, Ukraine, U.S.S.R., Ethiopia, Luxembourg, Yemen

Total: 13.. bee
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r

modest peopley
said, in a conversation witnaidMr.atDavid Johnson,

and would not put up a candidate.
DEA/5475-DW-20-40

Extrait du télégramme du chef de la délégation

à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Extract from Telegram from Chairman.

Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,`
E ternal Aff

a'

TELEGRAM 3

Afghanistan, Syria, " Saudh Arabia an •
h of acceptance to begin the afternoon session, the text of which has been

speech , _ . , . .
sent to you separately'.

to Secretary of State for x
New York,,October 15, 1952

ELECTION OF OFFICERS
October 14, with

The seventh session got under way Tuesdn Austin as Chairman of the
addresses ,by the Mayor

Ythe^Sec
Warren General and Padilla Nervo.

Headquarters Advisory Committe It will be made up of the
The Credentials Committee was then appointed.

.. re resentatives of Belgium, Burma,, Lebanon, New Zealand, Panama,

Paraguay, Sweden, USSR, United States.

2.'
The last item of business for the morning was the election of the President.5

Mr. Pearson was elected President by the record vote of 51 in favour Pandit
abstentions, presumably'the Soviet bloc; 4 votes were cast for M

n to a member of the Afghan delegation these 4 votes were ^ashort
A^Ofd'^ g • d Ycmen Mr. Pearson m s
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SUBDIVISION 11/SUB-SECTION II

ORGANISMES PRINCIPAUX/PRINCIPAL ORGANS

DEA/5475-N-40
Note de la Direction des Nations unies

Memorandum, by United Nations Division

[Ottawa,] January 6, 1952

ELECTIONS TO PRINCIPAL ORGANS OF THE UNITED NATIONS

At the first part of the'seventh session elections were held to fill vacancies on
the Security Council, the Economic and Social Council and the Trusteeship
Council. As no vacancies existed on the International Court of Justice no
elections were held to that organ. Elections in the United Nations are held by
secret ballot and without nominations. It is the practice of the Canadian
'Government not to announce its votes in these elections. This practice has of
course been relaxed in certain instances and a number of countries have been
informed confidentially of Canadian support for their candidatures.
Elections to the Security Council. Brazil, Turkey and The Netherlands retired
from membership on the Security Council at the end of 1952. To replace these
countries the General Assembly elected Colombia, Lebanon and Denmark.
Canada supported the successful^candidates. The membership of the Security
Council for 1953 will be China, France, the U.S.S.R., the United Kingdom, the
United States, Chile, Greece, Pakistan, Colombia, Denmark and Lebanon.
Elections to the,Economic and Social Council. Canada completed its second
term of membership on the Economic and Social Council at the end of 1952.
The other retiring members were Czechoslovakia, Iran, Mexico, Pakistan and
the United States. On the first ballot the following rive candidates were elected
to fill five of the six vacancies: Australia, India, Turkey, the United States and
Venezuela. The three contenders for the sixth place, none of whom achieved
the necessary 2/3 majority on the first ballot, were Czechoslovakia, Pakistan
and Yugoslavia. A series of indecisive ballots were then taken and only on the
13th` ballot did

Yugoslavia receive the necessary 40 votes for election, as
against 18 votes for Czechoslovakia. The membership of the Council for 1953will be Argentina, Australia, -Bel ium,
Philippines, Poland, Sweden, -Turke ,

China, Cuba, Egypt, France, India,

the United States, Venezuela, Yugoslavia. da
Kingdom, U.S.S.R.,

candidates in this election. PPo I the successful

Electfons to the Trusteeship Council. The retiring members of the Trusteeship
Council at the end of 1952 were El Salvador and Iraq. The A scmbly r
elMed'E1 Salvador and elected Syria in the place of Iraq. Canada supportedbotlisuA ._,, ^ssful candidates. The membership of this Council for 1953 will be
^t^alIav^ Belgium, China, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, France N e wU1and+` Syria, Thailand, the United Kingdom, the United States , e^.R. and the
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SECTION B

DÉMISSION DU SECRÉTAIRE GÉNÉRAL ^ `}

RESIGNATION OF SECRETARY-GENERAL

L.B.P./Vol. 64

Le seerétaire général des Nations unies
au président de la septième session

de l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

Secretary=General of the United Natiôns
to President of the Seventh

he Un ted Nationsof the General Assembly of the
New York, November 10, 1952

.;; . ..
Dear Mr: Pearson,

I
wish to refer to our personal and confidential conversation 'o n the

after elenethyg
of September, in which I informed -yoûb^ ^t m had Secretary-
consideration over many months, to s Y

General of the United Nations.

It had been my intention --- as .1 informed you then -- to take this step at

the opening of the Seventh Session of the General A.M
I have

embe s of the
until today, when the Foreign Ministers of the rive Permanent
Security Council are all present for the first time. during this session, in the
hope that this will facilitate agreement on my successor. agenda

I shall be grateful if, you would propose as a new item on the
"Appointment of the Secretary-General".

1

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires eztérieures
au premier ministre

Secretary of Stâte for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

:x, -- Ottawa, Deccm
PERSONAL. CONFIDENTIAL.

,
^

w ça
her 29 1952

Dear Mr. St: Laurent, . {.# ment
'^t •n ` to write you for some time concerning, a devel f the

at`tlie reerit United Nations Assembly wh1eh 15 o grea g self. 1 am
world organization, and may hâve, some special significance for mY r Lie,

• ' ` '' b h` Secretary-General,
M

. ,

I have been mean^ g , •, f t si n^ficance or

referring to the notice of resinahon grven y t e Lie s
last November. I am not mysélf certain that this notice will result i ssible, Mr•

a essor
actual departure. It may be that if agreement od lonsuc

ccr term of ôffice. There
Lie will be persuaded to remain for a further an g

Yours s ►ncere y,
TRYGVE LIE

L.B.P./Vol. 64
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are some cynical people who even suggest that he had this in mind in raising
the issue, and that the impossibility of agreement on a successor will make it
possible for him to, lay down his own conditions for, a renewed contract. He
may have had this in the back of his mind, but I think myself that he was also
sincere in announcing his intention to resign. ,The two things are not necessarily
incompatible.

So far as Mr. Lie's successor is concerned, there have been as yet none of
the discussions between the permanent members of the Council which are
essential if a nomination is to emerge from the Security Council. However, if
Mr. Lie persists in his resignation, steps will soon have to be taken which will
either result in agreement on a successor,` or prove that no such agreement is
possible. The Russians are so anxious to get rid of Lie that it is possible that
they may accept almost anyone to succeed him if they are pressed hard enough
by the British and the Americans. Before this happens, however,. they are
bound to put -forward a number of candidates who will not. be acceptable to
Washington or London or Paris, even though some of them may not provoke a
veto.. Among ^ these candidates, the, names most frequently mentioned are
Rômulo (Philippines), Entezam (Iran), Nervo (Mexico), and myself. Certainly
the Russians would never agree to me unless agreement on any other candidate
is impossible, in which case they might accept me as the last alternative to the
re-appointment of the present Secretary-General.

Though the contingency, therefore, is a remote one, I think I should let you
know that if my name did come from the Security Council for recommendation
to the Assembly, as the only person on whom they could agree, I would not, I
think, be able to refuse the nomination. As I see it, the situation is not the same
as that which arose over the NATO Secretary-Generalship whcre there was no
possibility of a deadlock on candidates, and where the Organization had such a
close and direct relationship to us that the position of a Canadian as Secretary-
General might be misunderstood in our own country and complicate Canadian
Policy to NATO.30

I mention this matter now, not because I think I am likely to be confronted
With the problem it involves, but because I feel that I should tell you in advance
how I would be disposed to act in case such a development occurred. I would
of course;,take no final action without consulting you.s" ,

°'r le document 428./See Document 428.
sIVori8inâl porte la mention suivante :
T^0 tollowin8 was written on the original:

n0t sent but discussed.
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SUBDIVISION I/SUB-SECTION I

GÉNÉRALITÉS/GENERAL
DEA/Library

[Ottawa, n.d.]
No. 60

FOR RELEASE IN PAPERS OF SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1952

The, Secretary of State for External Affairs - today announced the

compo
sition of the Çanadian Delegation to the Seventh Sessikn o of the o

Gen
e14
ra l

Assembly of the United Nations, which opens ,ln New
or .' ,

The Delegation is as follows: ; .., , .

Representatives:
Mr. L.B. Pcarson. M.P.. Secretary of State for External Affairs

(Chairman of the Delegation)
Mr. Paul Martin. M.P.. Minister of National Health and Wclfare

' (Vice-Chairman of the Delegation)

Senator Gordon B. Isnor
Mr. A.Y. McLean. M.P. :
Mr. D.M. Johnson. Canadian Permanent Representative toYthe United Nations.

New York â'-

Alternate 'Representatives:
Mr. C.P. Hebert. Canadian Ambassador to Mexico
Mr. K.W. Taylor. Assistant Deputy Minister of Finance
Mr. J. Leger, Assistan t

dent of the Ca ad
State for

Institute of International Affairs
` Mr. Edgar Mclnnis,

Mrs Louis Berger; Executive Secretary of the Canadian Cancer Society.

Permanent Delegation to
and their names will be announced in

observers will be added to the Delegation
a later release.

Advisers for the Delegation
1Finance wn Ottawa v and from the Canadian

Affairs and the Department of , . • N York Parliamentary

Quebec Section
h D artmcnt of Externàl

NATIONS UNIES

SECTION C

INSTRUCTIONS A LA DÉLÉGATION CANADIENNE

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANADIAN DELEGATION
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Note pour le Cabinet

Memorandum Io Cabinet
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I PCO

SECRET
[Ottawa,] October 8, 1952

It is recommended that the following general instructions be approved as
guidance for the Canadian Delegation to the seventh session of the General
Assembly of the United Nations:

General
'-' There is no reason to believe that the seventh session of the General
Assembly will witness any progress towards general solution of the differences
between the Soviet world and the free world. No action should be taken by the
United Nations, nevertheless, which would gravely prejudice the
satisfactory accommodation in the future. As the United Nations stili^l ov d s
opportunities for contacts between the Cominform states and the rest of the
world ^ and as the withdrawal of the Soviet Union from the United Nations
would,only lead to breaking off this contact without in any way altering the
present world balance of power, the' Delegation should not support any
initiative which would force the Soviet Union from the organization.
2. There is another cleavage within the ranks of the United Nations which is

potentially almost as dangerous as the rift between Soviet and non-Soviet
nations

- the cleavage between the countries of the West and the countries ofÂsia,
Africa and Latin-America. It is increasingly obvious that if Soviet

expansionism is to be resisted the active support or,' at least, the benevolent
neutrality of the nations of Asia and Latin-America must be secured and
maintained. A subsidiary but important reason for seeking the active goodwill
of the under-devcloped countries is that their votes are required at the General
Assembly or other United Nations organs to ensure a majority for resolutions
to which the West attaches great importance, particularly in politico-strategic
quéstions'sueh as Korea. In the past, the debates and decisions of the United
Nations have tended to widen the gap between the Western countries and the
othecsa"At thc seventh session' of the General Assembly the Arab and Asian

,,. ^ ..cOûntries+ Â
supported in many issues by the Latin Amcricans, will fcrvcntl urge

eÔU^s of action unpalatable, perhaps unacceptable to one or more ôf the
mhottant

Western countries. The agenda items on Tunisia, South Africa and
011;6lonial questions will bring these differences into sharp focus. It seems

.^^_,.ct- rtain that^on a number of specific agenda items the Canadian attitude willnot ^^ncide with that of the Asian and Latin-American nations and that the
Cânâdiân=Delegation will not be able to offer these countries its unqualified
supAon:`Neverthcless, a constant effort should be made to give them as rca
m^sure`of satisfaction a' ' • • g t a
inter** I s s consistent with Canadian defence and political

^,^^5 and to seek their sympathetic understanding of the Canadian position.
^ 8oa1 of decreasing the differences between the West and the

Asia^nd Latin- , countries of
Amcrica should remain constant even though it is fully^^^^
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recognized that the Delegation will not be in a position to serve this aim on

every occasion. k

3. The battle of propaganda between the Soviet and In discussions
may be expected to follow its usual course at the seventh session.at the
among a number of friendly countries it has bee n

andcwhc h
t
hwouid be

Western
most

propaganda theme which has most justification

effective would be to deplore and protest against the é incessant
countries. The

Cominform hate against the United States and other. ,
United Kingdom Delegation has agreed to take a l^PeaceC a

inting
mpaign't and

discrepancy between the much-publicized Communist
the actual campaign of hate which the Soviet Union nDa

nd its associates are
to allude to

conducting. It would be appropriate for the Canad iana Delegation

the hate campaign on suitable occasions but it would be desirable
rugglethe

Delegation to play too active or prominent a role in the p ropaganda

Disarmament
Disarmament Commission, which was set up by the General Assemabnd

4. The
at its last session to replace both the former has sô far made no p ogress in
the Commission on Conventional Armaments, opposed and as
breaking the continued deadlock betweeûnthên fand the Western Po^vers. The
yet unreconciled positions of the Soviet dSoviet representative in the Commission, has refused to modif^sbc bly an

single
detail the unacceptable Soviet proposals submitted to the la
has declined either to:,table further proposal or to discuss Commission's
proposals so far put forward bÿ *the Western, Powers. In the rtant
deliberations Canada has expressed general support for moihampo the
Western proposals so far submitted to the, Commission
nûmerical limitation of all armed forces.^,

a rather colourlcss summarY
i.5. The report of the Commission ôUels!it has discussed and contains
of the meetings it has held and th, prp^ report an
neither conclusions " nor recommendations. - If on the basis.of this r iet an d
undramatic resolution is introdùced at the Assembly contrasting the S taken by
Western attitudes shown in the Commission, approving the initiatives

the. Western Powers and instructing the Commission to continuecmbls and the
thebasis of,the instructions from the sixth session of theaAss, such a
.working papers -already before it, the Delegation should, support
resolution. lf , howcvcr, the Soviet Union attempts to link the di i^ ndâ

• `• aceful ,co-ee" ^ theme ; in a general p Pissue with the ; pe
cX o 5^ théoffensive, it,will probably be necessary for the.Delcgation to take

Iine. In, this case, the Delegation should be prepared to assist in lo

'ntrarsi gence of the position so far taken by the Soviet union on dis ic^ onâbley
iwhile at the same time making clear ° a^^r^ cm hasiZedrtthat the consistent
proposals that are made. z It. should P uss
efusal"of the Soviet representative.in ,the Disarmament Commissionetf f d ^^ é^ÿ

r
seriously the proposals so, far ; submitted by they Western Powcrs may
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prevent the' further development 'of' these proposals into a• comprehensive
disarmament plan.

• , : . . • -
Collective Measures
6: The stûdies which the General Assembly instructed the Collective Measures
Committee to continue this year on methods which might be used to maintain

and strengthen international peace and security in accordance with the
purposes and, principles of the Charter have not resulted in any substantial
additions 'to' the conclusions and recommendations embodied in the
Committee's previous report. In its report to the seventh , session of the
Assembly the Committee has recommended that an appropriate - United
Nations body should continue general studies on this subject and should keep
ünder review the progress of inember states in preparing for participation in
United Nations collective action.
7. The Delegation should continue to be guided by the basic principle that

was accepted last year, namely, that the United Nations, though not the
appropriate body to direct actual military operations, should in the event of a
general wdr be used by the Western Powers as an agency for securing the
maximum support from states not directly and initially participating in
military operations. The Delegation may therefore support adoption of the
Collective Measures Committee's report, emphasizing that in doing so the
Canadian Government is only recommending certain lines of procedure to be
followed *in the event of the United Nations taking collective action in the
future and is not agrceing now to undertake any specific commitments in those
cirçumstances. The Delegation may also state that, in view of its existing
Crommitments in Korea and of the obligations arising out of participation in the
Collective defence effort of NATO, the Canadian Government does not at
prisent contemplate the recruiting and organization of further units of its
armed forces for service'with the United Nations, but that present Canadian
legislatiôn would enable the Canadian Government to carry out such economic
and 'financial measures against an aggressor as might be called for by theUnited

Nations, provided they were considercd 'âppropriate by the Canadian
Gôvetnment and approved by Parliament:

TüntsiQ and 1llorocco
8e; Â,• separate memorandum on these important agenda items has beenp pared. £ . ^

Asi?,^, Questfons

9
s,

'^The1only. 'Asian question of major importance on the agenda is that
onarning Korea. A separate memorandum has been prepared on this subject.
It'f0ll0ws immediately after this memorandum in the Commentary. In recent
S^ions of the Assembly the impact and force of the underdeveloped countries
of qs^ tnost of which have recently emerged from colonial status have been a

0 us feature. Their influence, generally aligned against the policies
purs by most Western countries, - has been particularly noticeable inc0ns!deta_tion of items relating to economic development, human rights and theAaa°^
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of dependent
recent

ards self-government
. territssi^^a^o

â f the A ab
evoluUon tow sorigin is the appearance of the Arab-Asian bloc - an a
states with the countries of the Indian sub-continent and Southo

Êast
^ectv es and la

groupe normally comprising thirteen states, possesses common

common, determm'
ation to advance towards these objectives.t of the Latin-

Americans.

have the support of the Soviet group and -, .
frequently tha

Americans. The motives of the component countries of the bloc run wrel

m

enuine
alicious . resentment through calculated , ein intgood

e
tfaith. gRega dless' of

intentioned p

from

urPoses conceived and pursued
motives, the Arab-Asian bloc is a force increasingly, toues be

tion of
reckoned with and

importance to

consider
lived with:

whatthe the^ likely
Delegationreaction of this bloc will be and to make efforts, within

ds of
sense and legitimate national interest, to meet partway or

the boun good
ses of the Arab-Asians.

help to guide the purpo

Palestine Questions
10. In matters relating to the Palestine dispute the Canadian D âTeasi of

should aim at solid rather than rapid pro8ress in broadening these it should co-this and have
p

agreement between Israel and its neig t he
bour

of bo p
urpose

operaie with delegates who ' understand problems
in touch with . moderates in the

an unaffected sympathy for both, and ^ keep
Assemblywho may have special influence either with the Arabs oarr its Israel.y"and
On both sides grievances are genuine, cu

t
on wh ch intensifies the fear

F ast or nresent p Israelis to

` 12 '^ Israel 'now- côntrols the -area
well This

carmar , hashall omeant
^ • partition resolution of November 1947, as °Assembly s pa t have `. compTised an Arab stâte. T

recommendations the par position the Jew^s
The Arabs respond that this is not the suggested that theagreement.

took in 1947. when the ..United KinWd^on Arabs andeJews âs a basis for^!,111
Assembly should,seek agreement between
ecommendations for the future government of Palestine. This argrecommendations

becontinued during the seventh session.
I.-cd for e aJewish state in the

aggravated ,by a seine o p for either Arabs 01
of future injustice. This makes it very diffiwell informed, un xc ted, fair and
think in terms of mutual accommodation. balance is to, be kept

m ôther delegations is . needed if the
friendly help fro
steady. 1952 both sides offered to engâge in negotiations for

11: At Paris in January
which isa peace settlement but neither recognized the validity of the otûeor's offer.0ut of the tus q

Israel insists that a peace settlement must én^ . The Arabs, Q on t e.contrary,
governed by ^ the, 1949 armistice arrangem fe udiCe the

remind the Assembly that the armistice agreemnt out thatns atus quo does not
terms of the ultimate peace settlement. They point the

with past recommendations of the General As ;m beme
and

n atiôn of past
ceace settlement should be the P makes
starting point for any p

b1 resolutions. Israel replies that before hé^e^ es mrbj+yto reach
A^m y ties to the dispute should t , h Agency

territory which _ was o `
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additional displacement of Arabs. The Arab states are asking not only for
boundary adjustments which would automatically permit many of the 800,000
refugees to return to their former, homes but also for, implementation of
Assembly resolutions on repatriation. . of refugees to territory which *will
continue to be under Israel's control. In.January, 1952, however, they accepted
for the first time the principle of, resettlement of refugees ; in Arab countries
without prejudice to their right to ultimate repatriation. In July and August of
this year, Arab political leaders toured the refugee areas openly preaching, for
the first time, the doctrine of resettlement, which.was confirmed in September
by the; Council of the Arab ï League.. Now that - this concession has been
obtained from the Arabs the next objective should be to secure the release of
blocked funds of Arab refugees in Israeli banks and to achieve agreement on
the procedure to be followed in arranging for compensation of refugees for
abandoned. property. (Israel has acknowledged from the outset its moral
obligation to make suitable compensation.) Success in agreeing on these two
matters during the seventh session should relieve to some extent the existing
tensions in the Middle East and be conducive to later agreement between Israel
and the Arab states on other outstanding issues. -
"13. Although Israel would prefer, direct, separate bilateral negotiations with
its neighbours, the Arabs are anxious to have the' continued aid of the United
Nations, and this should not be denied. The Canadian Delegation should
continue to support the principle that although the governments concerned
have primary responsibility for settling their outstanding differences, United
Nations facilities must continue to be provided to aid them.

Economic Questions

14. The main economic issue which has in the past been the subject of so
much controversy and unfortunate conflict between the industrialized and the
under-developed countries of the world, has been the question of an interna-
tional, development fund. Since^ ECOSOC at its fourteenth session decided
unanimously, except for the Soviet Bloc, to appoint a committee of experts to
carry out the General Assembly's directive to draw up detailed plans for such a
fund and since the report of the experts cannot be submitted until next year,
this subject, although it appears on the agenda, should not present its usual
difficulties.

1S: The under-developed countries in ECOSOC, having initiated the proposal
for ^ân expert, committee and therefore for a postponement of the issue, are
hdmly, likely to attempt to reverse the Council's decision in the General
A'ssembly."Itis to be hoped that the item will be dealt with in a routine manner
as ' be1ng . procedural in nature. The Delegation should do what it can to
disc^urage general discussion on the substance of the issue on the grounds that
such discussion would be premature and time-wasting pending the report of the
experts: '-rr,-t>



South -Africa On the first,
16. There are three items affecting South Africa on the la We t Africa is now

South West Africci thè U.N. Ad Hoc
of the

Committee
South African Government on

conferring in secret with representativest
means of implementing the advisory opinion o^^â ethesernegotia,ways and .

Court of Justice. If the Ad ^Hoc CommiCanadian Delegation should support
tions be continued for a third year, the
this recommendation. If, however, the Ad Hoc Cômmittee reports no progress,

the Delegation should - continue Canada's , present policy of being critical of
inions of

South Africa's attitude since it is the Canadia n î éWp that
ofpT ôting the

therethe International Court should be accepted in
year

rule of law and enhancing the prestige of the Court.-During the past Y Indian
has been no progress on the second quest

ion, irect'
Treatment of

negotiations
People of

between the
Origin in the Union of South - Af '

togovernments concerned would be the best way of reaching aoeld,be referred
ling

this, Canada has consistently advocàtr th
at the dispute sh

on on the law and the facts of the
the International Court for an ad oY oP , South rica, if a vote

dispute. On the third problem of Race Conf
li ian resolution disapproving of

cannot be avoided on an I oa c° th
or an Arab-As i

e Canadian Delegation should support the
South Africa's apartheid po licy,

unless it is phrased in extreme terms. A separate memorandum has
resolution
been prepared on this subject.

Questions of Dependent Térritories
session of the Assembly will have before it various nâtu e

17. The seventh
regarding colonial and trust territories, many of whi ch

economic and educational
relating to the administration and to the social, predominate and
conditions of these territories. Certain the

n
mes

on admin'stering states to dictate
chief among these will be the efforts of t

teeshi Council the way in which it should carry outônsInformation
to the Trus p
will also try to extend the terms of refehich e

e of
xamlininformation submitted by

from Non•self•governing Territories w
'ng states.on economic, social and educational conditionsuld decide

colonial possessions. It is the Canadian view that
ié the

1r es and leave to . the
on broad matters of policy regarding trust
Trusteeship Council the right to , deal with the administrative details.

provisions

The

are
of the Charter regarding non-sélf•gover the ad

territ
min^stëring s âtes andti-colonialdescribing the information 'to, be transmitte ,by

ts which have been made in the past by.some of tCâlanformation
the attemp
pôwers to persuade the, administering ^d ihe provisions of lthe Charter. The
have been,,in effect, an attempt to am end territories are
move to amend the - Charter, insofar as ..of theladministenng states if thed
concerned would réquire the concurrence

were to have any effective value. The Canadian DelegeaCommt tee
amendment
therefore oppose any attempt to widen the terms of reunless this extension ^S
on Information or the scope of the Charter provisions
approved by the administering states themselves.
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s 1VAn important feature of recent sessions has been the generally
acrimonious atmosphere, in the Fourth or Trusteeship Committee of the
Assembly. A large group of non-administering powers consider that the states
which are responsible for the 'administration of dependent territories are not
making a sincere effort to achieve in these territories the goal of self
government .or independence envisaged in the Charter. Beside this group of
states which are genuinely concerned about the future of dependent territories
is ranged a number of states which for various reasons is glad to seize any
opportunity'to criticize the administering authorities. As a result, the work of
the administering states is, at each session of the Assembly, subjected to close
scrutiny and criticism and the gap between the positions of these, two opposing
factions is becoming increasingly apparent.. :, .; ;..
19. In the past Canada has tried to bring'about some measure of agreement

between these two groups by seeking.to modify the stands of both sides. Efforts
of this nature should continue to be of constant concern to the Canadian
Delegation when colonial and dependent territories are being discussed at the
seventh session.

Legal Questfons. .
10. The most important legal questions on the agenda are those concerning
the draft Code of Offences . against the Peace and Security of. Mankind, the
allied question of,defining aggression, and the proposed establishment of an
international criminal court. The draft Code, which has been prepared by the
International Law Commission, consists of a list of political offences applicable
to individualsJn some cases acting as government agents and in other cases in
their personal capacities. The question of defining aggression was first raised in
the'. United Nations by the Soviet Delegation at the fifth session of the
Assembly. Neither the International Law Commission ^.. nor the Legal
Committee ' of the Assembly at last year's session were able to agree on a
satisfactory definition. The proposed statute for an international criminal court
would,^. when approved, establish a criminal court to try. persons accused
primarily of international political crimes. It will then be open. to individual
governments to accept the jurisdiction of the court by adhering to separate
conventions designed for that purpose.
21: °Tlie Canadian Delegation should co-operate in the drafting of 'the Code

and i of ' the statute for the court, both of which, it is considered, should be
submitted to governments before they are finally approved by the Assembly.
Ari^ attempt to define aggression ^ in the present state of international distrust
and suspicion is fraught with difficulties and dangers. Almost any definition
would not be an exhaustive one and, therefore, Cominform states might plan
any future aggressive moves, whether of a direct or indirect nature, so as to
circumvent the terms of any definition approved by the Assembly. Neverthe-
less, if the United Kingdom, the United States and other NATO powers decide
that it is necessary to answer Soviet propaganda and to satisfy, other important
friendly delegations, to attempt to arrive at a satisfactory definition, the
Canadian Delegation should co-operate to this end. •

^, . . . .
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(b) Tunisia and Morocco
Questions on Tunisia and Morocco would raise a number of delicate issues.

The delegation should endeavour to go some way to satisfy the Arab and Asian
nations that their interest in the struggle of colonial peoples was not being
ignored while, at the same time, preventing any action that! might produce a
crisis in France. The 'Canadian representative should ' vote in favour of
including the item on the agenda; either abstain or 'vote 'in favour of compe-
tence depending on circumstances; and might support a mild type of resolution
noting the progress in Tunisia under French protection and expressing the hope
that further constitutional reforms,would be worked out by peaceful co-
operation between the two parties. A similar and consistent attitude should be
adopted in relation to the Moroccan question.

(c) South Africa
Three items would be on'the agenda; one relating to South West Africa; one

to the treatment of people of Indian origin in the Union of South Africa; and
an item sponsored by all 13 Arab-Asian countries concerning the race conflict
in South Africa. The first two did not present as great difficulties as the third.
With regard to it, it was recommended that the delegation abstain on the vote
whether the item be included on the official agenda; that it support a
resolution, if proposed, to refer the question to the International Court; that if
a vote on an Indian or an Arab-Asian resolution expressing disapproval of
South Africa's apartheid policy could not be avoided, the Canadian delegation
support it if it were in reasonable terms.
(d) Korea

Basic CanadiAn policy was to limit hostilities to the Korean peninsula and to
support proposals which would facilitate the armistice negotiations, while at
the same time opposing demands for the forcible repatriation of prisoners of
war. The United States was considering a two-stage proposal: the first a
resolution endorsing the stand taken by the, United Nations - negotiators in
Korea and calling on the communists to accept it; and the second; following the
expected negative reply or failure to reply by the Communists, a proposal
calling for action by the Additional Measures Committee and the General
Assembly for further; political and economic sanctions against communist
China and North Korea. It was recommended that the delegation support the
first resolution, if put forward, but strongly resist the introduction in it of any
kind of ultimatum to the communists. It should be made clear that this support
did not imply any commitment to support the second stage if the United States
followed through with it. The delegation should point out the dangers in the
Secretary-General's proposal for an appeal for more volunteers for Korea. If
the Mexican proposal on asylum for prisoners were brought forward, the
delegation should not oppose it but make an effort to ensure that the
commitment to give asylum would be the primary responsibility of those
countries that had not been able to send military forces to Korea.
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Note du chefde la délégation à l'Assemblée générale
des Nations unies pour'le chef adjoint de la délégation. 1 - à lAssemblée générale des Nations uniessa

Memorandunifrom Chairman,
Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,

to Vice- Chairman,
Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations 16

[New York], October 24, 1952

Mr. Eban and Mr. Louries' of the Israeli Delegation called 'to see me this
afternoon to discuss the Arab-Israel items on the agenda of the Ad Hoc
committee. They expressed the hope that no resolution would be passed by the
committee which would complicate and make more difficult the work of Arab-
Israel pacification, especially as there were some signs now of progress in this
direction on the spot. Therefore, the' Israeli Delegation- hope that at the proper
time a resolution could be introduced and sponsored by some "neutral"
delegations, which would Ï merely instruct the parties to. the dispute to, meet
together with a:view to the solution of outstanding problems. He did not think
that the United Nations could,profitably intervene again in this matter, but he
did think that a:U.N. resolution, telling the parties to get together, would have
a fairly good prospect of implementation; as the Egyptians especially, under
the new regime, might be glad to use such a resolution to justify. direct talks to
their own people.
- He also hoped that no steps would be taken to enlarge the Palestine
Conciliation Commission, but that the work of the present Commission could
be endorsed and that it could be asked to get ahead with that work.

A • told Mr. : Eban that I was sure that you and = other members of the
delegation would be glad to talk with him about these ideas, which commanded#,•, ,

-ï`Une annotation indique que la note a été aussi envoyée au représentant permanent auprès des
Nations unies. '
A note indicates that the memorandum wasf sënt also to the Permanent Representative to the
United Nations.

s'Arthur Lourie. envoyé extraord. inaire et plénipotentiaire de la délégation permanente d'Isratl
i auprès des Nations unies; membre de la. délfgation à la septième session de l'Assemblée

générale.

Arthur L.burié, Envoy Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Delegation of Isracl to
the United Nations; Representative, Dclegation to the Seventh Session of the Gencral
Assembly.
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of' central [neutral?] StatesSB might sponsor a' resolution `• along - the lines
suggested by him. Hé has in mind the States represented at. the luncheon,
namely Australia, the Netherlands, Norway, Canada, and one or two ` Latin
American States, for example Brazil and Mexico.

6. Eban said'that he had spoken to Ross and Barco of the United States
mission about'this , matter. They indicated ' that they 'sympathized with the'
objective Eban had in mind but did not wish to comment on the terms of the
resolution or the tactics to be employed. Eban has also spoken to Ordonneau of
France and Baran of Turkey.
7. The representatives.of Australia and Norway indicated that they approved

the objective which Eban- had in mind but naturally did not wish to make any
comment on the language of the draft resolution or the question of sponsorship.
No other representatives made any comments of any importance.

8. Eban hoped that the question of Jerusalem would ' not be raised. 'If,
however, it is raised, he hopes it will be raised in a constructive manner. For
example, he said the question whether or not the Israeli Foreign Office should
be moved to Jerusalem is not the Jerusalem question. Already, eighteen
government departments,are in Jerusalem and it is -a question for the Israeli
Government to decide whether the nineteenth, namely the Foreign. Office;
should also be there. Israel he said would be quite happy,to accept either of the
following solutions , to the Jerusalem problem which had ; previously .^ been
suggested, namely:
.(a) A United Nations Commission to administer the Holy Places, or
(b) An enclaye under United Nations sovereignty which would include the

Holy Places. • ,
9. Naturally I hope - to discuss these questions with Mr.- Pearson and Mr.

Martin, but I shall welcome any comments you may have to make with regard
to the advice which I might give to them. Ends. . I .

DEA/50134-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '' ; • . .

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 135 New York, Octôber 31, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL '

GENERAL ASSEMBLY - PALESTINE ITEMS
Referénce: My, immediately preceding telegram..

Addressed External No. 135, repeated Beaver No. 31.
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Extrait du télégramme du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
''; , - - à la délégation permanente des Nations unies

. , .
Extract from Telegram from Secretary of State for'External Affairs

256. -DEA/50134-40

to Permanent. Delegation to the United Nations^ ,. . . . .
TELEGRAM 456 ' Ottawa, November 4, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT
. . .
GENERAL ASSEMBLY - PALESTINE ITEMS

thrown.out or broadened to include references to paragraphs 83, 84 and 86 of. ,..,

Reference: Your telegrams 134 and 135 of October 31, 1952.
^ 1: We have considered Eban's suggestions carefully. and have the following
observations to make: ^.
2. Israel's hopës of early" negôtiations with the new * Egyptian government

seem, not unreasonable.'The moderation and practical good sense shown by
NagùibS9 ' last week in -handling Egyptian public opinion on the extremely
delicate Sudan issue mark him out' as a leader of ability who is ambitious to
establish Egypt's external relations on a normal working basis. We now have to
decide what form of Assembly resolution would be most likely to expedite an
agreement between Egypt and Israel.
.3.-.Since December 1948 the Assembly has made a practice of calling on the
parties to settle outstanding issues either by direct negotiations, for which
Israel has been asking,for the past two years, or by negotiations through the
Conciliation Commission, on which the Arabs have come to rely for protection
of their rights under the terms.of past Assembly resolutions. Israel wants direct
negotiations to be based on the armistice agreements of 1949. The Arabs object
because the armistice agreements , have nothing to say on the question of the
rights of erefugees, to which the Conciliation Commission has given constant
attention. Eban's draft resolution calls only for direct negotiations between the
parties;. without mentioning the alternative of negotiations through the
Conciliation Commission.
4.` For this reason the' Arabs are likely to react rather strongly to operative

paragraph's 2 and 4 of the proposed draft. They will also object that the second
recital of the preamble invokes only past Security Council resolutions relating
to,the;ârmistice agreements and ignores the broader recommendations of the
Assembly itself..Theÿwill want to have the final recital of the preamble either

s'Mohümm od Naguib.premier ministre de l'Égypte et ministre de la guerre.
Mohainmod Naguib. Prime Minister of Egypt and Minister of War.
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Addressed Ottawa No. 314, repeated Washington No. 94.
Following for:Johnson, Begins: ^

'1. Eban's draft - resolutioh .(text in ' my teletype under reference) `still hangs
fire. Norway seems inclined *to sponsor provided the 'draft can' be made more,
impartial. The Netherlands'delegation seems'divided and will not make up its
mind until later.

2. The Arabs have now put in a resolution, the official text of which is not
available' yet, 'which •woùld recall all past assembly resolutions on Palestine and
would note (a) `thafthe Palestine Conciliation Commission has been unable to
fulfil ^ its` mândate, and "(b), that the repatriation, compensation,' resettlement
and rehabilitation of refugees have not been effected. It would thank and
dismiss "the Palestine Cônciliation Commission and sûbstitute for it a seven=
member commission (dropping the word "conciliation" from its title) whose
task would be:.,,, , . .
(a) To secure ; a just "and 'equitable settlement of the Palestine problem in

accordance'with past resolutions of the General Assembly;
(b) To - facilitâte. the early; repatriation, resettlement, compensation and

rehabilitation, of refugees; and
.(c) To take, necessary measures for protection ; and restitution of rights,
priorities and interests of refugees.

The governments concerned would . be called, upon to co-operate with the
commission, which - would be authorized to^ appoint subsidiary bodies and
employ technical experts.

3. The Arab' dtaft resolùtion does not raise directly the issue of an interna-
tional regime for Jerusalem. This is'implicit, however, in the provision that the
proposed commission should secure a'settlement of the Palestine problem "in
accordance with the resolutions of the General Assembly." The Secretariat is
concerned about an incident fully reported in the press last summer connected
with' the"attempt of Israel to send - up ' to Mt.' Scopus in a food convoy, in
contravention of the Mt. Scopus Agreement of July 7, 1948 (which is to
continue in effect until the final peace settlement), a'barrel from which a metal
object protruded which might have been a machine gun.' You will recall that
Israel not only refused to allow United Nations truce observers to inspect the
barrel but, contrary to the agreement, sent in troops to guard it until it was
finally returned, unopened, to Israeli territory. The Arabs are expected to use
this^ incident as a peg on which to hang an argument for full international
control of the Jerusalem area if they have now decided to break with Jordan on
this issue.' In Jordan, as you know, there is a strong movement in favour 'of
having the seat of government maintained for only six months of the year in
Amman and moved to Jerusalem for the remaining six months to satisfy the
People of the West Bank that the government is being run in their interests as
well as in the interests of the remainder of the country. Jordan agrees with
Israel in opposing internationalization of Jerusalem.
4• We discussed yesterday with the Netherlands delegation and the

Sec'retariat . and ' today with the United Kingdom delegation the question of
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both Israeli and Arab draft resolutions before them. We are to see Jessup
immediately after,the meeting and will report its outcome to you. Ends.

DEA/50134-40

Le chef de la délégationf à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies .
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairmân,` Délégation to the Général Assémbly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State for Externai Affairs

TELEGRAM 322 , - - - ': ! 1• i New York, November 19, 1952

SECRET,

GENERAL ASSEMBLY - PALESTINE ITEMS

Reference: My telegram No. 314 of November 18, 1952

Following from,Johnson, Begins: This morning Miss MacCallum and I saw
Jessup and Bârco ' of. the United States delegation, who informed us of
yesterday's developments in connection with Israel's efforts to secure sponsors
for its draft resolution, the' text of which was given in my telegram No. 135 of
October 31. Jessup told us that the Norwegian delegation has appropriated as
its own a revised Israeli draft, the text of which we subsequently received from
the Israeli delegation. This omits the sixth recital of the former preamble,
which quoted out of context a comment of the conciliation commission on the
uncooperative attitude of the Arabs, and it transposes the words "urges" and
"calls upon" in the third and fourth operative paragraphs, but in other respects
is unchanged.
.2. Moe66.is now trying to Cnd co-sponsors for this new draft. His delegation
has seen representatives of Mexico, Chile, Brazil, Ecuador and, Uruguay and
will soon . call a meeting of other, . possible sponsors. . Representatives of the
United, Kingdom, the United States, France, and Turkey will be invited to
attend as observers although these Four Powers will not be asked to sponsor.
We have not been approached yet, but Jessup said Nervo has suggested,to Moe
that the President of the Assembly might be asked,to try his hand at bringing
the, partles ; together while the Assembly is still in session. He did not say
,whether . this would be. a separate proposal to be suggested to ' the ad hoc
Political committee before it takes up Moe's draft resolution, or whether it
would be embodied in the resolution itself.
3.-Jessup! believes that at some stage in the debate the Norwegian draft

resolution- will be amended 'by the,, insertion of a paragraph authorizing the
Palestine - conciliation commission to continue its work, although he is not
averse to having the, principle of direct negotiation stressed, a little more
strongly, now than in the,past. There would presumably have to be also, he

Finn MoeR `membre du parlement de la Norvège et président du Comité des relations avec
I'étranger ; membre de la dclégation â la septième session de I'Assemblée générale.

"Finn Môe,' Member of Parliament of Norway and Chairman of Foreign Relations Committee;
Representative; Delegation to the Seventh Session or the General Assembly.
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DEA/50134-40

259.1 1. délé ation à lAssemblée générale des Nations
unies

Le chef de la .., g
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires exterieures

bl o the United Nations,
Chairman. Delegation to the General oA^z érna! Ajjairs ..; ,

to Secretary of State for

New York, November 21, 1952

TELEGRAM 349

CONFIDENTIAL °

GENERAL ASSEMBLY - PALESTINE ITEMS

Reference: My telegram No. 322 of Novemb M
acCallum and I attended this
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in advance of the plan to submit a compromise resolution, since this might help
to reduce the length of the debate.
4. The representatives of Australia and Brazil fully reserved the position of

their respeçtive governments. Brazil will not sponsor the resolution but is likely
to support any*moderate text offered by a combination of neutral States. Ends.. ^ . . . . . .. ^

DEA/50134-40

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State fôr External Affairs

TELEGRAM 36067 New York, November 24, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY - PALESTINE ITEMS

Reference: My teletype No. 349 of November 21.

were invoked in the so-called Norwegian draft (i.e., Eban's draft resolution of

Following from Johnson, Begins: As agreed on November 21, Moe of
Norway,,Dr. Patijn and Miss Klompe of the Netherlands and Miss MacCal-
lum met as a working group on the morning of November 22 to prepare a
tentative 'draft resolution' on Palestine which might be offered to neutral
delegations for their possible sponsorship. The text which emerged from this
meeting is given in my next succeeding telegram. It is described as a, tentative
draft working paper which does not commit any of the delegations represented
at this morning's meeting and will not bear their names.

2. Moe, however, will -take the initiative in calling a meeting of neutral
delegations today to discuss the possibility of using a text along the lines
suggested in this,working 'paper as-the basis of a,compromise resolution on
Palestine, "He will also take up the question of when a neutral resolution should
bé introduced. Jessup suggests it might be as well to secure voting priority for
anyAraR resolution by introducing the new draft before either Israel or the
Arab States table thei(proposals. There is some sentiment, however; in favour
of 'waiting until after there has been a confrontation of Arab and Israeli
positions, since a neutral resolution brought forward at the outset would draw
fire ' from both sides, whereas a resolution submitted later with a. view to
reconciling the parties may have more chances of acceptance.
,3: As you will note, the purpose of the working paper is to encourage the
direct negotiations for which Israel has been asking, but not to do so on the
highly selective basis of certain past resolutions of the Security Council which

Addressed External No. 360, repeated Washington No. 104.

'(seen by Mr. Ritchie who approved reply).

"Note marginale sur ce document et sur le suivant :
Marginal note on this and the following document:

Le chef de la délégâtion à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
: au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures. . , .,
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,26 1. DEA/50134-40

Le chef de la delégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs,

TELEGRAM 361 New York, November 24, 1952

CON FI D ENTI A L. IMPORTANT.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY - PALESTINE QUESTIONS

Reference: My teletype,No. 360 of November 24 (repeated Washington No.
,104).

,Addressed External No. 361, repeated Washington No. 105.
Following from 'Johnson, Begins: Following is the text of the tentative draft

working paper prepared on November 22 by representatives of Norway, the
Netherlands and Canada without prejudice to the position which may be taken
later by any of the three delegations. Text begins:

The General Assembly
Reaffirming that it remains a primary duty of all members of the United
Nations, when involved in an international dispute, to seek settlement of such a
dispute by peaceful means;
Recalling resolutions of the General Assembly and the Security Council on
Palestine;
Recalling especially those resolutions calling upon the parties to achieve at an
early date agreement on final settlement of their outstanding differences;
Taking note of the twelfth progress report of the United Nations Conciliation
Commission for Palestine (Document A/2216 of 8 October 1952), in which it is
suggested that "general or. partial agreement could be sought through direct
negotiations, with United Nations assistance or mediation;"
Reaffirms the principle that the governments concerned have the primary
responsibility for reaching a settlement of their outstanding differences;
Calls upon'allthe parties to refrain from any acts which would aggravate the
relations between them:
ürgés°=the? govcrnmcnts concerned to enter at an carly date into direct
negôtiations and calls upon the United Nations Conciliation Commission for
Palestine to be available to assist them if so desired.
Textends." Ends.

^^*f ►^^^^^+ , .
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262..
Le secrétaire d'État aux AJfaires extérieures.

'à la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

Secretary of State for External AffairsUnited Nations
to Delegation to the General Assembly of the

25 1952Ottawa, Novembe r ,

TELEGRAM 17068

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE.

PALESTINE ITEMS

Reference: Your teleg
ram No. 360 of November 24; 1952. you are in

Following for Johnson from Wilgress, Begins: Your paragraph 6. As y
than we are to decide this question in consultation

with the
r own discretiona better position

Minister and Mr. Martin, it will be s
f the draft resolut on. Ends.

with respect to Canadian sponsorship
50134-40DEA/. . ,.

263. la delégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
Le chef de ires ezterieures

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires
o the United Nations,

Chairman, Delegation to the General
Assembly of

to Secretary of State for External AfJairs •
2

Addressed External No. 3699 repea
le ation, which ° expressed concern about th

e Canad
is n^ow

The Israeli de g
esterday`intervention during the meeting of neutral deli ganldnexpre ed itself y

satisfied with the results of that interve ntion
the neutral states in supporting a

willing^ afternoon as being the lines of the tentative draft working paper
draft resolution along

to go along on

November 22. They suggested a few minor, changes which were ,d^ânship of
meeting of. neutral delegations held yesterday tun dg weTe i pTesentatives of

the^
Mr. Môè.
Norway, the N

Those present
etherlands, at Denmark, Belgium4 Uruguay and Canada. tion,

2.
My next succeeding teletype gives the text of a proposedneutral

draft resolu
delegations^

for which sponsors are now beinbut cannot sponsorit The Netherlands and
Belgium will support the resolution
Denmark may support it if wide enough backing is found for the draft. Mr-

New York, November 25, 195

GENERAL ASSEMBLY - PALESTINE ITEMS

' telet e No. 361 of.November 24, 1952.
Reference: My yp ted Washington No. 109.

TELEGRAM 369

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE.

uLe télégramme porte la mention :/Noted in telegram:
N EXRepeat to Washington as o. -224S.
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Moe is seeing the' representâtives of Mexico, Ecuador, Bolivia, the Dominican
Republic, Thailand and perhaps others. He tried to get a postponement until
Wednesday; of the, opening of the debate : in. order that the question of
sponsorship ^ might be settled so as to enable the,proceedings to begin with the
presentation of the,neutral resolution. Kyrou did not agree, however, and this
morning we are to have the presentation of the report ; of . Conciliation
Commission followed by two Arab speeches. The Arabs will not submit their
own draft -resolution, however, until after the neutral resolution, has. been
tabled.

3. Neutral delegations are being given until 4 p.m. today, November 25, to
decide whether or not they will sponsor the proposed draft resolution. The
Minister is inclined to agree to Canadian sponsorship if there is more than one
respectable sponsor beside ourselves.
4. Fabregat of . Uruguay suggested, the inclusion in' the 'resolution of a

paragraph inviting the President of the Assembly to try to initiate direct
negotiations between the parties. Représentatives of the Netherlands and
Norway argued that it would be unwise to try to hurry the proposed
negotiations in this way, and that what was needed were direct contacts
between' Egypt and Israel, without the publicity which would be attendant on
the convening of meetings by the President of the Assembly. Fabregat may
take up with other Latin American delegations the possibility of bringing•in a
separate resolution on this question. He did. not think Uruguay should sponsor
a_ neutral resolution since it is regarded as a consistent advocate of Israeli
policies.

264. DEA/50134-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

- Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs .

TELEGRAM 370 New York, November 25; 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY - PALESTINE ITEMS

Reference: My teletype No. 369 of November 25.
`Addressed External No. 370, repeated Beaver No. 110.
Following from Johnson, Begins:' Following is the text of the proposed draft

resôlution which emerged from this afternoon's meeting of representatives of
six ,neutral delegations. Text begins:..;. ,_ ^ . -

The General Assembly
&AFFIRMING that it remains a primary duty of all members of the United

ations' when involved in an international dispute, to seek settlement of such a
dispute by peaceful means;
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ons of the General ^Assembly. and the Security' Council
RECALLING,the resolutions

New York, November 26,19)z

GENERAL ASSEMBLY - PALESTINE ITEMS,,

Addressed External No. 378, repeated
Beaver, 114:

Following from Johnson, Begins: onsor the

1. At a meeting of neutrals yesterday. afternoon to
Norway, the

neutral draft resolution on Palestine and Costa Rica
Netherlands, Denmark, 'Ecuador and ourselves. Uruguay

consult their governments. They will have their names hoc to icâl
wished to
list of sponsors before the draft resolution ôvernments is received.
Committee this morning if sanction of their governments

2.
Yesterday the Arabs were notified of our intentions and their sp Arab

Shukairi,69 was invited to make a: statement - to the,neatrWâs on conflict of
iveposition. Shukairi said that in ordinarycircumstances there

equai rights, . and an appeal by neutrals to negotiate a settlement should i
rec
esehas

favourable response from parties. In this case,
however, one

n the o
f

e ommendations
consistently refused to accept. as a basis. of discussion

' énéral adjoint de la Ligue des États arabes ; membre de la
4 69Ahmed Shukairi, secrétaire g ^

resentative,le.
délégation de la Syrie à la septième session de l'Assemblée

eof raArab States;' ;Rep
Ahmed Shukairi, Assistant' Secretary-General, League
Delegation of Syria to the Seventh Session of the General Assembly.''

Le chef de la delégation a 1 Assemblee âires extérieures
au secrétaire d'État aux Aff '

Chairman, Delegation.to the General Assemblyî thae United Nations,

,,,Secretarv of State for External

ava , ..
DEA/50134-40
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265. , t , - ` ' 'rale'des Nations unies

on Palestine;

l

on the parties. to achieve at
RECALLING especially th ^.nal settlementolf their outstanding differences;
an early date agreement on

ïtvG NOTE' of the twelfth progress report of the United ô ^o^é S
Concilia-

TAK
in

TAK

tion Commission.-for Palestine n(DocumentpârAâl2agreement could be 'sought
which it is ^ suggested that ge
through direct negotiations, with United Nations assistance or mediation;"

CALLS UPON all the parties to desist from any furthencertned hove' the primary
REAFFIRMS the principle that the governments co
res onsibility for reaching a settlement of their outstanding di

fferences and
^

p. , . ,
with this in view,
URGES the governments concerned to enter at an early 'dâten toir

ect
be

negotiations and requests the Palestine ciliation Commission

foi this purpose if so desired. Text ends.

TELEGRAM 378

CONFIDENTIAL

//
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made - to it, by - the Assembly and, this will, affect the success of ^ the neutrals'
effort to reconcile the parties. A copÿ of. the neutral draft resolution was given
to Shukairi after the' neutrals had made slight amendments : and before the
draft resolution was handed to the Secretariat.
3. ^ As it. now 'stands, the draft resolution follows in every respect the text

contained in my teletype. No. 370 of :November 25 except that the final ° para
has been divided into two separate parts, with the addition of one phrase in the
first of the two parts. The closing section now reads as follows:
"Urges the governments concerned to enter, at an early date into direct
negotiations for the -establishment' of `^ such ' a settlement; and requests the
Palestine Conciliation Commission to be available for' this- . purpose if so
desired.".
The discussion on Palestine in the ad hoc Committee began yesterday morning
with the distribution of. a supplement to the twelfth progress report of the
Conciliation Commission.. and an announcement by. the chairman that the
Government of Jordan has appointed 'Dr. Jamali70 of Iraq..to act as its
spokesman.
4., :In view of the unusual wording of agenda Item 67,.the first speaker was

not the chairman of the Conciliation Commission.' To a request for a report
frowthe Conciliation Commission, the French chairman of the Commission
replied that he would be glad to present a report but would not be able to do so
immediately. His statement is expected to be given today.

5. A controversy developed over Jamali's unexpected request for the seating
of Dr: Tannou$, the representative of Palestinian-Arab refugees. Although
Tannous had been heard by the committee in, the discussion of assistance to
Palestine refugees, the United Kingdom delegate objected that it would be
improper to have him make a statement in a purely, political debate under
agenda Item 67. The United States delegation, which had a few hours' advance
warning of Dr. Jamali's intention, had consulted Washington which instructed
its delegation to speak and vote against the proposal to seat Tannous, because
of the stand the United States delegation would have to take in the First
Committee on the seating of representatives of Moroccan - and Tunisian
nationalists. Jéssup argued that members of the committee are representatives
of governments and that only in 'very exceptional cases should the committee
depart -from the practice of hearing only ' gôvernment , representatives. The
Arabs maintained that the refugees, being stateless persons, had no govern-
ment^to speak for them., Their accredited, representative should, therefore, be
heard particularly since Israel had charged that the ^ Arab states are "per-.
petuating the sufferings of the refugees." On questions of blocked accounts and
compensation, which the committee would be considering, the representatives of
the Arab Governments did not have as. precise information. as Tannous.

'°Mohamed Fadil AI-Jamali, ministre des Affaires étrangères d'Irak; chef dé la délégation à la
septième session de l'Assemblée générale.
Dr. Mohamed Fadil'AI-Jamali, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Iraq; Chairman, Delegation to
the Seventh Session of the General Assembly.
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13 votes , ^ 14 opposedin favour,
The Iraq • proposal was defeated ° bÿ Canada and the Nether-

(including the United States,' the Un ited - o fl he United Kingdom^ delegation
lands),- with 20 abstentions. A mem consulted ther

the iew to use view to us after thé meeting that if Jamali could ha eobeenexpressed trobably'some suitable arrangement,
delegations in advance, p n when compensation . was under: discussion
made' to 'have Tannous called ^ upo others on the
and : a need for information at his disposal w as a rt dlto thé United Kingdom
committee. Arab news agency representatives in.the Middle East which
delegation that as a result of the vote, evening papersarrying headlines "Anglo-American- Israel i conspiracy

released were chad been
to wipe out Palestine."

7.
This will not help the efforts of the Relief and Works Agency to secure the

active cooperation of refugees•de b the Egyptian delegate who developed the
8. A formal speech was ma y

thesis that

been
the failure of the Conciliation Commission fom the As emblyltohas

practice of trying to adapt the instructions
the Assembly's wishes.

situations created by Israel in defiance

9. The Mexican delegate made a plea for harmony . and Ébanc(Israe) sâidt he
the discussion which was backed up by the chairman. for

erate. Jamali said it would be necessary in the iadk of compr
the

would try to coopArab delegations to do what they could to offset the genera
l

hension of the Arab position. Ends.
DEA/50134-40

266.
Le chef de

la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
the United Nations,

'Chairman, Delegation tô the General Assembly of
to Secretary of State for External AJfairs

New York, Novémber 28, 1952

GENERAL ASSEMBLY PALESTINE ITEMS

Reference: Our teletype No. 391 of 28th November, 1952.
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2.Norway after a brief presentation' of the reports of the' Palestine
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,Commission by Ordonneau , of France. The only news in Ordonneau's speech
which is not already contained in the 12th , report of, the Conciliation
Commission (October. 8th, 1952) and the supplement to the 12th report issued
on November 24th,` was an intimation that Israel has now decided to release
blocked accounts up to 500 pounds for each depositor which is somewhat more
than it had first intended to release. Moe's presentation ôf the draft resolution
was quiet. He pointed out that there is always a possibility that direct
negotiations may succeed but that this cannot happen unless they are actually
tried. The armistice agreements call for direct negotiation. If the assembly also
makes a similar appeal this may make it easier for the parties to get together.
He said the sponsors had tried to make the resolution as neutral as possible.
3. Shukairi replying for Syria in a speech which for him was remarkably

moderate, said that wherever a principle had been accepted by Jews and Arabs
in advance they had been able to meet together. In the assembly they meet
together because they have both subscribed to the charter. At Rhodes they met
on the' basis of the Security Council résolution of Novembér 16th, 1948, which
both sides had accepted. In the armistice commissions Arabs,and Israelis are
able to sit ' down together because they, both have accepted the armistice
agreements. Finally, Arabs and Israelis sat at the same table to discuss the
release of ' frozen assets of refugees once the principle had been accepted. If
Israel would now accept past assembly resolutions as a basis for negotiation, a
settlement might be 'reached by direct negotiation . even before the present
session of the assembly ends. Referring to Jordan's attitude on the status of
Jerusalem (where,` like -Israel, Jordan has opposed the establishment of direct
international control), Shukairi said that if a settlement of the refugee question
and the boundary issue can be reached, Jordan would withdraw its objections
to the internationalization of Jerusalem.
4. Cuba' now wishes to join the sponsors and will ask to have the draft

resolution revised tomorrow for this purpose. Costa Rica has not yet heard
from its government. There is still a possibility that, like Cuba, it may have its
naine inscribed as a co-sponsor also.
S.,The Israeli delégation is 'lobbying.véry actively in favour of the draft

resolution among delegations which have not yet made up'their minds. We are
preparing for a possible Arab attempt to have the Conciliation Commission
increased to seven members and its terms of reference amended to include a
specific. obligation to seek a' settlement on the basis of past assembly
resolutions. Should this happen the British and probably the Americans will
help to secure a compromise under which only two members would be added to
the -presént commission, probably neutral states, and the terms of reference so
phrased that the Commission will be able to devote its attention to practical
questions on which agreement is almost within sight. This would be in line with'
the recommendation made by the Conciliation Commission in the latter half of
Paragraph 19 of its 12th progress report.
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the United Nations.

Chairman, Delegation to.the.GeneralA^z e^n a l Âffairs
to Secretary ofStatefor

New York, November 28, 1952

TELEGRAM 400 ,

CONFIDENTIAL

both the United Kingdom an support whlch ourawé should have a clearer ide",
Arabtortother amendments are2. By Monday,

resolution,in its present form would^é^e W ll of course be no occasion.tott d by
not likely to be stionglÿ supported, • thinkW . m^ght then be subm

possible compromise amendments should
thenï` or point of
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view in order nsors and
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central place which our resolution gives to encourathe; amendments °now
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•dered by the United g °r
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^^nts of,attack

resolution which are expected frothe Palestine ConciliationCommission and extending
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its terms of reference; and
' h o rative part .of the resolution to

Addressed External No. 400, repeate ,
,discussing with the United Kingdom and the United States

We have been it may subsequently prove necessary to
delegations the lines along which nsoring if it is to'get the necessary majority.

co-spo rt which resolution woul damend the resolution we are suppo

receive in i

Opinions are at present divided as to the ` are. already fairly

'ts present form. ' Eban of Israel thinks that we mate i optimist^and

of thirty votes but we are inclinedÛn,
A the ited States delegations agree.

Reference: Our teletype • d B^aver No: 119.
No 399 of November 28.

AD HOC COMMITTEE PALESTINE

(b)1 Towards referring specIfically. !n t e pe
d h Security Cou

t^ons" of the General Assembly an
direct negotta

te cô sponsors

Ôn`at least one of these points it will probably beamendment or amendments. The
of the resolution to ' accepta compromis e

something on (a) above and the
United States delegation would rather

United Kingdom on ( ).

ilNotemarginale :/Marginal note: `

omission?
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,4. As for the wording of possible. concessions' on either of these points, the
United States delegation thinking - has not advanced very [far?] but the
following suggestions have been made to the Foreign Office by the United
Kingdom delegation: =
(a) In place of the final two paragraphs of our resolution, the following might

be substituted:, ,
"Calls upon the governments concerned to makè an early and genuine effort to
compose their differences and make full use'of the facilities offered by the
Palestine Conciliation Commission which may, if it so desires, co-opt for this
purpose two additional members."
(b) The following might be added to paragraph 2 of the operative, part: "and

TELEGRAM 405 New York, November 29, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

` Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman; Delegation Io the General Assembly of the United Nations,
Io Seeretary of Stâte for External Affairs

268. DEA/50134-40
^ ^ .. , . : .

5. The above are very tentative suggestions of the United Kingdom delegation
and they have not received comments on them from the Foreign Office.

bearing in mind United Nations resôlutions.".

GENERAL ASSEMBLY - PALESTINE ITEMS

Reference: My teletype No. 399 of November 28.
Addressed External No. 405, repeated Beaver 122.
In the Ad Hoc Committee on the morning of November 29, formal speeches

were made by representatives of Lebanon, the US, Uruguay and Honduras.
2 The Lebanese Representative criticized our joint draft resolution on the

grounds that it givès no indication of the basis of which direct negotiations may
begin: He said the Arabs 'would be willing to negotiate a settlement- if Israel
Would+accept as 'the starting point for discussion the Lausanne Protocol of May
12, 1949 ` which still bears the signatures of Israel, the Arab states, the US,
France and Turkey. He suggested that two new members should be added to
the -Conciliation Commission-but did not introduce formal amendments to our
joint draft resolution. His speech seemed to indicate that Shukairi's impetuous
Offer in-Paris to sit down to negotiate with Israel as soon as Israel accepts past
resolutions of the General Assembly as a basis of negotiation is now endorsed
by other. Arab states. They may even be ready to go a step further so as to
narrow,down their demands to the acceptance of the "principle" of repatriation
of refugees and a territorial division of Palestine which would give the Arabs
somewhat more than they now control but not necessarily in the checkerboard
patternsuggested by the General Assembly five years ago.
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Fabregat of Uruguay, arguing in defence of the joint; drafr reso
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he did so someone else would occupy the position of when

reminded the committee that no objection had been raised
The chairman

ii
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he had first,notified the committee of Jamali's appointment as the authorized
spokesman of Jordan. Since no support was forthcoming for Eban's objection,
Kyrou assumed it was the wish of the committee to acquiesce in the request of
the Government of Jordan.

8. At a meeting' of the sponsors of the joint draft resolution which was held
immediately after the Ad Hoc ; Political Committee rose, Eban outlined in
confidence the suggestions for a, permanent settlement which he intends to
make public on Decembér 1. These will include arrangements for security
(guarantees of non-aggression and procedures - for terminating boundary
incidents), territorial arrangements which, among other things, will eliminate
demilitarized zones, the. opening up of, transportation and communications,
with rationalization of regulations regarding airports, harbours, free ports and
border crossings; and agreements. for economic development, particularly in
relation A o water conservation and irrigation.':There was no. reference to
refugees. Eban said it would be helpful to him if; he could assure his govern-
ment, that - the neutrals : would- not accept'. any Arab amendment of. their
resolution which would relate direct negotiations specifically to the terms of
past Assembly resolutions or which would increase the size of the.Conciliation
Commission. After Eban withdrew it was decided unanimously that the first
guarantee for which he* had. asked could be given but that if an amendment
calling for the addition of two new members to the Conciliation Commission
made it possible for the Arabs to accept the joint draft resolution„the neutrals
should not bind themselves in advance to reject the proposal. Before Eban's
withdrawal, Patijn of the Netherlands suggested to him that if he could say
anything about'.the possibility of even a•token repatriation of refugees within
certain' accepted categories it. might strengthen Israel's position: ,If this was
impossible perhaps he might consider the inclusion in his speech'of some words
of genuine sympathy for the refugees.

9. Our, first intervention in the debate 1 late on Monday, or perhaps on
Tuesday, is likely to be brief and non-controversial.

269. DEA/50134-40a .,
.. Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 411 New York, December 1, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL
r r

GENERAL ASSEMBLY = PALESTINE ITEMS
Reference: My teletype No. 405 of November 29.

Addressed Ottawa No. 411, repeated Washington No. 123.
In the Ad Hoc - Political Committee, there was distributed this morning a

revised edition of the : joint , draft resolution on the Palestine Conciliation
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., I
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deepest impressiori made on the Committee by the -répresentative of Israel-was
in the passages in which he outlined the possibilities of economic and 'scientific
co-operation and co-operation in the field of transportation, communication,
technical assistance and research. He concluded by asserting that bilateral
agreements reached by Israel and each of its Arab neighbôurs oiight not to
encroach on the interests of third states or 6n the interests of the International
Community in the Holy Land.-The negotiations should begin with an agreed
agenda in which should be included the proposals of bothparties:

7. The delegate of Syria filled in the time until adjournament with a rambling
extempore reply. On adjournment the Arabs met in caucus to try once more to
reach agreement on the policy they will follow. They have not yet tabledeither
a separate resolution or amendments to our draft resolution.

8. We are likely to.speak to-morrow. A draft 4 statement which, has the
Minister's approval, and of which we are sending you copies in the next bag,
picks up the, argument where Jessup and Eban left off. We refer.to Jessup's
comment that the Conciliation.Commissiôn had.béen'disappointed to find that
the parties, while'. failing to accept the proposals of the Commission, had not
put forward counter proposals of their own which might serve-as the basis of
negotiation in the accepted sense of the term. We go on to suggest that Israel's
statement to-day may be regarded as embodying a series of counter proposals.
Another new development has been the confirmation by several Arab states of
Syria's first offer in January 1952 to enter into direct negotiations with Israel
as soon as the latter accepts past resolutions of the Assembly as a point of
departure. We suggest that the next step may be for the Arabs to state which
resolutions of the United Nations organs and which articles of, these resolutions
they would prefer to use as a starting point for direct negotiations sin' ce there is
room for a certain choice among the various-approaches made to the Palestine
problem at,different sessions of the General Assembly and Security, Council in
the past. We close with a reference to the importance of the meaning we attach
to the term "negotiations" and state that what the sponsors of the draft
resolution have in mind are negotiations in the accepted sense of the term in
which there develops, after" the initial statement of the positions of the parties,
a process of genuine give and take.

^. .. k• ` I _, ' . ^ ^ . . , . , ' ' , . , • . ^ .
. . . . , . ^ . , . . 1 ^ . .

270. DEA/50134-40
'Le chefde la délégation à lAssemblée générale desWations unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 'extérieures •'

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
Secretary of State for External Affairs

New 'York, December 3, 1952
^ . . • ^ • ' ..

" AD HOC COMMITTEÉ = PALESTINE

Reference: Our telegram No. 411 of December lst.
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of. resolution introduced this morning, December 3rd, by
Following is, text .

Afghanistan, Iran and akstan

Text begins:

1. Reafftrms its resolution 512 (VI) o

'ates
the efforts of the United Nations Conciliation Commission for

2. Apprect , - :
Palestine to carry out its mandate;

Notes
with regret that during the past year the progress has not come up to

3.
expectations; Conciliation Commission to continue its efforts to fulfil the

4. Requests the
.

task entrusted to it under General Assemb l
y y Cesol ^ission should be located in

5. Decides that the Headquarters of t

Jerusalem;
6. ^Further decides

to increase the membérship of the Commission atoâ rive, the

two additional members to be nominated by the General es ulâb session of the

7. Requests
the Commission. to report to the eighth g

The. General Assem Y f 26 January 1952;

General Assembly.
Text ends.

DEA/50134-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée génératjo^ unies
au secrétaire d 'État aux Affaires extérieures

mbl o the United Nations,
Chairman. Delegation to the General Asse

Y f atrs^,.,...^.,,.,, nrstate for External, Aff , '

New York, December 3, 1952

GENERAL ASSEMBLY - PALFSTINE ITEMS,

Reference: My telegram No. 436 of December 3• the text of a revised draft
Following from Johnson, heW^s: The at a meeting of

resolution on Palestine whtives of the United States, the United Kingdom, France and Turkey.
representaThe circumstances in which this draft was prepared will be outlined in our next

telegram on this subject. resent
The eamble of the revised draft would follow the preamblebnue as follôws:2. ^ section would

cight•power draft resolution. The operative

1. , Calls upon t
he parties to honor fully their undertaking to refrain from acts

of hostility against each other; rimary

rms the rinciple that the gavernments concerned ha fferences,
2. Reaffi p

a settlement of their outstandmg
responsibility for reaching

and

with this in vrew; _', ,,>
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_ y . ^ ^ . ^ ! . . . .. ..

6. Requests the Conciliation, Commission for Palestine to render progress
reports periodically to the Secretary-General for transmission to the members
of the United Nations. Text ends.

additional members to be .......: and .......

r 3. Urges the governments concerned to enter at an early. date, without
prejudice to their respective rights and claims, into direct negotiations for the
establishment of a settlement of any or all outstànding differences.

4. Requests the Conciliation Commission for Palestine to continue its efforts
to fulfil the tasks entrusted to it under General'Assembly resolutions and to be
available for such assistance in the negotiations as may be desirable.,

5. Decides to increase the membership of the Commission to rive, the two

^,; , to Secretary of State for External Affairs ,

DEA/50134-40

Le chef de la délégation a lAssemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .. .

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,

TELEGttAM 449 New. York, December 4, 1952

AD HOCCOMMITTEE- PALESTINE

Reference: Our telegram No. 439 of December 3.

Addressed External'No. 449 repeated Beaver No. 134.
Following from. Johnson,, Begins: As we . have been heavily, involved in

negotiating with other delegations on amendments to our draft resolution, we
have been relying on.the United Nations teleprinter to keep you up to date on
the proceedings of the'Ad Hoc, Committee yesterday and today, December 4.
As you will have seen, three groups of amendments were submitted this
morning by Chile, by Peru, and by Colombia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Haiti
and Honduras collectively. In this message, I shall report chiefly on what has
been going on behind the scenes.

Bokhari?z, introduced the ^ Pakistan-Afghan-Iranian-2. As soôn as Professor'
Indonesian resolution yesterday (our telegrâm No. 436 of Decerriber 3), we
realized that we might be moving into a situation in which, although both our
resolution'and the Pakistan resolution 'might pass in committee, neither might
get the two-thirds majority which will in all probability be needed in plenary.
As Bokliari lost no time in suggesting to us and to several others privately that
a marriagé of the two resolutions *might be possible, and in view of the

12Professenr Ahmed Bokhari, repr6sentant permanent du Pakistan auprts des Nations unies ;
membre de la délégation à la septième session de l'Assemblée générale.
Professor Ahmed Bokhari, Permanent Representative of Pakistan to the United Nations;
Representative, Delegation to the Seventh Session of the General Assembly.,

Chairmàn's , appeal this morning to those, delegations which now have
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ns or , amendments before the committee to get toge
ther,

resolution whichresolutions
seeking to work out with friendly dâ tWo-tihi° ds m jor

acceptable

would have a fair chance of gaining

.3.
We therefore met informally'yesterday afternoon with'Moe and Dons ofhom

Anderson of Denmark and Ralph ;Bunche of thes Se
cretariat,

revised theNorway, Bunche and Moe, group
Moe had invited to attend., Led . by f

art of our resolution so as to incorm the
porate id n ^ and

that tewas go ngoperatrve p
from the Pakistan resolution. We agre Sé. fWé have se g ourselves if. we were totheto be impossible to achieve the p Po
incorporate the principal. feature of the Pakistan resolûtils ^b,Yh at its last

thereaffirmation of the resolution passed by the General As
session (Resolution 512)." To accept this would in our ,opinionotiat onsy now

come
direct ne,g

together to discuss la"fresh start" which we are seless unwilligness to
urging

that both sides are showing lementation of previous assembly
settlement. For Resolution5^lo2 urged the

reaffirm it this year.
resolutions, and the Israelis

id not draft
f this group's work were incorporated in the reof the United

4. The results o
ised

the operative part of our resolution agr t6 by
erdayi

ons
The text of their

sponsorsStates, United Kingdom, France and Turkey
further revisions was sent'to you in our telegram undern^nr that ith would bees,group had decided at our meeting yesterday after
preferable for any further amendments to be introduced bi t

United
weret vtery

the United Kingdom, France and Turkey but these deg and
e initiative because of_their direct interests in tstaaé n the

reluctant to take th
because they felt that much valuable time would introduced by thes ponsors
debate if a revised draft of the resolution were to be ssibilit of asking' Mexico
themselves. The sponsors were also éo ensngiven bové and `alsô because ts
tô sponsor the revisions but for th

Su ort thefound that Mexico had some detailed and not too, suitable amendments of 1

Pakistan rësolution and the Latin American amendmn inÇ the paities tôgether

own in mind, we decided that it was preferâble` to. ask Mexico t°
P

f' !sponsors' revision in place of its own.
te

ints from the

5
This afternoon, the sponsoring group met to cônsider,what po

te

the sponsors without undermining our objective of bri c g g enda. The
for direct negotiations in' which they would a ^ ^ f thé sporisors' resolution, the
result of this afternoon's work is,a draft revisio e to be

f which is given in our immediately following m,V ^8b he d p gations
text o roval is g y
able to table it sometime tomorrow if final app not be able to submit the
of Urûguâÿ, Panama and Ecûador.`However, we may Stateslited
full text of our, revised draft as the': United, Kingdom athe memb rship of
delegations do not want to ÿield ^ssi

the Arabs on
on unless this is sufficiént bait to Pe^ ^aÿe

the. Palestine Conciliation Comm
s to vote for our resolution or at least abstain. When Denâ ^opy

of our

the Arab h'rman of the sponsors group, gave
acting on behalf 01 Moe as c ai : , ► , '..

. ^ .^ . .
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revised draft to Shukairi of Syria late this afternoon, Shukairi was ;-not
particularly enthusiastic and. held out no' hope of the Arabs being prepared to
vote for such a resolution, although he thought they "might possibly decide to
abstain. If we cannot get assurances from the Arabs that they will not oppose
our. revised : draft, - the sponsors will probably submit the draft with the
paragraph expanding the Palestine Conciliation Commission deleted.
'6. The - sponsors have also given copies' of the ' revised 'draft - to Bokhari of
Pakistan and Eban of Israel. Bokhari told me that he personally would not
object to our "revision which incorporated some of his points but- he could not
predict what'the Arabs would decide to do. As he will be leaving for Karachi
on Saturday, he 'will probably not have time to do much missionary' work
among the Arabs even if he were more enthusiastic about the revision than I
think he is.
7: Dons has approached Eban'but I do not yet know the Israeli reaction.

There will clearly be points in our revision which Eban will not like although I
cannot see anything to which they could legitimately take serious exception.
We have held the line on the two fundamentals of (a) Direct negotiations, and
(b) No 'explicit reaffirmation of previous Assembly resolutions as the basis for
direct negotiations. I should therefore think that Israel should come around to
supporting our revised text especially if we can convince them taht without the
revision we shall have little hope of gaining a two-thirds majority because we
shall not have sufficient support from the Latin American delegations.

8. To press this point home to them we shall tell them that at this afternoon's
meeting, Ribas of Cuba said he thought that unless we accepted some of the
ideas in the Latin American amendments and the Pakistan resolution, only half
a dozen Latin delegations would support our resolution. He used this argument
to urge us to accept the, only part of the Chilean resolution which we have so
far not, accepted as we think, it would 'also blur the basis of negotiations
unnecessarily. However, as opinions on this 'point are divided among the
sponsors and as it may prove necessary to accept something of the kind in order
to round up a sufficient.number of Latin votes, it is possible we may in the end
agree.iThe amendment in question would add,to operative paragraph 3 in our
present draft resolution (urging direct negotiations) the following words:

"It being understood that, due . consideration ,, must be given in such
negotiations to the,,fundamental principles contained in United Nations
resolutions on Palestine and its problems."
9. As you can see, the situation is now reaching a point at which, if we gct

agreement from the Arabs to support or abstain on our revised draft, we might
come"to'a ^ vote by Saturday morning or Monday. The United States and
United, Kingdom delegations have agreed to speak as soon as they can to
Shukairi and other leading Arabs, and to Eban, with a view to gaining their
support, or, at least their toleration: of, the revised draft which, as,we have'
Pointed out to the United States and United Kingdom delegations, is in large

.measure their inspiration and about half their actual drafting. If we run into
very heavy weather with both sides and the United States and United Kingdom
representations are ineffective, the sponsors may have to consider whether it
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resolution further.
worth - while trying to amend our -

. I hope and
you the impression- be

believe it will not come to that, but'I dOe ant c pate an easy passage for our
from anything I have said earlier that ^ has been the realization that
revision. ^.Our

main motive in, attempting one
Israel's estimates of. support had ^been grossly exaggerated dp ^ tnotl a

arl
ttempt

insof
an

as the Latin. delegations were mo ht well be t hatano resolution would emerge
immediate revision, the result g shown
from this year's discussion on Palestine. As the commitnee a ' féeb tic^basis than
they both sides were now closer to direct negotiations o nsors have

ey have been since the armistice agreements were n ign the i^ s together.

felt obliged to take certain risks in the intfor the Palestine Conciliation
10. Incidentally, the two additional members the United States, UnitedeCommission at present being considered by

Kingdom, France and Turkey are Sweden and Me in c^;é hof sadhmemories
owever

doubt as to whether Sweden would be prepared,

serve. Ends.

273.

, Le chef de
la délégation à l'Assei»blée généraled

Nations unies

au secrétaire d Etat aux Affaires extérieures,
the United Nations,

Chairman, Delegation to the Genera l mbl
xternal

o
Âffairs

to Secretary of St at f

TELEGRAM 450

CON FI DENTIA L. IMPORTANT.

AD HOC COMMITTEE PALESTINE

immediately preceding message. . •
Reference: My important, repeated,Beaver No. 135.

Addressed External No. 450,
'

text of revised draft resolution which will probably be tabled in
Following ^s

the sponsors tomorrow, December 5, incorporating - all. accepte ins: -
Pakistan resolution and in Latin ^amendments proposed today. Text beg

Canada, Cuba, Denmark, Ecuador, "Netherlands,^:: •
Norway,' Panama, Uruguay.*. Draft Resolution

The General Assembly nited
-• rimar duty of all members of the U

,;, iReaffirming that it is the p y• of the
Nations, when involved in an international. disputeg to,seek the t 33ment o

f

such; a dispute by peaceful means, in. accordance , with 'Article
rity CouncilCharter; r

'Recalh'ng
the resolutiôns of the General Assembly and the Secu

^ •
s ; t`. _^ . `,. .t.'.' i '. •^•%, ^

on Palestine; n the parties. to, achieve at
='' • Récalling espéciâlly thosé resolutions ca ll ing

of, their outstanding differenCes;
an earlÿ date agreement on a final settlement

New York, December 4, 1952



UNITED NATIONS

Taking note of the twelfth progress report (A/2216) of - the United Nations
Conciliation Commission for Palestine in which it is suggested that "general or
partial agreement should be sought through direct negotiations, with United
Nations assistance or mediation;"

1. Expresses its appreciation of the efforts made to date by the Conciliation
Commission for Palestine in .the discharge of its mandate; 1 -

2. Calls upon the parties to honor fully their undertaking to refrain from any
acts ,of hostility against each other;

3. Reaffirms the principle that the governments concerned have the primary
responsibility for reaching a settlement of. their outstanding differences, and
with this in view;

4. Urges the governments concerned to enter at an early. , date, without
prejudice to their respective rights and claims, into direct negotiations for the
establishment of such a settlement;
' 5. ,Requests the Conciliation Commission for Palestine to continue its efforts
to fulfill the tasks entrusted to it under General Assembly resolutions and to be
available for such assistance in the negotiations as may be desirable;

6. Decides to increase the' membership of the Commission to rive, the
additional members to be . .....: and • ^..........,

7. Requests the Conciliation' Commission for Palestine to render progress
reports periodically to the Secretary-General for transmission to the members
of the United Nations; and
'8. Requests the Secretary-General to continue to provide the necessary staff
and facilities for carrying out the terms of the present resolution. Ends.• .. . , . .

274. . ! , , .
DEA/50134-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs.

TELEGttAM 462 New York, December 5, 1952

CoNFiDENT1AL

. AD NOC COMMITTEE- PALESTINE .

Reference: Our ielegram 450 of December 5 (Washington 135).
Addressed tExternal No. 462, repeated Beaver 142.
'.Whén the Ad Hoc Political Committee met this morning, we found that the

United States delegation had been unable to secure an undertaking from the
Arabi to abstain on the revised joint Araft resôlution contained. in my telegram
lrnder+ reference. The sponsors;: therefore, withheld their revised draft and
conccentrated on efforts to secure a greater measure.of support from delegatïons.
w ^eh haa
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e of-the morning session Kyrou asked=that an eff ^^mittee. He
2. At the clos sals submitted to the rsttwo stages to harmonize thè various `propo

proposed that the sponsors of the eight-Power , draft resolution
hereafte

should
rlwit the, amendments and,

with the delegations wh^ch had of fered by Bokhari in the hope
sponsors of the four-Power draft
of securing a single draft which would be generally accewta ab^he discovery that:

3.
What emerged from the first of these two meetings sition that directthe *

(a) Costa Rica and El Salvadothe
r maint

ne dispute should be held "within

negotiations between the p arties
^ Generals Assembly resolutions concerning

the framework of the previous
Palestine;"

aintained , its position that there should be som
e

relating to the; (b) Peru, m
jurisdiction of the United Nations under the previous reso

lutions

Palestine problem;
(c)

Chile was not inclined to agree to the revised draft unless the rthat
ca lling

due
new

underst
for direct negotiations included the

otiations to the fundamental principles
consideration shall be given in thes g

contai

pro lems
ned in United Nations resolutions relating to,Palestine and i,st xtbof pastthe

4. The Chilean representative explained that itâ â^ut but the application of
United.Nations resolution.which he was concerne the

I^•basic, principles." He had . in mind particularly guarantees
the Arabs thatthe^r

on
to

conc
restore'to

parties for the protection of the holy pl aces d After the Latin
part of Palestine in which the Arab pop the representative
Ainerican sponsors of various amendmennô saof the eight Power resolution, to
of Uruguay ûndertook, as one of the spo El Salvador, Chile
see if he could not persuade the delegation as Co

sta R ica ,
^mY telegram under

ând Peru to accept the draft resolution given

reference.' ' . . would insist on

5.
Representatives' of Pakistan and Iran explaine'd ttiat }

td acce t these, they
paras I and`7 of the four•Power draft re î é t^^^ ters of thepConciliation
would give up the paras , asking that qua of the

Commission should be in Jerusalem and th
urged
at the

us m âccept the second
commission should be increased to rive.ve.

Costa Rica, El Salvador , and their
para of the amendment proposed by
associates, to which reference is made in para 3(a) above. to make a speech in

6. After the delegate of Uruguayhansors of theeeight•Power draft resolution
the plenary meeting, the remaining sponsors , para. 4 ^to read as follows:
discussed the possibility of amending op direct
66 urges ï the governments concerned , to enter s at, an early ; beaate

ring
into

in mindi such' a
negotiations ; for. the establishment °tiôns and thetre giotus', interests of third
previôus, resolutions of the United Na

had been explainéd' by Latin Americân "delegates ât onslcontrolpârtIes. . It_
they; would have preferredthé original 'plân`fô'r

t
uim the n^wo ld ; be wlll'ng to

over the citÿ-6f Jerusalem as a corpus sepa a Y.È,



settlé. for, appropriate assurances from ` Jordan and ' Israel that' the religious
interests in'the two countries would be properly respected: -

7. When these developments were reported, to' Eban hé' said that if an
innocuous.phrase could be'fotind,about the protection of religious interests he
would be willirig, to consider; it. 'The members of the' Palestine 'Conciliation
Commission are a little afraid a proposed revision of: operative para. 4" might
have the 'effect of reopenin'g 'the entire discussion, but at 'otir 'suggestion the
United'Stâtes delegation will see if something can be done at this stage to get a
representative meeting of the Arabs with a view to clinching the few
concessions they already seem willing to makeand persuading them to take the
final step that is required. if we aretto have general agreement on the form of
this year's resolution.

275.', , " , ` i DEA/50134-40
Le chefde la délégation à lAssemblée générale des Nations unies

au secrétaire d'État aux `Affaires extérieures
Chairman, Delegation. to the General Assembly of the United Nations,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
•.

TELEGRAM 478 New York, December'8, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

AD HOC POLITICAL COMMITTEE- PALESTINE

Reference: My teletype No. 462 of December 5.. . . . ,
Addressed External No. 478 (Important) repeated Washington No. 147.'
On Saturday morning Jamali (Iraq), and Shukairi (Syria) made kind

references in committee to our statement of December 2." Although they could
notTgô along with all of it they appreciated the attempt to preserve a fair

through part of Saturday morning. We expect final agreement with the Latin

2. Shakairfanswered the, questions which I had put to the Arabs in para. 10
of,iny statement Jin the hope of eliciting something from. them that might be
useful in`br,idging the gap between.the parties. Instead of continuing to insist
on impleméntation , of all fifty-four of the United -Nations resolutions on
Pâléstinë the &rabs' have now narrowed the choice down to the original
partition" resolution (181 (II)) and para. 11' of 'resolution (194 (II1)) on
treatment;tof, reftigees. Part of the 'vagueness in Arab claims regarding
implëméntation of "all" past resolution has thus been disposed of, we hope.'

3. Negotiations between the co-sponsors of the eight-Power draft resolution
and the { Latin Americans who had proposed amendments to it continued

balance and thought thiswas a right approach.

''Yoir ` Nations unies, ` Documents officiels de l'Assemblée ginéralt, septième session,
Commission politique spéciale, 300 séance, 2 décembre 1952, p. 192.
SÏe United Nations, Official Records of the General Assembly, Sevcnth Session. Ad Hoc
Politteal Committer, 30th Meeting, December 2, 1952, p. 176.
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418 ing
ornin in return for a. text which recalls, "Téainblé tand

Americans this m g ^^ in the second recital of the p
resolutions of the General Ais embly

question and theo rative para. for "direct negotiations..:
bûaring in mind

asks in the fourth pe
ur ed

ine
the

objectives of the United Nat ions
last i

n
hràse hadtbeen strongly gprincipal '.

religious interests of third parties." The P ort.'
upon all concerned by the Belgian delegation with French supiâ0m ,and French

11
J, 4. At n^n on Satu United Turkish delégation consulted its
delegations agreed to support this text. The ,

government. da afternoon Jessup of the United States d ,
elegation

romisingly^ 5. Early Satur y
over this proposed text with.the Arabs . Th

e Ll wellin's'a speech in which he
negative. The Arabs are still smarting from ested that the longer theees
argued against repatriation of Araiherefu

gs l
and was of getting any

Arabs put off a peace settlement
the situation in their favour on the basis of loss of Latin

adjustment of inted over the prospective
rèsolutions. They are also disappo

American support. rivate' ^took a more moderate

6.
Although the Egyptian representative in p with Jessup that thethe meetin

sition than the other Arabs, Jamali saâiaft reso ut on g both here and in thepo
Arabs would "fight against the proposed

Middle East.
He also said they mtght ask to have Rem 67 removed from the

agenda. If he carries out this threat Kyrou cannot decide,
(a) That this is a matter which the committee

Ob
That he will réfer it to the President of the Assemthe ' fate of item 67 has

.(c) That discussion of item 68 will be deferred until

been decided, and
The committee will pass to the question of new membe the thréatened(d) We spent the week-end considering y how, a

off
ing to finalize

'breakdown. This morning at ten the eight co-sponsors are meet Moe will then

the agreement on the text of the revised mitteeleand t we^ hope the Latin
introduceF it in the Ad Hoc Political Com lân to speak next
Americans will withdraw ' their various` le ataonea qû w ôn or two which will
ôu'rselves in order to put to the Israeli de g honed

' Ebân in W ashingtônabo

Rafael has agreed,,ând telep as we
enable Eban to make a^n Y^esterdây. If lÉban's speech is as conciliat hârmonY

onducive to
hope it, will be the' atmosphere may p^ssibl Y be more' c

romge •n the case if these preliminariés had not, been7afran the67than would have bee d'atel if the proposal^to withdraw item
We will inform you imme 1 Y

p âgenda is actually pressed by the Arabs.t . ^

l^ant, d^légation du Royaume-Uni à la septième session de
^sLord Lkwellin, repr6sentant suPP

dom to the1'Assemblée g6n6rale. ^
Lord Llcwcllin, Altcrnate Rcpres

Seventh

cntative; Delegation ofUnitcd Kingdom

Scssion of the Cicacral Asscm y. - 1 . - 11. ^ 11
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276. DEA/50134-40
Le chef de la"délégation à lAssemblée générale des Nations unies;

au secrétaire d'État aux Affairés extérieures,'`
Chairman,. Delegation Io theGeneral Assembly of the United Nations,

to Secretary of Staff for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 481 New York, December 8, 1952

CON FI DENTIA L. IMPORTANT.

AD HOC COMMITTEE- PALESTINE
Reference: Our teletype No. 478 of December 8th.

Addressed Ottawa No . 481, repeatedlWashington No.' 149.
This' morning December 8th, befôre , the Ad Hoc Committee meeting, the'

sponsors decided on the final text of oui revised' resolution. We agreed on the
revisions forecast in paragraph 3 of our - teletype under reference on the,
understanding with the Latin délegâtions which had submittéd amendments
that they would withdraw them.

2. When the Committee met,' Moe; on behalf of the sponsors,'introduced the
revised text of our resolution, explaining in detail the origins ofi the compromise
lànguage, which'we had adopted in: an effort to meet Latin amendments and
some of the points in the Asian resolution. Moe actually followed the text of
the statement we had prepared on Saturday on the assumption that the Ad
Hoc and First Committees were going to be meeting simultaneously on
Monday and that Moe would be unable to speak for the sponsors.
3. Johnsom supplemented Moe's remarks by pointing out that a certain

measure"of conciliation between the Arab and Israeli delegations had already
been achievéd in the course of the. debate. On the one hand, Israel had
sûbrnitted what were in effect counter proposals to the 1951 peace plan of the
Conciliation' Commission and,', on the other, the Arabs had, in reply to our
questions,. narrowed down from 54 to 2 the General Assembly resolutions
which `'mattered to, them as a basis for direct. negotiations. We went on to
ezpress: tht hope that as `a next step Israel might be able to clarify what, it
seemed' to,us, was a misunderstanding on the part of a number of. Asian
delegations 'who seemed, from their- earlier statements," to be under the
misapprehension that Israel was "brushing aside" all previous resolutions. We
asked them whether within the context of paragraph 4 of the revised 8-Power
draft`resolution there'was anything further they would like to add to make it
easier fôr, direct negotiations to begin.
4. Eban replied at- once: that he supported the revised text submitted by the

sponsors; but he did not unfortunately make the kind of conciliatory statement,
either in tone or. comment, which we thought he had planned to make.
Although the Canadian question and the Israeli reply were meant to appear
SPontaneous, we had, in fact, been in touch with Eban's delegation yesterday
evening. This morning before the meeting we had read them the full text of this
partof our statement, and it was our understanding that they had thought that
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rtunit tond reply in a way which
such a statement would give Eban n n th

usef
isuCommittee ând relieve some of the

would improve the atmosphere ' assing of pteviousthe
tension caused by the Arabs' sense. of indig `ahad impl édyEban's plane from
resolutions which'Eban's eàrlie'r state ha he had only hurried conversations
Washington was so delayed, however,be an. All he did in his statement was to
with his associates before the meeting

g

reaffirm his earlier proposals in rather stiff terms.
5. Shukairi, then pointed out to the Committee that Eban had not an é W

'ou, which I think Shukairi might have also m;nin H Stooa ^ c
H

oncern
our question,

ent

on to analyse the revised draft
had

resolution.
omittedint byfrom th

po,this text the p hrase
ousseemed to be that the spo red ^ in previous

conformity with United Nations resolutio éttleme t of ontstând'ng differences
resolutions as applied to any appeal for a s

. His criticism of our revision w3s highly negaé 1 succeedein
between the partieso doubt that the Arabs will vote against our resolution un esst they
n .
amending it.

6.
At the request of Jamali of. Iraq and after a= vain attempt to usc for a-

rea a night meeting which had'been scheduled for Monday,
discussion of Er' ^t

y havethe Committee decided to postpone the voting until tomorrow. -; .

7: ^The Arabs met this afternoon. We understand indirectly that theo, that

considering whether to submit amendments t wônr th
res

eolLatin , Americanbeen • t eme annoyance,, 't

vrepared to d1scuss am . _
agreement with the A ë a^ ^^ t^ late in the course, of, our discussIon o
fresh start.p ^ ag3in have come, to t c Po f the
to,ater ow

h -,,,t of bein8Th rc te rcally no basis = which we ♦ can now sc
8.^ s

n the principlë of dircct nçgotiations fom a p . for r^ching an11e-fip for ânendments, we shall, I Will . a. ^ s nearly as poss,ble a

the Palestine debate st^ + •
their Palestine item (the'next on the Comm. ^t^^nd is incl ncd to let the Arabs
that our resolution is pâssed. Jcssu oluti

p• we unders . .
onwill not

^. as iis now clcar that our` res ^^^^s'aaié
w^ , the Is thdraw their item, a Neturally
âdvànce the, prospectsï ;of direct . ncgotiations., • delegations seem to
strongly opposcd to this and opinions:among the sponsoring

be divided., • k h ve to vote against further attempts

they find we have, to thelr ex
' over to our side, or whether they should v^ ,adrT bably nccd a

delegations
altogether. If they attempt to withdraw, titcoff the agenda. This would not only
two-thirds vote of the Assembly to take rnd themselves getting the worst of
create a bad precedent for others who may rolongin8

ent the have started, but it might also have the to withdrawan argum y •11 further as the Israelis have undertaken condition

Palestine item.
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9. Copies of our statement in the Committee this. morning are being sent to
yoû by bag this evening76 and the revised text of ôur resolution is attached to
the United Nations Division's copy of the Canâdian statement.?'

277. DEA/50134-40
, Le chef de.la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies,

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ., I

Chairman. Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

3 . ^
7 e . . . . ' . . . . . , . . . .

TELEGRAM 493 New York, December 10, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL .

our, brlef statement is being sent to you. by bag.'

421

AD HOC COMMITTEE- PALESTINE

Reference: Our telegram'No. 481 of December 9, 1952.'
Addressed Ottawa No. 493, repeated Washington No. 152.
j.^, The. discussion 'yesterday morning, December. 9th, was conftised by the
continuing uncertainty as to exactly what thc. Arabs intended to do. By process
of question and answer, rehearsed in advancc under United Kingdom coaching,
lamali madc it plain.that what the Arabs wanted was to have bôth Palestine
items 4ithdrawn, preferably by the sponsors , of, both resolutions withdrawing
thcm: The sponsors did not agree to withdraw their resolution but thought that
the, proper way to procecd would be for the Arabs to move formally, the
withdrawal of the item. ., . . .
,2.'Eban,.howcver, immediately took the position that in that case the Israeli
item on Palestine which comes next on our agenda would stand and he clearly
intended to have the same debate over again possibly on the same resolution if
the Arabs succeeded in having their item withdrawn.
:13.= Eban at'thc same time made a more satisfactory reply to the Canadian
question asked . on December. 8th , (our telegram - under reference) and
sPiçificâlly accepted the sponsors' paragraph 4, saying that although the
details'of specific United Nations resolutions often became unimplementable
with'time, the principal objectives remained and other ways of implementing
them; more appropriate in present circumstances could be found ' by direct
negotiations.
4."Johnson thanked Eban and, in a statement for which the Israelis were

8rateful, said that he thought that our question had been answered. The text of

ment sumantoce followinj document. > 4 r

; ^nmlulon polltlque spiclalr. 364 stance, 8 dbambre 1952, p. 235.
Sig'Unitéd - Nations, Official Records of the General Assrmbly, Seventh Session. Ad hoc
PblÏtko/ Cb+»mitter, 36th Meeting. December S. 1952. pp. 2I2•3.

dati

., ar,^ Natioru ♦ unies. Documents officiels de l'Assemblée géniralt, septième session. '



u,ind incrcase the support for the amendcd resolution.
toda if, as we expect, the Arab motion for withdrawal of the item is

vote y

sponsors will there ore It will without doubt or; accep
b t the Committee will proceed to vote on it. W.*. hope to come to the

hô,%^ever did not wish to comm
-ot knowing 'what position the Arabs and Israel would i

n the end adop t
amendment formally

n not tue able to accept the Mexica
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; ntanilla, then -proposed âdjournmé^nt . u ntil
lnd5. The Mexicali delegate,. Qui^tion that both sides might. be able to, f

`tomorrow , `and threw in thé sugg
common ground if the words "the resolutions of thé Unit â"N Thé pro^s ^eto
added,in paragraph 4 afteran houruntTi it was time to adjourn anyway.
adjourn was discussed for a . the

6•
The private talks which,followed during the rest of the daeli deleg tion to

^We managed to get the
Mexican compromise proposal;` the amended resolution if
give us private assurances that they would not oppose

ld
et a similar undertaking, from the Arabs. Altho

some
we cou g to agree with this proposit ion, Y
Arabs were, in private, prepared

decided at
not mmit

th
and

eir afternoon meeting•that they would withdraw the ,l it^`d that theywould

themselves to anything else. In fact, Shé i^olut,ônras^amended. ^`
oppose the Mexican amendment and

7. In this situation, the sponsors met with the United Statcs^tion
United Kingdom

of Jessup, it
and French delegations in the late afternoona^^èn we should no longer be
was more or less agreed that the time had come

try

itions
ing to negotiate with both sides'but we should tak^ her in di da ha i ould

on the Mexican amendment. Hhehthoughtl itpwas a fair ' and reasonable.be moregâin avery good majority because ^
rtion which brought the resolution into betler balaSom en of thet sponsorsproposition

productive of the` direct negotiations we all dairthe cxican^amendment,
it themselves to accept The

defeate"d:
DEA/50134-40

278.,T,.;
Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des tio^ unies

aires extérieuresau seerétaire d Étât "64^ Aff
o the United Nations.

`Chairmân. Delegation to the General Assembly f oirs

' to Secretary of State for Externol Ajj
1952

New York, Daxmbcr 11,
,, . . .

telegram No. 152 of Deecm r •
tcd Bcavcr Washington No. 1.

AD HOC POLiTiCAL C
of EDaxmbcc lOth. Washington: MY

Rcfcrcnc^ Ottawa *. My telegram No . 493 S
bc lOth

pddresscd External Ottawa No. S 12 1 , CPC-Il
r on, Begins: Yesterday, Daxmet lOth, thet debatetheJohnsFollowmg from wcr draft resolution was cônfused at th--8-

ou
h 4 of the po the remarksparagraph on the procoding day in translating

, discovery that the intcrp
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of the Mexican delegate had given•the impression to those who were using the
English, French and Russian translations that Quintanilla had suggested the
adoption of the words "bearing in mind the resolutions as well as the principal
objectives of the United Nations". The phrase he had used in Spanish meant,
however, "taking into account", which Quintanilla as well as many others
considered to have greater force than the phrase "bearing in mind".
2. Just before the afternoon meeting on December 10th, Eban met the 8

sponsors to say that although he would agree to accept the phrase "bearing in
mind the resolutions as well as the principal objectives of the United Nations"
he,would not go so far as to accept the phrase "taking into account the
resolutions." Because several of the 8 co-sponsors had said earlier that they
would accept no further amendments unless, Israel agreed, it was decided not
to go all the way suggested by Quintanilla.
3. When the afternoon session began, since the Chairman of the group of co-

sponsors had to leave for Norway, I spoke accepting the inclusion of the words
"the resolutions as well as" immediately after the words "bearing in mind" in
paragraph 4 of the joint draft resolution. The Mexican representative said he
would be obliged to abstain because we had not agreed to change the words
"bcaring in mind" to "taking into account". The delegate of El Salvador made
a similar statement.
4. The delegate of Turkey explained that he would have,to abstain because

his. government saw no point in adopting. a resolution asking for , direct
negotiations over the opposition of one of the parties called upon to negotiate.
5. The representative of Syria tried to stave off the vote by proposing that a

request should be made to the International Court of Justice for advisory
opinions on four questions relating to the rights of Palestine Arab refugees and
the right of the representatives of states to negotiate with Israel on behalf of
refugees who arc not citizens of those states. .
6.' During the reception given by the President of the Assembly immediately

after`the Ad Hoc Political Committee rose, Jamali of Iraq told Jessup of the
United, States that the Arab states . would abstain on the 8-power draft
resolution if the Mexican formula was adopted. Kyrou suggested to Jessup that
Perhaps an attempt might be made in the plenary meeting to get an arrange-
ment of this sort.

7. _, In the meeting this morning no formal 'suggestion was made to change the
wording of the revised 8-power draft. There were a number of explanations of
W ning votes. The Egyptian representative stated that his government

"never enter into direct negotiations with Israel until the Government of
Israddoelares its readiness to respect United Nations resolutions." This
dalaration caused a commotion in the Israeli delegation, which throughout the

debate on the Palestine item has bccn' counting heavily on the co-
°pâation°of Egypt if the Assembly asks for direct negotiations without rc- •
amrniing its own past resolutions.
8'Shukairi attempted to have his resolution calling for a request for advisory

°piniônslrôm the International Court of Justice voted upon first. His motion^^^t ..
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in favôür, 21 `(including Canada) against, and 24
was defeated by a vote, of 13 Wêr draft resolntion, was conducted in three
abstentions. The voting'on'thé 8-po

'a roll `call vote taken only on paragraph A. The vote Canada)r 1
aft

1parts, with was 34 in. favour (tnclu g,
3 1 i n eresolution to the endof paragraph 3. wer

and 9 abstentions. In the roll call vote on paragraph pâ there h
against a s 5t 7
favour (including Canada) 14 against n

abstentions.
Canada); 16 against and 3

were adopted by a vote of 35 in favour (including
'ons: The resolution as a whole was passéd by 32 in ae °e thei

ncludin
sponso sabstenttCanada) 13 against and 13 abstentions. Those voting against

s
Thailand, and

of :the 4-power draft* resolution, the six Arab states and India,
Ethiopia. The states abstaining were Argentina, Belgium, China, El Salvador,

Greece, Mexico, Peru, Turkèy and the Soviet bloc. to the International
9.

The Syrian proposals to refer four spectfi questions
Court of Justice for advisory opinions were defeated by a voteof 13 in favour,

^ -.
26 (including Canada) against"and 19 abstentions.

1t may be • significant 'that the representative of the Seovi^an usual in1 ^•_ " ,
explaining his vote on the Syrian proposal, went a step, furthe r the'
giving ` comfort to the Arab delegations: He referred not only^st but

American
said al o

lsraeli conspiracy`to"undertnine the secueiI^ternat ona Court rriight give. past

resolutions
that no

of
matter thewhat

Gene
ad ^^ ^ssemtbly st 11 retained their validity.

wer resolutton,

l 1: The' delegate of Israel, in explaining his
we had hoped tôelicit from him

then'made fully as conciliatory â statement normaling
on December 8: He said the adoption of the resolutio^r^ceoe of gd^ will. He
procedures would bring the states together in an atm p art but
' inted out that the resolution woùld not confer .pb';` lefo senekinge p^ iently a

1â d'on his-country and others a`heavy•responst y

satisfactory settlement of outstanding issues Ends. , ,
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secrétaire d'État "64A Affaires éxtérteu .

rnian, Delegation to^the General 'Assembly^of the United Nations,
Chai Affairs A

j^ ^ ` ;: ` ' ^ , , ^ t , ,a^ ^ +^, •j ^ ^ ` New York, December 15; 1952
TELEGRAM 544

i}`F^^^}fÎr^i! ♦:,. c. 3 : ¢
t F:

+ ^f 1 ^ G . . .
. .SECRET,^^^

PALESTINEGEERALASSEMBLY^-
!^^! ^^'C:lâx

r-• `s ^' y;,i ^: ,.,. _ o - ,",^ .
" • ^ ,

Reference: My telegram .No. S12of, December
taken in the Ad 140c

^ Follo*ing from Johnson, gegtns: ince,the vote was
rovin the 8-power: draft resolution

Political ` Committee on December 11 aPP g
• ds.that the parties tu the Palestine dispute should enfinc ►pleh mmen the pwhtc rcco

direct négotiatiôns ^."bearing , in mind the res â'ueSttt,ne
a ,s including the

objectives of the United Nations on the P
question
s
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religious interests of,third parties," the United Kingdom, delegation has been
receiving telegrams from the Middle East which have disturbed the minds of
several - members of the delegation. They have indicated ; to us , increasing
concern about the effect,on Middle East defence planning of a draft resolution
in which the assembly is asked to reverse its attitude on , the rights of refugees,
the, territorial division of Palestinet and, international, supervision for the Holy
Places. _ . .: . ..
:2. - This concern, which has grown every day since the vote was taken, came to
a head this morning with the publication in the -New York Times of a.delayed
press interview in which the Prime Minister_of Israel, Mr. Ben Gurion restated
his position on December.7 in clear terms: :
(a) Israel would exclude all Arab refugees but build up its Jewish population

to four million within ten years;
(b) No territorial concessions would be made beyond minor adjustments and

exchanges of pieces of land to straighten out the frontier; , ,
(c) -No negotiations would be undertaken on the status of Jerusalem;
(d) Development of neighbouring Arab states would be -impossible without

the aid of Israeli experts, which is the very thing the Arab states have always
feared most since they assume it would mean permanent economic domination
of Arab countries by Israel.

3. This morning at a meeting attended by United States and United Kingdom
representatives and two members of the Canadian delegation, the situation was
reviewed. It was agreed that the publication of the statements attributed to Mr.
Ben-Gurion would probably affect the vote in, plenary on Tuesday afternoon
and make the initiation of direct talks more difficult. The statement woûld be
regarded as tantamoiint to a declaration that peace must be established on
Israel's terms. Some of the Latin American states may, consequently, have to
change their affirmative votes to 'abstentions although there may also be* some
shifts from abstentions', to affirmative *votes.'The' United' Kingdom may;also
abstàin. The Arab states have been lobbying activcly:'Shukairi appealed to me
directly to change the phrase "bearing in mind" to "in conformity with". When
I asked him if he would be able to accept or abstain if the phrase , "taking into
account"- were used, he said all of the Arab states would have to vote against it.
4.'The' United States delegation does not seem to share fully the'apprehén-

siôns of the United Kingdom representatives.' It takes the view that the Arab
states were boûnd to dislike a draft resolution calling -on them to accept a more
realistic apprâisal of what they can get by way 'of a peace settlement: Barco
still maintains that the time has come when this must be made clear tô them.
Jessup,=however, is turning over in his mind the possibility of finding an Asian
delegatiôn`to propose the substitution of the phrase "taking into account" for
"béaring in mind". ,The change might not affect the assembly vote appreciably
but'it might facilitate the initiating of direct negotiations after the first Arab
reaction has had time to spend itself.
s•`The 6-sponsors of the 8-power draft resolution seemed divided in their

Private views last week on the Mexican proposal to use the phrase "taking into
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Ad H
account": Now that. thedraft resolution has been ado f h^ bhttco-spon ors
Political Committee it has ceased1e° be^om ofactiôn.' We are not taking any
who presùmably have recovered t
-initiative in pressing for the Mexican amendment ourselves'ut

atons thatd e wish to
clear to the United States and United ô ĥ ega ângde^g ion in the Middle East
know what importance they attribu
to the Ad

Hoc Political Committee's decision. The Mf
eels

phrase
that

and if
not much difference between the Mexican proposal and for
it i s thought,that the adoption of Quintanilla's phrase willm^o e^ Wé are not
direct negotiations to begin, we should of course support it, al
in a position to propose the amendment ourselves. Ends.
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Le chef de
la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires exte

Chairmân, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
•'to Secretary of State for External Affairs

t • ' New York, December 17, 1952

TELEGRAM 553 : . . . , ,

1 GENERAL ASSEMBLY - PALESTINE
-

American votes still remains to be seen.

statement on its attitude toward. the

regard"
Isracl's policy. Whethcr, or not a statement as vague as this will a

ffect

;.3. The United Kingdom has ded o.

ineffecPlaneaffirmation that reverent
members yesterday, afternoon. It is

for religious- interests . of third parties will continue to chLatin

adopted by the Ad Hoc Political Committee. On explanationof^ na"ths not'ihe
, Kingdom delegate expects to say that the phrase "bearing ineqfor Israel

uivalent of "disregarding" and it is understood that 1Nations.
undertaking not to lose sight of past resolutions of the United lementary

A The Government of Israel has considered it wise toissue a dppdistributed to

1. At yesterday afternoon s plenary ME-C. mg ttee
a discussion should be held on the report of the Ad H^P^otion çecei etd more
the work of the Palestine Conciliation Commission. This 9against, ` with 20
than the 'necessary vote of, one-third (16 _ in ; favour,

bstainin ; including Canada, the United Kingdom and the United Sta tes) • will
abstaining,

Palestine question was, not reached in yesterday's plenary

come up at tonight's meeting. 'ded t vote in favour of the resolution

Reference: My` teletype No. 544 of December 15, 1952. ;
ddressed External No. 533, repeated Beaver No. 166.

10 oved that
A • t' the delegate of.. Iraq m
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Le chefde la délégation à l'Assemblée'générale des Natiôns unies' '
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman,'Delegation to'the General Assembly of the United Nations,
- --^ -----^ . .. ..,

CONFIDENTIAL'

TELEGRAM 561 ^ -, -- `. I New York, December 18,1952

State for External AJfatrs

GENERALASSEMBLY-PALESTINE

Reference: My teletype No. 553 of December 17.
Addressed External No. 561, repeated Beaver No. 168. -
Following from 'Johnson,' Begins: Although the question of Palestine was not

reached in the plenary meeting last night, an amendment by the Philippines to
paragraph 4 of the draft resolution on Palestine was distributed. The Philippine
amendment asks for.^ the -substitution of the words "on the basis of" for
"bearing in mind". It also asks for the addition, at the end of paragraph 4 of
the words "and, in particular, the principle of the internationalization of
Jerusalem." , . 1 1 ,

- The United States and the United Kingdom delegations are inclined to vote
against both parts of.this amendment..The Netherlands and Norway took the
same view last evening but the Chilean delegate told us that he and other Latin
American representatives would fïnd it very difficult to vote against the second
part of the améndment:

Our delegation is discussing this morning with the -Minister the question of
whether Canada should vote against both parts of the amendment or, abstain
on the second part. Ends.

DEA/50134-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
'1 " au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations.
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELE6RnM 574 New York, December 19, 1952.^ , , . . .

427

Following from Johnson, Begins: After consulting the Minister yesterday
morning,° December 18, on the line to be taken in voting on the Philippine

CONFIDENTIAL

'^' •`^ ' GENERALASSEMBLY-,PALESTINE
Reference: My telegram 561 of December 18..

Addressed External No. 574, repeated Beaver 172.
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amendment to parag raph 4 of the draft resolution on Palestine, I made a brief

intervention explaining the Canadian vote.
2. Since the Philippine amendment was to be considof which was to tie the

possible for us to vote against the first part, the purpo se

Arab-Israeli négotiations more closely to ,. past resolnt
the t

he
principle of

Nàtions, while abstaining on the second part, ' W
ltérvieintervention

invoked
I ; said that, the

the., internationalization of Jerusalem. In my that
Canadian Government "has always maintained

b
and still

e establishednt I went on
international supervision of the Holy

of the Philippine amendment were generally
to explain that if the second p art for it. The phrase
understood in this sense, we should have been able to vo be closelÿ associated
used in the Philippine amendment,

a em whichrhad been . found to be inoperable. It
with a particular plan for Jer
was for this reason that we were obliged to abstain in the Cvote on the use of

anada continues htothat the Government ofphrase. I repeated, however,
favour the principle of international supervision of the Holy Places.,

.3:
The full text of my statement goes to you separately, by bg Mr. Lourie

4.'At a supper party at the home of Gideon Rafael last evening, assingT
told-`Miss MacCallum that the new Israeli A Whos eXressed d^ssatisfaction
through Manila had seen government officials, P

. because the , delegate of the Philippines had beenComabsent when -the
mittee on December l

vote
The

Palestine was taken in the A d that P thel vote of the Philippines in the plenary
Israeli Ambassador was assureds
would be cast in favour of the 8-power draft resolution. A circular dispatchhowever
which reached the new Papal Nuncio in Manila abothe form of Ireference in
expressed , the dissatisfaction ^

of ô h to thel"̂religious interests of third parties."
paragraph 4 of the draft resolut
A call from the Papal Nuncio resulted in instructions from Madirectly the
Philippine representative here to int^uof aJerusalem.e Lopez '

invok ing
ac ed without

alsoprinciple -' of the internationalizati on
consulting any Latin American delegations, but some of the la

tter
ken

received 'communications from their governments concerning t
he

by the Vatican to paragraph 4 of the draft resolùtiôn.1 was 28 in favour and 20

5. The vote on this part of the Ph;1nP
ôur ownnthüs failing to win a two-thirds

against, with 12 abstentions includg for the

ma1'ority. rThis is the second defeat suffered in the GJé
rusalems

embl
areay It was.principle` of direct international control over t he

apparently more decisive than the vote of December 15, 1950, w o f Canada.eln
le of30 votes in favour, 18 against and 9 abstentions, including t hat

rincip
yesterday's vote Belgium, Yugoslavia and Ethiopia supported the p
'along with 13 Latin American States andé 12

tmembers
he Unitedinternationalization,

the Arab-Asian group. The Soviet bloc , the Unitd.
edraftaresolution, New

Kingdom, Türkey, most of the . co-spo part of the
Zealand, Panama, Urugûay'. and Israel voted {^âgainst this P erican
âméndment. France, Australia, Greece and a"scattering

of Latin Am

States abstained along with ourselves.
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6. - Israel renews its "offer' to accept international supervision of the 'Holy
Places ' but maintains that ÿesterday's vote will 'permit the removal of the
Foreign Office without further delay from Tel Aviv to 'Jerusalem. It is believed
that withoüf the intervention of the Philippines there would have been a clear
two-thirds majority for the draft 'resolution asking the parties to'bear. in mind
the religious interests of third parties.
.7. The vote on thè first part of the Philippine amendment was closer (26-24-
10)., Turkeÿ and several Latin American States joined the Arab-Asian bloc in
supporting the demand that 'peace negotiations should be based on United
Nations resolutions. Canada and the other co-sponsors of the draft resolution
voted against the amendment, along with the United States, United Kingdom,
France, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, several Latin American States
and the Soviet bloc. After the defeat of both parts of the Philippine amendment
the draft resolution recommended by the Ad Hoc Political Committee was also
rejected for lack of a two-thirds rriajority. The vote was as follows:
For - 24 including Canada' and all the eight co-sponsors, the United States,
the United Kingdôm and France.
fAgainst - 21 including the Arab-Asian bloc and the Soviet bloc. Abstentions

15 including Turkey, Greece,' the Philippines, Belgium and a few Latin
American States.
; 8. , Jessup, in an éxplanation of vote shortly before the vote was taken, made a
plea to the Arab. States in.which he stressed the fact that paragraph 4 of the
draft resolution involved no 'surrender or' impairment of their rights and no
câsting aside of past resolûtions,of the General Assemblÿ: This statement may
.be"quoted to'good effect in retr'ospective discussions of yesterday's events but it
had no' immediate' effect on the tension from which Arab delegations were
suffering. Zafrullah. Khan said that in order to regain some respect for United
.Nations resolutions in,the Middle East what the Assemblÿ'should do" was to
insist that a State which owes its very existence to resolutions of the General
Assembly should conform with those resolutions. Eban developed the theme of
Israel's reverent regard for the Holy Places and asked that discussions of his
government's policy should be based not on journalists' accounts of what they
believed Mr. Ben-Gurion may have said at a luncheon but by the official
statements made to' organs of the United Nations by Israel's accredited
representatives. Shukairi argued that the statements attributed 'to Mr. Ben-
Gurion in the New York Times article of December 15, coincided fully with
official statements made by Israeli representatives to the United Nations. After
the vote,' in. a highly emotional speech, he thanked the Asian, African, Latin
American and Soviet delegates which had helped to defeat the draft resolution.
He also thanked the United States, the United Kingdom and France for having
supported in 1948 the principle of repatriation of refugees and the internation-
alization of Jerusalem.
9. Eban" then took the rostrum to point out that the Assembly had rebuked

the,initiative taken by the 'six Arab States which had inscribed the Palestine
itein on the agenda. It was clear that the Assembly would not object if peace
negotiatiow were undertaken on terms which did not impose on Middle
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Eastern Governments the provisions ; of past. Assembly resolutions ; which have
been "overtaken by events"., He clearly hoped that, the lhase at lastnot be taken, up in • the ^Assembly again and - believed that Israel
succeeded in escaping from the political jurisdiction of the General Assembly.

10. Yesterday's vote was a tactical defeat for the co-sponsors of. the 8-power
draft resolution as well as a defeat for the Israeli delegation, which had asked
for :our help in getting - the, Arabs to enter, into direct negotiations with
representatives of Israel. It was also a tactical defeat for-,the United States. and
United Kingdom delegations, which had urged us, at various times to resist
pressure.to have past Assembly. resolutions reaffirmed. But this tactical defeat

, may have the practical effect of hastening the peace negotiations we. desire,
,since the satisfaction the Arabs have derived from the rejection of the draft
•resolution has put them in a less resentful mood. •;-.'

11. During the discussions last week about what we should do regarding the
Mexican compromise proposal, which would have placed greater emphasis on
past Assembly resolutions, we ourselves were rather more concerned than some
of our colleagues in other delegations about what the Soviet bloc_ would do. We
feared that after abstaining in committee its members might vote against the
draft resolution in the plenary, thus posing as the true, friends of the Arab
r'efugees and the champions of past United Nations resolutionot D lishythe
Saudi Arabia had mentioned this possibility to us. He did n
prospect, since the refugees âlready , constitute a serious security ` risk and a
sharp swing toward • the Soviet • Union would create fresh' problems for Arab
governments. The harm done by ' the actual vote of the 'Soviet bloc will be
partially offset, however, by the fact that,they did not support the first part of
the Philippine amendment and by the consideration that, they are not likely to
follow through with contributions to the Relief and Works Agency, while the
United States and United Kmgdom are likely to continue their substantial
financial support of 'Aral b refugeei. The situation, howeveris not entirely

.jwithout danger. Ends.
Wt

#^•x-r^r - .. . , . . - . ,

k DEA/50134.
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Le chef de la délégation d'Israél<.
à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

.la délégation à l'ilssemblée générale des Nations unies

- Chairman, Delegation of Israèl
to the General Assembly of the United Nations

-

I
Delegation to the Géneral Assembly of the United Nations

to '0
Washington, December 22,1952

AE/641
^. - ,: .. ^ .s .. . . .

Dear Mr. Pearson:
I write to convey . my Government's thanks for the , efforts made by the

- d Johnso
; Canadian Delegation, so brill^antly represented by, Ambassa or Israel
M rs. McCallum, to advance the cause of a negotiated peace, between

ed in favour
,,'and the Arab states..A clear consensus:of majority,opinion develop
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of the thesis 'which Canada so eloquently: upheld. Despite- the. lack of any;
formal action by. the General Assembly, the moral weight of its majority
opinion was unmistakably expressed.

It may well be that the refusal of the General Assembly for the first time in
nearly six years to adopt a Resolution on the "Palestine Question" symbolizes
the desire of the United Nations- to 'see the governments of the area themselves
adjust their differences by direct relationship and contact. Thus the Assembly
over , which, you - have presided may come to be regarded as a constructive
turning point in the pacification of the Near East.

With best wishes for Christmas and the New Year,

Yours very sincerely,

ABBA EBAN

UNITED NATIONS SECRETARIAT DISMISSALS -
HOUSE CLEANING OR WITCN N1 I NT9

SECRET

Extracts from Letter from Permanent Representative to the United Nations
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LETTER No. 724 New York, June 11, 1952

Extratts de la lettre du représentant permanent auprès des Nations unies
'_ .^ 1 . au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '
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SUBDIVISION 11I/SUB-SECTION 111

POLITIQUE CONCERNANT LE PERSONNEL

'PERSONNEL POLICY

284.
DEA/5475-H-40

on y in the Sccretariat but outside the United Nations as well,

p g at ur^ng an election year in the UnitedStates,.the United:Nations should come in for more than its normal quota of
abuse as `'a nest of communists" which the "soft" United States Administra-
tion is supporting. The recent hearings of a Federal Grand Jury in New York,
coupled with the continuation of hearings . in Washington by the McCarran
Committee of the Senate and the House Committee on Unamerican Activities,
have ° fôcused public attention on the testimony of several American citizens
Whô' 'aré+ "or have' been until recently, members of the United Nations:Secretariat. The Bricker and Vorys resolutions in Congress and many other
Private resolutions such as those passed this spring by the Daughters of the
American' Revolution, testify to the evidently wide-spread belief in the United
States that the United Nations should "clean house".

do2•^ Since the Korean war broke out, this is what Mr. Lie has raduall been'tsing;
ne lntest batch of seven dismissals in as many weeks ha s, however, hadreactiôn'no't 1 ' •

Reference: Our letter No. 644 of May 26.f
1:^ I suppose it is not sur risin th d'
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.and at his press conference. on June 6, Mr. Lie was peppered with questions
which reflected a certain uneasiness , as to the basis of. the policy of the
Secretary General in dismissing employees on security. grounds.

that the
3. . At his* press conference , Mr. Lie ' maintained his previous stand ,

United Nations does not discharge communists on its -s they are
recently, communists. The contracts of certain members of the Secretariat

been terminated, Mr. Lie said "in the best interests of the United Nations." He
would not amplify on that statement, but said he reserved for. himself the right
to judge each case on its merits and the right- to.make his decision without
giving his reasons. A copy of the report . of the press conference in the New

York Times of June 7 is attached.
4. I think you are already sufficiently familiar with the background. Last

summer and fall the Delegation supplied you with full documentation on the
rive appeals of dismissed employees to the Administrative Tribunal, the fight

which then developed between the Administrative Tribunal and the Secretary
General over the two cases - generally considered the weakest - whom the

Administrative Tribunal recommended should , be reinstated or indemnified,
and the decision of the General Assembly at its last session to strengthen the
hand, of the Secretary General by amending the Staff Regulations. This
decision, which was taken with the support of, the ,Canadian Delegation, gave
Mr. Lie authority to dismiss non-permanent' employées without necessarily
giving a reason (Article 9 of the Revised Staff Regulations of the United
Nations adopted by the General Assembly on February 2 - Resolution 590

(VI)).

• 5. In analyzing the cases of the seven United States citizens who have been
dismissed in recent weeks, it is extremely difficult to sort out fact from rumo
This is a subject which members of the Delegation must approach with g reat

caution and we have ' therefore discussed it with only a few members of the
Secretariat whom we knew well and whose judgment and discretion we trusted.

They themselves have had the same difficulty in establishing the facts because
the matter had been dealt with in the Secretariat'by a very few people - W.
Lie and Mr. Byron Price being the principal ones concerned. * I have not yet

spoken ^ to, either Mr. Lie or Mr. Price but if I get a , suitable informal
• h f t

he hâd previously pursued.

:..t:.. ...

.+.•. y.

. .
..

• .^ r;i. ,a {ÿ^ ^i-r , ^

9. Members of the Secretariat'cannot help comparing Mr,; Lie s dismissals

during,the past` year with the much more moderate and cautious policy which
• . f , .t^^ . . . . ^^ _

.. f...r. " + . , A!. ... .. . ^ . s

opportunity shortly Iintend to ask them what t e ac s are.

11.,1 suppose that in pract^ce t e po e y
General when he has information that° a national n of one of the western
eountries, has communist sympathies and may be regarded as subversive s of
thepoint of view of his government., It^ is not, he feels,"in the best ht by
the .United Nations':' to keep,on its staff Americans who may be thoug

. .,,1., .. ... . ..... . . , . .. ..k • a ., e

...

' è ' h bl m reall only arises for theSecretarY
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influential members of Congress- to be tainted, if not dangerous. In terms of
good internal administration, the Secretary General is, I know, anxious to have
as few communists as possible on the Secretariat who are 'not nationals "of a
communist country. I can see that, from the point of view of_ western
delegations, it is more likely to promote good security if we can assume, when
we are speaking : to a member of the Secretariat whom, we know is ; from a
western country, that he wil[not be reporting to the Soviet-. Delegation, as we
must assume is the. case with members of . the Secretariat from Soviet and
satellite countries: There is, nevertheless, no constitutional reason whatever,
either in the Charter or the Staff Regulations or in any resolution of a United
Nations body, to justify the Secretary General of the United Nations in
dismissing any employee because he is a communist. Article 100 of the Charter
and the Oath of Office of employees of the Secretariat (paragraph 1.9 of the
Staff Regulations) say only that, as international civil servants, members of the
Secretariat should have "the interests of the United Nations only in view," and
should not "seek or accept ;, instructions ... from any government or other
authority ..: ." In dismissing western members of the Secretariat because they
are (from the point of view, say, of the, F.B.I.) "poor security risks," the
Secretary-General must therefore maintain that he is acting solely "in the best
interests of the United Nations," and that, officially, it is a coincidence that the
dismissed employee happens to be a communist.

12. The whole issue of the Secretary General's dismissals is, I am afraid,
likely to become more rather than less acute in coming months. We understand
on good authority that there are. some twenty to thirty "doubtful" cases
pending. If a, proportion of these cases are dismissed, and particularly if Mr.
David Weintraub is forced to resign, there will in all probability have to be a
major,show-down at the next General Assembly - and this, we firmly believe,
should if possible be avoided.
...^ ^,. .:^

17• I have gone into this question in some detail not only because I think the
matter of principle is important but because the Secretary General is at present
in, the process of having a large proportion - of his -temporary staff contracts
reviewed. In accordance with'the mandate of the last General Assembly, the
statùs of some 1150 temporary staff ' with -over two' years service, is to be
deterrnined during the next two years with the assistance of an independent
fiYe' man Selection Committee under the chairmanship of Mr. F.P. Walters,former

Deputy Secretary General of the League of Nations. The Walters
Comriittee is evidently intended by the Secretary General more as a- means of
sorting out: inefficient staff - members than a means of screening, doubtful
seurity cases, These, we understand, Mr. Lie and Mr. Byron Price intend to
deal -wlth.themselves. Durin the comingreviéw ^ g years of the Waltcrs Committee's

, the^whôle subject of staff contracts is likely to remain in a state of flux.
thé ^^At,presént a ^member'of the Seeretariat who is dismissed may appeal

Joint Appeals Board established as a joint body with equal represation
of

"
U.N. administration and Staff Committee. From this body a further appealis
possible to the Administrative Tribunal which was set u p the GeneralP Y
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iew
Assembly in 1950 in or-der to have some independent and final board of o

rev
f the

outside the Secretariat. In practice, however, the effect of the.revisionGener a
Staff Regulations in Paris has been' . to'' give the , Secreta

ctice n theratherinternal
free hand in dealing with security cases, as in pra can .
Appeals Board nor. the external 'Administrative n0 b be al to give them
decide on* cases in which they realize that it may

possible
have

all the. relevant. facts' for reasons of security. In recent^meotlS,from a leading
fact been no appeals in security cases. We have heard in Y

member on the staff side of the Joint.Appeals Board, that
General is

virtuall
longey

decided to leave security - cases
i
alone; as

She Board to review. Thus the
required to give reasons, there almost
Secretary General has now almost unlimited powe r

d smysse him on
no recourse against the decision of the Secretary General to

security grounds.
19. If the Secretariat and those delegations which are interested in thesereview^ng

matters felt that adequate procedure for handling appeals andpart of their doubts
administrative decisions in security cases Péiha s' w

a large
hat is needed is something

and misgivings would - be. eliminated. P
comparable to the Security Panel in Ottawa., But the his;irYoffreleingaonnits

inexperienced
Tribunal in' the past year members tolcarry out such a function

experienced and sometimes prejudiced
inipartially. I f we are

P

-20. We are, it seems to me, faced with an 'uncômfortable dilem aaresolutions
ared to admit to ourselves, United Nations regulations a le, an^ reP,

notwithstanding, that the U.N:s Secretari ^âkenshould
in espionage for the Soviet

American citizen who is known to have part

Union, then we may have to reconcile ourselves to leaving thSeSUpe^ath

-General very wide discretionary powers. Any do so e n accordance with United
authority to review such cases would have to e
Nations- regulations and resolutions and could not be expected to goceven
of.secret evidence presented, by, say, the F.B.I. Some people ive
further and say that as any known communist might be used foro^ b^ stiernunist
activities by. the Soviet Delegation, all kn co iion insthis direction is
countries should be dismissed. Indeed, the extreme post
that anyone regarded as a political liability to'the Organization shouldUnited States
carried on its staff, particularly; if his presence is prejudicial to U
support for the OrganizaUon.

21 - On the other hand, it is possible to take the position based on th ns c
Charter

nnot.
u
the

ni Un
itedând on the resolutions of the General^Assembly that not known to be

' discriminate in this way: and that.provided a c
violating his oath as an international civil servant; he, should not be tâ of the
From this point of view, it might well be des^rable to ââidgsoe thate they might
Administrative Tribunal ' and the Joint Appeals Board
effectively review security as well as sother cases.
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22. When,the revision of the Staff Regulations was being discussed in Paris,
the Canadian Delegation, among others, supported the extensive powers which
the Assembly gave to Mr. Lie partly because we trust Mr."Liè and believe the
solemn assurances which he gave to thé Assembly that he would exercise his
powers with thé greatest care and restraint. On the basis of these assurances, I
think we should continue to support Mr. Lie.,But it is possible that he may
need support not only against attacks from outside but against pressures from
within the Secretariat. As Assistant Secretary General for Administrative and
Financial Services, Mr. Byron Price takes the initiative in the current house
cleaning. Unless he is restrained effectively by,Mr. Lie, many of those who
know Mr. Price best think that he may go too far. Yet he is in a very strong
position because he is supported by many influential people in Washington and
if he were to resign on a house cleaning issue (as he threatened to do last
September) it would do considerable harm to the United Nations in the United
States. By letting Mr. Lie know that we are taking an interest in what. is
happening in•the Secretariat, I think we can make him feel that he would not
be alone in maintaining a cautious and reasonable policy, free from any taint of
MçCarthÿism. For the fear of McCarthyism in the Secretariat could not only
sap morale and efficiency but could very well warp the impartial character of
reports drafted by the Secretariat.
23. Though Mr. Lie is perhaps unduly sensitive to personal criticism or

anything he might regard as "disloyalty" among his staff, I believe he would
not willingly.or easily yield to pressure from any government to have a member
of the U.N. Secretariat dismissed on security grounds. Moreover, I am inclined
to,doubt that_ there has been any direct pressure from the , United States
Government, though, I should not be surprised if Mr. Price had access to F.B.I.
information. t It is possible, however, that Mr. Lie may feel that the mood of
Congress and public opinion in the United States require him to eliminate
American communists from the Secretariat "in the best interests of the United
Nations.". He has the power to do so. But he will have to exercise his power
with care and,restraint if he is to avoid criticism. Public opinion in the United
States is, happily,'not the only yardstick of what. is "in the best interests of the
United Nations."

DAVID M . JOHNSON
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DEA/5475-H-40

Extrait de la note dû sous-secrétaire d'État auxAffaires extérieures

- le séerétaire d'État aux` Affaires extérieures

Extract from Memorandu
énal A airs `

Under-Seeretary of State for Ex .iJ
.._.„Ft1- . .ii -. . .

to Seeretary of State for External Af 'rs

'Ottawa, October 15, 1952

CANADIAN POLICY REGARDING

UNITED NATIONS STAFF MATTERS

Canadian Support for the
Seeretary-General against United States

Interference
° 'will recall that Mr. Lie indicated to our Permanent Delegati

on
You es and10..

June that he was worried about the action of UnttNdaS^anStates' Grand J u ries and

ottier United States bodies in respect of Untted rt iri upholding the rights
planning to seek United Kingdom a nd

States. Thé Secretariat' have not raised
of the United Nations in the United well come up in
this`qûéstion with the Delegation since

ationst staff matters are discussed in the
informal discussions before United N rt the Secretary-
Fifth Comm,ittee: It would appear to me that we should suppo

General in
any case where - the United States authorities :have1o °éé twhile

attempted` tô` investigate the activities . The dLifficulty heré;nof course, is where
working as a member of the Secretartat c investigations

e line shoùld be drawn since it would seem difficult to criticiz
conducted with ath

by United States authorities insofar
d Sâtésatlt wouldcsem reasonable

view to pr'otecting the security of the Unit uired to
to suggest; however, that the SecretaryGeneral Tdinla the

not
normal working

submit evidence to United States authorities rega g u;red to release
activities of a mémber of his staff, c c^a ater or record of such individuals.
confidential information concerning th

h it is difficult to decide in advance what our course of action soûuagreeAlthouR ,. ,..,a ^., t.•.,nw whethe Y
on any one case or group 01 casezi, ^^amu^i- - o.--- -- --- moral if not Oul
that we should endeavour to lend the SecretaryGeneralO âû horities on th's
official support in his dealings with the United StateS

question-"

nNote marginale :/Marginal note:
Yes - as long as ne follows the line indicatcd in the pars. 1G0sin rcsi ti B a"yh e f ! (eneral]( rc tybefore the Assembly - we should support t e ec
unjust inappropriate national interference in s taff

doubtful b
ut

cases we should lean o
easy to know what is unjust and inappropriate. In
the side opposing national interference. L.B. P[earsonl
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DEA/5475-H-40
Note du conseiller79 - ' , I *

, , , ; ''

auprès de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies' r
pour le chef de la délégation à lAssemblée générale des Nations unies«'"

Memorandum from Adviser,79 {
Deleg`ation to the General Asseïrmbly of the United Nations,

Io Chairman, Delegation Io the General Assembly of the United Nations

[New York], December 15, 1952. ^ .

you astFriday evening.
;. I am attaching the final text of the draft memorandum ]eft w'th 1

DEA/5475-H-40

Note du conseiller auprès de la délégation
à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

.. pour le chef et le chef adjoint de la délégation
à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

Mémorandum front Adviser. Delegation to the General Assembly
of the United Nations, to Chairman and Vice-Chairnran,

Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations

0 W ci issues Including:

SECRET
[New York] December 12, 1952

UNITED NATIONS SECRETARIAT

"As'youfare fully aware, the whole question of U.N. personnel lic has
be'^ôme` the 'subject of public controversY ' and is ra idl assuming ^ Yp y proportions
which^ may have an important, if not decisive, influence on the calibre of the
Secre^riat and even, possibly, on the future status of the Organization.
2. Contribûting'substantially to the prevailing atmosphere of "crisis" has

been allegations of "Communist penetration" into the Secretariat. Although
theserallegations reached their zenith during the recent Presidcntial campaign,theyâie

^ntinuing as a result of press and public interest 'in the activities of
the"Giand ,Jury and the McCarran Sub-Committee,-'as' well as recent
Statements by Senator Wtley.' ' However, it would be wrong to assume that an
mve^e press in the United States is the only or even, nccessarily, " thc most

Portant' factor. Closely connected in a very complex and confused situation
are à number f h• • . ^

^^,
^ Pollock. Direction des Relations internationales du ministère des Finances.S^pe ► Polloèk; International Relations Division, Deparament of Finance.
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(a); drastic changes in the United Nations salary, allowance and leave system
following adoption of the Fleming Report by the Fifth Session of the General

Assembly; ud ments of the
(b) a:recent report •and . statement by Mr.. Lie criticizing,j g

Administrative Tribunal and, requesting "clarification"bmembers of the
"competence"; this statement ' has been interpreted by some
Secretariat as an expression of Administration intentions to eliminate or

substantially curtail the "right of appeal"; Re ulation and
(c) approval by the SixthAssembly of the Permanent Staff g

the consequential establishment of the Walters
f ^chmstaff, members

now
aof 'reviewing the competence and - entitlement

permanent contract.
3. 1 would hesitate to burden you with a memorandum attempting to cover

the background and details of each of these issues. I kns fromoOttawar You
familiar with some of them as a result of recent despatche a
may also have seen the attached clippings from the bun âa

Uniteds State
includin

t^al
featured story by Rosenthal and a legal opinion by

lawyert which throw considerable light on these matters.
4. For your immediate purposes, I think it might suffice to let you know that,

if you are speaking to members 'of the Secretariat, yâbowwill questions.
be

confronted with queries or references to some or all of the

5.
The probable conclusions to be drawn from these references might include

the following:
.. . t . • ë z , :

a) there is,a real concern among the Secretariat, including somed c d^ f
(members, that the "international character of the staff may be pre^u
ressure, direct or indirect, from individual member states (including g staff, `host

thecountry") is accepted as a basis for selection and maintenance of ember
(b) apart altogether from interpretation of the,proper relationshi of in

bstantial and
states_ to the Organization in selection -of personnel, there is a su
vocâl segment of the Secretariat: (including some senior officials) ch areonotc
,nntend that the Administration is^^sutent âend confident international civil
conducive to the development of, a pe

service with high morale. , . Mr Johnson
` 6.;'In_ an effort to bring together all pârtsyofhatswe estâb lsht ar small working
accepted. my suggestion (two . weeks ago) t
group within the Delegation. Mémbers of this group included S George and
(while he ,was here) ` Messrs. Johnson, .Leger, Scott, Burbridge,
myself. Following our^meetings M. Martin was briefed. ^was to assemble all

K-7.y At our first meeting,it was agreed that, the, first task
available information both on the major issues to be decided and the a^natdon
of other delegations and the Secretariat. In order to ensure proper coo

s, I was charged with the primary responsibility of gathering and
of our efforts,
collating the information. • fo review the

8. Last evening I was1and^ to considéraan âpprôpria éac
11ourse of action.

information l. had obtained
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Senator Isnor was nôt available but - Mr. Martin attended, alông with. other
members of the working group.

9. In. brief, the , results of my investigations and the tentative conclusions
reached by,the working group were as follows:

(a) a"full-dress' debate in the Fifth Committee during the dying 'stages of
the session would likely,be confused, uncoordinated and unconstructive. At best
it would probably, be indecisive and unlikely to deal thoroughly and ',compre-
hensively with the fundamental issues involved. At worst it would be excitable,
inflammatory and - upsetting - a perfect "propaganda" vehicle for those
member states anxious to embarrass Mr. Lie and the "host" country and an
ideal forum for rhetoric and demagoguery. In the present "supercharged" state
of U.S. public opinion and the low morale of the staff this would be highly
undesirable;

(b) the Jurists'. Report suggests, essentially, that the Secretary-General has
adequate authority, indeed the responsibility, under the Charter and the
present staff regulations to deal with the question of "disloyal" staff members;
(c) the Secretary-General has already tendered his resignation and the new

Administration will take over in' Washington shortly after the New Year. It
may be an optimistic assumption, but at least we can be hopeful, that as the
election campaign fades into the background, and Eisenhower and Brownell
take over in Washington (with Lodge at the United Nations) there will be a
greater' willingness in Washington to attempt to *- restrain tendentious and
critical attacks on the United Nations;

(d) complex questions of international law aré raised by the Jurists' Report
Responsible member states would not wish to `express final, opinions on these
issues before they have received the 'considered advice of their qualified legal
and political authorities at home;

(e) therefore, it would be unwise to precipitate a "full-dress" debate before
Christmas. A further period of preparation would permit the development of
more mature attitudes and might contribute to a more orderly, judicious and
authôritative discussion later;

(f) -while seeking to avoid a full debate at this stage it is recognized that some
discussion is unavoidable before the Christmas adjournment. A number of
delegations, including such delegations as Norway, the Netherlands, Egypt,
Uruguay, and the United States have already made statements in private and
in'the Fifth Committee indicating * their belief that the important - issues
involved must not be permitted to go by default. Behind these declarations are
a variety'of motives ranging from the contention by Senator Wiley that the
Secretary-General should "clean house more quickly," to the. statements of
othër delegations that there are aspects of the Jurists' Report which offendtheir

concepts of justice and sound personnel administration." In this
connection, I was informed that the Swedish Minister of Justice was here last
week and was very critical of many of the opinions of the Jurists;
(g)althôûgh these delegations contend that some discussion is necessary, they

agr^; that it would be unwise and premature to attempt to deal exhaustively
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with this question before, Christmas. They would consid er
ee i limited to

have
b a

brief exploratory discussions at this session which .

reference to the fundamental importance of the re °Tâion tand consult ttonSIn
delegations should have more time for careful p pa
this way there would be a better guarantee thât sound policies would ultimately^ ., ., ,. .. . ,., . . , , , ., . : . . , .
be evolved. ," ested`that the Canadian
' 10. r In .view of the likelihood of a debat ghâstié all ",ôr most of the
delegation should be prepared to speak and• toemp ;,,, , ,.., .

following cônsiderations 80 t the
(a) It should underline the need for maintaining' and• •moâieeclalms oft

international character of the staff. Whil e
s

recognizing the
of friction the

the. "hôst country" and eliminating unde
Seretarÿ-General should, at the same time, safeguard the interests of the staff

and the Organization.
(b) J t should emphasize the common interests of all countries in strengthen-

ing and, improving the iJnited- Nations as an instrument for
internationa l

cooperation.

(c) Whtle, the ' Jurists' Report is helpful and 'timely it raises . a numbesoof

;uqestions .which^•require careful constderatione Since
by the General

opinion: it should be examined carefully before ,,.,-

Assembly.,
-(d) Wht'leR the Secretary-General must continue to' discharge his ` full

responsibilities, precipitate action should be . avoided, which might in any y

prejudice sound and acceptable long-term policies.,,

e: Member states should ; take advantage, of the Christm as.
to the next

careful. consideration to all,aspects of this . questton and return
session of the General Assembly ready to give thorough consideration to the

whole question.
1 1:-:If this general ; approach is accepted we should take advantage ther

the
recess to consult with other , . delegations. , We should a lso

with other States)
direct approach should be made (individually or tn co
to Eisenhower and Brownell; in Washington to develop procedurâsce

exacerbation of
meet. legitimate American clatms . while avotding , further ex

American public opinion. • • d discussion until

'M,

s°C cun dcs•aous-alinéas précédés d'une lettre porte en mârge des annotations
manuscrites de

n

^=13: pIn`view of the important poltttcal over-toncs tt . wo

"c ' 'anking ' political representation in the Canadian ° chair in the Fifth
have • top-r . ; .. t. t

representattve. sub•commtttee w tc mig
and prepare recommen desirable toand February to explore the issues involved

ld seem• • u

the, Spring° session, we mtght .contemplate suppo January
h' h' ht.meet in New York during

12. f In, the event that delegations are not,wt111ng ; T^ f r^ establishment of a

- , LB. P(earsonj : ; ": ^ ^ ^ •, ^ 4. _.. . < , • ., . , pears
• 1 ed suo- ragraphs are in L.B.

handwntrng:
,,Marginal notes bcside each of the followtng ctter pa

7'." . 1
yCt..
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Committee when this matter is 'under `discussion: Mr. Martin has already been
fully briefed and has signified a personal interest. Howe`ver,. if he finds that his
other duties make it impossible, to attend, perhaps the Permanent Canadian
Representative could take the chair since he will be required to take any action
that may be required while the Assembly. is not in session.a'
14.: I understand : that some or all of the above ideas. have : already been

brought to your attention.
15. However, the working group felt that they should be summarized in order

to enable you to indicate agreement or disagreement in detail with any or all of
the above suggestions.

16. As' yet there "is no certainty as to the exact date on which this 'question
may be dealt with in the Fifth Committee.' However, there is a possibility that
it may'arise as early as tomorrow,` December 13. If it does I believe that a
number of delegations will be in much the same position as the Canadian
Delegation and will request adjournment until early next week to permit their
delegations to consider an appropriate course of action.

S. POLLOCK

DEA/5475-H-40
Extrait de la 'note de la Direction des Nations unies

Extract front Alemorandum by United Nations Division

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], December 20, 1952

UNITED NATIONS SECRETARIATSTAFF D1SMISSALS82

-g. This note was sent to USSEA (Under-Secretary of State for External Affainlfor information on his return from NATO [North Atlantic Treaty Organiiation]'' meeting, P.A. M(cDougall)

u
the do ocument porte la note survante : The following was written on this copyof cûment:

"Note marginale Marginal note:
I agree. (L`.B. Pearson).

^?Notre exemplaire d d

y e re ary- enera to advtse htm
regarding staff matters submitted its report during the first week in December.
In brief, the panel of jurists has advised the Secretary-General as follows:
%(l), Refusal of an employee to answer questions on whether he is or has been
engage,d in espionage or other subversive activities in the United States is
suffciént" reason 'for' the Secretary-General to terminate the employee's
emPlo}+ment; ...

been(2) : Refusal of an employee to answer questions as to whether he is or has
at any, time a member of the Communist, Party or of some other

subversive;, organization is sufficient reason for_ the Secretary-General to
terminate.his employment;

'(3) :If the Secretary-General is .satisfied that he has reasonable ground for
believingithat:a member of the staff is engaging or is likely to engage in

,The' pânel of jurists appointed b'the S càt G 1
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activities regarded as subversive by, the,host country, he should conclude that
the ôfficer concerned should, no longer be employed in that country;

(4) That the advice given applies to all members of the Secretariat Who are

not citizens of the Soviet bloc countries.

The Secretary-General has intimated that he is now b his dismissal of lseveraÎ
on the recommendations of thânsthree

wer jput by the Senate Internal
employees who had refused to questions

Security Sub-Committee seems to bear out this fact. -:
2. The Egyptian and Swedish delegates enquired in the Fifth Committee

General
After

concerning possible discussion of the jurists! report at â th^ Secreta
session.

consultation; with the President,of the Assembly an
General,Romulo, the Fifth Committee chairman, suggcsted.that it would not. He
be advisable to discuss the matter in the Committee at the

rwouldthave an
pointed out that the findings of the Administrative Tribunal
important bearing on discussions, that the Secretary-General was planning to

resent a comprehensive report to member states in, the near future of the
p 'rcd to allow a careful

{

if ânÿdélegâtion had wanted to hclp or a L ! - . & Mr. Lic also
think^ it is interesting to note Mr. Lie s statdmcnh. in this diffcult situation,

prisent session of the Gcneral Asscmbly t,

Personnel Policy."
11 -

'with the `'discussions in the Iifth Commiüce on this matter,that3. In connect^on t in which he pointed out tha

Assembly considered the matter more fully, t e session, at its
gùidedz by the Charter. and' the staff ^8ot^on

^
to incl de e i

lena
n the agenda of the

mceUng on Dcccmbcr 18, apprrn!ed a
' j't m"Rcport of the Secretary onh

any event, more time would t.- rcqu
implications of the report by the governments ^ of member states. Severalbut
delegations expressed doubt regarding the validity of the ^,3jurists'

3^d^s^ until
all delegations seemed to agree ths^t 'd^nu ni

order to aÎlow suffcient time to
the second part* of the seventh • •• rtin this view, said
consider the contents of the report. Mr. Paul Martin, suppo g

also that the Canadian Delegation's position shouldn ûnbe constr ued
time as the

that, it was prepared to accept the jurists report.m4^rctaryGencral should be

h,Micated thau action on this aspect pof, the pro em^sT
Pearson has; howcver, discusscd this matter Dy telblho should be dclaycd until
independent jurists who could alternate as chairman o,^ Mr Ritchie and
and' that'' he:'had, approached M. Pearson wit a v f th anel. ••• hIr•
- a` step which had been recommen y

• h cw to obtaining two
said that he was proposing to set upâ^ n,

the 'urists - to examine each case
there had been ample opponumty uumnb •••^ w^; •-• -;--

1 of scnior Unitcd Nations officia s

,. ,,
his return to Ottawa.
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,
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Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ^' i
pour le Cabinet

1lfemorandum from Secretary of State fôr External Affairs
to Cabinet

SECRET [Ottawa] October 8, 1952
.} ,ï . , ^ •

, .

POLICY GUIDANCE FOR THE CANADIAN DELEGATION
TOTHE UNITED NATIONS ON TIM QUESTION OF

-
I

RACE CONFLICT IN SOUTH AFRICA=3

# , 1 1 a resolut' ' • • .

w t at, should the item be placed on the final agenda, we would hope to
have it réferred to the International Court of Justice for an advisory opinion on
the^law;ri.e,the scope of essential domestic jurisdiction (Article 2 (7) of the
Charter) and the facts of race contlict.

When the` General Assernbly votes on whether or not this item is to be
inclûded on-its final agenda, the Canadian Delegation should abstain on thevote: ; - -,. : . I -f,

`3:' If the item is placed on the final agenda, it will cause bitter dcbates.
,Nothing would be gained by our Delegation taking part in them.4

;,,
"

;

..

India .has obtained the support of the othcr 12 Arab and Asian countries -in
the United Nations and the item which India alone was going to sponsor "Race
Conflict in South Africa Resulting from the Policies of Apartheid of the
Government of the-Union of South Africa" is now on the U.N. supplementary
provisional agenda under the sponsorship of all 13 Arab-Asian countries. It is
believed that,Ethiopia, Liberia,.Thailand, some Latin-American countries and
possibly the Soviet bloc will support the Arab-Asian item. If.this is the case,
there wi11 be. a majority of U.N. members voting for the inclusion of the
question on the final agenda. I

I attach an article on this subject which has been prepared for the guidance
of the Canadian Delegation. It suggests the following course of action:
^ 1:i-(a) The Canadian Delegation might let other delegations know in informal
discussions that the inclusion of this item on the final agenda would cause us
embarassment; but our Delegation should not otherwise oppose its inclusion on
the agenda. :

°^ (b) ^'Also in informal discussions, our Delegation might let other delegationskno ^ ° h •

Côûrt " 10D Is proposed ref crnng the question to the International
,, our Delegation should support it.^^ , .^

"voir le doplmcnt 2S2^5ce Document 252.
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roval
5. If a vote on an Indian or an Arab-Asian resolution expres dsing dDelépation

of South Africa's apartheid policy cannos b û^âvoided,
terms. The main

should support such a resolution if it p

reasons for doing so are as follows:

(a)
While Canada has consistently advocated a'reference to the International

Court on a somewhat similar item, the Treatment of Indians in South
the Race Conflict ^em is

our reason for supporting a reference to the Court onthere was uncertainty about the statusuth Africa;somewhat different. In the former case,
of the so-called "international' 9,, agreements between I=d25 a1946 ^we believed
also, as Mr. St. Laurent said in his speech of Novembe +

estedsug
the dispute came within "an area of doubt": On the ot ieWhO^ld, in • an area of

that the item on Race Conflict ;c Swhich hâs ccaused race conflict comes very
doubt"; rather the apartheid poly
close to the category described by Mr. St. Laurent as "a flagrant violation of
elementary human rights": Our principal reason therefore, for supporting a

resolution to the International Court on the Race Conflict issue is to delay and

possibly prevent bitter discussion on the merits of the quation Commonweal th
(b),Canada will , give offense'. to, - some member of ^ the

Africa; a
whatever course it follows; a vote for the resolution will offend South

vote against the resolution will offend Pakistan and aces^that in any con'flict
are allowing the belief to grow among the ^wh,te nations will always stand
between -, white and coloured peop ,,

•^

a gain
together: If the merits of thequestion are dib, ss^thdraw: fromthe United
boycott the -U:N. meetings and. may poss y
Nations; on the other. hand, -if, all Commonwealth coun tries

a referenc ei
nst
for an

abstain on the resolution, India may interpret these votes P

âll-white Commonwealth and may consider, withdrawingefno ofrom it'stratcgic
(c) If there is to be a choice, it is suggested that e

purely
more

grounds' the friendly : neutrality of -,the coloured half oÿh'^é world in South
desirable and necessary than the support of two million

people
e the

Africa;if a preponderance of force is.to be created and preserved against

Soviet Union. in South
F;^^RTherefore, if. a vote on the substance of the question Race.c ô^

lined
ict

above be
Ajrica;cannot be avoided, I; recommend that ,the po Y
followed since . i, think, it is the 'best for, the .circumstances.`. No^e ^er,Poll^yarth
wording,:-of any.resolution disapproving of South Africa's aP for it
should be carefully examined by the Canadian Delegatio ^bet^ c voting
to make sure that,it grves,no unnecesar"

y offense to South
, t i) Dr•A oC(lA'

'NS - . ^ ^r,.., ^°{^^• . . ^ ._ _, a^. ^
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Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

Top SECRET [Ottawa?] November 13, 1952

UNITED NATIONS; CANADIAN DELEGATION;. . .,^, ' :.
POLICY RE APARTHEID RESOLUTIONS

6. The Prime Minister recalled that, when discussing the instructions to be
given the Canadian delegation to the current General Assembly of the United
Nations, Cabinet on,October 9th had agreed that the delegation should abstain
on any vote as to whether the question of race conflict in South Africa should
be included on the official agenda; that it should support a resolution, if
proposed, to refer the question to the international court; and that if a vote on
an .Indian or Arab=Asian resolution expressing disapproval of South Africa's
apartheid policy could ` not be avoided, the delegation should support it if it
were in reasonable terms.

The question,had now arisen in New York as to the stand our delegation
should take on a resolution recently introduced by the Indian delegate on the
subject..This resolution was in very broad terms and called for the establish-
ment of a United Nations Commission "to study and examine the international
aspects and implications of the racial situation in the Union of South Africa in
the'light of. the purposes and principles of the Charter and the resolutions of
the United Nations on racial persecution and discrimination, and to report its
findings to the Eighth Regular Session of the General Assembly:"

Although the resolution was' 'rather mild ` in tone' it nonetheless implied
condemnation of South African policy in this matter. '

7. The Minister of National "fNealth and Welfare said he understood the
United^ States, would support the Indian resolution and that the United
Kingdôni wôuld' nôt. Unfortunately, the general atmosphere prevalent at the
United Nations did not lend itself to objective and impartial consideration of
the South African problem. Delegates from Iron Curtain countries were taking
full àdvantage of the situation in an attempt to create iriternal conflict amongst
the. western democracies. On balance, he was rather inclined to the view that
the{Cânadian delegation should simply abstain on the Indian resolution.
(^.aNe further reported that South Africa itself was sponsoring a resolution
which qûestionëd the competence of the United Nations to deal with apartheid.
If this latter resôlution were considered on its merits alone, he thought that the
'Canadiândelcgàition might well vote against it. However, negative action by a
m̂ajôrity of delegate's on the South African resolution might have implications
whic4,woüId`bo6 highly émbarrassing to France in respect of the Tunisian and....W

ryman problem. It was a délicate question of judgment as to which course
of action was the most desirable.
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Mr. St. Laurent said that presumably the Canadian delegation could vote
against the South African resolution ; but in that, case,it would no doubt be
advisable to make a statement to the effect that Canada did not in any manner
wish to prejudge the issue by its negative vote but simply to allow the United
Nations an opportunity; to determine whether or not the apartheid problem in
South' Africa was more than a domestic issue. On the other hand, it could be
argued that it might be preferable to abstain from voting on the grounds that

the resolution was too general. ;

I t was extremely difficult 'at this distance Judg'e
circumstances surrounding this particular problem. He thought accordingly,
that the Canadian delegation to the United Nations should be instructed again
to use :the Cabinet decision of October 9th as a' general guide and that if it
appeared desirable to take any action which departed from the general policy
so outlined, the -matter should be, referred to Ottawa for consideration and

decision.
. The Cabinet, after discussion, noted. the reports by the Prime Minister and

9
the'. Minister of National, Health and . Welfare -on various United Nations
resolutions respecting the race conflict in' South 'Africa and agr^ed

out in the
Canadian delegation should be guided by the general pol y
Cabinet decision^ of October 9th; it being understood that, if it was felt
desirable in any' instance to'take action which departed 'from that general
policÿ, the matter should be referred toOttawa for consideration and decision.

: j .. . . .
' . .. . . ^ , . ^ a .

290. > . " DEA/5475-DW-19-40

'
Note de la délégation permanente auprès des Nations unies8 ,.

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Permanent Delegation to the United Nations81

ThIs - ttem pres .
,

,
decisions, both legal and political.^ '

2. The South African defence was based entirely on the incompetence of t ts
General 'Assembly; under Article 2(7) 'of the Charter, to intervene estic
a^âïtheid policies' which it ' mâintained were essentially within it ^T Jooste
jûrisdiction. The Soutli African case was very skillfully handled by eace or of

f threat to the p

AD HOC COMMITTEE- RAC . difticult
•`' ented the Canâdian ' Delegatiorr with some very

;:. _ . . ..
E CONFLICT 1N SOUTH AFRICA (ITEM 66)

to Secretary of St ate for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] November 27, 1952
. r . . _. .

whô; ârgued that, as - there was no quest^on o a
âpplying- enforcement mea sures', Article 2(7) ^ couldonly -be interpreted as

nin that`théAssembly was notcompetent to+consider the question in any
mea g

^tted 'a' resolution `to this effect as soon ,a
i I Iway `whatsoever.

$
He subm

,

"J. George.

.? I . . . i z i . ,^ I, ^ . . , _ . i ^
. , . . . . . 1

.
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Assembly had decided, despite his, arguments, to inscribe : the question on its
agenda. , .,

3. Those. who believed that the Assembly was competent to + consider the
matter based their case on Articles 55 and 56, under which members pledged
themselves to cooperate for the achievement of universal respect for, and
observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms without distinction as
to race. They also cited Article 13 '.which says in part that the' General
Assembly shall initiate studies for the purpose of assisting in the realization of
humân rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race.
4. Without taking a. dogmatic position either, . way on the . question of

competence, the Canadian Delegation drew a distinction between the General
Assembly's right to discuss the question and its, right to intervene. Although we
had abstained on the vote to inscribe the issue on the Assembly's agenda
because of our, doubts as to competence, we said that we did not think that,
having put the item on the agenda, the Assembly could then decide that it was
incompetent to discuss it.
5. The South African Delegation made no attempts to discuss the substance

,of the case, even in reply, to the criticisms of their policies by a large number of
delegations, including the 18 who had sponsored a resolution establishing a
commission to study -the racial, situation in South Africa and to report its
conclusions to the next session of.the Assembly. The sponsors of this resolution
spoke for over 600 million people in Africa, the Middle East, Asia and Latin
America. Even those who,- like the, Canadian. Delegation, were unwilling to
support the resolution, expressed their concern and their fear that policies of
racial discrimination, wherever applied, were potentially dangerous, and in the
long run were not effective. Sponsors of the resolution went much further. One
even appealed to the General Assembly to forestall a situation on the African
Continent which he believed could lead to the revolt of 150 million blacks
against 4 million whites, and which might touch off a world war between the
whites and non-whites.

6. The Scandinivian countries submitted,• as an alternative to the 18-power
resolution, a resolution with the same preamble but with a much milder
operative part which did not •single out South Africa but solemnly called upon
all

members to bring their policies into conformity with their obligations underthe
Charter to promote the observance of human rights and fundamental

freedoms.

7• Thë` Canadian Delegation adopted a' middle course, abstaining on the
inscription of the item on the agenda,-'voting against the South African
resolution on competence, abstaining on the 18-power resolution and voting in
favôur of the Scandinavian resolution. On these votes the United Kingdom,
Australia' and New Zealand were slightly, more on the South African side,
While the United States was somewhat less..8.The result of the principal votes which took place on November 20 was asfol lows• . `F .

• , '^ ° u , ^ , ; • ^ .
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(a)' On the South African competence = resolution: 6 in favour, 45 against

(including Canada) and 8 abstentions;
(b), On the 18-power resolution: 35 in favour, 2 against and 22 abstentions;

(c) .On ` the Scâridinavian resolution: 20 in favour (including. Canada), 7

âgâinst and -32 abstentions.
. ^^ ^Considerin g' ; the strong feelings of a, great . mâny people 'on the,subject of

9
racial 'discrimination, the debate on this subject was relatively restrained andica
responsible. The Indians had at first sought a condemnati

siôn
o

f Thetfact that
,but `modifed their resolution to establish a Study Commis

the Study Commission will have no chance whatev er entering
in other hma

Africa
tters

ând.that its establishment may set a precedent for intervening i
on whi& the'competence of the General Assembly is ' doubtful caused the

Canadian Delegation to abstain.
10: The colonial ; powers, however, and especially theof tthe Kingdom

to
France, fought ^more strongly against the competence
discuss such matters as racial discrimination than they fought

fand France,
Soùth Africân Government 's policies: For the United, K g
. and to a-lesser extent for Australiâ,'it was not so ânC onthestiuestion of racial
side with South Africa, or with India and Pakistan,
discrimination, as it was of avoiding, precedents which mi ght

-e
General

n ng
Asseinbly of-the United Nations further into the affairs of nonélfgover
and dependent territories - a development-- which

F Ît"heless' unrnimportantbitterly opposed bÿ the administering powers.^ Neve ,

consequence of the debate ' was-that, public opinio n
^e Commonwealth were

formed the,impression that the "white" members of

sticking ` together on a' racial ' issue, despite 1he . obvious ' fact of serious

discrimina tionwhich the South African Delegation made no attempt to deny.
. ^, i . . ^ r ^ „ _ , . . > .. _ . . , . .

1" SECTION C;

, '291:
.. AFRIQUE DU SUD-oUEST/S

DEA/5431-40

SUBDIVISION V/SUB-SECTiON V
, . , ,, .:. . .

I J - . . i . . s . 1 - . ♦ '
OUTH WEST AFRICA;

ivote dû sous-secrétâire d'État'aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État 'aûz Affaires extériéûrés

m from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Afjairs ,
1952[Ottawa] September

; {,.. j

SOUTH,WESTAFRICA , . If

• • h 't -ne ]net January.
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, .^^

A settlement of this question is no closer now t an ointed a
anything, the situation is worse, because South

ComitAteec on SouthtWep Africa,representative to confer with the Ad Hoc
even though it was invited to do so last March.
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You^ will recall that'the more important"of the two resolutions` on South
West Africa which were approved by the General Assembly in January,
solemnly; appealed _ to South - Africa' to reconsider its position and resume
negotiations with the Ad Hoc Committee. The resolution urged South Africa
to report on its administration of the territory and transmit petitions from the
South West African people to the United . Nations. It : also regretted that the
Union of South Africa, whilé prepared to negotiate on- the basis of certain
articles of the mandate, was unwilling to carry out its international obligations
with regard to the supervisory role of the United Nations. This resolution was
carried by a vote of 45 in favour (including Canada), 5 against (the. Soviet
bloc), with 8 abstentions (including Australia, Belgium, Guatemala, Iceland,
Luxembourg, New Zealand, Turkey and the United Kingdom).

= One j important aspect of the debate was the Trusteeship Committee's
decision to grant: hearings to ^ representatives of the Hereros and, when the
South` African Government prevented them from coming to Paris, to the
Reverend Michael Scott who appeared on their behalf. South Africa insisted
that the decision to grant these ;hearings was illegal. Canada abstained from
voting on this issue in the Trusteeship Committee because we were undecided
about the -legality of. the resolution. We thought too that it was impolitic for
Canada, at such an early,stage of the Committee's proceedings, to appear to
stand firmly in the camp of the administering authorities. We also believed
that the Committee was morally justified in seeking fuller information on local
conditions because South Africa had shown, unwillingness to submit petitions
from the native peoples. Later, our LégalDivision's opinion was that the
Trusteeship Committee did not exceed its authority in passing this resolution to
give a hearing t6 the Hereros.

In March, 1952, the reconstituted Ad Hoc Committee invited South Africa
to appoint a representative to confer with it. South Africa informed the
Committee that "its considered reply would be communicated in due course".
Later, the South Africans told the Secretary of the Committee that they were
studying their reply but, because of a heavy parliamentary programme, cabinet
ministers had been ^ preoccupied with other. business. Up to the. present time,
South Africa has sent no considered reply, and has appointed no one to confer
with the Committee. It seems likely that it will not reply to the Committee's
invitation- before the General Assemblye meets again.

JA'.while ago; ` we learned confidentially that the United Kingdom has
instructed its High Commissioner in South Africa to approach the Government
there,'pointing out that it was becoming difficult for South Africa's friends in
the Commonwealth to support her at the United Nations, and it would be even
more difficult for them to do so if some real progress were not made soon on
the South West Africa question. Canada,,of course, has already offended
South African because we were the only white member of the Commonwealth
voting for the "regretting" resolution. The United States offended South
Africa . t . .- by, supporting the, same resolution. Before this happened, SouthAfrica had been able to say that * it had the support of "responsible and
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respectable" : powers and was opposed. only by "irresponsible, and > coloured"

states._. ^' ,
The" Secretary of the Ad "Hoc Committee told a member of, our Delegation

in New York that, if the Committee had z tos:netGeneral r
eport,
Assemblyu A

Africa would be in for a very rough ride at the
resolution much stronger than the: "regretting" one might be introduced; it
might "deplore" or even "condemn'.' South Africa's attitude. It is possible too

that 4: resolution might be introduced, ~ suggesting that : a United ^ Nations
representative or commission be sent to South -West Africa. The - Reverend
Michael Scott suggested this last year when he spoke to. the : Trusteeship

Committee.
Canada has been disturbed about South Africa's intransigent attitude on

.this question and on the Treatment of Indians question. Unfortunately, the

.present South African Government has no respect either, for its own

-constitution or for the United Nations Charter; neither: does it consider the

;International Court's • opinion on South West Africa 'an expression of

international law. It is thought that the Canadian delegation will again vote
against South Africa, unless it agrees to accept the minimal obligations which
the International Court found still to exist with regard to South West Africa.

L.D. W[ILGRESS]

1 40

,, .
. , DEA/543 -

Note de la Direction du Commonwealth,
pour le sous-secret aire +d'État aux Affaires exterreures

Memorandum from Commonwealth fiDivision
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

'CONFIDENTIAL
[Ottawa,J December 22, 1952

' s. THE QUESTION OF SOUTH WEST AFRICÂ:

; ,,, ^::r• DISPOSITION IN FOURTH COMMITTEE
SEVENTH SESSION, UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY

`In' Jânuary, 1952, the General 'Assembly set up an 'Ad Hoc Committee on

^ South 'West Africa and instructed it -to confer with the'Government of the
Union of South Africa on means of implementing the 'advisôry opinion of the

=International Court of , -Justice on the. status of South West Africa. On

November 21, 1952, the Committee reported to the Assembly its failure to
reach agreement with the Union Government on the role which the U

nited

Nations should play in supervising the administration of the former mandated

iterritory. While agreement was reached on a number of points, two fundamen-
tal points of divergence remain unresolved:

'i'(1) 'The Comri^itteé'maintains that the United Nations should exercise some
°form ôf `supervision over` the administration of'ahë territory. ^counta

Union
bil-

'Government,',however, is prepared to accept.only a llmltedform of a
ity tô theiInternational Court;

i^
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(2) The Committee considers that the Union Government should conclude a
new instrument with the United Nations to replace the former mandate. South
Africa, on the other hand, is unwilling to negotiate such an instrument with the
United Nations and proposes that it be concluded with the remaining three
Principal Allied and Associated Powers, namely the United Kingdom, France
and the United States.

Before the question. of South,: .West Africa. came, before the Fourth
Committee on December 15, our delegation in New York informed us that
India had drafted a resolution for.which it was seeking co-sponsors among the
Arab-Asian states. This resolution would have been firmér in tone than last
year's resolution No. 570 A(VI) of January 19, 1952, essentially because it
substituted the word "deplores" in place of the word "regrets" used in last
year's resolution.

However, this Indian , resolution was never submitted. Instead, the Fourth
Committee discussed the item on the basis of a resolution sponsored by Brazil,
El Salvador and the United States which states that the "General Assembly
decides to postpone -consideration. of the question of South West Africa until
the 8th regular session . of the General Assembly and requests the Ad Hoc
Committee on South West.Africa, established by General Assembly resolution
570(VI) to continue on *the same basis as stated in that resolution and further
requests the Committee to report to the 8th regular -session of the General.
Assembly.". This resolution was passed on December 16, 1952, by a vote of 27
in' favour (including Canada' and South'Africa); 8 against, with 5 abstentions.
Some 20 delegations were absent,when the vote was taken.'

I attach copies of telegrams 545 of December 151 and 552 of December 17'
which give ,.the . substance of the resolution and the voting in the Fourth
Committee.. No vote has yet been taken in plenary."

;t C.A. RONNING
. r,.

es^ ^^fsolut• :'; ^ ^ ,„ . ^ , ^ ^ ^^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

p e par ssemblce genErale le 20 deccmbre 1952, par un vote de 45
pour (y compris le Canada), 2 contre et 8 abstentions.
The resolution was

passed by the General Assembly on December 20, 1952, by a vote of 45 in
favour (including Canada), 2 against, with 8 abstentions. •

ion aet^ ap rouv i'q
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SECRET

, SECTION C :. . .

SUBDIVISION VI/SUB-SECTION VI
- ^^.

to Cabinet

[Ottawa,] October 8, 1952

TUNISIAN AND MOROCCAN QUESTIONS ATTHE.
7TH SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE

UNITED NATIONS66

The reqI uest ', of thirteèn Middle Eastern' and Asian states to have the,
Tunisian and Moroccan questions brought before the forthcoming session of
the' General 'Assembly raises a.number of delicate issues, involving both our
political relations with France and the Arab world and the apparent conflict
between ' the! strategic interests. of . the Western, world and the aspirations

towards self-government of two Arab peoples in which most of the non-white
world is showing an active concern. The ; strong measures adopted by the
French to restore law .and order in,Tunisia ,in ,the early, part of this year,
combined with the failure, in April,.of the: Arab-Asian Counc 1 have the
Tunisian problem inscribed on the agenda of the 'Secu y in June
rejection "of thëir request for a special session of the' G l and eantiyWesternand 'Jûly have undoubtedly served ., to 'fan antt French exploit.
sentiment in the Middle East and Asia, which the U.S.S.R. will try to
On the other hand, feeling in France as a whole and particularly in the French
National Assembly is also running high on this question. An attempt by the
United Nations to intervene or even criticism considered unwarranted on the

pfart of France's allies might well have serious implications either for EuUr C^(or
the French Assembly should thereby 'be led to refuse to ratify the
for South-East Asia (if National Assembly pressure should lead r ant North
Government to withdraw from Indochina to protect its more impo
African interests). Domestic political pressures in France mNa^ions orae en a
French walk-out from one of the committees of the United
withdrawal from the General Assembly when' the North Xfrüestions of the
being discussed: In addition, there are involved the comple questionsproblems
length to which the United Nations can or should go in dealing with
which"may be argued to lie within the field of domestic jurisdiction, and f t of
long-run effect on orderly progress in non-self-governing terr
discussionof their political affairs by United Nations bodies.

.. . -^ . ,: . ,' 3 . ,.. . , ' ^.. . . .. }. .r i' .' ^^^ • ^ ° .

"Voir aussi le document 252 /See also Document 252.

; NATIONS UNIES

'' Note du secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

A1e^norandum from Seeretary of State for Ezternâl Àjfoirs

uc:

TUNISIA AND MOROCCO.
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2. A balancing of the foregoing considerations suggests that Canadian poliçy
should endeavour to go some way to satisfy,^the Arab and;Asian nations that
their interest in,the struggle of. colonial peoples is not being ignored while at
the same time preventing any action which might produce a crisis in France or
seriously prejudice the possibility of continued and constructive negotiations in
Tunisia and Morocco. More specifically it ^ is suggested in -the attached
instructionst for the guidance of our delegation on. the. subject of. Tunisia that
the Canadian Representative should vote in favoûr of including this item 'on the
Assembly's agenda, unless special circumstances would appear tô', require an
abstention (paras. 7 and 8). While striving to avoid a hypothetical 'vote on the
question. of competence, it is propôsed, in, general that the delegàtion either
abstain or. vote in favour of. competence, (depending largely on tactical
considerations), should this issue be raised in respect of specific resolutions
(paras.. 11-13). . As to the Canadian attitude on the substantive, issue,. it is
suggested that we might support a'mild type of resolution which would note the
progress which Tunisia has made under French protection and express the hope
that further constitutional reforms will be worked out by peaceful cr.-opération
between the two parties'(paras. 18-21).
,4 3. In view of the similarities of the issues involved in Tunisia and Morocco,. it
is, proposed that.our -delegation adopt a similar and consistent attitude in
handling the Moroccari question. . ,

4. It is recommended that Cabinet approve the attached instructions for the
Canadian Delegation as regards Tunisia and approve a similar and consistent
attitude in the handling of the Moroccan question.,. .

st .t .. . . .

. 4 , L.B. PEARSON

Note de la Direction européenne
DEA/11033-40

pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

1a unaer-^eeretary -o^State for External Affairs .
SECRET

[Ottawa,] December 20, 1952

294.

. ... . . ^,.^ ^

..^r

Memorandum from European Division

•^ TUNISIA AND MOROCCO ATTNE U.N. GENERAL ASSEMBLY
(a), Tunisiâ

The Political Committee of the General, Assembly concluded its debatethe.
Tunisian question on December 12: with the adoption of the Brazilian

resolution ,by 45; to 3. (Bel ium,g Luxembourg and South Africa), with 10
abstentions (including the United Kingdom and the Soviet bloc). The Brazilian
resolution expressed confidence that France would develop the free institutions
ofs the,;Tunisian. people, expressed the hope that the, parties would continue
negotiations.on an urgent basis with a view to bringing about self-government
for; Tunisians, and, appealed f for restraint in the conduct of Franco-Tunisian
relations.. Canada was among the 31 states which voted to,reject an' Indian
amendment to delete the paragraph expressing confidence in France. •
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2:' The âdoptiori of the Brazilian resolution was precincludin t Canada) and 7
Arab=Asian resolution - by 24 in x favour, 27 against ( 8

'abstentions . ,'-,This ,"'resolution ,maintained that th for the creation of siaa
endangered international peace and security, and called
3-member Good Officès Committee, as well as for the inclusion of Tunisia on

the agenda of the next Assembly. while the3}' The French did not participâtè in the debate, c6lonia
the Û NrSThe

was expected;'all advanced arguments denying the compet
'Arâb-Asian: nations expressed their views; for the most part,

C

wi th
moderation: Mr Martin s speech stressed the fact that

Âsseinbly's competence to discuss aquestion once itrvention was often hard to
àgenda, but that the line between discussion and inte accuse or to
draw.'He said that the Brazilian resolution, as withtwhi h the problem of
condemn, provided the type of conciliatory appoah
Tûnisia should be treated. 44 to 3 with 8
.4. The Brazilian, resolution was approved in plenary by
abstentions, after a threat by the United States to,oppose the whole resolutionthe
had dissuaded the Arab Asians from making anothe worth notinabout the
clause expressing confidence in France. Another point g

debate was the defeat of a Pakistan motion to hear a reôher nNATO coun Bt s,
by 24 in favour to 26 against (including Canada, the
and about half of the Latin American countries). '

` A joint letter to Mr. Pearson has been received , from the Trades andcouchedin5:
Labour Congress of Canada and the Canadian Congress of ie^ on of a Good
moderate terms and asking us t u8^ic ou t

up doubt as to whether such a
Offices Committee for Tunisia. O p y expressed

body would : justify the hopes placed in it, and stressed our belief in the

necessity of direct negotiations between the two parties.

(b) Morocco
6. The Political Comm ittee's debate on Morocco ended on December 17 with

the passing of a Brazilian resolution practically, identical
wncluding the United

the vote was 40 in favour (including CaUnitedaga inst
and the Soviet

States), and 11 abstentions (including the

bloc). from the
7. As originally intrduced, the Braziliân resolution differed chiefl â view to

'equivalent resolution on ,Tunisia in' that "negot;ations ' •. w^t negotiations
°bringing about' self•govçrnment for Tûnisians" was of he^ oble of Mor^co.
`^ towards developing the free political mstitution Pe p used in
`Pakistan introduced an amendriunt to restore the stronger p

ï
hrase S'i ^n to the

ttliey Tunisiân resolution; ` but. the ^ United States ezpressçd oppo
on the grounds-that the Moroccani situation differed materiallyamendment

=frroïn'that°in Tunisia. Our `delegation'felt that these United Statesrasonable nd
lnôt âltogether happy, as thei Pakistani amendment was not un
^' °' ian bloc had not i^een'intransigent. Accôrdingly, Canada abstsans
the Arab-As • ^ b 28 (Arab-A

' in thé vôte'on the Pakistan amendment, whieh was carr Y
. s =^ . , , . . _ y^ _ ' F e. • a .

. a. ç ♦ - ! .
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Soviet bloc and some Latin-American states) to 23 (the 11 ^ Latin-American
sponsors of the resolution, ^the colonial powers,^ and the United States) with 4,
abstentions (Canada, Denmark, Norway, and Turkey). It was the passing of
this amendment which led the United States to vote against the Brazilian
resolution as a.whole. , ;:
8. The `Arab-Asians had previously submitted théir own resolutiôn on

Morocco. This resolution was a somewhat vague document which pointed to
the recent judgement of the International Court recognizing "the sovereignty
and independence of His ^ Majesty the Sultan;" stated' that the Moroccan
situation "adversely affects ... peaceful conditions in the world;" and urged
Franco-Moroccan negotiations to reach "an early peaceful settlement in accord
with the sovereignty of Morocco, the aspirations of her people and the Charter
of the United Nations." It was not made^clear what these aspirations were: The
operative paragraphs of the resolution' were rejected in a series of ^votes of
about 20 in favour;^25 against (including Canada), and 10 abstentions and no
vote was taken on the resolution as a whole:
9:

The debate on Morocco was shorter than that ' on Tunisia and little of
significance was said. It is worth noting that the Arab-Asians originally wished
to co-sponsor the Brazilian resolution, although Brazil did not respond to their
over'ture

for political ^ reasons. ^ The 'Arab-Asians' own resolution was put
forward later. '

^ 10. I attach côpies of fisome' of the relevant telegrams,t ^ and ' âlso of th'
correspondence with the two labour organizations.' e

R.E. C[OLLINS]

SECR^r.

DEA/5475-DW19-40
Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations unies.^ ,

SECTION D . ^

r APPRÉCIATION/ASSESSMENT

Permanent Representative to the United Nations .

au secreta^re d État aux Affaires extérieures

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

^' New York, Decembér 31, 1952...-^r^ ^ . ^ ^

SEVENTH SESSION GENERAL ASSEMBLY- CF{RISTMAS REPORT
^The

Assembly adjourned at 4:45 a.m. on Monda , Decembe
r^onvene: on February 24 or earlier at the call of the President. Ten2 tems
rëmain.'on` the Assembly's agcnda for February, to be dealt with in the '
Cômniittée or in Plenary. The other Committees will F^rst

Shoûld think`'that we ther^fore have at least another six weeks rwor stituted. I
us^~an^ probably more if the new United States Administration de • k ahead of
forfunh^r'measures in Korea. c^des to press

D' ^. Mr• Pearson, Mr. Martin and the Ottaw
^ e^^8ation re'turned home bef h a members of the Assembly•

ore t ere was t^me to prepare an assessment of
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the work of the Assembly, the best I can do is to sen&you our tentative report
ând leave it to those who have returned to Ottawa to supplément or correct our. ,. .
impressions:

.. .. - - " . .. - ' .. _ _ . . .^f, . ._ ..

Was the- Assembly Worthwhile?
with whom we have

n3. There is no doubt that many: members of delegations
close ties are.returning home not only weary but wondering whether anything
has been achieved at this session to compensate for the intense efforts devoted
to interminable debates and for the serious disturbances in North and South
Africa and other dependent areas which coincided, "with" the Elssembly's
discussion of their problems. This view is not confined to the United Kingdom,
French and,South African Delegations. For example Walter, Lippmann said a
few days ago that ;"things have gone so badly, during this session that there are
many, once ardent supporters, who are asking.whether, the Organization can
survive. There are even some who are asking whether it ought to survive."

4. 1 do not think any member of the Canadian D i1 ihaslha been one of this
Assembly.,so harshly. In fact I would have said t
most important, interesting, and relatively productive Assemblies. In so far as
the work of. the Canadian Delegation was concerned,, this Assembly has been
one of the toughest. Not only, did this Assembly, unlike its, predecessor, have
the big political problems before it, but the election of the head of our
Delegation to the Presidency and the very active role which the President
personally 'played, added considerably to the significance and effectiveness of
our work. This was most clearly shown in the Korean discûssions, particularly
those behind the scenes. There were exceptions, but all in all, both the Korean
and the colonial questions, including North and South Africa, were discussed
more responsibly and with less propaganda than anyone could have expected
before the Assembly met. At . the ` same : time, even some non-colonial
delegations could not, help wondering whether, by admitting such issues as
Tunisia and Morocco to. the Assembly's agenda, we ; have not opened a
Pandora's box which will plague not only the French but other Western
delegations in years to come. These doubts are genuine but the questiontoff
probably academic: For "Tunisia and' Morocco could hardly have been kep

the, Assembly's agenda . this year. ' In ` these . circumstances the AssemblY's

moderation this year was a sign that it may rise to its responsibilities, surviving,
on the one hand, the excesses`of some of the smaller powers, and on the other
the negative attitude of some of the larger powers.

W,, ^ ^.

5 ::' Forthe first time in several ÿears, there {wére no formal pre•Assem alnadian
Pre-Assembly Talks talks

United States, Frénch and Cheld ` between ` the,, United Kingdom, Paris and
Delegâtiôns. The State Depârtment 'sent officials to *New York, p
London for bilaferal' 'talks ' whilé French and United Kingdom' offici ^ln â
1..,,..e d^ ,sc,sions .,w, ^th •therAmericans in Washington „. The United K g.,separatomus^

Government made a, special effort to make its . 'point of view on colonial
questions thoroughly understood; jsending' senior^ offcials " for pieAs

• ' tôns were therefore,
talks' in' Ottawâ ° and! Washington. Canadtan prepara i •
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largely.based on bilateral talks in Washington and New York and, to a lesser
extent, in London and Paris. So far as;we can tell,.this pattern is likely to
continue in future years unless one of the Big Three has some major, theme to
present to the Assembly - .

Themes
6. At the two previous Assemblies the United States G

develop themes on whih it ovenmèndecided to
c was prepared to take • the offensive. In 1950, the

Uniting for- Peace resolution was the theme; last year it was the tripartite
disarmament proposal. This year, by contrast, no theme has been developed,
although the United Kingdom Government intend to concentrate on the Soviet
"Hate Campaign" when the bacteriological warfare item -is discussed after: we
reconvene in Febrùarv_ , .

Korea
7. The Korean , debate was,by all odds, the most important as well as the

most lengthy. Within the scope of this summary I shall not attempt any general
appreciation, the more so in'view'of the role played in the négotiations by,the
President of the Assembly' and Mr. Martin. They together, with Mr. Selwyn
Lloyd, of the United Kingdom Delegation gave the Indian'Representative, Mr.
Krishna Menon, every encouragement in his effort to draft a resolution on the
one outstanding issue of prisoners-of-war which ' would provide, an acceptable
basis for an armistice in the opinion of the'entire free world. In the'protracted
private negotiations which preceded the formal action of the Indian Delegation,
the steadying and conciliatory role which the leaders of the Canadian and
United Kingdom delegations, played between the Indian' and United States
delégations was of great importance, although Soviet- réjection'of the resolution
a week before the vote, combined with the amendments accepted by India,
made it easier for the United Statés Government to accept the resolution in theend.

8 :At _ frst, the United States-'had opposed the Indian resolution and had
seemed strangely blind to the advantages of having India take the leadin a
matterof this - kind: ' Wishing the vindication" of an' Assembly resolutionendorsing all negotiations and actions of the Unified Command, the United
States failéd to realize the greater value to be gained from focussing the debatesolely -on the prisoner-of-war issue and on the principle of non-forciblerepatriation which the Arab-Asian group were willing to accept. Had they
persisted in bringing their original 21-power resolution to a vote, the Arab-Asian 'group wô

eduld not have voted for the general endorsment the UnitStates
Government wanted. Indeed, the terms of this resolution had alread

beén'rejected by the Communist Command at Panmunjom. y
9T^e Assèmbly was boûnd'to try something at least a little different. The

lndianplan'seemed to offer a method for ettinan^ -g g prisoners of war on the move
eventually reducing the problem'in size, evenif it did not necessarily

Pr°videa complete solution for the problem presented by those prisoners of warWh'
would continue to resist repatriation. . `;^,r^^.s^^ ;,, •
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• 10.' -When'. the'" Indian ' plan was first' put fôrward, a large num'ber of

delegations believed , there were ' grounds for hoping that it ' might ;prove

acceptable to the Chinese and North Kthe plan was.'so. bitterly attacked by
Delegation never shared this hope. When p
the Soviet Union, hopes diminished almost to the vanishing point. However, a

large part in it. Had it succeeded, we would have,had peace: It was an attempt

number of responsible delegations, including those of the United Kingdom,
'Canada- and France,' found it difficult' tô believe 'that the Indian Government
would have' taken the initiative if it had ` not had some' indication' from its
contacts in Peking that a scheme along thé lines of that which was put forward
might• be acceptable to the Chinese 'Communists. It maÿ • be that the revisions
4hich it was necessary' to make in the original Indian, resolution in order to
gain-'the support of the United Statés doomed the final resolution in the eyes of
the other side. No one could argue that these revisions were not in the interest
of clarity, especially with respect to the principle of non-forcible repatriation,
but it may be that any compromise scheme which will lead to solution of the
prnsone'r of war problem may have to be kept deliberately, vague.
,'1 l.* In the event, the proposal did not lead to an armistice.' But the sincerity of
the attempt left no one at the Assembly in any doubt,whatever as to where the
fesponsibility for the continuation of the fighting lay. The Chinese were offered
a forniula.which could have saved their face if they had wanted an honourable
settlement. The' early 'rejection of the Soviet Government may possibly have
been 'prompted by their fear that the Chinese were considering' the offer too

seriously. At" any rate, the Indian resolution which united the free world
âgainst the Soviet bloc on Decemberr, 3- 54 votes' to 5 with only China

abstaining = was the, major achievement'of this session, and Canada had a

that had to be made. Even in failure, tt,was an impressive propaganda success.
The' Assembly has seen'no greater demonstration` of the 'solidarity'of the free

world:
12., That the Soviet Government itself recogniied their defeat and smarted

kunder ' it is, I think, sufficiently proved, by their, last. minute propaganda
manoeuvre of introducing a resolution accusing the United States of the "mass
'murder'of Korean prisoners of war at Pongam. Though they did not manage
to gain a single favourable,vote for their resolution from outside their own bloc,
,they. did 'manage to, obtain ten Arab-Asian' abstentions including idefeat
Pakistan. This vote no doubt will take some of the sting out of the
suffered by the Soviet bloc on the vote on the Indian resolution.

Pakt^'.13. It is difficult not tor express disappointment that India and
fttoabstain on the Soviet resolution, no doubt because they felt that the y d id
not have all the facts in the case and might have suspected the United StatesSoviet
ûsing more force, than was strictly necessary. On ttie other hand, the
±resolution using terms such as "mass murder.%was` ezpressed in such extreme
lânguâgë as to demand a,negative voté by fairminded delegations. Jaat^^e
Iraq _recognized this and voted. agamst the resolution. Pakistan at that
represented by' a` junior official apparently , followed the lead of InMâdâme
'decision was Menon's, taken we' understand; against the advice of
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Pandit, the leader of his delegation. Perhaps, having gone rather, further
towards the. Western position than-he had intended in his Korean resolution,
Menon was trying to reassert India's ! neutrality., Gromyko had called him à
"rubber , stamp of , American policy in Korea", and western spokesmen had
pérhaps crowed too, loudly about "lining up" India. on the western side `of the
fence. Menon, apparently, was determined to get back on the fence.

14.- The, Chinese;, rejected the. President's appeal and the , Assembly's
resolution on December.l4 and the,North Koreans followed suit a week later.
Both used terms which-Soviet spokesmen had already made familiar. Both
called the Assembly's resolution ;"illegal" and. -insisted that the Soviet
resolution had provided; the only. path to peace. In other words, they wanted to
call a halt in the fighting before, rather than after, explicit agreement had been
reached on the repatriation of prisoners of war, leaving it to a Commission of
five to carry through the repatriation of all prisoners in accordance with the
Communist interpretation of the Geneva -Convention, even if this meant
repatriation of prisoners by force. .

15.`s When the Assembly reconvenes, we shall presumably know what plans
the : new , United States Administration has for, resuming negotiations or
stepping up the fighting. One of the most important by-products of,the Indian
resolution was that, it made it possible to avoid any "second stage" proposals
which, the "lame duck" United States Delegation might otherwise have
submitted in an effort to get more help from its Allies. The Soviet and Chinese
Governments will also, one must suppose, be more interested in what the new
Eisenhower Administration has to say than in an Asian "neutral's" proposals
carrying the reluctant consent of a dying Administration.

Tunisia, 'Jllorocco, South Africa and the Competence Issue

16. In' contrast to the Korean discussions in which, Canada, the United
Kingdom and India had worked very closely together our Delegation found
that when we came to the colonial questions we were almost invariably divided
from the other "old" Commonwealth members and from many NATO
countries, notably France..Canada tended, on colonial issues, to side with the
United States and was even, as for example in the case of Morocco, occasion-
ally ``ahead". of the United States. The example of ' Morocco just given, in
which ,Canada voted in Committee- for a mild resolution which-.the United
States ^opposed, may be attributable to the more direct responsibility of the
United States for such questions as the French Government's'ratification of the
European Defence Community Treaty on which Canada's vote could have
little, if any, effect, and perhaps also to United States defence interests in
Morocco.

17.
The "liberal" stand taken by the Ca na di an an A" non ited States Dele atiôns

most of these questions was not only, I think, justified on legal grounds but
also fpr'general' politicaf reasons such as our desire to "bridge the gap" withthe moTe , moderate Arab-Asian and Latin , delegations. It was also a fair
reflection of the currents of public opinion on these questions in both Canada
and the' United States.* By contrast, the United Kingdom, South African and
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French Governments had necessârily to^ bear in mind their ôwri 1 colonial
responsibilities and the" repércussions,I even of Assembly discussion, on the
territories'ând peoples for which they are responsible: °

.18. . Although colônial questions as such came befo're the - Fourth Committee,' I
shôuld like first to discuss the politically. more important questions relating-to
North Africa (Tunisiâ 'and Morocco) and South Afric'a which came before the
two Political Committees. They were fundamentally the expression of- Arab
and Asian • nationalism;' trying, through the United Nations, ^to promote the
independence of Arabs in North Africa ;,,,A the rights of coloured men in

South'Africa: The Assembly was in effect being asked to consider whether two
European minorities of under two million people each should be - allowed to

côntinueto direct the affairs of very large Arab and' African populations by
means of various kinds of discrimination contrary to"the Charter of the United

, . : :. ,. .. ^ ., ^.,. . , , , .- . ....... .., _ .
Nations

Morocco and South Africa were - largely
'19: -The debates on Tùnisia, .
concerned with the question of competence. Had the Assembly the right to
discuss, consider or make recommendations'about these problems? France and
South Africa. took an extreme position and denied the right of thé Assembly
even to discuss these' questions. "After making its position `clear in the'general
debate - in Plenary France,. absented itself while Tunisia and * Morocco were
under discussion in the Political-Committee. Though holding the same legal
view' South Africa adopted' different tactics. Unlike France, South Africa
argued its • legal case ably and forcibly when South 'African questions were
underx discussion in Plenary and xin the Ad Hoc Committee, but would not
discuss the merits of its case. The legal view taken b y

theFrance Un^ed^ Kingdom,on the competence issue had the ,full, support, of
Australia, Belgium and a number of the other colonial powers, although most
of these - countries regretted France 's decision to absent itself from the

Commtttee.
20. The Canadian ; Delegationr atong with, a number y of, other delegations

including the U.S. Delegation and the Scandtnavian delegations, made it clear
that they considered that the General Assembly*had authority to discuss these
questions' and even to make recommendations about them. These delegations
also made it equally clear that they would'closely examine'any recommenda-
tionemerging from the' discussions to make sure that it did not in their view
constitute intervention in the internal affairs of the countries concerned.

,^.`....^. , ` '
^an Delegation , voted i^h ^h h h

ad:21:, AcUng on these pr^ncipleFs theCanad.
môderaté ; General Assembty resolutions on Tunisia and Morocco
béen ' pût forward ' by 'Brazit and a group of Latin-American delegations
encouraged by the United States. We voted against *stronger resolutions

sponsored by. a group of Arab-Asian countries. The moderate ré W louih^ ds°n
Tunisiâ and Môrocco, were eventually approved by the necessary t

i in

Plenary ^ Session. The .resolutions of the`Arab-Asian group were defeated•

Hence in „ spite of the uncompromising stand 'taken by, France thcô Weré s'uch
eventually passed by the`General Assembly on Tunisia and Moroc. ..,
as not even France could take very strong objection to.
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22. As regards the South African• racial discrimination item, the Canadian
Delegation .. voted . in favour - of' a moderate resolution ' sponsored 'by , the
Scandinavian powers, recalling the objectives of the United Nations and the
obligations ^ of all, members in regard to human rights without' singling out
South Africa: We abstained on the resolution setting up a Commission to study
racial discrimination . in South Africa. Our abstention on this latter 'resolution
in Plenary was, keenly resented by , South Africa, because:. a number of

.delegations including the Scandinavian countries (but not including Canada or
the United States) changed their votes from an abstention in Committee to a
vote against -in -Plenary. On the item dealing with Indians in South Africa the
Canadian Delegation abstained on the resolution setting up a Good Offices
Commission to assist in bringing about negotiations between the governments
concerned.

° 23. As a*result 'of the moderate attitude taken by a number of delegations
including the Scandinavian group, Most of the Latin-American group, the
United States and Canada; the debâtes on Tunisia, Morocco and South Africa,
which had been feared by many delegations including Canada pàssed off much
better than had been expected.

Trusteeship and Colonial Questions

24. In the ^ Fourth Committee, despite many criticisms of the slowness of the
administering powers in preparing their dependent territories for self-
government and some assertions that colonialism ^ is an evil which must be
wiped out, there has been greater readiness than we had expected on the part
of the more responsible Arab and Asian, and Latin Delegations to recognize
that the administering powers have a positive and necessary role to play. .25. Up to. a point, the extremists set the pace by presenting resolutions,
usually of a challenging nature, on most of the main items. Very few such
resolutions, however, were adopted unchanged if their original form was really
extreme.1n order to rally adequate support, it was necessary at least to give the
impression that an attempt was being made to keep the proposals moderate and
reasonable and to avoid gratuitous offence to the administering powers. This
was an indication that the bulk of the Committee wanted to act in a responsible
fashion and to work.with the colonial powers.

26. 'Against+this is the fact that even in this modified form the resolutions
which were able to rally a majority were still in many cases unacceptable not
only: to the administering powers but to other: western states and were
occasionally, rash and irresponsible in many of their provisions. Some examples
are the, resolution on factors determining self-government with its dogmatic
declaratory+clauses, the resolution.calling on.the Tanganyika Government to
return:;the ^ land' taken from the

Wa-Meru tribe and the resolution on the
Togolands; requesting : France and the United Kingdom to consider revisin
their trusteeship, agreéme t A g
shown in.`plenary where the r

a., more
esolution on t he Wa ^Mc u

at t itude
tribc failed t

however,

the necessarytwo-thirds majority and the resolution on the Togolands problem
Was so amended as to make it acceptable to the administering powers.
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.,.27- The -administering powers for. their. = part have not : been.too skillful in
-handling the situation. Admittedly it is a difficult one to deal with when there
is à real degree of unreasonableness and lack of restraint on the other side; and

i the, habit; of> resistance' : to unwarranted - demands and - unfounded, criticisms,
coupled. with, the feeling of 'being in a,small minority. chronically exposed to
irresponsible, attacks, has -produced a°defensive psychology that results in a
somewhat negative attitude.. If the "administering powers were prepared to
assert, a- more positive policy of trying ï to work with the United Nations,
coupled with *an exploitation of. their past achievements and their present
progressive policies, and were ready to try out some of, the 'resolutions which
though undesirable are not actually inapplicable, they might gradually win a
response from countries which at the moment are. not, actually, hostile but are
not convinced that the colonial powers are really interested in promoting self-
government, especially of the colonial as distinct from the trust territories. The

...more forthcoming approach that Hopkinson adopted for the United Kingdom
at the beginning of the session made a better impression than Sir Alan Burns'

less conciliatory tone. - ` '

28. Although the United Kingdom representatives probably feel that their
country has been under constant sniping, it was in` fact far less of a target than
either Belgium or France. Belgian administration in' the Congo came in forana

, good deal of criticism, and their, representative Mr. Ryckmans
experienced and very able man - more ° or less established himself as the
prototype of the old colonial outlook, however paternal and benevolent that
`outlook may have been. The French in addition to direct attacks had to suffer
from adverse comparisons between their trust territories and the adjacent
British ones; and M. Pignon did not handle things

had begun
.: 29. -By the latter part of the session a middle group of moderates
to emerge among the smaller - powers. This included Israel, Thailand,
Colombia, the Dominican Republic, the Scandinavian countries and New

f.Zealand::The Netherlands and of course the United States also could usually
be counted among the moderates during the debates on the Trusteeship system.
-It ''was a- very shifting group without real cohesion,^ but aIf these saates
number of friends with whom we could normally act in common. ractical
should become more consistent in their opposition to extreme or imp

`. proposals, they might have a moderating effect on still other states with which

they are associated. ainst
,30. In the early days of the Committee, Canada several times votedsense of

.our normal associates in NATO and the Old Commonwealth. Their
shock and resentment at this- apparent desertion was much wagréteiesthan

sed in
was

warranted by thé importance ;of the issues ^nvolved, and P

discontinuance - of invitations to attend the *meetings of the administering

^pôwers. In the later'part of the session-we found ourselves vot^nW haa fairly
,habitually with our accustomed friends.^ By that ttme, however,

d; and the value of this achë Ün ied,well established our independenco of min d t;wâs âttested when on several occasions the United Kingdom an would
States appealed to us to intervene in debate on,', matters on which we
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nôrmally' have 'remained silent. Altogether,: the Canadian Delegation ^- took
much less of a back seat in the Fourth, Corrimittee's work this year than in
previous years.
31. One of the' things, that bedevilled the Cômmittee was the question of oral'

hearings. Nearly one-third of the,whole session was consumed in discussing
applications and holding hearings and debating resolutions that should have
been dealt with by the Trusteeship Council, not thé A'ssembly.'Since a number
of the hearings took place in the dying days of-the Session when. there was
neither time to give full consideration nor available material on which to base a
reasoned judgement, the value of such hearings to the operation of the
trusteeship, or the benefit to the groups involved, will be slender at best.

_.. . , .
Palestine

32. In 'the context of the,-Assembly's work as ` a whole the discussion of
Palestine seemed once again something apart - a bitter struggle between
Ar`abs upholding previous Assembly resolutions they had disregarded and
Israelis , refusing to be bound by the very resolutions to which they owe their,
existence as a' State.'

'33. Israel's efforts to free herself from previous United Nations resolutions
concerning refugees, the internationalization of Jerusalem and the territorial
division of Palestine were partially successful, but notin the sense expected.
Israel had hoped this would be brought about through a resolution calling on,
the parties' to, the Palestine dispute to settle their differences by direct,
negotiation.The resolution in question so aroused the antagonism of the Arab
States; becausç` it did not reaffirm past Assembly resolutions ' on 'the three'
points just mentioned, that direct negotiations seemed quite unlikely to take
place on the basis of the draft resolution of which Canada was one of eight co-
sponsors. However, the resolution was defeated in Plenary, where 'it failed to
gain a two-thirds' majority following a surprise Soviet switch from abstention
to a negative vote and the unsettling of some Latin votes over the question of
Jerusalem. This so elated the Arabs that there is a possibility that they may
agree to negotiate. Moreover their realization that the Assembly is not likely to
reaffirm its past resolutions on Palestine may make them hesitate to inscribe
the Palestine question on the agenda of the Eighth Session of the Assembly.
34.

The fact that the vote was a draw this year has made both parties feel
they are off to a'fresh start, and for'this reason if for no other, the debate has
been usefuL It has had, however, an unfortunate effect on British relations with
theArabs which' may affect adversely the planning for Middle East defence
oWing to, the violent reaction in the Middle East to Lord Llewellin's unvar
nished statement , that the refugees would be happier if they settled in Arab
States than if they returned to their former homes in Israel. '

35.'The efforts of the Canadian Delegation were directed towards securing a
more m^efate draft resolution than had been privately proposed b the Israeli
Délegation. Although at first resentful of these efforts, ylater^camë to the Delegation of Israelour sü. .° , support the results of our work. They also responded in the end toggest.̂ on that the'éxpression of a co-o rat' ' d ' •pe rve attitu e on their part might
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provide a useful. background for the negotiations. We also persuaded the'Arabs
to-reduce their-claims, from implementation of'all 54 past resolutions of the

United Nations to the implementation of the resolutionyof December l lf
November 29, 1947. and a single paragraph of the
1948. .These, accômplishments were, however, offset 'by. the sfailure of our
resolution to achieve what we had hoped. Once again, the,Delegatiôn felt the
lack of direct Canadian diplomatic representation in the Middle East.

Ecônomic Questions
36. Members of the Delegation attending'the Political Committees had the

satisfaction of knowing , that ' they were considering even if not . settling
important political issues. Members attending the Second or Economic
Committee did not have the same satisfaction. It was generally realized that
the important decisions in the economic field were taken elsewhere. Moreover
the burning issue. of the establishment of. an International Development Fund
to make capital grants, which caused lively debates last year, was not on the
agenda this year, because the Economic and Social Council instead of
producing its expected report had set up a group of experts , ,to , make further
studies. Hence debates in the Second ÇommittJee tended.to be theoretical and
to dèâl with secondary questions.

37. In only one field did its debates have special significance: in the restless
pleadings of the under-developed primary producers for sufficient capital to
industrialize their. countries in some small !measure. Yet - these were the

countries which insisted.,on passing the nationalization, resolution which,
despite disclaimers, was most, likely, to succeed, not in attracting, but in
frightening away any private, or even public capital available'for the purpose.
The resolution was one-sided and failed to acknowledge the obligation to paY
compensation for nationalized wealth and resources.

38:: Of all the resolutions considered by the Committee only one reached it on
the : initiative of the group of countries of mature economies. This was the
ïresolution which endorsed the Economic and Social Council's recommendation
that ! the goal : of the Technical Assistance Programme for 1953 should be
^25,000,000. Some of the remaining resolutions were submitted by the Arab-
Asian countries,: but the majority emanated from the Latin•American group.
The initiative in : Committee 2 has thus passed almost entirely to the under-
developed ^ group, ywith, the Latin Americans, in the lead' and the Arab-Asian-

African delegations giving fairly consistent support. As a result, the industrial-

iied states were fighting a sterile defensive action throughout thé session and
dwoted almôst all their efforts to the removal of the most.objectionable

..,features from resolutions which were at their. worst irresponsible and at the'r

best'a mere reaffirmation of previously defined objectives..
39. his situation was partly due to the lack of leadership from the ol i^ al
-t " h ' ' f aral sis,which domestic pKingdom ^ delçgation and to t Fo- 31J%,%, %'a o, p y:

But a .moreimposed uponw tlie,Americans. .more. serious and more
fûndacnental'câuse was the fact thât the industrialiZed countries as a 8r ü ûte a
no positive:approaçhŸto whât is after all boundato be in the foreseeable*., _ - .
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main preoccupation of the Economic and Social Council and the principal work
of the Second Committee of the Assembly.

40. In the past a constructive step towards meeting the,aspirations of the
under-developed countries through international rather than purely, bilateral
action was the establishment of the various Specialized Agencies, including the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. The most recent has
been the Technical Assistance Program (complemented by the American Point
Four Programme and the Colombo Plan). Very valuable work can be and has
been done under these technical assistance programmes. But we now seem to
have reached the stage where the programme is losing its momentum, or at
least whére some new initiative is needed if United Nations action in this field
is to be fruitful.

`41. In recent years, the tendency in the United States has been more towards
bilateral action.' This tendency may be increased with the advent of a
Republican administration. We ourselves will certainly always retain an area
of bilateral action or action through the Commonwealth grouping. There is
nevertheless a field in which economic considerations are strongly affected by
political and social factors which is proper to the United Nations in the
international sphere, just,as it may be proper to the public corporation in the
national sphere. The much discussed International Development Fund, for
example, might possibly, with careful organization and proper safeguards, be
the most economical and politically effective way to meet certain of the
financial needs of under-developed countries. If our expanding productive plans
require expanding markets, and if technical assistance is really not enough,
from the point.of view of the developed countries themselves, as even Mr. van
Zeeland" was prepared to admit, the big question is whether capital assistance
should come on a bilateral or on an international basis.

Human Rights and Wrôngs
42.

The Third Committee, like the Second, spent most of its time on
questions of secondary political importance, at least to Canada. The.same
groupings 'were apparent, as in the Third and Fourth Committees, and not
infrequently the same sense of unreality.

43. The-most important intervention by Canada was made in the closing days
of the session by

Mr. Martin who drew the Committee's attention, in a
vigorous statement, to religious persecution in Eastern Europe as instanced
most recently. by' the four death sentences passed in Bulgaria but not yetcarried out.

Mr. Martin's statement was one of the few direct and tellingattacks
made'; during the Assembly against the principal violators of human

rights and fundamental freedoms who so glibly accuse others of crimes which
they have `perfected.

"Paul van
Zeeland, ministre des Affaires étrangères de la Belgique ; chef de la délégation à la

septiame session de l'Assemblée gfné:rale.
Paul van' Zeeland.

Minister for Foreign Affairs of Belgium; Chairman of Delegation to the
Seventh Session of the General Assembly.
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44. The three resolutions of the Third Committee which attracted the most

attention were those dealing with:
(a) Freedom of Information
(b) Political Rights of Women
(c) Self-Determination of Peoples

The Canadian Delegation opposed the Assembly's resolution dealing withh the
the Convention on the International Right of Co t ection. Along

Conven onltwould
United States Delegation édom^tof rthe press but .to government-imposed
contribute not to the fre
restrictions requiring the press to publish not merely corrections, but official

propaganda. Politic l
45. We supported the opening for signature of a Conven tion

deletedeso thatit

nial tlo
clause had

col
applicationRights of Women after a colonial

was no longer slanted against Po
46. The resolutions dealing with self-determination of peoples, however, evenr

in their amended form, were still somewhat discriminatory
and 'hbi

n that
construede âs an

directed against the administering powers a g
attempt to amend the Charter by back-door methods. The Canadian

Delegation therefore abstained.

Legal questions
47. The two principal items which came before the Sixth Committee were:

(a) the question of defining aggression; and
(b) the question of setting up an International

was th t, while we were
The Canadian attitude towards both these questions

not opposed in principle, consideration of co proposals
of

premature in the world in n teld States anddU
in the
n United Kingdom Delegations wereUnitedinternational law. The

more vigorous in their opposition than the Canadian, and voted S ganneffect
final; compromise resolutions while we abstained. These resolut , i

served to postpone further consideration of these , items for two âke sure tthat
the

Arabs, Asians and Latins, with Sov iet
Assembl t's agenda foro1954, and will be

these questions will neComminclude
dt

'
in

the
the meantime.. given further study erform-

' 48. Mr. Vishinsky honoured the Sixth• Committee ^ession pbut he was t0°
ance during the debate on the definition of agg

`the refusal of the NATO
be really, effective. He argued that 0stereotYP^ to nrMQP[^ their aSg

powers, to consider a , dennitwn ul in any
intentions" against the Soviet Union and that their talk about loopholes

possible definition was only to cover up their evil designs.

Secretariat Troubles al
49. The suicide of A.H.` Feller, Mr. Lie's General Counsel and top legal

dramatized the state of demoralization into which the Sec ëxa rge ated
' •• ' t months under the impact of 8

whole has been sinking in recen ,
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charges in the United States press of "Reds in the U.N.". Much quiet work
was ^ done during the Assembly by a number of delegations, including the
Canadian, to allay fears that we were willing to stand by and allow United
States hysteria to force the Secretary-General to expel from the Secretariat
any American citizen considered undesirable by, the host country.

50. Unfortunately, Mr. Lie accepted the Jurists' Advisory Report with undue
and unnecessary alacrity as the basis of his personnel policies. Although his
action, calmed Senator Wiley, it alarmed other delegations concerned to
maintain the international character of the Secretariat. However, the combined
pleas of the President, the Chairman of the Fifth Committee and a number of
delegations including the Canadian Delegation served to forestall a debate
before Christmas which would ^ have been unprofitable in the present
atmosphere. At,the Secretary-General's request, an item has been included in
the Assembly's agenda which will ensure a full discussion of this issue in
February or March.

Management
51. This Assembly was as difficult to control as its predecessors. Although

the Sixth Committee studied some sensible but rather minor proposals of the
Secretary-General's for. improving the Rules of Procedure and shortening
sessions of the General Assembly, only one was approved, the others being
referred to a Committee for study and report next year. From the debates it
appeared that no tampering with the sacred right to speak would be permitted
by the majority of the Members. Experience has shown that the Chairmen who
are most successful in completing their Committee's agenda under pressure
(e.g., Kyrou of the Ad Hoc Committee), are those least inclined to give rulings.
52. - Nevertheless, if Foreign Ministers are to attend a fair proportion of the

time an Assembly is in session, something must obviously be done to
accomplish the Assembly's task in less time than it takes at present.

Spring Sessions

53. ;This Assembly suffered more than any previous session from the lack of
leadérship from the United States Delegation. The disruption which United
States electiôns cause to the work of Assemblies every other year has lead some
Delegations including our own, to wonder whether it would not be better to
aim , at ` holding Assemblies in the Spring rather than ' the Fall, despite the
administrative difficulties and in some cases (e.g. the United Kingdom) the
parliamentary inconvenience involved. The.proposal is to be explored fully at
the next session of the Assembly.

Power. Groupings
Wh.' The Sôviet Bloc - The Soviet Delegation was an unusually strong one.

en the Assembly met, it was generally expected that the Soviet Delegation
Woûld take some new initiative or in other ways reflect the policies announced
at the^ 19th ' Party Congress which concluded in Moscow as the Assembly
convened:"In the event, the Soviet Delegation took no new tacks, sang the old
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songs with less zest to a case-hardened audience, and érfledtf from the Congress.
of confidence nor the shifts in the Party line which g mass
With the exception of a brief and only partially successful

o journing for
murder" of Korean prisoners of war) as the Assembly was adaps
Christmas, the Soviets seemed largely on the defens ive

suite dhto tho recold
tired, pérhaps saving their fire until other items more

Soviet
about

év ment l
ittle

warfare come up after Christmas. Although we can p^olicy
relations between Moscow anP been in t he

keeping China. in the Korean war by
during the Assembly may have
engineering their rejection of the Assembl y's resolution.

on colonial questions,
55. -NA TO -

The NATO Powers were deeply divided

especially Tunisia and Morocco, and on the bi^pŸé^ câsl t^e United States
which could only bring comfort to the Soviet weakening of
vote against the Moroccan resolution the United Nations by NATO
NATO obviously influences positions taken

wers. If the choice is between a free North Africa withou t
Owhè

airfields
re our

ând a French North Africa with them there was little doubt

immediate interests lay.

56.
As for our more long term interests, there was room for doubt, and thein the

he issues.
For oblemsdoubts were reflected in the divisions within NATO on these

long run the NATO Powers must alWO ôide wan answer
ith

to
Asian natonalism

that lie outside, their tidy fences. Ho
is one of the most urgent of thesé problems. Thanks ' to thé United Nations, welate
have been made aware of its existence . and force befor e

ssible Soviet, tand wh1 e
do anything useful about , ^t, before

take place.
and

since 1945, we are
it is still possible for orderly change to
reminded, 600 million people have emerged from dependent to independent

status.
57. The Commonwealth

- It was a fortunate development that no hard a ed

fast lines formed between the "old" and "new" C ommonwealth
andSouth Africa, of colonial

during the Assembly's discussi ons
Pakistan coéso feel that on all such issues

the,

as such: Had India
the "white" Commonwealth would be . ranged against the nonbatet wo ld.
intimâte and fruitful co-operation 'which mar^uthe Korean

ch should not be made of
hardly have been possible. At the same time, too h it
Commonwealth solidarity on Korea, against the Unitâd by desire to put
was an important political fact, itof United States proposals for the "next
off `until February any consideration
stage" in Korea. able of
F 58:' Arabs, Asians and Latins - This grous l the real r u

solid
estionuma k at this

delivering 34 votes oft Assembly's
ajorityoand with a few additional votes can

Assembly. These states have a m can all
obtain' a two-thirds . vote and thus pass ; any resolution on whichreedy But the
agree. Fortunately for the rest,ôf us, theyLat ns w as sufficaently close to elect
co-operation of Arabs, Asians and several
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to office certain candidates whose qualifications leave something to be desired
(e.g. Nosek88 in place. of -Sharp89 on the Contributions Committee). The
potential voting strength , worried the . more "responsible" delegations
constantly, not only on budgetary and economic.but on political questions as
well.,The fear of this grouping and its potential power is now sufficiently clear
to all that the Soviet line, which Gromyko repeated at this Assembly, about the
United Nations being "a branch office of the State Department," is made
ridiculous. It is this fear which makes France and the United Kingdom so
eager to stand by the letter of the Charter, and so opposed to the slightest
tampering with the veto.,.; .
Conclusion
59. The United Nations seemed on the whole to be growing up at this

Assembly. It is true that there were many shortcomings. Much was done that
should not have been done; much was left undone. Many issues were ignored.
Austria' was discussed briefly to please the Austrians, but nothing was said
about Germany. East-West issues other than Koreâ were either left until the
Assembly reconvenes or not put on the agenda. Other issues were raised only to
be postponed. The contentious questions of the definition 'of aggression were
shelved in Committee for two years and of the admission of new members for
one year. :

60. Hence, though+in fact no issue was really settled, the main lines of effort
were worthwhile. Some big issues at least in the political field have been aired
withoût wars or wâlk-outs. There has been discussion, with a minimum of
intervention. There has been an attempt to bring peace to Korea and it did at
any rate unite the free world as ne ver before: The General Assembly provided
the occasion for 'some contact between increasingly isolated groupings and
sharpened the world's acuity in distinguishing shameless propaganda from an
honest'accounting. ,

DAVID M. JOHNSON

"sJiri
Nosek, représentant permanent par intérim de la Tchécoslovaquie auprès des Nations unies;

membre de la délégation à la septième session de l'Assemblée générale; président du Deuxième
Comité (Affaires économiques et financières). ,
Jin' Nosek, Acting' Permanent Representative of Czechoslovakia to United Nations;
Reprûentative, Delegation to the Seventh Session of the General Assembly; Chairman, Second
Committee (Economic and Financial).

19itchell Sharp, sous-ministre associ6 du ministère du Commerce.
Mitchell Sharp, Associate Deputy Minister, Department of Trade and Commerce.
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DEA/8508-40
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Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion des chefs de direction

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Division

Ottawa, May 19, 1952
CONFIDENTIAL

14th Session of Economic and Social Coûncil the Economic
2. Mr. Scott. The Canadian delegation to the 14th sess ion

will be Mr. Jean
and Social Council which opens

to the Sec r t ry o St te for External Affairs.
Lesage, Parliamentary Assistant Can
Alternate Representatives will be Mr. D.M. Johnson, Robertson,

Permanen
tM P•adMr.

Representative to the United Na tions
Ministerthe . e of Finance and Dr.

James Sinclair, Parliamentary Assistant short
G.F. Davidson, Deputy Minister of Welfare, will attend the and Ivlr•
periods as Alternate Representatives. ^f isPollock from 'the Department of
Warren from this Department and in New York
Finance'.' Mr. Crépault of the Permanent Delegation to the U.N. and
will be an Adviser and Secretary of thë^ Delegation. Other Âlteihetnormal
Advisers will attend the session as required

1 952 because of the unusually
two sessions have bèen telescoped into one in
long duration of the Sixth Session of the General Assemblÿ, tt twelvecwe lk^aboumeeting of ECOSOC will be long. It is expected to last

resent almost^fifty items on the agenda. Among th^e^o°nméntThere are atP
items to be considered are the World Econom ic Ful l

ast itemCountries. This l
and the Economic Development of Under de veloped

Situat ion,

is
perhaps the most important on, the Council's agenda. Under it will beuests the

considered Resolution 520 (VI) of the General Assembly which reas soon as
Council to submit to the Assembly a detailed plan and foraid

ish
ir iow-interest,

circumstances permit, a special fund for gra plan is to include
long-term - loans to under-devel Spee compositionntand administration of the
recommendations concerning the size,

contributions to it and the character ospecial fund, the manner of collecting cont
reat for Canada and othe;

such contributions. Thls item poses a g nrnblem

Western . - developed . countries. Arrayed ^ against strong doning
mesticdéiand

and ng
considerations is the necessity of maintainin f^he world, tdeveloped and under
and sympathy between the free countries o
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developed.90 An issue such as this sets up a perplexing conflict of interests and
great skill will be required from the Western delegations at the Council in
order not to widen the gap between the poorer and richer free nations which
was so apparent at the Sixth Session of the General Assembly. Of the social
items before the Council the most important is that concerning Human Rights.
The Commission on Human Rights has been asked to prepare for the Seventh
Session of the General Assembly two Convenants on Human Rights, one
dealing with traditional civil-political rights, the other with economic, social
and cultural rights. The Council must consider the drafts of the covenants
before transmitting them to the Assembly. Here, again, the free world is
divided; the developed countries of Europe and North American take a
different approach from that of the under-developed countries of Asia and
Latin America, particularly with regard to economic and social rights. The
discussions in the Human Rights Commission offer little hope that much
common ground is likely to be found at the Council.

297.
DEA/8508-40

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion des chefs de direction

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Division

UNCLASSIFIED
Ottawa, May 26, 1952

Elections to the Economic and Social Council
4. Mr. Scott. The Economic and Social Council opened its Fourteenth

Session on the 20th of May. Mr. S. Amjad All of Pakistan was elected
President without opposition. Mr. Jiri Nosek of Czechoslovakia and Mr.
Enrique Rodriguez Fabregat of Uruguay were nominated to the first Vice-
Presidency.

Mr. Rodriguez Fabregat, however, declined the nomination andMr.
Nosek was elected without opposition. The Canadian representative

nominated Mr. Raymond Scheyven of Belgium for the second Vice-Presidency,
and Mr. Scheyven was elected without opposition.
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DEA/5475-DS-20-40

: Le chef de la délégatiôn à la quatorzième session

du Conseil économique et social des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ;

Chairman, Delegation to the Fourteenth Session of the

Economic and Social Council of the United Nstions
to Secretary of State for External ff

DESPATCH 50
New York, July 3, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

ASSESSMENT OF FIRST HALF OF 14TH SESSION OF ECOSOC

Reference: Your despatch No. 12 of June 5, 1952.91

1. As anticipated in your communication under reference, the Delegation has
been bearing in mind the desirability.of attempting to draw up an Assessment
of the first half of the 14th Session of the Economic and Social

n

Counci l . Copies
by all

of this Assessment, the general contents of which have bee
the members of the Delegation, are attached.

2. We should like to point out that the object of this Report is mainly to give
an appreciation of the general atmosphere which has preva iled

ithe Delegation has
half of the Session, and to set down the impressions
formed as to the broad policies being pursued by partic u lar

ed countries.
coun tries,

a
in particular the Communist bloc

atemd
the

draw definite conclusions.mere half-way report, it does not attempt to
JEAN LESAGE

DEA/5475-DS-20-40

Appréciation de la première moitié de la quatorzième session

du Conseil économique et social, New York,
, r. .

,A
.
ssessment of the First Half of the Fourteenth Session of the

Economic and Sociol Council, New York, 1952
^.%;'..
1. In general terms it may be said , that there is a distin he di in Santiago

atmosphere which has prevailed in the two preceding sessions
and Geneva. There has been less acrimony and fewer exchas B The ofunder^
propaganda between the Communist bloc and other countrie
developed countries have not attempted to over state their case. âsWObuse aa
overstatement to say that this improvement in atmosphere h

given
Rather, there has been a tendencyharmonious and efficiently working Council.t

to avoid unduly provocative exchanges and excesses of over enthusiaâlso be
part, this may be attributed to a desire to avoid futile debates. It may

•'Non retrouvée./Not located.
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due to sheer frustration and boredom. It is perhaps not unnatural that certain
representatives should wish to avoid unnecessary unpleasantness. This attitude
might be described as lethargy, however, we would be more inclined to treat it
as a sort of armed neutrality, with basic positions unchanged.
" 2: 'If we were to describe the Russian attitude in a few words, we would say
that they did not press their case too strongly, yet never compromised it.
'3. On the other hand, the under-developed countries seemèd to have realized
that if they were to press their case for assistance too strongly it might react to
their disadvantage.

ATTITUDE OF SOVIET BLOC, ..
4.-The Soviet attitude has provided one of the surprises of this 'Session. In

general,'the'spokesmen of the Soviet group have been mild in their statements.
This is ' particularly true if compared with the speeches we had become
accustomed to at previous Council sessions, and with those of Mr. Malik at
recent meetings of the Disarmament Commission and the Security Council.
Even their stronger statements did not seem to be meant to disrupt the work of
the Council and their approach was rarely provocative. Even though all three
delegations continued to follow the Party Line, the old personal attacks were
distinctly absent except in one or two instances. At the same time, the Soviet
delegations replied vigorously whenever attacked, and energetically advanced
their viewpoint whenever they considered it expedient or helpful for purposes of
propaganda. They might even have been more provocative if we ourselves had
been more anxious to put forth vigorously our own viewpoint.
5.' It

may be that Moscow has come to the conclusion that the tactics
followed over 'the past two years have failed to draw the under-developed
countries into their orbit, but on the contrary have succeeded only in driving
these countries into the arms of the more industrialized countries. The present
attitude, may ^ be merely another extension of the new kind of economic
offensive' initiated at the Moscow Economic Conference and in the Economic
Commission for Europe. There has also been speculation that this is the
opening gun in a renewed effort to revive their former campaign for "peaceful
coexistence between the Communist and Capitalist economic systems."
s é DisregârdingI possible explanations for these changes in Soviet tactics, it

ms certain that ' the Soviet attacks against devcloped 'countries of the
Westërn"world,-particularly the United States, did not have the desired'effect
uPon he under-developed countries in the Council. On the contrary, the' Soviet
bloc seem to have failed entirely in their efforts to accuse the industrialized
countries of economic domination and exploitation of the under-devcloped
coüntries.'^Not only were most of the representatives of American, Asian and
Middle' Eastern 'delegations unimpressed,- but they even refused to rise to the
challenge,'Those,who did speak, such as Chile and Iran, took the opportunity
to side wlth'the capital ist'countries against their would-be protectors.
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BRIDGING THE GAP
7.+.The apparent improvement in relations between the delegations of the

under-developed countries and those of the industrialized countries might be
attributed to many causes. The representatives of some of the industrialized
nations might claim a share in the credit for this accomplishment. At the same
time, however, it ; would be honest to recognize that many of the agreements
which have so far been reached at this session would not have been attained if
the under-developed countries had not 'consented to put sonie water in their
wine. It was significant, for instances, that the delegations from the under-

developed countries were those which proposed the basic' compromise
resolution on the International Development Fund. Considering that this had
been their pet project, and that they went to disturbing extremes in the General
Assembly to muster a majority in support of their resolution, the question then
arises as to whether the change of attitude is due to opportunism or to a greater
spirit of realism and maturity. }

8. Their readiness to accept the establishment this year of another Committee
of Experts may have been dictated by political expediency., Their spirit of
cooperation may be more apparent than real,

been ât this session if theyas difficult a position next year, as we would have
had. decided to press forward. They might have felt that they had won a
Pyrrhic victory in Paris, or they might have r the 1zUniiedtSta atescwould haveimmediately prior to a Presidential election in
been inopportune.

9. Nevertheless, whether or not they have felt that delaying tactics at this
stage 3 would serve their interests better, it

back from uh policy
recognized the inevitable, and that they have held pursuing a

which would have brought about a lining up of countries into hostile camps. It
is also possible that they might have come to the conclusion that they are betterb ila teral

with
agreements,

off with the assistance they are already receiving t hrough
der'

than, they would otherwise be, were they, to have to oint,
developed countries, the resources of an International Fund. On this p
there is a strong possibility that Canadian participation in the Colombo Plan
has had a salutary effect- on recipient governments in their attitude
external capital assistance. The Pakistan delegation in particular, has shown e t
awareness to, the special problems involved in an economic develol^hich
programmè, and an understanding and good-will towards countries,
could - be the, result of, their government's present, experience in administering
Colombo Plan aid.

he "rapprochement" between the two classes of delegations may also be^ 10.3
due in part to a less fiery enthusiasm on the part of the representatives of the
`under-developed countries. The aggressiveness which was prevalent in the days
of Mr. Santa Cruz and others is now less apparent. This may be, of course, just
the result of the absence of, those who had been in the past the primary
instigators of this aggressiveness and enthusiasm.
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ROLE OF CANADIAN DELEGATION

1I. It is a difficult task to assess just how much influence the Canadian
Delegation has had so far during the first part of the 14th^Session. In any
event, we can at least say that the Canadian Delegation has made very special
efforts in the Council and its Committees to improve the relations between the
under-developed countries and the more industrialized countries, and has
concentrated on this particular-àim in its behind-the-scenes consultations. The
members of the Canadian Delegation have leaned over backwards in efforts to
convince representatives of under-developed countries that our basic objectives
were the same, and that both sides should be anxious to compromise on the
means and on the methods. The issues on which we have tried to be helpful
might actually be small ones, but they are of the types which have proved in
the past to be the greatest sources of irritation and disaccord, if no special
efforts were made to "bridge the gap".,

CONCLUSION

12. It is easy to be cynical about the "accomplishments of the United Nations.
There has been. little by way of concrete achievements at this session which
would help to dissipate this growing sense of cynicism. However, if we accept
the view that any improvement in the general atmosphere might facilitate the
work of the Council, there may be some ground for encouragement about the
future role of the Council. Although certain delegations have at times been
inclined to look upon the Chairman of the Council as too weak and too
indecisive, the Canadian Delegation feels that by his patient understanding and
friendly manner, Mr. Amjad Ali has not been entirely unconnected with that
new. tendency. It is even possible that his business background has influenced
his own delegation and others towards a greater sénse of practical realism. As
to how genuine; however, are the causes to which this slight shift might be
attributed and as to how long they will continue to influence the behaviour of
the majority of the members of the Council, these are other questions that only
subsequent sessions will be able to answer.

, .;^
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299. DEA/5475-DS-20-40

Le chefde la délégation à,la quatorzième session
du.Conseil économique et social des Nations unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires. extérieures =

Chairman, Delegation to the Fourteenth Session ^
of the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations,

; to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 95 New York, August 4, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

PARAGRAPH 7 OF OUR TELETYPE NO. 83 OF JULY 31, 1952,1
AND OUR DESPATCH NO. 50 OF JULY 3, 1952;

ASSESSMENT OF SECOND HALF OF 14TH SESSION OF ECOSOC

1. As the Canadian Delegation of the 14th Session of ECOSOC had done for
the First Half of the Session, it has prepared an Assessment of the various
trends which have characterized the Second Half of the Session. Copies of this
Second Assessment, the general contents of which have been concurred in by
the members of the Delegation who were still in New York at the conclusion of

the Session, are attached.
2. You will note that the 'object of this Assessment is again mainly to give an

appreciation of the general atmosphere which has prevailed during the Second
Half of the Session, and to set down the impressions which' the Delegation has
formed as to the broad policies being pursued by particular groups of countries,

in particular , the Communist bloc and the under-developed countries. As a

report of only part of the . Session, it does not attempt * to, draw definite

conclusions which we hope to be able to do to some extent when we prepare the
overall evaluation of the 14th Session 9= :

,. DAVID M. JOHNSON
for the Chairman

[P1ÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] .

DEA/5475-DS-20-40

Appréciation de la deuxième moitié de la quatorzième session
du Conseil économique et social, New York, 1952

Assessment of the Second Half of the Fourteenth Session
of the Economic and Social Council, New York, 1952

1. In our assessment of the first half of the 14th Session of ECOSOC, We

stated that there had been a distinct change from the atmosphere which had

prevailed during the'two preceding sessions held in Santiago and Geneva. We

indicated in particular that there had been less acrimony and fewer
exchanges

of bitter propaganda between the Communist bloc and other countries, and

'?Non retrouv&./Not located.
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that the under-developed,countries had not attempted to overstate their case.
We can say that this statement is in general true for the second half of the 14th
Session of the Council, although some minor qualifications should be made in
respect of the attitude of the under-developed countries.
2. As they had done during the first half of the Session, the. Communist

delegations never failed on every issue. to state uncompromisingly their
established position. There were, however, during the second half of the Session
occasional attempts on the part of the United States and the United Kingdom
delegations to take some initiative in the propaganda field and to attack the
Communists; but even then, the delegations of the Soviet bloc limited
themselves to restating their case without vituperation, and certainly in a form
much milder than might have been expected.

3. There was, of course, nothing to indicate that the basic Soviet stand
towards the UN. and its specialized agencies has suffered any transformation.
Their attitude of indifference, or in certain cases, of antagonism, towards the
specialized agencies would An fact seem to have remained completely
unchânged. In line with this attitude towards the specialized agencies, they
insisted on a general policy of more direct action by the Council in fields now
occupied by the specialized agencies. The proposals put forward to that effect
cannot be regarded as practical, but are no. doubt considered by the Soviet
group as having some propaganda value; since they assist them in their efforts
to minimize the contributions of the capitalist countries in the economic and
social . fields, and support their claim that they, and they alone, have the
answers to all the various ailments from which the world is suffering. Though
not marked by.excessive acrimony, their statements made it nonetheless clear
that, in their view, the capitalist countries, and in particular the United States,
did not have, nor could be expected to have in the future, a remedy_ to the
present economic and social problems. It should be incidentally noted that the
delegations of the Soviet bloc did not lose. the opportunity to express their
sYmpathies, wherever, practicable, for the policies favoured by the under-
develôped countries.
4. The agenda of the Council for the second half of the Session unlike that of

the first.half,, did not contain any major controversial items, on which we can
accurately assess the attitude of the representatives of the under-developed
countries. In these circumstances, it is somewhat difficult to assert that their
cooperative attitude, which we had observed during the first half of the
Session, really continued until the end of the Session.,
S•',There

were, however,• several minor items in connection with which the
representatives of. the undcr-developed countries assumed a less cooperative
attitude and about which they did not hesitate to have recourse to their voting
majority or even to associate themselves with the Soviet group, in order to force
the acceptance of their views or their candidates. Their desire to have their own
candidates elected to the Permanent Central Opium Board blinded them to the
desirability of, re-electing to the Board the old members of the Board, who had
served'devotedlj► for man y years and who had acquired a vast and useful
expeiienCe. ,Their stand with regard to the election of a rapporteur for the
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question of Freedom of Information - before as well as after the election -
pointed undéniàbly to a disturbing determination to put their own man in the
position" at` all costs. Their decision to include in the list of priorities the
obligations of the industrialized nations in the field of economic assistance and
their simultaneous insistence to delete those obligations which would normally
fall upon the.under-developed countries and their reluctance in the Technical

Assistance Committee to support, an appeal for payment of arrears of
contributions; after two weeks of urging, a con siderable

feel
expans ion',of

we should
Technical Assistance Programmes, are other reasons.why we
qualify our earlier assessment. Although their position was equally firm on the
question of self-determination, this stand cannot, of course, be looked at in the
same light since the problem affects deeply entrenched. national policies on
which compromises on the substance can hardly be expected.
6. From the point of view of achievements, the accomplishment of the

ECOSOC during the second half of the Session.
as a Sessionrde

initial
vot d

impression that this 14th Session should be remembered
to consolidation of undertakings already begun. It gave consideration to major
problems within its responsibility, reviewed the work accomplished by its
specialized agencies, and its functional commissions, and requested further
studies on those questions which were still not ripe for a final decision. The
14th Session is therefore not a Session of spectacular accomplishments but one
which, nonetheless, fulfilled a necessary and useful task, namely to keep the
wheels turning. At the same time, the experience of this Session perhaps
suggests the possibility of more friendly and more fruitful discussions in the
Council when propaganda is kept out of the debates.

7.` We recognize, however, that an even less optimistic assessment of the work
and the future of the Council might be justified, and refer you to the following
paragraph of the statement by the President of the Council, Mr. Amjed Ali, of
Pakistan, at the conclusion of the 14th Session:

"The+^ uppermost impression lefôn the md is that we have postponed
definite action to the future and have, by and large, contented ourselves with
arrangements for preparatory âctivities. By this, I do not mean that I am
dissatisfied'with the Council's work during this session or that the postPone-
inent of action could have been avoided. Rather I am expressing an awareness
or- 66 fact= that the pressing problems of the world in the fields o'fe' na o'n c
der+elopment, of international trade-and of monetary ;nstability and
have created an atmosphere of urgency of action. Under these circumstances, it
is,rhaps too much to expect that the appointment of still another g^ ô her

nt for.. the preparation of still^ the a rrangemcexperts to study a problem,
report concerning a question, the postponement of action

until the Secretary-
a er would

General has had an opportunity. to prcpare still anothcr working p P
universallY be'aecepted as the utmost that can be done by the Econom^n ted
Social Council. : It ° is :this Council which, under the Char

ter of the
entrusted with the

Nations and under the authority of the General Assembly, ceful and
promotion of conditions of stability and well-being necessary for p^ y if l did
friendly relations among nations: It would be doing less than my
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.not at this time express my belief that both the authority and the prestige of
the Economic and Social Council may become impaired if in several important
fields it does not quickly succeed in translating the findings and conclusions of
its many studies and reports into action designed to implement the economic
and social objectives of the Charter. I can say this more freely as we are
completing our third year in the Council."
8. With reference to the role which the Canadian Delegation fulfilled during

the second half of the Session, we ,may confirm that the Delegation continued
during the second half the same policy of trying to improve the relations
between the developed and under-developed countries. Behind-the-scenes
consultations again proved the more practical way to carry out this policy. As aresult, the Canadian Delegation was probably at times instrumental in
modifying unacceptable proposals and substituting others with a more realistic
approach.

' ' 61, PARTIE/PART 6

DÉSARMEMENT/DISARMAMENT

DEA/8508-40
Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion des chefs de direction

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Division

THE UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION

Disarmament Commission
'4.-Ur. Wershof. The Disarmament Commission, established recently b y theUnited

Nations to replace the former Commission for Conventional
Armaments and Atomic Energy Commission, has held a number of meetingsduring March. Mr. Johnson presided under the system adopted by the
Commission, of monthly rotation of the chairmanship. A large portion of the
time was devoted to pointless if spectacular discussion of the Soviet charge that
the, U,S, has used bacteriological warfare in Korea. Further discussion of this
issuewas finally ruled out of order by Mr. Johnson on the ground that dealing
with such charges was outside the Commission's terms of reference. This ruling
was suppôrted by all but the Soviet representative. The Commission has now
adopted- a plan of work, under which the two most im portant items -
disclosure'and verification, and regulation of all armaments ând armed forces

are to be dealt with concurrently. These problems will be studied initiall y in
IOmmittee: The U.S. has presented a working paper setting out a detailed plan
for; the progressive disclosure and verification of information concerning all
armed'forces and armaments. Delegations have not yet had time to obtaiv1- ^^eWS ?of their

f governments on this document. n The
.. . .
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DEA/50271-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

na
Un ited NationsPermanent Representative to. the

l A ,to Secretary of State for. Ext ffa_
New York, April 25, 1952

DISARMAMENT COMMISSION
OCK
SUGGESTIONS FOR

BREAKING THE D

Reference: Our teletype No. 224 of April 25'

1.
After one of the recent meetings of the Disarmament C

ommission,
s the conference

Jakob Malik, the Soviet Representative, leaned h Wé,^^ do you think we are

d^scouragément implied in'that question is, I am sure,
getting
table and

anyw
said to

here?a The
member of the

shared by all members of the Disarmament Commission. Wn wherevbefore they
getting anywhere; and it is very unlikethink that thelbest we can aim at now is
deadline for our first report, June 1. 1 will bloom before the end of
to cultivate the ground in the hope that something Gen
the summer when we shall have to submit our findings to téed note

ral
be

Assembly. Other delegations share our that June 1 ne
that we should concentrate our

•regarded as too important a deadline
owards having someth^ng real to report to the next General A andefforts t Umtcd Kingdom, French

time. 1 think it would be appropr^ate ^

2. With this in mind, the United tates,
dele atrons have held a series of meetings recently

which
eStérdayCanadian g At our most recent meeting y

reported only briefly by teletype. revious
the

mô set out the main lines ofafternoon, Apri124, we got closer to thef i root
now of tr^

being tol W a y US- bgpowçr• The United States; çon the other hand , will ^0 fo

E
hibit the b0 hé

any significant information about atomie,energy
, still'lcss P

• ' ition to ovettun Western Europe a âment

lowering the curtain o SC, y
' d h t the already know in `considerable detail abOC to give up

ew y •..are redomman ^ agree tO
^lements of military t programme. The Sov iet. Un^on therefore w

er •̂ill
n
not

for
ôf any disarmament

Ysarmamenstrength in which they,

t• f croc sutrounding` their military poW
western

f "^^`ears Neither the Soviet Union nor the Umted tatcs stagest'n the early

ment Commission to date. the past
4 The essence of the dcadlock has not changed vcry mu hsh to ÿicld those

h'ch have been parUcularly apparen

•Before discussing the views of other briefly the elements of the deadlock
dcâdlock might be broken, I might go t durin the meetings of the Disarma•

° 3 The Elements of the Deadloek - , how the present
approach which seem to M developrng.

while Soviet mass armies are ^n a pos •• in the Disarm
Middle East. The Western Powers therefore give pr^or^ty
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Commission to a examination of "safeguards" - principally disclosure and
verification by stages - whereas the Soviet Union calls for an immediate
"decision" to prohibit weapons of mass destruction and reduce armaments and
armed forces of the major Powers by one-third. Without some kind of
"decision" on prohibition and reduction, the Soviet Union fears that the
Western disarmament scheme will never get beyond collecting military
information and will never arrive at the prohibition of weapons of mass
destruction nor the reduction of armaments and armed forces. We fear that the
"decision" they propose would be empty and delusory without safeguards to
back it up.

5. Analysis or Synthesis I

It is interesting to see how national habits of mind are reflected in the ways
in which different delegations think our problem should be tackled. Mr.
Moch,9' for example, has been making, both in and out of the Commission,
remarkably lucid and comprehensive studies of the situation as a whole. His
approach is comprehensive and logical. By working out a skeleton draft treaty
covering in broad terms the'steps we propose for reaching general disarma-
ment, he thinks that we might give Mr. Malik more concrete assurance that
the western proposals would, in fact, be carried out to the stage of reduction
and prohibition and would not be halted after some degree of disclosure and
verification.

6: My Dutch and United Kingdom colleagues, on the other hand, prefer a
more analytical approach. They would like to tackle manageable bits of the
problem and only subsequently try to make a comprehensive whole from the
component parts. They would like therefore to avoid working on a draft treaty
to be submitted to a world conference of all states until Mr. Malik shows some
interest in such particular subjects as the West regards as touchstones of Soviet
sincerity, e.g. effective international inspection.

7.` Atomic and Conventional Weapons - A Single Package
The Western Delegations are all agreed that it has become essential to keep

together atomic and conventional disarmament. Although there might be some
minor steps that could be taken in one field or the other, nothing important
could be done in either field unless there was a corresponding advance in the
otlier.,

few years ago, as I recall, the Department reached this conclusion on the
grounds ' that it would 'be unsafe for the West to relinquish its atomic
superiority until the 'free world had a parity with the Soviet world in other
forms'of weapons and armed forces. Today we are perhaps closer to parity with
the Sôviet bloc in conventional weapons and armed forces, but there is now
annther reason compelling us to keep the two aspects of the subject together as
two sides of the'same coin.

ion de I AuemblEe générale.
'Jula Mah. Member of Parliament of France; Representative, Delegation to the Sixth Session

Of the General Assembly.

f` "Julu Moch, membre de l'Auemblfe nationale de Franee ; membre de la délégation à la sixième^• .
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- 9. If the. majority, plan for atomic control were put into effect tomorrow, it
would be^impossible to ensure that either side was declaring its entire stock pile
,of atomic weapons. In 1946 and 1947; there were very few bombs in existence.
Now, there are many; ' and they are not all on o ne

that• substantial stock
No amount of

:accounting and back-checking could determtne for
piles * of bombs were not being . withheld from the ^ International Control

Authority.
10: For this reason, Western Delegations here believe that the only condition

on which it would be safe for the free world to.ag^ere coupled
majority

a plan for
for the control of atomic energy would be if it

Pled with
appropriate

comprehensive and balanced disarmament in otestock
with

of atomic
'safeguards to make sure it was carried out. An undeclared pile

weapons would be much less dangerous in the hands of :a state which did not
have the capacity, in terms of conventional forces and ^he,Bulletin oof thy
sudden use,of its concealed atomic weapons. In an Professor
Atomic Scientists for March, which has been widely read here,
Cavers, has used this fact as an argument for looseningt up the

itlis n rhaps
majority for atomic côntrols. I think hts argument is justif but

that this fact makes any ^ plan forpatomic
even more to the point to observe the stakes
control without general disarmament very dangerous. In that sense ^ere in the
in the Disarmament Commission are perhaps even

fore Conventional
days of the Atomic Energy Commission and the Commission

Armaments. resent
11. It is pretty plain that the Soviet Govcrnment realizçs the ma.ority

âmbiguity and dangers (from the point of- vtcw of the West) in l
plan for. atomic energy. Mr. Cohen" has told me that during the last session of
,the General Assembly in Paris Mr. Malik had asked him pnvately on e

Ywhat would happen if the USSR were suddenly , to accept the majority plan as
it stands..Mr. Cohen said that he.was somewhat at a loss for a reply but said,
"Try it and sec. '
12. French laeas

M imself the most effective dcbatcr on the westernr. Moch has proved h
-in the. Disarmament Commission. Although his, logic has occasionally ca
him well' off the ground of reality, his has been the most fertil s mind ely

producing new ideas which he has been quite ready to discuss with worried by
and modifÿ in the light of our comments. At fa^ disclosurc andy veriGcation
the =^Untted States proposal of five stages ' He does
(Docûmcnt DC/C.2/1, forwarded with our letter No. 350 of April 9)•

not sec how , we can defend asposition which discloses.vcry little informa^ista8e

rcai value' in the atomic field until the compleUon. of thefit>^ disclosed and
`and'which would require that `everything of mtlttary value

crified More anything is rcduccd or prohibitcd.

NBp^ mia V. Coben, membre suppléant de la dEléption
da États-Unis à la six;2me scssion ce

^xth1'A ûmbl& générak. • -1- f tbe United States to the'
Benjamin V. ColKn, Alternative Representauve. Dcleta o

Session of the Gcncral Assembly.
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13. Although he feels unhappy about the whole concept of "stages", he thinks
it would be an improvement if the rive United States stages were 'compressed
into three and made more logical in their subject matter. His scheme for doing
so, now approved by the French Government, was sent to you under cover of
my letter No. 435 of April 25.' As you will see, he has made no attempt to say
what atomic information should be disclosed in any one of his three stages and
he has asked Mr. Cohen to have his experts fill in that side of the picture. Mr.
Cohen said that he would be glad to see what could be done but doubted very
much whether the atomic stages could be compressed into three steps, although
he thought it might be possible to do it in four stages.

14. Apart from the question of whether thére are three stages or rive, Mr.
Moch believes that some degree of reduction or limitation of forces would have
t6take effect during the stages rather than at the end of them. From the
practical point of view, he doubts whether any European Parliament would
vote money for continuing to expand the armed forces of their country after the
succëssful completion of even the first stage of a disarmament programme of
disclosure and verification. In effect, he thinks that whatever the rights and
wrongs of the matter, there would have to be a general "freeze" towards the
end of the first stage. In other words, armed forces and armaments would not
be increased after that point and actual reduction might begin after the second
stage (in the French programme) had been completed. Although he hesitates to
venture into the atomic field, Mr. Moch did suggest to us privately that he
personally thought there should be, perhaps at the end of the first stage, a six
months "stop" on the operation of all atomic plants of any description, to make
possible the completion of the second and third stage, by which time
prohibition of atomic weapons would come into effect. (The idea of a "stop" on
atomic production has, of course, been suggested before - notably by General
RSmulo,°s if I am not mistaken, during the General Assembly of 1949.)

15. From Mr. Tin6, the Counsellor of the French Delegation advising Mr.
Moch, we have learned that Mr. Moch has been impressed by the arguments of
Professor Cavers; to whose article in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists I
have already -referred. Mr. Moch has hinted in his statements in the
Disarmament Commission and has suggested to us privately in more explicit
terms that it should be possible to redefine our concept of international control
in terms which might retain the substance of management but under the label
of inspection, He points out that "control" means much less in French than in
English.and the French Delegation has never been satisfied with the United
States concept of ownership in trust. This is not implied by the word "control"in

French, which, he says, means only a general kind of supervision or loose
manage ment whtch might be effectively carried out through a thorough-going
inspati^ system. It is, I suppose, true that in practice the inspectors of an
inte6ationalcontrol agency would virtually manage the operations of atomic

.. 4n . •

^Le brigadier séneral Carlos P. Rbmulo ; socrEtaire d'Irtat des Philippines ; chef de Is dizllgation
-8n =^!ime session de I'AuemblEe aénfrale.

pler-Genenl Carlos P. R6mulo; Secretary of State of Philippines; Chairman. Delegationto the Sizth Seuion 01 the Gencral Auembly.
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had the power to set "safe"
establishments if, the international . control agency eacefulthe
levels of operation - i.e. levels which would meet e scaleglroduction which
requiréments of a country but would est Thiml I know

larg
is : a somewhat slippery

could be diverted to military pu poment and I, am sure that Mr. _Moch himself is quite conscious of the
argu ,
dangers for he,has not pressed it in our P covate

nstantly returns to , the _subject of
16. In ' our private talks, Mr. Moch

Germany. He continues to display, as he did as Defence Mi^nüti ea d/ur^g b
the

NATO meetings. in the fall of 1950, a lively concern

Ge

ence
rman rearmament, whether in the context of the' Eeâoe ness tof open

community or not. This, I suspect, ithe ead to some genuine disârmament. He
up every possible avenue which might

even

ing for
told the French Chamber of Deputies on February 12e befo

re
Telation to t e

New York, that he hoped no irretriebli^e Disarmament Commission has had
rearmament of Western Germany until ssibilit of , reaching
a; chance to show whether or neneral levelaof armaménts:which would beeagreement with the USSR on a g

cquie
what

scehnsufficientlY low that no German rearmament would be required•to a
From

has said, I have,the impression that Mr. Moch will be preparGerman units if he convinces
the creation of a European Army including possible. But first he is
himself here that no agreement with the USSR is
bound he is going to have a good try.

17. The United States Ideas

'Mr. Cohen also, I believe, genuinely wants to see the Disarm Ces ofthe
Commission making progress, but he is much more s keptical

m ndful of the
anything substantial coming,out of it t T maTilÿ oncerned with the effect of
United States elections, he seems t o and
the Disarmament Commission on publie opinion both here and ; br^o ahat endrincipal

t main proposals seem, to me at lea st•e doesTnotpcarry mûCh weight, he
Although his querulous manner, of peaking
has been more effective in his private talks with other, delegation ûi, tol ô her
has demonstrated, his sincerity and his readiness to listen care

y

points of view. officials

8. Mr. Cohen deprecates the preoccupation of the publi ees that1it is natural1
with the atomic side of our disarmament h ithee Atomic Energy Commission
thât--those who have worked elosely but he is

afr

should think more in terms of atomic than conventional disarmamen;â ing into
aid that if we continue to concentcate on "atomics'' we shall wân ed to use

Soviet hands. The Soviets; Mr. . Cohen ^ says, ` have ,, alway
, "aggressive atomic diplomacy

discussions in the U.N. to draw,a;se^nithe int rests of the West to concentrate
of ; the United States, whereas it eace.
püblic attention on Soviet mass armies which are the realan ^l can be donc in the

19. Although Mr. Cohen realizes that nothing subst that
conventional field without some parallel step in the atomic field, he thiôWers as

it might be possible to take the size of the armed rf6iccs of
eductiontwithouttnecessarily

one problem in which you could get a balanced
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involving other aspects of disarmament. In other words, he hopes to be able to
propose that all states having substantial military forces should agree to reduce
their armed forces.to fixed maximum levels based on an initial level of 1
percent of their population, with 'minor adjustments as necessary, to, meet
special cases. States haying a population in excess of 150 million, however,
should accépt an initial maximum level of 1,500,000 for their armed forces.
The text of Mr. Cohen's draft proposals was sent to you in our teletype No.
224 of April 25.t
20. , Mr. Cohen is, as'you will see, proposing that the initial reduction to the

above levels should follow the completion of the first step of disclosure and
verification when. an international control organ would be. in existence and
would already have some material to go on.
. 21. : Mr. Cohen's proposal would not exclude parallel steps being taken in the
atomic field on the basis of the majority plan, but his proposal for reducing
armed forces could, he thinks, be put into effect independently of any progress
in the atomic field.
22. As Sir Gladwyn Jebb and Mr. Moch have been quick to point out to Mr.

Cohen in private, Mr. Cohen's plan might be interpreted to permit the armed
forces of the United States, United Kingdom and France to exceed those of the
Soviet Union - a proposal which is not likely to appeal -to the Soviet
Government, especially when it is not combined with any plan (other than the
majority plan) for the prohibition of weapons of mass destruction. Sir Gladwyn
Jebb has suggested that it would not be necessary to tie such a scheme to the
United States stages for disclosure and verification but that it might be put
forward quite independently and with modifications which would result in a
closer balance between the forces which would remain on both sides if the plan
were put into effect.
?23.,, In this connection, Mr. Cohen does not exclude the possibility of the
populâtion figures for the United Kingdom and France being based on their
metropolitan populations plus one-third or, one-half of the population of their
dependent territories. This would have the effect of slightly reducing the
present military establishment of the United Kingdom and leaving the French
Armed Forces approximately where they are now, giving both together an
establishment of 1,500,000 men.
24. According to the rough calculations of General Dimoline, the United

Kingdom ; member of the Military Staff • Committee, the United States
proposals,£ with the modification suggested by Mr. Cohen for dealing with the
Populations of dependent territories, might give approximately the following
results on both ^ sides: United States:. 1,500,000 U.S.S.R.: 1,500,000 United
K^ngdom:.750,000 Communist China: 1,500,000 France: 750,000 Satellites:

0,000:Other NATO and old Commonwealth countries: 700,000 Total:
3,700,000 Total: 3,700,000

Althoûgh the Soviet Union would be asked to reduce its own forces by a
considerably larger percentage than the United States, a rough balance on both
sides would result from'the application of the United States formula which, of
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bears -a close resemblance to the' criteria which w i^^ nt g beforee t
red
hecourse,

by both, the,-. United States antd en nwere presented to the General Assembly
tripartite proposals for disarma
in Paris last November.

25. The plan would, incidentally, permit an expansion of the Canadian armed

forces.
"Mr. Cohen is fullY'alive to the propaganda, or counter•prsepda ba

26. the
advantages of his proposal. If nothing more s

ubstantial
it isrhaps pr

o
to

United States this coear,ai bel ievesves
h will undércut the Soviet proposal

make a simple and resounding p p^ Cohen
ne-third reduction in the armed forces of the GreatoPoewerTOMganda to

for a o
has told us that he thinks it would be very would cut the armed forces of the
back-water in rejecting his proposal which would help
two principle powers not by one-third but by upwards of one-half. have said,
to

'n the conventional side of our disarmament work which^^el t me draw
fill ^

Mr. Cohen thinks is being neglected;
r

and it
atherthand to Un ted States atomic

public attention to Soviet mass arm ies

bombs.
27. What evidently struck Mr. Moch most forcibly when M ha Ç t°. thet

presented his draft plan for the reductl of armed
forces F to^l 500 000, m

was
en, it would

United States were to reduce its armed
almost inevitably have to withdraw the bulk of the forces it ha

now has in Western
unt the minds of

Europe and Asia. This is naturally a thought,that must rtance; but in a
European statesmen and I should not like OOOzmen der arms, I should
world in which the Soviet Union had only 1,500+ rovided
not think that Western Europe would have too u ând

cause for alarm,
secretly large reserves.

the USSR was not in a position to mobilize rapidly plan as
28. As regards the atomic side, Mr. Cohen has defends ^Th ôed some study of

staunchly among us in New York as h
I
as told usepn'vately that, quite apart

possible revisions in Washington. He experts ►n
from the domestic political situation - in the United States, growth of
Washington regard the loss of a United States monoopol;^ dig^d but a more
large stock piles of bombs on both s^des as reqwnng . . If the dangers of
rigid plan for the international control of atomic energy ei be

asion are now greater, because international controlcanS âtes nexPerts
^ bombs have been made, the United
introduced before many e more necessary to insist on full management and
argue, it makes it all th installations. °: ^, i'^ownership of all atomic energy • rivately is that until

29. Another argument which Mr. Cohen has been ushng pthat are ready to
the time comes when the Soviets giveus some indica ^nterestin getting down to
negotiate seriously, until Ml. Malik shows some rea to revise

Aetails in discussing safeguards with us, it would bec on only" tpt rPosal• The

support w

along: the, lines of some "ins United
•

ublic opinion in the
ma•̂ onty plan is now generall

hich hâs been
supported

built by
up public

without difficulty fe alra be
' Statcs

the._maj butoritythc plan

ed

• rdized b any one-sided concessions which would be bound to be
1^Pa y
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by United States public opinion as a betrayal of trust and represented as tying
the hands of the United States Government while leaving the U.S.S.R. a free
hând:
30. United Kingdom Ideas

' In their defence of the majority plan and nothing less than the majority
plan, the Foreign Office are at least as firm as the State Department. The
United Kingdom Delegation agree to the hilt with Mr. Cohen when he says
that it would be the greatest mistake for one of us to imply in the Disarmament
Commission that we were ready to move from the majority plan until we had
agreed among ourselves, after very careful thought, on some equally effective
alternative plan..

31. Perhaps for that. reason, Sir Gladwyn Jebb has not displayed the same
enthusiasm in the hunt for new ideas as Mr. Moch. On the other hand, he has
appeared less concerned than Mr. Cohen over the "public relations" aspects of
our work. He has tried rather to keep both feet on the ground and see that any
proposals put forward on the Western side were solid and free from implica-
tions which might be dangerous.

32. In commenting on Mr. Cohen's draft proposals for a reduction of armed
forces,, Sir Gladwyn Jebb said that his Government are seriously thinking
about parallel proposals. From his adviser, Mr. Laskey, we have since found
out privately a little more of what the Foreign Office may have in mind.
33. Starting from the proposition that it would be desirable to have as a basis

for negotiation some idea of what each government would regard as the
minimum level of its armed forces essential for its own security, the Foreign
Office are considering a rather complicated formula which would break down
the figure of minimum forces required into its component elements for police,
metropolitan and overseas responsibilities. They might suggest a questionnaire
being `circulated to members of the Disarmament Commission asking them
what minimum forces they would require in these categories on the assumption
that their neighbours were also to disarm and that all 'weapons of mass
destruction were to be effectively prohibited. They would then foresee a series
of negotiations between states based on the answers to the abo've questionnaire,
as ithey recognize that the forces any given state will need for its internal
security will largely depend on the forces needed by its neighbours. .
34: If the United Kingdom Delegation put forward a "minimum forces,"

questionnaire, they will probably not tie it to any system of stages. In fact, they
are `not altogether happy with stages proposed by the United States, in
particular, the proposal that aerial surveys be conducted in stage 1. Not only
will this be totally unacceptable to the U.S.S.R., but even the United Kingdom
GoVernment might hesitate to agree to have its many military bombing targets
photographed during the first stage before either side would have any real
se^urity.

They would therefore prefer a more modest definition of stage 1-
or; on the other hand, a much more radical proposal for the completion of the
entiré system of stages quickly so that some measure of actual disarmamentmi8ht r.:

rly,soon and surely follow aerial surveys.



35..'Conclusions 1
the iv-st word to describe the few paragraphs

"Conclusions" is perhaps not
which follow because there are in fact few conclusions exvp ^fsô r'disârmamént

36. As you will have seen from the fa t gin them. Although I have done mypart iews indiscussions, I have not taken a leading
to obtain information from the three Western Powers ^^ctiveeinVputtingbest I have not been

order to report them accurately to you,
ideas of my own.,This is partly because we 'have lnd as to the be tminforward

instructions and partly because I have not made up my own

course to follow.
me that there are two main problems facing us,namelihese

37. It seems to
the concessions which might eventually be made, and (b) the timing of

concessions. •
that we should now seriously onsider what modifications might,

A suggest
c

38.
be made in:

a) the majority plan for the international control of atomic energy,
.(b) the U.S. working paper on disclosure and verification (in rive stages) and( . . , : . .
(c) the U.S. working paper on essential principles for guiding the work of the

theDisarmament Commission.

39. As regards (a), I have been impressed with.what Profi^Caverds by
says in

lack of
article which you drew to our atten Îiattention, but I am,

ld be n

d

terestingp to know if our

tentative conclusion that nothing should be do ne u^r.

technical knowledge of the sub^ect. estswhich
ex rts agree that the modifications ^ in the majo T;Y

poa his thesis that with
^ ^tion. I ;

the
refer, aparticularl

y would not imperil our pos^ provisions in . the , majority plan for
adequate ; inspection machinery , , p in a plan for general
ownership (and control) may not ; now be , necessary, and armed
disarmament including not only, atomic but conventional weapons,

forces. articularly

:40. As regards (b) and (c), I do not think that Mr. Cohentha tIVIr. Malik
wedded to the.idea of rive stages, but it seeâ

^wolvingnststages until there has
will be interested in discussing any propos
been somea kind of agreement in principle that ,when an intf weaponsrofbccsystem is ready to operate effectively there will be prohibitionforces and armaments.
mass destruction and limitation and red^uçtiof ^ciales'will be an acceptable

It ^x, is doubtful that the United, Stat p, P
Mr. Malik has been calling a "decision" and sommaking a

substitute for what
i ht be giv^n to how far we could safely go in théjdW3ct^n i^ an effectiver"̂decision" which would of course not be binding in any Y

international system of control was in operation. . s
which we . might ,eventuall;

make
41.r, I

As have
regards the

reached
the. thetimingtenta of any concession

the Soviet representative indicates a_wish to get down to sT^a
.

us
and has^ emade no

Malik , up to the present has produced no worktng paPe erhaPs ^n
suggestions which might be taken as a basis for discussion.

ofW i AP il 4)'f
• h 6 f m teletype No .

important exception (paragrap o y
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Malik has not answered our questions about the Soviet "concessions" made in
Pàris last January on "simultaneity" and continuous inspection, although
asking for concessions from us in the field of "ownership". He deliberately
ignores, misstates or misinterprets, statements - and speeches by Western
Delegations. His speeches have been an unrelieved record,. of abuse and
vilification.
42. The effect of Mr. Malik's speeches have, I think, been to harden against

him the opinions of us all. This is equally true, I, think, of the Pakistani,
Brazilian and Chilean members of the Disarmament Commission who might
be inclined to take a middle position. It has been particularly useful having Mr.
Moch here. At the beginning I think he perhaps more than anyone else hoped
that real progress could be made. His line was conciliatory. He urged us to let
Mr. Malik have his say in public if he wished and to avoid calling him strictly
to order. Mr. Moch is by now pretty well discouraged. At the meeting of the
Committee 2 on April 25, Mr. Malik, you will remember, rejected the U.S.
paper for disclosure and verification out of hand. This shocked Mr. Moch. At
the end of our meeting he pleaded with, Mr. Malik to suggest some amend-
ments or to present alternative proposals. If there is no answer to this plea, I
imagine Mr. Moch will be even more discouraged than he now is. I cannot help
feeling that Mr. Malik's tactics have boomeranged.
' % ^ ", I J DAVID M. JOIJNSON

DEA/50271-A-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au représentant permanent auprès des Nations unies

Secretary of State for Externa! Affairs
Io Pernianent Representative to the United Nations

DESPATCF1 D. 311 Ottawa, May 9, 1952

SECRET
.^;

DISARMAMENT COMMISSION

We cannot afford not to take seriously the establishment of the Disarma-
ment, Commission and the task which the General Assembly has given it.
Whether we like it or not, the two main aspects of this task, the substantive and
the propaganda aspects,- cannot be separated. Public opinion has tended to
concentrate,upon the question of disarmament as the most important issue
arising at.the recent session of the Assembly, and, in spite of past disappoint-
ments, to regard with cautious optimism the possibility that the Russians may
be Prepared to make genuine concessions along the lines suggested by Mr.
Vishinskÿ and Mr. Malik. Our only long-term answer to the Soviet contention
that theAWcstern powers are unwilling to submit to any real prohibition of
atomie 'Weapons and 'reduction of armaments, regardless of whether that
cànten'tiôn is sincere or not, is to do all in our power to bring the work of theBisar'mamen^^.:.

l
t Commission to a successful conclusion. This in itself wouldY '. 6 r . , . . . . .
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issue of The Bulletin of Atomic Scientists some ideas which we consider
worthy of detailed study. We therefore intend to re-examine the provisions of
the majority plan concerning ownership and operation of facilities with a view
to working out possible modifications on those points.
5. In line with this positive approach we should strive to make the Disarma-

ment Commission into a working body rather thân a forum. It should be made
clear, both to the Soviet representative and to the public, that we are in earnest
about the serious purpose of the Commission and that we believe it can do
constructive work if it concentrates on its terms of reference, but that the
quickest way to thwart that purpose is to indulge in mere propaganda. An
effort should be made, to restrict the public sessions of the Commission as much
as possible and to persuade. it to do its work in closed committee. If it is then
found 'necessary to issue public statements concerning the Commission's work,
the reports should not be designed to cover the substance of the discussions but
only to indicate in the most general terms such progress as has been made. I
suggested in the House of Commons on April 1 that while international
covenants should be made public, they may often be better negotiated in
confidence, provided the principles and purposes of the negotiations have been
made known. I should 'therefore like to see the Disarmament Commission's
committees' operate like the four-power subcommittee established by
Committee i of the recent General Assembly, and not like most of the "secret"
discussions which are being conducted at Panmunjom where the practice has
been'to tell the press everything, thus foregoing the advantages of secret
diplomacy.
6. In spite of these efforts, however, the Disarmament Commission may make

little or no headway for the time being. We must face the fact that progress
there depends in large part on the broad balance of power in the world between
the Western powers and the Soviet Union and its allies. The Soviet leaders are
unlikely` to agree to any substantial disarmament or balanced reduction of
armed forces unless they believe that they would thereby lose less than by
côntinuing their present policy. Our purpose in building defensive strength in
association with our allies in NATO is not only to deter and, if necessary, to
defeat aggression, but also to reach such a position of strength that the Soviet
Union will wish to negotiate with the Western world. We must therefore be
ready to take advantage of any willingness the Soviet Union shows to discuss
the outstanding issues which divide us, and the Disarmament Commission
mi8ht°provide a suitable meeting ground. For this reason there can be no
particular' deadline, such as June 1 or even the next session of the General
Assembly, for completion of the Commission's task. It is more important that
the Commission establish a reputation for serious and workman-like discussion.
If it nevertheless becomes certain that the Commission will be perverted into a
propaganda forum, it might be preferable to adjourn the Commission's work
for.the` time" being making it clear why, rather than to run the risk of bringing
the Commission into permanent disrepute.

L.B. PEARSON
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SECRET
DISARMAMENT COMMISSION

lOt summarized
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3. The tripartite proposal was introduced on May 28 by Sir Gladwyn Jebb,
the United Kingdom representative, who pointed out that it would entail a
much greater cut (about fifty percent) in the armed forces of the Great Powers
than would the Soviet proposal for a one-third reduction and would moreover
apply (unlike the Soviet proposal) to all states having substantial armed forces.
Mr. Cohen, the United States representative,i and Mr. Moch, the 'French
representative, made supporting statements emphasizing that this proposal was
intended to deal with only one part of a comprehensive disarmament
programme which would also include disclosure and verification of armaments
and armed forces, regulation of armaments,' prohibition of atomic weapons,
and control of atomic energy.
4. In spite of the fact that this is the first really concrete proposal for

disarmament which has yet been presented to the Commission, it has received
remarkably little attention from the press. The explanation probably lies in the
method of presentation for, although the actual submission by Jebb was
excellent, the drafting of the proposal itself was wordy, repetitious and diffuse
(the core of the proposal being buried in the middle of the paper), and there
was little or no supporting publicity in Washington, London or Paris. As a
result, the opportunity appears to have been lost, for the time being at least, of
striking an effective blow against Soviet "peace" propaganda. However, this
does not necessarily mean that a suitable occasion could not be found later,
perhaps at the next session of the General Assembly, for launching this
proposal in a simplified form with the publicity it deserves.

5. The lack of public attention to date may in part explain why Mr. Malik,
the Soviet representative, after giving an initially cautious reception to the
tripartite proposal, has since returned to the sort of purely negative criticism to
which he has subjected every Western suggestion so far made in the
Commission. Fundamentally the Soviet position is that any discussion on
reduction of armed forces should be on the basis of the Soviet proposals. The
following are Malik's main comments to date:
(a)The fixing of numerical ceilings on armed forces is not a reduction but

only "legalization of the inflated armed forces of the three powers."
(b) Sea and air forces should be explicitly mentioned (this in spite of the fact

that the prôposal refers to "all armed jorces ) and the proportions between the
^three services should be fixed.

(c)The proposal should provide, not only for the reduction of armed forces,
but also for the reduction of armaments and the prohibition of weapons of mass
destruction, on which decisions should be taken simultaneously.
6.'In view of the Soviet attitude, it is now being seriously considered by

members of the Commission whether the Commission might be adjourned
officially or unofficially during July and August and active work resumed in
September. I assume that we would have no objection to such a course if it
were generally acceptable %

MNotro marginale :/Marginal note:
no.
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"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
This is the right position for us to take in this matter.
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au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Acting Permanent Representative to the United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 498 •- New York, August 14, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

DISARMAMENT COMMISSION

Reference: Our teletype No. 495 of August 13.
1. As'the Security Council will be busy next month with'the question of new

members, most delegations hope that the work of the Disarmament Commis-
sion will have been largely completed by the: end of this month with the
adoption of a report to the General Assembly.

2. We have as yet made no comments on the tripartite'proposals for fixing
ceilings on armed forces. These proposals` were submitted on May 28 and most
other delegations have given at least their preliminary comments on them.
Canada is one of the six 'permanent members of this commission. Our
delegation has been the 'only one included in regular informal consultations
with the United States, United Kingdom and French delegations. I therefore
think that we should not remain silent on the major tripartite initiative taken in
the commission.

3. The supplementary tripartite proposals introduced at our last meeting on
August 12 will in all probability be further discussed next week. We shall
therefore have an opportunity, if we wish to take it, of making a statement not
only on the supplementary paper but on the general approach embodied in the
May 28 proposals. As we said in paragraph 5 of our teletype No. 314 of May
27'asking for instructions, I think it would be hardly worth saying anything
unless we could make a fairly definite statement that the tripartite approach to
the problem commends itself to the Canadian Government. This would imply
that the Canadian Government was, in the event of agreement among the other
powers concerned, prepared to, negotiate an agreement which would limit
Canadian armed forces to no more than present levels or one percent of
PoPulation. We would not be bound by such an agreement until the successive
stageS, of `negotiation - Big' Five Conference, Regional Conferences, and
World'Conference - had been concluded and the treaty which emerged had
been ratified by the major powers.

4• ln view of the Soviet attitude in the Disarmament Commission and outsideit, it may seem somewhat unreal to consider seriously our attitude to
disarmament proposals. Nevertheless, other governments with which we areclosely associated have managed to agree on some fairly far-reaching
formulations and I think they might justifiably expect some Canadian support
to be recorded for the Disarmament Commission's report which will be an
important item on the agenda of the next General Assembly.
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pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for. External Affairs

SECRET
[Ottawa,] August 14, 1952

DISARMAMENT COMMISSION

Balanced Reduction and Limitation of Armed

Forces and Conventional Armaments

with the Chiefs of Staff in fùrther`detail some of the ,
important implications of

In, my memorandum, of June.14, 1 described the United States-United
Kingdom-French proposal for the numerical limitation of all armed forces
which had been submitted to the Disarmament Commission, on May 28, the
reception it had been given, and some of the problems it raised. We have now
held preliminary consultations with the Chiefs of Staff on the substance of this
proposal, particularly as it affects Canadâ, . and , they have. expressed the

following views: ; ' .
(a) that they agree with the intention of the proposal, that numerical

essentiallimitations on the armed forces of all militarily important states is an
element of any disarmament programme; i: i I I I

.

(b) .that it is necessary and desirable in such limitations to
thosei of iallbetween the armed forces of the rive major military powers and

other states;
(c) that Canada should be prepared to accept, : as part of a general

disarmament: plan, the ceiling which the tripartite proposal would impose on
Canadian armed forces (either less than one percent of the population or less

than current levels); and

JO
d that the numerical limitation of armed -forces is ' but one aspect of the

disarmament question and that the' success of disarmament would be
dependent upon the working out of a suitable formula for control.

^ 2. According to the Chiefs of Staff, the present service strength in Canada,
including active reserve forces and the RCM P, 'is 162,039. This is, however,

well below" the ceiling at present a
.

uthorized for these forces, which is 231,454•

Thus, in thi cvent of general âgreement on a'one per cent ceiling, not only the

aüthorized 'ceiling, for Canadian forces but alsothe actual present
strength

^ ^.:^.^• ^^.'
would have to be reduced.

3., With these elementary points clarified,we arc now in a position to examine

thé tripartite proposals, such as: •.
^roportion'of thc various services within the permitted level of armed(a)thcp . , . :

forces, , r
,

4 ; • . ; • i . ; . . ,
(b) g the types and volume of supporting armaments; and
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,(c) the timing of the reductions of armed forces and conventional armaments
and their relationship to ^ the other essential elements : of a comprehensive
disarmament plan.. ,.
4. You will recall that one of Mr. Malik's criticisms of the tripartite proposal

was that it should explicitly mention sea and air forces and should specify how
the totals,of the armed forces under this plan would be distributed among the
three services. The three sponsoring powers have themselves been conscious of
the need to tackle this aspect of the problem and have been consulting together
with a view to formulating an agreement approach. As a result,' a working
paper, originally drafted by the United States, has now been agreed with the
United Kingdom and France and was submitted to the Disarmament
Commission on August 12 as a supplement to the tripartite proposal. It
suggests that the questions of the composition of permitted armed forces and
the types and volume of supporting armaments should be worked out by the
following procedure of negotiation:

(a) the rive permanent members, of, the Security Council would reach
tentative agreement on these questions, to be reviewed in the light of the results
of subsequent regional conferences;

(b) these regional conferences might then be held, to be attended by all
governments and authorities having substantial military forces in each region,
for the purpose of reaching similar tentative agreement;

(c) *these agreements might subsequently be embodied in a draft treaty drawn
up at a^world disarmament conference which would provide also for all the
essential components of the disarmament programme.

?• We'are consûlting'the Chiefs of Staff on* this supplement to the tripartite
proposal and are asking them in particular to undertake a study designed, in
the first place, to work out for the particular case of Canada the proportion of
the various services and the types and volume 'of supporting armaments which
might ^ be -acceptable if the, numerical ceilings suggested in the tripartite
Proposals.were applied,to the Canadian armed forces. We are also suggesting
that, it_might.be possible to deduce from such a study whether some kind of
Practical formula or, formulae could be devised for general application and, if
not, what preparations; would : be necessary to the success of a solution by
negotiation along the lines suggested in the tripartite supplement.

Relationship to Other Ele»tents of Disarniament

6•16re 'still remains the major problem of how,to relate the
reduction and limitation of armed forces, and conventional armaments

balanced
to the

other essential elements of a comprehensive disarmament programme and. to
enS°re'that all elements arc implemented in such a way as to restore confidand ence

in the process the development of an dise u'
^dence

This of powcrto international y q

fious attempt to implement the disarma ment ^ro
of

salsrso far
u

the heart of any
the

Western Powers and bids fair to subject Wcstcrn lic oconsWard byy ^dcrablcstrain iu'the future. Po
1#

• ^F ^
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7.^ The problem is acknowledged in the tripartite supptions in armed forces
paragraph,-it is stated that thdet^ét^^itial1steps toward elimination of prohibited
and permitted armaments an que limitations
armaments should commence at the same time, andû nt sro ress in el mination
and reductions should be synchronized w ith

be superviséd by an international
of prohibited armaments. This p

trol authority which should be established . prior to n thand
in

itreductions
iation of

con

e
programme. ^Thus,: it is conafmam,ents provided by the treaty or treaties are
armed forces and permitted
completed, production of prohibited, armaments will, have, ceased, existing

stockpiles of prohibited armaments and facilities for thcefulP
product ion

Po ses only, and
been disposed of, atomic energy will be utilized for pea
the international control authority will have assumed its full

functions.
that, in

.8.
This poses the problem clearly enough but I venture to

ggest

doing so and thus inviting more concrete proposals for its solution, theWestern
tripartite. supplement merely aggravates the dilemma, already facing
policy; This dilemma, as I see it, consists of the following combi ^ti°on onofé ihe

(a) that the Governments of the Western Powers
agreed programme of

increasing pressure of public opinion" in favour
ent and particularly the prohibition and elimination of atomic

disarmam •, , : ;
weapons and other weapons of mass destruction;.

the same time the Western Powers have become i ac ^^ st he
(b) ; that atdependent on the atomic weapon for preservation of their security g

threat of Soviet aggression; and overnment
(c) that the W

estern Powers wish to make clear. to the Soviet Geir atomic
both,.directly and, indirectly that; with the present strength of th

the
would be able to render prohibitive the cost to the Soviet

armaments, y
Union of any outbreak of general war. •. - ro a anda

Thus, to meet, this pressure, of public opinion (and to wrest thelp embarkedy.9.
initiative frorn the Soviet Union), the Western Powers ,ân bup,^blaving done so,
on consideration of a c ^^mit themsel d

isarmam ent
to a specific blueprint until they ca

n
they do not feel able to c o along
have some assurance that the Soviet Governm ^nd^ ^nit âtivc itself depends on
retention by the Western Powers of the propag cific and concrete
a readiness to fill in the whole disarmai kclt phât Sov ét pntentions can really
proposals. Nor, it should rie added, ^s it Y

ai thebe put to th
to Tétt morethe test, without such specife proposals. Moreover, n

specifc proposals, it'is likely to become increasingly difficult `vhich have

solidarity 'of delegations, such as the French, .ni

and eat
the eP ha^^adiscussed them

drafted proposals for comprehensive disarmament from
with jfriendly delegations ° but have so far been strongly

putting them forward formally. -- . ; 1
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10. The dilemma is.well illustrated in a memorandum on possible future
developments. in the Disarmament Commission (copy of which is. attached)
which has been prepared by the United Kingdom Officials Committee on
Disarmament, which is.the body on the official level responsible for making
policy recommendations to Ministers. You will see that this is a disconcertingly
frank.doçument. The emphasis throughout is on the propaganda aspects of
disarmament, which the authors seem to regard as the sole purpose of the
Disarmament Commission in the , foreseeable future. It is regarded as
fundamental. that the - Western Powers could not consent to forego their
advantage in atomic weapons until a very late,stage in any disarmament
process and that, therefore, they should even avoid . consideration by the
Disarmament Commission of any concrete or substantive proposals for a firm
programme, a time-table, or a draft treaty. The authors admit, however, that
the propaganda advantage of the Western initiatives so far has been lessened
by Soviet accusations that the proposals cover only those parts of a disarma-
ment programme which are to the Western advantage. On the basis of the
Official Committee's views, the United Kingdom has now drafted a working
paper (copy of which is attached) suggesting the general' framework of a
comprehensive treaty (or treaties) on disarmament. This working paper has
been approved by the United Kingdom Cabinet and their delegation in New
York has been discussing with other Western delegations the advisability of
submitting this paper. to the Disarmament Commission for inclusion in its
report to the Assembly. The préliminary reaction of other delegations is that it
might be unwise to introduce the United Kingdom paper at this stage, since it
might invite amendments which would be designed to make it more specific
and which would therefore put the Western Powers on the defensive. Our
delegation in New York has asked for our views on this point. Do you agree
that, for the reasons given above, it would be preferable if the United Kingdom
did not table its paper for the 'time being at least?99table

Propôsals for a New Approach

11. It seems to me that the Western Powers arc likely to find themselves in an
embarrassing position on the question of disarmament at the forthcoming
session of the General Assembly unless some way is found out of the dilemma
to..which t-have referred. The Disarmament Commission will shortly . be
preparing its report to the Assembly and this, from present appearances, willcontain

concrete proposals on only two of the: essential elements of a
disarmament programme (disclosure and verification and the reduction of
armed : forces) nnd. a general suggestion that the reduction of conventional
armaments should be the subject of negotiation. This will hardly suffice to
meet,the.`inevitable and damaging Soviet criticism that the Western Powers
havé no intention of discussing seriously the more sensitive aspects of
disaimame'nt. In this situation there is a real danger that the divergence of

^Note marginale :/Marginal note:
France?
Yes. (LB. Pearson)
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as already become apparent ' among the Western -delegations in
views which has a- considerable strain on the Western
New York might .widen and place

alliance.10° . oû have agreed, safeguard

12.
A new. approach is needed which 5wôuld, as y sais to be put forward

our security and at the samé time enable positiUnion-'This Ive proPo ^ ^t, might be
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,.,,Note marginale :/marginal note:
Pakistan?
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(e) the establishment of an embryo international control organ with sufficient
staff and authority to ensure the implementation of the "first slice".

14. On these questions, we should of course have to'obtain military advice
before specific proposals could be formulated. We should have to ascertain, for
example, how much information on armed forces and conventional armaments
would be considered equivalent to an amount of atomic information which we
could disclose without prejudicing our security.! - We should also have to
establish with greater precision than has so far beedattempted some criteria
for measuring the proportion of services and • the types and volume of
supporting armaments to be permitted within, the reduced levels of armed
forces. The aim would be to produce for all these elements Of the "first slice"
proposals sufficiently concrete to enable negotiations to be initiated between
the Western Powers and the Soviet bloc. If hard bargaining between those
Powers resulted in sufficient agreement, this -agreement could then be
embodied in a treaty drafted by a world disarmament conference. When and if
the "first slice" were successfully completed, further slices might be similarly
negotiated and incorporated in the treaty.

15. It would of course be desirable, if the maximum propaganda advantage is
to be derived from this approach, to include as a preamble to the proposals for
the "first slice" a general statement of thc ultimate objectives to be achieved
upon completion of the whole disarmament programme. This preamble might
in fact be presented as the draft of the main disarmament treaty, with the
agreed contents of each "slice" of disarmament embodied in an annex to the
main treaty. It need not include any commitments additional to those to which
the Western Powers have already subscribed in the disarmament resolution of
the last Assembly and the statement of principles proposed by the United
States in the Disarmament Commission. But, in stating in concrete terms both
the ultimate objectives of the disarmament programme and how its first stage
is to be accomplished, the Western Powers should be in a position to answer
effectively any propaganda counterattack that might be made.

16. This approach would seem to have the following advantages:
(a) it would deal comprehensively with a problem which cannot safely be

tackled in bits and picccs;

(b) at the'same time it would not involve any commitment to a complete
time-table (stich as the' Unitcd Kingdom fears) and would not attempt to bite
off in the first slicc more than the Western Powers consider consonant with
their essentiai security;

ândit would'also be sufficiently concrete to put Soviet sinccrity to a real test
would"give an opportunity for the growth of confidence before furtherslices were undertaken;

(a) it would cut` Ae ground from underneath the Soviet accusation that the
western Pôwirs'are unwilling to deal with the sensitive parts of disarmament;and

thô it would `place before public opinion an initiative which should sse who gen . I atisfy
uine y scek allcviation of the present international tension.
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woul
17. 1f you agree_that this approach is worthy of further cor deler
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ation, in Newg

suggest that we communicate our preliminary ideas t ôû would wish them, in
York, with a request for their co mments.

these ideas informally with the United
formulating.their comments, to
States and United Kingdom delegations. At _the same t emted
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d in time to present a
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sal to the Disarmament Commission befS^^ves ptopot
arcs

her tfriendlyconcrete propo
to the, Assembly but, if our ideas

to formulate a joint initiative for presentation
delegations; it mtghtbe possible
to the Assembly itself.

it might also be advisable, if you agree, to sc
18. Meanwhile, I think on

Cabinet approval for the preliminary views contained in paragraph I aboveour
he forccs

the tripartite proposal for numerical limitation of. armed substance f of this
delegation in New York has expsd° Howe ver, since they have been
proposal in the Disarmament Commission. nsoring
included in regular informal consultations d^d not give thrt least ^general
delegations, it might be emearsâ; s^fore they,e, end of this month, when the
support to, the tripartite p opo .
Commission plans to complete its report to the A L p. `^JILGRESS]

. . . ^ ,
DEA/50271-A-40

306. . . ^
' Affaires extérieuresGe secrétaire d^tat aux AJJa^ {

au représentant permanent par
intérim auprès des Nations utiles

Sécretary ôJState jor External AJJairs „
to Acting Permanent Representôtive

to the United Nations

• [Ottawa,] August 22. 1952

TELEGRAM 332"

DISARMAMENT COMMISSION

Your teletype No• ?498 ïof August 1-4.Refercnce: .
# • Bc ins: We fully agrcc that Canadaof- Followtng from the Undcr Secretary, 8,

^ ot remain silent on the tripârtite proposâ ►l for numerico f l IlUntc23,^ beenshould . n No.239`We have, as I intimated in my tcletype 1 itsclf but to thearmed forccs. • with aiving careful coansideration not only to the tnpartiicr profpd armamcnt
whole approach of the Wcstern Powers to the problem

iew whieh:vtew to develop ing a po nt of v rt of all the
Western

been
'(a) would be sufficiently moderat e

scnce' of vie spthat has alrcady
dekgations'and to mtntmttey the og
revealed among thcm: and

.. . ...:^,
...----- , a s^: z^ • r ^ oted in telefram: A/N^ffl Le télégramme porte la mention .E?C 17)S' "Repeat to Washintton No. • •
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(b) would at the same time be sufficiently positive to test the sincerity of the
Soviet Union without endangering our own security.

2. Far from considering that the Western proposals so far, put forward were
too far-reaching, we have been concerned that they might not be adequate to
achieve these objectives., We have therefore delayed instrûcting you on the
tripartite proposals üntil we could study them'fu'rther in the general context of
a comprehensive disarmament programme.

3. Another concérn has been with regard to timing. In spite of the major
importance of this tripartite initiative, little attempt was made to exploit its
maximum propaganda effect and the public attention it received was
disappointing. It therefore appeared advisable not to express only general and
preliminary comments during the desultory debate which followed presentation
of the proposals but to wait until we could make a fairly concrete contribution
to the Commission's report to the Assembly.
4.'..The; Minister has now studied suggestions for a new approach to the

disarmament problem and has agreed that you should discuss them informally
with,the ;United 'States and United Kingdom Delegations before they are
developed further. The mémorandum ôutlining our ideas will be sent to you by
next bag. We realize that they can probably not be developed sufficiently to
present a firm proposal to the Commission before it completes its report to the
A'ssembly but if they commend themselves to' othcr friendly delegations, it
might be possible to formulate a joint initiative for presentation to the
Assembly itself. , , _ ,, .

5:I In the meantime, it would be desirable for you to express support for the
tripartite, proposal ; for . numerical limitation of armed forces before the
Commission's report is prepared., Cabinet Defence Committee will be giving
consideration' next Tuesday, August 26, to the following recommendations, in
which our Minister and the Chiefs of Staff concur:

.(a), that the Canadian Govcrnment.agrces with the intention of the proposal,
that numerical limitations on the armed forces of all militarily important states
is an ëssential element of any disarmament programme; .

, (b);that the Canadian Government considers it necessary and desirable in
such `limitatiôns to make a distinction betwccn thc'armcd forces of the five
major'military powers and those of all other states;

(c).that Canada wôuld be prepared to accept, as part of a general disarma-
ment plân,` the ceiling which the tripartite proposal would impose on Canadian
armed forces (either less than one percent of the population or less than currentlevels);Vand

(d) that the, numerical limitation of armed forces is but one aspect of the
disarmament a question and that the success of disarmament would be
dependent upon the working out of a suitable formula for control.
6• I should therefore be grateful if you would plan to make a statement along

these lines to the Commission somctime after Tuesday and I shall let you know
as soon as these views have been approved.



[Ottawa,] August 25, 1952

DISARMAMENT COMMISSION

Reference: Our teletype No. 332 of August 23.
lattach a copy of the memorandum for the Minister, dated August 1

which I referred in my teletype under reference and which contains suggestions
for' a new approach to the disarmament problem.' As intimated in that teletype,

question in pâ'ragraph 11 has now become academic but you may wish to know
the Minister has approved the recommendations made in, paragraph 18. The

q
he with the view expressed t erel

that the Minister said agreed
2. 1 should therefore be grateful if you would discuss informally fo^ahâ hn

United Kingdom and the United States Delwe have not as yet worked out the
this memorandum. I should emphas^Ze that ut rather
details of proposals which might be put forward along these lines forrdetailed
seeking an approach which might provide an agreed framework

ro
sals. If the suggested approach commends itself, it will of course involve

p po can
intensive military study of the component parts before concrete proposals

that such studies might be
be -put forward., It ° is our thought, however,

cientl advanced by the `time the forthcoming session of the General
to thesuff Y ` ed a roach might be submitted

Assembly convenes : that+ the propos pp
Âssemblywith the suggestiôn that the Disarmament Commission be instructed

to ursue its work along these lines next year.pursue ou yourself3., .....
43.^ Naturally I should also be most grateful for an y

v

niay wish to make on these ideas.
4. In the meantime, we are asking the Chiefs of Staff , to undertake staum•

along { the lines suggested in paragraph 15 of ,the attached memoran
Copies of this memorandum have also been sent to our Embassy in Washington

and Canada House, London, for their Informatlon. ^s

NATIONS UNIES

DEA/50271-A-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à la délégation permanente auprès des Nations unies

Under-Seeretary of State for External AJfairs
to Permanent Delegation to, the United Nations

"> _. L.U. WILGR
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à la délégation permanente auprès, des Nations unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Delegation to the United Nations

TELEGRAM 336102 [Ottawa,] August 27, 1952
SECRET

DISARMAMENT COMMISSION
Reference: My telegram No. 332 of August 22, 1952.

Following for the Under-Secrétary, Begins:
1. Cabinet' Defence Committee approved on August 26 views outlined . in

paragraph 5 of my telegram under reference. You should therefore express
approval of the tripartité proposals along these lines at an appropriate
Opportunity.

3099

au sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures ,
Permanent Delegation to the United Nations

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/50271-A-40
La délégation permanente auprès des Nations unies

DISARMAMENT COMMISSION - CANADIAN SUGGESTIONS FOR
A NEW "APPROACH"

Reference: Our teletype No. 591 of September 18,' your letter D-585 of
Augûst 25 and your teletype No. 348 of September 4.'.
in I. In my teletype under reference I reported briefly on the rather discourag-

8 replies :of, the United Kingdom and United States Delegations to our
suggestions for a new approach based on the idea that the General Assembly
might t ask,t the Disarmament Commission to develop a "first slice" of a
comprehensive disarmament programme. In this letter I should like to explain
in greater, detail the views of , the United States, United Kingdom and French
Del,egations, and what we think might be done, along the lines you have in
mind, to improve our position in the General Assembly's debate on disarma-ment atid prepare for the work of the Disarmament Commission next year.
2•"lnfôûr discussions with other dclegations` hcrc, we have been using thesomeWhat ^ abbreviated version of your memorandum of August 14 which we

;-^._ . . .:e! È y

^o:^^tEÎégrâmmei porte la mcntion ^/Notcd in tclcgram:" Repeât tô Washington as EX- 1745.

DEA/50271-A=40
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circulated Ao the United Kingdom, United States and French Delegations onhis
Se tember 5. It. will therefore be more ,convenient f tàlkse Copies of t
memorandum as the point

tour
p of departure in. reporting ou copies of

memorandum of September 5' are attached, togethe r
August 25 and

explanatory letter which was b^orandum of August 14.
the final paragraph of your me

French Comments
3.

Shortly after receiving my letter of September 5 Mr. Francis Lacoste, the
Deputy French Representative, had to returntâ n Parisw ih Mf s T^néloThenQuai
have therefore been discussing your ideas ln Y Paris from
d'Orsay are reluctant to go into details until Mr. MOChthe French Delegat ion
the provinces at the end of this mon th .

be Wn v any doubt that Mr. Moch will
here nor the Quai d'Orsay seem •
welcome the initiative which we have taken. As M

r.
s tep sthe, right direction.

big step• but, from Mr. Moch s point of vie ,
P in

Messrs.erts,
When the French Government receive the

in.^rWashington last week (l^ir.
Perrin and Goldschmidt, on their discussions ill.realize that anything
Wrong's letter No. 2016 of SwP hmô do16nt purs

they w
ing the ideas he has been

further that Mr. Moch may
N^ K nYork,

advancing
in the Disarmament Commission and privately in.

te gdom and
have to be put forward without any support from the Un^

ords to Mr. Tiné in
United States Governments. M r. Arneson 's

much w at this scssion of the
Washington were, : "Don't let"s try to, •

Assembly."

4. ' We"shall no doubt receive further comments fromarc well
the Frde schsedetowa ds

early in October, but I think we can take iôthô somewhat further than we are
our new approach and may indeed wish t go ,, ,•
suggesting.

United Kingdom and United States Cômn
tions with mc(nbers of the United

5. We have now I had several ^ conversa similar to
Kingdom and United States Delegations whose viei s tare su

clet frcunder rcference,
be able to discuss them tog^iscoûr as a They are gÎad we hvc been thinking
thcir reaction is distinctly 8in8
about thèse matters seriously and hope that we will not drop our ctaacmmat in

problem.,At the same time they, agree with of ^ ^s embly and subsequently
which the disarmament discussion in the Gene h they
in ^ the Disarmament Commission will place the Wcstean w

e feaf. tTheg mal°
think our present position will be easier to defend th on a first slice of a
disagreement ^ with us ` is ; the" idea

e
nccntrating

to t e' exclusion of the later
comprehensive disarmament pr gramm
stagcs and certainl • before, as' I understand it, general,agreement nn the ear Y

a Y uttig
stages has been reached. Whether,we foresee the ^for^e^ ythef lâter stages have
stages of a disarmament programme into eff 0111Y nd

p d t il or whether we arc thinkinge a5 abeen worked out and agree n
concentrating in our discussion on the first slice; both'the United Kingdom
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United States Delegations doubt whether this approach would ' imprové our
propaganda position or advance agreement.
6. In the first place, looking at our suggestion from the Soviet point of view;

no amount of work on a first slice alone . will overcome the fundamental Soviet
objection that the West is ônly interested in collecting intelligence data and not
in prohibiting weapons'of mass destruction which we^ reserve for some final,
and, they say, never-to-be-reached stage. They maintain - and Mr. Malik has
re-emphasized . this point in his latest statements in - the Disarmament
Commission - that, "without an immediate and unconditional prohibition of
the atomic weapon and without the institution of strict international control of
the observance*of that prohibition, any talk about the reduction or limitation of
armed forces and aTmaments' would be hollow and fruitless." ( Disarmament
Commission verbatim record of August 29.) By the same token, the U.S.S.R.
would not be interested in discussing a comprehensive first slice, even including
atomic control elements, - until we had agreed to a prohibition of atomic
weapons to come into effect simultaneously, with : the commencement of
effective international control. The first slice would presumably include, under
the present United States working paper on disclosure and verification, only an
exchange of information on the least sensitive areas relating to atomic energy
(an {exterior examination of Hanford and Oak Ridge). A proposal to
concentrate on a; first slice ,would help to confirm Soviet suspicions that we
never intended to go beyond it. , , .I ..
.7. '- From the point of view of f the United Kingdom - and United . States

Gôvernments, a first slice, taken by itself, would also be unacceptable. They
wôuld . want to know the end of the process, beginning with the first slice,
before they could agree to the initial stages. As Mr. Cohen told me sympatheti-
cally, he had also tried to discover some part of the whole, complex structure of
a disarmament programme 'which could be separated and put into effect at
once in order to develop the mutual confidence which would be necessary if the
further steps in a comprehensive programme were to be agreed and put into
operation. He had, however, been convinced by the Chiefs of Staff and othersin Washington that it was impossible to isolate one part of the whole in this
WaY• Although he had been thinking of a "vertical" slice (no doubt a separate
plan for the reduction of armaments and armed forces), he thought the same
difficulty would apply to our "horizontal" slice covering the first stage in time
of the operation in a comprehensive programme. In order to attract the Soviets,
he^thought,;we would have, to go much further than his Government was
prepared to go, in present circumstances... _^,, . .t.,f.. . ,
Contments on Detoil,

8• I shôuld now like to mention more detailcd comments made by U.S. and
U•K.Delegations on the particular elements which our paper suggests should
be included in the'first slice (paragraph 5 in the Delegation memorandum and
pa^agrap

t:kl
h 14 in yoûr

.
memOrandum).p f .P . f ♦ .

. . . .

. . ' . . . . . . _ t 1 .
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only". In this way it would be unnecessary to raise the issue of ownership until
the later stages, if at all.

Our next step

9. . Although, as you can see, a certain amount of cold water has been poured
upon our proposals by the United Kingdom and United States Delegations, I
do not regard,the effort put into developing our proposals as wasted and I am
sure that neither, the United Kingdom nor the United States Delegations would
wish to discourage us from pursuing our serious and more detailed studies of
this subject. I suggest that there are two conclusions from our talks here:
' a) no detailed proposals can be developed in time for this session of the
General Assembly;

b) it is highly desirable, both from the point of view of strengthening our
position in the propaganda field and from the point of view of keeping open the
door for serious negotiations, that we continue to stress the need for developing
a comprehensive disarmament programme.

10. I think we shall have achieved something constructive for the disarma-
ment debate during the General Assembly and for the work of the Disarma-
ment Commission next year if we succeed in having included in the resolution
presented to the General Assembly a direction to the Disarmament Commis-
sion to develop a comprehensive programme, i.e. to fill in the gaps in this year's
work. This may not be as easy as it would at first appear, as I understand from
Mr. Cohen that there is some reluctance in Washington to going even this far.
I am reasonably sure that the United Kingdom Government would agree as, of
course, would the. French Government.'.

11. Since you have asked for my own comments as well, I think that we
shoûld not drop our idea of, concentrating the work of the Disarmament
Commission on a first slice, 'but should expand that idea along the lines of
paragraph 7 in our memorandum and paragraph 16 in your memorandum. It is
quite clear that unless the Soviet Government change their position radically,
they will insist on some kind of "decision" being taken concerning the
prohibition of weapons of mass destruction before they 'agree to any kind of
international control or ,`inspection or disclosure. Could - not the general
statement of objectives,;to which you refer in this paragraph be developed in
thé form of a preamble'to a draft agreement which would necessarily go into
greater detail on the' fïrst slice than on subsequent stages? This proposal would,
in fact,"amount to . an attempt to take the Soviet' formula - which is so far
nothing'more than a formula -- and put Western content into it. The'deadlock
in the Disarmament Commission during the past year has arisen because Mr.
Malik has been insisting on what he calls a "decision" and refusing to discuss
the detailed content on how such a decision would be implemented, while

"
We'stern representatives have consistently shied away from any kind of adecision". until the "how", had been agrecd in detail. Surely it should not be

Y \ .
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completely, impossible to combine these so far irreconcilable approaches to the

problem, at an auspicious time.

Timing
12. The rub, as 'always, is when to take a:new initiative, when.to offer some

there seems very little point in
concessions.- Until there `is a truce in Korea,
trying to develop a new approach or new concessions. But on the assumption
that there may be a truce at any time or some,other break which would favour

I believe,t continue in the closestthe presentation of new proposals, we should,
consultations with our friends to try to work out the details of a new approach
of some kind. In this process, I hope that Canadian thinking will play some

part.
DAVID M. JOHNSON

DEA/8508-40
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Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion des chefs de direction

Eztraet from Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Divisiôn

CONFIDENTIAL'
Ottawa, September 29, 1952

. . . t

THE UNITED NATIONS

U.N. Disarmament Commission this
2. Mr. Wershof. It is expected that the Disarmament

Comm^ssemblt,l This
week adopt its report to the forthcoming session of the pcncra l Y

report, which will be in. greater. detail than. the interim
summary

report
work of the

submitted on June 1, will contain a comprehensive s of the

Commission since its establishment by the Assembly last l since nno
attempt to draw any conclusions ; or to make recommeat ons
agreement 'was reached on any of.the substantive matters disc ^ sobstructivle
however, ^ bring out fairly clearly the particularly negative an
attitude of the Soviet' Delegation.. Our. Delegation . in Ne é:western Po ers
instructed to support its adoption. The present intention of th
is not to make any effort to dramatize the disarmament debate in the co t^ambpS
but: merely to use the Commission 's report to demonstrate the then
attitudes of thé Western and Soviet-Delegations. A simple resolution may
bei introduced instructing the Commission to continue its efforts to develop a
comprehensive disarmament programme. 03. , .... ,;,^ - t , • . -a , # ^
.^.., -

' '^f . . . . .

... . 1 - . ^,: ._ 3 <: . !

.. . . . . . t . ' 1 .

!°'La commission a déposé son rapport le 3 octobre 1952. L'Assemblée générale a exami^é ie

t°rapport en mars 1953.
The Commission submitted its report on October 3, 1952. The report was considcred by
General Assembly in Match, 1953.
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311.. DEA/50271-A-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chef de la délégation à!Assemblée générale des Nations unies. ,.
Secretary of State for External Affairs to Chairman

Delegation to the General.9ssembly of the United Nations

TELEGRAM I [Ottawa,) October 15, 1952.c . . ..
SECRET. IMPORTANT.

DISARMAMENT DEBATE IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Following from the Under-Secretary, Begins: I thought that it might be
useful to, prepare for the Minister a memorandum summarizing our thoughts
on how the subject of disarmament might be treated at the Assembly in the
context of East-West relations. However, this memorandum was not ready in
time to hand to the Minister before his departure and I am therefore sending it
in my immediately following teletype. Ends.

312..
DEA/50271-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

Acting Secretary of State for Externa! Affairs to Chairman,
Delegation to the Genera! Assembly of the United Nations

[Ottawa,] October 15, 1952

DISARMAMENT DEBATE IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Reference: My immediately preceding teletypë.

Following is• text of memorandum for the Minister, Begins: It is the view ofthe
Western Delegations on the Disarmament Commission, as reported by our

Delegation in New York, that no attempt should be made to dramatize or
enlarge the scôpe.of the disarmament debate this year. With this I think.we
would.agree. There would be a real danger, in any attempt by the Western
Powers to launch a^ propaganda offensive on the disarmament ^ issue, that the
debate might reveal during its course the fundamental dilemma with which
Western policy is faced on this question.
2.

As you well know, the view is held in some quarters that the maintenance
by the Western Powers.of their present overwhelming superiority in atomicWeapons and ' their ability to apply those weapons swiftly and accuratelyconstitute the

main deterrent to Soviet aggression and the main hope for
containing such aggression; if it should occur. A logical corollary of this view isthat;`the

Western Powers should do nothing to restrict either the use of the
atomic weapon itself, if the need arises, or the threat of its use, and that theyshould indeed make , clear to the Soviet, Government their ability to render
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prohibitive the cost to the Soviet Union of any outbrea
go

eneral war. At the
apubl c

same time, however, little or no effort has been made
acquaint

isarma
opinion in the democratic countries with t Wié1s have attempteddto meet^the
problem. On the contrary, the Western Po
widespread public sentiment in favour of disarmament, and particucomymittine
prohibition and elimination of weapons of ma ss' destruction, by'

plan. Thus, while
themselves to consideration of a comprehensive disarmament
on the one hand they have become increasingly dependent

Soviet expansion,
weapon for the preservation of their security against further

the Western Powers face on the other hand loss of the pPwg h specific and
unless they are ready to fill in the whole disarmame plan

concrete proposals.
st desirable that this dilemma should be concealed from the

3.It is mo
Assembly. If, however, the Soviet Union attempts to link the' disarmament

issue with the theme of "peaceful co-existence" in
ctiver reir^ I awould

offensive, we are, I think,' in a position to make an effe P Y

therefore suggest that, as a matter of tactics, we â b te but should wait
disarmament question in our speech during the general
nntil we can see what line the Soviet representative in th e

to elnlargeçhe debate
intends to take on the disarmament item. If he attempts
on that item,, our reply ' should then- be aimed primarily

on
exposing

mament
the

intransigence of the position so far taken by the Soviet Un ion reasona
while at the ' same time making clear our readiness to exa mine

ued refu a lof
proposals that are made. It should also emphasize that the conti
the Soviet representative in the Disarmament Commission to discuss d ïé thej
the proposals so far submitted by the s W

estern
a comprehens,ve d os armament

further development of these p
o

po

plan. k, -̂ effect in
4. The record of the Disarmament Commission can be used to good

date , without
pointing the contrast between the Soviet and Western attitudes to

sal already
entering into a sterile discussion

n
^t details

substantpve work, the
submitted to the Commission. Whe
Commission had before, it certain principles which the' Sixth Sess

ion'
based n on the

A'ssembly' had drawn up for tts gu ►dance' and which were b the United
disarmament resolution' submitted to that' session bY it he Soviet counter-
Kingdom and the United States. It also had referred to

ro sals,' which contained such plïrases ` as &^a decision Procla^ controle
P Pounconditional prohibition of atomic weapons ,

strict internation So far the

^'complete official data . on armaments and armed ^ forccs", etc. a ersworkingWestern Powers have f submitted to . the Commission six Sembly'sthcir,concc pt 01
designed , to, elaborate in ^ some deta^e Soviet Delegation, on. the other hand,
principles should be ^ implcmented. T
has tabled no such working papers and has stubbornly refused t^l théré is
detailed questions` concerning the original Soviet proposal kes a•,decision"
"agreement on principles" (i.e.,-until the Commission first ta on April4
on the unconditional prohibition of atomic weapons).'At the meeting
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of Committee V of the " Commission, the _Canadian representative asked again
the questions which Mr. Vishinsky had left unanswered when they were put by
the leader of the Canadian Delegation on January 16;. 1952, in the First
Committee of the Assembly. The Soviet representative, Mr. 7 Malik, brushed
these questions aside with the suggestion that ^ the f'lood: of identical questions
concerning the Soviet proposals indicated a^ conspiracy âmong.the questioners
to avoid discussion of the substance of those proposals. . I .
5. -Moreover,- the Soviet Delegation has missed no opportunity to inject

blatant' propaganda into` the Commission's deliberations. He has tried
repeatedly to distract the Commission from, its proper functions by raising
charges of the, use of bacteriological warfare by United Nations forces in
Korea:
6. The Soviet representative has also declined either to discuss 'seriously the

substantive proposals so far put forward by the Western Powers or to submit
amendments or alternative proposals. His only excuse for this behaviour has
been his repeated claim that the essence of the' Western proposals is the
disclosure by other states of information on armaments and armed forces and
the concealment by the Western Powers of information on'the atomic bomb
and secret weapons. Not only is'this untrue (the United States working paper
on disclosure and verification applies to both atomic and non-atomic
information) but the Soviet representative himself has ignored every invitation
to submit details of a more acceptable plan. If the Soviet Union did not
consider - that the Western proposals contained a balance, of risks and
safeguards as between the disclosure of atomic and non-atomic information, it
was open to the Soviet Union to produce proposals that would. What the Soviet
Union, could hardly deny was that prohibition and reduction could not be
enforced unless there was verified information on what was being prohibited
and reduced.

7. In these circumstances, refusal by the Soviet Union to discuss the detailed
problems of disclosure and verification and Soviet insistence on the undefined
principle * of "non•interference in' the domestic affairs of states". can only be
interpreted as. unwillingness to co-operate in establishing an open and
substantially disarrried world, and this attitude might be related,T as part of the
pattern of all-pervasive' totalitarian state control, with the'Soviet: refusal to
allow'âny fr`eedom of movement whatever either âcross its borders or within
them.^In this `waÿ-the Soviet attitude on disarmamént -could be linked with
Stalin s pronouncements ' concerning, the division of the world into hostile
camps,, Because the dialectical interpretation of,current international affairs
sees the world in terms of a permanent irreconcilable division between the
Communist and non-Communist states, thc Soviet Government is apparently
not'prepared to embark seriously on the kind ofcomprehen co-opcrative effort which a• ' programme wou entail.
8: In'taking such â line we should, I think, be careful to avoid'the danger of

exposing ôurselvés^to similar criticism by giving the impression that we are notprepared, to
make any further efforts in developing a comprehensive

disarmament plan unless the Soviet Union changes its attitude. The temptation

s' rve and effectrve disarmamcnt ld
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to do this will ^ be great in,view of the dilemma awhich I have described above.
The = longer the : Soviet 'Union maintains its intransigent : attitude the more
willing the United States and the United Kingdom become to retreat from
their original position ôf being in favour of the prohibition of the atomic bomb.
This tendency seemsi to me to be both unreasonable and dangerous. I cannot

for. my own part see any objection to our stating plainly that our objective is
the same as what the Soviet . Union" ï claims is its . objective, namely, the
prohibition, and elimination of atomic -,weapons and weapons of mass
destruction and the reduction of armaments and armed t forces, but that,
whereas we are prepared to discuss seriously and in detail how we, might arrive
at that objective, the Soviet Union has so far refused to do so. There may be
valid objections to making such a statement at this juncture. However, I think

t ush ahead with our

Extrait du proces-verbal de !a reunron u" • '' d Comité interarmes des pro,ws

DEA/50271-A-40
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Message ends.
to treat all their proposals with the same con p

. ,.

efforts to develop the proposais a rea y pu
disarmament plan on the basis of the principles drawn up by the previous
Assembly. We could in 'addition , emphasize that, if the Sôviet, Union does not
desire the development of such a disarmament plan, the most effective way to
hinder its'development is to convince the Western Powers thât it will continue

tem t they have so far received.

the least we can do is to make clear our determ^nat^on o p
1 d t forwârd into a comprehensive

under consideration was a serious matter for the Services sinçe, ow; g
exPânsion, it was .bëcoming increasingly diffïcult, to provide trained and

2. The Committee, considered a ra Po.,f hat
COminittec by the JPS as. requested. This report commended

Committee ta dconsideration be given to the creation of an interdepartmental
a Joint Wôrkin Part to rov^de Canadian views on disarmament matters..g, .. Y. .P.^. , . , - ,

; 3. TheA/Chairman10' felt that before establishment of special machinery for
handling disarmament matters was made the subject of recommenda

tions,of the
principle that Canada should undertake an extensive part; in the workolic This
Disarmament Commission should be established as Go vernment

He not d that
was;inot a. °matter a^^.for.:JPC ,comment° or recommendation
establishment> of such çan ; organization,as VI as. indicated in the draito iePen

n

[Ottawa,] October 21, 1951

UN DISARMAMENTCOMMISSION

(CSC.1644-1(JPC) 16 Oct. 52 and JPC"minutes34/52-2 refer)
... , . .

d it JPC ref rt to thef. Chiefs of Staff

, Extract`from'Minûtes of Meeting of Joint Planning Committee

1Note marginale :/Marginal note.
' Doug Gibson. • ``
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experienced officers to meet all needs. It appears that the first thing to
establish' was the importance of more extensive, Canadian participation in the
work of the Disarmament Commission as compared - with current.activities of
the Services. The degree of effort that should be. put forth in the Services-to
assist in disarmament studies could then be assessed in the light of approved
Government policy and External Affairs could then make recommendations as
to*what machinery was needed.
3. ;The External Affairs representative remarked that Canada was the only

permanent member of the Disarmament' Commission besides the permanent
members of the Security Council-and that it was Canadian policy to carry a
fâir'shareW the work. His department now felt that Canada^ should do more
than in the past and for this reason military advice had been sought for the
formulation of Canadian views on disarmament questions. Through the JPC,
Chiefs of,Staff views had been received on two previous occasions. However,
when military views had been sought on a new approach to the disarmament
problem which was being formulated by External Affairs, it had been the JPC
viewÿ that the production of military views on that paper would be beyond the
capacity of the present JPS not only because of the amount of continuous work
involved, but also because of other tasks now being done by the JPS. As a
result the report now before the Committee had been prepared with a view to
providing an adequate organization for dealing with problems as they arose.
The External Affairs representative observed that his department was not by
any means bound to follow through with the approach which had occasioned
the present concern over the amount of work involved, but he felt that there
was a definite need for adequate consideration to be given to all phases of the
work of ' the Disarmament Commission, including the plans put forward by
other nations, and this required military ad`vice., He appreciated the personnel
problems but felt that the tasks would not require a full time working group.
" 4. 7he'A/Chairnman observed that the report under review was not clear as to
whether the working party was to be a full time organization. Ili any event he
felt that initially it would have to operate on a full-time basis for a considerable
period: Should it develop that, the military staff required augmentation to do
the work, the^fact that the vacancies for a second JPS team might be filled to
meet the need should be considered.
^5.: T/ e 'Air"Force nrember[Group Captain Coleman] stated that - it was hisunderstânding that f the organization proposed' in the JPC report was being
considered so that the new approach recently put forward by External Affairs
could be studied with a view to making a detailed and extensive military
çontribution to, the scheme. However, if that was not now the immediate
concern; it^wouldperhaps be preferable for External Affairs to put forward theimplications , of increased participation in the work of the Disarmament
Commission and obtain a decision as to what scale of effort should be d vot dto this work;
6. The Comnilttee, after a further exchan e of viewsSecretary should d f g , agreed that the

External ra t a reply to inc letter of the Under-Secretary of State for
Affairs dated 9 Aug 52.' This letter should point out that to produce
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:h
time

comments of value an . appropriate military staff lÛK
have

and
ful l

ave
for at least, a considerable : period. Although the
formidable machinery for dealing with disarmam ^tionsmatters ,

not adequate to
case with Canada, and the present Service organ
undertake tasks additional :to present com t difOlltgo produce staff
expansion of the Services, it has become increasingly ficu

of tasks underofficers with the training and experience necessary for, the, type
consideration, without serious implications for currentservice

tihé attm tion of the
is therefore suggested that these implications be bro g
Government and that in their light a decision be sought ôûfo ethe

xisting ,
importance

mil tary
the, disarmament studies proposed in , relation to
commitments. Then, if the Government so directs, the creation of an adequate

organization could be investigated. }

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité interarmes es pr ^

DEA/50271
314.

-A-40

- • d o'ets

[Ottawa,j October 28, 1952
39/52-3 . . :

Extraet from Minutes of Meeting of Joint Planning Committee

U.N. DISARMÂMENTCOMMISSION,

(C SC 1644-1 (JPC) 16 Oct. 52 and JPC minutes 38/52-2 refers)

lines outlined above:''os
^FN-1t is requeste t ,1
i.

d ha t th e Joint Plan`ning Commtttee prepare a repo
matter should be handled. ' r • rt alung the
an

need be full or part-time.: ' k d to discuss your report
;ji k The Vice Chiefs of Staff Commttee are being as e

d to make recommcndations for Chiefs of Staff cônsideration as to how this

6. e
Staff Committee had been received as follows: d

"The Chairman, Chiefs of Staff does, not consider tha lof 23
a ro riate to forward -the draft letter attached to your memorandum

Ôc
October, 1952 to the Department of External Affairs t He has directed
Joint Planning, Committee. prepare

been, received from théu Department ofdisarmament proposals which have
External Affairs and also containing recommendations as to the manner in
which military advice on this subject should be provided.

Your report should include consideration as to the type of machin Wtyic are
should be established ând to the means of providing any personnel ersonnel
required. It would ' be well : to, include, consideration as ; to: whether. p

• t• .. ,

•• Th rotary reported that, a memorandum from the Secretary Chiefs of

I 105Note marginale !/Marginal note: `
^, ^ +i,' sec minutes of 38th meeting particularly para 6.
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' 7. The. Committee after further discussion agreed that the JPS be directed to
prepare a report for the Vice Chiefs of Staff106 taking into consideration the
views expressed by the, Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, and. that the Committee
further agreed the report should emphasize the necessity of the proposed
working party being a separate entity from the Joint Planning Staff; and that
such;working party should be afforded the necessary arrangements for liaison
with appropriate Service Directorates, , to keep them informed of current
military plans. . .

315.
DEA/50271-A-40

Procès-verbal de la 27' réunion
du Comité des vice-chefs de l'état-major ,

Extract from Minutes of 27th Meeting of Vice Chiefs of Staff Committee
SECRET I [Ottawa,] December 11, 1952

II-U.N. DISARMAMENT COMMISSION

2. The Committee had for consideration a report prepared by the Joint
Planning Committee in the light of a memorandum submitted to the Chiefs of
Staff`by the Department of External Affairs, requesting militarÿ views on a
suggested new apprôach for the UN Disarmament Commission.

The Joint Planning Committee report recommended that:
(a) if;itwere decided that Canada should take a more active role in the UN

Disarmament Commission, inter-departmental machinery should be set up to
provide adequate guidance for the Canadian Delegate, and suggested inAppendix "C" of the report, interim machinery for the formulation ofCanâda's'disarmament policy;

(b) until suchtime as a proper organization has been established to handle
the disarmament problem, no attempts should be made to give military views
on the proposal put forward bÿ the Department of External Affairs.

(CSC.1644-1 (VCS) of 14 Nov,52),
3• The Acting,Vice Chief of the Ceneral Staff said that.before approvin g the

establishment of machinery to handle disarmament problems, it was considered
necessaryr to obtain the views of the Chiefs of Staff as to the extent to whichCanada-, should : participate in disarmament matters. The Services ' were
concentrating on a' build-up of forces, and Canada's active participation could
have a'Popular appeal throughout the country which would possibl affect
adversely,the build-up program of the Services. y

CANADIAN MILITARY VIEWS ON REDUCTION OF ARMED FORCES AND'4
^..

ARMAMENTS

Is will be ready for JPC's next meeting (Nov. 4). J.M. C(ook]
th gna note."'Note marginale /Mal ' l'
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dinator; Joint Staff. said that,, the - Department of External
•4. The Coor year for
Affairs' had referred several problems to the Serviwii^ ^ 1 thehJôlnt`tPlanning
military views. These problemsA;^^ ugh é

dealt
ting staffs were adequate to deal

Committee on an ad hoc basis
th disarmament- problems, it was desirable to allocafull time fo ra llimited

wi

a

particular group who were in the position to devote their

period. Moreover, having all disarmament - problems ^ bdl ms with by
the same

group should ensure continuity of thought on these
PState or External Affairs

5. The. Representative of the Under-Secra nasmueh as Canada was a
said that it was the view of his Department that her

of the Disarmament Commission, she should be P ^pshe should be inmember

play

forward i
deas,

nsoru
forward

full part. Not only should Canada put others were.technicallyased
sounad. It

position to
was

sure that suggestio , p,
s fully appreciated that there was little prospect oé any ^ganda

Canadian participation accomplishing much, but there was gr
prP

value in active Canadian participation. views
Past problems on disarmament which had been forDéPdaa moent11of Éxternal

had been dealt with adequately, and although the
'rs' suggested new approach to the disarmament problem would entail a

Affaigreat deal of work, it was felt that the present I machinery was adequate to dea
l

Brigadier Gibson
said that if the Chiefs of Staff agreede toDg ^olntwith it.

6. Brigad'̂
heârtedly to Canada's participation in t he'

f resentatives on an inter
Commission, it was important that. Service reP rams andith
dePartmental committee be

important
conversant er

vice épresentâ ion be at the
activities. Therefore, the suggestion that the
Colonel level was of doubtful value, as,they would be requNâ`d t ino can r inter-
views with higher authority prior to putting 'them forwar

d committee. -I that the Service Members of the J
oint
nt 1

#7.` Commodore ' Rayner suggested artm
Planning -Committee represent the Services S

on , the "
taff wasninrthe proccss of

corrimittee. A second team to thé Joint:Plannmg Working party on disarma-
being fôrmed; this team could form the militacy t _. ,

ont. articip
Chie f of Air Staff said that Canada ' s act i ve Preed that t the8. LLThe Vice f I

disarmament problems required careful, conside ration
^ whether aCanada sho°id

articipa-paruChiefs of Staff- should ^ express their v^ews as'

rtici ate in disarmament problems and indicate thio extent arc this
e c a paper for the

Pa;; P_ . ^n
'- The Joint Planning Comm. ^ttee should be aske Prp, art,,-;nation

t^on: Canada s
Chiefs of. Staff, pointing oût the •̂ mPlicaniendations as to the extent Canada
ÿdisaimament probléms and making recom ects of the
should participate: This paper should deal 'wit External Affairs' propos-1hff to the Department oproblem and should not re er
or go into the detail of machinery to effect military participation.
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'9. It 'was agreed after further discussion:
(a) that the Joint Planning Committee would report to the Chiefs of Staff

Committee107 on the implications to the armed services of, Canada's participa-
tion in disarmament problems and recommend the extent to which Canada
should participate;'

(b) that if the "Chiefs of Staff Committee approve of Canada's full active
participation in the affairs of the Disarmament Commission, an inter-
departmental committee reporting to the Cabinet Defence Committee should
be fôrmed. Service representation on this committee should be drawn from the
Service Members of the'Joint Planning Committee `or their representatives.
The Joint Planning Staff should furnish the Service Representatives on the
working level.

316. '

474,52-3
.:,

[Ottawa,] December 23, 1952

SECRET

Extract froni Minutes of 47/52 Meeting of Joint Planning Committee

Extrait "du procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité interarmes des projets

11-U.N. DISARMAMENTCONIMISSION-
PROVISION OF CANADIAN MILITARY VIEWS
,. (CSC 1644-1 (JPC) 19 Dec 52 refers)

, armament problem.-

4. The Con:n:ittee noted that the Vice Chiefs of Staff Committee at its 27th
meeting 11 Dec. 52 had considered the above subject and agreed that the JPC
should report to the Chiefs of Staff Committce on the implications to the
armed services, ôf Canadian, participation in disarmament problems. In the
light of this report if it is consideréd that special machinery to deal with
disarmament problems is required, the Vice Chiefs of Staff agreed that an
interdepartmental committee reporting to the Cabinet Defence Committee
should be formed. Service representation on this committee should be drawn
from the service members of the ^JPC or their representatives and the JPS
should furnish the service representatives on a working level.
?, The Committee, after discussion, agreed that the JPS should prepare a

JPC report on the implications to the armed services of Canada's participation
in the dis

107
NOte inarginale "/Marginal note:

draft circulating for JPC approval.
"'Note marginale /Marginal note:

will bediscuued at next meeting JPC (Jan. 13).

DEA/50271-A-40
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Note de la '!!• Direction de liaison avec la DéfXns ieures10^

j pour le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires e
.

Memorandum from Defence Liaison (2) Division ars/09

to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External AJf '

[Ottawa,] December 26, 1952

SECRET'

The •Joint Planning Committee discussed the item on the United mended
Disarmament Commission on the basis of the Vic fu niefsIm;s ôbvious that the

JNITED NATIONS RELIEF A
FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES (UNRWAPR)

far and I hope that the matter can , G DET GLAZEBROOKj

that until this was done it was quite impossib e to
the Services could produce. This is the only sensible statement made so

or what th ^'worked out that way.

po^n •
and expressed the view that it was necessary to se knPW what might be required

excep
' t of view Commodore Rayner spoke to me a ad hoc committee and

. t that they are to assess the advantages an 1 fter this futile conversation

P^them The question has been referred to U lu d d•advantages from a military
g however, that th^s s^mpsible date. It appears, JpS without any definite guidance
We no military advice, we would be glad to Ie answer does not appeal to

Pif the Department of National Defence wishe h°é ru answer at the earliest

e
com lexity and the time that would be Involva n v ress the view that it could

eo le would like to keep away romrvice p p d' tud ing it. I exptained that
Both the discussion and the conclusion were co n

this ubject, emphasizing its

[ -

^ PARTIE 7/PART.7

°' ET DE TRAVAUX DES NATIONS UNIES
OFFICE DE,SECOUR ^ E PALESTINE (UNRWAPR)

[Ottawa,] January 2^ } . .

Assistance to Palestine Refugees
the recommendation of the Ad H^ Pol!t!cal CS mnsored

7. Mr. Mclnnes.,On 26 adoPted a resolut ion jointly Po
the General Assembly ori January . which cndor$es

by the United States, the United Kingdom, Frapai^t ne refuge^es submitted by

a new plan for the relief and rehabilitation of
. . . . , . . . . . . ., i' ' ,

POUR LES REFUGI ND WORKS AGENCY

,•.' :;! ^ , s de is ^n...Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunlon des chef

m

o

Extraet jro Minutes of^Meeting ojNeads ojDivi
1952
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Mr. John Blandford, Director of the Relief and Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees. The plan. envisages the expenditure of $50,000,000. for relief and
$200,000,000 for re-integration, over and above such contributions as, may, be
made, by local governments, and is to : be carried out over a period of
approximately three years starting as of July 1, 1951.- , UNRWA is to explore
with the Arab Governments concerned the desirability, and practicability of
transferring the administration of relief to these Governments at the earliest
possible date. The. Arab Governments gave their support to the., plan, on
humanitarian grounds and because it did not prejudice the right of refugees to
ultimate repatriation and compensation. The resolution was adopted by 47
votes in favour, 0 against and 7. abstentions (Burma, Byelo-Russia, Chile,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, the Ukraine and the U.S.S.R.). While supporting the
resolution, the Canadian Delegation specifically reserved the Canadian position
on the financial aspects of the plan.

DEA/10170-C-40
Note de la Direction des Nations unies10

Memorandum by United Nations Division110

[Ottawa,] February 7, 1952

CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION TO UNRWAPR

Mr. Scott and I discussed this afternoon the letter of January 28, 1952 fromthe Chairman • of the Negotiating Committee for extra-budgetary funds
requesting the Canadian Government to be prepared to pledge a contribution
to the agency for the year 1951-52 when the committee re-convenes in NewYork in mid-February. The following conclusions were reached:
(a) It would be desirable that Canada make some contribution;
(b) A, well documented memorandum in ' " justification of a Canadian

4contribution will have to be submitted to the Department of Finance;
(c) In preparing'this menio' randum the views of the European Division on the

Political aspects of the matter, and of the Economic Division on the economic
aspects'of the'relief and rehabilitation plan to be carried out by the agencyin
the course of the next three years, should be sought;
(d) Consideration should be given to the possibility of using the formula

suggested some time ago by Mr. Reid for a small token Canadian contribution
which would be increased in a given proportion according to amounts pledged
by other côûntries in a political and geographical position vis-à-vis the NearEa

2. h4r.
st comparable to Canada s.

p^^u fScott then telephoned Mr. Reid to obtain guidance on the timing and
e for this operatton., Mr. Reid agreed with the above. He thought,howeVer, '
thât we should wait until the Minister returns to Ottawa towards the

10NotM^rginale VMarginal note:
^^.E•G.1 Hardy -=ce my note. S.M. S[eottj
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e
end of this month before making a submission to the Cabi net'Finance On' the offic al
we should do all the preparatory work been establ hed: -We might also keep
level 'once the departmental -posttton
our representative on the Negotiating Committee informed of official thinking

so as to facilitate'his work.

3. I
Mr: Hardy telephoned Mr. Hemsléy to find out the proper time and place

for inclusion of an amount' in the"estimates'i ôthe reHey saidtthat if
reached that Canada should make a contribution.,
such a decision were reâched some time in March the

contribut ion
fiscal

cou ld
year

included in the final supplementary estimates for th as th
1951-52,' which are submitted to ^Parliament before

March
to1 June 30e

programme would cover the agency's fiscal year, July 1,

1952111 J.E.G. HARDY

DEA/10170-C-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

au sous-ministre des Finances ' .
Acting Under=Seeretciry of State for External Affairs

to Deputy Minister of Finance

Ottawa, March 10, 1952
. . - . - .^

CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION TO UNITED NATIONS 1951Ç52 AND
WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES,

In a letter of January 28, 1952,t a' copy_of which is attached, the Acting

Cha irman of the Negotiating Committee for. Extra- Budgetary
Funntr bution tO

the Canadian government to give conside
30 °^ 952 and to1 have a Canaa'an

UNRWAPR for. the year ending June ,

representative ' prepared to discuss this matter when . the
Npâo^satthe

Committee reconvenes in New, York., After.. a: session held in

Committee resumed its meetings in.1`ew York, on March 4, 1952. ^^2 on this

- 2.$1 attach, for, your eonsideratton, a'^ draft. of, a memorando submit to
subject, which my Minister has approvèd, and which,he may, wish

!fflote marginale :/Marginal note. ,_L „_ b_:a s., É.É%nvefsation today.
Mr. Hardy: Good.1 coniirmeo tna wi«l •••. •.^.- ..-
ln regard to 1(d) it is for wnsid ra^tinnort hgenei lly and tvoguely elâtcd, ooher a

,^given (i.e. stâted)proportion or ^ ^
-`contributions.'Mr. Reid thought we had not "missed the boat" before the Minister's departure

the time w[oulld not then have been propitious to approach Cabinet.
1 ahead as you have outiined (2) teli the dciegation in Nihc^ Yjorkl

Will You O go • h we cannot let

for a[Mmg
112Voir le document suivant /See following documcnt. }"

within a few days what we have In mind, expiaining w y otiatingj
anything definite for the delegation before the fintg ceting of the Ncg[ y ^ if so, this
Comm[itteej. I dare:ay they will have to be given guidance what to sa

' lN[nder) S[ccrctaryj's signature. Scott Feb. B.
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the Cabinet this week on his return from Washington. This memorandum
recommends that the Canadian representative on the.Negotiating Committee
be authorized to announce that Canada will make a contribution to the Agency
of $750,000 for the year July 1, 1951 to June 30, 1952, subject to approval by
the Canadian Parliament. It also recommends that the Canadian representative
should explicitly reserve the Canadian position with regard to contributions for
the following two years, as the programme approved by the Assembly is for a
three-year period.
.3. Of the $77,000,000 required to finance the programme of the Agency for
the year ending June 30, 1952; $27,000,000 or approximately 35%, is to be
spent on direct relief and $50,000,000 or approximately 65%, to be used for
rehabilitation projects. In view of the importance of rehabilitation projects as a
means to a lasting solution of the refugee problem, it might be desirable to
indicate that our contribution is to be allocated between relief and rehabilita-
tion in roughly the above proportions, and to amend paragraph 9 (a) of the
proposed memorandum to the Cabinet accordingly. It might be stated, for
example, that $250,000, or a higher amount is to be earmarked for relief and
the remainder for rehabilitation. It might be desirable to consider whether a
proportion of the Canadian contribution, either for relief or rehabilitation, be
specified as being in kind.

A. If Cabinet agrees that a Canadian contribution is to be made for the year
ending June 30, 1952, it will, - I understand, be necessary to include the
contribution in the final Supplementary Estimates for 1951-52, since inclusion
in the . 1952-53 estimates would . probably not permit full payment; to the
Agency before June 30, 1952, the closing day of its fiscal year. Pending final
action by the Cabinet, I have thought it in order to provide for a Canadian
contribution to UNRWAPR on a provisional basis in this Department's,1951-
52 final Supplementary Estimates which were submitted to the Treasury Board
Division of your Department last Friday, March 7. If. its is not possible to
secure Cabinet approval by the end of this week, the item will, of course, have
to,be deleted.

ESCOTT REID

DEA/10170-C-40
Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

"pour le Cabinet
Yentoranduni front Secretary,of State for External Affairs

to Cabinet

[Ottawa,) March 4 (7?), 1952

ASSISTANCE TO PALESTINE REFUGEES
Sincé the end g. ' I some 900,000 refugces, who have lost their homes and

livelihood as a result of hostilities in Palestine, havc,cxisted principally on relief
provided by the United Nations, supplemented by private contributions from
all over the world. Bec'ause of its central role in creating the state of Israel, the
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ility
United Nations has recognized'in a number of resolutini^ t`nd

responsi
satbsfa to^y

r
the' 'refugee problem and has consistently endeavoured

. 'solution to it.
rding1Y, inJanuary of this year, the General Assembly acceptéd, by a

Accord
vote of 49-0 (the Soviet 'bloc abstaining) the "Blandford Plan" for the reliefe, over a
and rehabilitation of Palestine refugees: It calls for the and
thrée-year period, of 550,000,000n (U.S .)

on of
rel ief

the refugees into the life of
5200,000,000 (U.S.) for the r 'g aio is the estimated
countries surrounding Palestine. Of this total, $77,000,000

and 000 000 and
requirement for the first year ending `Junevo30,1-1952, cceptance of the plan is
$55,000,000 respectively for the following t years.

without prejudice to the right, of refugees t o ultima te .
the'

tion
tates and

compensation, - whenever a political settlement between

Israel makes this possible. -

3. The Blândford Plan has been carefully studied by those most comprns of
advise, and appears to be as good a one as can be framed within t

he ter

Practical Politics' in that disturbed region., It stands a Vede
fa

ai
r chance of

funds are
^ded that two conditions

a
met :

that the governments of thesesucces's; prov.
contributed by states outside the,are , secondly,
Middle Eastern states honestly try to carry it out.

lose to' fulfilment so far
'4. °.The first of these requisites is already reasonably c $67 ,000 ,000 have
as the first year is concerned. Towards $77,000,000 required000 (These powers
already been pledged as follows: United States $50,000 ,

000 and France -
have United Kingdom -.12,400,000 immediate strategic, 391;000 Jordan - 168,000
2;571,400 economic interests in the area.) Egyp t - Australia,
New Zealand -:- 210,000 19 other countries =n ^^ ^n^on

ad
dcontribute

ition,
The

the Netherlands and Brazil have indicated a
Âustralian : contribution,'' according to available; information, will be about

$600,000 in goods and services. full
:atisfaction of thé second requirement for thé success of the plan'- s

^ Shonest co-operation of the countries in the area - is less assured.d^n t}e
and
been argued'that for political reasons #11, Ta^^^ Arab territory. On the other
permanent settlement of refugees from I willthat
hànd, it has been'argued that white the Arab states cannot b stjtthe Blandford
pârticipate in such work, they will practice

in the lot of the rcfugees
Plan should lead to a very considerable improvement proportion, though by °o
and in the`stability of the Middle East. At worst, a results. In
means all, of ethe funds3 involved may,be'dissipated without lasting good that,ficientl
the opinion of the undersigned, the chance of succ^ sshouldf be t key ^
in view of the considerations outlined below, heaion in the Plan are as follows:

6. The reasons for Canadian fnancialPd f^,participation
for the welfare of these

(a) the United Nations has anadmitte po

refugees., ' of psians
resettleme nt ,of the refugees will rémove, or ; reduce, one group

4^^• ''bl to Communist and Russian propaganda;patticularly suscepU
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(d) assistance to that area will be consistent with our. policy of drawing Asian
states towards the Western and democratic world, rather than allowing them to
drift into the Communist camp;

(e) the security of the Near East is vital to the security of the North Atlantic
region and it is therefore a matter of general importance and concern. The
continuing tension between Israel and the Arab • states, aggravated and
perpetuated by the refugee problem, is one of the basic threats to.Middle East
security. The plan, so far as it is successful, will help to reduce the friction
existing in that region;

(f) a reasonable Canadian contribution, offered in the circumstances outlined
below, should encourage other comparable states to match our contribution;
(g) the obvious humanitarian reasons.
7. Negotiations with governments, members and non-members of the United

Nations, regarding contributions are being carried out by a special Negotiating
Committee established by the General Assembly. The Committee, after a
session held in Paris in January, resumed its meetings in New York on March
4,' 1952 to discuss'with representatives of governments which have not yet
made their position known, the contributions which they may wish to offer.
8: In recognition of their special interest in the Near East, the United States,

the '. United Kingdom and " France among them have pledged close to
$65,000,000 or more than 84% of the total of $77,000,000 for the first year. If
the remaining $12,000,000 were to be assessed among all other United Nations
members according to the scale of contributions to the regular budget of the
United.. Nations, Canada's share would be, almost $900,000. Because
contributions may also be made by non-members of the United Nations and
private organizations, it is considered that an amount of $750,000, or a little
less than 1% of the total, would represent a reasonable Canadian contribution
and realistically reflect Canadian responsibility,,in the refugee problem and
Political interest in the preservation• of stability in a strategically important
area. This compares with a Canadian contribution of $1,040,616 (U.S.) or
2.9% of the total received for the period December 1, 1948 to April 30, 1950
and of $1,400,313 (U.S.) or 3.1% for the period. May 1,• 1950 to June 30, 1951.
9• It fs therefore recontntended that: •
(a) the Canadian Representative be authorized to announce before the

Negotiating Committee that Canada will make a contribution to the United
Nations .Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees of $750,000 for the
year, July 1'' 1951 to June 30, 1952, subject to approval by the Canadian
Parliament;',,

(b) the Canadian. Representative explicitly reserve the Canadian position
with regard. to contributions to the programme for the following two years, and
state that a Canadian decision to make such further contributions will largely
depend on the success of, the plan during the first year, on cvidence that local
governments in the area are co-operating with the Agency. in the administra-
tion of. relief and re-integration projects, and on the willingness shown bycountries in

a position comparable to Canada's to share the financial burden;
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(c). that.. an . amount of .$750,000 - be included in the final Supplementary
Estimates for the fiscal year 1951.52 to provide for the Canadia n

L.B. PEARSON

DEA/10170-C-40

Le sous-ministre des Finances

' au 'sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ` !

Deputy Minister of Finance
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, March 14, 1952

Attention: E. Reid, Esq.

Deâr Sir,

preservation of stability in thts strategtca y po year has
bf It is true.that $67 million`of the $77 million required for thares favourably
already been pledged, and that a"côntribution of $750,000 comp 1 feel
with the Canadian assessment to the United Nations itsewfhoNé of t theeSpledged

f t that virtually the

little less than.1% of the total requtrement would rea ts;; ^ interest i^^ the
responsibility^ in the refugee problem and' our po

• • • • ' 11 im rtant area. ,

In%your draft you° state thatanthe
d exnrdess thef belef that a contribution of a

reasonably'close` to fulfilment, • P 1• , • 11 rcflcct Canadian

observations and suggestions whtch m^g P ^,,rely
past reservations and in making your proposals,more acceptable on p

financial grounds. • • t financial support is

contribution ° is, of course, a matter.,r WoshC to take into account the following
anticipating that decision yôû x may

• - ' ht bc hel ful in meeting some of our

recent developments in the Middle st ithout
b' t decision Nowever, w

CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION TO THE UNITED NATIONS RELIEF
1951-1952AND WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES,

have your letter of March 10th enclosing, a dratotwMam the na951-52
Cabinet"' recommending a contribut ion

bRelief o
f $750,000

Agency for Palestine
programme of the United Nations,
Refugees in the Near East.

As y ou know, we in this Department have been disappointed with the r
esults

d
achieved by past attempts to solve' the refugee problem and have expresse

serious misgivings about further financial contri bu tions
for Arab co-operation prond

grammes. In particular we have stressed the need
adequate and equitable financial support, -- the "conditions for a lasting

solution" referred to in paragraph 3 of your draft memorandum.
aF"Whether these "conditions" have been adequately fulfilledé an C^nadhan

"Ea warrant a fur 1

^_ . *^.3..
we cannot foverlook the ac.:.

^^^Voir le document pr&.^dent./See Preccd^ng document.
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amounts 'will be provided by the United States, United Kingdom and France,
whose interests in ^ thé area are readily demonstrable and so much more direct
than our own: It is my feeling that the record of many other governments -is
still far from 'satisfactory and that, if we are -to' participate, we should not
hesitate to insist on a more equitable sharing of the burdens.,

There are many ways in which our position on this matter could be made
explicit, including-the establishment of a direct relationship between' the final
amount of any Canadian contribution and the shàre of the residue tô be
assumed by others with comparable responsibilities and interests., "This might
take the form of a "matching" formula along the lines of that announced by
our delegation at the recentTechnical Assistance Conference:

On the ftirther question 'of Arab co-operation, I am disturbed that it has not
been possible to, obtain public assurances of a kind that would normally be
required if financial, considerations were the final test of Canadian participa-
tion. However, I appreciate the difficult political circumstances that surround
the resettlement of Arab refugees outside Israel 'and understand that it is the
particular merit of the Blandford plan that it has been designed to circumvent
these difficulties. I note, however, that yoit believe that the chances of success
are sufficiently great to warrant acceptance of the risks implicit in the direction
of "large amounts in this area. In view of the uncertainties, I feel that, if we
participate, we . would ` be fully,, jtistified in announcing conditions and
safeguards intended to give expression to the many doubts we still maintain. By
controlling the rate of releases we could 'serve notice that our continuing co-
operation is contingent upon the development and maintenance of conditions
and standards of performance that will contribute to the attainment of the
ultimate objective. You have already suggested that the Canadian Representa-
tive should explicitly reserve the Canadian position with regard to contribu-
tions : for the second and third years of the proposed programme. If we
participate, I believe that we should go further and indicate our intention of
maintaining direct control over any Canadian contribution during the first trial
period;

If Cabinet approves a Canadian contribution, I would recommend that these
conditions should be announced in the Negotiating Committee at the time we
makë our'pledge. The Canadian Representative might state that in view, of
current uncertainties the final rate and nature of releases of any' Canadian
contribution which may be approved by Parliament will be subject' to'`
agreement between'the Canadian Government and the Secretary-Gencral."s In
this'way, we wonld, in effect, serve notice that the programme will be under
constant surveillance and that the extent of Canadian support will be directly
influenced by evidence of progress toward the plan's main goals. This method
of control would also obviate the necessity for announcing in advance the exact
ratio to be maintained between expenditures for direct relief and rehabilitation.

"'Note marginale /Marginal note:I. '.,.

Note marginale :/Marginal note:
'2.._.
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In paragraph 3 of your, letter accompanying the Cabinet memorandum, you
have suggested that the Canadian contribution mightande 65%^foreaehab 1 ta-
relief and rehabilitation on the basis of 35%. for relief
tion. ^ I; believe that. the same results could be achiand-eve ehabil t^ont w

esentat
ould lbe

stated that the actual allocation, berfrate of releases.16 This more
taken directly into account in determining_, the
flexible approach would avoid the^necessity for drawing undue attention to the

delicate question of "resettlement at this time.

;
You have also recommended that a portion of the Canadian contributiontween

should be provided in kind. This might also be subt In- th's way weewould
the SecretaryGeneral and the Canadian Government contribution for the
retain the right to utilise all or part of any Canadia ^nada duri g the year
purchase of commodities that might

^n of any division.
Ywithout requiring advance announcement

I
have also considered your suggestion that provision. of any Canadian

contribution should be made in the 1951-52 supplementariâ •
After discussion

cont ribution
withinthe Department, we have come to the conclusion th , if
is to be made, it would be preferable.to make the,necessary, provision in the
supplementary estimates for -1952-53. As you, know, it •i

l
edatn the 951e

provision in the main 1952-53 estimates, and any amount ^n d nying
52 suPPlementaries would have to be paid by: March 31st, thusion inethe 952
possibility of maintaining the desired measure in June, would permit continuing
53 supplementaries, whtch are brought
control over the rate of releases.

Yours very truly,
W.C. CLARK

DEA/10170-C-40
323.

Nations unies`` Note de la Direction des N,
'7 . ^-:_ 'e sous-sécrétaire 'Fiai adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

' Memorandum jrom United Notions Division ^
.;e.,,,,;, tindPr-Secretarv of State jor External Affairs

, .. V %,r..., 7
(Ottawa ,, March 25.1952

CONFIDENTtAL ' . . ' ediately

'; This' is a : long ^ mcmoranduin; but the subject is 1mportant. imm oints of

^côncerned with the UNRWAPR .contiibution, it raises important po

•'n regard to contribution,to all relief_ agencics and exposes the d^fferent
pol icy ^
^in o

n
of Finance and vua se v%-,2 #

,
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If, however, you must skip the argument, you :will find the conclusions in
paragraph 16 and the recommendations in paragraph 17. If these are approved,
the proper documents will be prepared."? , ,.

S. MORLEY SCOTT

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

:' Note de la Direction des Nations unies
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Atémorandum front United Nations Division
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa,] March 22, 1952
, . ,., . .

PRINCIPLES DETERMINING VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS
TO UNITED NATIONS AGENCIES

ASSISTANCETO PALESTINE REFUGEES

The immediate+purpose of this mcmorandum'is to seek a decision regarding
our contribution to the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees' for the year July 1, 1951 'to June 30, 1952. A less immediate but
more important purpose is to examine the principles which should guide us in
determining voluntary contributions to United Nations agencies.

2. You will recall that on March 10, 1952 we placed before the Department
of Finance a recômmendation, which had been approved byi the Minister, for a
Canadian contribution of $750,000 to UNRWAPR.^ We considered that this
amoânt. would realistically reflect Canada's relative responsibility in the
refugee problem and political interest in the preservation of stability in this
strategically important area.

3. In his letter of March 14, 1952, attached, the Deputy Minister of Finance
does not disagree with our proposal. He suggests, however, that the Canadian
representative; in' the Negotiating Committee should announce certain
conditions and- safeguards" which in effect would alter the character and

probably much lessen the amount of our contribution, and would have certain
Political implications which cannot be ignored. These conditions . and
safeguards are that:
(a) while ' thé , Canadian representative would announce that Canada is

prepared to make a maximum contribution of $750,000, he would state that
the amount which, the Canadian Government will actually make available to
the Agency will be related to the share assumed by countries (other than the

; :':ot^e inale;/Marginal note:

endi emorandum is first raté. ls Finance referring to a contribution for the year
ng lune 20/32. This seems unlikely:ince if the money had to be rolled over

before June 30 it would scarcely be possible to carry out their recommendations oncontrolled releases. •
^°^t
ti Wé settle our contribution for the year S 1•S2 & for the year 52-53 at the sameme - 12 1 S2S0J ,000 for 3 1•S2 and (Sj250,000•500,000 for 52-53? E. R[eidJ
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which have responsibilities
United Kingdom and! France)

United-States, the
I and interests in the area comparable to Canada's; that the rate of release

be subject to agreement(b) the Canadian representative contribution r will
state

the A ency. Inand the nature of, the Canadia
etCanadian Government and the Director-Generan dian Gogernmentbetweenb

practice, our contribution would only be Department and of the Department of
(meaning presumably officials of this P ripe for financ

nance) becomes convinced that a resettlement pro
jec

t s
is ,

in which it is tol be
Fiand is receiving the full support of the Arab governm epend on

out. The nature of the contribution then given will od n whethenccarried^ at the time and in particular
of the Canadian

^ertain
economy

surplus commodities can be to the
contribution should be made in the Supple-

(c) provision for the Canadian o ^

mentary

direct
Estimates for 1952-53 in order to enable -us toé tiema^n the Final

control" over the Canadian contribution. IWélhad o rginally proposed, would
Supplementary Estimates for 1951-52,
deny us this control as payment would have'to be made before March 31, 1952.estions

4.

sugg
Thesé "conditions and safeguards" are presented bu éin ^nanci 1 g ronds.

intended to make our proposals "mo re acceptab le
of ,nternational co-operation

They raise, however, some impo
principles indiscriminately to

which; if they were to be regarded as sound and applied
other agencies to which we make voluntary contribut^i difficultdand go at. m
opiniôn, make the task of admrn^Tte sesfor which we lend financial assistance.
long way towards defeating the p po

'reasons I should like to discuss the above condit^se of our proposedFor theseand to examine the question of their acceptability in the ca

contribution to UNRWAPR.

Tying of the Canadian Contribution to those of not obect onablc insofar as it
; S: This is a fairly well-establiscontr but on. bears a reasonable relationshi hât
is intended to ensure that our provided

, ob
and

éc s: Wheneverthose . of other countries and to induce them to con er,buhéSe
e

dof the technique will in fact promo
approvedformula" should be flexible and should not be

âp^truethe
used,

appli
thecmatchin

ation

g for which the contribution has been
as to defeat in part the purposes,.L_._ .,. .e,^,irP the nolitical advantages which Canada may
by the LavineL dll.,
derive in contributing. . •• which was

t t 6. ^̂ 1 m '̂ght illustrate thisR by discussing ttië "matching formulAssistance
^but^on to^ the 1952 Technicaland confidence

cûsed ^` in ; announcing our contr.
Programme. The under-developed countries, whose friendship

ro ramme
assistance

we are trying to win and for whose benefit the technircnaount
is being carried out, pledged roughl ntgâô^ m Piésumably because of its stiâl,â
On the other hand, the Un^ted , K

in 1952 as in 195 I

'a1 situation at home,^ reduced its contribution by $86g, 000 and ÿear
the

^financr
- by $200,000. These reductions, made it impossible to rea

oal:which, in their "absence,` would have been excecdcd by a g^$20,000,000 g
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margin. Because of the "defection" of the United Kingdom and 'Âustralia, and
by virtue of the "matching formula" used by the United States and Canada,
the former's maximum contribution. was automatically cut by $600,000 and
ours by.:$100,000. As a result of a set of circumstances for.which the under-
developed countries bear no:direct responsibility, less money will be available
to finance a programme planned for their exclusive benefit. The political
implications of this development, which was probably neither foreseen nor
desired, are obvious. :It seems to me thavour matching formula in this case
should have been,based on contributions to be pledged by_the under-developed
countries, themselves . in ;order to , emphasize the importance which Canada
attaches to the principle of self-help, and also perhaps to a smaller extent and
certainly in a more flexible way on contributions from developed countries in a
position truly comparable to our own. While contributions from advanced
countries remain very substantial, the conditions under which they. were offered
may seriously jeopardize the political and psychological advantages that we
should normally derive from economic assistance of this kind.

7. As a general rule it seems to me that whenever we can establish that we
have both'a' responsibility and an interest in participating in a programme, we
should r attempt to translate that responsibility and that interest into a
minimum contributiow which we ^would be prepared to give regardless of
whether other countries recognize their corresponding obligations. This
minimum contribution might reflect our misgivings about the programme itself
and 'its likelihood of success. Once this minimum contribution has been
determined to the satisfaction of all departments concerned'and can be firmly
pledged;' then it would be'appropriate to •state that our contribution will be
increased - up ° to . a maximum amount, depending on the contributions of
others.118 In calculating this maximum contribution, we might be guided by our
relative capacity to pay, of which our assessment (3.35%) to the regular budget
of the United - Nations is the best available measurement. It could even be
higher whére political considerations warrant it. On the other hand, it could be
lower where •we have definite misgivings about the programme.19 In this way,
we would build up positive results as our contribution is being increased instead
of creating;frustration and ill-will as it is being decreased. We would not give
away any• more money in the process, but we would give it in 'a much moreeffective manner.

'8. ,This Department's proposal that Canada give $750,000, or a little less than
1% of the `total ^ required by UNRWAPR for the year ending June 30, 1952,
was . to'_my;, mind a minimum contribution in the above sense. Finance
interpreted it as a maximum contribution to be scaled down if countries (other
than the United S tates, the United Kingdom and France) failed to contribute

""Note marginale ?/Marginal note:
„9No^agree. E. R(eid)

marginale :/Marginal note:

or where the US. is bearing a good deal more than 33%, or where certain powen
Other than Canada have special interests in the area or the programme. E. R(eid)

i
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de uatel
The last section of this memorandum attempts tor reconcile these

a q Y. ^...
two conflicting views. part to think that wio can in

rha s a`bit,presumptuous on our,
9. It is pe p threatening

with our capacity to- way'= influence other countries be veryo low in comparison
contribution which may already

a 20 I sho uld'think that this technique would only st and
PY1 emonstrate that we are
of success if at the'same time Teal sacrifice is lrequested of us, in other words
doing all that we can, that some
that we are prepared to give to the full measure of othelesst^ we cannot ignore
if other countries are will!ngtâtche failure ofea large number of other
Finance's justified misgivings
countries to contribute to UNRWAPR in the past. Wô should

to us on
meet their requirement in such a way as will be m,

^Pta

political grounds. .
ofof the Rate Release of the Canadian

,: . ,..
'Contribution to Performance

This is a
which was applied by the United Kingdom,and the

10. T procedure
United States in the case of their pledged contributions to the

Nations
Unt a jected
Korean, Reconstruction- Agency. Both Finance and- this D
strongly at the time on the grounds that it ' was most u nfa ir

lroutright; cthat rthe
such as Canada, which had paid their , contri butions ramming

ent uncertainty as to the availability of funds.made thérmi ^ed undueconsequ
and, administration of the Agency most difficult and t

hat it P
We were

interference by individual governments in the affaâcs ci
of the

rcumstances of Korean
right in principle although admittedly the peculi
Relief mitigated the effects of the policy followed by; the United S

tates
invoke

United Kingdom.,Now Finance is suggesting that we should ourselvescaoperation iscontinuing
this procedure in order to serve notice, ;`t :of condit ons and standards
contingent upon the development and maintenance

ance ^ that will contribute to the attainment of the ultimate
of, perform ; . .. .
objective." i . , . ; , roviso, the

that if all contributors were to introduce a similars ândards of
w 11. s1 suggest
Agency' would 3 be, faced with some.; 50 o^^ 60 interpret ôtnoeaeach country's own

•• 66 ' te ob'ective depending omote

ob)ectve: . , . ,

performance and ultma ) ►
concepts and particular interests. Each one would Cedted in ther ^nternational

ciallY if these had, not been ac pits own ends, espe
forum responsible, for defining "standards of , performance" and "ultimateeration of

Such a development would soon divest international co•op

aoY.meaning. : , .

12oNote marginale :/Marginal note:
The real purpose of the matching formouf;né W^ h^ntr butions from othcrs but
cnsure that our contribution is not out
countria. E. R[eidl ;1. 1

"'Note marginale :/Marginal note: '
I a ree that we should oppose this doctrine exccpt on very

rare occasions where it

8 ,<<, ^ • ,,
may be applicable. E. R[cidJ T
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12. Any guarantees or. safeguards which , are necessary to ensure that" our
contribution will be spent for the purposes for which it is intended should be
worked out by the international organ concerned. Ample machinery to that end
already exists. In UNRWAPR, the authority to enter into certain types of
éxpenditure and the conditions under which the plan is to be carried out are
contained in .a resolution of the General Assembly. The Director-General has
to submit to the Assembly an annual report on his activities, and to the Board
of Auditors of the United Nations an annual statement on his accounts. An
advisory committee , has been appointed . to provide him with policy and
financial directives as he may require. To the extent that his "standards of
performance", and his efforts to attain the "ultimate objective" set down by
the Assembly are unsatisfactory, he will expose himself. to blame and criticism
in.the international organ concerned and will lose the confidence and support
of member states.

13. There might be a good case for additional measures designed to protect
voluntary contributions to international organizations engaged in relief,
resettlement or technical assistance. These, however, should be worked out
internationally. Final Judgment : as to when, how and in what direction an
agency should spend its money should in no circumstances be left in the hands
of any one l government: : It may . be ' desirable; for instance, 'for the General
Assembly to stipulate that any funds, which in a given period cannot be used
by an agency for the purposes for which authority to seek voluntary contribu-
tions " has been given, should revert on a pro rata basis to the. original
contributors. This is a sound financial procedure which is strictly applied in the
case of funds rai^ed through assessments and which could well be extended to
voluntary contributions. This method of financial control would provide all
contributing governments with equal and satisfactory guarantees. For this
reason. it would,: in fact, be much more effective in promoting the objectives
laid down by the Assembly than attempts:by individual governments whose
motives are not always beyond question or reproach, to foster the same (and in
some cases different) ends... . . . , , . ,
Provision'ôfou r Contribution to UNR jVAPR in the
Supp/ementary Estimates for'19S2-S3,`
14.'o ur:'propôsed contribûtion was to have been made to the Agency for its

fiscal year July, l, 1951 to June 30, 1952.' If the amount is to be included in the
Supplertientary',Estimates for 1952-53, the item will not be approved by
Parliament beforé June 1952 at the earliest and the money'will not be released
until that date. This is the reason why,we believed that inclusion of an item in
the 1951-52 Final Supplementary Estimates was necessary if we were to make
a contribution at all during the Agency's current fiscal year. This is also the
reason why we abandoned, in favour of a fixed and relatively small contribu-
tion,`, the' formula previously suggested by - Mr. Reid for a token Canadian
contributiôn"which would be increased in a givcn proportion depending on
amounts : offered' by countries other than the United States, the UnitedKingd

om and France. As our contribution would have had to be paid before^ "^' . _"0r
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March 31; 1952, we thought that bÿ that date theé dsgformula Howeger, we
be sufficiently known to enable us to apply Mr. R stion.might now revise our proposal in^the sense of Mr: Reid,s sugge

15.' It seéms to mè that the reason put'forward by Finan ce
-53 c Sümlemeng

that the Canadian contribution should be included in the 1952 PP
-f;n"nvorl of the

1 notCa very convincingtary Estimates, namely that this "would permit 11-1
of relèases" is (regardless of the merit of this proposal)

one. Assuming that our contribution could not be a fn aime would be
meeting of the Negotiating Committee on March 26, ve y little
left for the Canadian Government to examine 'the Agency's projects before
June 30, 1952 and deci& whether they are worth financing. It may ` be,
howéver, that our contribution could be regarded as having been made for the
first'period, if we so indicated, while being carried over into the second period.

Conclusions, our16. If we were to âccept all. of Finance's "safeguards and conditions"', of
contribution, though in theory $750,000,, would not at the present stage
negotiations amount to more than $125,000, if a"dire relation sh

ais umed by
established between the Canadian contribution and ' the

the United Kingdom and, France. Out
countries other than the United States, , or
of - the $12,000,000 to be obtained from these coun tries,

o l small Ca ^a0dian
one-sixth of the total, has so -far been secured. Such a
contribution would go a long way towards defeatingû â be Tpncreased later as
contribution is to be made. It is true that. it : wo
contributions from others were pledged. However, ' the psychological effect ofmore
ânnouncing initially a contribution of that order 'would, e ' other
harmful than complete abstention on . our part, Pa

countries (e.g. Australia, New Zealand) have already !offered appreciably

higher amounts without any strings attached.
Finance recommending that:

`; 17.11 suggest that we make a new proposal to F
a the Canadian representative should be authorized to announce be for

e will
Negotiating Committee that Canada, subject to approval by Pa
make a minimum contribution of ,$400,000 for the year July t than

1951
ttUn

o
ed

30,'.1952. However, if contributions P^an^e cou
ed $5,000; 00 Canada will be

States, the. United Kingdom and F r ,
prepared to increase its own contribution 'by $50,000 for. each additionalgoal is
$1,000,000 offered up to a maximum of $750,000 when the $12,000,000 g

ïêached; r,

the Cana
t the nature (i.e. wheté^entdian representativershould state thaf b)

cash or in kind) of the Canadian contribution, will be subject to agenc ,
between the Canadian Government and the Dirëctôr-General of the ^Cana ian
c) the Canadian representative should. explicitly reserve the

position with regard to contributions to the programme for the fololto c^butions
years, and state that a Canadian decision such

first year, on evidenhé
will largely depend on the success of plan during
that local governments iii the area are co-operating with the Agency in t
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administration of relief and re-integration projects, and " on the willingness
shown by countries in a position comparable to Canada's to share the financial
burden; .. • ^ • ,
'd) an amount 'of $750,000 be included in the Suppleméntary Estimates for
the fiscal year 1952-53 to provide for the Canadian contribution.

18. The only point on' which thesé recommendâtions fail, fully ' to meet
Finance's conditions is the oneconcerning the direct control over the rate of
releases. We should explain to Finance why we disagree with this proposal in
principle`and suggest to thém ways'and means, as was attempted in paragraph
13, whereby better financial control could be secured on an international basis.

^ .• ,, . . :; .
^^^^;. • ^DEA/10170-C-40. j ^

Le sous-secrétaire dÉtat par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre des Finances

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Minister of Finance .

CONFiDENTtAL Ottawa, April 25, 1952

Dear Dr. Clark,

RE: CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION TO THE UNITED NATIONS,
RELIEF & WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES,

1951-52 AND 1952-53

The comments' and 'suggestioris contained in your letter of March 14 ôn^ this
subject have been examined in this Department with great attention. Largely
is a result of your views but because of-one or two other considerations as well,
we now propose a somewhat different approach to the problem of deciding on a
contribution to the United -Nations Relief &Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees (UNRWAPR) which is set out in the attached proposed Memoran-
dum to Cabinet! . - , . ,

You will see that.the proposed Memorandum differs from the earlier one
sent you under'my letter of March 10 in a number of important respects. The
basic rècommendations now would be:

June) That 'nô contribution be 'made to UNRWAPR for its fiscal year endin
30, 1952; g

b) That'Cabinet should give authority to announce an outright contribution
for 1952-53 "of $750,000 and that this amount should be placed in the
Supplementary Estimates for 1952-53;

c) >That authority. also be given for announcing that Canada would be
preparéd ° to make a further contribution before the end of the calendar year
1952 côndiiional upon the "matching" of Canadian contributions by other
countriès` with ^ similar responsibilities and 'upon the Arab countries concernednot sho'

I

mg an Indisposition to co-operate with the programme of the Agency.
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oposed

The reasons for' these' recommendations --are : set outo^ in With regard to
Memorandum to Cabinet âufé -might

that a el
aborate

"too little and too late" contribution for
a) above, I think you will g have
1951-52 would not have carried any particular advanta enc

a
nd ceuwathin a

made it necessary to ask Cabinet for funds for-the same Ag;hat the Agency
very short time. There is the further consid eration, of course,

in all, it seems
.has in effect closed its, books, for its. current fiscal Year.'

better not to complicate matters with a rather small, las^-53 contribution and
for 1951-52 but to start clean on the question of the.195
be in the van of contributors for the new fiscal year. be A enc would have to

As to b) we have felt that, if we Tri^é Cconu L-
anadian contribution if it were to be

have some firm, minimum figure fo on to
able to assess sufficiently closely the resources it could,cou mu t, Y

lan and
as pou have

pointed

execute its programme. Our financial supportof,the Agency
out, be contingent upon a reasonablè expectation tha ihe reserveat^on sofe

to carry out the Agency's pro gramme
g^the course of, thecSixth Session of the

the Government were expre
U.N. General Assembly what evidence we have (anÎrael have,i ine faytr

ather
been

meagre) suggests that the Arab states neighbouring and
cooperating with Blandford. The new agreement between the ems

Agency
oss b e,ton

Jordan Government tends to confirm thi s
absence of dissatisfaction) ^^•ith

the basis of present satisfaction ;(or, p Ps without any
Arab cooperation to pledge a firm contributio n

for t
he normal

n t al centribution is
special conditions. The amount suggested

ested earlier for 1951-52.
$750,000, an amount equal to that swhich

atisfactorily met and we had no real fault
K the Canadian conditions were

to.find with.UNRWAPR . or the way' other nations n r,bute Ûtribouta g to itrther
before the end of. the calendar year ÂnCanada

amo• lessothan this. would serve toenCy$500,000 at the begrnnrng of 1953. Any amounts

demonstrate the degree of our dissatisfaction with the activbear t hehr share of
or:with the demonstrated willingness of other countries to

the load. olitical and

In this way I trust we may be able to reconcile'vcontributing
ery.largely t oeUNRWAPR

humanitarian aims which we intend to nsderat ôns you have raised in relation
Nith the financial and administrative co
ô the method of contribution. short

will notice thati there, hasï been included, in .the MemoraRd hould give
You : , . .Gene mm^iNties inKW surplus supP1Y'nparagraph suggesting that the . Di rector

co
some attention to the possibility of purchasmg ,

Canada for the use of his aprogramme.
t if e are to prôcéed alông these lines and

include

., ^. I^do not need to say th Cabinet will be
this item in the Supplementarÿ Estimates

a fee
decis ion•

ethis genral approach, ►n

required. I hope, therefore, that you-wi11 ag
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which case we shall submit the matter to Cabinet as soon as possible. In any
case, I shall value your comments on the proposed Memorandum.

Yours sincerely,

ESCOTT REID

DEA/10170-C-40
Le sous-ministre des Financés

au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
Deputy Minister of Finance

to Acting Under-Sécretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL: . ; . : ; . Ottawa, May 3, 1952
Dèar Sir,

• CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION TO THE UNITED NATIONS
RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES,

1951-52 AND 1952-53

(a)an immediate contribution' of $750,000 to the Agency programme for

I have your letter ( File 10170-C-40) of April 25th advising that you have
decided against recommending a contribution to the UNRWAPR programme
for the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1952, and that you propose instead to
request Cabinet to authorise:

1952-53; and

(b) an "announcement that Canada would be prepared to make a further
contribution at the beginning of 1953 if, at that time, the Canadian Govern-
mént is satisfied with the financial response of other member states and the
progress achieved in carrying out the programme.

As,you know, we have never questioned the need for a solution to this
difficult' problem. At the same time, . we have been seriously concerned about
the apparent failure to achieve lasting results from past expenditures in the
area and have expressed misgivings about the provision of further funds for
Agency programmes without better guarantees of Arab cooperation. We have
also been anxious to ensure that Canada is not called upon to contribute more
than'other governments with comparable interests and responsibilities.

Accordingly, while I have noted the reasons you advanced ( in paragraph 6
of Your memorandum), for a Canadian contribution and your current belief
that the Blandford Plan "stands a good chance of success", it has not been
encouraging to`note other reports, such as that appearing in the May Ist issueof the New York Times, which take a more gloomy view of prospects in thearea.

HoweVer, these are factors which will have to be weighed by Cabinet w henit
decides whether it favôurs further Canadian participation. If Cabinet dec d s

to author`isë.âny Canadian contribution, I can see certain advantages in your
neW approaèh: , . .

^^ f. .
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In the first place, I agree that it, would,be preferable' to announce an early
contribution to the 1953 programme rather than make a belated contribution

to last year's programme.
Secondly, ther

e. would seem to be considerable merit in your proposal to

divide any Canadian contribution into two parts, âmount t be c
ontribution
withheld until

we ïwould then be assured of an opportunity to suggest purchasing

be given immediately and a second (cont^ngent)
the response of other member states, is known, and we are able to judge the

probable effectiveness of the programme. suggestions, I am doubtful
While these proposals partially meetibuton theobjective is

that we should provide such a large initial co

riginal
ntr g Since

to provide new and permanent homes for the refu gees,
the larger share until

prudent to make a smaller initial payment and withhold
we have more satisfactory evidence that the funds will be used n fone-half tof

ended
he

purposes? A contribution of $750,OOOTe ôveralis contribution
more

If we are to
amount you are recommending as ou

artici ate, I would favour a smaller initial payment (
not exéV dence th o'0th^

with the larger portion withheld until we receive convincing
funds can be used effectively for resettlement. :

-- ^r I
note also that you intend to remind the Director-General of the pos ^béliTtlyo

of making purchases in Canada for use in his program me.
that he Agency accept

desire to recommend a "tied" contribution or to in I believe we
commodities which cannot effectively be esâffordedsto Canad ian producers to
should ensure that every opportunity will b

sell their products to the Agency.Un ited
As you kno

i^^rement f agenteles to
was

make
experienced

purchases in
recently in

Canada f
induocithe Korean programme. In the circumstances,

ested in my
would it not be desirable to, apprôach thisé he

tCanadian contributgion "subject
letter of March 10th? If we were to mak
to agreement between the Secretary-General and the Canadian Government,

ments that would be in line with our supply, situation at any particular time.
. . 1^ ,

, Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

' . , Yours very tru y, , ; , , ,
>> ' ; v/ C CLARK

^37. The Secretary of State`for`'Ezternal Affairs reportedôn felief proviaed

Arab refugees from the war'in Palestine had existed chiefly for the problem
by the United Nations which had recognized its responsibility

Eztractfront Cabinet Conclusions '

ASSISTANCETO PALESTINE REFUGEES
; = h t since 1948,
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and, consistently tried to Gnd a solution. : Not only humanitarian factors but
important political -considerations were involved since these refugees were a
significant element in the instability of the Middle East whose security was
vital to the North Atlantic area..

In January, 1952, the U.N. Assembly had accepted the "Blandford Plan"
calling:for the expenditure over three years of $50 million. for relief and $200
million for the integration of the refugees into the life of Israel's neighbours.
Some $67 million had been contributed for the year ending June 30th, 1952,
and it was estimated that about $128 million and $55 million respectively
would be required for the two following years.

The experts felt the plan stood a good chance of succeeding. It would be
preferable for Canada not to contribute to the first year of the plan, now
almost over. For the second year a reasonable contribution would seem to be in
the neighbourhood of 1 percent of the funds required, that is, slightly over $1
million. He recommended that'it be indicated at this time that Canada would
provide $600,000 and would make a further contribution at the beginning of
1953 if it appeared that other countries were making reasonable contributions
ând the Middle Eastern states were cooperating in carrying out the plan. The
second contribution should be up to $600,000. Payments would be subject to an
understanding that attention would be given to procurement in Canada by the
U.N. agency âdministering the plan of commodities required, 'particularly
those' in surplus supply: Officials of the Department of Finance had expressed
agreement with these proposals.

An explanatory'memoTandum had been circulated.
(Minister's memorandum, May 9, 1952 - Cab. Doc. 144-52)'

38. The Prime Minister wondered, if Canada showed it felt some responsibil-
ity for success of the plan, whether it might be pressed to contribute on a basis
of capacity to pay which would mean providing something like 5 percent rather
than about i 1 percent of the funds required for the second year.
39. Mr, Pearson said that since the first contribution to the U.N. agency

concerned with the Palestine" refugees; there had never been question of a
capacity to pay basis. He would not propose, in any case, that more than $1.2
millioq be contributed for the year beginning July lst, 1952. It had always
been felt`that Canada did not have the same degree of responsibility as the
countries with special strategic and economic interests in the Middle East.40. The Cabinet, after further discussion, approved the recommendations of
theSecretary of State for External Affairs and, subject to the approval of the
Minister of, Finance, agreed that:
(1)-the Canadian representative on the United Nations Negotiatin

Committee for Extra-budgetary Funds announce that Canada: g
Ja) would contribute $600,000 to the U. N. Relief and Works Agency for
Palestirië` Refugees for the year beginning July lst, 1952, subject to approvalby Parliament;

(b).would make a further contribution to the agency at the beginning of
prOV'd^ conditiôns were 'such that it' appeared likely that the agen cs

Ys
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ried out and thàt as tocontr ibu
ûstify f

rom
programme could be successfully car uc a further
countries -with ` similar responsibilities • were s
contribution by Canada;' 1952, be up to

(2) the second contribution for the year beginning July l st,

$6009000;' ' -

(3)
to an agreement with it the

payment of the contributions be subject
Director General of the U.N. agency to ensure that attention was given

rocurement-in Canada of commodities required for its'operationsÉ
P stimates forlementar

(4) an amount of $600,000 be included in the Supp i y

1952-53 for the initial contribution. , ;.
.. , -

DEA/10170-C-40

Note de la Direction des Nations unies'??

Memorandum by United Nations Division'?=

[Ottawa,] June 3, 1952

UNRWAPR:

'` • ' Mr. Deutsch telephoned me this, morning to say that he had discussed with

his
Minister the Cabinet decision respecting - the UN.R W heR , co lova of lthe

You will remember that that decht s^ d that thè
e

M
subject

of Finance had noW
Minister of Finance. Mr. Deutsc
approved. Mr. Deutsch reminded me that any announcement m

ade
contain the stipulatiôns and conditions set down in the Ca binet
agreed that this was understood. S.M. S[coTT]
, ..{. . . . ,

• ' DEA/10170-C-40

Nôte de Ila Direction des Nations unies'"

Memorandum by,United Nations Division113

[Ottawa,].September 5,1952

{~^ '' 'CANADA'S CONTRIBUTION TO UNITED NATIONS
RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES Finance

'=I iead
' over the telephone to Mr., Pollock124 of the Department of

yesterday (September 4th) our draft note to the" Director General of
, .. .,a ..:t. , . ,.^. ..:. .

. , , , . ,° ; • ': ... , ' .=^ ..af„' .', 'gi. f . •-. , .. .

1=2L'original porte la mention suivante The following is in the original::

for Mr. [L.A.D] Stephens [United Nations Division]. qu'il était détaché

1 123W.F. Stone
s'occupait des questions financières des Nations unies pendant

z, :..... ,
i aûpr2s du ministère des Finances: artment of

W.F. Stone dealt
with United Nations financial matters while on loan to Dep

Finance.. ..... . T , .. . ^ t .11 , ,

'2 'Sydney Pollock, Direction des Relations internat ionales du ministère des Finances.

Sydney Pollock, International Relations Division; Department of Finance.

1/ ^
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UNRWAPR regarding Canada's contribution to UNRWAPR for the period
July 1, 1952 to June 30, 1953.

2. We discussed'at some length the provision in the Cabinet memorandum of
May 9, 1952, which authorized the contribution, which reads as follows:

"Payment of the Canadian contribution be subject to agreement between
the Director General of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for
Palestine Refugees and the Canadian Government in order to ensure that
attention is 'given by the agency to procurement in Canada of commodi-
ties required by the agency for its operations."

Mr.. Pollock said that ! the view of the Department of Finance was that this
provision did not mean that our contribution was tied in any direct way to the
purchase of commodities in Canada, nor that we would wish to interfere in the
purchasing policies of UNRWAPR. We wished, however, to be in a position to
draw to' the 'attention of the Director General the existence of any possible
surplus commodities in Canada that he might be able to use, and wanted his
assurances ' that attention ' would be given to the procurement ° in Canada of
commodities required by the -Agency for its operations. Mr. Pollock believed
thât these, assurances would enable us to conclude the "agreement" with the
Director Generâl regarding payment of the contribution, in accordance with
the terms under which Parliament authorized the contribution. 125

W.F. STONE

,. DEA/5475-DW-I9-40
%- Note du conseiller auprès de la délégation
. à la septième session de l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum from Adviser, Delegation to the Seventh Session

of the General Assembly of the United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[New York?] November 27, 1952
MEMORANDUM FOR MR. PEARSON126

are in territorÿ now`occiipied by Israel. The Blandford Plan was a three- year

'AD HOC COMMITTEE (POLITICAL)
ITEM ON THE UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY
' FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES 1N THE NEAR EAST

At its SixthSession, the General Assembly approved the "Blandford Plan"
for the relief and resettlement of some 850,000 Palestinian'Arabs whose homes

12sNote
marginale :/Marginal note:.

If this means that Finance find the wording now in the draft satisfactory,l an,satisfied
Otherwise not. S.M. S[cott)

'{Yes' Poliock agrecd with draft. W.F. Stone
126E B Pearson était chef de la délégation à la septième session d e l'Assemblée générale.

LA Pearson was Chairman. Delegation to the Seventh Session of the General Assembly.
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involving a total expenditure . of,, $250 ,000,000 ! divided. as follows

scheme
between relief and resettlement or "reintegration (million U.S. dollars)

f Relief "Reintegration"
^^ ^ . , ., ^ . • 50

July 1, 1951 -June 30,1952 .18 l00 .,

July 1, 1952 June 30, J953 ,, 5 é 50

July 1„1953 -,June 30, 19514 . ?m is s wâ ofoint report of the Director: and Advisory Co
2 In the special joint. October 1.7, ;195 ,

United Nations Relief and Works Agency of
for the resettlement of the refugees had not woas su

h ad as
gestedf forthat the projects^

as had been hoped. Hence, a rev 1953,
of w

the hich would. involve the expenditurethethe fiscal year June, 1952, to June, ,
000 for relief and $100,000,000 for resettlemén^ePs bêtween^t

of $23,000, funds
additional proviso that the Director ml hé u

make
estiônCwas considered in the Ad

as -might be deemed desirable When ré resented on the Advisory
HOC Political Committee, the, four powers P

f the A ency (France, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States)
Commission o g .

d a resolution authorizing the Agency to `increasé iTOVed^unde r
t forward the

pu
for the fiscal year 1952-53 from the figu re of Bl S h 0 OOo,ûPon, the Directore
original plan - to the figure of $23,000,000Y uateadeq

also be authorized. to maké further, • adjustments tn m 954a would be in
would
standards. The relief budget for thefiscal Wyel o beuauthorized under the
the order of $18,000,000. The Agency would a reint

of this resolution to allocate any funds remainingto June 30e i954 n
terms

for
schemes according to time schedules dee baPhé ^d Hoc Political Committee

3. The four power resolution was adopted by
ncludin

Canada) to none with seven ! abstentionsW When the
by 50 votes (t g lenary session the Commtttee s resolution
question was considered in p
adopted by 48 -votes in favour (including Canada), none against and six

abstentions.

The Canadian Position and the Views of Other Deun
in
aliDllS

over $3,000,000 to
'4.v Canada has already made contributions amo

g to
roblem. In hts

the efforts of the United Nations to solve t Canad ane Re-

John

statement in the Ad Hoc Committee, the recen

Johnson)

(Mri

son)
said that the Canadian Government,had ;been hear

tened
eementyto such

, Middle Eastérn dûrs â fnewgifecoutside
loof

Men- t^public
refugees as were

statements of
ready to try , to bu ild, P

lifess the enerous impulses of.some peoples might n
their

normal
warm

Neverthele , 8.., for, rehabilitation
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appealed for wider financial support by members of the United Nations
generally.
5. 'The . position of Australia and New Zealand which have both . made

substantial contributions for the relief and resettlement of Palestine refugees
was very similar to the Canadian position. Both emphasized that the degree of
support which the sheltering Arab countries offered to the United Nations
Relief and Works Agency would have a direct bearing on the willingness of
many countries, including their own, to make further contributions.
6. The representatives of Arab states emphasized the rights of the refugees of

repatriation to and 'compensation from IsTael and directed attention to the
trying conditions under which ` the refugees were living and the debilitating
effect of life in camps over a protracted period. Certain Arab representatives
suggested that the figure for relief should be in the amount of $27,000,000
instead of $23,000,000 for the current fiscal year. No formal proposal was
made to this effect, however, and, in the end, only one Arab State ( Iraq) failed
to support the four power proposal. The other states which abstained on the
recommendation included the five countries from the' Soviet bloc, which have
made no contributions for, the'relief 'of Palestine Arab refugees, and Chile
which, because it was not in'a position to contribute to the relief budget for the
current year, félt it should abstain on the resolution.

, . . . ,.
J. WELD '

PARTIE 8/PART 8
.. FONDS DES NATIONS UNIES POUR L'ENFANCE (UNICEF)
UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S EMERGENCY
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FUND (UNICEF)

DEA/2295-CM-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

our le sous-ministre des Finances
' Yemorandum front Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

'' f .
to Deputy Jllinister of Finance.^•. ^ ,.. • ,

CONFIDENTIAL
Ottawa, FebruarY 1, 1952

UNICEF

MY Minister has received a letter from Mr. Maurice Pate,,the ExecutiveDirector;of UNICEF soliciting a Canadian contribution for 1952. A copy ofMr.Paie 's letter is attached.'

2• ±As stated in Mr. Pate's letter, 32 governments contribute d 1951. aYou
will recall that the Canadian Government contributed $500,000 of

which '$290,000 wasin cash and $210,000 in dried salt codfish. Attached is acopy. of - a statement we have , obtained from the Fund, showing the total
4 -'contributions received from January 1, 1951 to December 28, 1951.' This
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statement shows that the - major contributors (other , than ; Canada) were as

follows:
ss,7so,ooo .

United States , • ^ , ; ^^ 560.0001 . 11

Australia 500,000
, 464,626France ' ^ J 400,000Thailand 4

.^^ cMY • u = -. < << t., F ; ,^ a . . , ^ ^,^ugoslavia
Switzerland
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intended. Canada : has actively participated in the work of the Executive
Committee' and; as you know, r a Canadian, Mrs. D.B. Sinclair,'?' is now
Chairman of that Committee.

8.`As you are aware, the Fund also receives private contributions as a result
of appeals made by various welfare and charity organisations, individuals and
groups. Insofar as Canada is concerned, it has been evident that a Government
contribution provides'a"stimulus to those endeavours which give individual
Canadians an opportunity to play a tangible part in `the work of one of the
United Nations' more important agencies.

9.' In the light ôf the above consideration my Minister is prepared to
recommend to the Cabinet that the Canadian Government make a contribution
for 1952 in the amount of $500,000, it being understood that such a
contribution will be made up of $300,000 in cash, earmarked for UNICEF
purchases in Canada, and $200,000 earmarked for the purchase of some
Canadian product in surplus supply during the coming year which UNICEF
can make use of in connection with its programme. If no such surplus product
should become available then that portion of our contribution would be paid to
UNICEF on the same condition as the $300,000 in cash.

10., Before drafting a submission to Cabinet along these lines, however, I
shôuld be grateful to, have your views.'

Ottawa, February 26, 1952

UNICEF

I.have your letter of February l, informing us that your Department is
prepared to recommend that a contribution of $500,000 be made to UNICEF
for 11952 and asking for our views You also propose that UNICEF be required
tolspend i the'whole amount of the Canadian contribution in Canada, with$200,000"
d earmarked,,for the purchase of surplus products if these develo
uring the year0, p

I thinh that the amount of any future Canadian contribution to UNICEF
and the conditions attached to its use should be carefully considered in the light

12'Mmc D.B,
nclair, adjointe exfcutive du sous-ministre de la Sant6 natisocial, onale ct du Bien-Ctre

Le sous-ntinistre des Finances
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DEA/2295-CM-40

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Deputy JIlinister of Finance

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Mrs, D,g, Sinclair. Exccutive Assistant to Deputy Minister of Department of National I11calthand Welfare.
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' t'on - When the question of the
of. our. views' on the, future of this organiza 1•

continuation of UNICEF was being discussed at the 1950 G eneral
ss d doubtseabout

Canada and a number of o ch ldren ,'s n fundc since 1ethe immediate post-war
the need for ; a separate
emergency had passed, and since it was evide ôther

tha t
United Nations
UNICEF's programme

would overlap the activities of a number of
wever, it was finally agreed to extend the life of . UNICEcountriesuio^l ^nancedHo i ts

request voluntary contributions
fndls have 1,.,-n contributëd, mainly by the

operations. Since then, sufficient
United States, Canada, Australia and France, to allow UNICEF to carry, on its

programme.
The continuation of UNICEF as a separate organization seem s

butions have
than ever, to-be wasteful of an ce

f in t1949 to about $10 million in
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19
in the number

51)no significant reductions have been made
or in

951° were
sta

ff about^
the level of administrative costs.

. Tfifth of total contributions in that year.
$2,000,000, amounted to about one

wisdom of maintaining this large administration to carry programme hh hasThe
programme seems particularly doubtful Sof a t itiesvthat a e, or could be,
become, in most respects, a duplication

b other United Nations bodies th' rough both their regular and
carried out by
technical assistance programmes.

: If Canada and other donor countries maintain the sizevoefa ^e1 tepâred to

tions, I am afraid that this will give 1^. Côntributionsaon a decreasing scale,
support UNICEF for an indefinite per
n n the other hand, would indicate clearly that contrthist^org an zation For
looking to the contraction and eve,au be ainaopria é t o reduce the Canadian
this reason we believe that it wou PP with
contribution to something in the neighbourhood of $400,000, as compared

our 1951 contribution of $470,000 (U.S.)._^ ^^.pr%arPA in this Department,

I am enclosing a copy o1 a memoraudum ^•^r--•--
setting out in more detail the considerations upon which the above recommen-

.1kou ld I think, bedation is based.
^ i The conditions attached to any Canadian contri-A nin the nature of the
consistent with,the views we,have expressed con g n advisory
UNICEF programme. We have urged UNn I CEF

develo ing thé r a own child health
ând^ technical services to assist countries in ro ramme
and wélfare services. However, to the extent thatctherUNICEFw would Seem

remains a programme 01. supply and emergen y

or uire,that UNICEF spend part of the Canadian contrits pPly
reasonable t eq including purchases of commodities in surplus

Yours very truly,
on purchases in Canada,

n

, W. C. CLARK
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE],

DEA/2295-CM-40

Note' 18 pour le sous-ministre des Finances

Memorandum'IR for Deputy Minister of Finance,

Ottawa; February 22,1952

CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION TO UNICEF

External Affairs'has sent a letter informing us that Mr. Pearson is prepared
to recommend to the Cabinet a Canadian contribution to UNICEF for 1952 in
the amount of $500,000. External Affairs proposes that this contribution of
$500,000 "be made up of $300,000 in cash, earmarked for UNICEF purchases
in Canada, and $200,000 ^earmarked 'for' the purchase of some Canadian
product in surplus supply during the coming year which UNICEF can make
use of in connection with its programme: If. no such surplus product should
become available then "that portion of our contribution would be. paid to
UNICEF on the same condition as the $300,000 in cash."

The attached draft reply to' External Affairs is based on the following
considerations.'

Background

In the rive years since its establishment in 1946, UNICEF has received over
$162 million, . inçltiding ,$117 million from governments, $12 million from
private sources and $33 million from UNRRA, assets. Canadian contributions
have amounted to $7,192,727 from the Government and $1,486,289 from
private sources.

At the end of the war, UNICEF was established to provide food and
medical supplies to meet emergency needs of children in war-damaged
countries of Europe and Asia. Before long, however, pressure developed in the
U.N. for an extension of UNICEF activities to the underdeveloped areas of the
world, on'an expanded and permanent basis.

At was the Canadian view, shared by the United States and a' numbcr of
other responsible countries that while the United Nations might carry on some
activity^tn;the`field of child welfare, the activities of UNICEF should be
brought to an'end when the emergency period was over; any continuing United
Nations effort should be on a modest scale and in the form of assistance to
countriés } in developing child welfare services of their own. " The United
Kingdom advanced the more extreme view that there was no need for anyspecial

United Nations activity in the field of child welfare.

I

128ParJ•J.

Deutsch et W.F. Stone ; ce dernier s'occupait des questions financières des Nations
unies'pendant qu'il était détaché auprès du ministère des Finances.
BY J•J- Deutsch and W.F. Stone; the latter dealt with United Nations financial matters while
01 loan to Department of Finance. , 1
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campaigns,. and equipment for. maternal and child health clinics, etc: Foreign
medical personnel, selected by WHO (but often paid by UNICEF) use the
supplies both for direct medical treatment and for training local lealth staffs.
This aspect of the UNICEF programme appears to be identical with the sort of
technical assistance offered by WHO.

In'the field *of capital development UNICEF provides imported equipment
for, milk processing plants, DDT factories, and anti-biotic manufacturing
plants. While efforts of this'sort probably make efficient use of UNICEF
funds, the concept of grants ' for capital development in underdeveloped
countries through the U.N. 'has not' been accepted by many contributing
countries. Moreover, the policy of assisting the establishment of DDT and anti-
biotic manufacturing has been criticized on the grounds that such products'are
not primarily for the benefit of children.

UNICEF •has continued its emergency relief programmes in distressed
areas, for which ivis able to use contributions in kind. However, its main
efforts - among Palestine refugees and in Korea - are in areas where other
United Nations agencies are also âcting.

Certain of UNICEF's activities in Europe appear to be of doubtful priority.
Despite objections by the Canadian representative on the Executive Board,
UNICEF has given $1 million for research work at an `International
Children's Centre' in Paris, and is committed to give $660,000 more. UNICEF
also provides medical equipment for research in France and Italy in the field of
premature births, which would appear."to be a project of less than immediate
priority for UNICEF.'

. . ,. , ,
Administration

Administration costs have been running at $2,000,000-$2,300,000 per year
for. a staff. of some , 280. Of these, 111 are located at Headquarters in New
York and 66 in Paris. The remainder are elsewhere in Europe (18),: Asia (57)
and Latin America (24). The number of staff in Paris seems to be unduly high,
considering that UNICEF's main activities have been directed away from
Europe.

Despite a sha'rp decrease in UNICEF's operational budget over the past 3
years there has been no significant decrease in iwstaff or its administrative
budget, presumably because of the extension of its activities into 'new areas.
Administrative expenses now, drain off as much as one-fifth of annual
contributions.',,.^_ ., . . . .

Contributions '

It is probable that.total 1952 contributions will approximate the amount of
contributiôns received in 1951. We have been informed that the United States
Administration will seek an appropriation of $12 million for 1952, of which
half s is likely, to -be - approved by : Congress. Australia, France and the United
Kingdom have pledged for 1952 the equivalent of their 1951 contributions of
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0 000 and •$140,000 réspectively. : New Zealand has pledged
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$280,000
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332.
- ^ . L'adjoint exécutif du sous-ministre
de la Santé nationale et du"'Bien-ëtre social,

Affaires extérieures
.xau sous-secrétalre d ^État aux Alf

Assistant to Deputy Minister of National Health and lyelfare
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ii ,

to Under-Secretary 1952
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regarding the 1952 contributiôn for UNICEF.' I should like to comment under
three headings.

(1) The nature of the UNICEF operations and the suggestion
that the work of the Fund is duplicated by other agencies

The suggestion - is . made that the work of , the Fund is another form ' of
technical assistance and therefore duplicates the work of other agencies. With
the reduction in mass feeding and the instructions from the Assembly to place
greater emphasis on long-range needs and on underdeveloped areas, many of
the programmes follow the -technical assistance pattern, but it is technical
assistance "with a difference". UNICEF has always been -a supply organiza-
tion and therefore can undertake many programmes involving supplies from
which the rules of technical assistance bar the other agencies. It has been made
abundantly clear, that recipient countries are, prevented from undertaking
certain projects if supplies are not included in the international assistance. For
example; the mass campaigns against tuberculosis and against yaws would
have been impossible had UNICEF not been able to supply the BCG vaccine
and the penicillin to carry them out. The ' beneficiaries could carry local
expenses for these programmes, but had no funds with. which to import the
necessary equipment and supplies.

The cominents regarding overlapping overlook the fâct that where
professional personnel are required in any of these programmes, UNICEF
secures these from the United Nations or appropriate specialized agencies such
as WHO or FAO. Technical approval for the programmes is also secured in
advance from these agencies. Canada, it is true, has had reservations about the
support given to the International Children's Centre in Paris and to certain of
the capital investment projects. Thése reservations have not been because of the
projects themselves; but because of doubts as to whether they were appropriate
for an organization' such as UNICEF. These are not, however, types of
programmes which are increasing at the present time.

The quéstion•is also raised about UNICEF, funds being voted to emergency
programmes such as those for Palestine or Korean refugees where other U.N.
bodies have rèsponsibility. It should be pointed out that the Children's Fund
Board have on each occasion expressed the view that the other organs set up to
deal with these emergencies should do so, but because the member nations had
failed to contribute sufficient funds to begin or continue the programmes, great
pressure was being put on all U.N. agencies to do what they could to meet very
critical conditions -`The need was apparent, and with funds lacking from
elsewhere, it woûld have been very difficult for UNICEF to refuse while it had
money'available.'As the Fund has an 'efficient supply organization which has
demonstrated that it can deliver supplies more quickly than many governments
can do, it is'understandable that they are expected to play their part in these
intérnational programmes.

In recent;disasters such as the Italian floods and the volcano eruption and
tYphoon'iri the Philippinés, UNICEF was appealed to again because they could
deliver supplies more quickly than most agencies or governments, and their
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offer a contribution, part of which is tied to a- purely •hypothetical surplus;
would make it extremely difficult for the Board to plan utilization of the
Canadian contribution., -There is no suggestion of- a date at which this
restriction might be lifted if no surplus becomes available, and again in view of
the limited amount of money involved it would appear to put: Canada in a
rather unnecessarily `embarrassing ^position. 'The Fund has always been co-
operative in its Canadian purchases, • which are made through the Canadian
Commercial Corporation, and the point raised in the memorandum from the
Department of Finance as to the inconsistency between,urging long-range
programmes and insisting.at the `same time on the use of surpluses which
hardly fit into this, would seem to be well taken.

The Programme Committee of UNICEF meets on April 14, and the
Executive Board on April 21. There is always more interest, and to be quite
practical, more credit for a contribution announced at the time of Fund
meetings. If.it is possible to make such an announcement in April, it would be
very much appreciated, and might also be an incentive in other quarters. In the
past the Canadian delegate has on occasion been authorized to announce that
the Cabinet was recommending the contribution to Parliament. It is understood
that the final vote will not have taken place at the time of the meetings.

ADELAIDE SINCLAIR

333.
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Note de la Direction des Nations unies
, -pour le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandumfron: United Nations Division
to Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL
[Ottawa,] April 4, 1952•,. .

PRINCIPLES GOVERNING VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS
TO UNITED NATIONS AGENCIES

1• My memorandum to the Under-Secretary of March 22,10 on this subject,
outlined a difference of opinion, involving, questions of principle, which had
developed between this department and the Department of Finance over our
1952 contribution to UNRWAPR.
2•,, More f recentl a somewhat similar problem has come to a head inconnection with our 1952 contribution { to UNICEF. In this case too , a

recommendation approved by our Minister was sent to Finance for comments.
Finance's'reply suggests a;change in the amount of the contribution which is
not in itself, too significant, $400,000 instead of $500,000. Dr. Clark's letter,
however,:and a; long memorandum which it enclosed, raise policy questions
which are more important. Mrs. Sinclair of Health and Welfare and we in this
Nvision think Finance's views unacceptable, and we also consider that some of

.a^^.. . ,
_ ^ . ^ i^ •^ . ^ ^ .. ^ ^ . . . 5. . . .

.
^

.

'bVoir la Pièce jointe du document 323ece enclosure, document 323.
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Canada, and $200,000 earmarked for the purchase of some specific Canadian
product in surplus supply. (I might remark' in passing that this proviso was
originally suggested not because we thought it was a good idea,but because we
believed it would-make the suggested contribution more palatable to Finance.
We were wrong, as you will see.)

3. On February 26, Dr. Clark sent us à reply and enclosed a long memoran-
dum prepared for him by Frank Stone. The letter, and memorandum made a
number of points:
(a) Canada had had serious doubts about the continuation of UNICEF past

1950, and certainly did not want it continued after the end of 1953, the date to
which its present lease on life from the General Assembly runs. UNICEF was
an emergency program and an emergency program f should not be allowed, to
continue indefinitely.

(b) UNICEF duplicates activities that are, or could be, carried out by other
U.N. agencies such as WHO, FAO or Technical Assistance.
(c) The level of administrative costs in UNICEF is disproportionately high.
(d) There are some parts of UNICEF's present program which we do not'like

and have expressed doubts about.
y(e) Tôtal contributions to UNICEF have been decreasing sharply since 1949.
(f) Because Canada has questioned the parts of UNICEF's program in which

surplus Canadian products would probably be used, our contribution should
not be rigidly tied to purchases of this kind.
4. Dr. Clark's letter recommended a contribution of only $400,000 for 1952,

and said in part !'Contributions on a decreasing scale ... would indicate clearly
that contributing countries are looking to the contraction and eventual winding
up of this organization."

5..The concluding two paragraphs of Mr. t Stone's memorandum, which
suggest a statement which might be delivered when the Canadian contributionis made, may also be quoted:

'"In transmitting its 1952 contribution, Canada should remind the Director-
General, of Canadian doubts about the need for continuing UNICEF
permanently, Attention should be drawn to the fact that most aspects, of the
UNICEF pogram are now being, or could be, carried out by other -United
Nations bodies to which Canada is contributing in increasing amounts.

The Canadian representative on the UNICEF Executive Board should ask
that any necessary economies be made in those areas of its program that could
be dealt ;- with by other United Nations bodies. - Staff and administrative
expenditure :should be progressivcly -reduced. For the remaining life of the
organization, increased emphasis should be placed on programs that will assist
governments-in establishing their own child welfare and health services."

6.
Dr. Clark's letter and its enclosed memorandum were referred to Healthand
Welfajet for ` comments. Mrs. Sinclair replied on March 18, 1952. She

answered all the points made in the communication from Finance, concluding
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almost every case equal to or greater than their contributions for" 1951. The
United States , Administration has - asked Congress to : approve increased
contributions for both 1952 and 1953.
'(f) Health and Welfare agrees with Finance that our 1952 contribution to
UNICEF should not be tied to purchâses in Canada, or earmarked for surplus
Canadian products; the chances,are that the funds would be spent in Canada,
as they'have been in the past; even if no strings were attached to them.

8. Our main objection to Finance's thesis is that.it is not appropriate for the
Spring of 1952. Their arguments should either have been advanced in 1950,
before the decision was taken on UNICEF's continuation until the end of 1953,
or should not be'voiced, until the General Assembly is discussing its further
continuation at the 1953 session. I would agree with Finance to this extent: if a
motion' for the winding up of UNICEF were now in order, and if Health and
Welfare were satisfied with the concomitant arrangements for the taking over
of UNICEF's work by other agencies, I should be inclined to support that
motion simply on the grounds-that one agency in any field is better than two.
But thé winding up of UNICEF is not going -to be discussed internationally
until the Assembly meets in -1953, and at the moment we have-no idea what
proposals will be made then for its continuation or, conversely, what
arrangements will be suggested for transferring its functions to other agencies.
Certainly adequate provision, including financial provision, will, have to be
made for the transfer of UNICEF's functions; in view of the strong emotional
appeal . of . an agency which looks after, children, anything less would be
politically impossible.

9. Finally we must, take' into account the very 'strong probability that
UNICEF^will continue in some form or other, after 1953, in spite of whatever
objections 'we may make. In that case, of course, no provision would be made
for transferring UNICEF's work to other agencies, and it would be politically
difficult if: not impossible for us to refuse to support its work. It would be
embarrassing if we had reduced our contributions in 1952 and again in 1953,
and then had to reinstate them.

10. Now*to return to your question. I do nôt 'think it would be possible for us
both to agreé on $500,000 and`to "reserve our position", as you put it, vis à vis
Finance.-, The points of principle, as I see it, are more important than the
$100,000 and are inextricably tied up with it. Finance is asking us to accept a
policy Aecision which is of doubtful wisdom, and which is in any case
premature.: It seems to me that if we accept the cut in our contribution, we
must.accept the reasoning on which the cut is based. If we accept the cut, but
ÇOt the reasoning, we would seem to be putting our Minister in the position of
aving*to defend. a move which is very.aptr to, be politically unpopular, and

giving him no 'arguments to defend it with. It is not as though Finance were
maintaining that Canada could not afford $500,000 but could afford $400,000.
In that ca`se; of course, there could be no argument with Finance's decision.

11. Twô obvioûs courses are open to us. On the one hand, we can accept
Finance's arguments, or as many of them as are necessary to provide some sort
of a case for, the! Minister, and ask him to seek, with the concurrence of the
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335. DEA/2295-CM-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par interim aux -Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire'd'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of Stâte for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
... J : • : E ,

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, May 12, 1952

CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION TO UNICEF FOR 1952
I attach a Memorandum to Cabinet for your signature and subsequent

Cabinet distribution fecommmending a Canadian contribution of $500,000 for
1952.'
2. The question.of this contribution has been discussed with officials of the

Department of National Health and Welfare and the Department of Finance.
3. The attached text has the approval - of the Deputy Minister of National

Health and Welfare who has suggested some of the wording.
4.' The text 'does not have the express approval of Finance but I think we do

not need to be too apprehensive in this regard. An earlier formulation of this
memorandum was sent to the Deputy Minister of Finance for comment. He
suggested that the figure of the proposed contribution , should be $400,000
rather,than $500,000 and that the reduction should be publicly explained as an
earnest of the Canadian Government's view that UNICEF. should 'go out of
bûsiness 'after 1953 and that its operations should be on a diminishing scale
until'ihattime.

5. This proposal did not. find favour with officials , of this Department or of
National Health and Welfare. Consequently an interdepartmental meeting was
held in my office which Mr. Deutsch of Finance and Mrs. Sinclair of National
Health and Welfare attended. It was pointed out to Mr. Deutsch that:
(a) Although UNICEF's present lease on life has been extended only, tô the

end of 1953 we have no assurance that the General Assembly will not decide to
continue it thereafter;
(b) •Even"if UNICEF disappears as a separate agency its functions would

have tô be'côntinued by other appropriate organizations which would requireextra
money to shoulder this extra responsibility. Mr. Deutsch fully agreed

with'this'and would be prepared to sec our contributions to W.H:O., F.A.O.,
Technical'Assistance, etc., be proportionately increased;

(c^,.In.
.,.
anyease, UNICEF.was going ahead full steam with its programme in

1952'and opérations are not being reduced. Other contributing countries have
not V6,en reducing contributions;
(N ;The place and time to make known and effective the Canadian view on

IÇEF are at the General Assembly in 1953 and not at this present moment.6 r•. Deutsch felt the weight of these considerations and, although he was
not entirely convinced, I had the impression that he would advise his Ministcr
not to insist on the lower figure of $400,000 in Cabinet. .
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Finance had indicated to him that he would not 'oppose the proposed 1952
contribution.
49. The Cabinet, after further discussion, approved the recommendation of

the Secretary of State for External Affairs and agreed that:'

(a) provision bé made in the Supplementary Estimates for 1952-53'. for a
$500,000' contribution to the United Nations - International , Children's
Emergency Fund for that agency's financial year 1952;
(b)^ in pledging, this' contribution it should be made clear that it did not

commit Canada to support the continuation of UNICEF after ' 1953 as a
separate agency;

(c) the Executive Director of UNICEF be asked to use the contribution for
purchases in Canada and, to the extent appropriate to the agency's programme,
to give due attention to any suitable Canadian commodities in surplus supply;
and,

(d) Canadian representatives at future meetings of U.N. bodies concerned
with UNICEF continue to stress the need for keeping UNICEF administrative
expenditures to a minimum.

, . , .
337.

Note de la Direction des Nations unies
EA/2295-CM•40

pour le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
Alentorandunr front United Nations Division

Io Assistant Under-Secretary of State for Externa! Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL
[Ottawa,] May 30, 1952

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. LÉGER

UNICEF PURCHASE OF CANADIAN SKIM MILK
Yesterday Mrs. 3D.B. Sinclar of the Department of National Health and

Welfare telephoned Mr. Stephens to say that Mr. Pate, Director of UNICEF,hsd given her the information on the telephone that UNICEF intended topurchase $525,000 worth of skim milk in Canada.
2.

This ,purchase is, in addition to the large amount now bein so
UNICEF, which was ordered last year. g Id to

3^ Mr. Patë was interested to learn as soon as possible whether Canada wou ldbe contributing this year to UNICEF and, if so, how much. If there is to be acontribution,
Mr. Pate would arrange his financial operations so that thoseCanadian dollars would be applied to the Canadian purchase. Otherwise,

PaYment would be made from U.S. dollar funds that UNICEF has on hand.
4•

Parenthetically,' it is rather pleasant to see some direct financial return tothe
Canadian economy for taxpayers' money donated to international. . .
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$899,000. There is in addition approximately $1 1/2 million remaining from
earlier allocations to China which is at presènt not being used.•

There was considerable discussion as to whether it was desirable that
UNICEF should be added to the responsibilities of the Negotiating Committee
of the General Assembly. Canada had some doubts as to the wisdom of such a
step at this time, but the Board as a whole approved the idea. The Fifth
Committee and the General Assembly have -recently added UNICEF to the
agencies, for

which the Negotiating Committee is responsible, with . the
understanding that the administration may still continue its own efforts to add
to UNICEF's resources.

Future of UNICEF

The 'General Assembly will consider the future of UNICEF at its 1953
session but there was a certain amount of informal discussion on the subject at
the-recent meetings. No governments have as yet taken a firm position and
therefore it is only possible to ascertain trends. Most of the underdeveloped
countries are anxious, for obvious reasons, that the work should be allowed to
continue.

There was no evidence at this time of efforts to make the Fund
permanent,-but delegates such as the United States and Australia (the two
largest contributors) seem to feel that there was little likelihood that the Fund's
existence

would be terminated at the end of 1953 by any action of the
Assembly. The United States, having lost its battle in 1950, does not appear
ânxious to be voting alone in 1953 and will presumably be looking for some
formula which will be generally acceptable.'The inclusion of UNICEF in the
Negotiating Committee agencies may give it a certain status, and it seems
probable that in 1953 the decision will be not whether work for children will
continue under U.N. auspices, but what form it should take. The sort of
questions which are being raised by delegates are whether the Fund should be
given a further extension of life for a definite period, such as three years or five
years, or whether it should be permitted to continue as long as it can secure
funds and find suitable programmes on which to spend them, or whether it
should continue indefinitely until such time as the Assembly decides to reviewits status.

The.Canadian question as to whether the work might not be done b the
various_ speeialized agencies, rov id i n ^ yeereference wereappropriately

modified and thei rfunds increased, did notof
great response among the delegates to whom it was put. They hadtnott however
any. instructions from their governments on this point. Relations with
Pecialized ^ agencies are at the present time good and there ' ^the

evidence that they are working actively for such a change. The ^ a co howevoutward

becoming increasingly aware of the importance of supplies if rr^a ' er,
theirProgrammes are to be effective, and if this trend continues, they mi ht at so mefuture time be in a position to absorb the work of UNICEF. g

Certain points would have to be considered in adopting a position that the
work of the Fend should be transferred to appropriate specialized a encies
the hrst'plâce, it would probably mean that no funds w g . In

ould be available for
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ituations in which UNICEF can üdes about
the present

some of the emergency s l fourteen

time. The present target budget T^é mainlargument for transferring the workadministra--per cent for emergency supplies.
to other agencies is that it reduces the number of agencies and theare approxi-
tive costs. At the present time, UNICEF administrative costs

mately $2 millions a year."' This is about ten perigure. 1 38
of vthe

er, $

millions
the services

target budget and is not an unreasonable d failed to secure its full objective
cannât be very much reduced, even if the Fun

If that happens, the percentage for administrative costs would,
of $20 millions.
of course be higher. The specialized agencies could not take s

over the work of
ome extent and

UNICEF without increasing their own admi nistrative
s vedAgainst the possible saving

therefore the full $2 millions could not b e
would have to be weighed the question of, whether , the specialable them tto
could secure the additional operating funds which..wouldenb UNICEF. If they could
provide the supplies and equipment now being given Y

result would probably be that for the sake of savingwork ouldl benot, the net
considerably less than $2 millions, a useful p

art
tion of UNICEF's work by

eliminated.
Any country advocating the absorP, could^ only do so

other agencies on the ground of admi éat that they wé é willing to increase
effectively if at the same time they stat

contributions to the specialized agencies to a figure which would make it
their, contrib
possible for them to maintain UNICEF programmes . ,

ged mthat •thethe. work itself is not of
No one to date seems to have sugg

'derable value. Further discussions will probably centre on the1 assistance .
consi
continuing programmes which provide supplies as well as tec n

ADELAIDE SINCLAIR

"Note marginale :/Marginal note: ^ f y

1.865 in U.S.(?J 1951.

'"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
m- a min[imumj;ratiô of admin(istration

1951 `- 8.42 of total expend(iture]
assistancc[?j (Ie --Mc de la note est illisible/rcmainder illegible.)

costs to
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[Ottawa,] March 29, 1952

MEETING - ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CANADIAN POLICY
TOWARDS UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

' ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE

ANNEX

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUND

;Conornic
development in present circumstances. In the absence of an r su oti rgt

On January 12, 1952, the General Assembly- adopted a resolution jointly
sponsored by Chile, Cuba, Burma, Egypt and Yugoslavia which requests the
Economic and Social Council to devise and submit to the 'next session of the
General Assembly a plan for establishing, as soon as circumstances permit, a
special fund for grants-in-aid and low-interest, long-term loans to ûnder-
developed countries in order to accelerate their economic development.
2. The resolution was approved by a vote of 30 in favour, 16 a ai

abstentions including the Soviet bloc. It received the support of almostd all
Latin American, Middle Eastern and South and South-east Asian countries. It
was opposed by the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada and several
other Commonwealth countries, and most of the Western European countries.
3•While expressing' full agreement with the ultimaté ur ose -

economic improvement 'of. under-developed countries
-p the Canadia

the
ndelegation opposed the, resolution mainly on the stated grounds that the

defence obligations assumed by the Government of Canada made it, impossible
for it to contemplate at present opening up a broad new field of assistance
undef=developed countries. Furthermore, to

Whether the new proposal would in practice
C da

abe t hehbestsmeans a f ubts as to

or the 'resolution from other prospective contributing countries we p^that there wôuld h,% . believed

i

a very serious dangcr that the adoption of the plan in such
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' cumstances would raise false hopes and cau se
aliker 39and-unpropittous ctrings among the peoples of advanced and under-develope countries

. ^ ; DEA/11423-40
. . . . _ _ i . . .

340. , , atres extérieures
Note du sous-secretaire d Etat aduXtAffairesaextérieures

pour, le secretatre d 'Etat a
State External Affairs

Memorandum
from Deputy Under-Seeretary of

for
rs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] May 16, 1952

FINANCING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Mafternoon to discuss the

An interdepartmental meeting was held yes
y

the Canadian Delegation to ECOSOC should take on the
Bank, Tradeposition which

subject of the financing of economic denedloLâ^ûTFwerecrepresented at the
andand Commerce, Defence Production

meeting.
2. The two principal proposals coming before ECOSOC

are the establish-

ment of a
n International Finance Corporation and the f

ormu lati
Aore

n of
po t on

lans for
the

an international development fund to be establishe
d

b the staffu
ro

sed International Finance Corporation hBô^^â o
drawn

f Direc ôrs of the Bank

tthe Înternational Bank and transmitted by the
theirral for discussion at ECOSOC. The letter of tian smittal

to the Secretary-Gene
it

clear that the Directors of the Bank are not commt
S

makes
goverments to approval of the proposal.

the Bank of Canada and the Department oi^ thé meé ing
3. Offietals of

of the newxamined the
International Bank report and wemenae â ts upport ke were prepared to reco

yesterday that they recommerided in the International Ban
institution, provided it is set un as
report: ration would be to

` 4. The primary purpose of the International Finance â tsclf engage in equitY
te as anstimulate private investment that end it wou

. It would operaand •to
' ects memberinvestment and loans for non -self-ltquia, t
wôû d

ro
j be subscribed by sted

âffiliâte of the Bank and tts captt
ts on the same scale as subscriptions to the Bank

.
ônetthird ^of thegovernmen call

that its ` total ' capitalization be $400 m
t^W' hthedother two•thirds on

sübscription ber patd up at the beginning,
this basis would be about $ 15 million, of which about

Canada's subscr^ptton on thi
$5 million would be paid into the Corporâtion a COSOC t' Delegation should be

hat the E ora
' ft was ag ree d at the meeting t Corp

nning.

,5.I
tion.

' ed to support the idea of an', International _, Finance
author^z ; , ,

3 'jN de l'Asstmbl^t gfnéralt,
sixième session,

séances

^V r Nations unies, Documents officiels
12 janvier 1952, pp. 360-361. . Sixth Session, Plena►y

pltnlins„ 360' réunion.
Sec United Nations, officiai Records for the332entrai Asstmbl^.

Meetings. 360th Meeting, January 12. 1952, p.
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However, since such support would entail a specific financial commitment,
should the Finance Corporation be established, it was agreed that Cabinet
approval should be sought before the Delegation gave its support to the plan.

6. The meeting then turned to a consideration of the Canadian: position in
regard to the General Assembly resolution calling upon ECOSOC to formulate
plans for an international development fund. This Department's position was
outlined by. Plumptre in the terms agreed upon with you yesterday morning.
There was unanimous agreement that the Delegation should (a) participate in
the Council's discussion and drafting of recommendations to the Assembly, (b)
explain ; at the outset 'that such participation does not in any way indicate a
change of policy in favour of economic aid through the U.N., and that the
Government has no present. intention of making a contribution to any fund
which, might, be established, (c) make clear that our, attitude, as expressed in
(b);^ is not a transitory one, dependent upon defence expenditures, and that a
reduction in such defence expenditures would not change our basic position, (d)
be as helpful as possible in drawing up plans for the structure and organization
of, an: international development fund but refrain from taking any part in
discussions of the financial aspects of the fund, such as the size, the kind and
sources of contributions, etc, (e) emphasize the inevitability of weighted voting
in any fund.
7. The suggestion that Canada might put forward an alternative proposal for

an advisory board with weighted voting met with a generally negative response
at the meeting.,The other Departments appreciated the objective we had in
mind but found little to recommend the advisory board suggestion. Rasminsky
and' Deutsch took the lead in this discussion but it was, clear from the
occasional comment that the others shared their views. The proposal was, of
course, 'a new one to those present and they indicated their willingness to 'give
furthér, thought to the `matter.' As the discussion continued, however, their
positions ôbviously became firm and there is no reason to suppose that further
consideration would make theni more sympathetic to the scheme.

8.
The arguments put forward against the suggestion ran along the followingg

(a),.It
was very doubtful whether such a proposal would, in fact, help toward

the,pôlitical{ objective External Affairs had in mind.
countries {want money, not-advice. They would get noth ngefrom an adv sor^
board. It would have no money to give and any function it might perform in the
WayK-of,: research or help in assessing needs was already available to them
through rexisting machinery.
(b) ► While weighted voting 'would help to reduce irresponsible rccommcnda-

tonst, it would mean (on the basis of the system used in the Bank) that the U .S . ,
U.K: and Canada could obstruct any proposal -or recommendation. The under-
developed countries would, therefore, have no real voice even in an advisory
hOârd;;their influence, indeed, would be less here than- in ECOSOC. One
Official

at the meeting expressed this thought by saying that whereas the
undet.developed countries are pressing for a fund "we arc offering them a bodto go to which has

• yno money and in which, in any event, they have no voice."
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The ssibilitÿ of Soviet membership on the adn^ids this would be to limit

that this would create embarrassment for the

point of vie, , they might wëll look upo would be done

as "a` temporarY measure and F a f^t sdiect on from which the final steP et'

ei
hted voting would give a form of veto to the hi w

velo
ellbei8(c) Since w 8

countries, the clash of interests, which we are anxtous to so t,

sharpëned in an advisory body. I I I
to the governments

(d)If the -'recommendations from the advisory b^hat was being done or
engaged in foreign aid programmes ô f â d lor purposes for which assistance
urged substantial changes in division

;n
iven, it seemed most unlikely that governments would'in fact act on

was be g g
such advice. " board would have to

%,e^ p° ested that a way arousugg Ab e considered. It was,
•'•''t' for membership on the advisory .boar to countrie ou

t
bue with theel^gibllly for

mean inBank: It was agreed th at l égh ed votingy it would
same, tmembership and the same scale of w wise as the Board of
effect énding up with the same membership (co

untry
rovéthe,need of a second

Diceciors of the Bank. It would be difficult âCit of an advisory board.
almost identical body to act solely in the cap Y

Ânother suggestion was that the Board of Directors of the Bbut it
ank miâ hâg`e d

m6nt
âct as the U.N. advisory board' on economicBânkland would probably not be

acceptable to it. sa1 as useless
a f) If the under-developed countries were to regard this propo
( n it as a dodge to divert their

from
êfforts

theirfrom the^r real goal. In that event, more harm than good

in the field of politics. proposal
''the other hand, the under-de
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gers for üs in initiating such a
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initiated it. authority

► nder-developed countriés might even regard this ^dif they Were to(h) rThc u at0w Il
interpret our proposal, as a move in their
a ° fund woul

A be shorter ând'thcrefore casier to take, then
1^e would be d â.

tiardcr tô hold back later on and would cause even more resent
f

Rank Nbeen usédonly in` ' voting'(i)' So far, the systemof waghted
has

ans res for large-scale financial
l

operauons. In the
thç;Fund, org Pdnsible erations. The
context; weightcd voting has become associated with fnanc^a op since

^^ - o PC coûntries-might well think that, money is in the N f 1ndeed, it
under-devel pe advice is tenwcighied voting and advice have nevcr gone t for example U.S.
wuld be difficult tO justify the contention that,
tir`nes better than Canadian adviceF Ÿ
f^^:`R r 9. .I

. ..

^^. .. .... '
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9. The consensus of the other Departments present at the meeting was that
we would gain more with.the under-developed countries and would safe-guard
our own position better by, moving towards. them on a basis of practical and
clearly useful schemes for economic development, than by offering them
something which'they might look upon either as a palpable dodge or as a stick
to beat us with. We shall be in a happier position at this Council session than
previously, since we will, subject to Cabinet approval, be able to support the
new International Finance Corporation, we will be able to ; report increased
support of the Bank, and we will be able to point to a second Colombo Plan
contribution.

I
10. It was agreed that' there would be no objection to a proposal that

ECOSOC should undertake an annual review of all economic aid programmes
for development of under-developed countries. A survey prepared by the
Secretary-General would provide a complete picture of what is being done and
what gaps need to be filled. This would not, of course, help to satisfy the
demands of the under-developed countries for a U.N. fund, but it would give
ECOSOC an opportunity to examine and comment on bilateral programmes
and it might have a good effect in showing clearly the extent of the aid being
given.

11. I. think it is quite clear, . that there is nothing to be gained by further
consultation on the official level with respect to the proposal for an advisory
board. Would you now indicate, therefore, whether you wish to discuss the
proposal with Mr. Abbott, or would like to have it put before Cabinet formally
as part of the memorandum which will be going forward with the instructions
to the Delegation' on economic development, or whether there is any other
action which you would prefer to take.'10

I

E[SCOTTJ R[EIDJ

,:{.. . , .
INSTRUCTIONS TO TIIE CANADIAN DELEGATION

TOTNE FOURTEENTN SESSION OFTNE ECONO1^11C ANDSOCIAL COUNCIL^. . ^

569

PCO

Uemorandunt fiont Secretary of State for External Affairs to Cabinet
CONFIDENTIAL

[Ottawa,) Ma y 23, 1952

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
,; : I pour le Cabinet

internattônal Development Fund

At the. Sixth Session . of the General Assembly, the under-dcvclo edcountries_
were: successful in having a resolution adopted calling u n th

E^nomic, and Social Council to draw up a detailed plan for est blish n(^
1 e^ as.. aY. i_ . S ^ i . i . .. ff

140

Lanotè "6;16 pâraph& :L,E3. P[carson).The nî^môrându
was initialled: L.B. P(earson).

NEW YORK- MAY 20-AUGUST-1, 1952
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development programmes, both bilateral and multilateral, so that all members
of the United Nations may appreciate what is being done and may have an
opportunity to make comments. For this purpose the Secretary General might
be asked to prepare an annual factual summary of the various programmes.
6r The recommendations which ECOSOC is required to prepare for the

General Assembly cover various aspects of the proposed international
development fund including the size of the fund, the character and manner of
collecting contributions from states, the policies and principles to be followed in
regard to grants and loans, and the structure, administration and organization
of the fund. The Delegation should not take part in discussing the size of the
proposed fund or the nature or source of the contributions to it, but should take
part, although not a leading part, in other discussions. In considering the
administration of the fund and the organization of any authority which might
be set up to control it, the . Delegation might well suggest the inevitability or
weighted voting, not merely to give contributors their proper voice but also to
maintain a balance as between under-developed countries and groups.
7:, Itmay be that the Council will set up a working group or working groups

to prepare the first drafts of recommendations. The Delegation should not seek
membership on any such group but should not go so far as to refuse, if pressed
to accept and if other economically advanced countries accept membership.
; 8.: As noted in paragraph two, the Delegation must exercise special care in
dealing with the international development fund because it has become a cause
of division between the richer and the poorer countries in the non-Communist
world. If, in the course of discussion, it appears that this division is continuing
or even being sharpened by the persistent refusal of the richer countries to
provide money for the fund and take part in its work, the Canadian Delegation,
if it can find a reasonable measurc of support from other delegations, should
proposerconsideration of a rather different type of body in which more general
and more immediate participation might be possible - a U.N. advisory board
on the economic development of undcr-developed countries. This board would
pot have any funds directly at its disposal, but all members of the U.N. that
were seeking economic aid from other countries or providing such aid to other
countries would undertake to consult the board in regard to their international
programmes and to give most serious consideration to its recommendations. In
order t6'-`command the respect and general compliance of the countries
concerned, it would be necessary to introduce some form of weighted voting
and'the`most`appropriate system of voting and management would seem to be
that`which lias been worked out in the international Bank for Reconstruction
and 'Development; indeed the board would clearly have to maintain close
relationship with the Bank and its staff. ( It will be noted that the U.S.S.R. andits

Sa'tellites are not members of the Bank and for this reason would not and
should' not;Iqualify. . for the advantages and responsibilities offered by the
adyisory- ard.) The Canadian Government would be willing to submit its
eCÔnomic` âid programmes to such an advisory board and to give very serious
conside'râtio► n to its recommendations. If other members of the U.N. could see.; ,: ,
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their, way to act in the same manner, a.worki
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L.B. PEARSON

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE COR
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of the enterprise through the purchase of equities or through making of loans
without government guarantee. The funds required for these purposes would
come initially out of capital,subscriptions by members. It is intended, that the
capital fund would be in the nature of a revolving fund. It is proposed that the
equities and other investments acquired should be sold to, private investors as
opportunities arose. It is proposed all profits made by the Corporation from
these operations should, inure to the benefit of the governments subscribing to
the capital.

These functions are not being carried out at present by the International
Bank or any other agency. Experience of the Bank has shown that there is, in
fact, a real gap in the present international machinery for financing economic
development. Opportunities - have arisen: in almost all the under-developed
countries for profitable and productive undertakings in which private investors
are willing to invest but which they cannot finance entirely by themselves. At
present their ability to secure the additional funds is limited.

: The International Bank is unable to provide greater assistance to the private
sector because of two important restrictions in its operations. Firstly, there is
the statutory requirement that all Bank loans must be guaranteed by
governments. This has had the effect of discouraging potential private
borrowers who wish to avoid association with governments in the fear that this
would lead to government interference. There have also been instances where
governments have been reluctant to give such guarantees to a private
undertaking for fear of appearing to favour one private enterprise as against
another. Secondly, the International Bank does not engage in equity financing.
La'cking equity funds, the Bank has no way of dealing with projects which have
good prospects, but which require more equity capital than the private
enterpriser is able to put up. The International Finance Corporation would be
designed to cover both these gaps in the operations of the International Bank.

The report recommends that the Corporation should start its operations on a
modest scale and expand its activities only gradually as it gathered expcrience:

Itis envisaged that the ,Corporation would be an affiliate of the Interna-tionâl
Bank, and would operate under the Bank's general supervision. This

approach would permit the Corporation to make the fullest use of the technical
and ^dministraiive staff of the Bank. The Corporation would be able to operate
on a..much, lower administrative budget than would be possible for an
independent agency, and there , would be no need to set up elaborate and costly
new intérnational machinery. Affiliation with the Bank would also enable the
Cor,poration` to`draw on the practical knowledge and experience of an agency
which has proven itself highly competent to deal with the complex problem ofhnancing' `

economic development in a wide variety of countries and enterprises.
SéŸerâl f possible methods arc suggested for achieving close caffiliation

ÉX!"een the Corporation and the Bank. One method would be to have
the Co,^. ,.,. . , ,^utivé Directors of the Bank constitute cx officio the Board of Directors of
Power rporâUon, with indiv^.dual Directors having the same relative votingin

each institution. Another method might be through 'a management
ContraM ,Whichever method is adopted the important thing is to retain the'. .
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principle of close affiliation so that the management and staff of the Bank can
'

be fully utilized, in the interests of
efficiency.

completely independ-
Financially, the Bank and the Corporation its' memberided-b

ent.
The capital of the Corporation would be

pz tion equ,valent to U.S.
governments. The report suggests that a total

p ta

$400 million would be a reasonable figure. Of this amount c
one

all thParti c padting
paid, in- initially and' the balance would be subject rtion to their subscrip-

tions

would subscribe to the Corporation i
n nUnder such. an arrangement

tions : to : the stock of the International

the United Kingdom, the Canadian deleg

would be expected to subscribe roughly $15 million tootn e stock of the
Canada
Corporation, of which $5 million would be.the inrnâiional cF Finance Corporation

- ,
On balance the proposal to establish an International

along the lines- suggested in the Bank's report appears to have considerable

.
The following are the principal arguments' in favour of establishing a

merit
Corporation:would fill an important gap in the existing machinery for financing

(1) iteconomic development, by making available to private investors some equity
capital and also some loan capital without government private capital far

(2) If successful, it would generate a flow of ëwn resources, by participating
in excess of the modest contribution by helping to restoré confidence.
financially in private undert

(3) In the longer run the Corporation would contribute to the impro
vement

d btor
the general, climate for private investment ^ah cred i t

ow
r

in the
countries. In effect the Corporation would be

pilot
âctical way with the

course of its activ i ties, would, boe abl e
ate investment. p

obstacies which stand in the way of p

(4) ` The Corporat
ion would be operated, by an experienced and skilf

ul staff
fo é gn,who have demonstrated their ability, to operate soundly in the ficl of

dinvéstment. 1of this kind should make it casier tu h na°(5) Support for a modest proposal
ambitious, costly and unrealistic

theproposals suchas lnternatio

off more =
Dévelopment Fund.

and Social Council1. t

liistructions to the Canadian Delegation to the Economic ora-
è ro al for the establishment of an International Finance

S- câ States andc thep^If th p
tion is regarded favourably by other countri^^^ôn toathé Economic and Social

-` the roposal, subject to the following conditions:
Côûncil may support P^

would be anaffil^ate^ of thë lnternational Bkn the(1) The. Corporation as now obtain
substantially the same membership and voting powers

,
Bank.'1 ° , establish new , international ma n'S

chinefYtra an
wou ld not tive.^(2)^;The Corporation but would draw on the technical and adm'

claborate and costly kind,
staff of the Bank..

!.

I

tl
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(3) The total capitalization of the Corporation would be limited to the
equivalent of U.S. $400 million -to be subscribed by members. in proportion to
their subscriptions to the stock of the Bank. The Canadian capital subscription
should not exceed $15 million with initial paid-in-capital not to exceed $5
million."

343.
PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
Extractfroni Cabinet Conclusions

ToPSECRET
[Ottawa,] May 30, 1952

ECOSOC; 14TN SESSION; PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT FUND AND INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

CORPORATION; INSTRUCTIONS TO DELEGATION1'1
45. The Secretary of State for External Affairs said that at the 6th Session

of the United Nations, General Assembly, despite the* opposition of the
economically-advanced countries, the under-devcloped countries had secured
adoption of a resolution for an international development fund to provide
grants and long-term loans to under-developcd countries. While it was
necessary to avoid widening the existing gap between the poorer and richer free
côuntries on this issue, the fund was a project Canada was unlikely to supportin the foreseeable future.

It was proposed to instruct the Canadian delegation to the 14th Session of
the Council, that, provided other advanced countries participated in drafting
recommendations for the proposed fund, it should also take, part. It should
indicate Canada's contincd opposition to the scheme, explaining its preference
for bilateral economic aid, its intention to continue its support for aid to under-
developed countries through various U.N. agencies, and its readiness to take
part in an annual discussion of international development programmes in the
Council based on a summary of current programmes to be prepared by
Secretary-General. The delegation should not participate in discussions of the
siie of the,proposed fund or the nature or size of contributions. It should notseek, but not refuse, membershi in an workingproposals for a fund. p y groups set up to draft

It was also proposed that, if the delegation found the division regarding the
fundtWâs=continuing or being sharpened it should, if there wcrc'sufficicntsupport^, pr

opose as an alternative the establishment of a U.N. advisory boardoI the:
economic development of undcr-dcvcloped countries. This would not

have ^ny funds but all donor and recipient countries would consult it rc ardin
theiT programmes and undertake to consider its recommendations seriousl . g

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated. y,,
141Voir

le'document 296./Sce document 296.
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- (M inister's
memorandum, May 23,1952 - Cab. Doc. 164

-52)
Canada to'take the

46. The: Minister of Finance
thought it undesirable for ide a means for

recipient
ro

countries sin
to g press advisory.. board; it would likely provreferable for

initiative in p p° ress for greatly increased aid. It seemed p

the delegation to follow the lead of the other donor countries, ilôns to continue
opposition to the proposed fund, and lwithsaidtto under-developed
supporting existing U.N. agencies concerned

countries. uestion
Prime Minister

thought it desirable to defer decision
`trend of the Counc l's47. The Pof an advisory board until reports were recelved as to the

discussions. ECOSOC had

48. Mr. Abbott
further reported that at its 13th Session,

adopted a resolution on economic development, designed to e ^^ti
urage
onal g^nkot

of international investment capital, which requests on could make a significant
consider whether an international finance c po port which would ber

ribution. The Bank had now submitted The faire of private capital
contconsidered,by the Council at its 14th Session.

its traditional role in economic developmen ;n ^d^ t^onal
since the war to play rovlding
several proposals for the expansion. ^ érnatio tnal finance corporation was the
public capital, of which that for an !n

• manage'
The corporation would seek to stimulate private investment

by

most realistic. rtunltles, capital and experienced
bringing togëther investment oppo through equity investments
ment and helping to finance prlvate undertaking from

overnment guarantees. The funds would comesu lncst d that aand loans without g The Bank 's report 8g ,
capital subscribed by member governments. Of this amount,
total capitalization 'of some $400 million woul ^^ ^^awouldlebe subject to call,
one-third would be paid in initially and the in proportion to

members subscribing to the' corporation cctcd to
with participating

" subscri tions to" the stock of the Bank. Can
ada
Corw^ ataonç of which $Stheir p

subscribe roughly $15 million to the stock of the p°
million would be the !n!tlal subscription. t 8a in existing machinery fore

: The corporation would 11,11 an lmportan p
vallablc ,.

,

• develo ment by making a to prrvatc û^f^ntecs50Ne
financing economle ... p , ' ital without governmcnt 8 rt the
cqùity `capital and some loan cap
recommended that the ' Canadian delegation be authorized to suppo
proposal subject to certain conditions.

explanatory memorandum had been circutated., _ Cab. Doc. 163•52)An p May 26,1952
3 ': (Privy Council Office memorandum,

ressed agreement with Mr. Abbott's rccommenâations of
149. Mr. Pearson exp the recommendations

50. The Cabinet
after further discussion, approved

the
'

Affairs and the Minister of ]Finance!on]Finance ofas to
thc' Sccrctary of State for Externalr% adian dclegation to the 14th Scss national
instructions to be sent to the an ro als for an inter
Economic and Social Council with regar

cor ^ration, on the understand-

development fund and an international financea Po

ing that:
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(1) a decision on the desirability of the delegation taking the initiative in
raising the question of a United Nations advisory board. ''on -economic
development would be deferred pending reports as to the trend of discussions in
the Council on the proposed international development fund;
,(2) the delegation should support the proposal for an international finance
corporation if it were regarded favourably by other countries, including the
United States and the United Kingdom, and subject to the following further
conditions:
-(a) the corporation would be an affiliate of the International Bank with
substantially the membership and voting powers now obtaining in the case of
the Bank;
(b) rather than establish elaborate machinery, the corporation would draw on

the technical and administrative staff of the Bank;
(c) the corporation's total capitalization would be limited to the equivalent of

U.S. $400 million to be subscribed by members in proportion to their
subscriptions to the stock of the Bank and the Canadian subscription would not
exceed $15 million, initial paid-in capital not to exceed $5 million.

DEA/11423-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Under-Secretary ôf State for External Affairs

Io Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] June 24, 1952

PROGRESS ON THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ITEMS

ATTNE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL .

On Saturday afternoon, June 21, Mr. Deutsch reported to Mr. Lcsage on
the present position reached in the consideration of these matters at.thc current
session of ECOSOC. The following is a draft summary of his report.
2•-:Preliminary discussion on the International Finance Corporation and on

the Economic Development Fund has taken place in the Council and a vote is
expected to be taken shortly on the two proposals. Mr. Deutsch thought it was
fortunate that the two subjects had been considered together and that the vote
Was likely to be taken on both questions about the same time. In that way it
has been, possible to save time and to put the two proposals' into pro r
relationship with each other. ^

3.
Mr:,,Deutsch reported that the delegations from the undcr-devcloped

countries appeared on this occasion to be as conscious as we were that it would
be undesirable to sharpen any division between the two groups of countries by
unnecessary ^ controversy' over these projects. The representatives from the
under-develope&countries seemed to recognize that nothing would really be
gained by attempting to push the United States and ourselves further than we
could po'ssibly go. Mr. Deutsch gave the impression that the United Kingdomhas been

somewhat•less astute than usual on this occasion and has gone out of



of the under-developed countrie FF
to realize that the Council could' not go further than the Assembly ha go• atcs that the

6: 'In the case, of the latter resolution
â Deutsch

wi 1 insist on mak'n é
representatives of some of the under-devel p ret th

which will attempt to intcrp h
statements (for consumption back` ho they

implying that a Fund will eventually be estacbli â ed^eckoug
resolution as

me)
that this

themselves will be aware from : the neg tiéaCubans have already made a brief
tOquestion has been left completely open. T

effect. In Mr. Deutsch's viéw it should not be i^^ C^nâdian
statement to that

1,to : these statements until after the vote, i^n w^he Tesolution he wasatrep y lain that ^^n suPPorg • hopeful th
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en at this stage, its inability to participate in the

its way to emphasize, ev
proposed institutions. inal
4. In the, case of the International Finance Corporation the orig in its

has now been modified to permit the International
Bank,

draft resolution of the proposal, to go as far as it can carry its member

t

it
betw een. now and the next session of ttheha Council. Under

further consideration
that if the Interna-governments.with to contributehis new version of the resolution Mr. Db tsOf co

consi
unta es willing

tional Bank were to find a sufficient it could actually proceed to the
to the International Finance Corporation although the resolution does
establishment of that organization. Consequently, ration it does permitthe
not provide specifically for the establishmenttances ( ncludpng the U.S. domestic
as much prog ress to be made as circu

have

to accept the
already indicatedsituation) will allow. The under-dand

evehé edprincipal rones
appeared

reasonableness of this resolution
rt the reso ut on when it comes to a vote. :

their willingness to suppo
of the Economic Development Fund a re samong

atisfac tory
the

i 5. In the case
resolution has also been devised after â^ t^eender-deVeloped countries. T i
developed countries and between them which is attached)' goes as far as the
resolution in its present form (a copy of for the
resolution of the General Assembly required. It does not provide

of the Fund but does call for the complâ;io ^^c rsupch plans ase rescntatives
establishment
would be necessary if a Fund were to âT d

establishe.
to be recon cled'to the situation and

s a e d ne

representative mght eXP Dcutschno more- M r .
interpreting it to mean- what it saÿs and ut serious opposition.
this.resolution will also go through without s is the

' in the case of both thesc resolutiofou hout
17:1:The one major uncertamty ,the end^.^,,,. • They aooarently remained quite silent th
attituae 01 "Ir, &^•,••.,. .,•_-- f the tw ro ^a". ."• - votin8
last week's discussions of the substance o

âred that the time for
ivcaPPe ^ted that there was no useof the meeting on Friday, however, when it

o well
might be imminent, the Sov^ee discussion thensas his statement wo tad ^ rform
in:attempting to complete t e

d the time available. The• only other speaker. wh
o h s spébeyon

speech should como
was the.Uruguayan representatrve and he insisted that was adjourned

off and
aftet, that of the , Soviet,. delegate. h Sov 'ieg ry the meetingepresentative would leadhoµ,ever,
resume on Mondây at which time • did not adjourn,

h Uru uayan: The meeting
would be followed by . t 8
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before other Soviet-bloc representatives indicated that they also would wish to
say their few words on Monday and, inevitably, the U.S. representative
indicated that [he]'would also wish to make a statement in the circumstances.
It is therefore conceivable that the two compromise resolutions may be upset in
the course of to-day's debate. Mr. Deutsch is reasonably confident that this will
not happen. He found the general feeling in New York that if the Soviet group
were to attack these resolutions the effect would probably be to consolidate the
non-Soviet delegates in supporting them.
8.` In his, report on last week's discussions Mr. Deutsch emphasized the

constructive role that David Owen12 had played in influencing the mood of the
representatives from the under-developed countries. He also thought that the
cooperative attitude displayed by Mr. Black, the President of the International
Bank; had been very helpful in improving the atmosphere. The Canadian
delegation appears to have'been'active in helping to produce the compromise
drafts, although the actual "negotiations" between the representatives of the
developed and under-developed countries had taken place primarily between
Lubin' of the U.S."' and Santa Cruz.'" .

DEA/5475-DS-20-40
La Direction économique

au ministre, délégation au Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Econornic Division
to lllinister. Delegation Io North Atlantic Council

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Ottawa, September 26, 1952

When I returned from vacation last week Ed passed to me your letter of
August 28f asking us to let you have a brief summary of what took place at
ECOSOC on financing of economic development. The only paper, we have
available^is the Delegation's report, which is probably too detailed for your
purposes, so I shall attempt to give you the highlights in a few paragraphs.

.AS you probably heard before you left Ottawa, the United States was not
prepared to take a positive line at the Council on the' proposal for the.. 4'v ^.:. ' , . , ,. c . . . . .

Dear Wynne [Plumptrej,

,1'2 Arthur
David Kemp Owen, président directeur du Bureau de l'assistance technique.Arthur
David Kemp Owen, Executive Chairman. United Nations Technical Assistance Board.'"Isador

Lubin, membre de la délégation des États-Unis à la quatorzième session de l'ECOSOC.lsador`Gibin; R1epresentative of United States to 14th Session of ECOSOC.
NNernân'Snnta Cruz, représentant permanent du Chili auprès des Nations unies ; chef de ladélégation à la` sixième session de l Assemblée générale.Hernân;Santa . Crut,: Permanent - Representative of Chile to United Nations; Chairman.DeIcBation to the Sixth Session of the General Assembly.
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' international finance corporation. It seemthere was
establishment of an ln rt for the idea in the State Department
was. a good deal of suppo art

investment community. They,

icularly in certain sections of the
considerable coolness in other Wuewere eapparently fearful that such an agency

'n end of the wedge for governments to interfere in a fielThe U.S-
might constitute a thinthey regard as the exclusive property of private enterprise.views might be. reconciled if
delegation was hopeful that these. conflicting lanation of the true purposes
further time -were given for consult

ation
l ehowever

and
they were obliged to t é a

of a finance corporation. Mean had prepared and urg

p

d us
thanretty non•committal attitude in ECOSO

C
. n^ef fect have done little more their

nsor a resolution whichto co•spo sal to the Bank for further study. While we aPPreclatedersuaded
return the proposal
position we

p
felt that their draft resolution was too, ^emoreVe s tv e tw st. It was

well as the .Paaisbtanl5them to accept revisions which gave and olurselves, as.
submitted jointly by the United nsor' f It was adopte y,
whom we persuaded, without difficulty, to co-spo ., Under this resolutlonabstain
votes in favour with the three Soviet co

rlfor further gexamination and for
consult withthe proposal is returned to the Bankovernments who in turn are requested ttoo seek the views

consultation with g s The Bank 1s then
national organizations and business group • of establishing a `nanCe
of its member governments on the lduringl1953 of the action it has tak li
corporation and is to inform the Cou ank

the final decision should be taken within hohpesBhe decision
The idea 1s that

its

member governments and the implication 1s that the Council

will be favourable. report made it
Mr. Black in his statement on the Bank 's

e d towardsI should add that the fact thatI quite clear that the management of the Bank h
was hefavoura Y

emphasized
dispose

tlathe creation of a finance corporatlon

o

ovcrnments and poten
further careful consideration of the t e^ouldf be determined whether Ÿou

'
ion would be desirable and practlcableinvestors would be necessary before

•n dom and France , althoughorganlzation of a finance corporation

t

worthy ofmay also be interested to know that the United g plan was
they, both supported the,,-resolution and agreed that thâ t,cular aspects

osal their
of ther

further consideration, expressed cért^idless of the merp s of the p ro P. ,on i f it
proposal and made it clear that, reto contribute to, the corporation
government would -no t be in a position oration a

.. Bel ium, like Canada, indicâted a favou ë bl Ôf the tcorpP
were set upg
`sûfficient support were obtained to m oeta counties were interestcd but made
prâctical proposition. The under -devepc ration as a

' it
clear that they were not disposed.to accept a finance corporation

l1t qui te rants•1n•a1d. atlonsubstitute for international g proposed interna
undernwith

There were no firéworks in con a^and rëatlÿ relieved when the, the

development fu n d: We, Were surprise d , ro os^n8
• 1 es roduced a° draft resolution p,P d by the

developed countries incuse v P the blueprint requl neXt
creation of an expert committee to draw up' rt until the
General Assembly. As the experts could flots ubmit a repo
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spring session of the Council the proposal meant, in effect, a year's postpone-
ment of the issue. Their draft resolution was submitted informally to the
delegations of the developed countries in advance of the 'Council's discussion.
Two or three private meetings were held by representatives of these delegations
and it was agreed among them that if certain revisions were made in the text
designed to eliminate any implication that â'pproval of the resolution meant
approval of the principle of an international fund, the resolution could be
accepted. These alterations were sold without difficulty to Mr. Santa Cruz
who, despite his observer status, retained his position as leader of the under-
developed group.' He had in fact, or so he told me at lunch, drawn up the
resolution himself and secured the concurrence of the delegations of the other
under-developed countries who were co-sponsoring the proposal. It was
submitted in the names of Cuba, Iran, Egypt and The Philippines, together
with three non-members of the Council, Burma, Chile and Yugoslavia. (The
three last-named countries were all represented by observers.) As a result of
the sensible, attitude taken by the under-developed countries and of the
preliminary agreement reached on all sides, the formal discusson on this
subject in Council was not of any particular significance. Santa Cruz treated us
toa long and quite violent harangue along the usual lines but there was no
disposition on the part of others to carry on An this vein. In a private
conversation with me after the debate he defended his statement on the
grounds that, having put forward a mild resolution he felt obliged to give a
strong speech so that he might not be suspected of retreating from his well-
known position.
,,.,,.The resolution was adopted by 15 votes in favour, with the Soviet Bloc
abstaining, and since it was submitted by the under-developed countries
themselves we can, I think, assume that it will not be upset in the Assembly..

You may be interested to know that the UN has been trying very hard to get
John 'Deutsch to serve on . the . expert committee. He was personally much
tempted by the invitation but cannot be spared. I believe that the UN is
making every effort to collect a really first-class group of practical economists
to do.this job in the hope that they will produce reasonable and workable
proposals,which governments will accept. As we will not be on the Council
When the experts' report is being considered next spring, it will not be until the
Eighth Session of the General Assembly in the fall of next year that we will be
called upon to take a public stand on their recommendations.

This summary has turned out to be longer than I intended but I hope it will
give you a reasonably clear picture of the . present status of the economic
development issue.

Yours sincerely,

B.M.MEAGNER
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DEA/5475DW-19-40

rès de la délégation
Extrait de la note du conseillère u

générale des Nations unies
à la'septième session de 1 Assemble èxtérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État des Affaires
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Extraet from Memorandum ro o the United Nations,
1
A ^ rsto Seventh Session of the General Asse

mbly
Delegation. State for Exter .%i
- , , to Secretary of

[New York?], November 26, 1952
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ÎVIEMORANDUM FOR MR. PEARSON
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Assembly. The Canadian delegation and numerous others explained that they
did not interpret the resolution as in any way prejudging the reports to be
submitted or endorsing the Fund and the Corporation out of hand.

D. BURWASH

PARTIE 10/PART 10

PROGRAMME ÉLARGI D'ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE
EXPANDED PROGRAM OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

347.
PCO

Note du secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum frônt Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

CONFIDENTIAL
Ottawa, November 10, 1952

CONTRIBUTION TO THE UNITED NATIONS EXPANDED PROGRAMME

FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

On June 12, 1950, Cabinet approved a contribution by Canada of $850,000
to the United Nations Expanded Technical Assistance Programme for the first
financial period of eighteen months ending December 31, 1951 and on
November 21, 1951 Cabinet authorized the Canadian Delegation to the United
Nations Assembly in Paris to pledge up to a similar amount to the Programme
for the year 1952, "the extent of the.Canadian contribution to depend on the
amounts pledged by other countries and on the Delegation being fully satisfied
with. the nature of the, Programme." The actual Canadian contribution was
$750,000.
2.' On the basis that an increase in the contributions over those pledged for

1952 was necessary, in order to leave room for reasonable enlargement of the
Expanded Programme, °the Economic and Social Council has urged govern-
ments'to make contributions to the Programme for the year 1953 toward the
goal of $25 million and has recommended that the General Assembly make
arrangements for soliciting and receiving pledges from governments: This total
represents an increase of $5 million or 20 per cent over the target Isct for lastyear.-

3. 1 understand that the United States Delegation has been authorized to
pledge; at the meeting of the Negotiating Committee which * is to take place
during the, present session of the General , Assembly, the amount of $14.7
million provided this amount does not exceed 60 per cent of the total of the
contributions pledged for 1953. This represents an increase of $2.7 million or
23•5 per cent over the limit of $12 million which the U.S. Delegation was
authorizedtto pledge last year, subject to a similar , proviso.
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4. , Canada was represented on the working party of the Economic and Social
Council which formulated the recommendations about the operation, of the
Programme for the year .1953. The • Programme is overcoming ofi ts earlier

mostoperational difficulties and is proving its effectiveness. It is one
worthwhile activities of the United Nations to which Canada is a contributor
both in the promotion of international good will and in its concrete results. In
the circumstances it would be reasonable to continue participating in the
Programme on the same scale as last year.

' Dele ation to the General5. 1 recommend, therefore, that the Canadian g
Assembly be authorized to pledge an amount up to $850,000 as the Canadian
contribution to the United Nations Programme for the year 1953. The precise
amount of the Canadian contribution should depend this year, as in the past,
upon the total amount pledged by other countries.

BROOKE CLAXTON
Acting Secretary of State

for External Affairs

348.

TOP SECRET

PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract Jrom Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] November 13, 1952

UNITED NATIONS EXPANDED PROGRAMME FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE;
CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION

150. The Prime Minister. said the Minister of National Defence, as
um

Secretary of State for External Affairs, had 'submitted a memoraof the
recommending that the Canadian delegation to the General Ass emb

ly as the
United: Nations be authorized to pledge an amount up - to $ 850 ,000

Canadian: contribution to the , United Nations Expanded Programme for
Technical Assistance for the year 1953. The contribution authorized in 1950
had been $850,000 and in November 1951 a similar contribution
authorized for ' 1952, provided that * the -exact figure, should pend on

amounts"pledged by other countries. The actual Canadian contribuniowhi^h
been $750,000. ^ The goal of the programme for 1953' was $25 million,
was an increase of 20 percent over the 1952 target. The U.S. delegation
been,- authorized r to pledge $14.7 million, provided that, did not eXresented
percent of the total contributions for,1953.;The-U.S. authorization rcp
an increase of $2.7 million over the•U.S. contribution in 1952. The programme
was ^ proving. effective., and it,,was desirable for Canada to continue tO
participate.°

Copies of the memorandum had been circulated. { , s Nov . 10,
f

1052 - Cab. Doc. 358-52)
(Memorandum, Acting Secretary"of State for Extcrnal Af a^r
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51. The Secretary, reported that- the Minister of Finance had a rovedrecommendation. PP the
52. The Cabiner

approved the recommendation of the Acting Secretar
State for External Affairs, and agreed that the Canadiân dele ation to y of
General Assembly of the United Nations be authorized to pledge an amo the
to $850,000 as the Canadian _contribution to the United, Nations Expant up
Programme for Technical Assistance for 1953; the precise amount ded
contribution to de end u' of thep

pon the total amount pledged by other countries.
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ITEM 10

Financial and Administrative Committee •

g-`Budget Estintates for 1953 encies in recent
Persistent increases in the budgets of most Specialized

Ag
who are,member countrics
^^

years have caused growingcw^th evergrowi g contributions. The stau fliéat'by
called upon to come forward catcdly , g
of these budgets is urgently

has
on Adm i nistrat iveNons

responsible member countries, by th y of the United
and Budgetary Questions, and by the General Assembly Canad,an

itself. Canada has taken a leading roeâ urgingbe,^g instructcd
stabilization,

this andyear to insist

delegations to- all United Nations bodies
that stablization policies be implemented. disturbing, sinCe the

The expansion-of the ILO budget has been particular
N^tions b0o'eS' 1gU nited

ILO is one of the oldest and best established of the
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1947, its net. budget was $3,727,332. By 1949 it had increased to over $5
million. The budget proposed by the Director General for 1953 is $6,678,897,
or almost double the 1947 budget level.

Since the net budget for 1952 was $6,224,922, the increase proposed by the
Director General for the 1953 budget is therefore $453,975, or about 8 per
cent.

An increase of this amount indicates that the" repeâted 'requests of
responsible countries for budgetary stabilization are not being met. ,

The Canadian Delegation should emphasize the necessity for stabilization of
expenditure by the ILO. This does not mean that the present ILO programme
should be fixed in its present form, nor that no new tasks should be undertaken.
It does mean, however, that the adoption of essential new services should be
accompanied by the elimination of projects of lower priorities, and that new
duties should be met by re-organization of staff rather than by staff expansion.

The,proposed 1953 budget should be closely examined by the Finance
Committee and the Governing Body, with a view to achieving every

ssible
economy. consistent with the effective functioning of the organization The
Canadian Delegation should not hesitate to take the initiative in urging the
adoption of measures to achieve such economies and should energetically
support proposals by other representatives for reducing costs.

The'following paragraphs indicate a. number of places where budgetary
savings could be made. These economies are suggested by way of example only.
The Delegation is; of course, in the best position to search the 1953 programme
and budget, in co-operation with other responsible delegations, for other means
of stabilizing the 1953 budget.

Last year, the. Financc Committec, at its March meeting, was able to rcducc
theUrector General's proposed budget of $6,561,669 o$6,169,922.(This
reduced budget still represented a considerable increase over the 1951 budget
of $5,973,789.) It is cxpected that the Finance Committee will similarily be
able todiscover means of achieving savings in the 1953 bud et. The Dclc
should ôppose bud etar g gation

8 y proposals that do not, in its opinion, adequately meet
the test of budgetary stabilization.
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350. aires extérieures
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351. DEA/74-R-40

Le'délégué permanent auprès de !'Office européen des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires eztérieures

Permanent Delegate, European Office of United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 32 Geneva, March 8, 1952

FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE
OF ILO GOVERNING BODY

As a result of the government representatives insistence of need for
economies, Director-General submitted to committee yesterday proposals for
reductions in 1953 budget estimates totalling 512,849 dollars which is
approximately one-fifth of the original 1953 estimates. Committee unani-
mously adopted Director-General proposals which in effect reduce 1953 budget
to a figure 1,554 dollars below budget appropriation for 1952.

352. DEA/74-R-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
- au sous-ministre des Finances

Under Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Jllinister of Finance

RESTRICTED Ottawa, October 2, 1952

Mr. David Môrse, Director-General of the International Labour Organiza-
tion, called on me yesterday to discuss the size of the ILO budget. Mr. Morsc
had had earlier conversations on this subject with the Minister of Labour and
the Deputy Minister of Labour, but he also wished to let me know his views. -

2. Mr. Morse explained that since he has been Director-General he has
endeavoured to present fair, budget estimates for the consideration of the ILO
Governing Body and Conference, and in the early years the Governing Body
and Conference approved • budgets providing for moderate increases over
previous years to take account of mounting costs and increased responsibilities.
Prior to the budget session of the Governing Body this year, representatives of
certain governments informed Mr. Morse that their governments were alarmed
at the expanding budgets of international organizations and urged him to use
his influence to stabilize the ILO budget. Mr. Morse said that he well
understood the position of these governments and consequently, when the
budget estimates for 1953 were being considered, Mr. Morse accepted a budget
figure several hundred dollars lower than that of the previous year. Although
the wôrkers' group, and to a lesser extent the employers' group, did not like this
situation Mr Morse was satisfied that his action had been sound.
3•f Nôwever,'Mr. Morse pointed out to me that he had agreed to a reduction

of thè 1'953 budget, and had so informed the government representatives whoa
Pproaehedhim; on the understanding that similar action would be taken in
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ther international organizations. Although Mr. Morse emphas
ized

to the
not wish to imply criticism of other organizations, he re

y attentionincreased
that the budgets of other specialized agencies have in ôna ande the pressurefact

0

since the ILO budget was reduced. In view of this theaDirector-General does
being brought on the ILO f to the organization recommend or accept for
not believe that he can in fairness
1954 a budget of the same amount as that which was approveed Gôverning Body

4. iMr. Morse told me frankly that he Wpillf in his opinion reflect the needs
and Conference the budget estimates which w ese
of the organization. However, he will be prepared for üd et fi

reduction in
whichhwillg

figures. He hopes to reach agreement, budget
oxI,imatel

undersand from our own files
be perhaps 5% higher than the 1953 $12,000 in the Canadian
that this would mean an increase of approximately
contribution to ILO, assuming that the rate of our per

centage:
this

remains the same. Mr. Morse hoped that âI
would l of consi

the Governing Body
situation so that our Delegation to the budget session
and to the Conference will be able to accept some moderate budgetary increase

carefulfor 1954.
I informed Mr. Morse that his representations wouldt ôns aren prepared5.

consideration here and would b i^ °Govern
m ind,when

Body and the Conference.
for the Canadian Delegation to

6. 1 thought that you would be interested in knowing of this conversation.
L.D. VVILGR

CONFIDENTIAL:

TELEGRAM WA-2413,

of November.17, 1951. , w >
c -. , . , ". 01
d t da the matter of the scale

SCALE OF CONTRIBUTION ^ U111 r- I 3390

letter V-3431 of November 29, 1951, and our letter No.
YourReference:

;

^ r .

1 At their requestt we discusse yes er Y They informe
contributions to the iLO with officials of the State Departmentsition sh°Uld benited States
us that they have been considerin8s dwhat
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ions and, befb^ÿ

when the ILO Governing Body con
a final decision, _would prefer to know the results of General Assem

,

SUBDIVISION II/SUB-SECTION 11. ,

BARÈME DES CONTRIBUTIONS
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action regarding the United States contribution to the United Nations. They
wondered, therefore, if we would be agreeable to having final action on the
scale of contributions taken at the March 1953 meeting of the Governing Body
rather than at its November meeting. State Department officials realize that
we have taken a strong interest in this matter and recalled that the Canadian
representative to the ILO Allocations Committee last year had taken the lead
in pressing for an upward revision of the United States contribution to ILO.
They are also asking.the United Kingdom and Australian Embassies for their
views on postponing final action on the scale of contributions until March
1953.

2: State Department officials gave us no indication that they were contem-
plating a change in their position. They did point out that even if they were
disposed to agree to an increase in the United States contribution to ILO, the
amount of their contribution would still be subject to the limitations contained
in Public Law 806 (81 st Congress). We were informed that the United States
delegation to the General Assembly will press strongly for a reduction in the
United States contribution to the United Nations to 3M5 percent.

3• We would be grateful,to know whether or not it will be possible for you to
give the State Department an informal assurance that the Canadian delegate
Will,not press for final action on the scale of contributions at the November
meeting of the ILO Governing Body.

354.`

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à! antbassade aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
Io Embassy in United States

DEA/74-R-40

Ottawa, October 28, 1952

SCALEOFCONTRIBUTIONTOILO
Reference: Your telegram WA-2413 of October 7, 1952.

While there is a good case for pressing for an increase in the Urtited Statescontribution
we realize that the unusual circumstances surroundin th

November meeting of the Governin Bod will g eachievin 8 y probably prevent us from
g our objective at that time. The presidential and congressionalelections

and discussions on contributions at the United Nations Gener
Assembly will make it difficult for the United States delegation to consid

al

increase in their ILO assessment at the November meeting. The
er anUni d

itn
States

might be more receptive to an upward adjustment at the March mc t
g
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2. In the circumstances it will be in order for you to tell t
he

meeting a
officials informally that we are prepared

support
a t

he
action on the scale of

m ove to. postpone until the March meeting final you l
contributions, provided the State Department officials will give oblm whenit
assurance that they , will give sympathetic consideration to the p

is raised in March.of tele ram No. 31 of October 20' from the Canadian
3. Paragraph 3 g of which was referred to you,

Delegation to the General
ebe forthcoming."

suggests that such assurance may

problem when it is raised in Marçh. ,

action on the scale of contnb^c ^ls willlg ve'sÿmpathetic consideration to this
us that State Department of

informally that you would be prepared to s^ poh meeting. Mulliken assured
2. We told Mulliken, Officer in Charge o n stpone finalt a move to po

Addressed External No. W- p
^ 'ted Nations Social Affairs,

DEA/74-R-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs ''

Washington, October 30, 1952
TELEGRAM WA-2568

SCALE OF CONTRIBUTION TO THE ILO

Reference: Your teletype EX-2084 of October 28. w York No. 394.A 2568 r,- eat Permdel, Ne
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SECTION BS E C T I O N ", , 1 •`1 ' ^ . - • ...

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au ministre en Suisse't . . ,

12 NOVEMBRE-11 DÉCEMBRE 1952

SEPTIÈME SESSION DE LA CONFÉRENCE GÉNÉRALE, :

ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR
L'ÉDUCATION, LA SCIENCE ET LA CULTURE

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

SEVENTH SESSION OF GENERAL CONFERENCE,

DEA/5582-AK=540

NOVEMBER 12-DECEMBER 11, 1952

356.

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Minister in Switzerland'
DESPATCH No. J-224 , , : . Ottaw O L
CONFIDENTIAL

a, cto er 14, 1952

, CANADIAN DELEGATION TO THE 1952 UNESCO CONFERENCE

Attached for your information is a copy of a lettert dated October to the
Director-General of UNESCO, informing him of the composition of the
Canadian delegation to the Seventh Session of the General Conference, which
is to be held in Paris from November 12 to December 10, 1952. You will noticethat

Mr. E.H. Norman will be attending the Fourth Meeting of Representa-
tives of National Commissions as observer for Canada and that Mr. J.E.G.
Hardy (who dealt with United Nations financial matters from 1948-50 when
on loan to the Department of Finance) will be the Canadian representative on
the Budget Committee which meets ten days before the General Conference.
2.4n view of your extensive experience with UNESCO matters, both as

Chairman of previous delegations and as a member of the Executive Board, it
would 'seem appropriate that you should be elected - to one of the ten Vice-
Presidencies at the Seventh Session. This would ensure Canadian representa-
tion on the Steering Committee of the Conference and would be a suitable
recognition of.Canada's substantial contributions to UNESCO. You will recall
that the only other occasion when Canada received this honour was in 1948.

3• As'you are probably aware, the Executive Board has recommended that a
Legal Committee •of fifteen members be elected to consider amendments to the
Constitution and the Rules of Procedure..The Canadian delegation will have a
mernber especially qualified to deal with legal matters, Mr. Paul Gerin-Lajoie,
Who'would seem to be a logical choice for membership on the Legal Commit-tee.
WhoMr. Paul Gerin-Lajoie is a Montreal lawyer and former Rhode

has -. galned c'd s Scholar,, onsl erable renown as ' an authority on the Canadianconstitution., ►' . . . . .. . .. . • f : ` , . . . . . , . . , .
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mmendation that Canada support Sir Sarnepalli Radhakrishnan,
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Your long and friendly association with UNESCO will undoubtedly be very

helpful in these matters. C.S.A. RITCHIE
for Acting Secretary

Affai s Statefor External

357.

DEA/5582-AK-5-40

Note de la Direction de l'information
pour le chef adjoint de la `galion ,

à la septième conférence générale de

At the brief policy meeting scheduled for 11:n0, c of major importance to

Memorandum front Information Division UNESCD^
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iE.H. Normm^n.
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programme of priority projects to be financed' by the more conscientious
member states, with additional lower priority schemes to be undertaken only if
payment of arrears is received from the usual defaulters: Arrears'are estimated
at 7.8% of the total budget.

I understand that the Department of Finance will press fôr the stabilization of
the budget at its present level, $8.7 million. Adoption of this proposal would
mean the elimination of low priority schemes and concentration on high
priority projects such as Technical Assistance and Fundamental Education;
and it would undoubtedly- require quite a drastic reduction in the programme
suggested by UNESCO for 1953 and 1954. Such an approach might meet with
a good deal of, opposition since it would affect jobs on the Secretariat.
However, since the budget for 1953-54 is apparently well padded, it is not
likely that, with support from the United States and the United Kingdom, a
demand for stabilization of the budget might result in a more realistic
compromise of slightly over $9 million a year. This would be contributed by
member states, possibly on a modified per capita basis.

One aspect of Finance's probable instructions that might generate more heat
than light is the suggestion that all UNESCO Conferences be held at the
Headquarters in Paris unless the prospective host country is prepared to meet
the cost, of transferring the Secretariat half-way across the world (approxi-
mately $300,000 per Conference). It appears to be fairly generally accepted
that the 1954 Conference will be held in Montevidco. Opposition by Canada to
this move would undoubtedly be extremely unpopular with the Latin American
countries' and probably also with other possible host countries such as Japan
and India. Holding all meetings in Paris would also be contrary to the
established practice of the Organization which has held previous Conferences
in

Mexico, Beirut and Florence. Unless Canada had some assurance of support
for this proposal, the Canadian delegation might be an unpleasant voice crying
in the wilderness.
(b) Programme Priorities

'The Canadian delegation may wish to emphasize, the importance of
concentrating UNESCO's resources on `those aspects of its programme which
offer the most concrete results: Technical Assistance, Exchange of Persons and
Fundamental Education. These are activities to which countries like Canada
can contribute most and from which under•developcd countries can benefit
most.,The United States has now r uested that a workingstud ^ party be set up to

y priorities and. this should have our enthusiastic support -since the
Canadian delegation initiated the idea of priorities at the Florence Conference.
The delegation might also suggest some reduction in the number of UNESCO
Publications..While this might effect some improvement in the Organization's
bU dget and - reputation, it would entail no great loss to the world's culturaldevelopmen t.

^c) Canada Council

As the Government is now considering the establishment of a Canada Council
which would also act as a National Commission for UNESCO, the Canadian
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delegation might suggest in its report ways in which a Canada.Council could

coordinate
Canadian participation in the, programme activitiesmission

effectively ference. A report on the meetings of National Com possible
approved by the Con

tives
should •. be particularly useful as a basis for a

representatives the Conference.

358. extérieures
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DEA/5582-AK-5-40

submission to Cabmet a • .. i" - L• p[EEgLESJ ,-

LETTER No. J-1641

CONFIDENTIAL
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Ottawa, October 25, 1952

1952 UNE.SCO CONFERENCE
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DEA/5582-AK-5-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à la délégation à la septième Session
de la Conférence générale de l'Unesco

Secretary of State forExternal Affairs
to Delegation to'Seventh Session of General Conference of UNESCO

. , . , ,
TELEGRAM 678 Ottawa, November 3, 1952

E3UDGET COMMITTEE
Following for J.E.G. Hardy:

The Director-General has drawn attention, in Document 76/ADM/8, page
1, to the net deficit,of, $440,595 in .1951, which resulted from arrears of
contributions for that 'year amounting to $1,519,009. However, he anticipates
that payment of arrears by the end of 1952 will be sufficient, not only to
eliminate the deficit, but to yield a net surplus.

Even if the funds are forthcoming, the practice of deficit financing is, in our
opinion, undesirable. The General Assembly has recommended (Resolution
311 (iv)) that the United Nations and all Specialized Agencies should limit
annual expenditures to those amounts which they can reasonably expect to
receive in each budgetary year. This practice has already been accepted by the
United Nations and most of the Agencies and should become the basis for
future UNESCO budgetary policy.

You should use your discretion as to when these views might be brought to
the Committee's attention.

360: DEA/5582-AK-5-40
Extrait du télégramme du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassade aux États-Unis, . _ .
7Extract from xTelegram fronr Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Embassy In United States

TELEGRAM EX-2112 Ottawa, November 3, 1952
CONFIDENTIAL°

; : ^;.."1952 UNESCOCONFERENCE

Reférén^: Your WÂ-2565 of October 29.'
You may wish to tell the State Department that
Awe shall be glad to support the United States in its proposal to establish a

orkin8 party on priorities since Canada has consistently urged that UNESCO
10ncentrate°on°a priority programme. We arc in general agreement with thepriorities`sugg^

2' T ted.- which are still being studied....
• he Canadian delegation will definitely support the United States move to

establish an,Ezecutive Board of government representatives although it is
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doubtful whether the amendment to Article V of the Constitution will obtain

the necessary two-thirds majority.
DEA/5582-AK-5-40

United States.

(b) yspreadtng t e . 1.to the in^^udinS
to` accept' a= higher assessment This e °uad Lôtthosé stx countries, of the
whieh` enjoys- a cetlmg of--33^i Per , , ..

Cân
than that

whose contribution on, a per, captta bas is is htgher
âda,

h d.fference among g II

3.32 per.cent.
^°

érs such as Argentina, Italy, etc. Chinese

3.c) ^ The
Slow United States may propose that the reduction in the

contribution should be made up, by:
to^ be received , from the three, new members SP

(a) the contributions

ain,

teac 'Nepal and Libya, which would total 1. 47
11 ot

per
hcr me

ent; mbers"who mig ht be p P aredStates,

per cent in the 19 g.• mènt.
percentage be reduced to reflect'thberskPo and,., Czechoslovakia and Hungary,

(b) The

'

three Cominform mem .
active participation but' continue to' be assessed, their

who have, ceased actt p sed UNESCO scale for 1953 amounting to
combined percentage in the propo

L'ambassadeur en France

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Statefor External Aff
mb

airs
Aassador in France to Secretary of c,

Paris, November 16, 19

TELEGRAM 1015

CONFIDENTIAL. MOST IMMEDIATE.

FINANCING OFTHE 1953 AND 1954 BUDGETS"

Following from the Canadian Delegation to UNESCO, Paris9B3 St 4 sbudgets

1. The United States delegation' will take tmellion dollarsethis ceiling figuredshould be stabilized at the 1952 level of 8.7
representing the basis on which assessments . would becalculatedLh^i special

States believes that such stabilization
m

t for the cô
possible provided

ributions which it is almost
measures can be devised to co pensa Unit

n will not be paid. The main factor which'might upset th of theemajor
d

certai
expectation that a stabilized budge t

tmht press for the tmmediate adoption
is that the Latin American delegations might
of Spanish as a full working language. be divided into three

2. Countries in arrear in paying _their contributions may

categories:
. (a)

Nationalist China which, though still theoretically assessedoX iÿ than
15

six per cent, only makes a token paymhas no woformally a equested that its
52 bud et China

_A .
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`4. The short All in revenue representing the contribution . of, the three
Cominform members would be compensated by expected miscellaneous income
and by available surpluses from previous years.

5. As far as arrears resulting from slow payers are concerned, the United
States will argue as we will, that it is improper to sanction their conduct by
providing a special - "cushion" in the budget in anticipation of failures to
contribute.
6. The above course, if favorably received by the conference, would eliminate

the necessity for the B I and B2 priority financing proposed by the Director-
General in his büdget. Furthermore, the United States hopes that this
procedure will reduce the pressure for an expansion of the organization's
activity beyond the Al level on the part of those countries which might be
prepared to share the reduction in the Chinese contribution.

7. As a prerequisite to our supporting the United States position, we would
have to agree to a delay in the full application of the per capita ceiling
principle. In effect, however, the above device would constitute a further
recognition by the conference of the validity of the principle and an indirect
application of it.

8.` I am inclined to think that, given the particularly difficult situation facingUNESCO, the solution proposed by the United States is both ingenious and
tactically sound. I should like to know, however,' whether there would be any
objection on political and financial grounds to my giving it full and active

Ii,support. J.

9. Canada has been elected chairman of the committee on contributions.
Hardy is serving. .The first item on the agenda of the committee on Monday
morning is the, question of the reduction in the. Chinese contribution:
Instructions on this point are therefore urgently needed and account should be
taken in sending them of the 5 hour time lag between Ottawa and Paris. I will
assume that Canada has no fundamental objection to the United States
attitude if no specific instructions have been received by the time the
committee convenes for its afternoon meeting on Monday. Ends.

` . ,362. DEA/5582-AK-5-40
Le secrétaire d'bat aux Affaires extérieures

I à l'ambassadeur en France
- ^ Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in France

TELECRÂM 711 +, O
CONFIDENTIAL. MOST IMMEDIATE.

ttawa, November 16, 1952

REDUCTION OFCHINESE ASSESSMENT FOR 1953-54 BUDGET
ReferenceYo^r'telegram No. 1015 of Nov. 16.

on e°llOW^ng for UNESCO delegation, Begins: We have no stron ob'cither finan ' 1 •• g^ ctions: ..,cla or polltlcal grounds to your supporting the Unitcd States
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you are convinced
` outlined in; paragraph three of youriei^gWlm'furth'er 'the' objectives

proposal is tactically sound' and, tha mments on of
that the, proPo salained in our financial instructions. Further co

ot er points

cont b cable.
your telegram will follow Monday y

82_AK_5-40DEA/55

363. ;roc extérieures

64-

a . : .

State for External Âffai^s ici
Ambassador in'France

Secretary of
Ottawa, November 17, 1952

CONFID •

FINANCING OF UNESCO BUDGET FOR 1953 AND ^ STelegram N0•

Referénce: Your Telegram No:. lOlS of November 16 an
y

711 of November 16. ,: agree to

n for
UNESCO delegation, Begins: We are

nder,lr lefé ence for the

proposal
Followigoutlined in paragraph 4 of your telegram

4: We shall

TELEGRAM.71` 3

1953/54:budget. is for
2. However, as the purely the/at

membership of the three Cominform

states complicates financing of UNESCO and providesôû sound out other
planning scope of activities of the.Organization, suggeS

then the desirability . of recognizing the withdrawal
val of

responsible delegations o ointly,jabove three states from the Organization. Whil éwfeaaredtto sponsor
initiative in' proposing such a motion,commendat,ôn ô this effect.
with other like•minded delegations, , the General

3. In the event that such a m hâtintêse states
sed be

and dropped
accepted f rom

rom the list of

Conference, you. should,,urge ,
assessments.

1l
be interested to have your early views on this matter.

.
ENTIAL MOST IMMEDIATE.

, , L'ambassadeur e^ j a" eztérieures
3 .• { . F ce ,

Le secrétaire Eta t aux
en Francel'am adeu

DEA/5582-

a res
au secrétaire d ' Etat auz A airs

sadorin France.to Secretary
of State for.External Alf

Ambas 1952
Paris, November 22,

TELEGRAM 1033

^ONFIDrN  I I IN L.. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: My immediately preceding telegramt O$e
g;ns: 'Ir On, Following from the Cânadian' Delegation to UNES^tng giving as his 11, èl

= l: Director•General Torres Bodeo rTee gerday of the` 20.4 million budget l,
nar sess ythe réjection by tiie• ple,y and the, Executive Board had been advocat1S

fôr` the next two ÿears whlch he a
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He made it clear: that he still would have resigned if his proposal had been
passed by a bare majority; he added that this was only the culmination of
similar disappointments and frustration in the past. If.he were to continue he
would have had to receive a clear mandate from the conference. Presumably
this mandate would entail the support of the larger contributors. - -
,2. He made it absolutely clear that his resignation was irrevocable; he was
"burnt out", he had lost heart and faith in the organization. Consequently,
even should the conference re-open the question or reverse itself on the budget
ceiling, his resignation must be regarded as final.

3. Dr. Carneiro, President of the Executive Board, also resigned for the same
reasons. Then the Yugoslav member of the Executive Board resigned giving as
an additional reason his disagreement with the procedure by which the
admission of Spain was adopted. He complained that there was lack of full and
free discussion on the question:
4. There is no doubt that ' many observers here recognize that UNESCO is

faced with a deep crisis., Although Bodet's resignation has no connection with
Lie's'.; it is 'observed here . that. these events will serve to disturb public
confidence in these two great international organizations. There is evident here
a sense of demoralization as a sequel to these resignations.

5. As Bodet's resignation is effective today, Taylor, Deputy Director-General,
will act as Director-General. Sir Ronald Adam, Vice-President of the
Executive Board, will act as its chairman. We will soon be approached, by
friendly delegations and officially by UNESCO, for our view on the choice of a
new Director-General. We would be grateful, thereforc, if you would give the
matter some thought as we will be referring to you for instructions.

6. For the present we are not, repeat not, inclined towards precipitate action
in 'choice of Director-General and this is the attitude also of the United
Kingdorri and United States delegations. We would wish to see the matter
handled in the normal procedure, as provided by UNESCO constitution, thus
giving all delegations opportunity for mature deliberation.
7•There is a possibility that some delegation may move to re-open the débâte

on the budget meeting. Pending further instructions on this point, we assume
you would not, 'repeat not, wish us to 'give support to such a step. This might
become an awkward question in view of the strong sentiment among.the less
developed countries 'who feel that the economy 'mcasures adopted by the richer
Iowers indicate growing indifference to their own problems. Ends., ._ . :; . . ., ., ,. . , .
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DEA/5582-AK-5-40

L'ambassadeur en France
''au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

•. ,, . 'r .. airs

Âmbassador in France to Sécretarÿ
fof State for Externa! Aff .

TELEG RAM 1034
Paris, November 24; 1952

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

"FFto re•open the budget question. Ends.
roved by the member states. ^ pP-

at present budget level, t e "Pr hs a rs to us as an indirect way of tryh ro Ante increase in the budget

^ S' German and French and possibly.other delegat^on , of the items of the
Programme Commission, through a detailed discuss^onthe ^nd that some of the most desired activities cannot be Should be

programme, f

with these tal an ,. Comml
4.':No plenary sessions will be held until Shari

f Soa ed the crisis Meanwhile
extent at lca

i f
feel that negotiations +have to some ual
all other commissions are to carry on their bûsiness as, usve

su ested that it} • s ha 88

DEVELOPMENTS IN UNESCO CRISIS

Reference My telegram No. 1033 of November 22,1 .952. '
Following from UNESCO delegation, Begins:

November 22, it was decided on
1. At the Steering Committee on Saturday,

U
nited States proposal that Sharif of Pakistan be the'Ac who had been

general conference in the sudden absence of . Radhakrtshnan
ÿ;..

recalled by his government: including United

2.' United States delegation held
and Canada

meet ing
late that night. Three

Kingdom, Australia, Norway, Denmark
points were emphasized by members of the United States delegation:

(a) Budget question not to be reopened;
(b) Bodet's resignation is a closed incident;

(c) ,UNESCO must be salvaged. later at the meeting and whoer-United States fully supports Shàrif who app eared

has taken the responsibility of trying `. to reconcile the views é
contribua nS

developed and Latin American countries'with those of the
of the formeggroup that ther

powers. There is a sentiment among delegates by etar

richér ' Powers 'are responsible for, havin
g

g caused the crisis' b their budg y

pôlicy. N
d3. Sharif initiated private talks with heâds of delegatfaned to droceed rapidlY

23. At Steering Committee this rn rn n8 ô the committee tomo row morninS•
• ks d was asked to report tee
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366. 1 1 ^ " DEA 5582 AK C 40
L'ambassadeur en France

/ - -

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in France to Secretary of Staté for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1037 , Paris, November 25, 1952

SECRET. IMPORTANT..

DEVELOPMENTS IN UNESCO CRISIS

Reference: My telegram No. 1034 of November 22, 1952.

Following from UNESCO, Begins: In accordance with decision made at
yesterday, = morning's Steering Committee Mr. Sharif of Pakistan, Acting
President of the conference, met privately with heads of delegations.
2.-1 saw him yesterday evening and following are his views: He is acting as a

sort of mediator between those delegations who committed not to go above 18
million ceiling and others, mostly under-developed countries, who desired
higher ceiling. In order to avoid recriminatory speeches in plenary session from
those delegations who feel that resignation of Bodet was result of inflexible
attitude on budget of larger contributing governments, he hoped that *these
latter delegations would not, repeat not, object to a policy which would tacitly
permit any, delegation to raise the question of supplementary budgeting after
projects had been discussed in detail in Programme Commission. Those
delegations who would allow this procedure would not,, repeat not, be
committed to promising favourable consideration to request for increased
budget in any specific project. The real purpose of this would be to provide a
cooling-off period. If some such method were not, repeat not, adopted he
thought it would be difficult, when the plenary session convened again, to
prevent delegations making requests that the budget question, in some fashion
or other, be thrown open again to debate.

3. It is too early yet for us to judge whether this plan will materialize or
whether it will receive the support of the delegations with which we have
worked most closely on the budget. We would prefer, therefore, to adopt a
waiting attitude while not rejecting the plan out of hand. In the meantime, I
should be grateful for any comments you would wish to make. Ends.

367. DEA/5582-AK-5-40
'Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

TELEGRÂM 729 SI I I . - Ottawa, November 25, 1952
SECRET
Reference Your telegrâm No. 1037, November 25.

à l'ambassadeur en France
ecretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in France

3 01 sit, >
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Begins: We have found your series of

:,
Following for UNESCO Delegation,

messages on the UNESCO crisis most helpful and informative and we agree

with the general line you are taking.New York an indication of Mr. Pears n'Hë action on
2. We have had from feels that

the basis of the limited information alar
press there.

e reasonable and sound and he sees
the proposals for budgetary stabilizationDeleation to alter its stand. He also subscribes to the view
no reason for the of the United States Delegation inferring that Bodet
attributed to the head a budgetary decision "democratically
should have been willing to abide by $

arrived at". ta budgeting has obviôus dangers; but if it were
3. Discussion of supplemen ry off steam without leading to an

to show promise as a device âTg^emarguments in its favour. We agree you should
increased budget there would in touch with the Delegati ho ^at be ml ade to
adopt a waiting attitude and keep '

inereasing thehave. been consulting. In general our vie w, iscou
that

ntries ow^hout
soothe the feelings of . the s underdeveloped

reached. Ends.
budget or reversing decisio

368.

-,_
fState ,. . .' -Seeretary o

Ottawa, February 18, 1953
CIRCULAR DOCUMENT No . 8.12/S3

I transmit herewith the do,,-u.. E.H. , NoRNtAN
CONFIDENTIAL cnt listcd bclow:

KEPORT

, DEA/5582-AK-5-40

aires extérieuresLe secrétaire d'État aux Af
, `faux chefs de

for External Affairs to Heads of Post

=' h Secretary of State

..•>
i A. ^ è.^. . .

... ..

ENTIAL1

for t V-, , ' for External Affairs

CONFiD 11 ENT1I

course. The diffcrcnt nationa V, p

Conference hcld av,Pans , rom
tiôn. lt is no ëxaggcration to say that this was a cnt^ca con

cxcep that the crisis has been h stable
UNESCO; it would be incorrect to say confidcÛN^^p can
surmounted and that the Organization can now proceed

1 ncc tions of the work which

REPORT OF THE CANADIAN DELEGATRENCE OFiUNESCO+
SESSION OFTNEGENERAL CONFE ,

PARIS, NOVEhtBER 12•DECEMBER ^ 1, 1952
wariôus General Confcren eneâl

It^has become :, customary to refcr, . to
mts. The Scvcnth

UNESCO'- in ` tcrms af , ccrises h to Decembcr 11 th, 1952, was no
f November 12t • • fcrcnce for
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and should do caused a serious rift midway through the conference and at its
close there had been only a patchy and uneasy bridging of the rift.

The Canadian Delegation to the Seventh General Conference of UNESCO
consisted of the following:

Chairman: Dr. Victor Doré, Canadian Minister to Switzerland
and Austria . ,

Vice-Chairman: Mr. E.H. Norman, Department of External Affairs

Delegates: Mr. T.A.M. Kirk, M.P. for Digby-Yarmouth
Mr. Garnet T. Page, Generai Manager, Chemicat

Institute of Canada
Mr. Paul Gérin-Lajoie, Montreal lawyer

Alternate Delegate: Miss M.E. Conway, President Canadian Teachers'
Federation

r Adviser. Mr. Ren6 Garneau, Department of External Affairs

Financial Adviser. Mr. J.E.G. Hardy, Department of External Affairs

Adviser and Secretary: Mr. Blair Scaborn, Department of External Affairs

Site of the "Eighth General Conference of UNESCO
Thé action taken by the Sixth General Conference commending to the

Seventh Conference the invitation of the Government of Uruguay to hold the
Eighth Conference at Montevideo virtually predetermined the decision. Several
delegations stressed the extra cost of holding general conferences away from
the permanent headquarters of the Organization - an extra cost which could
only`; be`met by funds which * otherwise would be devoted to programme
activities: Théy .also stressed the' difficulties and disorganization for the
secretariat:` Some countries warned that the distance. and the additional cost
would make it impossible for them to send full delegations, or perhaps any
delegatiôns at all. It was known, moreover, that the more responsible members
of the secretariat were opposed to holding the next General Conference at
Montevideo.` Nevertheless, the argument that this was an effective way of
publicizing UNESCO and making , its work known on the South American
continent '- in our opinion a rather specious argument - won the day. When
it came to a vote, the Conference voted 28-13-12 in favour of Montcvidco. It is
expectcd that;the 1954 Conference will be held in May or September of that
Year; thëTdecision rests in the hands of the Executive Board.

Admission ofNew 11lenibers to UNESCO
The admission of Nepal and Libya created no difficulties. The admission of

Spain,`.thowever, aroused strong feeling among those few delegations which
strongly'op*ed:Admission, and caused uneasiness amongst delegations which
did noVwishto take a strong stand either way. Somewhat weakly, and with
obvioüs telief 'the.General Conference accepted a resolution precluding debate
on the âdniission of Spain, which was voted by the large majority of 44-4-7.
Spain's'admission without debate led the Yugoslav member of the Executive
Board to announcé his resignation (which he later agreed to withdraw until theNation 1 • • •a Commission could review the issue) and resulted in the resignation of
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and Belgian delegations. We vt Wâs universal
a member of each of the French

round that UNF.SCO s objective
Spain's admission , on , the g

membership,
litical organization. it is to be hoped that

and that it was a non-po
rnmeni will co-operate in action and in spir it

lon
w ith the work o f

the Spanish Gove • s at succeeding

UNESCO,' for
otherwise there will certainly be recrlminat

conferences about its admission.

ofWithdrawal oJPoland
A letterwas recelved from the Polish Embassy in Paris in the last ô ncin g

the Conference denouncing the nature' of the OrgannzaÎUed asthe answer ofcan
Poland's withdrawal from members

This
on of Spain. It was not a startling

one- Iron Curtain country to the a

development

had not taken par t
because Poland, Czechoslovakia Florence Conference. But it may

in the work of the Organization slnce the
• i ate. A

possibly
presage the withdrawal of Iron Curtain countries

f rom mp other

Specialized Agencies in the work of which they h^he Polish to Gôvernment to

letter has been sent from UNESCO urging that this will have any
reconsider its decision, but it seems highly improbablesince Hungary and Czechoslovakia, have announced since
effect, partlcularly f withdrawing. :.: .

plus some of the more P° expansion put forwar
to have much sympathy for, the plea for to ignore and remain untouched

But it was more difficultl' sia and
American countries. to
by the words of,t

ped co
had

untr ies Of
held out

Af

,the dele8ates, from the underdevelo
anida s of the Org Zation,rica, who 1, argued quit sincerely that gr^t ^ pro

mise
them _by the more advanced countrres; in the early

y s

while it now seemed that they were,being betrayed and forg

elearcut, predomina d by the Latlnim rtant countries of Asla and Ais ca.

initiated. Although the divison
American countries,those with a more conservative ent was not

expansive way and• nt among the former. were the Latin It was easy not. •

almost limltless. fic o through UNESCO ^ul ht in this
thou ht that only do those which thoug . 1and g of countrles into y

De a G;
The programme ` and budget estimates prepare y presentation to the

Dr. Torres Bode, and approved by the Execu^2Ô B
oard
00,000 for 1953 and 1954•

carry
General Conference, ^11 rector-Géneaal,twas the'minimum necessartoa
This, according to the DI ro ramme. This figure represented
out the essential parts of UNESCO's p ôf $8,700,000 for the year 1952
substantial increase over the budget ç^hic was held a little over a week after

The debate on the budget ceiling, ost - 's•m•mng of, the conference, probably was the in
critical ofotr

the beginning . rted the Dlrect
On,the one side were those countrles t ti^nst p d one more modest step ân
entire programme and considered tha ro ramme. They sa
the.direction.of a constantly. expandi>iog•eUN^éd^^tiogn, science and cu^ts bere,

•• Id f worth-whlle p J h'le pro Je

b t ,,,the Budget Ceiling u the Director-General,

the conference their Intentlon o

, . . . . . s . . , ^ i '. . . ^ ... . ! . . ^ .

. ^ . -.. ^.. p . . ^ .
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On the other side, those countries which spoke in favour of a more modest
budget, including the United States, the United Kingdom and ourselves, used
the argument of heavy.commitments in other fields and the inability to give
unlimited Junds to UNESCO. This argument did not go down well with
countries less rich than ourselves, especially when the budget for UNESCO is,
relatively speaking, a small one. The United States put forward a very good
defence for a reduced budget; saying that the amount of money which we were
all willing to give to the furtherance of,UNESCO's work 'should not be
considered merely as the total of our contributions to the Organization itself.
We.could do a:great deal to further its work by giving greater assistance to
National Commissions and -to the non-governmental - organizations which
cooperate with UNESCO, and by making funds available for exchange of
persons projects. This approach is certainly a more positive one than that of
limited ability to pay; but we and other friendly delegations should have been
in a position to couple, with it a more constructive and critical approach to
specific programme items so as to explain why we were not willing to give all
the money which the Director-General wanted.

-A compromise proposal providing for a budget ceiling of $18,000,000 for the
two years was finally put forward late in the discussion and was carried by the
rather narrow majority of 29-21-4. The closeness of the vote showed how far
from unanimous was the feeling of the General Conference as to the nature of
the Organization.'

Although the'ceiling of $18,000,000 will mean a higher assessment for the
forthcôming two years, the money available for the programme each year
actually will be less than in the year 1952. There will be an effective spending
budget':of just over $17,000,000. Finally, it will cost, approximately, an
additional $300,000 to hold the Eighth Conference in Montevideo rather than
in Paris: Secondly, non-recurring funds were used in 1952 to cover the expected
shortfall in contributions and to permit the carrying out of projects which could
notJôtherwisë have been financed. This year no such funds are available.
Thirdly; the estimated annual percentage , of contributions considered
uncollectable rose from 7.5 per cent in 1952 to 9.2 per cent in 1953-54. For all
these'reasons, there will be reduced programme activity..

One of the causes of the budget crisis was constitutional vagueness
concerning responsibility for preparation of the programme and- budget
estimates. In theory, the Executive Board prepared the programme and the
Director-Ge`neral assembled the budget estimates necessary to implement it.
There was considerable evidence that, in fact, the programme was largely Dr.
Bodet's;'and that some members of the Executive Board had expressed serious
misgivings "about the acceptability to Member States of his proposals. During
the cônfere

' nce, the constitution was amended to give the Director-General full
rèspônsibility for the preparation of the programme and corresponding budget.
The Executive Board will submit these to the General 'Conference with its
recôminendations. This clarification of the respective powers and responsibili-
ties of th'é âdministrative, éxecutive and legislative organs should help the workof f t ` `

u ure conferences and Iessen the chance of conflicts.
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The Budget Committee was :hampered in its consid ncel b t hehD ce c ort
éstimates' prior to the opening of the rthe relative mecits, in financial
General's insistence that it neither sed budget to the
terms, of the projects in'the program me,

M
nor

ember
relate

State sonpthe Committee. It
general financial policies of the fifte the costin accuracy
was, therefore, limited to a rather meaningless an

alys is
for the 1954 gonference

of each project. Fortunately,, the -Budget Committee
has been transformed into an ,Advisory Committee on Pr ogexam ne

and Budget
before t e

with enlarged terms of reference. It will budget of the Director-

Gene

General Conference opens, the programme
ral; as well as the Executive Board's comments on

eSt oTmthe
.

Executi
will

éxamine and advise on new, proposals by member sta General erence
ard. Such a committee should facilitate the work of^een the substantive andBo

through the elimination of the artificial d istinct ion
Canada* again' was elected to serve

budgetary aspects of programme p ^
on this Committee.

Resignation of the Director-General
budbudget was fixed, Dr. Bodet

On November 22, the morning after the g
st as Di effortswith great emotion his intention ^burned himself oût" in his effortsaGeneral of UNESCO. He said that he.had ^n^'ttheto make the Organization what he thought it could and should be^IF Faced

choice between retreat, stabilization, or advance by the O g but the

od h was a po p had

Executive Board and ,he hirnself had spoken 1He said that he had elost heart
Conference had, . ^n his opinion, chosen retreat.

'"faith and could 'no longer continue in this job. He would, he said, have
ând ,

"' ' néd even had his proposed programme and budget bec^ri c ont unlessthe

General
res^g a small ma,Iority. He, could ` not cary

«, Con
t
ference
` â large

by ^
majoritÿ of the member . States were ^yhol nâ eôri ^aâs

thôught tha g= , He said very plainly that his res g' sort of ratherbehtnd him m' his ,endeavours. ,. 1.

'`revoc`^`"able,' ând .everyone realized that' it was not the same
ence Conference^r

petulant cesignation'which he had handed Drd P^ ôt Carneiro of Brazil, the
His =resignàtionwas followed by. that, of with the
Chairman of . the Executive F Board, who ` àssociated himsclf fully

Dirëctôr-i&I r
:: • sç whethér the crisis

.As wasof pointed
the budget and the

It=, is shll, too early to ,ludge , out after
resignatiori has' been sürmounteMâlucc Înâ a1^ Âmbassador to France an nh the
resi gnâti o nf Dr. Bôdet bÿ Mr• + •

Indian Delegation in the absence, of Sir Sarvépalln Rd ones rsuch as hisof the oftepçrcussions in distant countries, partic S,it'ny Iün dhe lcônf 1erence rooms Ver14ôwn, could not ; be ^ gaugedx by those sitting „, ^Vhate
UNFSCO. = In ^ the narrowest sens`e, the problein ts,Wé ^.u^ étsanality Who

çriticisms °, ma'ÿ be i ievelled , at Dr. B ct, ^ e
d` the' e resrespect of all those ; wiio 'have , worked with h^^nalhé keptconimande , pe

been tactless ►nconsiderably improved the ^dministrative effïciçncÿe o^^ U NESCO,
before him the highest ideals of the Organization..H Y
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some quarters; and no doubt he may have made énemies where, by greater tact
or conciliation,` he could have'made friends.' But his absence was keenly felt in
the latter sessions of UNESCO, particularly in, the Programme Commission,
where. a, wéak, chairman was unable ^ to get satisfactory,' guidance from the
Acting Director-General or his assistants. Thus the choice of 'a suitable
successor presents a real problem.

To carry on in Dr. Bodet's place, the General Conference' appointed Dr.
John W. Taylor,' Dr. Bodet's deputy, to serve as Acting Director-General until
a new Director-General is appointed. This will take place'at an extraordinary
session to be held in the spring of 1953'.-Dr. Taylor, an American,`formerly a
university'president, is well qualified to be Acting Director-General for a short
time. He is able and intelligent, but does not have the dynamism of Dr. Bodet:
He would not be a suitable person to act as'permanent Director-General, and
apparently is aware of this himself.

The Efforts at Reconciliation

The.,day before Dr. Bodet's resignation, Sir Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan;
Presidencof the General Conference, had left hurriedly for India at Mr.
Nehru's'request. To succeed him as Acting President, the steering committee
chose Mr. S.M. Sharif, the Head of the Pakistan Delegation, a senior official
in the Pakistan Ministry^ of Education. It proved 'a wise choice. During the
course of the next'three days, Mr. Sharif was in constant consultation with the
heads of delegations, trying to bring together their conflicting points of view
and to have them, agree upon a course of. action for the remainder of the
conference. In these efforts he was ableto achieve much success. Those who
had voted for the higher budget ceiling were not happy about the necessity of
cutting the 'programme. But A through Mr. Sharif's mediation they were
persûaded to proceed to a critical examination of the. programme to decide
where reductions could best be made to bring the programme within the limits
of funds that would be available in the course of the next two years.

Work of the Programme Commmission

When the Programme Commission began' a detailed examination of the
programme and budget estimates, it had before it suggestions already made by
the Budget Committee whereby'savings could be affected in carrying out the
programme as drawn up by the Director-General. The, Administrative
Cemmission was able to effect certain other savings, particularly in respect of
the Eighth General Conference, and of the Office of the Director-General andthe

New York : Liaison Office. The Programme Commission and the various
Working parties which were set up under it had to work on the assumption that
only A;1 priorities could be carried out in the years 1953 and 1954 and that all
A•2,13.1 ând B.2 priorities would have to be deleted from the programme. They
had;°,moreoVer - to look for savings of approximately 7.8 per cent in the A.1
Priorities' in order to bring the programme within the limits of funds available.
The figure of 7.8 per cent hung like the sword of, Damocles over the heads ofthe workin

g parUes and there were many expressions of regret that certain
projects had to be abandoned because of budgetary restrictions. From our intpo
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sword was not altogether unfortunate as it helbteduBt and large,
of.view, this ro ects; the value of which we dou Y
the elimination of many p!which the Canadian Delegation favoured were â
no pro^ects,, undoubtedly have
budgetary limitation not been present, many. projects woul
been included against our wishes.

Establishment of Prioritieshe Future Programme and Development of UNESCO O
A working party on t sed by the United

was set up at this conference to examine an item p i^ iwhich will be referred to
on thé "establishment of priorit ies". In i

tDire
s in the preparation

member states for comments to as,h Working Party divided the activities of the
e., tine.of the programme for 1955-56, t e

Organization into three categories: (i) established services activities, lthe permanent purposes or the
techniques and methods used in carrying out

pro gr activities corresponding
particular programmes of UNESCO; (ii) fôc a programme corresponding to
to the present budgetary level; (iii) priorities
a higher budgetary level. is soare so heterogeneous, its membership ou s

The activities of the Organization are so different among various gr P
varied, the conceptions of its purposes
that . th

ean
e problem of defining priorities always will Successor to the Centre

countries, for example, tend to regard UN ESCO
o Nations; while underdeveloped

for Intellectual Cooperation of the L gu
interested in fundamental education. than ii ttétestuon

countries are more
cooperation on a higher plane. There is, mor eover,

e u 1 bri m which has been
the part of the Secretariat in ° maintaining. the q programme
worked out over seven experimental years. among the various p
departments and their activities. Nevertheless, the General Conference hasThe fact that certain fields
recognized the desirability of establishing priorities.

have been
h Can h ch hsnking on• hould beselected for special emphasis is in line wit on w

concentration of effort and represents an achievement
possible to build in the future.

Âdminlstratton of the Working Capital Fund the Administra -
h Canadian representative, g

approved of the first ea g objeCtedd tments which we thought could no, e

^,$Against strong objections by t e ^300,000 from the Wor
tive Commission ; approved ; advances of up to

• r uests :made by the United Nations n t latoed (b)
Cap1tal-; Fund for (a) e9 Ce and secu Y
emergencies connected with e the ma t nûCtuations in the cost of livingfkWg

salary adjustments made necessary by a ainst use of theconsderedte ory but spoke strongly g

mattcrs of pnnc^p
und, we w

Capital Fund for salary 11 JUS 9extraord inary" expenditures. we also

ahould it DC Imposs
• • lc conccrning the Working Capital Fe

in:any way as "unforesa,e ôf financ ng^ the ÛNESCO Institutes in it alrFund^
Pto A no avail to the pnnci

kc in favour'of the. Institutes' work) out of the Working •CaP
e(we spoke • *,.I. to finance them Out Of the regular budget On these tre as a voi

'! '^^. •.r, . ^, < ^ .m: . , . "
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crying in the wilderness: even the American Delegation; which usually kept a
Congressional eye on money matters, was unable to support us.:

Permanent Headquarters

Discussions .regarding the 'permanent headquarters for UNESCO were
confused halP way through the 'conference when the French Government
announced that it must withdraw its 'offer of the site at the Porte Maillot on
the edge of the Bois de Boulogne. Complete plans for a building had been
drawn for this site, and it seemed for a short time that it would be impossible at
this conference to reach any firm decision about the building. However, the
French Government was pressed into making a new offer to UNESCO, and
this time it proposed the site at the Place de Fontenoy near the Ecole Militaire,
which originally had been offered, but had been rejected as unsuitable by the
panel of five architects which is advising UNESCO in this matter. In renewing
its offer of the site of the Place de Fontenoy, the French Government agreed to
reimburse the Organization in the amount of $90,000 for expenses incurred in
drawing plans for the other site. It also offered to withdraw the restrictions on
the Place de Fontenoy site which previously had made this ground unsuitable.
The French Government renewed its offer of an interest-free loan, repayable
over 30 years, of approximately $6,000,000 to finance the building. Agreement
in principle to acceptance of the new offer was reached, subject to final
ratification at the extraordinary session in the spring of 1953, after the
architects have drawn up new plans. There is every possibility that agreement
will be reached in the spring and that building can proceed. If this is the case,
UNESCO should have its permanent headquarters in good time for the Ninth
General Conference in 1956.

Composition of the Executive Board

A long but fruitful debate was held in the Administrative Commission on
the`amendment to the Constitution proposed by the United States, which
would have had the effect of clecting to the Executive Board representatives of
national governments rather than persons chosen in their individual capacities.
Those in favour argued that such a change would make for closer cooperation
between the Executive Board and the governments of member states in the
Period betwéen ordinary sessions and in the formulation of the programme and
budget estimates for future years. They hoped that through closer liaison with
national governments it would be possible to avoid the type of crisis over the
programme and budget which occurred in 1952. Those opposed argued that the
Executive Board should be above national direction and pressures, and should
serve not member states but the Organization as a whole. Canada played an
active part in amending the original amendment to meet some of the ôbjections
and the amendment as finally phrased was much more acceptable. However,
an Indian=resolution to defer decision until 1954 gained the support of those
2S 19 er'e opp^^ and those who were undecided, and was carried b y a vote of
dis

1,' with , 14 absent. This comparatively close vote may indicate a
couraging'prospect for the future. However, there is, in our opinion, a fair

eha°ce of having the principle of the United States amendment accepted at the
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•
We continue. to press the point with other member

next General Conference If
to adapt thestates between now and 1954: ndment, changes were made that the

Following defeat of the revised ame
Board to a system of biennial conferences. mbersaan

gre
d d that each

Executrve B sed of 20 rather than ears. One half of
Boârd should be compo eriod of four' rather than three y

the'

once interim - arrange-
inember should serve for a

each oary session so A
the' Board will retire at have been ` worked out, ten new' members will be
ïments concerning numbers
elected at each ordinary session.. :^;.

Elections to the Executive Board , 1953 had their term-of office extended

ûnilor Vittoro Veronese was elected to serve ogt the term,to The1954. membersProfesswho were to retire in
The eight new members

1954; of the late Count'Jacini, the Italian mem er..
've Board are as follows (in order of votes received :11

elected to the Executt U.S.A.

PeruMr. Henri Laugicr ciron
' Mr. Luther Evans , France I

replace him.
he renew jus restgna

^ . .x

, .The , Yugoslav mem
of Spain, was persuaded to letm

, stand in a
ission and Government. Should

admission^ the Yugoslav National Coin
consideration by it will be necessary to elect one more member to

ton ^

Prof. Oscar Seceo Ellaun Denmark,

Prof. Jakob Niclsen ..
ha

d announced his resignation overndi
the
ngb r who ha • b Ince pe

H.E. Ventura Garc^a Japan
H.E. Toru Hagiwara Thailand
Mr: Luang Pin Malakul Iran
H E. Dr. G.A. Raidi ' Uruguay

j , • , ,._ . the
; ;,^► 'n=DeleAations,r . .. ` _.:.:.^ ^;^cussed at

asit ha a r , . • . • 4d t this conference. .
but, it is not expectc

",conference, ) _. ,i ,<^ .
conferences.-: ana d that the CommUtee "
various : directives, consequen al : , Commtttee o a load

C da was -elccted ". to the,Leg ^ll have as heavy

l,egalQuesttons . and41,
_•

Le al Committee, on which Canada C ^ edtutlons rule..ps of p rocedure
• nial

A g amendments to. the stem of b ien
to consider the many upon the . adoption of a Sy f r the 1954

the con eren

the.programme an ations in th'sroach,to proposea Programme activities. Mr. Page an
app • 1 fu1 in this regard. If we, can strengthenshallrbe able to enhaaceparUcularly he pmanner- for the 1954_and , successive conferenccs^ we

tn fwork,and Canada has come to, be useful if we could
nt rsonnel. Itwould, however, Tound and by careful study o

om^te ^ cialists who,.by backg • , critical
nutYtber. of Programme spc an Intelltgcnt and

d of their instructions, could br^ng d Miss Conm^'ay "'ere

conference. It is irnponan This is an essential part o roduce
the administrative and budget sibdee ielied upon by other delegations tc éaSe the

^j,^̂ ^The delegatron was t that we continue to send capa e f the delcgation s

Composttton uj resentatives oy ablc to take an active part in a bl rcp
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our own reputation and to help Sto, produce a reasonable and worthwhile
programme'for the Organization.

Conclusions
It'is interesting to draw some comparisons between the United Nations and

UNESCO. 'A paraniount' factor in the United Nations is the presence of the
Soviet Union and its satellite countries with the resulting basic alignment of
the members of the United Nations into the pro- and anti-Soviet blocs. While
this'division is not clear-cut in all cases, it stands as the ultimate fact. No doubt
it makes our job there particularly trying and difficult, but the existence of the
division tends to draw together those countries which are not of the Soviet bloc,
and to minimize to a degree the'differences among them.

In UNESCO, on the other hand, there is no Soviet' bloc to cause a
polarization of opposition forces and we are left with those countries which, to
a greater or lesser extent, we consider friendly. We must face the fact of these
differences among friends and attempt to propose workable solutions.
Otherwise, numbers of potentially friendly countries will adopt an aloof and
cold attitude towards us which can only play into the hands of Communist
propagandists.

There ' are a number of ways we can look at Canadian participation in
UNESCO: One is that it is an organization to which we give, but from which
we also receive. This has not been sufficiently recognized in Canada so far, but
our scientists, our educators, our social scientists and others are beginning to
realize that they can draw positive', advantages from at least some of
UNESCO's projects. We can also look upon UNESCO as a channel for
helping the. less-devcloped countries of the world. This is a perfectly valid
reason for supporting the Organization, and is the same as that which lies
behind ôur policy of support of the Colombo Plan.

Finally = and this' is perhaps, the. most important - we can look upon
UNESCO as one of the instruments of our general foreign policy. Whether or
not we arc'- particularly, , enthüsiastic about some of the projects which
UNESCO is carrying out, the fact remains that, particularly among the under-
developed côuntries,' UNESCO is looked upon as one means, almost the only
means, of carrying out certain thoroughly desirable projects in the fields of
eduçation,'science and cülture. If we can approach UNESCO in an imagina-
tive and constructive spirit, it would, we arc convinced, make a very good
impression on those countries of Asia and Africa which we are trying in all
ways to win,tô oür'side. We are, at the moment, looked upon as a very budget-
minded country ^ a rather niggardly country in UNESCO matters. We are
cither'sû;.spected^ 'or' even' disliked on 'this account even though our technical^r. ,

mpetencemay
..

..be respcctcd. The Canadian Government might well consider
an incr`eased ' budget, for the organization and consequently an increased
Cànâdiân' côntribution not mercly as a means of increasing UNESCO's
pr0sPas ► büt rather as an investmcnt in goodwill.

In spite'
tion t of, these remarks, 'we do not wish to imply that a greater contribu

° UNFSCO is the only way of achieving the desirable goal of more
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to and better understanding with the under-developed countries. We
assistance e UNESCO field if,we had a âcould do much more in th National Commission.
or some agency which would perform

d re enerously
thiof thetinternational non-governmental

e

#,.^ .^, ^. .
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SECTION C '

UNION POSTALE UNIVERSELLE, TREIZIÈME CONGRÈS,
14 MAI-12 JUILLET 1952

UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION, THIRTEENTH CONGRESS,
MAY 14-,tuLV 12,'1952

DEA/9258-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 1
Memorandunt froni Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs.; . .

Ottawa, January 3, 1952

CANADIAN PARTICIPATION IN THE XIIITH UNIVERSAL POSTAL CONGRESS4
The above-mentioned Congress is to be held in Brussels from May 14 to

June 30, 1952. Canada has been invited to participate by the Belgian
Ambassador's Note of October 6, 1951.

!A letter was accordingly sent to the Deputy Postmaster General on
December 14, 1951,` asking that this Department be informed of the proposed
Canadian' representation at the Congress so that Cabinet approval could be
sought: Replies dated December 15 and 28, 1951, have been received from Mr.
Turnbull, stating that the Post Office Department proposes to send representa-
tives to this Congress, and that the Canadian Delegation will be comprised of
the following technical Post Office officials:

It
was'also tequested that this information be communicatcd to the Belgian

ambassador.

inters you = know, the accepted procedure with regard ap intmcnts to
national conferences and meetings calls for the initial review by the

DePaftment of all proposals involvin Canadian
submission to Cabinet for approval. (Cabinet Directive No. 9

aricipation
, tat thcd.) bcforc

C.E. Binglemn

' , .'

Note marginale ;JMarginal note:
. I ^ould take this up with Turnbull i f you agree. There is merit in the suggestion that

the'Canadian Ambassador be on the Delegation. I presume he should be Head of it;p
3if:oTurnbull could be Deputy Head? J. L(fgerj^:••^

Deputy Postmaster General,
Ilead of Delegation

Director of Administration,
Delegate

Superintendent,
International Mails,
Delegate

Secretary to the Delegation.
Functionnaire Attaché
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by;both External Affatrs an
you agree, wish to do this informally by means of a telephone call to

may, ' ^f Y

t

, .. .

Ambassador. , . . . . ' '. 'S - . I ` Canadian

This would also explain , the direct , submission .
cone to Cabinet by the

representation at the forthcom ing
CongDecembter 15, 1 951., Mr. Pearson has

Postmaster General, Mr. Rinfret, o
since cleared the question of the correct procedure with Mr. Rinfret. (Mr.

Pick's memorandum of December 20, 1951, refersPst Office Department are
= I think that the officials proposed by the

It would perhaps be prudent to
eminently well suited to represent Canada. ation,
invite our, Ambassador in Brussels to be a member of the Canadia

CD
ity.

el
Besidesthat

however, since the meetings of the Congress are toWâr ant the at achment of a
the matter of courtesy, questions of policy migh t

senior officer of our Embassy in Brussels as Adviser ; to the , Delegk
t into an^d

last question is of course one for the United Nations Div
ision

refer cd to them
,. .,.advise, and for this reason copy of this memorandum i

s g

fo`r'attention Turnbull at this stage;
ould x to remind Mr.

It"w thereforeseem appropriate
that the proposed representation of Canada at the` xittth U co ^an ^ w;th
Congress should first be reviewed by t his

to Cabinet, joined in
Cabinet Directive No. 9, after which a Recommendation

d the Post Office Departmcnt, could be made. Y ou

representatives and to arrange r
for transmission to the French

asked , for the names of the delegates simply
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the procedure
The Deputy Postmaster General has obviously been misled dance of Canada

followed by this Department in 1946 and 1947,
dered The French invitation to the

to the XIIth Paris Congress was beinrréd tô Mr. Turnbull with the added
XIIth Congress was at;that time referred
suggestion that "he would no doubt wish ^ to consider the

selection
Council". We

our
sugge f- their appointment by Order in

Deputy Postmaster General.

Id be bcttcrMr. t.Eger. Please take up with W.1. T(urnbuilj -- YOU
• ber of Bruuels Emba►uywiou1 k

W ote marginale :/Marginal note: will have to app1Y tact at

firmneu! I shiouldj think a lesser mem
than Ambassador -- W.J. Tlurnbuilj will want to be head of delegation & I tn

N (ceneyj Jan.be. A.D.P. . 4
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Ottawa, January 19, 1952

COMPOSITION OF THE CANADIAN DELEGATION TO THE
XIIITN UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION CONGRESS

A` reply has now been received from the Deputy Postmaster General to our
letter of January 16 on the above-mentioned subject (attached for your
information).' Mr. Turnbull has chosen to ignore our reference to the necessity
for a joint recommendation to Cabinet, and dealt only with the question of our
Department's representation on the Delegation. On this matter, his views on
the possible role of Mr. A.C. Smith of our Embassy in Brussels are few and to
the point:
;r3s .... ,. . .. . ^ . .

a),The Post Office Department officials "will be in a most direct relationship
witli'the"Belgian Postal officials; much more so than in fact any Embassy could
hôpéto" be;,, ,

b) As regards advice on foreign policy, "the only question that can ssibl
come up will be the old one of membership of Communist China in the ostal
Union and the Delegation will be aware of the attitude to take before leaving
Canada."

I do not know'Mr. Turnbull but am beginning to realize the meaning of Mr.
Heeney's comments of January 4, 1952, that we "will have to employ tact and
firmness." As I see it, two courses are now open to us: we can ignore, Mr.
Turnbull'scomments, or we can consider them. If we do, we have a choice of
two evils: either, - we persevere in having Arnold Smith included in the
Belegation, or`we decide to withdraw his name. If we leave Mr. Smith as
adviser, his position with Mr. Turnbull as Head of Delegation may well be that
of the dog in the manger. He may, of course, be consulted on "the question of
the entertainment to be provided by the Canadian Delegation to Congress
delegates," since

Mr. Turnbull points out in his letter that "there is a field in
which Mr. Smith could be particularly useful." (The conception that officers of
the 'Department of External Affairs are experts in balancing tca cups is
aPParently still alive in Mr Turnbull's mind.)

On the other hand, we may decide against Mr. Smith's attendance. In so
doing, however, we are recognizing implicitly that the Universal Postal Union ,although one of the specialized agencies of the United Nations, is none of ourbusiness,

wcourse of action, which Mr. Turnbull undoubtedly ho es we will
take:^The implication of such a step would be far-reaching, as it would g ive
grounds fôr` a number of Government Departments to take a determined stand
a8ainst our right of review of Canadian participation in the meetings of those
of the,Specialized Agencies with which they arc primarily concerned. Even ift.,

- .. . . F - .. . . .. .

370:-

pour le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures.,.. ., . ,^
Memorandum from International Conferences Section

Io Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/9258-40
Note de la Section des conférences internationales

CONFIDENTIAL • •
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taken in this matter.' J E.L111aAtLT

to be cleared, and I shou :4.

question of this Department's rcpr ea,sot note that the whole question of the
Turnbull's comments You will roval of, the Delegation has st

appropriate procedüre as ;âg^ds^teful^forpyour advice as to the steps to be

ry° Yoû may therefore wish, tf you agree, D 1" ation in the light 01

inadvisable to use one ot the ,luntor

Th^t to
this

an Deleg
ation to the Universal Postal Congress. frequestt of

however, that our Ambassador has iteas titqmaychp the viéws of the United
January 8 for a political adviser. Be

Nations Division, the Department does not have a` substan^iuTnbull
rest in the
says thatM r.,

discussions scheduled to takeseeine thatl"we are furnished with any necessary
Mr. Smith could be useful in 8 We could readily arrange for
stenographic, translation assistance as required:'` .• tic we might even, if µ'eo
this by a letter to our Embassy in Brussehs^ Out thepDelegation, refuse to have
are not to have one of our officers attac blems
anythmg to

ugh the
do with the Delegation's entertainment pro, even t^fter all,

Congress will still be sitting " on July I st, de among the guests invited, all
ly tncl , theconsidering that the reception will lik ely

ofof the Canadian colony,`' besides members
°

the
be rather taxi ng on the

imposition of some four hundred postal delegates would
Embassy's resources. . ' to discuss' with Mr. Hcency the

this were

shoul
not so, we would still have to fight the battle all interes^ crop up at

que
stions in which the Department might have a su stant é ed, for instance, at

future Congresses'of the Universa Wévera, Mr
Union

Turnbu lphas said, albeit with
the 1947 Congress in Paris. (Ho ,

n cheek, that he shall be "glad to have Mr Smith's name included in
tongue i : ' athe Delegation: ') firm

sition as I see it is not an easy one about which t o o
rccommen

ur Emba s y to beThe po
On the other hand,course of action. Mr. Smith is staff ân

too senior a man
d entertainment.

troubled with mere problems of
Pope, in his. telegram No. 7 to us of Janu

ary
to stheGeneral officers on his staff as

•Note marginale :/Marginal note:

'Note marginale :/Margina note. be nve ed to &1g ►an ambassador inclu ^n8
1• names-of delegata should now -0 y

Smith'i. • .. rc rcd for Postmastcr's & our 1^linistcr's
2:oint submission to Cabinet should be p pa
signature. Theie isno rush for

and Orga►nar^^ on Division] what is donc re
3.check withE.dc0•(
reception. Finance might also be approached.
4. letter to pope to keep him posted. J. L(fgerj
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371. DEA/9258-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

pour la Section des conférences internationales
Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to International Conferences Section
. i t ' . , . . . .

^;. Ottawa,'February 2, 1952

I called Mr. Turnbull about the attached letter, dated January 26, on the
forthcoming Congress of the Universal Postal Union.'

It has now been agreed that.Mr. Smith would be attached to the Canadian
Delegation. Mr. Turnbull reiterated his objection to the title'of "Adviser",
pointing out that this was not in use at Postal Union Conferences, and that the
term for other than delegates was "Fonctionnaire attaché": I should be grateful
if you could look into this. If Mr. Turnbull is right, we should agree with him. I
told him we would consider the matter further.

J. L[ÉGER]^ . - .

372. • DEA/9258-40
Extrait de la note de la Section des conférences internationales

pour'le sous-secrétaire d'Etat adjoint
aux Affaires extérieures

Extract from Memorandum front International Conferences Section
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL
Ottawa, February 5, 1952

DELEGATION TO THE XIIITII UNIVERSAL POSTAL CONGRESS
DESIGNATION OF MR. A.C. SMITH.

You requested in your memorandum of February 2 that I look into the
validity of Mr. Turnbull's objections to the title of adviser for Mr. Smith.

It has now been agreed that Mr. Smith should be attached to the Canadian
Delegatiôn. I would therefore suggest if you agree, that we adopt with regardto

Mr. Smith ,4 procedure similar to that followed in the case of Mr. Jolliffe in
1946 8 We"would thus leavc Mr. Smith's name out of that part of the
Submission to Council requesting the Council's authority for certain named
delegates to sign the Congress' documents. In the first place, Mr. Smith's
presence on the Delegation was suggested merely in order for him to advise the
membeTs on any political issue which might crop up during the Congress. It
never was our intention that he should sign any documents arising from the
deliberations, all of which are likely to be highly technical in character.

'Note Marginale VW(arginal note:
good idea & agreeable to Mr. T(urnbull). J. L(égerj
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r.
Smith's name would however appear in our Note

M s^tton of the g
Ambassador, informing him of the compo

nt in
Th ' style

v rnor 'General in Council 'has issued . the necessary Or
inGo e ed by the Depar

Mr. Turnbull may be the ea • 4 , J.E. TtttBAUt.T

the presence of such a pe H n on 1^legatto

de egatescommunication could -10110w Ll"" --
ransmitting to the French Ambassador the names of éneâ Canadiandhé usel of thet

to the XIIth Universal Postal 'Congress: we WOeSd^ t laces Mr. Smith, a First
expression "fonctionnaire athe same level as Miss Btngleman, a stenographer
Secretary of Embassy, on the _
and private secretaryato a Deputy Minister' sal, is

A Draft Submission to Council, revised in the.i^ghtooTtapprb0a ,pi°sh 11 be

enclosed for : your, considr
eration.

transmittal toeMr. Turnbull t,
pleased to draft the lette

^ I might add that I have had occasion recently to discuss ü^tionalof Exte nal
of, the proposed members of the Delegation this thorny q

'rs: re resentation on the Canadian : Delegation to on to f
orthcoming

Congress. . PIt has been suggested by this person, and I pass it
you

it is worth, that a verbal approach to than the mostbvolou oruminous
by Mr. Heeney

exchange of
would, at this point, achieve mor to interfere
correspondence.10 Mr. Turnbull's greatest fear is ^te wcho ^ tô ln^e Canadian

Delegation

what he considers to be his prerogative: shou
n to a technical meeting which postal offcials onlYs haviln on theg

This is surely not the case. What we are soles Y'^fei^rnb^l1 on any matter of
spot a senior man of this Department to advi

'political nature which may arise in the Congress • discussions., ^i T^t nced fo^r
not tell him #so; a glance throügh thé files will io

on
^tt there m^ gngs of which

. ` 'fed to Partictpate.
Postal Umôn, now on ^ r^_. P^!.

'13th' Congressy of r the Univefsal ` Postal Union ^ 8
has" 14,Y 1952.' Cânadâ; a' meBrûsstls on Mâÿ

mbcr stncc 18 1

• e of the s' àlüedagencies of the ,United Nations,
f the Universal
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March 1,Ottawa,
, 3" ^.. . 11 d to meet in

L

'Note marginale ^Marginal note:
Miss B(initicman] will not have that daignatan. J. L(fgcr]

'Ohlote marginale :jMarginal noic:

DEA/9258-40

,. i,`, ,,. : .

: Note du sous=secrétalre d'État aux. AJjatres extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux AJJaires extérieures
^

State or External Ajj
a

'rs
^Memorandum from Under.-Seeretary of j airsto Seeretary oJStüte jor External Affairs

done. J. L1Egcr] ;
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s'^ Ivis agreed, after consultation with the Post Office Department, that the
Canadian Delegation to the Congress should be as follows:. „

Head of Delegation: Mr. Walter J. Turnbull,
Deputy Postmaster General,
Post Office Department

Delegates: Mr. J.L.A. Gagnon, ;
Director of Administration.
Post Office Department

Mr. H.N. Pearl,
Superintendent,
International Mails,
Post Office Department

Mr. A.C. Smith,
Canadian Embassy,
Brussels

Secretary to the Delegation: Miss C.E. Bingleman
Post Office Department

' The'Universal Postal Union, when in Congress, reviews the Universal Postal
Convention and its subsidiary agreements on the basis of proposals submitted
in advance by members. It is, therefore, necessary to obtain from Council the
authority to issue certain named members of the Canadian Delegation with
Full Powers to sign all the texts arising out of the deliberations of the Congress.
A.; Submission, to Council has, accordingly therefore, , been prepared"
recommending that Messrs Turnbull, Gagnon and Pearl be authorized to
attend ind take part in the debates of the Congress, to vote on all necessary
matters and to sign any agreements arising therefrom.

In accordance, also, with the Congress rules of procedure,'delegates whose
namesdo not appear in the Full Powers rank only as experts or observers. Mr.
Smith will thus merely advise the other members of the Delegation on the
political issues which+ may arise during the'debates of the Congress.

If you concur with the attached Submission,' will you please sign it. I shall
then Ïaddress it to the Clerk of the Privy Council for all necessary action."

; A.D.P. H[EENEY],

T

"Note marginale (signature illisible) :
Marginal note (in which signature

and cl is illcgible):
'.2No eared with the Post OfriaDep(artmentj.Il. te marginale ^Marginal note:Sent to P(rivyj C(ouncilj 3.3.52.
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€ . ^ DEA/9258-40
374. aires extérieures

'Note de l'âdjoint éxécutif du secrétaire d .ÉtàtauxffA s
t rieure

reason that,his name does not appear in t e o
A.J. PICK

pour le secrétaire d Etat aux Afjalres ex e

Memorandum from Executive Assistant to Secretary of Sta' e

for External Affairs to Secretary of State for External Aff

'. . [Ottawa,] March 12, 1952

13TN CONGRESS OF THE UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNIONt on

You signed the original of the attached copy of a Submission to CouncilUnion on
the Canadian delegation to the Congress of the UniversaéSPosdt^Postal

ng's
March 3 and this matter was on the Cabinet agenda for y

Y morn

meeting!
1; understand that the new Postmaster General raised in' Cabinet

delegate
"difficulty" of Mr. Arnold Smith of the Emba^T•tCote toe being matter
to this . Congress. The Prime Minister asked
with you and then bring the subject back to Cabinet. Cabinet is meeting at two
o'clock today, so Mr. Coté may approach you before then.

The Department has had considerable correspondence and so me
this delegation.

with Mr. Walter Turnbull about Mr..Smtth s s^ ^n ^hcand role
mannernexplained in the

It was thought that the matter had been settled attached,
Under-Secretary s memorandum to you of Marc h

sechmC however, that Mr•
forwarding the draft Submission to Counctl. It would
Turnbull has re-opened the matter agâin with his own

so that hë^ may ^advise , on ny

Mtas a d ecga ecan satisfy Mr. Côté that it is desirableto have Mr. Smith treated
littcal issuesi _ that may arise

postal
during the

a ; po . , , . matters
Congress. Mr. Smith would in no sensé act as

n
^^oents and it is for this

and he `would not have power to vote . and , s g
' h f rmal Submission to Council."

Mr. L.Eger. The P.M.G. [Post Master c, I ther d+ say to the P.O. [Post
"'Note marginale :/Marginal note: G neral] :poke to our Minister. Mr. Pearson

- thinks that we sh[oulld now stay out of th^s a togc litical
Office] that we understand this to be a"technical" conference where no "po r^s no
matters will be dealt with a in which the Cdn. [Canadian] delegati on will l drefer to
views on Npolitical" questions: if such mattcn arise the deleg(ation] sh('ar 15

our Embassy for guidance. Pls. [please] inform Moran. A.D.P.11(ccney]
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, Extrait des conclusions du'Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet'Cônclusions

TOP SECRET

UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION; 13TH CONGRESS, BRUSSELS;
CANADIAN PARTICIPATION

10. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to discussion at the
meeting of March 11 th, 1952, recommended that the Canadian delegation to
the 13th Congress of the Universal Postal Union, to be held in Brussels in May,
1952, include the Deputy Postmaster General and two other officials of the
Post Office Department, and that these three officials be authorized, inter alia,
to sign any agreements arising out of the Congress.

He• had proposed that the delegation also include Mr. A.C. Smith of the
Embassy in Brussels, who would provide advice regarding international
political questions. It had been suggested that this would be unnecessary owing
to the technical nature of the discussions but that, if Mr. Smith were to attend,
he be designated "fonctionnaire attaché". This designation would not be
satisfactory and he was prepared to withdraw his proposal if it were understood
that the Embassy in Brussels would be consulted on any political questions
arising during the meetings.

1 l. The Prime. Alinister pointed out that the Department of External Affairs
had the responsibility of handling international relations and considered that
the 'principle should be retained that delegations to international conferences
normally include one or more officers of that department. If a conference were
being held in a capital where there was a Canadian diplomatic mission, the
mission in question should normally be represented on the delegation. In the
present case, Mr: Smith should be a member of the delegatiôn and should keep
in touch with' the head of the delegation with a view to attending meetings
Whenever the delegation was likely to require advice on international politicalquestions.

12. The Cabinet, after further discussion, approved the recommendations of
the Secretary of State for External Affairs and: •
(1) agreed that:

(a) the following attend and take part in the debates of the 13th Congress
of the Universal Postal Union, meeting in Brussels in May, 1952, vote on all
necessary'nïattërs` and sign any agreements arising from the deliberations ofthe congress:

% Mr`^ Waiter J. Turnbull.
L.A Gagnon

623

PCO

[Ottawa,] March 18,1952

Deputy Postmaster General

Director of Administration,
Post Office Department

Mr.•H.W pear, '
Supcnntendcnt,
International Mails,
Post Office Department
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an Order-in-Council to be passed accordingly;
be a member of the

(b) Mr. A.C. Smith.,-;of the., Embassy.. ^n Brussels
delegation with a view to providing advice on international political questions

arising during the meetings;
Miss C.E. Bingleman of the Post Office Department act as secretary of

(c)
the delegation; f

(2) noted the comments of the Prime Minister regarding g s thedi C p^ ^lony ^n
adherence to the general, practice. of, External A Pa

delegations to international conferences.

necessaryto insure a somew a p p

For my part, I observed to McGregor_ t at ^• a. q

lic was involved presumably the action he had taken was all
that would be

^^ y h t rom t decision.

refers) ne has not, repea ,
- - h' f uestion of government

Brussels, Junc 18, 1952

CON FI DENTIAL. I M PORTANT.
McGregor, Trans Canada Air Lines, invited Smith and rm bed by action

today during course of which'he said he had bcen greatly p... proposing
of the chief of our delegation at Universal Postal ,Union defrancs per ton-
that air post transit rates be reduced to two, rep go

.^. ,
kilometer.

2.
He told us that last night he had telephoned Mr. Howe in this connection.

Latter had said he would take the matter up with you. :

'3.
As you are, +ôf 'course1 aware, Smith has been dealing exclusively withf

international political'questions on the'cônference agenda and as a^ 29th
;expediency which you will understand (your despatch No. IC 198, April

+ t not A aüended meetings of Technical Committces.

[.'ambassadeur en Belgique
au secrétaire d'État aux, Affaires extérieyres.,,

-Ambassador in Belgium to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 107

Following for the`Ambassador `only from theg inister, eg ress'of the
been received here that Turnbull, head of our dele ation to the Cong

ERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL. IMPUK i Ary i•
B ins• NVord has

.,., . ,,.TELEGRAM 77 #

à l'ambassadeur en Belgique

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassadorl in Belgiunl
t . - o 1U^2

1 p cPCrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
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Universal Postal Union, has been making himself unpopular at the conference
and supporting positions, particularly in regard to air mail postage, that are not
only disavantageous to Canada, but which align our delegation with a small
and unfriendly minority. Is there anything,in these reports? Would appreciate
personal and confidential reply as soon as possible- by air' mail,' or if your
information warrants it, by cable.

- DEA/9258-40
L'ambassadeur en Belgique

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in Belgium to, Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 108
Brussels, June 19, 1952.., , i: .

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegram No. 77 of June 18th (only received late this
afternoon).

Following for the Minister from Ambassador, Begins: My information is
that our Chief of Delegation has shown a happy knack of bringing a breath of
fresh'air into the Conference by means of his cogent and forceful intervention
in debate but has been less tactful in his use of undiplomatic language and by
occasiorially and unnecessarily impugning motives of other delegations. As a
matter of fact he has been -às severe in his criticism of Soviet bloc delegates as
he has been of any others when he has disagreed with them.

2.: Howevér this.may be, it appears to me that real issue is his strong stand on
question of air post transit rates which (as reported in my yesterday's telegram
No. 107)t he has advocated reducing from 6, repeat 6, gold francs per ton
kilometer to 2, repeat 2. His argument runs that this proposed rate is in line
with 'existing passenger rates and in effect would merely delete subsidy
element.

Of course, so far as conference itself has been concerned, this is a
technical' matter and has perforce been so regarded by this post,, even though
froiri , broadeT ; point of view the expendiency of his course has obviously
appeared doubtful.

3•'Yesterday afternoon'this Canadian proposal was defeated in Committee ofthe
Whole by over 50, repeat 50, against (including Soviet bloc) to 8, repeat 8,

in favour. Subsequently, a Polish proposal to reduce rate to 3, repeat 3, gold
francjwas carned in secret vote by about 45, repeat 45 to 33, repeat 33,
against: strong opposition by the United States which supports
understand Canadian delegation voted âgainst, repeat against, Polish p opqosal.I
4•',International

Air Transport* Association,' the executive' of which is now
meeting in Brussels,'are bringing evcry available gun throughout the world to
bear with object of causing committee decision to be reversed; and new UnitedStates 'w

when making his first call on me toda immcdiatcl
broached 'thatquestion 'and said the United States Govcrnment were ym0V'n8 to robtain a new verdict. Ends.

also
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DEA/9258•40
379.. ,., .

' is
Le sous-secrétaire dEtat *aux Afjaeres extereure

à la légation en Suisse
airs to Legation in Switzerland

Under-Secretary of State for External Aff '

LETTER No. V-195
Ottawa, September 2, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

De ut Director General.' Either`of these officials, or pei ^PPU problems

senior âssistants, might welcome the opportunity of discussing

which meets per^od^ca y .
Râdice, of the United K1nBof their

Ditector General of the UPU, and Dr. ha s one

perhaps,'learn in' this way if any Important s
C

ember
of the Executivé'and Liaison Committee (of which Canadaa Swiss namonal, Is
•• ' 11 between Congresses. Dr Hess, • dom 1

crnc, I ,
or two of the members of the Secretariat with a view to repor t ^ng ation cou d,
time , on matters of possible interest to the Department.

Your Leg

• • d' eussions take place at meeting)

4. The International Bureau, or hea quar + et to know one
t woûld be appreciâted if a member of your staff could get

time to

goes on in UPU circles so that we shall be prepare
kely to arise and so that we may keep an eye on UPU ithin'o'

which are l ikely , , and w
with a view> to coordination, . within, the United â ab^ ^ble to help provide
delega^tions to vârious international meetings : You,ny
information which will be useful for these purposes. situated in

d ters of the UPU being

This is unsâtisfactory and we are concerne a d f r issues of interest to us

only source of Information, apar +

its activities. dbant knowing enough of what

,,,
UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION

Prior to the opening of the Congress of the Universal Post al
nthe

Brussels, in
May last, we discussed with the 'Post Office Department

the
advisability

of having External Affairs representation
dealt with Cechn cal

Delegation. The Post Office took thendeed should not be concerned; whereas
t

matters with which we need not, and i
held that External Affairs must, because of its overall bréspePiesenltedi towe

international conference wo rk and established policies in
give advice on political issues and ensure was
the international field. Mr. Arnold Smith of our Emb i ôn io hé Brussels
eventually appointed as a member of the Canadian De eg

Congress.
2.

olitical
The rightness of pthis decision was borne out by, ï the num nersuclP as the

issues on which Mr., Smith was able é°r',torls ofhSomalgan1d under Italiantheextension of 'UPU privileges to the t Y

trusteeshiP;
• representation of China and Viet Nam; membershipNaPo of and

° Baltic states, Korea and Germany; postal activities of the United
other matters. Not only was the advice of an External Affairs officerc Tov d dusefu

lour
` these and other points, but the reports prepared by Mr. Smith p and

t from the press concerning the Congress
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5. 1 should perhaps underline that conversations of this nature' with the
Secretariat should be on an informal basis. It may be said that such liaison and
reporting would be a'normal function of your Legation,.but as we have up until
now relied on the Post Office for UPU information, we should not want that
Department to get 'the impression that we are developing a new reporting
procedure in order to eliminate cooperative action. That would be far from our
purpose, and the less formal our activities are at this stage, the less chance
there will be of creating inter-departmental - misunderstanding. I might add,
too, that this.need not be a time consuming burden on your staff for it should
normally be sufficiént to have a,talk with some member of the Secretariat only
every three or four months, or at whatever intervals you deem appropriate.

6. The next Congress of the UPU is to meet in Ottawa in 1957. Canada will
have certain responsibilities as host country, but perhaps more important is the
fact that prior to the Congress we should have some idea of issues likely to be
discussed, in order that our Delegation may be appropriately briefed. If we
keep in touch with UPU developments during the interval between Congresses,
our task should be much easier in 1957 than it was prior to and during this
year's Congress.
7. Your assistance or,' comments on our suggestions will be greatly

appreciated.,

L.D. WILGRESS

SECTION D

ORGANISATION MONDIALE DE LA SANTÉ

CINQUIÈME ASSEMBLÉE, 5-22 MAI 1952

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
FIFTH ASSEMBLY, MAY 5-22, 1952

DEA/5475-K-10-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures. pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

ernorandunt front Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs' t S

CoNFiDENTtAL
Ottawa, Apri121, 1952

FIFTl1 WORLD IIEALTII ASSEM[3LY

The Minister of National Health and Welfare thinks that Canada sho ul
d preparèd to accept membership on the Executive Boardof WHO if nominated,bu

t that we should not actively seek the nomination. If Canada is elected , Dr.
Leroux of National Health will be available to represent Canada at the sessions
of the Executive Board. In any cvent, Dr. Leroux will be available to attendeach of the.,Wl-{O

Assemblies and will be responsible in the Department of

o ecretary of State for External Affairs
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' National Health for all WHO matters. Dr: Cameron',`, has asked us to notify
the U.K. and the U.S.-of our position as; the elections to the- Executive, Board

o Geneva
will take place at the Fifth World-Health Assembly i m lto trÿeto find out from
May 5. It would be of assistance to us at the same for
the, U

election ,to
.K. and, U.S. what other, candidates there might been notified of [ran's

Executive, Board.^ Our Delegation in ;New York has b
candidature to succeed Turkey.

2. Preliminary discussions have already been-.held between Finanl e
of this

c to draft
Department, and of the Departments of Nô theaFifthaWo 1d:Health Assembly.
instructions for the Canadian Delegatio n
It

was agreed to recommend that this year's instruction o
n the question

d

ityousupport
prov

any"inactive members" should be the same as last year
's. ga

y
hat
year

an instruction to the Canadian Dele^aâWâl af ghe ten "inactive members" of
motion which would recognize the withdrawal Poland,

Bulgaria, Byelo-Russia, Czechoslovakia,
WHO (Albania, _
Roumania, the Ukraine, the U.S.S.R. and, Nationalist Chiunacceh table to the
Delegation was further instructed that i^tée s'^sbe not assessed for 1952 and
Assembly, it might urge that "inactive sition (see
support any other measure likely to improve ^!H^ ^^ ^ 951,t attâched). The
. pàra. 5 of our memorandum to you dated April resent

Fourth World Health Assembly failed to take any ac tion
, donnotthp y their

situation whereby the "inactive members" are assessed,

' s
and the "working budget" is a great deal smaller than the

contribution ,
"paper budget".

3.
Attached for your, aPProval, if you agree, are telegrams to Lon Canada

Washington informing them of, our position on the question of

becoming a

other
member of the Executive,Board, asking for informationûe tion of the

candidates, and seeking the views of t he
reiterating the Canadian position on this

"inactive members", at the same time

subject.' E• R[EIDJ

DEA Library

Cômniuniqûé.de presse'du ministère des Affaires extérieures

Press Release by Department of External Affairs

[Ottawa,J

No. 24
ESDAY APRIL 23, 1952

and Welfare, will : head the Canadtan C. g
Assembly, which opens in Geneva on Monday, MaY 5.

that Dr.
The Department"of External Affairs'announccd today ealth

• Indian Health Services, Department of Nat^ooTld Health
Asststant Director, • D le ation to the Fifth ^

R RELEASE IN MORNING, PAPERS_OF WEUN 0 I Leroux,

14G,D.W. Cameron. sous-ministre e a
Dr. G.D.W. Cameron, Deputy Minister, National Health and Welfare.

.: . , ^ ., .
d I Santb nationale et du Bien-2tre social*
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:, The Assembly,. the policy-making body,of WHO, will ;review the Ï past
activities of the organization and will consider its 1953 budget and programme.

Dr. W.H. McMillan, Member of Parliament for Welland, and Dr. J.T.
Phair, Deputy Minister of Health, Province of Ontario, will be Alternate
Canadian Delegates. In addition, Dr. T.C. Routley, General Secretary,
Canadian Medical Association, will be Special Adviser, to the Canadian
Delegation, and Mr. Bruce Williams, Canadian Permanent Delegation to the

382.

Extrait du commentaire destiné à servir de guide'
aux membres de, la délégation à la cinquième Assemblée mondiale de la santé

Extract front Contmeittary for Guidance of Afentbers of Delegation
Io Fifth World Health Assembly

CONFIDENTIAL^.

nieations, Geneva, will serve as Adviser and Secretary.U t d N

DEA/5475-K-15-40

Ottawa, April 30, 1952

lte" 7.11
• :; . ,

ASSIGNMENTS TO GEOGRAPNICAL AREAS: MOROCCO; TUNISIA;
FRENCN DEPARTMENTES OF ALGERIA; GREENLAND; SOMALIA

At the Fourth World Health Assembly there was a long and acrimonious
debate between the French and Egyptian delegates, both in sub-committee and
committee, on the issue of whether Tunisia, Morocco and possibly Algeria
should be assigned to the European Regional Office or to the African Regional
Office. To help bring about agreement the Canadian delegation finally offered
a compromise proposal which the Director-General considered to be useful and
constitutionally sound but which was never voted upon.^ Instead the Executive
Board was asked to submit a report to this year's Assembly. Since Algeria is
part of metropolitan France, while the French Government controls the foreign
relations of Morocco and Tunisia, it seemed logical to the Canadian delegationthat the

World Health ' Assembly should recognize the right of France to
determine, the regional organization to which these countries should. be
assigned for. the present, until such time as any of them became Members of
the;Organization, at which -time they would presumably have the right to
decide for themselves the regional group to which they wished to belon g. Some
held the.view that on acquiring associate membership the same right might be
exercise&, A'c,areful study of the constitution does not bear out this latter
supposition.

Article 44 (b) states that "The Health Assembly may, with the
consent of -a majority of the Atentbers situated within each areas so defined,
establish'a regional organization...." There is no mention in the constitution'of
the right of Associate Members to participate in the definition of territory to
be 8overned by a regional organization. The very fact that Associate Members
are territories not responsible for the conduct of their international relations
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makes it illogical that theyshoûld choose to belong to a rve+é onal organization

other than the one chosen for them by the metropo
litan

until they become
Associate Members cannot , attain full

'states. On achieving independence there
nothing

transfer themindependent
the states concerned from asking the World Health Assembly to

to the regional organization of their own choosing• confidence during the Sixth
The Canadian delegation was informed in strict con riat

Session of the United Nations General Assembly thhbecausOe Franc
Secreta

of the vote on this issue ion of N rthobtained ayear's postponement
had

failed to make any practical arrangements for the co fCe.e1V[tembers ofothe
African healtli problems by the European

de egationOthat it was illogical to
Secretariat had pointed out to the French
sûggest the allocation of Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia to the European

Regional Office until a practical programme had been draf ûlâlbe satisfied thao
justify the allocation. Until the World Htosdischarge effectively the new

Africanthe European Regional Office was prepared

respon
sibilities suggested for it, the Secretariat thought than G

the
eneva .

region should be serviced direct from WHO hea dquarters i
have threemay

As we understand it the Fifth World Health Algeria to the
alternatives to consider: (a) allocation of T
European Regional Office as desired by France and recom nean eOfrce as
Executive Board, (b) their allocation to thr ^ns bility foircNorth Africa as a
now, desired by Egypt; or (c) retention of po

whole by WHO Headquarters at Geneva. Francc for
.,=,.Since we do not yet know what detailed plans have thro ghet

by
European

handling health problems of ^ ^éi^tion to the Fifth World Health Assembly
Regional Office, the Canadian 8

`keep in mind the need for something more than a ge
neral

ethe amtght
new

(official
that, the European Regional' Organizani ROffi c for 1951 ( pfi^ , h
responsib. ^lity. The report of the Europea

Regional
ro rammes wh'c

Records : No. 38), lists a. num^oblems`on a•Eurotpean levcl. In some canal
represent efforts to mcet health pr , an RCg^oIs the
these may be applicable to North African conditio ns

. he inter-country pro8rammes
Offcë so organized, howeve évathat

;liit c a
n

Africa? How many problems
to the spccial conditions prevailing
peculiar to North Africa will, the European Regional Office be ob^d to more
under its 1952 to 1953 budget? Could the same pCro^ V^ H^dq^a^ters 4 f f;cen
effectively:and more economically through the atio

ent onl a few of the questions on which the Canad ^ VOtcl on the
These represent • Y

Tunisia andt»ay £wish to obtain further intormation before alÎocadenMo scrvocco•
ice the

ionquestion of whether it would be preferable t
the Euro n- Regional Office or to continue to

reg

Alger' ^a to t P^
directly from the Gcneva Headquartn Re ional O .fficc is as well fittcd to nad â^n

:^If it is apparent that the Europea g ce, the
as of the area as the,Geneva Hcadquarters Offi Canada

the problcm •n favour of the French proposal•
delegation should vote ^
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recognizes the right of France to determine the foreign relations of the
Tunisian and Moroccan Protectorates and, of course, of Algeria.

^ As regards Greenland and Somalia, the Canadian delegation should vote in
favour of the recommendation of the Executive Board that these two countries
should be assigned to the European and Eastern . Mediterranean Regions,
respectively.

383.
DEA/5475-K-15-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à la délégation permanente auprès de l'Office européen des Nations unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Pernianent Delegation to the European Office of the United Nations

TELEGRAM 44

CONFIDENTIAL

Ottawa, May 2, 1952

FIFT11 WORLD IIEALTII ASSEMDLY W11O- 1953 BUDGET
Reference: Your No. 40 of April 29.1
'l-TheCanadian Delegation is bcing instructed to support proposals for
achieving stabilization of 1953 budget at 1952 level and will have some specific
recommendations for reductions. The Australians have indicated to us here
their'strong desire for stabilization. The United States has asked us to support
them in a move to stabilize the budget at the 1952 level.
2. Dr. Leroux, Head of the Canadian Delegation, will have with him six

copies of the Commentary for the Canadian Delegation. Your assistance. will
be particularly helpful to him on the Elections to the Executive Board (Item
15). It has been decided that Canada will accept membership on thé Executive
Board if'nominatcd, but that the Canadian Delegation will not actively seek
nomination. The United States and the United Kingdom have been informed.
3.

The Commentary on Assignments to Geographical Areas (Item 7.11) was
prepared by this Department. Your attention is drawn to this because of its
political implications.

Le chef de la délégation à la cinquième Assemblée mondiale de la santé. . ,

DEA/5475-K-15-40

, au secretaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures .
Head of Delegation to Fifth World Health Assembly,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
O^P^rcii*No179

Geneva, May 6, 1952

FIFTtI WORLD 11CALT11 ASSEMBLY

yestThe ^ frst plenary meeting of the Fifth World Health Assembly was helderday, with the retiring President, Dr. Leonard A. Scheele of the UnitedStates presid'̂ 118• Messagcs of welcome to the delegates to this Assembly were
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d b Mr. Gunnâr Myrdâl on behalf of the Secreofr ûN^COof the
presente by Director General
United Nations, Mr. Torres Bodet,
Swobod' SecretaryGeneral of the World Metereological Organization, and

a, •
Sir Herbert Bradley, Députy Director of F.A.O. the Assembly proceeded

e'2:` At the conclusion of the i Cr dentials and the Committee on Nominations.
to establish the Committee on

was named to the former committee and I attendedplenary
of th e

Canada
committee which was held at the conclusion the

thet Assembly provisionally
3. On the proposal of the Acting President,

adopted the amendments proposed by the Executive Board at its ninth session
cialized Agencies on new activities, to

relating to co-ordination with other, SPe enda, to associate membership of
supplementary items for the Assembly Agof observers from . Non-Membcr Stàtes and

the election of of ficers an mem
S: The Nominations`

d
Commtttebee saÔf the G^ cral Committcc:

to thé Health Assembly that, these dc ega
thc Health°Assembly pending the arrival of their credentials: + eCt to

• f 11 win proposals with resp

that credenttals are bctng or"
+ 1 tions he rccognizcd with full rg

Chtle, Fe cra p
4''^ Notifitations from Burma, ition of their dclegations state
Saudi Arabia and Venezuela, giving the compos ,

f arded and the commtttee therefore rccom hts in

AmCf1ca, union of Sout +
Southern Rhodesia (Associate Member)•A

11blic of Gcrmany, Peru,d 1 no.

Salvador, weden, Swtzer +,
• h Africa United Kingdom, Vietnam, Yugo

W.H.O., to participation I

Territories, and to voting procedures.
4.At the second plenary meeting held at 3 o'clock, thns ,VPoct^ppro`ed

reported
on Nominatioer

as follows:Committee on Credentials and the Committee

unanimously. ,The Credentials Committee
Pored found e

"The credentials presented by the delegations listed below tk of the Nea lhthe w
in order, thus entitling these delegations to take

the World Health Organization.
Assembly, as defined by the Constitution of
The cômmittee therefore proposes that the Health Assembly should
the . validity of the credentials . presented by, the following
Afghanistan, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Cambodia,Canida^ he^pia,
Afghan

lon,

. .
Costa-Rica, Denmark, Domtntcan Republic, Ecuador, Egypdom of the

Greece, Guatemala, Hatti, Hashemite Kingdom
Fnland, France,Jor`dân, Iceland, India, Indonesia,= Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, NewMexico; Monaco, Netherlands,
Laos, Lebanon, Liberia, Luxembourg, Portugal, El

Norway ' Pakistan, Panama; Philippines,
Zealand,' Nicaragua, • • • Turkey, United States of

land ` Syr. ^a, Thailand, lavia,

President of the Dr. Juan Salado.lr•
F'ifth World Health Assembly: (Philippines)

.Vice•Presidents:
Dr. P. Vollenweider,
(Switurlatd) '

Dr. A. Bclicrive.
(Naiti)

Dr J.N. Togba,
; (Liberia)
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Chairman of the Committee on
Programme and Budget:

Chairman of the Committee on
Administration. Finance
and Legal Matters:

Dr. N. Romero,
(Chile) •

Dr. A.L. Nlundaliar,
(India)
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Dr. van de Calseyde,
(Belgium)

Dr. W.G. Wickeremansinghe
(Ceylon)

Dr. D. Boid6
(France)

Dr. G.A. Canapcria
(Italy)

Dr.1LB. Turbott
(New Zealand)

Dr. Karl Evang
(Norway)

Dr. M. Jafar
(Pakistan)

Dr. Mclveille Mackenzie
(United Kingdom)

Dr. L.A. Scheele
(United States of America)

6. You will note that the two main committees are the Committcc on
Programme and Budget and the Committee on Administration, Finance and
Legal Matters. Prior to the consideration of the report of the Nominations
Committee, the Àssembly approved a resolution submittcd by the Exccutivc
Board (Document ^ E.B. - 9/R/29) recommending that a Committec on
Programme and Budget be establishcd to replace the formcr Committcc on
Programme. ,This resolution was approvcd with one amcndmcnt which was
submitted by the United Kingdom. The Unitcd Kingdom amcndmcnt was a
compromise proposal since the Norwegian Delegation had earlicr proposcd
that the resolution be so wordcd as to avoid fixing the budgct bcfore dcciding
on the programme. The United Kingdom Dclcgation suggcstcd that the budgct
ceiling ë for .1953 be set after examination of the main features of the
programrr'u. The text of the resolution as approvcd by the Asscmbly is asfollows:

,

,recommend the budgetary ceiling for. 1953 after examination of the mainfeatii*.s :.c.IL

. to6%.
(a),reYiewthe,Annual Report of the Dircctor•Gcncral;
(b)°'study.and make recommendations on the gcncral programme of work for19S3-19S6

^; FsrABLISttES a Committcc on Programmc and Bud t •

"The Fifth World Health Asscmbly
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(d) review and recommend the programme and budget for 1953 including the
f the total budget,

amounts to be devoted to each section o1 11
Assembl"(e) study such other items as are referred to it by Y.

7. The Provisional Agenda for the Assembly(^S vereign and
5/1) was

approved. The Secretariat reported that Item 6 .6.2
Order of Malta" was being deleted, at the request of the Order.

8. All members of the delegation are working to begin.cnt We have also been
themselves for the Committee work which is
busily engaged in meeting as many of our fellow delegates as possible.

9. I shall of course continue to report from time to time on the work of the

Assembly. O. LEROUx

385.
DEA/5475-K-15-40

La délégation permanente auprès de l'Office européen des Nations unies

au seeretaire d'Étai aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Delegation to European Office ^f the United Nations

to Secretary ojState for External

DESPATCN No. 196 , Geneva, May 17, 1952

F1FTN WORLD NEALTN ASSEMBLY

Reference: Our despatch No. 179 of May 6, 1952.

The Fifth World Health Assembly has now bee^ rev
iew briefly some of the

weeks and it would, I think, be approprtate for me to despatch
decisions which have been taken in this period. As I explained in my
under'reference, the Assembly established two main Committees^inmt 1,Yi h'e

Committee on Programme and Budget and the Commtttee on Ad
Finance and Legal Matters.

the Delegation the division of responsibility for thc work of these
W' ^th' ^n2.

Cômmittees has been as follows:
Committee on Programme and fi pr. JT Phair and

Budget: mysclf ^

Committee on Administration, Dr. W.H. McMillan, M.P.'-'Finance and Legal Matters Dr. T. C. Routley, ,
{ t B.M.Williams

have
I mt

not

'ght perhaps add that the foregoing„assignments to Committees htried to

béen hard and fast since all members of the Delegation have generally
be "au fait" of developments in both Committees.

to so
4a3., The work of the Committee on Programme and Budget has ând b^é

lagged behind that of the other mainBn A Committee. This is unders
t Committee has had to review in

however, since the Programme an u ge
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considerable detail the programme and budget for 1953. The Committee has
nonetheless been able to submit resolutions to the Assembly on such questions
as "Recommendations to Member Governments on Vital and Health
Statistics"; "Publications Programme"; "Recording and Transmission, of
Epidemiological. Information"; "Leprosy"; "The World Position on SupplyRequirements of Insecticides"; and :`,`Production of Antibiotics' andInsecticides".
4. As,the final report of the Delegation to the Fifth World Health Assembly

will deal in detail with the work of the Committee, I propose only at this time
to comment on the debate concerning the budget level for 1953.
5. It-was apparent very early in the discussions on the budget level for 1953

that there were only three Member States who were actively concerned with
maintaining the budget at the 19521eve1. These were: the United Kingdom, the
United States and ourselves. During the discussion of this item we expressed
our alarm at the proposed 1953 budget and said that, in our opinion, the over-
all expenditures of the Organization should be at about the level for 1952. Our
statement was made very early in the debate and it was only later in the
afternoon - that the United Kingdom and the United States Delegations
declared, their positions. The United Kingdom representative explained that he
was not . able to vote for any budget which exceeded the, effective working
budget for 1952. The delegate of the United States said that, in the opinion of
his Government, the best interests of the Organization, and of its members,
would,bë served by adopting a budget calling for a total of assessments of
$8,600,000.00 or the same as in 1952. He added that his Government would
support, a` gross .1953 budget at the sâme level as that for . 1952, namely
$9,100,000.00. He explained that this would be accomplished by adding
$500,000.00 of the casual income available to the assessment of $8,600,000.00.
6. The- voting on the budget ceiling for 1953 clearly indicated that those

Member States who were interested in maintaining the 1953 budget at about
the same level as that for 1952, were in the minority. The vote was taken in
three stages, as follows:

a) 1 Vote on assessments against all members. On this item, the Committee
had two proposals before it: 1) the Secretariat recommendation for an amount
of $8,980,200.00; 2) the United States-United Kingdom recommendation of
a8,600,000.00, eThe Committee approved by a vote of 33 in favour, 18 against,
with3 abstentions, the Secretariat proposal. Canada, of course, voted in favour
of the United States-United Kingdom recommendations;
b) Amount of casual inconre available for 1953. Under this item, the

Secretariat Proposed the use of 5852,554.00. The United States recommended
C00,000.00
o, while the United Kingdom proposed 5369,071.00. The

tee voted first on the United Kingdom recommendation which was
defeatui `-tn`the `immediately following vote the United States pro sal was
turned down `' In th f P°

inal vote, inc Secretariat proposal was adopted. The
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rted both the United
Canadian Delegation, in these d against the Secretariat
Kingdom and the United States proPo ,,

recommendation; • rted . the

c) dget level of 1953: The,' Committee suppo

reco
e on ^ the ' buVote . vel for 1953 o

mmendation of the Director-General for a bud l
heeUnited Kingdom

f
$9,832,754.00. Canada, along with the United States an

d

rha lain that the discrepancy
voted against this proposal. I should pe

ps explain

between
the budget ceiling approved by the Committee in the amount ofneral in the ount

$9,832 ,754.00 and that recommended by the Directotioneof the Commit ee on
of $9,832,754.00 [sic] resând Leot^to continue the publication of
Administration, Finance gal Matters no

the
et) a

"Chronicle" in Russian ^(54,800.00 reduction i
n ddit

bu
dgnal â15,000.00

recommendation , of the same Account tosfinance the 1953 appropria-
in the Assembly

tions.tions.7. It is our Intentlon,when the "Appropriations resolution is placed befo üdt et

Assembly in plenary session, to indicate once more our
ding'

sltlon
that tothe a bgUnited

ceiling in excess of that for 1952. It is my ünderstan
Kingdom and the United States Delegations are planning to do 1M^i ef has, I

••
` 8: The

Committee on Administration, Finance and, Legal ^ rovcd theap
p think,' made considerable progress. It has, mé

.

dments to the staff rules andandsupplementary budget for 1952; noted the a
nancial rules; ' deàlt with the question of contributio ns

the revlsed financial Fund; agreed to suspend the Russ ian
advances to the Working Capital

edition

of 'the "Chronicle"; authorized the Director•General to draw, o^uttheo^i d'the

üons Revolving Fund in order to publlns T WH0P m^ bers of the Executive
Director-General to provlde accident 1
Board travelling on business for the Board; and has established t

a
heyassessg-

Capital Fund for 1953:In the amount of U.3,378,811.00 plu s

thements of members who joined after May 1, 1952.
the Committec app roved

9. On the question of biannual Assemblies, roved by the Assembly in
resolutlondt which 'was,sûbsequently approved

.. . ep . »j .. .- . .followi ng
.►to-narv session: ` ° ^ ° . ^ : •
!','-The Fifth World Health AssembIy

Co
sais contained in

ition to examine the propo{ •
uent tonsldenng that it is not in a pos

. ... cna u t % nnd the documents lssucd subsCq
Executive board

. ^that resolution; te•General, therefore, to communica
to all ^ie ese

REQuESTS. the D^rector
ôvernnients, for cônsideration' by the Sixth Wor1d Health ^^^mb^ yStates,

G be submlttcd by
texts and âny:other amendments which may be r`ccived inwhich ma
ihe'Ezecutive Board or. the Dircctoc-Gencral 73 of the Constitution."
{iine to comply with the requirem^nts of Article raPhical regions

10. Thè?dcbate in the Committee on the assignment to gco8 tian

and - Tunisia las long and at times straincd. qhc
of Morocco

u^sg^ n of

Delegation submltted ° a resolut • lon ro Ing that the wholep pos
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assignments to geographical areas be reviewed by the Executive Board. This
proposal was put to a vote and was approved with 21 in favour, 18 against and
7 abstentions. The Canadian representative voted against the proposal, along
with France, the United Kingdom, New Zealand, and South Africa. The
United States and Australian Delegations abstained. Among our reasons, for
opposing the resolution was that it would prevent the Assembly from assigning
any territory to a geographical region, including Greenland and Somalia, until
such time as the Executive Board had completed its study. It is my understand-
ing that the French Delegation may reopen the question when. the Committee
is considering its report to the Assembly on this matter. .

11. As reported in my telegram No. 54 of May 15,t Canada was elected to
the Executive Board, along with Brazil, Denmark, New Zealand, Iran and the
United Kingdom. The result of the voting was as follows: Canada - 57; Brazil
= 53; Denmark - 53; New Zealand - 50; Iran - 41; United Kingdom -
33.

-12.' I shall, before the end of the session, report on further developments.

O. LEROUX

DEA/5475-K-15-40
La délégation permanente auprès de l'Office européen des Nations unies

3:. r au sous-secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extériéures
Permanent Délégation to European Office of the United Nations

Io Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

.`1- '' ` ` - FIFTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY

Reference: Our Despatch No. [I ] 96 of May 17, 1952. ,
Thé Fifth World Health Assembly held its final plenary session this

morning. Harmony and satisfaction were the dominant notes of the meeting.
The'atmosphere was much more pleasant than during the two plenary sessionsheld yeSterdây when the question of the assignment of Member States,
Associate # Members and territories or groups of territories - to geographical
areâs`wasamong other items, under discussion. As I reported in my despatch
under reference the Committee on Administration, Finance and Lc$al M atters
ass approved an Egyptian resolution proposing that the whole question of

8nments to geographical areas be reviewed by the Executive Board. Among
the substantive paragraphs of this resolution was one authorizing the Director-
General to take the necessary steps to provide services to territories not yet
aRé ed to regions through the headquarters of the organization under the title

g' n undesignatcd At yesterday's plenary meeting the French delegation
submittedan amendment to this paragraph as follows:

"Mém^r States, Associate Members and territories or groups of territoriesfor
Which i'request for assignment to a region has been Presentcd will be
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provisionally
assigned to the regional^organization of their choice pending the

results of the study mentioned above. ittec, the Canadian delegation
During the discussion of this ite âinWthe

hcn the eport of the Committee on this
voted against the Egyptian proposa . that
item was under review we reserved our position since we had

amendment mén loned abovc.

French delegation would likely be submitting ch approved the delegation should
iousIt was our view that if this amendme

then vote ; for the resolution as amended. After, . a heawed ^do tedrby
im

onvote
discussion in the plenary scssion the French e In the immcdiâ ely following
of 23 in favour, 16 against and 11 abstentions .

e

against with 11
vote on the resolution as amended there were 28 in fa wi h the delegations of
abstentions. Canada supported the resolution along

;France, the United States, the United Kingdom, New Zealand and Southes,
Africa. I need not labour the point that the ,Middle Eastern the

rticularly Lebanon and Egypt, were most vocal in their oppositionrt from
^` 4-1,- ations received considerable supportpo

Meditcrranean,, has not met = as

This a: propwaa ,
bccomtng a°spnngboard for a full•btown, poliâ;ctalto^sus ^suspend its acti^ ities'ntethe

rodelegation stated that it was willing provisionally Pe ,
Re ton. As you know, the Regional Comm^ttec o^lthe o ameet

Middlé Eastern g the countries of that region w

provisionally; suspendtng 1t3 actrv . was qu
• 1 wâs dcbated at, length 'in the :; Commtttce and thc Turkish.

^ 3. , The ' Committee on Administration* tnan n Rcgion w'h'

aPProved à : resolution` admitting t.Turneihet
^ t

the
ern Mcd t1 Crrancan Rcg10

^es ^ ►

Î^might add that the resolution was subscqucnt y appr .
the,

we felt that ,we had

resolut^on at this stage s^nce
plcnacy session.,.We did not formally opposc

made our position clear both in the Committcc
acd^ in the

Workin Group: It was evident from the discussions whichi ^^ olU^ of some
8these places , that the majority of the, delegations were

., ..
relaxation of present poltctcs. .. '; F^ and Legal I^tattcrs also

express the views 01 the Cana anthe Committee last week and reitcratcd in t
^n the report. As I said . in licics. For•Working Group, we oppose any change bcing made in the present po
-' •Chatrman, twill not be able to support the draft resolutiobn1 ^^'n
this rcason, Mr. 1 ~M by the Asscm Y

Chairman, now that i have officra y p

'n
Group of which I had the honour to be Chairman,; should

Workt g , d• dclcgation on the draft reso he

the World Health Organization in conn
Expanded Technical Assistance Programm^ thc'the resolution

Committcc on
drafted by

Administra-

tion,tion, Finance and Legal Matters aPP o ,`V.H * h,,lch,^illan. You will
Working Group under
recall that the text of this

the chairmanship
resolution was contained in our telegram No. 56 ofthe

1
Dr. McMillan, as Chairman of the group, submitted a report llô°w ing

May 17.Committee on its work. Immcdiatcly after doing this he made

statement: • II rescntcd the report of the

2. On the question of the participation o gover
cctson with their Regular and

Pakistan. . . f nments in costs incurred by
French amcndment. T cse 8 s
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together as a Committee as long as Israel is a member. The Turkish delegation
based their request for membership in the European Region on the grounds
that they were not able to enjoy the full facilities of the Eastern Mediterranean
Region because of the reluctance of the members of the region to hold a
meeting.

4. The Committee on Programme and Budget approved an Appropriations
Resolution for the year 1953 in the amount of $9,832,754. When this item was
under discussion I again stated our opposition to a budget in excess of that for
1952. Similar statements were made by the United Kingdom and the United
States delegations. When the resolution was put to the vote in plenary session
yesterday, we opposed its adoption.
^S.' The most contentious item on the agenda of the Programme and Budget
Committee related to the question of population. The Committee had before it
three'draft resolutions submitted by the delegations of Norway; Belgium, Italy
and Lebanon jointly; and India. The Norwegian proposal recommended the
establishment of an expert committee to study the problem; the joint resolution
merely stated that the population problem did not require any particular
attention on the part of WHO at the present time, while the Indian resolution
requested the Director-General and theRegional Committee to consider the
population question in the light of discussions in the Committee and to submit
a report at a subsequent meeting of the Assembly. It was obvious during the
discussion of this problem that there were many delegations who were not too
anxious to stand up and be counted on any of the resolutions. During a
procedural wrangle as to which resolution should be put to the vote first, the
Chairman suggested that the Committee adjourn for a few minutes to enable
members to digest the various resolutions. When the Committee reconvened,
the representative of Ceylon said he believed that the proposcrs of all the
môtions before the Committee were prepared to withdraw them and he
suggated therefore that no vote be taken but that the official records should
show that the views of all delegations were noted and no decision was taken.
T^^; Pcoposal was seconded by the United States delegation. Following this,
the'movers of the three resolutions expressed their willingness to withdraw
their proposals.

6^Ât,,the -plcnary meeting held yesterday afternoon, a resolution was.^a"'
ov

.e.
aPPred offering Dr. Chisholm an extension of his appointment as Dircctor-
GenéTal for a period not to exceed three years from July 21, 1953. Under theter=

o f this proposai Dr. Chisholm was asked to communicate his decision to
the^Président of the Assembly on or before December 31,
whethér he will accept the renewal of his contract and if so th1952e 1 n^ thloftthc
Penod which he is willing to accept to a maximum of three years. g
7•,Ifsh6uldalso like to report that the member of the Executivedesignat^ . b Board

y Canada was appointed as a member of the Staff Pension
âod^mittee,'This'Committee is composed of representatives of the executive

tbt administrative staff of the Organization along with two representativesfro^the
alte^...^xtcutive Board. In addltlon to Canada. Iran was appointed anraate,^ me be • .Y m r. Ahc Organlzatlon was anxious to have the Canadian
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member of, the Executive Board on the Staff PensiononeCoof thee two rannual
replace the United States member nnNéw ŸôTk t would be more convenicnt
meetings of the Committee to attend than any of the other members of the
for. the Canadian m May 29. InExecutive Board.

xecutive Board will
me

convene on Thursday,

S . As you know, the E to sit on thes •• as the person ,
ith the declslon to deslgnat new duties.

prepare
_

myself for myaccordance with will now
Executive Board for Cana da, for London yesterday aftcrnoon.

.9.-'Dr. and
Mrs. T.C. Routley left Geneva train this morning for Heidelburg.

Dr. and Mrs. W.H. McMillan-departed by
Dr. Phair will remain here until the weekend '

10.. I should like to report
of the Canadian delegation to the

t
Fifth

World Health Assembly discharged their respo
that all members nsibilitics in a. friendly and

lcdge o f
' We all suffered at the outset from a lackhooc nov that ourver'co.operatrve fashion.

the
of the World Health Organization.

delegation
hope,

l think, made a
t procedures apparent. T
initial ignorance was not too apP
useful contribution to inc work of the W HO. • O. LEROUx

2` PARTIqPART

AUTRES ORGANISATIONS ;f ï a
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

SECTION A'

GÉNÉRAL SUR LES TARIFS DOUANIERS ET LE CON1^IERCE,
ACCORD ION 2 OCTOBRE-10 NOVEMBRE 1952

INSTRUCTIONS A LA DÉLÉGATION
EGATIONè

Ottawa. Scptcm
. . , .... t . ^^.r .., ^

SEVENTH SESSION OF THE CONTRACTI-q AND TRAOE

, ^ PARTIE- 511U.1
e Seventh Session of the Contracting Parties to the Gcncra cnded that

r •. /*•1.

^/^ '
and Trade opens' at Gcneva on October 2nd,ow^ng o f`^ ^ s:

on Tanfi's Id ^mmp^^ of the fol

NE(iENERAL'AGREEMENTONARI 1
Agreement

the`Canadian delegatlon show

INSTRUCTIONS-' O DEL

;t ?-.: _ aires extérieures
Note du seeretatie d^tat Par I intérintux . Affaires

Cabi

IIrME SESS
TRADE

GENERAL AGRÉEMENT ON TARIFFS A^DR 10 1952
SEVENTN SESSION, OCTOBER 2-NOVEMBC

c+{tBDIVISION I1SUB-SECTION I

sE_ , pour;e , , .
,:. f` Sccrctor o State jor External Ajfairs^. ;

emorandum jrom Acting0. Y
to Ca6inet 1952f 11 ;^^ .. F. .

bcr 16,
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Chairman: Dr. C.M. Isbister,
Director of International Trade Relations Branch,
Department of Trade and Commerce

Delegates: Mr. D.V. LePan.
Department of External Affairs

Mr. S.S. Reisman.
Department of Finance

Mr. A.R. Kilgour,
Department of External Affairs,
(Secretary to the Delegation)

2. The proposed agenda of the Conference comprises some twenty-five items
of which the following are the ' ones of principal concern to Canada. The
proposed agenda is attached to this Memorandum.'

intensifications by Ceylon and South Africa. However, the necessary material

(i) Balance of Payments Import Restrictions
3.f The Session will be called upon to review the restrictions which countries

maintain for balance of, payments reasons with special reference to their
discriminatory impact. If the occasion arises the delegation might express
general dissatisfaction with the widespread use of restrictions for balance of
payments reasons.
4. -With respect to the individual country consultations which take place, it is

recommended that the delegation propose that these discriminatory restrictions
be'examined in accordance with the following criteria; that a real and concrcte
balance of payments problem exists, that the restrictions applicd are not
excessive in relation to the magnitude of the problem, and that they are, in
fact, intended merely as temporary measures pending the initiative of adcquate
corrective action. This is the attitude which the Canadian executive director
has generally adopted in the similar discussions in the International Monetary
Fund.
5.' Among the restrictions which will come before the Session will be rcccnt

will not' be available from the International Monctary Fund. Niorcover, an
examination of the restrictions maintained by these two countries «ould almost
certainly lead to an examination of the widcr Sterling Arca' arrangcmcnts.
These will ` be under active 'examination at' 'the Commonwcalth Economic
Conference `and it would probably be inopportune to broach these issues in the
GATT forum in advance of the Commonwealth discussions. In these
circumstances itmay be desirablc that consultations in respcct.to these two
côûntries be,'postponed until the next session. It is recommendcd that the
Canadian delegation pursue this aim.

(i1) Schuman Plan. (European Coal and Steel Pool)
^ 6.'iAt the last session'a working party was established to consider the terms of
a possible waiver of the rule of non-discrimination with respect to trade in coal
and steel-by Schuman Plan countries. While in principle we oppose restrictive
regional arrangements, it is recommcnded that our dclcgation might support
such a waiver in view of the political implications of the Schuman Plan. AnywaivI" I should be drafted in specific terms so that it could not serve as a
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precedent for other special regional plans or arrangements which did not have

similar'political justifications.

(iii)
United States Import Restrictions on Dairy Products b a large

7. It is expected that the United States will be strongly criticized Y recom-
number of countries for its continued violation

Canada
the

with such criticism but
mended that our delegation should associate Ca

that ^i tionstwith

reserve Canada's freedom with respect to any retaliatory action.'S

(iv) Belgian.Import Restrictions

.'8. The International Monetary Fund, in its recent r b
yie Bel iume of ethese

exchange restrictions, conclude soc --m-stances. It asked Belgium to
restrictions was feasible under existing
reconsider the necessity for the present level of the restrlrcitiaond a

ffecting
Unit d States*1k. Canad

imports. It is considered therefo r â1a strengthen d 1 It is recommended that
position on this question has been g Y
our delegation should continue to press for the relaxation of these restrictions.16
ou

(v) Accession of Japan
for membership in the GATT will be considered

9, The Japanese application
at the Seventh Session. The central issue to be dff%

ecided in
access ion . În rûTcTtions fortthe

Japan is to be invited to negotiat e
best be conside ed in lthe light of discussions

delegation on this subject g prior
which are expected to take place with Japanese take s laceiw'th any Japanese
to the opening of the Session, or which may P for the
observers at the Session. Before that time, however, it may be neceears that the
delegation to take a position in,the GATTddiéâi;sion

the session. În that event
U.S. will wish to have the matter discus Y osed to
the Canadian delegation might indicate t PâÎtieIlk

spto negotiate with^ap view to
Japan being invited by the Contracting their
accession, if the majority of Contracting Parties are i

nterested
expressdele ation might

having
'1717 The

trading relations with Japan govené by fact pa tic pate in such negotiations.
uncertainty as to whether Canada exploring
At the same time it might be made clear that Can â

da 1 cation of the GATT to
the question of whether a ba sis

and.Japan f Thepdelegation might mention
trading relations between Ca

bilateral discussions are èxpected to take place on certain asop
trading relations and final Canadiari atti CandianrJapanese trade can best be
Japan and to the application of GATT to
determined in the light of those discussions. affecting trade and commercial

10. General. In view of the important matters
considered at the forthcoming GATT session it is recom n^i ânt

policy to be
that our delegation ' should , keep the Government informed o

g

1sVoir le document 823./See Document 823.
16Voir le document 918./See Document 918.

I
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developments and should seek guidance with respect to any important issues
not specifically covered in these instructions.

BROOKE CLAXTON

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
• Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

ToP SECRET [Ottawa,) September 17, 1952

GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE; SEVENTH SESSION;
CANADIAN DELEGATION

20. The Minister of National Defence, as Acting Secretary of State forExternal Affairs submitted recommendations as to the composition of the
Canadian delegation to attend the Seventh Session of the Contracting Parties
to, the General Agreement on Tariffs and . Trade which would begin at Genéva
on. October 2nd. He also submitted proposed instructions to the delegation for
that meeting.
•'An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.

(Memorandum, Acting Secretary of State' for External Affairs, Sept. 16,
1952 - Cab. Doc. 296-52)

Import ' restrictions, the European coal and steel pool, United States import

21. The Cabinet, after discussion,
(a) agreed that the Canadian delegation to the Seventh Session of the

Contracting Parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade to begin at
Geneva on October 2nd be composed of the following officials:

Chairman: Dr. C.M. Isbister,
Director of International Trade Relations Branch,
Department of Trade and Commerce

Delegates: Mr. D.V. LePan,
Department of External Affairs

Mr. S.S. Reisman,
Department of Finance

- Mr. A.R. Kilgour, -
Department of External Affairs,
(Secretary to the Delegation)

(b). approved the detailed instructions to the delegation, as' submitted by theActing Secretary of State for External Affairs, respecting balance of payments

restrictions on dairy products, Belgian import restrictions ; and accession ofJapan to G.A.T.T.; it being 'understood that the delegation would keep the
government- informed of significant developments at the Geneva meetings and
would seek guidance with respect to any important issues not specifically
covered in the detailed instructions referred to above.
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SUBDIVISION II/SUB•SECTION II

CESSION DU JAPON/ACCESSION OF JAPAN PCO
Ac ^

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
Extract jrom Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] August 14, 1952

....•. .

JAPANESE APPLICATIONT FOR
TARIFFS AND TRADE

TO THE GENERAL AGREEMEN 19th, 1952, a telegram was

6. The Acting prime Minister
said that on July that Japan had

of the G.A.T.T..advi^â required within
received from the Executive So GeA T T. A Canadian reply,

ted. Under the
signified its desire to accede was ^ requested.
30 days unless an extension of a furlh^^100s a^tWeen G.A t ,T.T^

-session
procedures for dealing with app

•
application would be deferred until thParties so

regula r
equested. It

conslderatlon of an ad
of the Contracting Parties if three or more Contracting

hat the United Kingdom and France é^ua 18th
Teâueste

third
was understood t that befor August

nada would
such deferment. it seemed highlycountry would have made the same request. In that eventuality Ca

not have to make a formal reply. Ja an, iton External Trade Policy re nâ mpende
The Interdepartmental Committeenegotiations between that Canada

that, in the light of the forthcomiân the impression un accordinglY
would be inadvisable to give Jap The Committee thataccession to G•A T•T• , .

ust 18th
ât allwas, obstructing its sent before a late hour on August sentrecommended that no reply be. Uested deferment no reply ust 1 Sth aif, by that time, three countries had req late on Aug application

if three countries had not regtstered th at
thatythe Japanese apP

Canadian reply should be sent
e t regularsession.

should be deferred until the EnalAn explanatory memorandum hâd ,^en circulated.
dum, Chairman, Interdepartmental Committee on

xter

(Memoran 1952 Cab. Doc. 238'52) enda-
Tradc Policy, Augüst 13, ,,

ern
.
al ,Ajfalrs agreed with the rccomm

overnments it seemed almostate Ext ,The Seeretary ofSt of vanous g objections t
tions

o use of
: From reports as to thc position
' at there

would be at least the minimum of three ^
certainthat of the
thé intersessional procc,durje before August ô 9^ ^ the recommendations thej"

i 8. The Cabinet, : aftcr dlseuss^on, apprr concernlnS
mcntal.`Committee on External Trade J^o^n^ e app

ta

licaion for
Interdepart Canada with. regard to the p
attitude to be ken by. , agreed that:

•
General Agreement on,Tanffs and Trade and giegülar session

accession to the hould be deferred until the nex
the Japanese application s

(a)
of the Contracting Parties; -
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(b) if at least three other' Contracting Parties had recorded that view by
August 18th, and thereby secured the desired deferment'of the application, no
Canadian reply be made;
(c) if by a late hour on August 18th less than three other Contracting Parties

had registered `that view, a Canadian reply be sent to the Executive Secretary
requesting deferment; and,

(d) no reply be given regarding Canada's willingness to participate in tariff
negotiations with. Japan; the matter to be left for discussion at the regular
session of the Contracting Parties.

DEA/9100-P-10-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au délégué permanent auprès de l'Office européen des Nations unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Delegate to European Office of the United Nations

TELEGRAM 84 . :^ Ottawa, August 18, 1952

JAPANESE ACCESSION TO GATT

1• DEA/9100-P-10-40

P

39

Reference: Your Telegram No. 90 of August 15.1
Since more than required three contracting parties have now objected to use

of. intersessional procedure in case Of major trading country like Japan, we
assume that question of Japanese accession will in any case be place on agenda
of Sé'venth Session. In the-circumstances; no reply on our part would seem to
be required to relevant questions in document GATT/CP.6/34.1

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au délégué permanent auprès de l'Office européen des Nations unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs

'' JAPANESE ACCESSION TO GATT

TELEGRAM 1'03 Ottawa, October 2, 1952

to Permanent Delegate to European Office of United Nations. ^, : .

CONFIDENTIALJ

g c m assy cre
su88ests that British^'and Americans have reached tentative agreement on text
of a resolution which would ask Intcrscssional Committee to examine suitable
conditions and timing for Japanese accession. We assume that this would, in
effect,~amount to postponement of issue until Eighth Session.

4 Fa„Following-, for GATT ne-le ation Bc ins• Unitcd Stat s b h
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sed resolution

, Please : let; us, know if any consideration
keep us inform d f any,relevant

during Commonwealth Pre-GATT
discussions you may be having with other delegations in Geneva. Ends. .'

DEA/9100-P-10-40
^

unies
Le délégué permanent auprès de l'Off ee européen des Nations

^ ' aires extérieures. au seerétaire dÉtat.aux Affaires'

Permanent Delegate to European office of the Unitede^sd Nations

to Secretary of State for External Aff

early date to thc most mpor a p
° ma evcn'tuâlly acccde to GATT and ^n

This present resolutionrt needs noctine iPartpes tcan address themselves athé
rather as a method by which Contra g the study of the

nt art of the problem, namely . turn

.intention to take Japanese api, ^.
a

ly share the viewl
lesser -. dcgree New Zealand, ^nforma Japan, and theyhed

satisfactory trade relations must somehow t^mcstabl is
Japanese accession to meet

ire interestcd in the posstbtlity of special
problems of trade with Japan. dela ing device, but

Text ends. lon, India
At the Commonwealth talks in London it was evident theaetaCe

2.
ey t possible

and Pakistan wished to accommodate Japan in GATT
^ent of the Japanese

date, and are unable to ' c8 n e the
at
mere

osame time give evidcnce of
apptication` unless Contra g Australia, South Africa andl^ÿ

lcation seriously.
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Geneva, October 4, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE.

JAPANESE ACCESSION TO GATT

Reference: Your telegram No. 103 of October 2nd. their Washington

Embassy,

We have just learned the United Kingdom, through

bassy, g
have reached agreement with the United States on be inslowing

draft resolution for consideration by the Cont of ^he ginit iative
Parties.

of the Japanese
The Contracting Parties: Taking note o

ment in expressing its desire to accede to general agreement
Governs8
and trades and to enter into tariff negotiations to, that end: niz-
iJaPan's desire to cooperate with other trading nations of the world: Recog
ng further that Japan should take her rightful place in'th

e specia
l 1 appr pr até

of, trading nations and to tha t
that ia order that fucther consideration can

international arrangements: Agr lication
be given to the conditions and the timing u ô wh ich the

should pmake ap detailed
`should be pursued, the, Intersessional C

ination of the matters involved in this application and report on them.
exam , . £

TELEGRAM 101 17
t "

ns upon which Japan . y
_.: t.

-- t' n :/Noted in telegram:!Le télégramme porte la men
`` This telegram repeated io London as No. 1820. October 3. 1952.
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participate in the benefits. Our contacts with numerous delegations indicate
that terms of eventual Japanese accession may take priority over question of
invitation to Japan to negotiate with a view to accession.
4. According to the United Kingdom, India, Pakistan and Ceylon have

indicated their agreement to United Kingdom-United States text.
5. We understand that consideration is now being given in Washington' to

formulation of possible terms of reference for Intersessional Committee. This
subject is also being considered informally here in Geneva. There may well be
explicit references to such matters as wage rate and costs of production in
Japan. There may be a reference to Article XXXIII under which Japan could
be,consulted with regard to the terms of her, accession. We are inclined to
support this latter move which would undoubtedly be welcome' to Japanese
without necessarily prejudicing the outcome of the consultations.

6. At first plenary meeting the Contracting Parties agreed that Japanese
observers be admitted.

7. Please repeat to London.

393.
DEA/9100-P-10-40. Le délégué permanent auprès de l'Office européen des Nations unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
'Permanent Delegate to European Office of the United Nations

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Geneva, October 8, 1952

JAPANESE ACCESSION TO GATT
Reference: My telegram No. 101 of October 4th.

Please repeat London attention Bull and Deutsch.
1• Japanese item is now scheduled for plenary session on Friday since Th

wishes, to participate leaves Geneva on Sunday. Dele atio s
orp

concerned are approaching agreement along the lines of text sent you in amÿ
telegram under reference. The preamble has now been extended to take note of
Article XXXIII, repeat XXXIII, which provides that a government not a party
to the general agreement may accede to it on terms to be agreed between such
governments and contracting parties. An additional final sentence will
Probably read as follows: "In the course of this 'examination the committee
may seek 'the views of the Japanese Government."

2. .This revised te'* seems to us to be satisfactor and a ears to representlargest measure ^ y PP
possible of common agreement at this session. In view of the

difficulties encountered in establishing present text it should be ex lained thatit
may be very *difficult for us to secure further amendments to it. If substance^ ^ .

k tRe grammme porte la mention ;/Noted on tekgram:
Peated to London as No. 1843.
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3
of resolution is not, repeat not, satisfactory,

we should receive
üé eatl notp,rl receive

p.m. Geneva time Friday, October 10th. If we do not,
p

further instructions by that time, we shall support resolution to avoid, creating

an impression of hostility to Japan.
American acquiescence in present

3. Becanse we have been , puuled by -

resolution,I approached Thorp privately to enquire whe nh hiththe
erton1I'hs Sedtto

is now supportingy Japanese application less strongly t
ha

an' interesting discussion in which Thorp's remarks. confi
rm

of
what

protecti
we

ry,optimistic that asuspécted. Thorp explained that bhélother handshe is polic
y

changed on Jâpanese question. On
new Democratic administration might in,,

eral the
its first year

Statesito goifartherle'the United
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act as toenab

f nëgotiati ns were to take place
in tariff reductions than would. be possible i

with Jap
rid

an at the present. At the very least he would hope
ional tba ancethof

point and an attempt would be made to mod
if

y l^a of ` unilateral tariff
reciprocal negotiations by introducing new p P

reduct
ions to be used in certain eircumstances. (Pare

nthetically
ut hold the 1 neooabo

remarked that a Republican ad ministrat ion
toldthe Japanése that the United Statesscussed ncepresent commercial policy.) He had

ght be able to do much more for them in negotiations- theeablscnce of
h

eany
mi ,

widespread

they could do today.. Thorp mentioned to me
read public demand in the United States for expanded tarado`y ipT^ssure"

He said the United States support of present resolution
operation in the direction of eventual Japanese '

sh to
access ion.

so hard as to impel
4: The United States does not, repeâ rance takéushrefuge in redeclarations

the contracting party must 1n y

and :;,so bfort . Y will delay thatmulttlateral GATT negotiations but they hope nothing explained to him
all their negotiations beyond the four- Y f cc thcdq estion ôf status of present

. • an' cvcn

regard to uade an so ulred o^°pletion of
h Thc * undcrstand the' length of time req

it now stands. Withtn the pen countrtes
Pca'cé Treaty.^Japân hôpes to ncgotlatc agr eements

nav'igatlôn, immigration
d:I with' regard to establishment, arran8e

.at Hagiwâra, head of Japanese Obse e^tanees arc sâ is fied with the textthé
id ^procecd more rapidly but in the clrc . with:,.-4 of four years referred to in Articlc XII o

great'deal t^ the United Kingdom lit t ts • : .,,"Id have preferre

itiôn which the United Kingdom Governmen
the Opposank Lee told me in London that six months delay

would mean a
cônnccUon Fr h tlme d

tiiat' the United Kingdom ove als for protected trade.'Any commltmen
soméof the more extreme propos ^ in this^°"' '-d Kin dom with regard totrade.with Japan might rai^eo the

aclamor o
the Untte 8 t hopes

countries like the United Ktngdom an accepts the
of intention, resorting to Article XXXV. Thoin therp unf i

owindspa
and

ragraph
point of view of the United Kingdom outlined

^ained to several delegations their
5. United Kingdom representatives have explained

with a new basis of support
desire to avoid presenting the, Beaverbrook p ress feel. The

efcrential trade by raising Japanese issue sharply i
t c^i^sfulein she ving

for pr ,. . G rnment has been fairly su ts by
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schedules and also of future tariff negotiations prior to the end of. 1953 and we
assured him that Canada has no, repeat no, intention of creating delays.

7. We asked Hagiwara whether Japan still wishes to conduct bilateral trade
discussions with us or whether they would prefer to replace 'these with
discussions which may now take place under GATT. He said Japan still wishes
to meet us bilaterally to ascertain our intentions under Article XII of the Peace
Treaty and to determine in this way Japan's obligations towards Canada. He
felu these discussions should logically precede negotiations which might take
place later under GATT.

394. DEA/9100-P-10-40
le délégué permanent auprès de l'Office européen des 'Nations unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Permanent Delegate to European Office of the United Nations

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1 I 1 Geneva, October 14, 1952

JAPANESE ACCESSION TO GATT

Reference: My telegram No. 101 of October 4 and No. 105 of October 8.
Please repeat to London for Bull and Deutsch."
Following from GATT delegation, Begins:

'1.. Japanese observer appeared before plenary session on October 10th and his
appeal was well received.by â number of delegations which spoke in reply. In
general Japanese application is being taken quite seriously and there seems to
be a widespread desire to study the best means of dealing with special
difficulties of Japanese accession to which several delegations referred. Text of
our Canadian statement is contained in immediately following telegram. The
resolution conveyed to you in our telegram under reference will be presented by
Chairman at a plenary session on October 14th and will probably be approved.It

may be helpful to outline some of the problems and alternatives as we see
ther`n:

2^jHagiwâra,'the Japanese representative, is interested whether it would be
Possible for Canada and Japan to negotiate tariff bilateral in near future and at
a later date fit the results into general pattern for Japanese tariff negotiations
for accession to GATT.

3!We have not, repeat not, yet reacted to this su ggestion
merely as a general proposition for discussion. It seems probabct Nag wara will
rind an ôççasion to return to this subject. Since we had planned our bilateral

"Notre exemplaire porte I'ajout:
The following was written on this copy of the documcnt:

Not repeated to London since Bull & Deutsch are on their way to Ottawa. K.
D[oldschlag)
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with Ja anese to deal merely with customsat thas tirne to
discussions in Ottawa P
with Most Favoured Nation treatment it would seem premature
introduce subject of tariff negotlatlons. that Japanese seem to be

4. As explained earlier we understand from
.Thorp o f ssibly a

' d to idea that it is in their own interests teS e^é pr ^Sé to xeplain to
reconclle of theyear in their tariff negotiations Sitâ Urï^c palt supplier under many d do
Japanese that United States 1

an has an interest and thUn t d St tesl also
Canadian tariff items in which Jap

cedin to GATT iser to wait for multilateral tariff negotiati ^vernmenlt ac gbettwoûld participate. We can explain also that a g
•t difficuitf 11 tariff reductions which were accorded one another

responsibilities under: Artu e He went on to say JaPa
treatment Canada inténds to grant to Japan.

Although_: le to extend
Most Fa,^aured Nation tr ^ctment eve

repeat nôt, in general, be ab t not; reclproca
for brief period to the countries which do not, repca

thts ^ s^sston It may their
tieen contemplated earlier. t `vhat
^ `• ' a anese wish to come'ito Ottawa to dectoitup )
, 7. Haglwara satd , J P • 1 Xil of peace treaty by (group n will not,

. , . ^ a reason P
wish to over-emphaslze the ImPofor roceeding a little more slow Y
Rïaking substantlal tan . rtance of this fact whtch has ec

1 than had

C`anadlan Most Favour . , µ hich isost Favoured Nation agreement with Jap ôn^n non-Asiattctcountry
,3..,a M ear or possibly two of betn8 Y , cat not^

' 'ff concessions to Japan?' Whtle we do not, rep;a'pôsition for a y , b ome clear at

Article Xli,of peace otiate
tûd in their . replies. Having , in , min es and taeneral tariff if we neg bes^^ y- •g ed Natlon tarnff rat g e^Ye ^^^ould

negotiating for benefit o a contracting parties. This would make 1
at an earlier date by existingd Ja an to conclude bilateral tariff negotiations in advance o
for Canada an P
multilateral negotiations for accesslon.hand, Japan might we11 be prepared to negotiate in Ottawa

5. On the other 1 reci rocally between

s
cial valuation provision or escape clause to aPP y topthe other Most

panada and Japan, each country otherwise according 1 ending
C

ed Nation treatment. Such aon arrangeâ ons fo Japanese accession
Favour In negot such specialeventuat Japanese accession to GATT•

now beforewe may later find other countries interes hé li ôlu ion
to GATT nature. T
valuation provisions of a continuing in some measure for that

arties is written to prepare the waY
contracting p to r^eed along this line might . well be to blaze the
source of actlon. For us P arties at a later date.
trail for general action by the contracting p

ection, it is relevant that of the non-Asi ^^th J p^
6. However, in thls conn late bilâteral negottattons withcoüntries nône of , them seem to contemp

s we were under•-'
re either with regard to Most Favoured N^^dna reatment or

In near futu aTe still
regard to tariff. rates. . Several havè e én us the pmpression that theY bct« een
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:^Nôte marginate :/Marginal note:
cd' t a lication.

Ne `otiate immcd^ately.
1°Note marBinale :/Marginal note:

^ don't negotiate for imm ^a e PP
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he did not, repeat not, explicitly refer to Canada there was no doubt of what he
meant. I asked him direct at that point whether Japan would in fact penalize
Canadian exports if Canada failed to extend Most Favoured Nation treatment
to :Japan during the period in which Japanese accession is under active
consideration in GATT and while Japan is obtaining necessary material and
foodstuff from Canada. His reply was a bit evasive and in view of language
difficulty I am not, repeat not, perfectly sure that he got the point.

8. As a (group corrupt) on last paragraph our position at, this session has
included us amongst-group of countries which are relatively speaking friendly
and well disposed towards establishing satisfactory trade relations with Japan.
It would seem short sighted for Japanese to adopt strong punitive measures
against us in these circumstances. You may wish to consider whether, in
Geneva, we might try to tell the Japanese quite frankly that Canada can not,
repeat not, get very far ahead of the United States in commercial policy toward
Japan and that we are already according Japan equally good if not better tariff
treatment than United States. We might suggest that Ottawa discussion be
used to try to reach agreement on terms under which Most Favoured Nation
treatment might eventually, be extended. We could offer help to Japanese by
trying to get other GATT nations to accept similar terms in connection with
the Japanese accession to GATT thus avoiding widespread use of Article
XXXV. We could assure Japan of our desire to build up cordial trade relations
and counsel them in their own interest not, repeat not, to start to raise trade
barriers against us during this period. We could put this forward as a personal
assessment of what kind of negotiations our government might now be
prepared to enter into. If it, proved wholly unacceptable to the Japanese, it
would be possiblé later in Ottawa to move somewhat further along the line of
Most Favoured Nation treatment at an early date. Ends.

395.' DEA/9100-10-40

Permanent Delegate Io European Office of the United Nations

_ Le délégué permanent auprès de l'Office européen des Nations unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to Secretary of State for External Affairs.

Geneva, October° 14, 1952

JAPANESE ACCESSION TO GATT

1• Follôwing is text of Canadian statement t t B '•

Reference: Our immediately preceding telcgram.
Tleaserépeat London for Bull and Deutsch. 22

Following from GATT delegation.

2'V01^ le document 394, note 19 au bas de la page.
See D^ocument 394, footnote 19.
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Mr. Chairman:
My delegation h as listened with great interest to the statement made by û theoccasion

re resentative of the, Government of Japan. a t^è 1 ^ontracting parties.
ThePwhich the, Japanese observer has addressed

Canadian delegation welcomes his presence at this session and his participation
. , . . .

in this meeting.

2.
The contracting parties have been notified of Japan's desire to acc

ede
in

the
ation is interested

establishment ofthe General Agreement on Ta ff a basis can be found
delegation

exploring the question of whether
mutually acceptable trade relations between our own country and Japan. We

are hopeful that such a basis can be found. arties should

3. Mÿ delegation considers it desirable that the
of gthis case. We

adopt some effective procedure for the
- tand the desire of the Government of Japan to avoid d coûntriestv^+illsbeunders

trad
other

ing the commercial agreements by which its trade
cted. Japan is an important country in world

with

S•^seiwith care socondutherefore, that the contracting parties study all aspects of th b
that generally acceptable conclusions may be reached. The p^â l é enrwith thy
the'Japanese application are numero us sôme time for the contracting
most!'expeditious procedures it may
parties to reach their conclusions. The Canadian' a

g
for its

by the
prepared to participate in an examination of the special p

Japanese application. will be

may bebe. hoped that the Chairman, with his customary, a bi l i ty, w
tion has

âblej to propose s me satisfâctory method oé
whehdeustabllished, will seck the

taken it for granted that a a working committe ,
views of the JaPanese Government in attempting to determine
-acceptable international trading arrangements with n JioP^tticleh?C?CXIII of the
shôuld like to draw your , attention, Mr. Chairm . art to theernment
General Agreement in which it is provided that a 8ovbe

n
ob
t

wcén such
General Agreement may, ' accede to it on term , ., ; .
: government and the contracting parties.

Chairman, I would- like to make clear the interest and
1750 Once again, Mr.
pleasure with which we have heard the Japanese represcntative. Text cn

-

p^,; DEA/9100-P-10 40

'396. aires extérieures
Le secrétaire d'État aux Ajj

u délé é permanent auprès'de l'Office eüropéen des Nations """'s
a gu P airs° External Ajj

go Permanent Delegate to P 1952

' Ottawa, Octobcr 21,

TELEGRAM 113

Secretary ojState jor United Nations
Euro ean Office of the

JAPANESE ACCESSION TO GATT

Reference: Your telegram No. 111 of October 14.
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;: Following for GATT, Delegation, Begins: We agree that - we would not
consider entering into bilateral tariff negotiations with Japan in advance of
general tariff negotiations which must, in any case, precede Japanese accession
to GATT. Accordingly, it would be appropriate for you to speak to Hagiwara
along lines of your paragraph 4 in the event that he raisés this question again.
2.. If we understand train of argument in yoür paragraphs 5-8 correctly, you

would suggest that we discuss basis on which most-favoured-nation treatment
might eventually but not immediately be accorded by us to "Japanese goods. Ininterval between termination of yyour talks with Japanese in Ottawa and
Japan's accession to GATT present tariff treatment of Japanese imports would
continue on understanding that Canada would seek to take lead in facilitating
Japanese accession to GATT on basis of formula agreed upon for, bilateral
arrangement, and that Japan would not apply punitive surtax on Canadianproducts. .
3. While we would not wish to minimize validity of premise set out in

paragraph 6 of your telegram, we wonder if any other non-Asian country (with
exception of United States) enjoys such a substantial surplus in its trade with
Japan as Canada. Moreover, while it is true, as you suggest in your paragraph
8, that our general tariff rates are probably as good, if not better than United
States single column tariff rates, fact remains ' that we are discriminating
against Japanese imports whereas United States is not.
4.'Japanese have now indicated informally that they!are likely to be rcady to

initiate bilateral discussions with us in about a month's time. They are still
working on draft terms of agreement which they intend to submit for our
consideration. Your suggestion as to position it might be appropriate for us to
take at Ottawa discussions has been the subjecu of careful study by depart-
ments primarily concerned. Consensus of views is that it might be preferable at
this stage to await developments during forthcoming discussions before giving
any indication of Japanese along lines proposed in your messagc.

5. Inreaching this conclusion we had in mind two main considerations. First ,We were not sure if it would be desirable for us to "blaze trail" for Japaneseaccession to GATT, especially when, as your messages have made clear,
United States' attitude toward admission of Japan has undergone some
modification. Secondly, we would not wish to give impression that Canada is
now seeking to draw back from original indication we gave to Japanese
Ambassador here to the effect that we were prepared to place our
relations on most-favourcd-nation basis if and when bilateraÎagrccmenttrading

couldbe reached.- You will agree that atmosphcrc of impending bilateral discussions
might well be soured if we now conveyed impression to Japanese that general
reluctance of other countries to negotiate with Japan or to accommodate Ja an
1n GATT had induced us to alter original basis of negotiations. p
6'Y Japanese have expressed their appreciation to us for statement embodied

your telegram No. 112 and in
general position you have taken in Gcneva. In these
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admitting her. The Japanese themselves seem to accept the fact that their
application to G.A.T.T. in advance of this session may have been premature.

In discussions with other delegations, we have put into circulation the idea
of meeting spécial problems of the various countries by writing appropriate
safeguards into the eventual terms of accession of Japan, to be applicable for
perhaps a limited period of years, and Japan otherwise to participate fully in
G.A.T.T. This approach has taken hold and seems to be pretty generally
acceptable in principle.

We are very close to agreement' with the Belgians on their import
restrictions. The Americans and ourselves have had some exasperating
meetings with the Belgians but our relations have been harmonious throughout.
The Belgians have now taken a text back to Brussels, by which they will
announce a list of relaxations to take affect in the near future. They are
prepared to have us express views on particular items we wish to be included in
the list. They will imply strongly that this is just a first step, unless their
position deteriorates. If and when the Belgian Government says they will
accept the text, to which we have not committed ourselves as yet, we shall send
it along. The United Kingdom does not seem to be at all worried about this
solution, as yet, at any rate. You will remember that last year the United
Kingdom supported the Belgian restriction more strongly- than the Belgians
did.

We have not yet reached agreement with other delegations on what to do in
the Contracting Parties about the United States restrictions on dairy products,
bût this should not be too difficult. The 'Americans have removed or greatly
increased the . quotas applicable to some types of cheese and they have
increased all the quotas by a nominal 15%. They have three quota periods in
the'year, however, and by making the whole of the 15% available for the
current 4-month period, the effective rate of increase is really 45%. If things go
well, they will try again to get rid of the remaining quotas early next year.

. We had some troubles with the United States on the balance of payments
çonsultations, but these seem to have been fairly well overcome. The Leddy
mission told us in Ottawa of their interest in laying a greater emphasis on trade
aspects and upon general techniques of import control in the consultations this
year. We-agreed and even approved of this idea, provided it was intended
merely to change the emphasis, and not to divert attention from the basic
questions of whether'countries are entitled to have any quantitative restrictions
and, if so, whether their restrictions are excessive.

We were given to understand that the Americans wished_ to refer to
cOmmodities to increase their own information about techniques of import
contrôls and to 'provide concrete examples of general principles. What the
Americans 'did ' not tell us, in Ottawa, was that they were sending official
messages to several countries in advance, and in one or two cases rather
brusque-messages,` with lists of products and a stiff notice that the United
States would utilize the balance of payments consultations to have a searching
and detailed discussion of these commodities.
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problems of a waiver 'under the G.A.T.T. and, 'at the same Aime, is' taking a
friendly, sympathetic attitude towards this new European plan. The Europeans
themselves are very excited about it and they have all sent . special people to
deal with- this item: -As you may- know, : Spirenburg has left the Netherlands
Government-'to serve on the High Authority,: as has Cecil Meir, from the
United Kingdom.

There is a considerable amount of: talk.about, the need. for an important
session next year. Some are referring to it already as a constitutional session,
although I am not perfectly clear on what that is supposed to mean. Sometimes
the talk takes the form of asking what do we do three years after Torquay.
Sometimes it takes ` thé form of asking whether the present agreement can
contain Japan or whether there will be a widespread withdrawal of bound items
in the face of Japanese accession. There is some speculation also about
reconsidering some of the basic provisions, if the United States Government
should adopt a new and more liberal approach to commercial policy next year.
All of this is very hypothetical, but, added to the Schuman Plan, I think it is
the underlying reason why there is a good deal of bustle and interest attaching
to this Session.^ As an example,^ 'even the innocuous item of special Italian
customs treatment for Lybian products provoked a surprisingly serious debate
on the principles of tariff preferences.

Parenthetically, the steam has' all gone out of the European tariff
equalization issue. Perhaps the Europeans are waiting to see what the United
States'will do next.

Melander has asked me quite seriously how we feel about holding next
year's session in. Canada. I promised to return to this discussion with him. I
don't know'whether our Government would want to hâve ' it in Canada in an
elëctionjear. If we were certain that the next Session would be able to
assemble in the light of brave new commercial policies in the United States, I
suppose we would be more interested. It would certainly be helpful to receive
any guidance ÿoû might care to give on this one. You will remember that lastyear,

we said we thought regular business sessions should be held in Geneva,'
I hàve: been

I
a bit busier myself at this Session. In addition to'.our own

Delégation's business, I have been asked to take'on the chairmanshi p of one of
the three important working parties, this being the one to deal with All of the
cases of eommercial complaints and difficulties. There are seven or eight such
cases, sôme of them quite interesting. It is expected that this working part willbe appointed and start work this week. y
^ I have ^also been,^asked informally to try my hand at mediating

Pakistan and India on a difficult problem which has arisen. It is a r b
between

lem to
which an early solution is very desirable. I have undertaken to see them both to
try to rind what common ground there is. Pakistan has imposed export control
0" lute going to India and it seems likely to cause immediate dama e and
endless friction unless something can be done. g
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`
Wyndham-Whyte remarked that when you were Chairman you would have

interviewing.the two delegations, but the present
resolved this one yourself by
Chairman is not good at this sort of thing.

Wyndham-Whyte is'doing a first'class job, as always.'Suetens is spokesmanof you, as,
, . .. . t ' t i ' .for the Europe;nn countries on the Schuman' Plan and a

lways speaks

in fact, do most of the delegation heads. ..•
This has turned into a longer. letter than I initially intended: I shall send a

° , . .
copy to Bull and Deutsch in London.'

. Yoursfaithfûlly,

f ... ^ ^
^

. . .. _ .. . . .

'CLAUDE ISBISTER

DF/152-17
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to General Agreem
to Director, International Economic Relations
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Dear John [Deutsch]," It ht you might be

féw `complaints af fecting ^nterna + .
one kind and another; which' have in large measure been reso ve

of
itisfaction'of all parties concerned:
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There has been little formal discussion of the need,for a general review of
the agreement, but it is fair to say that the consensus of opinion is that such a
re-examination in the not 'too distant future is necessary. On the other hand,
most delegations would - agree that the present - agreement would provide a
suitable point of departure, to be modified in the light of actual post-war
experience. Very few people would suggest that we really have to make a fresh
start.
^ The consultations on trade restrictions and discrimination maintained.for
financial reasons did not prove to be as controversial on this-occasion as they
usually are., The fact that the difficult consultations, including South Africa,
Southern Rhodesia and New Zealand were postponed, had something to do
with it..Then too, the attitude of the consulting governments was more helpful
than in the.past. The Australian position seemed to reflect their new attitude.
The. United Kingdom was represented by an able forward-looking Treasury
official, Edgar Jones, who probably belongs to that group of United Kingdom
officials who are still wedded to liberal economic doctrine.

You will be pleased tô hear that, the consultations carried out at this Session
included a frank discussion of the relationship between internal fiscal and
-monetary. policies and ` exchange difficulties. Surprisingly enough, countries
were quite prepared to discuss this aspect of the . problem, in the context of
alternative corrective measures, even though the G.A.T.T. is fairly specific on
the sovereignty of national governments in the matter of domestic policy. We
have not yet completed the reports on quantitative restrictions and discrimina-
tion,^but unless there are drastic revisions in this next few days, it is fairly
certain that the reports will reflect in large measure the views which we have
beewexpressing in the Fund and elsewhere. ,. ,

^
e had some difficulty in the early stages of the consultations in getting the

committee to focus 'properly on the essential issues. The United States had
envisaged. using the consultation procedure to make representations to the
consulting countries with respect to certain specific commodities which had
been the subject of complaints in the United States. In our view, this would
havé°distorted the basic purpose of the exercise, and would have left the
impression that the United States had . now accepted discriminator trade
restrictions as a' permanent feature of trade policies. We finally succéeded in
getting the Americans, with the help of Willard Thorp, to see our point of view.
I gather` that their recent instructions from

Washington are much closer to our
Positionbecause they have joined us in pressing for the kind of report . that
deals with fundamentals. p°' 16 - es sènce ;'
rest we expect that the final report will sa y thin

tictionism does not provide a solution to exchange problemsgSecondly^ that+s^rchin y, that
g` for solutions which go to the root cause of their difficulties,

'ountries would be well advised to take a closer look at internal licies whichhave l^ "to' inflation. This is of course old stuff as far as
po

epn^rnéd, s our thinking ishaW..r Insofar as the report is adopted by the Contracting Parties,
carri^rmoT^ wrepresents the views of all the participating governments, it

t1ght than the views of one or two governments.
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Perhaps the most significant achievement at this Sessi
on
dollar restrictions as a
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first step in the return to a régime of complete freedom fro^ûn tour chickens"
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suah asSession commen y b- and well below delegations
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If all goes well, we expect the Session to t
11 th. .^ , rm^nate, ai the. latest,. November

Yours sincerely,
SIMON REISMAN

23 JUILLET-9 AO0T 1952

INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS CONFERENCE,

JULY 23-AUGUST 9,' 1952

CONFÉRENCÈDE LA CROIX-ROUGE INTERNATIONALE

SECTION B,

DEA/9456-JY-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aûx Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Menmorandum front Under-Secretary of State for Externa! Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs. ,,. ,. .
RESTRICTED

Ottawa, Apri13, 1952

INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS CONFERENCE
I. We have known, ever since wc agrecd to' this conference being held in

Toronto this summer, that Communist governments and governments of states
we do not recognize, would be invited. Both the Germanics, and both theKoreas are now, we learn, to be invited.
any of these, although our opinion has not be naask d

we choose, protest against
2. The Canadian Red Cross has' asked our* advice ' about the Formosa

Government. The Communist Chinese Government has already been invited
throûgh this Department.` The Standing, Commission of the Conferen ceGeneva; h'as" asked the Canadian Red Cross its view on the advisabilit

y ofinviting also the Nationalist Chinese Government. Apparently all membersthe Standing Committce arc bein of
vote of those polled. The same qûcstilondis

and
beinheas

decisikcd on will go by a majority
Cross

Society which has its headquarters in Formosa,
about the Chinesc Red

3^ Wé have so far taken the position that the Red Cross
the ones to decide who should be invited to the Conference.

peop le
th i nk

themselves

once int`erfere, we may well be drawn into numerous disputes. Our viewthat if we

the,Départment has been'that governments and societies of an within
which hostilities , are apt. to occur, or whose forces are a y country in
hostilities ^ should be invited , if eligible. Ncnce, for example, we be engaged in
the invitation to Communist China. P. e did not protest
4• ^If^being We followR the same principles, we should notIn^itcd ;• objcct toNorth Korea

therefoTer^mm^ndt^hâugwe raiéranded North Korea as an aggressor. 1
no objection'regarding North Korea, and
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that we transmit the invitation, when receivëd, through appropriate channels. I

must, however, remind you that Torontonians and of the General Committee of
not like this, and that you are yourself a member o
the Conference. ^ : . . ^ e for us if

5. , A
s to Nationalist China, it would politically be more comforsa olf its own

that Government were invited. It presumably has ihadoucomplain to this
eligibility. It will feel itself slighte d ilwoûld aÎso fall within our
Department. An invitation to Nationalist 1 would
policy of having all potential belligerents 1 attend. Nevertheless, vise
recommend that we adhere to our rule - that is, we sh Sédti eCanadiandRedt
the Canadian Red Cross Society. I f

edol not
sha l l

think this is a question
Cross Society to be told orally that we
appropriate to be addressed to the Canadian Government

.
ntcertanly had f

or
no

'`ûnoffricial" advice, we could add, "off the record" that
I 9,objection to the Formosa bodies being invited?s

A.D.P. H[EENEYj

to Embassy in United States

DEA/9456-JY-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassade aux États-Unis

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

XVIIITIi INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS CONFERENCE

Refcrence: Your telegraïn No WA•964 of April 9 t ; t :
Lcathcr Chairman of the

'On ^ April 30, the Minister received Mr. H.H.
,

tF Dr. W.S. Stanbury,
Executive Committee of the Canadian

rt Scott, rthe Special Representa-
the National Commissioner, and ,Mr. Cuth

tive in Ottawa of the Canadian Red Cross Society }forthcoming Conference in
het2:s The various : problems, anstn R^ C ô^t fepresentative sagrced that ttheToronto"were discussed and the

' ncern^ over the presence of the Chinese communiste C
and

h neseDcpàrtmcnt s co
d by extendi

fe d to makeia rccommendationNorth , Koreans might bc lessene
They^lationalist Governmentt m Formosa. ag

to thisaef(ect to the Standing Commission of the Conference i of n i nvitation to
cva

^ 3x,The Standing commission has
ter has app

roved
Mrs Leather confirming the

,Nationalist China and the Mtms
_ ^ .. ._.;.__.._

^Note marginale :/Marginal note:
:s.^ I MIiiecwould ccrtainiy resign from any COmhe Chinesë nat^ionaiists were not.r As a^mattcr
•^`wcre inritcd to this conf[erencej and to this conference in the

^^^t

the

, of fact. I think l'11 have to reconsider our wholewa^nattitude

light of the information in this memo. L. B. PL
i
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provisional understanding at the April 30 meeting that there will be no change
in the policy of co-operation so far followed by the Department in regard to the
Conferenee..

,-4. This means that invitations have reached or' will -reach the 'communist
authorities at Pekin, the Nationalist Chinese Government in Formosa, the
North Korean authorities, the South Korean Government, as well as the
'Government of West Germany and the authorities in East Germany. This
information you may wish to transmit to the State Department.

5. 1 may add for your information that the Canadian Red Cross Society
expects the invitation sent to the U.S.S.R. and its satellite states to be accepted
and also expects a mixed official - Red Cross delegation - to be sent by
Communist China. The Canadian Society does not expect North Korea to
attend, but on that point I have no other information. These details you may
pass to the State Department at your discretion.

S. MORLEY SCOTT

for Acting Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

401.1:,

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract front Cabinet Conclusions

INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS CONFERENCE; 18T11 SESSION, TORONTO,
"JULY-AUGUST, 1952; GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATION

International
Red Cross Conference would be held in Toronto between July

The Cabinet, after discussion;=approved the recommendations of the

25: , The Secretary of Stote for External 'Affairs said the 18th Session of the
23rd '

and ' Augüst 9th, 1952. It would be attended by the International
Coinmitteé of the Rcd Cross, representatives of the League of Red Cross
Societies (the Canadian Red Cross Society acting as host) and representatives
of many of the governments with which Canada had'close associations. As the
session ' would , not be primarily for government representatives and somedelicate'; political

questions 'werc likely to be ! raised by representatives of
cOmmünist countries he recommended that the government be represented by
three officials acting as observers rather than full delegates, these officials to
be drawn.from - the=departments of National Health and Welfare, National
Defencei_ (probably. from the office of thc Judge Advocate General) and
External AffairsIt might be left to the departmcnts concerned to agree mon
themselves as'to the officials who should attend and the chairman gOfficial dele ship of the26., gation. : .. , . . ^ :

Secretarÿ of State for External Affairs and a recd that three officials,froni ' g cials, to be.^.,R ,. . the departments of National Health and Welfare, National
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ternal Affairs, 'attend as: observers at ; the 18th Session of- the
Defence and Ex 952on Jul
International Red Cross Conference beginning

hemselves oin consul ation with
the departments concerned to agree among t
appropriate Ministers, ^ âs Ao the three jofficials , who. should attend , and the

Mémorandum from Députy Under-Secretary ôf State for Externat Affairs

ation., ; ,.official del egçhairmanship of the . ; . a , • • • ' • •
DEA/9456-JY-40

402. , , - aires extérieures
Note du sous-secretaire d État suppleant aux Affaires,

°
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

airsto Secretary of State for External Aff
. ; , [Ottawa,] July 30, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL relim-
Mr. Morley Scott telephoned Mr. Ritchin Toronto and,

ié ôn July 29 tin g^i icularpon the
inary report on the Red Cross Confe rence

status of the Formosan Red Cross. This
handling of the issue regarding the
subject came up for decision in the Conference on Mondto the2 vote a motion

2: The Chairman of the Conference, Mr. McAuley, put
sustaining the decision of the Standing Commission to

aThis voteewas ca ried
i.e. the position of the Formosan SRed

abstentions (both ^ the Chinese Nationalist
by 55 in favour, 25 against and bviously
and Communist Delegations voting against the motion, althou

gh t
he motion

different - grounds). '` The
Communist Delegation voted aga

because it was their contention that the Formosan Red Cross
shou ld

Chinese
represented at the Conference in any ca acit

the, notion ' The Natioof a "walk out", from the
Delegation have., apparently dropped
Con

cott
ference and seem to have accepted this decision with resig

nation.
ins. In p Svate

said^that they had shown.great mod ^anted^ Out rthat gtthwas
eir

dné to the
conversations with them, : he . had p
intervent- ion of the Canadian Government that .•they had been

to
thé r

Cônference at all. Hé thought that ' this.,informat ion had.,in .. ,

attitude in the direction of moderat ion.
surmounted Mr. Scott said that

theF 3. Thus the first hurdle has been
the atmosphere of the Conference up to.date had,been tranquil and tThe
newspapers gave an exaggerated account of. the violence, of the debates. been
tone _taken by the Communist Delegation • had, in. Mr. 'Scott's words,
66 meàn rather than harsh"., >
'4.. Inthe way,of general comment, Mr: IScott said that Mr. McAul munlst
•
making , a very- good Chairman . and. -was careful t o

tRedCC mss hadTheyDelegations with courtesy and consideration. The Can
ad ian

shown a friendly spirit : towards .,the Canadian, Gôvernme oûD ^epretsentatiVes,
were not, however, in the habit of asking for advice from ad^iCe to
nor had Dr. Cameron and Mr. Scott yet found jt.necessary t

.o proffer
.,,,. •

the,Canadian Red Cross.
^^ .ir'^i. ^^. . ^,^ .. "..... • .. ".. .. ... . .

, .

I/ ,
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.5.. We expect to hear today from Mr.^Scott about the progress of the decision
in the Conference on.- the subject "of .bacteriological 'warfare.: The present
intention of Dr. Cameron is to abstain from speaking on this subject unless the
Canadian Government is directly attacked.
6. Mr. Scott is anxious to have your" instructions as to whethér he should

invite' Mr. Ruegger of the International Committee of the Red Cross to come.
to Ottawa and see you. You will recall that this was at one time suggested. M.
François-Poncet will; of course, be coming but he will be here in his capacity as
a senior French civil servant and is coming to address the Canadian Club. His
visit, therefore, does not really appear to. imply any necessity. to invite Mr.
Ruegger and Mr. Sandstrom of Sweden, the two other vice-presidents, who are
on a basis . of equality. with M. François-Poncet, unless you wish to : invite.^....Y ^^ . . .4,.,,,11,..

:Note de la Direction des Nations unies ^
pour le sous=secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from United Nations Division
tô Assistant Under-Secretary' of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL • Ottawa; July 3191 952

As you will have leârned from a number of sources, the Chinese Nationalist

INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS CONFERENCE• -
Mr: Morley Scott telephoned me this morning to report on two matters

which had arisen at'the Conference:
(a) Withdrawal of the Chinese Nâtionalists

Government delegation walked out of the Conference yesterday. The leader of
their delegation, Dr. Liu, sent a letter of explanation to Mr. `John MacAulay,
the Chairman of the Conferénce. Mr. Scott coûld not give me the exact text of
the letter but said that the' B rst paragraph referred to the regret Of the Chinese
Nationalists• at the Conference decision to allow the Chinesé 'communist
delegation to remain. The remaining twoI pages of the letter to-Mr: MacAulay
apparently pointed out'that, as the Nationalists prophesied, the communists
have ruined the Conference by making it`more and more political, less and less
humanitarian. Mr. Scott was told by Mr: • MacAulay that he telephoned the
Minister about this last evening and read him the text of the letter.,; _•
(b) Belgian resolution on violations of the Geneva Conventions

"Yestérdàÿ the General Commission was offered a resolution by the Belgian
delegation' (it is'not cleâr` whether this is government or Red Cross) and

E. R[EiD]

DEA/9456-JY-40

26Note marginale :/Marginal note:
I don't think there is any special reason for inviting them but if they come - or
express a desire to come - we could put on a lunch. L.B. P[earson]
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'
'the legal snb-commission which will consider it Friday afternoon

referred it to(August 1). The text of the Belgian resolution is attac e

-• in our delegation discüssed the Belgian resoentt delegation and
2. Last even g,

Wilson and Tomlinson of the United Kof dhe. Un^ ed States' Government

with Mr.t Marshall and some ot
delegaUon. Both thé --United States and United Kingdom de hat t a ont nuing

they -were ' still" opposed to the
Minister's suggestion th opinion that

commission of enquiry be `set up. Mr. Scott gave it as his personal

there
no hope now of selling this idea to the °mi ht attain thewas almost roach which g

thought that the Belgian resolution offeredWérePSÛitably amended. Mr. Scott
same `object, particularly if its wording have inserted

he second sentence of the resolution migh t
hou ht that thesüggested that t

•`considering also that these allegations habil beenshould 1^:deleted and that a
reference to the Chinese Peoples Repu
paragraph should be inserted saying, ross

view of the fact that the International Committee of the R^é fact that
;In
proper authority for handling such complaints and also in ^

view of
body to deal with

a number of delegations do not think the ICRC is the proper

these complaints.... ain
mended form, it is. likely that the Belgian resot, tia ^eeting gs to

3, In this amended
support from other western government dthe amended Belgian resolution. This
be held tomorrow afternoon to consider Canada, Australia,

d K'n dom United States, V

4,:^Thc i view;' of s Dr. , Cameron and r• •
h Ministers idea, it is a closer approach to it than they C0u

• estion that a

ree ,ch,I utwill be attended by the Ucute 1 g
Zealand, and possibly by representatives ofsthe nB ous to know : whether

New
Turkish and some other, deleg `aan s• to

Mr.
morrow t lafternoon's meeting in the

there is any objection to h. g by the Unitcd" Statcs-and Un,ited

Canadian delegation's lounge as requested
Scott. • our lounge is , the only, such room available M r,

since the

K^ngdom delegations:
other , delegations are not provided with th;n the Canad ân lounge should be
thinks that the decision to hold the meeting

" of countries inartnient: He is also'anxious^ for guidance oon how far our
approved by the Dcp nce at the meeting
delegation should go in encouraging the priese
the non-Commonwealth-United States groups

M
^tt is that while the BeIS' ^d

resolut^on is not t c
have cxpccted to achieve , in ; view of; the, ^ h^ ° 1 f the M in sgter agTees, they

be establ p. ian^lgcontinuing`commission of cnquiry^.hare in securing the adoption of the amended B
to play I. C. ^r s^„oposc h

afternooresolution.
n or

th'fmation on; id that he would tclcphone ynu eithcr theScott ^ • when hc had further ' ^nfo
tomorrow morning, dcpendmg on$

,,, _ ^
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resolution to impart, particularly the fair text of the amended version in
English.27 :

D.R.C. BEDSON

404. DEA/8508-40
Extrait du procès-verba! de la réunion des chefs de direction

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Division

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, August 18, 1952

THE INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS

Red,Cross Conference

- 4.-Mr.. Scott. The 'XV111th (quadrennial) International Red Cross
Conference closed in Toronto on August 7. It will probably not be regarded as
one of the important events of the year, even in Canada. The chief purposes of
the Conference in ordinary times are to approve and register the recommenda-
tions of the executive bodies of the Red Cross, and to sustain and heighten the
morale of the Red Cross movement. These were the purposes for which the
great majority of delegates attended and to which they adhered throughout the
Conference. Delegates from communist countries attended for different
reâsôns, the chief two of which were (1) to discredit the International
Committee of the Red Cross,as much as they ^ possibly could and (2) to
ventilate the communist charges against the United States respecting
bacteriological warfare, prisoners of war and indiscriminate bombing in Korea.
The. Conference re-affirmed by large majorities its confidence. in the
International Committee of the Red Cross. Nevertheless perhaps the most
striking circumstance at the Conference was the emphasis with which the
communists re-affirmed that they would have nor truck, nor trade with the
ICRC.,The communists did not "break up" the Red Cross movement nor did
they read themselves out of it but what the future effectiveness of some of the
Geneva'` Conventions may be now that the communists have 'completely
disâvowed' the ICRC is doubtless a question ' for serious consideration. The
communists certainly succeeded in ventilating their charges against the United
States: They were allowed considerable freedom in doing this until the last two
or threé days of the Conference when the Chair, supported by'a good majority,
ruled 'chârges against governments out of order. The communists were not
allowed to 'present for the examination by the Conference the. documentary
evidence"whieh they claimed to` havewith them. They did display this
66ev^dence", at,a press conference. The United States government delegate
eh^ `not' to reply to the charges, and there was then no need for other
8°vernment delegates to do so. Various proposals for enquiring into the charges_, ,
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wére-made andin these,s as in• other items on the agenda respecting the useresolutio ns
undirected weapons, ratification of the Geneva

Conventions, etc-9
as possible w thout

were pâssed framed at catching as many favourable votes variousb
having any, effect upon the actual course of eve

Efforts
Nat ona^st delegation

delegations, including our own, to prevent the Chineseresence of the Chinese
leaving the Conference (in The Chinese delegates themselves were loath
Communlsts) were unsuccessful. The Canadian
to walk out and did, so as undemonstratively -a Toronto

possib le
. might vigorously

authorities had feared that the press or the public in the
criticize the Canadian Government or the Canadian Red

Cross
dé Igations to

Red Cross movement generallor per mi tting
fact,nunistthere was almost no

enter Canada and to spread their p P
Press or public criticism of this sort. Except during the aCO^inun sts

meetin gs,
joined

Conference proceeded remarknblvoted
amicably and the

the Government and'to the
cheerfully in the commendations
Canâdian -Red Cross Society for the arrangements 'mâde for the amusement or

comfort of its delegates. _ W ..

INTERNATIONAL WHEAT AGREEMENT,

,J .,

;^ Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet ',
. ^.

Eztract frorii Cabinet Conclusions .:;.
952[Ottawa;] February 5, 1

..t

INTERNATIONAL WNEATAGREEMENT,
NEGÔTIATIONS FOR RENEWAL,. ,,. , ,

.,. ;, >
t... ^

inister of , Trade and Commerce, re
M

férring to the discusf^ ôs dt to

1951, subm i tted a memorandum , It was p P.
m

This
eeting of ; July 31 st, ^.

to, the, Special Committee of ^the 1 nternatlônal Wheat CouAgn iecmentpresent to
indicated Canadian support for;renewal of the

International Wheat prices

P"TÔvided price provisions in the new such
eg neral

wheat
priceÎevel,

,.,
would become and could.rcma ifequitable in

made known as s^e
that it,would facilitate negotiations sed to include in
âs ispossible : the. quantity commitments ; they . proPo , artic
agreement and.lf .non

ipate in

t -mem bèr côuntries were , not Invlted to p Canadianthat
negotiations . üntil this, j informatlon ,was âvailabl é Coûncil in April when it
délégation wôuld be sent to the- special^ sesslon,of th
was proposed that the new agreement be signed.

The memorandum was circulated.

SECTION C

ACCORD INTERNATIONAL SUR LE BLÉ
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("Canadian --.j memorandum on renewal ' of.!-the International WheatAgreement," undated; Cab. Doc. 38-52.)t
17. The Cabinet,-: after discussion, approved the recommendations _ of the

Minister of Trade and Commerce and agreed that:
(a) 'a mémôrandum, regarding negotiation of a renewal of the Internâtional

Wheat Agreement,` in the terms submitted by the Minister, be communicated
to the Special Committee of the International Wheat Council;
(b) the ' position ' be taken that it was at - the request of Canadian wheat

producers, that - the governmentwas, seeking renewal of the agreement with
certain modifications; and,
(c) Mr. Howe organize a delegation of some nine , persons to attend the

Special Session of the Council; the delegation to include four persons to be
nominated by- the - Canadian Federation of Agriculture and four government
officials.

DEA/4171-E-40
-.. . Nôtedu sous-secrétcrire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

^ pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .
Memorandum from Under-Secr'etary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, March 29, 1952

Yôû will rècalr'that in February; Cabinet approved a memorandum on the
Canadian attitude towards renewal of the Wheat ^ Agreement: Plumptre met
Yesterday with `Mitchell Sharp, who is to lead the Canadian Délegation to the
Special Sessiôn of ,the Council which opens in. 'London-on April 15th. I think
you will be interested in some of the more recent developments.

2. Theré have âlready been twô'meetings in Washington with the United
States officials concerned and at the last McCarthy (Australia) was also
present. The three exporters are all interested in seeing the Agreement renewed
but, as one might expect, with a higher ceiling price. The United States is
especially interested in keeping down the subsidy payments to its wheat
growers and will campaign for a ceiling of $2.25 a bushel. Australia would be
willing to accept a somewhat lower figure, but not less than $2.10. The
Western farmers and other interests have been sounded and it seems likely that
we could accept a ceiling somewhat below $2.25 (although the nominal
demands of the farmers' organizations are a good deal higher). We would not
wish the spread between the ceiling and the floor to exceed 500. The United
States is prepared to renew the Agreement for a four year period, but considers
that there should be an opportunity to review Agreement prices after the

td year. Australia is apparently prepared to renew for two or three years atlea
and we are prepared to enter a four year Agreement. Apart from

whatever ceiling may eventually be agreed, the Canadian Delegation will try to
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ensure that - the range of prices is "so devised thatr wheat prices can remain

equitable in respect of other prices."
- 3. The indications are that neither the U.S.S.R. nor Argentina is interestead.or
coming into the Agreement. If this turns out t b^^é eX^

case, one
not arise.

difficulties which might have been encountered by Po

4: The Canadian. Delegation will include, amongst ommunisteled28 aFarmers'

Unionthe. It
Westernwas grain

apparently.
interests,

considére
nominee of the
d better to have a Farmers' representative in. ive

the Delegation than to have the Union sniping from ou tside.
hvinpthe fulltlist

in question has been cleared by the R.C.M.P. A press release g g

of delegates and advisers from Canada may be released today. but it is
5. .The intentions of the large importers on renewal are not known,

understood that the United Kingdom position on many of, the, main points
likely to arise in the negotiations has not been considered d theither

at the April meeting
senior civil servants. This being the case, Sharp expects

fter
,

will not be conclusive, but will adjourn a the main issues have
arrowedrtcrsxPO

identified and ; differences beowever,cbc made on many of the subsidiary
Considerable progress might,

uestions such as "carrying charges" which will have.to be regulated in the
q
new Agreement. '' ,

6. In the knowledge that`the Western farmers are behind the Agreem
ent,

bccom n8
the

US.S.R. and Argéntina 'aré apparently not, interested in on the
members and that the United States Delegation will

a^on
the

in the iforthcom-tion
higher ceiling price, the position of the Canadian Delegae

negotiations . should be a good deal easier than it mightf
^^Y e ommh ied

been. From what Sharp said, it would appear that;wc are in
tô support the United States on the $2.25 ceiling, at least duringt tothew° d

st
raw

p^ We have, I understand, undertaken noâges of the negotiations.
this support without prior consultation with the United States Dels ga^ oiularly

7. ï The price proposals of ,• the ' U nited States are regardcd a p
.. , $ ,

confidcntial at this stage.,,^ p p^ ^
, t

2 , A. . . N[EENEY

e ;/Mzrsinal note: :°
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni . .
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

DESPATCH No I C 828

671

DEA/4171-E-40

Ottawa, April 3, 1952

CANADIAN DELEGATION TO TIIE INTERNATIONAL WNEAT COUNCIL, '
Cabinet has approved the following Delegation to the Special Session of theInternational Wheat Council commencing in London on April 17th:
Delegate: M W Sh

Alt

ap, Associate Deputy Minister of Trade
and Commerce

ernate Delegates:
W.C. McNamara, Assistant Chief Commissioner of

the Canadian Wheat Board;

C.F. Wilson, Director of the Wheat and Grain
Division, Department of Trade and Commerce

''^g Adviseri:
J.E. Brownlee. President. United Grain Growers

Limited;
Wes. Coates, Director. Saskatchewan Farmers'

Union;
W.J. Parker, President, Manitoba Wheat Pool;
Ben Plumer, Chairman. Alberta Wheat Pool;
J•F {. Wesson, President, Saskatchewan Wheat Pool;
R.V. Biddulph. European Commissioner, Canadian

Wheat Board;
J.B. Lawrie, Executive Officer, Canadian Wheat

Board. London

In addition to the official Delegation,, the following will be attending asobservers:
, . . , , .

Composition of the Canadian Delegation to the abovc-mcntioned meeting. ,

I. L. Griffin. United Grain Growers Ltd.;

M.W. Porter, Alberta Wheat Pool;
George Robertson. Saskatchewan Whcat Pool

In accordanee with past practice, the Department of Trade and Commerce
hasb,çféqûcsted that you name an officer . of your staff as Adviser to theDelegation It would be 'appreciated if this could be arranged and the
Chairman of the International Wheat Council subsequently notified of the full

MweA,The name of the officer designated as Adviser should be communicated to
usas sôon as possible for purposes of record.', ,,;.. .

t
V. ^

H.O. MORAN
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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DEA/4171-E-40

TELEGRAM 925
London, April 7, 1952

, ,^ , , ^ i 'r;' •
. , . ^

RESTRICTED

CANADIAN DELEGATION TO THE INTERNATIONAL WNEAT ÇOUNCIL

Reference: Your despatch No. 1.C. 828 of April
• adviser to the

As requested, I have arranged for C
ouillard to act as

delegation.
We

composition of the
are informing the'chairman of IWC of the full compos •

Canadian delegation.
; , ... DEA/4171-E-40

TELEGRAM 990
London, April 17, 19)L

, . . , , ^ . ^ .
CONFIDENTIAL

fi:;fl;°,, .,INTERNATIONAL WHEATAGREEMENT- PRELIMINARYi iôKMclvor,29
11 Following for Mr. C.D. Howe from Sharp. Suggcst repca

eeler called the Australians and ourselves to an informal
Begins: Les. W h

tin
esterday afternoon` to exchange views on the main aspects of the new

mee , g. y
agreement and the tactics to be followed by the group as cxpo

2:' He Ied 'off by saying' that' the United States position on the three main
° Y• ' i 1 riccs, '9^uantitics, ândduration, had been di^n âjly,
pomts nvolved, name y p ,
wiih'the Secretary of Agriculture and` membersofdCSi^g^ s^^ ^g^tion; we
Congressman Hôràn is a mcrrtber of }thc ,' Unrte. . ; "I

understand that'ôthers will replace him l^ecmcnt rcmaincd acceptable and that
3;Wheelcr`said thatthc form Of the

its method'of oper'atiôn: Therc was need, however,
were satisfied with

hc agreement

greater flcxibility"ândaisubstantial increase in priccs. statement !n ',If

11 4. instructiôns,F which ne will announ n^i ô^^ 90 and a ceil'ngthe
Council proiïably" todây,' r^fo oretachargesxcHc had no specific reason for
$2.50 -- both exclusive of y 8

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to Secretary oJState for External AffairsHigh Cômmissioner in United Kingdom

iLe haut-commissaire au Royaume, U ures
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Conimissioner in United Kingdoms
to Secretary, of State for External Affa irs

Mclvor. commissaire en chef de la Commission canadienne du blé.

G.N. Mclvor, Ch-,cf Commissioner, Canadian Wheat Board-
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$1.90 figure, but explained that. the ceiling of $2.50 was directly related ^ to the
present United States parity system: he explained that a two-thirds majority in
the Senate would not be obtained if a drain on the United States treasury of
half-a-billion or so dollars were again to result from a new agreement.'
5. With respect to quantities, the United States are willing to'maintain their

present quota 'of 255. As to duration, a-four-year agreement seemed to be a
reasonable compromise. - To obtain greater flezibility, however,- they will
explore agreement on a price-adjustment formula.,
6.

McCarthy for Australia said that they also were satisfied with the form of
the agreement as it now stands and think that a duration of four years is
desirable. As to quantity, the matter was under discussion in Canberra - there
was some feeling that their quota of 88 might be too high. As for prices, their
position

was not yet clear, but they hold strongly to the view _ that the
agreement has worked to their disadvantage.
` 7. Me limited ourselves at this stage to agreeing in principle with the United
States general position.

We did not commit ourselves at this time, to support
the United States proposed -prices.

We said that we would want to be careful
about agreeing to maintain our present quota of 235 before knowing what
prices -might finally, be agreed. As to duration,
price level and an y .too would depend upon

y possible means of ,achicving flexibility. At a satisfactory
price, we were thinking in terms of four years.

A As a result of some discussion on tactics, it was agreed that, in view of the
Present position of the three delegations, the Australians and ourselves would
speak first, indicating necessity for substantial increase in prices, but leaving it
to the United States to mention their specific figures. By such tactics, we avoididentifying oursclves with United States levels. This approach has the
unanimous. concurrence of our delegation pending further clarification of
position. Ends.

;,.
410.,•;, i

DEA/4171-E-40
' -"Extrait du télégrantnte du haut-contntissaire aû Royaunte-Uni '^' ^^ i f ^ s . . ,. _ •

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Extract front Telegrant front High Contntissioner •in United King.^^^ •- „ dont

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM 1064

London, April 25, 1952
CONF IDENTIAL

F°ll°wing for Rt. Hon. C.D. Howe from Sharp, suggcs'^^`' trepcattôMclvor,Beg^ns.' First meeting of exporters was held yesterday aftcrnoon aU"ited àStates, Australia, , ttcndcd by
whic h had France and Canada, to discuss outstanding issues
2been raised in full conference and in committees.

dé^é6iuussion centrcd around question of priccs and a ncillarygati°ns3have instructions or views of farm organizations tha t^(lex's^AllShOuld be introduced into new agreement. Objections were raised,
^bil^ty

;_ ^ howcvcr, to

4!'t
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x of
proposals mentioned. Serious'doubt was expréssed whenhde uPn ^ m Wheat

^all ^^commodities could be devised -for,ad'usting maximum a
prices from time to time, which would be acceptable to alls îormula•^ for basing
serious .difficulties were encountered in applying Wilson

•maximum
rices during therices upon the level of, actual ; p

: year. minimumminimum p p

preceding

p
ear. In view of desire of all exporters to explore disciussion,devices

;thoroughly, it was agreed to_leave the matter open for u fo osals for changing

3. McNamara reported that h^o f ô.b hopeful and, for introducing, fixed
basing point from Fort William ed.
grade differentials would not be found.feasible and

would
.ex•carrying

•4:^ Exporters •^g

.-;.^

reed that discussions of . price levels
have to, be defined more ^clearly and

charges. However, carrying charges may ; .,

perhaps be subject to limits. rice levels and
Wheeler, for United States, then -opened discussion o

5. d that:we could notions. We
'asked'Canada and Austraâd refused t

their
antagreement because we could not

return home and say we h
in a minimum of $1.90 and a maximum of $2.50. - W e After prolong dobtagive them support at these prices. Australia took a similar line. at

discussion the United States asked Canada `and Australia to name a price

which they could take a stand.

6. At

all farm
subsequent meeting of Canadian . delegation, *attended by

advisers, it was agreed that I should attempt to 'detar frwhether they
whether the United States delegation domestic political reasons and would be
are merely'stating their position for
content to break off negotiations. If United States delegation is not prepared to

'bargairi, we are doubtful we should state a price - becve been stated by us for
broke up without agreement, this price

w embarrassing. On the other hand,
bargaining purposes would subsequently be reemenreach
if the United States is prepared to bargain and ;n attem

pt
t to state a

g
price atmatter,

with the importers, we can afford, as a bargain g
this time a good deal higher than we would be prepared to take, âT d ôesign
maintain•a common front with the United States, who must be p p
- otherwise there will be no world wheat agreement that they will make no

7. All importers are reported to be takmg the position
to prices as high as those indicated by the United St a

response the importers
inclined to believe that this is so. Progress that willpersuade some of them
can be splitiby a price offer from the exporters
at least to make counter•proposals.
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Le haut-commissaire au Roÿaume- Uni
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DEA/4171-E-40.

^ au secrétaire d'État aüx. Affaires extérieures,
High Commissioner in United King dom

to Secretary of State for External AffQirs,. . ,
TELEGRAM 1076

o ee er as follows:

Following. for Rt.. Honourable C.D. Howe from Sharp, suggest repeat to
Mclvor, ^ Begins: Canadian Delegation agreed that. I should state Canadian
position t Wh 1

London, April 26,1952
CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE.

1. Canada would favour a common front amongst exporting countries on the
basis of minimum of $1.75 and maximum of .$2.25 both ex carrying charges,
and would be prepared to take a firm bargaining position at these levels during
negotiations. Wheeler cto be :free to .transmit these views to 'Washington.
Canada will not take independent action until American reaction has; been
received and considered. i,-;.

2. 1 transmitted these views to Wheeler today and he said that they-did not.
come as a surprise. He, was not optimistic, however, that the United States,
Administration,would go along on a common front at these levels.

3. McCarthy for Australia was present during discussion with Wheeler. and,he a d

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-U.ni
DEA/4171-E-40"

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
,High Commissioner in United. Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs•

gree with Canadian Position. Ends.

412.
;.I;

TELEGRAM 1115

CONFIDENTIAL. MOST.IMMEDIATE:

London, Mây 1, 1952
t^ ^ ^ ^ ., I , ,

Following for Rt. Hon. C.D. Howe, from Sharp. Suggest repeat to Mclvor,
Begins: United States delegation has now received instructions as follows:

l^ Maintain present price proposal of $1.90-$2.50 until there is a reasonable
counter-proposal from importers.

2. Try to persuade other exporters to support United States, position._
3. Continue to try`to interest importers in'flexible price formula.
4.

Explain that if United States has to accept lower prices then uota must bereduced, 9

During course of explanation Wheeler expressed his personal opiniôn that,in
v1eW of impending elections, Congressional advisers are anxious to avoid

withdrawing from present position unless they can demonstrate that importers
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willing to pay higher prices. Wheeler intends to make statemènt
are really
Friday three p.m., London time.. . agreement

Canadian delegation has considered.position and with unanimous

I intend to take following lines: e in prices
has already indicated that it believes a substantiaé lotiates However,

Canada ared to g
is justified but has côme to the conference PreP

andrters indicate that they recognize facts of pre
sent situation and are

until impo at rices higher than in the present agreement ,
willing to begin bargaining artici ate in such bargaining, there is no point in
thus enable United States to P at the present time.
Canada putting forward specific price proposals

ossibilit of "reaching price
The Canàdian delégation ` hasde ôf t sabout

on taken by United Stâtes and, ads

pre

agreement at present session becausereported, by Harwood of the United :Kingdom.. We é, eliveVhi ^ Wôûld
be a: mistake to put forward any specific prices at ` this 'stage, On the
become basis for, bargaining, at later session in the (grouP,

othe

out for
r hand,^ it is important to indicate clearly that we: are`not holding

. . - -. , ^
the United States price range. ^

At meeting with Wheeler, McCarthy of Australia expressed views^similar to

ours, but what he will say at open meeting we do not yet t
know.

hese lines. It may be
Unless we hear to the contrary, i ^ shall speak alongWheeler. Would,^ therefore,

necessary to speak immediately following -,.Wh
eciate any comments by Friday morning London time4.Ends.-

appreciate

413.

DEA/4171-E-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

airs
Secretary of State for in Ûn'ted Kingdom

to High Commissioner i ,. ..• 1; 1952
^. , Ottawa, May

TELEGRAM 933

CON,FIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE Bins: I-hâve yôur message
Following for M. W. Sharp from.C.D. Hôwe, eg Wheeler.

No.! 1115 and agree with the statement you intend to make bY11 f^ lure to make
As you know, Canadian . producers will be disturbed ou were to hint

o inion,' it would be helpful if .y that
progress with negotiation. In my p

Canadian position on prices is considerably^r m ûd çme.nt as to how far
thatproposed by Wheeler. You will of course use your ownLowering U.S. quota would not, be disturbing to
we should go in this direction.,
Canada.as I see it . Ends.
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DEA/4171-E-40
Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni`

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Sëcretary ôf State for'External Affâirs

TELEGRAM 1 122 London, May 3, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE. . ^
-r*,,Following for. Rt. Hon. Ç.D. Howe from Sharp. Suggest repeat to.Mclvor,

Begins::

1. As expected, United : States stated position. along lines previous cable,
followed, by ;United Kingdom., , Canada, Benelux and., Australia. United
Kingdom expressed opinion that price discussions should be deferred until later
and that present conference devote itself to ancillary matters. , ,.
:2.A spoke as indicated in previous telegram; strongly urging that n,gotiations
be continued and . brought to conclusion now. Copy of my -notes sent by
diplomatic bag:yesterday.

3. At conclusion of rive speeches mentioned meeting was adjourned.to permit
importers to consider new position created by United States statement. Later in
the day.importers requested adjournment until Tuesday morning,. which would
indicate some difference of opinion among importers. United Kingdom attitude
may prevail but we are still hopeful.; Ends. _.....;.

DEA/_.4171-E-40. . . . . . ^
Le haut-, commissaire au Royaume- Uni

,, au secrétaire.d'État aux Affaires extérieùres ^ -

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1137 . London, May 6, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL: IMMEDIATE. < + ! `

Following for Rt.. Hon. C.D. Howe from,Sharp. Suggest repeat to Mclvor
Begins: Further our telegram No. 1122 of 3 May. Following is statement made
by'Van . Essche J(Belgium) this morning on behalf, of . the importer , côuntries.
Meeting then adjourned till'. tomorrow morning when exporters will'.'reply
probâbly in a joint statement to be 'p repared lâtér today.

"I have been entrusted with : the honour, of. making the follôwing statementwhich
represents the unanimous views of the importer members.

1. On Friday last, . 2 May, statements were, ; made. by the leaders ; of the
delegations of, the three principal exporter members of the council of, which the
following is a summar :

(a), The ° United,, States delegate. stated :athat he was instructed ^government by his
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'ntain the original United States proposal : until a reasonable
(i) ; To mal _ ,, , . , •.

counter offer was made;

(ii)
To continue to attempt. to enlist support for the principle of a flexible

by theformula; ^
5..;.

state that any lower priçe than that originally proposed

United Sta
(iii) To its

tes
would necessarlly cause the United States to u der an

position ; as to the quantity of wheat it could guarante

extended wheat agreement: eated his government's desiré for subst UtriUnited
(b) The Canadian delegate reP wlthout reserve to the

highe' prices but refrained fromn ned the importers to consider making an
States price proposals. He J ;:.
approach on the minimum of a new price raTgthe United States price proposals

but

The Austral iand delegaternment s desirepfo higher prices. He reproved thetion ofbut repeated his gowhat he alleged as a too casuâl dismissal of v nce to realistic
importers for shown little eagerness • to a
,flexible prices and for having
price discussions. of the importer members of the council the se ââ e o f this
"2. In the opinion

orterswhich are no more than a reiteration of t hose of the impand proposals
session; show insufficient regard for the viewsimportant matters which have been raised in the course of this
on'the many lmpo
session. - animous"3. The importer members of the coûncil' presént at this ` 8th- session

created and make the following un
considered the situation thus
declaration of their position. rate fully with

(a)
They are ready, as they have already indicated, to c co- Would be adjssted

the exporters in the study of method (group corrupt) p

by an au

tential
tomatlc process to give flexibility. Such a system ha sscetem st be

advantages• But to command universal ,, support, su have so far been unable
intelligible, workable, and defensible and the importers uirements,l
to suggest'a practical formula which would satisf bthF Â ^eThis s true also of

notwithstanding the valuabl fob^contribution
de egatedin the first instance be cause

the exporters to whom the p , ro als for ,consideration.
they have 'so far failed to submit any p P^ ending an agreed

arentF hôwevérf to the
on exporters that, pending

It' mûst' be apparent which the 1mP° .
conclusion on the adoption or r^ ecti

of this matter -

•
d

ngree with the exporters is worthy of sérious study - r;^ ^
there can be

mechanis
no m deWÔÛ,

discussion on prices. The adoption of u flexible p range in a°y
inevitably affect the whole character of the ^discusslon' the price

S
renewed agreement.' no serlouan,
;(b)

The imp°rtcrs' maintain : their ` conviction that thâs been eached on the
considération of the price range itself until agreement that price ranSe•

new agreement affecting for examPle,terms and conditions in any
Discussion on prices would be . unrealistic: until. it was known,
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whether the, prices were. to be expressed upon f.o.b. or in store basis and what
they were to include.by way of charges andcosts.
(c). On the question of., price the importers view with some ; surprise, if not

concern, the attitude which regards only, proposals made by the exporters as
serious and affects .to look upon,the. counter proposals of the importers. as
unworthy of serious consideration: The importers affirm that their counter bid
at the, maximum. is the equivalent of $1.80-in store Fort William/Port 'Arthur
inclusive of -carring charges and other costs, with _a spread similar to that at
present existing.

The importers consider that this offer is favourable to the exporters bearing
in mind the - long term commitment necessarily involved and the valuable
insurance to the producer, inherent in an agreement of this nature. On the other;
hand,! prices of this order impose; a- considerable : strain, upon the internal -
economies and balance of payments position of many importing countries.
(d) The;importers note,that in certain circumstances, not precisely defined,

the exporters might feel bound to reduce the quantities which they would be
prepared to guarantee, under a renewed agreement. This possibility affords an
additional ground for inviting the participation in a renewed agreement of
additional exporting countries. The importers intend therefore to.invite ; the
chairman to make time available, at the earliest opportunity, for the council to
consider.the most appropriate means of giving effect to this suggestion.
"4. With thé object of advancing the business of this session the importers

propose as the next steps:
(a) That the Prices and Quantities Committee, be instructed, tô resume at

once their study of the question of a flexible price -system and to make
r,ecommendations'to the council;. .,
(b) That a détermined effort be made by the council to reach agreement on

the terms and conditions affecting price;
(c) That, independently of these matters, the chairman should make time

available..at ; the, earliest opportunity for the council to consider the most
appropriate

means by, which new exporters (and those importing countries :
which have already expressed an interest) may be associated with the
discussion on the terms of a renewed agreement."' Ends.

. - 4 . . . . .

. - DEA/4171-E-40
► Le haut-commissaire par intérim au Royaume-Uni,

i au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
^cIing High Commissioner in United Kingdom

to Secretury of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM 1 146 London, May 7, 1952
^, NFIDENTIAL '

Fo11owing for Right . Honourable C.D. Howe from Shar Be ins:re^at to Mctvor. P+ g Suggest
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,. 's statement I made this morning: Australia• a corimetc earer.f withFollow^ng ^ .
our prices proposal. Shall report reactions as soié aÂû t^al â, and Francè have
;, ^^My. fellow delegates from the United Sta + the^ exporting countries in

accorded ^ me the honour of ^ speaking •: first among " esterda Let
1^to the importers' statement submitted, by 1^I •â a ^o s s bmltting a jointrep yme make it clear ' at the outset however, t at

all oftheir behalf.^ 1 am speaking for'.Canada; alth s t e+views of that
statement on substantially represent
most; if not^all, of what I have to say

us:t
'

n dele ation has received with the keenest regretor hefs t W h d
: ^ ^ The Canad^a g ,
submitted yesterday by Mr. Van EsscheTeotionehn lwhich réal progress could be
hoped that it would have indicated theW^th that in view. However, I have to say
made and we have studied it carefully ,^. ,..^^

that our efforts have not béen rewarded. ^ ë invited ? the impôrting
rters spoke on' Friday last th y

W hen the^ expo . •
'es to'come forward with their ideas on prices. Câ ti^ nsaideiteA,rûstralia

countr^
own words, bût 1 should like to recda'ndicate what they havé in their minds,
takes ^ the view that importers shoul roximately, at
whether they can contemplate thè increase in prices and âpp_ ,,,^ , ., ^,

least; what they propose.' ,, . ra h(b)'^ Let me refer yoù to parag P

The Canadian delegation has given these paragrap orters as a
ake it that they represent the considered viewsé c mfort^f om what I

forwetgroûp.-You may be surprised to learn that we too som _ several of the
ve 'ust read. lt had been contended, from timevtâ tneCe bary .to clear ^ uP

ha 1 rice levels it Th^s
importers, that before discussmg , p ints, carrying charges and ^ so forth.
ancillary matters, such as basing ^po b which I have just
idea,' you will note, is emphasized again in paragraph'

O,
_ , : • . ^ i . . . . . .

read. ^^ ^, ^_ ^ ; ^ ^ . ,. ^. ^ ^ ^. ^ ^ ôssible, a

' the follow^ng paragraph the importers do sh'ow tCeT â rtsâssumptions
But ^n mak^ng thls I

we have always çontended, to h^cu tha rno one will think that in sayingern to
abôut these anc^llary matters. I Pe int.^ This is a matter of great con orters'
am merely trying to score a" debating po

ricesdian delegation and. 1 believe• that what . is, saiof ^the level of pthe Cana bound
statement does enable us to move éomatters .of detail that are inevitably
without settling beforehand all th ,.
up in the final definition ^of agreed pricës. that

^" ^^ ' t,
which emerges from a study of these paragCeP Shoûld be

^^The^ second po^n sin is that the level of nïaximum pr ,This is so becàuSe t ewhat the importers are propo g
lower in a new agreement than in the present agree

héTe•as ` under the pCe$ent

S 1`.80,' is
def ined • to include ° carrying -- charges, • charges.

a reement importers are buying on a basis of 51.80 plus carrying
8

r^ } ,. ,
(c)" On the question ....... countries. ^

hs'the most carefu stu ,
(b) The importers . ......... costs

and (c) of section 3 of the ^mporters s , ,,
What was thé response to that inv^tiâtiement (our telegram No. 1137)
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.,.,As to the minimum, the wording seems to us to be ambiguous and the only
interpretation I can put on the statement,is that there is to, be no change from
the present agreement. This cursory treatment of the minimum is a matter of
particular regret to the Canadian delegation in view of the importance which
.we attach to this matter and which I am pleased to see is noted at the opening
of the statement, itself.

What then was ,the: response} of "the importers to. the, invitation to come
forward with a proposal? In brief, first, a statement that prices could not be
seriously discussed until; ancillary. matters had been cleared 'out of the way, and
then an offer of pricés lowèr thân in the present âgreement.

; I say, ïquite bluntly that if this is the attitude of the importing countries we
might as well go home and the sooner the better. I find it difficult to believe,
however, that this is the final word or that all importing countries are content
that this is an adequate expression of their views. Certainly, it is difficult for us
to reconcile this attitude with the desire of many importing countries for larger
quotas: ► t ? ;

Hôw, then, do we come to grips with the questions of prices and quantities?
As I have said,'thé réaction of the importers'to the invitation of the exporters to
show a willingness to negotiate' on a reasonable price level has been most
disappointing. I am tempted to conclud&that some of them are not prepared to
negotiate at all, and, we have to remember , that at - the opening , session, the
delegate'of the United Kingdom expressed doubts as to whether_ awheat
agreement is a good thing, even before prices had been mentioned.

It may be,:hôwever, that the fact that Canada has not put forward a price
proposal stands in , the , way of progress., When, I spoke last Friday I doubted
whether, under the 'circumstances then,, prevailing, ^ it, would be useful for
Canada to name a price , range, since the United States had to be satisfied if
there was to be an agreement at all.

We have now recorisidered. We do not wish there to be any misunderstand-
ing,of, our position, - Neither do we wish to be open to the charge that theimporters were not prepared to discuss prices on a realistic basis because
Canada had refused to make a definite proposal.

We, therefore, propose aprice range of $1.75 minimum, and $2.25
maximum, basis in store Fort William%Port Arthu'r, both exclusive of carrying
charges, for' a period of four years:- If.anyone can suggest a feasible method of
infrodûcing'some` flexibility`ünto' that range during the currency of the new
agreëinent we would be prepared to consider ( it?). But it is a firm proposal and
not contingent on ariy'such flexibility arrangement.

S'milarly' if itwere agreed to shift, the basing point - with.whichwe ar cnot m`ag^eement`--= it would be necess
in ary to make consequential adjustments

^prices: { A gain, Îet"me, reiterate 'that, in"our view, this proposal can bediscûssed "on its
merits and that it is not necessary to settle such ancillarymâtters in âdvârice:

I canonly hope that this statemerit of our position will hel to convince our
friends in the importing countries, if any of them had doubts hat we are read y
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to negotiate now, and that it - ma y y d
also States

elicit to the
come down

kind
to â similar o level."

importers which will enable inc Un^te
.,

Ends:

United States w gg d-;,'ll su est next meet^ng

Council will decide today or tom
Executive Committee to continue discussions of ancilmatters such as

carrying charges, basing points, flexibility, but not price levels.
' late 1952) in Washington. We
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WHEAT AGREEMENT

Following for the Rt. Hon. C.D. Howe from Sharp, Begins: Suggest repeat

.to Mclvor. orrow to adjourn until later;1952.

-have reserved our position on this point. En s.

t e Po
agreement on other matters n

u
nless

nt 1'tthe" énd ofuJ ly n1953• There was some
present agreement would ru

v i f •

^possibility of reaching an agreement. , e, po ^nt,
might be possible tô'discuss certain other mattershat t erebwas no basis for

td I,,. settled. Theh' ex rting countries. h'ad takénk the posit ►on t

re , - held°collapsed. The United States hhâd fnall tindicat'ed â price of $2•25 in order to
The Canadian representatrves y. rtin countries
make it clear that they were prepared to na8^come clear that there was ° t
were not prepared to go above SI .80. I t ha ested tha but

` Th i m rters had sugg

`' ceivéd'thât the discussions for the ex en •' the price to $2-5

Ottawa, May 12; 1952

V/1/ International Wheat Agreement:
collapse of discussions been

° : Thé ^ De û tÿ Minlster of Trade and , Commerce said word had
33 : P t sion of the Wheat Agreement h ad

DEA/4171-E-40

Extrait du procès-verbal 'de la réunion du Comité iriterministériel
d mmeree ezterieur

- DEA/4171-E-40

Le haut-eommissaire par intérim au Royaume-Uni i
au secretaire d'Etat aux Affaires exterreures

Acting High Commissioner'in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for, External Affairs, ,... .

sur la pohuque u co

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of
de Polic

Interdepartmental Committee on External Ti , y

London, May 8, 1952

., , . ,
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possibility that another meeting might be attempted in Washington after the
U.S. election.

r ,• ,« .• ^34. The Committee noted the report of the Deputy Minister of Trade and
Commerce concerning the collapse of discussions for the extension of theInternational Wheat Agreement.,

R.G. IZOBERTSON
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au sous-secrétaire d'État aux
Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner ineUnited
Exte na^ Affairs

to Under-Seeretary of Stat f

London, January 26,1952

TELEGRAM 295

SECRET
COMMITTEE OF FIVE^

foresee the general outlines of the report rwé for the
It is now possible toorkinGroup can have ready for ministerial consideration in tt

Working
Lisbon Conference. that in the short

2.
The report will contain a brief introduction emphasizing racticabhe

terval which has elapsed since the Rome session i nhiWÔ ^^btieâ ^elds. The
for the committee to register practical progress

will also stress the fact that the problems to â
hich the comm ittee

introduction
nd that spectacularcharac

is addressing itself are essentially At the same time, attention will be wrht^h
achievements are not to be expected.

positive steps which have, been taken since thethe ons of theto three P ro ress in strengthening between therepresent substantial p 8 closer relationships civiltanorganization as a whole and establishing a, d¢

NATO: (
1) the proposals for the reorganization

of the

of , duf; ueIII s'agissait d'un Comité ministériel composé de représentants de la Belgique, ord ^ de

l,ltalie, de la Norvège et des Pays-Bas ; ce Comité créé par le Conseil ûd1e ^e renf remTta^té
de sa réunion à Ottawa du 15 au 20 septembre 1951, était charg

the
la communauté nord-atlantique et, en particulicr, la mise en application de l'article

Canada

II, du

ItalY^
de l'Atlantique Nord.* representatives of Belgium, Ottawa,
This was a ministerial committce compos^ of North Atlanitands and Norway established by the North Atlantén Chen n^8

l
ao

t f its theeeting in

NcthcrlSeptember 15-20, 1951, to consider - the further str gt

and es
ially the implementation of Article I1 of the North Atlantic TfOa

Commun' ^ty P^
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- 3. The specific
follows:

agencies of NATO; (2) the TCC exercise;2 - and (3) the, progress ^ made, in the
establishment of the EDC within the broader NATO framework: It will
conclude by indicating the limited and specific areas where proposals for action
can now be made, and will point out that NATO action in the whole non-
military,field must take into account the existence of other organizations, avoid
duplication of thei'r work and seek to deal with problems as they emerge which
are not being dealt with by other agencies and which appear to be susceptible
of solution on a' NATO basis.

e
e
;e
u
^n

Je
he
an

de
ors
,de
lité

Political consultation
4. The report will stress the importance which the committee attaches to the

provisions of Section A of the interim report and will say that this section does
not require elaboration but rather practical application. The attention of the
Council will be drawn to the continuing need for effective consultation at an
early stage on current political questions of common concern.

"This is essential in order that national policies may be developèd 'and action
taken on the bâsis of an âwâreness of the attitudes and interests of all the
members of NATO.

"The proposals for the reorganization and concentration of the civilian
agencies of NATO which the Council , will , be considering at Lisbon should
result in the development of more rapid and effective•prôcedures for arriving at
joint decisions in the whole field of NATO effort and activity. _ In the field of
political consultation it is the hope of the committee that these procedures will
be utilized by member governments to the fullest éxtent for •frequent exchanges
of information and views on urgent and important issues. Such procedures will
be effective to the extent to which North Atlantic. Treaty. Governments.are
prepared to grant their representatives the necessary measure of authority. and
discretion to participate; fully in such discussion."

Possible relations between Parliamentary. representatives and NATO
5. The Working Group has no further proposals to make in this field prior to

the Lisbon , ineéting. Your attention• is drawn to the fact, however, that in the
United States proposals (Document DD(52)17) there is the following;reference
in part IV.

"Some ; means may eventually have to be found for greater association. of
parliamentarians with NATO, in view of its dependence upon legislatures for
funds. ;This problem,will probably have to be. handled nationally, possibly by
including members of legislatures in. delegations: to general meetings of ,thethe
Council."

the
,wa,
ntic
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r. ^'ction'has1 not ^yet' been`discüssed in the Deputies' in connection with
. This se , , , ", ; ;, ^ " . • ,; ;^'

reorganization:
r,,

Economic and financial matters . !:.,
from Paris text of the draft . FEB report as. prep ^

draft b
y

6. We have received
th

e " FEB Working Group, but have not yet received a final
text.".The the

essentially negative in character, its principal positive dealinfe. with
bein

g hese•
statement that it is the view of the nments should bear. in mind that any

t

problems outside NATO member go
solution evolved will have an important influence Communayfe^eespecific

effort and on the longer-term developm ent the
positive than the draft

understand that the final report is only slightly
xt. In any event, the FEB comments will constitute the principal section o

f

te mic and financial matters. .

sub-committee which met un er,iüm the Working Group considers that progress ` can be ma
Belg ^ Progress might be made on four
convening a meeting of cultural experts. rsity students of

= ro'ects: (1) possible educational exchanges betwe
en

of young people, (3)
p^ of tra vel ,by g Ps onal
ANAT countries; (2) encouragement .

of service leave centres -, in NAT 'côuntriesOur No.establishment
pürposes; and (4) seminars of teachers` from NAT countries.

157 of January 18th refers. has arisenthé
(b) In the public information field, consid bto dhe cRome meeting at

making progress. It will be recalled that priord b the NATO Information ServiCe t^on to

"jVly telegram No. 269 , of January 25th an o r
.have- summarized the progress made in this field, which, in

the-view of the
line of action

orking Group provides one of the few areas in whic h a specifc

V
at the Lisbon meeting can be foreseen.

Coôperation inithe social field

'of' e
In the

work in

light of a report which the Norwégian representative had obtained

' the social field now being -undertaken' under the th
eraltself,lsgen

Council of Europe, and further disc ussion
do not exist a tthis tüne for the

agreement has now been reached that grounds
sed in paragraph 31 of the interim

convening of an expert conferencé, as proPo
inreason ` for this is that social cooperation lends, itself

'.report. The primary sition and problems
particularly to regional collaborat^fferent that constrouctive' work in this field
iNorth America and Europe aréâ°to be'practicâble at'this time.

.. .on a NATO basis does not' app

Collaboration in the fields ôf (a) culture, (b)'public information report from aared rep of
9. (a) In the cultural field,'ôn the basis rmanship1l of pVa ' der Bruggen'

d the d bY

-Movement of labour t d ur revious exchanges will

the Working Group's report on econo

Working Group had been informe Y
with

tif

or sut)""
ent d itself

governmentswas. The interim
planning tonterim prepare

report a app

comprehensive programme
NATIS roved by the Council c

^ 1 ^ .^ ^
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expressing the view that before any programme, long=term or immediate,. went
forward ' to NAT Governments for . consideration; it should be carefullÿ
examined in the.Council Deputies. "NATIS" has now produced a Document
(AC/10-D/7 of January 22nd), outlining possible projects for an •"Atiantic
Community programme" but unfortunately linking its presentation . with a
great deal of special pleading for , staff and budget, which was clearly
premature and out of place. The document, as drafted, placed undue emphasis
on the over-all role ; of ."NATIS" in this field, and did not, really meet the
committee's "requirements for a list of concrete projects which might them be-
submitted to national governments for comments, and for an indication of the
extent to which action. on such projects might, be considered advisable and
whether any action should be taken at, this stage to recommend ` a. meeting of,
experts in this field, but the general feeling was that the projects às drafted by
NATIS required a good deal of further study and preparation before such. a
meeting would be useful. It was also felt that NATIS should clarify its
objectives and prepare a more limited 'programme 'directed towards: (1) the
fuller flow of information on the NATO alliance and national efforts; (2) the
creation of a sense of. "Atlantic Community"; and (3) the strengthening of
mutual understanding between NAT ^ countries and the stimulation of an
increased consciousness of their common ties and cultural associations.

10. The "NATIS" draft paper also contained the recommendation that "the.
Article 2 Committee should be permanently established : as an advisory,
committee to the Information Services for Atlantic Community matters." It
was the view of the committee that it would be premature, in view of the
general reorganization now in progress, to make any specific recommendations
as to the responsibilities of the Committee of Five in this field.

1 l. The Working Group at its next meeting, will be considering further what
sections should be included in the report as a whole. It is probable that the
report in the information field will indicate that the Information Service should
prepare- for consideration of the Council concrete proposals to provide a basis
for,meeting_the objective outlined in paragraph 9(b) above..

12. The foregoing summary will make it clear that the Working Group report
will include proposals for specific action in only two fields - movement of
labour andin certain limited, but 'it is hoped practical, aspects of cultural
relations.

13.
The Working Group is fully conscious of the fact that a good deal of

interest and attention has been devoted to the work of the Committee of Five,
and that such meagre progress as we have been able to make may create a
sense of disillusionment. One thing our experience has shown is that in most of
these fields -with which we have bëen dealing it is impossible to make real
progress without placing the consideration of the problems on a twelve-powerbasis.

The Netherlands Deputy appears to be inclined to the view that the
Committee of Five has done virtually all it can in this general field, and that it
m'ght' be , wound up after the Lisbon: meeting. Clearly the future of the
committee is a matter for ministers. My own view is that if the committee
continues after Lisbon it should not be placed in the position of having to make
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detaile& report to the Council at regular intervals, bu ôn the^ en
only

eral ggoal ofa
problems which may emerge n̂ i C^ munity ând report* when . it has had time
strengthening the North. Atla

to consider them.' with
14.' Î'' recognize that just • as we have foitnd ourselveeic

see EDC-NATO
problems of , more immedtate priority, i.e., TCC ex

••lârly placed. This
relationships and the rest, the Department has been simt•^hâve in fact received
perhaps"explains the fact that since the Rome

astt d weepartmental thtnking in
very little in the way of guidance and di rection `..A; , . -

this field: ° • h the work' is taking, and on the

Le haut-eommissaire au y

DEA/50030-AK-4,
420. Ro âume- Uni .

15: - Your comments on the direction whtc
ines ôf the report as I have sketched them, would be greatly appreciated.

1 A

au sous-secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Affairs
to Under-Secretary of State for External

Februarv 11, 1952

TELEGRAM 448,, . .
. . ` : '• ^ 6 . r ) _ . r- .

CON FIDENTIAL'.'IMPORTANT.

and disparaging publtc comme . 1
. . . $• .{ .,,

NORTH ATLANTIC COMMUNITY COMMITTEE

Addressed to Ottawa as No. 448 Srepeated to Paris as N Van. Zeeland, Rossi
Following from the Minister; Begtns: Lange, Sttkker,

msio
eeting

about
L

and Achilles' came to an, in formal
onghi' representing Pella,`

Saturday morning when we had a very useful and very r ommunit
the draft report of the' Working Group 'on the `North Atlantic of C the North
(document ^(AC/10-D) 6.2nd revise) and ' el • was general agreerüent that the
Atlantic Community Committee itself. ThCe document. Stikker for one said
report was a negative and rather discouraging resent form•sbon in its
that he could not•accept it if it were presenti ntst ôluld inev^ ablÿ leak out to
More ' particularly he was afraid that the con
the press and that the whole exercise might become the subject of unfavourable

nt .;

Nord. o

Alberto Rossi Long i, permanent Representative of Italy ôn North Atlantic Lou"

4Giuseppe Pella, ministre du Bûdget de l'Italie (-février).
Conseil de

Giuseppe Pella, Minister of the Budget of Italy (-February). •'

Achilles,
^ par R " .États-Unis auprès du

^i'heodore C représentant adjoint t^rim des t
^

,queC. Nord.^
^ ,l ^

m
•, . Atlantic

',l'Atlant^
Thcodore C.'

.
Achillés, Vice

'•Deputy, , pRe réscntative of the United States on North
,, ,.

CounciL

rAlberto Rossi Longhi, representam , xl^^^^••^•.,. _--_ - --, •
•l

..^.-
,, , - - --- --s_ .t.. !`.,naeil de ,Atlantique
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. 2. The criticism concentrated not so much on what , was in the report as on
what had been left out. It was emphasized most strongly. that the report took
little account of a number of immediate economic problems which had to be
solved if the North Atlantic Community was to become an attainable objective.
Among others these problems included European payments, the liberalization
of trade, production and productivity and internal financial stability, all of
which had so far come primarily within the mandate of OEEC. As a matter of
urgency they should now be given careful consideration on a NATO basis as
well, but the ramificationswere so great that real progress could be made on
the NATO side only by the collective effort of all countries at this stage. It was
not sufficient'to delegate the responsibilities to a committee of five members.
3. It was recognized that some NATO members also had substantial trading

interests with countries such as Sweden and Switzerland who were members of
OEEC but not NATO. The logical compromise was'for NATO and OEEC to
come to. some arrangement for' cooperation - without duplication - in
economic matters. This might create difficulties in the case of Switzerland and
to a lesser extent Sweden who, jealous of their "neutral" position, might object
to associating themselves formally with NATO planning even in ^ its non-
military aspects. To help overcome the dilemma with which these two countries
might be faced, it was considered that the initiative in proposing joint action
must come frorri OEEC and be quickly seized by NATO. It is indicative of the
importance which Belgium attaches to early 'action' by NATO that Van
Zeeland at one 'point 'went so" far as to suggest . that it mighfeven be worthtaking the 'risk of confronting "neutral" countries in OEEC with the necessity
of agreeing to such cooperation or withdrawing.
4. A further problem' was Germany, whose whole-hearted participationt was

essential to any programme aimed at improving economic conditions in
Western Europe. Since membership in OEEC alone would ' obviously beinadequate,' it was félt that 'consultations between EDC and NATO might
provide an appropriate forum for bringing Germany more fully into the picture
at the present time. Van Zeeland observed that this problem would be solved
"^ventually: when Germany becomes a member of NATO," but he doubted if
the Germans would be satisfied now with any arrangement which did not give
them equal `status with their Western European partners.

To accord due prioritÿ to the"critical economic problems, it was a greedthat the report of the Working ' Group should be revised so as to include an
introduction setting forth in general terms the. ideas which were expressed at
the

meeting.':These will include a recommendation that the responsibiÏities fofthe + North Atlantic Communitÿ 'Committee. should be transferred to theCouncil. .
The', section dealing with the movement of labour, to which' theWorking
Group has devoted special attention, will not be changed, and the

social ând cultural aspects will be playëd down in relation to the other aspects
of non-militarÿ coôperation.
6, At,the suggestion of the meeting, I am drafting the proposed chan ges forthe re^rt,which should ; be ready in its amended form for a further. in ormal

meeting of the committee on.Thursday. ^.. ^ ^
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^ ♦7. Copies of this telegram are being sent by bag to Oslo, The Hague,
, ..;,. - _ • 1•

Brussels,- Bonn and Rome., Ends.

them up now it will add internal stresses and s

' ff^ni OEEC to NATO.` OEEC has probably taken the m îl and econoa id

circumstancs` in - Europe and in, the llght, o t e ,c
a c:. if NATO p

inilitary aid likely to°be forthcoming from the
strains to an n organi^tlon that ^S

about fas far as practicable under the Pf hnt amount of economic t.

".e ,anothercan sometimes be helpfu , ut on y
`°' `diffcult to believe that they are' favourable just at present for d to jûst
tt ts s re

cverycase have exactly theraright and Win,., ,,
nsfcrence of hproblcni from one organization towith`particular problems. Transference

.. • b 1 when the stars are favourable: fn s

püliticâl' âind economic forces surrounding them ra
•`rnational organizations,or` to the fact that exis"rati0

tingen é to de
Inte f refe

seem to. be attnbutable to te ^er th-in to the laCK o
, lack of progress in in c e of individuàl governments and thfFundamcntally_ .

f
SECRET. IMMEDIATE. : . ^> .

NORTH ATLANTIC COMMUNITY COMMITTEE

Addressed to London No. 393 repeated to Paris No. 295 (no priority)•

Reference: Your telegram No. 448 of February 11.

-fFollowing for the Minister.
The` following suggestions regarding your telegram emerged ' in a brief

informâl discussion with officials of the other, linterested Department

2." There'seem to be two dangers that should be weighed a
gainst each other.
Stkker, that the

On. the one hand there is the danger, wim be viery ,^ lima and will become the
Report of ,the Communlty Commltt • ^
subJect of unfavourable comment. You are fully aware of this danger and no

further emphasis from here is required. have

3. On the other hand there is a second danger, which D necessary corrective
been ; underestimating. ' .... In the final analysls the , roduc-ments, trade llberalization, p
measurés in such fields as European pay tte^s
tivit^ and financial stability must be taken by national govesters nsaids in matheir
of.^inteinal policy: As the Corm^mon^^nomnc'npms of sterling area
communique. whendealing with the,
countries: "The methods ': :. . are • wlthin , the ; discretion of each country

^ nccrned and will vary' according'to their individual circumstances The first,
co

ntion

is sound. . • •
'ând most important, . stcp' is` to ensure" thatthe intled

economy
by Dr. Stikkcr would

1. 1 11 ^1 - F , ^ . DEA/50030-AK-40

-Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

- , au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secrétary of paie for External Affairs

to High Commissioner.in United Kingdôm

TELEGRAM 393
Ottawa, February 13, 1952
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already under considerable strain in other; .directions. The danger is that
NATO will be saddled with all these -: problems and that the countries
concerned will use this as an excuse to postpone changes of policy on which the
solution of the problems in large measure depends. In the long run this could be
pretty damaging to the North Atlantic Community.

.', `.
4. In general, joint action between NATO and OEEC is to be welcomed. This

is an important consideration pointing towards establishment of NATO civilian
headquarters in Paris. Up to the present there have, been very useful instances
of such joint action; the T.C.C. exercise is the ' outstanding example. A
precondition of this joint action so far has been that it has not been spectacular
and not been publicized, and hence acceptable (under protest) to Sweden and
Switzerland. When Plumptre talked to Marjolin6 and Leroy Beaulieu' in Paris,
.after the Committee meeting there early.last November, they both emphasized
the importance of informality. The introduction of formality would• probably
mean the loss of Switzerland and Sweden and this would not seem worthwhile
.unless it is clear beyond.doubt that really substantial progress and achieve-
ments would result.
5. The desirability that NATO should from time to time pick u p

economic subjects at appropriate moments and give them a` push" was
envisaged 3 in Section' B,I,3,` of the original Working Group report to the
Committee of Five last November. This section was under consideration by
FEB"at the time of the Rome meeting and was therefore not covered by the
Committee's interim report at that time; it is referred to only in the second
sentence of paragraph 23 of the interim report. It is doubtful, to judge from the
subsequent papers and telegrams, whether FEB fully grasped the point of these
suggestions. -

6. It is suggested that, in following up and , redrafting Dr. Stikker's
suggestions, you might wish to go back to the agreed Working Grôup report.
Thus the emphasis might be, not on a wholesale transfer of OEEC problems to
NATO,`and'a formalization of relations between them, but active exploration
of matters where NATO initiative might be productive.

7. In the future NATO will almost certainly be carrying out something like
the,T.C.C, exercise on a continuing basis and the economic position and
problerns`of inember countries will naturally come under review. Moreover, the
allocation of the United States military and economic assistance is likelto
dépend ° in' large

measure on the assessment made in NATO of military
requirements on the one hand and politico-cconomic capacities on the other.

,..^.This is' the sort; of operation in which NATO would seem to have a rimar
P Y

^^. .
_ . . . .

i . . . . . . . .

,Robert rErnat
Marjolin, ucrEtaire général de I'Organisation européenneéconomique. de coopération

Robert' Ernest Marjolin, Secretary General of Organization for European EconomicCoopération. ,
^kroY Beaulieu, président du Bureau économique et financier de l'Or anisation duNord. 8 u traité de
^^• &aulieu. Chairman, North Atlantic Treaty Organization Financial and Economic
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interest and which the organization iwould be expécted to perform. If 'this is
d t b worried . , )` - '

Le délégation à la neuvi'eme`réunion du Consetl de l Atlanteque
secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '

_ ;. , . O=. au

422. <1 ^ , ; ,' Nord
DEA/50030-AK-40

J • .. . , , . _ .

what Dr. Stikker has in mtnd, we woul no e •

Council,,,
. Delegation, Ninth Meeting of North Atlantic

to Secretary of State for External Afiairs

- ln line with the recommendations of the in e p to drop the
Ottawa, the North Atlantic Community Committee has agréfmanent Northwproposal for a meeting of,experts in the bemanpo uee ^aÔThe

recommenda-

tio
Atlantic Treaty Organization is now ^

ns for eliminating manpower shqrtages" and their conside
of

solution
this

,
subject is to include . the various elements

by of éxper s.
would have been taken into consid Y the

Economic ànd general matters
rop^osals which Mr. Stikker originally put forward and w hich

The p
summarized in telegram No. 448 from Lond on'to O ttawa

the lighteof, the reply
have `since that time gone through several revision ut forward
(No. 393 from Ottawa to London of February' 15) and comm

ents
on. of closer

from the United' Kingdom and other ' sources. h it isug sthrased tentatively
arrangements with

i
OEEC remains in. the report but ,.p

and the paragraphs concerned with this matter lead to the coûncil
land, not by a

(a) That the subject must be "considery tand hole Co
committee representing the rive countries only, and,

(b) }That,^"̂' f and when the Council is established . in continuous^se`^s Vs ^o thenot
.
functions of the committee shall be transferred to the new Counnel^ obligations
consider that the paragraphs as they now stanwiactrtvt iés in the commercial
or lead ' to unreasonable hopes regarding NATO

field. . . „ ? _

Movement of labour
h' t r-de ârtmental committee in

delegation to NATO with the following excep • ,

TELEGRAM

NORTH ATLANTIC COMMUNITY COMMITTEE.

ons f
rom

Following for Acting Secretary of State for Externa l
report eto

ene be

to Council
committee met

(probably o
on FSâtUrday)."Th report follows the lines of

submitted
Begins: This

the 'documents circulated in Ottawa before the departure of the+ Canadian
ttons•

EXL-EAO-8g
Lisbon, February 18, 1952

ILe télégramme porte la mention VNoted in telegram:
Repeated to London as No. 425 and OEEC Paris as No. 17.
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',2.' We are sending a separate telegraffi' regarding possible references; in
cônnection with the North Atlantic Community Committee,'to United States
import restrictions on dairy products.'
3. Please repeat to London and OEEC Paris. Ends.. . ^, ,; . . ^;.. ^ . , •^ . . • .

2° PARTIE/TART^2

RÉUNION DU CONSEIL DE L'ATLANTIQUE.NORD,
LISBONNE, 20-25 FÉVRIER 1952.

MEETING OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL
LISBON, FEBRUARY 20-25,1952

Extrait des conclusions •du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Cônclusions

TOPSECRET
[Ottawa,] February 5, 1952

N.A.T.O.; reorganization; relationship to Germany
30. The Secretary of State for External AJfairs, referring to discussion at the

meeting of December 4th, ' 1951, said certain proposals for changes in the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization would be placed before the, N.A.T.O.
Council at its forthcoming meeting in Lisbon. The main changes contemplated
were abolition of the Council Deputies and creation of a Councilin continuous
session, with Ministers attending only when required; appointment of a
Director-General or Secretary-General who would also be vice-chairman of the
permanent Council and might be of ministerial , experience; and selection of
London or Paris as the permanent headquarters for most N.A.T.O. organs.

Creation of a permanent Council would'necessitate appointment of a full-time' Canadianr representative and delegation.9 The U.S. Government
considered the Secretary-General should not be an American: The preliminary
Canâdian position taken on the'question of concentrating N.A.T.O. agencies in
one capital was that, on balance, Pâris would be the best site.

31. The Minister of National Defence felt the change in the organization ofthe
Council should be duplicated on the military side, with the -Military

Committee in permanent session but normally attended by representatives ofits members.
32. Mr. Pearson thought it difficult to foresee what would ha en if there

Were a failure to agree on the future position of Western Germany. The UnitedStates would like it to become a member of N.A.T.O. and, while French
oPinion'in the matter had evolved considerably during the opast : year, theFrench gove

rnment was opposed to such a step being taken until the problem
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of ! Germany's boundaries - was settled • and - the . Fre nch
defenceublivcVO Id probably

prepared.;[f Germany. was to collaborate in Western defence,
want to participate in policy forming and might wan ^ô ld

undertaking
be defended

that its

eastern boundaries, even those of the pre-1945 period, would ree
33. The Prime Minister said that, although it would not be possible

Germany gwas
to defend the old German borde^ s defence was norhigherethan that anticipated
now setting for its collaboration in
for some time and no more than would have to be paid."

34. The Cabinet, after furthèr discussion:
td'with aproval" the report of . the Secretary, of State for External

Affairs regarding proposals for changes in the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization that would be placed 'before the ^ N.A.T.O. Council at , its

forthcoming meetings in Lisbon; and,
b) noted the Minister's réport as to problems b to gWestérn t defence(negotiations regarding the relationship of Germany

DEA/8508-40

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion des'chefs de direction

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Division
52

Hon. Brooke Claxton
Advfstrs:

arrangements.

NATO Council Meeting in L^s

M

on

r'. Kirkwood. The NATO Council meeting has been postpoe me ting
1. ,

February 20th in view of the death of the King.
Military Committee meetings

will not last more than three or four days ears that the TCC-ap
wiU continûe as scheduled during the present brua'r It` 17 p'. .'. The Canadian
will hold its meetings beginning on Sunday, y

Ottawa, February 11, 1

^, ..,,.

THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION
„ . . . . . , ^ , ,

^.

party to the Council meeting consists of.
- - . `Delegates: , . .

s 0, Hon. L.B. Pearson

Mr. A.D.P. neeney , .
Mr. L'.D. Wilgress

. ,^t ; ^, Mr, W.F.A. Turgeon ,,
- Mr. C.S.A. Ritchie -,

Mr. A.F.W. Plumpfre
S.F. Rae

Mr. H.F. Davis i ' ^'
Mr. J.F. Parkinson

li
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The party.to the Military Committee, some of whom 'will;. remain for the
Council meeting, consists of:

Lt. General Charles Foulkes
A/V/M H.L. Campbell
Gen. J.D.B. Smith

DEA/50030-A-6-40
• Note du ministère des Affaires extérieures

Memorandum by Department of External Affairs._ :, : . .. . .

Ottawa, February 19, 1952
, .. . . .` . , . ..

THE LISBON MEETING OF NATO
1. The three major topics on the agenda for the Lisbon meeting of the NATO

Council are: the TCC Report; reorganization of the civil side of NATO; and
the association of the German Republic in Western defence.

. ., . ÿ . . . . .

TheF TCC Report
2. The original comments of. Belgium to, the recommendations of the

Executive Bureau of the Temporary Council Committee10 have been amended
(as have those of Canada), and it is understood that the Report of the
Executive Bureau to the Council has been amended to take account of these
changes. It is now , felt that the very large measure of agreement on , the
recommendations of the Bureau will make possible an effective programme of
action on the military as well as on the civil side of NATO for.the coming year.
3: It is also thought that the U.S. administration will be able to report to

Congress that there is a sufficiently large measure of agreement on the Report
to warrant approval by Côngress of the appropriations for mutual aid (military
and economic) for European members for 1952-1953. ( It is not improbable
that a good deal of the non-military side of the Report will become public in
Congressional hearings.)

Reorganization of NATO
4. There is general agreement among member Governments that non-military

organs of NATO should be concentrated in one capital; that the present more
or, less-; autonomous boards should be abolished and all brought under the
Council; that the Council should be in continuous session, governments being
left to decide whether at any particular meeting they should be represented by
^. ... . •; , ; . .

10Lë Conseil *
de l'Atlantique Nord a créé un Comité temporaire du Conseil 'au cours de sa réunion

de septembre 1951 à Ottawa pour faire des recommandations concernant les contributions que
`les pays membres pourraient apporter à la défense, eu égard à leurs possibilités politiques etéconomiques.

The Temporary Council Committee was established by the North Atlantic" Council at itsSeptember , • 1951 meeting in Ottawa to make recommendations concerning the defence
contributions of member states in relation to their political and economic positions.

Lt. Col. R.L. Raymont. (CONFIDENTIAL)

SECRET
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sent
'sters or officials; that Govenments should be ' re

missions

on beeàppo►nt d
arate

to a
Mln^missions to the NATO Council; that an outstan ing pr
new office, that of Secretary-General.

5.
On two matters there are still diferences of opinion: be located in ' Paris or

(1) Whether non•military organs of stronTlO it should be London and in this
London, - the U.K. Government feels gy

rt from the Italian and Icelandic Governments other
they have some support
governments favour Paris;

(2) Whether

Council
the Secretary-General should be the Vice-ChaiThér o,iS general

with the duty of presiding in the abse nce
Council should rotate alphabetically as

agreement that the chairmanship of

now.) -; : , . ,
d' suitable, and willing, candidate for the

Norway, Belglum,Holland an y •
the migration of tlabour for defence purposes,^e draft,eho ever, wasmatters

system of culturalcultural exchanges among NATO countnes. h^inister,
r,% tor by Mr. Stikker,.the Netherlands FoN ►gih Atlantic

Stikker's comment.

not çonsldered satls c y
because it paid t little - attention to economic : proble ms

ed to take account of Mr.
Community. ^The report has been accordingly r^ l

(s*. it, r. f
1..:r . ..,^

.^.

4

t ,. .. ^} 4t5_

post. ,. . I , . r,,;,
There is also the problem 01 fin Ing

and the EDC. , . , .
can, however, pro a y

6. it was hoped that ; by ^ the .tlm
ne otiating on the establishment of a European ^nd tihé

governments g the Netherlands, Luxembourg
Community (France, Italy, Belgium,

lic would hâve reachèd agreement and that the
hytheGerman Repub ) would have concluded negotla

Pôwers in Western Germany
ublic lor the contractual arrangements . to

have
German Rep d t

he

fence
occupation regime: Negotiations for-t é^dnrothenoD c

e
ome of debates in thege-gone far but have been stalemated p g

German and" French Parliaments. Negotiations for the ^oc t Îicwould appearing
ments with the German Governm ^n do littl e moregthan note progress to date
that the NATO Council at.Lisbon ne otiations. Consideration
and exhort the Governments concerned to speaV p relationship between NATO

b 1-1 be given to the prospec tive

Association of c;ermany its ► , ^^•^• •- - -^ h " .L• ^n meeting : the. Puropea«

Me Iter ,
,. g, A draft report of the Committee of Five on theMin,sters cont

Canadacerned ( such
was' prepared i by thé 1 Dëputles of^ the Foreign action in su

d Ital 1 , The draft report proposed nt of a

Councl t :
d' ranean Command. Comrnunity

Other Issue
7. Among other issues of perhaps lesser im m ttee of, Fi c Infrastructure and

'1 are those of the Report of the Com

s e e fore the
, .^,
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9. The problem of financing infrastructure ^(fixed military facilities for
common use in Western Eurôpe)has been before all recent Council meetings.
Progress : was made at Ottawa when an. arrangement, more or less on an
arbitrary basis, was reached for financing the most urgent requirements in
airfields for the 1952 programme. No agreement has yet been reached for
financing the 1953 programme. General Eisenhower has called the attention of
the,Council to this problem pointing out the danger that defence plans will be
gravely jeôpardized unless steps are taken immediately to enable construction
to proceed. : , .

10. A further problem is that,of command in the Eastern Mediterranean and
the Near - East region., Both Greece and Turkey wish to come under the
Eùropean Command of NATO rather ' than , the proposed Middle East
Command which would include Egypt and Arab coùntries. The British in
particular have been most anxious to have Turkey participate in a Middle Eâst
Command. No solution having been,reached at the military level, it is probable
that the Council will be asked to resolve the issue at Lisbon.

426. DEA/50030-A-6-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

aux chefs de mission, à l'exclusion des consulats
Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Heads ofPosts excluding Consulates

CiRCV1.AR.DOCUMENT No. A.31/52 Ottawa, March 13, 1952
TOPSECRET

I transmit herewith the document listed below. '

C.S.A. RITCHIE

for Secretâry of State
for External Affairs

1!Voir:Le, programme d'infrastructure commune de l'OTAN.. Affaires exti►ieures. vol. 5. no 11,knl^embre 1953), pp. 321-324.,
See'"NATO's , Common Infrastructure Program", External Affairs, Volume 5, No. 11.(N^ember 19531 39 pp. 17•20. ,
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] -.

REPORT BY THE DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS ON THE LISBON

MEETING OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL, FEBRUARY 20-25, 1952.
., ;

DEA/50030-A•6-40

REPORT BY THE DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS '

THE l1SBON MEETING OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL

The resu ts o
Lisbon can be summarized as follows:

(1) Approval of the plan for the establishment ;of a European Army and the

• • D fence Communmty with NATO; ,

1 f the Ninth Session 'of the Northl Atlantic Council held at

ON
FEBRUARY 20-25, 1952'?

association of the European
'pcceptance of the Supplementary Report "of the i Temporary Council

Committee and the accompanying resolution: `
fit NATO to carry out its

(3) Agreement on the reorganization proposals to

developing functions;
(4)

Agreement on the division of costs of the °essëntial part of the third slice

infrastructure;

(5)
Acceptance of the report of the Committee on the Atlantic Community^us

t(6) Approval of recommendations of the Military Committee on various
matters. (These will not be discussed separately in this paper.)

During this session Mr. Pearson was,Chairman `of the Council and W.

Claxton, Chairman of the meetings of Defence Ministers and ^^ ita
the

Infrastructure Committee. General Foulkes was Chairman of
Committee.

, As a preliminary, repor w p •
of the contractual relations and of the Parts talks on the EDC.

•• to gare resented on the progress o

(2) 3 thô political machinery for associating the Commun^ y
Atlantic Organizatiôn. f the negotiation

security controls; and •t with the North..

(1) the ruilitary effectiveness of the arrangements and the a eq

e ou
establishment of the'European Defence Community: d ", of the

Th C ncll was concerned ch^e y w^
European DeJence Communtty a-10 " I'll I1, ° • fl 'th two aspects of the problem of the

I •' `
'.

nd NATO

No. 3, (March 1952). pp. 96•IOS.

=1oIr aussi •.a unwn
4; n• 3. mars 1952. PP. 100-109. Volume 4,

t See also ~The Lisbon.Mectmg of .the North Atlantic Council", External Alfpirs,

térieures. vol.

-1 -. A e l>sbonne dn Conseil de 1'Atlantique Nord•, Affaires ex
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Mr. Eden expressed the opinion that the contractual agreements were now
approaching a successful conclusion and that a satisfactory basis had been
found on which, to complete the work on the two complicated outstanding
problems of the, German financial contribution - and the fulfilment of the
Brussels Agreement on security, safeguards. Once this is done no major
obstacles will remain ; in so far, as the German contractual settlement is
concerned to delay,German participation in Western defence.

Mr. Schuman explained that the main • problems ^ in Paris had now been
solved and that in the very near future a Treaty would be signed. He repeated
the French wish that the European Organization might one day be extended to
other European countries and extended also in the economic and political
spheres. He recalled that the French Parliament had expressly declared in
favour of modifying certain clauses of the Treaty if this were necessary in order
to enlarge the Community. He explained that as it is now taking shape, it
meets the two objectives of providing German military strength for the defence
of Europe, while at the same time establishing safeguards against the military
strength of the Community being identified with Germany's desire to regain
her.lost territories.

The Military Committee had studied General Eisenhower's report on the
military effectiveness of the organization of the European Army and approved
it,

while stressing the necessity of retaining a degree of flexibility in the
military organization. This requirement of flexibility had given rise to some
French, and Belgian misgivings but they were met by changes in wording
agreed in the Military Committee.

The Council. Deputies reported on the linking of the legal obligations by
system of reciprocal consultation and combined me.tings. This point had been
thoroughly discussed at the tripartite meetings in London (U.S:, U.K. and
France)' where a new form of words had been worked out to provide for the
calling,of a joint

meeting by a member of either Organization when he
considered his security or that of the Organization to be threatened.

The Deputies' report mentioned the identical objectives of NATO and the
European Defence Committee,° and later in the meeting, during the discussion
ef `the, coinmunique, ` the French took some exception to this if it were to be
in{erpreted as meaning that the EDC had no independent sphere of ac ''
meet this'objection the communique refers to their working one within^ the
fraiYiework of the other in so far as the objective of strengthening the defence
of the Atlantic area is concerned.

1^he Nethe
po t rlands Foreign Minister, Dr. Stikker, sought information on three

ins; which he considered would have to be clarified before he could present
the European Army plan to the Dutch Parliament. He felt these shouid all be
^ô^r^ uP now because once the Treaty is accepted, it is bound, in his opinion,

^d'to further integration if not to federation. He had some anxiety aboutthe'ipriority-In
distributing the German contribution' to defencwhether,

`, the ecônomies foreseen would result in a d e costs and
statiôn^ in'Gerrnân. Also in the forces
the^next three y^rsy ^^° he was anxious to know whether the amounts for

avai able for the German contribution to the European
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Defence Community would be sufficient to. realize, together with the external

the military goals set for Germany.aid,
r. 'Eden replied to these questions by stating that according ontribûtionM

put
tiôns, t

down
herefor will be

Germany
enou bygh in

the theTCC Executive Bureau'to cover what Germany

can' do in ^ rearmament- and the requirements of the, ô EDCë. R gâra g the
Occupying Powers: Therefore,' there is no' question of p easure, alread
economies, Mr. Eden said that they have, in a consideraablâlmof reduc ng thy
been made for this year, and h ôr

or, as
here is no intention

as he knew, United States. forces in
Allied Forces, E.D.C., or 'U.K .

, Germany:The question of financing in "the long-term period âtiio betweeni
cult
the

matter. ' It is agreed, however, that, there should - be. cons
EDC and the U.S. and U.K. to decide on the figure and homé is to be aIt•lwas
and dealt with between the p arties

assessment of German capacity in, future years
Mr. Eden's thought that th
hould be made on the same basis and by similar methods to that employed this

s . < .
year. . .^ :

various
a ers, including the draft protocol for the association

Germany with NATO were approved
ofThe p p with aFrench amendment to a sectionso as

the joint report of the Deputies and the'Military.Commbefore thetT eaty is
clear that no actual Germmembers

ra ised
invited to consider andion ofratified. According to the amendment

initiate any measures which might. ber taken pri to aor in
ification, the traising

ratification in order to bring about, immediately a
of the German contribution to the EDC.; ^; .

.i ++•
.. . , ' . . . .

!j j. ..,fw.. . . ^ .. • , .

. .` _ ,•.,,t^..TCC Réport,
meeting saw the completion ` of the TCC exercise. The main

The Lisbon
ieport.+and. supplementary report were accepted and the resolution, ^ rYplace , ,
been prepared by the Executive Bureau adopted. All this too -

little discussion in Côuncil.,
The. MilitarY,Committée considered it most desirable that the'i CWhRhp hé

should be amended so as to tae fort 1952
force

a viewu^which, had General.military experts had fixed as necessary roved
Eisenhower's support. The TCC agreed to this propos+âTmn ôals

Council
for 1952.

the figure set out in the Military Çommittee paper, as f. g.rovide for n
The U.S. proposed an amendment to the draft, resoluon the same basais

examination of the Greek and Turkish military. programmes artlcularly
as the TCC exàminatiôn.,This was•welcomed.,by the Council, and p

byjGreece and Turkey.
,;i,The most signi ficant intervention during the discussion of the TCC Re1P by,
was ° made: by Mr. Eden, who . delivered a. statement-: prepared : for. hioslt.ion
Treasury.officials.who had come to Lisbon to make sure thaltlâ âo $ most to

was clearly recorded. Mr. Eden explained that the U.K. would
carry out the TCC recommendations, but as the Report itsel factors which are
out, the U.K. capacity to,do so depends on certain., economlc
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not wholly, or, even largely, within their control. The most important of these
are balance of payments difficulties and shortages of raw material::He went on
to describe the present U.K.- position as so grave and the risk to the whole U.K.
economy. as so great that unless the gold and dollar deficit can.be covered by
the middle of this year, the-United Kingdom's defence programme will not only
be retarded but indeed imperilled. This general caveat underlines, in a way that
cannot be ignored, United Kingdom reliancé on: U.S. assistance. In welcoming
the, proposed - annual review of defence programmes, the United, Kingdom
Foreign Secretary drew attention particularly, to the need for an early study of
the burden of maintaining the forces during the later stages of the build-up and
when;the build-up is. complete. This problem, he pointed out, has. been made
more serious ,by, the extension of the programme beyond 1954 so that, after
1954, Europe may have to face the combined burden of completing the build-
up and maintaining the forces created.

The French made an addition to their comment on the TCC recommenda-
tion which weakened their already qualified acceptance. They had originally
said "that France will not be in a position to put the plan in hànd in its entirety
while it remains alone in bearing the main brunt; of the war in Indo-China,
unless -it receives without delay basic assistance of the kind recommended in
the Report of the Temporary Council Committee." Now they confirm that
their, budgetary effort will be at least equal to the total figure of.1,190 million
francs'recommended by the TCC but add that this figure does not' enable `the
targets of the Screening and Costing Staff to be reached. The French
Government hope, neverthéless, that present discussions'will lead to a solution
enabling them,to, attain these targets in 1952, *priority being given to the 141,1
divisions of the Army raised according to the degree of preparedness fixed for
France by the SCS.

Reorganlzâtiôn ^

The. reorgânizâtion of the North Atlantic structure had been suggested by
the TCC and discussed in the Council ' Deputies between the Rome" andLisbon meetings. Agreement had been reached on the basic points with the
exception of the terms of reference of the Secretary-General and the location of
the permanent. headquarters. .It was decided that , the question whether the
Secretary-Gërral should be Vice-Chairman and Chairman of the permanentCouncil should be left until it was known whô would be appointed.'

The location of the permanent headquarters could not be settled- by the
Deputies because of,the determination of the United Kingdom that it should be
in London. At a^private gathering of Foreign Ministers in Lisbon, when the BigThree were , absent it •. became: clear that - only Portugal and Iceland really
supported the United Kingdom choice, so at the meeting of Foreign Ministers
04 the final day, Mr. Eden withdrew his Government's insistence on London
and cleâredthe way for agreement to . centralize the civilian agencies in theYicinity of,Paris. The United Kingdom insisted, however, on a form of words in^ . . .

"Réunion du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord, 24 au 28 novembre 1951. '
Meeting of the North Atlantic Council, November 24-28, 193 1. .
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a
the communique which, to them, made less embarra ssing

r'to
retreat

hold
from

The
position -which they had declared. they - were determined
communique states that "all. civilian activities of. the ârotheritnternational
concentrated in the geographicaé,ated t that of the Treaty Organization and
agencies whose work is closely
with which close administrative connection is essential to efficiency. These are

presently situated in the vicinity of Paris.
the Secretary-General was a more'delicate matter for three of

_The choice of Stikk
the most widelÿ promoted candidates were at Lisbon. hee Fo

were
eignMM^in stereof

the Foreign Minister of the Netherlands, Mr. Langethe Ü.K.An^bassador to
Norway; and Mr. Pearson, with S ir O l iver Franks,

cand date. After' â very frank
Washington, being the fourth prominent Sir
discussion in a closed meeting of Foreign Ministers, it was decideded to dainvi

ystafter
Oliver to be the first Secretary-GenWOUld not accept la drrthe Deputies are now
the session closed, he announced he :. • ,
to propose to Governments a new candidate.

On the military side, ' the TCC Report had made stheeSu remeiAllied
suggestions chiefly concerning the term ^ltaTeé ts on the.TCC Report,
Commander Europe. In approving the military comm
the new terms of reference for SACEUR, were also approved.

",.The Military Committee had worked °andnthesei were°Fppro
inand

approved by
arrange-

the
mënts for the. Greek and Turkish air forces
Council. They provide that the Greek and . Turkish "gro^^ d of SACEURcom
assigned to NATO will operate Sounder-the

ûhern Europe. It s understood that there
through the Commander-m-Chtef
will be no

In other words,' they will not be under
intervening`commander.

General Castiglione, the Italian commander of the ground fo^'^e ibCingeforces , for the
Southern sector. Greek and Tu
remain under national command

rk^sh
pendingnaset lement ofiall-over naval comr:iand

editerranean now under further discussion by the
8ëments 'in the M

^ ^ . .Standing uroup.•- I ,

which` SHAPE attacdhehe t° hâ d core"i
cost of what is calle

of the third slice of infrastructure.' As

el 01 tall,
Gruenther,'^ General Eisenhow eCS and nto the' Coun ^, the extreme importa thé
bôth' to the Military ° Commttt fi• an agreement on sharing

included as an 'independent item on fin Lisbon to explain,

One great gap in the TCC exercise was t e a was
'^' structure: On ` the ` recommendation or the 'French, infrasan^ t Generalu^fra • • the Council agenda

infrastructure ,x" " . ;^ '; - I , h bsence of any planning 101

134
.1 1 OT wlla!rts tztiiiturit, vol. 4, n' 4, (avril 1952). PP

i4Voir aussi •REorganisâtionde l ..AN 4 (pp^il
'1370

1
N nization~, Extenwl Affabs. Volume 4, No,

Seé lso North Atlantic Treaty Re-Orga

1952), pp. 130-1. smme d'infrastructure.
sOn appelait .tranches• ics augmentations - 1,1~ rtées au Progr , .

^ Additions to the, ^nfrastructure Mere known as Nslica~. t® -
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General Gruenther pointed out, there was little point in providing the air forces
if the fields and facilitiés necessary for their operation were lacking: All this
points to the necessity of including infrastructure in any subsequent review of
defence programmes. ;

The costs of the Third Slice had originally been estimated at 1256 million
but this sum was drastically cut, partly by reduction, in. the standards of the
facilities to be provided and also by elimination of all facilities for which
construction did not have to begin in 1952. Nearly 90% of the costs of the final
figure is for airfields. Two thirds of the remainder are for Signals and one third
for Headquarters. General Gruenther of SHAPE and other authorities
emphasized the extreme urgency of getting financial agreement so that the
construction programme could begin immediately.

The greatest difficulties were encountered in reaching agreement on the
division of the costs of the Third Slice. This was partly because the different
countries could not accept any common principle or formula for cost sharing.
(Exactly the same difficulty had been experienced in dividing Slices One and
Two amounting respectively to 133 million and E80 million). In addition the
United States was determined to reduce its proportionate contribution
drastically below the 48% to which it was committed under the agreement
reached at Ottawa on the cost of the Second Slice, and, the United Kingdom
was forced by its financial difficulties also to reduce its participation.

Claxton represented Canada on the special Committee of Ministers on
Infrastructure and was in the Chair. He took the line that the only acceptable
formula for cost,sharing was capacity to pay as represented by the national
incomes (gross national product) of participating countries. If in the common
interest Canada.went beyond this amount, it would have to be taken out of
funds which otherwise would have been available for mutual aid.
'•.`'After some hard wrangling, it was possible to reach an agreement on the
amount and distribution of the Third Slice of infrastructure as follows:

! tiE1 ! ï

Belgium & Luxembourg
Canada
Denmârk

-aFrânce_-.
-) Italy^^ ^i ï ;

,Nethërlands
Nôrway^
United Kingdom

:,;Unitéd States

' Millions of Pounds

10.0
8.1
6.1

20.0
12.2
6.2
4.6

20.0
65.0

152.0

T^e•United Kingdom contribution will be furnish . cd to the greatest extent
P'ssiW in kind (due to the balance of payments difficulties in that country).
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sical ro ramme covered by the
All countries agreed that if the d s£152tmi11 on, the âdditiônal costs, would be
Third" Slice turned out to ex d boveborne pro rata by the countries liste a • " the Canadian

share which Mr. Claxton undertook to recommen
d

exchange rates.The
Government was 18.1 million or roughly $23 million at current roximately as
For Canadian budgetary purposes this might be broken down app

-'.>>. .
follows:. ^ .. ^ .

. ;$10:

$18
^^. 5

$23'
Total, , .

. , . s.,:,. .. . , .

Committee on the North Atlantic Community with the following main topics:
The • report of theCommittee of Five dea

Economic Cooperation, Political Consultation and Movement,of. and. on
also - had : sections on cooperation in the social and cultural fields

. , X. . _ . .
information activities.

1 sections, the report stressed that the, process of ^ Âtla
evin

nt cin the ' genera
lasting and cohesive relationships between the While it was necessary to give
Community is necessarily a,slow one and tha
priority to steps aimed at strengthening-our common defenceration and that
incompatibilitybetween .work in the field of non-military cooperation

of military cooperation.
An the economic field the report recognizes that the transformation oô^

the

In the v iewossible

of the if econ
Committeed,Atlantic Community ideal into a r

will

collaboration does not develop and i of trade, an
NATO has an important interest in the expansionttmtingrtoiliberalize trading
while there would be dangers and difficulties in P

p°

ortanthave
licies , and practices within a group where the membe^ou d never helessmembe

pan ^n rand freeing of E.trade,s
trading' relations with other oun,aies'nNheNATO

study' the role that they might play
ing in cooperation with other bodies and in particular with thê̂  ^ C in

work

C.

Specifically, some form of joint' consultation and joint action
the purely economic field might be agreed upon.'

all added to what was
--^ In the field of political consultation, nothing was re Y n;Zed that if

it gill provide aalready put"forward in the report to the Rome session r
eco

the Coûncil' is reorganized and meets in continuousl;tical consultation.
valuable forum for facilitating and strengthening political

On Infrastructure Account

In 1952/53
, In 1953/54 ,

On Mutual Aid Account •

,..
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, On the subject of the movement of labour between North Atlantic countries,
the Committee concluded that there is scope within the NATO framework foruseful and. practical action in : this, important field. The, Committee recom-mended _to,the permanent, NATO Organization that the problems relating to
the movement of labour should be kept under constant review.

The,Committee did not feel that there was much that NATO could usefully
do in the field of social cooperation that was not already being.covered by other
international bodies..In the cultural field, however, attention was directed to a
limited number of experimental projects and some recommendations were
made regarding informational activities. ..

;In conclusion, ' `' " • ' ^' 'the Committee recommended that when the NATO Council
is reorgâniied to be in permanent session, the responsibilities of the Cômmittee
of Five should pass,to the full Council because a body which represents only
rive of the NATO members has not proved to be the most effective :agency Torrecommending programmes of specific action.
!.: The Council , approved the Committee's report and the recommendation
regarding the transfer of functions to the permanent Council.

At this point in the discussion, the U.K. Foreign Minister recommended that
a declaration be issued setting out anéwthé airris of the North Atlantic

Treaty.
The U.K: draft was well done' but was, full of, brave words' and resounding
phrases like "construction of a united, peaceful vorld in which the safety,
dignity and welfare of the individual shall be inviolable," and such questionable
aims as working "towards the freest possible intercourse of men', money and
goods." There were some doubts about the desirability - of issuing such a
declaration, but, re-written in more arid language, it was issued at the end of
the cnmmii non ma
...s. .... , .-----'1^^. ^ . . . . .. . ^ . .

PPOINTMENT OF SECRETARY-GENERAL

, NOMINATION DU SECRÉTAIRE GÉNÉRAL - -
1 ',A

. . ^ , ^

31PARTIE/PART3 .

TELEGRAM 479
Ottawa, February 27, 1952

SECRETARY-GENERAL OF NATO16R141 1 '

DEA/50031-AL-1-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

SECRET. IMPORTANT t.

erence: My immediatelÿ préceding telegram.,
FOW^nB for the Under-Secretary,-Begins:

"Voir le document 426,/Sec Document 426.
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,Fôllowing for thé Under=Secretary; Begins. uottn • the text of Mr. ' Pearson's
I ,^ M y-immédiatelÿ preceding' telegram" q g .,,. ir'e' not in
ress'releasé `speakslTor itself. If the HighCommission tement^t once to Mr.

London; please ask'Ritchie to give a copy of the press sta, . . -
Spofford.'x

^ké Spofford to convene a meeting of the 'Council
2: Mr.Pearson would like

Deputies just as ' quickly as possible to consider again the question of the
Psecretary'generalship. This will be a delicate'opération but it is important that

no time'should be lost:
would like Mr. Spofford to know for, his,own guidanWe^ld,

3. Mr. Pearson

^ . ^" and

that of lïis'côlleagues in the Council Deputies that Mr. Pearsonhimsel

not, rePëat, not be available for the appointment.
`4.` 1 shall be writing the High Commissioner a personal'létter.on this subject

Extrait du télégramme du secrétaire a Etat aux J Q ,;,^
a !ân^bassadeur aux États- Unis. _ : ^„ •^;^. ., . irsSeeretary of State for External AJJa^

D EA/5003 l -A L-1-40
'428. , ^ r: .

A f ^res exterieures

nd sending it by airmail. Ends.

elegram from ,
to Ambassador in United States ,

ORGANISATION DU TRAITÉ DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD

Oitawa, March 1, 1952

SE:CRE'sT.e IMPORTANT' ^ T ; ^^__`^_:. Q^..::,^•' Fnllnwing is text of

accept. > .. ' -

Following personal' t-or wrong ► rul ► , ^ ^^^^J• ---a----- - 'After
telegram sent by the Minister yesterday to Mr. Eden, Tt^ eP^^me Minisoter
telephone conversation todaÿ, I have aga.in discussed with

the ssibilit
of my accepting appôintment as Secretary-Generang of uAaT^

po Y f^ hav
Mr. St. Laurent appreciates, as`I do, the great importanceo r-

intment made without delay. Nevertheless, after most, ca;eb,eul fo^nmeeto
appo
ation I have again come to the conclusion that'tt is not poss

Tt;i.t,c;RnM 'EX-455

--'- qui déclarait que Sir Oliver Franks ne
171,'e télégramme comprenait un communiqué de presse énéral de

pouvait accepter l'invitation du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord de devenir le secrétaire 8 ce t the

l'OTAN. able to; : 'anks
The telegramcontaincd a.press relcase stating that Sir Ol iver

NATOnac tlant'que
North Atlantic<Council s ►nvitation to become Secre y

, '"Charles Spofford, représentant suppléant, des États-Unis auprès du Conseil de l'A

Nord.Charles Spofford. Deputy Representative of United States on North Atlantic Council.
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Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOPSECRET . .
[Ottawa,] March 11; 1952.

SECRETARY-GENERAL
13. The Prime Minister reported that Lord Ismay had now agreed to have his

name put forward as Secretary-General of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization. Mr. Pearson had instructed Mr. Wilgress to support this
nomination when it came before the Council Deputies.

14. The Cabinet noted with approval that Lord Ismay, U.K. Secretary of
State for, Commonwealth Relations, was preparedi to - serve as Secretary-
General of the North Atlantic'Treaty Organization- and the proposal that
Canada would support his appointment when the matter came before the
Council Deputies.

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATIONI:APPOINTMENT OF LORD ISMAY AS

40PARTIE/PART 4

LOUIS S. ST..LAURENT

"Notre exemplaire du document porte l'annotation suivante :The fo4owing is written on this copy of the document:A

ston` undec the Great Seal of Canada do issue appoint ngeÀrnold Danford
Patrick'

Heeney, one of - Her Majesty's 'counsel learned in the- law, to be
Ambassador and Permanent Representative of Canada to the North 'Atlantic
Council, effective April 15th, 1952;

DÉLÉGATION DU CANA DA,-
CANADIAN,DELEGATION

Extrait du décret1°

Extract from Order=4n-Council'°

[Ottawa, n.d.]
The Committee of the Privy Council, on the recommendation of the'Right

Honourable Louis S. St. Laurent the Prime A,4 - i

P.C. 1601

pproved, Vincent Massey Mar. 18, 1952.
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DEA/50101-A-40

:Extrait d'une note," 1 ^

-Extract from Memorand um

Functions and Procedure

[Ottawa,] April 15,11952

Composition, , t,,• ,

(c)„Alternate Representative ;; :
desi nate a senior<< member of the

The Permanent ' Representative : may g antic
lternate Representative;to act for him on the North^ ten theDelegation as. A

Council and in the Organization for Européan Economic Cooperatlon
permanent Representative is unable to act.,

(d) Civilian Staff • from, in
The civilian staff of the Delegation will be dra DefenceePr roducti an• ce,

the Departments;of. External Affairs, Finan ce
represent the Government as a

the Permanent Representative present

ian
members of the Delegation will report to and, normal y,

wholeSince all civil,
through him.

ion will be addressed to the Perm enthe
Instructions to the Delegatt

Representative through the Department of External Affairs which
f
for all

normal channel - of communication,-, to • and from the De eg h
•F, '- . -i 1t i'..' x . .: t . . . - . . . '

Departments of Government.

drâwn. - . ,

represent the Government on the Nort
The Permanent Representative will be the Representative of Canada to the

Organization for European_Economic Côop^eS tl ns^ble for the operation of the
The Permanent Representatlve wlll be po

Mission and will have under his direction all officers and employees assigned to

the Delegation by Departments of Government. the Permanent

^
In assigning duties to the members of the Delegation, ectivets of the

Representative will bear in mind the'. ,speciale^berssof the Delegatlôn are
Departments of Government from which such m

(b) '-Permanent Representative .
e ation will be headed by a Permanent Representâtivé who will

The Del e h Atlantic Council.

Atlantic Councl . , :

Title :. ':(a),.
hé` Mission will be known as "The

Delegâtiôn' of Canada to the North
T

1/
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0' On I matters 5 of a specialized nature of primary interest to a particular
Department of Government, members of the Delegation may report directly to
their own Departments keeping the Permanent Representative informed.
(e) Military Staff

t: r. 7he . Delegation will include a Military Adviser who will assist the
Permanent Representative on military questions coming before the Council.

The Military , Adviser will be the representative on the Delegation of the
Chiefs of Staff and their ' normal channel ' of, communication ;' with 'the
Permanent Representative. , . , , .
. The Military Adviser will provide advice and information to the Delegation
on military matters, liaison with the 'représentatives ât' the Council hëadquar-
ters of the Standing Group; he may also be called on to report on'specific
military questions for the Chiefs of Staff.

The Military Adviser shall keep the Permanent Representative fully
informed of all matters coming to his knowledge which concern the work of the
Council.

The Chiefs of Staff may designate a Deputy Military Adviser whose duties
and responsibilities shall be those of the Military Adviser in the absence of thelatter.
(f) Responsibilities of the Mission

The Delegation will have primary., responsibility for reporting to the
Government on all matters arising out of Canada's membership of NATO.

The Delegation will have primary respônsibility for reporting on all matters
arising out of Canada's association with the O.E.E.C.

-, Diplomatic Missions in NATO and O.E.E.C. countries will, of course, be
expectèd to continue to *report on, subjects affecting the Atlantic Community
and European integration,'with special reference to the policies and interests of
thë'coûntries to which'they are'accredited.:The Delegation should, therefore,
coordiriâte its repôrts with those•of such other.Missions and constilt with them
from time to time regarding such reports.,.,

The . Delegation will also report on the ; progress of the European Defence
Community with which it will•maintain liaison.,.

The"primary contacts" of the.. Delegation will thus be with NATO, OEEC
and EDC. Official relations: with the French Government will continue to be
conducted through ,, the Canadian Embassy in . Paris. Nevertheless, it, isrecogn1zed that, in • practice, •the Permanent, Representative or members of the
Delegation; would have informal' contacts with the Quai d'Orsay and, other
Fiench departments dealing with.qûestions arising in NATO and OEEC.
^'Close' cooperation between the Paris. Embassy. and the Delegation will be
important. and- the, precise division of, responsibility can; be :worked out in
cooperation between the two Missions as questions of common interest are
encountered: The Delegation will, in all probability,. have to call upon the
ambassy for assistance, particularly during the initial stages and in regard to

ministrative`matters. . ? ^., , .. . ,
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^;: [Paris?] October, 1952

;;,, :,..;. , •;,.: ^, ;. : . ..,.-

1RST SIX MONTHS OF THE
REPORT ON •THE F •

CANADIAN DELEGATION TO THE NORTH
ATLANTIC COUNCIL AND THE OEEC

.,_ . .^..,,^` . . . . , ...
Contents

PART I _'- Responsibilities of,the Mission
► ,

1. Introduction _
2. NATO

• 3.,OEEC
4: , Other Responsibilities of the Mission

.5. Conclusions
PART II - Establishment

i,.

.. I. OfficerS
2. Other Staff

PART III - Facilities and Services

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE MISSION

1. Introduction for External
At thé time this Mission was established, the Secretary of State fo National

Affâirs sént to the Prime Minister and to . f â Ministers
dated April c15, entitled

• Defence and Defence Production, copies o
ér é iewed the development of

"Canadian,Participâtion' in NATO ." The
ânacôunt of theprinciples agreed upon

Canada's relationship to NATO, gave
at Lisbon for the re-shaping of the civiliân side of the Organizatl his nâpért has• -
what might be called the terms of referen^ i°`^1listers Sof

ion
.Ahe three other

been discussed previously with the Dep y
cerned, who were in agreement with the contents of its third

depârtments con • _ . .
section whlch dealt with the functions of the Missi on.

isters , out that the

2: Tlie^ letter - transmitting . this paper to ` Min •
pointed large extent

"developments in which the Mission was to parttclp t officials concered
ezpérirnental, and that, for thts reason, the . • senior

agreed

had

;that, in six months', time the" situation " should be' reviewed• of the
ourpurpose of this report to set, out our appreciation of the responsibilities of our

.Mission in' the light of, our experience to date, to assess the, adequacy
^4 •i, .
-.. • s,-
mLé document orignal compotte le texte :uivant :

The following is in the original
f h' is graded NSccretN and Parts 11 and III

ORGANISATION DU TRAITÉ DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD

DEA/50101-A-40
j,'

It:hould be noted that Part I o t^s rcport
~Confidcntial~.
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resources for the fulfilment of these responsibilities, and to recommend such
changes in' our terms : of reference and establishment as may appear to us
desirable.,

3: As the Mission's responsibilities are not confined.to Canada's participation
in NATO but also include the côndûct of our relations with OEEC, this reporV
will touch as"well on our work' with' this latter Organization and on certain
other subjects with which we have been, or expect to be, concerned.. , . . ,,. , .
II. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization

The First Six Months
,:

4. During ; the. period since ; the establishment of this Mission, : the civilian

was until recently unfamiliar. with the internal history of NATO and with the

agencies , of - NATO have, : necessarily, ; been, much ,, preoccupied with, the
problems of moving the headquarters from ; London to Paris and of re-'
organizing the... international staff.. At the same time, recruitment , has been
going on and the new Permanent Council has been working out :methods for
conducting its business in such a way as to meet the extended responsibilities
laid upon it at Lisbon. In fact, NATO has been going through a difficult stage
of adapting itself , to a, new enviroriment as well as undertaking new and larger
tasks. Finally, -Lord Ismay himself,' the newly-appointed Secretary-General,

nature of some of its current problems.The same has been true of his principal
assistants: In thesé'circumstances, if was pot unnatural that the first months off
the new NATO did not afford a spectacle of marked 'efficiency or accomplish-ment. In fact, , over; this * period'all , concerned with the future of the Alliance
experienced a good measure of frustration and discouragement.
i 5.. More recently, however, events have'tâken a brighter turn.. Many of the
principal problems of -administration have . been overcome; the ' international.staff has been strengthened materially and . is taking hôld., The various,
delegations have settled down in their new location and are. displaying.more,
force, and confidence in Council deliberations. The Secretary-General himself
and, his senior. assistants are acqûiring experience in guiding the deliberations
of the.Council and in directing the work of the Secretariat and staff. Progress
has, been made with several of the 'problems which in June or July the Council
seemed unlikely ever to tackle effectively. In, fact a new atmosphere of modest
optimism . is apparént and although no one in NATO is under any illusions
about the difficulties facing the Alliance the'prospect is much brighter that the
Permanent. Organisation " in Paris''will be able to tackle these difficultieseffectively.,

The Prospects for the Future
6. The next few months will be a period'of "stress and anxiety. The most

'mmediate problem ' facing the Organisation is the completion of the AnnualReview: Mis;' it will be recalled, was decided upon â t Lisbon, as a more'
sYstematic application of the concept underlying the "TCC exercise" - the
Periodic review and reconciliation of NATO's military needs with the military,
economic and political capabilities of its members. This year's Review is now
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being pressed forward urgently. The U.S.
is
for- 1951de1 which will set

to the new,Congress in J anuary NATO
year.0 Their present disposition is .to have

forth agreed military goals for next
this programme.

.thoshow, major: new force, commitments beyûedt at s
e to,w
unlesshthe

member. : countries ^ agreed at Lisbon nvinced, that the aEuropean ^, nations are
Congress ;can by such means , b.
working determinedly. to build up their defences as rapidlyms needed for theiy
as possible, it will be difficult or impossible to obtain the su
foreign aid programme. It is of course difficult to meet this asgo : a

terms
least

of U.S. domestic politics or administration tactics, but it
questionable whether this is the most effective means of adding to take,las
strength of,the'Alliance. Indeed the view. As for thé other membërs of NATO,
yet only privately; quite the opposite political and economic difficulties,
it is to be feared that; despite theirnreal stnc military goals for' 1953 in the hope
they may be induced to accept ,,
that by so doing they may receive the maximum U.S:'aid• ious test for NATO.

7: The conduct of the Annual Review will constitute a me which will
Apart from `the diffculty of developing an agréed prôgram,

the
cal requirements

of the,U•S• Administration'there llit basic
satisfy the political , _ .

rôblem of reconciling minimum military requirements with po
problem

c' capâbilities. ' It
will' require ^ great patiencé and' skill to ' reach *anmatters

ë table solutinn'ôf this central issue. lt' is fortunaté`c ; b,t Lord Ismay. It is
ave

accP,,.,
posbéen ed in a 'paper recentlÿ submitted to the , oun Y romisesa. si for

ssiblë jthat some progress may be made in la^ lâterthis month mP
whén'the Standing Group meet the Council in Pa .,.

8.
Another important . subject which has gradually come t o ôn Sé th

e
1

Council's attention to a cônsiderâblé extent. is inthatof
discussions which have

politi
ent

câl ' issues. An ' example is. to • be foun
1y been held on' the situation` in Germanÿ and on theela^é te n Powers

rec
the séries^ of notes between the U.S.S.R , and ' the, t re
concerning the -prôbléms relating.tô a` German Peace Treaty. Other subjectsonedide^•-^ ^^before the Council have been the'sitûation in Iran
wh• ^ch have , come rochement béiween ' Yugoslavia

s
Egypt,` and the moves toward a-rapp .'^ cts that such, discussionsTh ' ,..

ând.Greéce and Turkey on the othTé s t
ere are

ant alp the futuré.
will bécome more frëquent and more us steps

ôura gin 8 also that in thë. last, month, there have been ties of further
It ^senc

r
possibilities

w°rk^hetaken in,the direction of realistic èzé mt^T^°éré are now three
c^pérâtion undér Article 2 of the iheInformation Policy Working Group,
under the Council in this field ration ^,and the Committee on
Committee on Social and Cultural Coope
Migration and the Movementbof Labour., in our

i• '''`' NATOfor the next six months are,
^10;, ^aken all,in all the prospects of

opinion, encouraging•The
re is much hard, complicatéd and delicaté work to be

. , , . ay y .. : < ,,..
.. t C .. i A . i -

" 1 .. r. . . ,f.
. ! --. • . . .. _ r. . I .. . - ,

^rr:Yo
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done; there are now grounds for reasonable hope that the new. Organisation
may be able to make solid progress toward its accomplishment.,.:

Ill. Organization for European Economic Cooperation
11.' Two of the general fields of activity mentioned above are not the concern

of. NATO alone. The Annual Review,.is being conducted in conjunction ^ with
the OEEC Review of the economic position of its members, and the work of the
Committee on Migration and the Movement of Labour is related to that of the
OEEC Committee on Manpower. Canada is of: course not a member of the
OEEC, but like the United States, is formally."associated" with it. ^-

, *

I

' 12. Canada has at present -two major interests in the OEEC. The first is in
the OEEC Annual Report, particularly as it relates to ; the NATO Annual
Review., Conditions in Canada and the United. States are being assessed.
Moreovèr," because 'the--OEEC Secretariat, is planning to focus this year's
Report on the "dollar problem" and the need for European countries to hold
steadfastly towards the goal of convertibility and non-discrimination, this
year's Report is of particular interest to Canada. In the second place, Canada
has an : active interest in the progress and processes of . European trade
liberalization and r`elated 'policies. Politically, as well as economically, Canada
is concerned that Eiirope shoûld be strong. On the other hand, 'as the past year
has made clear,' the OEEC and EPU may be used as instruments whereby the
relatively weak 'mèmbers can persuade a relatively strong' member to follow
then in programmes of discrimination against dollar imports. This carries
implications, not merely for the particular Canadian interests concerned, but if
it spreads wide enough; jor the whole nexus of trans-Atlantic and world-wide
trade relations.

13. While Canadian concern in the OEEC is concentrated on the two broad
issues referred to above, various Canadian Departments have expressed interest
in a number of other. aspects of the, OEEC work relating to individual
commodities, manpower, scientific research, etc.t, , . . . . ,
IV. Other Responsibilities of the Mission '

14. This Mission is- also concerned with the work of the European Defence
Community Interim Committee and in the activities of the Council of Europe.
With the former, the linkis obvious. The French Permanent Representative
reports to Council on the progress of the Committéè of which he is Chairman.
Informally, through contacts with the Secretariat and in the Embassy of the
United Kingdom, we have been able to obtain information on the activities of
the interim body. So far the work has been technical but, as the organisation
takes shape, more general problems with political complications are beginningto arise.

I5.. The
Mission is also interested in the activities of the Council of Europe

between the sessions of the Consultative Assembly. As the integration ofEurope kma es progress and the number of European organisations increase,
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the roblem` will
W arise of assigning responsibilitiés among our,various Missions

p these acttvlttes.
_ . . . - . . , . , .

. • . . . - • e
, . , . . . . '._ , . .

V. Conclusionsthat the assi nments given to this Mission as regards NATO and
16: We find tg

the OEEC and other intërnational âgencles have e^^oadministrative and
anticipated in Ottawa. The Mission has now comp

pe
ths, the

rsonnel orgânisation and our impression is that over the le
next six

vel with angradùal
volume of work is likely to co^ °Sion tis

about the present
g ven additional responsibilities, for

tendency to, increase. If the ave
example as regards "European integration", our staff re`qua^ â^ûti hel lhmit of
be reviewed before the end of that period. We are no sal for
what can be done efficiently with our pres^ not ^â Sber ^ref

and
ully nre,âterod to the

our assuming. additional responsibilities s

in Western Europe for reporttng on

availability of additional staff.

DU SECRÉTAIRE D'ÉTAT AUX AFFAIRES EXTÉRIEURES
VISITES

À WASHINGTON, LONDRES ET PARI ÉXTERNAL AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON,
OF SECRETAR NDON, AND PARIS, SEPTEMBER, 1952

TO , LO
40

,_..
59 PARTIE/PART 5

Extract from Summary of Conversation

DEA/50030-AG-

Extrait du résumé d'une conversation

. . , ••j
[Washington September 5, 1952

TOPSECRET

:: <. Mr. Pearson . ' ,

VISIT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS TO WASHINGTON
SEPTEMBER 4-5,1952.

Summary of Conversaton at Dinner
at the Embassy Residenee, September 4

The following'were present at the dinner:• ;

> Mr. Acheson

Mr. Freeman Matthews
Mr. Perkins

' ^' Mr' Ignatieff ' "
following were the main subjects discussed:

• of his forthco
Mr. Pearson explained that one of the purposes

the Chairmanship of the
North Atlantic Council a

Europe was to turn over

f

; ._ , â_^ . . ,. . . .

• l' j NATO Problems ming v ►sIt

-Mr. Wrong
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the end of, his tenure of this office for a calendar, year, to the Foreign Minister
of Denmark. He said that since he,; was. a candidate for election, to the
presidency of the forthcoming General Assembly of, the U.N. he thought that it'
was particularly important that he should turn over his office now, rather than
wait until the:North Atlantic Council Ministerial meeting on December 15.?'
Mr. Acheson readily agreed that this was desirable. ;., - ; :. , .

Mr. Pearson said that he also wished to discuss current NATO problems
with Lord Ismay, with particular reference to preparations for. the annual
review and the decisions which would have to be taken at the Ministerial
meeting on force targets. He hoped that it would be possible this tirrie to avoid
the kind of controversy which arose' before and after the Lisbon Council
meeting as a result of statements which appeared in the press comparing the
alleged performances of the respective signatories in meeting the recommenda-
tions of the Temporary Council Committee and to avoid as well the issue of
ambiguous announcements : of, military objectives: While. he recognized that
decisions would have to be taken.by the Ministers to complete the Lisbon 1952;
programme as quickly as : possible and to continue the: military buildup,
balancing military, economic and political considerations, he hoped that - it
would pot be necessary to confront ; governments with s ecifcp qualitative
targets which they would be urged publicly to fulfil . in 1953. This. was not
meant to imply that firm figures* might not be set for 1953, but we should avoid
public debate on the'subject prior. to NATO agreement, and also avoid as fâr
as possible the projection of figures beyond 1953 in such a way that we appear
to accept them as agreed.

He also wished to examine, while he was in Europe, the implications .of the
announced cutback in the British defence programme with particular reference
to the thesis which had been put forward in justifying it. He was worried about
the effect of this and recent French statements on NATO objectives and
NATO morale. This, thesis . assumed a revision - of the strategic conceptgoverning . North Atlantic military planning by assuming, a,greater reliance
upon the strategic and tactical, use of new weapons and of air power. Thisthesis,- while it, had certain superficial attractions, as, it seemed , to justify
reductions in overall military expenditures and particularly the • reduction , of
ground forces which would have to be made available after the first 60 to 90-
day,period following,D-Day,^had serious political implications,,particularly in
respect of probable, reactions in continental Europe where once again theymight,think they, were being considered as expendable.

Mr.Acheson made it clear that he had no sympathy for the British thesis. It
seemed :to; him that it was a., rationalization advanced to justify the decision
taken.by.the British.Government for political reasons to cut back its defence
programme. The British argument, he said, could not be justified by the facts.
The strategic use of atomic weapons would not materially affect the campaignWhich ".would ; have to be fought; to stop the advance of the Soviet forces inEurope; ;:The,strategic counter-offensive,which would be launched from the
`►+^ „F-.jrRi ^:^ - ^ .. • _ . ^ ^ ^ ., ... _ . ^

Voir les documents 238-246./See Documents 238•246.
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Soviet
United 'States' would only: have lônger•term effects uP h

on
sufficient

poiential., In the meantlme, it was ressential
o ^stop the Soviet advancé. No one had

ground forces with tactical air support
suggested that these forces should be of a magnitude into the Soviet

perm
iU
t

on.
to mount a counter-offensive to, drive the Soviet forces

forces a
The ' assumption was that, initially, ; the" Soview^uld be neceslsaryto launch
considerable'distance into Western Europe and it
at least an initial counter-offensive in order to stop the forces^ of
Soviet - advance. This explains the h forcesl in reserve which would be made
immediately available for combat,
available within 30, 60 or 90 days of the beginning of to assume the existence

Mr. Acheson said that the British thesis also seemed
ofnew types of special weapons which could be used ta o

ctical ly in the
ground forces.

battle to compensate for the numer ical
that
superior ity of the

d States was experiment-

^ng

Mr. Acheson said that while it was true
''^ i with the development of a number-of what, he called . field untilR about. ,.gadgets, none of these could be counted upon for. use in the

1956.'
- Mr.-Acheson said that the British thesis also seemed to assume two or

Soviet' Union' has no intention of launching a general war in the next
three years. If by this it was meant that the Soviet leaderi WerWé on.ôw béing
decide to go to war on the calculation that Western ml lta y P9he was
built 'up might later place them at â greater ' W^a ls no, her e

van
altdanger. The

inclined to agree. This, however, he suggested, erent
risks of general war were more likely, in his opinion,,to arise fhem â dicularly

set of, circumstances. There were the national security interésts, of the'
mentioned Korea and Berlin, in which
Soviet Union-and the United States and other powers were so direct sy n

engaged
one of

that somé. unforeseen development: might unloose toget er, might
which 'by ^ themselves might be,declsrve),

P

ainst
recipitate a general war. For instance, a serious air offwnos^,de Teunesent a most

the U.N.` forces in Korea from across
of U S. Yforcforces in Korea ^ that might well

serious challenge to the security ri thought it was^unthin -
precipitate 'a chain of events. In' Berlin, Mr. Achesôwhich the Soviet' Govern-
able that Western Powers could give up a position. ;nt of view.
ment had in its power to make untenable from a military po

The second type of situation` which I Mr. ''Acheson regarded as, i te eststo

containing the risks of general war was a local Union, becamelc ncreasinglY andina
the' United , States, as well, as the ^ Sovlet U ,
directly involved. He cited -as an example tl:e'present situation i ha h

and in th

the
the Middle East. Neither in Indo-China nor in the Middle-East

United States sufficient resources to' take^ preventive'actlon in advs âvailable
United, States, therefore, had to improvise with'the military esource
such action^ as was necessary to impede the fulfilment of Communist d

esigns
said

Returning to the question of the NATO force targets, Mr. c
that the main object of NATO military. planning at present was to build up the
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minimum forces , necessary, to. stop the initial Soviet attack. In order to provide
the basis for the necessary request to Parliaments for. the authorization of
funds, force targets seemed to him essential.-Mr. Pearson then said it was the
process of establishing _ them and the publicity, given • to that process which
worried him. Mr. Acheson suggested that a distinction might be made between
the'tactics employed in the presentation of such targets to the public and their
use. by governments for supporting defence appropriations.- He did not see,
however, how it was possible to avoid establishing firm force targets for 1953;
otherwise, the United States, for example, would not have any firm basis on
which to request Congress for foreign military aid in support of the NATO
defence programme. . He implied that it might be possible to reduce, to some
extent NATO targets insofar. as the military , requirements recommended by
the Standing Group proved to be beyond the economic capabilities , of, therespective NATO members. It was necessary, however, in his view, to continue
the build-up offorces to the extent that the economic* resources of the member
nations would permit. The. possibility of using new atomic weapons, tactical
and strategic, could.'not affect NATO military planning in'the next two or
three yPa *e -

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum, by Secretary of State fôr External Affairs

TOP SECRET •
London,, September 22,- 1952

MEMORANDUMBY MR. PEARSON REGARDING TALKS IN LONDON AND
PARIS ON NATO DEFENCE PROGRAMMES AND STRATEGY

; The first discussion. of these matters, was during my conference with Mr.
Eden on Friday morning,' September 12, but it was general in character. He
did, however, : express . emphatic, appreciation of the, importance' of the
permanent NATO Council and of the^ desirability of using it for political
discussions. In this connection, he referred with satisfaction to the discussion
which had recently been held on Germany. This surprised both Mr. Robertson
and myself because of the attitude that the Foreign Office had taken towards
such discussions, an attitude ; which had apparently. been expressed in
instructions to Hoyer-Millar, which,were almost rudely negative in character.
Incidentally, Mr. Eden repeated this favourable view of, Council T political
discussions at his luncheon on that day. The opposition to these seems to come
from, officials in the Foreign Office, a fact which was confirmed by the
intervention of Pierson-Dixon at the luncheon in question.

At. this luncheon, which was attended, among others,. by Lord Alexander,
Sir.lan Jacob., the United States Ambassador and William Draper, there was a
general conversation over a number of NATO military and political subjects.
Draper, indeed made quite a speech in which, he emphasized the importance of
the United . Kingdom pushing ,ahead with their defence: programme and
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'completing their review of this programme in time' to have
the NATO, Aesentl

dom per
Review completed'-by December 15. The be ited

lb
e ga d weresalso lnclined

'hôwever;'wére doubtful whether thls would be po the
to emphasize economic and financial difficulties. While DrapinerePhe t of ther
ineed ^ for :`speed in this matter, he" took the opposite vlevthe Standing Group and which
strâtégic're=assessment which was underway by

was t
would

o'take account of new, `weapons:' He did not think^În facthhe added be

completèd in time to affect NATO fr planning
or-19hat Washington would

,to the obvious disappointment of the other guests
t

need v from six : to nine months more for this re-assess ment (a
obviouslyVlfou d this

incidentally he reaffirmed in Paris). Th fUnltâ d fegt hat they hawe not been
news 'discouraging and somewhat mystl y g
given the rëal reasons which would justify such a âd said to Mr: Robertson and

At the luncheon Mr. Eden repeated what^ o f the United `°Kingdom defence

to me p éarlier; that the current "reeasting but it would make
programme would ` not likely save them much monjoy+riated. This view was
possible the more efficient use of the fuSir

and Ian Jacob. it was agreed, however,
later confirmed by Lord Alexander
though not with any enthusiasm, by both Mr. Eden and L

ord Al
ffortrm st

Draper was correct in'assessing that thmc ôwn doubts, however, whether the
'still continue to move upward. I have y
UnltedKingdom really.accept this so far as their own effort is condcÎ had•^a th

these doubts were strengthened by the anch the same afternoon.
Lord Alexander and Sir Ian Jacob after u

('` an interesting discussion at which both Lord Alexan
der

wouldThis was deal of the talking, argued that it
Ian Jacob, who did a good

and
not be
the

le to agree on any realistic NATO programme forng195ou1d be largelY
possib
a ssessment referred to above had been recerved, any Plannlns and strategy. Lord
ârtificial which did not take into account on that^"qualitY• not 9uantitn^
:Alexander emphasized several times
shoul

d be the objective in NATO planning for the defence ofn the ^ 50 dHi ions
a

!Jacob both felt that it would be better to concentrate on havl g lan for a
, rl uiPPed, trained and supported; than to agree or p
for 1952 prope Y equipped, cardboard divisions"

ilarger"number of whlch a proportlon would only be -••

n
uac of the

There was a good deal of talk in this connection a ârvisions and about the
Lordui ment and, lôgistic support for the 4 exlsting,,.and tactics Both

^ p- ns :' in NATO strategy
Of the,importance of new" weapons

f -d Jacob^ were, pretty éoptimistic ^ about the effectiveEu fope and
Alexandcr an • h I stagcs of the battle for • to

}' ^ Iri r.spcaking of `" the technlcal a vanna ;
_ argument°• in favour of "quality"; ' Lord `Alexander" indiqted that the •

accoun . Y
.
MâcMahon °Aet, and : indeed out of, other, clrcumstances resent time

reciation made at the p
;impossible to have a satlsfactory NATO app se.
with all existing atomic information made available for that purpo rting his

• d --being made and suPP° fig.

strategic atomic counter-attack in t e ea ► r Y which had to be taken 'n
àrgûëd' that this ° was, an element' in planning` out Of the

t The recognised, however, the American difficulty arising made it

' . A , r'-...^ ^.;::
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Government regarded heavy anti-aircraft weapons as obsolescent and spoke of
the early effectiveness to be expected of. the guided_missile. We should rely on
these for passive defence.

I brought up the question of the minimum NATO forcerequired'for thel
defence of Western Europe. Jacob indicated, without any qualification, that 50
divisions effectively. armed and supported was the maximum which the
Western European economy (leaving Germany out) could support àt the
present' time but that such a force plus the German divisions would be
adequate for the purpose. That purpose was to hold off the attack while the air
counter-offensive was operating: This seems to me to: be a most important
statementa of United Kingdom policy and it will be interesting to discover
whether they maintain it in NATO discussions when the Americans put
forward, as they are bound to do, larger totals of divisions and aircraft for
1953.

I brought up the 'question` of the advisability of the United Kingdom
engaging in strategic atom bombing. Would it not be better for this country,
now that it had actually manufactured -a bomb, to divert, its energy and
resources to the development of atomic energy in other fields leaving the
military side entirely to the United States? Certainly it would be difficult to
understand the United Kingdom plea for economy in defence if they now began
to undertake this most expensive form of military operation.- Jacob however
stated that the 'United Kingdom authorities . felt that unless the United
Kingdom participated in atomic air bombing, they would be unable to
influence the use to be made of this weapon and the United States would
neglect targets of vital importance to Britain, such as submarine bases, etc. It
was a matter of national safety and not national prestige. The answer to this is,
though I did not give it; why not approach the Americans to'see whether
agreement could not be reached on targets, etc., which would satisfy the special
United Kingdom defence needs.
,'1 mentioned to Lord Alexander and Jacob and, indeed, to others both in
London and Paris our worries about a ministerial meeting of NATO in
December in relation to the stage which the annual review was likely to reach
by that,time - the danger of "spotlighting the gaps" - and not having
sufficient time to complete the process of reconciliation. I am not sure.that this
danger is fully appreciated by the U.K. Ministers. They are anxious to have a
revision of the Lisbon planning goals based on a new appreciation, but it is
difficult to see how this can be expected by December 15. The determining
factor; however, seems to be United States political exigencies.

h n ' Paris the subjects of NATO strategy and defence planning were
dSCUSsed "in a very interesting and frank manner at the informal NATO
ouncil'ni ééting on Tuesday, September 16, about which a separate report has

*n madé. I also had the benefit of informal discussions on the same subjects
with Ge'nërâl Ridgway, General Bradley and General Gruenther at a luncheon
8'ven b^! Y:ord Ismay, though there was not time for anything more than casual
exehanges of views.,
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4It seemed quite clear on my visit to London and Paris that there is a very

real différencé of 'opinion between.thè`United States'rePEurotaanememberslof
the military representatives, on the one

for an even
hand ,

gr
and th

e eater defence buildup in 1953
NATO on the other, as to the need
an&the desirability at the , next meeting of NATO M952t

^ sufese Reflecting
firm goals for.that year Weelrein:excess of the

is naturally a dlfference of opinion over the risk
this difference of opinion th
of war, whether it is now less than before. As was

P01 néral atreémelnt on^ he
our NATO informal meeting is nnotsl'kely to be agreement ong equirements to
assessment of this risk, there
meet it. At the same time it is quite obvious that the^p

b
approach

factors;
of risk is influenced . to a very considerab^heir

t nown national position in
especially in. European countries and by
collective strategic planning; that is whether they

likely
considered in

victims of an attack,from land or from air and whether, they are

Washington to be expendable.

the achievement- of the 1952 objective; not
r

acnievcmen

^` I found in , my. discussion with the NATO members a strong and gh môre

reluctance to support or even discuss
NATbeen

defence
made lavailableoregarding the

information than . has up to the present
strategy: of the Pentagon both in regard to, atomWith

warfare and,
this viewpoint.u Ap

ean
the

defence. It is impossible not to have some sympathy
same time one should appreciate not only the normal reluctance of the milit

ary
al

planners to :put all their cards on a political ta ble, a lso
whoseirsecurity

reluctance to disclose , their secret, plans to g tant d i lemma
rePutations .vary. There is: a real and an increasingly impor tant

Thursday;
and it came into the open in our NATO d iscussions

of the.Netherlands member. It was
especially^ I should think,.in the not only
because the SecretaryGeneral's paper.on:NATO strategy, emphasized

ossible
economic factors but the importance of giving the NATO theurnembc r of the
strategic information, that iwas heartily

obviously found
Council • other than_ , the United , •
himself in a difficult position..

' reasin and an intelligent reluctance to agree, largel ké^r
,.::There is also an ^nc 8

*American political consumption, on programmes and goals
whici ; r t not

be111-- Ito be reached,'except in a very artificial w meiâs the, firsteessential thing to do,
much better.; to.take, for our 1953 program, a er but if'

could, if necéssary, be
fact. Once this has been done,then additional not remove the necessiûblicdecided and made public., This, of course, ,would ^t would remove public
,planning'; further, in, advance than 12. months,, but,

necessit ^ and ; relieve ^ governments 'from the duty of
attention., from that y rômises and pcrformanCes
explaining e and ,defending the ° gaps;- between j p Very

ûed th ►s thesis: with everybody4 I encountered over here Îid sf feltaiar8 of, it ^ except in United States quarters. ive thegeneral;^acceptance

n such

it would give
uarters. that this course would be too dangerous becau we had

'inpression in 'thé United States that we were abandon^ng goals which
# { > . .. .
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previously agreed on and indeed would encourage Europeans to relax rather
than maintain the defence effort. There is, of course, something in this. Yet I
feel that the two points of view 'can be reconciled. That, however, will not be
done if we accept under American pressure at the December meeting paper
figures as a substitute for what we really think can be done in the economic
and political circumstances of 1953. We will have to face this matter soon and
more frankly than we have done in the past.1 hope that defence planning can
proceed steadily and effectively without slavish adherence to unrealistic and
publicly declared totals evén though they are said to be' "for planning purposes
only." In this way we can get away from our dangerous practice of concentrat-
ing in public on gaps and comparative performances. I think we should explore
this whole matter very carefully so that at the December meeting, while a great
deal of time will have to be devoted to the Annual Review and there will have
to be confidential discussion of force totals, etc., we might be able to confine
our public announcement to the fact that we are pushing ahead with the Lisbon
1952 totals until they are completed and making certain that this completion is
100% effective; also that when this,goal has -been fully achieved further
announcements will be made on subsequent programmes. Among other things,
this would mean that by the time such further announcement is made we would
hâve some necessary information from the United States on the "new strategy"
and new weapons".

So far as the risk of _war is'concerned, my visit confirmed my feeling that
there is a general disposition in European quarters to feel that it has leened
during the last year or so; a feeling strengthened in the Council b y Lord
Ismay's paper's reference to this subject. There is recognition however that the
situation has worsened in the Far East,
feeling of immediate crisis to Europeâns.hTheretis a danger

desire toereduce
defence expenditures because of economic considerations. So the Americans -
thrôûgh'their representatives at NATO and else where in Europe and theirsfeàdy,'stream of visitors from Washington, especially from the Pentagon -
keep pounding away at the thesis that the danger is just as great and as
immediate as ever. They make some impression - and it is well that these
things should be said

- but at timcs the Americans say them in a way which
strengthens the European feeling that there is just about as much to bfrom

U.S. rashness as from Soviet aggression. e feared

consultation, and frank discussion in the Council,Hthe st
the
ren dthen^n ment ofprestige and authority of that body, can do much to help, g g the

Fôi' this reâson
and because of the growing importance of

the planning of defence and broad strategy - p° the Council in

this central agency of NATO after a shaky andis m
was

ewhat d o^urat^nearn that
becoming stronger, better organized and more effective. g g start, is.:^
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CONSULTATION POLITIQUE
POLITICAL CONSULTATION

TELEGRAM 229

CONFIDENTIAL• IMPORTANT.

Paris, June 25, 1952

COUNCIL'MEETINGJUNE25: "

the Secretary-General a confidential letter setting fou asrth S^n views

POLITICAL CONSULTATION

Addressed External No. 229; repeated Dominion London
No."437.

on ,olicylishment of an informatib
In the course of the discussion on the estaentioned that he h ad forwarded to

committee, the Norwegian representattve m e
os^ ble a

t Norwegian Government on the desirabilitlltcaletinwhch now had to be
political committee, and also on the po

topics

ssed in Council. Ismay has circulated copies of Skaug's22 to take placediscu
delegations for preliminary considera t

ion ints h n
e

1 Skaug's etter,' which clearly
tomorrow, June 26. The substanti al po
reflect the views of his Foreign Minister,are the following: politicallack of

i).f
The Norwegian Government feels that there is a certai n

iess has been
^ "face", in

the recent work of the Council and that while p g olitical

made to, a certain extent on the= military ,aAt thersame, tme the
problems,have been markedly absent from our agendas. nent of the tdea ^ that
Norwéglan Government has always béen, âttë changroesoof views on political
the"Council , should be used as a forum f hlcal

roblems, which: are.not necessarilÿ limited in scope to the NAT ge0grap
p.. _ . . . . ^
area. ., . ^ i . • - . 1

•
; . , ' „#

t.:. . . :. s3..3

(ü) , The, Counc i
l to carry out its political w^ h th

needs the assstance v,
e Secretariattcan prePare

political working group which in collaboration ••• olitical
reports based on Council discussions, orttself initiate

of the problem involved.
t ofproblems,`depending on the character and comple x ity olittcal

The Norwegian Government therefore favours the establ^t^s ma
ye have t

a
o change

"wôrking group" or
; ##Pft99 on which representatio anent

ding to the subjects itindec discussion. Wherever desirable the Per'
3 .

tlanti
kau8• représentant permanent de la Norvège auprès du

Conseil de l'Aque Nord
uArne S

.

R resentative of Norway on North Atlantic Council.
Arne Skaug, Pcrmanent cp
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representatives themselves would participate, and in other cases the political
counsellors of delegations.
(iii) The work of the Council Deputies clearly proves the necessity of having

a political working` group. As the Norwegian representative puts it: "Political
problems of major importance -should clearly be raised and discussed in the
firsf instance in the Council itself, (although the `round-the-table' method
practised in the Council Deputiés should in our opinion not be continued).
They should, however, be thrashed out in the political committee with a view to
reaching the widest possible agreement among all 14 member countries - and
the committee should draft reports for the Council. I would here like to stress
that it is not so,much the contents. of such reports - they can hardly be
sensational if they have.to represent the agreed views of 14 governments - as
the fact that 14 governments can agree to the points made in these reports,
which give them their value. I can here refer to the Council Deputies' report on
Soviet foreign policy. In other cases the topic may be taken up on the political
committee's'own initiative, e.g. with a view to bringing earlier reports up-to-
date, 'concerning problems of more technical - nature, etc. The chiefs of
delegations will of course ensure that their subordinates do not embark or
decide on matters which in their opinion should come before the Council."

(iv) Turning to the specific political topics which the Norwegian Government
feels should now be., discussed in NATO, Skaug's letter makes the following
points: "The problem which most urgently needs _ to be placed on the Council
agenda is the German question and the reply to the last Soviet note. The
urgency is indicated by the fact that according to recent statements by
government spokesmen in the United States and the United Kingdom, the
reply to, the Soviet note will be delivered at an early date. It is our view that
since the signing of the contractual agreements with Western Germany, the
EDC treaty and the NATO-EDC protocol,* the German problem is, now
intimately linked with NATO. It is a matter which can no longer be regârded
- even formally as the exclusive concern of the Occupying Powers.
Furthermore public opinion in our countries is vitally interested in the handling
of this problem. The'Norwegian Foreign Minister stated in the Norwegian
Parliament on June 16th that it 'would leave a feeling of disquiet if another
attempt were not made by the Westèrn Powers to solve the German problem at
the conference table, and he felt that public opinion in Norway would support
him,when he expressed the hope and desire that everything be done to makethe

GéTman' problem subject of another. four-power discussion. Under these
circûmstances it is obvious that it would make a very favourable impression in
NOiWay if 'mÿ government were`able to state publicly that all NATO members
had been"consulted on the contents of the reply to the Soviet note before it was
rinalized and delivered. At our meeting on June 19th I also mentioned that it
might be useful to have a discussion in NATO of the situation in Morocco andTunis.

At the last United Nations Assembly the Norwegian delegation -
although differing from the French view that United Nations was incompetent
to deal 3with ,the question - took the position that the discussion ôn the
Moroccan problem be postponed. This standpoint was based on the opinion^. .. . .
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and har
- discussion in United Nations at that stage might ré ^ pon of publim

that a
direct negotiations between the part ies

unfavourable to the position taken by thetheopinion,was in my:country, however, u
Norwegian delegation, and,-.both the Foreign 'Policy self ^itth S speech
Norwegian ; Parliament . and' the ; For d

n, inister
evelopments lhave shown that the

mentioned above have stated that later Si nement.
delegation was wrong when supporting po Pohas
As regards Tunisia, the Norwegian delegation to the UnitedCNunc 1 reconsder
instructed eventually to support a motion that the Security
its previous decision not to place the item on the ^ athe next United Nations
It seems therefore that there is a serious risk that

General Assembly
ssemblY there may appear a split in, the - NATO ranks on the

Tunisian and Moroccan problems. However, this may be avoided if beforehandATO.
there.have , been confidential, frank 'discussions with üSeNo ld be avousdeda
'development which might prove harmful to the NATO ca

There ip
s no reason for me to hide the fact that a considerable

into a 'colonial i
nion
power

my country feels that NATO to some extent has turne
d

., 5 . •: . f . -

bloc: which `might usefully-be discussed in the Ÿu osiavia.
Other political topics

•

are the situation in Eastern Germany, the-satellite countries and
g

been made by the
Reports on the conditions in these count ries have

now be b oûght up-to-date - a
Council Deputies, but we feel that they should

suggestion informally with Ismay In the next day t^at he would endorse

process which should be established ascontinuoee•'structure, the Norwegian
(v) ^ On the general question --of commltt roach to the

re resentative takes issue with the Council's doncomml`emPirical'pârguing that
p•ttee structure problem should be completely

' a necéssity for a general framework for the committees. ' meeting thethere is todays
2;' We ' should report tô you that at th e iCO tel to the fact that in the course

Danish representative drew our attention p Y Lange
of hl•s recent visit to Copenhagen, the Danish Foreign ` Ministe,'

nd oM sing the

of Norway, who was also present, hadag^^ for consultation on the central
Côûncil `,without further , delaY as a- fôr was their feeling on
1 üéstions of Germany and current Soviet tactics. So strong nister

q•"` at according to, the Danish representâ^ive his Fiste ga1 meeting
thtssub'̂ cct, th at, , . stn a a min `vard toând,Mr: Lange are thlnking véry senoûs, t éf po this e Mffect is going forward th21
of ttie.Council; and we understand that a this

^'° $'' ct dirëctl frorri the Danish Foreign inister. Sto cnscndiscussyou on this sub'̂ e ,, h , hopinglias` not. yet, râised thtsma'tter , in the Council but r iwo,land is c thlearlY e

^for; some support on our side. In indicating , articularly,on
Nôt'wcgian vlewpotnt on the nçe^'.for politiçaly consultatlon, and p

• , a= ;
^ '^ ^ ^ ; ., "a1^ . •

I r ,' i du Conseil de
'►=====-' ` t' All Danemark aupras

vVinans de . Stcensen Lcth. . rcprfsenunt pcrmanen
Denmark on North Atlantic Co°nc, ;, ^ 1'Atlantique Nord. ,

Vincens de Steensen•Leth, Permanent Representative of
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Germany, Steensen-Leth made it'abundantly clear however that he feels that
Skaug's references to'the Tunisian situation are ill-advised.
' 3.' As you well know, we ourselves have continuously'stressed the importance
of the Council as a forum for political consultation, and I think therefore that
we should' give general support to the main argument' of the Norwegian
representative's paper. We should be grateful for: guidance,on the points which
Skaug has raised and would be glad to be ti kept' informed of any exchanges
between,'Ottawa and ^ Copenhâgen on the subject of a possible ministerial
meeting•

. ^ . ..

436:

Le représentant permanent par intérim
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Acting Permanent Representative to the North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of Statefor External Affairs
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CONFIDENTIAL

.Paris, June 26, 1952

INFORMAL COUNCIL MEETING, JUNE 26:
POLITICAL DISCUSSIONS

,There was a long and on the whole somewhat unsatisfactory discussion this
morning on the basis of letter from Norwegian representative on the exchange
of political views in the Council (my telegram No. 229 of June 25th). While
opinions were very diversified as to the procedure to be followed concerning
these discussions there was, general agreement that the Council should now
address itself to, political questions as well as, to the various problems arising
ôut of the implementation of Article II.
'.2., As ^. regards Tunisia - which had been mentioned in the Norwegian
representative's letter as a subject which might be discussed in the proposedPolitical Committee, it was argued by the Greek representative who received
general support that the problem could only be dealt with by the Council on
French initiative. It was felt that there should . be no attempt to force a

1 1-discussion of this subjeçt against the wishes of the French Government. -
!3•. There °.: was unanimous, agreement. with the proposal made. b the
No^egian representative that there should be an early exchange of vicws ,on
Germany. The United Kingdom representative with the concurrence of his
United States and French colleagues said that their respective governmentshad âlreâd `

y been advised that there was a very reasonable interest in thisProbleiri within the Council and that the were
question-of timing could be solved, to inform heir colleagues as,tô the^p ô stheed
tripârtite,draft reply to the latest Soviet communications on Germany and to
receive their views at a meeting of the Council which might be convened on
Saturdâÿ or possibly Sunday morning. United Kingdom representative made
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ties in
the point however that three governments still had parti

cular
butsesselwould not be for policy consultation

Germany and that meeting
ntially

to kee the Çouncil informed;of, the discussions and the decisions reached in
p . ,,

London:
S Article ,11 we pointed;out. that while in our view it wouby

4. As regard work which had been undertaken y
useful to follow through the preliminary
the Atlantic Community, Committee, a start,had already that mmee Articlel II
up the NATO. Information Policy Working. Group , an
matters like manpower problems were more related to the é had the support^of
rather than political agency. We emphasized and in this ems
the United Kingdom representative that consideratio n agencies asracwhole ândlthat
should permeate the work of h^uld eâsily be

Counc il
âiso ted and assigned to some

speci
they

fc
were

bodyno ^i hin the o ganization.

5.
The great difficulty as regards procedure stemmed from ^^Îo,tteenthe

esome Council members that in settin8^ â a win rmanent. tin
polltlca

the agenda of the problems

communicatcd to Council y P

-7; "In` connection with'proposed dlscusslon on
'ns you would ^ like us to make on the assumption that d ra

ft repl
of yitsobservations Y • b t i artlte - representatlves in ad

Belglan, Portuguese,
some such arrangement. ' J= special

• ' Germany are there any sP

• n c

Secretariat. Council will Lkely determine arties to gather information and
discussion' ând then appoint ad hoc working pUnited States,
to present points for Council deliberation. : United, • Kingd `mo be in favour of

N thcrlandsrepresentativs appea t

Council would give up its initiative o ra g to set up a working

group,

should be discussed. Various proposals, by Ismay Draper toor'b
roup, to isolate problems to which Council might

,

iminary work on items
have political advisers in each discussed at length but no

t, , . •which might be assigned to them by Counc il,
decision was made.

ed that procedure which had been evolved in Council Dffor an, 6. We suggest
Deputies

for' political discussions might'be revie te was howevereimpossible to reach a
élaborate or complicated machlnery. I I have a
decision beyond that of having an exchange

views
foruma fôr political

feeling however that' though Council itself is the proper work will have
consultation, it will soon` become evident that some preparatory eration with
tô ` be °` done by political officers within delegations in ^P up for

hich issues should be brought

publication.
^ • .. . , ' ' . . ^. ' f ^ ; % , .
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DEA/50115-J-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieûres

au représentant permanent par intérim
auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord ..
Secretary of State for External Affairs.

to Acting Permanent Representative to the North Atlantic Council

TELEGRAM 177,
Ottawa,'June 27, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

POLITICAL CONSULTATION
Reference: Your telegram No. 229 of June 25.

We welcome the Norwegian initiative in bringing before the Council the
topic of political discussions, which are fundamental to our concept of NATO.
This message will deal only with the general topic, leaving for another message
the particular point of the Danish proposal that a ministerial meeting be held:- -

2. Let me say at the outset thàt I agree that we should give general support to
the main 'argument in the Norwegian representative's paper and, in particular,
.we should support the suggestion that the German issue be discussed by the
Council.'
3. We are not however convinced that the establishment of a political

committee is necessary or even desirable in achieving this, aim: The Council
itself would be the appropriate NATO forum for such discussions. The present
difficulty in` bringing political matters before the Council is not in our view
caused by inadequate procedures. The real difficulty of course is what appearsto be the increasing - reluctance of the three great powers to hold such
discussions in the North Atlantic Council.. We could,' however, express our
understanding`of the difficulties which this whole problem of consultation
raises

for the major powers. Theirs is the primary responsibility. They
freqüently^ have to take decisions with time limits attached. It is quite
understandable`that, after going through the sometimes arduous process of
securing ` agreement- among themselves, they shrink from repeating the
Proceeding in the North Atlantic Council. We also appreciate that in the midst
of delicate negotiations like those going on at the present time on the nature of
the reply to the Soviet note on Germany, they do not wish to expose any
differences of opinion which might exist among themselves in the wider NATOforum.1

4• We7feel ttiatour emphasis thcrefore should be not so muchNorth Atlantic Council being
placed on the

0, 1

advantages to the United Kingdom^rUnited Statesmajor powers as
consultation with the other NATO powers. These advantages se

and F of
em torus to be

of.ât least two kinds. In the first place, if other NATO members are able to
express their'views freely in informal sessions of the Council on these political
restIons ànd tôput forward the spccial problcros involvcd for thcm in

partite decisions which 'affect NATO as a whole,' it should put them in a
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under
stronger: position to face their own parliaments when these

are
unica ton

discussion. As the Norwegian representative
blea impression h

is
in Norway if his

to the Council, it would make _ a favoua een
Government was able ' to state'', publicly that "N So^ t note beforedit bwas
consulted about the contents' of the reply to the
finalized and delivered. The same general principle applies in other important

It is important in our view that the
political issues affecting the whole alliance.
major_ NATO allies should understand that ^â is their fellow members
interests to encourage such consultation ,whlch may assist
in the alliance to carry their own public opinion with them. .,;

5. Secondly, the major members of the alliance may find Vea^nd constructive
considerable benefit from consultatio

n dis
of this

cussion^nPolPical;wisdom is after all
proposals should emerge from such a
not exclusively;vested in the major, powers. this
6: Practically, we would see this proposal workin g

exam lc
somewhat

thei
n
Norw g^n

Taking. the, Norwegian case on Germany as an p

representative would propose, ; in - the Council, that, the - German issue be.
discussed at- a subsequent meeting. He would bnng,ur téleg m in order to
thôse,outlined in the first Parts of

ne in
paragraph

chNATO is. involvcd and that all
demonstrate that the problem i
members are, therefore, entitled to participate in a discussion. lagree,
agrees, and this, in fact, would mean if the powers primarily concerned
the topic would appear on the, agenda and they (the powers principally
concerned) would be expected to màke the opening statements• The
«z,7, ,We do not agree, however, that a political working group is necessary.

Norwe8
ians are .thinking of an ^agreed report , recording some hé Varr,ousion

unanimity. We see the important th^n^^ a itfrank,discus
sreal icd that it is

points.of view, not an agreed report,
most unlikcly that major differences between the powers principally'ç^ Wôuld,
would be reconciled ata Council meeting. A frankerested. It might be that inhowevei, undoubtedly bc useful for all members ^nt

rYie cases the members,particularly concerned would seek to obtaidn b°môstso
agreement for a course of action which ôi o Pmall S=be expccted but we could
desirable,but this dcvclopmcnt should n Y rt µ-ould
foresee that in some cases an agreed course of action or an agreed repo

# , „..
emerge.#€ ,^- ^^^^r.,
► ^.fr Forsthese-reasons,`xwe do not-^favour . thc. establishment of a b^ÿlô

8. n
political committee, although it might be necessary form an adc

to help in the
whiçh^ mcmbcrs , primarily eonccrnçd, would ; be, rcpr^

.preparatlon of a summary of the discussions.:, z., cstionian sug8orweg
9:^ Rather ! along. this same line; we do n

ot mav ht usefulÎy be discussed
,
^n the

r -M ch n

countnes, elther collectrvely or is l . Y.
material°contribution to the solution of a'given problem or are, as in the cas

thatithere be an agrecd llst o aoplcs

futurc. There is much more chance of aivaluable and realistic discussion Vhc eN^T^
to make so ofproblem if each one is introduced independently on. the agenda .

• • • • .40- •dua11 are able and willing
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the German issue, inextricably bound up with its consequences, efforts should
be directed at demonstrating that a full discussion of the particular question is
desirable, having in mind the points mentioned in paragraphs 4 and 5 above.
NATO members cannot expect an issue to be brought to the Council simply to
provide an opportunity for responsible members to give information on their
particular problems and-perhaps to provide for gratuitous expression of opinion
or a critical examination of their policies or plans by those who are not bearing
the responsibility.

10. As the Danish representative remarked to you, Skaug's blunt reference to
Tunisia in the Nôrwegian note seems ill-advised. The whole issue of future
political consultation might be prejudiced if the impression were created that to
agree to a discussion on Germany; for which a strong case can be made, would
be to open the way to the discussion of every and any issue in disregard of the
wishes of the mémber primarily responsible. This is not to be taken to mean
that we, think Tunisia should not be discussed in NATO - indeed, there is
much to begained by a frank exchange of views on that difficult issue. But to
face the problem of political consultation on 'a broad front minimizes the
chances of . making progress - whereas a pragmatic approach, starting with
the German.issue, offers good chances of-success. Discussion of the Tunisian
issue could then be considered later - but as an independent question.
11. ,To sum up: '( 1)Every effort should be ' made to encourage political

consultation' in the ' Council; (2) we strongly support the proposal that' the
German issue be discussed by the North * Atlantic Council; ^ and (3) we do not
favour the establishment of a political committee for the purpose of initiating
or ° preparing political discussion ' but when occasion warrants we would not
object to a political working group being assigned the task -of preparing an
agreed statement summarising the trend of the discussion in the Council.^:.. . . . . ,
438_-

Le secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
uEA/50115•J•40

Secretary of State for External Affairs
,,.,, to Permanent Representative to the North Atlantic Council

TELE,,^. GRAM 183 O

au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de !'Atlantique Nord

. ^,.

7 41.,

.^'^.`

CÔIDENT I A L. IMPORTANT*'
► t J

ttawa, Junc 30, 1952

DISCUSSION tir GERMANY IN TIIE COUNCIL
Referénce;°Your telegram No. 238 of June 26..'{ r^..^^,,.: .. . , . , ..

Itnow see . I ,

. i`+^^,i•.i: ^^ ^,t^..'#^.
, . . .` ^ ^.^ ^ ^ - ^ .

,4k^^ 8 icc t at.

ms c car from your messages and 'from information from London
and ^yashington that the three major powcrsplan to put before the Council the
textiôf thélreply`tô'thc Soviet note about twcntyfour houri beforc it is to be^délivéi^'In, Moscow. .{old We arc informcd by Canada flouse that they have been,^ , bythé`Forci n Oft' h •
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enauer
"As to.timing, it is.hoped that any;changes. necessit thanih emiddle of next

consideration of the reply can. bihecee
should be shown to -: a meeting of the

week. ^ It is then intended tha t

North 'Atlantic
Çouncil in Paris approximately 24 hours before it is delivered

in Moscow. Council members . will not , in fact be given , an bPPo^é nNo^eg^an

the text, but in view of opinion,'oaexP
tïca^dp troblems should be more fully

Lisbon the Council agrced that thcre was o
^.z.
consultation at an early stage on current political questions of com

telegram No. 177 of June 27, we cons^ r. or,,,

major powers themselves and in accordance with the spirit afgr he o put

th
Atlantic Treaty. While we are glad that the three powers have

eir reP1 Y to the latest Soviet note before the Co
the place of
uncil even at this sû^^^ otn: In^

cannot ; feel , that this procedure,, fully, tak w^th
the suggestions contained in

spcâking along these hnes and,in accordance ^ of the Committee

~ ` i • regard tomy,teligram under r^fcrence, you m^ght add that the Report. of
and that at

U. Five has alrcâdy made this 'point with r .• d for effective
a "conUnum nec n

pp° d this would have been

have the determining voIce as o ^ would however, have ha
replies., Under such a-procedure, the smaller powe •
in o"^rtunity tô put forward their views, and for the reasons i

ndicated in
e to the

would have been an important item on g

P

•
reliminarY :discussion; the three major powers, who have prim t r fo

Poafâft ng
in the'German question, would, of course,c ^a'st analrsis theY,wo ld obviously
replies to the Soviet notes. Mo ^what should or should not be included in thde

representative and others t at m^ Po
aired in the Council, the Foreign Ministers considered it tactically, wise to

arrange this preview on an information basis. , ,. ,;,:. , _.
the

Moreover, for your own information, we have d^cribe as the tendetncy
Department view with.some apprehension what they

of smaller , powers to introduce important and delicate ;matters at too early athe
stage, for discussion in the North Atlantic Çouncil : and that

th AtlanticuCounc 1
preferred that discussion of the G^DC Treaty ând tthe Contractual Arrange-
should; await ratification of the
ments. They are, however, prepared, in view_ of the wishes of the smaller
countries, to give this advance notice of the text.

2.
The discussion in the North Atlantic Council will inevitably héco Xaiof thetet

by the fact that the three major powers are unwilling to alter estions or
note in reply to the Soviet note on Germa ny a

s tim
a

e,
result

element ywil g âlso be a
criticisms, put forward in the , Council• The for representatives to refer
restrictive feature as there will be no, opportunitY

ints ; to their Governments within, the twenty-four hour timer loim; t
até nis

thePo
hardly,the- kind;of consultation wi in cases of this kindpwhére decisions
North Atlantic Council. We thin k that should discuss
involve their North Atlantic partners, the three major powers It was for this
policy in 'general terms at an early stage

etinM nio stcrs insParis at the time
reason that we would have thought a meeting of question
of the ;signature of the EDC documents•tsaâu enda as After such general and

f
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concern." The Report of that Committee went on to say:."This is essential in
order. that national policies may be developed and action taken on the basis of
an awareness of the attitudes and interests of- all the members of NATO." In
taking this line in the Council, you should make it quite clear that we are well
aware of the difficult . and delicate - problems involved in consultation,
particularly when decisions already represent a tripartite compromise. We do
not wish to be unrealistic in our demands, nor do we wish our statement to have
the character of a protest but rather of a constructive approach to the problem.
3. ,You should say 'that so far as the substantive issues connected with the

German problem are concerned, we do not consider that in the circumstances
indicated above, there would be much point in our enlarging, at this time, on
our general views on Germany. On the specific question of the tripartite draft
reply to the Soviet Government which will be before the Council, it seems to us
to represent a skillful compromise and to be as satisfactory a document as
could be expected. - _ , I I

Le représentant permanent par intérin:
11-auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord'

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Acting Permanent Representative to the North Atlantic Council

to Secretary of Statefor External Affairs
TELEGRAM 290

CONFIDENTIAL

V
'When the text of the note had been circulated on behalf of the tripartitegovernménts, "the Netherlands representative asked whether the note was in

final form, or whether it was intended that there should be some discussion in

. .,
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Paris, July 9, 1952

^,.. DISCUSSION IN COUNCIL OF TRIPARTITE REPLY

'
TO SOVIET NOTE

Reference: Your telegram No. 183 of June 30th.

Addressed to Ottawa No. 290 repeated London No.,478.

If Delegations were informed yesterday by the secretariat that the Secretary-
General had been 'informed by the representatives of the three occupying
Powers in Germany that they would be in a position to inform the council of
the proposed reply to 'the Soviet note with regard to Germany at today's
regular'meeting of the council. The text of the tripartite reply was circulated to
the'council as tht first item of business. While I realize that you have been' kept
very fully -informed of the progress of the discussions between the tripartite
governments and more recently with the German Government, it may be useful

transmit to you the final text of the note which, according to Alphand, will
be`Présented to the Soviet Government tomorrow and will be made public on
J°ly I lth• You will appreciate that until its publication the note is a secretdocument
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the council of the substance of the note: In reply. Alpchanges nmheetext ctouldebe
that the note was in final f information,- the N the ands representative made
accepted. In the ltght• of this ,wh
â,strong statement criticizing the tripartite governments for the more futlly
this whole matter had been handled,TOfl eall of, which had a vital
and at an early stage with the NA governments

interest in t the German question, and possible Soviet
aresent, .with the

and ï the Unitedstatements were made by each
of France,O e United States

exception _of the,representatt on ; your telegram under
Kingdom. Our own statemenna made availab eein your earlier telegram No.
reference and on the background consultation, with
171?' of -June 27th on the general sub;nts in paragraph 2 of your telegram
particular emphasis being made on the points

. .

, , s
04t^' •' 3 ....

' . •. .

No. 183.
o
the degree
vernments on3.

The striking element in this series of statements was
unanimity which existed among the non-occupytng -NATO g

I# 'on on the central political question

^' ' babl t du tfl^gamme 177, document 437.

dtstUnetton.tn our own sta CM . •
individual NATOt governments had, been free ^ to- expresa

,abl^ to hem He
tripartite governments on the. basis _of, the inform

EDC°arrangements the United
also pointed,out that at the time of signing th
^ -^^^. _. __ • s^.^ . . _. - ,

so made the

to arrange in time for consultatton on t e t

responsibititÿ.for the actuncluded t n them. (We had ourselves made a similar
àhould and should not be i point that at any t ime
•• •• t ont ) Draper al the

views although indicating that the United , States Government sa w prâblems

whyjthere should not, be a gene
le

exchange
tatusaof Germany came about. He

involvcd even before the change in the8a
however make a clear distinction betwecn ezchanges of views on ând?)l'thed '̂d

of policy, which was = a legitimate responstbility of , tdhe f r dcouncil
what

the practical difficulty that the preparation of t ,,& p y ossible
note had taken a lengthy period to complete, and that it had not been p

h w•der'basis. Draper echoed these

the'fâct that'this opportunity for consu a t
of the time had been badly bungled by the three powers principallY co

ncerned.
pursued in

4.: In defence of the policy which thesripa^tineade
governments have

brief st tement sSpcaking
this matter, Alphand, Draper and Roll" eac
for the French Government, Alphand stated that his government would like to
se e the fullest possible use of the council for the discussion and considehowever

ration f

all questions of common political concern. The German ques +

presented special difficulties. From,
the legal point of view the tripartite powers

which could not be
and the Soviet Union had a Pe had status i n

effective . as between the
abandoned until the transition
occupation statute and the new contractual

h
arrangemen's^ oethe earlier Soviet

e

Ilsag^tp
Probably Telegram 177, Document 437.

m e la délégation du Royaume-Uni auprès
du Conseil de 1'At ►anaq

ric Roll, chcf par intfri dE . ... ^

Eric dRoll. Deputy Head, Ddcgztion of United Kingdom'to North Atlantic Council.
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States had favoured a ministerial meeting in the course of which the German
question would have been discussed at an, early stage. Roll, for the United
Kingdom, stated that his government was determined to see that the council
became an effective and major instrument for consultation on political
questions of common concern, but he echoed the juridical and practical
arguments made by Alphand.

S.. In summing up, Ismay said that non-occupying NATO powers had been
unanimous in their views'and he admitted that he himself had felt concerned
during these past weeks as to how the German question could come; before
council. Was it not . up to any of the governments represented to (group
corrupt) it at any, time? The Netherlands representative,, supported by his
Norwegian colleague, pointed out that : they had deliberately not raised this
question earlier on the grounds that the initiative for raising it should be left to
the tripartite governments. Van Starkenborgh'6 expressed the view that there
were other outstanding questions such as the command structure in the
Mediterranean and the Middle East which were over-ripe for discussion.
.6. After,further, discussion it was agreed that when the reply to the Soviet
note had been presented and when Soviet reactions became rather clearer, it
would be.entirely appropriate for the council, preferably at informal meeting,
to exchange views on the German question as a whole. -

7. It is to be hoped that the general expression of view in the council reported
in the foregoing paragraphs will have a salutary effect in bringing forcibly to
the attention of the tripartite governments the importance which we all attach
[to] political consultation within the NATO framework, and particularly on
the crucial question of.Germany, and Soviet intentions.

For Ottawa only
x8• My immediately following telegram' contains the text of the tri partite
reply to the Soviet note which should be regarded as a secret document until its
publication.

26AI,d..;^ .t .. . ; .
^^pr^ du Co an tar enborgh Stachouwer, représentant par intérim des Pan-Bas
Alidiu^ Conseil de l'Atiantique Nord.

WL T^arda van Starkenborgh Stachouwer. Deputy Representative of the Netherlands^n Nonb Atlantic Council.

''us W.L. Tjarda v c k



SECRET-

Washington, July 30, 1952

POLITICAL DISCUSSION INTHE NORTH ATLANTICANTIC COUNCIL

1658 of the 23rd of J y

. ..
' d'Affaires

Reference: Our despatch No. despatch, he reported that on the
In paragraph 7 of Mr. Wrong's previous

23rd of July he raised the issue of political consultation in -the No
rth
n Affairstin

Coùncil with Mr. George Perkins, Assis tant
a fu ther dfscussion ôf this subject

the State Department. He also stated Parsons
would take place later between Mr. LePan of `th ionalr Affairs linr•the State
Acting Director of the Bureau was held yesterday. A memorandum of
Department..Th ►s further discussion , .-^ .
the conversation is attached. A p V' LE PAN

. 2. Mr. Parsons confirmed that the . widesprea& dissatisfactiohad provided a
cxpressed in the Council at its meeting on the 9th of July

advanccd,by the ..,M , g r r
inéttiôds of politiealzconsultation. ` ` y. ^.• . • that had been

^ • •early stage. 1 then went on LU c a for
r1 'an Representatrve in the Council

^mprov

Three ^ Powcrs before cspa c g
Gerinany; and I emphasized that, in cases of this kind where

,t the cCanadian
the Thrce Powcrs involved their North Atlantic P, general terms atsals

po yGovcrnment believed that they should discuss ProP°d t'1 the Canadian rcactions to the ing

• cp
16 -,, bis statement to the Council on the 9th of Ju t^cdure followed by the
Çanadian authorities had not ban h^ir la a

by the
t note to the Soviet Union on

d thm • sof

Ottawa ,to the Canadian Permanent s which M^atHeeney had no doubt made
Council ' Rcpeating some of the points x laincd why the

political consultation ' within the North Atlantic question as set
invitation, I began by outlining the Canadian position on. this q from
otth in tclegcams 177 of the 27th of June and 183 of the 30tNooi hu^^lant c

f the

the Bureau of European Regional Affairs in the Statu ep • '
' Council At Mr. Parsons

SECRET Parsons, Acting Director of1
On Tuesday, the 29th of July, I called ôn Mr.• p artmcnt to discuss

ORGANISATION DU TRAITÉ DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD

^DEA/50115-J-40

- Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

for Charge

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Note du conseiller de l'ambassade aux États-Unis '

Memorandum by Counsellor, Embassy in United States

Washington, July 30, 1952
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salutary jolt for the authorities in Washington. He said that Mr. Acheson had
been very concerned by the reports he had received of the meeting, since he
realized that, unless something were done to remove the reasons for dissatisfac-
tion, the strength and cohesion of the whole North Atlantic alliance might be
gradually sapped. The Secretary of State had given instructions that all aspects
of this question should be studied as a matter of urgency with a view to laying
recommendations before him for improvement.
3. Mr. Parsons said that those who had been working on this problem^in the

State Department had decided at an early stage that it would be wise to divide
the question into two parts. Since a new Soviet note on Germany might arrive
any day, : it had, been considered expedient to flake off the issue of what
procedure should be followed in drafting a reply and to give separate and more
rapid attention to that immediate issue. Mr. Parsons disclosed that a paper
containing recommendations on this limited point had now been prepared in
the State Department and would probably receive final approval today. For the
most part, thc paper accepted.wholeheartedly the proposals which Mr. Parsons
attributed' to Mr. Heeney. On the receipt of a new Soviet note, the Three
Powers.would at once place before the Council accurate translations in English
and-French. They would then invite discussion in the Council on how the note
should be answered, allowing enough time. for Representatives to obtain the
views of their own Governments. The Three Powers would then consult among
themselves and also with Chancellor Adenauer and Mayor Reuter and, bearing
in mind the views expressed in the Council, would prepare a draft. This draft
would be shown to the Council before being despatched. Mr. Parsons said that
as soon as . these recommendations had been approved, they , would be
transmitted to the United. States missions in North Atlantic capitals for
presentation to other Governments. There was only one point, he thought, at
whicha they varied in any way from the suggestions which he understood to
have been made by Mr. Heeney. It was just conceivable that an occasion might
arise when a Soviet communication to the Three Powers on Germany would
require, and:bc capable of, an immediate reply. In such an unlikely event, the
United States would not like the hands of the Three Powers to be tied by a
prior obligation to consult with the Council. The recommendations, thercfore,
eontained an escape clause which the Three Powers could take advantage of if,
by^any chance, it proved necessary and possible at any time in the future for
them to return an immediate answer to a Soviet note on Gcrmany.

4: Turning to the wider problem of how to increase political discussion within
the Council,, Mr. Parsons said the State Department agrced with the Canadian
Gôvernment in regarding this process as fundamental to the North Atlanticalliance.

He adduced a number of reasons for this conviction. None of them
will,benew-to'you; but it is perhaps not entirely without interest that he
thought-it worthwhile to restate them.' The North Atlantic alliance, he said,should ^be more•,than a military pact; and, if it were to develop into a
^mmunity,i it s was clearly essential that there should be discussion in theCoün^ 1̂
the of political issues : This had become all the more necessary now that

Ei^topean Defence Community was on the vcrgc of becoming a reality. If
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the E.D.C. . were to be held i firmly within the North 1 Atlantic . Community,
concurrent efforts must be 'made to bring all the' countries in - the North
Atlantic alliance more closely together. ^ Finally, it was possible, he: suggested,
that in' an emergency the United States might have to assume more overt and
decisive leadership of the North Atlantic powers. It would be easier' for. the
United States to assume such a position in a moment of crisis if confidence had
previously been built up throughout the t alliance as a result of political

consultation in the Council.

r5. As always, Mr. Parsons said, the problemwas how:this desirable objective
was to be ' achieved; and he enquired whether we : had, any fûrther precise
suggestions. On the basis of paragraph 6 of telegram No. 177 of the 27th of
June to our Permanent Representative to the Council, I indicated that in many
cases:we thought the proper course would be for one 'of the smaller powers to
make a case in the Council that a particular problem was-one in which NATO
was involved and that therefore, there should be discussion of it in the Council.
Mr. Parsons commented that such a mode of initiating discussion would in
some cases, no doubt, be effective and satisfactory. He was inclined to doubt,
however, whether it would serve adequately as the !normal way to arrange
political disciission in the Council, since one of its effécts might be to make it
appear that, the larger powers were being^ pushed reluctantly into political
discussion or were even, being put in the -dock before the Council. To this I
replied 'that I assumed it would be quite satisfactory from our point of view if
the United States or the United Kingdom or. France were to take the.initiative
in suggesting politicàl topics for discussion in the Council. Mr. Parsons replied
that probably that•method also would,be appropriate in some câses. His air of
perplexity, however, suggested that he was not entirely confident that either his
own Government or the British or the French Government would, in practice,
very often take initiative in suggesting topics' for discussion unless they were
subject to some 'mild spur - and, yet, he wâs anxious that the responsibility
should not entirely rest with the smaller powers for pricking them into action.other
Speaking• entirely personally, he said that. he: had been' revolving tw

alternatives. He wondered whether thé responsibility for arranging political
discussion in the Council might hot be lodged, primarily with the I twork
Secretariat. This would give Lord Ismay and Signor -Fenoalteo important o f the
to ^ do 'and might be expected - gradually, to increase the authority
Secretariat. Another possibility might be that the Secretariat could be assisted
in ithis function by a small rotating committee.of not more than the three
inembers, on which there would, always be one representative of owers. The
rnajor^ powers and at ° least one ; representative of the smaller p the

Assistant SecretaryGeneral. -, for, Political Affairs : might
that the United

Permanent Chairman..In this connection, Mr. Parsons reportedo

States Government had now , agreed {to make available to the Internati
onal

te
Secretariat Mr. Hugh 'Cumming, who is to act' as the principal assistanterience,
Signor Fenoalteo. Mr. Cumming is a foreignservice officer of long P in
whose last appointment has been as counsellor at the United States Embassy
`p...

#j3{... . ' ... .^. ., " . _ .. ..'r ^.'t . ^, . . . . ..

. . -
t ^. ,. .. .. , . . .
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e art .,...^a L_ -•---• -^- ^ -- - - -. .anadian authorities might like to make, Mr. Parsons said that the State
D

retary of State. lf there are any further comments or suggestions which ther ••

iet note on Germany. Mr. Parsons indicated that it might be another two or
three weeks béfore the general paper would be ready for submission to the
Sec

a vanced as the paper on the procedures to be followed in answering a new
Sov'

p i a iscussion ^n
the Council is now being prepared in the State Department. But it is not so far

d

8. A paper on the general question of how in' promote olit'c 1 d'

be made on each possible topic separately:

ic t e Council should discuss. Topics for consideration by the Council
should be carefully selected, he thought; and this meant that a decision should

inadvisable to try to agree in -advance on a settled docket of political topics
wh'h h

7.• Mr. Parsons also was in complete agreement with our view that it would be

operate as the United States Government had hoped. ,
minor importance and was not discussing major political issues; it was failing
to

n
evolution of the Council. Insofar as it was now concerned with matters of

t at the State Department- had been rather disappointed with the rece t
policy was to add to, rather than to decrease, the Council's authority. He said

Department could find, no merit in the Norwegian suggestion for a Political
Committee or a Political Working Group. Apart from other disadvantages, this
suggestion would have the effect of draining power and- prestige from the
Permanent Representatives; and one'of the present objectives of United States

before the Council might be beneficial because of the mild compulsion' to which
it would subject the three major powers. However, he said that the State

caused by inadequate procedures. On the other hand, he gave the impression
that the institution of some continuing `procedure for bringing political.matters

worthy of consideration), Mr. Parsons was on the whole disposed to agree that
the present-difficulty^ in bringing political matters. before the Council is not

' 6. Notwithstanding these procedural suggestions (which seem to me at least

about six weeks time. '
Moscow. He is expected to take up his post in the International Secretariat in

p ment v^
^'. .

D.V. LEPAN

DEA/50115-J-40
Le haut-contmissaire au Royaume-Uni

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
High Commissioner in United Kingdom

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPnTCH No. 2880 London, July 31, 1952

POLITICAL CONSULTATION IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL

You will recall the discussion on political consultation which took place in
the North Atlantic Council in Paris on July 9th, when the reply which the

CONFIDENTIAL
. ^.. •
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Governments of the three Occupying Powers proposto the Counc 1
answer to the

Soviet Government's Note of May 24th was circulated ice, has
_ 2. Sir r Stephen. , Holmes, of, , the .Commonwealth Rdelations

O felt in thebeen
subsequently mentioned to me the concern which he sa
Foreign Office at the support which we gave.to therge1erresentativess in the

of the
three Occupying, Powers made by the ; other N.A p

on atcourse of the July 9th meeting. Officials,of the For Offievere
14Ç Power

so
mis

ewh
surprised that:we should press for fuller consultation on a

a
the

subject on which, as you will have noted from our teeg mThere was algso
Offce`felt they had been pretty forthcoming and co-opera tive.

the general' feeling reflected in the statements of th e tripartite
as

representatives
tutory

in-, Paris on this occasion that the Occupying Powers have
Pec

responsibility for Germany, a responsibility which they. could not readily share

with all N.A.T. governments. statement
1, 3. I thought it worth while to draw Holmes"atfean which hadebeen carefullywhich was made by our representative in Paris and
based upon the views expressed particularly in your tele hhad been to emphasize
of June 30th,=' pointing out that our primary concern

Council, an earlier
three Powerthat a} general and preliminary discussion in the

would have been useful to all N.A.T., governme ,
g the

principally concerned, and that in the light of such.a g eneral and
lities in

discussion the three Powers would then exercise, their special resPonsibi ion
preparing the reply to the Soviet Note. I am enclosing, for our

ched the texttof the
copy of my letter of July 29th to, Holmes, with which I atta
remarks made b}r,our representative in the Council on July 9th.1 t
4: 1 think.that the Canadian statement is a reasonable one, was n°i d the

necessary on that occasion. At the same time, you will.wish to bear full
fact that' U.K.' officials have gone out of their; way to provide luasswri other
information on the progress of the German ons ton a 14-Power basis may
fields,^and, that they feel that round-table d^scus
not necessarily be the most effective method of consultation .on s h nt1NAT0
current topics. _ The process of developing politi ô fcons ultation

consultation should be
will take some time, and while I think the aim to
suPPorted, you '.will . wish to take into account ` the reactions in Whitehall

which I have referred.
5. I`am" 'sending a copy of.this despatch to Mr. Heeney in Paris.
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442.
DEA/50115-J-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Représentative to the North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCIi No. 635
Paris, August 7, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

POLITICAL CONSULTATION IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL

Reference: Despatch No. 2880 of July 31, 1952, from the High Commissioner
for Canada, London, England. . I

The Commonwealth Relations Office reaction to our statement on political,
consultation in the North Atlantic Council is most interesting. We are
somewhat surprised, however, that Sir Stephen Holmes made no mention of
the fact that our statement was the most moderate of those made on that,
occasion and the only one which made practical suggestions as to how we
might deal with the problem.
12.''l agree with Mr. Robertson that while we must continue to encourage the

development of Council as a forum for political consultation, this is necessarily
a long range and somewhat limited objective in view of the large membership
of the Council, and we must bear in mind very carefully the repercussions in
London of any line we may pursue in this connection within the Council.
Perhaps when the question arises again we might attempt to impress upon our
United Kingdom colleagues here that we are not urging discussion within the
Council of problems of common interest because we ourselves feel that we lack
information, but because we think that there are clear advantages from the
point of view of strengthening the Alliance and incidentally from the U.K.
point'of view in ensuring that the smaller NATO countries have an adequate
understanding of the policies of the major.NATO partners, particularly when;
on occasion; they are expected to support these policies within their respective
parliaments. The more basic the policies to the Alliance the more important it
seems to us . the need for a full understanding by all concerned of their
implications, background and objectives.

3::The 'unanimous and very vigorous reaction of the smaller partners, when
the Tripartite reply to the Soviet Note was discussed in Council, should havegiven

Whitehall some indication of how strongly they feel on the question of
consultation and of the role that such consultations can play in strengthening
the Organization.

im::The' point raised - by Mr. Robertson in 7 his despatch is, however, a very
portant , one and I am convinced that if the issue comes, up again for

discussion within the Council there should be the fullest possible consultation
and understanding between our own and the U.K. Delegation so that there willnot` be àny:-

misinterpretation in Whitehall as regards 'any statement that we
may make within the Council.
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5: -1- am sending copy of this despatch to the High Commissioner for Canada.

in London...,:,1 , . ,^ ... ,-
e W P

standing political committee w^c wou p

development of political consultation w^t •
the : establishment 0' nele rams , to the Delegation, : we do, not favour,our t 8,, • h• h 1d robably operate on the as

consultation. It is for this reason that we NAT^
Syou will have seen from

,4-,We s fully, appreciate : and, share the ; U.K: I feeling ; that method
' discussions on sensitive, topics may not always be the most effective

tic approach

of
discuss ^

- the ï: explanatîon , you have grven :
understoôd. • f urteen poWer

informâtion privately from one of the t ree occ py
never been in our minds that such consultation; even if fully developeVd^ichohas

replace the comprehensive exchange of information, with, the U.K.
racticcs are

always ^ provcd ; to • be : so valuable to us., As ;we see it, the. two P that with
complementary; rather, than mutuallyexclus i

hen nHolmes ourhv^ will be• or Step

POLITICAL CONSULTATION IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL

a^ ... - ' .. .. , . ,. . .

Reference:.Your 2880 of July 31.
will have seen a copy of telegram No. 259 of, August 12 to ftha

..You
e

Delegation in Paris telling them of the United
consultationrtinNATO. As you

revised State Department attitude on polit ical into
on

pretty
will have noticed, the United States thinking has come a round

mentioned
line.with , our

as,
own
topics

and
for

and,
d iscussion , weywo

future
uld hope that with this beginning the

practice would be extended to cover other issues.
...We are sorry to learn that the Foreign Office seem to Soviet notes on

préssed' for fuller consultation in NATO on the replies to the
us so

Germany this was somehowa reflection on their co-operation have
well informed as the tripartite consultations on thep y p r n

alwaÿs welcomed and fully appreciated the forthcoming at titude
believe we wouldibehey

Office in, keeping:us advised on *nq actans in,
t^ of tour hope that it will be

interested, - but we have never Y secr sion
ible to develop in NATO a forum for general consultation and

from ving
of issues.-Such discussion would be a different matterpf im h, u ing powers. Moreover, it has

. _ .. , . _t uMPTRE

ror Permanent Representative

Lé sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to High Commission in United K ► ngdom

au haut-commissariat au Royaume-Uni

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL
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that all political issues could appropriately be discussed in NATO. It seems
preferable that each case should be treated separately as it.arises in the hope
that realistic decisions on what might'usefully be'discussed will promote a
favourable disposition to accept'NATO as' a*'suitable forum for this kind of
consultation.

1.D. WILGRESS

444.
DEA/50115-J-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to the North Atlantic Council

Ottawa, August 12, 1952

POLITICAL DISCUSSIONS IN TUE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL
Refeiénce: My telegram No. 248 of today's date.'

Bliss of the U.S. Embassy has informed us that an attitude is developing in
the State Department in favour of consultation in the North Atlantic Council
rather along the Canadian pattern. (see our tels. 177 and 183.)29

Bliss said that the U.S. are planning to discuss with the U.K. and France a
proposal of adopting a definite practice in handling future Soviet notes. They
will. suggest that a translation of any note be given immediately to NATO
Permanent Representatives whose comments would be invited at an early,
informal

meeting of the Council. This forum is preferred for well-knownreasons:
The United States would want it recognized that responsibility for

drafting any reply would remain with the occupying powers.

Blissx did not say whether the United States proposal would extend to
general political discussions or be limited to possible future Soviet notes on
Germany.

. a,Lé t^ll^g^âm^e Porte la mention •,/Noted in telegram:
21« â^ ted^o London 1349 and Washington EX- 1684.

37 et 4384Documents 437 and 438.
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to Nigh Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 1579
Ottawa, August 18, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

should not bé considered that because we recerve uiest on,
Kingdom Government, the usefulness of which is admitted^ yo di on asithe

,the Canadian Government should be required to take the same
which

^ United Kingdorri - on questions ^ of interest to NATO such^ as Germany

POLITICAL CONSULTATION IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL

Reference: Our letter 1671 of August 11.
this uestion with particular

I have'reviewed the recent correspondence on t q

reference to the United Kingdom reaction to our intervenc^o No. 2880 of July
and to Sir Stephen Holmes report described in your despat

31 st.
2.

hen
1 think it would be as well for.you to go over this matter with S'ké t ôu to

again to make sure that our position . is fully
in oou rletter under reference

draw particularly to his attention the point made information
{ that while the Canadian Government are most grateful for serve as a
`which we receive from the United Kingdom Government t
substitute for political consultation in the North Atlantic Council•ltation and it

3.â The Canadian Government attach importance on from the United

may come before the Council for discussion.a x_ ... , . .,.

j CONFIDENTIAL

ORGANISATION DU TRAITÉ DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD

DEA/50115-J-40

ires extérieures .secrétairé d 'État aux Affa
au inissaire au Royaume-Uni,haut=com

S tar of State for External Affairs

DEA/50115-J-40

L'ambassadeur.auz États-Unis
au seerétaire`d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador, in United States
^ airsto Seeretary of State for Ex ff

Washington, August 19,1952

TELEGRAM WA•2087

information on the attitude devc opcd y
pôlitical discussio'n's in the North Atlantic Council.

In â discussion with Parsons, acting director o
airs ' in ; the State Departmnt, we were given some fa^ohofReg' ^onal Aff 1 "k the State Department in

POLITICAL DISCUSSIONS IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL

Reference: Your EX-1684 of August 12. f the Bureau of European
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2., As regards the handling of future exchanges of notes with the Soviet
Government on Germany, Parsons repeated that the State - Department was
definitely in favor of the Canadian position with one slight reservation. They
agreed that the permanent representatives in Paris should be given a
translation of any Soviet note when received and be given an early opportunity
to discuss it. However, it was necessary to prôvide for the possibility that the
Soviet note might agree to a four-power meeting on Germany, in which case
the circumstances might require a tripartite reply going forward without delay,
seeking Soviet concurrence to a time and place of meeting. This is the kind of
situation which Parsons suggested might have to be dealt with with a minimum
delay in ôrder to secure maximum political and psychological advantage for the
Western powers and was implied in the reservation referred to in paragraph 3
of the memorandum of July .30 forwarded under cover of. our despatch No.
1716. of July 30. Parsons said that the discussions with the United Kingdom
and France on the proposal had revealed that the French wish to draw a clear
distinction between "consultations" 'and "discussions". In their judgment,
`.`consultations" implied discussions leading to' conclusions and commitments
binding the occupying powers. In order to ensure that the responsibilitiés of the-
oécupying powers should remain unimpaired by the proposed procedure, they
would prefer _ to regard the comments . the NATO, permanent representatives
would be invited to make on the 'notes as a "discussion" rather than a
64 consultation". However, the State Department say that they expect to be able
to obtain a common tripartite understanding of this aspect , of the question of
political discussions in the North Atlantic Council shortly.'

3. As regards the wider problem of how to increase political discussion within
the''Côuncil, Parsons said that the State Department were in the process of
Preparing a paper for the guidance of the.United States permanent representa-,
tive which would encourage such discussion. This guidance paper would
çonsider such questions as:

(a) : What questions might profitably be discussed in the NATO forum?
(b) How such discussion should take place?

*(c) -The role of the NATO Secretariat in originating themes for discussion
and in contributing material to facilitate discussion. Parsons said that from the
study which had been made of, the question it seemed to him that, there are
practical ; difficulties in trying to lay down fixed general rules. It would
Probably be necessary to consider in each case how any specific subjects might
most pro}itably be discussed by the permanent representatives. For instance, in.
the' case of: some questions, it might ; be clearly desirable to try to reach a
meeting of minds on an agreed plan of action on the part of several members of
NATO. ^ In ' other : cases, it might be sufficient to have a rather informalexchange .of views; still in others, a briefing by representatives of the more
directly interested parties (as , for instance, on the Middle East defencepe anization) , would suffice. The absence of several senior officials in the Statepartm . . .e
p

nt on vacation is obviously holding up the finalization of this paper.
a^ons _ indicated, however, that he had discussed the whole problem with

`:ei?n...._ a. .,f. . . . . .
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Livingston Merchant, during -the, latter's visit' in Washington and had found

general agreement on now to proceed.

DEA/50234-40
447 ^ Ï t . , : _ . . . _ . . ; . . . , ^ . ,.

p pôwers would sét about drafting à'renIY We âde

roccdure we were sure that the t rce po

and ould consu t

dedi that if this was to be the
Adenauer in the` course of the d'rditi g the matter

L wcrs wcre wise in placing

r4^ Hâncôck said he expcctcd that after d^scuss on
ôônsulting their governments. he Council the three_;_ .. ' " i in t e

thé views ôf the various^governmnts might be-conveycd 'ID the

*whenthe permanent rePresentatives in' Paris hâd had a full
Opportun'

elicit the'views`of the members, and Hancoçk. oprd inted
rcpiesentatives might^^.be able to give their initial views tomorro^11WsiP the
ôut-jhat' ^ we ; doubted `whether this would be the - case, eSpec:

had agreed to
Coûncil; so far as we knew,' were unaware that the three powers

ested that
discussra the` Soviet replÿ: He agreed that this inight be so, and s

uggested
powers

pcuitions -taken by Moscow, and as no
especially new.

, tJ , 4
.^ • that thé discussion in the NATO Council would3:Thé Foreign Office hoped h that at least some of the

agree as the three powers wcre In 6-11
Soviet reply. In general terms, they regarded the reply as a re-issWhich were

d t containing any proposa

ndon, Augus ,

CONFIDENTIA . 247.
Addressed Ottawa No. 1844 repeated to Canac Pâris`as No.

We were informed by Hancock, of the Central Department of,thhave
Foreign

now
Office, this afternoon that the Foreign office it the offici a

l nthe latest Soviet
âgre'ed,with the French and United States ehinformal smeëting of the NATO
note 'on Germany should be invited
Council being held in Paris ,tomorrow. Hancock explained nthis afternoon1He
still had to be confirmed by Mr. Eden;.who is due in Lodno

Eden would agree, but added
said that he was not 100 per cent sure that Mr.
that, in • the ' light of the agreement :which had bcen ' cof acut

with the
e e ba Sasse

Dioartmcfit and the Quai d Orsay, it would be a source
ment to thein if Mr.' Eden did not agree to discussion:

said that the Foreign
2. , In explaining the United Kingdom attitude, Hancock sal for dealing

Office now in effect `agreed. with the State" D ntlc ram 2087of August 19,
with the' Soviet reply (as outlined in -,Washingt 8
para 8raph (2)). He said that up to the time of receiving the Soviet reply the

thetical proposal
Foreign Office had been reluctant Î rwas now, however, doubly easy to
originally made by the State Department.eratagrecment on the purport of the

IMMEDIATE.

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

^ .to Seeretary of State for External Affa 'rsHi Commissioner in United Kingdom
au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures ^

TELEGRAht 1844
'• ^ t 27 1952
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before the Council at an early stage as at least a number of the members of the
Council would undoubtedly, feel that they had as much interest in being
consulted as Adenauer. Although Hancock did 'not demur on this, proposition
we gained the impression that he had some reservation about it.

5. Hancock thought that when the threé powers had drafted their reply the
draft would be put to` the Council fôr final "discussion", but not in order to
obtain corporate approval. In this connection he stressed that the three powers
could not agree to impair their current responsibilities as occupying powers.

6. We understand that the Foreign Office are not yet in agreement with the
State Department on the general question of how political discussions in the
Council should be handled.

448. . . 1 DE
Le secrétaire d'État auz Affaires extérieures

'à la délégation auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
Secretary of Statefor External Affairs

^;;^. .. to Delegation to the North Atlantic Council

TELEGRAM 288 Ottawa, August 27, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. I M M EDIATE. :

POLITICAL DISCUSSION INTHE COUNCIL;
SOVIET NOTE ON GERMANY

Reference: Canada House telegram No. 1844 of August 27, repeated to you as
No, 247. .'

'While we are gratified to learn that agreement appears likely between the
United.States, United Kingdom and France on a discussion in the Council of
"theP latest Soviet note on Germany, you will appreciate that it is virtually
impossible for; us to provide considered commcnts should the discussion be
scheduled for the informal meeting tomorrow afternoon. I can only assume
therefore that what is intended is an analysis of the note by the representatives
of ^ the 'recipient Governments, on which others can comment if they arc
prepared to do so, but that an opportunity will be provided at a subsequent
meeting for further discussion: It _ would be helpful in this connection if
tomorrow a definite date could be set for the later meeting. I assume that you
willsend:us;detailed report of the developments in NATO meeting in thisconnection: - . .

A/50234-40
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,'Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de I.
,Atlantrque Nor

- '
,

extérieures

DEA/50115-J-40"9, r. d

au secretaire d Etat aux Aff»res

.Permanent Representative to the North Atlantic Council.

to Sécrétary of tâte for Ezternal Affairs

^ • ^ f • ^ ^ ^ ^' ^ ^ Paris, August 28, 1952
TELEGRAM 414 ^;, _ ; °, • ^'. . s.. ^

' Nethcrlands responsibleauth oritiesi
1co crbute totthetsolution of controlling.

dévclop on a broader front and thus h said that
.• _.__ _ :_. ... ieef,A v.^h  Rtarkenborg

,Atlantic Community should lag
hunited Euro f .cThe wish therefore of the

envclop a prssivcly stronger and ^ • Community should

accompl^sh . s a • d be too m y• ed A- result there is some concern in L c e • s to
in other fields is t e.vi • h N thcrlands lest

= European Federation i. which,. will provlde } t e ro
g

ress,
cooperation. While in the military field NATO has been able

1 ttlee has been
' h'ew of The Netherlands G the

other ^ than that of. defence pr^ecngNATO and the development of the
"concerned about the relat ionship between

• h framework for Germain

element to the safety of Europe. N h lands Government is
:.formula as the most likely to secur in helds

While the intcgration of Germany

Germany should be integrate w feasible,
.have Germany taken into the NATO fold. hadAs this last had not priedthe EDC

The Netherlands Government, after some hesitation
military,cooperat on, an essentialG•

- problem as a whole but, he improvise a very esting that
that his government had from the outset W^t.^ Indeed, the

sugg
lands would

d th thc

3. The Netherlands delegate was not prepare
• d. able 'contribution. He recalled

SECRET
, . ; .

INFORMAL COUNCIL MEETING AUGUST 28: GERMANY, ,

Reference: Your telegram No. 288 of August 27, 1952. •
{f; There was a long and quite interesting discussion on this subject.

2. While most delegates expected that the exchange of vof the occupying
to the latest Soviet note on Germany the representatives

. broader
wers took the

problem viewof
that

Germany.
this note should be examined relation to hé T

p° They proceeded to outlrne thepo Y of
the

.respective governments concerning the integration ° o;`Ge ^n terms
w i th

of the
,Western Community. They generally defined that policy ves
Washington tripartite declaration of September 1951. All three

hile^theytiare
and the French with particular insistence emphasized that, w erman
prepared to welcome any views of other NATO he1Ct GovernmentGhad tos
problem as a whole, or as regards the Soviet note,
(retain?) the responsibility for drafting the reply; the Council was not a proper
forum for deciding upon the terms'of that reply.

A for a discussion of the German

regards inc Na^ imui-i r....... . .-__. - -
many is divided there is bound to be unrest and difficu t^e
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will affect Holland in view of her close relations with that country. Further-
more, the security of Holland is threatened as long as the Slavs are on the Elbe.
For these reasons, The Netherlands Government have followed closely the
exchange of notes with the USSR concerning Germany and they hope in the
end it may be possible to bring into the EDC a reunified Germany.
4. The Belgian representative made the point thât while Belgium is part of

the EDC her, participation is based upon certain principles as regards the
relations between Germany and the Western world. Belgium's concern over the
exchange of notes and her desire to be informed stems legitimately from her
wish to see that these principles are adhered to. Undoubtedly the Soviet
attitude as expressed in these notes affects the German problem and in replying
to, these notes the occupying powers are also influencing the evolution of
Germany. The Belgian Government wishes to be assured that the procedure to
be followed and the replies given will not be incompatible with the principles
which have determined their acceptance of the EDC arrangement and the
schemes for integration in other fields.
,S: The Greek representative stressed the need for quick action as regards the
implementation of the EDC treaty. He argued that, now that agreement has
been reached on the policy of integrating Germany within'the EDC, there are
clear. advantages in proceeding quickly with ratification. In East Germany
troôps are being raised and -equipped and' unless action is taken soon to
implement the treaty the balance of forces of Germany will not develop to our
advantage.

6. 1 spoke briefly expressing our satisfaction that the three occupying powers
had taken the initiative in introducing this important problem of Germany for
discussion in the Council. I expressed agreement in particular with the view put
forward` by the Belgian delegate that although we had no desire to answer
anyone else's mail, in these exchanges with the USSR over Germany,
principles of general policy were involved and we were all concerned with the
outcome as it would affect Germany's future. We hoped that an early
opportunity might be given for a more deliberate council discussion of the
German problem.

7. It was agreed that this had been a useful preliminary discussion and that
the, question of Germany should be discussed again at the next informal
meeting (September 4). While it might be advisable to send a reply soon to the
Soviet: note ^ there would be time for another and perhaps fuller discussion on
the subject within the council before the reply were settled by the three powers.

Action required. We should appreciate receiving before September 4 your
vieWS as to any comments that you feel we might usefully make both on the
Geiman problem and in particular on the reply to the Soviet note.

w:;,,),,



Ottawa, August 29, 1952

POLITICAL CONSULTATION IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL
Hi gbegins:, , Thomson, a Deputy g

Following from Under-Secretary, of CRO
Commissioner for the United Kingdom, leTé eat n to you id an immediately
telegram Y.331 of August 27, which I am p g

•Thomson. adhered: to the
following telegram ^ In the course

ied Kingdom thegeneral subject of political
traditional attitude of the Un gdom on of a
consultation in the North Atlantic.Caddressed t the problem of
more forthcoming attitude. His main re marks were tates
Germany. He raised the familiar objections and said i^k^hi ônwit.hSgreat

proposal that such consultation. bihé ehns deredb it as•,"dangerous". While
caution as in the Foreign Off . Y the main
Thomson covered a lot of territory during German problem were that:
arguments he raised against consultation on t

nsibilit in Germany
.(a) the Occupying Powers still had the ultimate respo Y

and the y
should assume the responsibility! of the drafting of replies and

an Y
negotiations with the Soviet Government,,

(
b that if the'German question were'raised for discussion in NATO, this

)would bring about a change in the'relationship with the Soviet
Union on

German questions; and their advice
`(c) ` that if there were consultations with other NATO' powers,

would at times have to be rejected and thls would cause ill•feeling
with the net

result that the new procedure could do more harm
good.

n Office views on
-2.^ 1 told Thomson that I was very not^shâr'é all' their apprehensions. I fully
this' whole` question but, that I

with him that the ultimate responsibility about Germany shouoln' ^n ou
agrccd flint there wa no

ed howevers thatnGermany as ain the hands of the Occupying Pôwers and d
pârt' at least; to have this modlfied. I ad • • one with wh ►ch
problem was and : would = continue ; to be the most Important

the
Sed of

NATO was fâced and, that Germany as a. region was ^° ers should be
NATO flanks. It was therefore normal that all the NATO P uments
côncerned in the mattér. I added that there was some strength in Should not be

whereb ' the relationship with the Soviet Union on Germany to combine
changed at this time but pointed out that it would be relatively easy with

litical discussions on Germany in . the North Atlantic ^ S gr éd with
Pp,. , ,negotlatlons by the Occupying Powers with the Soviet Union. could be

him on (c) and said that according to my own experience, nothing
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worse and could lead to more acrimony among the smaller NATO partners
than to be left. completely out of the picture and learn through the press of the
answers given by the Occupying Powers to Soviet notes on Germany.
3. '1 took this opportunity also to point out that the United - Kingdom

Government must by now be aware of the, general policy of building up the
North Atlantic Council which the Canadian Government had been consistently
pursuing for some time. Within this context, I said that we thought the Council
should be used to 'much greater advantage than it is now in the political field. I
added that this was a deliberate policy on our part and one which was not
based on - the ' fact that we were lacking, information on Germany or other
matters because, of the smaller NATO partners, we were probably better
informed than any of• them since our relations with London and Washington
were so intimate. Ends.

451.:. DEA/50234-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à la délégation auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for External Affairs ;
to Delegation to the North Atlantic Council

TELEGRAM 299 Ottawa, September 3, 1952

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

POLITICAL DISCUSSION IN TFiE COUNCIL;
SOVIET NOTE ON GERMANY

Reference: Your telegram No. 414 of August 28. , - I "
Apart from expressing Canada's continuing interest in the German problem

because of its bearing on the peace of Europe and the world, you need not, in
our,opinion, do more than say on the general question that Canada would like
to see Germany peacefully united and free to join the West in a defensivealliance. You could also say that German integration in Western Europe has
Canadian support provided that the price of German participation is not
German dominance of Europe and the revival of- Nazism. If you think it
pertinent you might also point but that Canada doubts that"a neutral" Germany
is a political possibility in the post-war world. We believe that every effort must
continue to be made to reach a modus vivendi with the Russians over Germany
bût<<that in the meantime it is right to press ahead with the integration of West
Getma^y into Western Europe.
2 It jollows from the foregoing that we cannot take up a position of

aisagreement with the general line of the Western notes. I think, however, that
you côuld properly emphasize Canadian hopes that a meeting will be possible
between the Four Powers, that their reply to the recent Soviet note should not
be longdelayed and that it should, if at all possible, make positive proposals for
a cônference. You could, for cxample, introduce for discussion the proposal
that"the' a'genda for such a conference be widened to include at least a
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preliminary consideration of the formation of an all-German Government and
the preparation of the peace treaty while maintaining that free elections should

be the first item.:

if 3: Western:insistence on awaiting the report of a commission i
Westernis; perhaps wearing rather thin and it might have a good effect on

public opinion if the Allies were to be somewhat less rigid on this point. It
would, moreover,' be . both more realistic and more plausible to - allow for
'discussion going beyond what is but the first step, though admittedly the most
important one, namely, free elections. You should, however, support the Allied

of
elections on the

insistence on the priority to be given to the.qu free
two German-agenda. As to the Russian proposal that representatives

.Governments be associated with the discussions, we think it might be useful if
there could be some discussion of the feasibility of the two German Govern-
ments being invited to attend as expert witnesses rather than as participants in
thé negotiations. This would follow the precedent of their attendance at, the
General -Assembly when the question of the United Nations election
commission was under discussion. Western
4. Finally you could stress once again Canada's agreement with the

insistence on an all-German Government's freedom of choice to enter defensive

alliances.
DEA/50102•A-40

Extrait du télégramme du représenta nt permanent
auprès du Conseil de l'At!aque Nord

au secrétaire -d'Étai aux. Affaires extérieures

Extract from Telegram from Permanent Representative
to the North Atlantic,Counci! ..

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM'436 ^
1 11 - . Paris, September 49 1952

. . ' f.
^ .. ^ .

SECRET
. . ,., ,. ^ ^ , . . . , ^

r# ^ iNFnRn,tAL COUNCIL MEETING OF SEPTEMBER 4, 1952: GERMANY

1952. Reference: My telegram No. 414 of August 28th,s 1 .

,f^ Â^ddressed External No: 436, repeated to London No. 547.
%.

1 to the
'^^.Thé discussiôn' ori Germany (with `particular reference to the r p y rt

^ ``°umcdThe Norwégian repr`esentative with the support^ lâst Sovict note) was res. it • ints:
of.his colleagues from Denmark and iceland made the foowing po

(a)':Theic governments were glad ttiat the initiative had bccn takcn to discuss
i'îs problem in the Council; they hoped thât these cxchangcs of views might beth:,., . . 11 , •,. , 01

a, turn^rig point towârds more active consultation in the future on matters
,,common political concern. their
t;{(b) Whi1e' aâdmiftting a`- spécial position for the ` occupying Powers, they

• I t thc NATO Trcaty,.
overnment fclt that, in adheringJo the protoco to
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also had acquired a status in this matter as, parties' to arrangements for
bringing about the integration of Germany and the West; and in recommend-
ing the ratification of the protocol, their governments had given an undertaking
that all possibilities* for a peaceful settlement of the German problem' would be
explored.

(c) In drafting a replÿ to the Soviet note, it was particularly important to
convince the opposition in Western Germany, and also public opinion in the
NATO countries, that the basis for an agreed settlement with the USSR over
Germany did not exist, that the possibilities of negotiation had been exhausted,
and that failure to reach a negotiated settlement did not rest with the west.
(d)'` It might be easier to meet opposition in'the Western countries generally

and `particularly in Germany, if in the proposed agenda emphasis were:placed
on the conditions required for a free election rather than on the detailed set-up
of the Commission of Investigation. If discussion were to extend to the freedom
of `the ; political, parties, newspapers, trade' unions, this might placate theopposition parties in West Germany and help to carry them along.
'(e) f if the opposition in Germany particularly could be convinced that the
occupying powers had'shown flexibility in their approach and that they had
made'every effort to solve the problem by negotiation, they might be less
disposed 'to delay 'ratification of the EDC treaty and. the contractual
arrangements.

11)".It:was still the view of these governments that membership in NATO for
Germany was thc* logical consequence of her recognized status of equality; they
realized, however, that for the time being this was not politically feasible.
2. The Netherlands representative expressed the view that it is not realistic to

eipect that a settlement would be reached with the USSR over Germany,
particularly as a reunified Germany might now join the Western alliance as a
result `of the recent EDC and contractual arrangements. The feeling in the
Hague was, nevertheless,• that no abrupt answer should be returned and that
the possibility of further exchanges should be retained. It was particularly
important, in the view of the Netherlands' authorities, to emphasize in the
reply that free elections in the whole of Germany were the essential basis for
any settlement. The idea that representatives from the two parts of Germany
might be associated with the peace treaty discussion was not acceptable. It
could easily be shown to the Germans that two delegations or a split delegation
to the peace discussion would onl weaken the
the insistënce of the West on free clections is in theposition intCe^resmaof Gc man

that
herself. y3. 1.{ ,

^`SPoke ^long the lin es of your message No.', 299 of September 3. The
ad va^iopy'reachcd me only in the coursc of the discussion.
4. The Bëlgian rcprescntativc su estcd that the ^nOte should also d gg Vcstcrn reply to the Soviet.

th en eavour to meet thc point that, unlike the Western Powers,
c USSR wished to unify Germany first and then leave her free to enter intode

and other arrangements if she wished.,..,
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to the urgency of ratification and
5. The Greek representative referred again

po
t

inted out that the discussions over Germany had to ^ exHelfelt th
in t

athn lviéhw
of the wider problem of relationsf

Gehm
the.USSR
any. f rom g the Soviet standpoint . Soviet

of the ,particular importance
reactions had to be anticipated as a result of the integra tion r. any with

the West. These reactionst might not necessarily have effect in Europe.

,•
The,United States of -America, the United Kingdom and the French

6
representatives reported on the initial reactions of th eir

d elaboraton hereorThey
These are already well knownall re resntat do seemed to be in. agreement with
expressed gratification that P
the broad lines of the policy pursued so far and they und üT^ of théorCounc 1
authorities concerned the views expressed in the. co. ,,.
discussion.
.:7. The exchange of views on this subject proved to be the best that r

the
dsg as

Council have had so far on any major issue. nt the Counc 1 All âre agreed thatinthe prospects of further political discussion
at this stage and for psychological reasons, it is necessary to pursue negotiations,-- note n
with the USSR over Germany and to insist in any^ôûtyG

to the
crmaVltt wasuâl° o

thc basic requirement of free .elections throug
considered by all particularly important that the Soviet 'tcs ev erpspubl c
ratification debates should be countered effectively by Pr0vidinsible rôS ect of
proof in Germany that the west was ready^s explore at blé wp th the pnteiest of
a ncgotiated settlement but onlya upon ter ms
Germany herse"..

- Le représentan p d.^t aûx Ajfatres extérieurest ermonent auprès du conseil de l Atlantique453.
.:.,. ., .., ,^

CONFiDENT1AL , > , .s;. ^ , , . . . ,i
. , Y.. .i .. .

. _k . . .o . . .
^. ♦ ^. i . . s . ^37 . . .

DESPATCN No. 850

Permanent Representative Io the North Atlantâ ls oun
- ^ #^ ce,..oIfirv of State 1' or Externâl AJJ

, -:. . ^, ..
< ` ^ ^' ` Paris September 10, 195 2

Me State Department's thtnking on po atca

S Y P1^n agreement with t e speca,, Wé find ourselves
^

State D^ artment'.for discussion of,the Soviet Note, and witehe l
ilies 01
in thethe P. .. 1 1 doscussions genrallY

t, ^ . ^, x au secrétaire ,,j..j.^, cil

, ..^ . .
POLITICAL DISCUSSIONS IN THE NOR'Tfl^T1:ANT^C COUN

Rcf^réncé: Yourtelcgram No. 277 'of August 20., 1 r^^ure contemplated in.

. .laA* fl'^ ^.^ .. . ..,..
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The followin` wss wntten on this copy oi the document: ^°

; Repeatin= WA•208^ ^^
J'Voir le document 446,Sce Document 446.

DEA/50115-J-40
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Council. We should like, however, to make a few observations on some aspects
of this problern.

2. First there is the question of who takes the initiative in suggesting a topic
for discussion. It seems to us that, normally, and subject to certain qualifica-
tions' indicated below, the initiative should' be left to the country primarily
concerned or to another country who can make a case that the problem is of
intérest to the Organization as a whole. ^ If it is agreed that it is desirable to
discuss such problems in the ; Council, the reluctance of representatives. to
suggest subjects 'for fear of causing embarrassmént to certain others may
diminish., Furthermore, the government primarily concerned, knowing that a
matter may be brought up by others in any case, might prefer to take the
initiative. Such a flexible arrangement based of course on the general
acceptance of the desirability of political exchanges in the Council should
produce results.

3. We do not think that the Secretariat, either on their own or assisted by a
small committee, as suggested by Mr. Parsons (para 5 of despatch No. 1716 of
July'30 from-Washington), should take any direct initiative in regard to these
discussions. No doubt the, political division within the Secretariat will
occasionally reach the conclusion that it would be desirable for a particular
issue'to be discussed in the Council. In such cases, however, it would be better,
we f think,' for the Secretariat to suggest ^ to the representative of the country
primarily concerned (or even to that of some other country which might be
interested) that the matter could be usefully discussed within the Council. The
Secretariat should undoubtedly take some interest in promoting these
discussiôns but we are not at all sure that they should be encouraged to take it
upon themselves to raise these problems independently. This might cause
difficulties between the Secretariat and some delegations if the issues were of a
delicate nature, and might even weaken the organization.

4.- In considering the question of initiative as regards political discussions one
should' we think, have in mind the purposes which these discussions 'would
servi: These may vary considerably and perhaps might be classified:
(a) There may be discussions which are merely' "informational" in nature.

Greece, for instance,' reports to the Council on the progress of conversationsWith
Yugotlavia as regards common defence problems. This is of particular

interest to Italy and you will recall that Italy took the initiative in suggesting
that the Greek delegate might'provide such a report. The Greek representative
did not object to such a request having been made by the Italians and it seems
to us that it would have been quite possible for the Greek representativehi"

insejf to take the initiative of suggesting that he might keep his colleagues
ndnn^ of the conversations which have been going on between his country

. Yugoslavia. These "discussions" consist in fact merely of a report by a
Inembër on some aspects of its policy which maybe of interest to some other
memberi_;;but'they are generally in fields which are not of basic importance tothe Alliance^ • r *

add ;A 'co'untry may wish to have a particular problem discussed to obtain
tlonal information and guidance concerning the policies of certain others.
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The question of Tunisia may be a good example of thihis rregard,otl the UaN
NATO countries may have deci sions

touseful them to have detailed informa-

tion

and it would obvio y be
tion from the French on the subject. The idea is not nece sari int

th
aut
t

is cleaOr
have an interestcountries will develop a common lln ^^bérs of the Alliance

that in f iëlds other than defence the possible. The
in developing their, policy, along lines t hat

onelto_the French and we think that
question of Tunisia is, however, a sensitive e. French
the initiative in this regard should probably be left thatheither the Se etariat
tive. This, however, might not exclude informally to the French that it might
or some other Delegation might suggest

left
polthicy

be in their own interest to explain fully to their NATO mar ht bet
heir

concerning Tunisia. In such cases
the

initiative
problem, although the other

country which is primarily concerned with
'countries who are interested in it and the Secretariat may do some prodding

suitable for discussion. No par.cu a • reat 1mP°emberg
kinds of topics referred,to under; (a); and (d) abovVef It factf that each m
that.thcre should be discussion as regards (c). Th

e
Y

H 6: ^ It ^ is not easy to ^^ suggest z any, formal procedure
o,ch ects are

discussions. Thc real problem is often one of determining which
tance

• • ' 1 r difficultles seem to arise
as regards the

to be achievcd. suchf r initiating

worry unduly as to who w.
examples show clcarly, we think, that the need for disc and ihe âim

^^TS.^ These s
Council will vary with the importance and nature of the sub,

^ects

•11 take the initiative. .. . . he
thcre is a Council discussion on i. ., , •.

^oil provides a good example of a type o su to
•• ' ^'t In this case we suppose there is no nee

p pI artn ers to supportI a given pollcy: The U.K. sugges
t's title and Perslan

.,..
between the NATO countries concernl fg the

wh
Eg

ônly be dealt with if

.T(d) Discussions will also be clearly deslra e I t'on for a common line as

from the point of vlew o t e
that the prospect of having useful . discussions within the Çounc^l as regar

these,questions should not improve gradually;ï
b .f a NATO country wishes its

have these discussions, that they are not on
y not be without some advantages

on to believethe, Alliance generally but also that they may
f h countrles concerned, there is no reas Ac

.fa .

behind the scene;
Information may also be required on a subject not becau

se
or toemake

countries are expected to take any particular line in relation thereto
decision but because the subject is of great importance or ân zationa of the Mlddle•East defence g theThe question of Trieste, of Germany,

are clearly of;this type. Unless the NATO countries directly involved
the Alllânce

others fully informed in regard t t The countries primarilyl
of

concerned in thesefseems to me to be directly involved .
matters may

not be likely, at least to begin with,, to take the initiativeWe a^
discussing them withl

e
•n the Council. As we indicated above, however, within

agreed that impo
rtant questions of common interest should be discihe

sse
dwish to

the Council and the smaller countries in the ea o f Y, istages show that
nterest to themselvés and to1
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of the alliance has a right to expect the assistance of the others if it is attacked
places upon it, we think, the obligation to consult its partners about any policy
which may result in a risk of conflict. The more basic the policy the more
,important it is Tor the Alliance that there should be full consultation. And as
regards these problems, any country which takes the initiative of suggesting a
discussion is promoting the common interest.

>..7. It cannot be denied that there has in the past been reluctance on the part
of one or more countries to have discussions of the type referred to in (c) above.
This reluctance has generally taken the form of an unwillingness on the part of
one or more of the "big three" to open their - minds frankly to. the smaller
powers collectively on issues of major. policy. As we have suggested this
unwillingness is likely in the long run to oppose the interest of the major powers
themselves if only because it lets pass an opportunity to obtain whole-hearted
support'on the part of lesser powers for policies upon which the big three may
have reached agreement. It seems to us possible that this fact may gradually be
recognized by the major powers, and the recent shift of attitude on the part of
the U.S. is very encouraging. We may hope that the U.K. will gradually alter
its position as well. France is perhaps in a; different situation. It may be
considered that there are considerable advantages from the French point of
view in extending the division between greater and lesser powers recognized in
the establishment of the Standing Group. The "big three" concept on occasion
permits France to persuade the U.S. and U.K. to accept its position on a
particular problem and then to, have that position accepted by NATO as .a
.,whole,by;virtue.of the tripartite agreement. Full and frank discussion among
all - fourteen ; NATO members of such problems - would reduce France's
Opportunity to exploit the predominat weight given to a plan upon which the
three countries may have reached prior agreement.
8_The problem relating to discussions of the type referred to in (b) is very

different. It seems to us that, when one country is primarily concerned and the
issue, has serious domestic implications for that one country, it should be left
free to take the initiative itself in calling for a discussion: Overt pressure on the
part of other members in such a case is bound to create difficulties. This does
not apply;to thé same extent in cases where the issue is not so much a matter
for one country as a question of a special tripartite position, and in the latter
case we see no reason why the smaller powers should not tactfully but firmly
stress the advantages of frank discussion. Fortunately, at present, there seems
to be no reluctance on the part of the smaller powers to act in this way.
9. It is also a matter of some importance to reach an understanding as to how

these discussions will be carried out. We did not particularly like the U.K.
Delegation's handling of its report on the Egyptian and Persian situations, norindeed

was it very effective for the U.K. themselves. What started as a
Proposal for an exchange of views on these subjects ended up with a short and
dry,statement urging the other NATO countries to support U.K. policy on
"'rtain specific points. It was perhaps natural on the part of the U.K.delegatlon, to

make these requests but I feel that they might well have been
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accompanied by a fuller and more complete analysis of developments in these

twocountries.`- ^tical discussions seems to be
^ 10. Alreadÿ, a pr'ocedure concerning `thése poli
emèrging. When the cate of Germany arose'in the Council, inoccupying onne^tei sn^âde
the latest Soviet Note, the representatives of the three Po

a general statement on the policy of their respective,-
report o, the author t és

Germany and they expressed their ^ willingness to r
concerned-any comments.which their co lleagues wanted ^ ra med by both Soviet
general problem involved and on t smallerparticular

were given time to consult
Note., The representatrves of the sequent
théir Governments and when- the discussion waiunitu

d interesting and
meeting, it provided, in my opinion, a real opportunity for an one; o ise
useful exchange of views. This procedure seems the

éd.to flatt
herw
formal

what is referred to now as "political discussion" wl on a
and most incomplete statements of the views of a particslit felt ityhad to1say
subject on which, under pressure exchange of views, a meeting of minds,
something. What is needed really is an
a°

ling of, information on ^ the subjects which are considered suitable for
P^ . . .- ^ :

discussion.

11 '.' The above suggestions merely supplementthose outlined in your teleg thm

under reference and in despatch , No. 171612-^ of July
^me

for
ntwilln

with
be able to

problem. ' We hope very much that the Sta Pa

convince the Foreign Office ïand ° the Quai d'Orsay in parti^ üâ ^r â favourable
'procedure is desirable and that its'adoptionof the aluthorityeand effectivencss of the
effect in particular on the develoPme y . .

Côuncil: these views you' tnight %y-,.1k us to discuss th^hé
12. If you agree with ssibl with

informally with the U.K. and' U.S. delegationsand also po y

SecrC' tariat... co' of this dcspatch to the Office of the High
Commis-

" 13..1 am sending a PY
#

., ,. a- ,
'sioncr for Canada in, London.

° A.F, ' > ' : . '' V^i. PLUMPTRE^
for Permanént Representative
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TELEGRAM 1941

SECRET

,, Le haut-conrmissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures:^ .

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

London, September 13, 1952

ti- GENERAL POLITICAL DISCUSSIONS IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL

Following from the' Minister for the Under-Secretary, Begins: I have found
Eden quite forthcoming about the value of,general political discussions in the
North Atlantic Council. He thought last week's discussions on the latest Soviet
note had been helpful and did not reflect any of the opposition to such political
discussions in the NATO Council which had been voiced by the Foreign
Office. At luncheon when the matter came up again I re-emphasized the value
of these talks and was supported by Draper and even Hoyer Millar. Eden again
agreed and only Pierson-Dixon seemed to demur. I suspect he is one main
source of the antagonism to them in London but certainly his Minister did not
agree with his point of view yesterday. Ends.

DEA/50115-J-40
- L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

au'secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in United States

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-2542 Washington, October 25, 1952

,POLITICAL DISCUSSIONS IN THE NORTII ATLANTIC COUNCIL
Refejence::Your letter D-1610 of October 20, 1952."

^A We have had an opportunity of discussing further with Parsons the present
State' Department ' position with respect to political discussions in the North
Atlantic Council.'

2 : Thë guidancc paper referred to in my WA-2087 of August 19 has now
been'¢sént for comments to the United States Delegation in Paris as well as to
United States missions in NATO countries. The primary object of the papcr,
which",`contains'only the preliminary vicws'of the State Department was tosûggat a

pproprtate methods for promoting foreign policy discussion in the
Council.1 It also set out areas in which the State Department would consider

r 1e document 453; 1& lettre D-1610 comprcnait une copie de la prEscnte diptche.
^ ^ocument 453; Letter D-1610 enclosed a copy of this dapatch.

4
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discussion to be unprofitable and perhaps dangerous.
While no specific

categories of subjects were suggested as unfit for Council consideration, it was
considered that certain subjects concerning activities outside the NATO area
should be scrutinized most carefullÿ: There is, I think,' a real fear in Washing-
ton that a broadening of the area of discussion would excite anxieties in, for
example, Asian countries • which • are apt to regard any attention given by
NATO to other regions with some suspicion. Political discussion in the Council
would help to develop a habit among NATO countries of acting together on
problems of major importance; but it should also be recognized level

to the
discussion in the 14-nation group would probably have to
lowest common denominator. Incidentally; we understand that the Dutch have
expressed some concern that foreign policy discussion in NATO would limit
the scope of Foreign Office-Embassy relations.

3. With respect to procedures,. the State Department are opposed to the
Norwegian suggestion that a political sub-committee should be established.

This,, they believe, might result in the de facto establishment of another group

of .`.`Council Deputies". The State Department inclined
NATO should bethe _ Assistant Secretary General for Political Affairs

responsible for recommending topics for political discussion to the Council (the
Secretariat being less likely to put forward irresponsible suggestions). This
would not exclude an interested country from suggesting in the Council that
the discussion of a certain political subject would be useful, in which event it
would be normal for the Council to refer the suggestion

s
Secre tary

to t the
General for staff consideration. In the case of subjects

danger of formalizing;the discussion, the r^sk of leaks, the scanty resources of

Assistant Secretary General for consideration (or subjects which the Assistant

Secretary General himself 6riginates) it would be customary to sound out
delegations and to obtain their views as to whether the subject could

profitably

be discussed. In this respect the "buffer" role -of the international
considered to be of some importance. The Assistant Secretary-General would

also`consider topics from*the standpoint of importance an d
s m

and from
ight be

the standpoint of the substantive contribution which delegations
expected to make. In recommending to the Council subjects for diosns deratione
views of the more interested delegations

stimulatéidiscus ions, in some casesAs a specific document would be likely to
ared by the

an international staff paper, might be prepared. A pape
r prep ional

international staff, would have at least one major advantage over, a^non the
study - all countries would have less ninhibitions during the

ternt iona lstaff paper^ would include aother hand, the disadvantages, of an ;i.
3 ,

staff and'the time'factory
;a.4: , On the wholè, the reactions from the United States delegat

.
^^^^ng tôi the

the State ` Department, paper, have, been highly, favourable, but ssible. It is
shortage of ! staff adeqûate consideration= in Sttes ha s

thas b been reached,
expected that when a more formal United position

resented to the
and after informal discussion with other delegations, it will be p
Council for consideration.' ^ ., ,
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DEA/50115-J-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au représentant permanent auprè% s du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord1 ,
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Permâneüt Representative to the North Atlantic Council,^ . . ,

LETTER No. 267 Ottawa, November 4, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL..,.

POLITICAL DISCUSSIONS IN THE NORTN ATLANTIC COUNCIL
Reference: Our Letter No. 435, October 20, 1952.'

We have been greatly interested by your thorough analysis of- the problem of
political discussions in the North Atlantic Council as set forth in your despatch
No. 850 of September 10 which has been. discussed in the Department,
together with the former procedure of the Deputies to which we referred in our
telegram of October 20 (D-D(51)92(Final) of April 30, 1951) and the
tentative State Department proposals outlined in WA-2542 of October 25, a
copy of which has been referred to you. Meanwhile we have also obtained from
the United States Embassy here the text of a State Department telegram of
September 19 to Paris which sets out more completely the original American
proposal, and which we assume to be the guidance paper referred .to in
paragraph 3 of-.WA-2087 of October 19." A copy of this State Department
telegram is attached for your information.' We should welcome your further
comments on this guidance paper and on the possibilities of adapting to present
circumstances in the Council the former procedure agreed to in the Deputies.
.2• The American proposal strikes us as more flexible than originally appeared
from WA-2087, and you may find that it meets some of your objections. It is
now evident that there was no intention of precluding national delegâtions from
introducing subjects to the Council whenever they so wish. There is some
merit, however, in, the . suggestion 'that ^ the Secretariat could maintain a
continuing responsibility for. putting forward subjects for political discussions
in the Council, and there might be definite advantages from the point of view
of orderly discussion and the provision of adequate time for Governments to
submit their comments if the Secretariat could on occasion undertake the
preparation of the initial background material. A further consideration is that
the Secretariat should be given important work to do. .

3.
Our tentative reaction is to doubt the merit of the American suggestion

regarding the. establishment of a rotating advisory panel from permanent
delegations: It :would presumably in any case be the duty of the Secretariat to
discuss with permanent delegations the timeliness, appropriateness, and so on,
()f the subjects that it wished to propose for the Council's agenda. Should any

:,aelé8ation want to raise a political question for discussion in the Council there

34La date exacte est le 19 août ; document 446.
The correct date is August 19; Document 446.
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referral of
need, in'ourn opinion, be no cut and dried procedure calfiengufor

ntl
the
f be useful to

the proposal to the Secretâriat. , Nevertheless, it would unitor.. informal
do' this, since the. interval would provide an opporty> before the
consideration of the advisability of the discussion. of a^ P^ Clfie t When you say
decision is made by the Council itself. We agree you n
(paragraph 8) that there lshould not be overt pressur whent that country ois
any one ,country to.have a particular subject discussed
primarily concerned and the issue has serious domestic implications.

4. Another consideration to bear in mind in assessing thT A
mer ican

anx ioosus
is the fact that the United States, alone among the Big T ,

note that you
to forward the idea of political discussions

of attitude onu the. Weparti^ of. the United
yourself have recognized that the
States is very encouraging (your paragraph 7). Because of the helpful United
States attitude, it : might be desirable for us to go some distance in accepting

United States views on procedure.

,5.
The foregoing does not represent our final thinking and we should be glad

toi have your views when you have had time to consider the enclosed State

Department telegram and this,letter.

for a
ssess

You are, of course, in a better position than,we are '
to discuss the

procedural aspects of the problem and it might. be useful you

whole
matter informally with the United >States and United Kingdom

I' t 4h4s stage
.. •

delegations without taking any firm ^ne
C S A RiTCIIIE

Permanent Representative to the North Atlantie.Couneil
° to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Paris, November 17, 1952
DESPATCH} No• 1527a.
^^• ^ ' ^^,.•^"^ ..
CONFIDENTIAL

>R^ r ; b
TIC COUNCIL

In ouirï opinion, two mai=n points remain for dicuss^on the p
in

. . . . t • roccdure to
fVATO Secretar, ^at ong^natmg' subJects e^to •comment^on b these two points in
tie followed for such discussions. We propos`

this despatch.

nder'v We have considered your lcttcr u re ere

telegram `of September 19 outlining that Dçpartment's view (a ) thes on this fobeeo f the

for Under-Secrctary of Statc
for.Extcrnal Affairs'

DEA/50115-J-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

POLITICAL DISCUSSIONS I THE NORT11 ATLAN

Reference: Your letter No. 267 of November 4, 1952.
`^ 'f ncé ând the State Department's
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3. As regards the first point, the State Department suggest that the Assistant
Secretary General for Political Affairs might be given special responsibility for
the selection of problems for Council discussion. It is also suggested that he
might be assisted by a rotating advisory panel. We fully share your reservations
concerning this latter proposal. As to the former, we are inclined to think that
it would be preferable not to assign special responsibility in such a delicate and
important field.to an assistant secretary general.: The arrangement should be
more flexible, as for the other major fields of activites of the Organization:
economic, production, etc.

, In some cases, the Secretariat could usefully and properly take the initiative,
but delegations should in no way be precluded from suggesting themselves that
the Council consider particular problems. A number of delegations would not
be prepared to give a Secretariat official anything approaching a right of veto
over' any proposals they themselves might have for Council discussion in the
political field. We agree, however, that the official in question might well be
given the . task - of considering what items might usefully be discussed and,
whenever -;appropriate, of making proposals just as : the other assistant
secretaries do in their respective fields. This, we think, is as far as we should go
for the time being. If the Assistant Secretary-Gcneral for Political Affairs is a
man of ; initiative and judgment and, more important perhaps, if member
governments are genuinely willing to facilitate political discussion he should
have, under such an arrangement, a good deal of influence in developing this
aspect of the Council's work.

Another feature of the problem is the relative coolness of certain U.K. and
French officials though there have been signs lately of some change of attitude.
From their standpoint the suggestion that a NATO official alone or in
association with an advisory panel might propose discussion of a particular
subject, is unlikely to commend itself even if the tests suggested in paragraph 3
of Section 5 of the State Department's telegram are applied.'s
A Concerning point (b), we think that the procedure adopted by the Deputies
could be amended easily enough to meet present circumstances, once
agreement is reached on a few underlying questions of policy.

First, there is the question whether a preparatory paper is to be drafted by
the Secretariat alone or by the Secretariat`wtth the assistance of a working
group on which all or a few delegations are represented. In our opinion, this
should f be left'open. In each case, when a discussion is decided upon, the
Council might consider' how best the discussion should be prepared. It may not
always be possible for the Secretariat to provide a suitable basis for discussion.
In the case of Tunisia for instance, if .France were to agree that a discussion

facteurs' en cause comprenaient i'importance de la questiôn, son opportunité, la priorité à
iui accorder par rapport à d'autres sujets, et l'aptitude des membres à apporter une contribution

,valable aux discussions. On tiendrait compte des vues des membres les plus directement=.ConCernés.
.were importance, timeliness, priority relative to other issues. and members' ability to

Crontribute to the discussion. Due weight would be given to the views of members most directly, afféctèd.+' , . ^ ,
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would, be useful, it would really be up to the French Delegation to prepare on
^. ' ;; '•:.^ .. .

this subject a statement or a paper.
Thén,' the.; problem arises whether the discussion should take place at a

formal or at an informal'rYieetirig of the Council. These informal meetings were
not held by the Deputies and in their-telegrarn the State Department seem to
suggest that, for security reasons, it might be preferable to ` have' political
discussions at such restricted meetings.- We -feel that, in this matter also, the
procedure shôuld be left open. In some cases countries may wish to have a
record of the discussion and the item might then placed a

regular meeting of the Council. In such cases, the arrangement her cases,
the procedure agreed by the Deputies would be quite and no retcords kept
when the problem is to be discussed at an
there would be no question of approval of the minutes or of any commitments
being made. In this field, only experience can show how such problems can best

eve a. jointbe handled. Perhaps, in cases where it is desir W^é di t isl merely a quesltion
countries will prefer the more formal procedure. n
of informing other countries of the motives underlying a particular policy, the
informal approach may be quite adequate.

5. We propose to discuss these two • points informally with officials of the
United Kingdom and of the United States Delegations. We shall not fail to
report on the outcome of our conversations.
{!.. . ' - A.D.P. HEENEY .

,'Le représentant permanent auprès ïf I"

DEA/50115-J-40
458.

d C eil de l'Atlantique Nord

au secrétaire d Etat aux Affaires ex e

Permanent Representative tox thë North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of Statë for External Affairs

DFSPATCtt No. 1566
{ Paris, November 19, 1952

_ . , . ; . .

CONFIDENTIAL

aprôçcdure might,he
c nedto consider that there was no need

to submit such
howcvcr, they were in
andârranarrangement to the Council for`formal approval: it might be sufficient or

8

a aubjcct discussed at •a fu^mthemeetin
g thatt someo elements of the London

discussion might be use ful , Y • ces On the whole,

proccdure adopted by the. Deputies. 11 S-3111 • .1 d a record of the

:2. •Insofar as we have been° able to gather in our pre imn Y ards the
officials concerned in the two Delegations aé crc a^w^here it is des rable to have

1

As you suggested h the United States and United Kingdom Delegations
discussed informa y ,
the two points mentioned in our, despatch under reference.

1• *. jr discussion, the

,Ref11,crencc: Our despatch o•
67 f November 4 1952, we have

i

n •,^ , , .,. 1
POLITICAL DISCUSSIONS IN THE NORTN ATLANTIC COUNCIL

N 1527 of Nôvember 17.
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the Chairman ' merely to raise the points when it was agreed to have a
discussion on a particular subject, whether the matter would be dealt with at a
formal or at an informal meeting of the Council, whether a preparatory paper
was required and who should draft it. In fact, the United Kingdom official said
that the Foreign Office had never.liked very much the procedure adopted by
the Deputies and that it was unlikely that they would agree to anything which
was so rigid and formal:
3. There is some difference of views between the two Delegations concerning

the role which the Secretariat might play in suggesting subjects for discussion.
The.United Kingdom official favours a very flexible scheme more or less as we
suggest in our despatch. under reference: NATO. countries should not consider
that discussions in the Council can be an alternative or a substitute to bilateral
conversations; in some cases, particularly when agreement had been reached
between Standing Group countries, discussions in the Council which tended to
suggest basic revisions might involve regrettable delays and difficulties.
, The United States official with whom we discussed this particular aspect of
the •problem; Mr. G. Burke Elbrick, pointed out that under the procedure
outlined in the State Department message of September 19, the Standing
Group countries need not fear embarrassment as Fenoaltea would not
recommend a Council discussion on a given subject before consultation with
the country concerned as to the desirability of such a discussion. Similarly, the
smaller NATO countries need not be unduly worried as to Fenoaltea's right of
veto as in any ease, in due course, he has to report to Council where these
countries can object to his recomméndations and secure majority support for
their views. . . •

In our opinion, Elbrick minimizes the difficulties involved on both sides: in
the course of the discussion, he agreed, however, that it might be advisable, in
making the proposal to the Council, to present the new task to be assigned to
Fenoaltea as being in line with that of other assistant secretaries general in
their respective fields and with as little emphasis as possible on its procedural
or formal aspects. We made the point that this approach was likely to
commend itself more particularly to the United Kingdom authorities.

4. We are convinced that the non-Standing Group countries will dislike any
arrangement which will even appear to restrict their right to propose a Council
discussion on any political topic and that a proposal along the lines suggested
by the State Department will have an unfortunate effect on the prospects of
developing political consultation within the Council.

s• Elbrick made two remarks which may be of particular interest:
(a) He said that the subject of political discussions in the Council might be

raised at the forthcoming Ministerial Meeting. We replied that we had not
envisaged a discussion on this broad subject and that we had no indication as to
yoûr`views on the matter.
(b) He enquired whether we had considered suggesting ourselves to the

Co^ncil the general procedure for political consultation which the U.S.
authàrities have discussed with us: in view of our interest in cooperation under
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Article 2, and our general position in NATO, an approach by Canada might bewith
well received.' We answered.that in view of our spec information, ts m ghttbe
United Kingdom as regards the exchange of political
difficult for us to take the initiative in this ma paconsulton th the
were not `altogether satisfied with the present system for
United Kingdom. Elbrick added that perhaand reach

ps the United
agreement as to how the

might both approach the United ^ submitted to the Council.
proposal under reference migh

: 6.
As.you.will note, the United Kingdom and the United States Delegations

do not quite see eye to eye in this matter. Unless the St 3 é Depa
rtment

to be
persuaded to soften somewhat their proposals, not only

Y unlikely

well received by France and the, United Kingdom but they,
rlayf the Un i ted

difficulties for us in relation to the latter country particulaY
States suggest that we associate with them in sponsoring these proposals.

A.D.P. HEENEY

DEA/50102-C-40

Extrait du télégramme du représentant permanent
auprès du Conseil de I Atlantique Nord

au seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Extract from Telegram

from permanent Representative tolthe North Atlantic Council
f S for External Ajfairs

TELEGRAM 682
- Paris, November 26, 1952

$ECRET

political» discussions in thc <Council, we propose to exp
If the Americans make the suggestion that t cr g

• ress the vicw that this
^ ,. mi ht be an item on

. y . } . t. ,.^ . .l,.
Reference: Your telegram No. 512 0 ove •

AGENDA FOR MINISTERIAL MEETING
fN

mber 16

would be prcmature.

to Secretary of tate , . .
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460. DEA/50102-C-40
Extrait du télégramme du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures'
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique 'Nord

Extract front Telegrani front Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to the North Atlantic Council, . ,

TELEGRAM 553 Ottawa,^November 27, 1952

SECRET. 1MMEDIATE.- . ,. ,

AGENDA FOR MINISTERIAL MEETING
Reference: Your telegram No. 682 of November 26, 1952.,^. .

Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale
au secrétaire du Cabinet

Deputÿ Atinister of National Defence
to Secretary to Cabinet

CONFIDENTIAL
Ottawa, July 23, 1952

Dear Mr. Pickcrsgill:

As, part of last year's Mutual Aid programme, the following equipment,
inter alia, *as allocated by the Canadian Government to France:
(a)^ 72 Equipment, Quick Firing, 6=pr Anti Tank (Tractor Drawn)
(b) t17 Eqüipmcnt, QF, 40 mm Anti-aircraft (Sclf Propelled)

'14,000 Cartridges, QF, 6-pr, 7 cwt Armour Piercing and Armour CBC
(Capped Ballistcr)

(a)t37,Télescopes, sighting, No. 41
(é) 716 Rângefindcrs, No. 2

40 vEquipment, 25-pr'. ,
(6) '4300 Shell, 25-pr

Ë m^,June'30, Mr.,Wilgres's wrote to Mr. Claxton sâying that the French
aa^y had requestcd thc Canadian Government to divert items (a) to (c) toIndChinâ f

6. We are in complete agreement with your,vicw that it would be premature
to. re-open in the Council at the December Ministerial Meeting the question of
the technique of discussing political topics.

; . ; 7` PARTIE/PART 7

FRANCE : TRANSFERT DE L'AIDE MUTUELLE À L'INDOCHINE
FRANCE: DIVERSION OF MUTUAL AID TO INDOCHINA

461.
PCO

or the use of the French Army there. He pointed out that the
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Defence` Appropriation Act, 1950, would appear to allow this and that Mr.

Pearson , agreed that . we could not object to the . request of the French

Government.,,.
During Mr. Claxton's absence, I^ registered no objection on the part o f

Department of National Defence and as a,resùlt, arrangements have.now been
made with the French to load this aboard ' the S.S. Tomaha, àrriving in

Montreal on July 28th...
On his return to Ottawa, Mr. Claxton on July 15, wrote to Mr. , Wilgress

expressing concern at the prospect of the French diverting Mutual Aid to Indo-
China and thought that this should be brought before Cabin et .

Now the French Government have made. a further request to External to
have items (f) to (h) also diverted to Indo-China and have stated that the

S.S.

Tomaha
destined for Indo-China would, if authorization were granted, carry

this'equipment also to Indo-China. ^• to Mr. Claxton,
In respect to the 25 "pounders, I have this morrling spoken

who still feels that the Canadian public is not ready fos• this kind of thing and

he would like to have the issue raised with his colleague ahead
The problem is, of course, one of timing, in that the French are

be regre^ able if
with arrangements to bring thi s ship

eouplerhaes of days later thatthe French i
t
told
wou ld

she were to go away empty and
the Canadian Government had agreed to this diversion.

Yours sincerely,
• C.M. DRURY

DEA/50030-L-5-40

Le secrétaire du Cabinet
au sous-ministre de la Déjense nationale .

Secretary to Cabinet
to Deputy Minister of National Defence

CONFIDENTIAL
Ottawa, July 24, 1952

, , s <

Dear Mr. Drury: . : ;-. , : . • , . : I . g your letter ofardin
This will confirm my verbal message of last evening reger

nment that certain
yesterday with reference to the proposal of the French go

, .France as part of ,the mutual aidof the military, equipment 'allocatedto
programme should be diverted to tndo-Chma. .

The Prime Minister expressed grave doubt as to whether sùcthat, v ins his
would be within the scope of the present law and left no doubt
opinion, it was beyond the scope of government policy at the presentailnsisted
pointed out that Canada had been among th ose countries

should notc nclude Norththat the scope of the North Atlantic Treaty are kcnhad ta
Africa 1but be confined to. metropolitan France. He, added that orth Atlant ^_ ,
the, , ^viewm cons^stently that our mutual a éT areful tô ^ndicat at all times that
forces in Europe and that we had been y,
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we accepted no responsibility for the defence of British colonies and
dependencies and that•he felt the public would not understand anything which
might be construed as accepting responsibilities in relation to the French
Empire which we would not accept in relation to the British Empire.

I pointed out that my understanding was . this was a mere substitution of
materiel to avoid shipping one lot of supplies to France to replace another lot
which would be taken from France for Indo-China, and that, in that sense, it
might be regarded in fact, if not in form, as a strengthening of the North
Atlantic forces in Europe.

The Prime Minister replied that the only modification he would be prepared
to consider would be the sale of the equipment under discussion to the French,
so that materiel of an equivalent value might be made available in mutual aid
at a later date, which could be allocated to France, if the French could get a
recommendation from the Standing Group.

I am sending a copy of this letter to the Acting Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs and I presume you will discuss with Mr. Reid the question of
communicating the Prime Minister's views to the French authorities.

Yours sincerely,
J.W. PICKERSGILL

DEA/50030-L-5-40
Le secrétaire du Cabinet

au sous-ministre de la Défense nationale
Secretary to Cabinet

to Deputy Afinister of National Defence

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, July 28, 1952

Dear Mr: Drury:
I wish to refer to my letter of July 24th regarding the proposal of the French

government that certain of the military equipment allocated to France as part
of the mutual aid programme should be diverted to Indo-China.

On Saturday, July 26th, I delivered to the Prime Minister a letter from the
'French`Ambassador,'s a copy of which is enclosed.' After careful consideration
of the further proposal put forward by Mr. Guérin, Mr. St., Laurent authorized
me to advise the French Ambassador that he would be agreeable to having the
supplies in question loaded for Indo-China on the Tomaha, when the shiparrives in Montreal, if the French government would undertake either to make
a: replacement in kind to the French N.A.T.O. forces in Europe which was
acceptable to the Standing Group of N.A.T.O. as a satisfactory equivalent, or,
alternatively, would undertake to make actual payment of the actual value -
conditions of payment to be determined at a later date.

.t.^..^.^.. - .
..
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',`,The Prime Minister asked me if possible to secure Mr. Claxton's concur-
rence and that I was able to'do by telephone late Saturday evening. I then saw
Mr. ` de Laboulaye" of the, French' Embassy and communicated the Prime
Minister's prôposal to him for his Ambassador: Mr. de Laboulaye informed me
yesterday morning that he had sent an immediate, message to Paris and that he
hoped for a reply this morning. I will keep you advised.. ...

I
am also sending a,copy of this letter.to the Acting Under-Secretary of

State'for External Affairs.
Yours sincerely,

J.W. PICKERSGILL"

464.

% t#

discusscd the possibility of a solutlon along Inc Itncs o a
the' Standing Group to the Canadian Government, the final sentence of which
,-4:i During your interview with t e rency f- ^mmunication from• .

undcrtake tu ma e a p
• • ' h £ Ambassadôr on this subjcct, you

k ro lacement in ktnd.,:'. . t y

the French Embassy -and, on ugu , •
French Government would prefer to buy the military equipment rather than to

3. This dectsion was brought to the atten ton
A stS Mr de Iaboulayc told us that the

date. ::., ..,
•• t of the ,French Govcrnmcnt by

satisfactory; ^ equrvalent, or, rv a terna y, ,
payment of the actual value, conditions of payment to be determined at a later

Europe which was acceptable to t tan g
1 t'vel would undertake to make actual

under the Canadian Mutual At o er i n
either to make a replacement in kind to the French N N ^ ^r ^s ia

h dtn Group of

2. You will remember that. t ts q to
meeting of July 31, and it was• decided that, Cabinet would be prcparcd
authorize the diversion of the m^lttary equipment rcccntly allocated to France

•d ff 'f the French Government wouldf

gotng to be ratse at a
h' uestion was discussed by Cabinet at its

• ' d C binet tomorrow.
I understand that the question of diversion of mutual aid to Indo-China is

Ottawa, August 13, 1952

MUTUAL AIDT01 DO-CHINA

Nôte'du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures`

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures-0 .

Memorandum from Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs'd

SECRET •

PROPOSED DIVERSION OF

, "François de Laboulaye, conseiller. ambassade de France.
François de L.aboulaye, Cowuellor, Embassy of France

»Notre exemplaire du document porte l'annotation suivante:
The followinj was written on this copy of the document: honc

p(rimel M(inisterj's riews given to R.O. R(obertsonj for Mr. Pearson on telep
from Si. Joseph d'AIma.18.V111.S21.W. P(ickenjillj
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was agreed to on a tentative basis by Mr. de Laboulaye and Mr. C. Ritchie and
might read as follows: , I

"The Standing Group has no objection to this diversion because it would
have as a consequence a correspondingly beneficial effect on the French forces
in SHAPE."

The Canadian authorities would be responsible for taking the initiative of
bringing the matter to the Standing Group.
5. Mr. de Laboulayc informed us this morning that this formula was brought

to the attention of the French Foreign Ministry by telephone, and although it
has not yet been considered by the French Government, it has been found
acceptable at the official level. If and when the formula is accepted by Cabinet,
the French Embassy will undertake to sec that it is brought to the attention of
the French Government for approval.
6. The above formula would appear to be a satisfactory solution in the light

of the following comments:
(a) You will remember that Mr. Pickcrsgill reported that the Prime Minister

expressed grave doubt as to whether such a diversion would be within the scope
of the present Canadian legislation. As you arc aware, the Deputy Attorney
General of Canada, in his letter of July 29 to the Deputy Minster of National
Defence (copy of which is attached herewith)' has expressed the view that such
a diversion would be covered under the Defence Appropriation Act, 1950.
,Ab). Mr. dc Laboulayc told us that when France put a bid for this military
equipment, it was known to the Standing Group that Metropolitan French
forces do not use 25 pr guns and that such equipment allocated to France
would be diverted to Indo-China.
(c) The proposal that France now buy the military equipment would secm to

me to be impractical. If such a proposal is accepted, it would mean that the
equipment would have to be turncd over to Crown Assets in order to be sold to
the " Frcnch Government with the result that the Department of National
Defence would receive no credit.

'i^z
`' J" . L. D. W[ 1 LG R ESS Jf

465.
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PCO
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet ,..
Extract front Cabinet Conclusions

rToPSECRET
[OttawaAugust 14, 1952:++Yrt: . .

MUTUAL AID; DIVCRSION OFCCRTAIN ITIrMS TO IN

y o rance making a payment for the equipment divcrted to Indo-
China. It had been concluded, howcvcr, that this would not be a practical

, rc crnng to discussion at inc
meeting of July 31 st,' 1952, said consideration had been given subsequently, to
the possibilit f F •

• . .â9^ The Stcretcrry'of State for Externat A ffairs f
^^ItIN^
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'solution: Sale of the equipment would yield a comparatively small payment and
a credit would not be established in favour of the Department of National
^ Defence. In the circumstances, a formula had been suggested whereby thew
equipment would be transferred as mutual aid and the S tanding

no obGct on toothe
indicate to the Canadian government in writing that it J
diversion because it would have a correspondingly beneficial effect on French
forces in^ Europe. The Department of Justice had now given an opinion that
such a transfer could properly,be made under the Defence Appropriation Act,
1950. This formula, which was acceptable tô French Çestablishment eof aan
,the, government's position under the Act, avoid the on an
undesirable precedent and permit use of the Canadiaeneqhâ mhis : formulatibc
front, , where it was urgently needed. He suggested
approved on the understanding that he would seek' the concurrence of the

Prime Minister.

;;10. The Cabinet after discussion, approved the recommendation of the
Secretary of State for External Affairs that certain'Can ddia'n mi l i tary

on
cqùipnient offered to France as mutual aid be diverted to Indo-China
understanding that a statement be obtained .°from the Standing Group
endorsing the transfer and agreed that, subject to° the co ncurrence

as submitted
Prime

Minister, to be sought by Mr: Pearson, the formula bc p

466.
DEA/50030-L-5•40

-Note du secrétaire par intérim du Cabinet
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Acting Secretary to Cabinet,
to Secretary of State for External AJfairs ,

Â* ; " , .._ • . . .

$ECRET"
Ottawa, August 18, 1952

3...;_; ^

MUTUAL AID TO FRANCE; DIVERSION TO INDO-CIIINA

As l mentioned to` You by telephone this morning, Mr. Pickersgill called,

giving the Prime Minister's views about the proposed arrangements for the

divérsion of French aid. arcd in
,,Opposite paragraph 6(c) of Mr Wilgress, memorandum tMYn stcrrcwrotc the
Defencc'Liaison [ 1 j Division by Paul Beaulieu), the Prime

following comment:
"The fait thatthe Department of National Defence would receive no

stand^^ = ....
credit 'docs not appear to me to ^ a8d^ reason

scope of NATO
about the exclusion of colonies or pen

« commitments:' Re the suggeSted
^4 :At the top of the second age of , the mcmorandum," oppos

.._ . ... .1;,. Arim^ MiniSttr wrote:
^fôula

page ,
rtn

1` i+De' la j«^ Direction de liaison avec la DEfense. ;
^^ ^î Of Dcfcnce Liaison (1) Division.
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"This would involve our assumption of some responsibility - fôr the
colonial or dependency burdens of the metropolitan members of NATO,
and that is something which we decided originally we would not do. I see
no sufficient reason to change our stand in that regard."

Concerning the Prime Minister's general views on this question, Mr.
Pickersgill said that . Mr. St. Laurent's original agreement to the two
alternative proposals - sale or replacement - had been reluctant enough. He
thought that the new formula could apply just as readily to a United Kingdom
application for diversion of assistance to say, Egypt or any other place as it
could to the present French application. In a sense, anything that relieved a
NATO member of an extra-NATO responsibility could be regarded as help to
SHAPE. However, it was precisely that kind of precedent with regard to off-
setting assistance that he wanted to avoid. If the Standing Group could say
that France had earmarked and transferred equipment that would be one
thing, but to say in general terms that there would be a corresponding
beneficial effect was quite another.

The Prime Minister does not apparently regard it as a serious point if, under
some sale arrangement, the Department of National Defence does not secure
any financial credit. He would be prepared to see the sale on some sort of a
bargaining or token basis - not a purely symbolic payment, but a payment
about equal to what we might get for the equipment in sale to, say, Israel or
another country. He would also be prepared to see plenty of time taken about
arranging a basis of payment or to have payment through some sort of off-set
in connection with our airfields in France or otherwise. ;;,

The Prime Minister said that if his colleagues in the Cabinet were convinced
that action ought to be taken along the lines that had been put before him, he
was prepared to have himself over-ruled. He wanted it to be known, however,
that he was quite unconvinced that it was desirable to take any such action.
^;
L

467.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions
• ^ .

t PCO

[Ottawa,] August 21, 1952

. g o iscussions at the
meeting of August 14th, reported that the Prime Minister did not agree with
the formula then considercd for the diversion of certain mutual aid items from
France:to Indo-China. Mr. St. Laurent preferred one or other of the two
formûlae discussed at the meeting of July 31st, under which the equipment
Wovld;be sold to France or France would provide replacements in Europe
^t^sfactory to the Standing Group. In the circumstances, it was planned to.,.: :

R.G. R[OBERTSON]

MUTUAL AID; DIVERSION OF CERTAIN ITEMS TO INDO-CIIINA
9. The Secretary of State for Externa! Affaire referrin t d'
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review ^the. question at the meeting, of the Cabinet Defence Committee on

August 26th.

'lO. The Cabinet. after discussion, noted the report of the Secretary o f
anadanrtain Ca

for External Affairs that 'the formula for ^ the ddiscussed at ethe meeting " of
mutual aid items from France to Indo-China
August 14th, 1952, was to be reviewed by the Cabinet Defence Committee on

August 26th.

TOP SECRET

., -

8. The Committee, after further discuss^on, no as government be
' State, for, External ' Affairs! and "agreed' ► that • the', frenchor

1
mutual G^oup

'nformed that Canada'was'prepared to deliver the equipmcnt
France in acxordanix with the allocation recomm ended

could not give any express
sôrrie time ago, but that° the Canadian go ,, ,
approval to its transfer to` Indo-China.`

new 25-pounders which wou p
not of interest to other NATO members.

t^A thc report of the SccretarY

equipment for use by the Ca'dadben aot^iatly us^eful in Indo-China and were

7. The Minister of Nâtiona^D iand of 1 ttlef benctitain the replaccmcnt of
amount realized would be small .rh .

ut ment consisted in part of

Indo-China. 1 to France since the

a"tesult of the North Atlantic rea y.
uipment should not be given to France fordirect,,and unconditional use In

eq
. . .. . ; R.r ^ ..

6., The Prime Minister said assuran
Canada would not be concerned with the dependenci es

ErinopCt n tthat theT t It was therefore po

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion
du comité de la défense du Cabinet

Extract from Minutes of Meeting
of Cabinet Defence Committee

[Ôttawaj August 26,1952

11. MUTUAL AID; DIVERSION OF ITEMS TO INDO-CIIINA e
The Secretary of State for External Affairs

referred to"discu
request of the5.

Cabinet on August 14th 'and August 1 952
certa,na Canadiamutual aid

French 'government to divert to Indo-China red necessary to
equipment allotted by the Standing Gro ést^ t

France.
he equipment should be sold touest,decide whether, to meet the French req r

at some price, or given as mutual aid for diversion to ad nda h^na^^aéd
certain conditions. It was understood the Standing

y a
that it would be desirable to, use the equipment

ces had been given to Parliament that
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DEA/50030-L-5-40

' Le sous-secrétaire
.
d'État aux Affaires extérieures '

à l'anrbassadeur de France

Under-Secretary of Stâte jor External Affairs to Ambassador of France
, . .

SECRET Ottawa, September 11, 1952

Dear Mr. Guérin, .
` I refer to our recent discussions concerning the following equipment which
the Canadian Government offered as Mutual Aid through the Standing Group:

72 Equipment, Quick Firing 6-pr Anti-tank (Tractor drawn);
17, Equipment, QF, 40 mm Anti-Aircraft (Self-propelled);

14,000 Cartridges, QF 6-pr, 7 cwt Armour Piercing and Armour
Piercing CBC (Capped Ballister);

37 Telescopes, sighting, No. 41;
16 Rangefinders No. 2;
40 25-pr Guns (tractor drawn).

I have been instructed to inform you that the Canadian Government
confirms the allocation of this equipment to France for NATO purposes in
accordance with the recommendation of the Standing Group.

I .

Yours sincerely,
L.D. WILGRESS40

470.

ltfemorandum front Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/50030-L-5-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ottawa, September 20, 1952

' • MUTUAL ÂID FOR FRANCE

.,;Note marginale :/Marginal note:

In accordance with your instructions, Mr. Ritchie asked Mr. dc Laboulayc
ôf the French Embassy to come to sec him on September 16 and handed to him
the text `of the attached letter to the French Ambassador dealing with the
allocation of Canadian equipment to France for NATO purposes.
ii, In answer to a query from Mr. de Labôulayc, Mr. Ritchie explained that
the bltimate destination of this equipment was not a matter for the Canadian
Gôvernment. We were simply allocating the cquipment to France for NATO
Pu^Poses and,therc our part in the matter ended. Mr. dc Laboulayc raised the

(Nanded to Mr. de Laboulaye by Mr. C. Ritchie on Sept.16).
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question' of the allocation of the equipment by the Standing Group for
employment in Indo-China. Mr. Ritchie said that this was a matter between
the French Government and the Standing Group..

3. Mr. de Laboulaye then said that, on the assumption that the Standing
Group' was willing that the equipment should go to Indo-China (which he

added -was in fact the case) it might be more convenient that the equipment
should be shipped direct from Canada to Indo-China as French ships were
calling from time to time in the United States to pick up American equipment
for Indo-China. Mr. Ritchie remarked that his instructions would not permit of
his. being drawn into any further discussions of hypothetical situations. He
added that he thought that Mr. de Laboulaye was quite familiar enough with
the whole negotiation over Canadian equipment for Indo-China to appreciate
the position of the Canadian Government and to see the undesirability of re-
opening the matter. Mr.'de Laboulaye agreed.

L.D . W[ILGRESSJ
,„ . . . ,

471.

$` PARTIE/PART 8

COMMUNAUTÉ EUROPÉENNE DE DÉFENSE
EUROPEAN DEFENCE COMMUNITY

DEA/50172-40

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au premier ministre

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime 11ltncster , .

TOP SECRET

EUROPEAN DEFENCEÇOMMUNITY

Our latest information on developments with regard to the Europcan
The meeting last month inDefence Community is not altogether reassuring.

Paris of the six Foreign Ministers of France, Germany, Italy, Bclgium, the
Netherlands and Luxembourg, designéd tô hasten agrecment` on the principles
to govern the European Defcnce Community, rcvcaled important continuing

differences of opinion. ; . . }
ermany

,
, and,.,2:'Thé"linc of divisionlay between France, G'

.Italy , on the one
The lattcr two countrieshand, and Bclgium and;the Netherlands, 6n,the other.

rejected the idea of,a common bu jet for the,,European Defence Community•the
They, insisted on : the a right of national, governments ` to .veto dccis^ûtho it y of
Cqûncii ôf Defence Ministers which is to be the`suprcme exccuti ^crccs of lip

",the*^ Defencc Communit . While all ` arties rendered varying 8
meetceito the` idea of,,an evcntual',.Eûropeany fedcration or confedcrsion, â toservi

°• mg -'undcrlm•ed a basic difference of view.The Benelux countrics a
want little more than a coalition of European Governments presiding over
European Army ^

composed of national contingents: The French, Italians anda , . , . ¢ _. .
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Germans want a measure of pooling of sovereignty in the defence sphere to
lead eventually to more ambitious plans for political fusion.

3.- A second difference arose over, the relationship between. the European
Defence Community and NATO. It crystallized over the question of the
duration of the, European Defence Community Treaty. The Netherlands
Government suggested that it should be co-terminous with the North Atlantic
Treaty, i.e. for a twenty-year period. The French proposed a fifty-year period
for the European Defence Community Treaty.
4. The Netherlands Foreign Minister returned to The Hague with the
suspicion that the French regard the North Atlantic Treaty as an ephemeral
defence alliance, organized to cope with a particular crisis and that they take
no interest in the idea of a North Atlantic Community. Mr. Stikker has told
our Ambassador in The Hague that he could not believe his cars when he heard
M. Robert Schuman describe in a speech the "caractère occasionel et
essentiellement éphémère" of NATO.

5. The Netherlands Ambassador, under instructions from his Government,
called on me on January 8 to express Mr. Stikker's concern at this develop-
ment.3 We..have, of course, always considered that there was nothing
incompatible in developments leading towards European confederation and the
idea of a North Atlantic Community. Indeed, from our point of view, those two
concepts must be intimately related, both politically and militarily. We think
that the French Government share this view and hope that Mr. Stikker's
concern is ill-founded. In view of Mr. Stikker's interest in the matter, I have
today sent him a personal message on this subject, copy of which is attached
hereto!'
6. Despite the somewhat gloomy prospects, the French Government still are

optimistic that they may be able to obtain an agreement on the principles of
the European Defence Community before the Lisbon meeting, but it may be at
the cost of dropping, at any rate for the immediate future, a good many of their
more ambitious plans for the political superstructure of the European Defence
Community.

One method of compromise, which is at present being explored, is for
agreement upon a period of transition, perhaps to last till 1954, during which
national control over defence policies and budgets would remain. Only then
would a European commission produce European defence estimates and submit
them to a Council of Ministers.

8: = Even in this attenuated form, the conception of a European Defence
Communityremains, in our view, of the greatest political importance. It
provides'the only - framework yet suggested by which Germany could be
associatéd with the defence of Western Europe on terms acceptable both to the
French and German Governments. Its failure would be a very serious blow to
French prestige and morale. Meanwhile, the fall of the French Government has
been a further disturbing factor. Although it is unlikely to affect French policy
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towards the European Defence Community; it may bring further delays in the

timetable.
9.

The United States, for their part, have in the past. taken the view that. if

agreement could not be reached on the Europea V1 Def,ans of thetir o
unit

wn foy
th
the

date of the Lisbon meeting, they would proceed p m
association of Germany with ' Western, defence.' ;

Tin t this atgtuderoln
Washington,,however, indicate an important modification
conversations with Mr. Churchill and Mr. Eden, Mr.'Acheson has now made it

clear, , that he secs -, no alternative to ; the creation of a European Defence

Community.
10.°The relationship of -the - United Kingdom to the European Defe nce

the
Community is a somewhat uneasy one. Mr. Churchill 's resumption of

Prime Ministership gave rise to some unjustified hopes
n

f^d^r^don ortat
change in United Kingdom policy towards plans for Eur pea s
,Içast for a United Kingdom contribution to the9Europeahe Un^t dh iCingdôm
have : been dashed by the subsequent attitude o, .^

Government. .
such hopes looked to the participation by the United Kingdom

'11. Insofar as
in a European federation, they were founded on a misconception of the rcalities
of the United Kingdom position - realities unlikely to be changed . by anya
change of Government., The United Kingdom could r^nm^ô

itse
lits
f

ties
Western European federation . without profoundly modifying
with the Commonweath but its relationship with ° the Unite cc States.

tate move
probable that the dislocations that would be involved in any p p would
towards the federation of the United Kingdom

hint reports thatthcse facts
weaken the free world. Our Ambassador in Washington
are. appreciated by Mr. Acheson, although there are certain ^nndorn icould

es in
Congress toards the more facile assumption ; that the United K ing

be dragooned into a Western European federation.
Gvcrnmcnt towards

^ 12. So far' as the relationship of the . United Kingdom o
the'European Defence Community is concerned, there is 11tlc doubt the
obvious scepticism of , ihe United Kingdom'n Sgi the reluc ance of
Pleven Plan42: has, in the past, played a part
the Benelux countries to accept the more drastic implications of th at

of ,mlanTtance
13: * Mr. Churchill's personal views on this subject are obviously

o importance
visit

and you may think it desirable to discuss the prQble of thch^United nKingdom
hcre!' There seems now to be , little I question
Government actually, offeringa token force for ^nteg ration in ^he Eur P an
Ârmy:;although this might still turn,out.to.be a possibtlity

ce CommunitY, devclops along the very IooselY ;ntcgratcd lines ad
na aht^ a

Defcn
by the j Bcnclux countrics. for the : present, howevcr,. M r Churchill and

^ . . _. . . . . , . ^ ^ . 3 ,ta , r I {! . .. . .

t^ ^ , , . 1 11,
S ' . ..

.
1 i * ^ .. ^

.
. . . .

a •^ à la ition du` prcmier minisûef de tâ France, René Picven, de crcer u^^
Fa^t tf f^rcnce proPœ
armee europbenne unifi&.

1 of French Premier René Pleven for the crcat'wn of a unificd Europc^n arm
. Rcfcn to proposa , .
uVoir le document 6704Sce Document 670. - . . . -
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Eden have both made it clear that they have no intention of making such a
contribution. Moreover, the French Government have now indicated that
United Kingdom participation which would requiré an alteration in the
proposed basis for the European Army would be unwelcome as it would tend to
delay the acceptance of an agreed plan even further.

14. Recent public statements by the United Kingdom Government have been
carefully designed to allay any suspicion that the United Kingdom does not in
fact fully support the idea of a European Defence Community, even if unable
to join it. Nevetheless, as you may recall,. Mr. Churchill, in his private
discussion of the European Army with me in London, made it clear that he
considered the French plan as highly impractical. As he put it, the proper way
to bring European armies together was to maintain their national identities and
tic them together "as a bunch of sticks" rather than to mix them up as "wood
pulp". It is much to be hoped that this private scepticism will not be sensed by
the Dutch and Belgians who might then be encouraged to hold out against any
compromise on the European Defence Community in the hope of securing an
even looser organization which might secure participation' of the United
Kingdom.

15. It ^might' be desirable, if you agree, to emphasize to Mr. Churchill the
importance which ^ we attribute to the concept of a European Defence
Community and the dangerous and difficult situation which would result if the
Pleven Plan collapsed.

16. This question has some bearing on the future location of the principal
agencies of NATO. As you know, the United Kingdom has insisted that any
such concentration should be in London rather than in Paris. It might be
desirable to point out to Mr.' Churchill `that the establishment of NATO
Headquarters in Paris would have the effect of securing a close working
cooperation between the European Defence Community and the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization. Close cooperation between the two is essential if,
in the words of the communique on the Churchill-Truman talks issued today,
the defence of the free world is to be strengthened and solidified by "the
creation ti of, a', European Defence Community as an clement in a constantly
developing Atlantic community".

' 17. I âm attaching to this note an excerpt from a tcletypc from Washington,
dated :January, 9, on the Churchill-Truman talks, which deals with the
discussion on the European Army which took place in Washington between
Mr.'Acheson and Mr. Eden.' You will see that Mr. Eden agreed to do his best
tosconvince the Benelux countries that they should cooperate in the European
Army,Pla n.,. ;

L.B. PEARSON
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DEA/50172-40

; Lé secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

inistre des Affaires étrangères des Pays-Bas

Secrëtary of State for External Affairs
to Minister, of Fore '̂gn Affairs Of the Netherlandst,. . , .

11, 1952
SECRET AND PERSONAL

[Ottawa,] January
, . .. ,

Your Ambassador came to see me on Tuesday to explain to me your concern
;over the question of the relationship'of NATO to the European Defence
Community. I fully share yoûr view that this relationship must be politically
and militarily as close as` possible, and we will certainly support that view at
''forthcoming meetings and discussions. I have never myself. seen anything
-incompatible between the, idea of closer Europea t^i^1nk dand a

together.
developing

mustNATO community; indeed, these two concepts
"link is necessary, as you point out, to ensure close and continuing United States
association with the future of Western Europe. The concept of a European
Army, with a European Defence Community has now taken such firm root in
Washington that failure or prolonged delay- in realizing it would, I feel, have a
most discouraging and frustrating effect in the United States and might tend to

d i f--- Europe would, in

time bcfore und mg t s a

'easy, it is to give advice from North America w crc y p hesi tated e

•'` ' h' dditional message. Nowcver, it seems

relationship to the United KIngdom an ^►c h mir roblcros may not D(;

alwaÿs fully understood. That is, in fact, the reason why I hcs^ to met ^ he

I know that , this=^ whole question , involves i spccial difficu tic
Nethertands, with its overseas outiook, interests, traditions, and â^sochow

• • • d rseas countries. I kno

maximum.co-operation. t a' . l• s for the
i,they, could work ; closcly, , togcther :. on a-: dayLU-day as^
both think essei tof NATO and of the EDC hôuld be in the same place so that

vthe headquarters 's and thus sccure

me.x nOne furthr point; occurs L11
ope r̀ation between the European Defence Community and NATO whic that

• hould a ree without delay

• 1 the ^ntcrest of sccunng

towar •
hate to think that one was preventing or slowing up the other.. that closc CO.

Asi see it, the best way to do. this is not to ^scouragc wi th
d Atlantic unity , The two mustbe parallel, not confl icting, an d i

n

away from NATO. Neverthe w. cc y

.'Army. and EDC, but. to . make, sure that these moves are would

`,on guard against this danger and do everything we can to prevent it developing
d' or delay the Europcan

-. 1 am inclined to doubt whether, as N g licics andthe United States becomes increasingly committed to its long^term po
,objectives, there is vcry, much danger, of- the EDC dcvcloû i thât in awe houldibc1 I rta;nl agrce with yo

ATO athcrs forcc an co cs^

defeat our common objective. United States with rama
my mind, be far more likely to result from such failure than from the feeling
that European unity and strength made unnecessary her military presence in,

and political commitments to Europe.
d h •on and as
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question is such a vital one that you would not misunderstand my desire to do

SO. There is now, I think, a good 'opportunity to heal the age-old feud between
Gaul and Teuton by the inclusion of both in a European system. The'effect of
this on future peace prospects would, of course, be incalculable. I realize that if
the United Kingdom were organically a part of this 'European system, the
situation would be much easier for the Netherlands. I do not think that there is
any likelihood of United Kingdom formal participation in these European
organizations, but she, is moving to closer co-operation with and support of
them. The Washington talks that have just ended confirm this. The failure to
realize a European Army and Defence Community might, I think, have a
similar effect on the United Kingdom as on the United States, that of slowing
up or preventing this bridging of the Channel which is going on. Here again,
then, as I see it, the solution is to go ahead on the continent but always, as you
put it, with the continental circle inside the larger Atlantic circle.

I apologize for the length of this message and send with it all good wishes
and sincere personal regards.

We will meet in Lisbon, I hope, but when?

473. DEA/50030-P-1-40>. .
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

I. tn..'accordance with the authority given by you on the telephone this

au secrétaire dTtat aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-135 Washington, January 14, 1952

TOPSECRET

Reference: Ÿour message to Mr. Stikkcr on European Dcfence Community.

morning, I read to Perkins your message to 111r. Stikkcr repeated to me in your
EX 97' of January 11!' He was pleased and impressed by what you said and
asked me to give him a copy which he could show to the Secretary of State. I
told him that I was informing him of.the message on a strictly confidential
basis and'that you did not want this to be known to other governments. As he
assured me that he would himself show the message to Mr. Acheson and return
it to`me' without its being copied, I left a copy with him. He was specially
Pleased about your argument that the headquarters of NATO and EDC should
be in the same place in order to ensure the closest cohesion and keep EDC
within`the NATO ôrbit.

,.,,HeHe told, me that Stikkcr's apprehensions seemed in part to arise from a
remârk by Schuman in the course of discussion on the length of the agreements.^.

"Pour le texte, voir le document précédent.for tex', see Immediately preceding document.
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establishing ^ EDC. Stikker had: proposed a 20-year, term to conform with
NATO. In arguing for a 50-year term, Schuman had employed what Perkins
called a lawyer's argument to the effect that EDC really had to be a permanent
organization, whereas -the North Atlantic Treat.was

in order to get him toState Department has asked Bruce to approach S
correct any misapprehension caused by his use of this argument.

DEA^50030-P-1-40
474.

^ Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
^ ° ^ à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States , ï_. :, .

TELEG RA M EX46541 .
Ottawa, January 19, 1952

SECRET

EUROPEAN DEFENCE COMMUNITY

Reference: My telegram No. (Washington 97; London No. 88; The Hague
No. 4)^! of January,11. ^

Following is Mr. Stikker's reply dated January 10 to my message quotcd in
above telegram Message begins:

"I feel most•indebted to you for; your kind and encouraging message whi ch

shows complete understanding for our views as regards necessity of very c
relationship between NATO and EDC:

Only by establishing these strong links.now, while we arc- still working on
the shape of EDC, we may ensure that this community will develop within `a
constantly developing Atlantic Community'.

Efforts of the 6 European countries involved to:come to terms will no doubt
be enhânced ` if England, Canada and" United States continue to stress this
n.ssity. You can rest ` assured ' that the Netherlands Government will do`ecc
everything in 'their power to coine to a reasonable compromise acceptable to all

$'parties
rcadwith` satisfaction that you'do not sharc my fears of EDC dcvclopin8

hi
âway, from NATO > at bis later.stage: Ind'eed i bclieve with you mat ts cvcntual

danger' may be avolded if alms and `obligations ôf both organiaations remain
pafallcl and not cônflicting.''As ÿ^u point out sô clearly, the continental circle
will have to develop in the large Atlantic clrcle.

- j` .t * i
y . ;

ra
•

Uon bctwecn EDC and,- x +.o z. ,..1z ^ # . . . . â
.^ ..: .

furthermore full^!, agree wlth :^you : that coopc
NATO would . bc- âtrongly -promoted by establishing headquarters

both

organiZations ^ in the qsamey place. Wh1le^ I understand 100 fully. lication

prefçrcnce` tor Lôndën thts involves smaller natlons in considerable dup
.:'i^ K`x ° , •^ , ,:+ ..^

"Le télégramme porte la mention eoted in teie=nm:
- Repeat to London No.154- The Hague No. 6-,

"Voir k document 4724See Document 472. `°f_ ,-
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of effort and therefore in my opinion Paris would be the most appropriate
which I hope will be agreeable to all member nations concerned.

I am loôking forward to meeting you again in Lisbôn on February 16 next or
possibly on an earlier date in view of a meeting "of the Comité [Committee] on
Atlantic Community, which you may wish to convene, and I sénd you my best
wishes and sincere personal regards." Message Ends.

DEA/50030•P-1-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur en Belgique

Secretary ôf State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Belgium

TELEGRAM 9'

IMPORTANT AND SECRET

781

Ottawa, January 20, 1952

Repeat IMPORTANT to The Canadian Ambassador, Washington, and (without
priority) The Canadian High Commissioner, London.

"Pur le texte, voir le document 472,/For text, sœ Document 472.

eachcd a crtttcal stage; while we are not aware of the precise issues which arc
causing difficulty to the Belgian Govcrnmcnt, I thought M. van Zccland might

'OU. should say that we have hcard that the Europcan Army discussions have

Accordingly, I would like you to convey immcdiatcly to M van Zccland aM.
,^Opÿ;of the tezt of Mr. Pcarson's pcrsonal message in Dr Stikkcr In doin so

aches great importance to agreement being rcachcd on the European Army
in advance of the NATO Council meeting in Lisbon on February 16th.^^" t'

EUROPEAN DEFENCE COMMUNITY

Reference: My immediately preceding telegram No. 8 of January 20.'
Following from the Undcr-Secretary, Begins:

I. Our Embassy in Washington informed me last night that the State
Department are very much concerned at the impasse encountered in the last
day or two in.the. Europcan Army discussions. They tell us that although the
Netherlands have agreed to a compromise proposal acceptable to representa-
tives of the other four Powers, the Belgian Government have indicated their
inability to do likewise."
2. The State Department fccl that the situation is critical and are doing

everything possible to persuade the Belgians to change their position. They
have invited us to express our concern to M. van Zecland and in particular
have suggested that we make available to him the Minister's pcrsonâl message
to -Dr: Stikker, the text of which is set out in my immediately prcccding
telegram.

3 • Mr. Pearson is away from Ottawa and I am not able thcrcforc to ask you
'1-1o `convey a personal message from him. Nevertheless I do know that he
att •
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wish to know of the reply which Mr.f Pearson ; had sent ` to The Netherlands

Foreign Minister.• This reply had been made : to certain questions which Dr.

Stikker , had raised .with Mr. Pearson , concerning the relationship of the

; European Defence Community.to NATO. You should add that it occurred to
,me that it might be helpful, in, present circrostances for M. van Zeeland to be
aware of Mr. Pearson's attitude on these questions. M. van Zeeland will know
that the Canadian Government hope that it will be possible for the six

,Governments concerned to agree upon mutually satisfactory arrangements for
the EDC.

5. Please report to us any response or reactions you may receive, together
with any comments. you may have on the Belgium Government's attitude.

Ends.

476.

I r ►

TELEGRAM 225

SECRET

wârdinR: chiefly the na- me of"high authôrity".'
rnanÿ concessions that thcre was iittle Icft at issue except a icw ma

nad bcen (a) u gct, an ( )
`Côunc#I of Ministers,`^Belgium had ^ now "p"rovisionally" agrecd to make so

ttcrs of

t b d ` d b relations betwcen Executrve Comm1

we come^.a V, ,, ,I ';^ ;.. ,, uestions
2. .In response to question Posw^ck said that whilc mam outstanding q

• 'ssion and

this cvidcnce of Canada's close interest in EDC.

an an im
text of yourxpcrsonal message to Stikker. After reading message he said he was

'sure thathis Minister would grcatly, âppreçiatc'knowing of it and would also

1. As MI., an e an
Poswick' his Chef de Cabinet.' who had been concerned with EDC ncgotiations

d h dcd h' aide memoire making points in your instructions and enclosing

I f.- 11 . . ..

V Zc 1 d was unablc to 'sce 'mc today [ carly this cvcn^ng s
'No. i l, Januarÿf2lst)^ fôllowing from Arnold Smith, Begins:

,'As Ambassador had already left for Luxembourg (refcrencc my tclcgram

DEA/50172-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

I
High Commissioner in United Kingdom '

to Secretary ojState for External Ajjairs:, :

London, January 23, 1952

EUROPEAN DEFENCECOMMUNITY

tRefcrence: Your telegrams No. 8 and No. 9 of January 20.'
Addressed Ottawa No. 225, repeated Canadian Ambassador Paris No. 17.
Following message dated January 21st received from Canadian Ambassador

'Brüssels, Bcgins:
Addressed.to Ottawa No. 12, repeated for information to' London No. 1,

'Paris No. 2,7he Hague No. 1, Bonn No. 1, Rome No. 1. London please pass.
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3. On budget side Poswick said that Belgian delegation in last two days had'
had several meetings and had agreed to concessions which they were confident
would make agreement fairly sure on this whole category of questions.
4. Belgian Government was, now also prepared to make a number of

concessions on political side. But here Poswick was less confident of agreement
though he said he was hopeful. He emphasized that presently worked out
Belgian position was absolutely their final word in the way of concessions and
when they said if "three great powers" (but he added France, Germany and
Italy were in reality no longer great powers) did not, repeat not, now meet
Belgian offer then it would prove manoeuvring to throw on Belgium the blame
for abandoning EDC project which they had themselves now decided was
unrealistic.

5. Poswick did not give me details but said only real issue remaining was
name of Executive Commission., He said powers of Council and "Executive
Commission" were now "provisionally" agreed. Belgium would never agree to
call latter the high authority. The EDC's authority (pending establishment of a
real political federation - when issues would become meaningless) must be
Council of Ministers. Van Zeeland would accept any title "however honorific
and pompous" which French might wish, providing it did not, repeat not,
obscure this cardinal point.

6.'Poswick added though he and other Ministers felt "sure" that he could get
parliamentary ratification of Schuman plan," he was less sure as regards EDC;
and was sure that if, name high authority were used for commission, ,
ratification would be impossible. He emphasized that for a small country t
sovereignty was inevitably more. important and more vulnérable than for a
large one and that ordering troops around threatened sovereignty far more,
directly than the Schuman plan "authority's" power over coal and steel.
.7., Poswick, also said Van Zeeland was realistic in his suporting idea of a
European federation but seemed to imply that it would have to be achieved
more directly and overtly than through functional transfers of sovereignty to
bodies likely to be dominated by France. He seemed to imply more lack of
confidence. in France than fear of Germany though, here again he would not be
categorical.-

,8:^ Poswick said he was reasonably hopeful that there would be full agreement
in good time before Lisbon NATO meeting; indeed whole issue should be
settled "one way or another" (and Poswick thought favourably) by next
Monday January 28th, after meeting of Ministers in Paris.
^9.--In my immediately following telegram i report a talk earlier today on EDC

.with United States Embassy Counsellor.' Ends. Message ends.

authonty to eontrol the production of steel and coal in Western Europe.

placer la production de charbon et d'acier de l'Europe de l'Ouest sous une autorité commune.
Refen to proposai of French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman for the creation of a single

'%Fait référence à la proposition du ministre des Affaires étrangères de France. Robert Schuman,
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London, January 24, 1952

.;. ,., ,
EUROPEAN DEFENCE COMMUNITY

Reference: Arnold Smith's telegram No. 12, January 21.49
Addressed to Ottawa as No. 237 repeated Paris as No. 20.
Following telegram has been received from Canadian Ambassador, Brussels,

Begins:
t" Addressed to Ottawa No. 16 info repeated London No..3,-Paris No. 4, The
Hague No. 3, Bonn No. 3, Rome No. 3. London pleasc pass.,

Secret. Following from Chaput.30

1. Bclgian aide memoire in answer to ours of 21 January was handed to me
by Poswick this morning. A translation is given in the next paragraph. Poswick
did not,repeat not, furnish any comment on contents of aide mcmoire nor did
he refer to it during,the interview except to say.that'an effort had been made to
render the text as ' concise as possible in view of the fact that it would
presumably be wired to you, While intimating that further progress had been
made during experts discussion on Monday ;and Tuesday of this week he did
rot, repeat not, know, the specific subjects on which progress had been made.
He said that the main subjects which wotild not be discussed by experts and
which would remain for consideration of the Ministcrs was that of the pol^'crs
of-`Assembly. Its solution would depend in part on final decision reached
côncerning the powers of other organs of community. (Sce Paragraph 5 of our
telegram under reference.) Poswick confirmed that the question of power of the
"Ezecûtive' Commission" would most" probably not givc risc to further

difficulties and that the main item remaining under this heading was the name

s which should be given to this organ. The'Ministers are to mcct in Paris this

;wéek:
2:'Followingis the text of Bclgian aide memoilc.-Text Begins:

The Bel¢ian Government has notcd with interest the aide mcmoirc which
I I-'ttié'Cânadiân Government, was good enough to send them on the qucstlull 0.
European army. The'hopé expressed by the Canadian Government that "it will

^ be possible for six ovcrnmentsconccrncd to arrivc at a mutually satisfactory

i âgrâment concern ngs the Europran' defence community" is shared by the

Belgian Government.
.. .

.. ,$^ .^ .. ... . ^ ,. ^ ' . . . ^°A
.... . ^, ..'

: . . . . r ,

_ "Voir k document prkWent.JSee immediately preoodin= document.

Le haut-eômmissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieurés -

High'Commissionerin United Kingdom
to Secretary ôf State for External Affairs

*J.R.B. Chapat, deuxième secrétaire de i'ambasside en Bdpque.
J.R.B. Cbaput. Second Secrcter)r. Embauy in Bdtium.
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Great efforts have already been made by Belgian Government which has
agreed to modify many points of view which were strongly held and.which it
still considers as being justified in order to permit that hope expressed above
would materialize. The Belgian Government does not, repeat not, doubt that
when making known its views to the' other states participating in European
army discussions the Canadian Government will. insist on the necessity of
arriving, to use its own words, "at a mutually satisfactory agreement" i.e. at a
real accord meeting the legitimate anxiety and aspirations of all participating
powers, Commonwealth and small countries.

• The Belgian Government wishes to express its thanks to the Canadian
Government for having communicated the views contained in the answer given
by Mr. Pearson to questions asked by Mr. Stikker with regard to relations
between European defence community and North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion. Text Ends.

3. Copy of aide mcmoire being sent by bag.

478. , DEA/50172•40
Extrait du télégramme du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à t 'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Extract front Telegranm front Secretary of State for Externat Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-283 Ottawa, February 2, 1952
SECRET. IMPORTANT.

CONVERSATIONS WITH ASSISTANT SECRETARY OFSTATE PERKINS
IN OTTAWA, JANUARY 31

ON GERMANY AND THE EUROPEAN DEFENCE COMMUNITY.

Reference: My immediately preceding telegram No. 282."

Following from Undcr-Secrctary, Begins:
I. Mr: ' Perkins expressed considerable optimism about the progress of

discussions on the European Defence Community now that the Belgians appear
to be, much more cooperative. He noted that there were two important
outstanding questions (he omitted mention of the budget problem), namcly, the
duration of the Treaty and relationship with NATO. He felt that it was
unnecessary and indeed undesirable to put the complete text of the Treaty
before the Lisbon meeting. He thought it would be better to have the Lisbon
meeting ;confronted with a statement of principles. Discussion on theseprinciples;would serve as a guide for final drafting of the text. This procedure
he'thought would permit of greater flexibility.
wé-f With regard to German membership in NATO he noted that the French

e still very firmly opposed. They argue that German membership would be
asentially'incompatiblc with the defensive character of the North Atlantic
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Trëaty*since Germany,would be the ônly member with territorial aims. Mr.
Perkins.' commented that the,admission of Germany to NATO' would be the
most clean-cut way to handle the matter, but,; in view of the French 'opposition
some other course was necessary for the present: He was favourably disposed to
Stikker'stsuggestion that Germany might be associated in NATO discussions
directly affecting the EDC.'In any case, hefelt that the question of German
membership in NATO would not be raised at Lisbon.

-3: The Minister suggested that if thé German quéstion was to be solved it was
imperative that EDC must be kept within'the broader frâmework of the North
Atlantic 'community., The French seemed to° be considering : the German
problem largely in its i European context, and - he felt that the concept of the
North' Atlantic community must be constantly kept before the French. With
these views Perkins agreed.

479.

TOP SECRET [Ottawa,j May 21, 1952

NORT11 ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION;

PROTOCOI. EXTENDING SECURITY GUARANTEES.

TO EUROPEAN DEFENCE COMMUNITY

It. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to discussion at the
meeting of 'March 4th, 1952 reported that, in accordance with a decision
reached at the Lisbon meeting of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, a

treaty and' N.A.T.O. ' protocols had , been ' negotiated to cxtend N.A.T.O.

security guarantees to ;Western Germany.s= This would result in a European
Defence Community, comprising all the members of the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization and, in addition, the Federal Republic of Western Germany.
It was recommended that , the Secretary of State for External Affairs and

the Permanent Representative of Canada on the North Atlantic Council, or

either one,-bc authorized to sign on behalf; ôf Canada, subject to ratification,
the protocol= to the Vorth'' Atlantic'.wTreaty , Organization extending the
guarantees of Article V. to the European Defence Community.

°It was thought that ratification of the'treaty and of the protocols might be
-, acxomplished by- all participants by August. As a consequence, it might be

advisable to submit, the protocol to Parliament for approval during the course
of the current session in order to avoid thc possibility of Canada being unable

= to ratify the protocol in the early=autumn if all other countries were then rcady
to do soi If it became apparent that this would be advisable, it could be made
clear at that time that the Canadian instrument of ratification would not be

$=Vâr k document 426j Sœ5ee Docunxnt 426.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet , '

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

t
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deposited before the deposit of the ratifications of France, the United Kingdom
and the United States. ^

An explanatory note had been circulated. Minister's memorandum May,'1952 - Cab. Doc. 155-52)' ` y,
12. The Cabinet, after discussion:

(a) approved the signature by Canada, subject to ratification, of thé protocol
to the North Atlantic Treaty extending the guarantees of Article V to the
European Defence Community; and,.

(b) agreed that an Order in Council be passed authorizing the Secretary of
State for External Affairs and the Permanent Representative of Canada on the
North Atlantic Council, or either one, to sign on behalf of Canada."

480.
DEA/50172-F-40

L 'ambassadeur en France
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEt.EGRANt 611
Paris, June 19, 1952

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

STEERING COAIMITTEE: EUROPEAN DEFENCE COMMUNITY CONFERENCE

Reference: Our despatch No. 1442 of October 3, 1951' and your despatch No.
D. 1582 of Decembcr 8, 1951.'

The Secrctary-Gcncral of the.Europcan Defencc Community conference
informed Cadieux3and Fournicrs' this week that meetings of the steering
committee would resume on June 24 and suggested that if Canada wished to sit
on this committee an approach should be made to the chairman of the
conference M. Alphand. This procedure had been followed by the United
States and United Kingdom last fall when they wished to be represented on the
steering committee. 1
2 •' It is now thc.view of this mission and that of our delegation to NATO that

becau'se of the progress made to date towards the creation of a European army,
and because the important problem of the futurc relationship between the EDC
and NATO will be the subject of further'discussions in the steering committee
along with many other problems related to NATO at large, Canada should
now seëk"t9é role of observer at the steering committee. If this proposal mccts

. .. .b.^ :: .

si^ protocole OTAN-CED a été signé à Paris le 28 mai 1952 ; A.D.P. ltceney, représentantPermanent iuprxs du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord, a signé le document au nom du Canada.JÀ :The NATO.EDC Protocol was signed in Paris on May 28. 1952:
Reprexntatjve to the North Atlantic Council, signed the document for Canada.

litency, Permanent

"Marcel Cadieux, conseiller, délégation permanente auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord.
Manxl Gdieyx, Caunsellor. Permanent Dclegation to North Atlantic Council.

,r j^n F^rn!er. premier secrétaire de l'ambassade en France.
rn^-• First Sccretary, Embassy in France.
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with • your, approval we might inform M.- Alphand that Canada ' would be

represented on the steering committee by the permanent delegate of Canada to

the, North Atlantic ,Council or his representative. -. It would , be , greatly

appreciated if we could have your views on this matter before June 24'when the
steering committee meetings will resume. In its role as observer. to the
conference, in general representatives from the'' Embassy attended plenary
sessions of the conference of which there'were very'few.' Owing to the pressure
of work; however, it was not possible to spare an officer to attend the legal,
military, financial, armaments committees of the conference: Reports of these
meetings however were regularly sent to the Embassy and transmitted to

. ,. ».
Ottawa.- London and Bonn.

481.
DEA/50172-F-40

Le seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur en France

Secretary of State jor Ezternal Affairs^^.to Ambassador in France

French should go from you or from the NATO m ission.
: . r

Ottawa, June 23, 1952

CANADIAN PARTICIPATION TO EDC STEERING COMMITTEE

Reference: Your telegram No. 611 of June 19.`
You are auihorized to inform Alphand that we wish to be represented in the

role of observer on the EDC Steering Committee by the Permanent Delegate to

NATO or his representative: I leave it to you to decide in consultation with the

NATO Mission whether the communication notifying our intentions to the

DEA/50172-F-40

Le représentant peraianéntfipar Intérim
auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
,

Acting Permanent; Representative to the North
_
Atlantic Council

l i

Paris, June 25, 1952

11
,: CANADIAN RTICIPATION EDCSTEERING COMMITTEE

Reference:-Your telegram`No.ÿ161 of June23; 1952. Addressed to Stadacona

as No. 407.

to Seeretary ojState jor Externa Ajfa rs

96l e tEiA nmme porte la mcntion dNoted in tclc=nm: ` M'
- Repeat to Ddcjation to the North Attantic Counal, Pans, o. .
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Cadieux- and Fournier saw De la Grandville, former Secretary-General of
EDC conference, yesterday, June 24 and conveyed your request to be
represented at meetings by observer.

2. It was clear that since matter had last been discussed with him there had
been further thought given to the representation of non-EDC members of
NATO and some difficulties had arisen:

,(a) It, was felt that opponents of treaty might object that interim comission
had agreed at this early stage to representation of non-European countries by
observers and this could be embarrassing to the governments;
(b) Administratively there was also, fear of short-circuiting NATO

secretariat. De la Grand'ville was however personally in favour of disregarding
these -objections' and receiving observers and he thought that Steering
Committee might agree to this arrangement.
3: After first , meeting of Steering Committee, De la Grand'ville late

yesterday afternoon reported that Alphand had told his colleagues on the
Committee that he had been approached by two governments (Canadian and
Norwegian) who wished to be represented by observers at meetings of Steering
Committee. The reaction had been unanimously unfavourable, the general view
being that the Committee is now in existence and that the Steering Committee
discussions should be restricted to parties only. The case of the United
Kingdom and United States observers representing parties to contractual
agreements closely linked to EDC treaty was considered to be different.
4. The problem of keeping non-EDC members of NATO in the picture was

apparently discussed for the first time and the decision reached was that:
(a)' an -official from NATO secretariat would attend weekly meetings (on

Tuesdays) of Steering Committee
(b) NATO secretariat will circulate all documents to NATO delegations;
.(c) once, a month Alphand who is Chairman of Steering Committee will
make a full progress report to NATO Council.

5. Under these circumstances I think it will be difficult to proceed with
request for formal representation on different basis of other NATO countries
who are non-members of EDC and feel we should accept for time being
arrangement proposed by Steering Committee. If we receive adequate
documentation through NATO secretariat and detailed reports from Alphand
in' Council I am inclined to think that such arrangements would meet our
requirements. ;

ÿ 6• In any,case, it ^might be advisable if you agree, to accept the proposed
arrangement to take opportunity provided by Alphand's first report in Council
to put on record our hope that both documentation circulated through NATO
Secretariat and monthly reports by Alphand will be sufficiently detailed to
enable `oountries formerly represented by observers at EDC conference to be
fully informed of all important developments in interim commission.
2.lnaddjtjonÀ to these methodsof following the activities of the Steering

ommittee we will of course maintain close informal contacts with our United
Kin dom and United States colleagues.
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483. DEA/50172-F-40

' Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à la délégation auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for, Exte'rnal Affairs
to Delegation to the North Atlantic Council

TELEGRAM 180
t J

SECRET

Ottawa, June 30,' 1952
• •: , ^. .

,,,., ,,A ,.
CANADIAN PARTICIPATION EDC STEERING COMMITTEE

Reference: Your telegram No. 611 of June 19, 1952; your telegram No.'225 of
June 25, 1952; our telegram No. 161 of June 23, 1952. , ï t.;:.

Although disappointed that our request made at, the suggestion of the
Secretary General of E.D.C. for representation at the meetings of the Steering
Committee as observers has been rejected, I agree with the course; proposed in
paragraphs 5,'6 and 7 of your telegram under reference.„"

484. DEA/50172-40
. , '^. .^ .. ^, t. `7^. . ...

t ^: Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External , Affairs

SECRET, Ottawa, December 23, 1952

RATIFICATION OF THE E.D.C.TREATIES

When we were in 'Bonn on December• 10, Mr. Claxton was received by Dr.
Adenaeur, the Chancellor of the German Federal Républic: Mr. Davis and •I
accompanied Mr. Claxton, and Dr. Hallstein, the `German - Foreign" Minister,

was also present.
,'2. ' Mr. Claxton` opened the interview by mentioning the purpose of his visit to
Germany.- . Dr. Adenaeur made some complimentary remarks • about the
Canadian troops. After a- further éxchange of pleasantries, Mr. • Claxton

mentioned that - he ,,was going to Paris . to attend - the meeting of,the North
Atlantic Council and that he would be seeing Mr. Acheson; Mr. Eden and Mr.
Schuman. At this, Mr. Adenaeur immediately •referred to the importance of
assuring ratification by the French Parliament of the E.D.C. Treaties. He said
that, the European solution was the -only possible path to a better, future in
Europe. Unfortunately, certain political circles in France had grave misgrvings
about too close an association'with the Germans. While he understood this and
was doing his best to deal with this factor, he felt that the only real way out of
the •difficulty was for the United Kingdom to become associated in some way or
another with the European Defence Community. ., „

: 3:: At a dinner given by Mr. Heeney on December 18, Mr. Claxton mentioned
what Dr. Adenaeur had told him. Among those present at the dinner were
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L'ord Alexander, -Mr: Hoyer-Miller, Mr..: Draper, General Gruenther and Lord
Ismay. There ensued a general discussion about, the pôssibility of associating
the United,Kingdom in, some way or another with ; the . European.Defence
Community. Lord Alexander was very positive that the United Kingdom could
not in any way be mixed up with any scheme looking towards a Federation of
Europe. . The discussion revolved around whethe'r or , not limited United
Kingdom participation • in! the European Army might be sufficient to
accomplish the objective Dr. Adenaeur had in 'mind. It was mentioned that
perhaps the United Kingdom might supply one or two Divisions to the
European Defence Force; possibly some tactical Air Force Units, although
keeping its main Air. Defence•Units under its own control, as well, of course, as
the Royal Navy. General Foulkes referred to what he had heard from Field
Marshal Montgomery about the difficulty of the French supplying properly
qualified Corps Commanders and it was agreed that this might be another
contribution the.,United Kingdom. could make. General Gruenther felt that
there would be no difficulty in working out. the requisite Command arrange-
ments both for the incorporation of the United 'Kingdom Divisions in the
European Army and for the assignment of British Corps Commanders to that
Force.
4. As the dinner•was breaking up Mr. Draper asked Mr. Claxton if he could

come and see him next morning because he was shortly going to Bonn to see
Dr. Adenaeur and would like to have more information from Mr. Claxton as to
;what the Chancellor had told him.

. , • ,;, .,',
5. The next morning Mr. Draper and Mr. Merchant called on Mr. Claxton. I

was also present at the interview. After Mr. Claxton had told Mr. Draper, in
more detail of his conversation with : Dr. Adenaeur in Bonn, Mr. Draper said
that he had been thinking over the talk of the evening before and he had been
wondering whether or not a three-point solution might not meet the situation.
This three-point solution was as follows:
(1) The United States' and ' the United Kingdom to supply a number of

Divisions to the European Defence Force and Canada to contribute its Brigade
Group; T .i
(2), .The United States, the United Kingdom and Canada to supply Corps

Commanders and any other superior officers which might be required in order
to prevent the European Defence Force being,too'much dominated- by German
Officers, having regard to the fact that Germany is the only present member of
the E.D.C. likely to supply a large quantity of efficient Staff Officers;
(3) : The United States, the United Kingdom and Canada to be represented in

some way or other in the higher authorities of the* E.D.C. This representation
could take the form either of observer status or of associate membership.

6. Mr. Merchant commented upon this proposal by stating that he thought
(2) and (3) perfectly feasible from the United States point of view, but he
doubted if the Pentagon would agree to the' incorporation of United States
Units;into,the' European Defence Force. Neither Mr. Claxton nor I made any
comment except to indicate that this would go a long way to meeting the
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réquirement which Dr. Adenaeut, had set forth' as a condition for allaying• the
fears-of certain political circles in France. -

7. - Since `returning tô` Ottawa I received a• visit from Mr. Bliss who 'said that
the State Department' had had ?'â , telegram ,from Patis reporting, on the
interview which Mr. Draper and Mr. Merchant had had with Mr. Claxton,
following the"discussion at Mr Heeney's dinner s'

I: D W[ILGRESS]

485:

YOUGOSLAVIE : AIDE MILITAIRE
YUGOSLAVIA: MILITARY AID `, '

SECRET
Ottawa,' April 2, 1952

MILITARY AID TO YUGOSLAVIA - ` "

9° PARTIE/PART 9,

on the fact that the very limited amount of equipment available might not be of

As you will recall, the question of making available to Yugoslavia certain
items of ammunition and equipment from Canadian ' Army stock of United
Kingdorri type was considered' by Cabinet on two occasions, but no final
'decision was reache&At that time one of the main difficulties in the way of a
contribution" by. Canada was the availability of equipment which could be
offered to Yugoslavia . after NATO countries' j requirements are - met. Our
interim reply to the United States military authorities in June-1951, was based

great use to Yugoslavia. Although we, considered that no.further action was
required on the part of the Canadian authorities, the United States authorities
were still keeping the matter in mind. Recently we received two telegrams from
Washington informing us, of , the : intention of the, United States military
authorities to place a bid with the Standing Group for unallocated Canadian
25-pôunders. (Telegrams WA 726, WA 828)a ,

2. The Standing Group was.recently requested by the, Canadian authorities to
recommend allocations of all,the remaining 25-pounder guns and ammunition.

^'After the bids from NATO countries were all met, 164 25-pounder guns were
still available. Standing fGroup recomménded on March 26, 1952 that the 25-

el

s"Notes marginales :/Marginal notes'.,
Note comments of the Ministcr, W [ilgress], . , . - ,

'We should be careful not to give the impression that the Can[adian] Gov[ernmcn]t

^x ` ced uld necessarily agree to the incôrporation of any Canadian forces in

DEA/50259-40

Note de la hK Direction de liaison avec la Défensé
à la Direction européenne

Memorandum from Defense Liaison (1) Division ,
to European Division

has agr or wo
`EDC: L.B. P[carson]

Noted. W [ilgress]
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pounder guns. left' over, should,'. subject: to the, approval of, the Canadian
Government, -be allocated to the United States : for delivery to ' Yugoslavia
together with some ammunition. The decision that the guns be allocated to the
United States is apparently a device to overcome possible Canadian legislative
obstacles to a direct transfer to Yugoslavia.
.3. During a telephone conversation this morning with Major Carroll, Chiefs
of Staff Secretariat, we were told that the Canadian Joint Staff in Washington
have reiterated their request to the Standing Group that they first determine
whether Greece and Turkey. have any requirements for the remaining 25-
pounders. The Chiefs : of Staff , Secretariat feel . that, - in accordance with
Canadian Government policy to make available'surplus United Kingdom army
type equipment to NATO countries, Greece and Turkey should be given an
opportunity to make a, bid for the remaining guns. However, it is my
understanding that General Foulkes, intends to submit to Cabinet Defence
Committee the question as to whether Canada should, as a matter of policy,
make available equipment to Yugoslavia.
4. The problem is of considerable importance as it will no doubt raise various

public reactions. Therefore, in order to be in a position to advise the Minister
when the matter- is discussed by Cabinet, - it would be useful if European
Division would study the politicial implications of this question. Legal Division
is also asked to look into its legal aspects. .

DEA/50259-40
Note de la Direction européenne .

à la P- Direction de liaison avec la Défense

Memorandum from yEuropean Division
to Defence Liaison (1) Division

SECRET Ottawa, May 2, 1952

MILITARY AID TO YUGOSLAVIASB

' We agree with the opinion expressed in your memorandum of April 2nd that
it is politically sound to satisfy , NATO 'requirements for army equipment
before making such equipment available to Yugoslavia.

2. You asked for our opinion on the political implications of a decision on the
part "^ of Canada to 'make available to Yugoslavia equipment surplus to
Cana•dian•and NATO needs. As far as Canadian public opinion is concerned,
we feel that such a decision would probably evoke some criticism, particularly
from two quarters: Roman Catholics and Communists. Communist criticism,
which' extends to all our defence activities, cannot be allowed to affect a
decision of this kind. Roman Catholic criticism-must be taken more seriously,
but 1 doubt' if it would be important enough in this instance to put a domestic
Political obstacle in the way of a Government decision to aid Yugoslavia. It is

., . •

; s"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mr. MacKay. This paper seems to me to be good sense. C. R[itchiel -
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our. impression that the great .ma jority of Canadians, Catholics . included, while
conscious'of the undemocratic features of the •Yugoslav regime and disturbed
by i the _^ Yugoslav -attitude" towards -religion, 'have accepted ; the necessity. - of
helping Yugoslaviâ^maintain -her. independence. against Soviet pressure. The
public is also generally aware of the fact that.the United.Kingdom, the United
States and France. have all extended economic and military aid to Yugoslavia,
without attempting ^ to disguise from their citizens the naturé, of the Yugoslav
regime.
3: The- other side of the question is the usefulness of. sending arms to

Yugoslavia, from the points - of view of. (a) survival of Yugoslavia as : an
independent state, and (b) NATO strategy.
,'4. To survive, Yugoslavia needs economic, militaryand psychological help.'
The Canadian offer under discussion would 1 probably make' only a small
difference - in' Yugoslavia's, military potential, even when considered - in
connection with possible satéllite aggression, but might 'well make a: useful
contribution to the bolstering of Yugoslav morale. At the same'. time,' such`an
act might form the basis of effective Canadian propaganda towards the Soviet
satellites where Titoism is most likely to be latent.

5.-The delivéry of a number of twenty-fivë^pounder guns to Yugoslavia would
not, 'in 'oûr- opinion, be of much strategic value from the " point of view of
Western defence. In general, and without the benefit of much' knowledge of
military matters, we have the feeling that there has been a tendency of late to
over=raté Yugoslavia's strategic role from the point of view of Western defence.
It seems to us that the main Soviet. attack would be likely to by-pass
Yugoslavia, which would remain relatively a,'side-issue. The Soviet planners
can hardly be ignorant of the wastefulness of pursuing the Yugoslavs into their
guerilla infested mountains. Fû'rthérmore, the maintenance of communications
through Yugoslavia might well be less'important to the Russians than it was to
the Germans, and even in the latter case we suspect that there has been some
exaggeration in the claims regarding the number of German fighting divisions
held down in the Balkans, by the various Yugoslav forces, Particularly Tito's
partisans.-,This is not meant to, suggest that.Yugoslavia's role in a war of the
near future would be insignificant, but rather, to keep: us alive to the necessity
of distinguishing between on the'one hand,the now indisputable desirability of
maintaining the morale-and the economic.viability ofiYugoslavia, and on the
other hand the acceptance,of increasing commitments, to arm large Yugoslav
fôrces; whose relative importance may, be less thàn Tito claims and a number.
of_Westerners believe.

6. Thevreservations ; expressed in. the preceding paragraph do not, in our
opinion; detract from the importance of the aim given in paragraph 3(a).'The
Canadian ;twenty-five pounders would, further _,this aim, , we think, and . we
should therefore,consider a decision to make them available toYugoslavia as
pQliticaUy desirable.

J.B.C. W[ATKINS]

(, t,,°i .
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Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extractfrom Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] May 14, 1952

PROVISION OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT TO YUGOSLAVIA

11. The Minister of National Defence, referring to discussion at the meeting
of October 3rd, 1951, reported that, from time to time, enquiries were received
as to whether Canada would provide military equipment to Yugoslavia, either
direct or through the U.S. government. In these cases he had always taken the
position that . no. equipment could beï provided unless Canada had items that
N.A.T.O. did not, require. In any such case there would have to be Cabinet
approval of the transfer. He did not feel it would be feasible to make direct
shipments to Yugoslavia although there might. be cases in which deliveries
could be made through the Unitéd States. His department was under
instructions to do what it could to discourage such proposals.

12. The Cabinet noted with approval the report of the Minister of National
Defence that, in connection with, enquiries as to whether Canadian military
equipment could be provided to Yugoslavia, the, Department of National
Defence took the position that no items could be considered for transfer unless
they were not required by.N.A.T.O. and the Cabinet approved the transfer of
them, and . that .,the department was. under instructions to try to avoid such
enquiries.

488. PCO
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet '

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions ,:,

[Ottawa,] September 17, 1952

, YUGOSLAVIA; PROVISION OF CANADIAN ARMS,
30. The Minister of National Defence, referring to discussion at the meeting

of August 14th, said from time to time the United States enquired as to the
Possibility of Canada making some^ of its surplus armaments available to
.Yugoslavia. At the present the Canadian Army had available a certain number
of 25•pounder guns surplus not only to Canadian but also, to N.A.T.O.
requirements. Both the; United Kingdom and the United States. favoured
. transfer. of this. ; equipment to ; Yugoslavia and would even be prepared to
arrange for movement of the guns to Yugoslavia in the event Canada was
reluctant to make a direct transfer.
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He thought that even though the 25-pounders were surplus to our needs and
to N.A.T.O. requirements, and that both the United States and the United
Kingdom favoured the transfer of this equipment,'it would be inadvisable to
approve such a transfer éither directly from Canada to Yugoslavia or indirectly
through the United Kingdom or the United States, as it would almost,certainly
be viewed unfavourably in certain parts of Canada. .

31. The Minister of Finance supported the view put forward on a previous
occasion by the Prime Minister to the effect that as a matter of general policy
Canada should channel through the North Atlantic Treaty Organization any
movements of Canadian armaments to other, countries. _.-^ 1 ' F

32. The Cabinet after discussion, noted the report of the Minister of National
Defence and agreed that it would not be possible at this time to consider
favourably any transfer of surplus Canadian armaments to' Yugoslavia either
directly to that country from Canada, or' indirectly : through the United
Kingdom or the United States.

10° PARTI E/PART 10 " ,

LIAISON ENTRE L'OTAN ET L'ANZUS
NATO-ANZUS LIAISON . ,

SECRET

Atlantic Community." On the other hand damage has been done to that
by the admission of Turkey, which has extended the obligations of NATO to

:°' 4-t

woùld make geographieal ' nonsenù of the ortgtnal concept of theconcept

Mtntster, is raisins th^s questton wt
his current discussions in London, and it is possible that he may. be raising the

matter when he comes to Ottawa following his visit to London.

-- 3. The 'admission ofAustralia, New `Zealand and South Africa to NATO
. . rlorth

purpose of discussion with the Mtntster. ,

2. We have reason to^`believe that^^ Mr. ° Menzies,' thc Australian Prime
• • • • • ' ' •th the United Kingdom Government during

NATO:1 should therefore be glad il you could obtatn the vtews o 0
Department, and co-ordinate them in a memorandum which I could use for the. ..

- I may ca e po
the question,of the admission of Australia, New Zealand and South Africa to

• ' ' f thcrs in the

Ottawa, June 5, 1952

NATO; ADMISSION OF AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND
AND SOUTH AFRICA '

be 11 A" n tn discuss with the Minister, during the next few days,

„CS.A. Ritchie.

Memorandum from Under-Seeretary of State for Exté.rnal Affairs

to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs"

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures o
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires exterteures'
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embrace the Middle East. Since Australia, New Zealand and South Africa are
being called upon to help defend the Middle East, a good'case can be made out
for them having equal status with Turkey.
4. Australian public opinion is loathe to make commitments to the Middle

East at the expense of the defence of South-East Asia. I think we can agree
that strategically an Australian contribution would be,more valuable in present
circumstances to the defenceof the Middle East than to any other theatre. I do
not believe that we will obtain adequate Australian cooperation in the Middle
East without full representation in NATO.
5. The United Kingdom are endeavouring to satisfy the political aspirations

of the Australians by offering them membership on the Council which would
advise the Commander-in-Chief in the Middle East. This would mean,
however, that Australia, New Zealand and South Africa would be placed in a
definite position of inferiority, both to the United Kingdom and Turkey, who
are full members in NATO. It is questionable whether it is in our interest, as a
member of the Commonwealth, to see other members of the -Commonwealth
placed in such an invidious position.
'6. On account of Australian insistence on some say as to what is happening in
NATO, the U.K. Government is bringing the Australians more and more into
their confidence regarding developments in NATO. Sir Stephen Holmes asked
Basil Robinson; ° just before I left London, what we would think about regular
meetings at the Commonwealth Relations Office with only the older members
of the Commonwealth present. His argument was that the partners in NATO
would not object to the United Kingdom disclosing classified information to
Australia, New Zealand and South Africa, but they.would have: objection if
this information were discussed at a meeting at which the Asian members were
also present. This is in line with a tendency which I' have found since the
Conservative- Government took office in the United Kingdom. There is a
disposition to promote the concept of the old Commonwealth - a term which
is now often heard in London, in contrast to the position which prevailed when
the Labour Government was in office.'
7. The admission of Australia,, New Zealand and South Africa to NATO

would have the effect of regularizing the position without doing damage to the
Canadian concept of a Commonwealth. We might, therefore welcome it on
these grounds. We could maintain the Canadian concept by continuing to press
for,"the execution of the Colombo Plan and in other discussions advocating close
Co=operation with the Asian members of the Commonwealth. At the same time
the.' co.operation or Australia, New Zealand and South Africa in dcfcncc
niâtters would be secured through their membership in'NATO.

You should not'infer from this memorandum that I am in fav
admission of Australia, our of the
Sim 1 , New Zealand and. South Africa to NATO. I have

P y wished to set forth some of the arguments I can see from our point of

Robinson, deuxième uctitaire du haut-oômmissariat au Royaume-Uni.
H•$. Robinson, Second Secret ah,. Itigh Commission in United Kingdom.



" -; ;' au sous-seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretarÿ of State for External Affairs

view in favour of such admission and before talking to the Ministé'r I would like

to know what is the Departmental thinking on this subject.
L .D: W[ILGRESS]

. . , -' .. .►/50030-P-3-40

'Note du sous-secrétaire'd'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET

ORGANISATION DU TRAITÉ DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD

Ottawa,=June 10, 1952

NATO: ADMISSION OF AUSTRALIA,

NEW ZEALAND AND SOUTN AFRICA.

I have discussed the question raised in your memorandum on June 5 w ith
Messrs. Reid, MacKay and, Ronning. It may be useful ^ to'summarize the
advantages and disadvantages of the membeship of these three countrics in
NATO, both from the Canadian viewpoint and in the broader context of the

NATO organization.

- addition ôf new members:

tendency fordecisions to'bc taken' from the. full membershlp Into the han
the th r"- Ieading powers'has gone too far to be arrested, or cven affected by the

S. A t oug
has made the organizâtion ûnwieldÿ; it' rnây' be ârgucd that the unfortudns of

claims;than'sucti countries"as Portugal and possibly Denmark.

' I±h h there has becn concérn that the gr'owing =membership of NATO

. P
contributions in another wnr; Aûstraliâ and New Zealand would have stronger
A 1If amembershi '`in {NATO were ° to be' - rclated' to' probable dc enc

3. The Austra ians (an
the importance of NATO is increasing, partly at the expense of the Unitedp
Nations, and^that their exclusion' from NATO is placing them in what they

• . - . .. . . . . ^ ` f. ` . y ,! . ,

regard as an tnfcrior pos i tlon.
f e

members.
1' d sibl New Zealanders) âppear to consider that

Advantages

1. Full membership in. NATO appears to, be the. best method of ensuring

adequate contributions, especially by Australia, to the defence of the Middle

East. :
'2.t The exclusion of Australia, New Zealand and South Africa from NATO

makes it difficulv to keep these countries fully informed on defence matters

without t revealing U.S: views, and policies;' inclusion of these countries in
NATO would provide a logical ' reason to treat them separately in certain
defence matters without distinguishing'bctwccn old,and new Commonwealth

- i. The inclusion ,of: Australia, New Zealand and South Africa would ma -
nonsense of the geographical concept of the NATO community. Against this it

Misa vntages ke
J_
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may be argued that since the signature of the North Atlantic Treaty, NATO
has not been a geographical concept. Particularly since the inclusion of Greece
and ,,Turkey, Canada has accepted the . façt that NATO is no longer the
association of members of a geographical,North Atlantic community.

2. The inclusion of • these countries would substantially extend, the respon-
sibilities of NATO. Australia and New Zealand would tend to emphasize the
defence of Southeast Asia possibly to the detriment of the European area in
which Canada has a greater interest. Canada might be under some pressure to
make contributions for Mutual Aid or otherwise to the Pacific or Southeast
Asia area at the possible expense of our effort in Europe.

3. The size of NATO is already making the organization cumbersome. The
addition of new members would intensify the tendency to centralize the real
power in the U.S., the U,K. and France.

4. If Australia, New Zealand and South Africa were admitted to NATO, it
would be difficult to resist 'the membership of other countries such as Pakistan
whose chief concern is not defence against the Soviet Union. Membership of
such countries might prove embarrassing to us in our relations both with other
Commonwealth countries and with other Asian countries.

5. The important factor in the interests of Australia and New Zealand in
membership would probably be the desire for.a greâter voice in Southeast
Asian questions. This desire would not in fact be met, by membership in NATO
since policy with regard to this area is not discussed in the NATO context but
rather by consultation' between the thrée 'leading NATO members outside
NATO.
6. The inclusion of Australia, New Zealand and South Africa might result in

increased pressure for Mutual'Aid. It is in fact doubtful that these countries
wôuld be willing to pay the full cost of NATO membcrship.,,., .
;.7. South `Africa would be neither a political nor a. military asset to NATO
and might be a liability.

On balance, it, appears that Canadian interests would not be best served by
granting membership in NATO to Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.
Nevertheless, it seems important that we should adopt a positive rather than a
negâtive approach to the Australian interest in NATO. Perhaps the most
promising proposal which we could make is that the Pacific Council should be
given the same association with NATO as the European Defence Community
hâs,, that is, joint consultalion on request when questions of common concern
are"under discussion. This would appear to meet Mr. Menzics' desire for
4a iccçss, ; to } the imind of NATO" without seriously extending Canadian
^conomic or 'military responsibilitics. It would provide a justification for giving
NATO' informationon, to Australia and New Zealand without appearing to
discriïninate against the' newer Commonwealth members- and without
embarrassing us in our relations with them. This arrangement would also avoid
thé association of South Africa With NATO, 'a prospect which seems 'of little
advantage to us, and would give no grounds for other countries such as
Pakistan to press for membership. We might also offer to inform the

1A %
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Aûstralian Mission in Ottawa as' fully as possible on NATO developments

which might be of concern to theni:' `''
We have not received any positive information indicating that Australia is

really interested'in becôming' a' memlier 'of NATO. Nevertheless it might be
useful to hint" to Mr. Menzies that Australia might in fact have 'more influence
in ` Great Power pôlicies; especially in Southeast Asia, by remaining outside
rather than becoming rnerely one of several small power members.

SECRET

Le sous-seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
# au haut-commissariat au Royaume-Uni

Under-Seeretary of State fôr External Affairs
to High Commission in United Kingdom

U. A. R[ITCHIE]

, . DEA/50030-P-3-40

"LETTER No. D-,1525
Ottawa, July , 16, 1952

r- r - -,,

, . , . . .

r4 It would behelpfulto have a report on what;the United Ktngdom s

from`,time , to; time, told offictals of Commonwea t mt
^

shôuld y. be glad , to give them whatever information we, could on NATO

developments, but, in fact, only, the New Zealand and Australian miss ions

sh6wn any intérest. At, the, time pthe Committee of ^ Fivç was cstablished, the

to keep Commonwealth Governments tnformed on NATO affairs. We have,

1 h 'ssions hcrc that we

+ RELATIONSHIP OF AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND AND SOUTH AFRICA TO NATO

,, ,,.As, a result of the visit of, Mr. Menzies to Ottawa, the question of the
relationship of Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa to NATO, including
the question of membership, has been under discussion in the' Departmcnt.61
Attached is a copy ofa memorandum, prepared in the Department, summariz-
ing the advantages and disadvantages of their members p

2. Under the disadvantages, it should be recalled that the Treaty would have
to be amended to permit the inclusion of Australia, New Zealand and South
Africa. Such an amendment would emphasize the change from the original
concept of the 'Alliànce, which is now open, by unanimous agreemcnt, to
European states in a position to further, the pr^nciplcs of the Treaty and to
contribute to the sëcurity of the North Atlantic area (Article 10)•'

about
,3: You will have seen from Despatch No: 115.7 of July 9 to Washington
Mr: Menzies' remarks in'â Press Conference and the Minister's comments.' In
this connectton, you will recall the "exchanges between Mr. Pearson .and the
Foreign, Ministers of Australiaand New Zealandlast October to assure them
that"r  the , development of Article 2^ Jôf _ thc .Trcâty would ' not wcakcn ouf
Commonwealthties or traditional Commonwealth channels of communication.

doing

r!1Vdt ta7douments 667•669.JSce Documents 67-669.
uVoir le document pr&Wcnt /Sce immediateiy preceding document.
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Minister sent a special. message to the Australian and New Zealand Ministers
of External Affairs to reassure them that our Commonwealth associations
would not be overlooked in developments relating to the Atlantic Community.
After the Rome and Lisbon meetings, officials of the Department made a
special point of discussing developments at these meetings with officials of the
Australian and New Zealand missions. But we have not established any special
or systematic procedure for informing Commonwealth missions, and when we
have discussed NATO matters, discussions have been on a bilateral basis.
Generally speaking, we have felt that the initiative should be left to Common-
wealth missions to seek information, rather than with the Department. You
may think it desirable to explain our practice in - this regard. to the, U.K.
authorities.

L. D. W 1 LG R ESS

492. DEA/50030-P-3-40
Le haut-commissariat au Royaume-Uni

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
High Commission in United Kingom

to Under-Secretary ôf State for External Affairs.
LETTER No. [unnumbered) London, July 26, 1952

SECRET

RELATIONSUIP OF AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND

AND SOUTH AFRICA TO NATO

Reference:Your letter. D. 1525 of July 16th, 1952.
I was interested to receive your despatch under reference, together with the

.Copy,iof the Departmental memorandum of June. 10th summarizing the
advantages and disadvantages of possible membership of the older Common-
wealth countries in NATO. I am in full agreement with. the principal
conclusion of the memorandum that on balance.Canadian interests wpuld not
be best served by granting membership in NATO to Australia, New Zealand
ând, South "Africa. As the memorandum points out, NATO is a regional
organization ficoncerned specifically with the defence of the North Atlantic
Treaty ârea. The defence interests of Australia and New Zealand, on the other
hand, are primarily concerned with the defence of the Pacific area, including
South East Asia, and the Middle East. South Africa is already committed to
assisting in the defence of, the Middle East. Further, in the light of the
available'information, it would appear that Mr. Menzies has not himself raised
the.ïqûestion of Australian ; membership in NATO but, as described in
paragraph 2 of telegram WA.1400 of May 23rd from our Embassy in
Washington,',wishcd to have what he called "access to the mind of NATO
because. discussions in NATO and NATO action had such profound effects all
roûndAhe world, incuding areas in which Australia had direct concern." We
have not yet received copy of despatch No. 1157 of July 9th to Washington, to
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which :you refera in pâragraph` 3 of,'your letter of July 16th." During Mr.
Menzies' visit to London, however,"I was told by Mr. Alan Watt63 that the
Australian Government fully accepted , the - view that they should not ' seek
!NATO membership, but should concentrate on making a success of the new

Pacific Council." Watt' also favoured working out appropriate methods of
consultation, between the new Council and NATO. Such consultation might
include, not only the -ezchange of, appropriate documentation but also joint
-meetings. of. the two Councils when `matters of common concern are under
-discussion.: Obviously the Australian position (and the "bridge" between the
two regional groups) would be considerably stronger if the United ' Kingdom

,could be associated with the new Pacific arrangements, and eventually become

full members of the Pacific Council (see paragraph 3 of my telegram No. 1432

of June 21st)'>
2. In the circumstances, therefore, I feel that the Departmental memorandum

is ôn the right lines in suggesting that we
in NATO, ^andtthataperhaps the,pegative, approach to the Australian interest

most effective means of keeping the Australian and • Ne^v Zealand Govern-
ments informed of NATO action would be to work out some arrangement for
the exchange of information and for joint consultation between the new Pacific
Council, which is to hold its first meeting"in'Honolulu on August 4th, and
,NATO. I note from paragraph 2(c) of telegram WA.1755 of July 3rd from our
Embassy^ in Washington' that the State Department has proposed that on the
occasion of the first meeting of the new Pacific Council the question of the
relationship between the organization to be established under the Tripartite

Security Treaty ""and NATO -and other regional organizations should be

discussed.
, ." : , ^ f . ^ •

3. So far as the position of South Africa is concerned, I should think LIME
parallel action might be taken as and when the nucleus. of the Middle

Ÿ Defence Organization, which is now ûnder consideration, is established, with
parallel arrangements for the exchange of information being worked out

!between MEDO and NATO:
4.,' We have spôken to the Commonwealth Relations Office about the question

fof. Commonwealth' consultation ' on NATO affairs, outlining our own practice

las in paragraph 4 of your letter,undcrrcfercnce. Wc were told by
^Nei1 Pritchard63 that the United Kingdomauthor^ttes have not'estâblishcd any
.,P...e. .^1 . 1 " • `.

^ r

special or "^ systemattc ^ procedure for l,^nformtng ^ Commonwealth missions,

`althoûgh they §have ' been prepared to keep ôthér ^nterested Commonwealth

,, - • ., ;
•'Du%ministtre dei Affaires extérieures del'Australie ; membrâ de la délégation australicnne à la

'` réunior^ du Conseil de lANZUS à Honolulu:' ` e i 1" `' ' ` ' ^ r
Of pepartment of External Affairs of Australia; Member of Australian delegation

to ANZUS

Council Meeting in Honolulu.
"Le Conseil a été formé en vertu des dispositions du traité tripartite sur la sécurité

(Australie,

^^ Nouvelle•ZElande: États-Unis).
The Council was established `ander the terms of the Tri rt^te Secur^ty Treaty (Australia, Ncw

, ed$ t % , 1,s! ,,?'"I
N^^ Zealand, Un^t ta a.
r_î!sSous-secrétaire adjoint du Commonwealth Relations Office du Royaume-Uni.

Assistant Undcr-Secretary• Commonwealth Relations Office of United Kingdom.
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Governments informed in a general way of trends and developments in NATO.
Here, too, the only Commonwealth Governments which have shown any signs
of interest are the Governments of Austràlia and New Zealand and, to a lesser
extent, South Africa. One development worth noting is that since the transfer
of the NATO headquarters to Paris, the Commonwealth Relations Office has
included in the general distribution of Foreign Office telegrams now being sent
to the four older Commonwealth missions a selection of reports on the activities
of the' Council sent to' the Foreign Office by the United Kingdom Permanent
Representative in Paris. These telegrams, which are intended for background
information only, give a general picture of the trend of the discussion in the
Council and of the principal problems with which NATO is currently dealing.
Officials of these Commonwealth missions occasionally visit the C.R.O. or the
Foreign Office with queries on NATO subjects.
5. You will recall that some time after the Lisbon meeting the Common-

wealth Relations Office proposed informally to this Office that some further
steps might be taken . in London, as a consequence of the move of NATO to
Paris, to keep the-Australians, New Zealanders and South Africans in close
touch with .current NATO developments. At that time the C.R.O. had been
thinking of holding periodical and informal meetings at which representatives
of these Commonwealth missions would be given general progress reports on
NATO developments, and hoped we would, as a Commonwealth member of
NATO, participate in such meetings. This matter has not been raised again,
and I understand from the C.R.O. that in fact no such general meetings have
yet been held. It is quite possible, however, that the suggestion will be made
again and you may wish to consider what attitude'we should adopt if it is. My
own feeling is that providing the meetings are held on an informal basis and at
the official level there would be no harm done in occasional meetings called for
the purpose of keeping the interested Commowealth governments, which are
not members of NATO, generally informed of the work which is being carried
on. The question' of the distribution of NATO documents; of course, presents
special difficulties, and I do not think this would be an integral part of the
scheme. In any -event, the need for such meetings would presumably diminish
when regular procedures for exchanging documentation and information
between the Pacific Council and NATO arc evolved.

6. 1 am sending copy of this despatch to our Delegation to NATO in Paris.

N.A. ROBERTSON
Canada House

i
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DEA/50030-P-3-40

Leaut-commissariat au Royaume=Uni .^
au sous secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commission in United Kingdom
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs. , .

,t,. . .
LETTER No. 2881 ,

London, July29, 1952. . . . -_ . , , .

SECRET

3. in the light o t e oreg g
that if meetings of this kind are called at the C.R:O.- it would be reasonable for
us to send a representative. , r , : , < , ^ •

R •RTSON

RELATIONSHIP OF AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND
AND SOUTN AFRICA TO NATO

Reference: My letter of 26th July, 1952. (unnumbered in error)

, In paragraph 5 of my letter under reference, and in referring to the earlier

suggestion made informally ^ by the Commonwealth Relations Office that
officials of the older Commonwealth missions in London might hold occasional
meetings to receive reports on general NATO developments, I stated that it
was our understanding that no such meetings have as jret taken place.
2: In a subsequent conversation with Cleary, Head of the Western and

United Nations Department in the C.R.O., we learned that'in fact one meeting
washeld, and that it is hoped to be able to include developments in NATO as
one of the subjects which lend themselves to informal meetings at the official
level of the kind which I have described. It is the feeling of^ C.R.O. officials
that it- is appropriate to restrict- meetings on defence subjects (including
NATO) to officials of the four' older Commonwealth Governments on the
ground that India, Pakistan and', Ceylon do not at this stage place great
emphasis on joint defence arrangements.

f h f oin I should he glad to hear whether you agree

, N,A. OQe
Canada House, , _ ; . .. .

,,. . ,'r x . ,`^a,, .' .': ^ . , •,
I.o délégation auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
'au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to the North Atlantic Council
to Under-Secretary of Staté for External Affairs

LETTER No. 600 Paris, August 4, 1952

SECRET

sioner for Canada, London, and their reply "of July 26.
Reference: Your letter D-1525 of July 16, to the Office of the High Commis-

RELATIONSIIIP OP AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND AND SOUTFI AFRICA TO NATO
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In discussing from the standpoint of consultation between Commonwealth
countries the relations to be established between the Pacific and the NATO
councils, perhaps we should consider-also','the* machinery which should be
developed in Canberra and Wellington' to 'keep other Commonwealth
governments informed of trends and 'developments -in the Pacific Council. In
taking a positive approach to the Australian interest in NATO, we will be in a
better position to expect reciprocal treatment from Australia as regards the
Pacific Council.
2. The U.S.A. will be the only country which will belong to both organiza-

tions. The U.S. Permanent Delegates on each body will no doubt keep each
other informed of developments within their respective organizations and it is
probable that, in fact, the U.S. will provide the most important and for all
practical purposes- a quite effective informal link .between the two councils
irrespective of, the , formal machinery which may have to be developed for
consultation between the two organizations.

3. If the relationship between the organization contemplated under the
Tripartite SecurityTreaty and NATO is discussed at the forthcomi ► ig meeting
^in Honolulu, some report will probably be made to the NATO Council by the
U.S. Permanent Delegate. You might wish even to consider, if no such report is
made, whether on a suitable occasion, for instance at an informal meeting of
the Council, the U.S. Permanent, Delegate might not be invited to advise his
NATO Colleagues on any points of interest to NATO which might have arisen
'at the Honolulu meeting. If this practice were to be developed whereby the
• U.S. representative would report on developments of significance to NATO in
the Pacific Council, the situation would be comparable to that relating to the
EDC Interim Committee. Alphand, who happens to be the Chairman of the

.Steering,Committec of the EDC, will now, as you know, report periodically to

.the NATO Council on developments within the Steering Çommittee.
,`. 4. As regards the exchange of, documentation and official liaison between the
Awo -organizations, I am not sure to what extent they will, in -fact, be required
and, in practice, feasible., This is a matter which should be examined carefully,
possibly=by a Working Group in the Council. I assume that the U.S.'delegate
will take the initiative in this regard.

5. 1 am sending a copy of this letter to the Office of the High Commissioner
for Canada, London. r: ^: . ^

I



mat we, for our part, ave pa

° Ottawa, August 19, 1952
LErrER No. D-1749

i - - - + ` h been ssing pertinent NATO in orm

Relations' Office should understand that we arc in comp ete sy P u^ and
idea of sharing NATO information with our Commonwealth colâc?og to the

NATO questions: I am particularly anxious, owever, 1 m athy with the

represen ^ e
in order to give our information to ourCommonwcalth colleagues. and
A. Would you please explain this to the Commonwealth Relations Offi l, not

tell them that, because of these considerations, Canada House discuss
normally be represented at âny regular Commonwealth meeting toL. that the Commonwealth

tat•v at the I.ondon Commonwealth mcetings lwou no^would'., be of, interest to^ them. Therefore, t e; In
id t be necessary

^ through v the' High Commissioners : m a
Commonwealth countries,,'appropriate , NATO information which we think

U esence of a Canadian

information to Commonwca .
anxious to contribute and have developed the practice of passing on from here,

• '' -• Ott 11m F or though : our. offices in

3.' On, the other side of the - question,' that^ of Canada , providing
lth members as you know we' are ready and

^• We have been consi ermg q

'
which the United Kingdom proposes to call in order to keep members informed
on NATO subjects and, in particular, the advisability of Canada House

, ;participating.
2.° While we° can understand why, the United Kingdom , would think it

desirable to limit the attendance at such meetings when some subjects are
being discussed, the idea of discriminatiifg between old' and : new Commor-

' wealth members does not appeal to us.Furthermore, as the main purpose of
the meetings would be for the United Kingdom to give information on NATO
questions to the non-NATO members of the Com monwealth,

should attend, for theappear, to be any particular reason why Canada House
same #NATO sources of information are, of course, `open to us as are open to
the- United Kingdom. Also,, since the Council, has moved to Paris, Canada
Hoûse is no longer directly involved in the work of NATO. " •, NATO

ORGANISATION DU TRAITÉ DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD

DEA/50030-V-40
"-) "; f,. , . < _ . `

Le"sous-seerétaire d;État aux Affaires exter^
.eures.

au haut-commissariôt au Royaume-Uni

Under,-Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commission in United Kingdom

RELATIONSHIP OF AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND

; AND SOUTH AFRICA TO NATO „ . , , ,, 'i, il

the uestion of the Commonwealth meetings

others from Ottawa, and shall continue to do so.
L.D. WILGRESS
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DEA/50030-P-3-40
Le sôus-secrétaire d'État aux Affairés extérieures

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Delegation to the North Atlantic Council

SECRET

No•'73f August 16, 1952 High Commissioner for

No. . Date""',' -Front .., , . . .
f= WA-2037' August 11, 1952 Canadian Ambassador to

* the United States
,;^;WA•2038' August 11, 1952 M
t' WA=2039' - August 11, 1952
f ;:WA•2040' August 11, 1952

NATO-ANZUS LIAISON
Reference: Your Letter No. 600, August 4.

Your Letter No. 600 of the 4th August raised the question of liaison
between ` the countries participating in the Pacific security arrangements and
NATO. At the time of Mr. Menzies visit. to Ottawa we had been thinking
along the lines of some formal link between Anzus and NATO. An institu-
tional association between NATO and the Pacific security group would have
provided a link which would have been identified to those who promote
Canadian association with Pacific defence. However, it seems that for the time
being at least, there is to be no formal tie between the defence_ groups in the
Pacific and the Atlantic.

The reports on the Honolulu Conference from Washington and from
Canberra make it clear that Mr. Acheson's view prevailed, that at the present,
any formal cooperative connection bétween NATO and ANZUS would be
impractical. Throughout the meetings, it was stressed that ANZUS was simply
a tripartite security arrangement and not a Pacific Pact. Hence, the emphasis
on the new title coined by Mr. Acheson.
1- We have' learned from Canberra that although the establishment of

machinery for an ANZUS Council will enable Australia to cooperate actively
with the United States in strategic defence planning, Australia's contact with
NATO -will , not . be as close as that Government had hoped. For ; your
informâtion, we are enclosing a copy of the rive telegrams listed below:

tp.

-1.
^ : ' " Canada, Canberra

You will see that no positive procedure forinforming NATO of Pacific security
t,7Fanan8ements _was adopted. In the circumstances, I think an arrangement, such

as the' one you suggest, whereby the U.S. representative on - NATO would
rep°n'si8nificant ANZUS developments, would have to suffice and would
Probably be acceptable. You might explore this informally with your American

ord..:
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^

colleagues and let me know their reaction. I am sendin Ô
a sound

th is
thes State

to the Embassy in .Washington ; and asking them

Department on what plans ; they maÿ; have for, keeping NATO informed of

ANZUS affairs:

4. From a review of Mr Acheson's statements to'Mr. Menzies in Washington
and the reports of the Ottawa conference one gets the impression that the
United States wish to, keep their various groups of defence associates, one

might almost say customers, separated and unconnected by formal links so that
the administration would be free to deal with them as they saw fit and alone be
responsible for deciding on the relative priority of the claims of the several

areas. L.D. WILGRESS
. ; ,-, .. .

497:
DEA/50030-P-3-40

.Le sous=secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -
a la délégation auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Under-Secretary of State forËxternal Affairs
to Delegation to the North Atlantic Council

LErrER No. D-213

as!de the poss^`
â
"• `' i

.

ty
•

ëo p,
ncnts for:the- Pacfic.Y

!&.. *I* ^ . , E ... . , ., .f develo ing ultimately some btoa er e

Z; You. will see that Canada and the U. ., are in

ÂNZUS de•velopmcnts on £a bilatéral basis.^ The State Departmcnt have f â^etw1, • 0 d d fenc a

desire for closer association with NA ma cs ^

gô beyond what,they proposé at this time. .;;-> to be ke t fully informed onI/

regarding U.K. observers; at ANZ an ment to
'•' TO k't difficult in their judg

the next Ministerial meeting wou pro y

general tcrms:
# The State Dc artment recognize that this might not go far enough to m

p , the ^ delicate situation which has arisen
- what we had in mind. Howcver,

en

US d- thé Âustralian and New Zealand

Ottawa, October 3, 1952

NATO-ANZUS LIAISON
^- z . .

Reference: Our. letter No. 166 of September 6.
^ Enclosed for your information is a copy of letter No. 2091 of SeP^t theeState

from the Embassy in Washington reporting . on conversations

Department on the , subject of.. NATO-ANZUS liaison. You will see that

Ambassador , . Draper: asked the ; State Department for.. instructions on this
matter, possibly as a result of, your inquiries.-w :. ,

While it does not appear that Mr: Acheson has yet approved instructions on
this matter, the State Department line will apparently be that they will argue
against Draper reporting to the Council on ANZUS at this time. However,
Mr. Acheson in the, course of his review of strategic and pol itical problems

•• • ' ld b b1 "include a ref nceto

SECRET

_ . . - . . , . .. - .
L.D. W 1 LG RESS
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11° PARTIE/PART 11

RÉUNION MINISTÉRIELLE'
DU CONSEIL DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD,

PARIS, 15-18 DÉCEMBRE 1952
MINISTERIAL MEETING OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL,

PARIS, DECEMBER 15-18, 1952

498. .
PCO

Extrait' des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

ToP SECRET [Ottawa,) December 4, 1952

DECEMBER MEETING OF THE N.A.T.O. COUNCIL
12. The Minister of National Defence referred to his departure to attend the
meeting of the Council of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. In the

discussions in the Council he would avoid any commitments that would bind
Canada with regard to future programmes.
- 13. The Cabinet noted with approval the remarks of the Minister of National
Defence and agreed that, in his attendance at the December meeting of the
Council of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, he avoid any commitment
by Canada with regard to future programmes.

499. DEA Library
Comniuniqué de presse du ministère des Affaires extérieures

Press Release by Department of External Affairs
, ,.

No. 79 [Ottawa,] December 5, 1952

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1952

f-.-There will be a Ministerial Meeting of the North Atlantic Council in Paris
commencing on December 15. Canada will be represented by the'Minister of
aNational Defence, Mr. B.. Claxton, and the Minister of Finance, Mr. D.C.
Abbott. The chief advisers to the delegation will be Mr. L.D. Wilgress, Undcr-
Secretary. of State, for External Affairs; Mr. A.D.P. Hecney, Canadian
Permanent Representative on the North Atlantic Council; Lieutcnant-General
Charles Foulkes, Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee; Mr.J.J. Deutsch,
Director of the International Economic Relations Division of the Departmentof ^.,.,..,._ .

x^;;
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Note de la F^°'Diréction dé liaison avec la Défense

au sous=sécrétaire d'État aüx,Affaires extérieures

to Under-Secretary of State for,ExternalAFfairs
, Memorandum from Defenee Liaison (1) Division

CONFIDENTIAL
ï^;'?

Ottawa, December 20, 1952

MINISTERIAL MEETING OF THE COUNCIL: PRESS PUBLICITY66

.1 think it might be useful to comment briefly on one aspect of the recent
Ministerial meeting of the North Atlantic Council in Paris which particularly
impressed us from. the Ottawa end. That was the generally negative and
depressing tone of most of the publicity which the meeting received in the
Canadian press. Almost without exception the Pt defence n exd was that and
indigent member countries dragging their feet on p nd ture in

falling short of the minimum effort 'required tô `guard against aggression,
spite of dire warnings by the military authorities of thé consequences. A
number of clippings are attached to illustrate my point.
"2. The reasons for this unfortunate publicity can, I think, be'summarized as

follows:
(a) the contrast between the generalities released to the press on most of the

items under discussion and ' the detailed exposition of the question of
infrastructure, thus leading people to expect positive results on this item;
(b) the disproportionate importance which'' was ` consequently placed on

infrastructure and on the cuts that were made in the recommended pro-

gramme; and
(c) the constant undercurrent of comment, some of it from representatives the

SHAPE and' some of it, from Arnerican officials, which accompanied t
meeting and which were designed to emphasize what they deemed it was
essential for the meeting to accomplish. h'tems

.,• . .o
^'gôôd i^câl'A of' information" on - infrastructure which" had previous y

^elassifcd;' it ' is hardlÿ' sung that the 'press was led to believeeC
that

infrastructure was the one question on which great decisions were exp
• '' ' #h,.# it was not sufficiently clearly

f this and ot the tact mat shortly before It a been
'rncndcd by the Supreme Commanders, was released on In ras r • ublic ad t.- decided to make p

were`in accordance with the agreed ^ne o. r g
riôrmâl and unspectacular " events. in contrast to this, however, a considerable

`^munt, of `detail, Inclûding the cost éstimates of the 'programmes recom-
' f t ueture In view

^gênér'âl terms of the communiques , issued about t e 3
l' f eàtin meétingss of the Council as

on the agenda could not of course pe •
meeting, coming as it did before the Annual Review could be completed. The

h various progress reports

be hel d t was In e3. Thë' fact-that there were few positive results to report on most o t e^
i ' th naturc of this

^ ' Noted and agreed. W (ilgreuJ
^IVoté marginale :/Marginal note:
._.. t = '

ORGANISATION DU TRAITÉ DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD

im the Council. In addition tt appears
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explained to the press that the infrastructure expenditures contemplated were a
relatively small proportion of the total defence expenditures of the NATO
countries.
4. The large cut that was made in the infrastructure programme for 1953 was

therefore misrepresented in many press - reports as a general cutback in the
defence expenditures of. all the NATO countries. It. was apparently not
explained - or not, sufficiently emphasized --to the press that obtaining
agreement at this, Council. meeting : to sharing the cost - of the next slice of
infrastructure was in itself., an' achievement, since : a number of member
countries were opposed to approving any amount for this purpose until the
Annual Review had been completed and firm force goals for 1953 had been set.
Instead of drawing attention to the advantage gained^by approving infrastruc-:
ture expenditures now in order to avoid any delay in making full use of next
year's construction season in Europe, the whole stress seems to have been laid
on the gap between the amount member countries -appeared to be willing to
contribute and the amount deemed necessary by the military authorities. The
impression of this gap was heightened also by the expectations aroused by early
reports of, increased defence expenditure next year by NATO countries. -
5. This unfortunate emphasis was made repeatedly in statements issued to the

press by SHAPE representatives and United States officials during the course
of the sesson. It was of course still further heightened by the interpretation
placed by the press on the speech made by General Ridgway.to the NATO
Defence College after the session had ended. It may be impractical to try: to
define more, closely the terms governing public statements by NATO
Commanders but this unhappy, incident seems to illustrate the inadequacy of
the rather loose arrangement recently agreed between the Council and the
Standing Group.

`- 6.. 1, have no particular suggestions as to how these shortcomings might be
eliminated in future but merely wish to record the fact that from Ottawa the
recent Ministerial meeting of the Council did not appear ^ to make a very
favourable public impression.

501,

au secrétaire'd'Etat aux Affaires extérieures . f f
U^morandum front Under-Secrëtarÿ of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, December 29, 1952

REPORT ON THE MINISTERIAL MEETING OFTHE `

b the
an uns w ic goes into some detail on the action taken

y 'Ministerial Meeting of the Council on the various items on its agenda.
^n the:whole, I think it would be fair to say that the meeting was no less

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

BENJAMIN ROGERS
, . ... . ..

DEA/50102•C-40

NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL, PARIS, DECEMBER 15-18, 1952
1 Attached is a memor d h' h '
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successful :
than we had expected and some feature"s of,it were of considerâble

, ^• -.r- ; ;^ _ , .
importâncè.

rtunit to see the new International
2. The meeting gave Ministers an oppo y

Secretàriat in operation. They.were put in touch with the
in he meetings.- An

ers' and' other, senior: commanders : who participated

additional infrastructure programme was approved, and in how difficult ithishto
and .with , other decisions of the meeting, we saw_ agai
direct the Press to a reasonable appreciation ôf.what,the Council is attempting, on
to do. The discussions on political - topics of common

^ occasions; ebut Mr
the

.
whole, less productive - than. they had been on other
Acheson's persuasive valedictory speech demonstrated f

herob
value of. personal

lem of bring ng
contact between Ministers. The F

^bt was
handl ing

the position.in
Indo-China more into the NATO

which NATO
now finds itself on this question calls for careful examina tion.

of
3. There was no doubt that the meetings

r where the Secrétariat was well

fit
being held at the Permanent Headqu

é`stablished.
On the other hand, there is some feeling that'Lord Ismay is not

able to exert the influence and authority which the Secret thifield he seems
have in directing the business of the Council. His duties in

s

to leave almost entirely to Coleridge, his Executive e^ottof the matte r Iwhich
admits almost too readily-that he is ignorant about ,

the Council must discuss. On the other hand, it is understoodatmaaintain n'g
influence in building up the esprit de corps of the Secretaria t

the desirable atmosphere and stature of the Council is valuable.
other

^4. The increased extent to which the'
touch with the work of the Council was a

military authorities were brought in
useful development. On the other hand, the behaviour of General Ridgwaywas
regard to the publication of his - address to the Counci

l t to
in' secret

avoid undcsnrable
unhappy ; and 1 despite the efforts . which were m ade

üblicit , had an unfortunate reaction in the Press. The way the in cident â
with Ridgway's public speech before the NATO Defence College certainly
not enhance the pre•eminence of the Council, and it would and the p ac ice
be watchful in the future lest a similar situation develop a

dgrow of requesting the release of statements mae to the Council.
' Again the 'Council ; had = to resort tothe, "CommunityChest•Ca ^ â^^h

99
me,.S. the

techniques ÿ for raising funds for the . ^nn^s^o therdcslrability of arrangin8
r`esolution' adopted on this item y po eneral
somehow for infrastructure to be considered as an lni ^nancing. of g
defencePlans and not as an isolated item for inde^nden,. , s

£^`6f^T- he- amount of publicity, chiefly disturted , which the decisio i W^S tthie
,• fact that itreceived can be accounted for, I suppose, by the

chief substantive decision of the meeting ' certainly the only one which,^ôsa

be `expressed in dollars and cents.`, General ' Ridgway s forcefu l
in

and
a

the face
- intransigent plea for bis complete programme, in which he pe rtunitYthe Press anof.clear indications of its practical impossibilir' gave

andh Ml ta the Counc I^anâ crYing
•••for., playing up a division between t, e ^ ^ y
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failure on the whole defence effort. One would have hoped that Press guidance
could have presented the infrastructure decision in a better light as a new
undertaking which, although it did not provide for, all the Supreme Command-
ers would . wish, was nevertheless an addition to the infrastructure projects
already agreed to. As it was, the Press contrived to leave the impression that
there had been at least a moral undertaking to provide the full programme and
that the decision to subscribe. 82 million pounds represented a cut-back of, 45%
from an earlier commitment or plan.
7. It would not- be correct to say that there had been any real discussion on

political questions of common concern, but the presentations made by the
several Foreign Ministers were not without interest. In particular, the French
did not go as far in presenting the case for "NATO-izing" Indochina as we had
been led to expect. On the other hand, Mr. ^ Schuman, by not ^ taking the
question to the point of suggesting a material undertaking from members, got a
very good hearing and unanimous support for a resolution which, although
apparently quite innocuous, will probably be used as the framework in which
the ^ French will sketch out a plan for much more • precise assistance in their
Indo-Chinese engagement.
8. It is perhaps worth noting that the Italians gave the impression of being

more accommodating both in the Military Committee and in the Council, in
particular in their 'statements about Italian-Yugoslav relations where they were
content with asking the Council for understanding of the psychological and
political reactions of the Italian public and the reasons why present circum-
stances unfortunately hindered the possibility of effective co-operation between
the two countries.

L.D. W[ILGRESS]

DEA/50102-C-40

-i -'Rapport sur la réunion ministérielle du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Report on Alinisterial Meeting of North Atlantic Council

ToPSECRET December 29; 1952, ^.
REPORT ON THE MINISTERIAL MEETING

OF TlIE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL

PARIS, DECEMBER 15-18, 195267

:i^,The first Ministerial Meeting of the North Atlantic Council since: the
Lisbon reorganization was held in Paris, scat of the Permanent Headquarters,
from the 15th to 18th December. Before the Ministers met, the Military
Committee, held sessions in Paris and also met with the Council and approved

s?Voir aussi .Réunion ministérielle du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord-, Affaires extérieures. vol. 5,
n• 1, janvier 1953, pp. 2-6. .
See also "North Atlantic Council Ministerial Meeting, Paris, December 15-18, 1952",
External Affairs, Volume 5, No. 1, (January 1953), pp. 2-6.
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-several repo'Tls which were passed to Ministers for consideration. The agenda
dfor the Ministerial meeting is attache ._ -4,

2.r'The' first meeting-of- the Ministerial Session was apublic one which was
opened with'an address by: Mr. Kraft, the Foreign Ministe Fof Denmark,

Ministeroof
now the Chairman of `the Council. Mr. Schuman, the Foreign

France,^ and Mr. de Gasperi, the Premier of Italy, also addressed the meeting.

Théir' remarks ^ were of a general formal character, of'thecdefence bu den
particularly with the necessity for an equitable division
and Mr. de Gasperi accenting the desirability of encouraging the development

of the non-military aspects of NATO.

Secretary-General's Report

3.
At their first secret session, the Ministers began with a consideration of thea

first report by the Secretary-General. Lord,I Côuncl p
repa red

lght^ of his
; personal report, reviewing the activities of the . The
responsibilities. He drew particular attention to the rive

art
fol lowing

heavy
preparation of the Annual Review - survey had placed
burden on the Secretariat and, in 8 Lord Ismay's -opinion, they could, not
continue to work under such pressure.6

4. 'Although progress had been made in es{ablishingans efficiento i i0 r^ t môst

staff, the Secretary-General considered • the conditions pay

Funsatisfactory and requested Finance Ministers,to give attention to f tth^e

question which, in his opinion, seriously affected the Y

Secretariat.:
5.

He drew attention to the section of his report on information policy, where
he enlarged. on the view he has often expressed to the Council that some
Governments are not devoting enough attention to the problem of dispelling
public apathy and stimulating public interest in NATO.

6. He mentioned two points of organization which he proposcd .to put
Thc firstreasethe Council in the near future in an eéfoâs to, ^^ult of i ts

thef
nc

separat,on of the
conccrned the difficulties which aros
rStanding Group, the principal military advisers to the Council, in Washington
from the Council itself at its permanent headquarters in Paris.

and the other
:7. :The second was the lack of adequate contact between NATO a

free nations.
8:' Mr. Lange, the Foreign Minister of Norway, commented on the Secrctary-

General's 'report. He "concentrated his rcmarks on`the problem of giving more
this called for better liaison between

Tpublicity to NATO activities. In his vtew,

-the V military I and eivilian agencies and:• for' constant , supervision of the
$ informatibn`: policy of âll,subordinate organs by the Counctl.

to the difficulties which arose from the practice of ovûntrics,^whenparticularly
NATO documents. Information which was public in individual co

"En marge de ce paragraphe, on trouve l'annotation suivante :
The following Is in the memorandum beside this paragraph:. il.

Minister's copy only. . x - ' • ; ° 1 1
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collected and issued in a NATO document, was . frequently. marked "Secret'.',
with the result that it could not be used by NATO for information purposes: -
9. ; Mr. de Gasperi, the Italian Premier, agreed with Mr. Lange's -views and

took them a little further in advocating the establishment of a coordinating and
directing centre in NATO for political warfare. -In making this suggestion, he
recognized that each - Government should, of course, remain free to decide
whether and to what extent it, would undertake action in the field of
propaganda ; and counter-propaganda, taking into account the political,
economic and psychological characteristics of its people, but he did feel that
there was scope within NATO to assist member; countries in their individual
efforts in countering communist. propaganda within the NATO area by'
providing information material.

10. The report of the Secretary-General was accepted and the views of
Norway and Italy noted.

Military Committee. Réport * .
11. Item II on the agenda was the report of the Military Committee. This

was divided into two sections, one consisting of a number of items which
merited particular consideration by the Council, and the other a series of
reports not requiring Council action.

12. The Council discussed the question of defensive arming of, merchant ships
which the Military. Committee had not been able to solve. .This is a long
outstanding problem where the. difficulty arises from the desire of some of the
smaller powers with large merchant fleets to have others share,the burden of
their defensive armament. The Council approved the resolution of the Military
Committee, which expressed the hope that- the United States and perhaps
Canada could give sympathetic consideration and due . priority to . the
requirements of these nations under a system of bilateral arrangements: It was
recognized that this system would not preclude Canada from seeking the
advice of, the Standing,Group should any armament become available for
distribution as mutual aid.

13. General Ridgway and Admiral McCormick69 had been invited to attend
the Council, and on the Chairman's invitation they both addressed the meeting.
Copies of their statements arc attached.t General Ridgway began his remarks
by outlining the principles by which he was guided in carrying out his duties.
He recognized, in particular, the inseparable political, economic and financial
factors Q in , the f problems confronting military commanders and that the
responsibility for final decisions rested with the North Atlantic Council. He
then;went on to describe in forceful Ianguage the, inadequacy of the forces at
his "disposal for carrying out his mission. This, of course, was not news to the
Council. NATO'defence plans had been drawn,up in an effort to provide
adequatë forces by 19,54 and there had never been any thought that the forces

"L'amiral Lÿnde D McCormick commandant au rtme alliî& de l'Atlanti ue
Admiral Lynde D. McCormick, Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic. 9^
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which *ould be at the disposal of the Supreme `Allied Commander Europe in
December 1952 would be suff icient.'.

'14. Admiral McCormick spoke very much in the same vein. He emphasized
that the forces at present planned (sic) were not sufficient • to insure effective
control ' of the area of his command, and, while he recognized. the economic
strains imposed by the defence effort he felt that it.was the duty of the military
commanders to place their requirements clearly before the Council.
.15: The Chairman informed the Council that General Ridgway wished his
statement' to be released to the Press as soon as possible and, in fact, had
prepared it with publication in view.

- `16. -There' could be no objection on ' security grounds '. to -the release of
Ridgway's statement. However, there might be • undesirable political

consequences from presenting an unbalanced f picture. Furthermore, there
would be serious objections in principle to agreeing that statements made to the
Council in secret session would be made public at the request of the speaker.

17. After some discussion at a subsequent meeting, the Council decided that
the gist of General Ridgway's statement ^ would be _ given in thé 'final com-
munique. When the communique was being prepared, agreement could only be
obtained to the inclusion of a short paragraph which did not satisfy General
Ridgway, and it was therefore decided that a'paraphrase of his remarks would
be prepared by the Secretariat and cleared with him and with the (permanent)
Council at an early session after the Ministerial meetings were concluded.
Before this clearance could be obtained General - Ridgway made a public

address at the closing of the NATO Defence College which was, in fact, almost
the same speech that he had made before the Council: In the circumstances, it
was decided ° that there was no longer any point in ^ releàsing his statement

before the Council: A further feature of this unfortunate incident was that the
Press chose to interpret his remarks as a criticism of the Council. Whereas he
used strong language in describing theinadequacy of the forces at his disposal
ând therefore by implication criticized the members of NATO for not
providing larger defensive forces, it does not seemicorrect to interpret his
remarks as a criticism of Council action.

18. The'nëxt item on the agenda was the infrastructure prograinme for 1953.

SACEUR and SACLANT described to the Council the urgency, and nccessity
of providing thesc facilities in order to assure the most effective employment of
the forces under their command, Aspecial committee of Ministers was set up
to' ` examine, the ^ programme ' which ' had bcen # approved by the Military
Cômmittce,and té determine what funds would' be available to finance the
projectARer several meetings; it wa° established that 'only £78.5 million

,couid-be subscribed at this time towar'ds a programme priced at £82 million.

The Standing,Group"in consultation with SACEUR` and SACLANT approved
a:ptograinrne at this figûre.- SACEUR ' stressed that this°arbitrary reduction

from his proposed programme of £160 million in no way reflects any change ,in

SACEUR's military commitments nor, in his estimate, of the essential

infrastructure requirements needed to meet them. He insisted that he could ât
over-emphasize the importance nor over-stress the urgency of making g
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the earliest opportunity those facilities now omitted from his original
programme, although he was aware that the present' conditions of economic
and financial stringency made these reductions necessary.70,

19. Canada agreed to a contribution of 14.9 million determined on the basis
of 6% of the 182 million programme. It was reduced to this figure when it
became clear. that some countries, notably the U.K. and France, had a definite
ceiling on the amount they would contribute irrespective of the size of the
programme. For our part, we were prepared to go to 6% of the recommended
programme if others would contribute proportionally.

,20.: ltem" IV on the agenda was a proposal by the Military Committee to
establish a new command organization in the Mediterranean. This was
approved by the Council and, as a result, Admiral Mountbatten" was
designated as Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean. He would come directly
under SACEUR and would be responsible for coordinating with Admiral
Carney,'= who continued as Commander-in-Chief South. The day after his
appointment was announced, Admiral Mountbatten, with Admiral Carney,
came to Paris for consultations with General Ridgway and made formal
appearances before the Council.

Exchange of Views on'Politica! Questions

21. Item V. on the agenda was Exchanges of Views on Political Questions of
Common Concern. The first topic discussed was Indo-China. Mr. Schuman
and Mr. Letourneâu, Minister of State for the Associated States, gave the
Council a full account of French responsibilities and present conditions in
Indo-China. They stressed the political, economic and financial effects on
France of the war in Indo-China. These effects reacted significantly on.what
France was able to do within the framework of NATO, and according to Mr.
Schuman played a dominant part in the determination of French policy with
regard to Germany and particularly in connection with the European Defence
Community. 'The French Government hoped that the Council would be
unanimous in recognizing both the common interest of NATO in the struggle
being carried on by France with Indo-China and the necessity to take fully into
account the efforts France was making in that area with a view to helping her
as far as possible in carrying out her difficult task.

Mr. Letourneau gave a detailed review of the military situation and
concluded by observing that the efforts of France and the Associated States,
•,• r,`?

^ •
=--- , :

'0En marge de ce paragraphe, on trouve l'annoution suivante :-
The following is in the memorandum beside this paragraph:

Minister's copy only.
Le Comte Mountbatten de Burma, vice-amiral, commandant en chef des forces alliécs dans laMéditerranEe.
Earl

Mountbatten of Burma. Vice-Admiral, Commander in Chief, Allied Forces, Mediter-ranean =

.Yt2L^amiral Robert B. Carney, commandant en chef des forces alli6es dans le Sud de I'Europe,(1952-) ^.. ,

Admiral Robert B. Carney, Commander in Chief, Allied Forces, Southern Europe, ( 1952-).
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assisted by the United States, might prove insufficient in view of the weight of
the burden that was being carried. ^:: the

23. Mr. Acheson reaffirmed that the - United States would continue
al other

best of its ability to support the French effort in Indo-China, and se
Ministers spoke with understanding of the French position.

the campaign
adopted a resolution, the text of which is attached, agreeing that

deserves continuing: support from the NATO Governments.' Mr. Schuman

informed the Council that he recognized.that a reso lut ion
Atlantic T

cou
lat
d

affect the commitments of NATO countries under the North

24. Relations between Italy and Yugoslavia were then described
NATO

Gasperi, who developed the theme that military coope ifferenand Yugoslavia would be difficult so long as the politi ^t3nd the ces h
w

ologi ay
remained unresolved. He asked that the

i andd the reason'why present
and : political reactions of the public
circumstances unfortunately hindered effective coopcrati bct reports tonythea

,Yugoslavia. Representatives of Greece and Turkey made short• Ports

relations with Yugoslavia. The Council agreed that the fact that this question

had been discussed should be withheld from publication. a
M PAen made a

Neverthelcss, he confirmcd that ^s ov
conclusion in the next few mônths to the work of cstabh hathe

d p ePa ^d a
Defence Communitÿ: The President'of the Interim Commiss ion
rreport which was presented to the Council outlining the useful detailed R work
which had been accomplished in preparing the United
sentatives of the Netherlands, Italy, the U n ited ,

^States spoke in support of early ratification. the text of which is
^ •1 .,a,,..^..^ a r^,iution alonA this line,

25. Germany was the next topic for consideration, an A.

statement dealing chiefly with the transition of the Ea^aG^na Né rconcluded,
para-military police force to an effective, military ,

however,• that this development should not be regarde d
h the long c m

immediate military threat to the Federal Republic g litical
significance should not be ignored. Ne • also mentioned the uneasy po
situation` in 'Western Germany and, in particular, such incide nts as speech

the
by;Ex-General Ramcke, although he felt that in assessing theig

nif
the

large measure' of support enjoyed by the two major m oderate
kctin tmind.

Christian Democrats and the Social Democrats should P f
26 Mr. Schuman then reported on the .progress towards the cstabl^

fficult és
the European Defence Community mentioninconstitt onalunaturc^ had made
'of a political, psjrchological, technical and

` impossible : the`' ratification, within the six=month period forefor aa succéssful
h G ernment firmly hoped

,•' 27.- The Counc^
attachcd.'

^Article !! , 1 " , 1 ^, '.f .• _r A.t;ttP Il of t he
VI on the agenda was the lmpiementaiwn V1 11ka••-•-

A been included at the request of the italian Dclcgation Mr
}: Q4# , . .
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Pella spoke in favour of a wider development of Article II and, in particular, of
the intervention of NATO into the complex,field of labour mobility.
29. The Turkish Foreign Minister made the suggestion that'NATO activities

in the field of economic cooperation should 'be extended and that NATO
should take on those functions of the OEEC which the latter organization, by
virtue of its • position and nature, was • not able' to 'âccomplish. A drafting
committee was set up to prepare a resolution which was subsequently adopted
and given out to the Press with the final communique. The text is attached.t
^, • .

Soviet Situations ^ :.
30. The next item on the agenda was the paper which had been prepared by

the Council on Trends of Soviet Foreign Policy. The paper received the warm
approbation of aI1;Ministers who spoke on this item. Mr. Acheson made a
prepared statement, the text of which is attached,' and the Turkish and French
representatives made suggestions which were : approved for further consider-
ation by Permanent Representatives. The French wished the part of China in
Soviet policy to be studied and the Turkish felt that Soviet policy in the
economic and commercial conduct of the cold war,was not stressed sufficiently.
31., It was agreed, on the suggestion of the United Kingdom representative,

that the final communique should stress one aspect of Soviet foreign policy,
Le-, Soviet intention to divide the free world.

" ,32. Items V111, IX and X on the'agcnda-were three papers from the Military
Committee. The first was an 'cstimate of Strength and Capabilities of the
Soviet Bloc, the second a new paper on Strategic Guidance, and `the third a
. Military Estimate of the Risk. These papers have a direct bearing on the final
côrisideration of the Annual Review, and in the present incomplete stage' of
that study they could be little more than interim reports: The paper on
Strategic Guidance was a new draft to take into account the accession of
Greece and Turkey and the consequent extension of the NATO defence area.

Annual Review
--33.:Item XI on the agenda was a report on the progress of the Annual
Review. Three documents were tabled which gave a comprehensive account of
,what had been done in this study to date, and after considerable discussion the
Council approved a paper outlining further action to be taken in this exercise."
34.

The remarks of several Ministers gave an indication of the positions their
Governments will adopt in' the final stage. The Belgian Foreign Minister
stréssed the desirability of determining the distribution of the defence burden
by multilateral rather than bilateral discussions, and it could be infcrred from
his remarks that the Belgian Government would not be prepared to put up their
maximum figure without knowing what others will do.

::^ 1 , , e ', : .

--f â
¢

•,s
^

â^'

^4»Enmarge dece^
, •, .:, ^ ,

paragraphe, on trouve l'annotation suivante :
The foilowing is in the memorandum beside this paragraph:

Minister's copy only.
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35. Mr: Eden's remarks,* like ± those of Mr: Lange, the Norwegian Foreign
Minister, forecast a possible cut-back in defence ^ efforts for they both
mentioned that the economic burden had been underestimated at Lisbon. Mr.
Eden also referred to thr desirability, of concentrating on developing the quality
of forces rather than directing attention predominantly to the increase in the
number of divisions. This thought has, been brought out in the final com-

munique.
36. Mr. Eden also referred to.the, unnecessary!'statistical detail requested in

the Annual Review, a position with which we find
work could be completed byand expressed doubt that all the preparatory

"early Spring".
"37. The agenda had provided an item for general discussion concerning the
determination of the defence effort, and it had been thé expectation that the
French Delegation would make a plea here for NATO to take over responsibil-
ity, for the war in Indo-China. However, no one spoke on this item.t

p;' +, . . ^i'•._ .. ..

Other Items °

was approved alter several delegations had descr^bed their intention to ratify in

,38. At the Secretary-General's suggestion, an item - had been included to
bring up for. discussion the existing termsof reference calling for a minimum of
three Ministerial meetings each year. This provision had been adopted before
the organization had been modified to establish, the, Council in permanent
session,, and , there was a general feeling that the provision was no longer

applicable. However, . there was no agreed view on whether it would be
desirable to provide for meetings of Ministers at certain fixed times or whether
they should only be required to meet when items of importance called for their

-attention. No, decision was, therefore,taken regarding• the frequency of
Ministerial meetings of the Çouncil. It was agreed that Ministers would meet
as early as possible in 1953 to deal with the Annual Review and at that time
they, would consider this question anew. The Secretary-General would prepare
a report on what time of the year would suit most members for a final meeting

on the Annual Review. •

" 39. Under I the item, "Other Business". the French presented a resolution
recommending .that Member Governments expedite the ratification of the
agreement on the status of forces,twhich had been.signed on the 19th June,
1951 ^ but which had to date only been ratified by one country. The resolution

the near future: The Canadian position was mentioned and, in particular, the
situation, regarding .^ our ' forces elsewhere = than in the NATO area, «hich
required Canada to delay ratifying the NATO, Agreement.
40. The, Chairman then' made a, farewell, speech addressed to Mr. before

who, with his colleagues, was making his last appearance at the Council
the change in the U.S. administration. Mr. Acheson's reply ework

a
of an

persuasive plea for European unity, which he developed in the framL Foreign Ministers
historical review of the North Atlantic Alliance..Ot er
'oined 'in warm tribute to Mr: Acheson and his colleagues and notcd the

. ^ j i . -. . - t . .. s . . .. . . a . s ... .. .
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significant part he has played in bringing the North Atlantic TreatyOrganization into being. _ ,
41. After the usual wrangle over language the Council agreed on the text of

the final communique, a copy of which is attached.t
42. The Chairman then announced that the Council stood adjourned until the

next meeting of the Permanent Representatives.

►
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SECTION A

BARÈME DES CONTRIBUTIONS

SCALE OF CONTRIBUTIONS

ORGANISATION DE L'AVIATION CIVILE INTERNATIONALE
INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION

503.
DEA/72-ADU-3-40

Le sous-ministre des Finances
au sous-secrétaire d'Éiat aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Finance -

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, January 23, 1952

Attention: Mr. J.A. Irwin'

Dear Sir:
Your letter of January 10, 1952,1 drew attention to the opportunity provide

at the forthcoming meeting of the ICAO Council for raising again the question
of increasing the maximum contribution to ICAO above its present that he
per cent. You enclosed a letter from Mr. Booth in which he stated
expects Portugal, supported by Brazil, to introduce a proposal to the Council
aimed at achieving an increase.

I am pleased to know that some of the other members of ICAO, besides
ourselves, ^ are at last showing ' concern over the. unduly low level of the
maximum contribution. As you know, we' have consistently held that an
equitable scale of assessment for any of thb United Nations organizations must
bear ° a close relationship to the capacity to pay of the member countries.
Although we have accepted the Unitcd States argument that no ^ontribm °n
should pay too high a proportion of the costs, we have held that a aciry
of less than 331h per cent by the United States negates the principle of cap

rJ.A^trwin, Direction économique du ministère des Affaires extérieures ; délégué à la SiX'eme

11 1 1 11Assembl& de I'OACI, 27 mai-12 juin 1952. `
J.A. Irwin, Economic Division, Department of External Affairs; Delcgate to Sixth Assemb^Y °
ICAO, May 27-lune 12.1952.

®
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to pay, and places an unduly heavy financial burden upon the other member
countries. At the Fifth ICAO Assembly; Mr.' Booth stated the-Canadian views
on this"matter, 1 but lack, of interest by other delegations discouraged 'the
Canadian` Delegation from •formally proposing an increase in 'the maximum
contribution.' In ^his statement Mr: Booth also referred to another, unsatisfac-
tory feature of the present ICAO scale; namely, the unduly I high ; per, capita
contributions of Canada' and some other, countries in comparison with the per
capita contribution of the United States.

An increase in the proportion paid by,the' United States is now even more
justified than at the time of the last ICAO Assembly. Since then, the United
States has obtained a reduction in its contribution to the United Nations from
38.92 per cent to 36.90 per cent. This reduction amounts to about $850,000,
since annual United Nations'assessments total about $42,000,000.- (It may be
expected that the United States will seek further reductions in its United
Nations assessment next year, to bring it down to the 33'/s per cent level which
Congress has recently established as the maximum to be paid by the United
States to the budget of any of the United Nations organizations. In WHO and
UNESCO the United States has already succeeded in reducing its assessment
t6the level of 33'h per cent; in ILO, as in ICAO, the United States pays only
25 per cent; the United States contribution to FAO.was raised this year from
25 per cent to 30 per cent.)

The Council appears to be fully competent to increase the maximum, if the
majority agrees that this should be done.. It is probable, however, that the
United States,will strongly oppose any increase, and particularly an immediate
increase to 33'h per cent. I believe, nevertheless, that the initial proposal should
be for an increase in the maximum to the 33'h per cent level.- If subsequent
discussion reveals that the Council is unable to, agree upon an increase to this
level at once, the Council might be asked to adopt a smaller increase (say to
30%) as an interim arrangement, provided that a maximum contribution of
33'h per ,cent were, accepted as a- principle to be implemented in the near
future. ,. .. . . .

An increase in the maximum contribution would make it easier for the
Council to agree to the other principle of assessment for which Canada has
been pressing in other United Nations bodies, namely, that no member should
contribute, on a per capita basis, more than the largest contributor. It would be
desirable if the proposal for an increase in the maximum contribution were also
to include a proposal to limit the per capita contributions of member countries
and to apply all, or part, of the increase in the maximum contribution toward
the relief of countries paying unduly high per capita contributions.

We have in the past refrained from urging the acceptance of the per capita
principle by ICAO. As long as the United States contribution is at its present
low level, the adoption of this principle would require the transfer of relatively
heavy burdens to other countries with lower per capita contributions, such as
India and Pakistan. With an increase in United States contribution, however,
the "per capita adjustments" would be smaller, and the principle could be
implemented without causing hardship for any single member country.
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I: should like to emphasize the importance which this Department attaches
to the acceptance of the per capita principle by. United Nations,organizations.

It: ^ is ) difficult , to justify , the - payment • by. - Canada of a higher per, capita

contribution ; than the, per . capita contribution of , the United _ States, ; whose

citizens, enjoy, the highest ; per capita - income in the world: ,United States

representatives . have ^ themselves recognized • the justice of making : appropriate

"per capita" adjustments to assessments, and have supported the. adoption of
the per capita principle in the United Nations, WHO and UNESCO. Mr.
Booth should feel free to ask the United States representative. for his support in

gaining , the adoption of this principle, and should also seek the . .support of

representatives of the other countries with unduly high per capita contributions

(see Annex) t ; . , • , . . .: ,.

To sum up, it would be desirable if a proposal were put before the Council
providing for the following adjustment in the 1953 scale of contributions:

(1) An increase in the level of the maximum contribution from 25 per cent to
33'h per cent. If it is impossible to obtain agreement for an immediate increase
of this amount, Council should be asked to approve • a partial increase (say to
30 per cent), with the adoption of a 331h per cent maximum as a principle to be
implemented in the near future. ^ '.

(2) The limitation of per capita contributions so that no member country is
required to pay, on a per capita basis, more than the 'country that pays the
largest contribution. In the event that the maximum is not increased fully to

33'h per cent, this per capita principle might be accepted as a principle to be
partially implemented now, and fully.' implemented when the maximum

i per cent level:contribution reaches the 331
Mr. Booth has suggested that since Portugal: intends to introduce a proposal

to increase the maximum contribution, it would suffice for Canada to support
Portugal's proposal. If Portugal could be persuaded to include in its proposal a
`requést for' the adoption of - the per capita principle, we can see certain
advantages in having Portugal take the lead: However, if Portugal is not willing
to include in its proposal the per capita feature, Mr. Booth should not hesitate
tô put forward this proposal in the name of Canada.

. .,.....
W.C. CLARK

4
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504.
DEA/72-ADU-3-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires eztérieures
- au représentant auprès de l'OACI

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
1 to Representative to ICAO

Ottawa, January 26, 1952

Dear Mr. Booth:

Your letter of December 15th, 1951, concerning the scale of contributions to
ICAO has been considered by this department and the Department of Finance.

It is our feeling that although there will.be a further opportunity at the next
General Assembly to . raise the question of - the maximum contribution, we
should not permit the Council's proposed discussions of January 29th to be
concluded without a presentation of our views ^ on the subject. This does not
mean that we need make complete proposals ourselves: We would be glad to
see other members of the Council take the initiative on this'question, and you
can feel free to support any proposal put forward which accords with our views.
If such a proposal does not completely meet our requirements you may, if you
wish, try to persuade its sponsors to'extend its terms. However, if no other
members are willing to put forward a proposal which fully satisfies us, I would
be grateful if you would submit one. It might be supplementary to a previous
proposal or might present,our whole case, whichever you think necessary:

I enclose copy of a letter dated January 23rd, 1952, from the Department of
Finance which I think you will find most useful in this matter. You may be
guided by the suggestions made in the final two paragraphs of the letter.

Yours sincerely,

A.F.W. PLUMPTRE .
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs



DEA/72-ADU-3-40

Le représentant auprès de l'OACI ^.. :'.

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

; ' . ..Representative to,ICAO
- - " ^ 'ternal Affairs

Montreal; February 13, 1952

=7 -2 ADU-3-40 désigne pour fins de classement la lettre ; voir le document
précédent.

ead' document.

Italy, Netherlandâ Inand US. Those
dia . The Netherlands took the most xtremeI view whichEgypt, France an

was that the highest contribution should not exceed 25%.

never agreed that this should be the limit in the p%-ta referred
main reason for this position was that in UN the United States had a ecialized
position in certain respects, whereas this was•not the case in the Sp
Agencies.

This proposal was adopted on a vote of 11 for, 4 against with'a5 dabstaining
,Mex ico
.

Those in favour were Australta, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Ire
Portugal, Spain, South Africa, U.K. and Venezuela. Those against were Iraq,

• • A entina Denmark,

resisted vigorously by the United States Represen

his Government had accepted the 331/3% limit for the United Nations,
t Thelized Agcies

principle that the maximum contribution ou ,^tive who stated that, while

1) That the maximum contribution be inereased from 25% LU 3 0, a

.2) . That no Member. State be required to pay,, on a per,capita basis, more
than the State which pays the largest contribution.-:

A f: After informal discussions with a majority of Representativ the United
to the conclusion that it was completely, unrealistic to propose that
States contribution should be,raised to 331h% for. 1953 Fiand

nance, tIvlr.
by telephone,. with ; Mr. Stone of the Department of .theIrwin, I made a proposal to Council that. the rais^ng f r 1953 and .

954tates

contribution' to 33'/i%,should be made in two equal steps ,., r of the.$,'- It was, apparent from the discussions in Council that Go é mmeen ts and
Representatives had ` not receivèd instructions 'from their
were reluctant to take a position on their own initiative efor adoption as a
vote my proposal that`we should recommend^toldthe

not
Assembly

exceed 331/3%. This was.

26th anuary
^ a After consulting with the Representatives of Portugal and Brazil, I came to
the conclusion.that the views set forth in your letter could not.be adequately

expressed
merely by supporting the proposals which . they put, forward. I

therefore made my own proposals to Council: 3^/%, nd

Dear Sir:
This is a report on action taken pursuant to your letter 72ADU+ 3-402 of

J 1952 concerning'the ICAO scale of contributions. °

Attention: Mr. J.A. Irwin

" 72•ADU-340 is actually the file number 01 the letter; see pr in6
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On the question of the U.S. contribution for 1953, theré were a number of
proposals which, for the purpose of avoiding confusion and also to enable us to
have a clear-cut issue, it was agreed would be reduced to two:.

1) That the United States contribution for 1953 should be 29%; and
2) That it should be 27%. :- ,,.

The U.S. Representative had -said at an earlier stage that he would be
prepared to recommend to his Government an increase to 27% but, when the
proposal that the 33V3% ceiling should be adopted as a principle was under
discussion, he indicated that if it were adopted it might prejudice the attitude
of his Government on this question. My proposal for 29% was voted on first
and secured the support of only Australia, Mexico and Portugal with ten
against and six abstentions. I believe the heavy vote against this proposal was
due to the fact that the Americans did a considerable amount of lobbying and
also that a number of the States concerned are receiving substantial aid of one
kind or another from the United States and their Representatives were afraid
to take the risk of prejudicing their relations with United States. The
abstentions were mainly due to the lack of instructions. After my proposal had
been defeated, the proposal for 27% was put and was adopted by 18 votes in
favour with 2 abstentions.

It is my view that 'a 'well organized attempt, in the Assembly, to increase the
U.S. contribution to 29% would have a fairly good chance of success.

My proposal that we should adopt as a principle that no Member State
should be required to pay, on a per capita basis, more than the State paying the
largest contribution was fully supported by Australia in the discussion with a
little half hearted support from one or two others. It was very vigorously
opposed by the U.K. and Denmark with U.S., Argentina, Ireland and a
number of others. concurring with them. After the decision was taken ° to
recommend an increase to only 27% in the U.S. contribution for 1953, this
principle had, much less significance at this time`and, as it was evident it would
be ^thrown out in any event, Iwithdrew the proposal and asked that the
Secretariat be directed to make a study of the question and, report to the
Council in the Fall session so that Council Representatives would be
sufficiently informed to reach a considered decision. In particular, I.asked that
information be secured as to the basis on which this principle had been adopted
by .UN, WHO and UNESCO and the experience of the latter two organiza-
tions 'in ' its aPPlication. ' However, once again theU.K. '(Tymms) was very^. . F
vlgorous in opposition and on the vote only 7 ' supported the proposal for aaSecre,t.: J. rial study, with 11 against.

It would be in order 'to bring forward this proposal again a year from now
but„if we do so, it will be essential that I have all the information that can be
S^cured," including the reasons- for its adoption by the other Organizations, the
experience of WHO and UNESCO in its application and also a clear
indication of the consequences of its application to the ICAO scale. Merely to
show what the effect would be on the States whose per capita contributions are
bi8her ; than the per capita contribution of the United States has just the

.. ^;
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opposite of the desired result. On the basis of present experience, I. feel that it
wilt be'necessary to make an extremely strong case if we are to have any hope
of reversing the present attitude of Council.

In due. course the Minutes-of the ; meetings at which these matters were
discussed will be available and I will send you copies.

Yours very truly, ; ' .

EMPLACEMENT DU SIÈGE

C.S.-BOOTH

SECTION B

LOCATION OF HEADQUARTERS

506. _ : . . ,
terie^ ures

0 „

:° Note du sous-secrétaire d'Etat suppléant aux Ajjaires ex
.;pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum jrom Deputy Under-Secretary ojState for External Affairs
to Secretary ojState jqr External Ajjairs

Ottawa, Apri122,1952
CONFIDENTIAL

Mr. Carl Ljungberg, who has recently taken up his post` as Secretary-
General of ICAO, will call'on'you on Apri123rd.` He has indicated that he will
want to discuss with you a request from the Council of ICAO that the
Canadian Government reduce'the rent paid by ICAO for its headquarters
offices in Montreal."A copy of a letter dated April 9th,1952,1 transmitting this

request, is attachcd: '
2. The space occupied by ICAO in the International Aviation Building in

Montreal is ' rented by the `ï Department of - Public, Works from Canadian
National Railways who own 'the building, and ts . re-let by Public Works all
ICAO. Public Works pay Canadian National Railways a rent amounting
to about $3.44xper square foot of space, and re=let to ICAO at a rate of $2.66
per square foot. The Canadian'Government is therefore at present subsidizing
ICAO's rent at'â rate of 78 cents per square foot: This comes to approximately
$67,800.00 per annum,The rent paid by ICAO, amounts to 5231,473.00Per
ânnum; which constitutes a large item in the Qrganization's annual budgets
around $3 million. The grounds for ICAO's request for further aid is that other
specialiud agencies of the United' Nations have' arrangements with their host
governmcnts which keep their rental rates for comparable accommodation far
below the rate pâid by ICAO. other

3.A survey`conducted this year byk the' ICAO Secretariat shows tmaation
spccialized agencies are paying rents at the following rates for. accommodation
comparable to that occupied byICAO:

FAO in Rome - 32 cents, pcr square foot;
^`g ITU in Geneva 52 ccnts ver square fôot;^r.

UNESCO in Paris-z60 cents per squire foot;
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WHO in Geneva - 77 cents per square foot.
Certain specialized agencies own their headquarters buildings. The annual `cost
to some of them is as follows: - ^,

WHO in Geneva -$2.35 per square foot (including charges for the use of
meeting rooms in the Palais des Nations);

ILO in Geneva - 58 cents per square foot;
UNESCO in Paris - (Place Fontenoy) 92 cents per square foot.

For, further comparison, the new United Nations Manhattan Building is
costing the U.N. $4.25 per square foot per annum. This figure and the figures
for the WHO and ILO buildings and the 'UNESCO Place Fontenoy Building
include amortization charges.
4. The ICAO'Council's request for a reduction in rent is directly related to a

desire on the part of a number ' of the Council members that the ICAO
headquarters should be transferred from Montreal. Some Latin American
member. States led by.Mezico have been aiming at this since the headquarters
was established in Montreal in 1946. Since 1948 they have been joined by a
number of the European members who Fnd Montreal an expensive place in
which to maintain their offices. I attach a memorandum of April. lst,, 1952,
prepared by Mr.' Booth, our Representative to ICAO, 'which summarizes
briefly previous developments ' on this question and which lists the 'present
grounds for complaint against Montreal.t ^ Mr. Booth has, heard that the
Governments of Mexico, Portugal and Switzerland are prepared to mâke offers
of accommodation for ICAO. He believes that during the forthcoming ICAO
Assembly, which will be limited to administrative and financial matters, a
number of complaints will be registered concerning the high cost of operation
in Montreal; that at the next main Assembly, which is due for 1953, these
complaints will be followed up by a concerted attempt to transfer the
headquarters.
5. There have also been indications under Dr. Roper's' régime of dissatisfac-

tion over the privileges enjoyed by the Organization and its personnel since the
signature of the Headquarters Agreement; and this dissatisfaction might
contribute to the support of a movement to transfer the headquarters.
6. You will recall that the Government, at an early stage of the negotiations,

volunteered its good offices to assist ICAO in negotiating an agreement with
the Province of Quebec on provincial and municipal privileges, and that the
Prime Minister did intervene ` personally with the Quebec Government on
behalf of ICAO. No agreement regarding privileges has however been reached
between ICAO and the Province of Quebec, and the Organization last
December presented the Quebec Government with a "claim" for some $24,000
representing the refund of prov,incial and municipal taxes paid } by the
Organization since its establishment in Montreal. In notifying us of this
demand, the Secretary General suggested that if the province declined to meet
the çlaim,, it, should be paid by the federal government. Apparently it is not
--._;...-
'`` ^^I^n RoPcr. secritaire gEnfral de I'OAC1, 1949•1951.
^^r` ^^,Albert per, Secretary•Gcncral of ICAO,1949•1951.s .,_ .
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,based on any undertaking given by the province but merely, on the assumption
by` ICAO that, it should enjoy, a general exemption , from all taxes, federal,
provincial and municipal. Some further intercession ;with Quebec on our part
may prove desirable, although the difficulty of such an approach has been
increased by the somewhat arbitrary claim in question.
7. ICAO has also renewed the proposals which we declined in âie4éf ar spo

stal
ecal

franking privileges and a partial sharing of revenue from the s p

issue of stamps. The Deputy Postmaster General is vigorously opposed but has
. '_• :consented to defer a final refusa . -,

8. In addition, there have been minor diffiçulties over the question of customs
privileges for subordinate personnel. It came to , the attention of the Depart-

ment of National Revenue last year that a considerable number of ICAO

minor off cials and employees had importe d automob^anentle ôn this basis.
registration and tourist permits, and.were operating pe y
On - our recommendation, National Revenue extended an amnesty:. to all of
these car owners and granted free entry on a"frst arrival" b^ 1 t d
as a précedent, ICAO then proposed that all of its personnel should be gran
the free entry of one automobile, with subsequent replacement, although there

The initial reaction ofis I no provision for this in the, Headquarters Agreement.
the Department of. National Revenue is that it has no statutory âuthority for

any customs privileges not covered by the Headquarters ^AgTeement.

- 9. The Headquarters Agreement could possibly be made
T

more
he extension lolf

respect to privileges for. officials of . the Organization.

extraordinary , privileges ' to ^, employees . would involve problems vis-à-vis

diplomatic missions and consular offices. , . !
10. Currently, the Protocol Division is endeavouring to avoid o a

t fo
least

r further
flat refusals of requests for privileges and any consequent pret ex

t dissatisfaction over the location of the headquarters at Montreal.
E. R[EtD]

t. : , . DEA/72-ADU•55-40

our la Directton économique .
Note du sous-secrétaire dÉtat suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

^
Memorandum from Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affatrs

to Economic D ►vtsion

Apri125, 1952

the new Secretary-General , of I.C.A.O., who called ` on him yester y

,^ . b
`' The Minister told tneAthis morning that hewas,impressed by Mr. Lda g The

Minister : thinks` ' it ' desirable that , efforts be made to make it possible for

I.C:A.O: to remain in Montreal.. He thinks that, Cabinet should ov ,n ride
ide

PoMal
certa^n money-makTûrnbûll's 'ôbjections 'to' `grantmg I.C.A.O.k

rivile es. He is also prepared to raise in Cabinet the question of incre
the
ent

p g O Fhe th^nks 0that the Federal Governsubsidy to the I.C.A. . rent.
should probably act on behalf of I.C.A.O.' in its dealings with the Provincial
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Government of Quebec on questions' of immunities and privileges, since
I.C.A.O. has not even been able to get an answer to the letter it wrote two
years ago to the Provincial Government on this subject.

2. On the latter point I said that perhaps, as a first step, Mr. Lesage might be
asked to speak to Mr. Rivard' when next Mr. Lesage visits Quebec City. The
1Minister thought this might be a good idea and that Mr. Lesage might make it
clear through Mr. Rivard to the Quebec Government 'that the fâilure of the
Province to meet the requests of I.C.A.O. would be one of the considerations
which might lead I.C.A.O. to decide to leave Montreal.

3. Would you be good enough to prepare a memorandum for.the Minister on
the three points raised above so that he may raise the matter in Cabinet.

E. R[EID]

. . ; _ Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet, 1

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

ToP SECRET [Ottawa,] May 21, 1952

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION;
CONCESSIONS IN RESPECT OF HEADQUARTERS IN MONTREAL

18. The Secretary of State for External Affairs said there was dissatisfaction
in the International Civil Aviation Organization on the location of the Council
Headquarters at Montreal, and certain mémbers had expressed their desire
that they be moved elsewhere. The I.C.A.O. Council had requested the
Canadian government to reduce the rent now paid by the organization for the
space occupied by its headquarters. In addition to the rental problem;- there
were several other objections advanced by the Council to location in Montreal.

Both the U.K. and U.S. governments were opposed to a transfer, and had
expressed the hope that the Canadian government would take steps to reduce
the cost of maintaining the organization in Montreal. In the circumstances and
in view of the desirability from* the Canadian point of view of maintaining
I.C.A.O. headquarters on Canadian soil, it was recommended that, in addition
:to'the average annual government subsidy of $68,000 now granted on rental
paid by thë Organization, a further reduction of not more than $131,000 per
annum , be approved. The total average reduction of $199,000 would thus
r^duce the rental to $1.16 per square foot: It was further recommended that an
'éffort be made to 'reconcile some of the differences which èxisted between
I.C.A.O. and the government of Quebec and that the Post Office Department
be requested to review their objections to the postal concessions requested by
the Organization.

'Antoine Rivard, solliciteur gi:nEral du Quibec.
Antoine Rivard, Solicitor-General of Quebec.
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^(Minister's memorandum May 14,1952 - Cab. Doc.'-157=52)t

19. The Cabinet, after discussion, agreed that:
othe. International Civil'(a) the Secretary of State for External Affairs offer ..

Aviation Organization a; further reduction of $131,000 in the annual rental

now paid for the space occupied by' the Organization ; in' the International

Aviation Building in Montreal;

(b) the Secretary of State for External Affairs, . in , , consultation with the

Prime ' Minister, explore ' thë existing situation' between * I.C.A.O. and the

government of,Quebec and exercise his good offices with a view' to improving-1 1
that situation; and,
'(c) the Secretary-General of I.C.A.O. be informed that the government
reserved its decision on the Council's request relating to postal concessions
pending a review of the situation which existed in respect of similar interna-
tional bodies in other countries and, in particular, the present position of the
United Nations Headquarters in New York.

DEAr12-ADU-55-40

Note pour la Direction économique

Memoranduin for Ecônômic Dlvision
. , . . ^

I P. . - . . . . . . :
^^t`

. . . .. , _ • • .. ..... . •;, .

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. PLUMPTRE .' >

AT10N M: P. HEADQUARTERS OF ICAO

; 2. ,The evcnts, of the day, while disappointing, mak•e cû^ ^^, inrte s. A full-

ICAO Assemb y4 yes cr J.
Secretary, there is also attached a covering memorandum for your signature.• • h e did not

I attach . a brief account o w a ppe
I t"da ` Should you wish to send this to the Acting Under-

LOC ^

' • s f. U t ha ned at the opening plenary of the

Geneva:,If, we were to take a rea y v^g ,. < uarters
alienate, some European votes, which may. ,be marginal on the Headq

delegation ? should x. oppose ; vigorously the hold^ng of the 1953 A
11 orous Une on that subject, we might

thatI thinkythat this May require.us to so ten our
our ; instructions to the , delegation. r,The . first is the instructio ssemblYthn

•

made to press it.e = , :
. ; . _ ,

• j• ' fIline on two points covered in

ovCrestimate the scnousness vi ina uiurFr .%p .•"a•^•w• ---_ _____7_

scale "attack 'ôn Montreâl, had `evidently, been planned, and efforts will still be

,; , . . ^ .qucsuon. ; -- A-'

`!La sixième session de l'Assemblee eut lieu a monts u
The Sixth Session of the Assembly, heldrin Montrcal. May 27-June 12.1952.

'Le document suivant.f The following document. igid Z7an 1,2 juin 1952.

¢ . ... $ ..
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4. The second is the question of the. United States contribution. The United
States have agreed that their contribution should be'raised from 25 to 27% in
1953.- We have instructed the delegation to press for an increase to 3N %. The
United States will be one of our.strongest and,most influential supporters on
the Headquarters question, and on this account perhaps.we should not raise
doubts - in their minds by taking after_ them on contributions while the
Headquarters question is undecided. There is always another year•,in which.to
campaign, for an increase in their contribution, and after all, we have already
obtained a 2% increase for 1953.

5. I do not think we need change our voting on those questions. My
suggestion is that we should not take a lead on either. As far as, the United
States contribution is concerned, it now seems doubtful whether any other
delegation will raise the point, and so we might confine ourselves for this year
to a statement of views which will not call for discussion.
6. Our instructions on both these points were formulated in the Department

of Finance. If you agree with the above suggestions, perhaps you would have a
word with John Deutsch on the telephone. Baldwin feels as I do , and said that
he also would speak to him. If Finance agree, we could pass the word to Booth
to go easy.

J.A. IRWIN

510.
DEA/72-ADU-55-40

Note de la Direction économique
Memorandum by Economic Division.. .

[Ottawa?] May 28, 1952

SIXTH ASSEMBLY OF THE INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION
The question of moving the ICAO Headquarters came immediately into the

open at the first plenary session of the Assembly,- and there was little else
mentioned in the five speeches which made up the programme for the
jaftèrnoon.

2. Mr. Chevrier raised the question directly in his speech of welcome, and
after announcing the decision to increase the subsidy ► on rent as an indication of
the Government's good intentions, asked for more time to consider what might
be done in other ways, for instance, in the way of postal privileges. Referring
generally to issues between ICAO and the municipal and provincial govern-
ments, hi expressed the Federal Government's hope that mutually satisfactorySettlements would soon be reached. (He had said pointedly, earlier, that theCity of Montreal and the Province of Quebec were the main beneficiaries fromthe presence of ICAO in Canada.)
'3• This last statement evidently put Mayor Houde' off balance, and before he
recovered he had (a) reassigned the responsibility for practically everythingconnected with ICAO to the Federal Government, and (b) suggested vaguely

7Gmilien Noude, maire de Montrial./Camilien Houde, Mayor of Montreal.
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`the - establishment of a-- fund :(mainly t from' Federal resources) to . make life
plea'sânter for, visiting delegates -in Montreal: However, there were indications
throughoût his speech that he was anxious to keep ICAO in Montreal,'and also
to ,do something about the water ttax, which I believe is the one- big'. issue
-_between the Organization and the City- ► :

4 . ,The Portuguese Representative's,speech was f straight, propaganda ' for a
move of the Headquarters to Lisbon In brief, his argument was:

(a)"that high' costs' in Montreal duë to lack of tax exemptions,, high rents,
high cost 'of living, and cost-of-living bonuses' for émployees had raised the
ICAO' budget to a point'where many -states 'could not afford to pay their
contributions or to send delegations to Montreal;

reduce its(b) that to keep down its budget, ICAO would bé forced to either
work programme or to move to a place where the cost of living `and 'salaries
were low, where full facilitiès and low rents would be made available, and
where fuJl,diplomatic privileges would be granted. Faced with these -alterna-
"tives; ICAO, in'his view, would have to move; ;

(e) thât he was, authoriied by his Government to offer Lisbon,as a new 'site
and to promise that all the rcquisitcs would he made available. He called on
other delegations interested in having ICAO in their capitals to make similar

bids.
,5.. The Mexican delegate had more time to adjust himself to the new situation

'created by Mr. Chcvrier's opening speech. While he appreciated the Canadian
Government's action on rent, the real probletrï was the high and rising cost of
living in Montreal about which the Canadian Government could do nothing.
The Organization had to face the fact that it â^meh He hopede

leave

'Montreal ;or: cut out important parts of its prog that
Assembly would direct the Council to study whether a move was desirable and
to inake recommcndations to the 1953 Assembly.

^^ 6: The ItâJiân 1delegate avoidcd the snbjcct and spoke briefly: He said that in
-sPite of financial difficulties his Government remained interested in ICAO.
1, 1

7. Mr. " Ctievricr's speech was' excellent and its timing 1» 11
Btrit 1%0--came

should take some of the force out of thc attack on Montrcal. u
fclear yestetday that the anti•Montrealers=had planned to carry the issue very
y far at thts AssembJ and that they will%not drop it because of our concess ion
!

on
for

^hey'wtll hâve to takc"another basis --- thé high cost of living --^x +

rcn
-` °

t. T
; •

'thcir attack, and while, in our view; they may'not find firm ground, it remains
tô bë âcen` what the sentiments of the`Assembly will De':

1A IRWIN

INâa marginales :JMarginal nota."
• .>scttt Dy L.D. rcarscro.

The Miaister[:J an interestina report on the opening day ot ICAO. E. R(eidJ h aY

^/^^
. ^€

^f+..t-^ i
♦ .... x4^ f #.6' yu. e P : ♦ •., ^ . ^ ... _ .

• t x ; !_ . : . •.Ï' : ._ i ^
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511. ^ DEA/ADU-45-40
Le directeur de la Direction des relations intérnationalès

du ministère des Finances - I -
au président de la Commission des transports aériens •

Director, International Relations Branch, Department of Finance,
to Chairman, Air Transport Board

Ottawa, May 31, 1952

Dear Mr. Baldwin:

I have your letter of May 28, drawing attention to the possibility that efforts
of the Canadian Delegation at the ICAO Assembly to obtain an increase in the
United States contribution may have the effect of reducing United States
support for the retention of the ICAO headquarters in Montreal: You suggest
that it might be desirable to soften the text of the draft statement prepared in
this Department for the head of the Canadian Delegation on the question of
the United States assessment.

Although it is evident that there are a variety of motives behind the proposal
for removing the ICAO headquarters to another location, it was our hope that
a concession by Canada on the question of rental would enable the problem of
headquarters location to be settled satisfactorily, and in advance of the
discussion of 1953 âssessments. It was also our hope that the United States
would not be tempted to influence our efforts to adjust the scale of contribu-
tions so as to provide for a fair United States share of the expenses of the
Organization - by threatening - withdrawal of support on the question of
headquarters location.
^^^^^^ I appreciate, however, the importance attached to the maintenance -by
ICAO of its headquarters in Montreal, and agree that it would be desirable to
have the full support of the United States on this matter. In the circumstances,
I`agree with your suggestion that the head of the Canadian Delegation should
have discretionary authority with regard to the efforts he should, make to
obtain an; increase in the United States contribution. I feel, however, that he
should maintain support for the Council's recommendation for an increase in
the'ceiling on contributions from 25 to 33Sh per cent, and for an immediate
increase in the United States contribution to 27 per cent. He should also, I feel,
make it,clear that Canada regards the proposed increase to 27 per cent as only
a step' towards raising the United States contribution to the new ceiling, and
include in his statement an expression of Canadian views on the importance of
the ultimate adoption by ICAO of the per capita principle. We are prepared, of
course, to leave it to the head of the Delegation to determine how best to make
known these views having in mind our interest in retaining U.S. support for the
Ontinued location of ICAO in Montreal.

Yours very truly,
•r^^I-,<r.. _: •

= J.J. DEUTSCH
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Note du sous-seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL
Ottawa, June 12, 1952

POSTAL ACTIVITIES OF UNITED NATIONS
AND SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

At the Universal Postal Congress presently, in session at, Brussels,, and at
ECOSOC meeting in New ,York, draft• resolutions have been, introduced : to
limit further postal activities in the United Nations and Specialized Agencies
to those recommended by the General Assembly after consultation with the

UPU.
2. Our Delegation to the Postal Congress has stated in`their:despatch No. 3

of May 29' that they will support such a resolution in the absence of further
'd ' th ' letter mn 11 of

(a) if it is` your intention to raise this matte, ag ^

lions to UPU `and ECOSOC might be instructed to abstain when the relevant
• • • • • aln ^n a ^net ou

appears that one of the following courses might be pursue .
r Delega-•

' S: In order to prevent action by Canadian DelcgaUons
which might be inconsistent with domestie action with respect to ICAO, it

• d•

t e ra
similar draft resolution which has been introduced at ECOSOC.

UPU nd ECOSOC

h d it resolution now before the UPU Congress an p

that we should pursue some other course, rather than to deprecia e p
which . his hitherto` been ?  unquestionably beyond criticism or censure." The
Postmaster. General expressed full agreement with the principles embodied in

• d iun lied approval of the

instructions. Our Delegation to B,0:30%, has sai : m eir •'expressed
June 6,t,that in the Co-ordination , Cominittee F t é Canad aan Délegat ons to
agreement with the principles of the resolution. If th_,
UPU and ECOSOC support these proposals, such action would be inconsistent
with any further endeavours to obtain Cabinet approval for special . postal

arrangements for.ICAO.

3.' Mr. Reid wrote a memorandum for the Economic Division on April 25 in
which he mentioned your view that Cabinet should override the objections of
the Deputy Postmaster General to granting ICAO certain money-making
postal privileges. You will recall your. recommendation in a memorandum to
Cabinet dated' May .14, 1952 "that the postal. authorities be asked to review
their objections to the postal concessions requested by ICAO. .•:' It is
understood that Cabinet reserved its decision with respect to this recommenda-

tion..# .
^ ,

4. In'your letter of May 30 to the Postmaster General you urged him to give
favourable : consideration to the f proposed postal arrangements for ICAO.
However, ôn June 9 , the Postmaster General replied that "if it-is imperative
that' something be done to further improve the financial condition of ICAO,

it a ractice
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resolutions are put to the vote. Such instructions would not, of course, be to the
liking of the Head of our Delegation to UPU, who is* the Deputy Postmaster
General; and our. Delegation to ECOSOC might. be somewhat embarrassed
because they have' already, in the Codrdination Committee, agreed in principle
with the resolution which is before them. Instructions to abstain would have to
be sent on the sole authority of the Department of External Affairs as it is
unlikely that, the Post Office Department would agree in view of the opinions
expressed by the Postmaster General in his letter to you of June 9; or
(b) as the principles of coordination embodied in the resolutions before UPU

and ECOSOC are supported by our Delegation to UPU, as well as by the
Delegations of the United States, the United Kingdom, and France; and as our
Delegation to ECOSOC has already expressed publicly its approval of the
same principles, it.might be decided that the recommendation to Cabinet for
special postal arrangements for ICAO should be dropped. If this is done, it
would not be necessary for us to, send further instructions to the UPU
Delegation as they have said that they will support the relevant resolution
unless they are instructed to the contrary; and our Delegation to E'.OSOC is
also giving its approval to the similar resolution before that body.
6. If course (b) is followed, we may have to face criticism from ICAO and

further pressure for the removal of the headquarters of that Organization from
Canada. However, there might also be criticism if it should become apparent
that Canada has withdrawn support for coordination measures in, the
international sphere because of domestic interests. If the resolutions before
UPU and ECOSOC are approved,,and the principles embodied therein are
subsequently adopted by the General Assembly, , the matter of special postal
arrangements for ICAO will then be out of our :hands and this will be. an
answer to any subsequent criticism which may arise in ICÀO circles.

7. May we have your advice please as to whether course (a) or course (b)
should be followed? We do not know when the resolution is to be put to the
vote at the Universal Postal Congress and this could happen at'any moment.

L.D. W[ILGRESS]lo

,R'Note marginale /Marginal note:
Mr. Pearson commented "I prefer course (b):" JAfrwinl

yn autre exemplaire du document montrequ'Eseott Reid a signé au nom de I:.D. Wilgress.
''^'WAnother copy shows that Escott Reid signed for L.D. Wilgress.
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DEA/72-ADU-55-40
,i . ,..R` .^

,, , .; , ,^;,,^.^`^ . , ,. . ,

Note du sous-seeretaire d État ux Affaires exterieures''

pour le secrétâire`d'Etat auz Affaires exterieures.
:,^..Aï^i•i ^r^^. :.»^ ; .: .... ^ - ^. ., ..t. ^x^^. ...: ..,. ,^,, ..'..:^.. ,.. .. .

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of Statefor External Affairs,

Ottawa, June ,

LOCATION OF ICAO HEADQUARTERS ` . ' ^ ► :

I attach a report of June 12 by Irwin on the discussion at ICAO of ,the

-question of the location of the ICAO Headquarters:,
E. R[EtD]

^'. .

W[ilgress]for L.D.

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] ^
- ' . - ' f ' , ^ t;i . . ^. • [ •.^ . ^. .. . ..

Rapport

Report r - :

ICAO that the debate on this - question be held outs^ e, e

the 1953 Assembly and, in ^ the view of his Govcrnmcnt, it, was of
hardly straightforward", andcertainly notin 'the interest of. the good name

This
'd th host country.

critical issue - the location of the Hcadquarters - w^, 8 g.•hardly frank,

Ind^a. The Australian Dclegation took a g

: , motives of the anti•Montreal group. He said that everyone was aware that a
• oin to come up at

• • vanta e o is c

proceedings, the Executrve CommIttce scuss
Assembly. The group who wish to move the Headquarters wer fod^ ihe United
hold the 1953 Assembly outside of Montreal. Opposition came f
States, Ireland ° and the Commonwealth Delegations; with the exceptionk the

d i th d bate to at a

rather pedcstrian questions of finance an a
We had a preview of the debates on' this issue when, earlier inear's

^^^' • ' d• ed the location of next y

3. The Headquarters issue overs a ow jr with the
and there was a sharpness in the tone of the debates hardly in keeping

• • d dministration which filled the order

2. The same motion, somew at^ m ,
plenary session of'the Assembly on June 12th. This time, it was defeated by 17
votes to^ 13, with `5 ` or 6 abstentions: The • Heâd of our Delegâtion to the
Assembly has told us that ihe additional strength on the side of Montreal in
this vote was due mainly to lobbying by the United States Delegation.

h d ed all the roceedings of the Assembly

h° odified was' re-introduced in t e

to Seeretary of State for Externa Affairs ^., .:

LOCATION OF THE ICAO HEADQUARTERS

motion would have directed the Council to study the relative advantages of

I A Portuguese motion leading toward a,transfer„of 'the Headquarters from
`Montreal was debated in the Executive Committee of the ICAO Assembly on
June 9th and was defeated by the very close vote of fourteen to thirteen. The

'alternative sites' and report to the 1953 Assembly. An ICAO Working Paper
with the text of the Portuguese resolution is attâched. • , h fn11
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brought ' a furious though equivocating reply from : the Mexican Delegate, who
is one of the founder members of the anti-Montreal group. The vote was 20 to
9 in favour of holding the 1953 'Assembly outside of Montreal.
4. Of our friends on the Headquarters -question; the United States has

certainly 'been -the most active and.probably the most influential. The-United
States Government made tentative approaches through its diplomatic missions
to sôme Member States, and its delegation at Montreal lobbied energetically:
The United Kingdom Delegation were also lobbying. We 'had firm support
from the Australian, New Zealand, South African and Irish Delegations.,

5. The Delegations of Egypt, Iraq and Israel came down on our side: For
these votes we ' can probably thank the United States and United Kingdom
Delegations.
6. Leaders `of the anti-Montreal faction were the Portuguese and Mexican

Delegates, strongly supported by the French, Dutch, Belgians and Indians. All
of the Latin American Delegations and all of the other Western European
Delegations, except Norway, Italy, . and Sweden, supported them. Sweden
abstained.
7. .We can hardly hope that the close vote in this year's Assembly will dispose

of the issue for good. It will probably be revived in one form or another next
year unless something occurs ` to discourage the anti-Montreal group. If we
remain , anxious to keep the Headquarters in Montreal it is clear from our
experience of this year, that we should continue doing what we can to eliminate
the grounds for anti-Montreal propaganda. Settlement in favour of ICAO of
the questions of postal privileges and. Quebec. provincial taxes . would help
considerably and would no doubt be welcomed by the other Governments who
are working to keep the Headquarters in Montreal. Of these, the postal
privileges are obviously of lesser value to ICAO but they are being emphasized
by some delegates out of proportion to their importance. The Delegate of
Portugal offered what he called "full" postal privileges for the Organization at,
Lisbon, and the Mexican Delegate offered franking privileges if the Organiza-,
tion should go to Mexico City.
'8. Also, we might consider making direct approaches some time during the.
next.nine months to some of the. Governments whose delegates voted against
us." A good many of these delegates are Council members living permanently
in Montreal, and we think that some of them at least are operating mainly on
grounds of personal preference. They find life expensive in Montreal, and
anyway, prefer to live in Western Europe. We might gain the votes of some of
them.•.by ï making clear to their. Governments our interest . in - retaining the
Headquarters: A case could be made on the grounds that, with the exception of.
ICAO, all of.the Specialized Agencies which can be moved are now in Western
Europe =,and° that in fairness ICAO should : be^ allowed to remain in North
America where such a large part . of the world's civil aviation activities are

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
I think that we should particularly bring the French attitude to the attention of Paris
-and, though it is not so irritating, also that of the Indian. L.B. P[earson)
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carried on: If .we decide to ^ do something. along this line, we should, probablyom Goconcert beforehand with the United States and United Kin babl bev
ernments

to
con timing, and the arguments to be used.,They will most pro y

fM t al ,..-: , „
make similar representations in support o on re .;. ; :: .

9. ^
One cheerful note to be added is that the City of Montreal is apparently

about to grant ICAO a remission of water taxes^ According to an . ICAO
official, the cut will reduce the Organization's water:bill from $16,000 to about
$4,000 annually. If the Quebec Provincial Government could see:its way .clear
to doing something similar about sales taxes and automobile licenses, our cause

would be aided considerably.
J.A. IRWIN

514.
DEA/72-ADU-45-40

f Extrait du rapport de la délégation à la sixième Assemblée de l'OACI; '
Montreal, 27 mai-12 juin 1952

Extract from Report of Delegation to Sixth Assembly of ICAO,
Montreal, May 27-June 12,1952

[n.d.]

4. ADMINISTRATIVE COMMISSION

The Administrative Commission met eighteen -times tietween. the 28th
May and the 12th of June. The main subjects discussed were the budget, the
site of the Seventh Session of the Assembly, the apportionment of expenses and
the method of financing the Organization.

Apportionment of Expenses
The Commission considered the principles and methods to be employed on

constructing the scale of contributions for 1953. The discussion was based
the report of the Council on this matter. The most importaint point id^^ ^üm

was the method of distributing the difference between - the

contribution obtained - by application of. the approved principles and the fixed

maximum contribution (under the present ceiling• Sf his amount was allocated
the remaining Contracting States.•In'previous y^,
by a power curve which worked to.the advantage of the larger cothatsthe
group of the - smaller States, lead bÿ Portugal^ and Egypt, proposed
difference should be distributed by the pro rata method, After es ls hat bhe
debate, the Commission approved, the Council's compromise propo
difference'be distributed according to 'a formula which would be approximately

the mean between ^ the . power. curve and , the pro ^'rata 'distribution. The
and

Commission also endorsed the other recommendatlons regarding principles
methods of assessment made by the Council.:

12Le document original porte la mention suivante :
The following is in the original:.,

A6-WP/3-AD/1.
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Following this - action, the Commission referred ; the : scale . of . assessments
prepared by the Secretary General to a Working Group made up of members
nominated by Brazil, Denmark, France, Republic of a the Philippines and the
;United States. The,, Working Group made a few unimportant, changes in the
. scale recommended : by the _ Secretary General.' The draft resolution submitted
,by the Working Group was approved by the Commission, with the exception of
the assessment fôr Bolivia which was reduced, from 3 to 2 units.
,:, The Commission later discussed the principles and methods to be used. in
preparing the scale of contributions for 1954. In this case it accepted the
Egyptian/Portuguese proposal and decided that the difference between the
maximum contribution obtained by application of the approved principles and
the fixed maximum contribution should be distributed by the pro rata method.
In.. addition, the Commission rejected an American, proposal to delete any
mention of a.33 /% ceiling on contributions.". In view. of the reluctance of
other delegations to oppose the United States, : the Canadian Delegate found it
necessary to speak first in opposition to the U.S. proposal. It can be assumed
that next year the.U.S. contribution will be further increased by approximately
10%.

The Commission also authorized the Council to study:
(a) the basis of evaluation of Interest and Importance in Civil Aviation,

taking into account the extent of the aircraft industry, the extent of non-
scheduled., operations, the distribution between, international and domestic
operations, the investments in aviation facilities and the traffic utilizing such
facilities and any other factors which it considers relevant, with a view to
determining a' more ; satisfactory : basis than the; previously used and report
thereon to the next session of the Assembly;
`" (b) the per capita principle on the basis of all available information, including
the reasons for its adoption, the methods of application and the results achieved
by the UN, WHO and UNESCO; and to report thèreon to the Seventh Session
of the Assembly. . , .

A proposal for a study by the Côuncil of the pér'capita principle,was put
forward by the" Canadian delegation and adopted. Members of the Canadian
delegation had to do considerable spade work among delegations directly
affected in order to whip up sufficient interest to secure the necessary support.
The U.S. delegation were extremely cool to the proposal on the ground that it
was premature and abstained on the vote.

1n the final Plenary Meeting,-the United Kingdom Delegation proposed that
the ` apportionment ' of expenses should ' also take account 'of the benefits

"Le document original porte la mention suivante : I . i :f-
The following is in the original:

The principles and methods to be used in preparing the 1954 scale of contributions
are contained in A6-WP/47 and A6-WP/51.
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conferred on civil aviation by a' Member State." This proposal was adoptéd by

the Plenary: , .
As a result of the strong attempts thât were being madè to lay the ground

work for moving the Headquarters from'Montreal and the need for American
support' to' defeat ' these attempts, the Canadian Delegation came to ' the
conclusion'* that' it would be , unwise to adhere fûlly 'to'_the' instructions 'on
contributions. The instructions indicated that the Delegatiôn should press for
an increase in the American contribution above the 27% recommended by the
Coûncil and the adoption of the per capita principle. A fairly thorough canvass
of delegations disclosed that a proposal to increase the American contribution
above 27% would receive very limited support.' The same canvass indicated that
"very`: few delegations. were prepared to accept 'the . per) capita principle.' In
addition to these factors, the American:Delegation inade"it clear that strong
attempts on the part of Canada to 'increase their contribùtion'might "destroy
the solidarity on - the Headquarters issue." After, -weighing these ° factors, it
appeared to the Canadian Delegation that the most they could hope to achieve

at'this Assembly was a recommendation that Council study' the per. capita

- principle.

LOCATION OF THE ICAO HEADQUARTERS

On June 16 you approved the proposal that, after consultation with the
United Kingdom and the United States, direct approaches be made to some ofse motion
;those Governments whose delegates voted against us on the Portufu^he ICAO

ofwhich, if , passed, would possibly have led toward transfer
Headquarters from Montreal. ; . ,; .: { • _
2. [H.O.j Moran and Baldwin, Chairman ` of the Air -Transport Board, met

:with United States, officials in Washington' on, July :21 to consider the bestnot
method of approaching some of, those countries tin order to. persuadeô jCÂ^ from
w support any further move which. might lead to the remo

Montreal: ' CAp

. .• , ; . . . . .
CONFIDENTIAL

Ottawa, July 31, 1952

DEA/72-ADU-55-40
515.

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire'e d'État aux Affaires exterieures

Memorandum from Deputy Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs i; :

reopened at the next Assembly.

3. It is likely that this question will be raised again in the course of the I
Council meeting set for September 9, and in any event; it is almost bound to be

"Le document original porte la mention suivante :
,The following is in the original:

Text of this Amendment cnntained in Ah-WP/SI.
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4.• :These officials :were of the opinion; that; -due : to the imminence' of the
Council meeting :; and: to the fact that' eleven of ., the'twenty-one countries.
represented on the Council voted in favour of removal, action should be taken
without delay, and, that representations, should: be, made, to those 'countries on
the Council that previously voted for removal, drawing attention: ., ;
(a) to the importance of maintaining ai balance, in . the location of the

Headquarters of the ' Specialized Agencies of, the !;United .Nations (FAO,
UNESCO, WHO, ILO all have their Headquarters in Europe) and,
, (b) to the ârgument that it would not be fitting for the Council to reconsider:

the decision of the whole Assembly to reject the resolution to move` the ICAO
Headquarters. ; ^ -'^ I :
It was agreed that approaches should not be made to countries which had not
supported'rernoval nor to Latin American countries.

5. Moran suggested that approaches be made by Canadian representatives in
countries that are members of NATO as well as of ICAO with the exception of
Portugal and the addition of Sweden. These countries would be Belgium,
Denmark, France,,The Netherlands, Norway and Sweden. He also thought
that it might be useful for our High Commissioner in New Delhi to raise the
question with the Indian, authorities. The United States officials believed that
they could approach Belgium, France, The Netherlands and Portugal and
possibly also Venezuela. The meeting agreed that the United Kingdom might
be asked to make representations in the three 'Scandinavian countries, which
will be represented by Denmark at the Council meeting.

6. Should these proposals be approved; it' is felt that since both Canadian and
the United States Missions in Belgium, France and The Netherlands would be
approaching the Government to which they are accredited, the Canadian Head
Of=Mission should first. raise the question with -- the Governmental authorities
concerned and that the United States Head of: Mission would soon after make
similar representations. Moran suggested -that any, representations made . by
Canada abroad would also be accompanied by. parallel representations through
our. United Nations, delegate to the United Nations delegate of the,çountry
approached.

7.`..Thorp's . of the State - Department said:. that, although the United States
would not - be making , representations in Latin American capitals with the
possible exception of Caracas, consideration would be given, to the desirability
of having the United States delegate to the United Nations approach his Latin
American colleagues, stressing the procedural point that the possibility of
moving the Headquarters had been fully considered, by the ICAO Assembly
and that, therefore, the, matter should not be reopened âgain by the Council.
8:".Even if the Council does not consider the Assembly's decision, there seems

little doubt that the Headquarters question will be raised again at the 1953
Assembly in view of the close vote at the last meeting and the apparent

1SWillard L. Thorp, secrétaire d'État adjoint (Affaires économiques) des Etats-Unis.
Willard L. Thorp, Assistant Secretary of State (Economic Affairs) of United States.
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dissatisfactiori .with Montreal 'on the part of inembers . of the' Council: Further

representations may well be necessary before the 1953 meeting.

'9. If you, âgree, we would - propose' that; in concert with"their United States

^ colleagùes, our ' Heads ' ôf Misslon In Belgium, France and The Netherlands
make representations'to the Government to which they are accredited along the

lines of paragraph 4 , and that our Head of Mission in, India make similar

representations unilaterally. We would also propose that the United Kingdom
be kept fully informed of the steps we intend taking and ' asked to ' make similar

representations in Denmark, Norway and Sweden in concert with our Heads of
Mission in those countries.16

E. R[EID]. ;

516.-
DEA/72-ADU-55-40

. :. ..

Note du sous-seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures.

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Mémorandum from Under-Secretary, of Statè'for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

^ ' ^ ~ ^ •^ Ottawa,August 14, 1952
CONFIDENTIAL

' LOCATION OF ICAO HEADQUARTERS
• .:, -
In a -message from New " York,- Moran - has suggested that Mexico. be

included among those countries to which we are making frepreMontreals in
connection with the campaign to move ICAO Headquarters from

,.When he.called on the Mexican Foreign Minister, Moran was told that
Mexico had supported the Portuguese motion in the ICAO Assembly which
could have led to a move of the Headquarters because the Mexican authorities
had been informed by thelr, , Council member that the Canadian Government
was not interested in retaining ICAO in Canada.
_<;Whén assured that wé wished to retain the organizatio>a in Canada, Senor

Tello said his Government, would 'oppose a` move if the question were raised

again in the Assembly.

^ All the Latin,American delegations strongly ^ supported the ' Portu Îte is
motion, and the Mexican delegation was''the leader, of the.group.
considered that the solidarity of the Latin American countries on this question
would be broken if Mexico declared itself in favour of ICAO remaining in

Montréal.- e `
consulted the United States authorities to see if they would beWe have

willing to instruct their'Ambâssador'in Mexico City to make representatlons in
concert with our Head of Mission there similar to those proposed for the other

. . . . F .. . . :. . . : . . , . . , . ' d . ' , 1 * .. . , . .. ,
countries:

. _ t .

, ., i .. ,
16Note marginale :/Marginal note:

OK. L.B. P[earson]
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We have now been informed that the United States authorities , believe that
such representations by their Ambassador in concert with ours • would do our
cause more 1 harm - than good. " Apparently: relations : in air matters between
Mexico and the United States have . been severely strained lately because of
'difficulties in the current negotiations for a bilateral air agreement between the
two countries. t , . ..

Consequently since Moran seems to have received a cordial reception from
the Mexican Foreign Minister and since there is no indication of strain in our
relations' with the Mexican air authorities it seems to me that representations
might be made unilaterally by Mr.-Hébert." Do you agree?18.

L.D.' W [ILGRFSS]

517. : DEA/9655-E-2-40

Le chefdu protocole au représentant auprès de l'OACI

Chief of Protocol to"Rèpreséntative to ICAO

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, November 27, 1952
. ; • : ... , , . . .

Dear Brigadier Booth:
Following our telephone conversation ' of, October 15 and subsèquent

discussion in my office, I have, as you suggested,` examined your personal letter
of October 17,- 1950, to Mr. Blouin; with, the ^ attached Draft Agreement for
negotiation between the Province of Quebec and ICAO. I have also discussed
this draft with the interested divisions.

We'all share your view that â large padof this draft was unnecessaryF and
might better'have been omitted. In fact;'I am inclined to think that presenta-
tion of the draft was itself a tactical error. It is a rather formidable document
and goes far beyond the field of provincial jurisdiction. I can well believe that
the Quebec authorities were embarrassed and disturbed at the prospect of such
sweeping undertakings, and this may in part account for their subsequent
unresponsive attitude.

We are in full agreement with you that you should not yourself intercede
even informally with the Quebec authorities on, behalf of the Organization.
However, I do think,that it could be of great assistance if you would suggest to
the Secretary-General informally that a much less conventional approach to
the wholé question of this Quebec Agreement might be'more fruitful. My own
impression is that the best chance of making progress in this matter would lie
,in,canvassing verbally with the Quebec authorities the whole question of the
Organization's actual needs and the ability of the- province to satisfy them,
leaving written communications to a later stage when some sort of entente has
been arrived at by discussion. It is even possible that a written agreement could

. r. . . . _

r 1 .'C•P. Hébert, ambassadeur au Mexique.
C.P. Hébert, Ambassador in Mexico.

-' !'18Note marginale /Marginal note: ' '
yes. L.B. P[earson]

r
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; be ; dispensed, with ` if I the province found ^ itself able - to grant the desired, tax

agreement concluded with the Federal Government wi no
,accepted either as a precedent or a pattern by the provincial authorities.,

Our Legal Division'is hesitant about offering detailed comments on the text
of the Draft Agreement as it feels that it would be more profitable for the
Organization in its negotiations to concentrate on'a brief summary of what is
wanted and the possibility for the province of implementation by administra-
tive direction under existing legislation and, if possible, to avoid any discussion

,.of a formal agreement.
I think it should be added that in our view the whole question of inviolability

and immunity from legal process has already been. covered by the Headquar-

ters Agreement with the Federal Government and 'lies within the federal
jurisdiction. The same is of course true of the admission free of duty and taxes
of articles purchased b}i the Organization or its privileged personnel. While' the
cooperation of the provincial authorities in protecting the rights 'conferred by

,.the Headquarters Agreement is necessary, Itdo not think that, matters which
have already been determined by the Headquarters Agreement should become
the subject of a separate formal agreement with the province. I believe in fact,
and I think you agree, that it would be unwise to submit a new draft of any sort
to the Quebec authorities at least until there have been further consultations
:with them and a firm understanding has been reached on the whole subject.

This letter is, of course, quite unofficial and informal. I should be glad to
know, whether it - meets with your views and I should, of course, be glad to

1. 1, h ld h,- useful

P
We have `endeavoured to make it. clear at. all times that within the provincial

jurisdiction the' province is its own • mistress, and I think that the ICAO

^^répresentatives in these:negotiatiôns should keep it in mind that the form of
'll t necessarily be

.exem tions administratively:

. discuss the whole matter further; with you if you thm t at wou •

Yours sincerely,
H.F.FEAVER

^ ^, -_. . e.= ' . . . . . . . ^ .. . . ^ ^ ^_ ' ^ . ` . . ^ , , . . . . . . .

DEA/ADU-55-40
518. ^.,.i ► ., , ,: .

^ Note dû seerétatre d'État uux Affaires extérieures =
'k premter ministrepour

" ` to Prirrïe Minisici,
1 .4,

Ottawâ; December 23,11951
^, t . . _, ,. . , , . - . , . . .. , : .. -^,•z :,:, .-„ , . . ,

!c;, Our répresentative on thé Council of LCAO.; Brigadier Booth, states t hat

^ no-progress whatever has been. made in the effort of LC.A.O.:to arrive at an
agreement with the Province of Quebec regarding privileges.. Discussion of a
possible transfer of I.C.A.O. headquarters away from Canada is almost certain

to be renewed at the next meeting of the Assembly"and the chief remaining

sense of grievance seems to be based on what the Organ ization regards as an

emorandum jrom Secretury of State for External AJfairs
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attitude of indifference on'the part'of the-Quebec authorities. Brigadier Booth
feels, and I agree, that some friendly intervention froni Ottawa at the earliest
opportunity seems desirable.

You may recall that the Cabinet lâst June' left the question of any `such
intervention to me in consultation with yourself. I do not know whether you
may wish to 'exercise your own good of,fces, possibly during the holiday season.
In the' alternative, it has been suggested that Mr. Lesage might be asked to
discuss with Mr. ' Duplessis the very réal risk of our losing the I.C.A.O.
headquarters. : .. ;

If you would care to indicate your'wishes in this matter, I should be glâd to
have any necessary factual material' prepared. I attach a copy of Brigadier
Booth's lettér of December 5t on this subject.19

L.B. P[EARSON] '

' DEA/72-ADU-55-40

Ottawa, December 29, 1952

-LOCATION OF ICAO HEADQUARTERS

Reference: Your despatch No. 1548 of October 4, 1952.t
ICAO Council decided this month on Brighton, England, as 'the site for the

1953 Assembly. We understand that the debate on the issue was tense though
restrained; for some time the Council vote was evenly split between Paris and
Brighton: The question was settled only after the United Kingdom and French
civil aviation authorities had conferred privately with the result that the French
bid for the Assembly was withdrawn. '

2. We had considerable sympathy for the French desire to have the Seventh
Assembly in Paris and might well have supported it if certain considerations
had not intervened: But the French representative and some other represénta-
tives ` ôn . the Council 4ho ` suppôrted Paris have previously been prominent

"La note porte, au bas du tezte, I'annotation dactylographiée suivante :
The following was typed at the bottom of the memorandum: -

' I telephoned Mr. Emery Beaulieu, Q.C.. who is to discuss the matter with Mr.
Duplessis & Mr. Gagnon. L.S.L. [Louis St. Laurent] ^ ,
(L.E. Beaulieu, c.r., de l'étude Beaulieu. Gouin, Bourdon, Beaulicu et Casgrain, étâit

'doyen de la faculté de droit de l'Université de Montréal ; Maurice Duplessis était '
premier ministre dé la province de Québec ; Onésime Gagnon était trésorier de la

to Ambassador in France

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
, à l ambassadeur en France

Secretary of State for External Affairs -,

province de Québec.)
(L..E. Beaulieu Q.C., Beaulieu. Gouin, Bourdon, Bcaulieu & Casgrain, was Dean of
Faculty of Law, University of Montreal; Maurice Duplessis was Premier of Quebec;
Onésime Gagnon was Treasurer of Province of Quebec.)
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among those who - have aimed; at transferring, the ICAO Headquarters from
Montreal. The United Kingdom, the United States and, speaking generally, the
representatives who supported London, have been on our side on that question.
The United States representative, in, particular, felt that the. Headquarters
question is likely to be raised again, directly or indirectly, at the next Assembly
and that some of. the representatives supporting Paris were doing so because
they hoped that the holding of an Assembly there would provide advantages for
further attacks on the. Montreal location -of the -Headquarters. In the
circumstances we were forced to conclude - though we did so reluctantly -
that we must support the United ICingdom bid.
3. I think it would probably not be wise to advise the French authorities

officially of our reasons for supporting Brighton. However, should the question
be raised with you. again : you might be glad to have as background the
information'given above, and also o the following, which is by way of comment
on the French note of October 4t and your despatch No. 1548.

4. The existence in the ICAO Council of a group who for reasons which we
do not think have much validity wish ' tô ` move the" Headquarters from

,,, Montreal, sometimes make our`positin^ di fficult.
different if the Headquartersthe site of the Seventh Assembly wou ld ave been

question had not existed. We have considerable sympathy for France and other
Western European countries who wish to strengthen their influence in ICAO
and to increase their national representation in the Secretariat and we would
welcome the achievement of a broader and more equitable national representa-
tion in the Secretariat, always providing that present levels of competence are

"bloc"not thereby sacrificed. But we regret the employmentln Counc il of
tactics by some Western European and Latin • American . .
certainly oppose the extension of this tendency, to the Secretariat, or, for that
matter, any attempts to use elements in the; Secretariat eithér to advance
national interests or to counteract the ^nfluënce of. other member nations in
ICAO affairs. In our : view it should be quite", possible, given the' generally
technical character of ICAO's activities, to`, maintain; a', disinterested and
impartial 'attitude within the Secretariat. It seems to us;highly important for
the prestige of ICAO and the morale of the Secretariat that such an attitude be

; ^.^.
mâintained. ` , ` . ► :,

S:. Concerning, thé election of the Secretary-General in, 1951, our vote was
influenced to some extent by.the fact that the prev;ous SecretaryGeneral was
a Frchman: At the sâme time we were stroifgly impressed by L.tuNCSERG's

` qualifications for the post. Since ICAO employs a salaried , president of the
Council who is the senior official of the Organization and.who looks after all

l
"political" responsibilities, the duties of the SecretaryGcnera are very much

.administrative in eharacter. LiuNGBERG impressed us as being particularly

strong in the administrative field.:His previous expericnce as DirectoVé tâther

of civil aviation for the Swedish Goverriment had bien adm^n^stratif% .
than political; also, he possessed quite a lot of experience in ICA affairs

f1^ ,•3 . ; ^ i• , .
. ^. ..

f . . , .. ^ ' . . _ . _ ... -
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6. ' We were glad to have Parodi's20 assurances on the Headquarters question
and hope that they are an indication of what attitude we can expect from the
French if the question is revived at the Seventh Assembly. For our part we
would be glad to give the most careful consideration to what candidates the
French authorities may put" up for posts in ICAO, though of course we can
make no commitments in advance on that subject.

R.M. MACDONNELL
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

520. DEA/9655-E-2-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures..,
Under-Secretary of Staté for External Affairs., ,

to Secrëtarÿ of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL. Ottawa, January 23, 1953

Following my memorandum of December 23 I understand that the Prime
Minister requested Mr. Emery Beaulieu, Q.C., to speak to Mr. Duplessis on
the subject of provincial privileges for 'ICAO. I do not know whether Mr.
Beaulieu has , yet acted on this request.21 I have learned, however, ' that the
Secretary General of ICAO intends to re-open his corresponderice with Mr.
Duplessis in the immediate future, and it seems desirable that any"good offices
on behalf of the'Prime Minister should be exercised at the earliest possible
opportunity.

2. I believe you may wish to convey this suggestion to the Prime Minister.

L.D. W[ILGRFSS]

521.^,`.
. . ;, .. . ,.. ;

^
DEA/72-ADU-55-40

L'avocat de la Commission dei transports aériens ,
au ministère des Affaires extérieures

Solicitor, Air Transport Board, to Department of External Affairs;,. . . ^ . .

- Ottawa, March 12, 1953

Dear Mr." Hyndman:

As requested, herewith for your personal information, copy of a memoran-
dum to Mr. McDonald for the Chairman of the Board, summing up action

mAlexandre Parodi, secrétaire général du" ministère des Affaires étrangères de France.
Alexandre Parodi, Secretary-General, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of France.

21Notes marginales /Marginal noter'
Yes, Mr. Beaulieu spoke to Mr. Duplessis some time ago and pointed out the
implications for Montreal. St. L[aurcnt)
Protocol Division to see comments of the P[rime) M[inistcr).
seen by L.B. P[earson).
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the locations of the ICAO headquarters:,^
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taken last autumn by Canada in concert with the U.S. and the U.K:.regarding

;. .. ` ._ ' ^ Yours very truly,!-

Abstentions:

Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, Cuba, Denmark, Domini-
can Republic, France, India, Mexico, the Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain and Venezuela. (13)'

Australia, Canada, Egypt; Grèece, Iceland, Iraq,
Ireland, Israel ,New Zealand,Norway, Philippine
Republic, United Kingdom, Union of South Africa, and
the United States. (14)

Austria, Indonesia, Italy; Liberia, Sweden, Switzerland,
and Thailand. (7) :

GILBERT W. NADEAU

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Nô te de l'avocat de la Commission des transports aériens
^. . . :..,

Memorandum by Solicitor, Air Transport Board

Ottawa, March 11, 1953

LOCATION OF ICAO HEADQUARTERS.,

As requested by the Chairman, herewith . a statement. summing up action

taken last autumn by Canada in concert with the . U.S. and the U.K. in an

attempt to persuâde certain countries :,not to support
from f

urther which

might lead to the removal of the ICAO Headquarte rs ,

First, a word about what happenéd at the 1952 , Assembly. ' The anti-

Montreal faction, consisting mainly of Latin-American and ' west European

representatives at ICAO, which has been âgitating for the past three years for

the transfer , of the ICAO Headquarters from Montreal, put to a- vote a
Portuguese proposal calling for a study of alternative sites. This was considered
an` important step preparatory to a final décision ' ât this year's Assembly. The

proposal: was defeated, but only by the narrow' margin of 14 to 13 votes in the
Executive Committee and 17 to 13 votes,in the final Plenary. The following are

the"particulars of the vote (the countrles that changed their position in the

second vote are underlined):
. . . . . . . . , . '. 4 . , . . , . , . ' . , . , . [ , _ . / . - . . . , ,. . , ..

Executive Committee

®

For:

, Against:

'on , Argentin, Belgium, Brazil, Cuba, Denmark, France,
India, Mexico, the Nètherlands, Norway, Portugal,

Spain and Venezuela. (13)
. , . . . . ..t. • , . -...' p. : -
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Against: Australia, Austria, Canada, Egypt, Greece, Iceland, '
Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Liberia, New Zealand,
Philippine Republic, Turkey, United Kingdom, Union of
South Africa and the United States. (17)

Abstentions: . Indonesia, Sweden, Switzerland and Thailand. (4)
As it appeared likely that the issue might be raised again in the ICAO

Council during the course ofits fall session, Mr. Baldwin and Mr. Moran met
United States officials in Washington last July to discuss the matter and make
plans to stave off any further attempt- to move the headquarters from
Montreal. It was agreed that as a first step, representations should be made to
those governments represented on the ICAO Council who had voted in favour
of the Portuguese proposal in the 1952 Assembly. Accordingly,
Canada undertook.to approach , the governments of the following countries:
Belgium, Denmark, - France, India,, Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway and
Sweden.
The United States agreed to make similar representations in: Belgium, -France,
the Netherlands, Portugal and Venezuela.
The United Kingdom was to be asked by Canada to instruct their Heads of
Mission in Denmark, Norway and Sweden to make representations in concert
.with their Canadian colleague. In addition,

a) representations' made by Canada abroad were' to be accompanied by
parallel representations 'through the Canadian representatives at the UN
Headquarters to the UN delegate of the country approached;
b) the United States were to request their delegate to the UN to approach his

Latin-American colleagues.

The Canadian representations were made last September with the following
results:

Belgium
-!,The Belgium Government showed - sympathetic consideration - to our

representation and later informed that they had instructed their representative
at ICAO "to vote in present circumstances in favour of maintaining the seat of
this Organization in Montreal."

enmark

The Danish attitude was that while they favoured, a study being made of
other possible sites, they were not necessarily against the Canadian desire to
retâln the headquarters in Montreal. Moreover, in view of the adverse vote in
the .1952 Assembly, their representative ,on the 'ICAO Council had been
instrueted to oppose reconsideration of the matter by the Council at this time.
FranCe

The French representative at ICAO was instructed by his Government not
to,suPPort any, suggestion that the, question be discussed in Council at thisstage. Wei '

were also informed,- however, that the French authorities 'did not: ^. . , , .
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wish to commit themselves as to,the attitude of the French Government should
the location of the ICAO Headquarters: come up. for 'discussion at the 1953

Assembly. , - . . , ,.:.. ; . . . .
India ,.,^

The Indian
,authorities séemed to think that one s attitude to this

enc
question

wôuld depend on one's geôgraphical location and how
=6 hard cürrY one

had.; While sympathetic to the Çanadian desire to main tain
pt

he
romise tôug ve give the

Montreal, they were not prepared to do more tha p.

matter "close consideration: '

.,.

Mexico eir
The Mexican Government assured us that instructions would b e

both
delegates to oppose any proposal to transfer headquarters from Montreal,
in the Council and at the next meeting of. the Assembly. The Mexican
authorities were not prepared, however, to instruct them rnative sites.

in

the Council, should it be presented, to study the merits of,alte

Netherlands k
.: The Dutch attitude may alsô be summed up as being â neu l one. he

Toned;c tof cooperation from Quebec provincial authorities was especially men
was felt that a favourable and early decision by the Quebec Gndother'and,
go a long way .to strengthen , the position ; vis-a-vis the Dutch

delegations. . , ,

Norway
The Norwegian authorities indicated that they did not 'wish the question to

be raised again in the ICAO . Council and that, if
Assembl decisons.

against on grounds that the Council should not reconsider Y

Sweden The Swedish
-.The Swedish, position was the same as that of N^ d, in, having the

aùthorities - added, however, they , they were not

question raised at the 1953 Assembly.
ntations there is " nôt a great deal

With regard to the U.S. and U.K. represe ,.
of information on file. We have some indication that a nu to do last aut mnmade by the U.S. and we may assume that what they agreed
wa's'actually carried out: Our file does hot disclose, however, , whethno hdo sKt

süpported our representations in the three Scandinavia_fe^es ntations' were. I
disclose what the results of the U.S.'ând U.K. (if 'any) P ndmanof

e have ` checked :with Miss Wilson of the U.S.' Embassy` and Mr. Hy
External to ascertain whether they have some information on the resulns^â tno
representations made by the U.S. and U.K. governments. Miss Wilso
more information. than we have; M r. Hyndman has promised to look this uP
_,. . , A . i i ù • c. ' . _ .

; .. ^ , '.ând let me know.
f1

an

I
ed

It willbe'nô e Eapproacheswe made last September .were confin
,. ë ted that th
to a ce"rtain'number of countries rèpresënted'on the ICAO Council. Moreover,
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these representations had - the limited . aim . of : preventing the headquarters
question from being raised in, the Council: - With this in mind, it may be said
that the effort was successful since the question was not raised in the Council.
There seems little doubt, however, that the matter will be discussed again at
the 1953 Assembly in view of • the close vote at the last meeting : and' the
apparent dissatisfaction with Montreal on the part of a number of States.
Therefore, further representations on -a broader scale might well be necessary
before the 1953 meeting.

. . ,, . , . G.W. NADEAU

20 PARTIE/PART 2

RELATIONS AVEC DES PAYS PARTICULIERS
RELATIONS WITH INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES

SECTION A

MEXIQUE/MEXICO

DEA/72-AGM-40
Le Secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

'à l'ambassadeur au Mexique

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Mexico

TELEGRAM 61 ?., Ottawa, December 27, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL

Following for Moran from Heeney, Begins: I understand that before you left
Ottawa the Chairman of the Air Transport Board asked you to take some
sounding in Mexico City, Lima,22 and Rio de Janeiro about the possibility of
obtaining traffic rights for a Canadian airline at those points. I see no objection
to your making informal enquiries and would be glad to hear of your, plans on
the matter. The following information may be useful to you.

2. The Air Transport Board are thinking in terms of bilateral agreements to
provide for services by a designated Canadian airline from Vancouver to
Mexico City and onward to Lima and Rio de Janeiro. They would not, repeat
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not, seek Fifth Freedom Rights21 in the United States but would wish to obtain
sitch, for. traffic,between the above-mentioned points. As a-temporary measure
they might = wish, to obtain. permission for a- designated Canadian, airline to
obtain charter flights' to-the three cities over a, period of six months in order to
explore. traffic possibilities.: If agreements are- negotiated they may decide to
include cights for a Canadian airline from Montreal to Mexico City and Rio de
Janeiro. A decision on this point would depend on TCA views which are not yet
known and on what reciprocal demands are made. =

3. We have previously had inconclusive negotiations with Brazil and Peru on
civil aviation agreements. In January 1950 we approached Mexico and Peru

You willfrom Vancouver.concerning CPAL24 plans to operate charter . fl igh ts
files.probably find sufficient details for your purpose on

523. .
L'ambassadeur au Mexique

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Mexico
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 2
Mexico City, January 7, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

BILATERAL AIR AGREEMENT WITFl MEXICO

Reference: Your telegram No. 61 of December 27th, Heeney to Moran.

23Les cinq libertés de l'air sônt : ; p . :

.1) Le privilège de traverser un territoire sans atterrir ;- ^,
2) Le privilège d'atterrir pour des raisons non-commerciales ;. ,. .
3) Le privilège de débarquer des passagers, du courrier et des marchandises '

;embarqués sur le territoire de l'État dont l'aéronef possède la nationalité
4) Le privilège d'embarquer des passagers, du courrier et des marchandises à

destination du territoire de l'Etat dont l'aéronef poss2de la nationalité ;
5) Le privilège d'embarquer des passagers, du courrier et des marchandises à

,destination du territoire de tout autre État Contractant et lé privilège de
débarquer des passagen, du courrier et des marchandises en provenance du

' territoire de tout autre État Contractant.
The Five Freedoms of the Air are:

First Freedom: The freedom to fly across a territory without landing;
Second Freedom: The freedom to land for non-traffie purposes; .
Third Freedom: The freedom to put down passengers, mail and cargo taken on in the

territory or the State whose nationality the aircraft possesses; -
Fourth Freedom: The freedom to take on passengers, mail and cargo destincd for the

territory of the State whose nationality the aircraft possesses;
Fifth Freedom: The freedom to take on passengers, mail and cargo destined for the

territory of another State and the privilege to put down passengen, mail and
cargo coming from any such territory.

24Canadian Pacific Air Lines.
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i' Search-throiigh our files, which may be incomplete„shows last correspond=
ence on this subject despatch No. -153 of July 5th,,1948, from Ottawa and Nos.
188 and 208 of August .7th and August 27th, 1948,. from Mexico.

Before reopening the question even informally , with the Mexican authorities,
I should like to know why the propôsed negotiations were not carried out at
that time.

With reference to the exchange of telegrams of January 9th, and January
14th, 1950, on the possibility of Canadian Pacific Airlines operating charter
flights between Vancouver and Mexico, was anything further done?

524. t ; DEA/72-ACU-40
Le secrétaire'd'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur au Mexique
Secretary' of State for External Affairs

to Ambassador in Mexico -

TELEGRAM Air I Ottawa, January 14, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

BILATERAL AIR AGREEMENT WITH MEXICO
Reference: Your Telegram No. 2 of Januarÿ 7th.,t .. .

In 1948;the Mexicans requested negotiations, but when we offered them a
draft, for an, agreement they did not reply.. We were not then sufficiently
interested to revive the matter.

2. Our enquiry of January 9th, 1950 was made at the request of Canadian
Pacific, Airlines.Their plans were tentative and they apparently decided not to
proceed with them at that time.

3. With this, you will have as much information as is available here. You will
note that at present we simply wish to explore the possibility of obtaining a
route from Vancouver to Mexico City and points beyond. We will not raise the
question of a route from Eastern Canada now but we might do so later on if
negotiations develop on a bilateral agreement. .
4. It might suit us best if, as a temporary arrangement, the Mexican

authorities agreed to permit a Canadian airline to fly a series of flights between
Vancouver, Mexico City and points beyond to test traffic potentialities. The
flights would be on a scheduled basis of one a week or less and would continue
for some months. They would help us`to decide whether a formal agreement is
l'kely to be worthwhile. Would you pleâse find •out what the chances are of
obtaining such an arrangement.`

5• If the Mexicans insist on having a formal agreement befoie granting any
traffic rights, we will probably wish to negotiate.
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L'âmbassadeur au Mexique _
. . ... ' . . • ..

:- - -----
•^i•^...,... ....^.^,.:el^rnc

Ambassador in Mexico'
au secr
:^.

xterna AJJairs

Mexico City, January 28, 1952
TELEGRAM Air 1
.,.^;
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BILATERAL AIR AGREEMENTWITH MEXICO ,

Reference: Your Telegram Air No. 1 of January 14th.
States,As Mexican Minister of Communications absent in United

delegated Blanchette" to call on Director, General of Civil Aviation concerning

your proposal. . , .._ -, '

2. Much to our surprise the Director General agreed in principle to
scheduled, repeat scheduled, flight between VancoUiver and Mexico City for
designated Canadian air lines to explore traffic possibilties and gave verbal
assurance of. Mexican readiness to negotiate Civil Air Agreement if necessary.
He promised to confirm these statements in writing after consultation with his

Minister.
3. Director General asked what "points . beyond" were concerned in our

request but did not press the matter. He àdded he 'did ', not think traffic

possibilities would be great between Mexico City and Vancouver. For your
information he also told Blanchette that Mexican Government. would approach
United States Government with a view to re-negotiating current Civil Air

Agreement. . , °

_ . o
f

A

•t .,.::•:•.=et .t à ers, wrQGRAARNTWITII MEXICO

É4^;• • .. . • , ; _ ^ :.^ .

s i . . ^ ^ .., s ;. .CONFIDENTIAL

DESPATCN No.'E-92 ' • ' ' Ottawa, March 20,
É: :{ . . I952

to Ambassador in Mexico^ . .. ._ .

âuthorities 'and ask them it they would be,wllltng tu "%' %'y

1,, We bave now; recelved authortty to proce
air agreement with Mexico. Enelosed are'th'ree copies of a draft for such an
agreement.' Iwould be grateful if you would send two copies to sha basi ican

for
• , , t it a

ed with negotlatlon of a 1 a
Reference: Your Air Telegrâm No. 1 of January 28th, 1952. •

un teral

'Arthur Blanchette, lnformation Officer and Vicx Consul, Embassy ^n e •^A hur Blanchette, agent dinformation et vice-consul de l'ambassade au Mexique.
• M xico

DEA/72-ACU-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux AJJaires'extérieures
à l'ambassadeur au Mexique'

Secretary of Staxte fôr External AJJairs
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negotiation. You might say that we would be glad to consider any changes they
may wish to see made in it. '
2: You will note. from the terms of our draft that the actual rights to be

exchanged will depend on what routes are laid down in the schedule to the
Agreement: 4f the Mexican authorities can accept the general form of the
draft, our further negotiations with them will be concerned mainly -with the
question of route designation. Though we are not yet entirely clear on what we
will ask for, you may inform them as a preliminary indication that we are
primarily interested in a route from Vancouver to Mexico City with onward
rights to Peru and Brazil. If Canadian Pacific Airlines, are authorized to
operate over such a route, they could probably begin services in 1953. We will
not be interested in an intermediate stop in the United States.
3. Further, we might wish to exchange rights on a route from Eastern

Canada to Mexico City. On the Canadian side, such a route would probably be
operated from Montreal or-Toronto by Trans-Canada Airlines as an extension
of one of their present Caribbean routes. Again, we would not be interested in
intermediate rights in the'United States.
4. We would be glad to hear of anything you may learn about what rights the

Mexican authorities would be likely to ask for in exchange.

H.O. MORAN
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

527.
DEA/72-AKS-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
_; à l anibassadeur au ltfexique

Assistant Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs
Io Anibassador in Mexico

Dear Mr. Hébert,

Ottawa, April 19, 1952
1

The President of Trans-Canada Airlines, Mr. Gordon MacGregor, has
reported to me a'convcrsation which he had on April 9, with a representative of
Aeroviâs Guest, S.A., and whose name he understood to be Montero. The story
told by Montero is that recently a Dutch delegation headed by Prince Bernhard
and including representatives of KLM16 called upon the President of Mexico
and asked for Mexican traffic rights for two distinct KLM services: the one
Wween = Mexico City and Caracas 'and other between Canada and - Mexico
City+ Monterey (the Monterey stop being introduced for, operational
reasons, due to the elevation of Mexico City).

2 ÂAccording'to Montero, the Dutch'delegation told the President of Mexico
thât' Canada was not only agreeable to, but enthusiastic over the 'prospect of

pnCKLM operating between Canada and Mexico City.

"Royal Dutch Airlina. 5
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3.' It is understood that the President turned down the Caracas-Mexico City

application but, because of the unlikelihoodofethe reputedly favoturable
Canada. in the foreseeable future and view P
attitude of Canada toward. the - application, • the. President, told the Dutch

delegation ,that he,.would approve the Canada-Monterey-Mexico City

application.
.4. Y ou should know that KLM has. made no approach tous on this matter
and consequently there has been no reason for the Canadian authorities to
consider or express an opinion on the Canadian attitude. It would be helpful if,
on some appropriate occasion, you could mention to the Mexican authorities
that you had heard something of the 'representations made by KLM and point
out that this question has never been considered in Canada nor were we aware
that such an approach to the Mexican, Government would be made by the
Dutch. It would be quite inadvisable to mention the source of our information.
In,fact, I think you should take theline that this. information had çome to us
indirectly and that while there may be no foundation.for it, you nevertheless
felt that the Mexican authorities should know ^ that Canada was not even
considering let alone supporting the KLM application.

528.
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Yours sincerely,`
H.O. MORAN

DEA/72-ACU-40

L'ambassadeur au Mexique
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

^Ambassador in Mexico °
to Secretary ojState for Externcrl Affairs

TELEGRAM Air4
Mexico Citÿ, April 22,1952

enough influence in govcrnment circlestto block t e rcqu
comPctition to its existing quasi monopoly on traffic south and east out of•
Mexico.

Despatch follows as soon as formal reply received.

the: exican Government, would certainly ^ not gran r g. •
,American, through the Mcxican officer of its Mexican subsidiary, has powerful

h est for trafrc rights in.•

agree to rntermcdiate nghts hcre., u, r to
hts}66 Think Pan• ' ' ` Abo t the roposed TCA route

out of :Vancouver. he said that, the, Mexican Governmcn he said that

soonest. However.his Initial reaction to t e proposa
Upon° learning that Lima and Rio.wcre the ultimate destination of the flights

• ' " t would "probably not

c}^^The àDirector Genera promis • h 1 was completely negatlve..... •

in ,the aforesaid despatc . , ,;;. ^. . . _„^ ^ , If . , &
• 1- ' ed to study-- both and to reply in writing

Blanchette saw. the Dircctor Gencral of Çivi v^a •^

with him your;draft agreement and aide memoire about the proposal contained
h It . . . .

° # , ` `' ' ^ . •1 A t on th^s morn^ng anI "I
BILATERAL AIR AGREEMENT WITH MEXICO

Reference:Your despatch No. E92 of March 20th., d left. ^ . ^ .
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If we heàr further about this, I shall write again.^.. ^; ; .

.L'ambassadeur au Mexique _
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Mexico,
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Mexico City, Apri129, 1952

Dear Mr. Moran:

Your letter of April 19th has been read here with considerable interest and
no little surprise. You have perhaps seen by now my despatch No. 151 of April
16th about the concession recently ' granted to KLM by the Mexican
Government," as well as my telegram No. 4 of April 21 st about our own
negotiations. Since the views expressed in my despatch may have in turn come
as a surprise to you, the following background may be of interest to you..

When Blanchette called on Martin Perez, Director General of Civil
Aviation here; he brought up the question of KLM's recent concession during
the discussion of our own proposals. Martin Perez told him that at first KLM's
negotiators asked for permission to fly from Amsterdam to Mexico City via
Bermuda. Later, presumably because Mexico would not agree to a Caribbean
to Mexico line, in competition with CMA,2' Montreal was proposed as an
intermediate point., Martin Perez had at the time assumed that KLM had
obtained the Canadian Government's concurrence and had not questioned the
Dutch about this. He then went on to ask what the Canadian Government had
secured from the Dutch Government in exchange and whether KLM had in
effect approached the Canadian Government at all. As the Embassy had not
been informed of any negotiations between KLM and the Canadian
Government, Blanchette replied frankly that he did not know.

A few days before Blanchette's call on Martin Perez, we had been told by
the Dutch Minister here that KLM had insisted on a 'stop in Montreal with
fifth freedom rights there in order to make the new concession pay. As we had
no reason at the time to doubt the truth of his statements, I quoted them in my
despatch under reference.

The Dutch are still negotiating an air agreement with the Mexicans. What
happened, I gather, was that the schedule. to the agreement was approved
before the agreement itself. What will happen nôw,` I do not know. However, as
Martin` Perez had asked specific questions about the alleged - KLM stop in
Mont^éal,' I felt that Blanchette might bring ` the substance of the last
Paragraph of your letter to his attention. He has already done so without, of
course, revealing the source of his information.

Yours sincerely,
` C.P. HÉBERT
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,Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

: .- à l'ambassadeur. au Mex ique

Secretary of State for-External Affairs
` to Ambassador in Mexico .. °

TELEGRAM Air 2 -

CONFIDENTIAL

Ottawa, June 14, 1952

AIR AGREEMENT WITH MEXICO

Reference: Your Air Telegram No. 4 of April 22nd, 1952.

+, We would be glad if you would try to get a definite answer soon on whether

the form of - our draft agreement is acceptable to the Mexicans and
Mexico

they will entertain granting Fifth Freedom rights for CPAL between

City and Lima and Rio de Janeiro. I•,:

2. For y
our own information, if they are. unwilling to grant Fifth Freed

rights, we will probably be prepared . to settle for traffic, rights betwe en

Vancouver and Mexico City only (Third and Fourth , Freedoms) with the righte
to route flights onward to Lima and Rio. However,

The first step will be tooôbtapnsathis unless they refuse Fifth Freedom rights .
definite reply on the form of our draft and, if possible, their agreement to Fifth

Freedom rights.

531.
DEAC12-ACU-40

'au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures ' '

Ambâssador in Mexico
tô Secretary of Stâte jor Extérnal Ajfairs

Lambassadeur au Mexique

TELEGRAM 40
r

CONFIDENTIAL

J1, ..: ..
Mexico City, June 16, 1952

+ . •

81LATERAL AIR AGREEMENT WITH MEXICO

Reference: My'air t̀elegrâm No. 4 of.22nd ARril.' ',.. on Director
^-; Following i for ^ Moran, . Begins: • Lâst week Blanchette called

He was on the occasion
General of . Civil Aviation to discuss drâft agreement.

McGregor; and Budd of ethe Canadian Pacific who were
accompanicd by Main,
seeking Mexican views about Fifth Freedom Rights South to Lima.. ram,

2.-%.Apparently complete change of ÿpolicy, has occurred , sin^c,^e'ïhlast
Cana and

Mexicans now seem willing both to accept the 'air *agreemnt
City

to, grant Fifth Freedom Rights ' to' Canadian Pacifie South of Mexico
,. :
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provided, ^ however, that in reciprocity Canadian Government will agree to
Mexican concessions from Mexico ;,City ; to, Montreal through either New
Orleans-or Miami and New York with Fifth Freedom Rights at each
intermediate point on route.

,3. ' Director General hinted to Blanchette that United States authorities might
not be averse to Fifth Freedom Rights at either New Orleans or Miami and
New York if Mexicans prepared to allow Eastern, Trans World and United to
come into Mexico City.
4. He also said Montreal would be terminal point for the time being but that

North Atlantic extension might eventually be sought. He told McGregor
privately that ; no extension out' of Montreal would ever be requested.
Blanchette hopes to clarify this contradiction during forthcoming interviews.
-5. Designation of Mexican operators would be neither Guest or CMA but a
new "government owned and operated" air line now being formed. Suspect this
line may merely be another PAA agency in Mexico or CMA in disguise.
6.' Mexican ' comments - on 'draft agreement now before President of the

Republic for approval. Blanchette will see Director General about this later
this week. Will report developments. In the meantime McGregor hopes call on
you towards the end of the week. Ends.

532.. : DEA/72-AKS-40
Note du Président de la Commission des transports aériens

pour le ministre des Transports
1tlemorandum front Chairman, Air Transport Board,'

1 11 j. ; to Minister of Transport

Ottawa, June 27, 1952

The Netherlands Ambassador together with a representative of KLM of the
Netherlands Civil Aviation Department called,upon Mr. Moran this morning
to raise the question of 5th Freedom rights for KLM between Montreal and
Mexico City and at that- time submitted the attached memorandum.' I was
present at the discussions.

Basically the Dutch proposal was to substitute a Montreal-Mexico-Caracao
route for their present Mont rcal-Mcxico-Cuba route with 5th Freedom rights
which they presently do not have being available between Montreal and
Mexico City, A formal reply to the memorandum will be required.

The Netherlands arguments arc covered in the memorandum and need not
be repeated although a suggestion was made that because of the fact that we
Were cônsidering a Mexican route for TCA in the indefinite future we mightgrant KLM temporary rights until a Canadian airline was éstablished, the
situation to be reviewed when TCA started service. -

tt .. 4 ; t

J;j ,t
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The ïNetherlands, représentatives claiin'that the" ^ Mexican -government was
anxious` to 'have these traffic nghts granted to KLM. Since our ^understanding
here was to the contrary, Mr: Moran suggested that they might wish to obtain
confirmation of this from the Mexican authorities directly to Canada; and after
the meeting indicated that he would check*on this point through the Canadian
Ambassador : as - well since . KLM • would undoubtely. put i it up to them that
Canada 'wished:Mexico to support KLM in.this; and the Canadian Ambassa-
dor should be warned to inform the Mexican authorities 'that we were not

behind the KLM request.
•.( 'My'own opinion is.that in view of the negotiations presently underway with

WeMexico it would be unwise to grant the Netherlands request at this time. If
fail to achieve a bilateral with Mexico and there is no possibilty of a Canadian
airline operating, the KLM request would have to be considered in the light of
those .circumstances. If, on the other hand, we 'do, get authority -for a service
from Montreal to Mexico we should not prejudice that service by granting
rights to KLM. Much too would depend on how, soon TCA would find itself in
a position to operate this route.
.,-,The route is worthy of serious consideration. ' Traffc from Canada to
Mexico is going mostly by U.S. airlines out,of . New, York or Chicago at
present. TCA is presently giving consideration to this route I understand.

It is my recommendation that the answer should be that we can not see our
way clear to grant this request for the present even on a temporary basis until
our negotiations with Mexico have advanced. and we see what is likely to
emerge in the way of Canadian or Mexican operations between the two

countries.
J.R. BALDWIN

DEA/72-ACU-40
533. 70
•^ t?' i Le secrétaire d'État aux Affatrés extérieures.

4^ = à 1'6mbassadéur"'au 11lextqûe"`"
'Seeretary of State for External Afjal/S

to Ambassador In Mexico
' , . ,s ..

Ottawa, July 3, 19 5211 DESpnTCti V. E•224 . , , y t A I I .. .

CONFIDENTIAL

BILATERAL AIR AGREEMENT WITH MEXICO

Referencx: Your Telegram No . 40 of June,l6th, 19520,
.tf,W é .were pleased to learn that the Mexican Government may be willing to

consider. granting Fifth ; Freedom traffic, rights and is interested in an eastern
route to MontreaL Since Trans-Canada. Airlines ` is also interested in such a

route; we would be glad to extend the scope of the negotiations to cover it.

2. It now appears that Canadian Pacifie Airlines may be able to obtain
temporary permits to operate to Lima, Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo,

pending
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the negotiation of agreements with Peru and Brazil. However, they feel that, as
far as Mexico is concerned, an agreement should be concluded before services
are commenced.-In addition„we have,in mind that the forthcoming elections in
Mexico and . possible resulting political-.changes -, could cause delay if an
agreement is not reached soon., For .these reasons, we would be glad if you
would carry the negotiations forward as quickly as possible.
3. Our proposals for a route pattern which you may put before the Mexican

authorities are contained in the enclosed paper.' They provide for,two routes; a
Western route which would be-identical for the carriers in both countries; and
Eastern routes on which there would be an exchange of rights which are
reasonably reciprocal.
4. Concerning the No. I Canadian route (Vancouver to Mexico City) we

would like you to explore the Mexican reaction to our tentative inclusion of an
intermediate traffic stop , in the United States. The enclosed paper lists two
alternative ways of providing for such a stop. The first is to name San
Francisco specifically, the ,second and less preferable is to leave the question
open by using the formula "points in the United States to be mutually
agreed -." This proposal for - a traffic stop in the United States is new.- In
explanation,. you, might say that ' while. CPAL have no plans at present for
exercising traffic rights in the United States on the Vancouver-Mexico City
route, we think that both CPAL and whatever Mexican carrier is designated
might in future find such ^ a provision" useful. We would prefer that it be
included if the Mexican authorities do not object, but if they do, we would be
willing to drop the proposal..
;: 5.• Concerning the No. 2 , Canadian : route, please explain that Tampa-St.
Petersburg constitutes one stop, at an airport which serves both cities.
6. The 'No. I Mexican route is identical with the No. I Canadian route and

should not . create f difficulties. Please ascertain whether the Mexican
Government will in fact want this route to be included for their carrier.

7. Our proposals for the' No. 2 Mexican route will require some explanation
since they do not include all the concessions which the Mexican authorities
mentioned and -which you listed in paragraph 2 of your Telegram No. 40.
Concerning them, you might ^ say . that we arc interested in maintaining the
principle of equal treatment in intergovernmental exchanges involving Fifth
Freedom rights. In our view,,it would not be a fair exchange if Mexico were to
obtain intermediate stops at all of Miami,'New. Orleans and New York while
Canada was seeking and getting only one such stop, presumably at Tampa-St.
Petersburg. We would have no objection to a Mexican stop at either Miami or
New' Orleans, but at this stage would prefer not to commit ourselves
concerning New .York because of the difficult precedent this would create for
us in dealing . with numerous requests from European airlines for - similar
privjle8es. , We - think that ; the Mexican authorities will appreciate thedifficulties

we face, in this respect. -For your own information, we doubt,whetherthe Mexicân Government , could obtain traffic rights at Miami fromthe,.United States Government, and on this account think that it would be more
practicable to name New Orleans.
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8. In any event, it 'seems undesirâbleto designate a number of intermediate
points in the United 'States at a time when it is by no means clear whether the
consent '^ of the- United States' Government can be obtained. Under these
circumstances, we would recommend the formula we have used in'the enclosed
paper for the future naming of additional intermediate stopping - points by

mutual agreement.
A' final' point about" the route pattern ' concerns Mexico City itself: We

understand that because of altitude'and climatic conditions, operational use of

the Mexican City ` airport may I not always1 bd'esirablee^a'an
ndais,

that
in fact uqu teMonterey as an, alternate or transit stop

general. Lacking more definite information, we are not clear whether this
should"be provided for specifically in the.bilateral agreement. We would be

glad if you would explore this point with the Mexican authorities with a view to
making' suitable provision : for the use of Monterey if this appears to be

necessary.
^ , : y ,• ^ . ; ; ; .

• 10. The information contained in your Telegram ^ No., 40 about a possible
Mexican operator" for the Canadian routes was interesting to us. We assume
thauthe Mexican Government is fully aware that in concluding bilateral 'air
agreements we adhere firmly to the principle that substantial ownership and
control of a designated airline must be vested in the country of its nationality.

11. Thank you 'for the carefûl attention you' have Agiven , to this question. I
would be glad to have 'a brief report from you by• telegram after you have
discussed our proposals with the Mexican authorities; in particiilar, you might

let me know whether the prospects warrant an early visit to Mexico City by a
civil aviation official from Ottawa. The Air 7ransport Board have said that
they would be willing to arrange such a visit if it appears that this would assist
you to conclude the negotiations successfully: -._j

KLM REQUBST FO
E 1 Affairs informed the

t R TRAFFIGRIGHTS MONTREAL-MEXiCO C
, ., '? ,. 4 _

ITY

Memorandùm from Chairman, Air Tânsport Board,
to Minister of Transport . . ,. ^

,'^.iOnJuly 2nd the Under-Secretary of State for xterna
Netherlands; Ambassador that 'no decision could - be reached on the KLM
féquestrAuntil more definite information'was'available concerning projected
Canadian"operations to Mexico City and, the'present'negotiations with Mexico
in that regard; and that it was'impossible to'state how soon this situation would
be clarified.

,l

i

for Secretary of State
= for.ExteKnal Affairs

H.O. MORAN

DEA/72-ACU-40

Note du président de la Commiâsiôn dei transports aériens
q ; "pour le ministre des Transports
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' KLM répresentatives then put forward a modified request asking for fifth
freedom for KLM from Montreal to Mexico immediately on the understanding
that these traffic rights could be terminated at any time on three months notice
so that if a Canadian operation should be established Canada could withdraw
KLM's rights at that time if it so desired. In theory this offers some merits in
providing a direct air connection but in practice has the very serious danger of
the "foot in the door" idea since from experience we know how difficult it is to
withdraw anything once it has been established, even though provision has been
made for its withdrawal.

External however undertook that this modified proposal would be submitted
at Ministerial level to see whether it would be acceptable. My personal
recommendation is that it should not be granted at the present time and that
we should take the same line, i.e. that we want to carry forward our own
negotiations with Mexico."

It is interesting in this connection,that whereas negotiations with Mexico
appeared to have taken a, favourable turn a few weeks' ago and it was
understood at that time that the Mexicans definitely were interested in their
own airline operation to Montreal, we now have 'a communication from the
Mexican Ambassador supporting the KLM request, clear evidence as to some
confusion as to how far we are likely to get with Mexico and what their own
position is.

Eiternal has pointed out that it would be inadvisable to reject completely
the KLM request (preferring rather to hold it in abeyance) because of the fact
that direct air service from Montreal to Mexico would bé advantageous in view
of growing traffic and that if it is not possible to establish a Canadian
operation there might be a case for allowing this service in the public interest.
It is theoretically possible in this connection that if the Mexicans themselves
are not interested in a Mexican operation on the route,' they might ask
^permission to designate KLM as the Mexican operator on the route in return
for granting a route to Canada, ^ although there has been no suggestion of this
as yet.

Would you approve '
as above? y

the proposed further reply to the further KLM request

J.R. BALDWIN •

2`Note marginale :/Marginal note:
APProved by Minister. July 18/52 J.R. 8(aldwin)
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DEA/72-ACU-40
,535.. , .^:. i; . . ' . . , .; . . . ^ . , ...

L'ambassadeûrau Mexique
au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

r.^.
Ambâssador in Mexico

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Mexico City, July 10, 1952
' TELEGRAM 48
• . !, :.. ; :.
CONFIDENTIAL

CIVIL AIR AGREEMENT

Reference: Your despatch No. 224 of July 3rd.
Following for Moran, Begins: Director General Civil Aviation emphatically

told Blanchette this morning that under no circumstances will Mexico be
,willing to consider negotiating agreement based on proposal made in ,despatcr
. under reference. Negotiations must be restricted, he said.to proposal made last

- March and it must be that or nothing else. He added that no Canadian carriers
coming into Mexico from the east will be acceptable and that no intermediate
stops in United States on western route can be countenanced now. Apparently
P.A.L?', negotiations are breaking down on the same points owing to Mexican

intransigence. He stressed that if the Canadian Government is unwilling to
negotiate on original basis immediately it will be useless to try to do so after

,ïnid August owing to change; in administration. It occurs to us trying
sûbsequent administration could hardly be less amenable.

He also brought, up question of KLM fifth freedom rights Montreal
"emphasizing ^^that President is =keenly -interested therein and that if

request for Montreal refused he can ,^ not of airguarantee
ibetweenilCan da

,identical rights to CPAL here in the event o agreement
and Mexico on original basis. He answered however that CPAL could corne in
immediately, on provisional third and fourth,+freedom basis. Mexicans want
Canadian decision about KLM within next few days.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur au Mexique

Secretary ojState for ExtPrnal Ajfairs
to Ambassdor in Mexico

Following for Moran, Begins: Bal w^n as spo e • mentagreed that we should make one more effort to obtain a bilatcral agreex

A
d• h k n to Mr Chevrier who has

DEA/72-ACU-40

Ottawa, July 23, 1952

IR AGREEMENT WITH MEXICO

TELEGRAM 64
'
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before falling ba& on. a provisional arrangement' between CPAL and the
Mexican authorities.' ; ; .
2. Baldwin would be glad if you would use your own 'discretion in! trying to

find a mutually agreeable basis for an agreément."- He suggests that you -might
explore the possibility of listing only'the western route with some formula for'
later negotiation of additional routes. As an âltèrnative, if the Mexicans are
sticking on intermediate points for a Canadian carrier on the eastern route, we
might accept a route naming only Montreal and Mexico Citj with provision for
the later negotiation of intermediate points.
'3. As you know, it would not be easy for us to make â straight trade of an
eastern for a western route but if this is the only basis on which the Mexicans
will. negotiate' we will have to consider it. In that event, our decision would
probably be to let CPAL inake their own arrangements with the Mexicans.
'4: Mr. Chevrier has decided that we should reject for the present KLM's
request for rights at Montreal on'a temporary basis. KLM should probably be
kept out of the picture in talks with the Mexicans. However, we would be glad
to know if the Mexicans show a disposition to trade rights for Canadian
carriers in return forconcëssions by us to KLM.

537. DEA/72-ACU-40
'L 'ambassadeur au Mexique

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in Mexico

Io Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM Air 6Mexico City, July 23, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

;.; Following from Moran, Begins: Today I saw Martin Perez, Director of Civil
Aviation, and from our discussion it is clear that:

. I
+(a):There is nothing to delay signature of a bilateral civil aviation agreement
provided agreement can be reached on routes to be included in the schedule.
Our draft agreement has been examined and only minor drafting changes will
be suggested.
(b) Mexico will grant immediate traffic rights to CPA on a route Vancouver-

Mexico City and points beyond in return for rights for a Mexican carrier on a
route' .Mexico City, a point in the United States (perhaps New York) and
Montreal. There appears no possibility of traffic rights being rentcd to a
Canadian carrier on a Montrcal•Mexico City route.
(c) ' When told it was most improbable that Canadian Govérnment would

grant the rights at Montreal to a Mexican company and to KLM, Perez
withdrew Mexican request that Canada approve the KLM application.
SPonsorship of,KLM at this end stems from friendly relationship betweenPAresid •1611LAleman and Prince Bernhard.
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-2.; Perez explained that Mexican policy avoids competition on routes operated

by Mexican carriers. Normally, Mexico grants traffic rights to another country
only. in return for exclusive rights to a Mexican carrier on another route. For

example, , United States .were granted traffic rights San Fran cisco
Los Anheles, to

City in return for exclusive rights to Mexican carrier on rou te g.

Mexico City. Another example is exclusive rights to G^ô lal at o have
Mexico and, Florida -, route. I n, these circumstances, they expect

Montreal-Mexico City route reserved for Mexican carriers if they grant CPA

rights Vancouver to Mexico City.
3. I told Perez that acceptance of this proposal . would depend largely

TCA30
desire and intention regarding operations into Mexico. Considering that

TCA was anxious to commence Montreal-Mexico City service the
y a

would

Canadian Government not to accept an arrangement wh ich gave

company sole rights on route. Therefore, TCA intentions should be determined

immediately and a 'government policy decision made unless.TCA operations to

South America are to be held up indefinitely. • for
4. The Mexicans had obviously hoped to obtain in r3tu^e^o^n privileges

and
CPA, rights on Montreal-Mexico City route for both

KLM. I think it is realized now on officiâl level that this
authoritiessraise

and if, following consultation with the President, the Mexican
it again I suggest a firm stand by us will end the issue permanently.

5: If TCA is not to operate to Mexico City except under an agency

arrangement with Guest Airways for which Mexican G
in the Canadian

not needed then it would, in ^ my opinion, be much more
interest to have KLM than a Mexican company fly to a he r Montreal.

interest
seems to me that such an arrangement would also be ,̂ n its
because the Canadian'public is familiar with KLM and is more l ikely

been
services than a Mexican company whose reliability

established in our country:
6:' It 'would now seem" possible to tell the , Netherlands ' Ambassador that

regardless of whether TCA is to seek traffic rights Montreal MexicMo
cMexican

is ^ not possible' for us to deal with` the KLM application bec
Government 'does not wish' it5 to take priority over righ for a

riv Me
xican

at
company and Canadian Government would not likely grant traffic p

Montreal for two foreign carriers on this route.
J7

.#{f 3i.^ tt^/^i{I ..^ •. ^

°JDTrans Canada Airlines.
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538.

Note du ministre des Trânsports pour le Cabinet
Memorandum from Minister of Transport to Cabinet

PCO

SECRET [Ottawa,] August 5, 1952

CANADIAN PACIFIC AIR LINES; SERVICE TO LATIN AMERICA

The Cabinet recently decided that Canadian Pacific Air Lines would be the
designated Canadian carrier for operations generally within the Pacific area.
Canadian Pacific Air Lines has expressed the desire to initiate scheduled
service from,Vancouver to Mexico City to Lima, Peru and thence to Brazil.
The main purpose of the route is to develop a direct through connection
between the Orient, and particularly Japan, to these Latin American countries
where there are substantial centers of Oriental population and growing trade
and immigration movements with ' the Orient. To obtain the necessary
authôrizations from these countries designation of Canadian Pacific Air Lines
by thé -Canadian government for this route is necessary. It is rec,)mmended
therefore thât government approval be given to the" designation of CPA for
development of this, route providing satisfactory arrangements can be made
with* the countries concerned.

In thecase of Peru'and Brazil no difficulties are foreseen and it is expected
that these countries will grant provisional permits to CPA for ` the route
pending conclusion of formal bilateral agreements with Canada.

'in the case of Mexico, greater difficulties have arisen. It is apparent from
experience in Mexico that a foreign airline is not normally given a permit
unless it makes'use of the appropriate legal firm designated by the Mexican
government and pays a very high agreed : fee in this connection. Apparently
where'such direct arrangements are made' it is possible subsequently to get the
route'confirmed in â bilateral agreement but otherwise there is virtually no
prospect of a bilateral agreement. Howcver,' â provisional permit obtained on
this basis may be of questionable value unless subsequently confirmed by
bilateral agreement.

We have now been informed through CPA that without any prejudice to the
negotiation of a bilateral agreement and the routes to be included therein the
Mexican authorities would be prepared to grant a provisional permit to CPA
for-its route from Vancouver if in return the Canadian government would be
prepared`to inform the Mexican government that if desired, it would issue to a
Mexican,airline a similar provisional temporary permit for operation into
Montreal: ,. .

These routes would then subsequently have to be incorporated in a formal
bilateràl agreement in the negotiatiôn of which Canada'would have to raise the
qûestion of obtaining a^route for TCA from Montreal or Toronto to Mexico.
There=is 'no certainty that this can be obtained but it is not likely unless the
usual procedure of obtaining a provisional permit or payment of the "legal fee"
is followed. ;
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A f the government wishes to authorize CPA to develop the route described it
àppears that we should. accept, the, provisional.-permit exchange referred to
above and subsequently seek conclusion of a.bilateral agreement. The question
of what should' be done about a route for, TCÂ' in 'view of the procedures used

by Mexico is obviously,one for governmental consideration.

539.

Top SECRET

• •,.^ ^^ ,.. ' . :^ ,. ..^, '.

:Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

: . . [Ottawa,] August 6, 1952

it was expected that an agreement could be worked out since that country

as the Canadian carrier.. If^,Mexico,were granted: a; permit to ope

Mexico City, this might • prejudice,the likelihood of, T.C.A. later obta^ntreal

CANADIAN PACIFIC AIR LINES; SERVICETO LATIN AMERICA

.7. The Minister of Transport reported that Canadian Pacific - Air Lines

wanted to initiate scheduled service'. from Vancouver ,, to Mexico City and

.thence to Peru and Brazil. The main purpose of the route was to"develop direct
through connections between the Orient, , particularly Japan, and . the Latin

American countries. To obtain the necessary ; authorizations from . ^these

countries, designation . of Canadian Pacific Air Lines , by, the Canadian

government for the route was necessary.
It was thought that provisional permits for Canadian Pacific Air Lines could

be obtained without any difficulty from Peru and Brazil. In the case of Mex^âS

interestéd,in obtaining a Canadian permit for the Mexico City-Montreal route.
In view of the fact that it had been agreed'some time ago that C.P.A. should be
,the designated Canadian carrier for operations generally within the Pacific
area, it was recommended that approval be grven to, its' designation for the
development of, the proposed route, providing satisfactory arrangements could
be made"with the countries concerned. ;.,.

An explanatory note had been circulated.
(Minister's memorandum, August 5, 1 952; Cab. Doc. 232-52) ;.

that,
8.. The Acting. i Prime , Minister, thought, in view of.' the dec ision

generally, speaking, C.P.A. should be the designated Canadian carrier for
Pacific operations, there would, be no objectionto allowing the line to establish

,a, schedule'service . from , Vancouver, to, Mexico, to. Peru and even to Chile. He

-doubted, however, that it would be advisable to allow an extension to Brazil as

it was in the Atlantic area in which Trans-Canada Airlines had been accepted

. Môntreal as, a result, of the prôposed - C.P.A. service between Vancouver anda
, , from= Toronto orpermit to establish a. service, into Mexico City

,

_ ' . .
,,However, this did not, appear to be a serious objection.

9. The Secretary of State for External Affairs thought it wouldbe useful to

ôbtain T.C.A. views before designating C.P.A. for the proposed rou te .
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.10. Mr. Chevrier said if the Air, Transport ,Board. were informed that the

government had no objection in principle to C.P.A. being designated for .the
proposed new. route,the , Board. would. hold hearings at which the views of
T.C.A. could be ascertained and reported to Cabinet for a. final decision.

11. The Cabinet, after discussion, àgreed that; -,. , .
(a) the Air Transport Board be informed that the government had no

objection in* principle to Canadian: Pacific Air Lines being designated for the
development of a scheduled service from Vancouver.to Mexico City, Peru, and
Chile but not to Brazil; and,

(b), a final decision as to the designation of C.P.A. for the line be deferred
pending a report on the views of Trans-Canada Air Lines.

DEA/72-ACU-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur au Mexique

- Secretary ôf State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM Air 6

to Ambassador in Mexico
(,

Ottawa, September,9, 1952,.

Reference: Your Air No. 7, August 19" Air Agreement with'Mexico.,
'-','On August'6 last Cabinet accepted a recommendation from the Minister of
Transport that temporary rights be granted to ^ a Mexican Airline on a
Montreal-Mexico City -route in return for similar rights for C.P.A.L. on a
Vancouver-Mexico 'City route. Cabinet also approved the designation of
C.P.A.L. to operate services to Mexico, Peru and ^ Chile but not to Brazil.
Later,'in the discussions between Ministers, it was agreed that the reservation
on Brazil might be 'modified to permit C.P.A.L. to operate there, on the
condition - that,t in whatsoever arrangement is made with the Brazilian
Government, provision- would be made for T.C.A. to also operate to 1 that
country. Our Embassy.in Rio de Janeiro has been asked to find out whether. the
Brazilian Government will agree to such an arrangement.32
2.' The ' C. PA' .L. decision to delay for the'time' being the conclusion of- its

négotiations in Mexico City stems from this Cabinet decision. Obviously, the
company will not wish to complete its arrangements in Mexico until it is quite
sure what'rights it will be allowed to exercise at points further south.
3. If you think it would be useful you might let Perez know informally that as

things= now stand, we will "probably be willing to, grant' temporary rights at'ï# ,, :^^..:^•. • . .. .

CONFIDENTIAL ^

. _ , _ ^ . .

Î3'Non retrouvé./Not located.
#3,Aucûri progrès n'a été accompli en vu^ de la signature d'un accord sur les transports aériens

avec le Brésil. '
11, No progress was made in concluding a bilateral air agreement with Brazil.

If



rights at points in South America. }

Montreal ,for a Mèxican company in-return'for temporary rights for C.P.A.L.

at'Mexico City from Vancouver.However,'a final decision will not be taken on
this question until we have made further progress in our negotiations for traffic

DEA/72-ACU-40
.;r^:^_ ^:<^ . . , . •
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. . . ^. - , . 1 .. , • ^ ' '

Le seerétaire d'État aux Affaires eztérieures 1
à l'ambassadeur au Mexique

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Mexico

Ottawa, October 6, 1952
TELEGRAM Air 7

CONFIDENTIAL ;

provisional pcrm^t arrang . .. . ^ R., ; . ^ .. : :;
• ' 1 nication make any reference to

• • ' cmcnt
` lincs described it would obv!ously OC exccedmg y ^cu

later date. If,-howevcr, by_the Ume ..is y
able, to conclude a sàtisfactory, , reciprocal ; agreement, with, Mexico. along • the

• 1 d'ff It for us to continue the

be rcady, for such an operation.before 1954, ---% and quite; poss y
TCA rend to operate we have not been

ments for CPAL, prcjudice in any way. po
TCA as well. TCA is not in a position to operate to Mexico now and would not

'bi .,-.t until a

,3. ; Wh1le t e oreg g
communication, you may explain informally that.we cannot, in the arrange-

••' the ssibility,of obtaining a route for

S. f oin - should constitute the content o: you
negotiation in due course of a bIlatcra agre f, r official

AIR AGREEMENT WITH MEXICO

Reference: Our Air Telegram No. 6 of September 9; 1952.
to notify

1. After further consideration by Cabinet we have been authorized
the Mexican government officially as follows: ,i.

2. If the Mexican government issues a permit to Canadian Pacifie Air Lines
for service from Vancouver, the Canadian government would, if requested by

the Mexican government, be prepared to issue a provisional permit to a
Mexican airline to operate from Mexico to Montreal. This action will be taken
on the understanding (a) that subsequently. the two governments will proceed
to negotiate a bilateral air agreement in which these,• routes , would be
incorporated; (b) that the Canadian authorities wish to have included in this
bilateral agreement a• route for TCA from eastern Canada, (possibly from

Toronto) to Mexico and would be, prepared to offer to Mexico some
concessions in return, such as a route to western Canada if desired; and (c)
continuation of this provisional permit arrangement will.be contingent upon the

1 ement along these lines.

24. You . should not in :. Inc offica commuf- h M xican airline coming to

have not asked Mexico for any mterm ^a e
Canadian Pacific Airlines on its route from Vancouver. Moreover, the Mexican

Montreal since we cannot ma e any con.
• present time. While not opposed to considering the possibilty onitd Sta és, for

•'" '

we
t sto ' in the U

intermediate stops in the United States r t e e
• k mitment concerning such stops at the
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government has not been granted any traffic rights at,intermediate points in
United States territory by the United States government and the whole
question of a bilateral air agreement between Mexico and the United States is
up for discussion at present: It would be'meaningless ori our part to designate
specific intermediate stops in United States territory at the ` present time and
the matter could much better be dealt with at a later date when the situation as
regards traffic rights granted by the United States is somewhat clearer. This
matter of 'intermediate' stops should not be mentioned to the Mexican
authorities unless they raise it, but should they inquire you may answer them
informaUÿ along thé foregoing lines.
,t5. • We understand that CPAL will, be taking prompt action to obtain its
provisional; permit and, that either Mr. McConachis or Mr. McGregor of
CPAL will in all probability , go to Mexico City shortly, for this purpose.
Because of ,this we would be glad if you could convey the official message to
the Mexican authorities as soon as possible.
;, 6. ;We have been considering whether we should now press vigorously for
negotiation of the formal bilateral agreement or whether it would be better to
let this matter stand until the new government has taken office on December
,I st and take it up thereafter. We would welcome your comments and advice on
this point.

,t .. ;, . .

542. " - . DEA/72-ACU-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur au Mexique

Secretary of Statefor External Affairs
to Ambassador in Mexico

TELEGRAM 80

CONFIDENTIAL

Ottawa, October 9, 1952

AIR AGREEMENT WITH MEXICO

Reference: Our Air Telegram No. 7 of October 6, 1952.

To reflect the actual terms of the Cabinet decision, paragraph 2 sub-
paragraph (c) of our air telegram No. 7 should be amended to read as follows:
:``that should the Mexican Government be unwilling to agree to a route for
TCA from Eastern Canada, the arrangements with regard to the temporary
licences would have to be reconsidered."

;^.
. .
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=543.
'DEA/72-ACU-40

; '.(. ..
. . .: . ^. . . . . .

, ^ Le soûs-secrétaire'd'Etat aux Affaires exterieures
au résiden#dé la Commission des transp

orts aériéns;
,, P ... ,. . . .. , . .. -^.,^, ....^... :^.

Under-Secrétary of-State for. External Affairs
to Chairman, Air.rTransport Board

trâised, we could state as our price trafiïc rights for T
^Toronto or, Montreal to be embodied in ,a bilateral agreement. Then, if KLM
wanted the route badly enough, they would be,in the position of having to
persuade -the Mexican authorities to accept our terms. This suggestion is of

"course offered tentatively for your consideration. If events were to dcvclop
along the lines of our speculations, we would think it should be referred to the
ministers concerned before action is taken.

airline in return for a licence for.CPA resum y
our part to accept KLM in place of a Mexican airline,^ and if the question if

•. CA + t MexicO City from

Mexico City were t at ey #
• • L P -1,1 there is no obligation on

route could prove o some a va g • 1.
h th should offer rights at Montreal for a Mexican

-A. 'At the same time continued KLM interest in the Montreal-Mexico ^ty
f d nta e to us Our instructions to the Embassy in

anxious to complete any projected deals before the administration goes ou
existence on December I st. There is good evidence in the enclosed telegrams
that the administration itself is anxious for business and its - prices may come

down before it finally shuts up shop. Possibly KLM might try to buy up on a
"temporary" basis the rights which we have agreed to grant to a Mexican
carrier at Montreal.

3. One impression we have gained during the récent negotiations is t i^t^ef
TCA have any serious intentions of operating to Mexicar City it wou
dangerous to allow KLM to begin a Canada-Mexico service before we had
obtained all the rights needed by TCA in Mexico. KLM seems to be well
stocked with the sort of arguments which impress the official-mind in Mexico.
Should they be allowed to begin operating alone, they could make it extremely

difficult for TCA to come into competition with them.
C'

2. KLM may not yet be out of the picture and since they must by now have a
considerable investment in the present Mexican administratiôn; they ^ ma y

of

. ., . :...

for CPAL can he attributed to their in fluence.
, r - , , !-

4, respectrve y, an g
concerning Canadian Pacific Airlines negotiations in Mexico City t The permit
has been signed; CPAL have received what we hope, will prove to be value for
money; and the final, settlement seems not " to' have reflected the; suspected

^ machinations of KLM, unless the loss of rights between Mexico City and Lima,. , ..

1. Enclos are cop^e
d tele ram No 75 of November 7`1952, from Blanchette,

ed ' ' s 617 air telegrams No. 11 and No.` 12 of November 3 and

A.E. Kilt-
11'r-for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

, . . , . .

Ottawa, November 12,1952
1r

.
It

r .,i
.: i

7
f " . ,
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of transit rights at Auckland. A copy is attached. -
11

You may use, them as you wish in drafting your brief for Mr. McLean."
They refléct only my own views and there is nothing official about them.

Yours sincerely,

Ottawa, May 30, 1952

As you requested this morning, I have put down some notes on the uestion

, SECTION B

NOUVELLE-ZÉLANDE/NEW ZEALAND

La Direction économiqùe
à la Commission des transports aériens

^ -Economic Division

DEA/72-AHT-40

to Air Transport Board ,

Dear Smith [McDonald]: '

J.A. IRWIN

Note de la Direction économique

Memorandum by Economic Division

DEA/72-AHT-40

[Ottawa, May 30, 1952]

NOTES ON TRANSIT RIGHTS FOR CANADIAN PACIFIC AIRLINES
IN NEW ZEALAND

(1) In November, 1950, the New Zealand Government replied to our request
for stopover rights for CPAL at Auckland. They stated ' that they were willing
to grant transit rights only and on the basis of an exchange of notes.
(2) We replied that in our view we already had the right to fly in transit

through New Zealand because New Zealand and Canada were both parties to

^3A.D: McLean, Commission des transports aériens.
A.D. McLean, Air Transport Board.
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the Air Services Transit Agreement" Therefore, we were not willing to

exchange notes. . ? , , ï . ., . .

(3) The New Zealand authorities, while not accepting our position, decided

(a year later) to let CPAL exercise transit rights on a temporary basis wh ile

they studied the question.
(4) We now doubt + whether we can reasonably claim transit rights through

New Zealand on the basis of thé Air Services Transit Agreement. In fact, it
seems fairly clear that we can not.
,(5);Af we can be entirely certain on this point, it would seem best to tell the
New Zealand Government that we now feel that the Air Services Transit
Agreement does not cover the situation at Auckland and that we are ready. to
exchange notes. Unless the New Zealand authorities have changed their minds
about granting transit rights, that should liquidate , the problem. Concerning

the 'parallel _ problem : which has arisen . with the United Kingdom, ï such an

admission should not prejudice our.interests there if we are'boundto say the
same thing to the United Kingdom.

(6) However, if any doubt remains in our minds concerning the interpretation
of the Air Services Transit Agreement, we might tell the New Zealanders that
the question has arisen in similar. form With the United Kingdom authorities;
that we are about to discuss it with them and hope'that general enlightenment
will =result; that we would be gratified if Zealand

a we ucan carry thetemporary permission for transit rights until suc
question further and make some statement on the legal points involved.

(7) There seems to be - no advantage to opening up the bilateral agreement
with New Zealand. lf.we are sure that our'previous interpietation of the Air

Services Transit Agreement was wrong, the New Zealand suggestion for an
exchange of notes provides a quick and satisfactory. solution.; If, on the other
hand, we are not so sure, it would probably be best, for the time being, to avoid
doing anything definitive which might compromise our claim for rights under
the Air Services Transit Agreement:

.1.A.IRWIN

' cxord relatif au transit des services aériens internatibnaux faisait partie
de l'Acte final de la

NLa
1 Conférence internationale de l'aviation civile tenue à Chicago du 1^ novembre au 7 décembre

;1944. Selon cet Accord, chaque État Contractant accorde aux autres États Contractants, sous

. réserve de certaines conditions mentionnées dans l'Acxord ' 1) le privilège de traverser son

`. territoire sans atterrir et 2) le privilège d'atterrir pour des raisons Rnt utc^ dee^ÿâités,
° relativement aux services aériens internationaux rtguliers. Voir Canada,

1944,`n• 36. 4
The. international, Air Services Transit Agreement was part ,,
International

the Finc^^it7°194e

International Civil Aviation Conference held in Chicago, November 1 to Dec States,
According to the Agreement each Contracting State granted to the other Contracting
subject to specified conditions, (1) the privilege to fly across its territory without landing and

h ' -le e to land for non •trarrc purposa . in respect of scheduled international
(2)tepnv g
services. See Canada, Treaty Sntes,1944, No. 36.
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- . . ,_, ,. . I . . : ; DEA/72-AHT-40

'Le secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures '
au hâut-commissaire en Nouvelle-Zélande '

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in New Zealand

TELEGRAM 48 Ottawa, June 25, 1952. . • . t ^ . ^ '. . . ^ ,,, • .

CONFIDENTIAL `

TRANSIT RIGHTS FOR CPAL AT AUCKLAND

Mr. McLean of the Air Transport Board will wish to discuss this question
with you and with the New Zealand authorities when he reaches Wellington.
2. It has been decided here that we should accept the grant of transit rights

by an exchange 'of notes, and that thé New Zealand - draft given in your
Telegram No. 142 of November 14th, 1950, is acceptable: If the New Zealand
authorities are still willing, you might make the exchange as soon as convenient
after McLean has discussed the question with them.
3. "If any 'changes - in the draft are 'propôsed, please consult us before

proceeding. ^
4., Despatch follows.

DEA/72-AHT-40

Le haut-commissariat en Nouvelle-Zélande ,
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commission in New Zealand
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LETTER No. 384 Wellington, July 21, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

VISIT TO NEW ZEALAND OF CANADIAN CIVIL AVIATION OFFICIALS

Reference: Your telegram No. 48'of June 25, 1952.
I. For the purposes of the record it should be stated that the appearance of

senior officials from Canada at the 6th Meeting of the S.P.A.T.C." and then in
New Zealand has been a tonic for New Zealand-Canadian relations in, the
Sphere of civil aviation.' It is probably true to say that New Zealand civil
aviation officials have been distrustful of Canada's attempts to obtain special
rights in this country: It is also probably true to say now that the distrust has
'evapojat•ed as a result of the conversations held by Messrs. Robertson and
Scott with their opposite numbers and by Mr. McLean with the Minister of
Civil Aviation and the Secretary and Deputy-Secretary of his Air Department

, and with other leading figures in civil aviation here.

South Pacific Air Transport Council.
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C 2:: The improvement in the situation can be attributed to personalities,' but the
friendly interest shown by these men in New. Zealand's aviation problems has
been equally important ;Leaving" this aspect, hôwever, it.is to be recorded that
in the negotiations for "transit rights" and discussions about stop-over rights,
the Minister and Mr. Barrow showed themselves to be downright friendly and
co-operativeand most-willing to accept our points of view for "consideration"

tat the very'least.
3. In ôrder' to have some record of the conversation that Mr. ' McLeari had

with the Minister and Mr. Barrow, and ato
terlto Mr.nMa

with, an
cDonald ior Waolrecord of his views, Mr. McLean wrote

copies of which were sent forward with letter No. 370 of July 11, 1952.1 It was
hoped that the letter and the discussion would provide us with full information
on the New -Zealand attitude, towards stop-over rights.^ During the discussion,
incidentally, it became evident that there was some confusion in thought here:
Mr. MacDonald evidently thought that we were asking for fifth freedom rights
and on being reassured about this became quite receptive to the argument put
.forward for stop-over rights. Both the Minister-and Mr: Barrow showed alarm
about Pan:American World Airways especially, and other air lines generally, if
,the door to fifth freedom rights here were to be opened even a little. It is
pôssible that' they may have been partially disabused of the idea thât stop-over

rights would be the salesman's shoe. Unfortunately, during the, Minister"s
second conversation with Mr. McLean, it was made clear that stop-over rights
, could not be granted and Mr. McLean's hope about "revised thinking" in his

l' d This should be counted as a

who had not approved the New Zealand,note o ove ,.
)L6.:.The, Exchange of Notes has;been .further e 4y,- y

f N mber 14 1950 and saw

,
çonsultation with the Australian authorities. .'. ^;

d 1 d b the Legal Adviser,

t.. ..;amendment to ;paragraph 1(a)(i). Since thts' concerned t he es tg

dne ' âs the terminal point, it is probable that it, was put forward after

S..,The delay of a week- in getting fina agree ;
a uthorities is not fully; ünderstood but it may be the clue to the

New Zealand
' d ' nation of

telegram to Mr. Baldwin has not been rea ze
partial failure only; the chances of our getting these rights have improved,.,
beyond measure.

4 It is significant, I think;,that Mr. McLean obtained approval in principle
for an Exchange of Notes in a matter of minutes once he had noted as his own
judgement that C.P.A.L. aircraft were not divisible and. that- accordingly our
-legal argument,so far as he was concerned, was invalid. His suggestion that
"privileges" and "similar privileges" be substituted for "transit rights" seemed
to be based on the reality of the situation and followed the wording of the New
Zealand note of November 14, 1950, in which the sub-paragraphs begin "the

,.,privilege". It was readily accepted by Mr. Barrow. ,, ,

1 ment from the New Zealand

airiens.
A.S. Macdonald, Executive Director and Leg'sl Adviser, Air,Transport Board.

juridique de la Commission des transports^,AS. Macdonald, directeur exécutif ét conseiller' ^ Y ^ Y*
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objection to its- form. We have been assured. that no alteration' of substance is,
contemplated.

7. One final word seems necessary. At your request. the facilities of the
mission were made available to Messrs. McLean, Robertson and Scott during
their visit. When possible, the official vehicles were'at their service, although
we were hampered somewhat by their arrival on the July 1 weekend, normally
one of the busiest times of the year in the office.

8. Although the Acting High Commissioner gave a reception in their honour,
it should be noted that New Zealanders had their entertainment well in hand.
Mr. McLean was flown to Christchurch and back by National Airways
Corporation and was given a drive to Masterton to inspect 'an -aerial top
dressing service. He sat for an afternoon with the New Zealand Air Services
Licensing Authority^ and has 'lunched with Sir Leonard Isitt," Sir, Arthur
Nevill'g and the Chief of the Air Staff, et al. We could not have wished for a
better travelling ambâssador.

P.V. MCLANE
Acting High Commission

547. , DEA/72-AHT-40
. Le haut-commissaire en Nouvelle-Zélande ' ' '

au sous-sécrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures. .. r . , •
High Commission in New Zealand

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs. _ . . . . . ,
LETTER No. 424 . Wellington, August 7, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

RIGNTS FOR CANADIAN PACIFIC AIR LINES AT AUCKLAND
Reference: My telegram No. 65 of August 7, 1952."

I. It had been hoped that the exchange of notes'would take'place,before Mr'.
A.D. McLean left for Australia.
2. .In the event, New Zealand's acceptance of the drafting changes was

received only the day before his departure, and subsequently, the New Zealand
authorities discovered that they objected to the note of November . 14, 1950, as
ifwas to form.part of an international agreement. The re-draft, two copies of
which are attached, is the result of this. Since there were so many changes, it

37
Le vice-mâr&hal de l'air Sir Leonard Isitt. pr6sident du Conseil d'administration de la New
Zealand Airways Corporation et Tasman Empire Airways ; membre du conscil d'administra-

;;'tion de la British Commonwealth Pacifie Airlines Limited. ^ 11P
Air Vice Marshal Sir Leonard lsitt. Chairman of Directors, New Zealand Airways Corporation
and Tasman Empire Airways; Director, British Commonwealth Pacific Airlines Ltd.
"Lè vice-mâri:chal de I'air Sir Arthur Nevill, sous-directeur de l'Aviation civile de la Nouvelle-
ZElande ; membre de l'Office des licences de navigation aFrienne.
Air Vice Marshal Sir Arthur Nevill, Deputy -Director of Civil Aviation of New Zealand;
Member, Air Licensing Authority.

It
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was felt advisable not to proceed to the exchange without asking for a renewal

of authority.

from the territory of a third country, on. ,
Auckland, and destined for Sydney;

(b) in respect of the service from Auckland to Vancouver:I -i
• h rtin point;

.. .. . .
My dear High Commissioner, .

I refer to recent discussions in Wellington between representatives of the
Government of Canada and the New Zealand.. Air; authorities regarding a

modification of the provisions of the Agreement,dated 16 ACanada relating to
the Government of New Zealand and the Government o f

Air Transport.
The Government of New Zealand agrees that the said Agreement dated 16

August 1950 should be modified in the following way:

"1. 'The airline designated by the Government of Canada un der
trof
prov isions

New
of the Agreement dated 16 August 1950 between the Governmen
Zealand and the Government of Canada relating to Air Transport may
exercise, on the conditions specified below, the following privileges in addition
to those conferred by Section 2 of the Annex to the said Agreement:

(a) In respect of the service from Vancouver to Auckland:
.Sydney, the(i) the privilege to operate the service beyond Auckland to

western terminal point in Australia;
(ii) the privilege to carry through Auckland international traffic inond, or ing

passengers, mail and cargo coming from Canada or, poinWeen yVancou e^mand
the route bet

ALFRED RIVE

I PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Nouvelle rédaction de l'échange de notes r> ",

Redraft of Ezchânge of Nôtpes :
, . , . . . - . . . . . ^ .J. . .

Wellington, August, 1952
P M 110/2/27

.. ..a .i,. frnm Sydney as t e s a g

placé of destination). 11ckets, for trave ^
designated airline shall exclude stopover rights at Auckland.

interruption of the journey at a pomt twçe p
•• 1 ssued in such passengers by the

3. Passengers carricd through Aucklan In .a
paragraph 1 above shall,not be entitled to stopoVer at Auckland band the

• be n the lace of dep

^" - '^ d' ccordance with the pro

2. The airline designated by the Government of ana a y
discharge at Auckland international traffic in passengers,

mail or cargo

destined for or coming from Australia. visions of

or points yon ,
between Auckland and Vancouver.

C o ma not take on or

passengers, mail and cargo coming rom
I.- d or destined for.the territory.of a,third country on the route

:n (ü)} ethe .: prrvilege to„ carry • t ro g
f Australia and destined for Vancouver

,

•• h u h Auckland- international traff cin
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4. The airline designated by the Government of New, Zealand may exercise,
on the conditions specified above and in addition to the privileges conferred by
Section 1 of the Annex to the said Agreement, the privileges conferred by the
present modification on the airline designated by the Government of Canada.
5. It is understood that the application of the provisions of Sections 4, 5 and 7

of the Annex to the said Agreement to'the 'return 'service described in Sections
1 and 2 of the said Annex shall not be âffectèd by the provisions of the present
modification."

If the Government of Canada is agreeable to the foregoing modification of
the said Agreement of 16 August 1950, I suggest that this letter, and your
reply in similar terms, should be regarded as placing on record the agreement
of our two Governments.

548.

Secretary'ofStatefor External Affairs
to High Commissioner in New Zealand

DEA/72-AHT-40
, Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut-commissaire en Nouvelle-Zélande

TELEGRAM Air 10 Ottawa, August 26, 1952
s

CONFIDENTIAL

RIGHTS FOR CANADIAN PACIFIC AIRLINES AT AUCKLAND
Reference: Yoûr` letter No. 424 of August 7,' 1952. "

We can accept the New Zealand draft enclosed with your letter. Please
proceed with the Exchange of Notes.., ,j. .

549. 1
DEA/72-AHT-40

TELEGRAM 77,. ,, .

CONFIDENTIAL

Le haut-commissaire en Nouvelle-Zélande, -
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in New Zealand ^
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

, 1 . Wellington, September 30, 1952

CANADIAN PACIFIC AIRLINES '

Reference: Your telegram No. Air 10 of August 26th. :

Exchange of notes completed without publicity September 29th. Copies
follow by air.
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cturnask for in r •, H.O. MoRAN,

We'would be interested in knowing w a ng

States. If Cana lan .•
services could probably bcg^n in s1953.

• ' h t' hts the Peruvians are likely to

from Vancouver to Lima via e
lo or rha both; We will not require an intermediate stop in the

mte

Pau ^ Pe â• pacific Airlines are authorised to operate this route,

made in it. ' . 1 ^ , I I . - , r
Our draft follows â standard pattern.which we like towd^ b

ere
e listed in a3.

bilateral air agreements. The act ;i1be8 ârs ^^ determ n
exchanged

the routes to be
schedule to the agreement and wi g Y
laid down in the schedule. You will note that the part of the schedule dealing

. ^ ,- ., -. , .. . ,
with routes has been left blank.
4. If the Peruvians are willing to negotiate and can acc^e ^^^r

as a

basis, we will then take up with them th' Wl l^ask for,Tbut you can let them
have not yet definltely'settled on what

as a reliminary indication that we are primarily intersJâ éJaneiro or Saoknow
p' • ' M xico City and onward to Rio de

. . . . .,, . ;.. . .

BILATERAL AIR AGREEMENT WITH PERU

will recall that at the time of Mr. H.O. Moran s visit to Li âuthoritiesYou
January of this year, there was some d iscussion

P between Peru andair agreementon the possibility of concluding a bilateral
Canada. This followed on a proposal by Canâdian• Pacific, Airlines that they

institute air services between Vancouver and Latin -Ameriô°Sao rPaulo. hWe
would include Mexico City, Lima and Rio, de Janeiro would be in
understand that the Peruvians gave some. indication that they

favour of such an agreement.

, -2 : 1 would be glad if you would now make a formal propo
sal that

two copies of
be commenced. Three copies of a draft agreement are cnclosed,t

which you should forward t^ the draft as a basisr .
fors Please

negotiationask , and
them whether

let them
they are willing to accept t
know that we will be prepared to consider any changes they might like to see

l'ambassadeur au Perou
Le secrétaire d'Etat aux Afiaires ex e ,.

AVIATION CIVILE

. . , pÉRÔU/PERU
DEA/72-AGM-40

Secretary of Statë for External Affairs ;. :
to Ambassador in Peru

D^P - `: Ottawa, March 21, 1952
ATCH No. E-59 „ . ^

for Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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551.

TELEGRAM 19

DEA/72-AGM-40

àu'secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
L'ambassadeur au Pérou

to Secretary of Staté for External ^4ffairs

,. . ,! •,1 ^ I,
Ambassador in Peru

I

Lima, June 2, 1952

CIVIL AIR AGREEMENT

Following` for Moran,39 Begins: Minister of Civil Aviation told me verbally
his Ministry sees no objection whatever to anything we ask for [in the] bilateral
air agreement and that documents are ready for our signature as well as that of
the Minister for External Affairs of Peru who will be advised accordingly.

Please advise if I am to sign for the Canadian Government. Have advised
Main"' and McGregor" who are here. Ends.

552.

DESPATCH No. 136

DEA/72-AGM-40

,' L'ambassadeur au Pérou
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Peru
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Lima,'June 7, 1952

AIR AGREEMENT WITH PERU

. Reference: Our telegram No: 19 of June 2, 1952.
Two, officials of the Canadian Pacific Airlines, Mr. H.B. Main, General

Traffic Manager and Mr. F.' Maurice McGregor, Director of, Development,
arrived in Lima on May 31 and were joined by Mr. W. Budd, Traffic
.',Manager, on June 2. I met the two former gentlemen"at the airport and in
accordance with Mr. Moran's letter of May 12, arranged for them Aô discuss
aviation matters with Peruvian officials and representatives of airlines and
travel agencies operating' here. On June 3, a meeting was held with the
,Ministér of Aviation, H.E. Lt. Col. Mario Saona; the Director General of Civil
Aviation, Major General Flores Silva; the Legal Advisor of the Directorate of
Civil Aviation, Dr. Marchena Errol; and Mr. Gonzalo Pizarro, Director of the
Political and Diplomatic Division of the Peruvian Foreign Office. I, as well as
Mr. Dougan, attended this and subsequent meetings.

'^Note marginale VMarginal note:
Arnold [Heeney]: (H.O.) Moran said action could await your return. A.E.L.
C[annon) S/6 '

^4OH.B. Main, gérant général du trafic aErien, Canadian Pacific Airlines. .
H•B. Main, General Traffic Manager, Canadian Pacific Airlines.
F•M. McGregor, directeur du développement, Canadian Pacific Airlines.

"F•M: McGregor, Director of Development, Canadian Pacific Airlines.
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'.2."The officials of C.P.A. explained to the Minister of Aviation the desire'of
C.P.A. to inaugurate an air. service between Vancouver and Lima and onward
to Rio de Janeiro as soon . as possible...They mentioned that C.P.A. was not
certain at this time whether the route would be via Mexico or Cuba as it

wished to explore traffic , possibilities in both countries before arriving at a

definite decision. The Minister of Avlatlon, whoa'gave us
ateralaair oagreemelnt

reception, stated that pending the conclusion of
bétween Canada and Peru he thought it would be possible to grant C.P.A.
without delay a temporary operating 1 permit in order that it might survey
traffic possibilities. Such a permit would initially. be granted for a period of six
months but could be renewed up to a maximum period of two years.

'i 3. On June 4 a further meeting was held with the Director Genéra
taninlV

Aviation at his office in which the procedures and requirements for ob taining a

temporary - operating permit were discussed. - The LegalsV
u h the

Directorate of Civil Aviation later provided : the C.P.A. official, tho8

Embassy, with a draft form which C.P.A. should follow in making application.

±1 ; ^=attach , for your informaton a copy of this in Spanish
C.P.A 1i to

'translation .t Presumably if the Canadian Government
apply for a temporary license the latter . will ;' then deahl dirbeectnécessah yt to

y> Minister of Aviation. Before this is dône;
.
howéver,

wofficially advise the Peruvian authorities thât C.P.A. des ignated
equestba

the Canadian Government as the Canadian airline authoriz d to
temporary operating permit. ar

4. Further discussions were held on the afternoon of thë ' same day, after

luncheon which I gave in honour of the C.P.A. officials.,This luncheon was

high
Advisor; the

attended by the Director General of Civil Aviation and his Legal
of

Chinese Ambassador to Peru, H.E. Dr. Pao (Nationalist); t wo gh officials

the Peruvian: Foreign Office, I Mr. Pizarro, Director of the' Political and
Organisations

Di lomatic Division and Dr.' ,Letts Sanchez, Director of

International Co
can Office,

p 'nferences,• ,Mr. C.J. Tippett, Director South Ame

ICAO; Mr. E.A. 1ough, Manager of the Lima,Branch of the Roy ten ent of
Canada; Mr. Paul Lambright, Vice-President^aedÂ hernaManâger of Braniff

° the International Petroleum Company; Mr. Fo g
Airlines,in Peru;ând,Mr. Dougan, Second Secretary of the Embassy.

S. tYôu will . recall . that'in mÿ note. No . {32 addressed to the Min^f ^^1

Foreign Affairs; forwarded to you under cover of m éev ânc Government was
ë I asked; as , rçquested -by yoû, whcther., the .3,

P a
In a note dated June 5,interested in negotlating abilateral air agreement.

copy of which with English translation is attached,t the of Foreign
his

Affairs'states that he has been advlsed the- Min ister
immediately toward the

Department would be glad to begin co nversations

conclusion of such an agreement. You will note, however, that the Minister o
Foreign Affairs suggests that negotiations should be initiated directlydwÂgr the
Peruvian Permanent'- Commission , on International Conventions anou would
ments on Aviation. With regard to this, I should' be grateful

if
ân aviation

inform me if it is the intention of the Canadian Government to s
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expert from Canada! toi conduct the = nejotiations or if, I should approach' the
Commission in"order to'obtain the Peruvian proposals, if any, for transmittal to
you for your consideration. •

6. Apart from thè-'reply of the Minister 'of Foreign'Àffairs, - howevér, the
Minister of Aviation had previously informed me' orally of - Peru's interest in
concluding an agreement and also that he envisioned no difficulties from thè
Peruvian , side in negotiating such - an agreement. I was . also assured that
pending the signing of a bilateral agreement, the Peruvian Government would
readily extend a temporary operating permit to C.P.A.
7. I understand that Mr. McGregor will be in Ottawa in the near future and

will be calling upon Mr.' Moran and also Mr. Baldwin of the Air Transport
Board. Until I obtain specific instructions from you, therefore, I shall not enter
into, ; further official discussions concerning the granting of a temporary
operating permit with the Peruvian authorities.

• .. ÉMILE VAILLANCOURT ,

553. DEA/72-AGM-40
;t. " s . Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur au Pérou

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Peru

DESPATCH No. E-116 Ottawa, June 14, 1952

AIR AGREEMENT WITH PERU

Reference: Your Despatch No. 136 of June 7th, 1952.
Your Despatch No. 136 has been read with interest here and we were

pleased to see that the Peruvian authorities 'are willing to begin negotiations,
apparently on the basis of the draft agreement we presented to them.

2: The Air Transport Board has not contemplated sending an expert to Lima
to assist you with these negotiations, though I am sure they would be willing to
consider doing so if this should appear necessary at a later stage. In the
meantime, we would be grateful if you would carry the question forward with
the Peruvian authorities.

3. There are two steps which you might now take. The first is to obtain
definite' approval 1 from the Peruvian authorities for the text of our draft
agreement or, alternatively, to obtain their proposals for its amendment. We
would, of course, prefer that they accept our draft without major amendment
because it follows a pattern which has been developed over a period of years
and which, in our view, meets most satisfactorily the requirements of a
bilateral air agreement of the type we propose. However, we will certainly be
willing to consider any amendments the Peruvians may wish to put forward.
Î ^The second step is to submit to the Peruvian authorities a draft for Section

lf the schedule to the agreement describing the'route to be operated by the
Canadian airline. As you know, there are two questions about this route still to
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be decided on our side. We do not yet know. whether, ÇPAL,will wish to operate

to ±Lima via Mexico City or . via Havana, _' and whether ,, they willt wish to

terminate at Sao Paulo or Rio de Janeiro. However, if .the, Peruvians agree,
Section II çould be written to cover all the alternatives as follows:

"Routes to beoperated in both ,directions, by designated airline or airlines of
- ,$. - . ..

Canada'i
Point of Intermediate Points (any one : more of the following if;

: Departure : or more of the following if ;;, in Peru
desired

Destination :.: Points Beyond (Any one or

desired) . .

. Vancouver Mexico City and/or other ,,

: . _ ., - . . , for ecre ary
i[r f •^4 A ^ , '^ . ^ . . ' . ^ . . ,. . . _ , . . . . , . • •

,A^ S of State
agreeme .

- H O MoRAN. .> F t
nt '

would,be glad to see an equivalent route entere In rev
do not see their way clear to entering this field at the

éctiont I might takettheSectionsome reference to a Peruvian route be included,
following form:

"Routes
to be operated in both directions by • the designated airline or

airlines of the Government of Peru.

Point of Intermediate Points (any one Destination Points Beyond (Any one or

Departure or more of the following if in Canadian dmuo%o,the following if

desired) Territory

"_ Lima '. ' Points which may be agreed Vancouver or .. Points which may be agreed

by the two contracting parties other points by the two contracting par-

which may be tics."

agreed by the " , .
two contract-

. ing parties

6• We will try tô let you know in due course whether any Action is reqaa io

concerning a temporary permit for CPAL. In the
towards tthe ; conclusion oof the

learn what progress 'you are able..to make

points which may be agreed
by the two contracting parties

, _ . . . ,,.
Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo

.'and/or other points which
may be agreed by the two '
contracting parties."

5. ° AsTor Section I of the schedule which lays down the Perûvian route, we
d' erse or if the Peruvians

for External Affatrs

^ L'ambassadeur au Pérou
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

, , . ^. .
; Ambâssador in Peru ,- 1 1

to Seeretary of State for External AJfairs `,
fr ^ . . . . . . . ^ A ...,,,ef 22.1952

DESPATCH No.- 192 • L^^uW, • •••a-

^° , :. . _ .. •, t, , ^

AIR AGREEMENT ,WITH PERu

Referencx: Your Despatch No. E-116 of June 14,1952.
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On Augûst 20 = the Peruvian Directorate of Civil Aviation unofficially gave
us a copy of their draft proposals for a bilateral air agreement with Canada.
This draft has yet to be submitted for the consideration of the Legal Counsel of
the Peruvian Department of External Affairs, who, along with the Director of
Civil Aviation and the Legal, Coûnsel of that Directorate, is a member of the
Peruvian Permanent Commission on' International Conventions and' Agree-
ments on Aviation. Dr. Marchena, the Legal Counsel of the Directorate,
informed us that the Directorate would welcome our comments concerning
their proposals at our earliest convenience, if possible before the draft is
considered on the ministerial level.

2. The form of the Peruvian = draft follows exactly the Canadian draft
agreement submitted for. their. cônsideration. In substance it incorporates only
a few counter-proposals. Their draft,- which is in Spanish, has been checked
closely against the Canadian draft agreement and, in order to save time, only
the sections where the Canadian text has been amended, have been translated.
You will find the text of the appropriate sections, with English translations,
attached.t

3. I also attach a translation `of the proposed route schedules drawn up by the
Directorate.t Section I, governing the route to be operated by the designated
airline of the Government of Canada, follows substantially the form of route
designation that we requested. The only variation has been that, with respect to
the intérmediate points, Havana has been listed by name 'as an alternate to
Mexico City. This does not conform exactly with the route designation
suggested in paragraph 4 of your Despatch No. E-116 of June 14.
4. Section II of the schedule lists the route to be followed by the designated

airline of Peru. The form of route designation outlined in your despatch
mentioned above had been suggested, but apparently. it is. the Peruvian wish
that specific points be included in the agreement. Concerning this the Legal
Counsel of the Directorate informed us that, Peru had an air agreement with
the United States to operate an airline to Washington, D.C. and New York
City, points which, you will note, are listed in their proposed schedule.
5. I should be grateful to receive your comments regarding the Peruvian draft

proposals and the schedule of route designations at your earliest convenience,
in order, that I may inform the Directorate of Civil Aviation as to their
acceptability.

ÉMILE VAILLANCOURT



L'ambassadeur au Pérou }

y Statefor Externa

, ^ ^ ^F=.,àt ^^ . ^,•_,. ..

to Seeretar ôf l,Affairs
Ambassador

.
in Peru

AVIATION CIVILE

.DEA/72-AGM-40

au sécrétaire d'État âuziAffaires extérieures

Lima, September 5, 1952

BILATERALAIR AGREEMENT WITH PERU

Reference: Our Despatch No. 192 of August 22nd.

•^Director General of Civil Aviation pressing for repeciatePe oura comments
listed in , above mentioned despatch." Should 'appr your

..., •
regarding these at the earliest convenience.
^;, . . . .. .. ?

. . . . .

DEA/72-AGM-40
556.

Le seerétaire d'État aux Affairés extériéùres
. à l'ambassadeur au Perou

Secretary of State foj External Affairs
to Ambassador, in Peru

. ,

AIR AGREEMENT WITH PERU .

Reference: Your telegram No. 22 of September 5, 1952. and we hope
1. The Peruvian changes in our draft bl-

aThe Peruvian proposal relating
to let you have oûr comments at an early date
tô' route" descriptions in schedule also requires t further , discussion ,and this

question might be taken up with the Peruvian authorities Iqimed atelY Canadi
2. The Peruvian request for a'route•tô Moritreal in' return for means thatin

f c
difficultyl6r

give Peru aroute from Vancouver raises an issue of some
order to 'obtain , a route for , Canadlan Pac

TCA since any
route which enters directly into the '

ar Torontoaltô LatindAmerica would fall
southbound routes out of Montreal or lic We had hoped that
within the area marked out for TCA by government Po Y.
the Peruvian authorities would be interested in a reciprocal route hpWever^uthe
as a direct offset to a Canadian route from Vancouver. if,
Peruvian'authorities insist that they must have a route to Mon ^

in exchange
âlfor a route from Vancouver the matter will have to be referre

consideration here.
if Peru is insistent on a Montreal routeIn the circumstances

, it is desirable
i"sion in3.

to ai-certain whether the Peruvian authorities 1 would a T ro to to Peru as well•schedule of a simila ûCean^é Wouroue from
ldt of coutse^nbe qui te prepared in this case to

as the Vancouver ro
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add the Vancouver route for Peru as well. 'This would •preserve a balance as
between TCA and CPAL interests even though, - for % equipment and ' other
reasons, TCA' would be unlikely to operate an eastern route, at least for a
considerable time.
4. In addition, we note the Peruvian desire to designate intermediate points in

the United States in their route. We omitted the mention of intermediate U.S.
points in the Canadian route so as to avoid raising complications in the matter
of 5th Treedom rights in United States for either country and we strongly
prefer our formula by which the idea of intermediate points may be recognized
but the points left for specific designation by mutual agreement when the route
is to be operated. You should ascertain whether Peru insists on specific
designation of these intermediate points, particularly in the United States. If
they do, we will have to reconsider the description of our own route or routes
with a view to possible designation of intermediate U.S. points as well.

5. Please consult the Peruvian authorities with regard to these questions and
inform us of their views so that the matter may be submitted for government
decision here.

557: DEA/72-AGM-40
,:.I ' " Le chargé d'affaires 'au Pérou

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

'Chargé dAffaires in Peru
tô Secretary of State for External Affairs;.:.... . ,. . . • . .

DESPATCH No ., 225 Lima, October 2, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

BILATERAL AIR AGREEMENT WITH PERU

Reference: Your Airletter No. 2 of September 10, 1952.
On September 26, at the Ambassador's request, I called upon Major-

General Carlos Washburn Salas, who recently replaced Major-General Flores
Silva as Director-General of Civil Aviation. General Washburn, previous to his
new appointment, was Chief of Staff of the Peruvian Air Force.
2. I explained to him the difficulties 'raised by the proposed Peruvian route

designation and emphàsized it had been our hope that Peru would be interested
in a reciprocal route to Vancouver, or alternately, would agree to leave the
question of their route designation open for future settlement after the
conclusion of the agreement, along the lines of the proposals contained,in
paragraph 5 of your Despatch No. E-116 of June 14.

3. General Washburn, although he obviously was not familiar' with all aspects
of the negotiations to date, seemed to, be genuinely interested in these
proposals. He expressed the opinion that, in his view, it would be very difficult
for a`.Peruvian airline to'compete successfully with already-established airlines
en;^the Eastern route - Lima, via - intermediate points, to New, York and
^ÿô'nd to Montreal. I was left with the impression that he might be prepared



about October.l5. r .

to recommend reconsideration of the route previously proposed,by Peru. He
stated,-however, that he was not able ,to give a definite answer until he had had
an - opportunity .tô discuss the question with Dr. .Marchena, the Legal Counsel
of the Directorate, who is presently on vacation and is not expected back until

;558,
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3 . . .. .
, .. . t. . .: :1- . . . .. . .

DEA/72-AGM-40
. ., :^^. .

Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

à l'ambassadeur au Perou
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures,!

DESPATCH No. E-192

8you may pass the, information contalne Is

rat October 17,1952
l .'. ^. ^

Reference: Our Air No. 2, September 10, 1952.

1. Cabinet has approved the designation of Canadian Pacific Airlines to
operâte commercial air services between Vancouver and points in Mexico,

beeln,
Peru

and Brazil. An Order-in-Council PC.4245 of.October 9, 1952,
passed

authorizing the issue of a licence to CPAL to operate these services.
2. In paragraph 3 of your despatch No. 136 of June 7, you said that before

CPAL applies to the Peruvian Government for,témporary permit to operate to
Lima, we should officially notify'the Peruvian Gover instructed thié rdesignation of CPAL. We understand that CPAL have now

solicitor in Lima to make application for the the foe ôingrparagraph to the
• d

c r aires extérieuresau se ,^

,,: • ^ : ^ . . .

Peruvian authoritles.

to Ambassador in Peru, . r. ..,.. t.,

. . , ". : . . . .'

A1R AGREEMENT WITH PERU

• ïi 4a;,

- J.A . DOUGAN

. A.E. RITCHIE
for Seeretary of State
for External Affairs

i - .

DEA/72-AGM-40

L'âmbassadeûr au Pérou -é
étalre d'État âux Afj

, " .Ambassador in reru
= to Se 11eretary of Stâte for Externul Afjalrs

DESPATCH No. 259

BILÂTERAL AIR AGREEMENT WITH PERU

&ï. .. o w .^ „ ; s^„ .... ,.. .

Major-Gencral _ Carlos Was urn concernln8tions ` with' him and his lcgal ' adviser, ,
we had advanced in ^conversa . .+ ,.,

.^. ,r + _r. , i ;1, .a. ,^=ie.r _ , ... . i . -

On Octobcr 30, 1952, wro e .,
t•°• hb a1as - sûmmarizing thé main points Wh'^h

Refcrcnce: Our Despatch No., 225-of,October 2,1952:^^ ^, .. . . , ..
I a t to thé Director-Géneral of Civil Aviation,
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Peruvian route designation. Copies of this letter were sent to the Ministers of
Aviation and Foreign Affairs. .
2. In a reply dated November 10, 1952, an English translation of which is

attached,f the Director-General implied that Peru is prepared to either request
a reciprocal route to Vancouver, or to leave the question of, Peruvian route
designation open for future agreement., The matter is now before the Peruvian
Permanent Commission on Conventions, which should reach a decision at their
next meeting on Friday, the fourteenth of this month.',

3.. This is, a. definite step, forward and I hope that it will be possible to
conclude the' Air Agreement in the near future. Once the question of route
designation is settled, I assume that you will then be in a position to let me
have your comments concerning the Peruvian changes in the text of our Draft
Bilateral. I think it is very important that we present our counter proposals, if
any, as soon as possible, sô that no opportunity is provided for the negotiations
to lag.
4. When I am informed of the decision of the Permanent Commission on

Conventions, I shall let you know immediately by cable.
ÉMILE VAILLANCOURT

560. DEA/72-AGM-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aû Pérou

Secretary of State for External Affairs.
to Ambassador in Peru

DESPATCH No. E-217 Lima, December 2, 1952

BILATERAL AIR AGREEMENT WITH PERU

Reference: Your despatch No. 259 of November 13, 1952.
1.` In our air telegram No. 2 of September 10, 1952, we 'promised to let you

have as soon as possible our comments on the Peruvian amendments to the text
of our draft Agreement. The Air Transport Board have now completed their
study of the proposed amendments. For your information and use I quote their
comments in full. You will note that they are prepared to accept the Peruvian
amendments to two out of the four articles affected. As for the other two, they
recognize that * the Peruvian authorities have reasonable grounds for seeking
amendments and while not able to accept the proposals in full, they have
Provided redrafts which will clarify the Canadian intentions and which they
hope will meet thé Peruvian views.

Article' II (1) as amended (the Peruvian insertion being underlined) reads
as follows:
^,{ ^^ 4(1) Each contracting party grants to the other contracting party the

nghts specifed in this Agreement for the purpose of establishing the
commercial International air services to be operated by virtue of the said
Agreement on the routes specified in the appropriate section of the
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Schedule' f thereto (hereinafter called :" the `agreed services', and `the

specified routes').

^ Note: There is no objection to the Peruvlan amendment.

1.•^2_ Article II.(2):
inc Canadlan text rea s • •• d' nated_ . °

d as follows•
(2) Subjéctf to the provisions of th.ls Agreement, the alrllnes eslg
by each "contracting party shall enjoy, while operating an agreed service
on a specified route, the following privileges:

of the other contracting(a) to fly without landing across the terrltory

party; , . ,
(b) to make stops in the said territory for non-traffic*purpôses; and
(c) to make stops In.the said territory at the points specified for that
route in the Schedule to this Agreement for the purpose of putting
down and taking on international traffic in persons, goods and mails
coming from or destined for other points so specified.

"The Peruvian text reads as follows:
"(2) Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, the airlines designated
by each contracting party shall enjoy, while operating an agreed service
on a specified route, the following privileges:

(a) to fly without landing across the territory of the other contracting
party only in the case that while making,â, flight to the said territory

landing was not possible.
(b) to makeI stops in the ; said territory at the points specified for that
route in the Schedule to this Agreement for the purpose of putting
down and taking on international traffic in persons, goods and mails
coming from or destined for other points so speclfied. .

terntory wlthout landing., , e, eruv • , -
w^ll inerïted but It does not provlde foi-the case of over-flight when no trafhe

intention of ;(a) is certainly not ; clear ,because it, Is I 1
o rating an agreed 'service on 'a specified route' an airline can ^ ea setotbe
^• • • ^ P an amendment therefore, app

"Read - in con'unctlon with the opening paragrapconjunction
• ' Agin. cuit to see how `while

• • ' h of the Article,

Freedoms.:1 and ï 2 z s; .set ou Restatement of the

- likely to create confusion: the

Agreement to :which both Peru 'and ,. Canada are. Pa redundant: Taken outFreedoms in the bilateral, agreement, is unncecssary, and
ôf the ^ context of ^ the International. Air Services Transit Agreement they are

Peru. ^ . ;., • t ^. ^ . . ,,.F.

^,"(a) .. and (b) of the Canadlan text- are, as written, merely statements of

t in the International Air Services Transit

-.. 1 .. , , -- . • .
;.; "Reconslderatlon of Artlcle II( ) , ea
téxt is defective; should be redrafted and a new.text of the Article submitted to

• • 2 1 ds to the concluslotl that the a
"Note C nadian

..,_
ôffers. y , ♦̀ s
wj ï ^ 1 ^: . . .^^^ ^ ., . . _ r £', k 1 , i } ^ • ^ ._ • i ^^ e s
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-"As for sub-article (b), once again there is an apparent inconsistency with
the opening paragraph of the Article and in the Board's.view this paragraph
should be re-drafted to convey our real meaning. What we want is the right to
carry without the exercise of traffic rights, traffic to and from third countries
beyond, on flights operating on the agreed services. Me Board's present
opinion is that the text of the Canadian draft does not achieve the purpose
desired. It is suggested, therefore, the text be re-drafted as follows:

(2) Subject tothé provisions of this Agreement, the Airlines designated
by each contracting party shall enjoy, while operating an agreed service
on a specified route, the following privileges:

(a) to fly"without landing across the territory of the other contracting
party only in cases where, while making a flight to the said territory
landing is not possible or where there is no traffic to be set down or
taken up; and
(b) to make stops in the sâid territory at the points specified for that
route in the Schedule to this Agreement for the purpose of 'putting
down and taking on international traffic in persons, goods and mails
coming from or destined for other points so specified.
(c) On any flight which makes a stop at any of the said specified
points, to carry into and out of the said territory on the same flight,
international traffic not originating ^ in or destined for a point in the
said territory.

"3. Article 111 (1), (2) and (3)
The Canadian text reads as follows: ' .

(1) Each contracting party shall have the right to designate in writing to the
other contracting party one or more airlines for the purpose of operating the
agreed services on the specified routes.
(2) Each contracting party shall have the right by written notification to the

other;*contracting party to, withdraw the designation' of. an airline and to
substitute the designation of another airline.
(3) On receipt of the designation, the other contracting party shall, subject to

the provisions of paragraph (4) and (5) of this Article, without delay, grant to
the airline or airlines designated, the appropriate operating authorization.
.'The Peruvian text reads as follows:
(1) Each contracting party shall have the right to designate in writing to the

other contracting party one airline of its nationality that shall enjoy in the
territory of the other contracting party the right of operating the agreed
services on the routes established in this Agreement which are specified in the
attached Schedule.
(2) Each contracting party shall have the right by written notification to the

other contracting party to withdraw the designation of an airline and to
substitute the designation of another airline of its nationality.

(3) On receipt of the designation of one airline of one contracting party, the
other, contracting party shall, subject to the provisions of paragraph (4) and (5)
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operating authonzation: •

® ® m
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of 'this Article, without delay grant' tô'the airline designated the appropriate

'"The Canadian text rea s as o ,. f . . , .

"This Agreement and any Exchange#of Notes in accordance with Anâl 1C X 1
shall beregistered . by the Government of Canada with the Internatio nal

04 1 ^ ; . . A f llows•
4. Article

appropriate operating authonzation. .. .
. . . . .,. .^? -'^i4 ,. .

..Noté, ;. • . . ` ^ . ^
The change in (1) made by Peru limits the operation to one, airline of eac h

contracting party instead of permitting one or more airlines as provided in

Canadian text. This is not acceptable to -us because i of 'Ahe , necessity of

providing for an. entry by T.C.A. as, well as C.P.A.L: We could, however,

probably agree to one designated airline for each specified route, provided we
are not required to designate one airline to operate all routes allotted to
Canada, and the wording we have suggested below is designed to express this

viewpoint.
"The use of the words `of its nationality' suggested by, Peru is also not

acceptable. Article III (5) makes such a qualifying phrase unnecessary and the
words,themselves are open to the objection that they require definition. The
phrase is'also used in the Peruvian amendment to (2) and is objected to on the

. • • ' , '

,_; ; ^ ,

sameF grounds.
"The change by Peru of (3) is acceptable if our further amendment of (1) is

satisfactory to Peru, subject to substitution of the words `an airline' for the

Peruviân words 'one airline' in the first line.

,;"It is suggested that Article - III (2) remain as it appears in the Canadian

text and that (1) and (3) be re-drafted as follows:
with respect to each route established in this(1) Each contracting party,

Agreement which is specified in the Schedule thereto 'far. operation by an
airline of such contracting party, shall have the right to designate in writing to
the other contracting'party, one airline for the purpose of operating the agreed
service on the said route.

(3),tOn receipt of the designation of an airline of one,contracting party the

other contracting party, shall, subject to the, provisions of paragraphs (4) and
(5) { of this, Article, without delay,, grantP,to the airline 'designated the

Aviation Organization.,
Yil`"The Perüviân text rcâds as follows:^^. .

i"
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,° ""This Agreement and any Exchange of. Notes in accordance with Article XI
shall : be registered , by the , Governments ,, of, Canada and. Peru - with the
International Civil Aviation Organization.

"Note ,. . . . , . , _
There is no objection to the Peruvian amendment."

- A.E. RITCHIE
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

561. 'DEA/72-AGM-40
, : L'ambassadeur au Pérou

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in Peru

to Secretary of Statefor External Affairs

DESPATCH No. 283 Lima, December 29, 1952

BILATERAL AIR AGREEMENT WITH PERU

Reference: Your despatch No. E-217 of December 2, 1952.

I enclose a copy of a letter, with translation, from the Director General of
Civil Aviation of Peru, concerning the route designation proposed by Peru for
inclusion in -the draft bilateral air agreement.'

2. You will note that although Peru requests a reciprocal route from Lima to
Vancouver, it also wishes to make formal provision in the agreement for a
second route from Lima to Montreal or Toronto. This latter route would be
available to both Peru and Canada and the intermediate points 'would be
determined by future agleement when either of the participating countries
desires to commence operations on the route.

3. As I mentioned in my despatch No. 192 of August 22, 1952, Peru has an
air agreement with the United States to operate an airline to Washington, D.C.
and New York City. It is anxious to make provision, in the bilateral air
agreement with Canada, therefore, for the extension of the route to Montreal
or to Toronto. The actual ^operation of such a route, however, is still a matter of
future speculation. As you know, Peru does not possess an international airline
at the present time, nor, from the information which we have been able to
gather, does it appear that there is any possibility in the near future of the
formation of a Peruvian international airline which would meet the require-
ments outlined in Article III (5) of the draft agreement.
4. The comments and amendments contained in your despatch No. E-217 of
December 2, 1952, concerning the text of the proposed agreement, have been
discussed with Dr. Marchena, the Legal Counsel of the Directorate of Civil
Aviation. He thought that all of the proposals of the Air Transport Board
would be acceptable to Peru with the possible exception of paragraph (a) of
Article 11 (2). He was doubtful whether CORPAC, the Peruvian Government
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as possible.

agency: responsible for the operation , of Lima's principal airport, Limatambo,
wouldt agree to a Canadian aircraft on a~scheduled flight not landing in the
event that "there is no traffic to be set down or taken up." Presumably, the

question is one of the" collection of landing and other fees. The Peruvian
acceptance of the other changes proposed by the Air Transport Board in the
text of the agreement, however, should not be considered as final until we have
received written confirmation.

5. I should be grateful to reccive your comments concerning the proposed
Peruvian route'designations at your earliest convenience, as the Directora te of

''1 A' t' is anxious to obtain our comments as to their acceptance as soon

ÉMILE VAILLANCOURT
' . , : .•. _ . . .

562.
DEA/72•AGM•40

® m

- L'ambassadeur au Pérou
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador In Peru
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 4
-Lima;'January 27, 1953

. .;,
, , . . . , . . . . . - .

President of the Republic.

AIR AGREEMENT WITN PERU :

Interim flight permit Canadian Pacific Air Lines' signcd' j►cstcrday by the

,
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563. ' DEA/50121-B-40
Note du haut-commissariat du Royaume-Uni

Memorandum by High Commission of United Kingdom

,ToP SECRET Ottawa, December 31, 1951

COMMONWEALTH CONSULTATION^

In connection with the Koreâ'armistice talks, a very confidential approach
was made to the United Kingdom Government by the United 'States
Government, who asked, that, the discussions should ' be kept on a strictly
bilateral basis. The United Kingdom Government, while naturally very much
welcoming this approach, were anxious for their part that 'other Common-
wealth Governments outside Asia should have knowledge of it. The question
thus arose 'of how to reconcile the United States request for strictly bilateral
consultation with the United Kingdom desire' to keep in touch' with ' other
Commonwealth Governments on'the issues involved. At first it was feared that
some difficulty might be encountered on this score, but fortunately *oûr position
was readily understood by the United States and the issue was happily resolved
through the United States entering into direct consultation with Canada,
;Aüstralia; New Zealand and South Africa, as well as with ourselves. '

2. Nevertheless, it must be expected that the same kind of situation will arise
over, other matters from time to time in the future. Some thought has been
given`by the United Kingdom Government to the considerations which should
determine our'procedure in such circumstances, and it is felt that it would be
most ' helpful to exchange views now, in advance of the event, on the best
method of handling any problem of this kind which may arise. An analysis of
the considerations involved is contained in the annexure to, this memorandum,
and,. the` United Kingdom Government ' would very much appreciate any
comments on the suggestions put forward.

PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1

CONSULTATION
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[ANNEXE/ANNEX]

TOP SECRET r ^^.. `;,. Ottawa, December 31, 1951

1. It is the aim of the United Kingdom Government both,.,
.
i., ,:.

(a) to carry out our long establ

,

^shed
,
practice for the ' e

y
xchange of information

and'views with other Commonwealth Governments,` and,...

,(b) to encourage the United States to take us fully into their confidence.
2. It is hardly necessary to repeat . that' the United Kingdom Government

attach the highest importance ; to consultation with other Commonwealth
-Governments and intend to carry out their obligations to other Commonwealth
Governments to keep them fully and currently informed of developments on all

major issues. `•

3. There can also be no question about the great importance of encouraging
the United States to consult with us on all major issues fully and while their

ideas are taking - shape. All Commonwealth Governments wish to ' see the

development of the greatest possible measure of, mutual confidence between
members of the Commonwealth and the United States, and it must be a first
objective to do everything possible to buLild it,üp.An Korea, as we'all know, one
of the greatest dangers has always been that of the United States taking the bit

States were, we believe, actuated to a large extent by the consideration that in

between their teeth and going ahead without"consulting`any of their allies on
steps which'may have consequences affecting us.all.

,,,4.,These two objectives'.-, consultation with *other ; members. of the
Commonwealth and consultation with the United States -" are not incompat-

.ible, but it wôüld be wrong;to disgüise'from`ourselves that difficulties will arise
,on ôccasions. In asking for a purely bilateral exchange of views with the United
,Kingdom on the issue of 'a warning following ân armistice in Korea, the United

'.Ais= and in other similar cases they. could be seriously embarrassed if their
preliminary consultation with the United Kingdom led directly to âpproaches
being made:to them at'that eârly stage by representatives'of other members of
the Commonwealth. Tlie United States have, of course, thcir own obligatioccial

ttrespect`of 'other, forei n coùntries, (e.g., in„ relation to Kor'ea they have special
towards all countries'with forces in.Kôrea), and it is understandable

^thât ihcy'inay tfeel themselves in â diffculty tn opening the doôr to consulta-
^tiüns' witli` fve; Commonwealth Governments• while refraining from saying

in

in whi ^j16
y ; .k , = i 0 , , 11 C.tnes such as France. , 1,
g^1^ .n 1 „ . .

avo
..
id a

ulty '
anyttiing to foreign,coun ,

S^ pos itUnited States s in^gontµs^, to Gimpose
an embargo ôn or convey^ng information to other Com
ments or else withdraw their confidence from ourselves: At present there are
welcome signs that the United States are anx;ous to exchange

views with us

very fully at an early stage in their thinking. It is felt that
it is most desirable t• • • h causcwealth Governments will agree that m t e common

encourage this and that everything possible should therefore be done to meet
United States difficulties and susceptibilities.
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6. The problem would be greatly eased if,* when paiticularly delicate issues
are under preliminary discussion between ourselves and the United States (of,
which we shall certainly wish to keep other Commonwealth Governments
informed), other Commonwealth Governments could refrain from initiating,
direct énquiries or discussion on those particular issues with the United States
in the early stages. This is a position which the United Kingdom Government,
are very ready to accept for their part - namely that, if another Common-
wealth Government is in preliminary discussion direct-with the United States,:
the United. Kingdom Government, while kept informed, would themselves
refrain from opening up discussion on the subject with the United States until
they had received, an indication from either the United States or the other
Commonwealth Government concerned that the way was clear for such an,
extension of the discussion.

7.' In any bilateral discussions between the United States and ourselves we
would of course always be prepared, if so requested, to pass on to the United
States any views which another Commonwealth Government, might wish to
offer. But normally, no doubt, other Commonwealth Governments would
prefer to make their views known to the United States direct. The problem is
one of timing - as was exemplified in connection with the recent telegrams on
Korea: What is essential isthaf other. Commonwealth Governments should be
brought into direct consultation by the United States in such a way and at such
a stage in the discussions as to enable their views to be considered in time to
affect the final outcome. We would wish to help to secure this whenever the
United States comes to us first on a bilateral basis.

564. . , . DEA/50121-B-40
Note

Memorandunt

ToP SECRET [Ottawa,] January 15, 1952., . ^
COMMONWEALTH CONSULTATION

The Canadian Government attach the highest importance to the continua-
tion of>the present practice of. exchange of information and consultation
between' Commonwealth governments. The Canadian Government also attach
great, importance to' the exchange of information and consultation between
Commonwealth governments and the Government of the United States. In
these respects, the Canadian Government share the views stated in the United
Kingdom Government's memorandum of December 31, 1951.
° 2. The Canadian Government are fully in accord with the United Kingdom
Government in wishing to see development of the greatest possible measure of
mutual confidence between members of the Commonwealth and the United
States;, they agree upon the importance of encouraging the United States
Government to consult with Commonwealth governments at an early stage on
major issues. For this reason, the Canadian Government welcomed the recent
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exchanges between • London and Washington concerning the Korean. armistice

negotiations -; : : .,

.3.'
The Canàdian Government are conscious of the difficulty referred to in the

United
Kingdom Government's memorandum in relation to discussions

between a Commonwealth government and the Government of - the- United
States., For their part, the Canadian Government are anxious, too,- to avoid
situations in which the United States Governrrient will a rrive

uate a consulta-
importance to' Commonwealth governments without: eq prior

t:-The Canadian Government are also aware of the risk of the United Statestion'
arriving at agreement in such matters following

n p
rio

of su
consultat ion with one

lgreement to
Commonwealth governme nt and the

of the Commonwealth.secure the support of other governments

4.
There may be times when, particularly delicate issues 'being - underand the

preliminary discussion between one member of the Commonwealth
would

United States, an attempt to include other countries f ,om the beginning

be seriously embarrassing. The Canadian Governlead, the t
hat,

d States
situation, an effort to extend the discussions: might
Government to take a less forthcoming attitude on consultation; this would
have unfortunate effects for all Commonwealth governments .

5. These difficulties of consultation are • also present infnormal
lis sbe or indeed

The Canadian Government are doubtful : whether it
desirable to attempt-to -reduce to a precise formula

which
mattrs

govern the behaviour of Commonwealth, governments
Certainly, it would not be desirable or indeed possible wou ld b

Com monwealth
governments to tie their hands in such a way that they

precluded

from raising with the United States Government, at any time, any issue in

Commonwealth governments at an early stage on issues w

government having bilatera scu
States' would bear in mind the interests of other mntmbers toof the

consult mo her
wealth 'and, encourage the United States Gover h•ch concern them.

with the Government of the Umtcd tates. atura y,
• • 1 d• ssions with` the Government of the United

using such information or mentioning that ^t N
11 any Commonwealth

treat with entire confidence.hn orma ion
wealth government and, when specifically requested

h d been
so t

re^odo, d in discussions

which they had an important interest.
ared, now as in the past, to

6. The Canadian Government are, however, prepared,
• • f t' received from any other Common-

, ' ^• ,> ,. s ^ .
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20 partie/Part 2

RELATIONS ÉCONOMIQUES
ECONOMIC RELATIONS,

SECTION A

RÉUNION DES MINISTRES DES FINANCES DU COMMONWEALTH,
LONDRES, 15-21 JANVIER 1952

MEETING OF COMMONWEALTH FINANCE MINISTERS,
LONDON, JANUARY 15-21, 1952
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565. ; DEA/8508-40
Extrait du procés-verbal de la réunion des chefs de direction

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Heads ofDivision

RESTRICTED
1: _ , , Ottawa, Janu; ry 2, 1952

COMMONWEALTH

Commonwealth Finance Ministers' Meeting
10. Wiss llteagher.' A meeting of Commonwealth Finance Ministers is to be

held in London beginning on January 15th. Mr. Abbott will attend and will be
accompanied by: `

Mr. Deutsch and Mr.'[Douglas] Fullerton (Department of Finance)
Mr. [W,F,] Bull (Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce)
Mr. [L.D.] Wilgress and Mr. [A.E.] Ritchie (Canada House)

566.'
DEA/8508-40

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion des chefs de direction
Extract froni Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Division,

SECRE'
Ottawa, January 14, 1952

THE COMMONWEALTH

^ nce o icta as ave now completed their
preliminary discussions and have prepared a report for Ministers. This report
notes`thit° if the loss of gold reserves continues at the rate implied by the

,
^^B* Margaret Meagher. Direction économique, ministère des Affaires extérieures.B_ M '

Cornnionweâlth Finance Minlstérs' llfeeting
,70"Mr•='Plumptre' *Commonwealth Gna ff ' 1 h

argaret Meagher. Economic Division, Department of External AlYairs. ',,
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forecasts received, the reserves'might be'reduced to around $1,540 million by
the end of June - a level equivalent to financial catastrophe. It recognizes that
the root cause of the Sterling Area s.difficùlties has been that since the war
nearly all members have been making greater 'demands for goods and services
than could be met from their resources and borrowing. The report notes that
anti-inflationary domestic policies are of vital importance in dealing with the
, balance^ of payments problem and, that' the measures ` so far announced are

insufficient.
However, apart from the United Kingdom, each of the official

.representatives has explained how difficult it would be, for his particular
Ministers may be prepared tocountry to go further than it had:already gone.

go further. The report suggests that further emergency import restrictions may
be necessary; but recognizes that this type of action can only be a palliative.uld
The long-term aim should be the convertibility.of

resg of
and
tt

his
require that the Sterling Area achieve a surplus with the
so build up its central reserves. Even with a conside rable

trowouldt re
in the
quire

-reserve level, it is stated that the eventual move to convértibilY
the co-operation and assistance of the United States and Canada. The report
notes that the communique to be issued at the en d

in sterl ing
con ference

that it
will be of major importance in its effect on confidence
should, therefore, set forth a defined 'and positive course of action and policy

for the Sterling Area. . I

,567.

,SECRET

.should be attaincd by one or, othcr, or a co.. i .
'Cx " rts ^ ti htCr fiscal and monetafy policies or borrowing' from 0

atsfe^ton

P° + . gSterling Area:Thervother,Sterling,Area Finance Ministers have all 8
the €need to mât Mr. Butler's tàrge:'ts in the aggregate, but with foer tthé
reservations in individualfi.cascs.,.It scems likely , that the objectives

'fferent countnes will not be defnitely' âccepted at the` present meeting butd^

_measures to halt the drain on the sterlung area ,
the year. He has suggested that the Stcrling Area must attain a payments
balance with the rest of the world during the second half of the eâ balance i n
move into surplus in the first six months of 1953. To bring about

sed specifc
Sterling Area accounts in the last six m n^ Area 2countries ra d that these
payments objectives for each of the Sterlb nation of import cuts, increased

, 8S
- 8. Mr. Plumptre. The lead in the M111 ^3ten41

• central reserves by

• '' 1 meet^n has en a

', Chancellor 'of the Exchequer `who has proposcd a programme the middle ofit,

TNECOMMONWEALTN

Commonwealth Finance Ministers ken by the

DEA/8508-40

de direction.Extrait du procès-verbal dela réuniori des chefs

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Division
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will constitûte recommendations of the conference which the Ministers will' do
their best to have their governments carry, out. On the longer term problem the
Australian Finance Minister has been, trying to obtain agreement on a definite
time-phased programme for the attainment of convertibility. While there seems
to be little disagreement with'this ultimate objective, there are considerable
differences of view about how and when the move to convertibility should be
made. This and rthe question of the speeding up of the development of
Commonwealth sources of food and raw materials are to be discussed by a
post-conference working party. The statement to be issued at the end of the
conference will, however, contain a reaffirmation of the objective of
convertibility. It is expected that the statement will be approved at a final
meeting to be held today.

DEA/8508-40
Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion des chefs de direction

Extraet from Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Division

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, January 28, 1952

en recommended to overcome. the sterling Area's economic and financial
difficulties. So far as the long-term is concerned, two working parties have
been established. The first, under the chairmanship of Sir Arthur Salter, is to
report on the conditions which must be created before sterling can,become
convertible and.to suggest what successive steps should be taken to create these
conditions. The second is to examine the opportunities for' increasing the
productive power of the Sterling Area, paying particular attention to the
possibilities of higher production of food, raw material and other essential
goods. In this connection special consideration is to be given to the capital,:,
eqUanmo•n#'.,ee^^ -Ir C& --I-* -- A

10. Miss -Aleagher. The Commonwealth Finance Ministers concluded their
deliberations on January 21st. Their, communique faithfully represents the tone
and accomplishments of the meeting.' It remains to be seen to what extent
Sterling Area Governments will prove willing to take the measures which have
be

Commonwealth Finance /llinisters , . .

• •

►

,

2On trouvera le texte dans The Times de Londres, 22 janvier 1952.
For tell, su The Times (London), January 22, 1952.
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• , DEA/50112-40

Le' sous-secrétaire d'Étâfaux Affaires eztérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis

Under-Séeretary of Statè for External,Affairs

Ottàwa; Febrûary 21, 1952

UNITED KINGDOM AND STERLING AREA ECONOMIC POSITION'

We have repeated to you the various telegrams received from our delegation
send ing

to the recent meeting of Commonwealth Finacô theMinisters
you copies of the more important documents
Working Parties set up on convertibility and on development. In addition, I
think you will be interested to hear something of subsequent discussions here
between members of our Economic Division and othér 'officials regarding the
long-term prospects of the Sterling Area and ^ the •possibility of an eventual
move to, or substantially towards, convertibility.

2. Mr. Deutsch apparently concludes from his discussions and observations
overseas that it is a question whether the United Kingdom will pull through
1952 without another and more severe crisis. The delay in tackling the present
crisis, occasioned by the election and the time taken, for new ministers to come

to- grips with their responsibilities; was unfortunate and resulted in the
emergency being tackled several monthslater than it shbuld have been and

with the-ïreserves many -hundreds* of 'millions *of dollars lower than might
otherwise have been the case. The resultant tightness of the situation naturally
has made remedial action' moré difficult: Given'the'measures which the United
Kingdom has already,ânnounced and the recommendations made to Sterling
Area -'Governments, if seems that ^ the action ' whtch ; tile I United Kingdom
Governmént takes through the Budget, which is tobe brought down in March,
will be crucial. There'is some possibility that the "right"budget might restore
confidence ln sterling sufficiently' to allow other measures to exercise their

You will 'be aware that"the discussions, both in 'the, meeting of Finance

effect 'and x eventually reverse' the trend of reserves which' is still steeplY
dôwnwards.

. 3
Ministers and subsequently in'the working party, chatred by Sir Arthur Salter,on the
revealed fairly considerable differences, between Australta and Cnd°ions and
one hand and the United Kingdom on the other, about the preco
timing of any major step towards convertibility. Mr. Deutsch has told us that
the more conservative attitude of United Kingdom spokesmen arises Wo ld
variety of factors in addition to the more cautious approachThere are, apparently,
expect from the guardian of the Area's tes.-A...

' -air Arthur Salter, ministre d'État des Affaires &onomiques du Royaume-Uni.
Sir Arthur Salter. Minister of State for Economic Affairs of United Kingdom.

to Ambassador in United States .. ,
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differing opinions amongst United. Kingdom ministers, and officials about the
long-term objectives. and their attitude is. conditioned 'by the desire for more
time in which : to forma firm view about-the direction in which the Sterling
Area should move once the immediate crisis is overcome. Apparently some of
the more responsible officials, including Sir. Leslie..Rowan,' believe that the
United Kingdom should take stringent measures. to meet the immediate crisis,
but' that no definite * commitments :. should be,: made regarding, long-term
objectives,, particularly.regarding the time at which^these.objectives, should be
achieved. Others are, at the moment, in favour of the immediate announcement
of, long-term objectives such as convertibility (perhaps forgetful of the
experience of 1947). Still others believe in the desirability of building up a self-
sufficient Sterling Area and the abandonment of any attempt at convertibility
and non-discrimination.
:,4. .The Australian attitude is that convertibility cannot wait on the
achievement of all the desirable pre-conditions such as a high reserve level, a
continuing Sterling Area surplus with the. rest of the world and a rough
payments balance between the United.States and all other countries; indeed,
that the attainment of ^ such pre-conditions is most unlikely. while sterling
remains. inconvertible. Very briefly, the Australian view is that convertibility
should be introduced at the earliest possible moment after the present trend is
reversed and that, convertibility could be maintained without discriminatory
import restrictions through the adoption of sufficiently strict and realistic
monetary and fiscal policies by the members of the Sterling Area.
^ 5.'Thése views have been put forwardivery strongly by the able Australian
spokesman in the Convertibility Working Party, Mr. E.G. Melville.• It is not
clear, however, that the Australian Government would be prepared, in the
event, to go as far as he' proposes, since the deflationary policies which he
advocates would clearly be unpalatable to large sections of Australian opinion.
The Australians seem to be in somewhat of a dilemma. They feel that the
Sterling Area cannot hold together if there is to be a financial crisis every two
years and they are, therefore, anxious to announcé that the pound will be made
convertible within a foreseeable period of time. On the other hand, 'Australia
constitutes, at present, a very heavy drain on Sterling Area resources and
because of the nature of its exports and the need for imports is not in a
particularly, good position to put its own house in order - at leâst not, very
quickly.
'' 6• The Australian position is perhaps symptomatic of the difficulties facing
the Sterling'Area in keeping itself in balance or surplus over the long-run with
the rest of the world. While the reserves are held centrally there will be a
tendency' for individual countries of the Sterling Area,to overdraw on their
earning ` power in the hope that somebody else will bé -in surplus. In this
sitiiation there will be mounting pressure from countries in a surplus position
much as the Colonial areas and Pakistan to retain their earnings on the ground

^^r: . ? • . . .

`Sir Leslie Rowan, deuxième secrétaire, ministère des Finances du Royaume-Uni.
Sir Leslie Rowan, Second Secretary, Treasury of United Kingdom.
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that théy shôuld not be asked to indulge in restrictions of various sorts merely
rfor:the benëfit of'their Sterling-Area partners. On the basis of the experience
r since'the war of over•spending by Sterling Area countries; including itself, the
United -, Kingdom's .: caution = in accepting the Australian's thesis seems

.ûnderstandable. What- guarantée 'can there be that independent governments
within the Sterling`Area incircumstances.other than those of crises would, be
prepared (given, the social : and development needs which exist) to live within
théir individùal means i or. within : their aggregate means when the possibility

= exists of drawing on a central reserve?

7. None of the officials heré is too hopeful that the measures which it has
` been agreed to 'recommend to Commonwealth Governménts' either , will ^ be
implemented or, if implemented, would be effective' in preventing a recurrence
of crisis. Mr. Rasminsky is particularly concerned that, in their'consideration
of the' problem, Sterling Area countries do not appear. to have attached
sufficient importance to the effect on their position .

tof course, bears on the,of deficits within the Sterling Area can entail
. existence of substantial sterling balances in London. If all these,balances are
=1eft to rein force'demand in the Sterling Area, the internal measures taken by
thé warious , countries could be frustrated and there would' be a tendency to

< iriaintain or increase uneconomic prodùction, for prices to rise relative to the
world level and for resources which should be earning external currencies to be

: dissipated ^ in the Area. Mr. Deutsch has something of the same feeling
(although he is perhaps less pessimistic than Mr. Rasminsky) and both of them
consider. that it may require another, crisis or near crisis, before the Sterling

Area countries are prepared to take all the steps which are;necessary to rectify
= their present over-extended positions. For this reason it is the general view here

-;II not be

This is not to say that we are unsympathetic or unwiUing to e p

that the better policy,ts,to Ict: the : pressure .of events nng
f atmosphere and policies which; the situation in our view appears tob hel û' ^h n

ouri tong•term mtcrest, quite apart= 11111111 t e amag^ g
hâvé^had.on,Canada•Unitai Kingdom relations. There seems to be no doubt

• • b about the kind, of

•and.tô,have rallied support from all, Sterling Area countries ex p
iKingdortï and possibly New Zealand. Such an initiative on our part, if

oserved
through; might have broken thé, Sterling Area and would hardly have

' h d` •n effect which it would

i s'uggesting policics to be adopted by the Sterling Area countries w^c
► think i'are right ' for them = and which, `at a the same time, would advance our
:cherished long-terrin objectives of multilateral trade, non-discrimination and
convortibility. r Apparently R it -, would have been ^ fairly easy , for Canadian
réprosentatrves at the recent meeting of Finance Ministers to take such a lead

• ce t the United

.that it would be inopportune for Canada, at this stage, to p ay an h, h we may

that : the discussions in, the Workrng Party -on Converti ^^ty
. immediately productive (although providing a good occasion ,for the countries
concerned to take a first measure of the real size of the problem). °`

reed
8. On the basis of this assessment of the position it seems pretty well agreed

• 1 active role in

our help can be put to good use.., 1 1
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9.. In the recent discussions here, Mr. Rasminsky, had some interesting things
to say about the actions which might be taken by creditor countries when the
time is ripe to lend assistance to the United Kingdom and the Sterling Area,
that is to say, when there can no longer be any doubt about the. full. . range of
actions which Sterling Area countries and the United Kingdom must take and
when they are willing to take them. This combination of circumstances might
arise either when a further crisis is approaching or, on the assumption that
Sterling Area countries now take the necessary measures to bring themselves
into balance with the rest of the world,,when, as seems less likely, the reserves
are building up and Sterling Area countries themselves feel that it is timely to
move in the direction of convertibility and non-discrimination. Assuming that it
is a deepening crisis that brings the situation. to' a turning point, Mr.
Rasminsky would, not rule out the possibility of assistance from the Fund
(which is steadily liberalizing its outlook), the Federal Reserve Bank and
commercial banks in the United States.

10. In extending assistance in the circumstances foreseen, it would probably
be possible to attach certain conditions about the policies to be adopted by the
United Kingdom and other countries, notably with respect to the use of sterling
balances (and trading policies), which, in Mr. Râsminsky's view, are pre-
requisite to the resolution of Sterling Area difficulties. We gather from Mr.
Deutsch that in the hypothetical circumstances outlined, the Department of
Finance might also be prepared to consider recommending the extension of
Canadian assistance (perhaps by way of a loan to fortify Sterling Area central
reserves). It is, of course, recognized that even in the situation envisaged it
would be difficult for the United Kingdom to do much unilaterally about the
new and old sterling balances and that any freezing, writing down or funding
would probably have to be done by agreement with the holders, which would be
very hard to obtain. Moreover, there is no doubt a point beyond which it would
be impracticable, and indeed undesirable for, political and social reasons, to
limit the access of Sterling Area countries to the funds they hold in London,
particularly those which represent post-war earnings.
I 11. r For the, present, as noted above, it is not proposed to take any positive
action on Sterling Area problems. It is not considered desirable to launch
another import campaign designed to stimulate United Kingdom and Sterling
Area sales in Canada since, at least in the short-run, the policies recommended
by the Commonwealth Finance Ministers or what is more to the point the
measures they are, in fact,' likely to adopt, seem as likely to reduce the
availability of Sterling Area goods and increase their price as the reverse. This
is particularly true while the sterling balances are pretty freely available and
Capital movements are unrestricted within the area. Besides there is a limit to
the amount of propaganda it is desirable to direct in Canada to the stimulation
of purchases from any one group'of countries. However, we will naturally do
nothing to discourage Sterling Area imports and our trade representatives
abroad will continue to point out, when appropriate, that pre-emptive buying
Within the Sterling Area limits foreign earnings and thereby the achievement
of the objectives which have been established. The Department of Trade and
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Commerce is likely; according to Mr.t Isbister, to be-sending out a directive

along these lines.
12: !'Anÿ ^comments of your own, or of others in Washington, on the matters

covered by this despatch- would be much appreciated.
ESCOTT.REID

to Prime Minester'.

SECRET
Ottawa, June 28, 1952

,.,..

COMMONWEALTH ECONOMIC CONFERENCE,

LONDON, NOVEMBER, 1952 ^
nsaThe United Kingdom proposai,, as set forth in ^ Commonwealth Relations

telegram, Circular W, No., 106'of June 25, , 1952,' for the holding of
Commonwealth Economic Conference in London next November confronts the
Canadian Government with some difficult policy decisions.

The first decision has' already been` taken, which' is to participate 'in the

conference. This, decision ' is , correct, not ^ only, because- our reluctance to
participate would be misunderstood 'in the other- Commonwealth countries as
well as in Canada, but also for the very important reason that by participating
we I can help to influence the - direction i in, which the discussions at the
conference proceed and the eventual outcome of the conference.' Although the
fact that we are not a member of the sterltng-area places us apart from the

other= Commonwealth delegations in economie discussions, the experience of
thé last conferencé of Commonwealth Finance Ministers demonstrated clearly

that our views are listened to with respect, and the detached attitude we are
able to adopt towards certain of the problems`enables us to exert considerable
influence over the discussions.AFundamentally this is because no member of the
Commonwealth wishes to see Canada placed in a position where its member-
ship in the Commonwealth proves to be an embarrassment.

,,. .. t.^ .s^..

Actin^ Under-Secretary of State
"I for External Affairs

:• CONFÉRENCE ÉCONOMIQUE DU COMMONWEALTH,
LONDRES, 27 NOVEMBRE-11 DÉCEMBRE 1952 -

COMMONWEALTH ECONOMIC CONFERENCE,

LONDON,NOVEMBER 27-DECEMBERI l-, , 1952 '

Note du sous-seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

° ^ pour le premier ministref

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of St ate f or External Affairs

1 taNote marginale ;/Marginal note: :
See note at the end. St. L[aurentj
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The other difficult decisions of policy'with which Canada will be faced are
indicated by certain of the factors which the United Kingdom Prime Minister
has used to justify the calling'of the conference:'For instance; he refers to the
importance of discussions with the Government of the United States' soon after
the November election and the necessity of- Commonwealth countries adopting
a common outlook'towards issues arising in such organizations as the Fund,6
the Bank,' GATT and ECOSOC. It has been our policy to avoid giving the
United States justification for regarding the Commonwealth as a medium for
"ganging up"- against the United States. Moreover, our special ties with the
United States and the fact that we are not a member of the sterling area makes
it often difficult for us to find common ground with other: Commonwealth
countries in the approach to economic problems.

The conference is being called in ânswer to a rather insistent demand on the
part of a section of the Conservative Party in the United Kingdom. This section
is perhaps more vocal than influential, but it has the powerful support'of Lord
Beaverbrook, Lord Camrose 'and Lord Kemsley and the papers which they
control. This group have been urging the closer- economic consolidation of the
Commonwealth as an exclusive trading block. More specifically, they have
directed their attack against the provisions of GATT which preclude the
increase of existing preferences or the introduction of new preferences. In other
words the policy they advocate is the extension of the system of preferences
which were originally sponsored by Canada and found widespread application
in the decisions of the Imperial Economic Conference held at Ottawa in 1932.

The movement towards closer economic cooperation among the Common-
wealth countries finds a ready response in Australia and New Zealand and also
to some extent in South Africa but it is clear that doubts about the feasibility
of such it policy are widely held among responsible circles in 'the United
Kingdom and among an influential group of Australian officials.

In some cases these doubts spring from a realization that trade rivalry is the
factor most likely to introduce discord into the Anglo-American alliance. Good
relations between Commônwealth'countries and the United States are greatly
facilitated if controversial trade questions can be kept in the background.
GATT has been successful in achieving this objective. In other cases the doubts
arise` from a realization that the building-up of an exclusive trading block for
the purpose of sheltering Commonwealth industries from American, German,
and Japanese competition is unsound economically and likely to defeat the
ultimate objective of the convertibility of sterling.

The `récent repudiation by the United States Congress of the State
,Department policy directed towards the freeing of trade barriers is undermin-
ing' the support for GATT in many Commonwealth countries, including
Canada. There is only need to mention in this connection the failure of the
United 'States Congress to pass the Customs Simplification Bill and the passing
oflthe Andresen Amendment to the Defence Production Act which imposed

.` International Monetary Fund.
'International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
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.quotas on ,the, import of dairy products into the United States. These actions by
;Congress inconsistent with the policy ofthe State Department have meant that
,the.- United States has• forfeited, for the time being, its leadership in. the

. movement towards freer world trade.
) itself is not a very,The__General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT

secure instrument, in that it is ^ receiving only. provisional application to the
,extent consistent with the existing legislation. Accordingly it. is difficult to
-defend.GATT as, the basis for the further development freer,

d pro
_However; the standstill on the increase of p references
quo which the United States received for reductions in United States duties
and it is inconceivable that the new administration could maintain the reduced
duties granted to Commonwealth countries in the face of,a repudiation of the
main concession received by the United States. More than any Commonwealth.main

Canada would suffer from the general break-up of , GATT and the
restoration of United States duties to the Hawleÿ-Smoot level.

k andApart from GATT, it must also be admitted that the Fund, the Bank
have failed to fulfil the high hopes originally, held. for them.

Accordingly, a new initiative in the direction' of ,
iberresolved are

intertional
, economic policies is desirable. The important questions to
timing and method of such an initiative: From this it follows that the Canadian

-role at the forthcoming Commonwealth Economic Conference should not only
be negative but also positive: Besides resisting any tendency to form all or some
of the members of the Commonwealth intiowardsexclusive

the mannernln b
lock,

which an
_should endeavour to direct the, discussions
£ approach might be made by', Commonwealth countries. to the United States
,whereby existing international economic agencies could bé re-constitutcd so as
^to;be more effective instruments for. the freeing of international trade. This
approach to the United States should not in any sense take the form of a
,"ganging up" of Commonwealth countries. It should rather be a constructive
tapproach, by which those eleménts in the United States whof realize the
"obligations of that country as a creditor na ph ma; exert an influence towards
bâving the United States once more ast its leadershlp in the field of
international economic coo ration.

Ît iscncoûraging that tthe Aeting; United Kingdom High Commissioner's
etter, transmitting the telegram, refers to the fact that the prod

u ed for nextccônference will supersede the. Finance Minister s conference schc
Jinuary and also that the two working partieS.on convertibility of currencies

their
.and economic development within the Commonwealth will be continuing

,,meetings, and presumaW reporting to the conference. It would be sound policy

1or; Canada to treat the economle conference as in every way stemming from

.the.binance,MinistersConference with the change in name being mainly forroblems,
the purpose of embrac,̂ ng a wider range of Commonwealth economic p

x'inclûding those of trade. If this course is followed it would in casier to define
,.<,=..{= .ourw.ob^,ectlves as thôse of leading the Commonwealth towards sound econom

►c
of stcrlin8

-policies, which could provide a basis for the eventual convertibility
• • ent of the Unitedand an approach at the appropriate, time to the Governm

States for a new initiative towards frcer world trade.
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, If these general objectives meet with approval, it is recommended that a
suitable group of Canadian officials should be assignéd the task of preparing
the ground for the conference, particularly with a view to securing instructions
from thè Government prior to the meeting of Commonwealth officials which is
to be held for the purpose of preparing for the conference.8

L.D. W[ILGRESS]; . - . .

571. DA/50123-40
Le haut-commissaire au Royaunie- Uni

au secétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
High Comntissioner in United Kingdom

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1614 London, July 18, 1952

SECRET

Reference: My telegram No. 1474 of June 27.'
Following for Wilgress from Robertson, Begins:

I. I have been asked to see Salisbury and Liesching on Tuesday, July 22. 1
believe the purpose of the meeting is to try to get some preliminary and private
appreciation of the, Canadian approach to some of the questions raised by the
forthcoming Comonwealth Economic Conference.
2.' I ûnderstand accéptances have been received from all the Prime Ministers

except Nehru and Malan, who will each be represented by. colleagues. I
expected that 'there would be a public statement about the conference before
this, -but, it may be that they have decided to hold it for the forthcoming
parliàmentary debate on this country's financial and balance payments position
which is to take place before the August adjournment. If there are any
particular points about the conference arrangements or procedures which you
would like to 'have the United Kingdom Government keep in mind, this
meeting might afford an opportunity of bringing them forward. Ends,

572. DEA/50123-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut -contmissaire au Royaunie-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 1446 Ottawa, July 21, 1952

SECRET. IMMEDIATE. `

'Notes marginales :/Marginal notes:
' This might in the first instance be the Committee on External Trade Policy which

could appoint a working sub-committce. 28.vi.52 J.W. P[ickcrsgillJ
APPrm+cd by Council this 30-6-52. St. L(aurcntJ
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COMMONWEALTH ECONOMICCONFERENCE"

Reference: Your telegram No. 1614'of July 18th. "
Following from Reid, Begins: So far as Conference arrangements or procedures
are concerned, we have nothing to add at this stage to the Prime Minister's
reply to Mr. Churchill.

The substance of the Conference has been discussed only briefly by
Ministers and in a very preliminary way in the Inter-Departmental Committee
on External Trade Policy, on the basis of a memorandum prepared by the
Under-Secretary. There does seem, however; to be fairly general agreement on
the following points which you may wish'to bear in mind in your talk with
Salisbury and Liesching tomorrow:

(a) We should endeavour to represent the Conference as stemming naturally
from the meeting of Finance Ministers and not as some new departure from
which striking and immediate results can be expected.

(b) Every effort should be made to avoid giving the impression during the
Conference or subsequent to it that the Commonwealtfi is "ganging up" on the
United States.
(c) In the circumstances which have prevailed since their inception, Canada

has been, on the whole,'satisfied with the progress made by the Fund; the Bank
and, perhaps to a lesser extent, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

These institutions will undoubtedly be discussed ;in the Conference and we
should endeavour to ensure that any chànges in them which other members of
the Commonwealth may propose, should be in the' direction of freer `world
trade and payments and should not facilitate resôrt to,furtlaer;restrictionism.
3 Incidentally I we assume that the 'United Kingdom will shortly be

circulating 'a draft agenda for the conference `and that this will be received in
good time before the proposed preliminary meeting of senior officials. Ends.

DEA/50123-40573.
I Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

. .^^.^^ .
zTELEGRAM 1642 London, July 23, 195

a. .. . ` : ^ ^ '^ i .. . . e .. a . ^ . i . . . . . . .

SECRET

Reference: Your telegram No. 1446 of July 21.._..... - I ._,,- .
É

I had seen Salisbury and,. Your' telegram under reference arrived after
Liesching but our conversation covered point (a) and (b) pretty adeq uately.
We did not get around to mentioning the Fund, the Bank or, except in very
general terms, GATT.

I 2. Salisbury confirmed that it ,was ,Mr. Churchill's intention to make an
ic conf€ announcement about the'. forthcoming ^ Commonwealth economerence

. -,.
6 . ^ .u- 4 ... . . . . . ,. , .
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during the debate on the general economic and financial situation which is now
fixed for July 28. He will be consulting you and the other Commonwealth
governments about the timing ` of the announcement sô that simultaneous
releases -can be made in other Commonwealth capitals.' He did not think it
would be practicable to carry out consultations with all the Commonwealth
governments between now and July 28 to determine an agreed text of the
announcement. So far as the United Kingdom is concerned, they hope that Mr.
Churchill's statement will be brief and general and will not attempt to outline
the agenda of the conference or to anticipate what its outcome might be. .
3. I: expressed some misgivings about the possible variations on a common

theme which might arise if everybody was left free to embroider it at will. One
of the real dangers in the forthcoming conference was that its announcement
might encourage hopes of a sudden and miraculous change of climate, both
here -ând in other Commonwealth countries. To lessen this risk and put the
meeting in its proper context, I suggested that in the statement announcing the
meeting it might be linked with the finance ministers' meeting in January last;
a few useful phrases from the agreed communique issued at the close of that
meeting might be.worked into 'the United Kingdom announcement. Salisbury
will try to make this point with his Cabinet colleagues.

. 4. I enquired whether the United States had yet been told of the plans for the
meeting and said I thought this should be done as far as possible in advance of
the public announcement. Salisbury and Liesching were not sure whether
anything had yet been said to the United States but ascertained from the
Foreign Office that, in fact, nothing had been said. Washington will be
informed right away of their plans, probably through the United States
Ambassador here.

5. We had a little general sparring âbout' what ^ I thought was a rather
defeatist United Kingdom approach to the American market - a disposition to
be frightened off the moment any'United States manufacturer applied to the
United States Tariff Commission for an increase in rates or the application of
an escape-clause. I thought they should be readier to recognize the,very real
efforts that President Truman and his administration were making to fit
American commercial policy to. the facts. of America's creditor position.
Progress was slow but the direction was right. It should be their aim, as it was
ours; to facilitate and encourage every American effort in this direction. The
risks involved in a positive policy.of co-operating with the North American
countries might be real but they were small compared with the political and
economic risks of trying to live without the United States.
6. Salisbury, f who is'a member of the Cabinet Committee under Eden's

chairmanship which will be responsible for preparations for; the : conference,
said that a good deal of preliminary work had been done but-that none of its
results had yet come to Cabinet. He hoped that they would have been able to
thresh out the main lines along which the United Kingdom would approach the
conference in time for the preliminary meeting of officials to begin in London
about : September 22. This meeting, which will have to be sandwiched in
between the Fund meeting in Mexico in early September and the GATT
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• Following from ersg

1. Your telegram arrived at the same time as a message from Mr. Churchill
for the Prime Minister transmitting the text of a proposed announcement to be
made on Tuesday; July. 29th, about a Commonwealth Economic Conference.
,.2. Ii am trying to arrange to go to St.,Patrick;to see the Prime before the
tomorrow and there are no other Ministers available for consultation
beginning of next week, but I can give you my ^ own reactio st which I believe
reflects the official view, and I imagine will be shared by Min
1;3:.The Prime Minister's reply to Mr. Churchill of June 26th stated ` lthat no, definite date should be set until we, have seen a tentative agenda,
PrëPared in adequate detail, so that we may be sure that the Confe ëa on able
have something tangible to deal, with on '•,wh, ^ch ° there is some r

-prospect ôfn reaching useful conclusions:'r We' are, therefore surprised that, a
"whole `month later, the U.K: government should ëdecide that an almost
inimediate'announcement is necessary in'total disregard of the express view
our:^government; . and we still ^ think the - setting of ' a date and the
announcxment should be withheld until there is some agreement on an agenda
which.we believe would justify a conference.'

objection, and that, we do notiF 4 ,fAssuming we i are absolutely alone in this ob^
wi'sh to take the respônsibility, for holding up something other Commonwealth
Priine Ministers are willing to agrie'to; should we not at least insist on certain
chânges in the proposed announcement by Mi. Churchill:

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegram No. 1642 of July 23 rd.
P' k ill for Robertson.

RELATIONS AVEC LE COMMONWEALTH

meeting- in Geneva . in October.should, Liesching thought, lasv about a month.

This would give ministers about a month to consider the agenda in.the light of
the- preliminary. discussion between officials before the Prime ; Ministers

assemble on NoverYiber , 25. The, Prime Ministers' F meeting might last about

three weeks.
,7I thought it would do no-harm to remind them that the dates proposed for

the meeting would not be ' very' convenient dates for. Mr. St. Laurent. It was

trùe ° that he had been the first to accept Mr. Churchill's invitation' and was
expecting to be present himself for part, at least of the meetings. Our House,
however, would probably be - reassembling . on November ' 20 and , it f was

important to get in a month's work before _Christmas if Parliamentwas to rise
early enough to permit ministers to be present at the coronation.

, - .. i _:•, .
DEA/50123-40

574. " ' ..
• ,

,
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut-commissaire au Royaumer Uni '- ^ ; `
Secretary of State for External Affairs;

= to High Commissioner in United K►ngdom

i
ELEGRAM 1477

Ottawa; July 25, 1952
T ;'

.. .

. '..... , i ...
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(i) to make it clear that the propôsed ' conference is a successor of the last
meeting of Finance Ministers, and is to replace the meeting proposed for next
January, but that its scope is being broadened to consider a wider range of
economic questions as suggested in Mr. Churchill's original message;
(ii) to amend the phrase which refers to pressing issues which are common to

our several countries and the development of a constructive approach and,
indeed, to make sure that there is no phraseology which suggests, or - can
reasonably be construed to suggest, that the Conference is for the purpose of
establishing a common economic front or ganging up against anyone. We are
all particularly concerned to make it clear that Canada is not prepared to join
in formulating any single Commonwealth policy with respect to the Fund, the
Bank and GATT.

-5. In this connection, I personally think it would be desirable to have the
reference to representation of colonial territories amended. As it stands it is
bound to create a poor reaction in the United States and would look to many
: Canadians like a revival of the old lion-cub theory of Empire.

6. If the Conference is to be held in November, it would obviously suit Mr.
St. Laurent much better to have it begin on the 27th than on the 25th. That
would enable him to remain in Ottawa to speak on the Address in Reply to the
Speech from the Throne on the 24th and still be in London for the opening of
the Conference. Perhaps this point should be made immediately. I am
horrified, and I am sure the Prime Minister will be by the suggestion that the
meeting should last three weeks. Surely ten days would be an absolute
maximum and even that would carry it to the 5th or 6th of December.
7. I thought it useful to send this telegram immediately and to have a copy to

.show the Prime Minister so that if he agrees with its general terms, I. can send
.,you, a. brief message tomorrow night after my return. I shall also . inform
Earnscliffe of the Prime Minister's views, but I feel sure he will wish to have
you take the initiative in putting his position in London. Ends.'

2 . .

575. DEA/50123-40, ; .
Le secrétaire d'État aux Aj'jaires extérieures

au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State jor External. Affairs
Io High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 1486
Ottawa, July 26, 1962

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Following from the Prime Minister for Robertson.
Pickersgill has shown me his telegram No. 1477 of July 25th and the

1ncomin8 messages to which it refers. .
` 2• 1 . havel asked " him to hand the following reply to the U.K. Acting High
Conilissi
. +, r, oner in Ottawa:. ^_ ^. - ..

^ . . .
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•-"I _have shown the Prime Minister Mr. Churchill's message,which you
transmitted to me on July 24th, and the draft of a proposed announcement of a
Commonwealth Economic Conference.,.

Mr. St. Laurent has asked me to let you known cate our vi High
Commissioner in London to see Mr.Churchill,and commu
him. This course was considered desirable because. Mr. Robertson has been
asked ; to discuss some of the points about t which • we are concerned and to

determine them on the spot. ; ï{
Wôuld you let your Prime Minister know that he may expect Mr. Robertson

to ask for an opportunity to see him on Monday, July 28th."Churchill as early as
1 . 3. 1 should be grateful if you would arrange to'see

t in .P ckcrsgill's telegrâm,possible on Monday and put to him the points set out
with such, modifications and amplifications as; in your -judgement, are

desirable.
4: 1 suppose Mr. Churchill is determined to make this announcement ithe

forthcoming debate and nothing short of our refusal^ to participate would
likely to cause postponement of an announcement at this time. Desirable as a
postponement would be until we can determine the agenda, I do not think, in
view of local opinion here, we would be wise in going that far.. • `

5°. 1 feel, however, we should be most insistcnt on'-thc modification of the
proposed announcement so as to remove' any impression` that the Common-
-wealth is seeking to create a common front against the United States or anyone

else.
6. 1 assume theret shôiild be no difficulty about having the opening date fixcd

,,not carlicr` than Noveniber 27th and that there is no serious thought of the
Conference 1asting three weeks. In any event I could not undertake to be
pi6sent before November'27th,nor to remain away from Ottawa for as much as
three wecks: Ends:

576. :
Le haut-conimissaire au Royaume- Uni

DEA/50123-40

,, au secrétaire d'État aux Ajlaires extérieures
, -..,.,,<..,.. .

°H1gh;Conini fsstô►nér in United King doni
to Secretary of S: ate for External Ajjatrs

• ^ ^'^^n >,i ^
n ..'^ ^g ,^, t •*• i- s , ; ^

r ^ = Y. : . ° _ _ . '• London, July 26. 195
TELEGRAM 1669 .^ ^'^ . : ..

,,^
SECRET. MOST IMMEDiATE.

w;, . ...f ! . . " , - .. -, . . =. .

Reference: Your telegram 1477 of July 25.
^.; Following foraPickersgill from Robertson; Begins:

I In United 'KingdomI view main topic for .discussion at Prime Njillist
crs'

meeting ^ .^.wiU',be;those=indicated in,Mr. Churchill's message of June 25
have not yet been able'to get an agenda paper before Cabinet anâime now to

heY

cannot do so txfôre Wednesday or Thursday at the earliest. They
a ... .._ ..,. .
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circulate a^ preliminary agenda paper for observation,of other Commonwealth
Governments about the end of next week. The view of the officials who I saw
this morning a is that the real. agenda , programme for, the Prime Ministers'
discussions will have , to. be - threshed out at - the officials' meeting set, for
September 22.

2. The parliamentary timetable for this last week of the current , session is
extremely tight and, the government have given two days, Tuesday , and
Wednesday, for. a discussionn= on the general economic-financial situation.
They feel they have to make a statement about the Commonwealth economic
meeting in the course of this debate,- preferably at its beginning, hence the
urgency of agreement on what is to be said before Tuesday, July 29.
3. In the light of your telegram and in the hope of securing agreement on

something 'tolerably innocuous quickly, I have suggested following drafting
changes in United Kingdom Prime Ministcr's proposed statement:

(i) First sentence might be revised to read as follows: "Some little time ago, I
communicated to my fellow _, Prime Ministers in the Commonwealth the
proposal that we should meet in London in the latter part of November and
review together the pressing issues of financial, commercial and economic
policy.with which, our several countries are faced, some of which have been the
subject of continuing consultation since the Finance Ministers' meeting in
January of this year. It was our hope that out of such discussions we could
develop (or work toward) a constructive approach to the economic, problems of
the free world."

(ii) In, last, phrase of ncxt sentence, I have suggested inserting "in the last
week of November" instead of "November 25" and expcct agreement without
too much difficulty can be reached on November 27 but probably not before
Tuesday's statement. ,

4. 1 did not think it reasonable or practicable to'object to a refcrence in the
statement to the representation of colonial territories and hope this point will
not be pressed in the Prime Minister's reply. I do not sec any harm in phrase
"constructive approach to the economic problems of the free world" in fact,
each•word'in it helps to put the forthcoming meeting in the wider context
which some of the proponents of exclusively Commonwealth co-operation are
apt to deny. To this extent it is a saving clause rather than onc.to which we
should object. ,
S. If a gloss is needcd on the suggestion that we should object to the word

"common" in the United Kingdom draft but could accept the alternative
languagejt would be that in fact our countries all are "facing" such issues as
the inconvertibility of the pound sterling though from opposite sides of the
fence. . .

6. On the question of ganging up (I do not know whether your steno ra her
or the cypher operator made the ver ha g p
the United Kingdom have been slow in dise ss ng the^initiative lthcy ârc)taking
with the United States. I prodded them on this point a week ago. They claim
the•Up;t6d States Embassy in London has been kept generally , informed and^^i.t,:^^^^• . ,,,; r^^^ •, . . .

0 1



weeks. Ends.

that- they are formâllÿ notifying- the Ambassador here on Monday., 1• think it
would be'helpful if' Wrong could find an earlyï opportunity of talking to the
State ' Department about our general ' approach ' and attitude toward the

fôrthcoming meeting.•' It ` might also - be wôrth' suggesting'-to ' the State
Department that their Embassy in London keep in touch with Canada House
on developments in this general field.
1:-7. =1 might add by way of extenuation of the rather disconcerting alternation
of speed'and slowness in the United Kingdom's handling of arrangements for
this meeting that Eden, who is Chairman of the Cabinet Committee on the
subject; has been ill and absent from office for the'better part of the last three

. ; ,^ ,.;•^^

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affairés extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni ^

Secretary of State for External -Ajfairs ^
to High Commissioner in Unitec^ Kingdoni
^. . ^, . . .

DEA/50123-40

Ottawa, July 26, 1952
TELEGRAM 1487

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

P { pos . .. . .; , : „ : .
,}s,Wrong will be here on Monday and I will discuss the other point with him.

Yourv will see that his paragraph 3 gives you ample latituac and 1 think your

ro ml amendment is satisfactory. ;

0 owIng
St'` Patrick and felt it advisable to despatch telegram to vyhich Prime Minister
igreed even though I had read your telegram.

F it for Robertson from Pickersgill. Begins: I have just returned from
Reference: Your telegram No. 1669 of July 26.

Ends.

-Le haut-conimissaire au Royaume-Uni -.^... . ,^ •^^,
578.s,

I. I. have not yet . been. able to. see Mr. Churchi . L
Salisbury and ` have gone over the points of concern to us with him. He

° P Followin for Pickers ill il-U11, Ro rtson, %,5339
g' .'^ g:' ^ 'll b t 1 have scen Lord

F, . ^. , ., ^
Rcfcrencx: Yôur'telegraïns Nos 1486 and`1487 of July 26.

HighECommissioner in United Kingdom

RELATIONS AVEC LE COMMONWEALTFI

^tternal Ajjairs

London, July 28, 1952

COMMONWEALTH ECONOMIC CONF'ERENCE

_, , - j au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires exterieures
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regretted the delays on, their:,'side thauhad made this last-minute rush
-unavoidable; and hoped very much that , the. *modifications he was ready to
recommend in the draft parliamentary statement-would make it acceptable to
Canada. At this stage it would be physically impossible to circulate a tentative
agenda prior to, the parliamentary statement., On the question of circulating an
agenda he did not do more than repeat what freported in paragraph I of my
telegram No. 1669 of July 26. ,
..2.- , Lord Salisbury has agreed, subject to Mr. Churchill's concurrence, ,in . the
textual changes in the parliamentary statement reported in'my telegram under
,reference. The statement will, however, have to be still further recast to meet
(a) ajoint South " African and Indian objection to their countries being
bracketed in a single sentence, and (b) an Indian objection to the reference to
"the free world." The CRO have suggested meeting the Indian difficulty by a
reference to "the economic problems of the countries of the Commonwealth
and of the'other nations that are associated with them." I thought this clumsy
and open to some substantive objection on our part, and suggested it might
meet . Indian susceptibilities and at the same time keep the discussions in the
context in which we think they belong by simply referring to "the economic
problems that beset the world.

3. Text of statement as finally established may reach you through Earnscliffe
more quickly than from Canada House. I will send , you further word when I
have heard from Mr. Churchill. Ends. ,

579. : DEA/50123-40
Le haut-comntissaire au Royaunie-Uni

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Unfied Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

' ` ! J ^ i . . .
. . . , t . .

TELEGRAM 1676 London, July 28, 1952

SECRET. I14MED1ATE.

Reference: Our telegram No. 1673.

Following is text of revised draft of announcement. Still subject to
confirmation. Begins: Some little time ago I communicated to my fellow Prime
Ministers in the Commonwealth a proposal that we should meet in London in
the latter part`of November to review together the pressing issues of financial,
commercial and economic policy with which our several governments are faced,
some of which have been the subject of continuous examination since the
Finance Ministers' meeting in January of this year. It was our hope that out of
such' discussions, we could work towards a' constructive approach to the
economic problems which beset the world.

` I`am glad to , be able to inform the House that my fellow Commonwealth
Prime Ministers havé agreed that such a meeting will be timely and that it will
open in the last week of November.



, ..
Ends. .

RELATIONS AVEC LE COMMONWEALTH

DEA/50123-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au seerétaire d'État dux Affaires extérieures-- - ;,

High Commissiôner in United Kingdont
to Secretary of State jor External Affairs

London, July 29, 1952

con erence.
Arrangements will also, be made for the representation of - the colonial

territories. ...
The conference will be preceded by preparatory discussions between officials

of Commonwealth'countries. • , !., ^ ::

I. shall give the House further, information on the'subject.in due course.

Pr. ^ . .
The Prime Minister of India ;will be unable to attend at the'time proposed,

but the Government . of India ' have-agreed , to make appropriate arrangements

for India's,participation.
All other Commonwealth Prime Ministers including the Prime Minister of

Southern'Rhodesia, hope to be present themselves for the whole or part of the
f _ .^ _. . . . . . .. .

oPo^ sed 'hic couritry will represented.

i=-,-The Prime Minister of South Africa has told me that while he himself would
unfortunately have speciâl 'difficulty in attending the conference 'at the time

Reference: Your telegram No. 1495 of July 28th'

Mr. Churchill has agreed to the text quoted in my telegram No. 1676, and

will make the announcement in the House of Commons this afternoon at

CONFIDENTIAL. MOST IMMEDIATE:

approximately 4 P.M. London unie.
PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
^-:

Extract Jrom Cabinet Conclusions

(Ottawa,] August 14, 1952

l. .,i.
rr..

COMMONWEALTH ECONOMIC CONFERENCE;

1. The , Acting Prime Minister • said =the ; I Unite

; Commissioner's office had on' August` Sth, 1952, transmitted the a8enod ference

'thé U.K:=government proposed for . the Commonwealth Economic C

^sAMENDMENTS.TO PROPOSEDAOEDA
r • , ' •" d Kingdom High
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in November. It had been considered by.the Interdepartmental Committee on
External Trade Policy, which was of the view that it tended to direct. attention
too much i toward •problems outside the countries of the sterling area and.to
afford insufficient scope for discussion of their, internal policies which the
Canadian government thought to be of primary importance if any real
solutions were to be found to the sterling area difficulties. The Interdepartmen-
tal Committee had recommended a number of amendments, principally to the
commentary on the agenda which served to indicate the character of matters
for attention under the various items. If the proposed amendments were
approved it was intended to have them submitted to the Prime Minister for his
consideration and thereafter transmitted to the High Commissioner in London
for communication to the U.K. government.10 In the telegram of transmittal
the purpose of the modifications would be explained." The High Commissioner
woûld also be informed that the Canadian government did not favour
publication of any detailed agenda in advance of the Conference. It would be
suggested that, as an alternative, a general statement concerning the purposes
of the Conference might be issued after consideration by the participating
governments.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Acting Secretary's memorandum, August 12, 1952 and attachments -

Cab. Doc. 237-52) .
'2. The"1llinister of Finance agreed with'the proposed modifications. At an
early dateconsideration would have to be given to the line to be followed by'the
Canadian representatives at the official meetings in September and at the
Conference' itself. On carlier occasions, Canada had indicated'some of the
measures it was thought had to be taken by the sterling area countries but the
points had been put forward with some restraint and diffidence. It was for
consideration whether the Canadian position should be put more directly at the
coming Conference.

3: The Secretarypof State for External Affairs also agreed with the general
charactér, of the modifications. While they would not commit the government
specitïcally,'they' did indicate a line that Canada would be expected to follow
after hâving made the suggestions.

4• Mr., Howe said it seemed probable that the U.K. government would be
suggesting-an increase in reliance on imperial preferences and a withdrawal
from certain of the principles and obligations of G.A.T.T. Any such line of
development'would be contrary to the interests of Canadian trade. He agreed
that consideration should be given to the line to be followed at the meetings.
The, Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade Policy would be
considerin8 ; the matter at .meetings on August .15th and August 22nd and
would, have a report for consideration by the Cabinet on or about August 26th.

S• ' The Cabinet, after, a  discussion, approved the recommendations of the
lnterdepartmental Committee on External Trade Policy for amendments to the
-.^;` , f .. , . _ . . .

10voir le document 583,/Sec Document 583.
^^V01r le document suivant4See following document.
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draft . agenda; for the^ Commonwealth, Economic Conference ^ and the draft
explanatory- telegram . to the::Canadian High Commissioner in the United
Kingdom; the proposed amendments and'draft-telegram to be submitted for the
approval of the Prime Minister béfore transmission.

. " . . . . . .. - f . . _. . ^ . ,

•-. ^ , A ". ^. . •.._ ^•t^ .

^ . . . . - . '^ t

Secretary of State for External Affairs ;.
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Unt . .

Le secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 1571 j Ottawa, August 18, 1952
i . . . .. . . .. .J . f . . . r . . .

SECRET. IMMEDIATE. , . .. . _. " . .. . .^• .

DRAFT AGENDA FOR TFIE
COMMONWEALTH ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

Presumably you will by f now have received copies of the AraR Agenda
proposed. by., the . United Kingdom.^ ,Govcrnment for. the -

ttal tromo Thomson,toEconomic Conference, together with letter of trans
Pickersgill! ,We -have considered the,expanded draft -Agenda contained in
Ânnex B and are proposing a number of changes, principally in the explanatory
text. Our amended version is contained in the immediately following telegram.
It= has been approved by the Cabinet and also by the Prime Minister who is at
present absent, from Ottawa. I would be grateful if you w^^^^d f^^ntmit the
proposed amendments to the United Kingdom authorities: -

Publicity
2. We are not in favour, of publishing any detailed, Agenda such as that

i^. .,, .
suggested in Annez 7A to Thomson,s lettcr. As you kriow, it has not been

cûstomary "in the pasi to publish ân' advance agenda' for Prime Ministcrs'
confcrences.` Furthermoré, we feel thât in' this instancc; publication, of the Seaof
bones of an itemized agenda might lead to a misinterpretation of the purpo
ttie, Conference -and ° of our role in `it.` If some kind of an' advance release is
considered'desirâble, we fiel that it should take the form'of a suitabeed gencral
statement: -Wc* would like to sée any süch'statcment before it ii relca

,; ,p# , ) ,
.

iC^ f^.^. , .. _ . , .

Propos-11 Amendments to Droft Agenda

^,3.;Generally;`theaU.K:- draRseems to'us^ to" placc` an undue and almost

éxclüsivcfemphasis on the factors external.to the Sterling Area.- It is far too

oûtwârd } looking -- and ^ does - not • appear to providc" adequate " basis for the

examination : of the .x developments : inside: ^ the . systcm. ,Wc have thcreforc

proposed, as you , will, see; f a number of -amendments to the explanatory
which should provide an opportunity for more realistic examination of the
whole problem in its wider aspects.
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4. Another unsatisfactory feature of, the United± Kingdom draft is . the
excessive emphasis on the possibility of a joint " Commonwealth approach.
There is a strong implication that the Conference should aim at the develop-
ment of an agreed Commonwealth line on" economic and commercial policy
matters ' which are of wide international importance. The reference to "the
question of modifications to international institutions such as the I.M.F. and
GATT" is' particularly important , in this respect. . When the announcement of
the Conference was being considered we referred to the importance of avoiding
any suggestion of "ganging up". (Our telegram No. 1477 of July 25.) We are
proposing amendments that are in line with that view.

5. We have attempted to. incorporate our amendments without altering too
much the general structure of the United Kingdom draft.. With one exception,
the main headings have been left unchanged. We would like to avoid, if
pôssible; " serious controversy over , the Agenda. However, we regard our
proposed amendments as important if it is desired that we be completely frank
in our appraisals of the present situation and our real views about what we
regard as serious contributing factors.

583.' " . • . ,
DEA/50123-40., .. , .

;-:: Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-conimissaire au Royaunie-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 1572 Ottawa, August 18, 1952

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

DETAILED AGENDA FOR COMMONWEALTN ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

Reference: My immediately preceding Telegram No. 1571 of today's date.
Proposed , Canadian changes in Annex B of draft - agenda suggested by

United Kingdom Government arc set forth below. The British and Canadian
versions of the draft arc shown under each heading. With the exception of Item
5, the main headings are unchanged. The underlining indicates where the
principal changes arc proposed. Begins:

1. The lessons to be drawn from experience since the war
British version:

iThis,would;deal with the assumptions underlying postwar agreements such
as the,1,M.F,:'and ,G.A.T.T. and the extent to which those assumptions have
been falsified by events.
Canadian version:

' This would r'éview trade and paynnents dévelopments and objectives since
the War and 'would analyze the external causes and the internal causes of thed^lf cültiës enoûntered by Contmonwealth' countries. It would include
consideration of the assumptions underlying postwar agreements such as the
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I.M.F. and G.A.T.T. and the extent to which subsequent events and policies
. ^^ •.• I.l..__'_CaL........e.n. n mnfiAnC . .- _.. . . . .- . ,. ' - -

..'s . . , . . . _ _. ^, ^.. . ..

perslst. M.. ^

This wou ea ^
postwar economy and. partiçularly' the, worlddollar shortage are likely to

' ldt d 1 w'th thé- extent;to which 'the unforeseen features of the
Brttts' h vërsion•
next few years..
2. ^The likely tendencies and characteristics of the world economy during the

ThIs wouId aim at t e o
wealth in the°field of international trade and payments, taking as a start the
statement issued at the conclusion of the' Commonwealth Finance Ministers'
meeting in January, 1952.. . ,
Cànadian version.•

This would attempt to determine the external objectives of economic policy,

taking as a start the statement issued at the conclusiono( the Commonwealth
F;nânce1Ministérs' meeting in January, 1952.1

. ' Aspects of these objectives and of the means for achieving them

British version:,?

h f rmulation of a long-term policy for the Common-Bra tish version: ^
3. 'Objectives in external economic policy

appropriate policies by the countries coneerne. r

anai
,
This would deal with the extent to which the unsatisfactory features of the

postwar economy and particularly the ° payments 'diffculties, are likely to

persist,'ând the extent to which'they might be âlleviated by'the vdoption of

d

C d'an version: -

(a) = External financial policy

i. (b) ► Economic development
4 (c) `Tradé policy'

al nompstlc econom C po c e gâffcctln the external position
Canadfan version:

;.. ;. If, :^ _^,:._ a_ _.....,.:..^f;n., .,r.fti0• t«^^^a considercd an
British version .. d in a
(c) , Economic development ^
(b)'^ External trade and financlal policies
.-,- . , _ . .... , ,.^

Gôvernments jointly °; and : severally would ,. need to,, take to W-
0 Ifinvolve , discussion of, Inc -further steps in -the tra e^e hieVe the1i

preliminary'way ^n-t mtcnm po that all
on; çonvcrtibility and development. (For this purpose it is ° hopcd 22d
Commonwealth Governments will ` have been able to complete by
Se - iember various; studies called for in these two interim reports.) (cnWea^th

p^• I• • ' - d f Id that Commo

`^`• ` 4.1 L .: ' ' re rts of the Commonwealth Working ar
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objectives. ( Preferences and quantitative restrictions would be considered ` on
this item.)
Canadian version:,

(a), (b) and (c) would continue the examination of the issues considered and
in a preliminary way in the Commonwealth Finance Asinisters' nieeting and in
the interim reports of the Commonwealth Working Parties on convertibility
and development. (b) would involve discussion of the steps that Common-
wealth Governments might take to achieve their objectives including, among
other things, the effect ofpreferences and quantitative restrictions.
British version:
(d) commodity policy

This would discuss means of creating greater, stability in trade in primary
commodities but would not involve an attempt to work out detailcd plans for
particular commodities.
Canadian version: No change.
British version:
(e) international institutions

This would be concerned with the question of modifications to international
institutions such as I.M.F. and G.A.T.T. to take account of 1, 2 and 3 above.
Canadian version:
(e) international institutions

This.would be concerned with the role of international institutions such as
I.M.F. and G:A.T.T., taking account of, 1, 2 and 3 above.

. ) i t .. , , , . . . . . .

5. ,

British version: Co-operation with non-Commônwcalth countries.
Canadian version: Co-operation with other countries.
British vérslon:

This would be concerned particularly withproblcros arising from the nccd to
co-operate with . the United States and O.E.E.C. countries and with the
résponsibilities of debtor and creditor countries respcctivcly.
Canadrân version.• .

:;Thisawould be concerned with the desirability of achieving more effective
international 'co-operation, particularly with the United States and O.E.E.C.
countries, and with the responsibilities of debtor and creditor countries•r , ..,
rëspectrvely.

6' The" short- term balance of payments prospects of the sterling area and
policy for 1953 •

This would be an examination of immediate problems on the lines of thatnornïaljy" iried out'at meetings of Commonwealth Finance Ministers.
(Nochânge )'- ..,.•
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DEA/50123-40

Le haut-cômmissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures :

Nigh'Commissiôrier in United Kingdom
`to'Secretary'of Stàte for External Ajjairs

,
TELEGRAM .1796

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

i-, ,As regards r publicity, . the , Canadian Governmen
.. . _^_ .. à.,. a ...:..,•t^.•^i (Annex M. It has not
•• ' t is not m

thesc twodocumcnts and transmits thc follow^ng proposa • , favour of
, ._ .^, ^, • : s an awith Mjr,, Butlcr_ today, Begins:, Thc Canadianp Govcrnment a

I d mcndmcnts.

^ 6: The following are substantrve paragrap
with the Commonwealth Relations office yesterday and which I shall leave

h s considered

> e L` ' hs of the short a^ c mc
policies'affecUng the extcrnal position - was e

' 'd moire we left

Although he could har ly commen ••domestic econom^cpassing:that--the, addition we'proposed*, as Item 4 (a)
_

• ' ' •' ^th `•heart of the problem"•

-in and he himself is qu e 0.7 p
d t on`our proposals at this time, he did say in

`S: Symôn, by the way,' fully expected inc type of amcn mcn s resent.
•' ' 't rn athetic to thc approach ' thcy rcp

United KQng om ra g ^ t''which we put
cnda^^^ , , ° • I°^^a

epe , ^i. ^
4. Symon is thinking of sen ing a te egra

tox dite receipt of any comments which they might -have to make on }the

Morcovcr, t e wor , „
•• d Im tô ot^er Cômmônwcalth countries

h d ••war ^s deleted.

Symon thinks the Indians ave wor po
they propose is designed to dispel any impression that the Commonwealth is
"ganging up" (not against the ,United. States but against Soviet countries).

^• , ^ .

. Review o econom p , • .
m,• h ld litics ^ , n ^nd and that the langua8e

the main headings (ltems) 1 an s
•• • f develo ments in recent' years ' and, likely prospccts."

meet^ng o o
3. So far, only the Indians have put in their comments. Their proposal is that

d 2 hould be combined to read something like:

f ffcials here at an early date to dIscuss them.

finalizc a first. ra t o a g 9
amendments to ^ other Commonwealth Governments and,, perhaps holding a

d f f n a reed agenda e.g. such as circu ating a p po

2. ymon coul not, o ,
amendments. Nor could he tell what procedure might,have to be adopted to

I ' 11 ro sed

Relat10113 ice
d f course comment officially on our ^ proposed

Off (AIec Symon) late yesterday a ternoon.

Reference. o g
We transmitted your proposed amcndments in 'the form of in aide memoire

(the main paragraphs of which are reproduced below) to the Commonwealth
f

London, August 20, 1952

CANADIAN AMENDMENTS TO DRAFT AGENDA FOR COMMONWEALTH
ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

• Y ur tel.- rams Nos.1 571 and 1572 of August 1&, .;

been customary in the past to publish anadvance agen arw.Ic th.1t in this
- publishing, any aetauev agenua Mai ^^ ••^Q• ,^abw^--- •- ----- . ^nisters

^ ' • d , for Prime M'

instance publication of the bare outline of an itemized agen a 8Conferences. Furthermore, . thc Canaaian vuvo numis• •^d ,; ht lead to, . .
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undesirable speculation. If some kind 'of an advance release is considered
desirable,,the Canadian Government feels that it should take the form of a
suitâble general statement. The Canadian Government assumes that it would
be given an opportunity to see such a statement before it is released. -

The amendments proposed do not alter toô much 'the general structure of
the'United Kingdom draft. With one exception', the main heading' (Annex A)
have been left . unchanged. --The majority of the -amendments which - are
proposed,`therefore, are to the ezpanded Annex B.

A number of amendments to the proposed agenda result from the fact that,
in the 'view of the Canadian'•Government the United -Kingdom draft seems
generally to plâcë an undue emphasis on the factors external to the,sterling
area'and, consequently, does not appear to'provide an adequate basis for an
examination of the developments inside the system. The Canadian Government
feels, therefore, that the proposed amendments should provide an ^opportunity
for a more realistic; examination of the whole problem in its wider aspects.

^Other proposed amendmentstare designcd to remove the implication' that the
Conference should aim at the development of an agreed Commonwealth line on
economic and , commercial policy matters which arc, in fact, of wider
international importance.

The amendments proposed by, the Canadian Government to Annex B are
appended:
i-..:,The Canadian Government considers these amendments as important in
order to facilitate a full appraisal of the present situation and of its contribut-
ing factors. Ends.

,
.i .; . .

585.. DEA/50123-40
' Le haut-coninrissaire au Royaunre-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdoni
Io Secretary of State for Extérna! Affairs. . . . .

p o em of internal finance and domestic economy. If the draft agenda and
explariâtorÿpotes attached to it gave us the impression that they were trying'to
shifttrthé emphasis from this central problem to the "outward" aspects of their
difficulties, then their papers had been badly drafted and he would welcome
oursuggations for clarification and revision.

TELEGRAM 1818 • London, August 22, 1952
, , .. t , - . .

SECRETAND PERSONAL. IMMEDIATE.

Refelience: Our telegram No. 1796 of August 20.
LWhénfsaw Butlcr on Augustâ20, he knew we had put in a redraft of the

explanâtory notes on the conference agenda, though he had not himself seen
the text nor had any opportunity to discuss it,with his own staff. He said that
as;fir`; is' he was concerned, and he was surc he spoke for the whole govcrn-
ment,;the central problem of the sterling area countries was fundamentally a
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2. , He, went on to.say.that they might have some difficulty in getting India,
Pakistan, ; and perhaps Australia, to : agree on an agenda focussed', more
explicitly ton; the: problems of internal economy,',but : for, his part he -had no

quarrel with - our , suggestions as.. to • how the emphasis of the conference
discussions should be distributed. ,
13. 1 said that I,had privately been rather.worried by the.light-hearted,way in
which his government,had proposed a Commonwealth conference to, consider
questions on which, with all'the good will,inin, the world, it would be difficult at
this stage to make substantial progress, to.which, his only but not inadequate

réply, , was: ."you're , telling me!". I thought, some difficulties in the . present
préparatory stage could -have been avoided i(thé United Kingdom.Govern-
ment, recognizing as l knew they did that their relatiôns with Canada in these
fields were essentially different in kind and character from their relations with
members .'of, the: sterling area, had discussed privately with us the various
agenda papers before broadcasting them to o Commonwealth . countries
generally. Specifically, if we had had an opportunitÿ of making our comments
on the'advance draft of the agenda papers, instead of on the text that had. been
communicatedsimultaneously to all Commonwealth Goverriments, I was sure

it would have been easier to have secured quick and general agreement. As it
was, they would have to go back to all the others with revised agenda papers in
which the differences in drafting would attract attention and invite argument.
Butler did not dissent but said that he hoped that from now on it would be
possible for their experts and ours'to work together without reservations and
not necessarily in the forum of full Commonwealth meetings. He had hoped
that his meeting with Mr. Abbott in Mexico would have.been an opportunity
for initiating just such discussions, and he asked me to let our Minister of
Finance know that his main if not only disappointment in not going to Mexico
was that he would miss this opportunity for preliminary discussions with Mr.
Abbott and our delegation. In the meantime he would be steadily on the job
here trying to help shape the, United Kingdom app^oach to the mnetwng ld get

• . ^ . . .. ._
.^ } Y^# ^°':# ^ J .. ^ . f i . ^^f ^- .. .^}. rt.Y.s , ^. .^ ^ . . . . ^. . • ..

Kingdorri'shouid'dô to besaved; but' a reai need • for ^nsert^ng p
t1 'ted Kin^gdom thinking â more realistic recognition of the conditions `under

which our reprçscntationo t e gener •
T,, ^., ,
give h,^mm ^ My general s.^zing up of the s^tuation, and this is an interim answe
to your telegram No. 1565 of August 15,12 is that theré is no particularÜnd ed
this jûncture,for, any,,pubiic preaching from Canada about •what intorivately

,orof his cabinet coUeagues and would oc glad of any ran uld
"`' "" ' f h al Canadian interest and viewpoint co

4.J got the impression that he çxpected to have his own d1fficult^es w
° • ° ' • f cement or stiffening

important or gave us worry. ; • •. ^^ ;fi, some

meantime he and his staff p
that we would not hesitate to press home the points that seemed to us

• would be com ete y at our i ,

started next wcek and wor pretty ar
policy to^ be t blocked out in advance of the September meetings. In the

• 1 1 d sposal and he hoped

expected that their ^.ao^net ^.^m^n^«^^, ^^ ^^^^^^^..-vv•• ... _.._.._--_--.

k h` ' d'and intensrveljr on the main lines of
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which the forthcoming conference can do ,a little good and not positive harm.
From this point of view, your own,visit to London in mid-September is well
timed and should be helpful. By the same token I think it might be a good idea
to have John Deutsch in London a few days before the preliminary official
meetings begin on September 22."

586. . . . DEA/50123-40,.. ..
Le haut-commissaire au.Royaume-Uni

. . au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,.
High Commissioner in United Kingdom

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM ,1846 .

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

London, August 28, 1952

COMMONWEALTH ECONOMIC CONFERENCE AGENDA

Reference: Our telegrams Nos. 1796 of August 20 and 1818 of August 22.

J. ,Couillard" has been pressing the proposed Canadian amendments on
United Kingdom officials, and until yesterday was hopeful that they would be
ready to recommend their acceptance in toto. This morning, however, when he
and ,1 saw. Liesching it became clear that United Kingdom officials, in the
absence 'of ministers, did not feel, they could go beyond undertaking to
recommend the draft reply to the Canadian aide memoire that is quoted in my
immediately following telegram. If this redraft of the agenda, which represents
a pretty substantial effort to meet our viewpoint, is likely to be acceptable to
Canada, they will make every effort to get it approved by their ministers.
Nothing will be circulated to other Commonwealth countries until after they
have had our further views.

2.: Liésching insisted that the United Kingdom, for their part, would be ready
to açcept our amendments as they stood. Their main difficulty was one of
presentatton of an agenda in which our proposed addition as Item 4(A) -
"Domestic economic policies affecting the external position" - would be
incorporated as a separate and distinct heading. The Commonwealth Relations
Office are convinced that India and possibly Pakistan' would baulk at this
change 'and that its proposal would prejudice Indian participation in the
méeting. They do not know what the Australian position will be.
3: You will ^see that section 1 of , the redraft (this is the list of main headings

which United Kingdom officials think might have to' be made public at some
time and was 'referred to as Annex'A in Thomson's letter of August 5) does not
include our proposed Item 4(A). On the other hand, the word "External"
would be dropped in the new Item 3(A) (originally 4(A)) - "External

"Note marginale :,/Marginal note: -
I circulate without the last paragraph. W[ilgress] I
'Louis Couillard, premier secrétaire, haut-commissariat au Royaume-Uni.
.Louis Couillard, First Secretary. High Commission in United Kingdom.
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financial : policy". '-YoLr ` rewording of Item-' (main, heading) 4 would be
acceptable The Indian suggestion to group and redraft Items (headings) I and

'2 has also been incorporated.
_ .. ^

t
,,
on'` "4. ^As f6r Sect 11 of the

.
agenda (Annéx, B of Tho, mson'.s letter), ' all 'of the

Canadian amendments would be accepted except our proposéd Item 4(A). The

,question of internal policies would be brought within the scope of the agenda,
not only in the first or main headings agenda (through the deletion of the word
"External" in new Item 3(A)), but also in the explanatory language which you
proposed and which • would be accepted under Item'l I ("Internal causes"), as
well as in Item 4 which envisages discussion of responsibilities of debtor

countries.
5. The difficulties of presentation referred to in paragraph 2 are essen t ially

the
political. ' They relate to what the United Kingdom officials feel -certain th

lndian ' reaction to our proposed 4(A) would be; Mr. Nehru;,is personally
sensitive about being "forced" into discussion of his internal economic policies
and would be sure to have almost overriding

as
of tfie

paln tagenda includingin India, should tt become known that he greéd t
4^A)

6. 1 was not in a position to challenge the Unitedf Kingdom assessment of the
risks involved and the possible'effect on the, level of Indian participation in

conference; - they certainly attach a good - deal of ; importance to having
Deshmukh, the indian' Minister of Finance, attend ^the conference himself. Sir
Raghavan Pillai, who was in, London' last week, appears to have privately
confirmed,:their assessment of 'Indian susceptibilities: Liesching saw, similar

,insisttng on urther. draftmgç anges a • s better
pâragraph of the United Kingdom aidé' memoiré, another and perhap

Canadian contribution, to the discussons of the
,rettexclu`sivil ^towardItem` 1; I;doubt `whether we would make progress by
p,1,, y, ,f, y. " ested in the ^nal• h t this time` As 'su88

• ' con ercnce ts o

.;by , United Kingdom mtntstersaccepted ;f the
Commonwealth governments. In all the circums-tances,, and particularly

f ' t be dirccted

,;^.= I^should think, this redra t, ^ • • g 3nd commended to the other. .•
' f'f thou ht tolerable in Canada, wvu

6 Canadian attitude, he would have to take eir ra p y,
{^

Ménzies. Id he

however, mat Roland Wu-son was P
Kingdom representative in Canberra. that the : original United Kingdom draft
a genda' was acceptable to Australia' when the report of the` Barkway article" in

the. Observer reached , him. , He'. then, said'. that, : in view of this news of the
r •' th ' d it rob 1 to Prime Minister

•7. The Aus ian co
awaited. The Commonwealth Relations Office, have told us in confidence,

the rocess :'ôf. -tèlling the United

difficulties, although lhe was no as e p , ;
&_I: mments ôn the original United Kingdom draft are sti11

'• • t m hatic as regards PakIstan.

js.,:I".'.f

'Sir Roland Wilson, sous-ministre des Finances de l'Australie.>
Sir Roland Wilson. Secretary of Treasury of Australia: • _' '

16Michael Barkway,iCriticism of British Draft Agenda s' London Observer, 24 aoû
t 245 1952.

Michael Barkway, ~Criticnsm of British Draft Agenda , London Observer. Aug
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opportunity for this will be provided by the preliminary meeting,of officials
next month.

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

^, .
DEA/50123-40

TELEURAM 1847 London, August 28, 1952;, _ . . .
SECRET. IMPORTANT.
,•; , ,

COMMONWEALTH ECONOMIC CONFERENCE
Reference: Our immediately preceding telegram.

Following is text of aide mémoire and its annex containing United Kingdom
redraft of agenda. Begins:

Aide Mémoire
-- Reference is made to the aide mémoire given to Mr. Symon, Common-

wealth Relations Office, by Mr. Couillard, Canada House, on the 19th August,
containing the Canadian Government's views on the agenda proposed by the
United Kingdom Government for the Commonwealth Economic Conference in
November next.
2. The United Kingdom Government agree with the view of the Canadian

Government that publication of a detailed agenda should be avoided, if this is
at all possible. Past experience, however, indicates that the danger of such
information becoming known to the press is so-great that it is prudent to have
ready the broad headings in a form on the lines of section I of the annex to this
aide mémoire which might be available for publication if all governments
agree. This was the consideration which prompted the United Kingdom
Government to prepare the agenda in two sections, viz. section I under broad
headings, in a form which might by agreement be published, and section II
supplementary secret information which would not be divulged outside official
circles.

3. The present position is that the agenda circulated by the United Kingdom
Government has been accepted by the Governments of New Zealand, South
Africa, Pakistan and Ceylon; the Government of India have proposed one
amendment and the Government of Southern Rhodesia have suggested two
possible additions. Final comments from the Australian Government are still
awaited: ,, , * .

4• The United Kingdom Government have considered most 'carefully the
amendments proposed by the Canadian Government, together with the
comments received from other Commowncalth governments. For their part, the
United Kingdom Government are read with one important exception, to
accept the amendments proposed by the Canadian Govcrnment.' Difficulty,,
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arises regarding the Canadian Government'sproposal to amend paragraph'4 of
the main items' of the agenda to include Government are aware, 'it has
separate and distinct heading. As the Canadian
been ^ ezplairiéd to other Commonwealth governments (by United Kingdom
High Commissioners) that the 'United Kingdom Government, so far from
excluding discussion of internal economic policy, "hope that the scope of the
conference will be the whole field ^of,external,economic policy and of internal
economic policy so far as it has repercussions on external policy." The United
Kingdom Government's readiness to engage in such ovèrall discussion was
reiterated ! by the Chancellor of the Exchequer his

comment on thishpoin
Mr.

t
Norman Robertson on 20th August. In the absence
from other Commonwealth governments, the United Kingdom r Government
must assume that they also are prepared.to engage in such discussion. But in
view of the possibility of publicity being given: to this sèction' of the agenda, the

United Kingdom Government fear ' that the Canadian.; Government's
amendment to include domestic policy, as-a, separacte item would 'create
substantial political embarrassment for certain Commonwealth governments.
They feel that the Canadian Government will be with them in desiring to avoid
such embarrassment. In the hope, therefore, of securing the agreement of all
Commonwealth - governments, they would urge the Canadian Government to
accept a redraft on the lines set out in the annex,to this note. The United
Kingdom Governmenu, consider that it should be open to Commonwealth
officials at their meetings in London beginning on 22nd September, to review
the agenda in the light of their deliberations and if necessary to submit revised
proposals for the consideration of governments.

, ., . . ^.,,
s{ ^4 t, t r, , . .
, [ANNEXE^ANNEX]

43.a;'

Section 1: main headings
' Item 1. Reviewe of economic developments in ' recent years and future

; ^ ^ prospects -
Item 2., Objcçtivçs in external economic policy
Item 3. Aspects of theseobjectives and of the means for achieving them:

Financial policy
(b) Economic development
(c), Trade policy` °
(d, 'Commôditj+ poliçy

" J' (e) International institutions :
^, ! ^ .^.,. • n " s . _ ..

A Cxr o ration with other countriesr, Item„ .., . o;pe . area,
Item 5.Y The short•term balance of payments prospects of the sterling

and policy for 1953

Séctlon 11: sup^lementar^ injëX
^anation under the main i-^`^' `' ''- ° ' tems of the agenda

The secret supplemen ry explanation

would be as follows: ,..,
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^. ^Item V.

Review of economic developments in recent years and future prospects
This would review recent trade and 'payments developments and objectives

and would analyse the external causes and the internal causes of the difficulties
encountered by Commonwealth countries. It would include consideration of the
assumptions underlying pôstwar agreements such as the IMF and GATT and
the extent to which subsequent events and policies have affected the validity of
those assumptions. It would also deal with the extent to which the unsatisfac-
tory features of the world economy in recent years - and particularly the
payments difficulties are likely to persist and the extent to which they might be
alleviated by the adoption of appropriate policies by the countries,concerned.

Item 2

Objectives in external economic policy

This would attempt to determine the extérnal objectives of economic policy,
taking as a start 'the statement issued at the conclusion of the Commonwealth
Finance Ministers' meeting in January 1952.

Item 3.

Aspects of these objectives and of the means for achieving then:
(a) (b) and (c) would continue the examination of the issues considered in a

preliminary way at the Commonwealth Finance Ministers' meeting and in the
interim report of the Commonwealth Working Parties on convertibility and
development.

(c)would also . -involve discussion of the steps . that Commonwealth
governments might - take to achieve their objectives including among other
things the effect of preferences and quantitative restrictions.

(d)would discuss means of creating greater stability in trade in primary
commodities but would not involve an attempt to work out detailed plans for
particular commodities.
l'(e)would be concerned with the role of international institutions such as the

F and GATT, taking account of items I and 2 above.
Item 4

Cooperation` with other countries
This ^would be concerned with the desirability of achieving more effective

international cooperation; particularly with the United States and OEEC
countries; and with the responsibiities" of debtor and creditor countries
respectively..; ,

ItemSkf

The short'i ternm balance 'of payments prospects of the sterling area, and
,^ +oli- vfor 1953'Pc f _. .

,,,This would be an examination of immediate problems 'on the lines of that
normally'cârried out at'meetings of Commonwealth Finance Ministers. Ends.
.pr
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. . . a._ , , . ,

. , ,.^-^ . ,, . ,.^ ,^ . . . .. . .

CONFIDENTIAL. SECRET. IMPORTANT.

,TELECRAM* 16457-Ottawa, September 1, 1952

e er
The proposals in the United Kingdom Aide Memoire and annex, reported in

your telegram 1847, have now been considered bÿ ^the Ministers concerned,
including the Prime Minister. You may, uccôrdinglÿ, ' inform the United
Kingdum' Government that this'revised version of the'agenda and explanatory
memorandum is acceptable to the Canadian Government.- In this connection it
is understood that, as observed in the last paragraph of the Aide Memoire, it
will be open to.the officials at their Meetings beginning on September 22 to
review; the agenda in the light of their deliberations, and, if, necessary, to
submit revised proposals for the consideration of Governments. .,:

,'Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

rni►,^a,^ntvWEALTH ECONOMIC CONFERENCE AGENDA

R f ence• Your telegrams Nos. 1846 and 1847 of August 28, 1952.

^^i . Ar'^^^ lÏ^
_... : ^ . %1.•. . .. , A . . .- . ... . . . _

TELEGRAM 1646
Ottawa, September 2, 1952

589.., ,,: -

;^, •3 = Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-contmissaire au Royaunie-Urii .^,ÿ.•^t , 1:-1 :

. .. a 1 a . .

Secretary of State for'Èxterna! Affairs `
to High' Comntissioner ln United Kingdom

RELATIONS AVEC LE COMMONWEALTFI

: au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni -

Secretârÿ ôf State for Externa! Affairs
to High Cômmissioner in United Kingdom

it ,

, ! ^ , f DEA/50123-40

, .,. .,

DELEGATION TO MEETING OF OFFICIALS

PREPARATORY TO COMMONWEALTII,ECONOMIC CONFERENCE the

^^t?, A1!i. announcement F to. the press,is being - released today rcgarding
,composition of 'Our delcgation ;to the meeting. of officials preparatory to the
, Çômmonwçalth Economic Confercnce. This announccment reads as follows.
Ânnouncxment Begins: of o f f;cials,

"It was^ announced today that the'delegation to the meeting
,ch" ts

#,. ,ng convened` . ^n
for the

wh^ ^, London on September 22nd to prepare
ntmônw beêalth Ec6nômic Conference,, will bc heâded by Mr N.A. Robertson,

High Commissioner for Canada in the United Kingdom. are:l^lr
.JnkRi f,j

5r .....,$ 1
; .. .....;, . ,... { i. .

,<,The ôfficialswho w ill be go^ng from Canada
,

to'attcnd the meeting
&W.F" Bûll," Dcputy Minister of Trade and Commerce; Mr. J.J. Deutsch, :
Direetôr 'of 'the Economic ; Relations Division, Department of Finance; r

CONFÎDENTIAL
j'ri °
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Louis Rasminsky, Bank of Canada; and Mr. D.V. LePan, Department : of
External Affairs.

The delegation will also be. assisted, by Mr. J.F. Parkinson and Mr. L.
Couillard of the Office of the High. Commissioner_.for Canada, London."
Announcement ends. Ends.

590. •' :. DEA/50123-40

i

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-con:ntissaire au Royaunie-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Nigh Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 1647 "^ `,,. .
CONFIDENTIAL

Ottawa, September 2, 1952

DELEGATION TO MEETING OF OFFICIALS

PREPARATORY TO COMMONWEALTH ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

Reference: My Telegram No. 1646, Sept. 2.

Following Personal for Robertson' from Wilgress.

You will' have seen from Telegram No. 1646 giving the text of the press
announcement of the composition of our delegation to the meeting of officials

C " . .

preparatory to the Commonwealth Economic Conference, that it is the wish of
the Government that you should head the delegâtion.

It was the special wish of the Prime Minister that you should undertake this
responsibi,lity. I know from experience how difficult it is for a High Commis-
sioner to participate in discussions on the official level. In your case, however,
the ^diff culties ' will be considerably lessened by the close-rsonal' relations.^

which ÿou have with the United Kingdom officials concerned.' Moreover, once
the meeting gets underway' there should be ample opportunity, for a free
exchange of views with all members of the delegation having an opportunity to
participate: This will give Deutsch, who will be the most familiar with the
Official thinking here, ample opportunity to express the Canadian point of view.
I trust thercfore ' that you will `^ have no misgivings upon accepting this added
responsibility to your many other duties. Ends.
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SECRET

Note du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet
. pour le premier. ministre

.Memorandum from Assistant Secretary to Cabinet
to Prime Minister j:"j

I

PCO

Ottawa, September 10, 1952

COMMONWEALTH ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

You will recall that, at the informal meeting of Ministers on August 26th,
the general lines of the policy tô bé followed.by Canada at* the Commonwealth
Economic Conferénce were approved and 1t was agreed that a draft paper
should be prepared for possible submission by us to the Conference. It was also
agreed that the draft should be ready for consideration by the Cabinet at its
meeting on September 13th, in order that it might, •if approved, be made
available to the representatives of the other governments at the meeting

d and
officials, opening on September 22nd. A draft

Committee on Externalapproved by the members of the Interdepartmental
Trade Policy. It will be an item for the agenda of the Cabinet on Saturday.

As the paper is quite long, Mr. Pickersgill suggested that I might send it to
you. in Toronto, in the hope that you would have an opportunity to read it in
the course of your, journey. A copy of the Cabinet document, including the

draft, is accordingly attached herewith .t ,. • . . . . d

:onsideratwn at the meet^ng o o • a 3^. ; ,
, , . , < R ERTSON]

Commssioner for t e n e 8 : all the,. ' ... ...
*

.
âgréed to'k it. Mr. Thomson stated orally that ^t hâd beén passed by

Commonwealth governments and that jit would nôw stand,• subject to fûrther
.,^; , • f tri ials • .

Mr. Pickersgill informed,me, by telephone on August 31st, that you agree
that Canada should accept the reviséd agenda for the Confetence, {subject tof
the understanding I that further discussion would be possible_ at the meeting
ôfficials. Information to this effect was sent to the High *CommissionH'lh
London on September 1 st. I have today recerved a; letter from the Deputy 8
°lk3E.^.•..1a..

: .. ' ,. .

h U t d K
^

^n d
xom sett^ng fôtth'the agénda precisely as we

I" II,, . .. . . r^z ,. ,.f.`^l ^.ï' ,. °
^I%.V. LO^ • t I ^ I
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592., f- DEA/50123-40
Note du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet

pour la Direction économique

Memorandum from Assistant Secretary to Cabinet
to Economic Division

SECRET: IMMEDIATE. Ottawa, September 19, 1952
. . . , ,

Mr. [A.E.] Ritchie,

Attached is one copy,of the statement of Canadian views for submission to
the Commonwealth Economic Conference as finally revised and cleared with
the Prime Minister."

R.G. R[OBERTSON]

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

DEA/50123-40

='' . . ^ - Déclaration révisée des vues

Revised Statement of Views

SECRET [Ottawa, n.d.]
. . . ^ , ,

COMMONWEALTH ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

Agenda Item 1. Review of economic developments in recent:years and future
prospects

Agenda Item 2: Objectives in external economic policy.
, . ^ . -, .

Statement of Canadian views
=''1.'The Canadian Government welcomes the opportunity presented by this
conference of discussing with fellow members of the Commonwealth some of
the major economic problems which are confronting us all. We have followed
with sympathetic -anxiety the emergence since ^ 1951 of fresh balance of
payments difficulties- in' many of the Sterling Area countries. Though Canada
is not a member of the Sterling Area, our close tics with the United Kingdom,
.and the other members of the Commonwealth inevitably make us. feel great
'concern' at any adverse turn - in their fortunes. Canada is anxious to play a
constructive part in^ finding a solution to the-Sterling Area's difficulties. We

!'Le 13 septembre, le. Cabinet a examiné le projet de déclaration préparé par le Comité
interministériel de la politique sur le commerce extérieur et a demandé qu'il soit remanié. Le
document'a été soumis une deuxième fois le 17 septembre, et le Cabinet l'a approuvé sous
réserve que de nouvelles corrections lui soient apportées et que le premier ministre puisse
l'examiner une dernière fois.

r F The draft statement, prepared by the Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade Policy,
was cônsidered by Cabinet on September 13 at which time revisions were requested. The
statement was resubmitted on September 17. Cabinet then approved the document subject to
further revisions and final consideration by the Prime Minister.
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share` with 'a11 parts of the Commonwealth a vital interest in seeing sterling
again a strong and truly, international. çurrency. s, but is

2. The present statement does - not , cover,_ Canadian
as seen through tCanadian

devoted to a review of ..the Sterling Areas position a
eyes. No doubt the representatives of Sterling Area countries will, in the course
of these discussions, wish to makè some observations

any lto réview sthe
,seen . through their eyes. If so, we shall be glad Y

Canadian economic situation and touch upon some
exchanr e of

princ i pal
éwsp that the

We believe that it is in t oi through
help

frank
^^otherg to ~ overcome ^ their

-countries of the Commonwealth can
difficulties and attain their commo^éd since the end of the. war the goal of a

3. Although seven years have pa far from
satisfactory system of 'international economic relations

r-reaching,dislocations
attainment. There is common agreement that the fathe outbreak of hostilities
caused by the war, the subsequent political tensions,
in : Korea and elsewhere, and the need for subst tteim l tin

increased
to d iagnose e the

efforts have greatly intensifed the difficult^es. In a p g

fundamental causes of the persistent financial these
rm ament,of rea have

of the post-war period, and particularly the heavy burden
to be fully recognized. Allowance for these features should not, however, divert
attention from other factors which may be of underlying importance.

4. The war and its aftermath presented all Sterling countries with major
d t ding

problems of adjustment. The imPwâs narthe
ticularly

international
severe. In financing its war

position of the .United Kingdom p
effort the United Kingdom liquidated a large paof its foreign

from overseas
and accumulated substantial debts in paying for its equire ng,
countries. The physical 'damage ,to plant and equipé ted the l

oss of
'ôf

p
ithe

and the depletion of capital, naeto adversely
channèls, of trade were

,United Kingdom to produce . exPort
"disrûpted and,had to be re-established. In short, the United Kingdom emerged
1 from the,war with heavy new commitments abroad, with a -vas toeea ntforeign
problem at home, and with a. substantially-.reduced capacity roblem
exchange required to cover, these increased needs.

b
recent

the. eed toe devote a
,of making ends meet has,,been further aggravated Y
,substantial share of,the.national output,to defence purposes. It ^ a û^Teama] r
these` changed circumstances of the ;Uniten Kingdomints external economic

fr adjustments, both in the structure of its eco y and

relations.
The traditionallY. close economic relationships between the oû United

5. Th s

° Kingdom and other members of the Sterling Areâ meant that th 1ndependent
^wôuld F be ;'directly affected by the adjustments. The., Se ^^l,j problems and
^ members of the Commonwealth instaAsi'

tus The members of the Commonwealth
needs arising out of their changed to recovery,11

- were ° âlso confronted - with 'new and pressing needs rclating
devclopment and population growth: , . '

_ ^ ;^^
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= 6. In these circumstances extraordinary efforts and special measures were
required if the. United Kingdom and its partners in the Sterling Area were to
succeed in. building up- their production, and- exports to the level required to
meet their urgent needs. It was generally recognized that during the period of
adjustment the United Kingdom and other. countries in similar circumstances
would not. be in a position to remove the wartime, controls on trade and
payments. Accordingly, while the objectives, of currency convertibility and non-
discrimination were adopted, the international agreements incorporating these
objectives, notably the ., International Monetary Fund and the General
Agreement on, Tariffs and Trade, contemplated considerable freedom in the
use of trade and exchange controls in a transitional period. -
3. External financial assistance, was also clearly necessary if the job of

reconstruction was to be accomplished in a reasonable period of time and the
basic economic health of the ^ war-damaged countries restored. The United
States and Canada, which were more fortunately placed, provided substantial
assistance for this purpose in the form. of loans and, grants. The Financial
Agreement of 1946, between ' ,Canada and the United Kingdom, was designed
to help the United Kingdom recover from the war and also to help re-establish
multilateral trade, which was the mutually desired objective of the two
governments.

8.! While the wounds of war have not been altogether healed and while there
has been some permanent loss in real income from overseas investments, there
has been an impressive recovery in production and in the export trade of the
United Kingdom and other Sterling Area countries. In the case of the United
Kingdom, statistics indicate that the 1951 total industrial production was 45%
higher, than in 1946, and 39% higher than in 1938. Exports in 1951 were 82%
greater in physical volume than in either 1946 or 1938. Comparing the year
1938 with the six month period. ending March 1952, on the basis of annual
rates, the rise in the value of exports was from $2,750 million to $8,300 million
for the United Kingdom and from just under $3,000 million to over $10,000
million for the rest of the Sterling Area.
9. It is apparent that this remarkable recovery has not been accompanied by

a corresponding improvement in the external financial position of the United
Kingdom, and the Sterling Area. The difficulties respecting the balance of
payments appear as pronounced as ever, both from an overall point of view and
in their,3 regional aspects. For the years 1946 to .1951 inclusive, the United
Kingdom and five other independent Sterling Area countries had aggregate
current account deficits of £2,700 million. These were offset to the extent of
£700 inillion by the net surpluses of the colonies and the remaining independ-
ent SterlingArea countries, leaving an overall current account deficit of £2,000
million. Of this total deficit some £650 million occurred in 1951. The Sterling
Ârea's gold and dollar reserves are now lower than they were at the end of
1943: Throughout the post-war period relatively small disturbances of external
origin$have produced major swings in the Sterling Area's balance of payments
positiôn, and its foreign exchange reserves. The persistence of the exchange
prôblem, ànd the deep fluctuations in the balance of payments position of the
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time. Such fluctuations are often msepara
dynamic and progressive economy. g policies in the field of

13'. 'It is said that the dollar countries are not Pürsuin,, rt surplus
târiffs 'and commercial relations:appropriate to thé size of their expo Area sales
with the non -dolla^r world: ^ In this regard the experience of Sterling

t

in ^ the tanadian market might be' examined as an = indication of s hwâr pe i to

which this has actually been a major detTÔmdedg onfacor
etof i

n the
and most

Thrôûghout this period Canada'- has p orts

râp
idiy'growing markets for imports: In 1951i the value of inenhas ♦ increased; •-the voluwas approximately six t• ^mes as- great` as in 1938;

nearly two and one half times. Tariffs have been progressively reduced, and
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and
Sterling Area, indicating difficulty in, making -adjustm more

ern
tal and

volume of world 'demand; suggest,that there may be
deep-rooted causés of the problem than can be traced to any lack of recovery in

, . .., _..,:r. .: . ,
total production.

10: The deterioration`in the pôst-war terms of trad teâ i
the
ts "overall'payments

as compared ` with^` the' nineteen, thirties, has.aggrava
problems and made' the ' necessary .adjustments` more

, if the es ,recognized, however, that the, terms of trade durinf g the
abnormally favourable' of countries exporting* manufactured

this' movement
For

n the
primary producers of the Sterling Area the effect of From
terms of trade has on balance been favourable as coms telatrelations with the.rést o f
the point of view of the Sterling Area as a whole in pear
the world, the shift in the terms of trade in the ^areaas external balance,peven
to -have been a fundamental factor affecting
though there have been pronounced short-term fluctuations' which had

temporary effects on the central reserves. payments
11. In the search for the rasons why the Sterlin Area's

that ' b
alance

rogress has
difficulties have persisted, it is sometimes suggestedt greater p untries,
not, been possible because of inadequacies in the policiesâsaid thatt the cocreditor
particularly, . the United States. In this respect it is
countries ! cannot be depended upon to, maintain a' high and s

table
markets

economic activity and demand; = that they have failed . to open
sufficiently to, imports and that they have not provided an adequate flow of

foreign investment.

12.
The fact is that the levels'.of employment and production in the United

States and Canada' since the war have been high and have ^ risen place in
uninterruptedly, except 'for relatively minor adi ^t States, ndex tof industrial
the United States in 1949. In 1951 the Un
production was 219,'and the Canadian indéx 212,4 on a'1935-39 bave 'actually

regard it is difficult to envisagé more the futùrer it islrel+evant that the North
prevailed in the post-war period. For round for
American economies are expanding rapidly and there

good ground

believing that they have-the means and the
slumps. This is not to say, however, = that'the United States andf rotme tim

m ej to
trading countries will not be subject' to m blér fromfluctuations

progress in a
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their level, particularly, with respect to imports from Commonwealth countries,
is among the lowest in the world.ïWith the exception of certain.dairy products

•there are no quantitative restrictions on imports into Canada and many British
-goods enjoy tariff preferences in the Canadian market.

14. It is perhaps significant that in circumstances which favour imports from
,Commonwealth countries the proportion of imports from this source should be
substantially lower than before the war. In 1938, 17% of Canada's imports
.came from the United Kingdom and a further 10% from other Commonwealth
countries. In 1946, largely because of the war, these proportions had each
declined to 7%. By 1951 some improvement was,shown, with the United
Kingdom stipplying 10% and the rest of the Commonwealth 8%. If in that year
the Sterling. Area had been able to supply the same proportion of Canada's
imports as before the war, the Area's dollar earnings would have been
$350,000,000 greater than they were. The failure to recover the pre-war share
of the Canadian market suggests that circumstances were present, other than
any.general lack of opportunities, which-interfered with the efforts to take full
advantage^of this important dollar ma'rket.

15. The United States has traditionally, - been.a much more difficult market
for Sterling Area goods than Canada. Despite significant tariff reductions since
the war, the efforts of the United States- to encourage imports cannot be
regarded as having gone far enough, having in mind its responsibilities as the
world's greatest creditor nation. Undoubtedly more constructive and vigorous
efforts to remove United States trade barriers would have'created additional
opportunities for Sterling Area goods in that market. However, the experience

,ofof the sterling countries in the, generally more receptive Canadian market, and
in other, third markets, raises the question as to how far additional opportuni-
ties 1would have resulted in . a substantial increase in Sterling Area exports to
the United States.

16. Over the years international capital movements have been an important
-balancing factor in world trade and payments. The record of private capital
movement since the war has been disappointing. However, the failure of

.private investment.to play its traditional role appears to have beeq as much a
consequence as a cause of the whole complex of trade and financial imbalance
,in the post-war period. In assessing the effect of an inadequate flow of private
capital,, consideration must be given to the substantial movements of public
capital which have taken place, In the post-war period Sterling Area countries
have received in the neighbourhood of $8,000 million in the form of loans,
grants, and advances from the United States and Canada and from interna-
tional, institutions. While they have not ^taken the traditional forms, there have
in fact been massive international financial transfers in this period which have
served as an important balancing force in world trade and payments. However,
the, inadequate movements of private capital across most international
, boundaries is one of the important financial problems to which increasing
attention_needs to be directed.

17, The problems inherited from the war, the movements in the terms of
trade and certain inadequacies in the commercial and financial policies of the
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^.:creditor countries have contributed to Sterling `Areâ problèms ànd have made
necessâry' adjüstments' more diffcult. ^At' the' sa aethe

nature and the
suggest

f-persisténce of ^ the `difficulties which have : affecte g

that a satisfactory explanation cannoV be foun â 1 ^ôns derable r part nof the
question , is., inevitabl y raised as to whether
explanation for the, continued disequilibrium in trade and payments must not
be found in the total effect of policies pursued by countries in the Area.
A 8. The persistence of balance'of, , payments difficulties so long after the end
of the war, notwithstanding the increase in production' and total= exports,
suggests strongly that the basic cause of the' fo consume and to invest

'` been the tendency of many parts of the Sterling Area to
' in excess of the amounts available to them from their production

issued afterrthe
investment from abroad. This was recognized in the statement

"-January meeting of Commonwealth Finance Ministers elreservesis for
that "the only way to prevent recurrent drains of the central gold

every country in the Area strenuously to endeavour was^also agreed thatethe
which are, or can be, available to it ^ and where
"first and most important step" to be taken by ^ any country in the Sterling

t.Area likely to be in overall deficit is "to ensure that the internal economy is

,. sound and that all possible measures are taken to combat inflation." c in the

' 19. Since the end of the' war the main ob on havelibeen full
sterling countries, as in most countries, includ ing Canada, economic
employment; rising standards of living, expanding social lon^term elements
development.' These are sound objectives and are essential long-
of economic progress. For the Asian countries in the Commonwea lth
for accelerated progress towàrds 'some of these objectives has beënparticularly

urgent. The attempt of the SterlingArea to push ahead in laleater demands
fronts at the same time appears, however, to have resulted greater

for goods and services than could be met out of available resou rces, pa rticularly
found it

in view of the high priority,that some Sterling Area countries have
necessary to give to the needs of defence.

20: 'The ways in' which excessive demand arising out of inflationary pressures
= ina + c affect a' country's balance of payments are well known and of

not
esbecy

élaborated h66; Internal ° demand which ^Potentâl export s are consumed
mpor and thef production spills over into demand for imports.'

^ at i home. - Pressure - of 'excessive demand ts in forei n markets deteriorates. If
competitive position of the country s expo 8
'thé pressure of demand is •greater at,home than abroad production ofor,atnd
`domestic mark^ét` becomes' more profitable ^,tableproduct ion for
^resourees `are` drawn away from the 1 p
appear . in the balance of payments; and if these are greater than the infloW of
capital ôr' financial aid from abroad, the exchange'reserves fall. Area

-^`21,'This 'prôcess'would appear to have been at work Se demand in
countries, as well as elsewhere. To the extent that the excessive

drain on the
fromthôse' "countrics has spilt over into " dollar 'imports, the, other

^ rëscrves has been direct. To the extent that it has increased imports
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sterling countries it has been no less serious since it has impaired the ability of
those countries to export to non-sterling countries.,,In an attemptjo restore
balance in their external accounts and.to stop the. drain on. reserves, the
Sterling.. Area . countries . imposed and . later,. intensified' restrictions of- a
discriminatory nature. These measures,, however, would séem. to have been an
attempt to deal with symptoms rather than, with.the underlying causes of the
problem. Unavoidable, though, the *restrictions may have been as emergency
measures designed to provide time for taking fundamental action, events have
shown' that in themselves they do not provide asolution to the problem. It has
become apparent that the restrictions have certain undesirable effects on the
structure of.^ the economy ^ which aggravate the problem and , make the
achievément.of a lasting solution more difficult. ;
-22: Discriminatory trade restrictions and exchange controls insulate domestic
industries from foreign competition. In this way the restrictions lead to higher
costs and prices, and weaken the incentives to efficiency. To the extent that this
occurs, an advantage is gained by the exporters of competitive ^ goods from
other countries. Since less essential goods are a favoured target for import
controls, there, is a tendency for resources to_ be t drawn away from, more
essential industries into the domestic production of these. goods, regardless of
whether such industries are efficient or not.
23., The attempt to contain the balance of payments effects of- inflationary

pressures through import restrictions consequently tends to be self-defeating.
The effects of the misdirection of resources naturally take time to work their
way, through the economic system. For a, while their consequences may be
concealed by the availability of foreign balances or foreign assistance to cover
the external deficits, to' which the misdirection -of resources contributes. An
illustration of the way in which, this process works itself out may.well be
provided by the failure of the production of. many primary products in non-
dollar countries to rise above the pre-war level, let alone to keep pace with the
rising demands for these products resulting from the growth in population and
the expansion of industrial production. Available evidence indicates that the
level of food crop production outside North America must have been less than
before the war. It is clear too that in the case of many raw materials the
expansion in Sterling Area output has been much less than might have been
expected in view of the strong world-wide demand for such commodities.

24. No doubt there are special.reasons to explain the failure of the output of
individual primary^ commodities to expand in particular countries. It does
appear, however,, that one important general factor has been the diversion of
productive resources away from primary industries which have to face world
competition to the production of manufactured goods, in many cases of a non-
essential type,,.{which are protected from world competition by import
restrictions. The long-term consequences of these developments appear to be
serious. With capital resources scarce, the countries concerned can ill afford to
have,capital misdirected and to weaken the basic structure of their economies
through a decline in their output of the staple primary products they must sell
abroad to meet their, essential import requirements. From the point of view of
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the Sterling' Area as a whole, the. failure of basic production to keep up with
growing "'demand and "population has- meant continued shortages and
perpetuation of balance of payments difficulties.
`25:` The Sterling Areastands in great need of additional'capital resources to
permit `the ' member 'countries -to take à;dvantage of their opportunities to
increase output and raise their{ standard 'of^ living. The need is general but is
particularly keenly felt in those parts of theArea which are economically less
highly developed. The United Kingdom has since' the end of the war exported
capital to these countries 'on a large scale., lIn so' doing it has made a notable
contribution to their economic development and `stability. It is understood that
the net outflôw of private capital 'from the United Kingdom to the rest of the
Sterling Area from 1946 through 1951 exceedèd i850 million. There was also
a' substantial reduction, in . the sterling, balance of certain Sterling Area
countries but 'this was more than'offset by a rise in the. balances of others.
Some of the expenditures consequent upon this now of capital were no doubt
directed to the United States and other non-sterling countries, but- in the main
the expenditures were made in the 'United Kingdom and the capital export
involved the use of its resources of manpower and materials. The strain on the
United Kingdom economy produced in this way should not be underestimated.

It was eased in part by the financial assistance from the United States and
Canada. With outside assistance no ionger available on, the scale of formear
years, the United Kingdom has indicated its inability,to continue to support
heavy burden of capital exports to other sterling area countries.

26. In'the light of the continued need of many parts of the Sterling Area for
outside -capital to `assist in their economic development, particularly in
expanding,the production of primary products, an important question which
would seem to require attention is how to ` attract oof capital policies,
Sterling Area. In any assessment of the virtues and demerits present

bôth internal and external, this question is one 'Of great importance. The only
source - of external capital on - the - scale required is the United States.
Unfortunately, the inconvertibility of sterling, and the controls on trade and
payments,add to the difficulties otthe sterling countries in attracting private

capital from outside the Area.

"27. At the Present time the principal choice which wôuld 'appear to lie beforeof
the Sterlirig Area countries is whether, in' the further development
policies designed to meet their payment problems, the major emphasis is to be
placed on measures intended to increase the inherënt strength of sterling or on
measures i to ^^ suppress the exterrial a manifestations of continued n nlâcedio
weaknesses. In the, past year or so an increasin emphasis has b P

' aI licies ° monetary policy gas 'a corrective of balance of
^ntern po , particularly that the

,payments, disequilibrium. However, it would still be true to saythe degree
Sterling Area is relying very heavily on the direct'control of imports;
of restriction and in most cases the extent of the discrimination are more severe
now than at any ^ time, since the war.' Although it is recognized that a, Would

• ' 1 d•ff culties the question
,shift ^ in the direction ofpolicy would invo ve i^ • Area
seem to be whether the interests of the countries comprising the Sterling
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would not best be served by such a shift. There'are strong reasons for believing
that they would.

28. It is' clear by now that the policies of restriction and discrimination have
not been successful in achieving 'their ! objective., .These' policies have not
achieved international balance for the Sterling: Areâ, and there is no apparent
reason'for supposing that further intensification would be any more successful.
The policies pursued by'numerous countries in recent;years provide abundant
evidence - that import. restrictions ^ do not, in themselves, overcome . the
underlying difficulties. When deficits are encountered the more constructive
course is to examine the export side and general economic policies to see by
what means a country's earnings can be increased. When restrictive policies are
pursued: by many countries, they succeed, only in preventing the balanced
expansion of world trade from which all benefït:

29. We feel that there is a further reason for believing that a major shift in
policy would be desirable in the interests of the sterling countries themselves.
We fear that the combination of excessive demand and import restrictions is
leading to a misdirection of . resources • and the encouragement of economic
inefficiency. If this analysis of the situation-is correct, the net result is to keep
both the standard of living and : the rate of economic development of the
Sterling Area countries below what they would otherwise be. Although the
application of policies which would flow from placing greater emphasis on
internal measures might- be painful and difficult in the short run, there is
ground for believing that they would strengthen ' the economies of. sterling
countries, would result in more efficient and greater output, and would help to
create the conditions under which public and private investment from outside
the Area would be more readily available. ,, , ,
30. There is another reason why the Canadian Government would regret the

further development of Sterling Area policies along the lines of restrictionism
and discrimination and would welcome a reversal of present tendencies. To an
ever-increasing extent, Canadian producers have found themselves excluded
from Commonwealth markets since the end of the war, except in respect of
essential materials not available from non-dollar sources. In the conditions
which have prevailed in Canada and in the United States and elsewhere during
the past few years the Canadian economy has managed, by and large, to adapt
itself to this situation without widespread difficulty..The discrimination against
Canada , in sterling markets has created immediate problems. of consequence
only in respect of a limited number of products. Nevertheless, there is concern
with the long-run effects on relations between Canada and other parts of the
Commonwealth of a.continuance of the present lines of policy. Opinion, in
Canada,- while sympathetic, finds it increasingly difficult to understand the
continued need, so long after the end of the war, for disruption of traditional
trade connections and persistent discrimination against Canadian exports. The
Canadian Government would greatly regret seeing policies followed which over
a period of time would run the risk of placing a strain on relations between
Canada and other parts of the Commonwealth and, indeed, between Sterling
Area members of the Commonwealth themselves. Moreover the close co-
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operation - and understanding : between the : Commonwealth : and. the . United
States which is so essential for the prosperity and security of the Western world
might, be jeopardized,by a continuation of?the efforts of. the. Sterling,Area to
solve its payments problems through import restrictions and discrimination.
= 31.: The ^ failure of!individual countries to, solve their exchange problems. has
sometimes led them to'seek a solution through a tightening of regional trade
and, payments. arrangements. Post-war experience has shown, that - in the
absence,of appropriate internal -policies such arrangements-do not provide a
satisfactory and lasting answer to the exchange problems;of_the region as a
whole or of individual members of it. ^ Regional: arrangements may make it
possible for some:members to ease their own problems for, a short time by
drawing on the resources of other members of.the group, temporarily relieving
them of the need for taking the necessary fundamental corrective measures. In
effect a mechanism is provided whereby.inflation experienced in one country is
spread throughout the area.,ln this way the,difficulties are aggravated and the
underlying problems are obscured.

^:32. An effective programme to correct the underlying causes of imbalance is
a: prerequisite, to a successful -restoration of currency convertibility and the
removal of discrimination. An artificial and ?precarious balance, sustained by
the continued use of trade and exchange restrictions, cannot be.regarded as
adequate. The advantages implicit in •a fully: convertible currency - access to
all.world markets and sources of supply,• increased productive efficiency, the
enforced.regard to internal financial stability - would in fact be negated by

the effects of the restrictions.
33.; One of the more important lessons learned from the experience since the

war is that international co-operation `can -only' be effective' if nations are
prepared. to accept a: share of responsibility in the common effort. In the
economic field, North American co-operation made a' significant contribution
to the successful. restoration of the economies of, the war-damaged countries.

States and Canada: Such co-ôperative action' cannot, howevcr, be a substitute

,Yet,action taken by the United States and Canada was only a,supplement to
the major efforts made by those countries themselves to expand production.

34.a This paper has indicated reasons for bclievin&that the present situation
holds'serious elements of danger: In thcse circumstances there is clearly scope
for fûrther CO-operation amông all countries affected, including the United

. .L _ q re obviously
tor measures to arrest anu ^ ^^^& -1v, •^^^ P-5-s- •^••--_.._.__ _. ___ _ _
the` responsibility of national governments and which they - alone can initiate

. and`carry out. It would be the earnest desire of the Canadian governme true
scek`ëffective mens of supplementing such measures to assist in achieving
iniërnationâl balance on a basis which recognizes fully the"responsibilities of all

I C
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ç` . ' ., .. . . . , • . ., 4 .593. DEA/50123-40
Rapport de la rétinion préparatoire

de la Conférence éconômique dti Commonwealth
Report of Prepâratory Meeting of Commonwealth Ecônomic Conference.... . .

TOPSECRET Ottawa, November 3, 1952_,. . ; , , . . ^ , . . .._:, . .
` REPORT MADE TO MINISTERS, AT A MEETING IN THE

PRIVY COUNCIL CHAMBER ON FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31ST, 1952,
-BY•OFFICIALS WHO WERE PRESENT IN LONDON AT.THE

'PREPARATORY MEETING OFTHE COMMONWEALTH ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

Present..:,,: •.. . ,,
The Prime Minister (Mr. St: Laurent) '
The Minister of Trade and Commerce (Mr. Nowe)

,,The Minister of Agriculture (Mr. Gardiner)
The Minister of National Defence (M r. Claxton)

;Thé Minister of Finance (Mr. Abbott)
The Secretary of State for External Affairs (M r. Pearson)

^'The Minister of Justice (Mr: Gârson)
The Secretary to the Cabinet and Clerk of the Privy Council (M r. Pickcrsgill)

t'- Mr. W.C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance
Mr. Dana Wilgress, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
Mr. W.F. Bull, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce
Mr. Graham Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada
Mr. J.J. Deutsch, Department of Finance
Mr. L. Rasminsky, Bank of Canada,

,.- Mr. W.R. Martin, Privy Council Office

1. Mr. Deutsch . summarized the Report on Finance and Trade prepared at
the conclusion of the Preparatory, Meeting of officials for the Commonwealth
Econmic Conference. (Commonwealth Economic Conference, Preparatory
Meeting of Officials, Report on Finance, and Trade, C.E.C. (O) (H.D.) (52) 1
(Final) 15th,October, 1952.)'t,

He pointed out that when the meetings began none of the delegations except
Canada's and the United Kingdom's appeared to have carried out much
preparation. Canada, and the United Kingdom presented submissions to the
meeting and the United Kingdom presented certain proposals for discussion
on1y., United, Kingdom, Ministers were not committed to the prôposals and
United Kingdom *officiâls'had no authority to altcr them in the course of the
discussions Essentially they contained a scheme for a limited convertibility of
sterling and for the graduâl removal of quantitative restrictions on a collectivebâsis.

The schemé included:

Al) Plans to make sterling convertible for. non-residents of the sterling area
although .,the , payment' of sterling to, non-residents would continue to be
çontrolledithrough exchange control and the operation of import restrictions. -
(2)'A,:progressive removalof quantitative restrictions on imports into the

sterling area:; The • process would apply in the first instance as between soft
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currency countries, -viz., Western European nations and countries ' in the
sterling area. At a later,,stage restrictions against, the dollar area would be
removed first for Canada^ and then for the.United States.,The, reason advanced
for the removal of restrictions by these stages was to reduce the risks of the
operation' and becauge of ` the `so-called "persistent creditor" position of the
United States. United Kingdom officials maintained that so long as the United
States` continued to have a surplus in her balance of payments not financed by
investment abroad it would not be possible to remove restrictions against that

•. ., . , . .,
nation..

It was further proposed that the United : States assist in the convertibility
operation by providing a considerable sum of: money. to establish an exchange
stabilization fund. Although not actually suggested there would in practice be
an implication that Canada would also be expected to,make_ a, contribution to

such a fund.
The fund would be managed by a small group of 'nations, ("the nuc

group") composed of the United Kingdom, United States, Canada, France,
Belgium and the Netherlands. This group would also form the initiating body. ..
for carrying out the plan and it " was hoped thatYother European,nations would
.be enlisted to; further: the general plan. This group

matters andti fore t
the
he

forum for consultation on international eco no
reconciliation of policies as between debtor and creditor countries: `.

The collective approach also presupposed the adoption by the United States
of good creditor policies, viz., the liberalization of its •commercial practices
including a reduction of tariffs and a revision of customs, procedures and
measures to increase foreign lending. The debtor countries on the other hand
would•agree to make their currencies convertible for non•residents and remove
;import restrictions by progressive'steps: To help reduce the risks involved it was
proposed that sterling should be`•made convertible for non=residents of the
sterlmg area on the basis of a flexible exchange rate.

The successful carrying ° out of such a scheme involved primarily the
adoption of appropriate and adequate internal 'policies in the sterling area
countries to deal with' inflationary ^ pressures and to' make' the' prices -and

delivery dates of their products competitivc with ` other countries and
particularly with those of the dollar area.

'Anôthérélement included in the United Kingdômprôposal was the revision
ôf'the G.A.T.T.'provisions to eliminate the "no new preference rule:' felt that

'`2.^fMr. Deutsch said the proponents of the United Kingdom:proposal f
this`was a favourable time for proceeding'with con'vertibility plans because
1here were now no dangerously large sterling balances outside of the sterling
ârea, ; and that in any, event sterling - was, already being cnnvm^Tkct oand

' increasing degr`ce by non-residents through' the "cheâp" sterling
Vârioùs'  other'-devices. ^They felt ^= that the' continuation of the existngof
arrangements` would lead j to ` a; progressive deterioration^' in the posit^o ^ase

-sterling and that the mâintenance-'of ± inconvertibility. would not in any
• ' ' h United Kingdom

provide an , escape . from adequatet! internal policies..T



officials also felt that the.coming of a new, administration in the United States,
the fact that existing t American Foreign Wd Programmes-, were now being
reviewed.and that the Reciprocal Trade Agreement Act:ran out in June,1953
made this an opportune time to approach the United States authorities.
._,,The Canadian delegation expressed the view:

(a) `That as the success 'of -the proposal was so. dependént 'upon' thé co-
operation of the United States it would not be a practical course to label her
from. the outset as a "persistent creditor", and to maintain discrimination
against her, while at the same time; asking the United States to provide the
exchange stabilization -fund and to liberalize her trade policy. Furthermore, it
could not be shown in logic that the surplus in the United States balance of
payments was solely the fault of the United States.

(b) ,The proposal to alter GATT in order to permit the development of new
imperial preferences was neither a necessary nor a practical element in the
scheme. This would only antagonize. the United States and in any event the
scope for enlarged preferences within the Commonwealth was not great. In this
view the Canadian delegation was supported by all other delegations present
except Southern Rhodesia.
(c) That even if it were only a small beginning some removal of restrictions

against Canada should commence at the same time as the restrictions against
soft currency nations began to be eliminated. It would not be satisfactory for
discrimination against Canada to continue unabated until after all restrictions
with the soft currency had been completely removed.

The.lndian delegation did not approve of the management of the stabiliza-
tion fund and the determination of international economic, policy by a few
European countries and Canada and the United States. These are the NATO
powers, , and with the exception of Canada are also the principal colonial
powers.

In the light of the objections raised by the Asian members of the Common-
wealth to the proposed "nuclear" group.and because of the difficulties which,
in all,prôbâbility, would6artse in the United States if a request werelmade for
additional "financial requirements for - a fund outside the International
Monetâryï Fund, the Canadian delegation suggested for consideration an
alternative course vii., that which is set out in paragraph 34 of the Report on
Finance and Trade.'•
3. Mr. Pearson thought it would be advisable to find out what the reaction of

other Commonwealth countries to the United Kingdom proposals would be. In
this cônnection he pôinted out it has become apparent at the, present meetings_̂ ,..

Ceci entrainerait l'utilisation des fonds déjà déposés dans le FMI'' de nouvellesbilatérales de crédit si cela s'avérait nécessaire, la disponibilité de fonds de transitionautomatiques du FMI pour les besoins normaux de la gestion, et la création d'un comité mixteFMI-GATT pour discuter de problèmes financiers, commerciaux et autres.This would involve the use of resources already in the IMF, further bilateral creditarrangements if required, availability of automatic standby funds from the IMF for normal
management requirements, and the establishment of a joint 1MF-GATT committee to discussfinance, trade and related problems.
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of the United Nations'that relations between ' some members of the' Com-
mowealth; e.g. between India'and Pakistan on the one hand and South Africa
on the other are becoming increasingly bitter because of racial difficulties and

•.,; . , , - :
South Africa's repressive legislation:

4. Mr. Deutsch felt that there were three possible alternatives regarding what
the UnitedrKingdom government might •propose at the meeting of the Prime

Ministers ini November:
(1) - Modify^- their present proposals • to meet ^ the , objections raised in th e

discussions' concerning` the, élimination of the no new ` preference rule ,

labelling of the United States as a "persistent , creditor", continuance of

discrimination against Canada, and subordination of.the-IMF and GATT-and
the composition of "nuclear group"

. (2) Put4orward their original proposals for discùssion without. commitment,
to be followed,r if agreed, by discussions with the United States:%' "

(3)" Decide that they cânnot agree to undertake the proposalnsd u^g i^cd mand
e

thât^ they would continue substantially their présent policies, a
'timè probably âsk for â modification of the preference rules ùnder GATT.11

5. 11fr. Abbott felt that if the first course wcre l adopted the' Canadian

gôvérnment •should bé agreeable provided that a beginning, even if small, were

made at the outset to remove discrimination `against Canada: He added that it

virould be necessary to revise•certain rules of the 1 M F and that this woûld have

to receive the sanction of the various ' governments, involvcd,•'principally the

United States. It would , however, be for' the United ' Kingdom to decide

whether she would be able to carry out adequately the internal policies which. .,, •;, s
would be necessary:

6.1 `Mr. Pearson felt •that' it would be advisable for Canada to' prepare a
scheme along the lines suggested by the Canadian officials 'and embodying any

other points that had been raised and have it available for use if necessary in

November.;
„ ;. ,', , : . ^ 3 ; . , ^ ,

•^ 7 ' l^lr. Deutsch indicated that the United States authprities in London had.
been^given

,a general description of some of'thc principal matters discussed at
he meetings, and that they were, in fact, aware of some of the main n

do^m orthe plan but this had not rccervcd confirmation from the United K g
Canadian authorities: He ré-iteratéd the' importance 'that was attachcd to the
maintenance of complete secrecy regarding the nature of the Unitcd Kingdom

i j Y^ 3
. . .. .

•-.^s• j ;. ! •

P P^a .^o { Is.
"t it was not clear when they lcft London if the Indianandtilr. Deutsch also said ha been

Minster of Finance would attend the Conferencc in Novcmbcr
suggested informally that it might be helpful if Mr. Abbott could s^ pc
Indian High Commissioner here in Ottawâ in this conncction

^.,^,t ^. ^+:• t.'; ::..^:, , : ^ ^.._

J.W. PICKERSGILL
.,;; , , , -^, ^-^ } ^. , . . . •
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594. , . , , ,- . .1 ' . . I. .. I • PCO
Note pour le Cabinet19 .t ;

Memorandum to Cabinet19.. • . .^, , _ , ; •.
TOP SECRET Ottawâ,'November 21, 1952

COMMONWEALTH ECONOMIC CONFERENCE
UNITED KINGDOM PROPOSALS

1. We have been informed that the United Kingdom Govérnment has decided
,to place certain proposals before the Commonwealth Economic Conference as
the•basis for discussion. These proposals are along the lines of the "collective
approach"'to multilateral trade and payments, which were discussed at the
preliminary meeting of officials, modified in . certain respects to take into
account points raised during " these meetings',-' including - those raised by
Canadian officials. it was emphasized that the proposals will be submitted on
the understanding that no final decisions' could be taken until after the
discussions with the United States and thé' leading European, countries had
been completed. The United Kingdom = memorandum as, transmitted to
Commonwealth Governments is attached as Appendix A.'

Main Features of the United Kingdom Proposals
2. The proposals are given only in bare outline and some of the main elements

are not fully explained. This suggests that the position taken with respect to
certain important matters is not entirely firm and clearcut. This lack of
precision may have been intentional to allow for further discussion and possible
modification in the details. The memorandum makes no mention of internal
policies. We assume that this is because the memorandum confines itself
,mainly to a discussion of modifications in the original proposals. The necessity
for 'appropriate internal policies was an important feature , of the officials
meetings and was -highltghted in the report of those meetings. The principal
,features of the proposed plan and the programme for implementation appear to
be as follows:

3. If after discussions at the forthcoming Confcrcnce the United Kingdom
decides to pursue the collective approach ", the next step would be to enter
into discussions with the United States and the leading European countries. If
these discussions. lead to agreement on a plan along the lines indicated and on
the steps to, be taken by each of the 'parties, the Unitcd Kingdom would be
prepared to"pr^ced with a course of action comprising two stages:

First Stage,,
(a) Convertibility of sterling " for non-residcnts of the sterling area, at a

flexiblé; rate of exchange vis-a-vis the U. S. dollar.
.. . . . -: ,

, :
. _ . .

1

"Note marginale :/Mârginal note:
- i. . Discussed at special meeting 22,/}CI/52.
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b
Continuation of existing "open•door" policy on imports from the sterling

O
area. . : , .

c)
Some relaxation of restrictions on, imports from non-

ste rli i
( thest ain°Ot

which would not, however, involve aThesel relaxations i nalwould take the form
United Kingdom's balance of payments.

of:
(i) some liberalization of imports from Europe,
(ü) some carefully _ limited removal,lof discriminam d

on and restricti
ollacountriesons on

imports of essential raw materials and staple foods fro irst
4: There is no commitment 'on the timing of these steps.comlrcnt hade been

'stage. 'They would not, however, be undertaken ;bcforc, agrc
I reached on the following specific matters:

(a) Arrangem
ents for assured access to additional dollar funds to suppor^utof the unused

on through use of the wh l ^ntrnationa Mônctary Fund,convertibility operati
$1 billion) of the United Kingdom quota in the
su lementcd by either an additional standby,s credit ma de

akinValcr tbil'tye
pp • d othcr countrtcs undertaking conv

responsibilities of both dcbtors an crc
the objectives of log-term comd mer

Government might put additiona un

b
Undcrtakings by leading Europcan countrics conccrning the convcrtibility

()of thcir currencies and import control policies respecting the ostcrl r ng Ôntrics on

(c) Agreements with the Unitcd States, anand
d fnancll Epolicies including the

c^

I.M.F. to thc..Unitcd Kingdom, an

,
f `.^ ^• United States

or b further bilateral credits it is contemplât^cd th
y •• 1 f Ac nt the disposal o

^ t.... . . . ..
. . < ^ . ..

erted
bc'providcd by `whicK "pr`essura^could bC cxwou doalso constitutc a continurn8
•good creditor' poitcies. This comnït
forum for the discussion of trade and financial problems and for the CO.
ordination of the policies of "creditors" and "dcbtors`o Is as to the duration

6. There is no indication in the U United King^i,on in, the ^rst stage and the
of the ` pcriod between the convertibility oPc

âpprôpriatcaction by both "crcditors 3" c° U •tcd States to adopt
iûlcs'(would ' recogntte that ba ancY

d••d bt rs" and that a proccss "ou

*

g y,*,_ ' _.. . • ^ . - .. , ..,^

rectse long-terin trade'rulcs
whicând G

^
A T.T. it is statcd that thcsc trade

the present provisions of the 1:M.F roblcros may rcqurre
• 1` of paymcnts p Id

11
`#'(b) Progressive removal of disçr

F. : • • • 1 yu•F. tion of somc of(c) Thë'^establishment of a joint
....^ . . - x.. ,, . ^

^ • ^ ^mtna ^on
step with the progress1ve solution of the world

G A T
dollar

T com
tproblcm'itcc

to formu ►ate

payments dtffieulUes. 4-1 - ° - # , countries in• • ' • t' against' non•stcrling

(a) - Dctcrmincd 'actionelead^g t ^jauscs respectingqcmcrgcncy balance of
subjcct : to certain ^ limitd. 4 - escape

^.- ,:., ^ , ..•

^, 5. Aftcr an intervening pcriod, thc durat^on o
wing further steps would be taken leading toward the attainmcnt of the

follo
long-term objectives:,.=

• i I ; f vantitativc restrictions

Second Stage ; • f whieh is uncertain, the
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further , , steps envisaged in the second stage to remove restrictions and
discrimination. The United Kingdom state, however,.that they would wish to
keep their hands as free :as possible during this intervening period "in order to
take whatever action might be best to limit the first impact of convertibility."
This would involve sufficient time to obtain experience of the working of
convertibility at flexible rates, to assess whatever additional strains may be
involved, and take the necessary steps to overcome them. From our point of
view the length of this period will depend primarily upon:
(a) the adequacy of internal , measures in the sterling area countries to

overcome the excess pressure of demand on their resources and in this way
bring their external accounts into overall balance,
(b), the extent of the strains imposed upon the United Kingdom by capital

movements to the rest of the sterling area,
(c) the, progress made by the United States in pursuing "good creditor"

policies.

Canadian Position
7. The United Kingdom proposals, which arc described as the "collective

approach" to multilateral trade and payments offer a fresh opportunity to
reverse the present unsatisfactory tendencies in world trade and payments. The
genéral direction of the proposals is encouraging. However, the steps by which
they would be implemented and the conditional nature of the undertakings
with respect to the removal of quantitative restrictions and discrimination raise
certain fundamental questions. Convertibility of sterling is a desirable step, but
in . itself,- unaccompanicd by significant progress toward the removal of
discriminatory restrictions, would have only limited direct value for Canada.
The conditional and vague nature of certain of the main elements suggests,
that while convertibility may be achieved, there may be an indefinite period
dûring which the existing pattern of restrictions will be maintained. On the
other hand the initiation of the scheme entails immediate and firm commit-
ments' from the outset on the part of the United States (and inferentially
Canada) in^the form of additional financial support and in a modification of
Policies in the Fund and elsewhere. Consequently before it is possible to assess
the merits of the scheme as a whole it will be necessary to obtain, clarification
on the following matters:
,:,(a)' Thé extènt, timing and nature of the limited relaxations of restrictions on
essential raw materials and staple foods" contemplated in the first stage of the

convertibility opération.
(b) The timing and rate of progress contemplated in the progressivc rcmoval

of discrirnination'during the second stage.; .r..i.._ Ÿ
k.' "„ ;e<

(c) The -nature of the proposed emergency balance of payments escapeclauses wh' h^c are to bc available when the long-term policy is in full operation.<^:° ,t
With respect to the initial relaxations, we would wish to have more precise

details°of what the United Kingdom means by "essential raw materials and
staple f^s•• and also of the extent and nature of the relaxations which other^w- .^ •+^, ^,. ._ a : . :
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-, o . This
sterling âreâ countries would be prepared - to k ô o

f vi we of imemediate
clarification, is important not only from' the point
Canadian trade interests but also in respect of the ultimate

workability of the

whole scheme.
^9. It maY P

rove diff"icult to obtain more firm indications regardingI the rate of
progress to be achieved in the ultimate removal of discriminatory , restrictions,

with the
on the ground ^ that such relaxations would - have tokeep fact, s te

p progress
progressive solution of : the. world ^ dollar - problem."

achieved in the removal of the so-called "dollar. ân
d other non-dollar countries

substantial 'extcnt on -the ability of the sterling
to put into effect internal policies which' are consistent witih th e maintenance of

United States of
equilibrium in their external accounts. The adoption,

b
y

more liberal trade and lending policies which is reh^ d ôf course,
the United

Kingdom as an essential feature of the scheme, would P•
1 as a whole,

would not provide the solution in itself. In assessing the proposa
thcrcfore, a judgment will have to be made on the â ntai n^ t

hat
priatc in crr. 1

area
countries will be able and willing to adopt and . m PPo

•
. ,. . e+... „9 R^ f .

'

policies. further is the10., One of the difficulties in exploring these proposals
uncertainty as to - how . firmly they arc supported ; by the

g no a
Government, itself. . In this , connection Mr. Robcrtso ,,

message (attached as Appendix B)' that, "It is my impression that the decisione
of, the United, Kingdom Cabinet to submit proposarcprescntst rathcma
extent the vicws 'expressed in the prcliminary d iscussions

victory. for Butler and,thosc of, his collcagucs who chaar^c. h`^ncc of the prescnt
still some wavcrers, however, in the Cabinet and thc p them i f

on
their

proposals does not mean that thcy arc rcady to fight vcry hard for
toP

reception by the conference is on the cool s^dÂ^M4• m v^dencnd upon the
su cst tnat !tnc ,prugrc;;"
poition which Canada takes from the outset of the conference.
`At 11.,, In formulating the Canadian` attitude, account has also to l^ t,km't of
the results 'which 'are likely to follow if proposals' along these l, ^n .
though they be, are not pursucd at'this time. The alternative would appea^hao
bé= to = continue R substantially along the prescnt coursc' in ' ^ti c sô that a
apprôpriaie internal 'policics will be institW3 ^^ ^ t bi ityf and multilateral
better) basis = is created for- real progress to

there is the
trade. 1 f: ^ howevcr.° "effective, intcrnal mcasuiçs are not takcn, intcnsifica-
,danger that there would be an indcfinite prolongatio fu the^r scpâration of the
tion`ot the existing: system of. restrictions Içadmg t the new^.,,^. , s. .,^F :
dollari: and non-dollar areas.^ which might have been avoidcd by

on the, part of both debtors and creditors that the collective
approach

Initiativestapa
:i t̀self miglit make possible . than consider^cfk^ ^ . ^ ^sski .^1 i J # e , no os12: In.^any^ cvent. thé London Conference can do uld mtôvidc a rcasonable

hdher a set of proposals can be formulatcd whJ ch co P n countries.
ibasii^ for`discû -^ïonMththctUnited States and will nmajor to^bc takcn until

^4:t

jf.•t .' a._. A ! b

Any final commttmcnts on thc part 'of Ca. na



after. these discussions with the other countries concerned. We shall wish to
have some discussion of the procedure to be followed in these further talks and
of our relationship to them. In the course of these discussions the proposals will
no doubt undergo some modification, and our final attitude will have to be
decided in the light of, these later developments.

Imperial Preferences
13. The United Kingdom Government state that they have noted the views

expressed at the meeting of officials and would , wish to go into the matter
further at the conference. Mr. Robertson informs us that "British Ministers
feel, that they have to put forward their party position on preferences and
G.A.T.T. in the . meeting of Commonwealth . Prime Ministers" and Mr.
Robertson goes on to 'say that "they were a bit dismayed and shaken by the
lâck ôf support this'position received from the preliminary meeting of officials,
but they have, I suspect, some ground for hoping that the Ministers from New
Zealand at least and perhaps Australia will be more reccptive to their
proposals" about, preferences". The Canadian views on this question, namely
that this`is amattcr which should not be regarded as an intcgral part of the
schemc°'and will be an obstacle to its acceptance, is likely to receive support
from some other Commonwealth countries, particularly the countries of South-
East Asia:
,à.# ^.i . i. ' o ..

< . . . . .
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Rapport sur les préparatifs de la Conférence économique du Cornmomwealth
Report on Preparations for Commonwealth Econantic Conference

TOPSECRET

Ottawa, November 24, 1952

REPORT ON A MEETING OF MINISTERS IN TIIE
PRIVY COUNCIL CIIAMI3ER ON SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1952,

FOR TIIE COMMONWEALTIi ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

AT 11:00 A.M. TO CONSIDER PREPARATIONS

Present

Mr. L. Rasminsky. Bank of Canada

ar , puty Alinister ot Finance
Mr. Dana Wilgress, Undcr-Secretary of State for Extcrnal Affairs
Mr. W.F; Bull. Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce
Mr. Graham Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada

Dr. W C CI - k De

e Minister or Finance (M r. Abbott)

J.W. Pickersgill. Seaetary to the Cabinet and Clerk of the Privy Council
The Minister of justice (Mr am-)

The Minister of Agriculture ( M r. Gardiner)
,The Minister of National Defence ( M r. Claxton)^

The Mimster of Trade and Commerce (Mr I lo ew )
The Prime Ministcr (Mr. St. Laurent)

Mr. J.)• Deutsch. Department of Finance
Mr. R.G. Robertson Pri- Counci' 1 Ofl'y -
Mr- W.R. Martin, Privy Council Office
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^.1.-' The = Minister _'of Finance ' referred i to a: report by a working ^ group

concerning - the United Kingdom proposals which would be placed before the
Commonwealth Economic' Conference. Copies of '-' the , report lad ' been

circulated:
" , , . . .

(Report, November 21, 1952, and attached Appendix "A", United Kingdom

proposals, and Appendix "B", telegram No. 2296 of November 15, 1952 from

the High Commissioner in London)
.e . :, ^ •

.' The two stages involved in the United Kingdom proposals were not clearly
set forth in their text` but were developed in the report.' In the first stagc,

sterling •virould be put on a flexible rate and convertibility established for non-
residents of the sterling area. The open dôor policy on imports from the sterling

area ' would be continued and some relaxation of restrictions wôuld be made

which would not . involve any. significant additional . strain on the United

International MonetatyFûnd amounted to`about1S1.35 billion, of whicUn,ied

Kingdom's', balance of payments. These would be through liberalization of
imports from Europe and limited removal of restrictions on imports,ôf cssential
raw, materials and staple foods from the dollar countries., There was

beindication as to how long this stage would last. It was clear that it would not
launched without, spccial fund arrangements, to support the convertibility
operation, undertakings by leading European countries concerning convertibil-
ity.of their currencies and import control policies, and agreement with the
United ^'States and European countries on the objectives of long-term
commercial and financial policies. In the second stage there would be action
leading toward the abolition of, quantitative restrictions, subject to escape

clauses, removal of discrimination against non-sterling countries and the

establishment of a joint I.M.F.-G.A.T.T. committee to formulate long-term

trade rules. The proposals were encouraging but therc were many gaps in them.

There was no clear indication as to when,or .to.what extent import restrictions

would be ,removcd.` Unlçss` somethingsubstantial could be ;donc about them,
^

certibility itsçlf i wôtild be of limited vâlue. Before Canada could take any

verÿ positive stand, there would have to be more clabôration of what the
various steps would 'involve. The'prime requisitc of the whole plan «ould be
adequate internal measures by the United Kingdom rand other sterling area

countrics.
r2.'^Th`e Prime Minister enquired as to thc suggcsted i arrangcmcnts for a

s ia1 ' fund and asked what would be ' involved in that part of the U.K.

P oposals: the

asmfnsk` éf said , that the quota of the United K^ngdom under o

million had 'already bien drawn. There was thus about Si 011111511 ^^aé so that
Kingdoni'quota 1cft: The idea was that arrangements shou ld
the entire unused amount of the quota could be' drawn on in case of fôfdthe
support the convcrtibilityIoperation: This would involve two changes

. . . . . - , t à > , . r .
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Fund. One would be in the policy about the use of Fund resources. The Fund
had been conservative with regard to the purposes for which resources could be
used, and the,present plan would involve a substantial change. The agreement
of the United States would be necessary. The second-change would be in
making Furid resources available.to a country whose currency was on a
fluctuating rate. If changes were made as indicated, such a large part of Fund
resources would have,to be, available for the United Kingdom scheme that the
United States would probably have to give supplementary,aid .to the Fund in
order that it might be in a position to look after the needs of others.
4. The Governor of the Bank of Canada said there were possible implications

for Canada. The Canadian quota was $300 million, of which $75 million had
been made available in gold and $225 million as a Fund account in Canada. If
the United States and the Fund agreed to the United Kingdom proposals, it
was likely that the Fund would want to use a large part of the Canadian dollar
credit to help support the plan. Canada would have to provide the cash amount
involved.

The ` success of the whole United Kingdom scheme would depend upon the
internal measures taken, but the flexible rate feature was intended to provide
an ;additional defence. IfAntcrnal measures proved inadequate, it would be
possible to defend the reserve position by allowing the sterling rate to fall. That
would be the principal feature that was not present when convertibility was
attempted in 1947. The hope' would, of course, be that measures would not
have to be resorted to that would involve, any major variation in the value of
sterling. Other countrics ,of the sterling area viewed with apprehension the
possibility of substantial fluctuation in the exchange rate.
5. The Prime Minister said that the fundamental thing from the point of the

Yiew of the -United Kingdom was that consumption should not exceed what
could be paid? for or by production. Unless a balance could be achicvcd, no
amount of machinery would be of much use. Such being the case, he wondcrcd

,_how valuable it was to be discussing machinery at this stage.
: 6. The Minister of Finance agreed that the balance was fundamental. The
method of approach would, however, determine whether it would be achieved
on-'thetasis of a contracting or of an expanding economy. Canada had every
interest' in encouraging an expansionist approach. While the present proposals
hàd,'mnny, gaps, they represented a change from the purely
attitude that had prevailed for so long. The approach involved risks atnd it was
for-the United Kingdom to decide what amount of risk could be taken and
what ineâsures would be necessary to ensure success.^.

Mr. . Towers said there were a number of people in the United Kingdomwho' felt `that
while the ultimate objective should be the same as we had in

min'd;the insksVin anoperation of the present sort were too great and that more
should be done internally in the United Kingdom before the plan was put into



/
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effect. They were very frightened of the consequences of a new. effort liké that
of 1947; which • might again fail with : very . serious consequences. Ideally it was
correct that the best course would be to set their, house more in• order before
trying so : bold wventdre. It was; however, doubtful whether;enough could be
achieved internally without the encouragement ' of a broader_ programme and
the outside pressure that it would bring to take the necessary action.

8. Mr: Deutsch said the internal measures' : would ^ all be pôlitically very
difficult. It would be extremely. hard to take them'unless the United Kingdom
government could present them as part of a co-operative"plan'in which •they
were receiving the assistance of the United States and other countries. Among
other things action probably would be required to reduce the food'subsidies and
possibly to, remove or reduce rent controls in -:order to 'meet • thé: housing
problem. There might, be some short-term unemployment while industrial
adjustments were ' tâking place: Pressure would be _brought on inefficient
industries, particularly if restrictions were removed:-The measures would press
most severely on lower income elements in the community, and that made them
especially difficult. The Labour Party would almost certainly oppose them.

9: The Deputy Minister of Finance said. Canada had a very great stake in
seeing, the United Kingdom's financial difficulties solved.. For.. that reason it
was' important.to encourage •any action that gave promise of leading in the. . , .

.. . • ,, . ,^, ,right d irection. -, .. ,

10. The Minister of Trade and Commerce said the United Kingdom was
hoping for support from • Australia and-New Zealand. about imperial
preferences:" Hé' thought it would be very undesirable to have any approach to
G.A.T.T. on the matter. Canada should take'a clear'ând definite"line against
anything of the sort. ; .. .

11 ï` Mr. Towers stiggested that it might be desirable, and possible, at an early
stage in the discussions. and before coming toI our position on' the machinery
proposed, to try to set the whole matter in perspective. It could be acknowl-
edged that any course was • going ; to• be difficult ' and that the present plan
undoubtedly had dangers within it. Nevertheless, there should be'an assessment
of the difficulties and,dangers.in doing'nothing and 'continuing in the present
direction. Events'and policies of the last few years had had a weakening effect
on the sterling area: It was more desirable that that process should be brought
tô : an ^ end..- Moreover;, the tendency of present• policies had very undesirable
political effects: The generâl. result was a crystallization of, the countries of the
free world into two groups-.and the division weakened them at a time when it
was in their common interest. to corne-; as, closely together as possible: If the
weakening and dividing process continued it would be extremely dangerous for
them all. Emphasis on the, international^ political aspects 'and on the broad
perspective might give the suggested venture greater appeal to Mr: Churchill.:

.

i{^^ 1 ^
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12: 'The , Prime Minister said that the lines to be i taken by the Canadiari
representatives would have to be considered in the light, of ,further information
that became available 'and of the morning's discussion. It was quite clear that
Canada would have.to; avoid, at all costs, any appearance of telling the United
Kingdom what course it ought to take and what internal méasures should be
introduced. The essential point could be emphasized that what had to be done
was to ensure a position in which the United Kingdom's exports and imports
could be balanced and a stable position maintained. Stress should probabp

ly be
laid on,the importance of diminishing the restrictions against certain items.
Unless -there could be some diminution of restrictions it would be difficult to
convince people that . the project was one ' worthy of support: The general
perspective outlined by Mr. Towers would also have to be kept in mind.

596.
R.G. ROBERTSON

DEA/8508=40
Extrait du procès-verbal.de; la réunion des chefs de direction

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Heads ofDivision
CONFIDEr

THE COMMONWEALTH

, . . .. : 1; , 1 . o ommons.. .
; .. ,,.I P a y e made in the House f r,

-11 an :Del^ to
Economic Conference which open s inLondoneontNovembe
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e e

Commonwealth
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Prime - Minister, and `will include the •Minister of 'Finan é, llthe l
ed
HibyCommissionér in'London, Messrs. Pickersgill, -13611, RasminskD gh

LePan, As' in the case of the preparatory meeting ,of officials m'
eutsch and

staff of Canada , House will be' available to assist the deleatio bers of the
announcement'will rob bl fb '' . g n• A brief

- 5. Mr. A.E, : Ritchie The r 14
1
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Commonwealth Economic Conference
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'La'délégation à la Conférence économique du Commonwealth

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieûres
.. 'Î ' }r^ ,

gâtiôn,' Cornmonwealth, Economie Cônferénce;
o State for External Affairs'

TELEGRAM 1

to Seeretary f ;-: 1, , _ . .. ..
London, November 30, 1952

TOP SECRET

Following from the delegation to the Commonwealth Economic Conference,
Begins: The conference has got off to a rather slow start,. but an encouraging
amount of general support for, the modified. UK proposals has already been
expressed. At the first meeting of the committee on finance and trade (which
were held on Friday, November 28, under Mr. Eden's chairmanship)
statements were made by the representatives of Canada, South Africa, India,
Southern Rhodesia, Ceylon, Pakistan and New -Zealand, as well as an
introductory statement by Mr. Butler,. who apparentlÿ' will `do most of the
talking for the UK. The text of the statement made by Mr. St. Laurent is
contained in my immediately following telegram. Mr. Menzies was not ready
to speâk on Friday, and his opening statement has been deferred until Monday.

2. Preferences. The representatives of South Africa, Ceylon and India have
already made it clear that they do not support the UK's proposal for a revision
of the "no new preference" rule of GATT.- Mr. Havenga20 said that he could
not see how this proposal could be reconciled with the desire to progress
towards freer multilateral trade, and he added 'that, in Ihis opinion,' it would

prejudice, US support-
. for. the scheme to make sterling convertible. Sir

Chintaman Deshmukh21 said - that , the existing preferential -, system was at
present tacitly accepted in India, but that it would not be possible politically
for India ,to agree to any extension of the system. Mr. Sen^ amakd 1 to
argued that. any, attempt to extend Impenal preferF might ten

jeopardize the objectives which the conntries of the Commonwealth had set'for
themselves. Mr: Holland of New Zealând did not touch on this subject. '

^i ' ) . t :,• t ^' ,;r . '. .'.

3. Convertibility. Opposition to confning convertibility `lnitially to non-
resident sterling had faded, and it seems improbable that this will be an issue
during the conference. Ceylon's objections to this limitation in the UK's
proposals were explicitly withdrawn by Mr. Senanayake.

4. Exchange rates. The Asian members of the sterling area have
the

accepted the thesis, although with varying degrees of reluctance, that
sterling rate should be flexible. However, they are uneasy about the provision
in the present UK proposals whereby, after an initial period of free should be
against sterling, the exchange rates ' of all sterling area countries

20N.C. Havenga, ministre des Finances de l'Afrique du Sud.
N.C. Havenga, Minister of Finance of South Africa.

"Sir Chintaman Deshmukh, ministre des Finances de l'Inde.
Sir Chintaman Deshmukh, Minister of Finance of India.

1



fixed and, move only in accordance with the sterling rate. Sir Chintaman
Deshmukh stated that, in the opinion of the, Indian Government, it was not
essential for the success 6f .the plan that the'Iridian rupee should be linked with
sterling. He did not think there would be any great difficulties in a position in
which sterling was ' subject ' to only • minor ' oscillations while the rupee was
constant in terms of dollars. Mr. Senanayake said'that Ceylon would probably
want to link the,Ceylonese rupee to sterling, but he contended that it would be
inadvisable to [make that?] course obligatory..In a very brief reference to this
subject, Mr. Nazimuddin, the Pakistani Prime Minister, referred to. the
provision that all other rates should be pegged to sterling as "a difficulty" in
the UK proposals.

rictions. As was to be expected, a considerable difference
of opinion has been revealed on the question of how quickly quantitative
restrictions , should be removed. The representatives of Pakistan and Ceylonhave urged caution, while Mr. Havenga of South Africa, in - a clear andinteresting statement which - pointed out many of the disadvantages of
continued discrimination, warned, on , the other hand, that a too gradual
approach might lead only to ânother crisis. :

6. Price of gold. The case for a rise in the price of gold was presented b y
Havenga, but more moderately and sensibly than - it had been by • Dr.
Holloway22 during the meeting of officials. Mr. Havenga was supported in his
plea by Mr. Whitehead of Southern Rhodesia; and it seems certain that we will
hear a good deal more of this subject before the conference is over. '
7. Finally, it might be added that -Mr. Holland, in a rambling, impromptu

statement of strongly protectiônist flavour," made it clear that his understand-
ing'of the topics under discussion is not profound, and provided considerable
confirmation of the extraordinary report, contained in Mr. Rive's telegram No.
5 of 14 Nove-ber,' that even by that date the New Zealand Government had
received only véry scanty information about the discussions at the preliminary
meeting of officials. However, we should imagine that Mr. Holland will prove
willing to go along with the UK's proposals. Ends.-; ,. .

' 22J. E. f r '
DrHolloway, de la Commission des finances des universités de l'Afrique du Sud.
Dr. ^,g; Nolloway, University Finances Commission of South Africa.
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è heuresex

Following from the delegation to the om
St.; Laurent on the

_Begins: Following is the,text of the statement.made by_Mr., _
28•November, Text Begins: ,

; I 'do not intend to use this occasion to discuss the proposals, and encel of
lines of policy which were: the sub,lect matter .of the preparatory.. confer
officials, and which have now been placed before us in

form
ourymeet ngs

Government. We shall have opportunities to cover. this gro
proceed. But I would like 'to sketch,. the background:. agke splace ich thé
discussion; of these difficult and, intricate prob em ,

background as seen through Canadian eyes. , ^:..

The proposals put forward by the UK . Government which we are a deuândtra
consider are directed: toward establishingn w

a hich
multi lateral

credit rs as well as debtors
payments through a collective approach i
willPlaY: their part. In the, course , of these discussions, we, shall be giving

thought to various techniques ^ which may be adopted to help attain ands others
and to the : contribution which eacf Itour., respective

was brought out very clearly. in the
whose cooperation is needed, can make.

among officials which preceded, this meeting ;- as. is again reflected
in the main paper,before us . -. that success in attaining ;the,, objective. ofdiscussions

mternationa1 balancedepends on : all ^ the., countries -, concerned, carr balâncet•
domestic policies which are, in fact, compatible

t jeopardy of a lbré kdown^ in
Unless we all do so, we would stand i n constant
whatever new arrangements might be decided on to govern international trade

and payments. +the character and timing and, indeed, regardingri thein each ^The decision regarding
feasibilitY of the domestic measures which may be requireuntr concerned• y
must, of course, be that of the responsible Ministers since the end of the

We have all shared in the efforts which have been made
the objective of a world in which friendly nations couldthatwar' to ` ach ieve ^

maintain a high level of international trade and enjoy each with th^^c stiength,
freedom of contact wh^ch is to my mind the sésine 9a descr be these efforts as
and political unity. It would not be p p
unsuccessful because we should all be much worse off if some hada, n

ot
trade and

the aid of others during this time and if the
d ^How,ever,l it would be idle th

deny
convertibility;of currencies had been abandone

that at least so far as sûrface appearances go:we,do not seem to be muc

, i y, . . ^!.^:.^. .
...i..
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nearer those goals than we were when hostilities ended. Perhaps it is time to
make a fresh assessment of the importance we attach to the principles which
have so frequently been enunciated. Are inconvertibility of currencies and all
the paraphernalia:*of, restrictions on trade and travel which go with it really
such bad things?

In the Canadian view they are.- Basically we think they are bad because over:
a period of time they weaken economies and reduce their capacity to satisfy the
various demands on them. The pressures we all feel on our resources, in part,
reflect aspirations which are'desirable in themselves - such as an increase in
the standard of living of the lower income groups in the "community, a better
standard of housing, . higher - standards of . social welfare, a speedier rate of
economic development: in the less developed 'parts of-the world. In: part, for-
some.of us they reflect. the compelling: necessity to build up 'our military:
strength to maintain our security in-the face.-of the great dangers which.
threaten us.

It is of vital importance that we develop and maintain our basic economic
strength so that we can satisfy these important and competing demands on our
resources to the maximum extent of.which we are'capable. To achieve this, and
do.our part,to maintain peace in the. world, it seems to us in Canada that two
things are. necessary. One is that our resources should not, on any sûbstantial
scale and over, any extensive period of time, be, artificially, diverted; from the
most,advantageous economic uses; and the second is that we should work
together in harmony and not allow relations with each other to degenerate into
conflict and misunderstanding. ;Nothing could give greater satisfaction to those
who wish us ill than to see our economic strength sapped in this way.

'In Canada we have been, concerned for some time at the likelihood that in
the long run: the measures which many countries have felt obliged to take. to
deal with their. international payments problems - I refer particularly. to the
measures of, trade restriction and discrimination against the dollar countries.
which ; have a weakening effect on . their own basic economic position. Our,
attitude toward this matter is not, I believe, theoretical and doctrinaire. We
realize that each country has its special. problems,- that new and. under-
developed countries may, for example, need for some time to come to exercise
some direct control over, imports to ensure that they are of a character which
meets. their developmental -needs. But post-war experience seems to us to
support the view,that the widespread use of these self-perpétuating restrictions
and ^ discriminations tends to have a weakening effect on countries relying
heavily on them.

We have been. concerned in Canada too at the effect of continued reliance-
on trade restrictions on,the prospects of that- harmonious cooperation among
like-minded countries which we regard as so essential: I was greatly impressed
with the broad 'political risks which may be involved -in continuing and
perpetüating ^ the division of the - world into dollar and' non-dollar. blocs. The
effect of this division is that trade, instead of bringing us together in friendly
contact, tends to divide us;. instead of being a source of harmony. and mutual
benefit,: it, becomes a source of friction and misunderstanding. The longer the

it
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division of the -world' into' blocs continues, àthe greater becomes the dangers of
friction as well as the economic dangers to which I have referred: ' -'

^=t In "referring ' to the. dangers of friction' and disharmony, Ilam of ' course
thinking in part' of the relations ` between the US -and the sterling areaA am
also thinking of relations within the Commonwealth relations

relations among thesterling members of the Commonwealth and Canada, andas a.dollar member of
sterling members themselves. The position of Canada from that of the other
the Commonwealth is obviously of a different chara
members, and opinion in Canada-has recognized this and has accepted the fact
that the exigencies of the position after the war required the other members of
the Commonwealth to treat our trade on a. different basis. But 1 freely confess
that opinion in Canada, while still sympathetic, finds it more and more difficult
to understand why, so long after. the end of the war, the restrictions against us
should be maintained and even intensified.

Finally, I venture, with great diffidence, to" suggest that over a 'period of
time arrangements regarding sterling based upon :restrictions and discrimina-
tion can. hardly fail to place. strains upon the relations between the various, ,- ,.... •,
countries comprising the sterling system itself.

Feeling as we'do that the policies 'of restriction and discrimination, weaken
the economic foundations of our world and'that they 'jeopmro dizeitosecoopând
tion and `understanding which are necessary for our com p pe
security, we in Canada feel that there would be great advantages to the whole
world if a fresh' initiative^ could,be undertaken which resulted in less stress
being laid on restriction ' and S more on mûltilate

done
trade -,

the officials'
convertibility. We have been encouraged by the 'l work

meeting; and by the proposals,.which . have; now. been pl aced us'by, the
serious

UK. Government, to believe that, we are now called upon to consider olic
effort to change the general direction of sterling, area trade and currency p y

away -from the'restrictions which have,' perhaps of necessity,' characterized
,

since the end of the war. If we are right in this interpretation of the proPosals
we welcome the change and we shall wish to do our. part in -working out their
application to help make them acceptable to all concerned. forth

= I ought well be told' that there is" really no need for me' to bringe here
arguments in favour of the goals to which I have referred

r bel eved tha pma
eopl

and
agree on-the broad general principles. But unless it
continuing departure frotnthese' principles on the part of the wi llbe
nations of the' world will ^ inevitably have disastrous'effects, no one
willing to make a real and sufficient effort to attain the goals in Qo osals.before
it seems essential that if -- as I assume to be the, case the p p along
us represent an effort to effect a general change in the e direction

lement
o

f them
lic

should
the linès i I have referred : to, • the, measures implement

either at
carry conviction, and should leave, no doubt in, the minds of people I have in,
home or abroad that there is in fact a basic reorientation

rangemthe new arrangements withoutmind both domestic policies adequate to sustain
long-continued reliance on import restrictions and also concrete arrangements
for ' the; removal of import . restrictions . and. discriminations within measurab e
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time. I am not suggesting that everything should be done ât once or that a rigid
time-schedule' can now be drawn up. But it is the case that in the light of the
successive disappointments suffered in this field since the - end of the war,
general statements, of, objectives will : have to be accompanied by concrete
action."! Changes which have been . made in. various aspects of these proposals
since they were first put forward seem to recognize this fact.

In conclusion may I express the hope that our views on these matters at this
conference =.will coincide and • that we shall find , other great nations whose
cooperation is* needed in the effort to attain true international balance to be of
like mind. For my part I welcome this opportunity for discussion. I think it was
a very wise and statesmanlike move on the part of the Prime Minister of the
UK to propose the holding of a conference at this particular time. I am sure he
appreciates, the extraordinarily.. ï important : political as well - as economic
implications of the course of action -which we may attempt to follow if
discussions here and later with others are fruitful: I assure you at the outset of
these . talks that we are anxious - to join. with you in, seeking a constructive
solution' to the problems we shall be discussing.

^ . . . , ^ - , •. . . . , . ^ '
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La délégation à la Conférence économique du Commonwealth
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Delegation, Commonwealth Economic Conference,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs;t^ • .
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TOP SECRET

Addressed External No. 3, repeated Washington Nd. 3.
Mr.. Menzies s ke at len th at the meeting ,Po g , yesterday morning of the

Committee . on Finance and Trade. , His remarks were clear and., çlosely
reasoned; but when he had finished his intentions were still rather, inscrutable.
The ; criticisms he had to make. of the United,Kingdom proposal were so
numerous and serious that it might have been thought that he was announcing
he could not support them. An alternative interpretation would be that he had
not yet made up his mind about the , proposals and •, was' searching, for
enlightenment and reassurance. Or, finally, he might have, been indicating that
he would support the proposals -, but at a price. We are, inclined for the time
being to adopt the last of these three possible interpretations, and to believe
that he was pressing' the United Kingdom discreetly either. for further capital to
finance Australian development, or for permission to float a loan in the London
market::This interpretation of his opening general statement was reinforced by
what he had to say yesterday afternoon at the first meeting` of the Committee
on Development, , on which,we are sending aI separate report.....

After : welcoming the United Kingdom proposals on account of their
breadth and the careful study which had gone ' into their 'preparation, he
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explained : by way of preface that, although he agreed that anti-inflationary
measures = were : necessary. throughout the ; sterling area, and also that sound
economic development should be promoted, it seemed to him that there would
be considerable -difficulty in reconciling: these two, objectives. Strict internal

in individual sterling area: countries would have the effect of dr al

up the domestic resources available for development, while if an attem t, were
.made to,finance development : through inflation, the : consequences i* for- the
balance of payments would be grave in the extreme. The only way out of this
dilemma, was. for Australia to,be able to put its hands on additional resources
from abroad.

The . new administration in
Washington, he thought,- might be - favourabl

, .•, . .:... • .,, i v , 1 t ,; ' t ;

3.
After announcing in this way his main, but never fully ex licit-theme

;
,

turned aside to consider the' subordinateif `important, issues.,. First, he
expressed support for. Mr. Havenga's plea for, an . increase in the price of gold.

disposed towards such action, if only because it would ' be difficult for. themto
find a solution of the present disequilibrium through.a major revision'of United
States commercial policy. In any case, Mr. Menzies. thought that Common-
wealth countries should urge an increase in the price of gold on the United
Stâtës'Government.
4.

He then dealt with the question of preferences and expressed regret that at
the opening meetings of the Committee on Finance and Trade the preferential
system had seemed to have, almost no friends. He then professed his own
attachment to it, but in a wy which' he clearly, hoped would seem moderate
and discriminating: Referring to the views of those who would like Common-
wealth countries to repudiate the general agreement on tariffs and trade and to
increase preferential margins substantially, he said that he could not agree that
that was the proper solution to the problem of living in an inconvertible world.
On the other hand, he dissociated himself from the thesis that. preferences must
be abandoned in. the interests of- a' thoroughgoing multilateral system; and he
repeated arguments* with 'which "you are `very. familiar in an attempt to show
that ' the

United States attitude toward preferences is -' unreasonable. He
-sürnmed up his own' position by'saying that he thought the best way of saving
(dollarsin the short run would -be to increase ` intra-Commonwealth trade, and
such `an' increase would - be - facilitated by^ 4'djusting' and strengthening the
'préferential- system: 1, Unless `action ''• were' taken to revise ; GATT so that
Commonwealth countries would be free to,increase preferences, he was very
uneâsy "-about ; what ^ would '- be the ' state df Commonwealth trade once

'quantitative restrictions had been eliminated. At, this 'point in Mr. Menzies'
remarks;; Lord • Swinton,; who was ^sitting^ opposite him,:-permitted his rather

' frosty absorption to` be broken by the only smile he has shown so far.'
5;

Baving rcleared ihese subôrdinâté matters out of the' way, Mr. Menzies
then turned to examine'the côrë{ of the United Kingdom propôsals. Although
insisting`that,'as be said he'wâs"not knocking theiplan, he said that it seemed
to him experimental, recanous and partial. It was experimental because:
(a) It `npcompletoe cô-o rati ' 'jEurope;` depended

Pe,ï. { on' fcom the côuntries of Western

1
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^ (b) It would require th 967.
oroughgoing and gener

Support;
(c)

Considerable administrative taIènt wô ous United States
acquired non-residènt sterling was to be uld have to be di pla yed

if nÿtions; and segregatéd s
from

(d) Democratically elected
, Previous accumula=

have to institute' And sustain strl
aments throu

often be un alat ict ânti-inflat•ghÔUt the sterling âreâ woul dP able and un lonary measures which wouldPopular.
The plan would be precarious: bècause of

come to a focus over the questio n of •!côni]icting impulses which wouldsterlin non-discrimination. In orderamount of
to limit theundér consideràble te ptatio on-residents, sterling are' a côuie would ; befavour of their sterling area n,.to adopt

atory
s

would probabl Partners: On thèoth
er ha de^ United

licies in
minatory p°licies Statesarea a condition ' of financialslucripportfo

th

Western Europe would be wlling
ôperate only if they received 1non=discriminatory trèatmént. Finally, the

since the type of ^convertibility it :conte plan mu st be rega â
S dges of

resident sterling: The reasons-^for this
büt li mplated wôuld be c°rifi

rded
ned to partialthey ^

would' not be so visible, or smitation were`strong^and corn nOn'
sterling area countries as they were to ° Persuasive to^ o'rdinar Pelling,
6• Mr. Finance Ministers and their e^citizens of

Menzies doubted whéther support for the , ' ' punless it were proposals •Kingdom•s ra Possible to go further tha couldn had been ventur be secured 'was ho P posals and say something about the ed in the United
ped these initial steps would lead: Part of this urther stageS to which it

Would be a situàtion at which all sterling, both resident and non-resident,Would become convertible. At t' lmore distant landscape
another indication

•
that his p01 nt in his statement Mi.

countrymen although it might be Ménzies also gave
deVeloyfien to accept some immediaterslackénin in

Pmént they would need to b
P°ssiblë ' to persuade his

assistance Within the not tooa
's

•
g the' pace of Australian

be reassured by the promise of sôrrie outside7.
He ^also thôûght th^at he tant future.'

would have difBculty in getting âcceproP°sal ihat a joint committee of the In
^

international financial and commercia l
Y of

GATT, should, be established as 'a kind ernational Monetar FÛ nce of the
k^of arbiter in the nd

whole field
and of

POPular in' Anstralia and 'there wouldbe 11CY' Neither Of these institutionsassume even wider - httle enthusiàsin for askin the m
powers and responsibilities than they'possessed at g m to

were no PrOP°Sals therefore-'seemed resen
to present many difficulties: Perhaps thet^nsuperable: But, if they werè to be'overc

^ Presented as part of a much larger the plan WOUId
y

ou^ide capital rger pattern which would includ have toresident afor development purpos^, and ultimate Promise ofaddr
' as well as non-resident, sterling lY the

e a
converti bility ôf9• Be fore that the conference would

. He hoped
^s itself to the task of at least sketching in this wider pattern.concludin

Possible; should, be m de to the it as his advice that as earl anave
^0nths tlfie`it would, be sub enew administration in .Washin t approach as

,I ct to many more internal pféSsUteS °hnelâ^
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present.
Now, flushed by, a great popular victory, Mr:. Eisenhower would be

able to take action of.which he might later be incapable. The time to strike was
within, the next,-,. three ,- months . while the new administration . Would` becomparatively malléable.

10.*, After Mr. ; Menzies had spoken, Mr. Lyttleton made a brief statement o nbehalf of -the colonies. It amounted - to little more than the, expression of a flat
judgment that the United Kingdom proposals would be in the colonies' interest.
He did, however, emphasize that it would , be very important for some of thecolonies, and especially for the West Indies, foi thé ' convertibilit , oerâtion tobe undertaken'at a time when there was a `strông tide of cônfidence n' sterlin.Colonies , which depended largely on dollar im i' g
after the convertibility operation, there were t be a ÿ

wou'ld
substanf t al dro usly, if,value of the pound. . .,,. P m the

I I., In winding up 'the,general discussion on .the United Kingdom's ro sals
the Chancellor of the Exchequer contented himself with expressing satisfaction
that the proposals ,had been able to command so large a measure of support.
The only point on which he had anything of substance, to add was concerned
with timing. Drawing attention to the final sentence , of paragraph 7 of theUnited Kingdom memorandum ,(CEC(52)2) ^ which,states that, "the decisionon this - (i.e. convertibility of. sterling)

would be taken in the, light of the
circumstances ruling at the time and the progress made, under, each of the
elements of the proposals,", he émphâsized that progress would have had to be
made in reâching agreement on plans for removing quantitâtive'réstriction, and
also that indications,would have had to bë received that the United States was
prepared to follow "good creditor", policies; before the c.Qrvertibility operationcould , be undertaken. It would . be for thë United Kingdôm" to judge the propermoment after having consultéd with the United States `and with the countriesof.

Western Europe, and after having asséssed the résults of these consultations.
But the' United Kingdoin proposed to r'érnain ` in the closest , contact withCommonwealth coûntries throughout this `whole process' and pârticularl whenit

was on the point of reaching a decision as to when' convertibility could beintr"oduced. . . . ^ ^

600 ; . • ^ ,. . , , ^''. ^ ^ , , ^,,. ; ; .
. ^; '^-
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'"Following from the Canadian Delegâtion ^ to the Commonwealth EconomicConference; Begins: - Following is the text "of - the statement made . b y Mr., St.
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Laurent on, December 2 in
969

Policy. the Coinmittee on Develpment and Comm
Text begins: odity

t .
. „• .We entirely agreè with the em hasi

further developrnent of natural resources. 'P
s thàt has been placed on this sub'ec

Of the economic means are found to stimulate ln

in output will alsô^make*a vital contribution to the achievement of international

people are apt to regard as one of the principal t ofIt is something wh ich most of our.those rising standards
of living which the y

J

means by which we can achieve
: There is no doübt that the countries Y desire. '

human and material resources and, when of the Commonwealth are rich i

thethepotential of our countries, the resulting increase
balance and expanding trade.

Conversely' it' is our féeling as wéll that,
toward the restoration of mûltilater by making real and early progressthe lines of the ro al trade and convertible currencies

P posals before us, we should improve materiall cles alongfor more rapid dev e lopm ent.
,. I think we all recognize that

Y the prospects

the savings available in the undevelopedof the Commonwealth are not a t to
capital that is needed. p be sufficient at this time to provideParts

eprobléni which we in Canada can easilyrecognize, since our own économic development in the past has been fiall th

nanced,
a considerable extent, not out of our

y
port of capital on a largé s^le, ^rst wn inadequate savings but throu ^

r^ently, from the United States. from the United Kin

im

gdom and gh the
Two,main problems' seem to us to • more

supply of domestic savings, the first • emerge as a result of the i nad
are ' is to ensure `that the supplies whichdomestic suput to the best possible use; the second is 1Ch areguard a

pplies from outside sources. It also seems' to to supplement the
towardsgainst inefficient use of the capital availabl • us that the need to

an': international system of tr`ade' and Paymentse' is another reasonto work
Produce incentive for the right sort
exPerience in Canada, we found that, because that does

of investment. On the' basis of our own
take care of a serious balance of when we had to im
immediaté tendénc payments problem five years asor th rictions to

was anwould
y for available capital to be invested in industries whichbenefit direct ly from a continuance of iwe

greatest
,,

of course, agree .with those who have restrictions.
increase stress should be laid on Ve expressed, the

eW that theboth the the developii^ent of those resources whi hof its Port capacity of the stérling area and meet thec willpeople, But eX
we would also lay stress on the objectives on thedollarsaving character should basic needs

feet in eet the test of belnthat investments of aa multilateral system of trade and
•, In the g able to stand on their own

invest past^ the United Kingdom has, been thes i
mportant

m

ment capital for the less develo
ped irecent; s

agreed Years, it hàs , provided substantial parts of the sterling area and , even ', however, that, in view of the man mounts. It seems to

ourcebe of outside
in

Y^lls on its resources, the amount
genera l ly

of
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I capital which the United Kingdom will be jn ^9! position to supply in the near
future is apt to fall short of what is needed.

One of the important problems in this general question of development: is,
therefore, how best to, improve the prospects of Commonwealth countries being

- able to attract investment from outside, . not as grants but for good business
undertakings.

It seems to us to be realistic to regard. the United States, as the principal
substantial source of such outside capital. In the post-war, period there haveof
course, been factors operàting against an adequatë flow of investment capital
from the United States. These factors have arisen out of circumstances existing
both in the United States and in the potential receiving countries. We have.to
recognize that the counter-attractions for the investment of capital at home in
America have been strong and that the. international, political and economic
situation abroad has not been favôurable. Neverthëless, there has been - some
investmentof outside capital in many of our countries and we'in.Canada have
had many examples of the kind'of investment Mr: Menzies described in respect
of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company. We have found t`hat; to'obtain an inflow of
privawcapital for investment purposes, there had to be à climate favourable
for''such inflow.

What I mean is :that thé investors had to''feel there `were
reasonable prospects of profitable .earnings and that they would have
reasonable prospects of determining how they would use those earnings, either
for, reinvestment or for conversion into currencies readily usable élsewhere.

Of course, we realize that there are sonie'developments which are.not so
appropriate for private investment and which have to be promoted or aided by
the State or by agencies of the State. We have several of that kind under active
consideration by ourselves at the present time and, no donbt,' some further
contribution can'and should b6 made throûgh international institutions.'But; if
weï can make progress - in respect - of the basic issues of world trade and
payménts, a'. sound basis will : have ' been laid'-for fruitful 'international
cooperation in prôviding more adequate supplies of câpital for bôth public and
private investment.

I hope that in such an effort we, in Canada, may be âble to play some part.
As I have indicated, wé are, ourselves, 'a rapidly déveloping , country^ and, as
sucli, our development is being ;aided, through 'inflows of investment capital
particularly, at thé present time, from the Unitëd'States. Nevertheless, we are
doing.what we can to'assist in'the development of other countries. We'have
cooperated in the Colombo 'Plan and ^ through' the' United Nations and the
Intern'ational Bank and ' wé woûld ' expect to continue to do so. We have
released; for. üse by the Bank, the whole of our 18 percent subscription and we
have authorized the 'International - Bank. to put ' ôiit a, bond. issue on the
Canadian market. We place" no restrictions whatever in the way of Canadians
who wish ^ to ^ invest in -the sterling area or, indeed, , in any other, part' of the
world.

While it would be , excessively optimistic -on my, part to expect that
Canada could in the near future become a major exporter of capital, I would

' hope that favourable world developments along the line we are discussing here
might make more individuals and corporations, Canadians included, see
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971,{opportunities for : proEtable
investment in countriincreasing our bonds of inter-dependence an es other than their own, . thus

mutually Profitable economic as well as plitc
aj^ oities for helpful andText ends.' Ends:` .0 ooperation:

601.•

-, au secrétaire d'État aux ,4om14ue au Commonivèalth -ffa • ,

,, i . ^ , . .. , ' . . , .- .

Là délégatlon a là Conférénce éc

É

on DEA/50123-40•E.

Delegatlon Cornmonwealth Econom cxterreures'
tô Secretâr ^Y of State or Conference

TELEGRAM S ; . .f , External Affairs
• • • 'i - " ' , ,r: • ^ . ,

SECRET, • London, December 3, 1952

Addressed External No 5"
Following from the- Canadi

repeated
an dele

Ŵashington No.
Cônference,,Begins: The' 'g n to the Commonweulth Economic

^ yesterda general '- discusson i of economic development was
asrecise. Y^ afterno on.

For the-.most part it was confused andp
At- times it was so disconnected 'a d there

different speakers tô the glowin

im

particular constituéncies that the discussion,g Possibilities for e were soeconomic many references
developm

rather humdrum part of the usual debate resembled nothin 'so

given some

ent in

in the House of Commrepiy to the addréss. Nevertheless the two meetings g much as a

^inner tension b devoted to this subject the
by the consideration paid to two important issues:!,^

were(a)
How far would sterling area countries

economic developrnent in the interests of the
•âgree to regulate the pace of their

Whole? viability of the sterling" area
Kin) How much 'capital could they as u

gdom .
expect to' obtain ^ from -the 'United

2^ . Lord ,Sâlisbur
at these two meetin^ s ho was the principal spokesman f ^r the Uni tedg, tried to secure agreement to^the prop sitiôntth Kingdomarea countries should restrict their plans for
Which;'either directly or indirectly, would' economic developrnënt tot sterling

Projectsbalance of paymènts.'In summing asslst in correcting the sterlin
a'sarea countries had agreed. .Thât up

maythe be. But
discussion, he claimed that all sterling

sterling area countries said that the y representatives ofofficlals in the report, on deve manyY supported the conclusions rèached by
more than they thought thereo hoent policy, they often seemed to
area; and their agreement to the uld be increased production i me little
often So hedged about b proposition advanced b in the

y sterling
forgiven for doübtin by qualifications and reservations that Salisbury was
Menzies of g how far they would bé ne might be

Australia stressed how difficult it would b e it in practlce. Mr. ,the electorate that thecurbed• In th Pace of economic de e polit
to convine same vain, Mr. V%; opment in Australia shouldgovernment were to followi i

ndefinitely
of New Zealand said that bé

y the , if hisPolicy urged
,by Lord Salisbury, it

, . .
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would be necessaryto rind some anaesthetic for the electora
din of-Pakistan suggested thatthe conclusions -in.the.re te' Mr' Nazimud-
be modified to make full allowance for the fact that:under-developed countriesneeded to carry out a -proram

p01t by officials should
g

me of basic development, which could . not beexpected to contribute for quite some ti
area me towards stren thenin's paym ents position.

Mr. Louw23 insisted that South g the sterling
continue its policy of industrial development in s ite o Africa intended to
advocated in the officials' report. P, f the policy of caution
3. In his opening statement Lord Salisbury re

the United Kingdom' delegation last Oct Peated the undertaking given b
officials that, if the -principle were àcceptedt hat p oheCPrew aratory meeting of
the, balance of payments position should be regarded hlch would improve
appropriate`cases; thé United Kingdom would try to assist baramount, then, in
As the discusions progressed, there was considerable by suPplying capital.
spokesmen of other sterling area countries for. a continued flow from the
the United Kingdom and a scale larger than that

' forecas
^W of capital from

careful formula. Mr. Menzies suggested that there Was Lôrd Saisbury's
exaggerate the need to secure capital from the United a tendency to

as hisopinion that much more capital could , be raised with ^ th s' ster
and

ling
gave it

area than
twas usually thought. Although he.did not openly, request more ca '
the

United Kingdom, that was the unmistakable tenor, of his Pltal from the
remarMinister of , Pakistan was more : forthright, He , claimed that

The Prime
Kingdom should play a larger part in the .'economic dev that the United
developed countries in the Commonwealth b elopment , of under-term - credits. ^ He also asked . the. , United K ngdom o

capital
ase
goods and long-

contribution to the International Bank, so that it would no longer ^ its sterling
for Pakistan to use dollars borrowed from the Bank to

be necessary
bu4. One minor mare's nest in the discussion was a jyoSterling goods,

Holland for a,Commonwealth Development Corporation., p°Sal made by Mr.
Ithe had in mind, although he 'appeared to think th t Wassuch not at all clear

might raise funds for development purposes and investi att ^ a corporation
to it. Sir Godfrey Huggins of Southern Rhodesia su ge schemes submittedthat in - his, opinion such â^r , PPorting this proposal, said
production of dollar=savin •corporation should determine

where increased
ancoûragéd, and should also arrange for therfi ng

nan
c COmmodities should be

pp oved.'Ordinarily, the 'sterling ' component of thei funds '
°f,sûch schemes as it

provided by the United Kingdom;,any necessaryy dollar ex r^uir'ed would be
financed through the International Bank; and the penditure should be
develôpment , was to i be -ûndertaken; would ;be `res

P°

country in which the
financing. It-'does not seem likëly that' this

propo
sal ble,;for the, rest of the

Develôpment`Corpôration`will get,-very.far:,Mr Menzifor a Commonwealth
aboût;it,' and

Mi,` Hop^nson, the` Minister. of S ate es expressed scepticism
thât the United Kirigdom's expërience . to ° date

for the Colonies, recalled
pronïote^ economic development, has been by

,
means publie corporations to

ans uniformly happy-This23E•N•
ministre desf Affaires 6conomiques de l'Afri^ u,^

EN. Louw, Minister for Economic Affairs of South Af e du Sud.
ca.; `

t
n
ri
ti
re
K,
th,
w}
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investment in the sterling area

United States
hdevelo ^ as bee n Wm tpment which is 'tô group on

t^ toington a small committee onSalisbury. meet later this week under the Ch '
5. The text of the statement alrmanshi

'discussion is contàined in P°f Lord
YMr.'St. ^ •:my made b

Minister also interpolated Laurent in the course Of
States investors i

immediately precedin thesom remarks g telegram• The
exactly the.same ^onside a^tindicatin about his experience
States and in no cas °ns as hena n^ his ' g

Perience with United
esttng in nterpthey were moved byEnds. e could be regarded as instruments ofenterprises in the United

United States602. .. : policy.

délégalion à la Conférencel écon DEA/50123-40. ,
au secrétaire dEtat aux ^q m^que du Commonwealth

Delegatlon, Commonwealth Economic
Conference,ry of State for External ,qTELEGRAM 6 . .. :^: .%iairs

SECRET. IMPORTANT, London, December
,.•Addressed External No.

4, 1952
,. ,. ,_ .f .•

Following from the Can6 ^Important); repeated Washi 'Conference, Begl • adian Delegation to the Co ngton No. 6.
•morning in the ns' An Y

CommitteereP
onart Fof

inance
the an

discussions on mm0nwéalth Economicstatement made b y
Trade mus preferences'd Yyesterday'

had been abo y Mr• Holland of New be headline bhad ut even. The Zealànd. Before he s theurged that Com - United Kin dom Poke the scorerevise the g ^ Australia, and Southern Rhmonwealth countries should make a 'cocould in "no new preferënce" rule ôf GA

^
ncerted e°desia,

such appr0priate cases be increased ' so that effort to
action at this time had been ex ress Preferential marginsOn the other hand

and CeYlon• Then'Mr, Holland une p ed by South Africa, to anythe
United Kingdom+s Rpectedl a^ India, Pakistana pleted pro Y said that he too was Opposed t oand p°Sal•

The thin red line was broken,nowled Mr. Eden on behalf of the United Kingdom the rout was
2^ ^ The United • : ,

as obliged to
of his background ingdom brief had been

, asOttawa and his presentéd by LordSwinton. In v', agreements, he sho ed ton the ^Wh Philip^that :ïncreased trade "a Cunliffe-L^ster, in framin lew

means'inconsistent with ^ng the c°untrieslinrth'Commonwealthrkable g the

ow Arguingrest of the world he increased trade between ^ the Commonwealthsuvalue of im ggested that it would be wisè to mOnwealth and therestrictions " per^al preference would be in a trading examine carefully what
Kingdorn's were much less g world where
that objective was to prevalent than the quantitative

was that there get rid of quantitativé r str ctioons•must be freedom to apply
y. The United

When quantitative restrictions tariffs f1 • A corollary of
s had been the chief inea s^of r Dû^ ^ng the period

g ating imports,

I
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many 'new industries had grown'up ^ in the United Kingdom; and ^ it might be
f found A desirable ^ to - give thein- • some moderate - degree of 1protection once
quantitative -restrictions were removed. An. example of how new developments
made . flexibility necessary was provided by. the - European Coal and i. Steel

^Community. The establishment of this community:marked the emergence of a
new preferential system for which a special waiver had had to be devised by the
contracting parties to GATT: The' competition from Japanese goods was
increasingly keen, and, if this problem were to. be .handled , in an. orderly and
`satisfactory way, some. freedom in. raising duties and in: widening margins. of
preference would be required. Lord Swinton - emphasized that , the, United
Kingdom did not want to see high tariffs protecting either the United Kingdom
industries or the industries of other countries. But the future was uncertain,
and- the problems it might present could not, be inet with confidence, once
quantitative restrictions had been abandoned, unless the United, Kingdom
could recover its freedom to raise duties moderately and to widen' margins of

preference.
1

3. Not only wastlie United Kingdom bound by the obligations which all the
signatories of GATT had undertaken,^ but it was also hampered in adjusting its
tariff, ,, to : new conditions by United Kingdom domestic legislation, which
embodied the Ottawa âgreements and gave free entry into the Unitèd Kingdom
market to a very wide range of products from Commonwealth countries. These
two obligations made it impossible for the United Kingdom to introduce into its
tariff structure revisions which were demanded by the new circumstances.

4. Mr. Havenga of South Africa, who spoke very briefly,said that in the past

his country had i derived - great - benefits, from,thethe,. Ottawa agreements.
Notwithstanding. that, it seemed to him perfectly clear' that any ,efforts to
abolish the "no new preference" rule of GATTF would be inconsistent with the

, general objective of a freely; multilateral trading world. It would' also run
counter to the collective approach which it had been agreed.was necessary.

5. ; The Indian answer to Lord Swinton was put politely, : but, very firmly, by
Sir Chintaman Deshmukh. In, most cases it might be inadvisable to harp to
much on internal political difficulties; but the political feeling about Imperial
preference, in Indià was so-strong , that ' he could not properly explain his

,_ country's , positionwithout ; mentioning it. "A strong political odour still
attaches to this subject," he said. The Ottawa agreements themselves had
, failed.of ratification in the Legislative Assembly, and had, been put into effect
. only ,by action of, the Viceroys Council, he recalled. There had subsequently
been. strong ; agitation.;to do away entirely;;with. Imperial preference. This

, agitâtion had somewhat died . down of recent_ years, but opposition to the
. preferences was still widespread. The Government,of India could certainly not
Join in any attempt to secure an extension of the preferential system.

6. . Moreover, . India would, not have any economic interest in such a course.
iffhey'must rely on quantitative restrictions as a means of operating a selective
': import policy which would enâble them to exclude luxury goods and to

ds^ concentrate their comparatively meagre resources of foreign currency on g00
. required for. capital development. For that reason the Indian Government was
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not - really concerned with how to work the alternative system of tariffs and
preferences. "In this fight between quotas and tariffs we are 'on the: side, of
quotas,'.'Sir Chintaman Deshmukh declared.: .

7. • He also made it clear that India was by no means fully satisfied with the.
existing prefer`ential system. Preferences had been granted - bilaterally and in à
way which' discriminated among, . the various members ôf the Commonwealth.
India, he said, knew to its cost that the present preferential system did not
generalize to all the members of the Commonwealth the benefits accorded.-
8. If it were argued that in that case the proper course was to correct this

weakness by introducing, as it were, the Most Favoured Nation principle into
the preferential system, he would answer that under présent circumstances the
scope within - the Commonwealth , for preferential arrangements of thisgeneralized kind would ' be highly limited. At the time of the Ottawaagreements, the United : Kingdom had been the only highly industrialized
country within'the Commonwealth.'But a new pattern of Commonwealth trade
had emerged since then; and few commodities, in his opinion, ^ would be found
on which • individual Commonwealth. countries would be prepared to grant
preferential treatment to all other members of the Commonwealth.

9.' Sir Chintaman'Deshmukh also warned that, if Commonwealth countries
claimed for themselves freedom to extend the present preferential system other
groups would claim the same or similar rights. A process of this kind would
strike at the very root of GATT. As for the argument by analogy with customs
unions he thought that it was unsound, since a customs union was conceivable
only between countries which formed a natural economic unit; which ordinarily
were contiguous, ^ and which in most cases were looking towards economic, or
even political,'union. This was not true of the countries of the Commonwealth.Finally, i? wc •[he] : thought that a concerted effort to remove the "no: newpreference" rule of GATT would prejudice the chance of- securing United
States support for this collective approach to convertibility:

10. Mr. Ràhinan,' the Pakistani Minister - of Commerce,• re ' eated this ri n'a Ipoint.""Thé United States," he said, "would begin to doubt the sincerity of our
efforts if, on the 'one hand, , wé *presented a' plan which aimed at redûcing andeliminating restrictions to trade, • and, on the other hand, argued for an increasein preferences:" After Sir Godfrey - Huggins of Southern Rhodesia had
supported Lord Swinton's arguments, Mr. Senanayake of Ceylon declared that
an acceptance of the United Kingdom's proposal would, in his view, be a
negation of the underlying objectives of this conference. This was the first voice
raised in the course of the discussion in support of the interests of consumers.
He could not help viewing increased Japanese competition in a rather differentlight from , Lord Swinton, he said. - The people of Ceylon, with their low
standard of living, were reaping considerable advantage from the reappearance
there of cheap Japanese textiles.

I1.
Mr. Menzies, in an interrogative style which seems to be rowi

had a gteatnumber of questions to ask. The drift of his remarks was th him,extension
of the preferential system would not be incom at an

multilateralism. "We could easil patible with
y get into an ecstasy of suicide on this matter,"
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he said in summing up his . argument . that freedom to widen preferential
inarg ins . would - be - required in. a, -trading .world -fromc 1t i Wh qh has been
restrictions had been banished. He a^shé redescribed

al value of the preferences enjoyed in
created for Australia by the drop in ralian
the United Kingdom market by. some Australian prod^ eSsare leviedAIttwould
wines, on which specific,: rather than ad valorem du

only : be equitable for the real value of these preferenc es
to bring liny

permitting an adjustment of the specific duties in order
g them

with current prices.
12 • It, was at this moment in the debate that Mr. Holland said th,if theyY

opinion, Commonwealth countries woul d.be speaking with two voices
their objective to remove

approached the United States, y g that it was
that, they wanted to -increase, these

restrictions and yet, at the same time, e
articular , restrictions. The risk of failure in the wholSe

woul
d ls toPimmensely increased by allowing this feature to be included in te,Proposa

be discussed with the United States Governme Holland had said:An attempt to

'13. Mr. Abbott warmly supported what Mr.
remove the "no . new preference" rule of GATT w

beenould hé fiTSt 1Comma.a
inappropriate,. he said. Recalling éSaté tated tha tn he past yery substantial
wealth country to extend preferen ,b
advantages had . accrued to Canada from the preferential however, now
circumstances which had permitted those benefits to be reaped, from
no longer existed. Many Canadian commodities were completely become
sterling area markets .by, quantitative restrictions. It ha

'necessarY for Canada to seek alternative markets and success,in t1h^s,i,rade. The
been greatly facilitated by.the General Ag reemen t

a
on TAriffs
ny action which. might

Canadian Government could not co to

preference"
would

rule.
be opposed
,The effect onundermine GATT. For this reason, if or

the f no n
o they,,

; any attempt at this time to remove
American opinion of any, such move would also -be highly unfortunate,

he

thought. The Reciprocal Trade. Agreements Act came, up, or ^u d make it
year; and it was important that n othinj

Statesu who favoured liberal commercial
more difficult for those in the United

' F'ei from securing from Congress satisfactory action on this measure and
, pohc^
on others in the field of commercial policf there might be a case in equity for

14.* Mr. Abbott said.that he could see that
adjusting specific duties to restore the real value of some indi; lbe thât such an
which had been diminished= by : prl heĥSee of, Austgral anewines entering the
. adjustment should be permitted in'n _, and
, United , Kingdom market; and he would be prepared `to see this it musthbe

particular cases _ of a similar kind exam n the United States tariff were levied
borne in mind that a great many duties in had

on a specific, rather than an ad valorem, basis. The continued rise in p

value to United States prôducers of thése protective dutnâda tp0^eroded the
same waÿ as the value of some preferences had,beena.rod d' the e Cahad been
the } proteçtive effect of specific dutUes had decline ,
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considerable pressure- although this had . been resisted - from Canadian
manufacturers , to increase thé specific duties levied urider the Canadian tariff
on import of woollen cloth.. Mr. Abbott concluded by repeating that ;in his
judgement it would be extemely unwise to make a concerted attempt to seek a
revision of the "no new preference" rule of GATT. , „ ^ .,

15. When all the*votes were"in, Mr. Eden acknowledged defeat gracefully,
and admitted that it would clearly be impossible to make such a concerted
attempt as the United Kingdom had proposed. He then changed'the ground of
discussion; and appealed for sympathetic : consideration of the particular
problems which the, United Kingdom as a country was facing because of its
commitments under GATT, and under the Ottawa agreements. If the United
Kingdom were to get rid of quantitive restrictions, it would need to re-examine
and revise its existing tariffs; and in some cases would probably want to make
modest increases in the MFN rate. This would be impossible so long as it was
forbidden to widen margins of preferences, and so long as the obligation stood
to give free entry to a wide range of commodities. from Commonwealth
countries. One or other. of these obligations . must be modified in order to
provide the United Kingdom with some freedom to raise existing duties.. He
suggested that this particular United Kingdom problem should be remitted for
study by officials, who would be asked to return with recommendations before
the conference concluded. This suggestion was sympathetically adopted. Mr.
St. Laurent further suggested that the question of making adjustments in some
particular duties in order to restore the. real value of the preferential margin
involved should also be studied by the same group of officials; and this was also
agreed to. Ends.

603. DEA/50123-40
La délégation à la Conférence économique du Commonwealth '

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures.:
Delegation, Commonwealth Economic Conference,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

London, December 7, 1952

Addressed Ottawa No. 7 repeated Washington No. 7.
Following from Canadian dèlegation to the Commonwealth Economic

Conference, Begins: There have been four meetings of Finance Ministers this
week to consider the problems thrown up during the opening discussion in the
Committee on Finance and Trade, on which we reported in our telegrams 1
and 3. The two subjects to which the most attention has been paid have been
exchange rates and quantitative restrictions. There has also been a discussion
of the price *of gold. This telegram deals with the views expressed by Finance
Ministers on the removal of quantitative restrictions, while our immediately
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her rates

following telegram contains a report of the controversy over linking ot
to sterling after the sterling rate has become flexible.,.

^

tions
iven by Mr. Butler; Lôrd. Swinton' ^and their officials

.' The éxplana 8
an^

confirm what was reported in télet I
h nki°go• of

234
2

about the inter vening period

of November 23! The United Kdingdom
uration.aThis rperiod s required; in their

intervening period of , about a year's
opinion, so that a: new code of commercial. rules cou

ld
d be.convertible and

experience. of a system in which many currencies
of telegram No.many exchange rates flexible. The explanations given of the need for, new rules

• ` ,. ,
followed very closely the information contained in paragraph 2

2346?` Lord Swinton about the import

3. On the other hand, the statement made by

policy which the
he United Kingdom intends to follow in' the immedia

te
nvateuture,raging

i.e. before the convertibility operation, wa s poe expect. uExt nsion ^ of the resent
before the conference opened had led us

lic of buying staple foodstuffs and
raw

he United
United Kingdom po y
in the cheapest market, as * well as fur ldrhave eto wait on of cônvertibil-
tKingdom's trade with OEEC countries, no means certain that
'ty of sterling, Lord Swinton declared. How éCir+ândsitstill seems possible that

ive us

some

the lâst word has

satisfaction^ yet

bybeen said on this su j,,
United Kindom may be able shortly after the ^ôf ieduceedscrimination

the King dom
announcing further measures had a conversation

against dollar imports. The Prime -- Ministfroma which he drew. . considerable
'about this po ssibilit Y with

Mr. Butler, Tiod is concerned Lord Swinton
encouragement. So far as the intervening after nori-resident stent al rawon Tuesday that all

has
its essemade it • clear at a meeting

become convertible, the United Kingdom st ^âTket,buy ,

4. In

materials and basic, foodstuffs in the i cic h^ for the immediate future, i.e. bes^tô`
the discussion of import po pressed Mr. Menzte

nvertibility, the
United. Kingdom . representatives P resent Austraéi of

cointroduce some discriminatory relaxations commodities at the expens t
restrictions which would favour sterling area

he sterlingfrom OEEC countries. Although he was reminded tha
commodities `comi°g fWas at present discnminattng in favou hof hort run, no. •

, ^ , , k , , . - . I .. f , r 11 ' ^taient en train é isd'intervenir su
I r.,

relaxations o a y ,

ew of ^ the forthcommg . aPPr
latiôn: It^is'ôur impression

that Mr: Menzies' résistance to t tsvi
rcontcmp ^

inment, and added th
`rclâxations, it would atbe inopportune

his
nopportune

opini t^nmake them on adiscriminatory basis in
under

oach " to the A United States that h is United

area, Mr. Menzus
f n kind were being ^ntemplated by the e us sôme scope for

" the United Ktngdom He said that, in t e
• was completely unmoved. A tralian Govern-

vers la convert ►bil^t
la cndance ,11 s agissait apparemment

`

remment d'une allusion ^u^^ cha ngement
, la scène ^conomiqüe internationale, pa ^ , F; ; • • ic

monnaics et la flexibilité dcs taux di change. . in international e ne°Ible
ciwas an apparent referénce to the hangethat were taking place

fically the tendencies toward convertibility of currencies and
circumstances, sp^
exchange rata.
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Kingdom pressure is to be regarded as part of 'a tactical campaign he 'is
conducting to persuade the United Kingdom to grantAustralia permission to
raise money on the London market.

5. These various issues, however, have'not given rise to much debate. The real
difficulty has come over the proposal that, after the intervening period, all
quantitative restrictions^ should - bé removed, except-'those which could be
justified under a strict emergency clause of GATT. India, Pakistan and Ceylon
have all expressed deep misgivings about this proposal. Mr. Mohainad Ali of
Pakistan has indicated that, in his opinion, it would not be possible for Pakistan
to get rid of quantitative restrictions in one year or two years or five years, and
has argued that they are necessary as a means of allocating*Pakistan's scarce
resources of foreign exchange in the interests of its programme of, economic
development. In a country with a less unequal distribution of wealth it might
be F possible, by appropriate monetary and fiscal measures, to damp down
effective demand for luxury articles without ' recourse - to quantitative
restrictions; but such a policy would' not be feasible for Pakistan. Nor would
heavy sales-taxes solve the problem,* since the power to impose sales-taxes is
vested in the states rather than in the central government. Sir Chintaman
Deshmukh has presented a similar case on behalf of India. In order to carry
out'India's programme of economic development, a selective import policy is
esséntial and this can be implemented only by imposing quantitative
restrictions. At the present time the Indian restriction's are sanctioned by the
Balance of Payments Articles of GATT; and it would not be possible to
accommodate them within the terms of article XVIII of the general agreement
(which deals with under developed countries) since the purpose of that article
is merely to allow under developed countries to impose quantitative restrictions
in order to protect raw industries. What -India needs is the power to exclude
luxury imports, even though such articles are not being manufactured
domestically.

6. It has been widely recognized by the representatives of other countries at
the conference that the problem raised by India, Pakistan and Ceylon is a
genuine one. However, it has been pointed out, that if wide latitude were given
to under developed countries to continue to impose quantitative restrictions this
latitude would in all likelihood be abused by some countries. In any case, it
might perpetuate the present situation where quantitâtive restrictions are the
rule rather than the exception. The United Kingdom authorities have given it
as their provisional view that what India and Pakistan'are really saying is that,
while they are engaged in the process of economic development, they will be
almost continuously in balance of payments difficulties. The original United
Kingdôm idea of a' balance of payments escape clause to deal with
emergency" conditions is therefore inappropriate to deal with this problem.

United Kingdom spokesmen have also admitted that Article XVIII of GATT is
irrelevant to this ' issue, and have stated further that they would be ` very
unwilling to see that article, which was negotiated only with great difficulty,reopened.

They -have suggested that the solution is" rather to be found by
interpreting the balance of payments provisions in a liberal fashion in the case
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with , a sense of
of under; developed - countries which sorâs t dpromote gheir, own economic
responsibility to restrict. their. .lmports .

o ment. We have supported this general , approach to the. problem, but
devel phave insisted, along with the. United Kingdom that there _ should be no

••
uestioned right" (as Mr. Mohamad Ali had argued) for ûnder deven er

;.unqcountries I to impose quantitative restrictions. Restrictions imposed by u

developed countries should I be subject. to review, so Î excessiveuterë would

taking restrictiv
:

e action wh^n the other hand, wer, have âdmitted that ther f
be, room for. adjustment. ^-

sho
estrictive

uld not be constant international interference into d are inadequâtoel for the
under developed countries whose nt and dwhich may therefore be regarded as
purposes of economic developme
being in almost continual balance of payments difficultieasf , ac^ tance of this

`°-.7. The Indians have already expresse d preliminary
thatpthe IMF, in

method of handling the problem.
Y have

examining the Indian restrictions,- has already shown sympaWhâteverrinterna
particular difficulties. If-similar sympathy wereshown by

t1r'onal body is to consider financial and. commerci
al

scrutiny and review
situation; India would be prepared to accept internationalct to have to apply for
of the policy of quantitative restrictionsCélon are less certâin whether the problem
many years to come. Pakistan and Y^se, it is agreed that it will require
can be dealt with in this way. In any,

DEA/50123-

604. . .
, . ^

â C monwealth

consl er 40

u

'd able further study. Ends.

La délégation à la Conférence econo a`9e eextérieures
au secrétaire d'Étai aux .'Aff ,

Delegation, Commonwealth Economic ^onfj^enee,
to Seeretary of St ate for External ff ,

1952, ^.. '7

TELEGRAM 8

' R Addressed Ottawa Nok. 8 repeated Washington o. ., i
Canadian Delegation to the Commonwealth

er

monwealth Economic
area ^eentand,. Following fromthe all

Conference, Begins: The. controversy over, whethoe sterlin has been deep
should be obliged to peg thelr, exchange rates t 8 .

• • ms to be on the way, to solution. Our lmmedg oftthe
intense, but 1t now see

tOfollôwing telegram contains the text ôf a statement Mid Butlerein anln effort
Cômmittee on Finance andTradhat ther^maynbdeparturé it represented from
rèsolve, thls lssuç. He explâinéd area

the Un1'ted
Kingdom's proposals was aF concession that other sterlingind pendent

countries as.well as,the United Ki Ô d ia ionw ° wâshundertaken This concessi^é

had
judgment before the convertibllity pc II by

been 8ranted in ; return for informa! , ^ understandings given

f : . : ^ LonSion, December ,

$ECRET IMPORTANT.
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representatives of India, Pakistan and Ceylon that it was their intention
eventually to establish a link with sterling.
'2: The underlying reason for the United Kingdom's unwillingness to agree
that sterling `ârea countries should be free to decide whether to link their
currencies with sterling, or alternatively to peg them to gold or' to the United
States dollar, had been the' fear that, if they did' not decide to follow sterling,
this would ' undermine' confidence and increase the risk of speculative
movements against sterling at a, time when it was essential that it should be
strongly supported.

3. After Mr. Butler had spoken, the Indian position was once again
expounded by Sir Chintaman Deshmukh; who repeated that he was not at this
time prepared to agree that the Indian rupee must be linked with sterling. He
explained that this would require the introduction of new legislation to change
the existing provision of the Reserve Bank of India Act whereby the bank is
required to quote exchange rates based on the IMF parity. Those in India with
inconveniently long memories, he said, would regard the establishment of a
legal link with sterling as politically unacceptable and as exhibiting "the
stigmata of a situation which no longer existed." In addition to this political
difficulty, it would be objected in India that the Indian Government should be
free to exercise its unfettered judgment as to what decision would be in India's
economic interest. "Our judgment," he said, "must be the final one on what is
politically feasible in our own country and as to what is to our advantage." If
the present proposals found favour in the United States and in Western Europe
and if the question, of the rupee rate could be, presented to the Indian
Government and parliament within that wider framework, he was hopeful that
the proposals as a whole would be acceptable and also that it would be agreed
that the rupee should "keep in step" with sterling.. Mr. Mohamad Ali of
Pakistan supported what Sir Chintaman Deshmukh had said and added that,
when the time was closer for the whole operation to be undertaken, it should be
easier to get support for linking the Pakistan rupee to sterling than it would be
at present:
4. Mr. Menzies was somewhat worried by the Chancellor's formula' and *said

that he would need time to study it. In his opinion, it would be necessary long
before the convertibility operation was undertaken to know whether or not the
currencies'of all other sterling area countries would be linked to sterling. If the
decision on this question had to be deferred, the postponement should be as
short as possible, if only because it would be difficult to enter into negotiations
with the United States unless there were clarity on this point. Mr. -Butler
replied that, in his view, it would be adequate if he could say in Washington -
as he now believed he, could - that it was the present intention of those
responsible for financial policy in India, Pakistan and Ceylon eventually to link
their currencies to sterling.' ;

5• Some misgivings about the formula was also expressed by Mr. Oliver
Lyttelton, who said that, in his opinion, it would not be consistent with
membership in the sterling area for countries . to link their currencies to
something . other than sterling. This elicited from the Chancellor the
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"practicable
explanation that the reference in the final sentence ment^tWOUId excl de
techniques :.... designed to maintain the strength of sterling

a, link : with the , United States dollar., We have learned
shown Vtoe hist cabinet

formula submitted by . Mr. Butler, , has. not yet
colleagues. and, is to be considered by ministers here on Monday. ^ on g
there is a good deal of nervousness about this formula, not only,

g Unitede
Kingdom Ministers, but also âmong senior, officials inththe

at he was é t^ ly
t
hni

other hand, -Mr. Cobbold2S told
had t k en and "that he agreed it

agreement with the position thChan
would be unwise to try to press the Indians and Pakis tanis

assurances wh'i h Sir
was concerned, he placed entire confidence in the private
Chintaman Deshmukh had given 'that it' was his intention to link the Indian

Tupee to sterling. Ends.
DEA/50123-40
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au secrétaire d Etat aux Affahres.ex eri

Delegation, Commonwealth Economic Conf^ rs nce,

to Seeretary of State for External Aff

London; December.9,1952
TELEGRAM. lO

from its scope. , .
2. - We have been very unhappy about this ProPosal,'and have argued that the

United Kingdom would have little chance of securing such a broad release

^? F A ( r' . t
.. .. - - ^ . , r . . , !

, . . f , . . • . '
. .

id verneûr de la Banque d'Angleterre.

United Kingdom tariff; only goods subjec , v# Ï

provided for in existing legislation app lca e. . g range of the
This proposal, as you will see, would apply

to revenue
t the

dutiesmwould be éxcluded
t t

,- .
,,,(b) increased the. duty,on the like Commonvvea

• • ' l' 1-1 to the oods in question."

(a) continued to,exempt the like Commonwealt g
is required by existing legislation; or,-,. 1 h%njs only to the extent

`Following from the Canadian Delegation LU t e
Conference, Begins: After taking'a licking^^n their fight for an amenodmeback
GATT to remove the "no new preference ,,rule, the British have come that
strongly with a new proposal'which would virtually amount Saturdar of last
rule in their favour. At, meetings of officials on

the Unteyd
and

, shôuld notKingdom
weëk' they invited support for a proposal that
be regarded as contravening Article I of the general agreement if^nds rbut in
protect United Kingdom industry, it increased a duty on foreign 8
accordance with the relevant tariff legislation, either

sd from duty where this; h oo

AddressedOttawa No. 10, repëated Washington No. 10.
lth Economic• h 'C mmonwea

C.F. Cobbo , gou
C.F: Cobbôld, Governor of Bank of England.

La délégation à la Conference economtqu
t.•eures
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from GATT; or of ^ énlisting ` our ^ support, unless - their application could be
narrowed and 'made , more specific. •Ve' have been strongly supported in this
position• by the representatives of Sôuth Africa, India and Pakistan:
3. The United Kingdom representatives, on the other hand, have^argued that

a more limited waiver would not assist them in solving their problem, since
`théÿ are not in a position to decide what MFN rates they will want to raise
when they abandon quantitative restrictions. They have also indicated that, if it
were impossible for them to secure release from the "no new preference" rule,
and if they decided to impose duties on Commonwealth goods which now enter
the United Kingdôm duty free,. they would in'all probability have to explain in
the House of Commons 'that Commonwealth countries had preferred the
imposition of. new. duties on their commodities to a revision of the "no new
preference" rule of GATT. You will see that in this discussion we have had to
walk a^ narrow tightrope, since we thought that we should avoid enabling
United Kingdom spokesmen to say at some future date that we had encouraged
the levying of new duties on imports from Canada.
4.. The crucial sentences in the report of "officials on this subject read as

follows:
"All Commonwealth' representatives appreciated the importance of the

problem before the United Kingdom and agreed that it would be desirable that
the United Kingdom Government should secûre arrangements in the GATT to
enable it to increase its MFN rates of duty, as necessary, for protective
purposes without having to depart from the present statutory basis of duty-free
entry for Commonwealth goods. Many representatives expressed the view, that
it would be undesirable in this connection to undermine the basic provisions of
the GATT govéining non-discriminatory trade •practices, but all were ready to
çoopèrate, with ' the United Kingdom in seeking in the GATT a'sôlution
consistent 'with this general principle.".

In our opinion this formula should leave us 'free to decide what the Canadian
attitude should be when the United Kingdom has decided more precisely how
to formùlate its-application to GATT. Already the United Kingdom hAs moved
a little wây'towards our position by *agreeing to restrict"their application to
those'comniodities which now enter duty-free from Commowealth countries. In
other words; they have agreed to" drop the proposal that they should be free to
increase'the MFN rate on commodities now subject to the "McKenna duties"
without raising ;, the: parallel prefecential rate. This modification in their
proposals • highlights their main 'motive in seeking more elbow-room from
GATT. In their,opinion, it would be politically very difficult, if not impossible,
to. secure-'consent from the House of- Commons here to a measure imposing
duties ôn Commonwealth commodities which now enter duty-free. Although
this change in the proposals is in the right direction, it would hardly seem to go
far enough,,

S. It `wâs madé' clear in the course of the discussion that acceptance by the
United Stâtes or by GATT of this United Kingdom proposal is in no way to be
regaas a condition which must be satisfied before the "collective approach
to rriultilateral trade and payments" can be undertaken. The report by officials
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states clearly that discussion of. this proposal with the United States authorities
would be separate, from discussion ofd the ., collective approach", although it

might be convenient for the United Kingdom Government ï to raise it at the

same time.,Ends. ': ,

been waiting since the opening of the confer^é i^ foWl t ervotersf ba
Someig

PCO> , . ,. .

La délégation à la Conférence économique du Commonwealth
' tér ieuresau secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires ex'

Delegation, Commonwealth Economic Conference,

to Secretary of Stâte forExternal Ajfairs :

London, December 11, 1952
TELEGRAMII

SECRET. IMPORTANT. ,
Addréssed Ottawa No. 11, repeated Washington No. 11.

Some delegations, notably those from New Zealand and, Australia, t ane

ck home
more palatable than a diet of,continued aus y

in mind they have been looking - for, something
more favourable light^ At the end

represent the outcome of the conference in a m
of the session on development on Saturday, (after . , listening to a statement by

the Chancellor) they thought they had obtained what they wanted.
They and

Butler's offer ' of additional
other ministers gave acordial welcome' to Mr.
financial help as a significant contribution to the cause' of tCém"Commonwealth

development. Indeed Messrs. Menzies and Holland were po ylace on
tic. However, : the resumed

.
discùssion` of this subject , which took p

over
Monday made it ' clear that these same delégations; afr satisfied^w'i h the dish
the weekend of the Chancellor's proposals, now feel less

t

that was placed before them.

2.-
As to the channels through which additional capital might be made

âvailable, . the Chancellor made it cleâr - that the London
however, that

market
continue to be,the primary, source. He announce ,
"of leading financial„and industrial interésts was being form in'the

both directly
make more finance available f6r 'Commonwealth

this wouldeineet thé demand of Mr.and indirectly. The Chancellor hopedthat
Holland who had suggested the establishment of some form of Comm ed to be

end , of thefinancial corporation in London., D^ncerned to coincide with theannounced by the private interests
cônferencë'We have heard unofficially that the; initial capital of this companY
will amount'to 115 millions.

3. The principal 'additional help 'for' ,, development to ' be ' mad 8 bércënt
Government of the United Kingdom itself: is to al Bank. The Châncellor
subscription of the United Kingdom to the Internat ional

not indicate the amount that might be made available in this way over any
given period and rather left the impression'that he 'would expect the IBRD to

. , . _ .,^ , , . . ..# , _. . . ,. .



apply the criteria'mentioned below. The Chancellor, naturally did not make the
point, but it will occur to you as it did to us that in making funds *available
through the International Bank the ; United Kingdom may well, feel that the
Bank will be able, to apply :. more , searching, additional . standards to' the
borrowers than, would -be possible if the United Kingdom were to dispense the
funds itself. . .,
4: ,The Chancellor then turned. to the criteria which in the. future should

govern the disposition of the capital which might be forthcoming from United
Kingdom sources. These included three principal and two subordinate criteria,
as follows:
(a), The investment should be concentrated on prospects which would directly

or indirectly improve the balance of payments with the non-sterling world;.
,(b) The United Kingdom would wânt. to feel assured that the borrowing
country, was devoting a sufficient part of its own resources to development
designed to assist the balance of payments;

(c) The borrowing` country should put up a sufficient part of the cost of the
scheme to ensure that both the United Kingdom and the borrowing country
had the same interest in carrying it through efficiently;
(d) Where. appropriate, account would be taken of the,probable effect of

capital assistance upon the prospects for United Kingdom exports;
(e) Account should be taken of the côntributions which the investment would

make to the supply of raw materials needed by the United Kingdom.
5. The Chancellor also spoke of the expansion in the physical contribution to

the needs "of the Commonwealth which might result from greater availability of
steel and engineering goods. However, he was not able to put a figure on the
additional capital assistance that the United. Kingdom hoped to' give. The
present restrictions on the outflow 'of capital could not be seriously relaxed
until balance of payments conditions had improved sufficiently. .,

6: The Chancellor also mentioned that it was in the interests of Canada and
the United` Kingdom that the United Kingdom should enjoy a share, in the
development 'of Canada and that he would 'endeavour to make dollars available
for any `good schemes' that came 'along. This statement was subsequently
referred to by Australia and 'India as somewhat strânge, having in -mind ^ the
shortage of dollars in the sterling pool and the ease with which Canada seems
able to finance its needs 'for external funds in the' United States. Mr. 'Abbott
felt'it' necessary at one moment to mention mildly that the United Kingdom
offer had not been solicited.

7. The United Kingdom authorities, without objection from other members of
the. conference, have accepted the conclusions of the Washington Working
Patÿ that it ^ is unrealistic to -expect a'substantial increase in the provision of
private'capital from the United States in-the near future.' However, to make
investment`in the United Kingdom itself more attractive to foreign investors;
the Chancellor announced that he proposed shortly to make public a statement
that capital , gains' resulting from approved foreign investment in the United
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Kingdom and., in ,the Colonies _(made since, January, ;19.50) shall be', freely

transferable....
: The discussion of the Chancellor's statement was resumed on Monda y.y. In

the
main, ' the comments of delegations, related, to the criteria that thecli

Chancellor had laid down as4pplicable to" development pr o criteria
wanted lan

delegates felt themselves unable to meet in full. Some
assurance : that • the new offer - from Ahe. United, Kingdom would not interfere
with e their : traditional right of access to the London money :'market, an
assurance iwhich was given. South Africa (Mr. Lou ^)o . ^n^n e developmee
Kingdom appeal to the Sterling Commonwealth
expenditures to, those which assisted the, balance of ât m^vestment athintthe
would r be critical of any proposal "to control pri of new
sterling area. Mohamed Ali (Pakistan) felt t

commun càtions would
investment in Pâkistan • upon agriculture, power and. worried
enable'Pakistan to meet the United Ki'ngdom conditlWOU dut fail ^tô qûalify.
lest the country's modest . industrial programme
Deshmukh likewise argued thât-'the`objectives of'India's the

plan would
enable it to meet the three main crrteria, but hoped that
would' not place too rigid an emphasis on the fostering of United Kingdom
exports and the obtaining of raw materials for United Kingdom industry.

in
Kingdom'9.

The doubts' of' Mr. Menzies' were more forthright. He declared that,United
tying ifs` offer of financial assistance to specific projecns^t the Commôn wealth
would make it impossible for Australia to borrow, si
Government was not itself responsible for the initiation of projects, which came
within the purview of their various states:' Gener

prd de not
loans

in
the

to this
with'which ° Australia was familiar • in . pre•war days loans and
problem: With the IBRD hardening its attitude' in favour of pro^ondered how

the United Kingdom moving in th^uldsame
f

direction,
borrower lmuch longer. He

the Commonwealth Government qualy as a
of his

also pointed out, somewhat plaintively, that it was notiwithin the po
wer

government to determine the direction taken r  by investmentmaa
,b

y t
the
he

various=Australian States. The States were the planning aut
horities cuttin

Commonwealth could control development only by the : drasti f In shorgt
off, finance which, in,ordinary; circumstances; was out of the question.
it 'was difficult to applyjhe.axe, to investment generally in Australia, des^irid

the' admission,.. that Australia had been trying develop too p Y

impossible to determine that only essential investment should be os i^s ect^of
in Mr. Butler 's offer the p P

Menzies concluded that he could not .11-1,
any addition to the capital resources ava^lable to Australia. that his
,A0., -Mr. Holland.came to the rescue of the Chancellor and argue ^ôuld live
^p̂roposals were generous andi reasonable. New Zealand, he thought, osais but
with them. Mr. Lyttelton spoke.for.the Colonies in support of the p P mad e

' that the , criteria as ^ defined by the Chancellor ;•would not : from thehoped
applicable to borrowing from existing a8 é doubts of Mrt Menzlés{and others
IBRD. The Chancellor did not answer.th with some of the
directly but undertook to circulate later a statement dealing
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issues raised at these sessions and, in particular, with the part that the London
capital issues committee will play in his proposals. '

607.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

ToP SECRET [Ottawa,] December 15, 1952

COMMONWEALTH ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

5. The Prime Minister said he proposed to table the official communique
issued• at, the end of the Commonwealth Economic Conference. He would
recommend that it be printed as an appendix to Hansard. Every word in the
communique had been carefully considered and members of Parliament should
have the complete text available for discussion

Canada had manàged to secure a change in wording in paragraph 7. It had
originally stated that Commonwealth governments would give consideration to
the effects on the export industries of countries of the'sterling Commonwealth
of import restrictions which some had found necessary. The paragraph had
been altered so that consideration would be given to the effects ôn' the export
industries of all. Commonwealth countries and not simply those of the sterling
countries.-The United Kingdom had, already given up -timbér controls and
would be buying where the best terms could be got. There was hope that
something might be done about purchases of cheese, and perhaps salmon.
There appeared to be no hope with regard to apples.

6. The Cabinet noted the'réport of the Prime Mnister côncerning the official
communique issued at the conclusion of the Commonwealth Economic
Conference and agreed that it be tabled in the House of Commons.z6_,. .

26Voir Canada, Débats de la Chambre des communes, 15 décembre 1952, pp. 765-768.
Sec Canada, House of Commons, Debates, December 15, 1952, pp.737-740.

,,
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30 partie/Part 3,

PLAN DE COLOMBO.
COLOMBO PLAN

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Colombo Plan: Second Canadian Contribution

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

CONFIDENTIAL
Ottaw[ a,] February 5, 1952

. ^: ;.
'On February 12th, 1951, the Cabinet âgrëéd that the Canadian D elegatethe Consultative Committee be ` authorized "^ to - state ' that 'thé CanadianGovernment . was willing to provide $25 million. to the Colombo Plan in the

fiscal year,1951-52, but that this amount would be made available only if other
contributing countries were providing enough to give reasonable ho e that thebroad objectives of the Plan would be achieved.' p

2. Other contributing countries have made commitments as follows:
The United Kingdom has agreed to assist over a six-year period to the extentof approximately $900 million; this assistance to be given hiefl^ in release of

sterling balances held in the U.K. by certain' Commonwealth' coûntries in the
Colombo Plan area, and partly in the form of direct economic aid.

Australia
is contributing the equivalent of $21 million in- the first ear and

will contribute the equivalent of $75 million over a six-year period.
yNew Zealand

will contribute the equivalent of $9 million over the next threeyears.
.,;;,... ^

The Ünited States is engaged in a very"extensive foreign âid programme for
which a total of .$1,440 million has been appropriatedgby Congress for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1952. Of this total, $418 million has been allocated
for economic assistance in the under-developed countries of the Near East, the
Far East and Latin America. The appropriatidn for the Far East, including the
Colombo Plan area, amounts to $237 million. In addition, the United States
has provided India with wheat to the value of $190 million, on a low interest
loan basis. The U.S. is now a full member , of the Consultative Committee and
has agreed to provide a chapter on its contribution to the economic develop-
ment of the Colombo Plan area, for inclusion in the next Colombo Plan report.
3. The

$25 million Canadian contribution to the first year of the Colombo
Plan was allocated, on the authority of the Cabinet, to India and Pakistan, with
$15 million being earmarked for economic assistance to India and $10 million
to Pakistan. Both these programmes are,well under way, and it is, expected that

+` ' _ , i .
. .. F . . . . . ♦ a . . . . . . . .
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most if not all of the $25 million vote will be comml 'fiscal year.

The 'greater part. of these commitmentstted before thé end of the
already approved by Cabinet; -some other pro'ect 'would be for projects
Ministers directly concerned, but. still under dis' now tentatively aPakistanis,

will be submitted to the Cabinet for
by

cussion with the Indians andfuture.
final approval in the near

4. It is suggested that the time has now co
Canadian contribution for the second yearme to consider the question of â
Consultative Committee is to meet in Karachi in of the . Colombo Plan. The

lateCanadian participation in 1952-53 should be decided March and the extent of
5. , The arguments for helping to promote p

colit
before then.

South and South-East Asia are as strong no al and economic stabilit i
Cabinet approved a Canadian contribution of as they were a year ago when the

$25 million for the first year ofthe Colombo Plan. Moreover, we can already see the first practical results ofthe Colombo Plan in the efforts
grips with being made by

their economic problems and to face receiving countries to come to
The economic development

mmes" 'up to their own responsibilities.particularly in India" progra wh^ch'
have been 'Worked '.out,

needs and potential resources,Pakistan, show a serious
à

and
assess, and to a attempt t ydevelopment primar

pproach the problem ' of economicagr in a sound, realistic `manner
icultural and other fundamental projects WTheseh emphasi

countrsies beinhaveimplement their programmes and, from the g' Placed on

from Canadian officials inIndia and Pakistreports we have received,
begun to

both
Mission which recently visited India, realan' and from an International Bank
from Ottawa have recently discussed Colomboprogress

OfficialsPlan is bein
matters in•Washingtonwith officials of the International Bank and the State

g made.

Department, both ofwhom are carrying out large-scale economic
area. There has been and will continue to ' development operations . in that
ensure coordination of all our efforts so that ava'be close cooperation with them to
will be put to the best use. Thus the Colombo ^lable resources for assistance
progress to date; other donor countries are co Plan has made encouraging
and the United States has become a full mmitted to continued, support,

by Canada tô remain in the Plan In, these circumncesan would stnate `results b oth in Canada where th , I believe, have most unfortu-Plan,
and abroad where Canàda's ere is very, widespread support

beenfor the

6' If we are to continue particiPation
much

ntribute for 1952-53. An y the question arises how
be taken to • y smaller contribution than last year's mihshould

we co

lack of
confidence ^ndicate either dissatisfaction with progress to

in the ultimate benefits of the Plan date, orgcontinu* heavy . On' the other hand,burden of defence expenditure militates a hetheour contribution: Taking these consi
reasonable and a

derations into accountg it swou dessing
Plan be in the same a moÛnhe Canadian contribution for the seemOf the

second yeart as the first contribution,
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Recommendation

J t is récommended ; that 'Cabinet authorization :. be ' given, subject to
Parliamentary: approval, A o a. contribution of-$25 million,for 1952-53 for
economic assistance under the Colombo Plan.

L.B.'PEARSON •'.. ,

609. , ^ . I ' •J . . . . • . . . . . . _ .- . .

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract froni Cabinet Conclusions,
^ .,

^
TOP SECRET

[Ottawa,l. February 5; 1952 ,
`

_.._ _::.'t . , ' •. . • •,r J ^{.j
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. . .: ; ,

. • ' ):. .S '^ . .

D CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION

,

lanatory memorandum had been circulate .

, COLOMBO PLAN. SECON , . •
' . ^

.0
j

.
' 'i ... .

10. The Secretary of State for External Affairs; referring to the discussion at
the,meeting of February 12th, 1951, said it was prôposed that, as in the fiscal
year;;1951-52,, Canada contribute in 1952-53-- $25 million for economic.
assistance under the Colombo Plan. The plan was working well and was bein g
52 contribution, - which - had been allocated to. Indta and . Pakistan,

spent in very useful; ways. These two countries • had been- ,working . out their

plans f
or, the use ^ of ,.counterpart funds in :.collaboration with Canadian

authorities. - Other countries had made commitments
lfull member

plan on the scale anticipated, and the United States had become a
of the, Consultative Committee on the Economic Development of South and

South East Asia.
The Committee would be meeting in Karachi in March?' and it was pla ould

that'member countries be represented by cabinet ministers.
have to be

be represented, the composition of the Canadian dele g
. . . • . .

discussed shortly.
An exp
(Minister's memôrandum Feb. 5, 1952 .,-^ Cab: Doc. 35.;52).,

1 ,L . TheMinister of Trade and Commerce doubted that any of the funds to.

be'provided for 1952-53 should be used for grain shipments.
econd Canadian

12. The` Minister of Finance believed that part of the s ro ects
contribution, would probably be allocated to Cej+lon. Since l ong-term

that woulj not
were involved, the vote..covering this contribution should be one ,,.
la `e after March 31st,",1953. ;. `
^_, .... _ . y ... ç ..

The Cabinet , after: further discuss i
on, approved the recommendation of.

the Sécrëtary, of State for Externâl,Affairs and1 agreed t fiscal seare1952-.
Parliamentary approval, a contribution of $25 milliôn for the fy

•^. . ,a

rVoir les documents 624-627./Sce Documents 624-627.
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y the $10 million
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s are tentatively
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nd, in some cases,

be made into 1953 and

2.- Mr. Abbott is anxious to have the full amount of the Vote debited to this
year's account and to avoid a revote of the unspent balance. The Department of
Finance has drawn up a Submission to Council recommending a financial
procedure whereby the funds would be turned over to the Canadian Commer-
cial Corporation to be used. to carry out this year's Colombo programme. In
order that the arrangements be quite legal and in conformity with the wording
of the ; vote, it is necessary that the unspent. monies be formally given to the
governments of the recipient countries. There' is, of course, no. question of
handing over $15. million to the Governments 'of India and Pakistan to use as
they like, and it has therefore been agreed with the Indians and Pakistanis that
an exchange of letters will take place.constituting an agreement whereby the
Indian and Pakistan Governments will direct the Canadian Government to turn
ovér the Colombo funds available to the Canadian Commercial Corporation
which will then act as agent of the Indian and Pakistan Governments. Provisionis

made; of course, thauthê C.C.C: will, in fact, make funds available only for
Projects approved by you.

3' The draft Sübmission to Council has been cleared with the legal advisers of
the Departments'of. Finance and Trade and Commerce, as well as with our own
Legal Division. At one point the question' arose of theAegality of the C.C.C.
letting contracts for construction work in a foreign country. The question bore
directly on the erection of a cement plant in Pakistan. The Department of
Justice was asked to give a ruling on this matter, and Mr. Varcoe has stated
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that, in his opinion, the C.C.C. constitution can 'be interpreted to 'permit of
.^such a contract.

4. The Department of Finance assures us. that the procedure which they
recommend in the Submission to Council is unassailable on legal grounds and
is' not 'contrary to the intentions of Parliament in voting the funds. Neverth•e-
less, these financial arrangements are, exceptional and may bring forth some
comment from, the Auditor General. The Department of Finance tells us that
Mr. Abbott will be quite prepared to deal with any comments from the Auditor
General'or with any questions which might arise in the House on the financial
procedure for the carry-over of funds:
• 5. I attach, for your signature, the Submission to Councilt : and, for, your
approval, the attached draft exchange of letterst with the Indian and Pakistan
High Commissioners. Attached also for your signature are letterst" to Mr.
Howe and Mr. Abbott requesting their concurrence with the Submission. '.
6.'A'very brief covering memorandum to the Cabinet 'is being prepared and

will be submitted for your signature as soon as it is cleared on the official level.
l ; , . .. A.D.P. H [EENEY]

^ _, . , .. . . . . ,. . .

611. PCO, . ,
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

-- ^ . -- . . . . .
Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] March 25, 1952

., .. • . . ._, . . . . ,'.. • , ^, . .. . . .

COLOMBO PLAN: CARRY-OVER OF FUNDS ^

21. The Minister of Finance said that, with his concurrence and that of the
Minister of Trade and Commerce, the'Secretary of State for External Affairs

had recommended a finâncial procedure for the disposition of :the unspent
portion of the $25 million Colombo Plan Note for 1951-52. It was proposed
that an Order in Council be passed to legalizë the proposed carry-over of funds
after March' 31 st,^ 1952. ,. ,

An explanatory note had beén' circulatéd.
(External Affairs memorandum, March 21, 1952 = Cab.' Doc. 99-52 and

attachments)'=8 ti ^ . ; yT

22 . ° The Cabinet, jaftér " discûssion, approved thé; recommendation submitted
by the Secretary of State for^External Affairs, as concurred in by the Ministers
of Finance and Trade and Commerce, for the carryover beyond Mârch 31st,

1952, of the unspent portion ' of the $25 million 'Colombo Plan Vote for the
fiscal year 1951-52; an Order-in-Council to be passed âccôrdingly.

_ . _ . . , É . .. . . ",..^. . .. .. ,, ^ .. ^ ,
•.• • .^ ^ - t ^fii, t. `? 1: .'il ili .'^ . • '
•. F . . . .. . .. .

2'Voir les documents 641, 635 et 656./Sec Documents 641, 655, and 656.
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DEA/110^ •

38-40
Le sous-secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures., . ,

au haut-commissaire au Pakistan' '

Under Secretary of State for External Affairs... r^^_._ .•.
« ^Igr' c,ommIssioner in Pakistan

LÉTTER No
f ! r

: ,. E735329
Ottawa, August 11, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

COLOMBO PLAN

We are becoming increasingly concerned with the slow pace at which we are
moving ahead on the actual execution of our Colombo Plan programme. It was
inevitable that there should have been delays in getting this brand new type of
programme off - the ground and we were. not unduly disturbed, though
admittedly disappointed, at our record of definite achievements in the first
year. However, the present status of our 1952-53 programmes, which we had
expected to be well advanced by this time is, in fact, pretty discouraging. Four
months of the current fiscal. year, have now gone. by and, apart from the
programme for Ceylon which.is fairly. firm, we have made very"little progress
in lining up definite projects for Canadian assistance. Officials of the interested
departments have given 'serious thought to this problem and have considered
possible ways of helping to solve it. Certain steps can and will be taken at this
end to improve our, administrative facilities, but this will not do anything to
overcome what we believe to be the basic weakness, namely, the inept handling
of Colombo .Plan matters by the responsible -government officials in the
recipient countries. It is here that.we would like to enlist your help.
'2.

As you know, we have an understanding with the Indian and the Pakistan
Governments that the official channel of communication on the Colombo Plan
should be through their High Commissioners in Ottawa. Although• this channel
has not proved very satisfactory, we would not wish to abandon it co pletel .
In'spite of the prolonged delays which the High Commissioners experience in
obtaining information from New Delhi and Karachi, there is much to be said
for maintaining 'our close relationships with them on Colombo Plan questions.
What we have in mind is that greater use than in the past could be made of our
missions in India and Pakistan both in. supplementing our formal and official
contacts with the High Commissioners and in providing us with information
directly. It seems to us that there are these specific ways in which your office
could be of definite assistance to us in operating the Colombo Plan.

29Dn " message semblable, n° E-566, 13 ,ao8t 1952, a été envoyé au haut-commissaire à laNouvelle-Delhi.
,'
A s'milar message,' No. E-566 August 13, 1952, was sent to the High Commissioner in NewDelhi.
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a_ In 'advance of Mr. Cavell's30 annual trip to the area, a, good deal of
O
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â s onrmpossible

al,
afor

exchange of views " with,Indinvërsapôn lcould colmmencé months ahead of Mr.
Canadian aid. This sort 'of co
Cavell's arrival and in the intervePin

. g pèriod it rriight be that a tentative list of

sound and feasible projects could,be lined up which he
then use

this waysbe able
of,discussion with the governm planent nncersnf d out the obviously unacceptable
to itimulate some advance g
projects and encourage adequate preparation of materiaclearel on

fo r action,cMr.
projects. To the extent that the decks could t u
Cavell's consultations would be that much more

cidin` on lerojects submitted for
•^, (b) One of the main rea sons for delay in

informat on on which to base a judgment.
our approval is the lack of sufficient stage,
We do not- of course expect or want detailed specifi cations

on the sco ehandtuselfulness
but it is essential that we have ghé t

ype
information

of equipment which Wôuld be required,
of the project and some idea of YPe riate one for
before, we can determine whether the project' is an aP é of information is
Canadian assistance: It has been our experienc e

t we t
his

get it'more quickly
extremely difficult to obtain and it might be t the overnment
with your help. " I n such ° instances, you might be-able t n p i^ al Itg- rnight alsorequired
'offieials directly concerne ââd supplying the

than official sources
be that you would have
which might be helpful to us in judging the of a

beenl approved, there
', (c) It quite- frequently happens that after a, proJect has

is prolonged 'delay in getting-,it -underway because of the lacknteof etailed
da

^

Aga in,
specifications`or the unsatisfactory execution of a pâ ticulap project where a
we sometimes reach a point mthe articular
decision must be taken by' the Indian or, Pakis tan

arisen over the
point. ,, 1 have in mind, for example, the difficulty w

tie
ro'ect for Pakistan:, As a result of the reluctanceof the ô

Pakistan
railway p J , proportion 'of; hemlock - ties, the plac ing o
aûthorities to accept a

ders for_ has
i

e ties has been held up for months while the"High Commiso st agree to the
thes , to persuade his-, Governme
âttempted, without success, roach by you might

We hope that this forum can be used'to sti rese gnsibil ty in these fields,

.proportion offered. In specific instances of this kirid, an app

achieve the desired action : "

i9 ^. .
ncmal co-ordination meetings wtiich take place in the nationa

l

3 The ' ' ^nf for encouraging a more business-
;capitals might-provide â further oppo rtunitY 'assistnce

roach to roblems of economic development and tech^n al on thëapart
l^ke app , P

of Indian and Pakistan officials charged with po
ast in regard

to pa

ions in the past
4. We have already sought your help on a few occas

rticular projects and your co-operation has proved useful in each
nationale,

u, R.G.(Nik) Cavell,! Direction dé la coop6ration F,Fconomique et' technique
'

inter

entof
ministtre du Commerce. ration Division, Departm
R.G. (Nik) Cavell, International Economic and Technical Cooperation

Trade and Commerce. ° '
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be grateful to receive your general reaction to this suggestion and any views or
comments you may, care to put forward in connection with theways in which:
your office might help in improving our Colombo Plan operations.

Our-intention now is -that -you should, play,. an : increasingly active role in,
working out Colombo Plan projects and speeding up their execution. I should'

.. Il .1 r n w..

613. DEA/11038-2-40
Extrait du télégramme du haut-commissaire au Pakistan

• au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Extract from Telegram frô»t High Commissioner in Pakistan

to Secretary of State for External Affairs. . _ ,

Karachi, August 30, 1952

COLOMBO PLAN ADMINISTRATION
Reference: Your despatch E-353 of August 11, 1952.

I agree with' you that our experience of the 1951-52 and 1952-53 pro-
grammes under the Colombo Plan has not been entirely satisfactory. As you
point out there has been too much delay in achieving concrete results: We have.
sometimes been ashamed to admit at, this post that the only item under the
Colombo Plan with which Pakistan has yet been'supplied was one Ford station
wagon. The basic difficulty is the rudimentary and often inefficient administra-
tion of the receiving countries, including Pakistan. There is even a terminologi-
cal problem. I refer, for example, , to the confusion as to what constitutes
"agricultural,- machinery". However, I think that both ourselves and the
Pakistan authorities have gained considerable and valuable experience during
the last year and that there are grounds for hope of greater and quicker
progress in the future. ,

2•, This can be accomplished partly, by ceasing to rely as heavily as in the past
on the High Commissioner's offices in Ottawa. In Pakistan's case, her High
Commissioner's letters and ' telegrams from Ottawa must go first to the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Commonwealth Relations in Karachi and then
to the Ministry of, Economic Affairs, and finally to the Department directly
concerned. In' some cases this routine is repeated in the provinces until the
proper authority is reached. At this end, while we are officially expected to
deal with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Economic
Affairs, in point of fact we almost invariably go directly to the senior official in
the Government Department responsible for any particular, item. ...An
connection with the Thai Livestock Farm, it is becoming increasingly clear to
us that, in all matters of urgency, the Canberra Committee channels should be.
supplemented by direct communication between Ottawa and this office. The
difOculties over agricultural machinery might never-have arisen if more direct
channels had been used.

3• The same point arises in connection with the Technical Assistance
Programme. I note that you are now making a practice of sending copies of
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most of the' offers made to the Bureau at Colombo to this mission at the same
time.that they go forward to Mr: Sykes." As a"result,we have -frequently been
able to speed up action in this field. This" mission has, of course, no intention of
trying to assume any major; portion of .the work- now being done in Canberra
and Colombo.
4. In the future; as indeed in the past, we will not hesitate to approach the

appropriate officers of the Government of Pakistan at the official level
concerning Colombo Plan matters whenever we consider that the results would
be useful. In the case of the railway ties I will await your instructions before
raising this problem formally with the Government of Pakistan. However, if we
are to perform this liaison function properly here, we will have to be kept in
constant touch with developments in Ottawa.

5. I had not realized that Mr. Cavell proposed to make a`yearly tour of this
area: We would be very, interested to know of his plans and would be glad to
prepare the ground before he arrives. Presumably he will be attending the next
Consultative Committee conference at New Delhi, and may also be visiting the
Pakistan area at that time. _ .. ;
.6. -1 think, however, that some of our " present dismay. at the slowness with

which the Colombo Plan activities are, developing may; be premature. The next
few months, as far as Pakistan is concerned, will be periods of great activity. In
addition, as Mr. Said Hasan remarked, to us on his return; whereas Colombo
Plan assistance during 1951-52 was very helpful to Pakistan; the funds which
are to be provided in 1952-53. are vitally necessary, if,; her development
programme is to continue as hoped. The;current economic crisis in this country
will result in much greater attention being paid to Colombo Plan problems.

'. K.P. KIRKWOOD

614.
.. , ; DEA/11038-1-40

., . ^,
Le haut-commissaire en Inde

au secrétaire d'État aux Affalres extérieures
. s . . ' F i , . . '. .

1
. , ' . . . . Y 1

High Commissioner n India
to Seerétary of State for External Affairs '; .

,.. , .
New' Delhi; September 2, 1952

0. . , • l i" . ...DESPATCH 1015'

CONFIDENTIAI:s '

,. ' :t, COLOMBO PLAN f,, •

Reference: ^Your Ietter No. E•566 of August 13, 1952.'? ^..

X=' I have read your letter with 'considerable interest.' I share your concern with

the slow pace at which the Colombo Plan programme for: 1952-53 is moving
''. . ' . . q ^ ' .?., ..,", ' Ji.• ;-.;,. ^i, j,..i>; 1^^,iti ,r^,,,.,<ii'i . ; •,"^ 7. :. ..... -'

t"Paul Sykes, délégué commercial, - haut-commissariat - à= Ceylan, - membre du Conseil de

coopération technique, Colombo.
Paul Sykes, Trade Commissioner, High Commission in Ceylon; Representative

on Council for

- Technical Cooperation, Colombo.
32Voir le document 612./See Document 612:' : ^ ^ ' '
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ahead, and I believe that the suggestions,- which you have made mahelpful.
When I call upon Sir Chintaman Deshmukh this week, I shall take the

opportunity of referring to. the importance which the Canadian Government
attaches to the Colombo Plan, and shall suggest closer liaison between my staff
and,the officials of his Department.
-.2. Lest you should think, however, that closer liaison is.likel y to affordthan a partial solution to the problems which face us, I think it wou dbe well
for me to_outline briefly the administrative and political difficulties which are
to some extent endemic to this country. If I go over a good deal of fami
ground, I hope you will excuse this in the interests of what ma liar
first detailed presentation of the problem. Y perhaps be the
^ 3

We- have all apparently been under the impression that the difficu l'
which we encountered during thé first year of the Colombo Plan were due in a
large measure to the fact that the Plan was in an experimental stage; that we
were feeling our way; that we were setting up new and untried machinery and
procedures. It seems to me that, this is only a very partial answer. I am not
competent to speak for Pakistan and the rest of South-East Asia, but I believe
that the difficulty which any donor country faces in dealing with' the
authorities of a recipient country; in this area are epitomized in India. T
may be summarized as follows: hey
(a)

There is an Indian way of doing things. By our standairds, it is slow
hesitant and confused, and is based on a fundamental lack. of planning and ^
tendency continually to make ad, hoc decisions. This 'attitude,, which isathoroughly familiar to the English, who have lived and worked in this countr
for 200 years, is regarded by them with a tolerant and good=natured cynic' my
They do not attempt to force the Indians to meet their pace or to comply with^their ideas of effciency. They are prepared to let nature take its cou se as
were, in the knowledge 'that eventually a given project will !be completed. If
during the course of its completion, it takes longer and costs more than
originally intended, and turns out to be somewhat different from the blueprint,
this is acceptable to them,in the interest of long-term goodwill. For,ourselves,
the Australians,- and the Americans, being much newer to the sub-con ,
is

much more difficult to accept this: but it is something which . tinent, it
changed simply by a closer liaison. cannot be

Among its manifestations are parallel and duplicate approaches
Government Departments; slipshod and outmoded administrative by

a failure in what the Americans call "phased planning" • methods; and

arrive before the cement floor is laid; the power is ready o^^be tur edbines:may
the industries have settled in the area; the product is read to on before
any, distribution outlets having been surveyed), y market without

w^ls' is easy, to be frustrated by this; ha hazard
Y

a projection into another spherep of the d y to-dayB hand to-momany
generally improvident attitude which characterizes an extremel r uth,

When one finds quite senior Civil Servants y pO0 country.arrhav'ng prepared any agenda or having read theiriving at'a meeting without
tïles, and then proceeding
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after desultory discussion to an, entirely ad hoc decision to deal with Point A,
Point , M'ôr 'Point Z,, as the case maÿ be; - one is appalled; bût one must ' realize

that while the clérks are numerous, the seniors arè few and over-driven.

(b) The Indian Government iséztremely short of well trained Civil Servants.
Recruitment for the Indian Civil Service stoppëd in 1940. The last generation
of• 1.C.S.'trained'men are now in their late thirties. Officials below the rank of
'Joint Secretary will seldom take any action on their, own responsibility. The
successor organizâtion; the Indian Administrative Service (I.A.S.) has nothing

like the prestige or the training 'qualifications - that the . I.C.S. had. The Civil

Service has also expanded enormously since Independence. The men who, three
and five years ago, were clerks, are now Deputy Secretaries. While such' rapid
promotion is exemplary, it does not mean that _ those who are promoted have
.the capacity to deal with ^ the complex problems of . modern administrative
machinery. As a-result; files get lost or are not read,senior.Civil Servants are
not properly briefed, meetings are called without, proper notice, agenda are not
prepared and the whole range of what,we would regard as normal administra-
tive procedurps are simply ignored.
':^' The few I.C.S. ' and well-trained younger Civil - Servants are , at 'a high
premium and are thus often quite impossibly ' loaded down with work.
example, Bhattacharyya, in addition to being deputÿ head of the International
Economic Division of the Minister of Finance, is also directly responsible for
all foreign aid programmes, does a good deal of the Minister's work while he is
away, and serves on many interdepartmental committees. O.K. Ghosh, who is a
comparatively junior civil ., servant, handles;' all - the Technical Assistance

operations,. but is in addition ., advisor i to ^ the Horue Ministry on States'
,problems,- to.the States Ministry on.States', economic problems, acts as liaison
officer with the Reserve Bank, and has

of thém done at all. In any ievent,miracle that he succeeds, in getting any one
Ghosh is now going away for six crucial.months, and Bhattacharyya is going to

. . } ... .^^.^ , :. .do his work as well as his own • ^^' ,

^(c) There • is â: good deal of- interdepartmental jealousy ^ at the working level,
and it is not ùncommon for one Ministry to say to `a representative of a donor
country: "Will ' you please go to' the f Ministry of Blank and tell them to co-
, operate with us?" As a result of this, round , table , meetings , rarely achieve

... . .. ,, , . ^ , ,,
anything.

(d) Thé capital development side of the Colombo Plan is tied in very closely
with political cônsiderâtions, and is susceptible to all kinds of political pressures
and delays.,You will be familiar with this from the history of thé Bombay State

. . . . . . , : ; . r. ,.Transport Commission.
e) The-machinery whereby thé Ceritre deals'- virith the'Statés is extremelé(

: cumbersome. Wlien'a request'comes in,'it may have to be referred to all of th
v 17,!Part r A' and Part ' B^ States, (whose relationship : to thè Centre *is somewhat
similarto that of our Provinces) and also to the Commissioners of the 10 Part
tC States. This all makes for, unnecessary delay:
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(f)
There:is an acute shortage of..the_basic routine tools of administration:;

typewriters, stenographers, stationery, etc. It is a common thing to receive .^a- ^
carbon instead.of an original letter and matters are handled in a way which to
us seems extraordinarily slipshod.
4.

Having said all this, one must, of course, add that the. overriding
consideration is, that the Colombo Plan should be implemented in such a way
that the Canadian public and -parliament and the Indian public and parliament
are satisfied that it is being mutually beneficial. But this does not mean that
the standards by which the beneficence will be judged are necessarily the same
in both countries., In India one has to work twice as hard to avoid slip in
backward, let alone making process. The progress will be made, but it will no
be made in terms of Western ideas of.time schedules and efGciency. It will be
made at the Indians' own pace and we should face the fact that we may have to
find, at the end of each fiscal year, devices for, holding over, unspent funds, 'as
we did in the fiscal year 1951=52; that we shall encounter, at all times, all sorts
of disheartening delays, misunderstandings, bunglings and inefficiencies. But,

will, and, the'goodwill, are there; how they, are exercised is a matter for the
Indian's to determine. The abôve views would, I feel certain, be concurred 'Mr.'Cavell. in by

5. 1 now come to the suggestions
contained in your letter under reference. We

should be able to do a good deal more if we received fuller documentation. The
only information which we have received regarding , the 1952-53 ca '
development aspect of the Colombo Plan is contained in the `ver va^ Pltal

luableminutes of meetings of the Colombo Group, of which three copies have reachedus this year. We were not aware that,the only official channel of co
tion. for the Colombo Plan was , through the, Indian High 'Commissionerca-Ottawa:

We did not know until we reâd paragraph 2(a) of your despatch ln
reference, that

Mr. Cavell was going to take an ànnual trip to this area.nWehave not received, with one exception, the' corres ondence w
between the Department and Mr. Saksena, sô that ' when ^we ^co passed
Bhattacharyÿa or Ghosh;-'we are sometimes placed in the g to see

ask them if they have any knowledge of our Government's intentionsf having to
6• I should now like to comment on the practical ro

letter under reference: P posals contained in your'
Par°grQPh 2(a):

We' agrée thava good deal of re arat
done through informal ^discussions in advance of MrPCavell's visit. ork could be
order to enable us to conduct such discussions, we should need to be kéever, in
informed, and to receive copies of all relevant correspondence. Pt fully

Paragraph 2(b):
I agree entirely. The difficulty here

channel to Saksena", was established, Bhattacharyya ass not
been that since the

have copies of the correspondence initiated by his Deart been letting us

Y0a µ'il1 recall that last year this used to" be the,case. We ent' with Saksena.
e think it would be.., . .

} "R•R.
R•RSaskena,+haut-commissaire de l'Inde..• Saskena, Nigh Commissioner of India.
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useful for us to have access to this 'correspondence and have suggested it
• . .. . ;informally.,cl

Pâragraph `2(c): Here again I think that if' we had the complete story we
should be able to be of more assistance to you in making approaches of the
kind which you suggest. . . .`. ; ; : . :

We should add that the coordination meetings which you mentioned in your
paragraph 3 take place only in' respect of technical assistance and not, of
economic ' development. We think, it extremely unlikely ` that' the Indian
authorities would consent to meetings in the latter field since' it would put therri
in the position of offering their projects on an . open market instéad of bringing
them to' the attention of the specific country which they think may be in a
position to fill their needs. In any case, we do not think that complicated,` large,
and individual projects could be profitably discussed at joint meetings.

7. Summing up, I would say 'that we should be very 'glad, to ûndertake the
types of liaison indicated in your paragraph 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c). In'order to do
this, however; we should have to have.more,. and more frequent, documentation
from Ottawa. We should,' in fact, to be as useful 'to you, as possible, receive
copies of all correspondence between the Indian aûthorities and Saksena. This,
we think, can be arranged here, provided you would also suggest it to Saksena.
Bhattacharyya has already indicated his willingness to comply.

8. With the full documentation in our possession, we should, I think, be able
to, carry out all the. types of formàl and informal consultation' which you
suggest. We ought also to visit projects 'ourselves, in order to give you the
benefit of a second point of view. I shôuld emphasize once`again, however, that
liaison is not by any means the full story, and that so long as India remains
India, we must expect the delays and frustrations due! to the political and,
administrative difficulties outlined in paragraph 4 of this despatch.
9. 1 am reporting in a separate despatch on an interview.which we had earlier

this week with Bhattacharyya.
WARWICK,CHIPMAN

DEA/11038-0-40, . : r,. ;. . •, ....,; ,

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secretarre d 'Étai aux Affaires extérieures

- Memorandum from'Under-Secretary of•State for External Affairs

h.^n ¢ to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, October 11, 1952
. . . ,' . ï^ „ . . . ... , .,

'COLOMBO PLAN:` 1951=52 PROGRAMME*

,Yôûx will ' recall that ' the Ordei-in-Côuncil -côvering the procedure for
carrying over the unexpended 'balance for last` year's Colombo Plan vote
prôvides that all contracts 'entered into by the Canadian Commercial
Corporation shall be "individually approved on behalf of the Government of
Canada" and that such contracts shall not,bc approved on behalf of Canada

. . ^^^ : .
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"except with the concurrence of the Secretary of State for External Affairs, the
Minister of Trade and Commerce and the Minister of Finance."
2.

Our experience in operating under this Order-in-Council shows that while
the procedure is quite reasonable. for, large-sized package contracts 'it is
administratively ; impractical, or at least very. slow and cumbersome, when
applied to the purchase of miscellaneous items required for a particular project.
We . have in mind particularly., the agricultural

machinery and related
equipment which Canada is supplying as its share in the establishment of thejoint

Australian-New-Zealand-Canadiân experimental livestock farm in
Pakistan. The nature of our contribution is such that the individual contracts
are bound. to; be numerous while there are so many. people involved and so
many procedural -steps, required that it is quite impossible; to place all the
orders at the one time. unless all . procurement. is held, up until the last
specification is approved. The implementation of this whole project has been
delayed so long that we are anxious to do everything we, can to expedite
matters, especially insofar as Canada is concerned, because the delay so far has
been mostly on our part.
3. In order that the CCC may

as they. are ready without• any unn cessarytdela Ç I ondeof•individual items

prepared to give your blanket authorization now for the purchase of machinebe
and equipment for the Thal Livestock Farm as approved : by the,officials
directly concerned with the operations of the Colombo Plan, provided the
expenditure on all such equipment and machinery is. within the $ 00,000
allocation approved by the Government."
4:

The Legal Division has been consulted on' this proposal and a ree
such a delegation of authority would be perfectly legal. g s that

L.D. W[ILGRESS],
616. ^ . , . ..

DEA/11038-40
es exterreures

'a la délégation permanente auprès des Nations unies ,

Le secrétaire d'État aux .qffair' 0 ' .

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Delegation to the United Nations

TELEGRAM 460
Ottawa, November 8, 1952

COLOMBO PLAN: FUTURE CONTRIBUTIONS
Following for the Minister, Begins: We have bee

officials the most suitable method of financing n discussing with Finance
to the Colombo Plan. Following future Canadian contributions

for submission on Thursday, which reflects our official to Cabinet
al discussions and which

CONFIDENTIAL

0f
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Colombo Plan period started ôn"July 1, 1951; indicates that the present metho
'of1providing for the Cânadian contribution by'annual appropriations gives rise
-to avoidable risks of waste and misdirected effort. -These risks arise becausWOhk
'most: useful projects usually - require considerable detailed preparatory.
°and ^planning while= their actual execution' and financing covers a,penod of
several years. This is true of such projects as the cement plant and the
geological survey which we are undertaking with Pakistan; and it is also true of
-hydro electric projects, which we may expect to undertake.in the future. In

contributions to the Colombo Plan. Experience gained since the six ye d

to avoid` having to justify^ the repeated use of such a procedure.: The situation
.which it covered last year has arisen again this year. It now appears probable
that under $10 million from the current Vote of $25 million:will have been
'actually paid out by next March 31. While the unspent money could; of course,
be allowed to lapse, this alternative may also raise difficulties. It might be
regarded as a reflection on _Canadian support for. Colombo Plan programmes
because the sum voted by Parliament tends to,be regarded publicly both here
and abroad as a firm contribution. Difficulties might also arise if Parliament
were -asked to revote the unspent sum of about $15 million together with a new
,annual vote of $25 million for the fiscal year 1953-54. This would mean that a
figure of $40 million for the Colombo Plan would have to be included in next
year's estimates.

"In view of these difficulties and after consultation with my'Colleagues, the
^Secretary of State for 'Extérnàl' Affairs and the Minister of Trade and
Commerce, I would likè to raise 'for discussion' the proposal that our
contributions under the Colombo Plan should be put on a statutory basis..

ÿi.,^'e . l ..:x-..^'tn . r

"The purpose of the proposed legislation çould be to allow for the more
orderly planning of programmes and the more effective use of Canadian

RELATIONS AVEC LE COMMONWEALTH

we understând has been cleared in principle with Mr.-Abbott althoùgh he has
not yet approvëd the text. We 'shall ' let you have our- comments' on Monday.
3ext begins:

"1 ' have ^ been giving some - consideration to the unsatisfactory -financial
.situation which has arisen by. making prôvisiom for our contribution under the
Colombo Plan by means of annual Parliamentary Votes.

So far,' Parliamént- has voted $25 million for capital assistance under the
'Colombo Plan for each of the fiscal 'years 1951-52 and 1952-53: As the firstof
these fiscal years drew to a close, it became apparent that only $161million out
of the $25 million voted would be actually spent'by March 31, 1952. In the
circumstances, a-special procedure was adopted ' and,- ân Order-in-Council
passed ' so that the unspent funds would continue to be available to make
expenditures against'projects agreed on with recipient governments in respect
of the first contribution of $25 million. While the procedtire adoptéd can be
supported legally and technically,'it is open to objection on principle and may
draw` criticism. - What this procedure involved was, transferring the unspent
funds from the Vote to the recipient governments, who âgreed' in advance to
deposit them with the Canadian, Commercial Corporation, and ^ to spend them
-onlÿ on projects approved by the Canadian Government. It would be desirable
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participating in such projects, it , is obviously desirable to reach a firm
agreement at the outset. with the recipient government ` covering. all aspects of
the proposed project including particularly the division between external and
local costs. It is difficult, however, to secure an appropriate undertaking from
the receiving country to meet local expenditures for materials and labour in
accordance with the principle of self-help, when no authority exists for the
contributing country to meet, on its part, external costs which will come into
the course of payment in subsequént fiscal years. Furthermore, in the absence
of such authority receiving goveinments aware that unspent funds may lapse,
are under pressure to put forward proposals which may . not be soundly
conceived or which may require considerably more working up before they can
be considered seriously. This kind of difficulty would be resolved to a largeextent

by the proposed legislation which would also help to avoid the
possibility, already referred to, of public misunderstanding in Canada or in
receiving countries which might arise in the event that a substantial part of our
total contribution voted by Parliament for 1952-53 were to lapse.11

"In the early stages of programmes expenditures tend to be small. In this
connection it is estimated that the additional cash rèquired during the
forthcoming fiscal year will be in the order of $10 million which is, of course,
substantially less than the $25 million provided for each of the two preceding
fiscal years. The first Vote of $25 million is now practically wholly committed
although only about $10 million has been actually paid out. From the currentVote of

$25 million only slightly over $5 million' has been spent up to the
present and it is anticipated under ' the proposed , legislation that about $15
million which would ordinarily lapse at the end of the present fiscal year will be
available to meet cash requirements during the forthcoming fiscal year. Thus,
if it is decided to provide another $25 million next year, the actual new cash
reqûirement to be included in the estimates for 1953-54 need not be more'tha,
about $10 million, if this proposal for a statutory appropriation is adopted.

"The proposed legislation, consisting of three or four sections, would:
(a) authorize the Secretary of State for External Affairs, with the a pprovalthe Governor in Council, to enter into economic development agreemerits u

p toJuly 1, 1957, with governments of countries in South and South East Asia for
the provision of grants and loans for development projects and for technical
assistance up to an amount of $...million in addition to the unspent -balance in
Vote 114 for, fiscal year 1952-53;
'(b) authorize the Minister of Finance, to transfer to a s pecialConsolidated Revenue Fund the unspent balance from Vote

account in the
114;(c) 'authorize the

Minister of Finance to make payments, during the currentand subsequent fiscal years, for economic development projects and technic
assistance agreed upon by the Secretary of State for External Affairs '

al
th theapproval of the Governor- in Council, up to'$...million out of una ro ^riat d

monies in the Consolidated Revenue Fund and out of the balance transferred
the special account in accordance with (b) above; and to
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(d)'; provide for a repôrt'on - activities under this Act to be presented annually

to Parliament by the Secretary of State for External Affairs:
„Minister of Finance

Le secrétaire d'Étât aux Affaires extérieures.,

Ends.
,+, ... , . .
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DEA/11038-40,, . , . ..
Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent, Representative to the United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 714

. CONFIDENTIAL. .

FollowinP, from the Minister, Begins: I agree with the views expresse

New. York, November 10, 1952

COLOMBO PLAN: FUTURE CONTRIBUTIONS

Reference: Your telegram N6.'460 of November 8, 1952., '
t d the

draft memorandum to Cabinet. Ends.

,Ottawa, November 10, 1952

COLOMBO PLAN: FUTURE CANADIAN CONTR4BUTIONS

Reference: My teletype No. 460 of November 8.
Following for the Minister from Wilgress, Begins: We understand that w^nd

Mr: 'Abbott fully appreciates the' practical advantages from a financing
progrâmming point of,view;' of placing our Colombo Plan contribution on a
statutory basis, he feels sure that Ministers will wish to give 'due weight to the
domestic political implications of such a move at this time. It is for this reason
that the memorandum to the Cabinët'is being drafted in terms of a submission
for consideration by Ministers rather than a positive recommendation.

You will

have observed, however, that the . present - d: aft (most of which was done by

Finance officials) is strongly , slanted towards legislation and if approved by Mr.
Abbott, substantially in its present form, comes close to being a recommenda-
tion. -Me understand further that ^ Mr. Abbott, , who will not be at Thursday's
Cabinet meeting, intends to-write.to the Prime Minister expressing his-own
preference for legislation over the annual vote procedure.

au représentant permanent auprès des Nations unies, ,

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to the United Nations
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2. In our view, legislation as outlined in paragraph 5 of the draft memoran-
dum, should provide a satisfactory:basis,for operating,the, Colombo Plan..It
would allow for long-term planning, .would. avoid difficulties of, lapsing ^Votes
and would not add.to the budget burden, fôr,next year. At,the same time, it
should have a good political effect, espçciâlly inthe Colombo Plan area, in that
it will constitute a commitment by, the Government to continued participation
in the Plan.

3. If you agree that a memorandum along the lines of the present draft
should be -submitted to the Cabinet on Thursday, it might be helpful if y ou
were to have a word by telephone with the Prime Minister to let him know your
preference for legislation. You may wish, at the same time, to indicate to the
Prime Minister the figure which you consider appropriate for the lump sum to
be authorized by the legislation. You will note that,it is being left blank in the
memorandum to the Cabinet. We understand that 'Mr.'Abbott is not prepared
to suggest a figure and thinks that Ministers may decide the principle at this
week's Cabinet meeting without settling upon an amount. If the decisiôn were
in favour of legislation, a reference to the Government's intention could be
mentioned in the Speech from the Throne.
4. Even though a final decision on the amount will probably

Thursday, there may be some discussion on the orde rof magnitude env sa ed
and you may, therefore, think it desirable for the Prime Minister to know your
views. Our own feeling is that it would be reasonable to calculate the total on
the basis of our first two annual contributions, that is, to °provide for $100
million over the four remaining years. It seems to us that any lower, figure
might be interpreted as an intention to reduce our scale of assistance below
that which we planned at the beginning and that such an impression would be
unfortunate. On the other hand, Finance points out that the Government is
being beset with numerous domestic claims for assistance, many of which will
have to be rejected and that resentment can be expected from these quarters if
as much as $100 million is authorized for. Colombo Plan aid.

5. You will probably not wish to discuss this matter.with the Prime Ministeruntil after
Mr. Abbott has informed him of the proposal and conveyed his own

views. This will probably not before Wednesday.
6.

Will you please let me know what action you take 'in this matter. Ends.
619.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieurs
DEA/11038-40

' - au représentant permanent auprès des Nations unies
Secretary of Stâte for External Affair's

to Permanent Representative to the United Nations

TELEGRAM'462
Ottawa, November 12, 1952
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; ,
COLOMBO PLAN: FUTURE CANADIAN CONTRIBUTIONS

Reference:'My teletype No., 461 of November. 10.
Following 'fôr the Ministër,' Beglns:' Unforf unatély

Mr.' Abbott lèft town
the text

before ' Finance ' officials` were able ' to ôbtain his'' approval of before Ca
of 'the

binet
Cabinet memorandum.` The question, will, therefore, not come

and ifis
at tomorrow's meeting: Mr.'Abbott'will be bâck-on Fsi^T t meeting néxt Week

that
a memorandum can be sub^mitted to the Cabinet at i
which will probably be Monday or Tuesday:'This will s till

tl e
a reference in the Speech from the Throne if Cabinet decides upon legislat on

Ends;

M,. . . .;. ^
hairman, Delegation

to the General Assemblyal ^thae snited Nations,
E lf

au secrétaire a Etat aux Affaire

DEA/11038-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assèmblée générale des Nations uniesC.
extérieures

^
^ 1952

TELEGRAM 235
New York, November 12, :

.^, ..;. ^ .' {^ ` ,.. . .

CONFIDENTIAL.-

to Secretary of State for x ern :..

FURTHER CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION COLOMBO PLAN

Reference: Your teletype 460 of November 8•. would you please send the
Following ^^for Wilgress from the Minister, Y

following message to the Prime Minister, Begins: I underst,nado M io bûttôur
taking up with you and other Ministers possibility of legis P

Colombo Plan contribution on ia statutory basis. I am -mys Sf the
much
mount is

favour of this.and hope ;that it^ may ' be possible. Insofar a
1, concerned, my own feeling is that it would be reasonable-to calculate for $100
on the basis of our first two ann I think that our cqnt rbûtion at the rate
million over the four remaining years. that
of S25' million a year is now understood and,accepted in-the sorry r that I W11
any reduction in this amount might be difficult. to justify. I a
not be present in the Cabinet when the matter is discussed. Ends.

DEA/11038-40

Le secrétaire, d'État aux. ÂJfaires extérjieur^es^InNC unies

auchef d
Secretary of State^foQE^ssembly ôf the United Nations

to Chalrman, Delegation,to the Ge
1952Ottawa, November 15,
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COLOMBO PLAN f • .
Following for. the Minister: . 4 „. 'z .

At the meeting on. Wednesday,'. Cabinet lconsidered the proposal that our
participation in the, Colombo. Plan .should be put on a statutory basis. The
reactions to the proposal were generally unfavourable, primI arily on the basis of
domestic political considerations.

2. As an alternative Cabinet instructed the Department, of 'Finance in
consultation with other departments to investigate the feasibility of:
(a) Establishing a special account for our Colombo Plan contributions in'such,

a form that any moneys in the account would be available until spent and
would not lapse at the end of a fiscal year;
(b). Carrying over into that special account, any unspent funds (which may

amount to some $15 million) from the current appropriation;
:(c) Appropriating a further' $25 million to be added to this account in the,

coming fiscal year. ,
3. Such a special account would remain open to receive any further

appropriations in subsequent years.
4. The Minister of Finance will report to Cabinet on Monday that this course

would be feasible and the likelihood is that Cabinet will then give its approval
to it.

,1 ,

5.'. 1 should be grateful if you could let me have your reaction to this proposal.'
in order that Cabinet may be informed of our views at the Monday morning
meeting.
6. Although the alternative course does not seem to us to be as advantageous

as the, original proposal, we. regard it as preferable to the existing arrange-
ments. It would at least ensure that funds.would not lapse at the end of each
year and it would make possible.*somë advance planning inasmuch as forward
commitments could bé made up to the 'amount in the special account at `any
particular-time.
.7:.; Apart. from any defects which the, proposed course may have,from an
administrative and planning point'of view, it is also open to the criticism that it
can be intérpreted as "legislation by appropriation". ,A statute,,although it
might have. attracted considerable attention -(which', might be regarded as,
undesirable from some points of view), would seem to be more in accord with
established parliamentary, procedures.

.8• 1 have discussed the situation with Pickers ill and he has assured m
the Opposition

e that,
pposition in Cabinet to the original proposal was very strong and that it,

would stand little, if any, chance if it were to, be revived at the Monday
meeting.

9. In these circumstances you may wish to go along with 'the alternative
suggestion as representing at least an improvement on present arrangements.
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DEA/11038-40
, .. -

Le chef de lâ délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies

a ►res exterieures
au secrétaire d'État aux Aff,,

Chairmâri, Delegation to the General Assembly ^thQ United Nations,

to Secretarÿ'ofState for Extern ` r If

New York, November 17, 1952
TELEGRAM 292 ,

, .. ^ • ^ . . , . ,

SECRET

rrangem
is an improvement on present arrange-

roi -OM BOrnl_OMBO PLAN -

Reference: Your telegram No. 126 of Novembeber 15 "
I rëgret that the Cabinet

Follôwing for Wilgress from the Ministër, B g
h

four ears'
were not able to support të proposal for legislation alternative suggestion
contributions, but, in the circumstances,ents and I support it. Ends.

623.
.^;.

Extrait des'conclusions du Cabinet. .

Eztract from'Cabinet Conclusions

. [Ottawa,j November 17, 1952

TRIBUTIONS

in t e
côntiibution 'under the Plan for ththe Account would be âvailable for use after
drawn that the amounts placed in t
the end of thé fiscal year for which they were appropriated.'

COLOMBO PLAN; FUTURE CON

er o Finance, referring' tô, discussion at the mCâri di of
29.-'The e Minist

said
eared that' the best ' way of, handling

November 13th, said it` app
contributions under the 'Colombo Plan wônld ,be to^he de elopmen of thet
similar to that made for contributiôns to the fund for

National Capital.

30. The Cabinet approved the r- dation of the Minister
ntar o

f
Estimates

and 'âgreed that an item be included in the in
Further

the Consoldatéd Revenue Fund
for 1952-53'to transfer to a' special account ,.

the unexpen

for
ded balance of the Cânadian contribution to the Colombes PoaplaceEst

the fiscal , year 1952-53,' and that an item^bea f s^25 d^^lÎlôn 'as the Canadiano

• h Came special account an amount the items to be s
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SECTION B ^

COMITÉ CONSULTATIF/CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE'

1009

DEA/11038-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '.. '.

au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni '
Secretary of State for External Affairs,,

to High Commissioner`in United Kingdom

DESPATCH No. E-44911 I
Ottawa, February 19, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

► ; CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
1 attach a copy of a memorandum" of instructions which has been prepared

for the guidance of the Canadian Delegation to the Consultative Committee
meeting.,,

2. It is in order for you to inform United Kingdom officials of the Canadian
position -on the various items of the agenda as outlined in the attached
memorandum. I should be' interested in receiving from you areport"on your
discussions with particular reference to any points on which United Kingdom
views may differ from our own.

ESCOTT REID
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] ,

Note d'instructions

Memorandum of Instructions ^., , . .
CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, February 19, 1952

COLOMBO PLAN

Draft Instructions to'
Canadian Delegation to

Meeting of Consultative Committee in Karachi;
March 24, 1952,

and to preliminary meeting of officials
The following instrûctions relate to the items in the proposed Agenda, as

circulated by the Pakistan Government by telegram No. 623 of February 6,
1952.' . <<.

'SLa dép8che porte la mention :/Noted in despatch:
Identical letter sent to: Washington 376, New Delhi 148, Canberra 77, Wellington
76, Colombo 16, Karachi 79.

, ,
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Préparation of Annual Report %I,, ' ' c•

2. The preparation of, periodic reports, is : the . mosféim porisn
ân

task
Consultative , Committee. The circulation . of these reports Plan and
means of keeping , people everywhere informed, of the Colombo

^ a valuableepo
p o d

interested in its sucçess; ` the- preparation of the repo rts '
stimulus to the implementation of the Plan itself. t côm rehensive report

3. The meeting at Karachi will be pre of Sg the%
1950. It will

since the original ,""Colombo Plan" o September-October
therefore set a pattern for the periodic reports to folloûnAeten^Accordingly,y,

and hould
should be laid on its interi m

original document in form or substance.•It should
not attempt to duplicate th g

and possible future activities. On the other. hand,, the Commit olicies,

seek to give to readers in every participating country are dôin
means

gIn part cular,
out what their own country-is doing, and what others g

it should be made clear what the United States is doing. the
4. `These objectives can probably be best attained nf tthe

he w
bulk

ork of individualsectionsconsists of individual chapteonal(or
Ba k ^ and eof

scribi
theg Bureau . _ for Technical

countries, of the lnternati .,review in the
Coôperation, with a pithy, , readable summary and g â onlshould press for
introduction or the conclusion. H owever, wh ile

more important than its form, and
a report of this general type, its substance
the Delegation may accept a report in any form that is satisfactory to itself and

other Delegations. . the Report should not
5. The Delegation should beware

Plan or
First

, of the under-developed
future of

dangers.
be over-optimistic about: the f
countries participating; over-optimism would lead to disappoinn se fof Can da
the Report must not, at any point, involve financial commitme e
beyond the fiscal year 1952/53, or beyond the amount .o

which
rliamentthn

government is now prepared
e r1iviz, $25 millions for economic

connection with the Colombo Plan for that Yea
assistance and $400,000 for technical assistance.

Role of the International Bank' at meetings of the
6. It is most desirable that the Bank should.be represented

Committee and that there should be general, constructive discussions isf notp h
ast

e

proper forum for a general appraisal of the merits of theraia lskaref t

its
hepannual

or of, its. personnel. The proper forums for such app of its
meetings of ;the' Governors of the Bank and the regular meetings

Executrvé Board. in
will laIt seems likely

unch some sort ôf attack on the Ban
7. that Pakistan , ... f•ts 1icies and personnel.

Committee, together should not berdrawn intoanÿ such discussions and
The f Canadian Delegation
should try to head them off by pointing out that they belong in other forums•
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Future Organization for Continuing Consultation

8. It is assumed that this item refèrs primarily to the establishment of - a
continuing secretariat concerned with economic (capital) 'assistance:

9.' A small continuing secretariat 'may prove useful as a centre for interchange
of information, as a nucleus for the preparation of periodic reports, as a source
of guidance,* for underdeveloped countries in preparing programmes and
compiling statistics, and possibly for other purposes. If other countries,
including the United States; accept proposals for a modest secretariat for such
purposes as'these the Canadian Delegation may do so.
` 10. However, the Delegation should use its best efforts to be sure that the
secretariat is kept small. Further, the secretariat should, if at all possible, be set
up as an adjunct of the Bureau - for Technical Cooperation, rather ^ than an
entirely separate and independent international organization. It seems most
desirable that, whether or not the new body is formally associated with the old,
they should be set up side by side and with the same Director. It is question-
able, however, whether the Council for Technical Cooperation in Colombo
should become responsible for matters relating to economic assistance, because
of the different type of work involved.

11. The most appropriate and effective .way of securing coordination, not
merely between the activities of the countries contributing under the Colombo
Plan but also with the various U.N. agencies in the field, would be the
establishment of appropriate arrangements-in the national capital, of each
recipient country. The Canadian Delegation should promote this sort of
coordination. However, it should recall that the Canadian Delegation. to the
last meeting of the Consultative Committee (in Colombo in February, 1951)
received similar instructions but, found that at least one Asian country was
vigorously opposed to any sort of coordination in its national capital. No such
coordination can be useful without the cooperation of the recipient countries
concerned, and the Delegation should, not try to bring any pressure on any of
those countries. Nevertheless, there may well have been some change in their
positions since last ÿear,'and the Delegation should explore the ground again.

Liaison with EC^FE-
12. Under this item a proposal may be made that a representative of ECAFE

should attend meetings of the Committee. The Delegation should' scrutinize
this proposal carefully.

13.
The policy of the Canadian Government is that work under the Colombo

Plan should be carried on in close collaboration and consultation with the U.N.
agencies concerned; on this ground representation from ECAFE might seem
desirable. On the other hand, there is a danger that, if ECAFE was repre-
sented, there would be a demand for representation from a large number ofother

U.N. agencies and this might prove embarrassing to the Committee.
(The International. Bank appears to be in a special position vis-à-vis the
Colombo Plan.) Moreover Colombo Plan activities are so different in nature
from those of ECAFE that it is difficult to see what useful purpose would be
served by liaison at the policy-making level.
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ons and
14. The Canadian Delegation '- shôuld be guided : by, these the recent IECAFE

by any others that may emeréent^the Delegationssh
visit

ould not support ECAFE
meeting in Rangoon., In any
representation in the Committee against the,

the,oppositiofl of,any major Asian or

non-Asian member'of the Committee.
••15.

Whtle .there may be serious objection to -ECAFE ^ representation J n
the

tative Commit
policy-making organ of the Colombo Plan (i• é, saidÇfor cloordination ont the
there would appear to be a good deal to b
secretariat level. Should the Committee decide to esothers the uls

l
efulness
continu ing

of
secretariat, the Delegation might

dotheWColombô"4Plan secretariats in
coordination between the ECAFE and
relation to such matters as guidance to under-developed countries in preparing

programmes and compiling statistics.1 1
Colombo Plan Exhibition

16., No instructions required.

In ormal Participation of non-Commonwealth'Governments in^Colombo Plan

17.
The Canadian position is the same as it was' ât the last meeting of the

Cômmittee: if it is proposed that countries such'as France and the Netherlandsion
should take some part in, the work of the Committee the b n ad clud dewightthe
should raise no objections; but such countries should only

agreement of the As an côuntries.. ,, , .

Other Business
18. If any

other question of importance appears on` the Agenda; the

Delegation should
,seek instructions from Ottawa.

• r DEA/8508-40. .,., .
625. ° ,

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réuniôn des chefs de direction

Extract from Minutes ofMeeting,of Heads-of Division

Ottawa,.February 25, 1952

THECOMMONWEALTM
t : .

1 ° . * ' f • . ; ,. ` . . ' ç . , ' -- . . : '
(f'^P!(r,. .. .. . . .,. ,. . .

Colombo Plan --- Consultative Committee of, the Consultative
3.: Miss Meagher. Arrangements for the meeting o meeting

Committee are going ahead satisfactorily. There ^
the ConsultativeaCômmittee

of officials in Karachi beginning March 10' and that

itself _ will commence its meeting on March 24: It is adin De ega
Consultative Committee meeting will last one week. The Canadian

sed asfollows: ' will be compo t'°n
} . .-.,

Representative ,^ . _. •
Mr. George J. Mcllraith, M.P.,
Parliamentary Assistant to the Minister of Trade and Commerce
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626. DF/Vol. 862
Le haut-commissaire au Pakistan

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Pakistan
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM Air No. 1 Karachi, March 19, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE

Following from the' delegation, Begins: Summary of disposal. of agenda
items follows. All items have been dealt with except the final draft annual
report. We shall report on this later.

2. Discussion on role of the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development was not, repeat not, troublesome. Pakistan's views were presented
but it was apparent that other Asian members were not, repeat not, prepared to
Support them. The- was general agreement that the Consultative Committee
was not, repeat not, the appropriâté forum for such discussions.

3.
,.Discussion on continuingconsultation was confined to the narrow issue of

establishing.smâll secrctariat.- Asians took the view that although there might
be : need; fori such, secretariat - there was not, ; repeat not, sufficient need to
warrant action at this time. With reference to paragraph 11 of our instructions,
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it appeârs clear that further exploratory informal discussions are the best way
to secure the necessary support for coordination in nâtional capitals. In the
course of such discussions we have ascertained . that the United. States

representative believes, that it is only ^ possible to ' achieve such coordination

through informal arrangements in capitals concerned:

4. After discussion it was agreed that invitation be extended to the Secretar y-

General, ECA FE, or his- representative to attend as observer at the meeting of
the Consultative Committee. No, repeat

Assistance tBoa d
invitation' has

toebe
received to date. United Nations Technicalc
associated in the same manner. Concensus of the meeting was that the present

arrangement for the Liaison Bureau in Colombo and ; for.:coordination in

national capitals should not, repeat not, be expanded.

5.' There was a brief appropriate reference''to the: Colombo Exhibition.

However, Ceylon ' has ' introduced ` item -on "cultural cooperation" - suggesting

that small part of contributions to recipient countries should be - devoted to

bringing students from outside to study the culture and civilization of countries

within the area. As an idea. we' see no, repeat no, objection - to this' prôposal but

have doubts about its implémentation., Other Asians did not, repeat not, favour

the : suggestion. - United Kingdom suggested ' that'' there might be more

appropriate organization than -the Colombo Plan -.fôr' implementing the

proposal. Any comments you may have on it will be appreciated since we
understand the Ceylonese will press the proposal in Ministerial meeting and
possibly at policy session of the Council.

6. Discussion on technical cooperation avoided reference to continuation of
the scheme, largely as a result of our efforts behind the scene. We are reporting
by separate telegram on the prevailing attitudes of various delegations. Ends.

DEA/11038-40
627. ; .. . . . ,

Le haut-commissaire au Pakistan
- --

_ . .. . . , . , , : .

The delegation to the Consu tatrve
Fôürth{ Meeting héld at Karachi frôm March'10 'to.. a March^28 inclus ive.

fthe items
' •` ' 1 ' Conimittee has preparéd a

3 .: FOURTN. MEETING OF,THE CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE

Reference: My Air.Telegram' No. I of March 19, 1952.
report on the

,,,,. _ ,.^^• . ., .^ , ^ ^
CONFIDENTIAL "

au secretaire d Etat aux Affaires exter^eures

High Commissioner in Pakistan
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCii No. 192

prepared ' statements made by the , Cana an e ega , t
,minutes of the Ministerial meeting,t^ and a reviewof the officials' meetings ô f

also énclosed. Under separate cover' I shall send by sea bag additional cop e

or this
u séd âtr the meeting of Min sters. Copies of the Annual Report,' Agenda,tdsc

d' 'd 1 te' Press Communique,
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the'Annual"Report, the Minutes of all•the sessions and'the background papers
on which the Report is based.

'2.' Thë'delegation has already reportéd in detail on several of the matters
discüssed at the'récent meeting:

: . ., < . , . , ..., . ., . .. : a ' < .
. .

'(â) In ôur telegram No. 35 of M,arch• 10'6 we mentioned that the additional
item on" "Technical Assistance" had `been placed on' the Agenda. This item
would have afforded the opportunity for delegates to discuss the continuation
of; the, Technical Assistance Schéme, in particular, the United Kingdom
proposal''that' it be, made co-eztensive with the -Colombo programme for
économic 'developrnént. It was, however, , the 'opinion of several delegations;
including the Canadian delegation that the matter could more appropriately be
discussed a( the Policy' Session of the ' Council for Technical Co-operation,
which was due to meet in thé first week of April: 'As a result of efforts behind
the ; scenes; at the' meeting of Ministers it was generally agreed that the
question •of continuation of the Technical Co-operation' Scheme should be
discussed at, and decided by, the forthcoming Meeting of the Council (our
telegram No. 45 of March 22" refers).
(b) , In our Air• Telegram N. l.of March 19 we gave a summary of the

disposal of the various Agenda items at, the Meeting of Officials. As may be
seen from the delegation's report, there was little new added to the discussion
of these items at the` Meeting of Ministers.

3. Useful discussions were held with' representatives of Australia, New
Zealand,, Pakistan, the United Kingdom and the United States about co-
ordination at national capitals. There seemed to be general agreement that
such co-ordination was necessary and would be of value. Arrangements were
initiated for holding regular meetings in.Karachi as follows: ' . '
(a)' Meetings of local representâtives of Australia, Canada, New Zealand,

Pakistan and the United States to discuss the progress of programmes for
economic development; and . '

(b) Meetings of local representatives of Australia, Canada, Pakistar^ and the
United Kingdom to discuss the progress of the programme for technical
cooperation. (It was anticipated that this group would be expanded to include
representatives of the United States and the United Nations Technical
Assistance Board.)

These meetings will be of an informal nature but will be held regularly once a
month. We'shall be reporting on them more fully at a later date. In discussing
this matter the delegation kept in mind the points made in the exchange of
telegrains on this subject between New Delhi and 'Ottawa, with particular
reference.to your telegram No. 50 of March 14.11

4• As reported in our telegrams No. 47 of March 26' and No. 50 of March
27,' the representative of India issued a formal invitation for the next meeting
of the Cônsultative Committee to be held in Delhi. In accordance with your

3'Non retrouv6nVot located'.
"Non re
'"

trouv&/Not located.
Non retrouvf./Not located.



Rahman, Minister for Commerce, E ucat^on ;
Deputy Secretary of the

Wright discussed this statement with Mr. M.' Ismail,
Ministry of Economic Affairs. Mi. Ismail maintained that the r Înarâfticular
be' taken in the "family spirit" in which they

c into the suggestion that "there
contributing countries should not read for the receiver to
is'àt once the right and obligation for the giver to give and the context of the
receive." This notion, he added, should be cons ►dered

fr ►endly atmosphere in which Mr.' Fazlur Rahman's remarks were made.
7'`Mr. Mcllraith has been provided with a copy of the report prepared by the
.. .
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instructions -the Canadian. delegation welcomed, this invitation.' The Indian
delegate stated that, . in order to * lighten the burden ; on -,officials • at the
P.eliminary, meeting and the, workof the secretariat, his Government proposed

r_to take steps well in advance of the meeting to ensure that the documentation
was completed. He, made the useful suggestion that officials of the Indian
Government might correspond *with` officials of other governments who had
.taken part in the Karachi meeting. By this pooling of experience; it might be
pôssiblé'to overcomemanÿ of the'difficult►es. In particular, the heavy burden
on'the drafting,committees might be eased: The- Indian delegate said that his
Government would welcome any suggestions which other Members might wish
to offer about the organization of the work for the next meeting.

5.
Thé local press has throughout the period , of the ; meeting devoted

considerable space to Colombo Plan matters. At .the beginning of the:-meeting
of Ministers, a special supplement was included ►n Dawn;with photographs of

the leaders of the delegations and special articles on the various aspects of the

Plan. The reports on the proceedings ►n the conference room have been largely

speculative, although it was obvious that some information leaks of an
innocuous nature ; had occurred. Before , the sessions began there These
spéculation on whether Japân would be admitted to the Colombo

seemed to have originated in ' Lordon.' As far'as,we know, none of the

representat ►ves at the meeting raised'the matter of Japan's participa tion
might nottbe

Plan. This ►s not to say that the question of Japan's admission

raised at future meetings, , . ; ; .
Press Information Department hasreleased the complete text (copy of

6. fThe
^vhich is enclosed),of the closing remarks made by the C hairma n ,

I and Economic A

gat ►on.
K.P. KiRKWOOD

CONFIDENTIAL' + ' ' ^ ^ , i ,
[Kara +

[PIÈCE'JIOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Rapport dela réuniôn'du Comité cônsultâtif
y. ,

Report of Meeting of Consultative Committee,

Following the officials' meeting held between March 10 and March
2 ^ 952

M^é ^on
28,

meeting at Ministerial level was in session from March 24 ûs ference
,:Although some representatives were ►n ►t ►ally ►ncl ►ned to
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table as a platform for propagandâ speeches,-the majority confined themselves
to ,tlie business in: hand and made comment only when• the position of the
government concerned required clarification. The atmosphere of the meetings
was most cordial and conducive to full understanding and co-operation.'., .
Annual Report _. „

2. The Report is longer , and more detailed than might have been desirable.
The real emphasis, however, is on the progress which has been achieved during
the first ; year : of the-Plan. Aranan early stage : in the officials' meeting the
decision was taken to refrain from making detailed forecasts about the terms of
trade of the countries of the area and about the resources available., for
development projects under the Plan. At the same time the view was stressed
that the Report should avoid repetition, as far as possible, of material which
had appeared in the first report on the Colombo Plan.

3. The two opening chapters and the final chapter ; comprise the general
sections of the Report; and had to. be carefully considered by the officials
(including members of the Canadian delegation) responsible for.. the draft
report. As you will appreciate; these chapters represent a compromise between
several widely divergent views, stemming in the main from the difference in
approach between the recipient and the contributing countries. The general
chapters, although vague in many respects, contain - nothing which' can be
construed . as committing Member Governments to courses of : action not
hitherto agreed upon. The general impression is that the chapters represent the
best possible balance of viewpoint of the various member countries.
4. The most' informative chapters are those describing the progress which has

bèen"achieved by the countries in the area - that is, Chapters -III to VIII
inclusive. - The : general conclusion ` is that commendable progress has been
achie'ved and that the Colombo Plan has acted as a spur to the implementation
of the plans for economic development in the area. In these chapters statistical
tables have been kept to a minimum but the interested reader.can refer to them
among the appendices to the report. Chapter IX, entitled "Contributions to the
Economic Development of South and South East Asia", describes briefly the
contributions of the various countries outside the- area, including the United
States,'and refers to the contributions made by India and Pakistan to technical
assistance -within the area. The: objective of giving the readers in every
participating country "a ready means of finding out what their own country is
doing and what others are doing" was kept in view.

5. The report is not over optimistic about the future of the Plan or of the
under-developed countries participating; and it does not, at any point, involve
financial; commitments for Canada beyond the fiscal year 1952-53, or beyond
the amounts for which the Government is now prepared to make recommenda-
tions to Parliament in connection with the Colombo Plan for that year.. . . ,: : .,. ,, . .
Technical Assistance
6: As previously re rted at'the opening session of the officials' meeting an

item on "Tech cal Assistance" - was'added to the agenda. The' Canadian
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Role,of the Internationa! Bank'

p e anadian position: :- ^:. ,
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delegation. contributed to the efforts to confine, the discussion "ât the !Consulta-tive
Committee on this item to; general, remarks, about the É progress of.-; the

Technical Co-operation Scheme: It was a
ereprepared and anxious• to discuss the continuation, of thisesche me and to w

taksteps to make it co-extensive with the Colombo Plan for economic develo e
ment. The Canadian position was discussed informally with the delegations of
Aûstralia, India, Pakistan, New Zealand and the United Kingdom.'A"report on
these conversations was made by telegram: It was generally agreed that the
forthcoming policy session at Colombo of, the Council for Technical Co-
operation was.the appropriate forum for discussimand decision on points of
substance. ,

`7. `At the Ministerial meeting, discussion on'theçontinuatiôn of theTe
Co-operation Scheme was introduced by the" Chairman. Several deleg tions,
including Australia, Burma, India, New Zealand, Pakistan and the United
Kingdom indicated support in principle for the :proposal: The sense of the
meeting, however, was that, although there seemèd to be general agreement
about the continuation of the Scheme, the mjtter would be fully discussed by
and decided by - the Council.. The delegation ' took. no steps at the formal
meetings to ex lain ih C

8.
At the meeting of officials Pakistan attempted to introduce discussion on

the policies and procedures of the International Bank. It immediately became
obvious that Pakistan would obtain no support from countries, either in or
outside the area. The consensus of the meeting was that this item had been
placed , on, the - Agenda , to enable. the Bank's `representative to review, its
operations in the,region and not to discuss policy matters relating to the Bank. ;

9.' At the meeting of Ministers, the representative, of, the ,- International Bank
gave a helpful explanation of the role of the Bank in rendering economic aid to
countries in South and South. East; Asia. His list of items of assistance already
given included the announcement that the railway loan of about $27,000,000 to
Pakistan had been finalized. . The Pakistan. representative, joined with other
Asian members in expressing whavappeared to be sincere appreciation of the
efforts being made by the Bank. It seems likely that the discussion of this item
at the Consultative Committee has served the , useful; purpose of clarifying the
Bank's position and - of. satisfying: Pakistani ë representatives, that Pakistan wasnot being discriminated against.' ;, s ,. • .. , :

,, - . . ..
Future Organtzatiôn for Côntinuing Consû^tation

0 The discussion of . this item wâs , cônfined ^nârr ' ofsëttin ^ owly to the question8 w up a permanent secretariat. The Asiân countries, India and Pakistan in
particular, expressed doubt that the;need for sûch,a 'secretariat was suffcientto warrant its establishment at this time. The repr'eseritative of India made the
helpful suggestion that, the host country for subsequent meetings should be
permitted - : to seek assistance through correspondence - with officials who . had
participated in the, previous meeting. At , the - officials' meeting the Canadian

M
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he could see no objection to setting u as general agréement with the r°
Bureau and, in any case, under the same director. P P°Sal,P â small secretariat as an adjunct to the

Other delegations suthis view; but since the consensus of the meeting was against the ro pportedsecretariat
I 1- R,egardinthe question waslef toPen for future consideration. P Posal for a

discussions g CO-ordination ât _ national capitals, arrangements were.' i ^ as a resûlt of informal
assistance to Pakistan to be held in Kaa h^r regular ineetings on econo
countries contributing under the Colombo Plan m^'cby representatives of Pakistan, of
for separate meetings of representatives of and of the United States; and
United Kingdom to be held regularl to discuss Canada, Pakistan and theCo-operation Scheme. It was su y ^scuss the progress of the Technical

ggested that after a short trial the latter groupbe expanded to include ^representativ'' hnicâl

and the United States.' pes of the United Nations Technical
ments is being submitted separately. , A detailed report on these develo

p-
Colombo Exhibition

12. Apart
from a number of short statements congratulating the Governmentof Ceylon, there was no discussion on this item.

Cultural Co_operation
13•

The representative of Ceylon added
was : that a small

this item to he Agenda. I-iiportion of each country's contri th
butio His proposalCooperation Scheme should be set aside

cultural subjects. This ro to facilitate an exchanget°f s ud hnicalIt was su P Posal found little favour and was therefore ents^of
ggested that other organizations were better suitedcultural exchanges, such as UNESCO' dropped.

form of cultural exchange resulte ,Of this kind; and^ that for dealing with
Technical Co-operation Scherrie; d from the' ordinary 'o eratiny event a

P on of the
Liaison with E.C.A.F.E,

14.
At the officials'

secretary of E.C,
the decision was ;taken to invite the exConsultative A.F.E., or his,

Permanent liaison officer from T• Y Mr.

Committee as an observrere Thel EXe^° attend. the
ecutive

ut^ve Secreta meeting of themeeting and made a statement on the role of15'
A similar invitation was solicited Y attended the

Minister

Unitedial
Nations Technical Assistance

in the region.
that by Mr. David Owen, Chairman of thepresent s^•stance

Board. The officials'suggested arrangements with
T.A.B. should , not be exPanded

meetin. It wasliaisorï moreover, ^ thatethe répresentàtive 'of
g decided

with the United Nations and its specializedl'xecutive ECAFE could provide thepa^^d Secretary of ËECAFE
agencies In this regard the

that àC010 T.A.B. would take ^ up his dutiand
es on

stated
April 6 in

mb0• where he would work closely with
^the Bureau.
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Membership.
16. Burma and Nepal attended `this Meeting of the Consultative Committee
as, new,members. -Representatives'from Cambodia- and.Viet Nam were also
present; as were observers from I Indonesia, Philippines and Thailand. Laos,
although a member,. was not represented: There was no discussion, informal or
otherwise, on whether other countries outside the area, notably France and the

Netherlands, shoul,d : be associated
with the .work. of the. Consultative

Committee..

Documents Attached'

Pubücity
,17. At the,officials' meeting it was agreed that there would be no publicity.
At the Ministerial meeting the,decision was taken to issue short daily bulletins
through the. Secretariat; ; and -.a . Press, . Committee (including

the nd of the meeting.
established to draft : the press communique issued at t
Nevertheless, throughout the period of the meetings

con^ference
evidence

in the local press of leakages about proceedings at the
press leaks were, generally speaking, of an innocuous nature.

, • •

(1) Agenda
(2) Minutes of Meeting of Ministers
(3) . Formal Statements Made by Canadian Representative

; (4) , Review of Official meeting
j5) Press communique

•
TôBe Forwarded
(1) Annual Report (1 copy by air)
,(2) Minutes of Officials' Meeting
(3) Draft Chapters Submitted by Member Governrnentst

$ECTION C

•; ^ ^i#£ . ASSISTANCE TECIINIQUE DU PLAN DE COLOMBO '

COLOMBO PLAN TECHNICAL•ASSISTANCE

^^^ ,: f . E.•t r:^ : ^:.^ ; .1-
DEA /l 1038

628. .'° pl ^ ' ^ `^°:.'. . . :• ; ;: ^'s ' ^` ,
-E-40

Le soûs=secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant auprès du Cônseil de coopération technique

{ ; !f/ ;In•• ,

^,s ^^^ .^t ..^.?`.+e.•^
:'.'.y.. .:.", ^...^ ..s^t-rl.

Under Secretaiy of State for External Affairs ,
{1

.FleY-•<^r4
,.:. .^ .^^r .... , F• t , . .

_ tô Representative. Counctl jor Tichnica! Co-?p
! Y ' . F -•- °, . s ;i , r . .., J. ,: :1^ ..,,^,$i.i.: ° / r

^ Ottawa, January 31, 19S2
L:ETTER No. V-10

..

fi.• ^1 I
.,A^ ^ " ^^ !

/ ^> 2 r , i ^ ^ ^ _ 1 f i . e • i , 1

)NFIDENTIAL €" .
,',".. l --.4 . _. . . ^ . . . . , . . . . .
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
THE COLOMBO PROGRAMME FOR TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION ;

AND THE TECHNICAL- ASSISTANCE PROGRAMMES
OFTHE UNITED NATIONS AND THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

When the Government'gave itsfinal approval to the Canadian contribution
to the United Nations Expanded Programme, and to the Colombo Technical
Co-operation Programme; in'June 1950, the Prime Minister was most explicit
about the relationship which' should be established between the two pro-
grammes. In his opinion it was important to ensure that there be no duplication
between the United Nations Programme and the one agreed to at Sydney and
that Canadian efforts be directed towards integrating the two programmes to
as large an extent as possible. It was his opinion that the most satisfactory
arrangement might, be : to have - both programmes handled though the same
organization. Canadian representatives were instructed to endeavour to have
measures taken to ensure that there be no duplication between the work of the
Consultative Committee's technical assistance programme and that established
by the United Nations and that everything possible be done to merge the two
schemes.

2. Earlier, the Secretary of State for External Affairs • had assured United
Nations officials of our intentions in participating in the Colombo Programme.
In' February1950, he wrote to ^ Mr. F.L. McDougall, Special Assistant to the
Director-General of. the F.A.O., "nothing must be done without the clear
understanding . as to what is. already being done by the United Nations
Economic Committee for the area, F.A.O., etc."
3. The Canadian Delegation to the Sydney meetings in May, 1950, had been

instructed by the Government to make clear that before considering any
contribution to technical assistance for the Commonwealth and non-
Commonwealth countries in South and South-East Asia, the Government
would wish to have information concerning the way the programme would fit
in with United Nations technical assistance.
4. Mr.Pearson thought it necessary to seek the assurance of the Australians

about their intentions and Mr. Spender" had replied that he was urging "the
greatest possible use of all United Nations agencies in the area and the smallest
practicable Commonwealth organization, which we envisage would cease to
function at an early date when participation by other countries was achieved."

In`his report on the meetings of the Standing Committee on Technical Co-
operation"which met in Colombo ' in August 1950, prior to the setting up of theCouncil 1or ^ Technical Co-operation, the Canadian Representative reported
that the United Kingdom and New Zealand representatives were in agreement
with him that we would be advised to exercise vigilance against the tendency ofAustralia 'and' the Asian countries to overlook the fact that aid under the
scheme must be only supplemental to aid which might be procured under other
schemes; pârticularly those administered by the United Nations.:. r.-^;s^ f^: ,^a.-^ ^•^- .

?'Sir Peicy•Spéndei, ambassadeur d'Australie aux États-Unis.
Sir Percy Spender, Ambassador of Australia in United States.
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6. At the Consultative Committee meeting in Colombo in February 1951 and
at the meeting of the Council for Technical Co-operation which followed, the
Canadian Delegation stressed the importance ; the, Canadian Government
attached to the 'closest- possible co-ordination of the two-programmes. The
United Kingdom representative appeared to be in tacit agreement. The Indians
and; Pakistanis, .who have always hoped that' they could, obtain . from ;the
Colombo Programme assistance which they maintained they had not,been able
to ; obtain from the United Nations, expressed no opinion. The Ceylonese
tended to be unaware of the activities of.the ,United Nations. The,Australians
were entirely preoccupied with their proposed activities in the area _under the
Colombo Plan to the exclusion of all other considerations.

7. Vhen Mr. Coomaraswamy, President of the Council for Technical 'Co-
operation, spoke to the Interdepartmental Group on Technical Assistance in
Ottawa last autumn, he referred to the usefulness of his conversations with
United -Nations officials and of the need for co-ordination between the two
programmes. He added; however, that whéreas:the Colombo-Programme had
been. designed to supplement United :Nations activities-, in the: area, it was
proving so successful that it was, in fact, becoming complementary to the
United Nations programme.

- 8. We have béen'encouraged by the reports we have received of. the visits
Mr. Geoffrey Wilson, Director of the Bureau in Colombo, made to New Delhi
and Karachi. These reports would seem to indicate -that, he attaches great
importance to co-ordinating Colombo Programme activities with those of the
United Nations and other agencies giving technical assistance to South and
South-East Asia. We were particularly interested in the specific suggestion he
made for ' consideration by ; the Council in , Colombo to , the effect that all
requests. for experts,might, in the first instance, be; directed to the,United
Nations and should regret it very much if the Council did not give sympathetic
consideration to proposals of this kind. p. ^ - ^ .: : r : - 3,. . ° . : r 1 ^ 1 ' -
9. I attach for your information and guidance the ;ext: of a statement on

policy on this subject;which was approved by the Interdepartmental Group
Technical Assistance at its twenty-second meeting on January 30. -

j 10.` You will note that this statement undérlines the fact that the Canadian
Government considers the Colombo Programme for: Technical Co-operation as
a. temporary supplement to the programmes, of. the United Nations and the
Specialized Agenciars. It: means that plans for: Canadian activities under the
Colombo Programme ,will, be, drawn: up, in the light-of our opinion that ; the
Colombo Programme and the United Nations Programmes should be merged
in a féw years. We must at the same time avoid the danger that the existence of
the Colombo;Programme will result merely in;replacing during the next few
years. technical, assistance ^which the United - Nations and ; the Specialized
Agencies would otherwise have given'1 to ; South, and South-East , Asia. The
essential thing is that technical' assistance ^ under the ^,Côlombo , Programmeeshould supplement United ,Nations technical assistance; we should not co forta
with it or replace it. It could, however, provide "a missing component
United Nations project. - , ^^ i ^,.E., : , .' ". -, - !. "",



^-11. Copies of this letter are being sent to our High' Commissioners in New.
Delhi, Karachi, .-London, Wellington and Canberra, to the.: Embassy., in
Washington and to the Permanent Delegation of Canada to the United
Nations, New York: ,...

ec nica Assistance at,its twenty-second
meeting on Januarv ^n - I a,;-) ••

"ATprhved by the Interdepartmental Group on

ESCOTT REID
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

PIÈCÉ JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] ' ^' -

, Déclaration de principes ,
Statement of Policy

Ottawa, n.d.]

The Canadian Government regards the Colombo Programme for Technical
Co-operation as a temporary supplement to the technical assistance activities
of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies in an area where the needs
are specially urgent. The , Canadian Government considers it important,
therefore, not only to avoid any duplication.or overlapping between the United
Nations Programme and the Colombo Programme but also to insure that every
effort is.directed towards integrating the two programmes to as large an extent
as possible:

We have . noted with satisfaction the appointment of a United NationsLiaison
Officer to the Bureau in Colombo and the steps which' governments

participating in the Colombo Programme have.taken to co-ordinate technical
assistance activities at a national level.

Nevertheless, in view of the' fact that in our opinion the Colombo
Programme and the United Nations Programme should merge in a few years,
we would continue to, urge:

1) -The greatest possible use by both recipient and 'donating countries of all
United Nations agencies offering technical assistance to the area;
,2)

That requests for assistance by countries in South and South-East Asia
through the Bureau in Colombo, be made with due regard to United Nations
activities ^ in the ; area 'and, where advisable; in, consultation with the United
Nations and the Specialized Agencies;
3)

That offers of technical assistance to countries of the area b-other, .countries partici atin yp g in the Colombo Programme be made with due regard to
United Nations activities in the area and, where advisable, in consultation w'
the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies; with
4)

That the Council in Colombo recommend that member governments give
sYmpathetic consideration to proposals for joint projects to be undertaken b
the United Nations or the Specialized Agencies and a country ivin assis yg g tance

- ;. , -

CONFIDENTIAL
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under. the Colombo Programme in which "a missing component" for a United
Nations project might be supplied through the Colombo Programme.

> ;,: , . , . -•r,. •. _ . ,
,...• , . . . j, .. "„ . .^,.,.. , ,..,.. .,

629.: ' . ; DEA/1 1038-A-2-40

^ ' '- Le haut-commissaire en Inde
« au secrétàire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

' High Commissioner in India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH No. 219 New Delhi, February 1, 1952

CO-OPERATION AMONG VARIOUS COUNTRIES GIVING

TECHNICAL AID TO INDIA..:, _
Reference: Our letter No. 1182 of November 20, 1952 [19511

You will recall that in otir letter undef"reference we reported at length upon
the discussions we ` had had with the Director ' of the Bureau on the above

subject. We mentioned, too, that Mr. Ghosh of the lndian Department_ of

Economic Affairs had seemed quite struck: with the%idea of some sort of
committee on the National level to assist in achieving a.co-ordination of effort
which might beara more" fruitful • results' than the present ° individualistic or

strictly bi-lateral approach.
2. We have gathered from Mr. Burns's letter to'you, No. 297 of December

14, 1951, that this new idea wouldnot be very warmly received in Colombo, at
leas't until its implications have been more fully explored. At the same time it
has been our understanding that the principle of co-operation at the national
level, particularly if supported by the Government of India, has` your approval.

3. The latest development here in regard to the establishinent of some kind of
co-ordination has been the receipt of advice from Mr.' Ghosh that Indian
officials desire to hold a meeting on this subject lon'Februâry 4 with representa-
tives of the Australian, United Kingdom and our ôwn 4ffices. We have agreed

to^attend the meeting and Mr. Jay'0 will go on our behalf.`

4. Mr. Ghosh has, of course, been meeting periodically with United Kingdom
officials to discuss their technical aid, and he has had similar'talks from time to
time with us : His meetings • with, United Kingdom officials have apparently

'been on a-sômewhat more regular and fixed basis than ours, and Mr. Ghosh

hassuggested that we too.might meet with'him or his representative in the
same' way.as ^ United Kingdom : officials. We expect to discuss this suggestion
with him shortly, to determine what it is exactly: that he has in mind. Mr.
= Ghosh . has r-frequently ' said that his informal relations with us have been
singularly free from difficulty and usefuL
t 3;J H is main proposal is that, whether or noY we accept this suggestion; there
should be a general meeting with the representatives of, the United Kingdom

' High Commission as,well as those oftAustralia and Canada to discuss matters

!OR.H. Jsy. troisième secrftaire. haut-commissariat en Inde.,,, -; , : . -,,
R.H. Jay, Third Secretary. High Commission in India.
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of general importance falling under the Commonwealth Technical Assistance
Scheme. He adds "More specifically, we thought,we could discuss outstandingrequests

made by us on. the various Governments in the Commonwealth in
order to see whether any, rreadjustments for their distribution between the
various Governments was necéssary and possible. It might be useful to discuss
the placement of new requests also ai such 'â meeting. ` Wek thought that such
meetings would be useful in keeping the machinery of technical assistance, so
far as we are côncerned at New Delhi, in good gear." He hopes that such
general meetings might be held regularly every month.

6. In the light of what has been said above and because experience has shownus that
Mr. Ghôsh and Mr: - Prem Narain, the Indian officers directly

concerned, are keen and efficient, we are, most anxious to give them every
assistance in trying to work out'procedures which may not only speed up the
flow of technical aid but . also help to. ensure its significant character.
Neverthelss, we have not failed to notice that the rather broad language used
in the first paragraph of the letter to,Mr. Pickard to set the stage of. the
meeting, may well contain the seeds of an approach
if

not carefully watched, hatch out in proceduso that w uldwov^erja ^ght,
activities of the Bureau. p the

7.
This assessment of the invitation from Mr. Ghosh is certainly that of the

representatives of the United Kingdom office here, who have been instructed to
keep strictly to bi-lateral negotiations with the Indian authorities, although Mr.
Eric Midgley, Assistant Trade Commissioner, has been delegated to attend this
first meeting. In conversations with both Mr. Pickard, Counsellor of the United
Kingdom High;Commission, and Mr. Midgley we have been questioned asour attitude.

We have answered that we had not as yet had your advice on the
present Indian proposal but that, although we are aware of the difficulties of
co-ordinating in the manner suggested in paragraph 5 above without cutting
across the responsibilities of the Bureau, we are prepared to, give the Indian
authorities encouragement in any honest effort to improve administrative
techniques and to increase the free exchange of information. We have pointed
out, too, the cogency of the arguments_ put forward by Mr. Wilson and Dr.
Mani (Director of W.H.O. here in support)^ of aconcerted effort on the part of
all "giving" agencies to meet in a really listing and fruitful way the demands
of a few areas of need as opposed to the` rather`"scatter-shot" practices nowfollowed.

Mr, Midgley has admitted privately the force of some of these
at.least to the extent that it seems worthwhile to follôw thé lead of views,
Pro 1em to see what will or can develop. Mr. Ghosh
" 8•

At the meeting on February 4 we shall (a) encourage ""regular meetings so long as this dos not cut across the work ofhe plan to hold
endeavour to bridge the gap between the Indian and Austral. the Bureau, (b)
on, the. one hand and the United, Kingdom view on the other,(c) iavoidvan

r ,.définite côinmitment pending advice from you. y

WARWICK CIIIPMAN

I 'r



-New Delm, February, ,
. ^ . . . .

CO-OPERATION AMONG VARIOUS COUNTRIES :
GIVING TECHNICAL AID TO INDIA

Reference: My des Patch No. 219 of February; l; 1952. .; ^,..
ference •took place asatch under ré-The meeting referred to in my des P

d on February 4, 1952, in.the office of Mr. O.K. Ghosh, Department of
arrange
Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance. •

-2.^
Mr. Ghosh was'suppocted by 'Mr. Prem Narain,ôf the same Department.

Tradé Commis-idgely,
sioner,

United Kingdom was represented bCeNtÂustralia was represented by Mr.
sioner, and Mr. Griffiths, Executive Office r.

resent on our behalf.
R.' Birch, Third Secretary, and Mr. Jay

present

.,
Mr. Ghosh 'opened the 'meeting by explaining that the idea of co•operation

^ 3 ested as éarly as the? February 1951 meeting
at the national level had been sugg ' düring his'subsequent
of the Council. Mr. Wilson, Director of the Bureaû, had;

Indiâ, discûssed this suggestion with the Indian officials concerned, who
vis' ^t to sal in ractice.' Mr. Ghosh believed that joint
had now decided to test the propo P technical
meetings would, on the whole, produce, more

efficiency in-the
S,ied that he

He expressed theassistance `work, at least as far as Indiaeffective n rocedures
e

was still • only groping towards moreP
he western Commonwealth countries. represented in Delhi would

hope that t
coopérate in the test.'
c 4'. ', He proposed that joint meetings might be' held; say on

the first Monday^ on
.

everŷ month, to discuss the peculiar. problems arising ouôoef ts ec rcallytran a

of 'Côlombo technical e aid .to'
lndt o,ris cont mplatd by the Indian Govern

and to
relimnary_ way, W1th nev^ âppli^ ,,,

P Po applications at the
that,after d s theP:,

ment : He pointed out atheuHi h Co+nmiss ons, or one of them,
jointmëetings, representatrves of g

'could'côrrespônd with their home Governments to learn Stancecase might be,
it'was.likely that'the requests could be met. I f developed

been givenaor expected
infght

be available == with'no' commitment yet having bee
ld ` then formally sénd the application through

theIndian auhorities' wou , , t . .
Colombo. a, y' • ^édtire would obviaté a great deal of ^ânth^s prMr. Ghosh explained that the n
correspondence now, being carried on between New Delhi andH said too, that he understood that the
representative' on the Council. e +

at most oftives on the Council'of the western countries had in almost ever
representa
instance to Her back 10 their Governments in any case. The fact

RELATIONS AVEC LE COMMONWEALTH

.= ' Lè hâut-commissâire en Inde
"aû secrétaire d'État aûx 'Affair'es éxtérieures1

..ti^.1f,, •I ^ ,.,

Nigh Commissioner m India

, to Secretary of Stâte for Externül Affairs
-h . ' a 11 '105l
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the, points of difficulty arising out of an application I would have already been
cleared up ^ as a. result of the r meetings in New Delhi where all relevant.
information _ would be more readily available, should,, he: felt,- appeal to the:
representatives in Colombo who, must, under. the present system, be most,
harrassed. Another advantage which might , be, expected to result, from the
adoption,of his proposal would be the decrease in the volume of correspondence
requiring to be filed and récorded by the Bureau. He said that it seemed
regrettable 3hat Mr. ,Wilson should be tied by his onerous, responsibilities in
this.regard to Colombo rather than be free to travel to the various capitals.
6. Mr. Birch felt that Australia would be happy to. associate itself, whole-

heartedly with the joint meetings in: Delhi. Mr. Midgely also agreed to
cooperate, but added that the authorities in London would have to be consulted.
before he could pledge support. Mr. Jay, said that he could see no real objection
to trying the meetings .for a time to see what might develop, although no
specific instructions. from Ottawa had been received..
; 7. f The meeting then, discussed briefly and in a general way the question of
associating other contributing agencies in India with the plan for coordination.
The consensus of the meeting seemed to be that, after the present proposal had
had a sufficient opportunity to, prove its usefulness or otherwise, it might then
be worthwhile considering more carefully whethër.specialized agencies might
not be included. Mr., Midgely, without, having an opportunity ',to make a
categorical statement, ^ nevertheless made it. clear that the United Kingdom

,would be cool to the idea'of including the United States in joint méetings.
8: Mr. Ghosh said that. quite apart from the question of positive and active.

co-operation with the specialized agencies, the Indian Government might put in
requisitions to Colombo for assistance designed to round out and to make fully
effective projects being executed by the United Nations bodies in this country.;
He emphasized that any such application would. fully describe, the proposed,
destination of the assistance requested. .

9•< Mr. Prem Narain suggested, and it was agreed, that all dealings with
Indian award winners in regard to travel arrangements, should be channelled
through . him. This, does not mean, that the. Indian authorities will . make
reservations, but only that they will help to ensure that the students and others
take advantage of the reservations already secured by one or other of the High
Commissions. This is, as you know, the procedure we have been following.

10. Mr., Ghosh drew attention to the desirability of having all of the outlets-
for,assistance within a "giving" country co-ordinated under the Colombo Plan.
He mentioned, as an example, and was supported by Mr. Midgely, that private
institutions in, the United Kingdom - including the Brush-Oboe Group and,
others felt to be worthwhile by the United Kingdom authorities - had agreed
not to,make awards available to Indians except through the Colombo Plan. Mr.
Prem.Narain drew attention to the fact that Canada had apparently not made
a simiÎar arrangement. In this regard he referred to a recent Indian Ministry of
Health'press announcement, a copy of which is attached.' The announcement
concerned an offer of internships and residenceships for Indian medical
8raduates received from several hospitals in Canada. The way in which this
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offer;was arranged appeared to be,very little understood.by either Mr.-Ghosh
or Mr: Prern Narain.!It seems, however, that the arrangements may have been

made bY ithe Ministry`of^ Health acting through Mr., Sakserel^easeWa. The
first intimation we received of the offer.was, of course, t he press

1.
Mr.°Prem Narain'told Mr.Jay privately that althôugh he personally felt,

thatit would be excellent to'hâve all of the giving ag ttle worried
western ,country

what might
coo-ordinated through the Colombo Plan, he was a ndered a
be the^result should the Colombo Plan cease toexist.' H

m been giving ahd to
lot of the agencies or institutions,' which had for a long
India, might not then automatically cease to do so. es had now agreed that

12.-'Mr. Ghosh pointed out that the Indian authorities
coming to this country under the Colombo Planto duta,' free entry of

samé: privileges as United Nations, pe rsonnel
relief from I dian income tax would be

their personal effects. He said also
granted. This would be effected by first 'déducting^ the tax from the ^a^tion to
the experts, who would then receive compensation through the g

which they might be attachéd. versities,

out copies of a list of the kinds of equipment required toeach of t
he P

have been as consc
.̂ ous as Mr: Ghosh o a making the

-13.
M r., Ghosh said that detailed information about the variousthe iColombo

from which students are going forward to a io P^e High Commissions.
Plan, is being prepared and will be circulate.d

14:
Mr. Ghosh pointed out that the draft report of the Directorof thè Bureau

emphasizes
^phasizes that demands for technical assistance equipment have not been

made by the Indian Government: He explained that' theâ
s
off

had
ers

not
Heth

e waited for' specific requests but , had t the western' c` ountries if it were known
agreed, however; that it would ass
what kind of equiPment would be most useful to. India. He promised

tives at the next joint meeting.

15.
Mr. Jay asked whether the Indian authôrities could explain the face that

a" very limited nûmber' of experts had côme forward to â nd ications had been,
ÿeâr of the Colombo Plân. Mr. Ghosh said that Indianpp not seem
to date,for experts'of a high calibre which, the western coé tsrfromithe priva e
to beïin ' a position to release . He pointed out that the requfor consideration and he
sectôr 'of industry in India wil^ ^ S ebe^e •chân'cs ând foremen would be put
believed -that * rriore requests for , ^ •'{ r ^

forward.
^4The ma,^n,pr

appear to'go furtherân Wéthe
^16.ôposal made : by Mr:Ghosh would appe

direction'of assuming the functions of the Bureau, ,'vis-a•vIThe pr^edure
might'consider desirable without consultation with the

au.

Ôn the other hand, We
suggatéd would also mean more work ofo need for some more direct technique

i atir . #.

p

Since the Indians are evidently resenttô fâcilitate the work of selection. of
roposal `because , they . sincerely des. ^re ` to i improve 's t he effi

derat on1ency
P

should give it sympathet^c conprocedure, we perhaps - . i

^J^.`11' .i - ♦

.., ^^ x. .
..•. ^ ... 4 ^' .

. ^ ( .. . i^ ... ,
. ^. ^
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;: 17: 1 feel the periodic joint meetings should be supported in any case. They
are in line with the general view enunciated by Canada from the beginning and
they. wôuld be valuable as a means of keeping representatives of all Govern-
ments and agencies in Delhi informed of what each is doing for India. They
would probably also assist us to do "follow-up" work on particular applications
intelligently.

18. It would certainly seem desirable to include representatives of the United
Nations agencies. I would also think it desirable to include the Americans. I do
not know what objection the British have to this. Possibly they feel the
Americans, at this early stage, would prefer to work with the Indians directly. I
know, however, that Mr. Wilson, the T.C.A." administrator in India, has been
instructed to keep closely in , . touch ' with representatives of Colombo Plan
countries. Perhaps liaison with the Americans can be achieved separately for
the present.

WARWICK CHIPMAN

631. DEA/11(►38-A-2-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut=commissaire en Inde '

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in India

TELEGRÀM 584= Ottawa, March 13, 1952

ÇONFIDENTIAL

( TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE COORDINATION IN NEW DELHI
Reference: Your despatch No. 256 of February 11.

Following for the Minister, Begins: You should give every encouragement to
Indian , initiative in proposing regular meetings to which we attach great
importance. You should at the same time endeavour to secure agreement to
broaden the membership so as* to include United States and United Nations
representatiôn.

2•: We understand the Australian High Commissioner in New Delhi has been
instructed to, "strongly contest" United Kingdom opposition to the participa-
tion of United States officials in these meetings. You should support Australian
representations to the United Kingdom High Commissioner on this subject.
1 We should be grateful for any explanation you can offer of the narrow

approach, o0he United Kingdom officials to the question of coordination of
technical , assistance activities of which this is merely one, of several _ recent
examples..; , ,,. .

a . . ?. ,. r . . ,

"h°i^l Cooperation Administration.`
'2 Le t6l6gramme porte la mention /Noted in telegram:

Repeat to: The High Commissioner for Canada, Karachi, Pakistan, 50; The High
Commiuioner for Canada, London, England, 573.
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• 4: We ' understarid the Australian High Commissioner ^ has also' been
instructed to give encouragement to a proposal for consultations in New Delhi
without the'participation of the Indiâns. While it is not clear to u's`what this
proposal implies, we think it most inadvisable to consider any suggestion which
might lead to' a formal pattern of consultation in New Delhi which would

exclude the Indians. Ends.

pos •reluctant to announce that we are reserving Jul
= dcciswn tu brca ; a y • ition

wa from t e lu i«

.6. Other participating governments will. announce r
1 to extend the programme and I should be reluctant to an ^a âlSÔObe

pro^ h mme after 1953. 1 sh
o

. . the^r suppor

"'periôd.' Our Delegation reports,` however, that our v^ew,close,coordination with United Nations Programmes is now fully aPPreciated.t for the

^ S. 'A`s;`wc had'foreseen,° other participating governm

continuation of ^ the Technical Cooperation scheme for, the Colombo Pla
n

of
' f of the importance

.'meetings arc present y go^ng I _ ,,^ ' `ents intend to favour• .0
é , 1 . on ,,...,-.-be i". discussed ^ thoroughly in Karachi w ere

agreed to defer discussion until the policy sess^on o
Coo ration which meets in Colombo on °Âpri13 in order that the m Cômmi See

^ • ' ' h : the Consultative

4: 1As result of our representations other membershe
Council on Technical
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^- . .
^ PCO

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le premier ministre

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affâirs
to Prime Minister.

Ottawa, April 1, 1952

FUTURE OF THE COLOMBO PROGRAMME FOR TECNNICAL COOPERATION
stress

Since the setting-up of this three-year Programme in 1950 we have
to other members of the Commonwealth that we consider it a temporary

. supplement to the United Nations Technical Assistance Programme and had
participated in it in the expectation,that the two,programmes should be merged

in a few years.

2. Recently the United Kingdom has asked . for agreement in principle to an
extension of the programme to make it co-terminous with the six-year Colombo

Plan for capital assistance.
3. In reply we gave our opinion that the Colombo Technical Cooperation

Programme could not be extended without reference to its fin i fore ont nued
proposed period of extension.' We pointed out the particular need
support to the United Nations Technical Assistance activities in view of the
,United Nations' present political, difficulties 'and ,said which should be
'discuss the future of the programme without reference to steps
taken to merge it with the United Nations Programme.

f h C monwealth



7. - Failure to, continue the Technical Cooperation Programme may be taken
by Asian countries as reflection on the attitude of contributing countries
towards the Colombo Plan generally, especially because the present difficult
supply situation means that more emphasis is being put on the technical
assistance side of the Plan. Certain types of technical assistance can better, be
undertaken under the Colombo Programme than by the United Nations and
there is a vital • need for. technical assistance which paves the way, for most
effective use of capital assistance. Weight should be attached, I think, to the
aspect of Asian and : Western cooperation in the Commonwealth context. I
intend, therefore, if you agree, to instruct the delegation to make a statement
which, I think, encompasses our basic views but also resolves these difficulties.
8. 'The main points of this statement would be as follows:

As our economic assistance programmes for the first two years move
forward they are likely to require technicians in numbers almost to exhaust the
supply -available in Canada. Consequently, we envisage tying together on a
bilateral basis our technical and , economic assistance. Multilateral technical
assistance will •mainly receive our support through the United Nations. The
Government's view that the Colombo Programme for Technical Cooperation is
a temporary supplement to the programme of the United Nations, and that our.,
activities - will be guided by the opinion that these programmes should
eventually be merged, will be stressed. - •
The statement would then emphasize that the Canadian Government
understands that other members of the Council share the view that assistance
under the Colombo Programme should not compete with or attempt to replace
assistance in the United Nations and that on the basis of this understanding we
would welcome` the continuation 'of the programme for the six-year period of
the Colombo Plan. The statement would point out that our agreement to
extend the programme involves no financial commitment whatsoever because
Parliament authorizes expenditures on a yearly basis and that, consequently,
the question of contributions would have to be reviewed and recommendations,
submitted to parliament each year. . ^

9^ By 'continuing our membership in this programme we would in effect be
agreeing to continue to share in the operating costs of the Bureau in Colombo
which on the basis of experience so far amounts to about $4,000 annually: I do
not think this should pose any great difficulty because the proposed statement
by our delegation would leave the Government free to consider on a later date
the possibility of technical and capital 'assistance for South and South-East
Asia coming out of the same vote.

L.B. PEARSON
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SECRET

°-POLICY SESSION
OF THE COUNCIL FOR TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION:

APRIL 4-APRIL 9 , 195211

Ge'nerally sp
eaking the meetings were held in àn 'atmôsphere of cordial co-:

operâtion: At first sight the
- - items of

' agenda did not ' seem '
t^ session

.

several delegates
importance or urgency. Before the opening of the se and
expressed surprise that the Policy Session should be feed ' thehtmeet ng of tthe
it had not , been held in Karachi : immediately a ive
Consultative Committee. It was our impression at the time

willing Çonh
sulta
old tthe

Committee sessions that the Pakistanis were ready g

Council meeting at Karachi.
At. Coffairs,

asked Ismail,
Session had

Deputy
not

Secretary of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Y

been a held in Karachi. I pointed out to him ï that several delegations had

expected Pakistan'to take the initiative in this regard., , IT r'.of. Mr e A.C.B.
Karachi was the obvious cho1ce but satd Chat at th . eq

Sy
mon of the United Kingdom delegation the Pakistani authorities had not

.. .
pressed the matter. ;

Report by the Direetor . .,____. r/0)/t S'and`C/15/add.,t
2. Copies of the lltrector-s repurr, nul 1a1,11 .^w^•••-•-- _, __,, __ ,

have âlready been sent to Ottawa. The discüssion on the . report related to the
following'aspects of the Technical Co-operâtion Scheme.,.

(a). Training Programme:
The programme for the training of Asian candidates abroad had been, in thecontribu t-

main; successful. It had become apparent tha éery
whole the

required by
ing countries could provide training facilities in almost
the treciPient -countries., --Most, of the administrative, difficult^nfortunate
programme 'had been eliminated, â^hae8hth ee ha

,drviewt bee
n

in the area
experiences..It was,t nevertheless, w idely .
for middle and lower class technicians was a preferable aim under tePâkiman
Programme. The ^lsian: delegattons, in. particular Ceylon, India and future
supported. this view.f It seems likely, that,.this may, be, an, important
development in the Technical Co-operation Scheme. t r> :

^= chef de la
t^^La délégation canadienne comprenait Paul Sykes (délégué commercial à Ccylan), deuxième

délégation ; T.M. Burns (délègue commercial adjoint à Ceylan) ct G.S. Murray âr Sykes.

secrétaire au haut-commissariat au Pakistan). 11 semble que le rap port nait
e itn Ccyga ) as Head'

The Canadian delegation cons ^sted of Paul Syka (Trade Com
r

Sccond SecrctarY,
in Ce lon) and GS. Murray (

T.M. Burns (Assistant Trace Commiu^oner y S kcs.
High Commission i n Pakistan). The report appears to have been drafted by y
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(b) Equipment:

Pakistan (which I suspect may be ; the principal. offender) pointed out that

'i The provision of equipment was described as a "distinctive feature of the
Technical Co-operation Scheme.". From the discussion it appeared that there
would be in this aspect of the Scheme the positive opportunity for:integrating
the Colombo Plan activities with those of other technical assistance agencies,
principally the . United Nations: Some of the Asian delegates seemed. to, be
sceptial about providing • the_ equipment - for the. United . Nations - or the
SpecialiZed Agencies. They expressed the fear that these agencies might make
usé of. such equipment in countries outside the area of South and South East
Asia. The Asian delegates, principally the Pakistan representative, sought to
place emphasis on the -urgency; for meeting requests for * equipment. The
representatives of the contributing countries countered by stressing the need for
precise and detailed requests; and for requests for equipment which clearly
came within the scope of the Technical Co-operation Scheme. The Australians
and ourselves were most emphatic on these two points. As a'result of this
discussion, there may be a considerable increase in the number of requests for
equipment. It seems likely, however, that such requests will need to be
carefully screened by the contributing countries:
(c) 'Technical Missions: •

There was general âgreement that technical missions of the kind offered by
Canada for senior officials to visit the various contributing countries were most
useful. Despite our difficulties last summer, I believe that such missions have
value, not only because they give senior officials from the countries in the area
a wôrking knowledge of the', kinds'of, technical assistance available in Canada,
but they provide an eye-opener for the more sceptical Asians, who are inclined
to belittle the benefits of, technological developments in the West, and start
them thinking along Wetern' lines. This might have an important political
bearing. In addition, of course, thëse missions are an "effective means ofpromoting gooawill.
(d) Experts.,

There was general recognition that the recruiting of experts was the most
difficult part of the Scheme and the least satisfactory from the point of view of
progress. , Only one quarter of the applications had been filled. Some of the
difficulty+ arose because requests were being duplicated as between theColombo Programme and programmes of the United Nations and the United
States. The evils of such duplication were again stressed. The representative of
duolicatin., ,...h. ...,.I- - I---- --

-This is nota new excuse; and the answer is surely thattthewas Pakistani âuthorities
should plan their development programme in such a way as to allow them to
aPPly for, experts well in advance of the date when they will be required. It
seems ' likely that this will happen as the Scheme progresses; and that
duPliçatiôn'will be reduced to a minimum.

:' ^^ -
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(e) "Dead " Cases:
f;An `interesUng_ discussion developed on what- should be done a

bout
^. s or. offers on which no action i had -been , taken,

t such caseso
nsidera

application

ble
should be

period of^ ^ time. - The Directo
United Ki gdoinwand the recipient countries
expressed the

written off t the records. The
seemed -

loath to accept, this view; and suggested that the Bureau, should take

acti orv to expedite such "dead" cases. In private conversat ^ô ^éhgoVer mlents

I^ discussed whether he might sen regular
action would not be popular. It is

concerned but he expressed the fear that
possible that some governments, but, particularly the more sensitive

Asians,

might resent such action as being interference in their affairs. In all technica
l

creating the
economic assistance activities there is an inherent .°sôvereignty is beingori impression in the minds of the Asians that theirnati

onal
nistering an assistance

threatened by some supra-national agency ' stagnant cases lies perhaps
programme. The most effective means of stirring up
in the visits paid by the Director to the various ^countries in the area.

representativcs of he Unitcd Nat via-
rendering them - futtle. "e'seem ând the United States. Ne endeavo

dcgrcc o of
national

The United Kingdomrepresentatrve 5"Mctals. almost to the point
these meetings as informal as possible -- infôrmal

ure^^• cd cluctant to invite to such meetings

'pôsitive stcps toeffcct IL. . so
both • ^n Karach^ and Colombo,

about the holding of regular meetings, at, S. ,As a resu
f undlet ofrstand^ng was

considcrable'lobbymg,
mak^n8reached ed ^nt on

Officer to the Counc^ ,
Tast ear to effect co-ûrdination.should begin tobça ndûm•aMt^ial balloons• Heythat he hâd put ûp the various idcas mhis mern only

of shooting tliem down representatives would
not

son'hopcd that in the proccss ,. „ive-more thought to the problan of :co-ordination but would agree on
g me

1 for TechnicalCo-opera told me

gYprogress has been made in `the' direction of.,vhe United Nations Liaison
agencies. With the arrival of Dr, J:P. Bann^ t on the abortive efforts of the

4 Nëverthéless; in the view .of the Director (w osed• °â ion with the other

Accordingly, the process of "1 ; 10
other agencies is not without its d ifficulties. h inion 'I share) some

Director, Bureau Document C/52/j 5. From rseverance.. It was
ordination will not *be, achieved without patience and, pe few Of

''` the discussions, both in Karachi and Colombo, that S ^n urgent
apparent from
the delegates were prepared to'treat the problem of co-ordmat^on a

stralian,. New Zealand 'and Cânadian delegates s d S milar v
e in

ation andone The Au iews

'` ene`râl agreeme
.

nt on the desirability, of co-ordn dom representative expressed
I ôn. how it should be effected; the United K g
" tionto several proposals'which might have led to effi

Ord
oppos^ on; and the^ Ind^an
the Pakistan^ seeined to doubt,thwhat^lïad already beenàchieved in Delhi.

delegate was too complacent aboutdinating Colombo Plan activities with those

Co-ordination with other Ageneies the
discussion on this item was based on the mem ^e clear hât coeThe t the outset it beca
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with some success, to have written out of the 'record 'the suggestion that the
meetings be convened by the government of the country concerned. In spite of:
his efforts, however, and in spite of the support which for different reasons he
received from the Pakistani delegate - there is !now considerable, likelihood
that regular co-ordinating meetings will be held at each of the national capitals
of _ Ceylon, India -and Pakistan. The Pakistani officials have informed us that
such a meeting will be held in Karachi at the end of April. We propose to make
evèry effort to have such meetings held at regular intervals.

6.- The Director's suggestion, that" the recipient governments prepare monthly
statements on technical assistance requested and received, met with little
support. Dr. Bannier pointed out that this practice was followed by the United
Nations and the Specialized Agencies. It is my impression that the Pakistan
Ministry of Economic Affairs would find great difficulty in keeping such
statements up to date, owing to the inadequacies of the clerical staff in the
Ministry. Possibly ' at the meetings at national capitals the governments
concérned could make oral statements which would serve the purpose outlined
in paragraph 4 of the Director's memorandum.
7, The Director's suggestion that reports by experts be given wide circulation,

and particularly that they should be sent to the Bureau, was not received with
enthusiasm. The recipient governments considered that the circulation of
reports by experts was a matter to be decided by the government requesting the
expert; possibly in consultation'with the government which had provided him.
The consensus seemed to be that the experts' reports would lose their value if'
they had to be drafted in such a way as to permit'wide distribution. Reports
from trainees,` on the other hand, were considered of little value. Dr. Bannier
confirmed that in the United Nations' experience trainees' reports were hardly
worth reading, except where they related to the administrative arrangements
for any given training programme.
.8. There was - general agreement that supplementary assistance should be

given to United Nations Specialized Agencies. requesting A. Concern was
expressed, however, that an announcement to this effect might be regârded as
an open invitation to the Specialized Agencies to ask for such assistance. The
recipient countriesJ were obviously not disposed to give much encouragement to
the. Specialized A encies.g It was clear from the, discussion that requests for
such assistance will have to be carefully screened, presumably by the Council
for. Technical Co-operation. Several delegates expressed the view, that these
requests should be initiated by the country or countries which would benefit
from the project to be undertaken by the Specialized Agency concerned. This is
perhâps a hopeful sign that Colombo Plan technical assistance funds will be
utilized not only for joint projects undertaken with the United Nations but forstrictly United Nations projects for which the United Nations and theSpecialized
finance. .°^ genc^es would require supplemental equipment,, personnel or
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the Director ^ in

9' Thére .was general agreement on fthWâpon the field of providing expertsreedparagraph 11 of his memorandum, that it
roblems of co-ordination arose: Most of the dededgafaT better

where the main p
re

Programme
also that the'. United' Nations Expanded countries reiterated the
facilities for the recruitement of exp lication of requests for
difficulties which they had encountered ihé United dKingdom representative,

experts. Dr. Bannier,' supported by a s in
stresse d that some degree of duplication would be pref^âbcons derable sup rt
the overall programme of technical assistance. alone could decide to
for the view that individual requesting governments
whom an n approach should be made for technical ass

istance.
e nments, would °pe was

expressed by some delegates that the requesting gotechnical assistance, types
the Colombo Plan as a source of specificsstance offered by the.United Nations
which in no way competed with the a was able tortes,

acal ass^s ance on which theand the Specialized Agencies. None of of techn
define with any accuracy the special forms
Colombo Technical Co-oPeration Scheme might concentrate. Th ^éi Jé ^sYthe

e delegates were of the opinion that these spei^ aâ f tTaimning in the area, thefth
ro ^"ressed. The Director suggested.

Scheme p gprovision of consultative servicès; the supply of equipment, and the po^ , ë dofg he
facilities for short-te rm travelling missions and seminars were, srovided under the
scific types of technical assistancewhich mige^éntary to I the assistance
Colombo scheme and which would be t kel that,if more thought were to be
provided under other schemes. It seems likely thé activities under the
given to defining these special forms of assistance, etitive but most effective

.. +Colombo Scheme could be channelléd into non-comP
fields of technical assistance.

possible Developments ojthe. Council's Work
irector's memorandum inb dontheD t

thcre sc of delegations to the Director s sugge aragraph
and trainees has been described12. The reaction

by experts by experts might
c•

.
^rculat' ^on of rcP°rts • s that some of the repo

10. The discussion of this item was ase estion tha
t ' The reactions of govérnméntseiati the in t e area haveDocument C/52/18 theassistance be given to international or Th Canad^ân délegatc supported for

been described m-paragraph 3[2j (b)• , . applications
suggestion in principle but added mat word of aaNâ ^ns or t Specialized
sugg ^Council bythe Unite
assistance, made; to the'ects were•;- be looked at closely to ensure that the prroh cts concand thatAgenc^es, should -arW6 Id bènefit one or more countries in the in the areâro
relâted to the general picture of nom

us astic `about 'the Director's suggeising
11:; None of the delegates was enth eX enses ar

that a fund be put at the dispôsal of the Coun ^ifor h t their govérnments h ld
' • Several delegates st

in. non-criembcr countnes ared to do so in future. establshed
alrcady, paid such expenses and were prcp sed fund should be

emcd to be rio real rcason why the proPo stion about the

8. The consensus 01 the mceting Wa
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be found most useful but that, if such reports were to retain their value, they
must be kept confidential in order to give the expert concerned scope for full
and frank discussion. The reports-were i&essence a matter between the expert
and the-government Who had requested him.; There might be occasions when
the 'government -providing the expert would be brought into'the picture. The
consent of one, or perhaps both, of these governments would be required before
the reports could be circulated to other governments or agencies. )

13. The Council was not disposed to undertake at this time the translation of
technical •- documents.' It ^ was considered that' this work could be more

ro riat l r^ d b h

a e, urma, am ia and
Nepal attended for the first time as full' members; while Indonesia, the
Philipp'ines'' andJ Thailand were••rep. resented by observers. Accordingly thestate

- o new members fit the conference t b1 • B C bod

l6:
The.`discussion of this item was made slightly more difficult by thepresen' f

ocumentSR/52/7). No comment was made at the meeting on thesestatem ' I I

was
incorporated as an annex to the minutes

►
of the third meeting of the e ,policysession tD &

a a and New Zealand accepted the proposal with reservations, largely of a
financiàl nature.` The Canadian statement cony of which is attach d

ries as might have been expected, welcomed the proposal. Australia,Can d

presentatrve made a short statement in support of, his government's proposal
for' continuing the technical co-operation scheme and for making it co-
extensive,' '.with the programme for economic development. The recipient
count ' •

15. The discussion on this item , was surprisingly brief. Thef United Kingdomre .

Periodfor which the Schenre Should Operate

such a project at an early stage.
xpressed that inc country concerned would seek the views of the Council on

e ouncil. could prevent a country making such expenditure; but hope was
in the area. Most delegates recognized that there was no means whereby ther

comments of inc representatives of Australia, Ceylon and India, agreed that
capital expenditure on buildings of this type was a proper charge on a country's
contnbution, provided that substantial benefits were offered to other countries

already been approved by the Council. The Council, taking notre of the
the belief that inc use of technical co-operation funds for such pur ses had

established in connection with the rural development scheme. It was explained
that the governments of Ceylon and India had already incurred expenditures in

similar commitment had been entered into by his government for hostels to be
Scheme. ^ In inc course of the discussion the Ceylon representative said that a
costs would be met from Australia's contribution to the Technical Cooperation

effect that the Australian Government proposed to build hostels in Sydney and
Melbourne for the housing of Asian students and that up to 150,000 of the

Casey had made at the Consultative Committee Meeting in Karachi to the

14. The discussion centred around two memoranda, C/52/4 and C/52/13,t on
this subject. Reference was also made to an announcement which Mr R G

pp p e y per rme y ot er agencies.
^. . , , . -. .
Indian Offer for Advanced Trainingfor Rice Breeders

mence ts on the continuation of the scheme had to be tactfully worded.
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; ,.•.
Eleçtion of the Prestaen t ..., Hises ident.
,^ 1

as re-elof tNew rZealand and
;7. Mr. .R. Coomaraswamy,. of . Ceylon w

itednomination T was - put forward by.t
.he rePresentative

and the
d in ra id succession by the representatives of Pakistan diatel JnThesupporte P °s words of thanks. followed- im Y

Kingdom. Mr. Coomaraswamy
rather obvious haste . in this matter did • not , give the . informa ldiscussions
oppportunity to,take part • in the discussion.: From
which preceded this meeting it -was apparent that both, ..the., Indian and

Pakistani delegates had hoped that one or other oWéhéir p
ermanent
suaded to

re
s ep down.

tives would succeed to the were not cônsulted In the in ersts of continuity and
I suspect that the Indiansrol I should judge that• the re-election `,of Mr. Coomaraswamy.:is wel l
cont
founded.

,ConclusionsThe following are perhaps the significant points which emerged from.,this
18. .

(b) Equipment for training and demonstration p p
the countries in the area to be used in connection with pioject s

such ertu pme t
the United Nations and the 'Agencies.

concerned and would be
would probably originate with the country or count

ht before the Council for consideration. These, r
F âlfect ass^istance inbroug

addition to those, made by the recipient
such requests for equipment will be

the form of equipment. It seems • Y ,.

augmented in number. encies
to effect positive côordination among the vaiw^th a âtience(c) Efforts '

providing technical assistance to the area
icns^lthat the be ici pient countries are

and perseverance. ` Thére are ^nd ^t
•• conize the' advantages of such 'co-ordination. The task is,

beg^nn^ng to re • g • ,
however, by no means confined to converting the recipi üé to

coun tries
érate until the

'(d) The Technical Co-opecation o^c Develolpmentn No additional financial
end of the Col6mb6 Plan' , for , Econ .

echnicalis involved. The I facilities and funds available unde
of tScheme

commitment
aré^ likely to be diverted to an increasing extent into special fie

lds
agenc1es

assistance --
assistance which cannot be equally provided by other

ich is -' aTticularly suited to . the, Colombo Programme
nt esrWi^l beand wh P cou

pôssibilitÿ that the assistance rendered by some contributingicassistance programmes.
more closely related than in the past to their econom

. ° , , , ``" .
; .i- i ,. ^ ,, . - • ; . f

Policy Session of the Council:
Training in the area of middle and lower class technicia ûni ae r âs a nm

ize
o s(a) T *Of

by the recipient countries, and most
be ugliz

coist
ed. . Basic training

ided by thefruitful field in^ which Colombo Plan
facilities, including , possibly hostels, would probably be Prov, ui mentp
countries in the area;while the orgânizers, instruc tors

These train ng fa cl ties might
would be provided by the contributing countries . the
be operated in conjunction with development- projects already under way

countries of the area. ur oses might be supplied to
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SECTION D: : ,'

CEYLAN/CEYLON
634. DEA/11038-3-40 `^ ^ :, < :, . ^ . , ^. . . •^ , . ,

^^. Le représentant auprès du Conseil de coopération technique
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Representative, Counci! for Technical Co-operation
to Under-Secretary of State for External'Affairs

LETTER No. 138: , . ,.

CONFIDENTIAL

1VIr. Cavell
,
s return.-

may accordingly merit some consideration even prior to Mr. Mcllraith's and
comparatively, early future probably around thè end of May. These two points
could only make a visit to Canada except at considerable inconvenience, in^the^
ment. It is,thè case at'ttie same time thât; in view of other responsibilities he
presumably be able to do so'only on thé invitation of the Canadian Govern-
2. If Mr. Coomaraswamy is to visitw Ottawa in this connection he will

Cavell when they return from their, trips on which they are now engaged.
out understand that it may be referred to you by both Mr. Mcllraith and Mr.
Ottawa at a comparatively early date. I have had little to do with the matter
Mr. Coomaraswamy might discuss the question with competent authorities in
these two gentlemen to Colombo which related in part to the possibility that
the subject• with Mr. Cavell and Mr. Mcllraith during the recent visits made by

In view of the, possibility that there may be. some allocation of 1952-53
Colombo Plan Funds to,Ceylon, Mr. Commaraswamy had informal talks on

Reference: Allocation of Colombo Plan Funds to Ceylon,

Colombo, April 12,1952,

POSSIBLE VISIT TO CANADA OF MR. RAJU COOMARASWAMYaa

3. Mr. Côômaraswamy. understands that' therè is a possibility• of certain
Colombo Plan Funds being dèvoted to fisheriés development in Ceylon but has

14 Président du Conseil de coopération technique.
President of Council for Technical Cooperation.

ppear to be very interested in supplies of hand tools, implements, pumps and
^g t be available and as are in regular demand. in this country.. He did nota

Pp ^va, of flour,, newsprint or such other typical',Canadian commodities as
n in part fund, to be devoted principally to this purpose through the sale ofsu I•

no idea` of the informal steps which have already been taken in this, direction.
He is in any case more' interested in securing certain funds to be expended on
the Ceylon Government's Rural Development Schemé and has told me in this,
connection that Ceylon would welcome the opportunity 'of' establishing a'
coù
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similar equipment for rural development work except P contr butionrto Ceylon
amoünts. Altogether I should tdllinv

of any
estigation and study than it

for this purpose will require considerably more.. ears' to be one of
has received ^to, date,. but the pro^ect undoubtedly app
considerable merit and one also on which funds couldl be also of developing
almost any amounts small or âa é cies as U:N E.S.C Ou F

ity
and W.H.O.,

co•operation with such U.N g
all of which are carrying out or at least planning somewhat similar develop-

ment work in this country. -
-

which you may have for me in connection with the issue of an
4. Any.advices

invitation to Mr. Coomaraswamy to visit Canada will beSYKESme•
PAU

L DEA/11038-3-40
635.

' d'État aux Ajfaires extérieures

E-40

; '.. . ;e
Ottawa, May 2, 1952

LETTER No.

Le sous-secretaire

>
au Bureau du représentant auprès du Conseil de coopération technique

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Office of Représentative, Côüncil for Technical Co-operation

CONFIDENTIAL
ID TO CEYLON

in any eve it woulu U%; ta
please inform him that Canadian official

•

roécts for Cey on and hope that he
discussions on appropriate Colombo Plan p 1

3. The 'suggestion that Mr. Coomarasw mbo
•th Canadian officials suitable projects for. aid under the ColomPinten

withnow been considered. Mr. Cavell understands that Mr. Coomaraswa Y

• to
make a trip to London within the next month. eW^ tod ho°ld

nt s

COLOMBO PLAN -- ^ I

Referen
ce: Your letters No. 137 of April 9t and No-13.8 of April 12•

given to
Following Mr. Cavell's return, preliminaryaour 1 52/53nColombo

the question,of Canadian assistance to Ceylon under jects can
Plan programme. There is , no doubt that, if , ssuitable

Vote for this year be agreed
upon, some funds will be made available étând the rural development scheme

2. Both the fisheries development proj

aPPe
ar to be worthwhile projects but it will, of course, be necessér the lookeq ired

the supply situation in Canada' in, order , connect onwith the fisheriesul^é ine t
équipment and supplies are available. Inq ested réquirements listed in Mr•
project will be • ^nitiated on;whihswas âttacli d to Mr. Ponnambalam's personal
Haywôod's mémôrandum, , our letter
letter to Mr. Mayhew, and which was also forward work of investi gatlon at this

stage
No` , a137. While'we can do some useful preparatory

formal request for assistance, accompanied bÿ. detailed spéla ÿ t^nal
will have to' be. sub^mitted thrôugh' the normal channels be o
agreement can be reached iïetwéen our',Governments.

am might visit Ottawa to discusss



will be able to extend his trip to the United Kingdom 'to include a brief visit to
Ottawa. If he decides to accept our invitation, it should be made clear to him
that his discussions with'us can only be fruitful if fie is in a position to speak for
his Government and to ' submit proposals which carry general governmental
support.
4. For your own 'confidéntial inforniation, we âre 'a''nxious to avoid becoming

involved in deciding the relative merits of competing claims from different
Ministries. It will simplify our task if we can talk over possible projects with
Mr. Coomaraswamy as representing the Ceylon Government; it will merely
add to our difficulties and cause unnecessary confusion if he puts forward
certain favoured projects of particular Ministers which may later be contested
by other Ministers whose interests lie elsewhere.

H.O. MORAN ;
for Acting Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

636.
DEA/11038-3-40

" Le représentant auprès du Conseil de coopération technique
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Representative, Council for Technical Co-operation
Io Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LETTER No. '183
Colombo, May 23, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

COLOMBO PLAN - AID TO CEYLON - PUBLICITY
Reference: Your letter E. 40 of May 2.

I should be obliged for any instructions which you may be kind enough to
provide by letter or telegram relating to publicity which may be given in this
country to Colombo Plan aid to Ceylon. . I

2. If Mr. Coomaraswamy's forthcoming visit to Canada proves effective, as I
am sure, we hope, it will, the Ceylon Government will undoubtedly want to
Publicize the fact as widely as possible' and if this is going to be done I am
apprehensive over the means which may be employed and the terms in which
such Publicity may be given. I am not so concerned over government action as
the treatment which the subject may be given by the local press which, to put itmildly, : is

highly irresponsible.: If therefore essential details of Canadian
provision of aid to Ceylon under the Colombo Plan, such as, the sums involved
for specified projects, the form in which the aid is to be supplied and related
points could be furnished it would be of the greatest value as -a means, if
necessary, of correcting inaccurate re rts, dis ellinkee in po p g rumours and generally

p g matters in order. Any advice of the type referred to which you might
supply would, of course, only be used if it appeared necessary and helpful to
the Ceylon Government to do so.

PAUL SYKES
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637. ,+rr„rroc extérieures

formal exchange o. no iven only after Ca ^
instructions from Ottawa which can bc given

. ^ . , .recxlved. .. „. ., {<

.-- chang^, . Is acceptable o
f tes should, of course, not be. made

excep is
b•net app

roval
` that . the text the Ceylonese : Government. Arrange t on speCiconfirm f`c

X his superlors on returntng t e° nents for the
° of the - enclosed Statement, with

icstablishing agreement o n with In ^a a withandsure that'the Statement of Principles as agrced•uPofeSUmab1Y• discuss it

to Colom
Governmebnot. â

and w
ill ,
ou *might. check with him

•
would be accéptable to his bv^ous

^`exchange o. no n th^e general prlnciples. IVIr. d nd Pakistan

Ceylon for the purpofor the extension of Colombo felt
• tes with' the Government, of Coomaraswamyf

f India on September 1• •Plan aid to Ceylon we shall ask you se of

was
placed before Ministers.

' also, a copy of the ` Statement of%ththc
Principles

Government of
,3: =1 am cnclosing,

reed un with the Government of Pakistanrov
and

al siobtaincd from Cabinetanag ^ 0 1951 Once formal approval arrange a

Coomaraswamy subm!tte o was put in the lorm of a let e
from Canada. The record of this meeti of the letter for your information.' As
Coomaraswamy and I enclose a copy the Canadian officials will be
you will note, the conclusions arrived at bÿ,

Le 'sôus-seerétatre a c&u" r -»- - ^-'--- -
au représentat^t auprès du

Conseil de coopéraüon technique

State for External Affa^rs
Under-Secretary of

Council for Technical Co-operation ,
resentative,to Rep une 5. 1952, . ^ Ottawa, J •

LETTER No. E-56
. . .. .

CONFIDENTIAL

COLOMBO PLAN -- AID TO CEYLON
PUBLICITY

^.-.^. ^
Reference: Your letter No. 183 of MaYC^^ 1952araswamy the undesirability ofHeWe have discussed with Mr.
premature publicitY on Canadian aid to Ceylon under the Colombo Plan.will be

ivenus that
fully appreciates the situation and assures hé Canad ânf Government

ublicithas g

given by the Ceylonese Government until Canada under

a
roval to the provision of economic ai ^to Hé lh mSelf is somewhat

formal PP this current fiscal yea r.
the Colombo Plan during junior officials in the Ceylon Government
fearful' of unauthorized leaks by ^ l against this.
service but there is, of course, no way to guard

had with
%m's visit with us was useful and fruitful aSd,Iebelieve he

2. M r. Coomaraswa y.,•
f is

uite satisfied with the results. In additio n
departmental Colombo

h' ^msel q r r.uite
officials he also met with the ro ects which Mdvarious here a full discussion was held on the mthree for Colombo PlanGroup where • d n^half of his Gove t r to Mr•
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4. 1 believe that the signing of the notes accepting the Statement of Principles
would provide the first appropriate opportunity for publicity in Ceylon on
Canadian aid to that country under the Colombo Plan.

ESCOTT REID
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

DEA/11038-3-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au représentant auprès du Conseil de coopération technique

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Representative, Councilfor Technical Co-operation

DESPnTCti No. E-68 . Ottawa, June 21, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

COLOMBO PLAN - AID TO CEYLON,
Reference: Our Letter No. E-56 of June 5, 1952.

The following recommendations concerning Colombo Plan assistance to
Ceylon were approved by Ministers on June 19th:

(a) that Canadian economic aid be made available under the Colombo Plan
to the Government of Ceylon during the current year, 1952-53, in conformity
with the Statement of Principles already agreed upon with the Governments of
India and Pakistan;

(b) that the fisheries development project be approved for inclusion in the
1952-53 programme of economic aid to Ceylon and that up to $1,000,000 be
provided for this project out of vote number 114;

(c) that the rural electrification scheme 'and the rural development pilot
project be approved in principle as suitable projects for Canadian aid under the
Colombo Plan but that these two projects be re-submitted to the Cal3inet forfinal

decision in the light of the report to be received from` the Canadian
electrical engineer in respect of the Gal Oya electrification scheme and in the
light of the programmes which have yet to be submitted by India and Pakistan
for Canadian Colombo Plan aid during this current year.

Itis nowin order for you to proceed with the exchange of notes with the
Gôveirnment 'of Ceylon to secure formal agreement on the principles in
accôr'dance with which Canadian aid will be made available. In this connec-
tion, .l attach a^ revised copy of the "Statement of Principles" together with the

r-text of the°covéring note which you should address to the Minister for Defencè
and External"Affairs.' Apart from the obvious verbal changes, these two
documents are similar in all respects to those sent to the Governments of India
and' Pakistan. I^ also enclose copies of the notes received from these two
Governments to which you may wish to refer if your advice is sought by
Ceylonese ôfficials on the form in which their reply might be made.'-- ,..
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As indicated in my: letter under reference; the signing of the notes accepting
the Statement of Principles would seem' to provide the first - appropriateuner

for P ublicity in Ceylon on Canadian aid to that cou ôsed toassueh
opportun^ty a

Colombo Plan. As was•the case for I the t notes are ^s gnedt But we would expect
short press .release here on the day t

the
ublicity on this occasion to be given in Colombo.f rmal exchangethe bulk of p

appreciated if you would let us have
of notes, the text of any press release which

e in good the Government of Ceylon may

wish to issue. You will understand that Canadian assistance
rori toate to make

Ceylon for
public the estimated total monetary vnt ear in as much as approval for the Rural Electrification Scheme
the curre y

Rural Development Pilot Project has only been C
given

abinet cons derataon.and the
final decisions on these two projects

harm inamentioning the probable value of
However, there would seem to be no
our assistance for the Fisheries Development andc the arrangements for the

Please advise by telegram the date of ublicity
exchange of notes so that we may take any necessary action here on p

ou have any comments on'the arrangements which seem desirable.
Sand let y L.D. WILGRESS

Secretary of State

' .. for External Affairs

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] .

Déclaration de principes (révisée)

Revised Statement of Principles
[n.d.], 1952

COLOMBO PLAN_

STATEMENT OF. PRINCIPLES.
n the Govérnment of Canada, and the Qovernment

of Ceylon

agreed betwee
' for^ Co-operatiye Economic Deëlopment of Cey lon

overnments,
,The Governments ofn Canada and e Colombo Plan

Ceylon, ,together with lanother
for Co-oPerative

took•part in London in 1950 in drawing up th The Governments of
Economic Development in South; and SéTâ ^F f^ttheir mutual benefit, and by
Canada, and Ceylon now desire to co-op ur ses of the Colombo Plan, y
paTticulfor'.theLL achiéveinent^ont of Ceylôn. Therefore the Governm Whi Of
promoting the economic develop

uc oses of the

e
'
and Ce lon now, .wish, to establish agreed . prin eS upder

Canada y > rov ►ded to Ceylon for the P
conomic aid from Canada will be P agreements may be

• Çoloinbo,',Plan; and according t6' which' supplemey
lade to cover specprogrammes. a ree, to the establishment, of the

The Gôvérnments of Canada and Ceylon g

following principles:
Gover

supp lied; by the. Government of Canada to â services inAll economic,a' ^dj .ment of Ceylon under the Colombo Plan shall consist of goods an
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accordance with specific programmes agreed upon from time to time between
the two governments. Similarly, agreement will be reached on the methods of
procurement and transfer.

2. In order that Canadian aid may cover different types of projects, different
forms of financing may be used; in particular, Canadian aid will be available
on either a grant or a loan basis,' depending on the nature of each specific
programme and the uses to which the goods and services supplied under it are
put.

3. ,The particular terms of each specific programme will. be a matter for
agreement between the two governments, subject to the following general
provisions:
'(a) Grants: In any specific programme under which goods financed by grants
from the Canadian Government are sold or otherwise distributed to the Ceylon
public "counterpart funds" will normally be set aside. The Ceylon Government
will set up a special account for these funds and will keep separate records of
the amounts placed in the account in connection with each specific programme.
It will pay into this account the rupee equivalent of the Canadian expenditures
on goods and services supplied under any such programme. The Government of
Ceylon will . from time to time report to the Government of Canada the position
of this account and will supply a, certificate from the Auditor General of
Ceylon. The two governments will from time to time agree on the economic
development projects in Ceylon to be financed from this account.

(b) Loans: For the specific programmes which are agreed to be appropriate
for financing by means of loans the terms of the loans will be determined by
the two Governments. These terms will relate primarily to the commercial
character of the particular project in question, to its anticipated earnings, and
to its anticipated effects on the foreign exchange position of Ceylon.; ,,. _ . .
639.' ' , . t. DEA/11038-3-40
.,. , Le représentant auprès du Conseil de coopération technique 1

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Representative, Councilfor Technical Co-operation,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM 32 [Colombo], July 11, 1952
Reference: Your No. 46 of July 9.'
, -

Notes exchanged this afternoon and press release tô be published morning of
July 12th.,
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: • SECTION E .

INDE/INDIA

i

prevent any . po . 1;s the main problem ere, • on
` supplies. `At the same time, supp y , , endinS
dollar area is concerned, any reduction in Indiaesân

foreign
effective collâterâl form of

foodstuffs and essential raw materials would b

aid.

ssible swing towar Iro h• and so far as

proportion of, internal finance°about four,to one. it is true capital goods are
development programme is to be difficult to get capital goods additional
needed from abroad but it appears uate
to those already on order. Meanwhile the need to provideses remn ainsaThis
continuing ^ sûPP1Y of internal funds and export dus and funds realizedlingyear unusually high receipts fromof ', American loan wheat provided the main cues,ihe o fabthese
from the sale
India to finance the year's programme to the full extent. year.
sources can be counted 'on to nearly, the same exten for sale ^ in India
Therefore aid in the form of wheat or similar raw materials

would be most helpful. reserve the
think this argument , ^s sound. I realize it is desirable the United

3. 1 thi
direct-aid con{ent of our assistance, andI eSterndcountries may be able to sP are

edsStates, the United Kingdom and other w
' 'tal

oods for India to meet her real developm
ent ne

of such
sufficient capital 8 , d• n•curtain countries as a the

New Délhi, M°arch 20, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

COLOMBO PLAN AID TO INDIA
SECOND YEAR

the Indian

I
understand that, in response to a request° from Mr. Cavel

authorities have undertaken to send you a list of projects fr i^e they have told
select items for direct aid in the second d year.

sblé f t
he

second-year. aid may take
Mr. Cavell that they hope as much po .

1 J

the form of wheat. +
2: •The Indian argument in favour of wheat runs• as follows.

° Because
û w chases

in short supply in Australia and Pakistan, i^âa rto be' increased. Gift
from the dollar area ' eannot be reduced ana Y haves

thehis area would save India precious foreignI exch^ang and Alo ectly

improve
wheat from

the t balance-of-payments position ; of. the., sterling area.

funds from the sale . of wheat would be. welcome in.,
indi Îndia'scounterpart ' to ` foreign exchange content

Le hautcommissaire en Inde
au sécrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures,

High Commissioner in India
,to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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4. :At present India's most; acute food: shortage isI : rice (particularly badly
needed in drought-afflicted, rice-eating Madras); there is little Canada can do
about this, though I suppose it is possible that an easier supply position in
wheat might inake it a little more feasible for the authorities to divert more
ric^ to the south frôm whéat-eating aréas: India can probably buy all the wheat
she must have this year'but free supply of wheat or other grains cannot be
other' than'helpful both from the point of view of finance and in order to help
feed the people-

5.5. The Canâdiân people, wôuld probably understand that this form of aid is
particularly helpful at this stage of India's development; and, since wheat is a
commodity `of which = with' luck = we should have a very good stock this
year, it would seem appropriate that Canada should supply India with as much
wheat as possible. Supplying whéat' for consumption and to set up counterpart
funds is rather like grub-staking a prospector: this is a good North American
conception Canadians can understand.

6: I am informed that, on-the technical assistance side, the Indian authorities
expressed the opinion to Mr. Cavell that we might think' in the coming year in
terms of 'more aid of the type designed to train an increasing number of
industrial- 'trainees : in ^ India, where they would , learn under conditions
comparable to those under which they would afterward be working. I suppose
this. might , involve the sending 1 of -experts and possibly some technical
equipment. If the latter were desirable and feasible, the. Indians, I am sure,
would be content to have it supplied out of economic development rather than
technical aid funds if we should prefer this.

RICHARD GREW

for High Commissioner

641.
DEA/11038-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire par intérim de l'Inde I •

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting Nigh Commissioner of India

Ottawa, March 25, 1952

Dear Mr. Banerjee:
I refer to the programme for Canadian assistance under our 1951-52

Colombo plan allocation to India. In accordance with your Government's
request, Canadian wheat, not exceeding $10 million in value, is now being

respect to theshipped to India under the ro ramme. The present
remainder of the proposed programme is, I understand, follows:

1• Truck and bus chassis for use by the Bombay - approx. $4.5 million
State Transport Commission, (subject to
further consideration.)
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Eqùi ment for the Mayurakshi project,(sub•
approx $0.5 million

P . 1 ^. ^^. :,..f , •
ject to.further consideration )

l 'aPProx. $5t million
Tota : ^ : . .

>^ ro ramme woùld: be subject to
'Under,the proposed procedure, the a ve P g t of the

change or addition, with the approval of both Governmentcost . of . ^hprojects,
supply position. in Canada or , other considerations. The
including the' wheat -already provided, for, which 15n^^llionomprise the
programme could not, of course, exceed approximately,$

that:
To facilitate the carrying out of the above programme, it is proposed
a) the Government of.India direct the Government of Canada to pay to thethe(Canadian Commercial Corporation as agent of the,

e1nment
ent of India

amount of any grant that Canada proposes to make to the ..
_ ., . ,

rel

to the Canadian Commerc^a po
paragraph (a) above.

your reply will constitùte
go the Government f Canada to make payment

of, your reply, and , a direction
' I Cor ration as agent of India as set out in

If the proposed procedure is acceptable LU you b t effective from the date

under the Colombo Plan,
(b) each such grant made to the Government velond pf

r
india

goods and services to assist

s e

economic,
that have been approved in

and , will be applied only to Pecific projects
accordance with the "Statement of Principles" ag^ ^Obhtdâ e ,
ment of Canada and the Government of India on.t

Y of September,

1951;
'.the Government of India will procure the said goods and servi ent t

hrou
of he(c)

the Canadian Commercial Corporation which
actsl for

act
thesprocurement of

Government of. India in.that beha l f,
such goods and services must be approved in writing by the Secretary of State

for External Affairs of Canada before they are entered tio be determined by
(d) in the event that India has not, by a future date

Canada of which notice in writing will be given to India, applied the whole ofuest in
any' grant in accordance with paragraph (bân above, ani amount equal to the
writing by Canada pay to Canada in Canadian
portion of the grant not so applied,'out of the funds at the crédit of India with

the Canadian Commercial Corporation. Government this letter and,

0, . , , ._ -1 1 Yours s^nce y,
'A.D.P. HEENEY

for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

. .^: .
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DEA/11038-1-40
Le haut-commissaire par intérim de l'Inde

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
Acting High Commissioner of India

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Dear Mr. Pearson,

I refer to your letter of March 25, 1952, proposing agreement between our
two Governments on a procedure to facilitate the ^ carrying' out of the
programme of Canadian assistance under your Government's 1951-52
Colombo Plan allocation to India. The procedure as set out in your letter is
acceptable.to my government and, therefore, your letter referred to above and
this reply constitute an agreement on this subject effective from March 28,
1952. The Government of India request the Government of Canada to make
payment to the Canadian Commercial Corporation as agents of India as set
out in paragraph (a) of your letter.

Yours sincerely,

P.K. BANERJEE

643.'
DEA/11038-1-40

Note de la Direction économique
'pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

llfemoranduni front Economic Division
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, June 19, 1952

COLOMBO PLAN - AID FOR INDIA 1952/53
This morning Mr. Saksena, the Indian High Commissioner, met with

officials of the interested Departments here to discuss in a preliminary way the
type of assistance which might be supplied to India this year.

2.
Mr. Saksena informed the group that the Indian Government would like to

have the whole of its portion of the Canadian contribution supplied in the form
of wheat. The counterpart funds from the sale of the wheat would be used to
meet some of the rupee expenditures on the Mayurakshi irrigation and hydro
electric project and any excess could be devoted to the rupee element in thesimilar Hirakud project. Mr. Saksena undertook, at the request of the
Ca6dian offcials, to provide further details concerning the size and nature ofthese;'rupee` expenditures and he also undertook to inquire re ardin the
équipmènt required for thcse projects from outside sources which Cânada
m'ght be able to supply if it were decided not to provide the whole of the
Çanadian-contribution in whcat: The Canadian officials indicated that they
might also wish to discuss later with Mr. Saksena the possibility of including in
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this'year's contribution some relatively minor items of eq1p Canada hm
ich

ight ube
be related to the kinds of technical assistance wh

ic
h furnishing.

3.
The Canadian ôfficials said that they obviously could not comment with

any authority on the suggested contribution' of wheat. They would however
proceed to find out whether satisfactory grades were likel ^toûl be ldesirable.
whether Ministers thought this form of contribution
Consideration of the•request would be facilitated by the information which Mr.

Saksena.is to secure.

.4.
Concerning the 1951/52 programme Mr. Saksena indicated that, doerspitet

the regrettable difficulty which had been experiened ain legoebe ready fort
trucks, the Bombay State Transport project now appeared

action.
5.

Throughout the meeting the informal and preliminary character of the

discussions was emphasized.

6: We now l
s

earn from the Press Officethat in 'some strange manner the newkmeeting
iickër this afternoon contains `a, small item dreporting

iscussed .
that th is

not propose ^ to
place and that the provision of wheat was
comment on the contents of this news report. We have toldld et ârdPngs possible
that they can tell any. inquirers that informal meetingsplace in order to provide
current and future programmes s nce the

taking
ot yet been voted by

some basis for our planning. lace
Parliament for the`present year any discussions which Saksena,
this morning could only have.been of this informal cha that he does not
who is also unaware of the source of the news story, says
propose to comment at all if he receives any inquiries. A

. E. RITCtIiE

a12.' As I understand it, India waiots^n umers ^caneset up a counterpart full'
Govcrnmcnt; -by: selling wheat

6.^ Plan because t
tô reccive wheat, and, in par Uçular w ea.

`a Whcn,wc4werediscussin8 undérstanding ôf the réasons for the Indian deslre^tr ^ .
that 1 give you a note of my h t of a grade higher than grades 5 and. •

Ottawa, July 28, 10115-2

,^' ;s^ ;,t , . . ► COLOMBO PLAN: InuIn , d
I d ecently you sug8este

DEA/11038-1-40

Note de là II' Dir''ection de liaison avec la-Défense

ï( pour la Direction économique

Memorandunijrom Dejence Liaison (2) Division
. to Ecônomic•Divis1on
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which helps to finance development projects. The major financial component of
India's six-year development progrâm is rupees, not. foreign exchange; the
ratio, lbelieve; is of the order of 3 to-1. During the first year of the program,
recently completed, India was able to find all the rupees needed to finance the
year's program.-. But this was possible only because there were unusually high
revenues from customs and export duties and because the Government was
able to realize considerable sums from the sale of.American loan wheat. For
varying reasons, none of these. sources - except possibly customs - can be
counted on to the same extent this year or in future. This could cause
curtailment of program. .

3. Another advantage,for India of wheat under the Colombo Plan is saving of
foreign exchange. This year India is importing 4,500,000 tons of grain as
compared with the Planning Commission's estimate of 3,000,000 tons as the
amount India's foreign exchange position, considering other essential'purchases
abroad, will allow: Canadian'wheat under the Colombo Plan in 1952-53 would
help India to import *sûfficient food to feed her people 'at a time when,this will
be difficult without drawing dangerously on foreign 4 exchange reserves or
foregoing otheressential purchases.

4. India, I understand, had again asked for No. 4,wheat, whereas we would
prefer, if we give wheat, to let them have No. 5. We may, I think, anticipate
that India would decline No. 5. The reason for this is that the wheat is to be
sold to the people, presumably in Government ration shops; therefore; if it is to
serve the dual purpose of feeding the people and raising development funds, it
must,be satisfactory to the purchaser. No. 5 wheat would not be satisfactory
because, when ground into the "atta" (high-extraction flour) out of which the
Indian makes his "chepati" (unleavened bread) it is very dark in colour and the
"chepati" itself is even darker, verging on black. The average Indian, whois
unsophisticated to the point of being superstitious and who in any case is
Paying" a high price for his grain nowadays, would be reluctant to buy such
wheat. I believe, therefore, that the Indian Government would not, think it
practicable to accept such wheat, particularly as a means of raising revenue for
development: ,

P.A. BRIDLE .

645
DEA/1 I038-1-40

x Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
jf pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum for Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET
Ottawa, September 8, 1952

. :;; .
, ,. WHEAT FOR INDIA UNDER THE COLOMBO PLAN THIS YEAR

As you W ilj'recall, Canada's assistance to India under the Colombo Plan lastYear consisted of:
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meet urrent

(a) $10,000,000 worth of wheat (which was intended non onl,y^ich thecIndian

food requirements - but also to b^âlÎ rrigatiôn . ând & Hÿdro-Electric
Government could use. on : the Yurakshi

Project);
(b)

State Transport
of equipment required by the Bombay

$4,500,000
Corporation;

(c) $500000 for`outside equipment needed in connéction with
the Mayurak-

,
shi Project.
- 2. Th '^̂s yëar the Indians have asked that Colombo Plan funds be used to buyure
2/3 of the 300,000 tons of wheat which they a^Sh^p he prevpôus' year

from
the

Canada under the international wheat agreement .

roduced ,
by the sale of, this wheat would be used to supplement thefinaki g therupees p

'nadequate revenue available ' to the Indian Governmot n° of wheatnwouldinadequate
and similar Hirakud âbô°b thè whole1of.theexpected Canadian

cost about $13,000,000 and would ,;. „ ..

contribution to India in 1952-53.

3. Although
the Indian authorities have been' Pressed'to suggest alternative

which at least, part of the present Canadian contribution ^odid'bn
pro^eçts to

sécur
romising

ring the,
items The

devoted, they have not come up with any promising contribution in
fact that, so long as'they have

to shalternative prôjects to us.,
wheat, they will not be anxious suggest decisioni1hat an

4. In thesë circumstances, it would seem most'desir
able

thé Colombo Plan
be taken on the question of
in

for Ind^a th^s yea

in ordér that: ^
(a) arrangements can be compléted in the near future for the purchase and

shipment of any wheat which is to be supplied; and 1
a portion of our contribution is,to take th theror only(b) if none necessity of

the Indian Government can be made aware,
balance oftour contribution can be

proposing other useful projects on which the • :,;E
spent. r , ^...

arguments against a contribution in wheat are briefly that: earlier5. The
(a) there has `i been' some criticism in Canada dof the fact that our

contribution was entirely in the form of wheat; auces badly needed counter-
''(b) "â' contribution in wheat, even though it pr Chological (and
part funds for. use by the Indian Government, lacks.the psychological

possibly
ommercial) advantages which the provision of identifiably

ciu pntF might havc; and .: t., } pT0 countries,
be desirableit m ay our

(c) as in the case of"econômic aid" for N ATO
repared to give away

not to encourage any impression that we are prepared uences

traditional'cash exports under the Colombo Plan, in v
of the

of payments.
which such an impression m^ght have for our future balancero sal for a wheat

6, The argumcnts' in `favour. of ^ accepting the Indian p po
contribution this year are that:



(a) the' original Colombo Plan recognized that in the case of India the
principal need was for adequate , internal . finance rather than for imported
capital equipment directly;

(b) we made a côntribution ' in the form of wheat last year and did not
indicate that we would be unprepared to make a similar contribution this year
if that were regarded by the Indian Government as the most useful form of
assistance that we could render;

(c) the Australian Government also was willing' to supply the bulk of its
contribution to India last year in the form of wheat and flour.

7.. Our general judgment would be that, in the interests of the Colombo Plan,
as a whole, it would be desirable to meet the Indian request for wheat so far as
possible. We recognize, however, that a case can probably be made against the
provision of our whole contribution in wheat. Accordingly, in this situation, the
only practicable course (particularly in view of the urgency of securing some
decision) would seem to be a compromise between rejecting wheat entirely and
allowing the full contribution to be taken up in wheat.

8. We would, therefore, suggest that you might discuss the following
possibility with Mr. Howe and other ministers concerned:
(a) the ' Indian Government should be informed now that the maximum

amount of wheat which can be supplied to it under the Colombo Plan this year
is $5,000,000 worth;'

(b) this quantity of wheat should be' additional to anyl amounts which India
Tay be purchasing from Canada, under the international wheat agreement;
(c) Canadian Officials should work out urgently with the Indian authorities

other projects which might constitute the remainder of Canada's likely
contribution to India in 1952-53 under the Colombo Plan; and
(d) the Indian Government should be warned now that for any future years it

should plan on the assumption that wheat will not continue to be available
from Canada under the Colombo Plan., .
9' We have reason to believe that if a proposal on these lines were to be madeto Mr. Howe, , he would probably be prepared to accept it. He might wish to

strengthen the warning in paragraph (d) to the point where any wheat would
be definitely. ruled out for future years. That might be going too far since it is
not -possible; to foresee all, possible future situations. For instance, the
development of a severe famine.might appear to the Canadian Government to
warrant the diversion of . some Colombo Plan monies to the supply of wheat.IVIr;

Howe's concern would appear to be adequately taken care of if it is made
quite clear to the Indians that they should not expect any further wheat from
Canada under. the Colombo Plan but should present. other projects to which
any future Canadian contributions could be devoted.

L.D. W[ILGRESS]
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..,w .. ,

''''' N te mir le sous-ministre des Finances.

Ottawa, September 10, 1952
-^..^.

WHEAT FOR INDIA & PAKISTAN ^

Ed [A.E.]. Ritchie. telephoned from External Affairs this afternoon about
two matters which they hope to have discussed in Cabinet next Saturday. He
first indicated,the position that they; will take on supplying India with wheat
under this year's Colombo Plan programme. They intend to circulate a Cabinet
memorandum on this subject within the next day or two. Then, Ritchie passed
on some information about certain recommendations which.they hope their
Acting Minister,.Mr. Claxton, will be an emergency ternal Affairsmaking wheat available to Pakistan as gencY measure
hope also to circulate a memorandum on this subject before Saturday.

Ritchie said that in their view there were several reasons which made it
important to get the question of,wheat for

about toentereinto discussions atMembers of the Indian Supply Mission are
Winnipeg with the 'hope of obtaining, under the Colômbo Plan, about two-
thirds of their total'requirements of 300,000 tons of C3nadiân wheat. However,
Mr. Howe takes the view that no I.W.A. wheat should be financed under the
Colombo Plan: He has agreed, though, that the Indians might receive this year
$5 million worth of wheat as a gift -under the Colombo Plan as long as this
transaction takes place outside the I.W.A., and provided it. is assumed for the
future that'I no more wheat will be supplied under the Colombo Plan. Mr.
Pearson has agreed (apparently somewhat reluctantly) ,to this "compromise"
and it will be recommended in the Cabinet memorandum. Another reason why
Externai Affairs wish to have the question of wheat dealt with now is because
they consider it will be next to impossible 'to obtain firm information about
other. potential Colombo Plan projects, for India so;long as the Indians feel
there is a chance of receiving the whole Canadian contribution in the form of

wheat..
' Ritchie said that` ► Mr. Pearson felt quite

m, Concerning wheat forPak^stan,
strongly -that Canada should make some :"gesture'.. This feeling has been

heightened bÿ ) the '. barter deal' which the' Pakistanis and the Russians are

working` out' to exchange jute and cotton for wheat, and by the fact that the

United States has agreed to supply 160,000 tons of wheat valued at about $15
million. The United States offer is firm and Ritchie said that, according to
reports from our`representatives in Pakistan and the United States infor hatThé

= the barter deal is a : bona fi de - one, which is - expected to go throug^
Pakistanis represent ! their. emergency wheat requirements to be 300,000 tons.

External are making the following recommendations to their Acting Minister

for consideration by Cabinet: that up to 75,000 tons of Canadian wheat, at a
that this

value of approximately 35 million, should be offered to Pakistan;
transaction should take the form of a loan, the financing of which would be

o p

Memorandum for Deputy Minister of Finance
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arranged under Section 20A of The Ex port ' Insurancamount of wheat actually supplied woul be made licondiUônaleon d' that the
tion of need by the Pakistanis. emonstra-

Ritchie thought that about 75,000 tons, together., with -the` American
quantity and the amount to be obtained from the U.S.S.R.; might bring the
supplies from the outside up to the r uired aggregate
to the financing of ,the Canadian wheat is ^ a. The . intention in regard
agency in Canada would obtain funds by taking out 1a thjitc some appropriate

Credits Insurance Corporation and using it to secure credit at thetbanks These
funds would be used to buy the wheat, with the Pakistanis making up the
difference between the amount so purchased and the total price of the wheat
supplied under the suggested loan: I understand that Mr. Howe is not disposed
to regard such an arrangement with much favour.

H.H. WRIGHT
647.

TOP S ECR ET

PCO
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
Extract fro»t Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] September 13, 1952

COLOMBO PLAN; WHEAT FOR INDIA
43.', The Minister of National Defence, as Acting Secretary of State orforExternal Affairs

reported that in 1951-52, the Canadian contribution to I ndiathe: Colombo Plan had consisted of $10 million worth of wheat and
million worth of equipment for special projects. The Indian

gover $5nmenasked that Colombo Plan funds during the current year be used t bu t had
thirds'of the 300,000 tons of wheat it was hoping to procure from y two

Canunder the International Wheat Agreement. This would absorb the whôJe ofada
theexpected contribution to India.

While such a use of funds would not be outwith the ' possibilities, that , had been , indicated when the Plan
t of

established it lacked, the psychological advantages which rovisionwasCanadian equipment would have. P of
Indian government be informed that $5 million g! worrecommended that the

procured under the Colombo Plan funds in accordance with certainound bestandings, der-

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
^Acting Minister's memorandum, Sept. 10, 1952 - Cab.

• The Cabinet approved 285-52)'
pproved the recommendation of the Acting Secretary of

State for External Affairs and agreed that:
(a) Aas million worth of wheat be su lied t o

under the Colombo Plan; Pp o India during the current fiscal
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additional to any amounts' India might be

national W
Agreement;'(b) tthe quantity of wheatbe

ng from Canada under the lntertea^^ g lndian authorities
purchas'^

(c) Canadian officiàls• workotout urgentlyprojects to constitute the remainder of
w

. and, ^
recommendations concerning other

O

1952-53;to India under the Colombo Plan ii it should planCanada•s contribution : futu year s
d the Indian government bé warned that for anywould not - continue to be available from Canada

on the assumption that wheat , . . ,

under the Colombo Plan. ` DEA/11038-1-40
.. ,

aires extérieures, .
Le secrétaire d'Éta en lndeau haut commissaire, . . ,

Ajfairs
Secretary of State for External

to High Commissioner in India
23, 1952Ottawa, September

> i^ a^^^ ^. 5^ ij ..^
^••. .

official statement. Ends. pEA/11038-1-40

fund to be establis e ive wide publicity to this agrwe thought it advisable to issue annot particularly anxious to 8 inress has alreâdy gleaned some ,:.

to India's development pr 8 of developmen p
h d for internal financing eement but since the

balance of availa e o ramme. ' Mention is• also 111" t irojects. We are
that lndia had requeste ital u m

bl funds should be used for cap ^ de of the counterpart

Colombo Plan funds to e ent directly relatedd^ a larger amount but that in t e an
brief announcement o b used for wheat for India. T C C adian view the

We are today issn f the Government's decision to statement explains
to the press for release in tomor%w S5 million of

WHEAT FOR INLi •s newspapers a

CONFIDENTIAL.. A •

TELEGRAM 216

Le haut-commissariat en Inde`
aires extérieures

au sous-secrétaire dÉtat aux Aff

p ice ôf Njgh^
Commissioner, in India

rs
o Undér Secretary of State for Extern ffaI

2 1952, t .1. • O tober 2,

CnNFIDENTIAL^

LET
,
TER No. 1204

:fcrence: Your telcgram

WNEAT
':4 , -

No 216 of September 23, 1952
. ^ ' FOR iNDtA

New Delhi, c

,..
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We called on Prem Narain's on October 21 to discuss outstanding matters
between us. As indicated in my telegram No. 234 of October 20' he will shortly
be taking over Bhattacharyya's work (in addition to his own and Ghosh's) and
is, in fact, already handling much of it. . ,^
-2. He gave us a copy of the attached letter dated 'October 10 from Bhatta-

charyya to Saksena.t From this you will see that the Indian authorities are
disappointed • with' the position which we have adopted regarding the
expenditure of India's share of Colombo Plan funds for Capital Development
for the fiscal year 1952-53. Prem Narain informed us that Saksena was being
asked to tone down this letter when he makes representations to the Canadian
authorities but he thought that we should see it in order that we would know
that the Indian authorities feel fairly strongly about the matter.

3. The letter deals with two points:

- (a) the alleged failure on the part of the Canadian Government regarding the
issue of a press release announcing the allocation of $5 million under Colombo
Plan funds to be used fôr wheat for India;
(b) a plea for reconsideration of the decision to allocate only $5 million for

this purpose.
4. : We assume that the first point can be easily straightened out and we do

not think any more is in evidence than a little pique at apparent failure to co-
ordinate and time press releases. The second point seems to us much more
serious. We read,the letter in Prem Narain's office and then discussed it with
him. He expressed the strong view that India's chief problem, at least in the
first two to three years of the Colombo Plan, is internal financing and that
donor nations can best help India at this stage by not forcing her to tie
Colombo Plan funds too closely to the purchase of capital equipment. The
Position of the Indian authorities is that they need not only wheat (this need is
genuine,see my despatch No. 1031 of September 5)' but they also need the
counterpart funds which arise from its sale. They would at present rather have
such funds to assist in the internal purchase of equipment, manufactured and
purchasable in India, than purchase it from outside. This applied particularly
to the multi-purpose projects.

5. 1 am not, in a position to comment on the statement made in Paragraph 3
Of. Bhattacharyya's letter that "not much of the equipment available in Canada
is suitable for such projects." I'should have thought that this was hardly the
case. What is more disturbing is that at this late date with the fiscal year half
gone, there should still be a basic misunderstanding between the Indian and the
Canadian authorities as to'the objects of expenditure of Colombo Plan capital
development funds.

6. Prem Narain said that the balance of $13 million could only be devoted to
various small pieces of equipment, scattered over a wide variety of projects.
What India would prefer, he suggested, was a , package deal covering one
specific project. He suggested that this would also be to Canada's advantage

'"Service des Affaires 6conomiques, minist2re des Finances de l'Inde.
Depanment of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance of India.
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since it could. then be. announced, that -.Canada had contributed to a certain
project; ;whereas it would be difficult to list -such -contributions on a,bits-and-

pieces basis:
7. We pointed out that `we did not think this to be 'a real disadvantage and

that we had always considered that since contributions were made by the donor
countries as a whole, it, was not necessary for, any single donor country to
^ present 'a complete package. We drew Prem Narain's attention to the

C.C. Desai of the Ministry of Works, Housing and Suppljr and S. Bhoothalin-

statement made by the Minister of Finance to Mr. Chipman on September 6,
,(our letter No. 1048 of September 9, 1952)." He appeared unconvinced.

ry: 8. We were subsequently able to see Bhattacharyya for a few minutes prior to
his- departure on: a mission to Washington to negotiate a:loan in the United
States. Bhattacharyya's opposition was less vehement ^ than that `adopted. by
Prem Narain, as befitted a more senior man; but he seemed firmly convinced
.that the provision of counterpart funds;was the best way, at least in the early
stages of, the Colombo Plan aid and of Western aid generally,. for donor
countries to help 1ndia. He added that he had explained this position to Mr.
Mcllraith and Mr. Cavell at Karachi in March and he was surprised that the
Canadian authorities were apparently unable. to 'accept it. He seriously hoped
that they would reconsider their position.
9.-ii seems to us that we should try to get out of this impasse: We gained the

impression that the Indian authorities would not be prepared (I would hesitate
to say, would not be able) to use all of oui 1952-53 funds unless we could see
ôur way to giving them some more wheat. They were particularly concerned at
being forced into a 'position where they might have to sell Colombo Plan wheat
,at the same : price at which I.W.A!' wheat would have to 'be' sold,`8 with a
consequent loss of counterpart funds.

10. On November 1, Bhattacharyya leaves as a member of a group including

gâm of the Ministry of .Commerce and Industry, to negotiate, inter alla, a loan

,in;,the United States for the erection of a steel mill. They plan, to be in
Washington fôr. about three weeks. We have ;urged .Bbattacharyya that he
shôuld also visit Ottawa. He would like to accept our advice, but must, of
course, first clear with his.Ministry.. I think, the Ministry is almost certain to
,agree'that he "should go. His presence, as, an able and competent 'senior civil
servant in discussions in Ottawa, might be'; useful in smoothing, out this
'°difficulty. I would ,not,' of course; suggest. that negotiations' with Saksena be
,held un pending Bhattacharyya's arrivai. ,, . 1

RICIIARD GREW

on retrouvée./Not located.
"International Wheat Agreement:"
4.'Note marginale /Marginal note ct that

How does our action have this result? Surely it was a bit steep of them to expe
any wheat which we might finance could be charged against India's IWA import

obligations. A.E. Ritchie
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DEA/11038-1-40
Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion

Extract from Minutes of Meeting

Ottawa, November 14, 1952
COLOMBO GROUP MEETING:

3.30 P.M., NOVEMBER
3 IN ROOM 175, EAST BLOCK

Present:
Mr. Ritchie, (Chairman) External Affairs
Mr. Cavell, Trade and Commerce (International Economic and

TechnicalCo-operation Division)
Mr. Deutsch, Finance
Mr. Heasman, Trade and Commerce
Mr. Rasminsky, Bank of Canada
Mr. Freeman, Bank of Canada

Alsô present:

Miss Meagher, Messrs. Ronning, Wright, Bridle, Macdonald and Thurrott

I. Status of 1952-53 Programme
(a)' India

It was reported that apart from the $5 million grant Of wh nobeen spent or committed for projects in India during thet currends have
Canadian consulting engineers had been in

Mayurakshi and their report
nt year.

expected shortly. Mr. Cavell hoped that as a result of the ^advwasrecommendations of the engineers it would be possible ' to provide electricalequipment required for Mayurakshi to â total of approximatel
" mill'Apart from this, no other projects were being considered. y $2 ton'

2. The meeting then turned to a'discussion of the
basic difficultyprogramming for India, namely the Indian insistencé tha
t the

in
Colomb6

Plan 'con tri bution from Canada is in the form of wh most useful
contrary principle which Canadian ' Ministers a eat and the
Canadian capital, equipment and not consumer goods shouldhave adopted that
recipient countries in the Colombo Plan'. In this connec '

e provided to
tconsidered the report received from

New Delhi in despatch Nohe1 GroupOctober 28 and its enclosure, a copy of a letter from Mr. Bhattacharyyâ 204 ofSaksena instructing him to make representations to the Can
to Mr.

Governmentparticularly
in connection with the Government's apparent d n

ecision not tomake wheat available in future. (No communication along this'been' received ^ from
Mr. Saksena.) The meeting was

line has as yet
Bhattacharyya" is arriving in Washington on November

informed that Mr.
7 forthe International Bank-and that arrangements have been consultation with

Ottawa for Colombo Plan discussions. It was assumed made for him to visit
would continue to press the case strongly for additionalhwhea r fBhattacharryathe Colombo plan

but it was agreed that no steps sh
or India under

advance of Bhattacharyya's arrival, to raise this matteruw^ be taken, at least in
with Ministers for their
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re=considération. It was thought that if in the meantime the Cabinet decides to
invite Parliament to enact legislation placing the.Canadian contribution to the
Colombo Plan on a statutory basis for the next four years, the Indians may feel
that they can lessen their pressure for wheat since funds will continue to be
available which can be used on capital equipment required at a later stage.

3. The Group was inclined to agree that perhaps the most effective assistance
from Canada would be through the project approach, that is by taking over
particular projects from the early blueprint stage and carrying them through to
completion on the basis of plans drawn up by Canadian technical experts in
consultation with their opposite numbers in the receiving country. In
undertaking a project Canada would accept entire responsibility for the
provision of the foreign exchange element and for' the engineering and
technical supervision. While it would normally be expected that the recipient
government would pay for all local material and labour costs, the possibility in
certain circumstances of using counterpart funds derived from grants of
Canadian consumer goods would not be ruled out. An example of a brand new
project which might be taken over was the Umtru project in Northern India
where, as Mr. Cavell reported, the Indian Government is anxious to develop
hydro-electric power as an important step in improving the conditions and
opportunities for the local tribesmen in an area where the government is
anxious to offset the communist influence from Tibet. The meeting agreed that
Umtru should be seriously, considered but that care. should be taken to avoid
any commitment for this or other possible projects until sufficient information
was available to establish clearly that the project in qué'stion was economically
sound and technically feasible *and of high enough priority to justify its
inclusion in the Canadian programme.
4. It was agreed, that continued efforts should be made to secure as much

information as possible about capital, equipment which might be required
during this current fiscal year in connection with projects already under way in
India. ; This information should be sought through Çanadian consulting
engirieers now in'the sub-continent, from the High`Commssioner in New Delhi
and from.Mr. Bhattaçharyyawhen he comes to Ottawa., Mr. Cavell undertook
to provide'External Affairs with dmemorandum indicating precisely the sort of
information which was required so that' the Depârtmént could explain the
problems fullyttoiMr. Escott Reid and ask+him to do what he can.

(i) tof find out whâtï might be supplied fromr Canada in the way of capital
equipment items in the immediate future, and

(ii) as much information as possible about complete projects which it might
be feasible for.Canada to take over and which could be discussed in detail by
Mr:,Cavell when he makes his next trip to the area some time in the new year.
S: Although the Group decided not to take any further action for the present

in regard to the question of additional wheat for-lndia,'Mr. Cavell was asked to
explore the actual situation in regard to the physical movement of wheat out' of

,n..... .^, ^ , ► _ ^ , .. .. • ^ _
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West-Coast ports. It was understood by some members of the Group
not be possible to ship any morewheat until after next Jul

y,
oup that it

651.'

CONFIDENTIAL

B.M. M[EAGHER]
.. , :. ;

Extrait du compte rendu des
DEA/11038-1-40

discussions
Extractfrom Record ofDiscussions.,

I

Ottawa, December 8, 1952

international trade and safe-guarded
our balance of cuncy in

RECORD OF DISCUSSIONS WITH MR. BHATTACHARYYA,
AND CANADIAN OFFICIALS, TUESDAY,

DECEMBER 2, 1952
Colombo Plan Programmefor India
Present: . . .

Mr. A.E. Ritchie (Chairman), External Affairs
Mr. Bhattacharyya, Indian Government
Miss Rukmini, Office of Indian High Commissioner
Mr. Cavell,l.E.T.C. Division (T & C)
Mr. Heasman, T & C . •
Mr." Ronning, External Affairs
Mr. Wright, Finance

: , .

Mr. Freeman, Bank of Canada
Also present: Miss Mea her Mr.
Thurrott and Mr. GoldschÎag:' Bridle, Mr.' Rosenthal, Mr. Pratt, Mr.
Ur. Ritchie:

in opening the discussion on this item, ex lained in
reasons behind the Canadian preference for providingfhe

Colombo Plan.aid in: form of plant and capit
p n general terms

al equipment rather than wheat. It was theGovernment's firm and consistent policy that wheat and
othershould be sold on a cash basis. Such commodities constitu staple exports

Govérnment was extremely reluctant to• sanction paymtedents
our

position. The
through the Colombo Plan,

NATO, or othérwise ^ whi transactions (whether
from thisgeneral policy. An exception had been' made in thê

first ^ch year of
departed

'the ColomboPlan when wheat was givenvalid on a grant basis in Indiareasons prevailing at that time but it wa • This was done for verysh°uld `
ëstablish a precedent for future ' ears.ot intended that this exception

Asmeeting with Mr. Sundaresan Canada's first pre indicated in ` the earlier
equipment. ference was to provide capital

the Mr. Phattachïrryya indicated that i n •most ideal " form of external assistancenwas t
his ver
heGro nmént agreed that

equipment not available locally. There had, however ^s^on of plant and
the extent to which India could absorb such p la

, been limiting factors on
under the Colombo Plan. India's economic develo md equipment from Canada
°ut befo'

re the Colombo Plan had come into p ent plan had been worked
'49 ordèrs ' had been placed abroad for existence and as early as 1948 and

almost all of the capital eRuipment
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needed Afor the. execution of the development projects to be constru
up toand including 'the fiscal,ÿear:1953-54. Except ! for,'miscellaneouset

equipmentneeded to fill in or expand previous requirements there was very little
way of essential capital goods which had not already been contracted for. the
second limiting factor was that virtually all Indian engineers had been Bri The
trained,worked according to British engineerin

pract ice,in terms of ; British specifications and looked to rGreat Br up require-
source of capital equipment.- In principle, the Indians could agree rtarn as the
capital equipment should come first but in practice these two that suitable

maximum `effort which the Indian-Gôvernment could put into its Five Year

rtations madei' it
difficult to receive the whole contribution in the for

m of Canadian capitalf^uipment in the next couple of years. In the current
^st srtu t

equally conductive to development. The need for local fi a ceewas was
reatand the counterpart funds arising from the sale of the wheat hel

grupee capital. It also helped an immediate' problem b ^d to provide
yGovernment to sell wheat at lower than the prevailing rates and thus the

the people could be fed more cheaply. us some of
3. Ur. Bhattacharyya

explained further that it had been the view of
Indian authorities that there was much to be said from a the
of view in identif in public relations point

Y g particular economic development projects with particular
donor countries. Thus they had felt that Canada 's contribution to the ec
development of India would be môre effective in terms of romot' onomic

and friendly relations if its Colombo Plan aid were associated with a few small
or middle-sized projects which could be completely, or almost com letelcarried out with Canadian. assistance. Si . ever ' p y'substantial proportion of rupée capital, this nceconce t`cô project required a

effect if Canada were prepared to provide not only the essentialpca ital
equipment but'âlso. the means of creating coûnterpart funds. The

pwhich under the present Canadian policy wâs inevitable wa alternative,
s to distribiite^Canadian assistance in the form of capital eqûipment,amon

which were being financed from a variety of sources. g several projects
4. During the discussion "which" followed,

Mr;Bhattac
ya

thé economic development projects which wérë now
way e

xplained the

, Plan at the présent `timef and ^that, while there were addition al
h

be
whichwôûld be ûndertaken the Indian Government would not , in any event,

projec ts
ayfnancial position to commence operatiôn, on` these before 1 954-55. lassistance for such projects, if, limited to plant and capital e

q
uipment,

^thcrcfore, not^ be used for the 'next couple of years since the eo'rresp^ ndin
capital' for local costs `côuld not be made available b theÎndian

^Government. Such projects could only
made be begun, if external assistance could be

available fôr counterpart funds as well as for capital e ûi ment:
9 P.Y . , , •^ _,. _ , .. i

T 111: Stâtüs of Counterpârt Funds
14.: . , r • ,, . ,

The commodities which ` have been provided to ' India Canada under
counterpart fund ` ârrangemenAts "cônsist of ^ 10 ' million worth of wheat in^. .^.•t^ .. , . , . ,, _ . , ,
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1951/52, $5 million worth of whe 1063,
and trucks which Will at in 1952/53
between . the two go forward in. ' and $4.5 million worth of buses1952153grant of wheat GOVernments that the counterpart

• Ithru âd •alread
would be used for local COS . Y been aseemed `clear nds for the greed '

and°fromgures which ts in connection with $10 rnillionGovernment

the. Indian
total rupee had already been provided b ayurakshi. It

pee expenditure at y remarks by: Mr. Ymillion. The meetin MaYurakshi would Bhattachar
the current g agreed that the counter amount; to a yYa, that the

Year's
wheat contribution Of $S rt funds arisinPPrOximately $15

Mayurakshi. If it developed that
would be used for

g from the sale of -
t the full amount^lwioUld should be

was finall r the construction of the e devoted to
y decided to accept this as not be required, an

was no discussion .° f Umtru project yshould be the use to which the buse Canadian ' prOV1ded that
Part

than a Put since the fïrst and truck prOgramme' There. year and the total amount W^lj ^into the fund Will not
be made

fundsha15.d cMr• Bhattacharyya
informed be Paid up for si ade for more

ed^ted the S the meetin ix Years.
wheat contribution^as^as A^ount with the rupee that the Indian G
actually distributed for ^e as the wheat of the $10 rnmentheat reached India millionfrom the Special A

or. for
did n0t have the and before it w as

w as or the bâlance, if an figures for disburserr^ents
that

was agreed
accepted as no immediate need '

Mr. Bhattachar tO have .this, inform^ ^an n
s

furnish YYa's su g It
an.accoûnting gg^t10n that the Ind and thestatement as soon as ian Govern

652,;
cnën mee

ting
^^ . . , - . -

1, 1953.
possible

B•M. 11
after ^I[ March 3

EACNER]

Note du Secrétaire d'État
' par ialérint aux

Affaires extérieures'Memorandu Pour le Cabinet
mfrom Acting Secret ar

to f State far External,q ffaCONFIpENTI^ E Cabinet irs

PCO

COLOMgp PLAN-. Ottawa, pecember 9
Cabinet has 1952-53 PROGRAM , 19521952153 C already authorized the ex ME FOR INDIAvalue , olombO Plan Vote for the ^nditure, of

a°untern ru fûndtO be credited b PthvisiOn of wh $5 million from the
Part Y the Indian ^t to India, the eluivalentevelo account for

Government tocou Pment pro ects use of defrayin the specialJPresent indications are g
local Pecial

Yurakshi . fund^tiwill; . be that costs of economic
irrigation required to Complete most, if not all, of thesefinanced S0 far fro °n and hydro-electric, the construction ofgrant of m the counter project the

^10 million worth of wheatrt funds arising fromhthe has been largely
2It will be recalled that Canadiant o Of $S00 at the 1951-52 an

certain itèms ° f '000 - for direct capitâlra da ôme for Indiaalso included
Canadian equipment. Pre Mayurakshi in the f an

Paratory work on the h orm of
ydro-electriclectric
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plant for this project has'now reached'the stage where the Indian authorities
are ready to place orders for all the electrical and gteof $5
is estimated that the total requirements will cost in the neighbourhood
milliôn. Two Canadian consulting engineers have re l detailed specifications
and have submitted a highly favourable report on it. The
have been drawn up by the Indian engineers at Maye üksalent Canad an ter ms
British: standards but these can be converted into q
without difficulty and if the provision of Canadian eiô CanadaPmrmediately
intended that one or two Indian engineers will proceed
to collaborate with Canadian engineers in this task. °

3. In addition to the generating equipment needed at
Canada

the-site
alsof su

the
pplyo the

house, the Indian Government has requested that C
transmission lines and related items.required to distribute the electric energy to

the surrounding district.

4. Canada has already contributed - substantially to the construction
all the

Maÿurakshi through the use' of counterpart funds. The provision
necessary'capital equipment would make it virtually â Canadian project. sion
Recommendation: It is recommended that approval be give n for the

a maximum of
of generating and transmission equipment for Mayurakshi p to

$5'
million (this total to include the amount of $500,000 allocated to

Mayurakshi in the 1951-51 programme).
W.E. HARRIS

Acting Secretary of State
for External Affairs pro tem

TOP SECRET

V. ec r
be given for, provision of equipment accordingly: .+

generating equipment, the Indian govern
supply

,the transmission lines and relatcd . items required to d ati aPptO al
1 t ic cncrgy to the surrounding district. It was recommended t h

project: It -wâs ^ estimated that electrical and, generaUng eq P
ct would cost in; the ^neighbourhood'of $5. million. In add,^t.^inCâ âda

• pro'̂ e • ment had requested tha.

complete the construction of 'the, Mayurakshi irrigatwn a -Î, ment for the
Most. if not all, the counterpart un ... • nd hydro-electrlc,
from, the 1952-53 Colombo an ulred to

f^ ds set aside by India would be req
p pl Vote for thé provision of whea

as &
°33. The, Minister of Citizenship and • immigration

scussion a^ he meeting of
State for ExternatAffairs pro tem refcrred tu t e
Sc^ tember'13th at which the Cabinet authorüed the expenditure ot for Ind a

Extrait des conclusions dû Cabinet -

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions
„ f [Ottawa,] December 10, 1952

COLOMBO PLAN; 1952•53 PROGRAMME FOR INDIA
A tin Seeretary . Of
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An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.,,
(Acting Minister's memorandum, Dec. 9, 1952- Cab. Doc. 375-52)

34. The Acting Prime Minister said the project had been carefully considered
by the Department of Trade and Commerce and appeared to be a sound one.
He thought the recommendation should be âpproved.
35. The Cabinet approved the recommendation of the Acting Secretary of

State for External Affairs pro tem that, under the 1952-53 Colombo plan
programme for India, generating and transmission equipment be provided for
the Mayurakshi irrigation and hydro-electric project up to a maximum of $5
million; the total to include the amount of $500,000 that had been allocated for
direct capital aid to the project in the 1951-52 programme.
..,.; .

SECTION F

PAKISTAN

DEA/11038-2-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut-commissaire au Pakistan

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Pakistan -

TELEGRAM Air No. 2 Ottawa, January 28, 1952
CONFIDENTIAL

.
COLOMBO PLAN - PROGRAMME FOR PAKISTAN

As a result of careful investigations into the supply situation in Canada, it
has now become clear that the original programme for Pakistan which had
been worked out with Pakistan officials and approved by the Cabinet must be
amended. We had been considering the possibility of providing a. number of
diesel locomotives to substitute for other items for which materials' are not
available. However, after consultation , with the International Bank we have
decided not' to go ahead with this project which the Bank itself is anxious tohandle.

2.
We have now drawn up a revised programme which responsible officials

here consider to be practicable in present circumstances. We propose to submit
the revised programme to the Cabinet within the next week or ten days.
Meanwhile we have discussed it with Mohammed Ali, who is informing his
government and who assures us that it will be acceptable.

,3•-Por your information the programme, subject to Cabinet approval wouldbe as follows:
(a) Cement Plant for Thal

This
would include engineering survey and provision and erection of

machinery. It would not include the construction of the building except for the
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of a minimum - amount of. structural steel and, othe
uld pncludentheprovision wer , lant. Agreement

necessary of a temporary- diesel po P
qualification that, the construction of the plant would be s of. the to engineering
the Canadian .and Pakistan Governments , after receipt ,•.

report. Approximate côst estimated at $5 million. ,.. ;..

(b) Photographic and Geological Survey

Cost $2 million.

(c) Equipmentfor Thal Livestock Farm

and.Cost $2 hundred thous total to $10 million.
"' d) Railway Tiés in an amount to bring the

( . DEA/1 1038-2-40

655.
-. Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut-commissaire par intérim du Pakistan

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting High Commissioner of Pakistan

Ottâwa, March 25, 1952

Dear Mr. Enver: • .
programme for Canadian assistance under

195 1-52
I refer to the prog resent, I understand, the prog amm

Colombo Plan allocation to Pakistan. At p

is as follows:
for Thal Colonization Project approx. $5' million,

1. Cement plant approx. $2.8 million
2. Railway ties

Air and geological survey (subject to further approx. $1 million
consideration)

• Agricultural machinery (subject to further ' approx. $1 million
consideration)
Experimentâl Livestock Farm forThal

o'ect . . . ' approx. $200
^ ,000

Colonization Project
t iproject will be carried out jointly with

Australia and New Zealand. It is exgecte
that Canada will supply chiefly machinery

nt tens have been taken toand eqwpme
furnish detailed information on requirements
so that availability, in Canada can be deter- ."

mined. approx. $10 Million,Total
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Under the proposed procedure, the programme listed above would be subject
to change or addition, with the approval of both Govèrnments, in the light of
the supply position' in - Canâda • or otlier, considerations. Thé" cost of all the
projects finally included in the programme could not, of course, exceed
approximately $10 million.

To facilitate the carrying out of the above progra . mme; it is proposed that
(a) the Government of Pakistan direct the Government of Canada to pay to

the Canadian Commercial Corporation as agent of the Pakistani Government
the amount of any grant that Canada proposes to make to the Government of
Pakistan under the Colombo Plan;

(b) each such grant made to the Government of Pakistan will be used to
procure goods and services to assist in the economic development• programme
of Pakistan and will be applied only to specific projects that have been
approved in accordance with the "Statement of Principles" agreed between the.
Government of Canada' and the Government of Pakistan on the 10th day of
September, 1951;
(c) 'the' Government of Pakistan will procure the said goods and,services

through the Canadian Commercial Corporation which shall act as agent of the
Government of Pakistan in that behalf, and all contracts for the procurement
of such goods and services must be approved in writing by the Secretary of
State for External Affairs of Canada before they are entered into; and
(d) in the event that Pakistan has not, by a future date to be determined by

Canada of which notice in writing will be given to Pakistan, applied the whole
of any grant in accordance with paragraph (b) above, Pakistan will on request
in writing by Canada pay to Canada in Canadian dollars an amount equal to
the portion of the grant not so applied, out of the funds at the credit of
Pakistan with the Canadian Commercial Corporation.

If the' proposed procedure is acceptable to your Government, this letter and
your reply will constitute an agreement on.this subject, effective from the date
of your reply, and a direction to the Government of Canada to make payment
to the Canadian Commercial -Corporation as agent of Pakistan as set out in
paragraph (a) above.

Yours sincerely;

A.D.P. HEENEY'
for Secretary of State'
for External Affairs
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DEA/11038-2-40
656.

du' Pakistan
• ' ' Le haut-cômmissaire par intérimI - 9 ' extérieures

'Ottawa, March17; 1952

Dear Mr. Pearson.
1

refer to your letter of March 25th, proposing'agreement between our twoe of
Governments on a procedure to facilitate carrying ,

out-S2e polombo
rogram

mPlan
Canadian assistance under you r

out in your letter is acceptable to
allocation to Pakistan. The procedure as
my, Government, and therefore your letter and, 27this. _ TheyGovern^ment of
agreement on this subject, ef fect ive

of Canada
March,

payment to the Canadian
Pakistan request the Government
Commercial ,

Corporation as agent of Pakistan: as .set out in paragraph (a) of
___ . .. ^ , . .

zu secrétaire d Etat aux Ajfares
, . .. ;,., .

Acting High Commissioner of P^stâ rs
to Secretary of State for External ff ,

your letter. ,

657.:

h Commissioner of Pakistan

is • acceptable to your Government, then the programm would be
Assistance under your 1951-52 Colombo plan allocation to Pakistan

as follows:

3 If the revision`of the programme as outlined in t e a
for Canadian

million. • • h bove paragrapli N°,

my " roximatel st ^ million), an o
"Agricultural mach' ^nery ,(apP y, roximately $2
expenditure on item No. 3, "Air and Geological Survey" to app

Government has now dec^ e q .. d t increase t

2. In Para I of your above•mentioned letter. o
the details of the programme for the year 1952. In view of a number of factors,

namelY
'd d to re uest deletion of item No. 4, he

Governments on a proce ._ ,
Canadian 'Assistance, undér your Government's 1951-52 Colornbo

allocation to Pakistan.•k^
f March 25th 1952, are given

Dear. Mr. Pearson,
r. Enver's letter of March 27th, 1952, which was a repl i^o

;° ^ Please refer to M
your communication of March 25th, proposing agreement between ourprogramme ofd re to facilitate carrying out the prog 1 n

- Le haut-commissaire du Pakistan
1 au secrétaire d'État aux'Ajfaires extérieures,,..

8
to'Seeretüry'of St ate for'External Affairs

Ottawa, Apri128, 1952
CP/26/52 , ^ , ,,
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1) Cement Plant for Thal Colonization Project approx. $5 million
2) Railway ties approx. $2.8 million

Air and Geological survey (subject to further
3) consideration)

Experimental Livestock Farm for Thai
4) Colonization Project

This project will be carried out jointly with
Australia and New Zealand. It is expected
that Canada will supply chiefly machinery
and equipment. Steps have been taken to
furnish detailed information on requirements
so that availability in Canada can be deter-
mined.

approx. $2 million,.

approx. $200,000.00

Total approx. $10 million
I shall be grateful if you will kindly,let me have at an early date the views of

your Government. '

Yours sincerely,
M. IKRAMULLAH

658. DEA/11038-2-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum from Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, May 2, 1952

COLOMBO PLAN - 1951/52 PROGRAMME FOR PAKISTAN

In the exchange of letters in late March, with the Indian and Pakistan High
Commissioners, agreeing on a procedure for the use of the funds which were to
be carried over into this year, a list of projects was set forth with approximate
amounts earmarked for each project. It was agreed, however, that the
programme as set forth "would be subject to change or addition, with the
approval of both Governments, in the light of the supply position in Canada or
other considerations."

2. During Mr. Cavell's visit in Karachi he discussed the various projects with
Pakistan officials and the Pakistani decided that the Agricultural Machinery
item should be deleted and the Air and Geological Survey should become a $2
million, instead of a $1 million project. This suited us better since it turned out
that the agricultural machinery the Pakistani were expected to get was really
heavy earth•moving equipment and related items, which we could not supply.
Moreover, the Survey project has impressed officials here as being a very
useful and worthwhile project and we were glad to have the Pakistani agree to
extend the scope of the Survey.
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3:-The High Commissioner for Pakistan has now
addres ed to you. A copy

proposed revision .of the programme in a formal letter .

Mrt H
of Finance and

of Mr. Ikrârnullah's' letter has been sent to the Dep artmen t
owe. Will you

Trade and Commerce for submission to Mr. Abbott
please let.me know if you concur in the change requested by the^Pakistani?49

E. R[
D

)

DEA/11038-2-40
659. . - " •

. l ..

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ^!•:.

au haut-commissaire du Pakistan

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner of Pakistan

Ottawa,' May 12, 1952

.Dear Mr. High Commissioner, . ent
'I refer to your letter of April 28, conveying tqof assistaonceGo Pakistan

for a revision in the 1951/52 Canadian programme
under the Colombo Plan.
2. 1 am happy to inform you that your^Government's proposal, namely to

delete Item 4 "Agricultural 1Viachinery
and to apply the corresponding

amount of approximately $1 million to Item No. 3 "Air and Geological
Survey", is acceptable to the Canadian Government.

Yours sincerely,
ESCOTT REID

for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DEA/11038-2-40
660. • . j • , : -,

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires exterieures
au haut-commissaire au Pakistah

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Pakistan

i - k ° - r j. Ottawa, June 14, 1952
DESPATCH No. E-270,

CONFIDENTIAL

";,OnJune 10, the Canadian officials concerne mc wi • istan
Pakistan High Commissioner,' and with ,Mr. Said Hasan of t he

Pakistan
Ministry of Economic Affairs, to discuss, the projects which

POSSIBLE
CANADIAN PROGRAMME FOR PAKISTAN IN 1952/3 UNDER THE

COLOMBO PLAN
tth Mr Ikramullah, the
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authorities wished to have considered for inclusion in any programme for
1952/53. The following notes constitute an informal record of the discussion.
a) Mianwali

A power plant is to be constructed at Mianwali to provide electric energy for
the Thai area.'Pakistan engineers have done a survey and have prepared blue
prints, and a U.N. expert has been called in by the Pakistan Government to
investigate the project and to advise on the plans drawn up by Pakistan'
engineers. ^ The U.N. expert's report is- to be. considered by the Pakistan
Planning Commission probably before the end of, this month. It is expected
that Pakistan' will be in a position to begin the'project soon and to provide
specifications for, the equipment and materials needed. Mr. Said Hasan has
promised to provide a copy of the U.N. expert's report and a memorandum
describing the project, including the time-table for the commencement of the
work and the date on which Canadian equipment could be put to use.
b) East Bengal Irrigation Scheme

The requirement here is for lift pumps to irrigate an area of approximately
500,000 acres. One pump irrigates approximately 1,000 acres. Depending upon
the amount of money available for this project, the Pakistanis could use up to
500 pumps. An FAO expert has been in the region investigating conditions and
requirements and his report will be made available to the Canadian authorities.
c) ;Karachi Water Supply and Sewage

The population of Karachi has increased from 300,000 to 1,400,000 since .
partition. The water supply is very inadequate and the municipal government is
unable to'provide the necessary finances to improve it. The central government
must take steps very soon as the present situation is extremely dangerous from
the health' point of view. The requirements from Canada would be for
intermediate pumping stations. ;
d) Taunsa

This is 'an area 'somewhât similar to the Thal region where the Pakistan
Government is planning to' undertake an irrigation and hÿdro-electric project.
Canada's assistance is requested in the construction of a barrage.' A technical,
report of engineers will be available soon and detailed specifications will be
provided.
e) East Pakistan River Transport
, A large part of East Pakistan is not served by railroads and there is a great

deal of river' traffic both for . people and goods. The Pakistan Government
would like Canada to provide shallow draft boats (not bigger than 500 tons). A
memorandum describing and justifying the project will be provided and
detailed specifications supplied. A, suggestion was made, which Mr. Said
Hasan promised to look into, 'that the Pakistani might themselves build the
boats and that we might provide engines.

It
was generally agreed that ail ive projects should be investigated further.'
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A copy of- this despatch - is being supplied to the Pakistan High Commis-

sioner for his information. ^ .' j'

{: ': , .:..`Extrait du'procès-verbal de la réunion des chefs de directron

Extraet frôm Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Division
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H.O. MORAN
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DEA/8508-40

CONFIDENTIAL -

(7) Taunsa irrigation project
'(6) :; Karachi .water supply

.: ..
(,4) -Mianwali hydro-electric project -, Tha1, Punja

(5) ° Karnafuli hydro-electric project - East Pakistan.,

engines were supplied by Canada),
(3)r^Wnrsâk hydro-cleçtric project -7 North West Frontier Province

;(2): River transport project - East Pakistan (sma

diesel engines. rëquired -,Pakistan might bei able to provide the hulls if the

requwrcd from Cana a) • .
``i ^ 11 shallow draft boats with

(1) Lift irrigation project - East Pakistan (pumps and tu e-we

Province as well as . in the Punjab. inc list as., ^t now
priority given the projects by the Pakistan Government is as follows: ' ment• b 11 equip

Ottawa,`July 21, 1952

The Colombo Plan

6: Mr. Ritchie. Mr. Said 'Hasan, of the Pakistan Ministry of 'Economic

Affairs, visited Ottawa on July 16 and' met- with the Interdepartmental

Colombo Group to discuss;'. in a preliminary,way, a possible programme of

Canadian aid to Pakistan for 1952-53. " Mr. Said Hasan had suggested certain
projects during an earlier meeting with Canadian officials and had promised to
provide detailed information regarding them. At the meeting on July 16 he
submitted two or three additional projects and changed the order of priority of
those projects included in his first list.-It was made clear by the Pakistan High
Commissioner, who was also. present at the meeting, that.,the inclusion of
certain projects and the high priority given to others were the result of political
pressure brought to bear by certain elements who complained that a
disproportionate share of Colombo Plan aid was going to. the Punjab. The
Central Government apparently recognizes the validity of wider distribution of
the benefits of, external aid and is now anxious' that Canada's programme
should include projects in East Pakistan and in 'the -North West Frontier

""stânds in the order of



It is understood that Canada cannot undertake all these projects; they allow fora selection to be made. Mr. Said Hasan and Mr. Ikramullah were anxious thatthe 1952=53 programme should include the first four: projects.
... _ , ^

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

ToP SECRET
[Ottawa,] August 14, 1952

PAKISTAN; REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE RE WHEAT REQUIREMENTS
44: The Secretary 'of State for External Affairs reported that, on July 21st,the High Commissioner for Pakistan had conveyed a request from his

government for Canadian assistance in purchasing some 300,000 tons of wheat
valued at $20 to $25 million to be delivered to Pakistan for the end of March
1953. The High Commissioner had suggested several possible courses of action.
None of the , suggestions seemed to be practicable or advisable. However, in
view of the important bearing which the : prospective shipment of Canadian
wheat would have on the well-being and stability of the South-Asian area, he
strongly recommended that some means be found to come to the assistance of.
Pakistan in this instance. One possibility might be the issuance of a contract of
insurance or a guarantee against which credit could - be ` secured from'
commercial banks under the terms of the Export Credits Insurance Act. The
Act had not been used in the past to finance purchases of this character or to
cover a period as long as the five to seven years suggested in this case. If it were
thought undesirable to create a precedent by resorting to such a course of
action, it might be possible to finance some of Pakistan's other purchases from
Canada, such as certain arms purchases,
funds which could be used to buy at least pa

through
rt of the amount oflwheai, releasing

An explanatory note was circulated.

(Minister's memorandum, August 1952, Cab. Doc. 258-52)'
45. The Minister of Finance said Canadian wheat sales had always beenmade 'on'. a cash basis. , He thought it would be undesirable to disturb thispractice.v: The.; only

practical solution he could see would be to increase
Canadian contributions to the Colombo Plan, thus enabling a portion or all of.
the 300,000 tons to be brought under the Plan. This would involve a new and
unforeseen cash disbursement by the Federal Treasury without any immediate
compensating revenue from other sources. Parliamentary approval would berequired. c, I
46: The Acting Prime Minister said the Exrt

not intended for this sort of transaction and that^in any event, it seemed to him
unwise to introduce an element of credit into transactions involving wheat ormetals.
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.47.,.The Cabinet,, ;;after - discussion; noted the requést - of - the - Pakistan
government for Canadian assistance in supplying 300,000 tons- of wheatito that
country and agreed that the suggestion of the Secretary of State -for External
Affairs concerning the possibility of financing certain ' suitable Pakistan
purchases in Canada through the Export Credits Insurance Act, thus enabling
the Pakistani government to use the funds so released for the purpose 'of
Canadian wheat, be explored and a report submitted to the Cabinet.SO. , , .

663.^ . . - ;, •
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

arranQine for an, PY(`h7nno ,.c :..._ __ -2

contemplating a loan of $1
n

finance the purchase of. 160,000 tons of wheata there.wThee U S^S ReSwas
5 million t p k• i e government wasas not promising • The U't A

exports to Pakistan other than wheat to
be financed under the Export Credits Insurance Act thus releasing costs for the
wheat purchase., It appeared that the possibility of providing assistance in thisindirect manner w

assistance through enabling Canadian
i

ihbma e of the - possib»ty of providing
, nvestgaton ° ad een d

ass stance in financing the
procurement of some •300,000 tons of wheat from Canada In a co dance wit ,
the- decision i

concerning the -request • from , Pakistan fo
e' meeting . of August 14th,

e as Acting Secretary of State forEzternal, Affairs, referre& to discussion at th

PCO

WHEAT FOR PAKISTAN , .
39.: The Minister of National Defenc

9
a . Doc. 284-52)40. Mr. Claxton 'said the Secretar ' of .St - f

g ins es s memorandum, Sept 10 1952 -- C b t

a "n circulated..11.1 1(Actin M t ^
n exp anatory memorandum h d b

an t at payment be over:a period ofS to 10 years.•
A 1

Act to assist in financing 75,000 tons of wheat fromeCanada between now andMarch 31 st d h

P e y anada and it was recommendedthat Pakistan be authorized to use the facl't of

^- ,--- j ^-•^, yz^^ ^V«UrI against wheat., it appeared
desirable that some assistance be rovid d b C

y ate or External Affairs was very-
anxious that the most sympathetic consideration should be given -to the request '
for financial assistance. The . position of . Pakistan . was of the. greâtest
importance in relation particularly : to the situation of the Moslem countries
'and. South-East ;Asia: = He personally agreed with Mr. Pearson's view andthought the continued strength and good will of Pakit of vitalimporta s an wasnce. r; ,



41: The "inister o 1075
Insurance Act to be

of Finance
thought it

undesirable used to finance a w quite impropeT for, the
future fe ^ precedent .would be heat Purchase. Export Creditsesta

quests from other coûntriesbÎfhed if that were done
woûld be preferable to' , speciâ Î^SSls auld be difficult to refusehowever, that it w have a speciàl vote in nce,were,tobè e
Pakistan under the s not likely that the full amoünt of lmatés: glven, it

Colombo Plan could be eX e He understood,year on the projects for w Canadiàn assistance toesirable course, hich it had been p nded during the
of c! to

mlght be to a]]ow allocated. In
d

the circupresent fiscal
çould

whneat
ôt, andfact, h be over to 'thè Pakistan to use $5 million for mstances the

read next Es cal year soe
42. Thè Y during the engineerin he purchase

Cabine1, noted the recommenresent yèar g order which
for External Affairs concerning dation of the
to Pakistan to finance the esirability of Acting Secretary of
(a) no arran Purchases of Canadian h^eat andlaln State

Export CTedit slnsu^â be made to enablè Pakistan to use the pcovisions'
governmént séof Pakistan be 1 fo ha of wheat,^but; ' of the

would permit $5 million of thë'^'
the Colombo Plan to b med that the'

ppropriation for assista Cento pâ government1952-53, .! f a similar sums;n for the
under the purchase of wheat durin kistan under

Colombo Plan,
Pakistani funds was set aside forhe Escàl year

664. development

Extrait des conclusions
'

PCO
Extract ront • . du Cabinet ' ^ `

.f Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] October 23 '
, 1952

38• The Mialster WHEAT FOR PAKISTANExtetna! of National De enc
Canadian Nfairs referred to a de f e' as Acting Secretary of State or

Pa ment t0 October 9th that $12 f
the whole and the remaining 80 Yug°Slavia on the basis ° million of

transaction to be under the xp° of a 20an earlier re percent to be paid at the end Of onéercentE
pr0curement request from Pakistan for rt Credits Insurance Act. In replyYear,

Pakistan on Sep embe^ 300,000 tons Of assistance in toklst wheat the financin
an be informed 13th that, in the absence of at country, g°f thealloW the use of u that the CabinethadCana

f ôe Colombo plan to $5 million of dian governmentnwoulda b ble alternative ,m Canada, to finance the proposed Canadian contibuc ôn ün toAlthou
purchase of a portion of the re üir der

gh no reply had 9 ed wheatNigh Commissioner yet been received
for Pakistan from Pakistan in this

had indicated that the • matter, the
. impression would

,,
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prôbably - be . created ': that : Pakistan : was being treated. less generously than
:. ,.-.. t ^ .,.I

Yugoslavia.
,

It was for consideration 'whether rt; would not now be advisable to makme t
offer to the Pakistan Government somewhat along the lines of the arrange

the practice in wheat exporting countries and it now seem q

with Yûgoslavia.

{, An explanatory .note had been circulated.

(Acting Minister's mémoranduhl, Oct. 22, 1952
Cab. Doc. 338•52)t

ement
39. The Ministër ôf Trade and Commerce felt strongly that théarrâ 5 heat

with Yugoslavia for purchaseton credit of $12 m,illioC^ sh ùlddnot normally be
hàd been ill advised. aswas a commodity wh

sold on any other basis than cash pàyments. In any event, thésdhauite clearthat

anything short of cash on delivery would inevitabl}► lead to difficulties-
,,,, ,:.....

If it were felt that political reasons.were strong enough to warrant delivery
of the Canadian wheat, on, credit to Commonwealth or;. other countries, he
suggested that a special appropriation be sought to, cover such sales.

'40. The Prime Minister
said that, in cases where cash sales of,wheat wereonoot

possible, it would probably be inadvisable for the wCanadian
heat degveries under the

beyond agreeing to the financing of a portion of
Colombo Plan as had been done with India.

41. The Cabinet, after discussion agreed that
Government

(a) Canada could not go beyond the offer made to the Pakistan
on September 17th for the financing of a certain portion of wheat deliveries to

that country under the Colombo Plan; and,
(b) as a matter of general practice in future, the government would not agree

to any alternative to the cash payment basis other than the sort of Colombo

Plan financing arrangements recently made with India. ;

r

.
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• DEA/1 1038-2-40
Extrait du procès-verbcrl de la réûniôn

Extract from Minutes of Meetingf , . .

CONFIDENTIAL
Ottawa, November 14, 1952

COLOMBO GROUP MEETING
3.30 P.M., NOVEMBER 3 IN ROOM 175, EAST,BLOCK

Present:
Mr. Ritchie, (Chairman) External Affairs
Mir. Cavell, Trade and Commerce (International Economic and Technical

Co-operation Division)
Mr. Deutsch, Finance
Mr. Heasman, Trade and Commerce
Mr. Rasminsky, Bank of Canada

'Mr.'Fréeman, Bank of Canada

.91so prësent:
Miss Meagher, Messrs. Ronning, Wright, Bridle, Macdonald and Thurrott

1. Status of 1952-53 Programme
•,_ -^ . , . .

(b). Pakistan

river
water and ' the hei ht the P the

6. It ,was recalled that when Mr. Said Hasan was in Ottawa he had' 'put
forward rive projects for corisideration;'hydro-electric development project sat
Karnafuli,`Warsak and Mianwali, a lift irrigation project in East Bengal and a
river transport project also in East Bengal.

Mr. Cavell reported that two"
Canadian consulting engineers had gonè to Pakistan * to - examine - the, hydro-
electric projects at first hand and to report on the type and appropriate timing
of Canadian assistancé: They . had completed their survey of Karnafuli and
Mianwali and weré'ready to look at Warsak. Consideration of the Canadian
equipment to be provided would have to'await receipt of the engineers' reports.,7.

Several attempts have been made to ascertain the real reqûirements,for.the
East Bengal lift irrigation project but specifications received had been useless
and it-had not yet been possible to secure the basic information on'this project.
Mr. Cavell reported that three or four companies in, Canada were prepared to
underiake thè manufacture of pumps for the East Bengal project when the
precise 'specifications

were `available but no definite action could be taken
meânwhilé: An urgent request had been sent', to ' the Canadian -Mission in
Karachi to attempt to find out from the Pakistan authorities the de th of

information would make it possibl to design a pump tmueett heoretfu' it: This8• On the river transport project for East Ben al
q trements.

Central Government authorities and the local Bengali atithoritiels d S^'rted therequireinenis.
The Pakistan Government wished to have Ca d

greed on

cotnPlete unit, i.e. hull and engine, while the Provincial authority p efe redt to
have the hulls built in East Bengal and to equip them with en ines rov'g p tded by
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.Canada 'under:.the Colombo Plan. Until the Central and Provincial Govern-
ments . reached agreement, there was, nothing that could be done at the
Canadian end.

Note 'dé la Direction '

ONFIDENTIALC
Ottawa, November 21, 1952

,
WHEAT FOR PAKISTANS'

An connection with the efforts which the Pakistan Government: made 'a few
months ago to secure supplies of wheat quickly in order to tide them over until

.more permanent arrangements could be. made

secured the agreement of the U.K. Government to the diversion of a cargoh f
Australian wheat destined for the United Kingdom..The diversion was made on

cargo received earlier from the United Kingdom.

the condition that Pakistan would replace this cargo in a few months' time. I
understand from Vogel of Trade and Commerce that the Pakistan High
Commissioner is calling for bids on a replacement cargo from Canada today.
2.

Although no action by the Canadian Government is required in connection
with this transaction, I think that its significance from several points of view
should be noted within this Department.

3., In the.first place, today's action by the Pakistanis would seem to show a
very. commendable determination on their. part to live up to.their, undertakings.
The evidence is all the more impressive, when . it is realizéd that this replace-
.ment wheat will have to be bought at the very high price'(over $2.60 a bushel)
applicable to wheat shipped from Atlantic ports and outside the International
Wheat Agreement.

4., Secondly, the fâct . that they are making:'the, replacement with this very
expensive Canadian wheat would seem to indicate0 either thât'the quantities of
wheat which they have 'managed to secuce from other sources (e.g..the. U.S.A.,
U.S.S.R.'and Turkey) are-.no, more than adequate 'to 'meet their" own urgent
requirements or that the . price. of such;wheat ' is even higher 'than that, which
they )yill have to payfor this Canâdiân shipment. Otherwise, 'one` would have
expected them to use part of the wheat from those other soùrces to replace the

..5. :Thirdly„the insistence by the United Kingdom on a;replacement in these
circumstances ^ would.seem to indicate that the, United Kingdom does not
regard..itself ' âs, in 'a position' to ;be particularly generous to Pakistan.
Apparently, 'at the time of, the original diversion; the United Kingdom asked..^..^^ i. : , - ..

?'Note marginale :/Marginal note:

pour 'le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affai^eseextériéures
Memorandum from Economic Division

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

noted. W[iIgress]



that replacement `should be in the f°rm
1079wheat should reach the United Kingdomof No.'seem that the 2 Northern wheat and that this

,6r- ' I United Kingdom ha s notnsnot later than December 15.
,, een fit to relent on It would. 116. Finally,

ahead considerà
these original

ead .with this
they have not resorted

replàcément frotlons may hàve
in Canâda it,

allow
prompted the Pakistanis to go

to Colombothern may seem rather surprising that
$5 million worth of wheat uri'.nàncing: As you know

The fact that the der the '°llr offer to
prettÿ heàv they have not used these facilities for Colombo Plan is still o
determinati n°ô tlay of dollars involved this purchase, des ' pen•
directly on develo keep their share of our ^ would seem to emphasize the

pment projects. Colombo plan funds intact fo their
ruse

A•E• RITCHIE

:: ^LA^ONS , Partie/Part 4 '_
AVEC DES

.RELATIONS PAYS PARTICULIERS

Presshe termed ^•the whole Y^^angements and the bear
ing Middle

1 11 DUAL COUN'r^
ESf " 'SECTION A.

AUSTRALIE : VISITE DU PREMIER MIN
►STRE A"O

AUSTRALIA: ""SIT OF PRIME TTAWA' 22'26 JUIN 1952
667•' MINISTER TO

OTTAWA, JUNE 22-26, 1952

"Note pour le secrétaire d'État DEA/I1aux ^q 29 40
for Secretar ffa^reS extérieures, ` '

C^NFIDENTIAL y o.fstate orExternal ,qf ffatrs

MR. MENZIES9 REMARKS
Ottawa

lune 23, 1952ABOUT NA ' S2GaA tMr. 1Menzies's Press • AT PRESS •Y, he e Conference th is CONFERENCEEast and mPhâsized the reciprocàl importance at the Parliamentary
Press

NÂTO activities were of cPicture • I-Ie was the
n 1 ng these have

NATO is,, talking concern
to Australia. He replied : speCjticall °ncontribution . about. If " I diddisa to

make. Stranger •'-
y which

know "whatwe just might haveI some
Fouldbé tment that there wâs no hmngs have ha intelligent
Interest kept informed of NA achinerY ppened" He then expressed

TO in existence
by whichto Australia,

arrangements which, in fact, Australià
When asked whether he would d• m``

ight be of^ . , ^ isc71uss this problem with,
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yôù, hé stated:_ "I don't know whether Mr. Pearson .will; be able to ,help in this

matter: .s:,
DEA/1152940

668.

.. à l'ambassadeur aux Etats _ ; .

Seeretary of State for External -Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

pëSPriTCH No. K-1157,..
Top SECRET

MENZiES' VISIT TO OTTAVI^A

...-,^ . .

M Mr.
The Primé Minister of Australia and Mrs. Menzies, accompa

Dr . Wil on
Watt (Secretary to the Department of 'External Affairs),

Secretary to the Department of the Finance),- Mr. Chiltôn( PiP^é
M^nisterys(

Department of . Finance); Mr. Brown -(Secretary to the,

Department), Mr. Cockburn. (Press Secretary to, the Pri22
6 t Mr r ânddMrs.

Côx (Melbourne Herald) vtstovernOotr•G neral durung their short• stay in the
Menzies were guests of the C . , , .

N , .,. . . ... ... y. . . , . . , ,

city:
I

2. Mr. M
enzies had discussions with Mr.. St. Laurent, Mr. Pearson, Mr.

Abbott and Mr. Claxton and, for your information, I am giving below an

account of these conversations. for the
3. 1 attach a bcopy of a mémorandum ' prepared in the Department

h ch it
Prime Minister, giving background information on a number

of t P

was thought Mr. Menzies might want to talk about'

• Menzies' discussions with Mr. Pearson, the formertbrought ln the,4. In Mr. WA-1661 of June ^21.. Security
subjects mentioned in your telegram No.
Pacifie was discussed in a very general way and Mr. Menzies e

ntioned
Hono ûluh i n

he,hoped the first meeting of the, Pacific Co uncil
the conversation.

Aügust. Nothing of stgntfcance was ratsed in this part

On the morning of June 23; Mr. Ménzies* held a press conference in the
;t5, rtance of
Parliamentary Press Gallery' and emphasizedrtyarrangéments and
North Atlantic, Middle East and South-East.Asian secu
the: bearin8 these' had on what he termed "the whole picture".

He was then
, •

, . . ,, .

-- Le secrétaire d:État aux Affaires extérieures,
nisï

^ , • . 1 . • , ' ^ 'r ,

......,^^ , - x . i .,
^ 5-Notre copie dudocument porte la mention manuscrite suivante

"The following was written on this copy of the document: ° I
. He talked tome about this -- but had noth in

g what NATO wasld doing and I said that
our bat to let our friends in Australia know

` Mr. Hcency and Sir Keith Officer were in close touch in Paris. I expressed
appreciation of the Australian wishes in this matter and suggested,ah^ `^ s Summer.

`• examine the matter when the Pacific ^the formula weihad tookadopted for EDC -
1 asked Mr. Menzies it he were a
but he seemed to be ignorant of this. L.B. P[earson]

.,.

, .. ^; ,.

Ottâwa,-Jülÿ, 7,' 1952



asked , which: NATO , activities were _ of - concern to Australia. He replied: "I
don't know what NATO is talking about. If I did, we just might have some
intelligent contribution , to. make. Stranger things have happened." He then
expressed ,disappointment that there was no machinery in existence by which
Australia could.bë kept informed of NATO arrangements which might be of
interest to Australia. When asked whether he would discuss this problem with
Mr. Pearson; he stated: "I don't know whether Mr. Pearson will be able to help
in this matter." Mr. Menzies did bring up this question with Mr. Pearson but
made no suggestions as to how effective liaison might be worked out. The
Minister told him we were doing our best to'let our friends in Australia know
what NATO was doing and said that Mr. Heeney and Sir Keith Officer were
in close touch in Paris. The Minister said we appreciated Australian wishes for
effective liaison with NATO and suggested that the problem be examined by
the Pacific,Council at its meeting later this summer. Mr. Pearson asked Mr.
Menzies if he were aware of the formula ,which had been worked out between
NATO and "EDC. Mr. Meniies ', had no " knowledge of this. " Mr. " Pearsonsuggested 'that a 'similar formula m ight possibly be suitable for liaison betweenNATO and the Pacific Council.
6• Mr.. Menzies told Mr. Pearson that he thought it would be useful if a

Commonwealth éconômic confer-rence' could be held, but he realized i that
Canada could not take the initiative in calling such a cônference. Mr. Menzies
had'mentioned this subject in his press conference and later'in his speech to the
Canadian Club he strongly urged that Çommonwealth Prime Ministers meet to
study the: various problems of trade, finance'and economic development. You
may have nôticed in Hansard that a question about this was âsked in the'House
of 'Commôns on June 26. Mr. Diefenbaker asked if the Canâdian Government
wôuld'consider' giving a lead in the direction of convening such a conference:
Mr. St: Laurent answered that Mr: Menzies had discussed the subject with
him, biit the Canâdian Government, Mr. St: Laurent sâid,'would not take the
initiative in calling such a conference. •
7 . - Since the State Department had been very kind in kee in oinfôrmed . of Mr. P g y u fully

Menzies' discussions in Washington, we were anxious toreciprocàte and tell U.S., Embassy officials in Ottawa what Mr. Menzies
discussed here.:It was arranged that Mr. J.H. Morgan, Counsellor at the
Embassy, would come to the Department and be informed of; the talks.
However, he was called out of town suddenly'. and the Embass told us he
woûld' be unable to corne until sometime this week. We were not going to
inform him ôf Mr. Pearson's suggestion that a liaison arrangement such as thatWOrked ô

ut bétween NATO and EDC might be the solution for NATO liaison
with th'é Pacific Council.

8. Mr•
Watt, Secretary• to,the Department of External Affairs, had aver

worthwhile'discussion with members of the Depaitment "on 'various roblems
which .were'of,, concern to his Department. I am attaching a memorandum othese talks: n,. ,.^ ,
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9. 1_ am "-sending' copies of this despatch,^.to London, : Canberra and, our
Permanent Representative to the North Atlantic Council in Paris. :•'

.,r.L.D.-WILGRESS
for Secretary' of State
for ExternâlAffairs-

Notet
^ :.

. . . _ . • "ï,' 1,,,'
F, emorandum j, ,-:

_~ ' , ; ' . . , ^ . , • . ., , f . .,. ,^ •. ., ;, . [Ôttawa, n.d.]
SECRET

^ . .. . , .. . . , . . . .
DISCUSSIONS WITH MR.^À.S. WATT, SÉCRETARY TOTNE

AUSTRALIAN DEPARTMENTOF,EXTERNALAFFAIRS`

On June 25 Mr. A.S. Watt accômpaniéd bÿ' Mr. Cû'tts of the Australian
High .Commissioner's Office met the following mérnbers: of the, Department in
the'UndeT-Secretary's Office: Messrs. Reid,^ Ritchie, Leger, Norman, .Ronning,

Watkins and Miss Ireland.
2:',The Under-Secretary sâid that the most serious prôblem for Canâda at the

moment ^was ' how United StatFs civilian c0' nt be established 'ver the

military authorities. Mr. Watt commented that Australia's' most important
long-range prôblem was that of adjusting itself to ' developments in Southeast,

Asia," and its biggest ' immediate problem had' been the securing of the

Tripartite Security Treaty in the Pacific.'He mentioned thât^Australia was not

as optimistic '. 'as -otfher members of the Commonwealth 'about the pacific

intentions of the Japanese, and had ' wanted real restrictions on Japanese
rearmament put in ' the ' peace' treaty.', Referring to the Ündér-Secretary's

opening remark, Mr. ' Watt said the ^ Australian Government had wanted to
avoid'any public protést to the United States which might antagonize Congress
before the Tripartite Security Treaty. was signed.- He mentioned that Australia
had privately made repeâted protests to the Staté Depàrtment. about General
MacArthûr's acts and speeches, and said that in about two months' time when
the -Pacific Securit Y Council had been^ established "our hands will be untied."

He ezpressed apprehension over the recent bombings of Korean power stations
on' the Yalu River: and felt that they would stiffen, rather than soften the
Chinese attitude at the ârrnistice` meetings. ., ` Mr. Plimsoll,
''3. The llnder Secretary mentiônéd' that the reports prepared by
the Aûstralian representativé on' UNCURK, on conditions in Korea, were very. on
useful and we were grateful to the `Australian authontles for passing the

to us.
'4: With regard to the` political situation idSoiith Korea, Mr. Watt said hof

.,..
government w^sdisturbed ` about," SjrngmânRh'ee's actions ,which Whr that
tremendous'propaganda, value t6 the Communists: Herymentioned, thoug ,
while Mr. Rhee was far, from perfect, some of the members of the oohé^
Korean Assembly were far from perfect as well. Mr. Watt knew of no of
person who could carry on the government if Mr. Rhee were forced out

DEA/11529-40
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office by U.N. pressure; some pressure though might`inake- him "see the li ht"
Some scepticism was expressed . by a 'member of `the - Department of t.contention that any political figure::,was irreplaceable

- as' Syngman Rheecontended he was.;However, if he were forced out,,the
, U.N. might find itselfhaving to ; run a " government; also his oûsting , might result in, chaos in t

hecountry, which , would cèrtainly,- embarrass and. possibly , weaken the -U.N.'smilitary position. It was thought the U.N. might work
• for- a combetween Rhee and the South Korean,Congress. ^ promise

5.N The conversation then returned to - the. first topic, United States civ' '
control. over the military authorities and the related question of

- how therecould be effective consultation with the United States. In reply to a
questionto,whether .

we thought there"could be better co-operation with the UnitedStates ^ military in - Tokyo, Mr. Watt said that we must try ever y avenue ofapproach. '
Decisions which had political implications were being made

militarÿ grounds alone and; while-it-seemed that the Pentagon on
controlled,'we ought to keep on trying. Mr. Watt pointed out that the United
Kingdom wanted to keep its : Ambassador in Tokyo apart from U.N..
Korean affairs. He said'that Australia's main contact with the United and
was in Washington and he thought that more could be done in Washingt

on .
States

mentioned one difficulty though, that often South Korea and the Philippines
in Hewanted to be included in consultations with the United States., Mr. Watt

not know- if General Bridgeford had been informed beforehand of did
River bombings. These, he said, were extremel

y embarr
the Yalu
for EarlAlexander, and 'had come at a time : when public, opinion innih.

Kingdom had seemed to be more reassured about Korea. the United

6,=A member of-the Department said`that we had been fru stratedyears^ over this question of effective consultation with the United Staor twoKorea. "
He wondered if - we had learned any lessons or , coul tes on

d drawconclusions
which we could apply in the future should there any

be.in the United States. It was thought that the State ' a new
had lost so 'rnuch prestigé in *t^elast year or two that it coul Department
Power by a change in adminisfration in the United d only regain its

Mr.^ States.
Watt mentioned that not only had Australia felt the lack.of

consultation with the' United Statés over Korea, but it effectivehadtes also "out in thecold"
with regard- to the United : Kingdom-United Staplan ning., ^,* It was , not possible, he . said , to g term military,

Southeast Asia in isolation. The United KingdomlwanwithtedtAuste Middle East or
Sou

itself heavily in the
Middle East, but the troubled state al^a to commit

it diflicult for Australia to do this: of Southeast Asia made
g' Mr•^ Watt was' asked if the Tripartite Security ^commitment by Australia to defend Formosa. M r.

^Treatÿ included aobligation
was one of consulting together should Watt said the only decisive

Signatories be threatened in the Pacific. He said he tthe security of any of the
the government of the day as to how the Treaty w

as
hought it would depend on

out one clause in the preamble of the Treaty, insertedterprctd. He pointed
rëcognized that New Zealand and Australia by Australia, which

had military obligations "outside
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as well as.within the Pacific Area:' The^first meeting, mainly organizational,
of the Pacific. Security Council would take place later. in the summer• and
committees would be set up on the political and military levels.

9: Mr. Watt then discussed `Australia's relations with' countries in the South

Pâcific. With regard to Australia s immigration policy, he said that the former
Minister of Immigration, Mr. Caldwell, had! a singular capacity for deporting
"the wrong people`at the wrong time." However, the present Minister was not
raising such a hornet's nest in Malaya and the Philippines: He said Australia's

relations with the Philippines were, improving; though -Australia had been
annoyed - at , reports, that it. did not want the,:. Philippines in the, Tripartite
Security Treaty because of racial considerations. He said it was not a question

disposition . ; ., .

all, but if the Philippines were admitted it would be difficult, if not
of race at
impossible, to resist the inclusion of other r countries which would : not add

Philippine-strength to the pact: Mr. Watt' mentioned. that the day, before the
United States pact was approved,` the Philippines had asked to be included in
the Tripartite Security Treaty. South Korea and Indonesia had also brought up

Mr. Watt was askedthe question of defensive arrangements with. Australia.
why the Philippines would want membership in the wider pact when they had a
bilateral arrangement with the United States. Mr. Watt said he thought it was
a question of prestige, that the Philippines wanted membership in -a first-class
club and 'that they rather resented exclusion from a "white man's pact";. also
the Philippines wanted to be considered as the leading country in their part of

the world.
10.` In reply to a'question about Dutch New Guinea, Mr

A:Australia
Watt said

what thatthe NewLow
Guinea was vital to Australia's security, and was to
Countries were to the United Kingdom. Should

went Communist, G ti would beunder - Indonesian control, and 41 if the latter
impossible to stop., Communist infiltration into AustraHan

r the
New

and
Australia wanted the question to be put; in cold storage"

Present;

recognized that the United States attitude would be the decisive factor in the

down Indonesian claims.

11. ^
Mr.• Watt. was asked about Dr. Burton's statements on bacteriological

. sition,
warfare in Korea. He said that Mr. Caldwell, deputy

d Dr. the dér^of the
had -'criticized Dr.' Burton for. going to > Peking, Watt
Opposition, had" raised the question of Burton's passport: So far as M ôrts to

knew; d his• government placed no - restrict f i^é ^^ur Party had di s laimed
Australian citizens. The national executive
any association with the Peking conference attended by Dr. Baé °ex elÎng B^
possible that the New South Wales Labour: Party would consi ^ P
Burton.



SECTION B

ROYAUME-UNI/UNITED KINGDOM.
SUBDIVISION I/SUB-SECTION I.+ , ^. :... . . , . j..

VISITE DU PREMIER MINISTRE À OTTAWA, 10-17 JANVIER 1952 .

VISIT.OF PRIME MINISTER TO OTTAWA,'JANUARY 10-17, 1952.. , , . ; ^ :. .

, Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

ToPSECRET 4Ottawa,J January 14, 1952

MEETING WITH MEMBERS OF UNITED KINGDOM CABINET- JANUARY 14TN,
1952

Items discussed
Atomic Weapons
Policy Toward Soviet,Union
Far East
Middle East',"
Europe
Atlantic Command
Economic Situation

• , , ,, ,.,
1. The Prime Minister welcomed Mr. Churchill and his colleagues. The

government of Canada felt that any matters that were 'of concern to the
government of the. United Kingdom were also of concern to them as the welfare
of the people' of the two countries was so intimately related. They were
particularly pleased, therefore, to have this opportunity of exchanging views.
The government of Canada had also been pleased that Mr. Churchill and his
colleagues haid,beeri able to visit the United States at this time to stiengthen
the ties; between that country and the United Kingdom which were of such'
fundamental ' importance* for all the countries of the Commonweâlth: The
members of the Canadian Cabinet would be glad to hear any comments that
Mi-, Churchill 'might feel it proper'to make relating to his discussions-,in the
United States and concerning problems of common concern.
2. Th{é+ Prime Minister of the United Kingdom referred to his visit

ten years before. He was gratified'to be 'able to meet again with the meOmbers
of - the'. Privy 'Council of Canada of which he had, since that' time, been a
member{, He would be glad to discuss any matters they might wish to raise.^,.. , .
Atomic Weapons
3` Mr: 'Churchill 'stressed the Importance of the development and im rovè-

ment ;of, atômic` weapons during the p
westerrï countries in conventional weapôns^wou de n thberade9̂  uate to afford
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them protection. The Labour government in the United Kingdom had made
progress in the development of an atomic bomb and the first one produced in
the United Kingdom would be tested in Aiistralià during the summer. If it was

only be secured from strength. Agréeents with the U.S.S.R. could not be

for ot sides. Both would suffer what they dreaded most

ï s successful,`=production çoûld procéed: Apart from its intrinsic importance asuccessfuL British bomb inf ht hâveg g a substântial influence on the readiness of
the United ; States to, exchange information on atomic development. He was
very anxious to -seé an equality of knowle,dge'with the United 'States which
would lead to a more ready exchange of technical information.
4. The Prime Minister

suggested that, detailed discusson on atomic energ
questions might be left to Lord Cherwell and Mr. Howe. y
Policy Toward the Soviet Union

5. Mr. Churchill '
said that the policy was to preserve peace or at lemôdus vivendi

with the U.S.S.R. ôf as. long a duration ai 'pôssible.'This côuld

secured on any other basis. The strength of the West was being developed
through the North Atlantic-Trent y Organization. It was to be hoped thatN.A.T.O.

would not be limited solely to preparations for defence but that itmight develop into a lastin ,of w'effectiven,ess for the United gNatipon^. The wres nt ldh w°uld producé a newnot
propitious time to enter into talks with the U.S.S.R. but the Un tedrKin dom
would be ready at any time to respond to
side. any genuine advance from the Soviet

,:. .,^::. . .
^A deterrent factor in the present dangerous situation was that

extremely unpleasant fobh wàr would be
atthe outset: Europe wnu Id ti,Ar- ^^•-- ^^ C, j un and tne would be blasted by
atomic weapons in âll its vital points. This gavé some assurance that peace
could be` maintained. If seemed certain that at best there would have to be a
prolonged period of çold war: That,

- however, was müch better than catas-trophe:
6. s The Prime Minister enquire'd whetfieri Mr. 'Churchill' thought that the,

apparent concessions made by Mr.Vishinsky at the United'Natiôns in'relation
to the bânning of 'atomic '.weapons • ând the possibility of inspection gave
indication of desire by the Soviet side tosee some progress.
7.Mr^ Churchill felt it would present a difficult roble ^f the Soviet Unionwere to offer to accept ;ôur` conditions' for 'the con` p m '

est was not, sufficiently strong at present' toudowithat West
the,

thou^t the protection
possessiori' afforded: It was the vast superiority of the United States

in atomic weapôns `ând The technicâi improvements they had achieved, thatprovided 'â decisive deterrent'at present. It,was doubtful, however, that the
U.S.S.R.' would be preparéd to allow bQnafde and 'continuous inspection sinceit would too greatly lift the veil they kept over their affairs.
8• ^r. Eden

said, he thought, the.. Vishinsky, çoncessions did . represent a,
positivemové. The Wéstern nations would`

.haue to expect more of these moves.They were indicative of â rôw'g ^ng anxlety on the part of the Soviet Union.
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9• Ur- Churchill,
said that there was,
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emphasis on the develo perha s.
defensive emh Pment of fighter p' some s'gnificance in the Sovietp. asis which revealed Planes rather than of b.
important factor in Soviet actions, anxiety and su ombers was a
The

ggested that fear It
waswanFQr East:

views
The Mtnister of

Ki
Nation

ws of the 'United a! Dé.%nce sa id he would be"inpârticularl ngdom min-on on terested to h
on a ceasé; re inhKoreoa hadcts' le

inft the U

the ; ear the
Korea. He félt that the six Tththe F`relatively than w h'

Nations in a mo,a ar. East,
that the Chinese hen the^talks be an: s,of discussion

g The U•S, much weaker
Minister of Ja genuinëlÿ deSired-à cease-fiTe• commanders in Position

one. He thoûght'the wpan was of the opinion that the On the
Communists

other hwo ndr the
ght

a cease-firé w6 Y ould attem
uld not ac

pu

cepte achieved, Pt to prolong the present discussions: Even ifgoing 'to éxtricate themselves rôas not apparent'hôw
m Korea. the. U United11 • M,; Eden expressed ^^- Nations' wefE

found it equall general *agreement with M
had y difficult to see how the Kcrean e r' C^axtqn's eomrrifelt some surprise iii th
U.S. pisode was to bè resôlved Heauthorities in their ca e discussions in
ments in Washington at the confidence of thenext spring• pacity to deal with any eIt

was difficult to forecast d'' Possible military develop:
There-wàs no reliable evidence evelopments in other
was imminent. There that an extension of h

part
ossof South 'East Asia.Chinese but ere had been a

tihties in Indo-Chiall' had been contradicted ber of re nanüght bé instigated b Ports .of preparations 'b
President of the Y the Chinese Natia l stsr sources. Y'thë

United^Stàtes in his Some °f the réexplicitly
He had been pleased tha^hewarned China message on the Statë of the Union had

French felt that they Y could ;hold their up in his own speech in New°f further
major aggression as in Korea. If there Position in Indo-China if there wefé The

Nationst0 take action. ere were an no12. TheSecre1ar
Y

such move they would want the
ha^ Vishinsk + y°.lState or.l Ezternal A

moved Y s statement in Paris f.%airs
said that he was dislurbed b

Chinese, Nationalist divisions to B' by^ountries, , hich he clâimed that the United Statesan y
ôther Sout :sort of pr0 a Y new.communist move were being eastP ganda preparation that might g contemplated this Asian

13' "r- Churchill pointed out be expected. wthe'^ Korea
that ten of the best U.N.to. . It

and ten French divisions in Indo-China.western Europ
t'me e divisions were tied up, ^there could make a' ver na. The addition of that stren thhoweVer

was not one complete division ^^stantial 'difference, gKingdo + some '250,000 troo . he' United Kingdom At the presentm P.S , in military 'schOols `
T

have so andahese were
and de pots were,now beingme combatant value in g armed and trai Pots in the United

ICingdom IOOked.ln^ oackmergenc .' ^ S0 'that the yrabbit. Y wouldIfx^ more like t Y He meant to secure that the
Chinese attacked Ind Of a hedge-hog .

tan the paunch ofChina it w uld ben
ecessary for the
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,-...^-^ ..• omént 1 that these proposa s _.C r, avai a

th^ Û.S: Secretary of State that the Four Powcr propos
, . . , . , . 3 •

and tmâdé ready for presentâtion infr a new form possi
King ,„

sométhin8
at the

âbôût'4the Sudan. , It ' could then be indicatcd . to g ntatlon to aJ"
•1 ble for prese

20.r: Éden said`that in his discussions in Vash^ngton he a
aoc should be revised

Middle , ., .. , h d agreed with

Suez Canal. i• ^^

tokenâssistânce would,be^valuable. The. United K^ng om h the

inter`nâtional, respopsibility in maintaining free right of passage throug

area was being borne by t e n • d that the
United,Kingdom were carrying the major partsuh^ ^taand ass stànce. Even
Unit^d ^States could be pcrsuaded to give some • ppo out anA were carrying

raising .. small points Ÿ of disagrcement wit e

q •' h U tcd States In the Middle East,

Churchill. said that .the
h th United States on: Far East

uestions;.as they were conscious that the brunt of the Inilitary ^ f whé^et^he

j g, . Mr,. St,- Laurent pointed out that acceptance of t e r s
would still leave unsettled a number' of important questions the UhN h Forces

decisio
nn

would have to be taken by the countries contributing to t

Korcà.
` 1C rnment were anxious to avoid
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United Kingdom to reconsider its recognition of the Communist govérnment of

China.
14.1'Mr. Pearson

asked what divergences there now were between the U.K.

and the U.S. on policy in the Far East.
only two points of divergence viz., the

15. Mr. Eden said that there were now
U.K. recognition of.the Chinese People's` government and the proposed treaty
betweeq Japan and 'the 'Chinese Nationalists. The first;was lit^nC ° ed about
formal point:. and the U.S: government were not now seriously

it. The second was more troublesome. The U.S. administration âPP they
tly

mfu^t
vëry strongly thàt,, m order to satisfy Cong res

e at1 tified "Japan would
announce that as soon as the Japanese Peace.T y, was ratified

concludé a; treaty 'withthe 'Chinese Nationalist . gove rnment in
âchiev d

Formosa: The United Kingdom government agreed that, once
her independence, Japan would,be free to do as she

in
of

th is;
ntions

théy^ wôuld have preferred that no public announcement
should be made,in advance. They would not, however, continue to' press their

objections, upon the U.S: government:

`^r.J, Churchill .said that, as regards Korea, he was glad that the U.S, ._16. Mgovernment were now consulting more fully. with other ; governménts which

were contributing tô the U.N. Forces.

17. Mr. Pearson said that 17 countries had now, acceptéd the draftmi t ce
warning deçlaration about, the consequences of a major breach of the ar

,+ , . .
terms in Korea. d aft_declaration

5)otjYP40t E`Ypt.
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21. Mr. Churchill said that insofar as the oil dispute in Persia was concerned,
the policy of the U.K: government was to salvage what they could from the
wreck. Britain could get her oil from elsewhere, but she needed the foreign
exchange,,which she had earned from the Persian oil. Permanent loss of this
source of revenue would mean a serious addition to the balance of payments
difficulties of the United Kingdom.
, 22. Mr. Eden said;the International Bank had put forward certain proposals
which were acceptable to the United Kingdom but had not yet found favour
with Dr. Mossadegh.^ There seemed to. be t some possibility, however, that
Mossadegh might eventually agree to something along the lines of these latest
proposals. In any event it seemed clear that they were the sort of proposals that
would afford Mossadegh the best opportunity to reach a compromise with the
United Kingdom without losing face provided, of course, he were disposed to
do so.:Throughout the protracted discussions and negotiations on this problem
Mossadegh had shown. himself to be an extremely shrewd bargainer. The
United Kingdom government had to ensure that any treatment -given Persia
should not be generous to the point where it would prejudice the future of oil
concessions held elsewhere by the United Kingdom and the United States. If a
satisfactory price could be negotiated, the United Kingdom might be ready to
forego any claim it might -_ have for compensation. Dr. Mossadegh might,
however, prefer to stress the compensation feature since it would then be easier
for him to reduce or,eliminate British control and influence.

Europe ...
23. Mr. Churchill said that General Eisenhower had made it abundantly

clear that he did not expect U.K. military units to join the European army. He
was, quite content that the United Kingdom should make appropriate military
contributions to the NATO forces of which the European army was part. Mr.
Churchill thought it { not only unnecessary but unworkable that U.K. forces
should be merged in the European army. He did not sec. how' any Prime
Minister of the United ' Kingdom could contemplate sending si British
divisions to the' European army in the knowledge that none of these^divisions
would ever stand shoulder to shoulder in the lie. There were the problems oflanguage, customs, armaments and munitions which were very real difficulties.
He, fully appreciated that, the doctrine of ' European federation appealed
strôngly to the sense of logic of the French. He himself felt that the United
Kingdom should offer every encouragement to -the concept of European
federa`tion without, however, losing sight of the fact that it was in the interests
not only, lof the United Kingdom, but of international peace that the ` United
Kingdom should maintain her strong Commonwealth ties rather than become
an integral part of a European federation..' .;1 1

the . Mr' Eden
pointed out that when the present U.K. government took office,

plans for a European army had already been under discussion for nine
months."lf the'new U.K.'government had joined in the discussions at that stage,- h; $- ' •

ammad 1Kossadegh; prem ier 'rem^er ministre d'Iran.
Mohaminad Mossadegh, Prime Minister of Iran.
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detail. of the proposed. arrangements would have, been thrown, open for
every
renegotiation and this would have caused further substantial del ô érnment'had

25: Mr: t Churchill thought, it ûnf onferences ontthe LSchuman Plan and the
decided not i to" participate in the c
European army: `';

As a general comment, he felt that the principle of the Grand Alliance had
a ,

in ' uch' to cômmend it, primarily because, as became evident• during the second
World War, it enabled several sovereign `stàtes to workvassal of alnother. armony
without any suggestion that.one country mlght be the

+,;..

. . . • , . . . .^
Atlantic Command ^uld face

26: Mr. Churchill said that; in ni^n °he last. En
Britishemy• shippingw

submarines would be
greater dangers in`a future war tha than
•much'morë numerous, faster, and armed with even mor Ster cr a ft, hpchns could
-before. Anti•submarine vessels would out Evenugreater than the submarine
not be improvised after war had broken ou ' es of
'danger was probably the mine threat. There had Cminesweeppng. These could
suction mines which were impervious to magne
be .dropped raPidlY in, large numbers and ^ it was diffcult to see at this time

what effective measures could,be taken against t é ér than those of the United
'The-'United I Kingdom'sdangers were m g ports open, it cauld

States or Canada. If the United Kingdom failed battle ii n th Atlantic weuld
not survive. For North America the loss of the
mean the loss of the campaign in Europe. For the United Kingdom it would. effort to
_meàn• extinction. It was for this, reason that hctical necéss ty that the
impress on the Americans that it was a matter of.Pra

Kingdom should 'retain complete'naval control. in the convoes shotlanttc
United

uld be

at the reception end: Executive control of the Fis t Sea' Lord and in the
exercised in the eastern half of the Atlan y ^ rations. On almost every
'western half by the United States al O 'differences should arise

ld work in complete harmony h could

'in the period just before their strcnglikely to do so.as the result of miscalculation

Churchfll thoûght that, w il The gréatesttdanger would come28. Mr. were not et necessa ri y safer. .Russ'an'sttongér, they yet
became really effective- If the than

. strong ,
°dfence but also` as'a link betweën

North America an u, •
were becoming

Canadtan Navy woul g - d E ro• o •

270 Mr. u,., . onë of the lead^ng navies ^n t e
its Navy. it was, bu^lding uP. ,._

^ with i s expandmg resources, wôuld continue tiK^nedom
ho

t Apcd that Canada, herished for •so long 1 Ôn^
yefor purpose sof localnaval tradition, as it had been c

eatd be f ^value not

''. Ch rchlll said that Canada was to • g. • h free world. He
shared his views on this ques u7.^n ratulated on the grQwt.

between ^ e w ,
advised on policy by ^ an Admiral of the °Atlantic. Atlantic

stcon opposed to the.creation of a Supreme Allie Commander,
n dian government

gY ^fied,'to. hear tia nsome membcrs ,.of, . o f
H é •was grat,

h

occasion they wou
them these could be 'resolvëd by the StandiH G ^s phowever, most

made war, they -wcre more
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by'reason of an "incident"., In his view the odds were against a war.this year';"•
although no one could make an accurate forecast:

',-The Russians had greatly improved their position by bringing large portions
of Europe and all of China under• their control without loss t0 themselves: Theyy
might therefore think it best to continue as at present. Their-leaders appeared
to fear war and atomic bombing since these would undermine their.control over
their people. They seemed more interested , in maintaining their power
internally than anything else. If, at a.later date, the West desired to intensify
the "cold war" it , might possibly do so by taking steps to make. more :
information available to the Russian people. The West would be in increased
danger if there were the slightest sign that the NATO countries ' were not
pursuing their,defence plans,with determination.,.. ., .... , , . • ,. . , ,
Economic situation
29. Lord Cherwellss said 'the Americans had been' anxious to obtain

additional supplies of aluminum. Canada's willingness that the United
Kingdom should divert to the -United States some of their Canadian supplies of
aluminum had made it possible to persuade the United States to allocate to the
United Kingdom considerable quantities of steel which would be of great' value
both for rearmament- and for'exports. It was vitally important to, maintain
United Kingdom exports. For the United Kindom, gold and dollar reserves had
fallen seriously in 1951 and it was going to.be very difficult to stop them.from
continuing to decline in the next six months.

30. Mr. Churchill said that his government had been faced with a rave
financial situation on assuming office. g
deficit with the dollar area, with Europe and with the re taof the wora large
rearmament programme of £4.7 billion. would now. cost £5.2 billion owing to
increased prices. His government was, however, not going•. to be afraid to take
the unpopular steps: that were necessary,. if national - solvency were ; to be'
regained. He felt that, if the need for further stringencies were put squarely to
the people of Great Britain, they would accept the measures required by the
situation.

He did not propose to ask for outside help for the purpose of énabling
the people of the United Kingdom to avoid discomfort. Rearmament' was,
however, a different matter; for it was designed to serve the common cause. He
was ready to seek external aid to help forward' the United Kingdom defence
Programme:' The, assistance which the Americans were providing would be a
great help to the-rearmament effort; and the export drive.
31' Lord Cherwell said that cuts could, only be made in domestic consump-

tion, the defence programme or in exports. Consumption had already been cut
to the' -bone, Some of the rearmament programme would have to be postponed.32-

Ur. Churchill said that he now expected the United Kin dom rearm -
Ment programme to take four rather than three years to complete. In the

ss'PaYmaster generalr. dù, Royaume-Uni, conseiller du premier ministre Churchill pour lesquestions d'Energie atomique.

PaYmaster General of United Kingdom, Adviser to Prime Minister" Churchill on AtomicEnergy Affain, .
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his government wâs côncentrating its' efforts on such essential'
circumstances,
elements of the programme as new types of aircr

aft
anniklihood of the United

33.i `Mr. St.:Laurent enquired whether there Y

Kingdom being. able to reduce its unrequited exports. some ' progress in this'
34. ^ Mr. ° Chûrchill - said that it ^ was hoped to

but 'that his*' government's, hands were .tied to some extent by
direction . , ..
arrangements made since the close of the war.

During the war,
had been of the opinion that thé United Kingdomshould

,
hold itself free to pût in a counter-claim against the sterling b

alances which
British troops

had been accumulated by countries which had been preserv
Y

from being overrun by the enemy. dom trade
aid that the imbalânce in Canâdian-United Kingthe Uni ted

35. Mr. Howe s
would have been less if Canada could h ave

had lbeen lgo ng to countries in the
Kingdom for,heavy equipment which

sterling area.

36 Mr.r. St. Laurent said that he and his colleagues had nadiany ga ôvernment.
Mr. Churchill's review of; . the worléffosituaion.

rts .tmust bee inade by the Western
realized that the ^ greatest possible
countries in'order to achieve the results that, were essential StalLaurent and the

37: Mr. Churchill said that he was msgrfor their kindness. The meeting of
other; members of the Canadian government

n

the four members of his Cabinet with 'the Canadian Cabinet had been a

memorable event.

38. Jt

ress at

was agreed
that a brief communique should be iti^ to had

Atlant icthe conclusion of the meeting. This .
would indicate that

ranged ove
r the world situation with particular emphasis. on the

alliance, and that'the exchange of vieowcountri sealed a complete
between the representatives of the tw N A. ROBERTSON
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Secretafy to the Cabinet
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du procès-verbal de la réunion des chefs de direction
Extrait

Éztract from Mlnutes of meeting of Heads of Division
2 1952Ottawa, January ,

^^. .. -• . .r .
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AMERICA AND FAR EAST. ^.

Canada-U.K Continûing Committee
12. Miss: Meagher A meeting; of the Canada-U K., Continuing Committee on

Trade and Economic Affairs will take -place in London immediately, after the
Commonwealth Finance Ministers Meeting,: in 'January. ,, While there are no
active 'items on- the agenda, the meeting will provide an opportunity, for , a
general review of Canada's trade position in the sterling area, in the light of the
considerable deterioration in the 'U.K. balance of payments position and of the
change.'of government in the U.K:, both'of which have occurred'since the'last
meeting of the Continuing Committee in May.

, . ,

672.
• ^ , . .1'.11 . DEA/10364-40, I . •. Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
High Commissioner in United Kingdom

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM 248 56

London,January 25, 1952

From Canadian delegation to the Continuing Committee.
I. The Con' tinuing Committee concluded discussions yesterday. As usual we

exchanged our respective estimates of the balance of payments between the two
countries for the coming year. There was considerable discrepancy between ourestimates :

of the cuirent balance, the British estimates of purchases from
Canada being higher than ours by $110 million. On the other hand, the
Canadian estimate of British sales to Canada was approximately $50 million
higher than"the British estimate.-The United Kingdom estimates did not take
into account any Canadian expenditures on the purchase of military equi ment
or expenditures of our forcés in the United Kingdom. p2.

With respect to the estimates of British purchases in Canada, the UnitedKingdom figures envisage larger ' expenditures on metals and Torést productsapparently due to a different view as to both prices' and quantity. It has been
arranged thatfurther examination of these estimates should be made by both
sides in Ottawa and London with a view to achieving closer reconciliation.'The
British emphasized in respect of both metals and forest products that-theintend to honour all existing contracts. , y3. The

,.. , ^ . . ., ^ .
Y warned ' us -that in view of the existing dollar crisis some of the

marginal products may be in danger.tive of the Ministry of Food indicated
The

tataapplessandusa mon the representa-^ are vulnerable
^ Le télégramme . , , . . . ., . , ^ ^porte la mention manuscrite:

Noted on telegram: : ,

Repeated to Washington as EX-211 of January 25/52.
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and ' that even cheese may be in ' doubt. .They. . said mâde, that th ÿ ou d be
regarding these purchases in 1952 had not yet been
working on this in the near future and wôùld let`us kno cult to avô d some cut

it would be d^ff :
if they hâd t6 make cuts in food imports. ,.
in tobacco. Decisions on the rYiarginal food- items will not hrou h the app opri

ând
^ they promised that they f would get 'm touch with us t g

ate channels when they were ûnder cot6 Canada .`were
nsideration. _',

substantially `lôwer than
`4. British es'timates oftheir'sates

based on a rather pessimistic view of theenceôurs in respect of textiles. This
ôutloôk for the consumer market in textile fab of motortcârs n Cranadarltheir
for the last quarter of 195ér than ourst of sales
estimate is somewhat higher

. The meetings provided a useful forum for the exchange
5 and it was proposed that the next

outlook for the coming year
meetings should

take place in Ottawa sometime next September. At,that time they and we will
n a better position to consideu the situation respecting the marginal

be i
products.

4 40

4

673.

I I - 1)EA/1036 -

Le conseiller commercial du haut -commissariat R oye=Uni
au directeur des relations commerciales internationales

du ministère du Commerce

Commercial Counséllor, High Commission in United Kingdom
to Director, International Trade Relë^ e

Department of Trade and Comm
2London, January 25, 19

Isbister] iDear Clâude [ • „PPt;,,^t of the Continu _119

a

C

Herewith the papers covering tne Just ...--....o-
Çommittee.'-The telegram which we sent Î ca^ aââaay,'plus these papers, give
a fairly complete picture and.there oingbeen

As .meetings relating to the Finance: Ministers' C meet^ngs staré d, a
on for roughly,two weeks before the Continuing Committee Committee had
great deal :of the ground normally covered at the o tQ"cover• ^ the remaining
already been traversed. ,1 t was, therefore, possible 22nd

round in, two, meetings. which were : held : on the afternoons of January
8 ,,..,•..,, ... ,•,:•, ,

and 23rd. . _ . , . ,
There is no doubt about the seriousness of the sterling area's. balaonethe

payments^ difficulties.; .:The, papers going forward.
to, Adrian. Gilbert:

.Finance,Ministers' meetings reveal.this all too plainly:; ments

4 ÿ,.F. -, r:• ^, ', , ,,•

^. . 5

#aF(NaturallY the U.. estimates of the Anglo-Cànadian bal of bâargaining

position
were more pessimistic than ours. This is the sorto

Continuing
approach which has characterized the figuresefect xreconcilation

every of course,
Committee i know anything -about.Perfect
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impossible,. not only. because of the time lag involved, but also because of the,
varying classifications. As you know our estimates of British exports to Canada
in 1952 were. based on our judgment: on the outlook compared with 1951. The ^
1951 figures in turn were obtained by projecting performance for, the first ten
months; forward into a twelve.month period. In actual fact British exports to.
Canada in November and December. of 1951 fell very- sharply in comparison
with the preceding months so that our projection was bound to be somewhat,
higher than the actual. The British on the other hand,were rather inclined to
estimate • 1952 performance on,, the basis of their,November and December
experience which:in.our view:_was abnormal in the other.direction. When we,
got down to a-closer examination of the figures, we found that their estimates'
and ours were not so far apart after all. Their heading for vehicles, for instance,
which was much larger than ours was found to contain a great many. other
items besides motor- cars. It. included bicycles, motor, cycles, road rollers and
even vessels. By a series of adjustments, the trade figures were ultimately
brought into fairly close harmony, with the single exception of the textile items.
Here our estimate was that they would sell 143.4 million to Canada in .1952
compared with their estimte of- 126 million.. The performance under .this
heading is anybody's guess and quite frankly I would place my money on their,
figure than on ours.
-: ,. As far; as U.K. imports from Canada are concerned, the major difference
was in the metals and forest products items. A difference in the forest products
heading is understandable because timber will enter the United Kingdom in
1952 under. a; limited general licence and : it is anybody's : guess where the
business will be placed. On metals, howéver, the bulk of the purchasing is
under contracts, details, of which are currently known so that any pronounced
difference is hard to understand. We estimated . that . the U.K. would spend.
$100 million,on Canadian metals and minerals in. 1952..The corresponding
British estimate is approximately $261 million, a difference of $141 million.
Part 'of the 'difference is accounted for by the fact'that the British' figure{
includes. imports of Canadian steel, valued at approximately $12,300,000 in
1,951 'and fe'r`ro-alloys valued at approximately $10,000,000 in 1951, â total of
say $22,000,000 if purchases in 1952 are at the s=6 level as in' 1951. Even
allowing'' for 'this; however, the discrepancy is inexplicably large and the'
statisticians on tioth' sides will try and 'reconcile their figures. Fullerton will
doubtless go into this on his return and I would be intérested in his findings.

The only other important discrepancy arose from. the inclusion in - our
balance of: payménts1 estimate of roughly' $60,000,000,.which' we' plan, on
pending in thé. U.K. on ' military account =- ' (Centurion "tanks; troop

mainténance-ëtc.) The British had not âllowed anything under this heading.
The seriousness of, the balance of payments position overshadowed all

discussions, . Theré càn* be no doubt about the determination. of the resent
administration' to take whatever steps are necessary to, put the sterling area
back on its feet Recognizing this determination, our opposite numbers at the
Conference table were not in.a position to guarantee they would not cut back
on imports of non essential Canadian food items such as canned salmon andd . . .r
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In the words -of Frank Lees' both these items are "vulnerable". The
apples.outlook for cheese is only slightly less disturbing. While I doubt if there will beout that if
a- cut back in British- imports of Canadian tobacco it was pointed
imports of food are to :be cut down, it becomes politically awkward to defendreduced . If
dollar expenditures for tobacco so that thèse may also have1 south of the line
they are, we can always hope theset an example to the, est of the Common-

United
In an

Kingdom
effort twill; import as little. as possible in' 1952, and is

wealth'
norththe. of it.,

prepared to risk fairly serious inventory redûctions:in.thetpdr^^es^Ses hould
more definite about their intentions in the above will have been formulated
be available later in the year, when import' policies w ill
in the light of the recent Finance Ministers' Conference and als h W import nt
be able to tell them, perhaps more accurately than we canles and salmon.
it is to us to dispose of certain marginal items es

such as
fromaCanadian anti-dumping

Frank, Lee referred to increased diffi .
, I was surprised to hear this because I cannôt reme merattention

regulaUons
instance of British difficulties under this W^û,d beemore lkely'to'use their own
in 1951. It is true that British exporters ' but t nevertheless, we
Gôvërnment-' for ' protests about and the fact that we have had a falling off in

have

these
always been

consultations
consultedsuggests t dt the position is less serious rather than more

serious as Lee indicated that it , was. I am asking the Boouron i Trade for more
particulars and if i get anything worthwhile will write y

It was also ' sug
gested, that the • expressed intentions , o f

dome as
Cana

fa rl as
Government " to facilitate imports ^ from-, the United King ârticularly
Government purchasing was 'concerned, had not ' seemed to be p

ineffectivé: Here again I am asking for further details: `' n dom investment
There was an interesting "discussion on United Kt g

Canada^^ " incl ding the o râtion of thé interest free loan arrangements. I intend
u th pe ,. k or twô: '

}.^ . ^, , ,. ..
,

n'l'k I to considerfavourably addit ional 'dollar commitments,

dcveloping a token import sc eme area under -the correc
about the , progress of' the wholé 'os r hhts Itris going to be a diff icult tas ^en

A
measûres planned. I think this view ig

,.
uld be

^'ustralia '- in' particular to keep within thè dollar budgettiis t hthey
espwa^süggcsted• Until, thcrefore,'theyhave succeeded in doing ecially, for

and while the,Bntis po 1
self• overning sections of the sterling area Commonwealth, theô very far in

g..rthat an of thë' Governménts involved would b ûnt ies until they knew moTe
y • h with dollar co t,ve

to'write you more fully on this in a wee ,- meetings and
the result of what he heard at the Finance Minist

ers'
datthere wo Id betFred, as

frôm: Dana Wilgress, realized before
asm f meet

ings
a

l
token import scheme with other

ittlc hope of getting U .K.'énthu ,
arh eà. He, nevertheléss; raised the question in a tactful way

parts of the sterling dd not feel4 • ''' inted out thât they,could' not dictate the, polY of the

r,,-erce du urne
Frank Lee. so

f^ n ent Secreary, n^ ►rd of Trade of United Kingdom.
Sir Frank l.ee. ire l

I
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non-essential items. It was felt that the time was not opportune to develop the
idea, although it was unquestionably a good time to bring it up - if only to
remind the U.K. that we are still setting oui sights on getting back into the
sterling area markets.

While it is impossible to put your finger on any specific item and say, "but
for the Continuing Committee meetings this, or that, would not have
happened" it was a most successful session. I saw Frank Lee and McGregorS8
last night and they. both claimed it to have been the "best ever": In my view it
was a very worthwhile venture,'and I am sure Fred will agree.19

Yours sincerely,,

674.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet '. . .
Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET [Ottawa,J February 13, 1952. . ,y, . ' .

R.P. BOWER

. ' . . .

CHEESE AND SALMON: DISCÔNTINUANCE OF U.K. PURCHASES

impression at the meeting of the U.K.-Canada Continuing Committee on

5. The Minister 'of Resources and Development as Acting Minister of
Agriculture réported that the United Kingdom had now advised that they did
not'propose to purchase, any cheese ` in Canada during the coming year. The
Department' of Agriculture were of the view, which officials in Trade and
Commerce shared, that the U.K. government might have derived the

Trade that the'Canadian preference was to'have any available dollars spent on
salmon rather than on cheese. - They hoped that this impression might be
corrected and purchases of cheese arranged:

6. The Minister of Fisheries said whatever might be the trùth of that
impression it did not appear that the United Kingdom intended to 'purchase
any salmon either during the'coming "year. He had received advice to that
effect from U.K. representatives in Canada.
k•7"Thé Cabinet noted the reports of the Acting Minister of Agriculture andthe

Minister' of Fisheries concerning notice of the U.K. intention to purchase
no cheese or 'salmon ' in Canada during the coming year and agreed,that the
matter be discussed further at a subsequent meeting.

.1.

s"Kenneth McGregôr, directeur, ministère du Commerce du Royaume-Uni. '^
Kenneth McGregor, Under-Secretary, Board of Trade of United Kingdom.

s9 Notre copie du docu
The ment porte la mention manuscrite suivante ;fo^^owing was written on this copy of the document;Assu

ngT[rade) dc C[ommerce] has referred to Finance: J.H. W[arren
Isbister will confirm. I , .
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675. >t^ : Cabinetconclusiôns'Extrait des
^,.: .

" Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

importance of the U.K. exPo

[Ottawâ,j February 19, 1952

TOP SÉCRET'

MENT'
PORT PROGRAMME: SPECIAL`ARRANGE

REDUCTION IN U.K. lMCOVERING EXPORTS OF NEWFOUNDLAND FISH '` February

Minister,
referring to discussion at the meeting of

4. The Prime telegram which the Canadian members of the
.13th, 1952,•read the text of a ro sed to send to the High
U.K.-Canada Continuing Committee on Trade p po •

' office in
London • about the United Kinnge i ng ôfp°hé

Commissioner s o point out that, at. the last rt cuts had

Committee
programme, . inThe

January
message

of thiswoulyéa pono dèfiriite decisions on l there would be

further
been taken by the

consultation Unitedbefore ^ firm
Kingdomdecis ô d•we ere ched In the circumstances,

cheese and

it
that advice about the discontinuance of purchasesé notases ÿfet final. The

was assumcd
f,unds U.K. tobacco, urchaseslimitation of purchases of tobacco

8.5 million
P telegram should submit that th P Op°sed division cco growers than toUnited States and . Canada did not fullyobrâcog gze the greater

between the rt market to Canadian t

It would alsô indicate that thebeing
d isde oninupnce o f

U.S. tobacco growers.
^

{m orts of

chèese imports would not be consistent with theâ eas A ut of 50 percent might
cheesé fromt other,countries outsidé the sterling

bé,in line. The
would be expressed that there would baken

discussions

hope
côncerning apples and canned salmôn before final é

decis
ce,lto the , Secretary to the

(Letter, Deputy Minister. of1T9r 1952)'d Comm
itedCabinet and enclosure - Feb. 19,

'
' '

Fisheries
said - hè had ., been advised th at

unde w^f5."The Minister o
►ich

would not continue for a further
her year the arrange^

. 'dfor; Newfoundland salt cod the
sold

s
convertible sterling had been ; prot+^

Markets for local currencies. The arrangc éd with the financial
European Mand was conne It mightbeen for; a one year period

' ion madewere

be
,instance

.• union • of Newfouridland with Canadas
rovlslons for the if , announcement -of, the U.K. dec Certain

particularly embarrassing leted' on all ôrders'for the 1951 catch. On the
com

before delrveries hadbë^;l d npthe expectation that pr Ve Some

other han

icës would drop.

contracts might be ^
possible ^n order

able
d, if the U.K. decision was firm, it woul â dateeas pto g

timing of the
agraphguidance to Newfoundland `s^û,d be made to fillets. Since the

rther pthat a shift in the 1952 catch any publicent was •important; it would be,desirabl
â a

skin fgu thatannouncem inting this out and
' could be added to the message po •

opo$edstatement be withheld for the time bemg.
inS

6. The Cabinet, ' dom concernafter discussion, agreed that â telegramK'n sent as p,
to-the Office of the, High Commissioner: in the United

8



Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
j au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

'Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Comniissioner, in United Kingdôm"".. ,,,: . , . . . , ,

TELEGRAM 430
., r •

CONFIDENTIAL

DEA/8925-E-40

Following for Bower from Bull, Begins:
L Further to your telegrams 449t and 463' will you please convey following

views to the Board of Trade, Ministries of Food and Supply on behalf of
Taggart,60 Deutsch and Bull. This message has Cabinet approval.
2. It will be^recalled that at the recent meeting of the Continuing Committee

there was informal discussion of possible cuts in U.K. imports of Canadian
tobaccô, cheese, canned salmon and apples. The U.K. members,* however, were
not in a position, at that time, to indicate U.K. plans" and it was,agreed 'that '
there would be further consultation befo'redefinite decisions were reached and
announced.

3.; Since thé meetings in London there has'been no further. consultation of the
kind which we understood would také' place before -decisions were reached.
Meanwhile, the Deputy High Commissioner has informed us that the U.K. had `
decided to cut purchases of Canadian tobacco to 8,500,000 pounds and Sir,
Andrew Jones61 has notified Taggart by letter that the U.K. has decided not to '
buy any Canadian cheese. Sir Wilfred Anson of ' the Imperial Tobacco
Company called Norman MacRae, of the Tobacco Division of the Department
of Agriculture, to Washington, where MacRae was informed thât the U.K.
could only afford to purchase 70 - million , pounds - of tobacco from North
America in 1952 and that Canada's share would be 81/ million pounds.
Canadian views on this division of the U.K. purchases were not invited.' Had we
been given an opportunity to discuss this allocation we would have pressed for a,
larger Canadian share.

`0J 'G- Taggan^ sous-ministre de l'Agriculture.
J.G. Ta88^^ Deputy Minister of Agriculture.

`'Su Andnw Jones, chef, mission de l'alimentation du Royaume-Uni.
Su Andrew Jones, Head, Food Mission of United Kingdom.
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4. We regret that consultation has ; not, yet •takén place but assume; on the

basis of^ our discussions , in London, that these decisions are not -yet final. We,

thereforé; submit the following for consideration. :- ?•: ='
'' ' the division of tobacco purchases

5: - In? our 'view," and ^ as'• indicated above,
between the United States and Canada does notâ fully

U .S
. reco gnize

obac
the

greâter importance to Canadian tobacco growerstthat the Canadian share of
of the U.K. export market. We, therefore, suggest
the overall , allocation could be substantially increased without serious effects

upon the U.S.
6. As to cheese, it seems to us • that a decision to cut off Canadian im ports

entirely would not be consistent with the cuts, that are being made on imports
of cheese from other countries outside the sterling area. W ties of

w ish, in
U.K and

way, to make suggestions which would add to the f
the 'sterling area, and would accept the necessity, for so me tocut,in

us to be more on
Canadian cheese. A cut of 50 percent, however, would see
line with what is being done, for example, with respect to imports - of cheese

from Eùropean countries.

7. As yet
we have no word about apples and canned salmon but express the

an
hopé that before-fnal decisions are•reached there'will be an opportunity for

ezchange of views.
8. The chief purpose of the Côntinuing Comrnittee was to provide a forumour

which problems of this kind could be discussed and we understood
January meéting'was. called 'for: the specific purposeof discussing necessary

adjustments in the U.K. import programme from Canada.

.9: While '. this subject was not. discussed during Çontinuing'
Ç h fespeCt

meetings, we would urge that no ànnoùncem of conversion into dollars,
to salt fish sales to Europe for sterling and question
ûntil' cl^ared with Canada, so as to minimize prejüdicial effects upon sales,

. . ^ e+_'^^. . . . . . . . ^ . .

pccsent and potential. cnub.
.E-40

f^ï /

DEA/8925
671 /. ^ r•.,

, r ° . t ..ÿ F ^ . . s 'r • ' •^ . • •'

• ' r ` L_ . ._..,..,..tcenirP au ROVallnle-Unl.Le nuu;-w^,.,....,..».. _ _- ---.

au seciétatre d'État aux-Affaires extérieures..
,^ ; ., ; High Com ►»lssioner in United Kingdom

ce,..otarv nfState for External Affairs
^^

,à: -., -- #- :j . , London, February 20, 19
^t •^;TELEGR/►M,519i , r w

,..^. -

RFSrRICTED

and Commerce, Ottawa, from Bower, Begins:Follôwïng for Bull, Trade^^ ., .



1. Ritchie; Marshall and I' had meeting.at Board of Trade today with Lee,
Hancock62 and Harris67 and left copy of your telegram'with following corrected
Paragraph 6 to take account of the fact that Continental cheese is still under
open general licence.

"As to cheese, it seems to us that a'decision to cut off Canadian imports
entirely would not be consistent with continuéd imports'of, cheese from other
countries outsidec the sterling area.' We do not wish, in any way, to, make
suggestions which would add to the difficulties of the United Kingdom and the
sterling area, and would accept the necessity for some cut in imports of
Canadian cheese. A cut of 50 percent, however, would seem to us to be less out
of line with what, is being ^done, for example, with respect to imports of cheese
from European countries.

2. 1 also read Paragraph 3 of Canada House telegram No. 248 of January 24
as an indication of our impression at the time of what'had been agreed upon
about prior consultation.
3. Théy expressed regret at what they described as a genuine misunderstand-

ing. They considered they had'given fairly definite warning at the Continuing
Committee regarding the probable fate of Canadian' cheese and tobacco'and
that their only remaining obligation was to advise us of their final decisions as
soon as possible.
4.

They admitted to some surprise at the time that the reactions of the
Canadians were not stronger. We disputed their interpretation of what had
happened at the meetings and stated that our reactions would clearly have been
more vigorous if the United Kingdom statement'had been as definite as they
now claim' and if we had not understood that ' there would be further
consultation before'final decisions were taken.

5. 'Théy, have agreed to consult with the other departments concerned and to
give us their considered comments on Paragraphs 3 to 6 of, your message. Lee
observed that even had there been prior consultation the outcome could hardly
have been different.

6..Re gârding your Paragraph 7 Hancock ; s,ta ted the United Kingdom would
not be buying Canadian apples in 1952 though there was â remote chance that
thêy rnight take some salmon. This paragraph will be further dealt with in theirreplÿ,j.,

7: Lee undertook to confer with the Treasury re your Para ra h 9 and to 1
us have their comments. Ends. g p et

Sir Henr •^us-ministre de I Altmentation du Royaume-Uni. ,
-"Phili y Hancock, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Food of United Kingdom.

P Harris, directeur général, ministère du Commerce du Royaume-Uni.
Ph'iip Harris, Assistant Secretary, Board of Trade of United Kingdom. •'

"Sir Henry Hancock



to Secretary ofState for; External Affairs ', .High Commissioner in United Kcngdom

London; Fèbruary 29, 1952

been no departure on the part of the Un âmmit ée forf handling

RESTRICTED,

for Bûll,
Trade and Commerce from Bower, Bngihi: Q^ote:

Followmg
1. The following message was received from Frank emoire. United Kingdom

Reply, to Canadian telegram No. . 430. A
ch

purchases from Canada. Committee very mu

1. The United Kingdom members odt have oârisennabout the nature of thee
regret that a misunderstanding shoul

nt1
concluded session.. iThéy,believe, ho ^ the thatô edure

discussions at the rece y
economic

has berdeveloped at that and earlier sessions of the c
of the

questions of common concern. ara ra h 8 0

e certainly sharé their Canadian collëagforum for the genec'al review,
2. Th y Committee is a

telegram) that the Continuing imports from Canada
on st other things, of prospective United Kingdom roPosals to

am g ortunity for the discussion of any p

cisèl
they regard the committee^nihis light t eYand particularly affords an opp ,

United Kingdom
reduce them. But pre

y because
ss^ble cuts in certain h

cannot agree that the discussion. of po the
t

meeting shoûld be regarded as "informal" (ashasize that
Paragrap

imports at the recen were at pains to enp
During thosé discussions they position as disclosed at the

2 suggests )• area's external financial po
gravityof the sterlingCommonwealth Finance Ministers6` was such that, c ri edénice,
Conference of Commonwea Wereterm expansion discussed at that
to the positive measures for long-

certain imports from Canada to meet the pr^e ^t Well gnclude the
reductlons in ^learly indicated that these reductions g s of tobacco. The
inescapable. They marked objection;cessation of imports of cheese and the éé ^eleXpTess a^Y dian
Canadian, representatives did not at th and nature ofdom representative-s inferred th il^éhe Cana

whatand the United King than
Government expected to be told no more thereatheir clearhrecollection of
the final decision. This re

view is borne 01
ed minutes of the meetings. that there

took place and by the agreed was agreed (paragraph 2)
3. The Canadian representatives say definite decisions were reached and

would be further consultation beforeborne out by the record of the discussions'that point. The
announced. This, however, is no
But the United Kingdom side do not wish to lay undue stress on

RELATIONS AVEC LE COMMONWEALTH

;.DEA/8925-E-40^ ..

Le haut-corrcmissaire au Royaume; ^ucres

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires exterc
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United Kingdom Government are willing; as they have always bèén, to give the. -
Canadian Government as full and ample notice as the circumstances permit- of'
measures affecting United Kingdom imports from Canada so as to enable the
latter. government to express any views they may wish (althoiigh the Canadian •.,
Government will realise that the. balance of payments position: has become so ;
serious that cuts. in imports cannot be avoided): r The ; United :Kingdom #
Government will accordingly be communicating with the Canadian Govern--
ment in due course about the question of the extent to which purchases of
apples and canned salmon may be possible or not in the forthcoming season.

4. On the specific items, emphasized in the Canadian Government's telegram,.
the position is as follows: ..
(a) Tobacco. In the present critical circumstances imports of tobâcco into the

United Kingdom in 1952 are being* restricted to the bare minimum which,
together ^ with the stockpile, will enable production of cigarettes etc. to be
maintained. Purchases from the 1951 Canadian crop were exceptionally high
as a result of the relatively large stockpiling purchases which were made. These
purchases were much larger in proportion to purchase for current use than
were those from the USA and accordingly United Kingdom stocks of Canadian
tobacco will be -proportionately higher than stocks of United States tobacco.
Nevertheless, the ratio of the proposed imports from the 1952 Canadian and
the USA crops (8 and one half million pounds and 61 and one half million`
pounds respectively) is approximately the same as the ratio-of purchases from
the 1952 and 1950 crops, and appreciably higher than the corresponding ratio
for eailier years. Accordingly, taking into account the sto& position described
above and the probable rates of usage of United States and Canadian leaf, the'
United Kingdom Government do not feel it possible to increase thé Canadian'
shar'e of the total imports of tobacco from North America:

(b) Cheese. The United Kingdom Government have carefully considered the
Canadian Government's request, but they regret that they are unable to modify
their decision not to buy any Canadian cheese this year. This conclusion has
been reached only after very full examination of the possible alternative import
cuts. The Canadian Government will be aware that the 'United Kingdom
ceased ^ some time ago to purchase cheese from the USA. The continued
imports of cheese from non-sterling sources to which the Canadian representa-
tives referred, are assumed to be those from European countries in the OEEC.
United Kingdom imports from those countries, however, have already borne
the brunt -of the government's emergency measures. The cuts `already made',
have amounted to about - 150 million pounds on food and additional cuts on
items like cheese (which appears on the common list-of liberalised products)
would be a further serious blow to the European economy. . I t

(c) Salt' fish. The United Kingdom representatives have taken note of the
Canadian request. They will be' getting into touch with the Canadian
Gevernment in due course about this matter. Unquote.
2. 1 have been unable to discuss with Lee or Hancock the additional points on

cheése which 'you mentioned today but will do so tomorrow. Please advise as
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quickly as possible what you propose to do in view of, Lee's message, and what
line you wish us to.take:

3. At lunch -today Rowan claimed the same; understanding- as-Lee on what
was agreèd at the Continuing Committee: He suggested - it •would be next to
impossible -to -gët cheese or tobacco question- reopened, but! feel representa-
tions at Ministerial level might be effective. Ends._ • . ,, , ; Ï ,.

679.-
. DEA/10364-40, . ,

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité
interministériel sur la politique du commerce extérieur ,^

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Interdepartmental
Committee on External Trade'Policy ,

I

>

Ottawa, March 10, 1952
, ^..

1l. U.K. Pur.`chasing'Progrâmme for 1952 {
._,$ 1 1, t.

13. 'The Deputy Minister of. Trade and Commerce said that a telegram had

been received, from London -giving the text of, a message from Sir Frank Lee
about the understanding of the Canadian representatives on the U.K.-Canada
Continuing Çommittee that no final decisions had been agreed on, during the
discussions with relation to reduction of the U.K. purchasing programme. Lee.
stated the U.K. members'.,understanding that they had clearly indicated that
reductions might include the cessation of imports of cheese and, the reduction
of imports of:tobacco, to which they hadunderstood the Canadian representa-
tives did not at the time express any marked objection. The message explained
the reasoning behind the reduction in tobacco, imports, and stated that they
could not modify the decision 'not to'buy. any Canâdian ' chee'se dûring the

coming year.
; ;(Telegram from the Officeof: the High Commissioner; in London, No. 601,

February 29, 1952)
The understanding described by Lee, was . entirely, at variance withe

.impression of, all the - Canadian representatives at. the last Continuing
Committee, meeting.. It had been -their - clear - impression ^, that the U.K.
representatives . were indicating . action that, might have, to be taken basis
probably would be-necessary but not_any firin decisions. It was on that
that the matter:had been allowed to pass without more vigorous argument. The
Canadian group had understood that there would be an opportunity for further
representations when decisions were actually made. Whatever the position was,
the immediate question was whether anything further should be done about the
U.K. decisions. It seemed probable that no modification could be secu ë d at the
official level and that representations, - if any, .,would have. to bthe

ministerial level.
,14... The Deputy Minister of Finance said -that, while a greal deal of exception

could be taken to the. U.K. handling of the matter, he doubted whether it would

IN
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be desirable to try to'press any further. The. U.K.'s: fi nancialworsened steadily and the action on Canadian purchasés was only had
Y part of anexceedingly stringent programme. It seemed highlY` improbable that there was

anything to be gained by further representations.
15: The Chairnürn

expressed agreement. He thought, however,
United Kingdom might be asked to'ensure that .that thethe

Canadian programme did not refer to they Uannouncement
K.-Canada

cement relating to
Committee and did not say that there had been consultation Continumg
advance about the cuts. The next question was with Canada inas -e,develop in Canada with sales of cheese to the Unite

dtKingdom cut
osition offthat would

the Andersen amendment in effect in the United States. In the circumstances,it was difficult to see how the overn
and with

programme for cheese such as g the Canadian
could

edera aer
on a of new price su

Agriculture wasurging. The desirable situation a

e

Pport

a point at which there would be an inc ntv è to dhvert the price of cheese reach
77

,dried milk, fluid milk or butter. Certainly there should be no other products
incentivecheese. centive price

16.
The Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce

that a recent reportsaidfrom the Belgian Congo indicated that a substantial Canadian
market there fordried milk was being lost to the Netherlands. Similarl a

was being lost to Portugal and Norwa , The' re^ Y market for dried codsonsCanadian prices that would not allow compet t on. The ex ^n .eachcase were
kept in mind in any price support programmes. port aspect had to be

17.
The Deputy Covernor.. of the Bank of Canada

ointerecent sharp break in the price of lard from 12 a p d out that with the
quite possible that there would be a decline in ege apound

bloio 6¢ a pound, it was
price of margarine would come down. That would bri .l prices and that the

18. Mr. Paterson6S said a further factor was that •wgh n additional problem.
and mouth disease the U.S. embargo prevented the the outbreak of foot

movementthe United States." This was increasing the cow o of dairy cattle toparticularly,
which was the principal cheese pr dÛcinattân in Eastern Ontario

Year about 7 million pounds of New Zealand cheese had
Canada to sell at about 32'/0 in Montreal

g area. During the last

Would"enable N.Z. imports. to in•

been imported into. Any floor in that general region
19• Mr• Pearsa1167 said that, while

under it '^'

milk coüld be diverted in niany areas fromone product to another, that was not the case in all localities
Was not so in some parts of, Eastern Ontario:` ^and particuarly itthe Year, particularly May and June, milk ha Thére, during certam months of

for° of all the cheese prodùced in Canada was
anuf actured between

cheese or not atBelleville and Montreal. Concentrating • plants were being established ' that
bsG R Paterson, directeur de la Direction des produits a'^om^e Paterson Director, Agricultural Commodities

ministère du Commerce.e. mmodities Branch, Dèpartment of Trade and
"Voir les documents 842-847./See ;.,

67L'W Pearsall, directeur (administration
Documents 842-847, . ' • ••

L'W Pearsall, Director (Administrative), MService des marches, rr^inistère de l'Agriculture.
). Marketing Service, Department of Agriculture.

k
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would.allow a greater flexibility but it_would probably be another fouror,-five

ÿears before there would be a complete capacitâd, that• one -thing that 'would

f20. The' Deputy Minister:'of Agriculture s
P• robably be necessary would be to discontinue any purchases

b
government

utter
,However, he thought it would be extremely dich.a

fficult 1•c
there• would be a

avoid - a' support, policy ^.for ; cheese. Und lr ^t end up. ^olding some 20 million
substantial : chance that' the government_ m g
to 25 million pounds of cheese in the autumn: .: ^

21. The Committee, after further discussion, agreed: ; Ù.K• , overnment
(a) that no further representatiôns be, made- to - the,, ro ramme for the

concerhing the decisions with 'regard to thânnouncement concerning it should
coming year other than to ensure that any suggestion
avoid reference to the U.K.•Canada Continuing with^ Canada of the reductions
that there had been consultation in : adva
represented by the programme; and. ^ are ' for consideration bÿ the
-(b)'that the Department of Agriculture pr p

ittee before presentation to the Cabinet a memorandum on cheese and
Comm
the'considerations that would affect policy in •^.

the coming year.

Patrick N^cholson, under this heading "British offer wnr ^t âw°â.11correspondent, Pat ^^ The story say s understood i
40,000,000 pounds more cheese. Britain

information y

PURCHASE OF WARSHIP FROM BRÎTAIN

f i ublished. a, despatch from its Ottawa
The Dailÿ Graphic on Julÿ, 1 p

that dollars paid by Canada for the aircraft carrier will be utilized by

•' ' dian c heese, and Includes an interestïng calculatioâ th ûnd for
: In buytng Cana und compared with 2s2d. po

aircraft carriers cost°abôut ôf• ân•.. ' a' Po carrier should yield nearly one

': Canâdian'-cheese, the sale in Br itain. •pôund ôf cheese for every person il An a er but has

`2, .Thc^story has not as yet been carried by
anr Relations Of ^^Ce' A ocaused some embarrassment to the Commonwealth o f a

' ion ou could give me or the
atus

Canadian Joint Staff abosu^ otne st
ew

âny# discussions that may be proceed^ng regarding the acqui
12.1 fficent will be helpful:

SUBDIVISION III/SUB-SECTION I11,

ACHAT D'UN PORTE-AVIONS/PURCHASE OF AIRCRAFT CARRIER
DEA/8925-E-40

aircrâft carrier in place of,the agn

'Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni • ^ '
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United 'Kingdom
to`Secretary of State for External Affairs

London, July 3, 1952
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DEA/50099-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
; au haut-commissariat au Royaume- Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commission in United Kingdont

TELEGRAM 1342
Ottawa, July 4, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

PURCHASE OF AIRCRAFT CARRIER FROM UNITED KINGDOM
Reference: Your Telegram No. 1510 of July 3, 1952.

Ministers recently gave authority for the purchase of a new aircraft carrier
in the United Kingdom at an estimated cost of approximately $21,000,000 as
an alterative,to the extensive overhaul and alteration of the

1llagnificent. Inthis •connection,
Ministers directed that consideration be given to the

desirability of discussing with the United Kingdom the use of a portion of the
dollar revenue from the contract for the purchase in Canada of Canadian
products such as cheese

- importation of which had been reduced or
discont`inued because of the United Kingdom's balance of payments position.
This matter was discussed with Earl Alexander when -he was in Ottawa and
advice has now been received through Earnscliffe that although the United
Kingdom would be prepared, in the circumstances, to make a new carrier
available it would not be possible in view •of the foreign éxchange position to
earmark proceeds of the sale for the purchase of specific Canadian products.
This advice does not rule out the possibility of further consultations with
United Kingdom authorities on this question. We will be keeping you informed
of further developments.

^682. V

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut -contmissariat au Royaume-Uni
Secretary of Staté for External Affairs
Io High Commission in United Kingdom

DEA/50099-40
,- ,

Ottawa, July 25, 1952
CONFIDENTIAL

• ;

PURCHASE OF AIRCRAFT CARRIER FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM
Reference: Your telegram No. 1439 of July 19.'

I
am informed that negotiations for the acquisition and com letion of new

aircraft carrier have been satisfactorily concluded. The onl pntthe method of payment. Y Po i at issue is

2•
As I understand it, the suggestion made by Claxton in convcrsa '

Alexander that the whole purchase price might be over t
t^on with

paid o the United

.TELEGRAM 1665
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year was linkèd with the suggestion that the

Kingdom in the current fiscal a reed proportion of the funds so advanced to
United Kingdom would use some g r.^ucts in surplus supply•

by thebuy Canadian cheese or other farm pt
uiries

which Bower was authorized Î had
make

today with
3. From, informal enq

artment of Trade and Commerce andotf â méa° that there is any
urchases

likelihood
fromDep f

Leslie Rowan and Frank Weould feel able to increase its foo pu carrier. In
that the United Kingdom re a in
Canada in consideration of p ht i assuming that the Canadian . Government

these circumstances am g

the estimated cost of the

.e. by progress payments,
of the

would prefer to pay for the carrier on the const û iction and equipment which
presumably quarterly, for work done considerations this year

carrier?
Alternatively, are there budgetary

to
re ay the estimated cost of the carrier out of the

might make. it desirable p P . . .

current year's estimates? ments by the
not think there will be any difficulty about arranging payments

4. 1 do n time I have no doubt that a decisio it d Kingdom
ordinary method, at the same acceptable windfall to the Un
prepayment would be a highly. . ;. `

Treasury. ^ DEA/50099-40
. : 4 * . . . , _ .

Affaires extérieures
Lé secrétaire d'État aux Affai

aume-Uni
au haut-commissaire au Roy

airs
Secretarÿ ôfState for ExternalAnf dom.

Io High Commis , in United K g
195229,Ottawa, Jul Y

TELEGRAM 1498
..,^ . . .

^ CONFIDENTIAL OM THE UNITED KINGDOM

683. ^

-HASE OF AIRCRAFT CARRIER FR ft. , .,PUR 25,,1952.,
Reference: Your Telegram No. 1665 e^ou d prefer to pay for the carrier in the

Your assumption is correct that w
b

s payments for work done.
usual way, Y progres
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DEA/50099-40
Extrait du procès-verbal de la 89e réunion

du Comité de la défense du Cabinet

Bxtract from Minutes of 89th Meeting •
of Cabinet Defence. Committee

XI. Name,of Aircraft Carrier
42.* The Minister of National Defence recommended that the new aircraftcarrier , to be acquired by the Royal_Canadian Navy should be named H.M.C.S.Bonaventure.
43. The. Committee- agreed that the new aircraft . carrier lor, theCanadian Navy be named H.M.C.S. Bonaventure.

Royal

SECTION C

AFRIQUE DU SUD: LA "QUESTION RACIALE

SOUTH AFRICA: RACE RELATIONS
685.

'DEA/19972-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures-^t: • ,
High Commissioner in South Africa ••

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEsPATCH No. 516 . P

Le haut-commissaire en Afrique du Sud

CONFIDENTIAL11 .1
AFRICANISM AND SOUTH AFRICA

Because of its immense ' area and diverse peo les and juri sd ictions,. difficult to realize hôw rapidly Afri a south of th e
it is

bécoroing unified and how significant for the rest of the world this ma ahara is
not a unity of political forms or economic spheres of interest.• Y be. It isIn' thes e u ch mo regionsthe efforts at organized co-ordination of government are on a mscale; and ' are marked perhaps more by the 'reluctance of the u n i ts

local
together thân by any underlying unanimity ' of purpose. This

, nits " to come

tentative organiation of common public services in East Afri
. ^s true of the

proposals in the' Rhodesias and Nÿasaland, and the conferences^•on Transration
tion and on common scientific problems of the CCTA [C

Porta
deSpâtch No. • 121 of March 11, 1952).' In each of these th

TCA]68 (see my
forces

for constructive ends is fully a reciated e value of combining
PP by those in charge of_. , • . ,

retoria, December 15, 1952
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administration, but national, sectional and racial interests constantly intervene

to delay or obstruct.. _ , ,..

2. Th
e'African unity I. have in mind,is ,to be found in an entirely differ^heting

quarter and springs from. motives vef thedifferent
ôf South Africa Two-

âdministration of the colonial powers or
of Africa is discovering a ûnity in the s^elin the Gold

Africn
asin

racialism which so far as one can observe is the sa
Uganda or the Transvaal, in Kenya as in Southern Rhodesia. ehe sself
opponent - the white man - the same genera l ,' even gu ture, the
determination - and it is founded in an unmistakeaboveraits wh te
' colour of its adherents. This last gives it one great advàntage o one
rûlers. Their colour unites them in the eyes of the Afri can

ef
but so

fort asafaraa
s
sthis

little -to bring them together in any significant common
continent is concerned.

,3.' Bound together by two such powerful forces as the desi re
and thé fraternity

the domination - however bCheâlmost everywherel inntheir experience is a
of a skin pigmentation whi erent
disparagement of their race, it is not surprising that a buoyant

an
and

d sece^rgtainly
African nationalism or racism is now one of the mos t striking,

one of the most universal; social phenomena in.Africa today.
have now been

4. To this potential of political and social revolution there
harnessed all the familiar powers of mass, swift, and senseatno naAfo.ca, I have
tion by the press and radio. As a result, wherever I have b ening in
not only found that the African is intensel in 1 South tAfrica, the Gold Coast and
other parts of his continent - particularly

now in Kenya -
but that he also has.abundant information on which to form

his opinions and from which to draw encouragement.

5. ^ Many people in South Africa are quite aware of all thi TeseThis
arch^ not only

has, in matters of transportation,
e rômotinnd

scientific
-operat on between African

.supported but taken the initiative in p g co

powers. But where the African himself , is. concerned, South
task of preserving

dilemma. They repeatedly claim for their country the special owers in
western civilization and aspire to, give leadership to. the othhilosophically
authority in Africa. On the other hand they` .Se of the African from
disqualified by their views on colour and by their fears wa they seem to be
playing such a cole. Reasonable and eârnést in so many,

Ys,
can or will

quite incapablé.ôf dealing with an African âdeserves ât least as much respect
notôncede that ithas rights of its own an
and consideration,as their own politicâl and social convictions. TT âs I can gee
in mutûal understanding which little is being done to bridge, so f

ar
after the

and each 'day it widens. Shortly before his deaVheraGeneral Smuts remarked
to South Africa ^ m that daté ' he was doubtful if he could

that
present'

even if he
Government

were of assume office
bring about any reconciliation between the Africans eans, for

aart Today they are
many years. So far did he judge the races to have drifted P

.:. , ,
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even further apart, and it appears all the more ominous when viewed a'
the background of Africa as a whole. gamst

6. It is possible, I suppose, to over-theorize about this matter and to overlook
the countless obstacles that' stil! divide and 'weaken any concerted Africa
movement on this scale. But facts more compelling than the logic of a theorn
make it difficult' to escape these conclusions. In the tirban riots of the la

yst fewweeks,- in the slow• surge; of the resistance movement; in the daily exhort
ationsof African 'leaders to their people, the uniting spirit. of the Aficanstretching from the Cape to the, Sahara is as positive, a force as herbat race

the police or the laws which bar the black man from the economic o °ns of
which he so frequently merits: pportunity

T.W.L. MACDERMOT

I
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PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1

QUESTIONS DE DÉFENSE/DEFENCE ISSUES
11. . ' • , SECTION A

PRÉSENCE DES FORCES DE DÉFENSE
AU CANADA

DEFENCE PRESENCE IN CANADA

Note de la 1'° Direction de lia'
DEA/50030-T-40

son
Affaires

Défensepour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux
léures

Mémorandumfrom Defence Liaison (1) Division
to Under-Sècretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, July 9, 1952
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON OUR DEFENCE

POLICY'
I thought it might be useful to put on paper some observations about our

defence policy, particularly vis-à-vis the
United States ,

discussing with the Minister the Haines pipeline or other proposedlinstallations

2.
During the war, for, the first, time, U.S. installations were constructed in

Canada. Although the Government appears to have felt that it was undesirable
to have U.S. installations in Canada, our construction industry was taxed to the
limit and the United States were pressing for installations which were
unnecessary for Canadian requirements. Thus we agreed to U.S.- construction
of the Crimson Route, the Canol pipeline system, and the Alaska Highway.
My recollection is (although I have not checked the files) that the United
States also, did considerable. construction in. the way of improvements tO
existing airfields on the Northwest Route
to station . We also permitted the United States

forces in Canada for the protection of the Sault Ste. Marie locks. In
no case, however, did we give the United States any long-term rights of
occupation or use, all installations were for the emergency only.

3.
Following the war we proceeded to liquidate all U.S. defence interests inCanada.

We took 'over'the Crimson Route, reimbursing the United States,

'Notes marginales :/Marginal notes: `
I sent this to Amer[ican] Div[isionj on Sept. 8/52. M. Wershof
See Washington's comments in Letter. 1848 Aug. 20, 1952.t
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partly on the' ba
m sis 1113aintenance of the-°f c°ntinuin
have the right Iiighwa g`value to ^' Canad'ght of Y, agreein a. .
forces from over the g^ however We tOOk over the
item that remainedCanadian side HighWa that U.S. forces

mained w Of, Sault Ste ^ The United States withdrewght4-inch line fro as Canol; the Marie. The onl its
to the Alaska SkagWay to the Hi hwted States still has the' w^unliquidated"
abandoned. The boundary,^ but . the ay and the 3-inch line fromership Of the
set forth in the

-
pr1nciples of •• remaining lines Whitehorse

copieS of w thirtythird Joint defence in the immediate to have-• mmediate been
hich are attached.t. and thirt y s^th recommendations era4• The incorpo

ration of IVewf°undland raised PJBD'
questioning bases and assured the new problems•

pnecessary their continued Occupation States that we hadWe accemilitar Pation of the bases
nO intenti ntofregarded as unne essary a We did and continued ossAgr

eement in these res ' hOWever question certain ri P ession ofd subsequently
ut ^mplied

pects. One conditi n of the ba
ghts which we

^ grantin modification of the BGoose Ba g °f a twent argain not ex ases
, y`^ir Base, sub'ect to ' y-year lease to an PressBase ly stated

the

This leasewas hasthe not ^ Canadian area or areas withicorr^plcte it shortl yetbeen formall COmmand and contro nlie across y The fact is Y completed but w 1°f theNewfoundland and '°f course
e^pected the United Statesto Wltrtheastern U'S• lines of able to
a quiescent world.

, that e should be
Canada air corrimunication

hdraW from this , and we c°uld hnrdl
S• There have area even under cond' y havèPolicy durin of course, been ltlons of

intern '• g the past four profound changeS in our def
atlonal situation. On years, becâuse ence situa'tion amaturit the thesef the increasing tens' ndreS Y in foreign polic whole,

n thePnsibility for the y' W'. h ave co changeS lon i'indicâtethe securit Preservation of fie t0 accept a substantial fi growing
Y of our way of life and the safe order w easure ofparticipatin hich we feel isaggressio g 1n resistin tY of Canàda essential for

àre

afraid ; n in Euro g aggression in Korea as a nation: .Thus wPe. These new resPonsibilities and in , counterin emainte the tendency is
are heav g threats tonance of effective growjng to carr Y and costlpolicy that the' autono Y them at so y' and I am

remainder of the my at home• It is to me exPense6• During the last fo paPer ismainl this latter h tO= the
United States for closerr cŷears we Y directed.^ P ase of our
facilities have been under Te

to enable the °peration in joint defence ofeated requests from the
a summarY °f the United States to o North

more important re perate effectivel `^merica and for^ ta Weather Statlons. T quests dealt wi y abroad. Folloblish weather he °T1ginal th or pending:2 w^'ng is
Provide f0r ., stations in prOp°sal Was that thé

''^nl
exclus't weather to This PTOpo United States wouldY°ne o t sal was eventuall. ..

^vely U,S,' weather station
Would hah pa Canada Y modified 1O

L ory • i dlo in ve co
The ^nal porfe la mention suivante p g Island mmand.

qollowing is in the ori ^ built in wartirne
cOmPrehensive 8inal: ;

ivision. Paper of U.S,`defence ri ,

8hts in Canâda is being prepared in the
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appears to remain: Although friction ..between Canadian and U.S. personnel
hâs, sometimes occurred,,. largely, because of pay differentials ^ and seniority of
the U.S.. Second-in-Command over Canadian : officers in charge, on the whole,
this scheme seems to be w6rking satisfactorily.
'2 ) Loran Stations. During the war certain Loran -Stations were. established
by the United States in' Nova Scotia -and Newfoundland: After- the' war: the
Nova Scotia stations were taken over by Canada, but only recently have we
beén able to persuade Transport to agree in'principle to taking over Newfound-
land stations although . the United States has long been A willing., The . United
States has also requested and been granted permission to° survey sites for new
Loran stations in the Arctic archipelago.: No: request for establishing stations
has yet come forward.

3) '-Radar. 'The -original ^ U.S. proposal .- was" for 'the' establishment of ^ an
extensive chain across Northern Canada. Over a two-year period,'this request
was modified and an agreement was-eventually reached for the establishment
of thirty-one stations, most-'of them within reasonable access of settled areas
along the following lin es:

(a) Title to all sites to remain vested in'Canâda;
(b) The,United States to pay for, roughly, two-thirds of the construction and

operating costs;, and Canada ône=third;
(c) Canada to do the construction and Canadian materials"tô" be used as far

as practicable* (all but eight stations in the Newfoundland-Labrador area are
being constructed by Canada);

(d) Canada to ..man at the outset thirteen stations (later amended to
fourteen), the United States

.
the remainder, although Canâda can take over the

manning of anylurther stations at,any time. Noplans are'béing made by the
RCAF.. to man additional stations.
The United States has subsequently requested permission to survey sites in the
Arctic islands for two additional stations (presumably' for the ; protection - of
Thule Base,'Greenland). The request for surveys has beerr granted.
At! the last meeting of the Permament Joint Board on Defence thé! United
Statês proposed the establishment of six additional. stations' in - Ontario to
protect the U.S. Great Lakes area against low-flying aircraft which might-get
through the radar net approved and under construction. Three at least of these
sites would be in settled'areas in Southern ,Ontario. The United States defence
authorities have. been put off with requests for further information, but we,
shall certainly be : under pressure for, the establishment of these . sites. These

.sites would not be covered by the existing agreement.',
4) Frobisher. The. United, States has ^ requested,:and been granted the use of

Frobisher as a staging, and supporting field for Thule.: Use is on a year-to-year
basis, and if substantial improvements are made.to the field, as-is likely it may
be hard to get the U.S. forces out. The principle of Canadian command and
control has been maintained, the RCAF agreeing to a Canadian Commanding
Officer, Canadian operation of the control tower, and a small detachment for
maintenance purposes:

®

I
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5) GLOBCOM Sites.

About a year ago ' the United Statessites, in Newfoundland adjacent
establishment of .to Harmon Field and t o small

global communication facilities. The original for the
that : the same terms and conditions as, applied to the 1glnal proposal was
ninety-nine years, etc. - should a 1 eased bases . 'but
modify this. The United States hasysince td ô édet ubsequently induced to
Pepperrell, but has added sites in or near Goose Bay. Theproposed

final ;
sites- near

accepted by. the Ministers concerned: and the United States is t proposal
Bay sites should be brought ûnder the` térms of the Goo ' hat the Goose
the United States have occupation of the Harmon • se Bay lease and that
either Government having the right to terminate the ar'
considerâtion by` the,PJBD but i

site without fixéd tenure, ^
ent^ in such circumstances thé PJBD shsubject to

regard to. the relationship of these facilities to the Goose ould have
effect, the United States has secüred twènty-ÿear tenure Bay fâcilities. Inas Goose Bay. for these sites as well` ; . . - .6) : Torbà . 'y As you know,, the

,United States has infor
dévelôprpent of, Torbay as an air-head for süPP1Yin
Northeast:'Cômmând and "âs a fighter' b

y Proposed' thé
g.outlyingmall stations of the

squàdron. The Canadian Section of the PJBIjwN,as accommodation for one
presentation of the request by asking the United Statesable toto postpone 'formâl
their needs could not be met elsewhere (e .g.;' the'Harmo
can hardly be said however tha

examine whether

granted permission to develo that the issue is 'dead. If the United Stâes). It
of tenure. P Torbay it will certainly demand some assurance
7) Northeast Command.

Some time ago
prolonged consideration, agreed- to the the Canadian Government, after

establishment of a U.S. NortheastCommand for the Newfoundland-Northeâst area of
at the time that this, was not an operational Canada. We were assured

commàndadministrative one. Indications are, however, but' merely an
assume (and perhaps rightly frôm their instructionsiat) the

that
commandis an authorities

command. Certainly, undér, the U.S. Bases Agrëement, the United Statesoperati hàsonal
the right to„take measures to defend the bases R.
lirnitation on the.type of operations that ma y ' Nor is there .any, express
in peaçetime. Y mounted from the bases, even
The problém, is how
defence of Canadian

reconcile
térritor le the principle of Canadian command for the
territorto in Joint Defence plans), with the factOf P.S. rights to defend their own bases in

acute in air defencé, sincé air defence of Newfoündland. The problem^is most
base areas and since in tact the only im orte ntbases^cannotbe localüed in the
John's) are thë bâses. The RCAF plans do no t in the area (except St.,
air defence forces in, Newfoundland eV t provide for the stationing of anyProblem

,, en in wartime,, For, sôme time thishas been under discussion between the U.S. Northeâthe
Canadian •Atlantic; Command (Halifâ st Command andU S x) and in the . Chiefs of Staff. ^ Iunderstand the present tendency in the.Chief
Air. Defénce Forces in Newfoundland shou d tàff. is to propcse that the

the defence, of this area .in Canadian ter ' be given responsibility for
ntory. by placing U.S, Air Defence
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Forces in the area for, this purpose under the 'control of the Canadian Air
Defence ' Command :(Montreal). Hôwever,;, the U.S. Northeast .Command
comes directly under the JointChiefs of Staff and is responsible for protecting
air i transport and SAC • operations.. through the area;, responsibilities 1 which
complicate the problem:

' 8) 'SAC Operations over Canâdian Territory or fromTerrttory.
As you know, there have been special discussion o

Bases' -i
n thisn problem.^ P m.9) Reciprocâl Reinforcements in Air Defence.

At the request of the United
States, arrarigements have been. made for reciprocal reinforcements on the
initiàtive of ' Air Defence Commanders 'of Air = Defence `Forces -of the w
countries in the event of war 'the United 'States'has pressed for the use of theterm mergéncy", which however'we have avoided.

) Inte' Flights.
At the, request of the United States, the PJBD

recommended, and both Governments approved, .
that the Air Defence Forces

of either :country under certain conditions might intercept unidentified aircraft
ôver. the other, but might not fire thereon. The USAF are now pressing for
extension of this right to `permit of opening fire (a) on a plane ommi ' an

ng, ormanifestlÿ intending to commit, hostile acts; or (b) in the event that' the
AirDefénce-Commander responsible for defence of the area authorizes such firin .

;11) Haines Pipeline. As you,* know, Cabinet has a' construction gprinciple, roved.but, apparently thère was no su pp nstruction in
participatiôri.

This rriay, give the United States in effect ea fmore aor 1 ss
permanent right=of-way across Canadian territory.'

Some General observations --

7. Itmay be that we shall receive fewer demands for new facilities in
da

now that the U.S. Defence acceleration seems to be . slackenin down. On the
other hand, we should not overlook' the gpossible shift- in, U.S. policy towards
greater, defence at home and lesser defence abroad should' there be a
Republican victory next November; and especially if the new President 'were
Mr. Taft or a compromise candidate. A shift in the'emphasis of policy'towards
contirièntal defence would almost certainly result in more pressure'for facilities
in Canada; pressure which might be very difficult to withstand.
8.

Certain other difficulties may be noted: We have repeatedly asked-the U.S.
authorities for"a full statement of their requirements in the Northeast'region,
but'with little result. On different occasions we-have been given to understand
that , nothing ; more is ' réquired, only to have' new 'requests arise shortly
thereafter.- The fact is; of course, that the U.S. defence programme has been a
developing` one and that probably they have been -unable to give us a final
statement of requirements. We have'alsô repeatedly asked tô be infoimed well
in advance'of requésts, but, again, with little result. The Haines pipeline is a
specific example of how things are constântly done: We gave permission for the
survey about two years ago," but we heard nothing more until the last meeting
of the PJBD, when they came forward with a request for an ' answer 'in two
weeks because of the alleged urgency of the'requirement. I suppose the reason
fis that their requirements, like ours, are not governed only : by military needs

.
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but by appropriations,

and they cannot* reall
appropriation For, an have the appropriation.' qs shat any facilit
part the reason is, item the militar are °On as the y's , a
waited a long ' no doubt, that the often in a' hurr Y get the
already time for approval b military authorities to get:it done. In

alreadyY impatient by the time the re uéslr °Wn Bnancial authoritiesreason is the
ltiesState De the. U.S. military t is Put forward to us. and arepartment for y authorities are ver But instage• qgain, the that mattér _ Y reluctant to take us part the

anno s Haines pipe]ine, ls into their confidence at the or the
Y Canadian ofBcials and an exam le, Planningto becomme im Ministers: the p This situation inevitably

One further patient even b
U.S. authorities in turn are liapoint is that the the necessary dela bleinevitably leads to subsidiar establishment o f Y^n ^^Processin 99

Service y rè uests a
U.S.

g a reQuest.
personnel to exercise c ntrol ovander sometimes tOfac111ty in CanadaexamPle, there has been attempts b .S.

to'control Canadian than one inci entadatans in other waysy
ian ships, Th • Forpoint.

U.S. activities there nOw f Goose when they havebeen
• far surpasse situation in the

numerous incidents of U.S. those Of Arctic is also in
." For exaïnp]e^ some military and there haveplane on months a y personnel

"ingaerial photograPhy over g° the USAF at Thule orderedtheir weight
graphs and land at Thule. Canadian territor an RCAF
action was` taken in the De(We heard of the incident on1 °.stop taking
the activities of the partment•) We Photo-

United States in may antici y inadvertently,
to radar and Loran (see attache this area, as indicated further expansionS0 no

of9. Gn, our part I think we d photostat`chart).t withabove,
co •

ith regard
notab]yNational hould

Defence and s FinanreCanadian soverei
gnty

gn1ze that certain other De
Defence or autonomFinance, are not very concerned with partments,

policy has, o f course, im Y. In fairness to National Defenc pfOtectingoperations abroad. In posed on them very e. our new
limit to defence eXddition, the practice Of the' heavy res w

Cabinet i^ôs^milities forPro ra penditures, Whichg mme which National Defence feelŝis always substantiaties.
National Defence has th is essential t 11Y less than theavoid house-kee in en to cut re to fulfil their resand tend' t0 p g°f guard duties for thé uirements. Naturall P°nsibili-

assufie that United States Y' they seek to
^0mm^tments of their primar (e•g•, radar statis0vere1gnt or Participation abroad rather thas °t.not bilitieS a re the °ns),Y autonomy at home. P ectin deFnite
COnclusiorrs g such intangibles as

It is clear t 'hat we • . . .

cannot avoidhe territorial defence ^close co-
abroad in coll of the Continent, °peration with the United States 'stro

ective defence enter r• and in facilitatin • ^n
whic g1Y' howeVer^ that we should fp^ses in which we a g^ts operations
brie fly Ûas worked out during °llOW as closely as are Partners. I feel

mmarized as follows;and especially after pth°e iWârthW line of
(a) The United States sh h^ch mapy°,ibedefence s^tes in Canada• ould be granted no long -,

term rights of occupation to
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1(b)
As far as possible, facilities should be joint enterprises,,in which Canada

should maintain command and control;

(c)
Canadian command for the " defence : of Canadian territory (to; makfor ^ ise

effective we should, be prépared to provide the major forces required

defence of Canadian territory); -> `

(d) We should avoid entering into arrangements which would
ânarrangementsst t oning of U.S: forces in Canada and seek to liquidate existing arrg

permitting this (e.g.,
manning of radar 'stations by " U.S. personnel), the

., „ - ..
Bases Agreement and Goose Bay Lease excepted.

687.:

... . .: ^ ,., •. , .
, w É . Rogers; lèm Direction de liaison avec la Défense.. ?

'Rogers, Defence Liaison ( 1) Division.

4C.C. Eberts.,
sgj.E Dircction de l'Amérique./G.E. Cox, American Division.

6W N^Barton, lm Direction de liaison avec la Défense : secrétaire de la section canadienne de la

Commission permanente canado-américaine de défense (CPCAD).

W.H. Barton, Defence Liaison ( 1) Division; Secretary, Canadian Section,
Permanent Joint

Board on Defence (PJBD)..

Mr. ' Hayden Raynor, of : the U.S. ta e P ^
Minister at the U.S.' Embassy, called this morning, on M 4± hMr Ç Co ,s and3
present for the discussions.' were Mr. Rogers, , Mr. Eber, ,.

Mr. Barton.6 The following topics were discussed: '. ., .^,. .i.
,^. , . . -,.. . .; . ;. ,; . . . ..

'^i;:: • , `
Canada-United States Defence Relations'Generally

3.
There was some discussion of the difficulties which Canada o s a in Canada.ence installations
U.S: "requests concerning proposed U.S. def

Théprincipal of thëse was the fact that Canada as not
resultedsintdelaÿ in

sufficiéntly early stage in the development of plans. Tht the
obtaining Canadîan consideration of U.S: proposalwasAs an'

citéd. Canadla, first
situation concerning the. Haines-Fairbanks 'pipeline
léarned of this project at the June, 1952 meeting of the PJBD, when Canadian

approval
was requested 'as a matter of urgency. The proposal reqûired

" and
negotiations with the B.C. Government which- have proveoval^ Howevedr, the

time-consuming, and thus have this delay is temper d by the knôwledge that
concern of Canadian officials over

Ottawa, November 22, 1952
.,^ .

MEMORANDUM OF A DISCUSSION WITH

MR. HAYDEN RAYNOR OF THE
STATE DEPARTMENT,

- HELD O^1 NOVEMBER 2O, 1952'
S t De ^artment ` and Mr.^ Don Bliss,

DEA/50216-40
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a complete account of the project was published in a 'U.S.
December, 1951 journal as early as.
4.

Another example of a case; where lack of early consultation had
consideration by Canada of a U.S. defence project was that of the six
additional radar stations which it was proposed should be located in Ontario.
This proposal. had first been advanced by the U.S. Section of the PJBD in
June, 1952, but the information which Canada -required prior to consideration
of the proposal was not furnished 'until the September meeting of the Board.
This project raises ânother problem of concern to the Canadian Government,
i.e., the stationing'of,nûmbers of U.S. troops in populated areas of Canada,
which is politically undesirable for a variety of reasons, and causes difficulty
whenever it arises.
5.

There was some discussion of the situation with respect to U.S. activities
and installations in Newfoundland. It was ;agreed that the recent modification
of U.S. proposals concerning Torbay, coupled with the current meetings of
M.C.C. on the question of command in the Northeastern area of Canada ha e
done much to case, the concern of the Canadian Government over.the' ' dposithere. In .the discussion on this item, Mr. MacKay again dfew attention

totthefirm Canadian policy that a Canadian commander must corttrol, air defence
operations over Canadian Territory. He also reiterated the , concern of the
Canadian, Government to keep - the, numbers ..of U.S. forces .'situated in
populated areas of Canada to a minimum.

6• Mr.,MacKay - then raised the question of U.S. defence activities inArctic.
He referred to Project "Lincoln'' and expressed concern,that the

on mightbe considered 'necessary to: superimpose such an expensive schemeit theexisting radar network. There followed a general discussion on the implicatio
nsof Project "Lincoln", during the course of which it was made clear that it was

recognized that the proposals involved had not, as yet, been accepted by the
U.S. defence authorities, and might never be.

7• Mr. Raÿnor:atated " that he a ppreciated
matters, and said that the State Depa tmenthw s endean position on these

arrangements:for consultation•with the Canadian author t suon gj'oint defence
arrangements:. He expressed the, view that the tradition of friendly relations
between : Canada and the United States was built upon frank discussio
difficulties as they arose. t n of
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SECTION B

RÉSEAU D'ÉCRANS DE RADAR (PINETREE)

RADAR DEFENCE SYSTEM (PINETREE)

Note 'du sous-secrétcrire dÉtat aux Affaires extér'
D

EA/50210-40
ieurespour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Undér-Secretary of State for External Ato Secretary of State for External Affairs
ffa^rs

SECRET
Otta'wa, 'Januâry 19, 1952

688.

RADAR DEFENCE SYSTEM '

In January, 1951,'the Permanent Joint Board on Defence recommended
establishmént of a radar defence -system involving the construc ' the

stations in-,Canada. It was agreed that the" cost should be shared b^ Canad3 1
aand the United States on a ratio of approximately F to 2. By the terms of the

Recommendation, it was provided that Canada might take over the operation
of - additional stations in * the chain beyond its one-third share: - -Canada,
therefore, has the iight to' operate all the radar stations on Canadian soil.
When the system comes into operation later' this year, Canada`plans to man'13
stations which are, because of the nature of the stations, 4 more than Canada's
one-third share. The United States will reimburse Canada for, the operation of
these 4 stations. Since the costs of operating the whole systém are to be shared
on a ratio basis, it would cost Canada about the same amount of money to man
30 stations as it does to man 13. From 120 to 200 men' are needed on eachstation.
' When the radar system was planned, the RCAF indicaté
man additional stations as soon as operators could be trained ^nF om the
political viewpoint it seems desirable that Canada should operate as many of
the stations as possible. Although stations' designed almost entirely for the
protection of the U.S. bases in Newfoundland might best be manned by U.S.
operators, , it seems ^ theoretically desirable that - all other stations should . be
manned by Canada. Not only would Canadian 'manning limit the number of
exclusively U.S. installations on Canadian soil but it would put.us in a better
position in discussions with the United States on command in the air defence of
North America.

We understand frôm^ the RCAF that National Defence'has now no plans for
taking over additional stations in the network for at least the next two
No provision is being made to train additional operators for the system.
Responsible officers in National Defence have suggested that the possibility of
Canada wanting additional stations is "both academic and remote."

Since the estimates for the next fiscal year are now fairly definite, and sincethe
RCAF manpower ceiling makes the commitment of additional radar

operators and supporting staff difficult, perhaps we might postpone raising the

1
2
u

INC
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issue with National Defence. This 1121
mind when future man 'ls^ howeVer,power ire , a matter+whichquirements weare bein might bear ing considered.

11 . I I..689.
- A.D.P. H[EENEY

]

Note du sous-secrétaire d'-
_ pour le secrétaire Etat aux DEA/50210-40

d'Etut extérieuresaux ,q Affa^resMemorandurn ro
.ffaireS extérieuresf m Under-Secretar

to Secretary ofState y of State for Exter
SECRET'' ,jfor External,q nal A.f^fairs

' - ; .%iairs

UNITED STqTES

LE ' .1
[Ottalva

'] September 24, 1952
' . ' AGREEMENT FOR MENTATION

EXTENSION
OF THE

CONTINENTAL OF THE ;
. , YoU RADAR DEFENCE SYSTEMmay be interested in looking
from the United States Embassy at the annexed
Command f6r the mbassy regarding letter of Se
to be O manning and support g the plans of the Pternber 23rd

perated b of radar stations inUSAF `Air Defence2.. We Canadahave sent the USqF•t
this letter to the De which are

interèsted Departments for co mmentPartment of
ex Nationalpress

Defence and otherission of

s re ui

perm
the . It Is not clear at the moment whether thement of the Canadian Government ioffices in
Winnipeg,The Exchange Vancoi^ver' and q red for the establis -

the Unitéd States to st t ontes of `^ugust 1, 1951 Ottawa referred to in th
not deal with the need for s ,included e, an authorization topersonnel at the sites of the radar
3. In connection upp°rting Offices in vario stations but di d

States with the pro Posed us cities of dld
Embass "Accountable ^ Canada.=

28 Officers y told us that they had su OfEce in Ottawauniform• and airmen who are to be in ggested to the ^ the
this office should not no mF that the

ally wear

L.D. W[ILCRESS]

'Note marginale :
These ^Marginal note:

are already
in opefation!
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Note de la P'°Direction'dé liaison avec la Défense '

MemoranAm by Defence Liaison (1) Division

, Ottawa, October 1, 1952

RADAR AGREEMENT,WITH THE U.S.: •

PROPOSED ESTABLISHMENT OF U.S.
MILITARY OFFICES IN OTTAWA

AND OTHER CITIES

.I attended a meeting in,the-Minister's Office today (with Mr. Wilgress, Mr.
Ritchie, and Mr. MacKay) at which the Minister brought up the

t letter

from Mr. Morgan, of the U.S. Embassy, concerning the proposed offices.

2. The Minister recalled that it had always been d that
of

the rada r

stations to be operated by.the U.S. should not be close to centres
population.

Now the, U.S. wish to open military offices in Ottawa and otheabout
citie

sthe
cônnection, with these radar stations. He was not, y happy

prospect. Mr. MacKay pointed out that the offices would be temporary

installations and' were apparently ' essential '' in con
l

w ith the
whether

b ig
e

construction and financial operation involved. Mr. Pearson as
could not tell the U.S. that these offices should be set up as annexes to the

the establish-
Consulates. This- form of establishment would be preferable to said
ment of separate USAF offices in Ottawa and.t and that we^should oo into
that he thought this might be.a possible solution ,

3fter the meeting I spoke to Mr. MacKay, and he thought that we might,,
wa. it Afor,a few days before speaking to the U.S. Embassÿ 8 de artments
may get replies to the letters we sent to the, other. Government p

,• .
concerned. M.H.•W[ERSHOF]

'Notes marginales :/Marginal notes:
Mr. Wershof, l think we might now suggest this to Mr. Bliss or Mr. Morgan. R.A.

M[acKayj
Noted. M. W [ershofl[Don C. Bliss était ministre et J.H. Morgan était conseiller à' l'ambassade des États-

Unis.j
[Don C. Bliss was Minister, and J.H. Morgan was Counsellor, Embassy of United

States.]

1
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires eztérie
DEA/50210

upour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures res, .,
Menioraridum from Undér-Secrétary

of StateÂo External Affairsto Secretary ofStatefor•Extérna ffi s
SECRET

[OttawaJ October 8, 1952

RADAR AGREEMENT WITH THE U.S.:
ESTABLISHMENT BY THE USAF OF

OFFICES IN CANADIAN CITIES
Annexed for convenient reference is

24 on this subject. Pursuant My memorandum to You
to Your instructionsr. Bliss regardin these

of SeptemberM
g offices, and put to himr âfad a talk with

annexes to the respective U.S. Consulates. Before reportingthe idea calling them
to this suggestion; I should ^like to
problems give you his clarification

Mr. Bliss' response
of the officés, particularly the one in Ottawaof the purposes and

2.
The sma11 Finance- Offices in Winnipeg. and, Vanc

are necessary inôrder to look âfter the financial affairs of the stations '
which will be operated by the USAF.. The" Post Exchas been es'' tablished in order

^noNoruver thwestern Canada
to help'the USAF to bllyange officé in Winnipeg

far as Possible, for sale in the P.X.'s which _ the Canadian products, as
Revenue is allowing the USAF to establish at someDepartment of Nationalstations.

of the remote radar
•3. ,The."Accountable Office" in Ottawa i s

kee ^n . s being established for the purposeP g an accurate record of the U.S. Government's ro e
going into the stations manned or constructed b y p p rty which is
kéep' such. a. record and to keep it. up to date y e U.S. It is necessary topossibility, under"'the Radar Agreement indefinitely, because of the

t some of this property mayeventually be ` reclaimed by the U.S. apd'the
Property might some day be transferred to C nadiurthèr . possibility that the
Mr: Bliss.feels therefore that the activities of an Government ownership.'
°nlY esséntial'from the point of view of the U.S.the'

Goverr
Accountable Office are not

uSe^l to the RCAF when, or if, the RCAF takes iment, but will be verypart'
icular station from the USAF, over the operatiôn of any

4'
The U.S. Government would have preferred

1° a Canadian Government office build' g to put the Accountable Office
External) and were told that there was n ' They made enquiries (not throughOffice spac^ bein

no Possibility of Canadian Government
Metcalfe Building,

avallab]e:
Accordingly, they have rented space in the

g, although the lease has not yet been signed.S• Even before we raised the question th
had discussed with the Air Defence ' e U.S. Embassy and the Air Attachémakin

Command of the USAF the desirability ofthe,
g the Ottawa office as inconspicuous as possible. There is no danger of

maiq entrance bearing a description such as "U .S.
.•S• Air Force, Air Defence
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lOttawa Branc h:' The name they had in mind for the office was
Command,
simply "Air Defence Command, Property office.

6.
The Personnel of this office will be instructed ton

wear .
ature

civ
requir'mgtthe

except on,ceremonial occasions of an ,official or social

wearing of â uniform, or when` on travel status. nece`ssit of keeping the office

toldb
riefed on the

7. The personnel will also to say to enquirers that they are working on a
inconspicuous. They will b
joint classified project of the USAF and the R convinced that this office has to

8. Mr. Bliss said that he and the USAF
be in Ottawa because of the necessity of its being in close touch with the

RCAF and the Department of Defence ^^ ould help to give a more accurate
, •

9. Mr:' Bliss hoped that this information
piçtureof what the office will be doing. the offices in Ottawa and in the
' 10.' He, then discussed your suggestion that says
other cities mi8ht be called "Annex to the U.S. Consulate".- M s Bor Sthe St te,
such a decision wônld create real admin istrative

Consulates hâd,tin fact; nothing to
Department and for the U.S. Embassy. The
do with the personne! and work of these'ôffices and all kindeatëdif the offices
trouble and conftision for the,V•S.: Governmentsaid that consideration had been
had to be called Annexes to Consul
given to the Passibility^of nominally placing the personnel of the, for
under the Air Attache, but here againthe pct thetriominal staff of the
ône thing, it would mean addmg twenty eiSht people to

U.S. Embassy. estiôn that

11 .'
Mr. -Bliss would like to know whetlier we `wish to press the sugg

the offices be called Annexes to Consulates. aside the

12: Also, Mr. Bliss would be grateful for assura>^o te heaestablishment of thethequestion of name, there is no substantive objection
offices, particulârlY the one in,.Ottawà. The personnel who+aret to ^^me here;
Ottawa office have received their instructions forrtherUS Émbassy to know
nine'are here already. It is' therefore impo ening of the
almost immediately,if the Canadian Gôvernmenié eiveta lett rfrôm National
office 4 In'this'connection, we are expecting to

sa in that they have no objection to the establishment of the offices.
Defence y g - L.D. W[1LGRESS] . ,

,'Notes marginales :/Marginal notes:
How many do they ihP^ûrtobhave

Ci is 28OHte thoùg BMr. Pearson wouldn't mind that.
1 told Mr. Wilgress
M. W [ershofJ
Minister says let the U.S. go ahead. W[ilgress]
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DEA/50210-40
'Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieuresau ministre de l '

ambassade des États-Unis
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairsto Minister, Embassy of United States

SECRET
[Ottawa,] October 20, 1952

RADAR DEFENCE SYSTEM:
U.S.A.F. OFFICES IN OTTAWA, WINNIPEG AND VANCOUVER

As you know, the Canadian authorities have been considering the plans for
United States offices in Ottawa,-Winnipeg and Vancouver, described in
Morgan's letter of September 23. Mr.

Although we would have preferred to see these U.S.A.F. offices
locatedelsewhere than in cities, the Canadian authorities recognize that the offices are

necessary for the efficient support of. those radar stations which are to be
manned by the U.S.A.F., and therefore no objection is, taken to. theirestablishment. . ,.

We understand that the personnel of the offices will not
wearuniform and that every reasonable ' effort will be made to keep hel officesinconspicuous. P

With reference to the establishments in Winnipeg and VDepartment of National Defence has asked the R.C.A.F: to seecw uverhet, the
would be possible for them tô find space at one of their establishments inher it
of these centres to make it unnecessary for the U.S.A.F. each
offices. If however, -in the -méantime, the U.S.A.F. have or will have^wntown
into lease arrangements, this suggested provision of s ace b t entered
might be possible at some future date.., , p y he R.C.A.F.

The offices are not, of course, regarded as permanent establishments.
Operation in future years depends on the continuance of the need for themTTir
Canadian Government therefore'reserves the right to withdraw he

thefor their establishment, but such action would naturall be tak permission
consultation and reasonable notice. Y en only after,, full

Yours sincerely,

L.D. WILGRESS

f ,



'informally to see that the proportion o negr
14 .

SECTION D

[Ottawa,] Nove
TOP SECRET

mber 28, 1952
. . ,

ADMISSION OF UNITED STATES TROOPS '•

INCLUDING NEGRO PERSONNEL

4. The Minister of National Defence reported that the , United States wi shed
to`station army units in Canada for the manning of:some of the radar stations
and the units would include negroes integrated into whitm;forma tions.

be objection
enquired whether there would be any ob,lection.There g
to the stationing of negro units but it was difficult, to take exception to unitsthat the U.S.
that included only a-proportion of negroes. He suggested

they be
authorities be mformeduhetihat the spropoation of

brought
negro ^ personnel did . not

asked informally to ens
exceed ten percent.

Cabinet noted with approval the remarks of the. Minister of National
- S.The
Defence on the admission-for the manning of rada r

included integrated
m ilitary

ünits, which were predominantly white but. whic
.personnel, and the proposal that . the United States authorities be asked

f oes did not exceéd'ten percent.

SECTION C

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

AUTORISATION DE SÉJOUR DES;TROUPES DE RACE NOIRE

' ADMISSION OF BLACK TROOPS

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

VOLS DE CHASSEURS INTERCEPTEURS

INTERCEPTOR FLIGHTS

DEÀ/50246-40
694.

Note de la Pl,,. Direction de liaison avec la Défense

pour lé sous-secrétaire d'État pâr intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum for Defence Liaison (1) Division

to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET
[Ottawa,] July 28, 19)1

INTERCEPTOR FLIGHTS
BY THE UNITED STATES IN CANAD A

the United States
Current procedures approved both by Canada P JBD

governing interception of possible hostile aircraft, are based on

1
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Recommendation 5114 of May 1951.• These, procedures provide,controlled by, the Air Defence System of the U.S. or Canada that aircraft
ngaged inintercepting unidentifi ed aircraft crossing the border, between the e

two countriesare permitted to fly over the territory of both countries as may be
requiredout , effective interception. Interceptor flights are

over
red tofQllowing provisos: . •. , , g ned by• the

(a) Investigations by. U.S. military aircraft over.
occur- in the case of an aircraft - headed for, the Canada- Ûn territory will only
Canadian : side whose flight . plan - has , not been trans mittedS. bor'toder f

therom U.S.
the .

authorities; or which is off course, and then only in the event
thatthe aircraft give rise 'to' a reasonable interpretation, of in the actions. ofborder.

Activities of, Canadian : military. aircraft • tention to cross the
similarly restricted, over the United States are
(b)

Close investigation,; with' all . due precaution, or 'inte
performed solely on 'unidentified multi-en in rrogation; is to be •
obtaining electronic or visual identification. No atternrptfWlfor be the purpose of
an'.intercepted -aircraft to land, nor to open fire except when themade to

intercepted
order

aircraft is over the -national - territory of . the- Air ;Force,interception.
performing the- `' ' • • . .,; . , .

.(c) Investigating aircraft will •not àpproach closer i
Aeronautics Authority and De artme , in accordance with. CivilP , nt of Transport standards, than isnecessary to establish identification: • "^2.

At the PJBD meeting of June 1952; the U.S. Air
opinion of the USAF that Recommendation 51/4 N,as tooForce

restrictive.
Member stated the

proposed as more suitable'by the USAF are As follows: The terms
"(a) The Air Defense Commander of either cou •defense system of both countries, be auth r' ntry, or the coordinated air'

aircraft of either 'or bôth countries, or other mans emploY fighter-interceptor
of either or both countriesavailable to him in the interception ;of unidentified aircraft ,

territory of either country regardless of International Boundary.over the national(b) The
exercising of •this authority be ua • undary, i

(i) Investigâtions to;ôccur in, but not 1 mited ^o by the following conditions:
an Air Defense Identification Zone. Boundary (Canada ase of âircraft crossing ,
Whose flight plan'has*not; beeWas received by the Air Defen

or se the
System,

United
'or which

States),
off course or latë beyond mutually acceptable, criteria for identification

Investigations' be conducted by interception .'electronic interrogation."" and visual identification; and
(ü)

No attempt_ be made to order interce ted
^re unless the aircraft. commit(s) p aircraft to land nr, to o enintent a hostile act, is (are) manifestlÿ hostile,, or is (are) declared. hostile by,the Air. Defense Commandfor identifieation.
It W• • .Commander responsibleill

be noted that these provisions make n
and `manifestly, hostile intent.' ^It is considered attempt to define: `hostile act'
to list or otherwise define all of.the s^'dered to be impracticâble to attem tah

an commit9stilq act or evidence hostile i many ways in which an aircraft c
ntent. Any agreement specifically spelling out ,
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such methods would be too restrictive upon the Air Defense- Commander
concerned."

3: "The -* question of the. exact meâning . of the USAF ! proposals has been
discussed'by this Department with officers of the, RCAF concerned * with^ the

matter. • They have advised that if the proposals were 'approved it would mean

that either USAF or RCAF aircraft, directed either by a USAF or RCAF air

defence controller, could order interception of, aircraft over . U.S. or Canadian

territory, . and if it was deemed that a hostile act ; was being committed or
intended; could: order the aircraft being intercepted to'land or be shot down. It
would remove the present restriction that no attempt will be made to order. an
intercepted aircraft to land, . nor to open fire except when the intercepted

aircraft ^ is over , the, national ` territory of the Air Force performing the

interception.
4. The : U.S. proposals were referred . by the Secretary; • PJBD, to the

Department of Transport for comment. The Deputy Minister of Transport
replied, on'July 21, 1952, that he could see no reason for extending the existing
regulations. He followed this by . two further . letters, - the first dated July 21,

1952, and the second dated July 22, 1952, (copies attached)t giving details of

an incident involving a TCA flight from Winnipeg to Toronto, on July 9,1952,

when it was,intercepted by twoUSAF F-86 aircraft. In his letter of July 21 he

stated that ' he regarded this incident as supporting the, argument that the
existing procedures should not be extended as proposed by the USAF.

5. -Copies of the letters received from the Deputy Minister of Transport have
been passed to the RCAF member of the PJBD for comment. In the event that,

the USAF aircraft violated existing procedures, the : A.O.C. Air Defence

Command, RCAF, has an established channel for reporting the incident to the
USAF for disciplinary action.

6. The RCAF officers concerned have informed us that flight plans of all
aircraft flying in the air , defence interception zone at altitudes above 4000 ft.
are required to be transmitted to air defence control qentres both, in Canada
and the. United States. In. Canada the ^ communications links involved are
operated by the Department of Transport, and in the United States by thè Bell
Telephone' Company on behalf 'of the Defence. Departcrient: The air, defence

idéntification zone ' in Canadâ has only recently been- extended west of the
Great Lakes, and links with the USAF, are not yet 'functioning satisfactorily.
The RCAF therefore anticipates thé possibilify of further interceptions' until

the situation , is remediéd.` This will likely be a source of irritation to.TCA and

the Department of Transport, but should probably be tolerated for the time
being so long as the intercepting aircraft obey thé established procedures. The
RCAF officers concerned ventured the personal, comment'thàt the' Department-
offrânsport was not being very helpful in making the present system function
effectively.

7."`Aftèr the Services and the Department of Transport have settled on to their
viëws with respect to the U.S., proposal, " I will consult with you • prior this
September meeting of the PJBD as to `the ' position 'to` be taken by
Depàrtment. In the meantime I thought- that you would wish to be informed of

/
P
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the existing situation and the incident involvin
Winnipeg to Toronto.10 ' ig the TCA . Flight from

, . . . . . . . :

SECRET

A/50246-40Le secrétaire dÉtat par intérim aux Affaires erieuresau ministre dës Transports
Acting Secretary ofState for External A

ff
airsto Minister of Transport

9
meeting of the Permanent Joint Boar on Defence theU.S. Section of the Board ma d

de proposals for a modification
51/4 on interceptor flights (copy of Recommendation on of Recommenda-

effect of the U.S. proposal would be to allow the Air Defence
country or the;'over-all Air

51/4 attached).t The

to employ interceptor aircraft efence Commander, if ance Commander of
countries without - regard to t or.,other available means P foieitherauthority

international boundaries.
The U.S.- Se b^on

considered that - this
modification, was necessary becau

aircraft could fly on a course in Canada parallel to th se' an unidentified
border and at the last moment turn onto a headin e Canada-United States
target adjacent ^ to ,the border.

Under existing re ulatiintercepting an enemy airer
g for an attack on a U.S.

raftaft,would not be able,to engage the aircraft uncrossed the international border.-A copy}of the U.S, proposa til, it
your, Deputy Minister at the conclusion of thePJBD meingl was forwarded to

,"The RCAF vièws on the U.S. proposal are containe
infrom the RCAF. Membér: d the MemorandumSeptember 8"1952 co to - the: Canadian Secretary of the 'PJBD; dated

the United States tha y thea cond't•Briefly the RCAF, supports the view
modif^cation. ,However, they do, notl agreef w ih' Recommendation require f
recommend instead that sub paragraphs (a) and the USAF proposal .and
should be modified as follows: ; (b) Recommendation 51/4

Canadian
(a)

terr
Investigation of unidentified aircraft b

it Y U S m'l't

At the June 1952
EPTOR FLIGHTS

M.H.' WERSHOF

Ottawa, September" 17 1952

' % , : INTERC

My dear Colleague,.. , ,

ory would only occur when it is
possible r for a Canadianmilitary aircraft to not

, carry out the investigation; c•
military aircraft over U.S, territory would be similarlythe activities of Canadian
Purposes of this agreement an unidentified aircraft restricted. For the

isor flies within an Air Defence Identification Zone, an aircraft which enters
whose flight plan has not

"Notes marginales /Marginal notes:

1 think the Minister might wish to see this. C.S.A. R[itchie]We should be very careful about extending these interce
when no emergency exists. L.B. P[earson] Ption rights - especially

•I
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been received by the Air Defence:System.or which is off, course or late beyond
mutually acceptable criteria for identification. - I : ... -- • .

(b) Close investigation with all due precaution, or interrogation would be
- performed solely on unidentified multi-engine aircraft for the purpose of
obtaining electronic or visual identification. The Rules of Engagement of : the
country over which the interception .takes place. are, to apply, except that the

.engagement of an aircraft is`to be carried oüt only ôn orders issued by the Air
Defence Commander (or an officer who hâs been delegated the requisite
powers),of the country over'which the interception takes place.

The RCAF proposal was discussed'at a meeting of the Canadian section of
the PJBD which was held on September 16, and at which Major R. Dodds,

Controller^ of Civil Aviation, was present. Major Dodds
^on that theDepartment recognized the validity of the view that a modification

existing recommendation was required and felt that the RCAF proposal was
sound. He added, however, that his Department, was greatly, concerned about
the possibility of an international incident as a result of carelessness on the part

of a USAF pilot.
Ge'neral McNaughton pointed out that the two` countries had ^ invested an

enormous 'amôunt of money in the' Air. Defence • System and that the
interceptiôn procedure was essential - to its success. He ' noted that -under the
RCAF proposal 'authority tô engage an' unidentified aircraft over Canadian
territory would have to be granted by the Canadian Commànder and that the

provisions of sub-paragraph (c) of Recommendation 51/4 which states
"Investigating aircraft - would not approach closer, in accordance withN Civil

Aeronautics Authority and Department of Transport' Standards, thân is
necessary to establish identification" would still be'operative: He proposed that
émphasis could be added to the Canadian position iri Ahis matter by requiring
that all interceptions which breached Department of Transport regulations and
the disciplinary action taken*as'a consequence should'be reported to the PJBD.
General McNaughton thén directed that the RCAFR proposal with the *addition
which he'>had suggested should be submitted to the Ministers concerned, i.e.
External Affairs, National Defence and Transport, to obtain their permission
to advance the Canadian proposal at next week's meeting of the PJBD.

It'seems to me that the RCAF"proposal'with the^ addition suggested' by
General McNaughton is a sound one. If you agree I will instruct the Ca o f the
Section that they may advance the Canadian -proposal at the meeting
PJBD which is to take place next week.

Yours sincerely, '
BROOKE CLAXTON. , ^

®
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S ,ifa[rs

Minister of Transportto.Acting Secretary of State for External A
ECRET

DEA/50246-40
Le ministre des Transports: au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Ottawa, September 19, 1952

I have your letter of theEl7th ins
tant ^R FLIGHTS

by the U.S. Section of the Permanent Joint t Board on Defence proposals madetiontion of Recommendation 51/4 on interceptor flights. e for a modifica-
note the views of the R.C.A.F. on the U.S. proposal and I h

bénefit of a discussion with General McNaughton this ave^had the
afternoon.R.C.A.F. proposal with the addition suggested b

y
G ernoon. I approve of

^I simply want to take this opportunity to bring to your atte
that the arrangements under Recommendation 511

4 have
^ntion the fact

Aviation Branch of the Department of Transport
soe anxiety.

the Civil
there were two cases of United States jet fighters- interce ti ^ For example
over Canadian territory this summer in rather dangerous circumstances. In onecase T.C.A. considers that a fatal

p ng T.C.A. aircraft

The new proposal will add somewhat,^toethe risk of ci
vil
a by a very small margin.

precautions,
mistakes in interception do occur as willer^ro sgin n ue' in spite of

the part of military pilots whose enthusiasm ma
y be less

j dgement on
considerations than in the civil field. However, I realize that intempered by safety

timesgreat emergency such as we now have the national interest of war or
that reason and for the Teasons set out in your lettèr I c must prevail. For

, oncur in the proposal.
Yours sincerely,

LIONEL CHEVRIER f,. .

P-et .0
de la Commission Permanente Canâ - verbal

do américaine de défenseExtract frorri I

3 Of the Board'

urnal
of Permanent Joint Board on Defence

ptor F11ghts.
The Canadian Air Force Member referred

to Sections Journal of June 1952 in co nthe last meeting
the U.S. Air Force Member

nection with interceptor flights. At
Force considered Recommendation

5114
had indicated that the U.S. AirThe United States therefore had submi on this subject to be too restrictive.

BOard's previous Recommendation. ,. tted proposals for a modification of the

W

DEA/50246-40
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The.Canadian Air Force Member stated that he wished to defer consider-
ation , on this matter by the Board pending . service-to-service conferences
regarding Royal Canadian Air. Force proposals which .; he felt would, meet
substantially the,United States requirements witli respect to amendments in
Recommendation 51/4.

The Canadian Chairman emphasized the ' difficulties in ' obtaining the
Canadian Government's concurrence to changes in Recommendation 51/4
unless there was assurance of prompt action in handling complaints which
might arise. He recognized the possibility of unfortunate incidents on, both
sides of the border which would require corrective measures and disciplinary
action. Responsiblity in such cases would lie with the air defense commanders
of the two countries. However, the Canadian Chairman felt that it would be
helpful if the Board arranged to receive reports from air, defense commanders
regarding the action taken in cases where there was a breach of regulations
concerning the method of interception. These reports : could. be. followed and
discussed by the Board. He felt that this action of the Board might alleviate
unfortunate repercussions in public opinion on both sides of..the border if
serious incidents occurred.

The Board agreed to consider the sùggestion'of the Canadian Chairman at a
later date after the two Air Fqrces had, reached, a decision on the technical
aspects of the interception agreement.

SECRET

on Defence in the Nort stern re •
up in .February 1951. at a ° meeting between General Whitten12 and the Joint

COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS- U.S. NORTH EAST COMMAND

--. With reference to our discussion about two weeks ago I attach a JPS ri
redraft of the ^paper entitled "Basic Provisions for Canada-U.S. collaboration

1.0- A as of Canada "' The original was drawn

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. MACKAY.,

Serviccs Committee (East Coast).

••.toint rianning oLai à.
-^^mmandant en chef des forces terrestres des États-Unis. commandement du Nord-Est.

Commander-in-Chief, Northeast Command, United States Army..

SECTION E

COMMANDEMENT DU NORD-EST' 1 '.

NORTHEAST COMMAND

DEA/50221-40
. ' . , .

.. . 4.. • ..

Note de la II, Direction de liaison avec la Défense
pour la I?n Direction 'de liacson avec la Defense

Memorandum from Defence Liaison (2) Division
to Defence Liaison (1) Division

Ottawa, January 20, 1952
., . ,

. ," . . ^ti..
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In approving the current Canada-U.S. EmergencY Defence Plan (MCC
300/3) on December 18, 1951, the Chiefs of Staff observed that
"The U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff should be advised that 'sin

specifically excluded frôm the Command Principles (Appendixce CINCNE
F) the

had
Command, relationships between CINCNE" and Cana

been

which have not yet been negotiated, should be ta ken Commanders,
soon as possible." ken under consideration as

The JPC sûbsequently approved, on Januar
suggesting that this question be discussed at the next a signal to CJS(W)
The U.S. section-of the MCC have ^agreed but noted that a t^ng of the MCC.14
PJBD in Novémber; 1951, the - U.S.' t the meeting of theChair ansuggestion to the Canadian Chairman tha m the had

question
made ofan 'informal

^ -CanadianParticipation in the North East Command should be discussed .At -' yesterday's ; meeting of the JPC the attached a Serw
as apossible basis for discussion at thé MCC meeting which p p

begins asnext'M
tabled

onday atPetawawa.t It was agreed that unless there was
agreement with the paper, it would not be presented. general satisfaction and
appreciate your vtews by tomorrow, if possible, as to WhetherG1aZebrook would
satisfactory basis for discussion with ^ the U.S. section M this paper is a
would bé better to inform them that the question i s CC or whether it

rationand, invite some discussion. In either event, would you consider itstill
tunder ` uséful to havea discussion with the service members of the JPC later this

6. , - . - ^week.•
J.M. CôOK

I

I 1^M^mamander-in-Chicf, Northeast Command.
Y Cooperation Committee.

"Note marginale /Marginal note:

II

^
agreed preferable to keep off MCC agenda next meeting. R.A. M

Notre copie du document porte la mention manuscrite suivante: [ackayj
The following was written on this'co

py of the document:
P.S. AVA4 [Air Vice Ma'rshal] James has just returned from a meeting
with General Whitten and other U.S. Air Defence Commanders. No agreementreached on this ^ 'n the U.S.

particular problem. I understand that James propos^ sm ,W^s
the nature of an integrated Air Defence Command of North America w' 'th
Deputy responsible for all Air Defence Forces in Canada. The U.S. Northeast as
Defence Commander would be subordinate to James. General Whitten
that he might have to deploy forces to Greenland which would

ortheast Air

create cornfor both of them. I also understand, as you may know, that Whitten has p01nted out

not a
no plications

defence forces in Newfoundland yet. It seems that AVM air
greed on this problem either. J.M. C[ook] James and RCAF HQ are
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Extrait de 'la note de la 11° Direction dé liaison avec la Défense

Extract from lktemôrandum by Defence Liaison (2). Division,^. :, . . .. ,, , .

SECRET Ottawa,' March 6, 1952
. ,_ : -.. _. . .

GENERAL FOULKES' BRIEFING MEETING OF MARCH 6,:1952

U.S. NORTHEAST COMMAND- . , , .
Commodore Raynor'? referred to the letter from this Department requesting

reconsideration , of the JPC , papér, :"Basic provisions . for Canada-U.S.
Collaboration on Defence in the Northeastern areas of Canada" before its
submission to the Chiefs of Staff, Committee. General Foulkes expressed the
opinion. that the Government. would never accept a policy giving the U.S.
responsibility for defence in this area nor did he think the Government would
accept the idea.of a Canadian as assistant to General Whitten.,He confirmed
our viéw that the U.S. Northeast Command was not accepted as a territorial
-command - but merely as` a command for the * U.S. forces in the area.' He
suggested it might be necessary to put a Canadian Commander in Newfound-

, land with whom General Whitten could deal. Any instruction's to civilians, for
example to impose'blackoût or other regulations, must come, General Foulkes
feels, from à Canadian - and not merely a Canadian assistant to Whitten.
General Foulkès 'said we' must develop some form of 'a cloak of Canadian
control in the area. I gained the impression, though I may have been mistaken,
that General Foulkes would prefer some form of integrated command such as
A/V/M James has advocated.

700.

SECRET

J.M. C[ooK]

DEA/50221-40

Note de la II• Direction de liaison avec la Défense

Memorandum by Defence Liaison (2) Division

Ottawa, June 5, 1952

RE: U.S. NORTHEAST COMMAND

1. At General Foulkes' Briefing Meeting of June 4; he reported that he had
discussed ;the problem of air defence in Northeast ' Canada with General
Bradley,-on June 2. in Washington. According to General Foulkes, General

`` Bradlçy rr^ade the following comments:, , . - _ _ , .. ..

^-1'Le commodore H.S. Rayner, secrétaire du Comité des chefs d'état-major, ministère de la
^ ^ Défense nationale.

Commodore H.S. Rayner, Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee, Department
of National

11DeFence. . . . . ,
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(1) 'When the terms of reference for the US.-Vor
drawn up, the question of air-defence was not considered sei ousjommand were
to have another look at them. Y He intended
(2)

There were no plans at present to station
permanently , in .^•Newfoundland.

Current plans call^r foref the squadrons
deployment of fighter.squadrons to'Newfoundland only in -con'unctiontemporary
S.A.C. operations., ,Fighter squadrons

might therefore be ^ with
Newfoundland for a couple of weeks at a time. stationed in
(3)

He could see no major difficulty in including any fi hter d
assigned to U.S. Northeast Command in the General Air Defence sfenceystemforces
(4)

He would be prepared, if necessary, to fly to Ottawa 'and/or .
land to settle the problem on the spot. Newfound-
(5)

He agreed with General Foulkes that the Commanding
Northeast (Air) Command should not give orders to the Civil General U.S.

populationsuch matters as blackout etc. This was a matter for Canadian Commanders.2.
General Foulkes then expressed the view that the roblem .

easily at the Chiefs'of Staff level. He was then queried p can be solved
the paper now being prepared by the R.C.A.F. as a result of directionIC

lrection
ingstone re

the CSC meeting on May 30. He agreed that it should be completed given at
at the forthcoming meeting of the PJBD. He also said he and used
directly to General Bradley with a note'referring to their conversationsould send a copy
subject.

on the
3. f 1 have the following comments to nia ^report: ke with reference to General Foulkes'
(1)

General Bradley's stateinent that he does not know of
rghter defence squadrons permanently in Newfoundland any plans to station

variance withindications i•ëceived through the PJBD at its last meeting is at
and in connectionwith plans under discussion for the development of Torb

1a`(2)
General Foulkes was rather vague 'as to w ay Airport.

meant in saying that fighter defence forces assigned to theGeneral Bradley
Command wôuld be -included in the Air Defen

Ce

U.S. Northeast
attending `the briefing- thought he meant that they would Some officers
Canadian Air Defence Commander and others that ld be put under thethe

U.S, Continental Air Defence Commander. t they could be put under
definition - of existing arrangements for air defenceseems to me that a clear
Canada and the United States is required. The cooperation between
referred to as an integrated system or concept arrangements are quite often
exist: Perhaps the R.C.A.F. a p ch as far as I know, does not
(3) After s • P per now being prepared will clarify this point.

Procedure fo^b^,^ gnto Mr. MacKay I spoke to Colonel Kin gstonc
point.

U.S. bringing the proposed R.C.A.F. paper to the attention of the
authorities. I explained to Colonel Kingstone that External considered it

1eN0te marginale • M

1i

Not nec ^ arginal note:
SAC o^rily' Torbay may be-merely as an occasional fiperations. R.A. M[ackay) ghter base for protection
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necessâry to at 'least show the paper to Mr. Pearson ' and Mr. Claxton first. I
presume that General McNaughton should also'be informed before General
Foulkes refers ânything directly to General Bradley. I shall keep in touch with
Colonel Kingstone to ensure.that no action is taken.without our knowledge.

4. On the whole, I do not consider that a solution to the problem can be found
as easily as General Foulkes and General Bradley seem to think.19

} J.M. COOK,, . .

701. DEA/50221-40

Le'secrétaire du Comité des chefs d'état-major
au sous-seerétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee,
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

; . , • . ' P •

SECRET Ottawa, July 23, 1952 ,
. . •. , ,

RELATIONSHIP. BETWEEN CANADIAN MILITARY AUTHORITIES

v J AND THE COMMANDER-1NCHIEF, ,' -

U.S. NORTHEAST COM MAN D20

-1. Reference is made to your letter of 22 July, 19521 commenting on the
revised paper on the above mentioned subject.
2. I attach a copy of the paper which was submitted to the Minister of

National Defence for his comments and discussion with the Secretary of State
for External Affairs:

3.-.The Chairman, Chiefs of Staff intends, • if, the pâper receives the approval

of. Mr. Claxton. and Mr:, Pearson, to use the paper as - a, basis for informal
discussions. with General Bradley. If General Bradley agrees with the Canadian
views expressed in the paper , the Chairman, Chiefs of, Staff, intends that; the
matter,be taken up.formally.by the Permanent Joint Board on Defence.21

J.F.M. BELL W/C
for R.G. Kingstone._,.^: . _ . .. ,
Lieutenant-Colonel

' "Nôte mârginale :/Marginal note:
I quite agree. R.A. M[ackay]

20Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Copy sent to Mr. Pearson with memo. July 21. M. W[ershof]

21Note marginale :/Marginal note:
. N. B.

.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CANADIAN MILITARY AUTHORITIES
AND

THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF UNITED STATES
l. The purpose of this paper is to clarify the NORTHEAST COMMAN

relationship D .
between the Canàdian military authorities n Position regarding the

Chief United States Northeast Command in order thatand the Commander-in-
place with the United States military authoritiés relative discussions may tee
the Northeastern areas of Canada and other militar to the air defence of
2. In October 1950 the United States Newfoundlandy matters.

changed to a unified command ^ designated ^ Base'Command - was
Command. The responsibilities of this corrimandthhe United States Northeast
Joint ' Chiefs of Staff and agreed to b y Posed by the United Statesfollows: . y the' Canadian Government are as
(a)

The proposed command will be established as
purpose of facilitating planning and `the tactic a nnified command for the
forces assigned to the command. al employment of United States
(b) The missions assigned to this comm

following two prins: and will be in consonance with
(i) maintenance of the security of the United

the

(li).planning in concert with, the Canadian States forces concerned;
parts of North America ' and the sea and ai forces for the de

r fence of such
agreed upon from time to time by the Governmen soof hes thereto as, may beCanada.

es andthe United Stat
3•

General Henry, the Châirman, U.S. Section
Board on Defence, explained in a letter dated Canada-US. Permanent Joint

NovemberJoint Chiefs of Staff viewpoint,. U.S. Northeast er 9, 1951 that, from the
To provide a more direct operational control Command was: -
U.S. forces on bases in - Canada and Greenlandby the Joint Chiefs of Staff over
ment o f joint U.S.-Canada plans and su,e snd to facilitate the develop-emergency.

The command is not territorial y necessary for use in an
and its primary functions areassociated.with the support of a Strategic Air CoyTransport Service. At, present, there mmand and the Militard Air

allocation to the command. For the futu ree, nothe combat
combat forcesforces indi

indicate
cated for

for
allocation to the same are U.S. Air Defence
4. In ^ February, and Base Defence forces.y, 1951, a

meeting was held. in Halifax attended-in •Chief, United States North
Services Committee as east Command, the by the
Was /E t Coast and other American and Canadian offi n Joint
NOrtheasteplanning - between Commander-in-Chi cersef Uni It

Command and the appropriate Canadian comman erstshou States
Id be
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commenced and to provide a basis for this planning, a paper entitled "Basic
Provisions for Canada-U.S. Collaboration of Defence in the Northeastern Area
of Canada" was drawn up. This per wâs forwarded to the United States
Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Canadian Chiefs of Staff for approval.

5. It is understood that the paper was acceptable to the United States
authorities and that Commander-in-Chief United States Northeast Command
is using it as his guide pending notification of Canadian approval.,

6. However, the paper is not acceptable to the Canadian authorities, chiefly

from a political viewpoint. The main objection is to that portion which would

give to . Commander-in-Chief. United States - Northeast Command, the area
defence of the Newfoundland-Labrador area and the northeast approaches to
the U.S. and Canada. The political objection, of course, is to a United States

commander directly under. the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, being responsible for
the defence of a considerable portion of Canadian territory. _-`

r 7. Informal .' discussions have taken place " between Commander-in-Chief

United States Northeast Command, the Air Officer Commanding Canadian
Air .Defence Command, and the Commander-in-Chief, United States, Air

Defence Command, and the subject has been under,
uton thate would i

n
meet thefor some time in an attempt to find some so

requirements ,of. the United States Joint Chiefs : of Staff and at the same time

be, politically acceptable to the Canadian Government.

8. The whole problem lies in air defence. The Air Officer Commanding
Canadian Air Defence Command, has been delegated the responsibility for the
air defence of Canada. However, the Commander-in-Chief United States
Northeast{ Command will have in Canada under his command radar stations
and an air defence control centre` and may, have fighter squadrons and anti-
aircraft guns.. " Because of'-tlïe" nature of ' air' warfare, air defence cannot
genérally be cônfined to particular boundaries 'and cannot be restricted to
relatively small ateas as can be land forces. Therefore, even if these fighter

squadrons were employed only for the defence of,leased bases and other bases
ôccûpied by the Commander-in-Chief, United -States Northeast Command's

forces, they could not help but provide air defence `of portions of Canada while

defending their own bases:
9. The general plans for' the'air defence of Canada and the United States.are

contained in the Canada-United States Emergency, Defence, Plan MCC T0/m

dated l June, 1951 and also in the Canada-United States Regional Short
Plan CUS 3/1 dated 24 October, 1951, both of which have been approved by

the two'countries." In these"plans; it is"stated that the air defence systems of
Canadaand the United States will be coordinated. The command principles in
these plans state any forces of either country will operate under a commander

that is, Canadian
designated by the country in'which the forces are serving;
and United States forces operating in Canada would come under a commander
designated by Canada. Further it should, be noted that the agreement between
Canada and the United States concerning the installation of radar statio^hese
part of the continental air defence system was drawn up on the basis that.
stations would form part of a coordinated Canada-United States air defence
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Command is at present' not includeagreements. d
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10.
The strategic concept of MCC 30013 st tes "

ln these

afford protection for as many j Of the esentlal that
elements

forces of will
the be war making

deployed to
capacity as the forces allocated will:permit and, acce t
leaving some critical areas unprotected. P the risks involved in
Jôhn's Area" is one of the critical areas lis- "The

ted to beoose ' Bay-Stephenville-St.
emergency plan, the only air defence unit allotted is one rCanae^' but under the
battery. However, at the March 1952 meeting of the P dlan anti-aircraft

Board onDefence, the United States Air Mémber reported that theermanent Joint

United Stateswished tô send one squadron of 25 jet interce tor aircraft
of the area.22 P rcraft to Torbay for the

11. It is considered that action should be tak
problem which would be satisfactory both en to find al solution to this

to the United States and to Canadaand which would permit the respective American and
to coordinate their plan. Canadian commanders
12. It is, therefore, proposed that:

(a) all air defence forces in Newfoundland and Labrador
Canadian ^ and United States air brador be brought into theefenceoperational direction and control from the approp aate Ai system and receive

(b) as suggested by the Chairman; United r Defence Command;
.Board on Defence, an RCAF officer be accreditedStates Section, Permanent Joint
Corrimander-in-Chief,'United States Northeast e to the Headquarters of the

Command. 'This officer wouldkeep the Commander-in•Chief United States Northeast
•Canadian views to any defence arrangements Command informed of
mander-in-Chief United States Northeast .Commandemplated by the Com-
with air defence, this officer would be responsible'^n matters concerned
Comrnanding, Air Defence Command. He to the Air Officer

wouldadvising the Canadian civilian authorities of also be responsible forthedealing with Canadian civil air defence autho • air raid warning status and
matters.

13.
This would not involve the United r

States l in
ttes on all

making airany
defence

commitmentstoprovide forces or in undertaking any responsibility for the air defence of
Canada with the United States forces ezcept thatôf passing on early warning
information of unidentified or enem aircraft

air defence system and asslsting in ft th
toe air

the adjoiningoining of thesections
area with

of the
such forces as were available at the time

tlto the maximum extent possible. Suchperations would also assist in defending Canad
a^r.attack through the area in which the a and the United States from
Northeast Commandes forces are located. Commander-in-Chief United St ates

Notre
The rollowidu document .manus8 was written oorthis opy of the docum^n^ suivante :}

It is not yct clear whether the U.S. wish to send these airpeacetime,
craft to Torbay in
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SECRET
Ottawa, August 8,* 1952

My. dear Colleague, . ; . . , : ,
23 Ch ' an of the

U.S.A.F. fighter squadron in Newfoundland. Personally, I wou ra

R.C.A.F. squadron there, even if this meant reducing our commitment to

NATO .by one, orweakening the air defence,of some other part of Canada. I

realize; however, that there is more involved in it than this. The main object of

having the squadron there would be to protect the U.S.A.F. in carrying out the

role which is exclusively,. assigned to it.,

I would be glad to have your views on this.' After they have been consi we ,
I think we should seek the direction of the Cabinet Defence Committee before
instructing General Foulkes to proceed with his discussions.

At this time consideration should be given again to the question of having a
ld ther see an

y
this matter informally with General Bradley. .d d

Ac' ou will see from the memorandum, General.Foulkes proposes to iscuss

-1'Attached is a memoran ^
Chiefs of Staff; enclosing a paper. on the relationship between Canadian
military authorities and the Commander-in-Chief, United States Northeast

Command. A,

dum dated July 23 from the; airm

",complicated problem of responsibility l between t

R;Comtnander-in•Chief, United States Northeast Comm
The paper attached to . the memorandum proposed a solutionsh countrlefor tairtwo

. with the relationship between Canadian m^ ^tary d

I` have read with much interest your .
mcmorandum, dated July 23, from the Chairmanof the Chiefs of SSafaldâalthé

• 1 authoritle

My dear Colleague,
•' ° 1 tter of August 8 and the attached

,4^,^..,. ., . . ^^, ,^ . • _, , . . ï . , . .

Minister of National Defence
to Secretary of State forExternal Affairs

,^• . . .a . . •.) ^ . ^ . • e . .. . ^. 3 f f . . .

BROOKE CLAXTON

DEA/50221-40

DEA/50221-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au ministre de la'Défense nationale

Secretary of State fôr`Ezternal Affairs
to Minister of.National Defence

1952Ottawa, August 15,
. ^. ^,PERSONAL

Yours sincerely,, .. -• .. _

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

^;. - ..f _ .. .

- Le ministre de la Défense nationale

'-au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures. ; , ;;- : a.
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defencè, a problem which does not seem to exist in
army and naval relationships. I understand that this paper, if 'would be used only as a Oasis

the same way in regard to

for discussion with the United St tes all h roved,and that any decision on the air defence problem would
'

permit a satisfactoryre-drafting of the draft agreement drawn up in F
orities

Provisions for Canada-U.S. Collaboration 1951, entitled "BasicAreas of Canada." ollaboration on Defence in' the Northeastern

The actual proposals to deal with this roble
(a) and (b) of the paper. Paragraph 12 (a)s seems are found in paragraph 12

toin its reference to the "Co-ordinated Canadian and me to be somewhat vague
System" and "the appropriate Air Defence Command.",United States Air Defence
former refers to aworking arrangement basedI understand that the
agreements concerning specific air defence activities and i

on as not
number

clearofly defined
separate

in any single document. As, therefore, there seems
, might it not be misleadin

existence
to be no formal "System" inagreement to

concerning our relations with use ta tsln any future bilateralUn ited t S
term

land? Possibly the "' phrase " Forces in Newfound-
Defence Systems" might more-

p
Co-ordinated Canadian and United States Air

ore accurately descri
So far as the phrase "the a be the existing

would it not be advisable, in order
ppro

priate Air Defence Comm nd^sislcon
to avoid any subsequent misunderstanding,to spell out what we mean by the term; es eciall , "

cerned,

specifcallY excluded from the command rinciy as CINCNE is at present
Emergency Defence Plan. P ples of the Canada-U.S.

I understand that in the discussions leading up to this paper, representatives
of this Department have expressed the view that
really leaving to the United States effective responsibilityit would forappear
Newfoundland, and that if this is so, we sh

that we are
the air defence ofand what we are doing. ould know exactly where we stand

was correct, adding that , the United
Fo

ulkes has, I believe, denied that this view
responsibility. I retain the feeling, howevers twa

s hat the
itself

trend of
unwilling to accept

development is in
suchthis direction and this feeling is increased by thedefence forces will be stationed in Newfobases in ghterund and foro thbility that U.S. E

peacetime and; presumably for the su the defence of the leased
oPerations in the event of war. Pport of Strategic Air Command

I do not see how you can draw a line between a'defence of the leased bases and the defence
would bé worriéd .about a developme of Canadian territory, and i for onesending

RCAF. fighter squadron nt of this kind at a time when newe arewhich you s to Europe. I, therefore, agree with the
observation
and, Y

make on this mattec in the last paragraph of your letter,also that not only the specific proposals of
also 'the Chiëfs of Staff should be considered memorandum pre arethé lar eT • ered by Cabinet Defence Commit ee d bynand Possibly as We11 the arr the U.S. rol

e in the air defence of N • but
a,oundland,angements for ground defence of that area,oundland,

Yours sincerely,

L. B. PEARSON
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...
Note du soüs=sëcrétaire d'E

,

tat adjoint aüx. Affâirés exté^ ieures

pour le secretaire d'État aux Affaires • exterieures
« . ., ,

±Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Seeretary, of State for External Affairs2'

SECRET
[Ottawa,] September 30, 1952

. . . ;
. . , , : •. .^ • - '

SOME IMPRESSIONS ON VISITING DEFENCE INSTALLATIONS'

IN NORTHEASTERN CANADA

During the week ' of September - 22 the PJBD visited the U.S. bases
of

Newfoundland as well as Torbay and Goose,Bay. The following are some

my personal impressions and'some observations on our relations with the U.S.

in this area.
1. 'Perhaps the strongest impression one gains on a visi t to the n bases

all the
an immense U.S. defence effort in the area. Construction gog onat

leased bases and at Torbay and Goose Bay aswell. Althôugh we have not given
formal approval to the establishment of an airhead at T

^aT houses and
Northeast Command has gone ahead with building ne

w ionbarracks blocks at Pepperell, apparently on the '
assumeptsed ah number of

approve the establishment of the airhead.
25 We have l

buildings to them at Torbay on a yearly basis subject to thirty
The

days
terations on

have permitted them to make alterations on these buildings. T anent
many buildings are very substantial and are of a semi-perman ent or

le,nundnr
character rather than merely temporary. (They are apparently ab

their Treasury regulations, to, make improvements of existing facilities even

without a long-term lease.)
.. At Argentia construction appears to be largely-' in' the - form of mak1nâ

temporary buildings erected in wartime' more P^u at ont dumpse andv ôther
large plans for building ' such things as am
permanent, improvements: McAndrew (which is really par

t Navh issanxious to
leased at Argentia) now houses units of the USAF and b Navy
push them out with a view to making: the bâ'se read y for' occu ancy by

units immediatély in the event of war. to make the base into
A vastamount'of construction is going on at Harmon

a SAC support base, than,merely a staging field as it has beencfoa acter•
Much of the construction dunng `

thmade r ermanent:` p
ermanent
addition, the main

Temporary buildings ' are now being p ear)
runway, is being extended to 10,000 feët (8,000' feét will e f ete Ne eto ore,
and a secondary runway is being extended to about 9,000

24 Notre copie du document porte la mention manuscrite suivante :
The following was written on this copy of the document:

copy handed by me to Mr. Pickcrsgill. L.B. P[earson] le commandement
=sAu sujet des discussions sur l'établissement d 'une tête de pont aérienne pour

du Nord-Est, voir les documents 735-742. 742•
For discussion of establishment of airhead for Northeast Command see documents 735-
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ships had to anchor in the bay about two miles out, car
goes b'to a small temporary dock. Plans for next year provide for a thirt

g
]lghtered inn.

., theinto - the base, cutting a channel into a small lake on y fOOt channel
construction of warehouses and docks sufficient to handle two labgaee and theto-end.

A- breakwater to deflect ice has already
' been constructed ships énd-thought that Harmon can be kept open all year round.

- and it is
-

At Goose runways have already been lengthened, one to 10
stands that can take the heaviest bombers, taxi run

ways
9000 feet. Hard-facilities,,

have been constructed, hangars- and mach^nuel and other,storage
construction and a lot of housing has. been completed. e shops are under ,
appropriations"for Goose for the two-year period ending 1953 ^Ilection is thatof $63,000,000. . : .! are of the order

In addition'tô the air bases a number of r adarunder the radar 'agreement, are under const uction.hThesltes?] as permittedelaborate basis.` e are on quite an
2: ^É1 second impression is the

vested iaterest of the Newfoundlanders in U.S.
activities. There

is a great deal of civilian employment at all the bases, both in.construction and on a permanent basis. At Harmon we wer
3,200 civilians of which close to 2,800 were Canadl'ans e told there were
600 are employed permanently and at McAndrew ov

er
.At Pepperrell about

negotiation of the bases agreement was under discussion 00'
the

At the time the re-
pressed to purchase as much as they could in Canada. Loca Americans wereJohn's ' largely° for consumption in

Newfoundl in St.and,
1

although in
procurement

consumption in the. Greenland bases, now runs to abou part. for
There is also considerable spendin b mi l itary• t$4^ billion yearl y.
John's look more ros erous and a y personnel. I have never seen St.due to P P .g^d deal of this prosperity, is undoubtedlU.S. defence activities. The U.S. bases are clearl

ypoint of view, the largest industry in Newfoundla nd y, from the economic
= 3•

The increasing investment in defence installations
.

the growing importance of such bases as Harmon and in Ne
Goose in

wfoundland
strategic air

andoperations has 'clearly made
all the bases ver mucY h more important targetsthanUnduly

were.
The U.S. Northeast Command is very conscious,

conscious, of this, and with Pentagon approvalghter
, are actively•

• squadrons Perin the

haps
defence facilities. Plans call for the stationing of rive fi
Northeast area (two at Goose, one at Torbay

planning

or, alternatively, Argentia, one atliarrnon
forthcom^nnd one in'tlie north either at Thule or

g about. their defence plans for Aigentia sbut• obv'e Navy
were not

Something in mind. In addition they mentioned lously they have
aircraft battalions and at least two hea

vY
stationing in the area two anti-anti-Slé finent of these forces was not very anti-aircraft batteries. Althou gh theor G^se, clear, it was evident that they intend

^4' In comparison with • •rtuall U.S. act^vities in this area, our defence activities arealthou y non-existent.
We have no defence forces at Torba

th^re 8h the RC^1F are nominally in control of y or Gander and,
is concerned with little more than housekeePinOOSe' their establishment

g. In St. John's we hàve a

It

4
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ich I .would guess .
now numbers less than one. hundred officers

Joint Staff wh << „
the U.S. on a piecemealand men: dealing with

5.' 1 have come to the conclusion that by Although the
basis; is we have bcen`doing,we areat a serious disadvantage

call has a voice in planning, the America ns
.

o, not tel us
Commandl AtMCC theoreti Y are planning for the Northeast

through this channel all they
d then - not very prceisely, the MCC, merely

rhâ e no v1oice rats all inmost, an
deployed. there.' The Canadian . section ï aI p^ geom^sure - this situatioârlo f
determining requirements for. . the area. _

st
ems from the fact that the U.S. Northeas t Command

andpU.S. air

concerned
course with facilitating and protecting operation s by

SAC

nsibilities
communications with Europe and Greenland. These are U.S..respowell say what requirements

under NATO, not Canadian, and we cansibil'ties. On the other hand, defence
hese respoare appropriate for fulfilling t

,

' ies s ills over into defence of the whole ar â^ âiet defending

Uof.S.
these

forces
facilit

de
pfending U.S, facilities in the Northeast

Canâdian territory.
rha

no completely satisfactory.solution to the problem but we
; There is pe Ps

might have more control:
•

to station forces in the area or at leas t
foeceu we

them in
(a) if we were prepared

there immediately in the event of n naval ând air
only
forces concerned with

eânnarked for the whole area (othcrth , The guns
convoy operations) is an anti•aircraft unit (I think,- a Wah ^cw radar sighting
for this unit are stored at Goose but rsonncl is located in central Canada.
and fighting mechanisms while the pc cifed functions
^.` b'We might also consider a Unified CommandCa a ^nl command. We could
would be allocated, to Canada, or put under in some

ask for participation in command without being prepared to put
hardly et credit inWective forces. A Unified Command would also give us w e.would

a more effective voice

i'n planninB. Further, if it were a NATO Command he Northeast.
NATO

circles for any ro ces carmarkcd for dcfcnce o_
R.A.M [AcKnY]

r ; ;. .
Ottawa, Octobcr ^

, , ;, . ; ^ « . . ^ ; . andinS
My dcar Colleague, ^"

YOU cx ressed your concern and
P ^ WA, ^ rres ' ndence yo p tbououf concérn

In rcccnt co po sha y
U,S: defcnce activitics in Northeastern Canada. I 11111Y

DEA/50221.40

Affaires extérieuressecrétaire d'Étât üux ,au ministre de la Déjçnje nationale.
State jor External AffairsSecretary ôj

to Minister ojNatlônal Dejenee 3 1952
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think the situation 'which is developing there is oné which requires : urgent
attention.

I do not suggest that the U.S. authorities have gone beyond their ri hts
under the Leased-Bases Agreement of 1941 or other arrangements which we
have made, or that their activities in the northeastern area of Canada are
unwarranted in the light of the current international situation. I recognize also
that the U.S. has special responsibilities under NATO for the strategic air arm
and that Canada, along with other NATO membérs, is under obligation to
facilitate the fulf•ilment'of these responsibilities. I think you will agree with me,
however, that we should not be oblivious to the serious political implications
arising from the extent and character of U.S. defence activities in Northeastern
Canada.

Perhaps the questions of most immediate concern are those of defence of the
area and command of defence forces deployed there. Under the Leased Bases
Agreement, the U.S. has clearly. broad powers of local defence of the bases
including emergency powers to take action outside the leased areas. The recent
proposal of the U.S. to station an interceptor squadron at Goose Bay has raised
the question of defence of the complex of defence facilities located in that area.
Under conditions of modern warfare, it would seem impracticable to restrict
the exercise of defence rights to a leased area or base. In any event I doubt if
the U.S. would be prepared to confine its defence activities in the northeast to
areas under its exclusive control. It would seem therefore that in fact U.S.
defence forces deployed in the area will, indirectly, participate in the defence of
Cânadian territory outside areas exclusively under U.S. control.

This situation seems to me to pose'two important questions: first, whether
we should not consider stationing more Canadian forces in the area; secondly,
whether we should not consider proposing to the U.S. the establishment of
combined command for the defence of the area,. possibly with a Canadiancommander. We could scarcely expect the U.S. to agree to a combined
command, and much less a Canadian commander, unless we were prepared to
contribute substantially tô the total forces assigned to the defence of thé area.

A third question might also be worth consideration - whether, as

lcombined command were established, it should not be. a NATO command.
Such an arrangement would have the obvious advantages that we could
probablÿ more easily justify U.S. activities in the area to the Canadian people
and we,could get credit in NATO for forces allocated.to such a command.
There would no doubt be disadvantages to establishing'a NATO command
and these may well outweigh the advantages. Nevertheless, the question wou d,
appear,to be worth examination.

understand that the Journal of the last meeting of the
agenda for the next meeting of the Cabinet Defence CommitceBIDt ioccurstteome that this might be a convenient occasion to raise in a general wa uestionsabout the northeast such as I have su ested above. y qtherefore gg If you have no objection, I
course propose to raise them at the forthcoming meeting. It would, of
at this t,é premature for the Cabinet Defence Committee to reach any decision

on such questions but if the Committee feels they are worth further
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exam1naUon, the Chiefs of Staff Committee might be, asked to. study them and
report back at an early meeting of the Defence Committee.

: Yours since ey.
L.B. PEARSON j

.. . . . ... 7 , . . • J ^ . . . ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . .

DEA/50209-40
. . , .. •.?. . . ,. . . l- . . . < , . , .

aires extérieures '
Note du'seerétaire d'État aux Afjdü Cabinet

poûr ,le Comité de la defense, 1,
atrs

Memorandum from Secretary of State for Extérnül AJf ',
to Cabinet Defence Commettee,

Ottawa, October 3, 1952
SECRET , : . ; . . ,:•, , ,.

AND ARE
V U.S. MILITARY ACTwiTIES IN THE NEWFOUN of thé Committee the

wish to draw to' the attention
1 t

he'
of the Journal of the Permanent Joint

discussion reported in Sections 10 and 1
'rd on Defence ' of ` September, 1952,26 (copies • ofhâve a beari g onBoa

circùlâted)t with respect to Goose Bay and 'Torbay; which

ral blem of U.S. military operations in the NewfouT zed as follows:
the gene p^
discussions at the September meeting of the PJBD are summa

,,^ . .. .
l.: Goose Bay,.

Chairman drew attention to the necessity of planning on a
The Canadian develo ment of Canadian-U.S. defence

joint basis at all stages itedtoût that'the recent statëinént of intention by
arrangements. He t po n for the local
the U.S. Air Force to base an interceptor squanrintért éG tatio nof the proposed,
defence of the base indicated that the Canadia p ht thate thoug
Goose Bay lease did not accord with that of the Unii eof an y study on the
thédiffculty had arisen pri}ïnâril htG^Bé Bayrr^ight be subjected and to the
forms and scale of attack tolwhic uired. He pointed ou
absence of any agreement on the one" for the tat oni g of USAF intercephat
that thcre' was at present no aut Y ested t
airc`caft in Canada other than`at the 99•yeau,^ be ad ant geousg,f the U.S.
cv^n` in thé case of the leased bases it wo h diplomatic
Güvcrnment were to inform the Canadian be mp^aied° ^gthe numbers,
channels of important changes which might iew that Canada found
•^° ted there He reiterated his'v f thetypes and roles ofRunits lova Is because of lack of knowledge o e^ ifficult to approve U. S. proposa ,,

u^rements were based upon.
specific requiremcnts and abo^ th p^^ning agencies make a detailed s^uhti Of
proposed that the appropriate j
he milita ne cds " in the Northeast area of : Canada and how they m g

t
. ,

1} ^ } l - . 3 3} : i i v "_. i l... . ' •met.^^.^i , . F

^n order to remove doubâ
• su ests that, ,

^'^^rThé External Affairs member 88
thc ` mcaning r`of 'the Goose Bay lease; an interpretation might be re

corde

^ : . . A .

y e y (P S.
N

, . . ...5: .

- '' t lict du 211 â 26 séptcmbro 1952.
U ' tL.atriunion de Ia Commisswn eu I, " , , I, , #,

ptember;Os.-^}te Board met from Sc 21•26.` 1952. .:}`
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through an appropriate procedure which would make it clear that, notwith-
standing rights granted to the United.States under the lease, arrangements for
the sea, air and land defence of the Goose Bay area should be the subject of
separate discussion and agreement between the two Governments.

The U.S. Chairman said that the U.S. Section would refer the Canadian
position to the appropriate U.S. authorities for their consideration. He urged
that the External Affairs member's suggestion of an interpretation regarding
defence should be broadened to define more precisely the authority of the
United States to station operational units at Goose Bay 'either for local defence
or for other purposes.

2. Torbay

The United States has proposed the expansion of facilities at Torbay toprovide for:

(a) a fighter squadron;
.(b) an airhead for depot and base support;
(c) ' MATS LOC (Military Air Transport Service Line of Communication) -

(peace and war); and
(d) Airways and Air Communications Service (AACS) and weather

detachments:

The Canadian Chairman ^'stated that while the briefings presented at U.SNortheast Command Headquarters had been useful, Canada would have ben.in 'a
much better position, to consider the U.S. : proposal if Canadian military

planners had participated in the staff studies leading to the proposal and as a
.consequence were familiar with the considerations which had led to, the stated
conclusions.

He pointed out that the U.S. had been energetically developingfacilities at
Torbay although the lease for the buildings which , they were

occupÿing was for one year only and subject to termination on 30 days notice,
and although,the Canadian Government had previously indicated that it was
most reluctant to increase the scâlé of U.S. activities in the St. John's area with
respect to the.location of an interceptor squadron at Torbay. He considered
that the approval of the Canadian Government was dependent u n the
a8reément by the U.S. and Cânadian Chiefs of Staff that this wa snecessarnto
meet the defensive requirements of'the area. When or if such an agreement
Was reached by the Chiefs of Staff Canada would be in a position to determine
whether it would prefer to provide thé necessary forces itself or to er
United States to do so. p mit the

The U.S. Chairman emphasized the attitude of the United States that
milifary agencies should as far as allssibleo be be a .3sit ô^ hreadiness. In short,the United States was endeavouring tfor` it was readyaction ât the drop of a hat." po ereby

P This meant that essential defence forces must
be on station" now, rather than brought in'after the outbreak of h

At the`request of the Canadian`Chairman it'w as decided
ostilities.

infôr`mation u that the essential
pon which the United States based the view that it was not

feâs;ble to locate the facilities proposed for Torbay at one of the leased bases,
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should be provided by the U.S. Section -in the form; of two memoranda, one. h h ' terce tor squadron. , • : . ^

. RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

DEA/50221 •40

Extrait du procès-verbal
de là réunion du Comité de la défense du Cabinet ^

Extract from minutes of Meeting of Cabinet Defence Committee _

Ottawa, October 9, 1952

IV. Permanent Joint Board on Defence; Journal of September 1952; U.S.

Forces in Newfoundland; Goose Bay Lease

18. The Secretary
submitted the Journal of the Permanent Joint Board on

Defence for September, 1952 t

19. . The Secretary of State for External Affairs said that he haodlemas ar s ng

the Minister of National Defence s U
.S. forces in Newfoundland. It appeared

from the development of plans of the McAndrew
that; the U.S. Navy wished to take over from tâ.

ô developAir Force Base, and that 'the U.S.A.F. wishe
P substantial

airhead facilities at Torbay.:The U.S.A.F. had also to
Bay, one

stationing of four squadrons in the Newfoundland area, two at
at Harmon Air Force Base' and one . at . Torbay. In ' particul ar

have far-

reaching
of facilities at Torbay ié^sar to^consider

John's
whether it would be

reaching consequences. It would be necessary and
desirable to station' more Canadians in the , areâ of these U.S. a di^ommand
pôssibly, to establish some form of comb1nf.dhécommand.

^ent^ Canadian forces in
would, ` of course, be practicable only .. ^ p ed that consideration mightalsoNewfoundland were increasedc

H ^e t on of a NAT
e
O, command.' He thought that

bé given to a third course, the
• • derstând why .Canada was sending 12

deâling with the airhead and the other. wit t e ln
p PEARSON '

^ y ry ;lhe ; neccss^ty * of °.maintaining any Ÿ m

121:° The Prime Minister said that it was ^mpor pnce
Canada only those forces which the Chiefsof Staff cos;nerCanadaCanada been

• • • • lota facliti

p.J,B.D, was now awaiting informat ion
to bui d•and maintain an airhead at

submittcd in justification of the US
Torbay^and to station an interccptor, squadron t tant that we should maintain in. • •

., .^. _
^20:'SThe Minister, of National Defenee said that t S Santion which was to be

, 4 tMimstcr s mc 9
-Ncwfoundland area" -^b^ Doc•D-363) •

C dian Section of the
"°^ • '' ' morandum Oct. 3, 1952 - ..U. . m^ ^ y
•- ,An explanatory memoran •' S a.-ta,, activities in the

dum had bccn circu a.. .

tlie public m^ght, CGnd it d111icult to, un 'four
to Europe `while the United States was sending into Canada.

squadrons . l t^
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established, it would then be necessary for us to decide by whom and in what
manner those facilities should be provided.
22. Mr. Pearson recalled that a lease of part of the R.C.A.F. station at GooseBay had . been approved by Cabinet on February 21st, 1951. Signature had

been postponed in ôrder that it might be considered whether the prôposed
agreement by implication would give to the United States the right to station
fighter squadrons for the air defence of the base. Since there was some doubt
about the meaning of the proposed lease in this connection, he thought that it
would be desirable to record the, understanding of the Canadian government
that the lease agreement did not make any provision for the defence of Goose
Bay and that arrangements for defence should be the subject of discussion and
agreement between the two governments.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
'(Secretary's memorandum, Oct. 8, 1952 ="Background note: Goose Bay

lease" -= Cab. Doc. D-364)t

He said that it had always been the Canadian view that there should be joint
agreement on the defence of Goose Bay. Our views could be clarified either byan ', amendment to the lease or by a ` separate exchange of notes; the second
course seemed more satisfactory.
,23.'`The Committee, after further discussion:
(a) noted the Journal of the Permanent . Joint Board on Defence ofSeptember, 1952;
(b) noted the report of the Secretary of. State for External Affairs on U.S.

military,activities in the Newfoundland area;

(c) agreed that the Secretary of State for External Affairs be authorized to
conclude an exchange of notes with the .United States constituting a lease of
part ' of the R.C.A.F.' station at Goose Bay: the exchange of notes to be
accompanied by a separate note stating that it is the understanding of the
Canadian government that the lease agreement does not apply to any
arrangements for the defence of Goose Bay or other new developments which
would continue to be dealt with by the appropriate agencies of the two
governments.

708.
DEA/50221-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le ministre de la Défense nationale

Memorandum from Under-Sec'retary of State for External Affairs.:4 ,- -
. . • ,

SECRET ,

to Mtnister of National Defence

Ottawa, October 22, 1952

COMMAND ARRANGEMENTS IN NEWFOUNDLAND
1• Annexed for convenient reference are copies of the following papers:
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(a) extract from the Journal of the September 1952 meeting of the PJBD
(Section 10 and 11) dealing with this subject, ,

(b) a copy of Mr.,. Pearson's letter = to , you dated October 3, , in
-which lhe

.of
su ested . that the Chiefs of Staff might be asked to study, possibili

intygg erhaPs a ^, NATO. com; a- combined command, perhapsestablishing
the

Newfoundland area; ;; •
xtract from the minutes of the 89th : meeting of : the Cabinet . Dc^ence

(c) e
Committee [October 9,1952] (paragraphs 18-22) dealing with this su j

2.'- I think there is general agreement that our* defence
entirely satisfactorye

United States in the north-eastern Canada not
finger on* the nüb of the

It seems to me that Genera ghton a
matter when, at the September 1952"meeting of' the,

PD,lefor
comment that so long as ; U.S. proposals : were submitted piecemea

rtunit to
consideration by the Canadian Government

plan, there would bé friction ând
examine them in relation to an agreed overall p
frustration. I should like to propose,: therefore, as a first step in overcoming this
difficulty, that;you consider the advisability of directing the C hie

ciessof thtef two
initiate arrangements to have

a
e

nticipated
military

a

nd scales of attack in this
countries carry out a study of the rements
area and the forces which will be needed to meet

I
military .iheuneed for the

assume that the military require
Ü S de

would
fenceaknstallations in the'area, and of

defence of the area itself, of the
the role of the area as a defensive barrier for the more populated sections of

leastern Canada and the United States.
3. It seems to me that a l'oint study' of this character is ^ an essentiaegiven t

P
ter as

reliminary to following the direction of the Prime hé she said that t was
October 9 meeting of Cabinet Defence Committee,

nt
.which the

n ng anyimportant that we'should maintain in Canada only those forc
es

Chiefs of Staff considered necessary . Once
tablished it would then be necessary

military fâcilities in Canada had
for us to decide by,whom and in what manner those facilities should be

. , _
providéd. suggested that the Chiefs

4. Mr. Pearson in his letter to you dated October 3 se Sablishing a combined
of Staff . might be asked to study the possibility o f

command,' perhaps a NATO command, in the Newfoundland area.
tee

mentioned the subject at the October.9 meeting of Cabinet Defence ht be
but there was no time to go into it fully. and. no decision was tase of an o erall
that such a study would ; be4 most fruitf ôûldas the

be the joint study of forms and
appreciation the f rst phase of 5.which w osed

; scales of attack and the military measures required to meet them, as Prop
in the preceding paragraph of this memorandum.

L.D. W [ILGRESS]
w ., ;1.t• , ^. •^

"Les documents sous référence sont :/The documents referred to are:
a) 706; b) 705; c) 707.
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709. ^ }.._ ...^. ' ^ ^ ^ .
, . .. ,y

, , . . DEA/50221-40
Extrait du procès=verbal de la réunion du Comité des chefs_ d'état-major',

'Extract from Minutes ofMeeting of Chiefs of Staff Committee,-,*

[MEETING] . :. ,
. . , , . .1Vo,.531 Ottawa, ' Novemtier 12, 1952

TOP SECRET

VI. Canadian Operational Control of US Defence Forces- Operating frorn
Bases Within Canada
22. The Committee considered a message from. the Canadian Joint Staff,

Washington, outlining a directive from the,US Joint Çhiefs of Staff to the US
Section Canada-US Military Cooperâtion Committee that they,enter - into
negotiations with the Canadian Section for thé purpose of obtaining a military
agreement providing for the Canadian operational control of US defence forces
opërating from bases within Canada. A paper prepared by the Joint,Planning
Committee on this subject was also circulated.

(CSC 1796-1 of 10 . November;" 1952)'
23. The Chairman said that the Department of External Affairs had

suggested in a memorandum to the Minister that the approprite, military
agencies in the United States and Canada carry out a" study of the anticipated
forms and scales of attack in theNewfoundland area. Such a study would aid
the Governent in determining by whom and in what manner. the necessary
defence facilities should be provided.

As a result of the memorandum from the Department of External Affairs
the Chairman had reviewed the problems and submitted a memorandum to the
Minister in which it was recalled that a study of scales of attack had in fact
been carried out and reviewed on a yearly basis. A joint study extending as far
ahead as 1957 had been completed. It was on this information that, the
Çanada-US defence. plans were reviewed. It was stressed that any re-
assessment of the 'scales of attack on anÿ military level up to and including the
Chiefs of Staff would not in any way assist in solving the present US-Canadian
difîiculties in the Newfoundland-Labrador area," and would no doubt lead to
increased pressure from'the US Chiefs of Staff for cônsiderable stiffening of
,Cânadian defences in' accordance with the recent strategical guidance paper
SG 13/23 (revised) which states:

"In 1956 the Soviet Union may have a formidable'atomic potential against
North America and adequate defence of this area does become essential in
order to permit NATO to accomplish its objective."
It

was, therefore, recommended to the Minister that no additional 'ointjoint
assessment of the risks and scales of attack be undertaken.
. . ^:. r
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- With regard to Goose Bay, it was pointed out that the US desire to base a
fighter squadron there was based on the need to protect the US installations for
the' support of strategic'operations. The need for such protection could hardly
be disputéd, and `' it was,' therëfore, `recommended ' to 1 the Minister that the
USAF be permitted to continue to base a fighter squadron at Goose Bay under
the 'same arrangements as pertaining to the American ' radar stations in
Canada.

With regard to Torbay, a close study of the problem revealed that the all-
weather fighter interceptor squadron which the US had suggested should be
based 'at Torbay, had in fact, no intimate connection with the administrative
installations such as the airhead and base depot which thé US wished to
establish at Torbay.

The objections to the US establishing administrative installations at Torbay
were mainly political, and it was evident that the only solution acceptable for
Torbay would be for the Government to refusé to 'change over the base from a
civilian' to a military 'airfield,' ând request through political channels, that the
US make arrangments for the additional accommodation they require within
their own leased bases. ' ".

The question of an all-weather fighter interceptor squadron to be based at
Torbay should be considered in relation to"the'Canada-US integrated air
defence scheme (Pinetree). The air defence scheme calls for radar and control
units =. being set 'up in St. John's and Gander and the addition of a, fighter
squadron in Newfoundland is-a ; logical step after , providing the radar and
control units: It was ^ stated with some degree of certainty that the Canadian
Chiefs 'of Staff, could hot, on military` grounds, `find 'suitable arguments to
refute the need for extending the air defence scheme to include fighter
formations in Newfoundland in vièw of the importance that the US place on
their installations.

If; the Government were to decide that the Torbay airfield would remain a
civilian airfield, the USAF,would have to ' base their fighter squadron at

. . R -. i . - . . "- '

Argcntia.
, With regard to who should supply the squadrons for thè extension of the

Cânada-US air'defence scheme, it was pointed out` that the co' mmitment called
for''all -weather fighter interceptor and Canada would not be able to fulfil such
a' commitment until after 1954. It appeared, therefôre, that the only possible
course to'present was to mâke similar arrangements with the US as were made
for US radar stations situated in Canada, wherebyethe US would be allowed to
provide the extra . squadrons on the understanding ` that as and when the
Cânadian ° Government desired, it could'take over the air defence roles in
Canada:le .` .: ,

. , , . , ; . ' ` • ^

^ Subsequent to submitting the abôve views to the Minister in a memoran-
durn, US authorities had indicatcd informally that'they were prepared to drop
their request for base depot'facilities at Torbay:

! 'd that a group of US
;M 24. The Cbairman, Joint Planning Comm ttee sa^ had
officials who were at present in Ottawa discussing the matter informally,
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intimated that the USAF would be quite prepared to base a fi ht squadron
Argentia instead of Torbay, if steps were taken to lengthen the at

runways atTorbay for its possible use by fighter squadrons in the event of an emergency.
It

was also understood by the US that Canadian forc'es'would t
air defencè of the area when the Canadian Government c ake over the
to'do so. onsidered it desirable
25. Lieuténant=General Foulkes stated that he ro

and endeavour to arrange for the new US pro p p°Sed to see the Minister
sals to be discussed at CabinetDefence Committee on the 14 November; 1952.

26. The Committeë noted the remarks of the Chairaction suggested by him. man and concûrred in the

' ^ . .710.

TOP SECRET

Note du ministre de la Défense nationale
DEA/50221-40

pour le Comité de la défense du Cabinet

Memorandum from Minister of National Defence
to, Cabinet Defence Committee

Ottawa, Nôvember 13, 1952
CANADA-UNITED STATES MILITARY _INSTALLATIONS

IN NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
1.

The Commitee will recall the discussion at the 89th meeting of
Committee held on October 9, 1952, at which f the Cabinet

,discussed the question of United States requirements at Goose the Committee
Bay and Torbayarising, out of the Journal of the Permanent Joint Board

September, 1952, in which the United States had sub •tted on Defence for
fghter squadrons at Goose Bay and Torbay and for subsequent for placing
facilities at Torbay to `provide a logistical organization uent development of
States bases in Newfoundland, Labrador and Greenla to support the United
2.

Since this meeting the Chiefs of Staff h
nd. ^

ave'and have had certain informal talks with seniorhad this matter undec review
Chiefs of Staff have reviewed the United States r uest fored States offcials. The
Canada-United States air defence scheme to cover th the extension of the

includes the United States bases and United States installationsNortheast area, which
Goose Bay.It Will be recalled that the present Canada-United States^ at

integrated air defencescheme includes radar and control units being set u in St.
the addition of fighter squadrons in Newfoundlan ' John's and Gander

next logical step after providing the radar and control unand Labrador is the
Staff have reviewed the roles of the various its. The Chiefs of

Unitedcome to the conclusion that these bases nited States installations and
ImPlementation of the United States strate • are of such importance to the
this area is now essential. g^^l plans that fighter defence of

3' It ist considered that the provision of the ad
the defence of this area of Canada should ditional fighter squadrons for

;}♦ ultimately be carried out by the
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RCAF but owing to other:commitments and the unavailability of suitable types
of 'aireraft thè RCAF will not be able.to carry out these additional air defence
tasks until after 1954.• It, is, - therefore, suggested that the USAF should be
allowed!to carry out these air defence tasks on the çondition that as and when
.the.Canadian Government so desires, these airdefence tasks in Canada will be
taken over by the RCAF, and further, that the stationing of air defence
squadrons in Newfoundland.be restricted at present to the,United States leased
bases, and that any such air defence squadrons providéd bÿ Jthe USAF should
form part of the integrated Canada-United States air 'defence' scheme, and
come under Canadian operational command whilen operati:ngiting'in 'Canair

, . _, ...,
space.

4. As a result of a series of informal discussions with United States officials it
has now been learned that the United States authorities are prepared to agree
to the following proposals:

(a) that owing to the strong positiôn takén'by Canada in regard to Torbay
the United States authorities will withdraw their'request' for the establishment
of a logistical base'at Torbay;28

(b) that the USAF will withdraw their request for the stationing of an air
defence squadron at Torbay29 if satisfactory arrangements can be made for:

i) stationing a USAF air defence squadron at Goose Bay with the
possibility that it'may be' exterided to two at a later date,-,,

ii) one squadron at Harmon Field, and

iii) one `squadron at Argentia; `
g=provided that, the" Canadian Government ' will' ivé consideration to the

,lengthening of the runways *' at ,Torbay',° whicN' would ` allow for the use of
,Torbay for air defence operaf ions in time of war, or at such timeas the RCAF
undertakes the air defence role in Newfoundland;

,i(c). the USAF have also . indicated that they are prepared tu place these
squadrons under the operational control. of., the Canada-United States
integrated ,air,defence ,commander, 'and, under Canadian operational control
Ywhile operating'in Canadian air space;
•.r i . . . . S . . . . . . " . . .. i . . . . 1 ' e .

.^^• . • . ^ _ . , _ . .. i^ . ,

I

i

0

nNote marginale :/Marginal note:
doné in a letter dated Nov. 6 in a letter from US Chairman PJBD to Gen.
McNaughton: [R.A. Mackay)

,i,='Note marginale VMarginal note:
US letter says this is under,studj+ and new proposal may be put forward. [R.A.

Mackay] ,. ,
"Notes'marginales :/Marginal notes:

CDC - Nov 13/52- this memo noted Canada should acccpt in principle
responsibility for improving Torbay. [R.A. Mackay]
In a letter dated Nov 6 US Chairman PJBD to Cdn. [Chairman PJBD] informed ':
that US withdraws proposals re logistical base at Torbay & is reconsidering proposal
're ïighter sqd [squadron] at Torbay and [therefore] that reports or memoranda on
these subjects (page 19 PJBD Journal Sept 52) not necessary. [1.M. Cook]
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(d) The ' United ; States authorities have further_ ind'

preparéd to withdraw. their squadrons as and when the Can ed: that' they are
desires to take over these roles. adian Government
5. It is expected that the Canadian officials will be meeting

discuss these proposals with the United States authorities.in the near future
that these proposals are much more acceptable than ties. It is . suggested
forward by the USAF and

it is recommended that consideration
those previousl

them in order that instructions can be given the Canadian y put
discussing this matter within the

be given to
next ten days officials who will be

Extrait du procès=verbal de la réuniôn pCo
du Comité de la défense du Cabinet

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Cabinet Defence Co
TOPSECRET 'l mmittee

711.`

Ottawa, November 14, 1952

XI.
• Canada- U,S, Military Installations on the Islanin Labrador d of Newfoundland and,.

31.
The Minister of National Defence

said that the Chiefsthe military situation on the Island of efs of Staff, after
Labrador, considered it desirable that the U.S. Air Newfoundland and in

Force should be allowed tocarry out air defence, tasks on the Island of Newfoundland
'condition that, Canada might at any time take over th -and in, Labrador on
the stationing of U.S. air defence squâdrons in N' e respon

ewfoundland '
sibility
should and

that^restricted to the U.S. leased bases and to Goose Bay. 7tntiden be
Ne also read a letter from the` U.S. Chairman of t'

on Defence in which h6 informéd the Canad'a'n hef Permanent Joint Bôard
States' wished to withdraw its request to develop̂

an air
Chairman that the United

U•S: Chairman indicated that the stationing depot at Torbay. The'being reviewed, of U.S, fighter aircraft there was
Ari,éxplanatory memorandum was circulat

ed.(Minister's
memorandum, Nov. 13, 1952 " Canad

Operations

. ,.,

installations in
Newfoundland and 1abr ador

, . a•United Statés military
from Chairman, U.S, Section, P.J.B.D. t " -- Cab. Doc. D-384; Letter
6' 1952 - Cab. Doc. D•385)' o Châirman, Canadian Section, Nov.
Stat^MW Claxton added that he had rece' v
Ar ould place its fighter squadrons atGoose °Baat10lnl that the United

gentia. The United States hoped that the CanadianBay, armon Field and
government wouldconsider lengthening the runways at Torbay t o

time of war. o make it suitable for air defence
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33. The.` Minister of,, Defence Production considered it logical ; that • Canada

should be responsible for improving the standards of Torbay airport to allow its

use by jet aircraft.
34:' The Prime Minister said that a very satisfactory solution of the problem

of U.S.^ military activities in Newfoundland appeared to be in, sight and ^ added

that General McNaughton was to - be congratulated for. his work on this

problem in the Permanent Joint Board on Defence.

35: The Committee, after further discûssion:
(a) ^ noted the report of the Minister of National Defence;
(b) recommended that Canada should accept in principle the responsibility

for the improvement of Torbay airport to permit its use by, fighter aircraft.

712.
^. . DEA/50221-40

Note de la Pn Direction de liaison "avec la Défense

pour le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Defence Liaison (1) Division

to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Top SECRET
Ottawa, November 14, 1952

®

, •MEMORANDUM FOR MR. MACKAY". .. . :.
" ' "Canada-United States Military 'Installations

in Newfoundland and, Labrador"'' `
d . a ^. . . ; ,.

CABINET DEFENCE COMMITTEE PAPER OF NOVEMBER 13 (D-384)

This paper from the Minister of National Defence contains some phrases,

whicti I do not understand
"the, integrated Canada-United States air defencesystem;"

adrons
"the USAF; have also indicated that they are prepared to place these squ
under the .operational control ; of. the Canada-United ; States integrated air
defence commander, and under Canadian operâtional control while operating

in Canadian air space."
2. The structure of the "integrated Canada-United. * States air. , defence

system'.' is not apparent from our files.

3. Do we know who is the "Canada-United States, integrated air defence' ,..
commànder" and who gave.him this job?'= ;,} '

INote marginale :/Marginal note., ^ , . ... .
Noted. W [ilgress]

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
No! RCAF have been prepared to agree to an overall command but as far as I knowt

not the USAF. R.A. M[ackay]

f
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4.

Finâlly, the reference to "Canadian operational `
much unless it is explained how' a Canadian commandercontrol" doesn't mean
control in Newfoundland33 mander is to exercise this

5• We tried once béfore to get from Chiefsof
Thrasë, "the coôrdinated Canadian and Staff a definition of a similar
They replied on July 30, 1952, as follows: United States air defencesystem.99
'74e coordinated Canadian and U.S. air 'd

efence system is a system of radar,communications, anti-aircraft artillery and interc
eptor aircraft which has beendeveloped and coordinated to provide for the ^mutual

areas of Canada and the U.S. which'are contiguous." protection of those vital
6. 1 wish wé côuld find a' way to extract

Defence but I don't know how to'do i Précise definitions from Nationt. al;. .. •,-.
M.H. WERSHOF

SECTION F I '

'•ACCORD SUR LES BASES CtDtEç À BAIL

LEASED BASES AGREEMENT

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux
Affaires extérie

DEA/10477-A-40

à 1 ambassade aux Etats- Unis ures

Under-Secretary ofState for External A, ffaIrsto Embass
LErrER No: D-1I0 .

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, January 15, 1952

RECOMMENDATION OF THE
REG A PJBD DATED MARCH 30, 1 950

RDING THE LEASED BASES AG

F be21/51
Ce: Our letter No REEMENT34 #. D-698 of February+ .. 12, 1951, and your WA-671 of

33
Note

marginale /Marginal note:
Agr^d. At present the lack of effective

34La
communicationsAOC (Montreal) from exercising effective operâtional conou d R^event 'Canadian

r^mmendation modifïa 1'Accord de 1941 sur 1 ^ A. M[ackay]eXemptions d'impôt sur le revenu les bit
cédées à bail en ce qui°concerne les

amé

douanes et les taxes d'accise et la juridiction ldges c^un ssc^^.domaine des
Permettaient de faire en sorte que les forces américaines stationnées su

^t^^ les droits deTené. iles et militaires. Les modifications
r Neuve et au Labrador puissent jouir du méme statut 'ur diur les bases cédées à bail àicaines basées au Canada. '

The r^mmendation modified the Leased 8ases A 1 ,
qlle que les autres forces

exemptions. customs and excise privileges Agreement of 1941 `with respect to income tax
military courts. The modifications would bring the legal sta

.
postal privileges and the jurisdiction of civil and

basa i° Newfoundland and Labrador into line with tus of United States forces at leased
that of American

"A Canada.'
forces located elsewhere

y m Urated States'
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J n February' 1951, the State Department informally approved the procedure
we suggested -for the exchange of diplomatic notes called " for ; by the PJBD
Recommendation. There, has been a long delay in carrying,out this procedure
because of the necessity of waiting, for . the enactment of the, Canadian
legislation called for by the Recommendation. As stated in oür letter' No. D-16
of January 3, 1952,t all thë legislation has "now been enacted and it is,
therefore, possible to give effect to the agreed procedure.

2.f
The exchange of letters between the Minister of Justice: and th T Attorney

of the
General of Newfôundland called for by the Jurisdiction p

Recommendation has just taken place. You are, therefore,authorized to give a
endix' A to this letter t The

note to the State Department in the terms of App of the"Jurisdic-
note conveys the assurances called for by paragraph (b) Q ).,'of
tion" section of the Recommendation; the draft of this note was approved by
the State Department in February 1951. It is understoodth

that this note, and the
e Attorney General,

letters exchanged between the Minister of Justice a nd
are not intended for publication.

3. When you give the State Department the note containing the assurances,
will you please enquire whether, there is any, reason, fromthe VisiSng Forces
view, against the immediate ext^hé1Reommendationand of

J USA) Act as contemplated by

4.
The next step will be an Exchange of Notes with the State Department for

the purpose of recording the ,modification, of thea ua oseSeItAi gidentical
Enclosed, marked Appendix B,is a draft note for this p p

s

in substance with the" draft which the State Dep tualapûblcation but rut iy1951. This Exchange of Notes is, intended for ëven p reed.
.understood that it will not be published until a time to be. mutuall l' 1g51)
(The text of the Recommendation itself was' made public on May this
Tentatively, I would think that it would be desirable to • make. public
Exchange of Notes at the same time as we make pu blic pending

t
Exchange

the
of Notes regarding the application of the NATO Forces ' Agreementment

Leased Bases.
5.

be rat^he
1 The 'relationshiP between, these, two exchanges of notes 'rriay

difficult for the public to understand.,The Exch ange
position l a the

PJBD Recorrimendation will purport to state the jursidiction
Leased Bases, and the Visiting Forces (USA) Act will bd,Exchange of
Newfoundland in this ^context. On the othér hand, the secon reement
Notes referred to (effective on the date on which the NATO Forces Agnto cold
comes into ` force for both countrles) will have the ,eÎÎe ^^ef ^ r^t Egcange of

-storage the jursidiction. regime.;formally confirmed ,
b

y is
Notes. I, , am afraid, that : this ;somewhat confusing succession'. of, notes
unavoidable: After ` all, the ' PJBD ' Recommendation deals' with éméntthâs
^mâtters other than jurisdiction.-Furthérmre FoLeased

r
Bases

reasongr it seems to
a longer life than the,NATO Forces Agreement.

le all essential to complete the diplomatic -and legal actions called for by

the g y'the PJBD Recommendation.
A.D.P. HEEN EY

it
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No. 68

RESTRICTED

Excellency,

Washington, January 23, 1952

I have the honour to refer`tothëRecommendation of the
made Permanent Joint

may rest assured that, after the waiver• that the United States Govern ment

Bases Agreement of
`

1941
30,

with respect
garding the revision of the

particulârly to thé following paragraphs on the subject of 'u eWfoundland and

Leased

"(a) That the Government of the United States th ^ rlsdn:
diplomatic notes, agree to waive its rights of : rough an exchange ofBases

Agreement over Canadian citizens; other Bri 'jurisdiction under the Leased
civilians other than those sûbject to =U•S, tlsh subjects, and alien

military law by reason of theiraccompanying or serving with the U.S. Forces.
(b) (1) That

the Governments of the United State, . Ian exchange of diplomatic notes, agree to sus en the s and of Canada,throughjurisdiction under Article IV of the Leased Bases exercise of their rights of
Agreementby the U.S.Government under (a) above, for â

reement other than those
thereafter:subject to six months' notification of ter

m i
period of five;years, and

event of war or. other emergency the suspension shall,onln' except^that in the,
either Government, cease to operate; , otlfication given by

(2)
That the Canadian Government, as a condition rand suspension of the exercise of rights undér Article IV and toprecedent to

the extension
the waiverto

NeWfoundland of an amended,Visiting Forces
satisfactory( iTSA): Act; giveassurances that the U.S. officials in

Newfoundland will - have : a degree of
jûrisdiction

comparable 'to that' which theyconnection, the ^ U.S.-' now in fact exercise. In. thisGovein Section would regard the . proposed : letter : from the:ment of Canada to the Government of Newfoundland; with±from the ; Newfoundland - Government that -' ' a replyr
to be ^unsdictional : conditions wouldremain, substantially as now, exercised, as the b

given by.the Canadian Government. : ^asis for satisfactory assurances
Enclosed is'à'copy of a lettér dated

- Dece ^
of Justice of Canada to'the Attorney General of N

copyt of,the latter's réplÿ dated January 2,-,'1952.t, ewfoundland and a
On the basis of these letters, I believe

and suspension of rights recommended

L 'ambassadeur aux États=Îrnis '
au secrétaire d'État des"États=Unis .;

Ambassador in Ûnit d q.

DEA/10477-A-40
,

to So e tates
f State of United States

►
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by the Board have come into effect, the United States officials in Newfound-
land will nevertheless have in practice a degree of jurisdiction comparable to

now in fact exercise.that which they

!

715.

Accept, etc.

: RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

HUME WRONG
_. •.;.

DEA/10477-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States;
to Seeretarÿ of State for External Affairs ...

TELEGRAM WA-251

CONFIDENTIAL'

Washington, January 25, 1952

RECOMMENDATIONS TO P.J.B.D. OF MARCH 30, 1950
CONCERNING THE LEASED BASES AGREEMENT,

Reference: Your letter D-110 of January 15. ;_^`

1. Our note No. 68, dated January 23,' : which is , identical , in terms to
Appendix A of your letter under reference was left with the State Department

. .,,yesterday 3 s : .. ^ . , r. . :

2: You will recall that the State Department 'agreed on February 21, 1951
(my WA-671: of that date) thât our note of assurance' and the 'exchange of

letters between the Department of Justice and the -Attorney General of
Newfoundland need not be published. State'' Department agreement at : that
time was given on. the understanding,that we did.not, wish to publish sub-
paragraph - (b)(2) . of the. Board's recommendations.: We,,told the State
Department that despite the Prime Minister's statement.in the House on May
1, 1951, making public the full text, of the recommendations, you would still
prefer: that our note of assurance and the exchange of letters with Newfound-
land should remain classified as restricted. They agreed that there was no need
to, make this correspondence public36 . ^ ,

Now that. the Siate Department have received our note of assurance on t
jurisdiction question,the next step, as you say, will be an exchange of no

es
recording the modification of the Leâsed Bases Agreement.` According to the
State Department this exchange of notes,would have to be carried out and the

notes; themselves made public" before United States authorities could agree to
the extension to the leased bases in Newfoundland . of the Visiting Forces

. , i . ; . ^ . . . . . ^ ^ 7 .

^sNote marginale VMarginal note:
Send copy.

uNote marginale :/Marginal note:
. Agree.

"Note marginale /Marginal note:
Pity.

b
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(U.S.A.) At as'contémplated by the recommendations'the'
United States authorities" are anxious ' that^a the "noWs were assured that

be exchanged .quickly as possible and the - recommendations themselves br as
(after publication of the notes) through any necessar ought into force
Canada; sûch as a proclamation of the "tension of the VisieRecutive action_ by
the meântime, the State Department are studying the text of ing Forces Act. .In
recording the recommendations (appendix B to your letter under reference) in
order to ensûre that its terms are wholly sa '

ctory

our proposed note

4.
As the exchange of notes regarding thef applicationfrom their standpoint.

agreement refers'to the Leased Bases Agreement "as it ma of the NATO forces
recommendations...", this exchange of notes would probabl have^1Bed by the
(or the notes themselves revised) in advance of the exchangeY to take place
the ^^ Board's recommendations.38 of notes recording
publication, it might be that if the two ,"éxchan eshe separate question of
same time some confusion ,would result as to the effect of the co e public at the
of.the Board's recommendations at the leased ming into forcebases
of the leased bases once the NATO agreement has come lntodistinct from the status
have pointed out in your despatch D-3591 of December 18, the As you
the exchange of notes relating to the Status of Forces Agreementthe publication of

awaitthe completion and the publication of the Goose Bay lease.. Youreement must
comments asto .the timing of the several exchanges and their

appreciated. publication would be^; . . , , ..
716.

' _ ' . , : 1 1 1
L 'ambassadeur aux États- Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures :;
Ambassador in United States

' r tô Secretâry of State for Externa! Affairs
TELEGReu.t W,^ 1•re

CONF Washington, January 28, 1952
IDENTIAL, , . _ • . !

, .. . .RECOMMENDATION OF THE PJBD OF MARCH 30, 1950 CONCE

LEASED BASES AGREEMENT' RNING THE
Reference: MY WA-251 of January 25.1• Thé • State , Depactment have suggestedproposed note recording the recommendation Âe following revision of our
110 of January 15). For convenient reference t ppendix B to your Letter D-D-
State Department are underlined. he changes suggested by the

Text Begins:

I have the honour to refer to the recommendation
by the Permanent Joint Board on Defence r made on March 30, 1950,

elating to the agreement of March
"Note marginale :

Could be changed. r Get on with E of N[Exchan
ge of Notes] on LB [Leased Bases).
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r:t

seem to me to be a good one. Your early co.... , _,.. . .. .

27, 1941, between the Governments of. the United Kingdom
d leased to the United

of the United
States of ^America concerning bases, in; Newfoundlan

States, the text of which recommendation is annexed hereto.t
'recommendation- the Canadian Government approved this

(2) As : ÿou know,
on • March 21; 1951. I understand ^ that the President . of. the : United States of

roved it on August 1,' 1950.America app
(3) Para graph (a) of the section of the recommendâtiondealing with ro co°sed

taxation said that certain provisions` shôuldcconvention. e:The suggested
revised United States-Canadian double taxation! between
provisions , were, in fact, included - in the e -

and came. 'into forceoon
governments,-- which was signed on : June 12, ,- 1950

'Nôvember 21, 1951. ect
(4) Several provisions of the recommendation.of the Board were to thlicat on

that, by exchange of notes, certain changes shoedtherefoae, that thisnote and
of the Leased Bases Agreement of 1941. I propos,

your favourable reply shall as.from the date of the repndationutmodifying theYof notes within the meaning of the annexed Recom
Leaséd Bases Agreement of 1941 in the manner set forth i tCan^^a â^ dhe

tion so far 'as the application of that agreement conce rns

United States. Text ends.
^ ^ ; ..

cation ' suggestéd
,to Paragraph 1 of our proposed note woulad ion

2. The modifi recommend
the view of the State Department, ensure that the text of 3hthe addition would
was considered an integraWhich the Un ted StatesaCanadian Double Taxation
make cleâr

.
the date on ésted to Paragraph

Convention actually came into force.
thet proposed exchange was

4 would avoid any possible misconception
modifying a bilateral agreement between the United Kingdom and

that they
States. If these suggested revisions are acceptable to us .(and I expect

will be) the State Department are prepared to receive our note in f
inal f Boa rd's

3: ' On the assumption' that the excha nge
fûtureCO State Department

recommendations can be concluded in the near
application of the

suggests that the proposed exchange of notes regarding the app «as it

NATO Forces Agreement should be revised by changing the
exchânge n the

may be modified" in the present drafts to, as modified". recordin
O Forces Agreement could then follow the exchange of noT^ment wouldNATO Forces by the State Depa

the Board 's recommendation.. This sugg ments would be appreciated.
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats- Unis ' <.^

Secretary of Statefor External Affairs
to Ambassador in, United States

Ottawa, January 29, 1952

P.J.B.D. RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING THE LEASED BASES AGREEMENT

Reference: Your telegrams WA-251 of January:25 and WA-278 of January.
28.

1: Please send by bag for our records an exact copy of your Note No.
the State Department. 68 to
2. As the State Department has no objection, wê shallgo on the basis that

Exchange of Letters with Newfoundland and your note' of assurance to the
State Department '(No: 68) will not be made public. If at some future timè theState

Department wishes to have 'them made 'public, we shall be glad to
reconsider the matter.
`3•. We note that the State Department does not wish us toextend the Visitin `
Forces (USA) ^ Act to' Newfoundland until the proposed, Exchange of Notes
(confirming the 'PJBD Recommmendation) ' has been carried out and -madepublic.
-4. The revised terms of the note ' confirming the Recorrimendation as given

WA-278, are satisfactory. There is no substantial difference between that text
and the one authorized in our Letter D-110 of January 15.

5.
With reference to para. 3 of your WA-278 we agree that-the Exchange of

Notes confirming the Recommmendation could precede the Exchange of Notes
regarding the application of the NATO Forces Agreement. Therefore, ' as the
State Department suggests,, the phrase "as it may be modified" in the latter
Exchange of Notes could be changed to "as modified".
6. With reference to para. 4 of your WA-251, it is difficult to

to arrange the timetable of publication of the differént Exchanges of Notest
There will be a certain amount of confusion no matter what arrangement isfollowed.

Perhaps it would be better, to. proceed first with the; Ex han e
Notes confirming the PJBD Recommendation, and then to publish them of
extend,the E1ct as quickly as possible. In the meantimethe Exchange of'Notes
regarding the appllcation of the NATO Forces , Agreement tô the Leased Bases
could be completed but, if the State Department agrees,* the publication of
Exchange of Notes could be delayed for some wëeks after the ^ ubl' that
the first Exchangé of Notes: P lcation of. 1 . .'^ P. , • '1 .

^The order of arranging these pieces of a er doe's not
What is important, after the unavoidably long dela t seem. important to

y, is
and get at least one of the Exchanges of Notes comletedt andeaû the circle
soon as convenient. p p blished as
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L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis ,
au secretaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States .. , , .
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-295
Washington, January 29,4952

Extrait du télégramme du secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires exterieur

à l'ambassadeur aux États- Unis -; -

Extract from Telegram from Secretary of State for External-Âffairs

to Ambassador in United States

. , ,: .
DEA/10477-A-4

719: ., . I - _ . . ,
es

procedure would be satisfactory , .. y _ . , .

CONFIDENTIAL

P.J.B.D. RECOMMENDATIONCONCERNING THE LEASED BASES AGREEMENT

Reference: Your- EX-243. of. January 29th.

1.
Thank you for your prompt reply to my messages on this subject.

the
2. • I`propose to submit to the State Department infinal 28o^h , oe or noteding (the

text of which is contained in my WA-27 gl be J u
r

to reply to this note
recommendation. ^ The State Department

prepared

within a few days. The two notes might then be publisl^^ Visiting e Act
the United. States reply is received., The provisions of

Forces

could then be extended to the:leased bases in Newfoundlandcommendation has

3. Once the exchange of notes record ing the
application of the NATO

been completed, the exchange of notes regarding s
Forces Agreement (as amended). could be carried out. Tntilp ome timeoto

f th
bedelayed.

particular: exchange - of notes would
hof the

be ,
Goose Bay lease. I gather this,

mutually agreed after the publication
from our standpoint.

^; .
convenient releasé our._ ,

.1.: I .T;i•

CONFIDENTIAL
.. . ,:.: ; .: -., . ; . .

••
P.J B.D. RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING THE LEASED BASES

Reference: Your WA^ 313 'Janûarÿ 31 st t
tlié Recommenda-

Please send to State Depar tment
of yoôûr v^Tote ^as del veréd, and of : State

tion: Kindly teletype 'exact' text your

Department reply, and,sénd copies by bag:,
,

. ^ . . , '

2. As suggested in,your WA-295'of January 29, the'notes coel^,R pxact
ublished

time
about three days after, the completios ^^WOh clearhdays . notice. 11 a.m• 's a
with'' Staté Department and glve u

TELEGRAM EX-338 , Ottawa, February 12,1952
• ., . . ,^ . .. ^ .. .
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^ DEA/10477-A-40
Extrait du télégramme de l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Extract from Telegram from Ambassador in United States

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM WA-428

Washington, February 13, 1952

P.J.B.D. RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING-THE LEASED BASES ::.
Reference: Your EX-338 of February 12.

1. ^ My , note No. ^
^ . :

`109, dated February 13, was delivered to the' State
Department today. As you requested, J am sending in a separate teletype the
exact text of the note as delivered and copies will be sent by bag.
2.

The State Department's reply may be expected by February 18 and the
notes could therefore be published 'about February 21. A copy of the State
Department reply will be teletyped to you as soon as it is received. On receipt
of the State Department note we will thèn fix the exact'time for publication,
giving you two clear days notice and bearing in, mind that 11, a.m. is a
convenient release time in Ottawa.

4.
Once the notes are exchanged, the Department of National Revenue will

have' new authority; to assess duties, etc. on certain imports,into the'leàsed
.bases. Presumably circular regulations to the collectors of customs will not be
issued, immediatély nor will the'' altered legal status ' with respect'tô duty-free
privileges be made known to the public until 'threé days after the exchange of
notes is completed. In a conversation with, Wight of the Canadian Desk. of the
State Department, the hope was expressed` that 'National Revenue would notassess

duties retroactively as from the date the exchange 'of notes - was
completed. It was 'emphàsized that there was no disposition to' challenge the
legal right to assess such. duties but it was " believed that, from, the practical
standpoint, such 'a procedure' might - cause some confusion. State Department
would also appreciate being advised, if possible in advance; 'of any Canadian
administrative arrangements following, but in accordance with, the exchange
of notes altering the application of the leased bases agreement. Your views on
these points would be welcomed.
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. _. L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis , i. ^. , ^ . - -
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

,. . . •Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-501 ° Washington, February 21, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

P.J.B.D. RECOMMMENDATION CONCERNING NEWFOUNDLAND LEASED BASES

Reference: Your EX-380 of February 20.'

1. The State Department, have now reversed their opinion that the notes must
be exchanged and the notes themselves made public before the recommmenda-
tions come into effect at the leased bases. They are quite prepared to go ahead
with an unclassified exchange of notes but, do, not wish the exchange to be
followed by any press release or any, unnecessary publicity regarding the
exchange: Their, latest estimate is that we. may expect to receive. the State
Department's reply to our note about February 27th.,

2. This new attitude of the State Department is based on a concern over the
present temper of Congress toward concessions made by the State Department
in negotiations with other countries. In particular, however, it reflects their
concern at Congressional criticism . over the extent to, which , United States
foreign;expenditures are inflated by local taxes. The State Department believe
'that, by drawing the attention of Congress again to the recommendations
through'. a press release they might be• called upon to justify the recommenda-
tions before Congressional committees. Publicity on the P.J.B.D. recommenda-

United States. tions inight also compromise: ..the successful ; outcome of 'United'
négotiations with European •NATO countries for tax-free privileges. (See my
WA-497 of today's date.)39

: ï 3. ._We told the State Department that we would pass. their request . to you for
,sympathetic consideration. In the event that you agree that a press release
;any-undue publicity should be avoided, the State Department would be wholly
: responsible,- for notifying those concerned at the leased bases. of the altered
status of the agreement.

4. With regard to publication of the exchange, of notes regarding the
application of the NATO agreement, we indicated that Canadian authorities
believed the publication of this exchange of notes through tabling in the House
to be desirable., A favourable decision, therefore, on their request to have no
publicity on the exchange of notes regarding the P.J.B.D. recommendations
would be without prejudice to the separate question of publishing the exchange
of notes regarding the NATO Status of Forces Agreement. .

'°Non retrouv6./Not located.
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am assadeur aux Etats-Unis

DEA/10477-A-40Le secrétaire d'État aux'Affaires extà érieuresl^ I. .. .

Secretary o
' '

f State for External A
.
ffairsM A b

TELEGRAM EX-399

RESTRICTED

1167r

The,Depârtment of National Revenue
ruary 13.

on your paragraph 4; has furnished the following comments

"There is no need on our part for the immediate
regulations. In fact; a delay sufficient to enable us^toissuance of new circulars or
administrative details now being discussed with the Leased away certainadvisable. eased Bases authorities is

"There is no cause for retroactive assessments
and : procedures ' worked out : with the Bas because of the close liaison
recommendâtions were announced by the Pr me Minister. CoCe the PJBD
retroactive effect will be given to the modified terms." nsequently, no

m assador, rn United States

Ottawa, February 22, ^ 1952

P.J.B.D. RECOMMENDAT

Reference: Paragraph4 of
of Feb

r" CONCERNING LEASED BASES

TELEGRAM WA-634

Washington, March 6, 1952CONFIDENTIAL

P.J.B,
. , ,

D• RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING NEWFOUNDLAND LEASED
Reference: EX-485 of March 5th, 1952.' BASES

Following for Heeney, Begins:
l'

The ^ question of clarifying arrangements in connection wlth the Unitedp y
Ne to ; our note : on the P.J.B.D. recommendations concerninWfoundland leased bases and tabling inRaynor. toda y' the House, was discussed withaccord

Raynor said that on the United States ide theywere
with our view, that the agreement should now be com ` fully in

ofhmâ tate Department was very a reci pleted promptly.PP atlve of our willingness to drop the ideaing a Press release in response to their request and the full
the .desire of ` the Canadian Governme t y y understood
preSent session of Parliament.• Ra nor exo table, the exchange during the

a sharp plained that the Administration
XPected

p reaction from Congress during the hearings on the mutual

W

L'ambassadeur aux État - U
DEA/10477-A-40

.» liau secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in United States

to Secretary of St ate for External Affairs
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security programme, due to commence next Monday, on the extent to which
United States foreign expenditures. are inflated by local taxes, and for this
reason the State Department, would greatly appreciate ittabling could be
postponed for two or xhree weeks: The State Department expect that after a
good deal of heated contrôversy on this issue at the beginning of the hearings,
Congressional preoccupation with the tax questions- will abate and tabling of
exchange of notes in aroutine manner in the House would pass unnoticed in
the United States.
- 2. Raynor said that there was no connection whatever between the delay in
the United States reply to our note and the question of publicity. He said that
if we had derived that impression (as reported in paragraph 2 of WA-542 of
^February 27th)f this was unjustified by the facts. The delays resulted purely
from the difficulty of obtaining the concurrence of the Pentagon to the terms of
the United'States reply in writing. Concurrence had been given informally and
orally, ,but in a matter of this importance the State Department wish to have
written concurrence. The reply will be submitted to Secretary Acheson early
next week and Raynor hoped and expected that the United States reply would
be forthcoming during the course of next week: Raynor observed that Bliss of
the United States Embassy in Ottawa had explained our attitude on this
question and he hoped that the United States position was now clear. If there
were any points respecting United States intentions which were now unclear,
he would be glad to help clarify them nd again expressed the appreciation of
the State Department for our willingness to co-operate on the matter of the
press release. Ends.

724. DEA/10477-A-40

L'ambassadeur âux États-Unls
au secrétalre d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-722 Washington, March 14, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

P.J.B.D. RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING NEWFOÜNDLAND LEASED BASES

Reference: WA-634 of March 6.
W e'w^re informed by Raynor'today that clearâncc of the United States

reply'', has ` now been " obtained from Secrëtary Lovett and that the State
,Department note was submitted to Mr. Acheson for his signature today. It is,
''therefore; expected that the State Department note will be sent to me at the

beginning of next week. . Raynor explained that the delay during this .week

resulted: from the necéssity ^ of ^ obtaining Secretâry Lovett's own approval
tïccâüse tax probleri^s`were'involved and he had'been tied up'with preparations
for lhe heâringson the mutual seeurity programme. He now foresees no furthern ..
elay. ^ . . ..
t^ d/ i} .,. A, i.._. ♦ . if
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au secrétaire d'État aux
Affaires

s
extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of,State for External

Affairs
TELEGRAM WA-758

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.
Washington, March 19, 1952

L ambassadeur aûx k ,

'P.J.B.D. RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING NEWFOUNDLA

At the State Department today Raynor ND LEASED BASES
March 19, text of which is contained in ma imm a United States note dated
which constitutes a reply to our note No. 109 datedimmediately following teletype,
2. In submitting ' this note, Raynor made four intsebruary 13, 1952.'40

the request, which was transmitted to you in ^^iy • in comment. He repeated
tabling of the exchange of notes be A 634 of March 6, that the
Department would greatl a postPoned.

He said that the State
minimum period of two we ^randtthlt if the tabling could be put off for a
without further consultation with the State document should not be tabled
request Raynor explained that the hearings on therMunt^ In support of this
brought out sharp questioning of both Mr. Ach tual Security Act hadesonquestion of the incidence of foreign taxes on Unitedand Mr^ Harriman on the
turcs abroad. The United States Government m States defence expendi-
to come to an agreement with other NATO countries
and that the negotiations for th

oreover, was at present trying

United ^ States authorities are concerned lest there should be any hic The
ments g the agreements, and this might result if the terms hn

made with Canada should become known• of the arrange-
3•

Raynor also repeated the request transmitted
6, that the correspondence should be tabled • to you in WA-634 of MarchPossible to minimize in as inconspicuous a manner as4. He also te possible congressional reaction to this transaction.
with regard the understanding that there would be no press

to this exchange of notes. p release5.
He^ added the new point that in -view

Congr^s with the problem of the incidence• of the current preoccupations of
States defence expenditures abroad • of foreign taxation on Unit ed

des Traitis, 1952. n• 14.
exta of this Exchange of Notes and the f Y' au Labrador, voir

at far-reaching
contingency that Congress might, It was necessary to take into account the

le islatig on which might
"Pop. I e{ 'texte de

cet échange d
e notes et Ics autres échanges de notes qui suivirent

concernant
^aPPlication de la Convention

de l'OTAN sur le statu t desaa âd
a
^

,

celles

RtcuRecueil
sur les forces des ^ tats-Unis au Canada, ybases ctdces à bail d ' Terre-Neuve et GooseFor ' t Ba

ap^licatiô^ ôf the NATO Status of Forces theAgreement
urther Exchange of Notes concernin

^^ bases in Newfoundland and G^e to US forces in Canada, including^hoseN0.114.,
Y^ Labrador, sec Canada,

Treaty Srrirs 1952,. S2.

DEA/10477-A-40
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affect Canada-United States tax arrangements: This is regarded as a remote
possibility but it cannot be excluded that the United States might approach us
for an agreement on taxation.

726. DEA/10477-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État âux Affairés extérieures

;( I . à l'ambassade aux Etats-Unis 1

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Embassy in United States

TELEGRAM EX-986 Ottawa, May 5, 1952

RESTRICTED

P.J.B.D. RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING LEASED BASES

Referencë: Your WA-1039'of April 18.'
Confirming telephone call to you on May 2, the Exchange of Notes was

tabled in Parliament on that day, along with other agreements. We presume
that you notified State Department.

SECTION G
GOOSE BAY

727. DEA/50216-40
,,.

Note du sous-seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for. External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, September 5, 1952
,, • .

PROPOSED SIGNATURE OF GOOSE BAY LEASE

As you know, the terms of the exchange of nôtes constituting the Lease were

apprôved by Cabinet ;in February 1 951. The exchange of notes is to be
accompanied by two documents - a letter regarding metes and bounds and a
letter regarding privileges and . immunities. The draft texts of all three
documents, as settled between the two Governments, arc., annexed for
reference.'

2. There have bien two reasons for the long delay in executing the Lease: and
the first place the two Air. Forces took many months to settle the metes a
jbounds. Then the difficulties we were having with the United States regarding
the terms on which GLOBECOM" stations could be-established at various
points in Newfoundland became mixed up with the discussion of the Goose Bay
Lease, and it was. thought best to postpone signing the Goose Bay Lease unt11
the GLOBECOM question had been settled in prineiple. We have now reached

"Global Communications.
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that stage, and we shall be able in the near future to submit
official approval the revised formula on tenure of the G

LOBECOM
to Cabinet for

Harmon which you and Mr. Claxton tentativel
y a roved station at

someGLOBECOM
station at. Northwest River, near Goose Bay, weeks ago. The

of by a document which will be supplementary to the will be taken care
Goosewhich need not be signed at the time the Lease itself is si Bay Lease but

3.
Although there is still some detail work to be d on

eregarding the GLOBECOM stations can be signed, the Unite d efore the papers
on September 4 told us that the United States Governme States Errmbassy
the Secretary of Defense is most anxious to avoid an y nt

further
and in particular

signature of the Goose Bay Lease itself (and the two collateral in the
and bounds and privileges). It seems to me that there

no
letters on metes

request of the United States to complete the Lease forthwith aG n to refuse the
not mentioned in the Lease and, subject to final Cabinet

approval,
is

have been found, and have been approved b pproval, solutions
GLOBECOM question. Y you and Mr. Claxton, to the
4• If you and. Mr. Claxton agree, we shall arrange

exchange^ ofnotes constitûting the Lease and the two collateral to
lettersset

have up
the for signatureand exchanged forthwith. Presumably thé

willActing Secretary of State for External Affairs, be signed by Mr. Claxton as
5. As you know, it was agreed -last earconstituting the Lease, but not the two collateralhat the exchange of notes

letters, will be madé public.Annexed for convenient reference is the text of the
You and Mr, Claxton approved draft press release which, pproved some time ago and which has been cleared withthe United Statës.'42 It would suggest.that the
Lease; be issued 'on the *day followin the • press release, with the text of the
the Lease can' be tabled. ' g signature. When Parliament meets
6. In view. of the fact;that Cabinet a rFebruary 1951 pp oved the text of the Lease back in,

you or Mr. Claxton' may wish to mention to Cabinet thereasons for the delay in signature and the fact that
placéshàrtly. The delay in signature has not impeded the, signature is 'to takeat Goose Bay,

author^zed U.S, activities. .. ^ . ,

L.D. W[ILGRESS]

M

DEA^50216'401Vo1e du sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires

jpour le secrétaire d'État aux Aff extérieureuresemoranduni
from Under-Secretary OfState

es

to Secretary ofState for ternal
O1 External Affairs
Affairs

Ottawa, Scptcmbcr 23, 1952
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1
GOOSE BAY LEASE Ï ;

in
e` it was agreed with the United States Embassy

While you were m Europ
ld beof certain sections of RCAF

a notes shou
Goose

stituting the.lease
l

tliat the notes con
Bay should - be exchangéd on September 1 7 Ielease should be issued the following
signed at the same time, and•that a press r

day.
. xton discovered that Air Vice .Marshal

2. On, September 15 or 16 Mr: Claxtonon Se témber 4 to General Walsh' s". lettié
of August 13
s uadron. InMiller had replied o p of a U.S. rgh q

regarding the proposed stationing at Goose Bay
Miller, who had not consulted his Mi dbe re v,

that

f

ew d when
his letter A/V/M
urther notification was required but thatn

the
Canada ând^the United States on

or if ^ discussions werea n the area. eWe had informed A/V/M Miller
command arrangements

a) that we agreed that no approval from Canadian authorities was ^é tr of'oy a
b`that no further notification regarding the pToposed depl

squadron was required; and nsidered ` as subject to'review when or if
c) that the deployment should be corried on between Canada and thé United States on

discussions were ca
command arrangements in the Northeast area

to A/V/M

ana
^iller = Annex A-

I attach copies of my letter of September.2 USAF - Annex
( Miller's letter of September 4 to General Walsh,:
and A/V/Mt,

to sign the notes until further consideration ha
d been

B.).
3. Mr. Claxton refused

the United

ether the proposed agreement would in fact confer on
given to the, Statesquestion

the
Wh right to station' fighter squadrons at Goose Bay.to:

He

r
ë oinion that further`aised the matter in Cabinet on September 17•é of

Cabinet didp not come

clear decision on the matter outhe matter and that the Prime Minister, who
consideration should be given .

stponementid be consulted.

b) to ask the United States,
I Section

to, sign the proposcd agreeme

United States to station fightcr squadrons;
• to accent an amendment somewhat as follows:

the meaning there are t r nt and be prepàred to concede the r g
defence 01 the base. ht of the

• h ee courses of action open to the ov

agreement dtd in fact con e
squad

torons. The proposed agreement . certainly aunhooTTOVision the dou
bts

for the
intâ.r, operate military aircraft at the base but makes

suggests thàt P in view of
n

meiY
Our memor G ernme ^

;#,.,I

was absent, shou , , : •
4. 1 informed Mr.. P1 ,11.11 o •

oin into the
of signature. ^, . a memorandum g g osed

S. On Mr. Claxton s tnstructions we prepared uestion whether the Propfighter
history of the negotiations and e United theStates the right to statioStâgs to

• • f r on the U1,

f the i S. Embassy of the reasons or po

b Walshdes Forces aériennes des États-Unis : membre a

R.L. Walsh. United States
Air Force; Member of US Section. P^B •

4'Le major géncral R .L. ,

am^ricaine. CPCAD. ,

Ma
.̂ or Gcncral
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"Notwithstanding any rights. granted to the Lessee by this agreement,
arrangements for the sea, air and. land defence of Goose Bay shall . be the
subject of discussion and agreement between the two Governments."; or,
'c) to'infôrrn the United States of our intention to address another collateral

note tô thë U.S. Ambassador stating that it is our understanding that the lease
agreement does not make any provision for the defence of Goose Bay and-that
arrangements for such defence should be the subject of discussion and
agreement between the two Governments.

'6. I am still firmlÿ convinced that we were right in expressing our opinion
that the proposed agreement gives the United States a right to station fighter
squadrons.'. I am inclined j o agree with Mr. Claxton, however, that it is
desirable to specify in the agreement that defence'of the base is a matter which
should be the subject of discussion and agreement between the two Govern-
ments.µ

7. I have advised Mr. Claxton to 'defer further discussion in Cabinet and to
authorize the Canadian Section of ,the PJBD to explore the matter with the
U.S. Section during this week's meetings of the *Board in Newfoundland. At
the time of writing (afternoon, -September 23) Mr. Claxton's had not given a
decision.

8. I.. attach copies of our memorandum of September 20 for the Acting
Minister on the Goose Bay lease (Annex C) and our longer memorandum of
the same date (Annex D)., . r

L.D. W[ILGRESSJ

DEA/50216-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

^ pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Aleinorandum fron: Under-Secretary of State for'ExternalAffairs

to Secretary of State for External AffairsSECRET ' ;
Ottawa, September 27, 1952. . ., _

POSTING OF U.S. FIGHTER SQUADRONS TO GOOSE BAY

You will recall that during your absence the USAF,., through the U.S. Air
Member of PJBD, notified the Canadian Air Member that they proposed to
station an interceptor squadron at Goose Bay as of October 1 and that the
assumed that no further notification of the Canadian Government wâs
required.^The Canadian Air Member of PJBD advised this Department thatNational

Defence agreed with this assumption. Officials of the Department
were inclined to agree that on the basis of the draft Goose Bay lease we could
not objéct, However, Mn' Claxton felt strongly otherwise. His interpretation of
the lease agreement was that it merely provided for the lease of land within the{^# . . ;^ . .

'Notemarginale :/Marginal note:
^s^ ; I agree. LB. P[earson)

Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mr. Clazton has now agreed. L.D. W[ilgressJ
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RCAF air base to the U.S. for the construction of,their facilities and permitted
the U.S. use of joint facilities such as the runways. The USAF were so advised,
although after a considerable lapse of time., In the meantime they, had. been
given to understand through Service channels that there,would be no objection
and they had accordingly- gone ahead to advise the squadron of the posting and
make, necessary arrangements including shipping arrangements. , MacKay
informs me that the Canadian Section of the PJBD, at its recent meeting, held
firmly to the interpretation of the lease. agreement in accordance with Mr.
Claxton's views and as instructed by him. The American Section, however, did
not fully agree with this interpretation. The conclusion of the meeting was that
the draft lease should be clarified either by âmendment or by exchange. of
correspondence so as to make more precise the V.S. rights' at Goose Bay.
MacKay*feels strongly that there'was no intention'on the part of the USAF to
"put anything over us" about posting a squadron 'there and that they quite
sincerely felt that they were entitled,to do so without special approval from us
and that notice.through Service channels was all 'that was required.

2. MacKay also feels strongly that, ôn'militâry grounds, there is a strong case
for stationing a fighter ,squadron at Goose". Bay. Although there may be no
immediate threat to the base', it might'be difficult to get a squadron there in
time should a threat develop. Further, the strategic concept on which SAC
operations are plânned is that SAC should be in a state of instant readiness to
strike should occasion require. SAC operations over the northeast would be
staged through or over Harmon and Goose and should an operation be decided
on, fighter protection as far outward as possible would be a requirement. On
these assumptions; there would appear to be a strong case for having a fighter
squadron based at Goose, both for defence and for. the protection of SAC
operations. There is reason to believe the U.S. would be quite prepared to
accept a Canadian squadron but it is quite clear that no Canadian squadron is
available at : present or, will be. for some time unless § we reduce our NATO
commitments in Europe.

'3. A U.S. fighter squadron stationed at Goose would, of course, raise for us
certain complictions. It would be of little value for defence purposes if it could
not intercept " incoming planes. Under the present agreement with the U.S.,
interception by U.S: } planes over, Canadian territory can only be carried out
under Canadian rules and, when over Canadian territory, U.S. interceptor
planes come under. Canadian command. There are no facilities at Goose for
establishing a Canadian operational command. Communications with Goosefour
are, uncertain and sometimes there are blackouts of as much as twenty-
hours' duration. In practise, interception could only be carried out under U.S.
command ^ although we might insist on a U.S. squadron there following
Canadian rules. However, there are not a great many commercial flights into
Goose.` TCXis the only commercial line scheduled for stop-overs; other lines
use it only as a weather alternate to Gander. Further, trans-Atlantic
commercial flights are always carefully flight-planned and there would be little

t nces. the
occasion for interception of commercial planes. Under these circums a
danger of incidents would appear to be slight.
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4. In view of all the circumstances, MâcKay, feels th
refuse the stationing of a U.S. fighter squadron

aiat Goosesuggested, however, that our consent might be ma
de on th

Ja) {that it should be without prejudice to a; decision o^
taken following a re-examination of the needs b y
country; Y Ct

(b), that it should be without prejudice to afdec'
.the defence of Newfoundland-northeast area; lsion on cc

(c) that -it should be without prejudice to. a de ''
defence forces at the base should be Canadian or I°n a;

*(d) . that in the meantime interception b U.S.;

Bay should be conducted strictly in accordan
y cegwith forces'` • Canadi1, {

L.D. W[ti. .^ .
730.
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we cannot very well
at an early date. It is
e following basis:
n requirements to -be
iiiefs of Staff of each

►mmand of forces for

to'whether fighter

stationed at Goose
an regulations.
-G R ESS]

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État
pour le aux Affaires extérie

DEA/50216-40
secrétaire d' État aux Affaires extérieures resMemorariduntfrom Under-Secretary of Stat

r
.to Secretary of State for External` fftA E

xternal Affarrs
s

. Defence ofthe hase
GOOSE BAY LEASE

Ottawa, October 3, 1952

The Canadian Section of the PJBD di
Goose Bay lease with the U.S. Section duringscussed

the the meetings
matter of

of thethe Board in
proposed

leaseNewfoundland last week. The U.S. Section
did not restrict the right to station forces,had apparently assumed that the

point was raised, but did not contest the Canadian and
view werethat the

surprised when
proposed lease

the
does not confer on the U.S, the right to station
The` U.S. Embassy has not contested on a fighter squâdron at the base.
Implication accepted our view when he told

our interpretation: Mr. Bliss b
would be satisfied with a collateral letterrath Mr. Wershof that he, hoped welease itself.

er than an amendmentto the
2• The question now arises whether we

accept an amendment to the proposed lease ôuld ask the U.S. authorities to
amendment might read somewhat as foll or merely a collateral letter. An
"Notwithstanding any rights gra ows: ^

arrangements for the sea, air and land defence lessee b ent,sübject of discussion and agreement
between of Goose Bays shalÎeb^ the

A collateral letter would record the the two Governments."
understanding of the Canadian Govern-ent that thé lease does not make any provis'Of Goose B faY and that arrangements for the defence of the base slandhould defenceSubject of

discussion and agreement b be theetween the two Governments .
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3.
There are several objections to'an amendment to the lease itself:

(a) It would draw'public attention both in Canada and in the Uni
to the problem of the defence of U.S: installations in Canada.

,
ted States

(b)' It would certainly involvé a considerable dela y in' theagreement and might lead to an effort on the part of the United States of ! the
up other provisions of the agreement.' to open

4. 1 do not think that, if the United States authorities are willi
collateral letter, the absence of a safeguarding clause in the a reetrroienccept ai tselfwould prejudice our rights" under the agreement. In the

. imp ementation ofCanada-U.S. defence arrangements so much depends on the good-wi ll o f parties that it is not necessary to spell out everything in formal agreements.
the

5. In the circumstances I recommend that the•Department be a
utake up with the United States authorities a proposal that we sign the orized.toandaccompany it with a collateral letter along the lines set forth above (paragraph 2)!' in

Stationing offorces

6. 1 understand that Mr. Claxton considers •,
under an obligation to notify us from time to time of substantialt^htes should be

character or numbers.,of U.S. forces to be stationed at- Goose BageSUnder
paragraph 6 of the proposed agreement, "the Lessee shall have

. .. such rightsas are necessary to support the operation of United States military aircraft at
Goose Bay, including the right (a) to station personnel within the Leased Areas...."

The Lease also gives the United States the right to construct variousfacilities, including communiction and navigation
• facilities, storage fac Itiesfetc:, Iuis therefore clear that the United States will have the right under the

agreement to station personnel in, quite large numbers.
• It is reasonable,however; to interpret the • agreement as not conferring on the United States

unlimited rights to station, troops at the base. It would not be pro er, for
instance; for. the U.S. to use its leased areas as a place in which to train land
forces in Arctic warfare, and it can be argued that the Lease does not confer a
right to station units or formations of a kind whose presence would substan-
tially affect the operation of Goose Bay as a Canadian air base or would over-
tax base facilities outside of the leased areas.

7. The U.S. has at our request supplied quarterly repor ts the num bers ofits forces at U.S. installations in Canada , including the Las d althoughit is under no obligation to do so in so far as the Leased Bases areBases,
8. It would be technically difficult to write into - the Goose Bay e aprovision requiring the United States ' to consult us before making bstantial

changes in the character and numbers of forces stationed in the leas ed areas: it
. i-.e. . .

'"Nôté marginale /Margnal note:
ü#' = What do our legal advisen think of mis? , j"Note marginale /Marginal note:

OK- -
if the le al " "

..
8 position is saFeguarded by this procedure. L.B. P[earsonJ
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would involve recasting 11 77understand it, some of the principal
increases in thels to be c°nsulted PfOVisiôns

What we wis
would change numbers of its h' as I
the leased

forcesf ore the U.S.
makes such substantialthe character of the air baseror oy°ns such^ o

areas. In the circumstan Perational units, as
should be sufBcient to Say ces, if the er tax base facilities outside of
expects to receive ►n a collateral letter that the Ca mentioned at all, it
Goose Bay (as at a her terly reports on the numbers o f• nadian Government
regard to U.S. installations in Canada) an

► ts forces stationed atproposals:'a
d to be consulte dsubstantially to increase the d withGoose Bay; numbers

^b) to station units or f ormations U.S. personnel stationed at
prior

of

to the time the lease enters into of a
force;

kind
'(c) to station units or formations

not stationed at Goose Bay at or
tially affect the o • of a kind whose
(d) to station Perat

►onor of Goose Bay presence would substan-units as a Canadian air base;
facilities outside of the leased
Do eased areas.

W
hose presence would over-taxYou âgree,ând base♦9• Bôth thè ^ ^ if so, may We inform the U.S. E

Mr.^i matters^ treated in this mbass
^ 00dWnrd" letter to the memorandum Y accordingly?•9

10. Do' U.S, Ambassadormight be covered in ayou think it necessar . "Dear
Committee or, in view.of the recenty to obtain the
you know Cabinet Defence discussion in C pfOVal Of Cabinet DefenceOcfober 9,31 ..

efence committee Cabinet, of full Cabinet?" Aswill Probably meet on11• I am sending a co Thursday,to let us have his views, Py Of the foregoin
12: g to Mr. Claxton and am asking

Annexed for reference is himseptember 23. the memorandum whicli I sent you on

L.D. W[ILGRESS)
t

Note mar
1 think g^

'
nale ^Marginal note:

19Note mar that we should do this. L.B. pYt3, ginale;/Marginal note: [eanon)
30Note. margin I

s, 1 think that Marginal note:
oir les

d0eume
we ahould get this clear
nts 706.707/S ^ at C. D.C.

ee Documents 706.707 meeting
on Oct. 9. L.B. p[earson]
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731. t± . i DEA/50216-40

1i Le'chef dé l'état=major de la United States Air Force
-,• ' . _,

' .". au chef de l'état-major des forces aériennes',.,. '
. . : . ::

Chief of Staff of United States Air Force
to Chief of Air Staff, ,,

. . . . , , . / ! D . . r . . ..

ToP SECttETs2' Washington, [n.d.]

INFO: NORTHEAST AIR COMMAND, PEPPERRELL AFB, NFLD

For: General Myers
Personal to Air Marshal Curtis from General Vandenberg

AFCCS-TS 8305 . . , , . ..

In light of the . objections revealed at the 25 Sep[tembér] meeting of 'the
Perm[anent] Joint Board on Defense, Canada-United States, to the deloyment
of the 59th Ftr [Fighter] -Interceptor Sq[uadron] to Goose Bay Movement of
the unit has been suspended. Notice of modification of, the initial, service to
service authorizatiôn was received after final preparation for the movement
had been' made and elements of the Sq[uadron] were in various stages of
transit between stations. I am extremely desirous of continuing this movement
and therefore,request your concurrence with the temporary deployment of the
59th Sq[uadron] to Goose Bay at this time. It is understood that an agreement
on the deployment of this unit on a temporary basis will not be considered to
imply a resolution of problems - presented by the Canadian Sec[tion] at the
recent PJBD meeting. Operations of this unit would be conducted under local
direction of United States Northeast Air Commander. I am sure you will agree
that this area is of such importance as to warrant this temporary deployment
now to achieve a measure of defense capability."

32Notre copie du document porte la mention manuscrite suivante :
The following is written on this copy of the document:

' Rec[cive]d in Mr. Pearson's office 11:30 a.m. Oct. 11/52.
° "Notre copie du document porte la mention manuscrite suivante :

The following is written on this copy of the document: r'= :^
Note for file = Mr: Pearson told Mr. Wilgress and me before this text arrived, that
he was willing to agree to temporary deployment, "without prejudice". He thought
the approval of Mr. Claxton himself was sufficient for a temporary military
movement. He left it to Mr. Wilgress and me to suggest to A/M Curtis the wording
of the reply. Oct. 11. M. Wershof
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Note du soûs=secrétâire d'État âd ôinl au
DEA/50216-40

pour le sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affux ^esaextétéurr`euresMemorandum from Assistant Under-Secretar ofS
es

ytate for External Affairs" ^ .. to Under-Sècr`étâry of State for' External Affairs -•A "
TOP SECRET .

Ottawa, November 17, 1952
POSTING OF U.S. FIGHTER SQUADRON TO GOOSE BAY

YOU will recall that as a consequence of the a ree
and Mr. Claxton that the CAS should concur in the ent between Mr. Pearson
a,U.S. fighter sqiiadron at Goose Bay, this Départment suporaryggested deployment of
on October 14' 1952, that his concurrence should incor to the CASs4
understandings: porate the following

1)
That it should be without prejudicé to a decision on comma

the defence of the Newfoundland-Northeast ar nd of forces for
2)

That it should be without prejudice to a decision as to we
defence forces at the base should be Canadian or U.S; hether fighter
3)

That in the".meantime interception by fighter forces sta '
Bay should be conducted strictly in accordance with Canadi ttoned at Goose

regulations•2•
Although the telegram from'the CAS to General Vande .

in the temporary deployment of the 59th Interce ptor S uadron
nberg"concurring

(copy of which you have already seen) was couched in identical to Goose Bay
,suggested by this Department, we have now received throuterms to those

channels
frorn the RCAF a copy of a letter from the Acting Chief of gh

the Air
PJBD

Staff datedOctober 18, 1952, to the Air Officer CommandingRCAF, (
copy attached)' which goes far beyond the position'

Atr Defence Command,
Affairs. The letter makes the following statement: taken by External

••..
In view of the fact that command and control of Air Defence

area has not as yet been resolved ence Forces in the
of the deployment and in view of the temporarÿ nature,

you are hereby authorized to delegate the necessaryauthority to the Commanding General, NEAC, to interc
aircraft in accordance with A ept and engage hostile
attached)' in which the ppendix B to Cabinet Document D 320 (copy

powers of the Canadian Air Defence Commander forthe intercèption and engagement of hostile aircraft
is operating under the local direction of the Commandingt are defined. Since this unit
Air Command Air Defence Command will have no General, Northeast
by U.S. authorities." no control over its deployment
3' It was' recognized in the Department

o f condition regarding interception referred to in araernal Affairs when ^ the
drafted,, that lack of command and commun' p

cations
^ 1, above was first

area on the part of the Canadian Air Defencê cations facilities in the Goose Bay
Command would pose a difficult

sChief of Air Staff.
Northeast Air Command.
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problem in making the arrangements for the control of the operations of, the
squadron, and that it would be necessary to make,special arrangements,to meet
the needs of the situation. I am doubtful, however, that the Acting CAS has
power, to . delegate an authority which was vested in the AOC,S6 Air Defence
Command, (as a Canadian exercising command over Canadian aircraft) to an
American exercising command over American aircraft flying''over Canadian
territory. Moreover, I do not know whether Mr. Claxton is aware that this
action has been taken.

4. Existing regulations give the USÂF aûthority to intercept,over Canada
ônlÿ.when an unidentified aircraft gives.'evidence of intention to'cross the
border; USAF aireraft are not permitted to "engage" a, supposedly. hostile
aircraft over Canada. New draft regulations now being considered by the
PJBD would authorize USAF aircraft to intercept anywhere in Canada
provided no RCAF aircraft are available, and to engage a hostile plane, but
only on orders of the Canadian Air Defence Commander.

5.A 'am of the opinion that as a consequence of the discussions held at the
November 13 [14] meeting of Cabinet Defence Committee on Canada-U.S.
militâry installations , in Newfoundland : and Labrador,57 . and because the
Military Cooperation, Committee is to discuss shortly the specific question of
the,method by which Canadian control is to be exercised over air defence
arrangements in northeastern Canada, a satisfactory solution to this problem
should be forthcoming. However, if you agree,SB I, propose, in my capacity as
Extérnal Affairs Member of the PJBD, to have a talk with the Canadian Air
Member of the Board (E1/V/M Miller), drawing to his attention mÿ doubts
about the procedure followed in authorizing the AOC to delegate authority to
"intercept and engage" to the Commanding General of Northeast Command.

I

Ji

R.A. MACKAY

':.%Air Officer Commanding.; . ' '
1. 1.1r57Voir les documents 711-712./See Documents 711-712..

j 5!Nota marginales i/Maiginal notes, : ,^ â f
' I agree. W[ilgressJ
Since above was typed I have been informed that the US=Can Military Cooperation
Committee will meet Nov. 21, and that among questions likely to be discussed is that
of interception procedures in the North East. I would therefore propose to delay
speaking to AVM Miller until the results of the meeting are known. I still think,
however, the matter should be drawn to his attention. R.A. M[ackayl
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Extrd

SECRET

^ons of the P.J.B.D, on customs and excise privileges, applicationof { the VisitirngPForces (U.S.A.) Act and mli tary postal privileges!_ . ,

DEA/50216-40

du sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affa
ires extérieurespour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Extract from Memorandum
from Deputy Under-Secretary ofState for External Affairsto Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, December 6, 1952
GOOSE

outin B
AY LEASE

The Notes and letters const
the Gooseand exchanged on December 5. g Bay Agreement were signed

2.
You will recall that the Notes and accompanying letter were all

signature in mid-September when Mr. Claxton wished to re-examine ready for
the implications of the proposed agreement. His concern had been some of
the action of the U.S.A.F. in "notifying" the R.C.A.F; of its aroused by
station a fighter squadron at Goose Bay. Since mid-September ^intention to
consideration has been given to the implications of the proposed a great deal of
result of which it was decided that there should be an exchan e ô ement as aletters.

Our letter records the understanding of the Canadia
Government

g of collateral
existing arrangements between the Governments of Canada thatn

States regarding the operational activity or stationing of t acticaland the United
formations shall continue to apply to Goose Bay; and states that or strategic

. Government will expect to be consulted with regard to any proposal Canadian
tially to increase the numbers of United States personnel ^sal substan-
GooSe Bay. The, United States reply concurs in the to be stationed at
collateral letters are classified as CONFIDENTIAL. If it shouldderstanding. The
Publish them, it will be necessary to obtain the concurren be desired to
States Government. ce of the United
3.

The Goose Bay Agreement now comprises the
(a)

A formal Note from the Acting Secretary of State ing:
ms for External Affairs tothe

United States Ambassador setting forth the ter
lease,`and the United States Ambassador's w, and conditions of the
lease Agreement. These are to be published.39 h^ch together constitute the

thêé ) A formal Note from the Actin g Secretary
United States Ambassador on metes and bounds. Thisor External Affairs to

^ A' letter, classified as 'SECRET fro is SECRET.tm thExternal
Affairs to the United States Am e e Acting Secretary of State for

intention of the Canadian Government to v stating that it is the
reCOmmendat' gie effect at G

^s 1952, No. 22.

s9Voir Canada,
Recueil des TraltEs, 1952, n° 22.SeC Canada, Treaty S,rl
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(d) The ^, ^new collateral . letters recording the Canadian Government's
interpretation of the Agreement, and the United States Ambassador's reply.
These are CONFIDENTIAL.. . . .. .

C.S.A. R[ITCHIE]

[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1] ' . '

DEA/50216-40

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis

'Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
Io Ambassador of United States

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, December 5, 1952
.. . " ,

Dear Mr. Woodward,' . , . _
, In connection with the Goose Bay Lease covered by the Exchange of Notes
made today, I wish to record the understanding of the Canadian Government
that existing arrangements between . the Governments of Canada and the
United States regarding the operational activity or stationing- of tactical or
strategic formations shall continue to apply to Goose Bay.
- The Canadian Government will expect to be cônsulted with regard to any

proposal substantially to increase the numbers of. United States personnel to be
stationed at Goose Bay.

Yours sincerely;'
BROOKE CLAXTON

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2]

L'ambassadeur des États- Unis
au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affairés extérieures

Ambassador of United States
to Acting Secretarÿ of State for Externâl Affairs ,

r._ _..

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, December 5, 1952

_. . . . . `- .

Dear Mr. Claxton:
I acknowledge your letter of December.5, 1952 . reaffirming the continued

application of arrangements between ourtwo ,Governments with regard to
activities or stationing of formations at Goose Bay and the expectation of the
Canadian; Government to be consulted with regard_ to any proposal substan-
tially to increase the numbers of-United States personnel at Goose Bay.

The United States Government concurs in the understanding set forth in
your letter.

Sincerely yours,
STANLEY WOODWARD

®
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SECTION H

BASE
0

LOU ÉE
DU RÉSEAU UNI VERSELDE HARMON:

HARMON LEASED BASE:
GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONSONS STATION

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet' PCO

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions
TOP SECRET

734.

[Ottawa,] October 23, 1952

GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS STATION:
; . . HARMON, NEWFOUNDLAND; AGREEMENT WITH THE

UNITED STATES
.,,;.

..33. The Minister of :National DefenceExternal Affairs reported that, on Novem
as

ber:
Acting Secretary of State for

Committee had considered a request by the United
S tates

Cabinet Defence
establish global communications stations near Harmon tanes for permission to
Bases, Newfoundland. It had not been and Pepperrell Leased
on _ conditions relating to tenure. Sinc thena t

theare
ti ue to reach agreement

^ e Goose had been dropped and a station wi hl' q est for a station at
oose Bay was to be constructed. The ewas stPill ^red U.S. leased area

consideration therequest for a station near Ha'rmon. The area w
ithin the leased base therenot adequate' for the purpose. About 1020 acres were wasForce proposed to s end a required and the U.S. AirP

pproximately $15 million. A formula on tenure hadbeen drafted which was acceptable to the U.S.
government. It would providethat, in the event either government wished to disc

question of continuing need would be referred to the Perm the arrangement, the
Defence. If either government decided followin anent Joint Board on
that the facilities

were no longer. necessar Boardy gfor, mutual
consideration

defbyence théthe landtogether with any immovable facilities on it would
to the use of the Canadian government ,on 12 months' notice, revert
given for,an exchange of notes with the was recommended that authority bearrangement. U.S.• Ambassador to conclude the

An explanatory note had been circulated.

34.A The
Minister's memorandum Oct. 17, 195 .

he Cabinet approved Cab. Doc. 335-52)^
State for PProved the' recommendation of the Acting Secretar of
eX^an Bxternal Affairs and agreed that he be authorized t

oge of notes with the U.S ° proceed with anAmbassa
for the establishment. of a global communicationss submitted concerning

arrangements

Narmon Leased Base, Newfoundland.^ munications station nears station near...

S e1r Canada,
Rccucil drs Tra/tés 1 92, oCanada, TrtatyStries, 19S2,^No527n 27.
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SECTION I

TORBAY,

735. DEA/50216-A-40

Note'du sous=secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET Ottawa, Apri121, 1952

TORBAY AIRPORT, NEWFOUNDLAND

,wishes to station these aircrait at Torbay a in t e, near u r,
merely wishes to make provision for them on the outbreak of war. The USAF
has not yet expressed a view on the, operational responsibilities of this defence

squadron.

has not yetF submitted th request orma y. h f tu e or whether it, , . .

I I - As a second purpose, the USAF wishes ^ to use Torbay as 'a base for a
interceptôr 'sqûadron of 25 aircraft for the air defence of the area. The USAF

' rll It has not made clear whether it

role the u^ mgs a or y
accommodation 'and storage, and the 'runways would, as now, be used by

aircraft on; administrative flights. The USAF has now no intention of using
Torbay for B-36 operations. 'et

be `ân` Air Force general depot or "airhead" for Northeast Command. In t ^s
b ' 1 d ' , t T U -,,"Id be used for administrative purposes, troop

1. Facilities
Torbay airport, the only civil airfield serving. St. John's, is used by

international civil aviation as an alternate for Gander. A small RCAF Search
and Rescue squadron is based on the field. As the headquarters of the
Northeast Command at the U.S. Leased Base at Pepperrell ', possesses no
airfield, it uses Torbay extensively.

Torbay airport has four 5,000 foot runways. It is therefore not suitable for
B-36 aircraft or for jet planes. Jet aircraft could use the field only if one
runway were extended about 2,000 feet at an estimated côst of 1.5 to 2 million
dolla*rs.' It might also be " necessary to strengthen existing hardstands and
construct one new one.
`" ',Of the three hangars at Torbay, one is *shared by the Department of
Transport and the RCAF,'and the other two are' used by the USAF. There are
about 64 buildings 'Of temporary type construction, most of which were built
du`ring'the last war. The Department of Transport and the RCAF have used
only a fëw of tliem since the end of the war.
1 ^. . . . . ^. -

II. `United States Interests
'`The USAF would like to use Torbay airport for two purposes. First, it would

h'
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Canada has already agreed to short term commercial leases
30 days' notice) for about half the unoccupied buildings at ^terminable on
Defence is now considering - whether to agree to a U.S. request for similarleases for all the* remaining un

Torbay; National

USAF is spending large sums oncupie
her n

buildins
ovation.

We understand that the
buildings which it is leasing. and improvement of the

Torbay airport is now administered-by the Department of
understand that the RCAF has agreed 'in principle to take ovTransport, but we
for the station, when and if the USAF leases the remainin er responsibility
111. The Request for Buildings

g buildings.

It
would be . difficult to refuse the U.S. request to 'leas

unoccupied buildings for administrative use .6' The USA
F

e the remaining
we do not. Although we maintain our,right to a needs them now and
buildings on short notice, there might neverthele ssume occupancy of the
recovering buildings on which the USAF had spen tmône y whichdifficulties in
their original value. To forestall this diffictilty, we mi h may equal
the USAF, through PJBD channels, of the short tenure; w consider reminding
time suggest that if Canada wishes to take over the bul' e might at the same
Government would consider compensating the USAF for the Canadian
the basis on the residual value to Canada. or its expenditurés on
IV.

Extension of Torbay Runways

The extensive administrative use - of. Torba
b yat pepperrell will inevitably affect the ch y the U.S. Northeast

some extent even though the rights of civil air o e aracter of the airport to
left to the United States to extend the runwa s iPmators are protected. If it is
to preserve complete Canadian control of Torb may be all the more difficult
request for permission to extend the runways, théreBforer C he U.S. makes a
consider the possibility of undertaking this work itself. Th anada might well
unreasonably high, and Torbay is an air port wh

ere
e cost does not seem

bound to be of residual value to civil aviation when the facilities are, almost
jonpr^sln8• It may be a long time until the defe cefence needs are no longer

ger, a matter of serious concern, but it is e of Newfoundland is no
possible that strategic considcr-ations would dictate a shift in the emphasis on defence

part of northeast North America. In this ev ^ from St. John's to some
because of its financial stake in the Torba f ent it would be unfortunate if,
to l^Ve the field entirely to the Canadianyauthorl 'acilities,the USAF were reluctant
embarrassin ties. It would be particularlyg to have the U.S. press a claim, whether legally founded or
a Canadian area of such political importance.

Canadian expenditure on therunWays, therefore, may be well justified b y
in

at the present time and in the future if Torbay is no longer needed as a fighter
_. . -: 4- . .

"NO^ marginale
Marginal note:

uNoteaBra.marginale Marginal note:I a8ree• L.B. P(ear:onj
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V. -Torbay As a Fighter Base . _ _ .. -, ^ .

I• A secorid âspect'of the sovéreignty'question arises in -connection with the
stationing of a` fighter squadron'• at Torbay:- If the 'only fighter squadron in
Newfoundlarid'were supplied by'the USAF, in practice that squadron would be
responsible for the defence of a large amount of Canadian territory. Although
it is true -that Newfoundland is a possible target mainly because of U.S.
military activities, it seems more realistic to accept the fact that, for whatever
reasons, air defence will have to be provided for Newfoundland. We have never
agreed to U.S. responsibility for aerial defence of Canadian territory, and the
only alternative is RCAF responsibility, with or without U.S. assistance.

At present, the , only RCAF operational unit on the.east -coast° is one
squadron' (sometimes.two) at Greenwood; this is'not;defensive in character. If
one RCAF-fighter squadron were assigned to St. John's;,and only'if an RCAF
`squadron.were provided, we could make a strong case for a reasonable voice in
the- defence of Newfoundland and =ensuré that the responsibility for the
protection of Canadian territory remains in Canadian hands. .'

i r ' . ` ' i . . .. ^. r---•

improvements made at Torbay probably would be of continuing value tu

`base bclong to the defcnce forccs,o t e .... or e .••^
we ''should "seriously ' consider undertaking this -`work ourselves. Any such

f h R C A F th U.S A F I thln

^mprovemen an ex c y
`has not yet `made a request; it seems likely that sonie work will be required to
niâke the aifport "suitable for jet âircraft: Whether or not the aircraft using thek that

' t d t nsion `of runwa s of Torbay Although the Unlted State
Secondly é may have to decide w}iettier or not we shall offer to pay for the

Cabinet Defence Committee. . _' ë a . .) ^ : : , -

this âccommodation should be made available to the United: States If it Is no
needed by; Canada, and, I hope that. this, matter, will soon be considered by

{U.S.A.F. unoccupied buildings for use as a U.S.A.F general depot. I agree that
understand that your Department has, now agreed to 'make available to. the

I° think that we may have to face three decisions concerning Torbay. I
External Affairs on Torbay Airport, which• I think you will, find of interest.

4- I am` enclosing a copy of a, memorandum' prepared in the Department of
^ . . . . : . T . - ^ ^ . . . ,My dear Colleague,

r.. LtLC1UJ
'

!

. • - , , ,

Le secrétaire d'Étât'aux Affaires extérieures
au ministre de la Défense nationale

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Minister of National Defence. ., << .

SECRET Ottawa, May 1, 1952
4

,;y d r . ' . . . . . , . w . 1 . .. . . . t , • . . .
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military and, Canadian civil air opera tions.
'Since United State

permanent improvement of the base might- well limit.. our ^s
eedo

expenditure onlater, ! Canadian "
expenditures on the runways, may weljrm of action

considera t ions of sovereignty both at the presént time and in the ejustified by
The third decision is perhaps the most difficult of future.',

all as ',complex problems of manpower and financing. I think, howeveit is related to
stage and possibly soon, we shall have to decide whether Canada' that at some
States is to be responsible for the air defence of Newfoundla ndor the United
that only if Canada provides some air defence forces can we . It seems to me

makefor a reasonable ' voice in the defence of Newfoundland ,
a strong case

responsibility for-the. protection of Canadian territory remains sure that thehands. in Canadian

Yours sincerely,

L.B. PEARSON

DEA/50216-A-40

au secrétaire dttat aux Affairestextériéures
Minister ôf National Defence

to Secretary
of State for External Affairs

Le ministre de la Défense

My dear Colleague s3 Ottawa, May 6, 1952

Thank you for yoûr letter of May l,Torbay 1952 about .
bay airport and the more general question relatingthe requested expansion of

Newfoundland, to the defence of
You will probably recall that this matter

cameCommittee on April 17, June 14, June 29 and Dec before the Cabinet Defence
`I encloseaextracts of the decisions.f ember 12, 1951t. .
Adiffïculty'

rescue arising here is that a art froP m activities incidental to search and',, transport and maritime operations, which are relatively
Scale, the main role of the air forces based in Ne
the United States is exclusively res nsiblé.

on a minor
wfoundland is one for which

hâveIf we are going to take on the. defence of the
to provide appropriate air stations there, we wouldeC^.all

fighter squadrons' and ground defence forces,
y for the static defence of bases for which the U.Primarÿ need;

S.A.F. had thex .. , . 1

"Note marginale • •
Mr pi k . ^arg inal note:'

^,:aid that the Minister saw. but did not oomment upon,
this letter. 9/5/52



material, of this country to man, equip and maintain the twelve squadrons on

-i=This does not mean that we should not give the most serious consideration to
extending our activities in that direction, but I feel that. we might find that this
could only be managed by reducing our air contribution to NATO. The more I

go into this the more I , feel that it will stretch the resources, both - human and

the other side. ;
Yours sincerely,

BROOKE CLAXTON

r , • ' . ' , , .,ï. . `

738. ' J .. DEA/50216-A-40

Note de la l?- Direction de liaison avec la Défénse
pour le sous-seerétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Defence Liaison (1) Division
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET' Ottawa, May 20, 1952

the U.S. Embassy. . ^ , ., ,. ; . ;. . , . . .
.I now attach, for your approval, aNote to the U.S Embassy, which gives

permission for' the USAF to lease tlie buildings which they requèsted. This
Note, in draft' form 'has been checked by the Director of Air Services of the
Department of Transport, and by - the Joint Staff in 'the Department of

USAF REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL BUILDINGS AT TORBAY

In Note No. 129 of December 3,'1951, thé * U.S. Embassy asked for
permission for the USAF to obtain on short term 'lease a list of unoccupied
buildings at Torbay. Some of these were to be used temporarily for an Aircraft
Control and Warning Unit, and some were to be used on a more permanent
bâsis to establish a General Depot.

With the authority of Cabinet Defence Committee, on. January 8, we
informed the U.S. Embassy that the USAF might lease the buildings required
for the AC&W.".Unit; the request for the.buildings required for the General
Depot was to be studied further.

On May 18, Mr. Pearson agreed that we might tell the U.S. Embassy that
the` USAF mây: lease the remaining unoccupied buildings at Torbay for the
General Depot. On May 17, in a conversation with the Chief of Air Staff, Mr.
Claxton agreed that such a reply might be sent. to the U.S. Embassy without
furthér 'constderation by,. Cabinet Defence " Committee: On May 18, the
Director of Air Services of the Department of Transport reported that he could
speak'for his Department in 'ezpresstng concurrence with a favourable reply tO

National Defence'bs •

''Note diplomatique D•148, 20 mai 1952.

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

M.H. WERSHOF

"Air Communications and Weather [Group], United States Navy.

Note D-148. May 20,1952.
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SECRET

le sous-secrétaire d'Étai aux Affaires extérieD
es

EA/50216-A-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Under-Secretary ofState for External Affairsto Secretary ofState for Éxternal Affairs

Ottawa, June 12, 1952
'TORBAY

As you know, the U.S. have been considering the
airport in Newfoundland but have finally come o the conclusion of another
would suit their requirements best, largely for slon that Torbay
informed us that they do not now propose anothe ^Stic

trategic
reasons. They have

base but merely .a base for su 1 in outl ;n stations for Command
purposes of the Northeast Command, as

base forg a for headquarters
figpurposes for military air transport. The
have

hter squadron, and for

proposed : a, plan but have sent plans forward at Service not yet formally
purposes.' Since they' have put the question of Torbay lce levels for discussion
meeting of the PJBD next 'week, it is anticipated that on the agenda for the
plans as well as terms. they will wish to discuss

Attached is a memorandum prepared for the Pan elDefence suggesting possible alternative arrangements +on Economic Aspects of
Panel was howeverunable to reach agreement on the most preferable course.

the Panel was that the Canadian Section of the B The general view of
towards the development and should endeavour to eli ^ should be rather cool
as possible about U.S. plans in the region, as well t as much information

for Torbay. ^It
might be useful if MacKay and' I could hav.

Mr.Claxton about Torbay in order to obtain guidance
e a for t

talk he with
PJBDyou 'me

and
eting.^

General
McNaûghton will be away this afternoon and tomorrow.

'
[L.D.] W[tLGRESS],.,
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Noie de la I?K Direction. de liaison avec la Défense

pour le chef de la Section canadrenne, C

Memorandum from Defence Liaison (1) Division
to Chairman, Canadian Section, PJBD

SECRET
Ottawa, June 13, 1952

MEMORANDUM FOR GENERAL McNAUGHTON

Mr: Wilgress and I had a short session with Mr. Pearson and'Mr: Claxton
today on the question of Torbay. The sense of the meeting -was that, we should
be cool towards the U.S. proposals and try to find out (a) whether they felt
that the development of Torbay in the immediate future was really necessary,
and (b) whether:the programme which we have received informally is the final
word,. or whether there is a likelihood of further , expansion of Torbay or
development of another airfield in the area. It was felt further that we should
emphasize to the American Section that expansion of their facilities in the
vicinity 9f, the Provincial capital is undesirable, from our, . standpoint., On the
other hand, it was felt that we should not press them into proposing another
site in the Newfoundland area unless it is clear that they" have ultimately very
large developments in mind. With respect to tenure,^ no conclusion was reached
except that we should be "tough".

Mr. Pearson expressed the view, although;'rather casually, that' we shôuâd
develop the `field ourselves. Mr: Claxton ai also that sooner or later we shouldleast part of it. Mr. Claxton seemed to fee
have a fighter squadron in the Newfoundland area., Mr.,Pearson seemed to feel
even more strongly that we should do so.. Mr.; Claxton said, however, that Air
Force'plans would not at present permit. ^

R.A. MACKAY. . .^.

TORBAY

741.

` Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité dé la défense du Cabinet

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Cabinet Defence Committee

TOP SECRET , 'Ottawa, August 26,1952

Defence for June, 1952.
'15. The Minister of National Defence referred to the discussions at the

Board's June meeting in the course of which tentative U.S.- proposals

^

Development of Torbay,. . .

14: The Secretary submitted the Journal of the Permanent joint Board on

V. Permanent Joint Board On Defence; Journal of June, 1952; U.S.
^ f
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development of Torbay airport had been outlined. Since this sub'ect
discussed by the Board in September, he thought it would be useful would be
Committee to give some general guidance to the Canadian memb ers for the

He considered that every effôrt should be made to learn the .
possible • U.S., development at Torbay and elsewhere in Newfo ndl extent of
arrangement for U.S. activities should not contemplate any long-term lea Anysdelegation of Canadian authority. Canadian control should be ex e or
Department of National Defence. ercised by the

Available construction might be leased ito the United States onbasis.
New construction should be financed by the United short-term

of continuing use to Canada for civil or military ^States unless it was

If the United States considered it necessary to statoion.a fighter
other defensive formation - permanently at Torbay or at squadron or
Newfoundland elsewhere than on the leased bases, and other places in
agreed, this should be the responsibility of the Canadian Stheervihiefs of Staff

seemeddesirable, if it were really necessary, even to reduce oversea
s

es' It
commitments toensure that fighter defence formations in inhabited areas of Canada w

provided by the R.C.A.F. rather than the U.S.A. ould be
wasrequired for protection only at the time of stag n. g I o'pé°Wéver

ations,,aof
, squadron

strategic airforces, there seemed no objection to allowing the United States
explanatory memoraridum had been circulated. tates to furnish it.

(Minister's memorandum, ,August 21, 1952 "
Cab. Doc. D-3577) U.S, development at Torbay,"
,16. The Prime 1Minister

said that if the Chiefs of Staff
•of providing fighter squadrons anywhere in inhabited agreed to the necessity
dèsirable to have the R.C.A.F, provide-those s u drons Canada, it would be

fomatnd the posting of Canadian squadrons over seas as it would be difficult
ions were permanently stationed on Canadian so lhile U.S.A.F. defensive

• ' S .J . . ` j
• ' •

. .

. • .

18. The Committee, after further discuss ion
r(a) noted the Journal of the Permanent '

• +
1952;

Joint Board on Defence of June,

(b) noted the memorandum"on Tai •;bY the
Minister of National Defence, rP°Tt and related matters submitted

Canâdian efence, and agreed that it be used by the
their members of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence as the basi

s for
discussions with U.S. officials;,-. , . . ^. .•^ ,
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Procès-verbal dé la réunion spéciale du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Minütés ofSpecial Meeting of Chiefi of Staff Committee

Ottawa, September' 17, 1952

Present:
The Chairman, Chiefs of Staff (Lieutenant-General Foulkes)
The Chief of the Air Staff (Air Marshal Curtis)
The Chief of the General Staff (Lieutenant-General Simonds)'
The Chief of the Naval Staff (Vice Admiral Mainguy)
The Acting Chairman, Defence Research Board (Mr. Davies) -

Also Present:.
C.M. Drury, Esq.,

Deputy Minister of National Dcfcnce
L.D: Wilgress; Esq., ° . , L

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
R.A.J. Phillips, Esq., representing

Secretary to the Cabinet
Commodore Rayner,

Coordinator, Joint Staff ;
Secretary. Chiefs of Staff (Licutenant-Colonel Kingstone) •
Assistant Secretary, Chiefs of Staff (Wing Commander Bell)

II. Discussion Between the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff and General Bradley on
US Installatons in Canada
5. The Chairman said that he explained to General Bradley that it might be

useful if he knew the' views of the Canadian Government on any further US

installations in Canada. The Canadian,Government did not wish to enter into
" any long term leases or agreements fo'r further US installations in Canada. It
would be more acceptable if the US could limit theiir requirements to the !easéd
bases. It was stressed that in time of war it was a different matter, but in
peacetime public opinion had to,be considered and that there were certain
elements in Canada who voiced the view that Canada was allowing the US tO
defend certain parts of the country. Therefore, further requests for concessions
in Canada would create a very difficult political problem. . ,

. With regard to Torbay, it was ephasized that US rcqûests for facilities at
this base presentçd a difficult problem, bccâuse Torbay. is thc airport of St.

John's and still a civil airfield. If large American installations were established
at this airfield it would create a further requirement for defence arrang^ments
for these installations ineluding fighter squadrons. This would pose the

question' as to whether these fightcr squadrons were American or Canad^an

and 'neither, solution would be satisfactory. It would be difficuCé fof US
Cânadiân services to undertake the responsibility for thc defen
installations. On the other hand, it would be politically unacceptable to have a
US` fighter squadron stationed at Torbay as this would be interpreted as a

' bsquadron for the defence of the city of St. Johns as well as the base
nt Torbay^
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General Bradley said that he . was not - convinced that there wasrequirement for, an USAF depot at Torbay. It appeared that this a real

arisen because the USAF, who now had depot space at Ar
gentia,

request had
had beenrequested by the USN to vacate this space. General Bradley undertook to

discuss this 'matter with the USAF to see if their r uestwithdrawn., . eq could not be

With regard to the question of fighter squadrons operatin ' fôr the
of Strategic Air Command operations, it was pointed out

it
w u defence

acceptable if the US would avoid submitting requests for fighter sua be more
be permanently stationed on Canadian territory in peacetime.

It q drons to
acceptable if fïghter squadrons were brought up eriodic would be more
Strategic

Air Command ezercises or to protect Strate ^clY in support ofoper'ations in case ' of , an emergency. In this way it should Air Command
familiarize the pilots with these areas of operations and to make allbe possible to
arrangements for use in an emergency. General Bradle had s preliminary
discuss the matter with General Walsh,

USAF, y ald that he would

The question of anti-aircraft sites on Canadian territorwas
and it was pointed out that the actual stationin g of tr

also discussed
territory would be a very - difficult' proposal for the CanadianPs on ^ Canadianaccept.

General Bradley had said that they were tr ing' to
Government to

against â sneak raid and suggested that perhaps a rre
ciprocal

provide defence
could- be'worked out to provide alternative sites for botarrangement
anti-aircraft artillery on both sides of the border. It was emphasized and US
arrangement would create a difficult problem ' for Canada as Ca

nad ianaircraft artillery was only a
Phasized that this

^could bestationed alongside US une organization and no Canad nTroots
that he was not aware of this situation and

'Canada
wouldû

eneral Bradley had sa
matter with General Collins, ndertake to discuss the

With regard to additional early warning sites in Canad
had said that it was his understandin a• General Bradle
addition to the present integrated air defence scheme bustations were to be inbe
shoiild form part of the Canadian/US air defence sche but that he thought they

Chief of the Air Staff suggested th
me.

^ghter squadrons at, in order to avoid ' havin USpermanently stationed in Canada, the US might ârrange torotate their`squadrons.
7

The Conrmittee
noted the remarks of the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff.67

67
Voir les documents 706.707 et 71 I-712 Aec Documents 706-707 and 711-712.
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)SECTION J• -!

RELATIONS EN MATIÈRE DE DÉFENSESDANS LE NORD *

DEFENCE RELATIONS IN THE NORTH

` • _ _ . _ .7430 DEA/50046-40

'pour le greffier du Conseil privé ,Note du Bureau du Conseil prive

Note from Privy Council Office to Clerk of Privy Council

SECRET Ottawa; December 29, 1952

A few days ago I mentioned to you that we hoped to usé the occasion of the
presence in Ottawa of, most officials interested in. the Arctic"to discuss some
Arctic problems • which did not appear on. the agenda of our ^.Canada-U.S.
conference. It seems opportune that we should do so now since we have
recently had an indication of the emergence of new Arctic problems as a result

;; . . . . , .of increased U.S. activity in this area.
I have been in close touch with officials of, other departments concerned

with . the Arctic, particularly Defence Research Board and External Affairs.

We are to have an . informal meeting on December 30 to discuss the ground
which we might. most usefully cover at the Canadian meetings in the first week
of January. Officials in ExternalAffairs are considering a memorandum to
their Minister suggesting - a general approach to the Deputy 'Minister of

Resources and Development.
I should much appreciate an opportunity of a conversation with you on this

subject in order to obtain guidance on the line we should take in the discussions
on January 6-7. I have therefore prepared a memorandum which outlines some
of the problems and which lists some of the possible steps which Canada might
take to develop the Arctic. Few of the possible solutions may be practicable in
the, coming year, but I think that it would be useful as a starting point to
consider all theoretically possible avenues of activity.

.The . attachment: to the memorandum refers to a few unfortunate incidents
which have taken place in the Arctic.- I have checked the authenticity of these
as, carefully as possible, but I have been asked to use them with caution in
order. to avoid embarrassment to those who were kind enough to make some of
the information available to me. One or two of the incidents have come very
close to being made public. The first listed, for instance, appeared in a
manuscript written by'Peter Inglis, which he agreed to suppress at the request
of Mr. Claxton.

The memorandum draws no conclusions and -, makes no recommendations
Perhaps you would be good enough to let me know when it would be convenient
for us to have a word about this subject.

R.A.J. P[HILLIPS]
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SECRET

Extrait de l 'annexe à: !a note
Extractfrom Attachment to Memorandum .
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PCO

INCIDENTS
L On 5 March: 1952 an RCAF Lancaster aircraft carryin
the coast of Baffin Island was'in toucN'with -Thue air baeg Whenhy

of the `mission was mentioned âs -a photography exercise, Thule the nature,
inquired on whose authority the flight was being carried out. T .
advised that it was on the authority of the Canadian Governme hey were
passed instructions frôm base operations that photography wnt.

as tôl ^then
immediately and the aircraft was to proceed 'and land -at Thule ease

andthere until authority to proceed was granted
out. . The instructions were

remain
; . ., not carried

2. In the spring of 1952 the USAF a roached
channels for permission to use Alert for the su Canada ` through service
oi, Ine of the ice islands. The USAF was informed th

that the request would
landed on

go through State Department/External Affairs chann ls have tomessage wasreceived . by Tac Air Group from Alaska Air Command that heso
perationwould nevertheless proceed. The USAF party was established on the i

Alert being used for refuelling on the return journey. This all t
ook

ce island,
the official

U.S. request had reached the Canadian Governme place before
3. In giving permission for the use of Alert ' nt.

n the ringthe station on the ice island T3, the Canadian Governmen exf 1950 to supportit
would expect to be informed, prior to the event, if landings pl^city stated that

on any, other ice island. In fact landings were made, not only onweretheo be made
itself, but also on Ellesmere Island and on the Ellesmere y lce island
for permission for these landings was sent to Canada, shelf ice. No request

4•`Permission was givèn in 1952 for the establishment of a temporary shore
station on Banks Island by the USN icebreaker

Burtonesta blished.
Unfortunately the personnel at the station slar The station was

Eskimo archaeological site by digging for curios. The site gwas ly destroyed an
camp Where the regulations protecting such sites werek close to a native
respected for many years. nown'and have been
5•'D urin

^mmediatél' the', time that Frobisher was • still ' o erate
y prlor to the RCAF taking over its operat on in 1950, ateleass onUSAF,

RCAF aircraft was refused permission to land e6. At Padloping in 1951 the USAF weather stat was a USAF base.
CD• Nowe

anchor, intimating that it was aU.S: ion was reluctant to let the
7`111,1950 , w• . base.

established b while the establishment at Thule was beginning, a beacon was
y the USAF at Clyde Inlet. So far as. can be determined this was
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done without reference in any, way to any Canadian authority, and it was a
complete surprise when the beacon was found to be operating.

8. Scandinavian Airlines has carried out its pioneer flights on the polar route
from Edmonton to Thule to Copenhagen. The major part of this route lies over
north Canada. It is understood that Scandinavian Airlines were taking USAF
personnel on these flights 'to advise on,, facilitiès- and navigation. Certainly
USAF charts were being used for areas where superior Canadian aeronautical
charts exist. It should be noted that in much of this area Canada is responsible
for search and rescue.
9.. Many of the meteorological summaries on the joint weather stations are

published by the U.S. Weather Bureau. At seems unfortunate that the
publication of such data as the meteorological conditions at Eureka Sound is
not done by Canada.

10: ^ Although air traffic control in northeast Canada is officially an RCAF
responsibility, it has become the practice at Goose Bay for Northeast Air
Command, USAF, to request flights north from Goose to be cleared through
Northeast Air Command Operations. Under present conditions it can only be a
matter of time before this practice is extended to Frobisher and in fact for the
whole Northeastern Arctic.

744. : - . PCO

Note du Bureau du Conseil privé pour le greffier du Conseil privé
of Privy CouncilMemorandum fro»i Privy Council Office to Clerk ,.,, , . .. .. , .,

SECRET Ottawa, December 29, 1952
> . ... ^ , '

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ARCTIC

.-There follows a list of possible developments,in : the !Arctic for the coming
year, mainly as a result of U.S. requests. An explanatory map is attached.'

.. , .. ,, ^,.^r . -,; . , , . ^. . . . ^ . . .
(1) Project Lincoln

In.1953, the United States will wish to establish three or, four experimental•-
earlÿ warning ^ radar, stations, probably on the extreme northwest of the
Canadian mainland. According to plans favoured by many U.S. officials, this
will be the beginning of a chain of about 40 râdar stations to be established at
tremendous ^cost racross the, CanadianArctic. The stations woùld probably be
manned by the United States. Although Canadian defence scientists have some
differing views on the value of such stations, ,if the United States decides to go
forward with this scherrïe ,we 111,1Y anticipate heavy pressure, both official and
public;` since the installations would be designed for the protection of North

American c
.
t
.^es.

.^ . . . ,.,. . . .,
^ ^

(2) Development of airJtelds at Alirt and Eureka
• ' 1, h ' t i s at the two'The F U.S.A.F. k wishes to develop extensrve y t e - ars r p h the

northernmost joint Arctic weather stations, on Ellesmere Island. Althoug
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U.S. Northeast Air Command has described their requirement as "emer

g
enlanding facilities", they wish to have runways suitable

for the heaviestcyfreighters and for jet aircraft. I understand that they are considerin g blacktop.these two joint Arctic weather stations there is now a, total of sev
en•Canadians. If the airfields were. developed, the installations would proba

blassume the character of small U.S. bases, and Canadian control might well belost. - .
(3) Loran station on Baffin Island

The United States wishes , to establish a Loran station on the eastBaffin Island to assist ships and aircraft en route to Thule and other qst.ofdestinations. Arctic
It

was only in 1952 that the government decided to take over t
heLoran stations under U.S. control on the Atlantic coast, and the tra sferthree

toistake place in 1953. If the Baffin Island station is opened and operated by the
United States, the pattern of Canadian control over all Loran stati
Canada will again be broken. ons in

(4) Radar stations in the Northeastern Arctic

Over a year ago, the United States asked to make surveys as a
to the establishment of radar stations on Ellesmere and Coburg Preliminary

protection of Thule. During the spring airlift in 1952, the U.S.A.F.linvestifor
athethe possibility of putting these radar stations in the vicinity of the Joint g ed

Weather Stations at Alert, Eureka and/or Resolute. Resolute, with aboutArctic
Canadians, has the largest Canadian community in the Arctic Ar .35

ch^Pelago.Alert. and Eureka have seven Canadians between them. Each
station would probably have about 200 U.S. servicemen. U.S. . radar

(5) Communications facilities

The U.S.A.F. is concerned about the inadequacy of communicati
for transmission of Arctic weather information and a ons links
radio aids to navigation in the North. .. bout the inadequacy of

Some of the needed improvements which may be suggested will
in southern regions where they are for the su probably be
this is a.technical matter on which I am not well brt ofrief dr Î^c operations. Since
details, but-.I expect -that the improvements will be costl can add no. further
have to be provided,, if the are y and will probably
Transport, Y provided at all, by the Department of

It is

Canadian soverement policy to attach - importance to the maintenance•has gnty in the Arctic. of
b^en: the 'weather station progra

- Until the
mme. nWe have

main activity in that area
Position by providing half the staff, but in the entire A^^hntained our tenuous
tha°^SO men. This figure is now matched b the Un' Pelago we have less

tedan States. Any new U.S.activity is bound to change the delicate balance of m
Arctic.'This in itself , of course, is not necessarily p°Wer in the northern
exPeriénc^ Since 1943 have indicated the extreme serious, but I think that our

care which we must exercise

k
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to t preserve. Canadian sovereignty. •in., remote areas where Canadians are
outnumbered and outranked. s r

About a, year ago Mr. Pearson remarked in private that he wondered how
good our claim was to some areas of the Arctic: If it must rest on discovery and
continous occupation, it may well be in future that our claim to some relatively
unexplored areas will be shaky indeed., I am not now worried by.formal claims,
since the U.S. Administration has been eminently reasonable during the past
six years that we have been working together in the. Arctic. Probably of much
greater concern is the sort of de facto U.S. sovereignty which caused so much
trouble in the last war and which might be exercised again. There have already
been , incidents which, if they had ' reached the public ,,ear,' might. have
embarrassed the government. Attached to this memorandum is- a list of
incidents and some extracts from military reports, ^ all of which bear on the
question of sovereignty. Needless to say this list is not exhaustive, and contains
references only to matters which have come to my attention in the past year or
two. Most of the incidents are petty in themselves, but they indicate an
atmosphere which is not ideal. And, of course, these incidents have occurred
when Canada was more or less matching U.S. manpower in the Canadian
Arctic, a situation which may not long continue:

In the entire Canadian Arctic Archipelago, there are only four places where
thére are exclusively' Canadian installations." (The R.C.M.P.f is, however,
planning;to establish a post at Cape Herschel on Ellesmere Island.) There are
small weather stations at Arctic Bay and au Pond Inlet. At Resolute Bay,
whëre there is â Joint Arctic Weather Station, there is also an R.C.A.F.
station,- which 'is manned- entirely by the R.C.A.F.'About two years ago," the
U.S.A.F. suggested putting new radio equipment with U.S. operators there but
the proposal was resisted. At Resolute; - there is also a Canadian ionospheric
station (6 men, 1 hut). There is at least a possibility that the.United States will
ask, to put a U.S.-manned radar station with between "100 and - 200 men at
Resolute. The other Canadian installation is theArctic survival school open in
the 'winter months at Cambridge Bay 'in' the Southern Archipelago. There are
three or four Canadians at each of the Joint Arctic Weather Stations (Resolute
= 6),, The United States still mans the'weather stations at Padloping Island.
Althôugh Cabinet' directed that Canada should take it over by.1950, the
Department of Transport has been unable to find the manpower to do so. In
addition, of course; the United States also has an installation, on an.ice island
known as T3 which, I am told, has now drifted well into the Canadian sector.
Alert and Eureka have been used as staging points for supply, but I gather that
the U.S.A.F. plans to use _Thule as a base rather than Eielson in Alaska as
.hitherto. The U.S.A.F., and the U.S.N., are actively interested in finding and
possibly manning other ice islands near the ^ Pole. I understand that Canada
makes no territorial, claim.to ice islands;within the Canadian sector, and hence
our main interest in these stations ,is in their, support which may involve flights
to and/over Canadian territory.

There is' not a single agreement covering the presence of any AmericnWâs
the `Arctic Archipelago., The Joint Arctic Weather Station Programme
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established in 1947 under terms approved: by, Cabinet, but we never fini shed
an 'agreement with, the 'Americans covering the conditions lshed

presence: At the : present ' time, for instance,- Canada has no clear of
to ,increase its staff at any of the weather stations in Canada beyond 50%

total staff. In view of-the close relationships with the Americans thi the
probably not a serious matter, except that it might be embarrassing if s is j
asked ' under what terms they were, operating , in the Arctic. Th lf anyone ;
agreement may also tend r to encourage the impression often held, it ^ seem k' of
U.S. officers, that the Archipelago is 'a no-man's land. There was a s• by

generalunderstanding that the weather station programme would last for rive
but so far there has been placed before Cabinet no serious re-examin years
the basis of theweather stations following that five-year period whichation of
almost a year ago. expired

Sur'nmary

You may conclude from this account that emphasis' on the `Ar
Canadian officials would not be misplaced. Without assessi ctic by
cost, or even their practicability, I list below some possible courses lof act ^nheir
(1) Canada might gradually :take over' the manning

weather chain.,This would require only about 20 more men. We Whole Arctic
dependent upon the United States for some equipment, for the ould still be

would probably wish to have the help of the U.S.A.F. for part of the air and
r supply.

sea
I

believe that the U.S.-Danish joint arctic weather stations in Greemanned entirely by Danes, with U.S. assistance in money and ansnland are
There are advantages to such an arrangement in the port only.
sovereignty, in the gaining of valuable experience and in the reséN ne. of
morale at the installation. P ation of
(2)

Canada might gradually increase its part in the sea supp lyflow there have been no Canadian ships, but in 1954 , the newon. Untilicebreaker will probably take part. R.C.N.
(3)

The R.C.M.P, might open up new posts in the Arctic. T
that the post at Resolute. should be reopened and I recom here is a, proposal
this idea. The Department of Transport is in favour. mend that we support
(4) Canada

might, as Cabinet directed, assume r
Padloping Island weather station now manned b esponsibility for the
would require no more than 12 men. Y the United States. This
(5)

Canada might adopt a policy that all radio aids to navigation in Canada
be Canadian-operated. Now, for exam le, the beacon
the U.S.A.F. P at Clyde is operated by
(6) If it is necessary to im rove theCanada p airstrip facilities at Alert and Eureka,

might take full responsibility, letting the United States rov'materials and transport.
(7) If a

P ^de only

man it. Loran station must, be established on Baffin Island,
' , . . . Canada might
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(8) ,The expeditions of exploration and flag raising which the. Canadian
governinent sponsored ' in. the past might be : revived. They would now be
particularly useful for we know enough about the Arctic to know what more we
have 'to learn in the scientific field: .The expeditions could be sponsored by such
departments as Mines and Technical Surveys, Resources and Development, the
Defence - Research Board and the ^ R.C.M.P.,. possibly with, some r U.S.
participation: With the use of air transport, rather, than ships, and of scientists
already in government service, the cost would probably, be.modest, and much
léss than for expeditions earlier in the century.

(9), The government` might consider extending the boundaries'of the electoral
district of Mackenzie River to include the whole of the District of Franklin; it
now stops at the coastline of the mainlând. -There ^ woitld probably be no
material results, but the psychological and possibly legal effect might be useful.

(10) We might encourage greater emphasis on, and greater attention to, the
'Arctic in civilian and service departments by such methods as

(i) Using.more effectively existing committees ` such as the advisory
Committee on Northern Development.

(ii) Reorganization within government departments to facilitate the co-
ordination of Arctic activities and the exchange of information*.,. , ..

(iii) Encouraging (orally and , entirely informally) National Defence
College and possibly the staff colleges to study Arctic problems more fully.

(iv) Lectures and ' films for, government officials. External. Affairs, for
instance, now. appears interested in devoting some time `to the Arctic in the
instructional period for new. officers. There are some . first rate films on the
iArctic rarely seen outside small circles of Arctic specialists 68

(v) Occasional speeches by Ministers or senior government officials on the
development of the Canadian Arctic. ; :.

(11) We might, re-examine the basis of existing' U.S: activities in the
Canadian Arctic and try to have some form of unclassified written agreement
setting forth the conditions of U.S. tenure.

, o- R.A.J. P[HILLIPS]

"Le document original porte la mention :/The following is inthe original:
I have written a pamphlet. to be published in February, for the Bureau of Current
Affairs; it will have an official circulation of about 10,000 and will be put on sale to
the public. R.A.J. P[hillips]
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires exté
DEA/50209-A-40

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures resMemorandumfrom Under-Secretary ôfSE
to Secretary ofState for External

Stateforffa^ sernal Affairs

SECRET

Ottawa, December 31, 1952
NORTHERN ARCTIC DEVELOPMENTS

I'wish to draw to your attention some of the prospective new
in the Arctic of which this Department has become aware '

developments
While some

ready
may fail to materialize, the Canadian Governln recent months.

received, or can expect in the near future to receive, has al
trequests formost of them. These prospective developments include the followin
ap

proval for
(a)

The establishment by the United States of three or f
g•early warning stations with a view to the ultimate develo menur experimental

Arctic radar chain of possibly 40 stations;b' p t of a complete
(b) The development ' by the United States of the air strip''Eureka and construction of a new air strip at River Clyde s at Alert and

to a standardsuitable for large transport aircraft and jet fighters to
meeemergency alternates for Thule and for Arctic resupply missionst the need for

(c) The establishment of one or two Loran sta
tons' 'Island to meet the needs of ships and aircraftl en ^outhe east coast of BaffinArctic points; route to Thule and other

(d) The establishment of two Early Warnin GCI ra
Coburg Island and one on Ellesmere Island ^ as a dar stations, one on
installations in connection with the U.S.A.F. base at part of the defensive
(e)

The opening of a commercial air route across thehule;to Thule. Arctic, from Edmonton
2.

As you know the Canadian Government at
the end of the last warembarked on a vigorous programme intended to "re-CaIt

was carried out under the aegis of the Advisory
nadianize" the Arctic.

Development and included the take-over from
the

Committee on Northern
wartime air fields,

weather stations' and commun ,c AF of a number of
development of new transportation and commu

n ica
tions at^ons facilities, thecoor

educing Canadian dependence on U.S. resource
s,

facilities with a view
peration with the United States, of the joint A ct cnwe thertablishment in

programme ThisCommitt Was well on the way to completion by 1949 and the Adstations.visory
ee has not met to review pro ress sin3• These • g ce December of that year.

is every Prospect^ve new developments in the Arctic suggest td me that ther
likelihood in the course of the next three or four

years eof U,S• citizens to the Arctic. One probable
consequence is that the number^ of

"Note marginale :
( IS in the first scringrin Canada).
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U.S: citizens in the District of Franklin will probably be substantially greater
than the number of white Canadians. Furthermore, if Canadian transportation
and communications facilities. cannot meet the load that these developments
are bound to create, there will be a demand from the United States that it be
permitted to do so, thus involving additional U.S. commitments.
4. If this analysis of 'the situation is'correct,' then it would seem that now is

the time to give serious consideration to the adoption at the highest level of a
vigorous policy in all Canadian Arctic services including communications,
transportation, aids to navigation, meteorology and police. 70 I am of the opinion
that it should be considered as a matter of some urgency since past experience
has shown that a lengthy period is required, when dealing with - Arctic

activities, to convert decisions into realities.
5. If you agree, I propose to write to General iYoung, both in his capacity as

Deputy Minister of Resources and, Development and as Chairman of the
Advisory Committee on Northern Development, and suggest to him that this
matter might be an appropriate subject for consideration by the Advisory
Committee. However, in view of the current budgetary situation, I felt that
before doing so I should obtain your views as to the usefulness and expediency
of promoting a study of this problem at the present time?'

L.D. W[tt.cRESS]

746. DEA/50209-A-40

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le greffier du Conseil privé

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs -

IN

SECRET

to Clerk ofPrivy Council

Ottawa, January 15, 1953

I am returning herewith the papers on "Northern Arctic Developments"

which you were good enough to let me see.
You were right when you, indicated that I had probably already seen the

memorandum from Mr.Wilgress to mysélf, which I had returned to him with a
notation that we should look into this whole question ' as one of urgent

importance. My feeling . in this` regard: has been very much increased by the
impressive memorandum to you from Phillips.' I wonder whether it would be

possible for a copy'of this to be sent to Mr. Wilgress.

One . of the most- important questions facing, us now is this one
of Arctic

development and the danger of being excluded from such development on our
own territory by U.S. penetration. I would like to have a talk with the prime
Minister, about it as soon as possible preparatory to a full consideration of the

% -Q

"'Note marginale :/Marginal note:
I agree 100%.

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
I think that it is important that this study should be made. L.B. P(earson]
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question, either in Cabinet or by a Committee of the Cabinet. It is '
view with equanimity some of the things that are going on i ihedlfficult to
which reference is made in Phillips' report. In this regard I am no north to
United States action as I am of our own inaction, t so critical of

L.B. PEARSON

SECTION K

747. FROBISHER BAY

Note de la 1" Direction de liaison a
DEA/703-AM-40

vec la Défense
Memorandum by Defence Liaison (1) Division

SECRET

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. MACKAY

U.S FACILI

Ottawa, January 11, 1952

At Frobisher
Bay there are now aboutN 37 me mbersabout

andstrength150 and
of the U.S.A.F. The R.C.A.F. berelu^tant

the toR.C.A.F.
increase itsd

might even be tempted to decrease it. Cab inet DefenceCommittee considers that Frobish er Bay
Canadian command and control. The situation atFrobi Canadian base underlarger question: What is command and control? sher Bay raises a much

2. 1 think it is quite clear that no dictionary meaning of commanduseful to us.
What we need is a definition of the temmand and control

of the Far North, for the particular time of 1952. On anf or the particular area
and control might be exercised in one of three ways: air station, command
(1)

A joint station in which the Canadians provide the
the staff to control the important facilities es eciall t

he
commanding officer,

staff to provide all housekeeping facilities. p Under thi ontrol tower, and theclearly the U.S.A.F. is present on a lod er s arrangement quite
Canadian command and control; g basis and there is no threat to
(2) A joint station in which the Canadians

and control only the important provide the commanding officer
facilities, especially the control tower. ' Underthis arrangement few Canadians would be needed

far out-numbered by the U.S.A.F. which provides
and they would, of course, be

perform;ng maintenance tasks required by its own ousekeeping in addition to
(3) K joint station with a Canadian operations;

Canadian personnel, commander but virtually no other37 '
bot The question is which of these

three is the Government prepared to accept,at Frobisher and elsewhere in the North?
4. 1 think we may assume that the R.C.A.F.

in the North if the men's main function i
.F. wishes to tie down as few men assuPport U.S. o is to fly the Canadian flag andperations. Unfortunately, the policy

cOmof appointing a Canadianmander without supportingupporting forces can le
ad to administrative difficulties,
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and ^ thére' may be 'some doubt whether this really guarantees the Canadian

position:
'5. I think it important to consider this problem now because it has arisen in
immediate form at Frobisher Bay:.Thé R.C:A.F.," which this week has been
discussing Frobisher Bay with the U.S.A.F., is disposed to leave at Frobisher
Bay only a commanding officer and a few men to operate the control tower.
This may be entirely satisfactory, but I do not think that it would be wise to
accept this decision only at the service level without giving political consider-
ation to the implications. The question is, of course, not only Frobisher Bay -
Frobisher Bay is merely the first place where the question of command and
control has arisen in acute form at the present stage of our defence relations
with the United States.

6. 1 have already explored this question with W/C Hull who is sympathetic to
the I suggestion that political consideration should be given to this whole
question of command and control. I think that it is necessary for us now to
-have a discussion with the R.C.A.F..(A/V/M Miller?) on our whole policy for
air stations in the North.

748.

7. Do you agree?72
R.A.J. PHILLIPS

DEA/703-AN1-40

Note de la I'K Direction de liaison avec la Défense

Memorandum by Defence Liaison (1) Division

SECRET
Ottawa, February 12, 1952

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. MACKAY

COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES AT FROBISHER BAY73

In November 'the Department of National Defence (Wing Commander
Hull) requested by telephone permission to çlear through the service channel
two USAF requests'in"connection with communications facilities at Frobisher
Bay. The first USAF request was for permission to man and operate exrann
VHF and HF/DF radio equipment at Frobisher Bay to be used for long range
navigation. No new installations would be required.

The second USAF request was' for permission to install'and operate at
Frobisher Bay a VHF radio station to be used for flying control purposes.

It was anticipated that if these requests stiould be granted the USAF would
operâte thé - existing VHF and HF/DF equipment referred to in to the théir
request, and would install and operate the VHF equipment referred

72Note marginale :/Marginale note: ,
, Yes! R.A. M [ackay]

"Notre copie du document porte la mention
this copy of the document:

& "Command dc Control~. -

ten on
manuscrite suivante :/The following was writ
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second' request.

We raised this matter with the
memorandum 'dated November 15, 1951, which sugg stedet atctheary in a
should be cleared through the service channel on the unde requests

rstanding thatoperation and installation of the equipment in question should be in accordance
with the terms of our Note No. D-270 of September 24. - Mr
Under-Secretary at the time, agreed, and in our letter of Dece ' Reid, Acting
of the Air Staff we indicated that we would have no objection mber 5, to Chief
of these particular requests at the service level s b^ ec to the settlement
concurrence of the Department of Transport. ^ t^ of course, to the

=
W+ th a letter dated February 7, to Mr. Phillips from Win

Hull,' there were enclosed copies of correspndence between g Commander

(a) the U.S. Air Attaché and the Assistant Chief of the Air St
(b) Headquarters, Northeast Command, Pepperrell to aff, and

Ottawa, and the U.S. Air Attaché,

(c) from the Chief of the Air*Staff (RCAF) to the U.S
. • r

In the letter from the Chief of the Air Staff to Colonel Pillet, Attache.
the Department of Transport had informed the RCAF that theyable to "reactivate" the HF

F station nor would they be able oinstall
not be

operate the VHF/DF facilities at Frobisher Bay. Tran port nd
have no objection to installation and operation of the n would, however,
tions facilities for flying control purposes, but ecessary communicatheyUSAF is to operate'the HF/DF station they sho ^duld recommend that if
operate also the air-ground frequencies now operated bf othé chDnical reasons,
Transport, The RCAF indicated to Colone by epartment of
the views expressed by Transport subject to lthe thatrov•they would agree withsionreserve the right to take over the control and operation of the cont "the RCAFtha
later date." Accordingly, the RCAF authorized th trol tower at a
operate the required communications facilities, and to o esate to install and

temporary

e

basis the VHF air-ground facilities in the control tower. p The on a
RCAF requestedthat the USAF inform them whether the y wished

air-ground frequencies being operated by the Departmenttake over operation of the
Corr! of Transport.ment

You will notice that in their letter to Colonel
mention of the conditions which we had s eciF Pillet, the RCAF made no
to the Chief of the Air Staff, namely that any in our letter of December 5,
of radio equipment at Frobisher Bay would have installation 'or' operat^on
terms o f Note No. D_ to be in accordance with the

In . the 270 of September 24, 1951.
meantime,

Wing Commander Hull and Mr.
discussions concerning the question of command
application to the situation a

Phillips had begun
1 .. at Frobisher Ba iand control which had specific,

Mr. Phlll^ps, you will recall, mentl ' Y his memorandum of January^anadian

s
and control oned three possible ways of retainingymeed in of an air station. Two of the method

toWMr. Phillips' memorandum required that control of the controler should be retained by the Canadian
a joint station with only a Canadian services. The third method visualized

commander, and as Mr. Phillips pointed
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out, this would likely lead to administrative difficulties, and there would be
some doubt whether the Canadian position was adequately protected.

Mr. Phillips drew attention to the political implications of the problem, and
suggested that it was time for us to have a discussion with the RCAF on "our
whole policy for air stations in the North."

It appears now that Frobisher Bay is rapidly approaching Mr. Phillips' third
category, namely a "joint station with only a Canadian commander." Although
the RCAF have reserved the right to "take over the control and operation of
the control tower at a later date," I think they will be loathe to do so because of
the additional commitment of men which would be required. The Department
of Transport, who might have served as "protector" of Canada's, political
interests at Frobisher, have indicated that they are unable to accept any further
commitments, and in fact, they are willing to turn over to the USAF the
operation of communications equipment now being operated by Department of
Transport personnel. This clearly is an undersirable situation at Frobisher,
which points up the necessity of reaching some agreement withthe RCAF on
the question of "command and control."

D.R. T[AYLORJ

749. DEA/703-AM-40

Note de la hry Direction de liaison avec la Défense

Memorandum by Defence Liaison (1) Division

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. MACKAY

question concerning Frobisher. which, is currently being considere

1,4. The one air base f o r which the I A wou no pr
and equipment is Frobisher Bay. I should think that this is related toah^ other

this

equipment nceded for inc air routes an tra ^c contro or g
and, the RCAF would rovide the men °and e ui ment for the air routes and

traffic control for fligh s` originating from air fields in Canadian territorY, with

one exception.& ;`+ . ^ ^ C F IA t ovide the required men

3. Accordmg to /. ou en en, e p
• ' d ff 1 f (lé hts out of Thule,

W C W ]f d th USAF would rovide all the men an

contro r ^
originated by RCAF Air Transport Command. The purpose of the proposal is
to expedite military air traffic flying out of Goose Bay to Frobisher Bay, Coral

Harbor, other points , in Northern Canada and to the USAF Base Thule,

Greenland. A

2. The proposal to establish a network of air routes and a system of air traffic
1 m' No th-eastern Canada the Canadian Arctic and Greenland was

den of the RCAF who gave me the following information.
from Mr. Chévrier to Mr. Pearson,' I have been in touch with W/C Woolfen-

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

Ottawa, February 16, 1952

RCAF-USAF PROPOSALTO ESTABLISH A MILITARY NETWORK
OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL IN THE CANADIAN NORTH

Since our `reliminary discussion concerning the attached correspondence
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Division namely the RCAF's action in türning over to the USAF the o
of the flying control facilities at Frobisher. peration

5. 1 pointed out to W/C Woolfenden, that if the
traffic control was a joint USAF-RCAF o sal proposa l for air routes and

Mhis letter'to Mr. Claxton) then this Depârrtm ne t shoul ha e been ^stated in
W/C Woolfenden agreed that we should be consulted on any joint USAFonsulted.
RCAF
RCAF project of this kind. He -said at first that he was not sure USAF-

for air routes and traffic control was a joint project. Later, that the
he agreed that in view of the arrangements proposed for Frobisher Bever,
some respects, at least, the project was a joint one on which we sh u^ldhhavn
been consulted. As I mentioned to you previously, W/C Woolfende have
send us copies of the RCAF proposal and of the correspondence concegreed ton
He said also that S/L Austin would be available to discuss the rning it.
convenience. (I understood ' that S question at our
proposal at Goose Bay with USAF represnAustintat vesttended discussions on this

)

D.R. TAYLOR

DEA/703-AM-40
Note de'la I?* Direction de liaison avec la Défense

Mentorandunt by Defence Liaison Division
TOP SECRET

(1)

Ottawa, February 22, 1952
MEMORANDUM FOR MR. MACKAY

RCAF-USAF PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH A MILITARY NETWOR
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL IN THE CANADIAN NORTIf K OF

Following BAY
g m

y previous memorandum of February 16 on this subject, I have
been in touch by telephone with Wing Commander
Commander Hull of the RCAF, and the situation has`^^lfenden and Wing

beenwill recall that we were particularly interested in een clarifcd slightly.
the proposal to establisha system of air route and air traffic control in the North in c

Frobisher Bay, since it has been indicated in, the 1 onnection with
U.S. Air Attache that the USAF had been uth ^tter by the RCAF to the
control facilities at Frobisher Bay. ori2ed to operate the flying

In today's telephone conversation with Wing Commander
point and mentioned unofficially that we were r Hull, I raised this
Americans would be operating the flyin cont ol ather concerned that the
which station would be included as part of the facilities at Frobisher Bay,

systemtraffic control which the RCAF propose to set of air routes and air
stated that it was the eventual aim of the RCAF up' Wing Commander Hull
flying control equipment at Frobisher Bay. to take over operation of the
flYing control People at Frobisher Bay aHe said that the RCAF have noestablish a s t present, but in view of the proposal to

ystem of air routes he understood that the Chief of Air Staff had
changed this position slightly in connection with stationing additional RCAF
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inten
flying control personnel at Frobisher. He understood tha t

e thR f1A ng controle
send to Frobisher Bay sufficient trained , men to opesat

ibl all, of the RCAF
facilities. These men will ^probably replace someâctvpties at Frobisher.
personnel who now are engaged in housekeeping ersonne

Wing Commander Hull explained that as soon as thec RCoA ^^ pmentl th
are

e

available at Frobisher : for the °éjatorsn Thereemight,
flyin

g however, be, an interim
USAF would withdraw their op controlthe

eriod during which the USAF would continue to, poperate
cont o1 oyi

n
the flying

équipment. I asked Wing Commander Hull
control facilities would also mean control of the air traffic thistwould be solÇbut
was proposed to establish at Frobisher Bay. He said that all the
i t ' would not necessarily mean that the RCAF wouldsaid

operate
urther that there

equipment required in the air traffic control system. He sa

may be other types of equipment in connection with the ai r
r equipment would

which would be operated by the USAF.
t ol people. qup

come under direct control of the RCAF flying con de-standing that the RCAF

misunderstandings which ave •
hich we will be represented.

representatives from this Department and the Depar difficulties or
meet with them to discuss the proble

if+^ûatOee ^I suggest that we should
h arisen y 8 Is

his letter of February 4, to Mr. , ax ' tment of Transport mlg

Wing Commander Hull said that it was hts un the
intended to supply the Commanding Officer at Frobisher.Bt aAccor

s
totower

i personnel required for operation of tWhô nÎ hâve also discussed this question,
Wing Commander Woolfenden, with
the number of RCAF flying control ' people 'would probably be in the

neighbourhood of from 8 to 12. ôirit ofthe
think it isI think this may be construed as a definite impi F Frobisher Bay.

view of retaining Canadian comm and
should

control
the important functions af

more important that the RCA
bisher, even though this i may mean a reduction in teh sâ tat °s^ed w bh ertheFroo

RCAF personnel at the stationWé shou d ndic te our satisfaction in a letter
RCAF's plans at Frobisher Bay, their

s
o that the RCAF may be able to proceed with their plans for sending

rflying control people to Frobisher Bay."

In connection w ith the proposal to establish a system of airways rince dnaln

traffic control in the North with which Mr. Chevri
erR expresse

dsugg
his

ted that
Cl ton the CAF • ht

ask the RCAF to arrange a meeting at w
D,R. TAYLOR

. . . ^ . .. .e , b - .. .

"Note marginale •./Marginal note: *
Have we any paper to reply to?

^sNote marginale :/Marginal note:
OK. You or Mr. Phillips might go."
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieurespour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures res
Mémorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairsto Sëcreta,Sryoatefor External Affairs

SECRET

Ottawa, March 19, 1952
FROBISHER BAY

At its meeting of September 12, 1951, Cabinet approved the recomm
tion of Cabinet Defence Committee that the U.S. Air Force be permitted

additional personnel at Frobisher Bay for the remainder of 1951. On
December 22nd you approved a note to the U.S. Embassy in which the
Canadian Government gave permission for the stationing of a detachment

ofapproximately 150 members of the U.S.A.F. at Frobisher Bay on a continuingg

On the instruction of Cabinet we have told the United States tha t
to ` maintain command and control of - Frobisher Bay. In recent month s the
R.C.A.F. has been considering the number of men which it should la
Frobisher Bay. p ce at

We now understand that the R.C.A:F. intends to keep at Fr
from 20-24 men which would 'include the commanding officer a d s her Bay
staff to operate the flying control facility. The U.S.A.F. staff at ufficient
will probably number about 150. Frobisher Bay

Do you agree that the condition on command and control is met if
R.C.A.F. provides,the commanding officer and the fi in g the

Y g ntrol staff?76

A.D.P. H[EENEYJ
. . . i

ormed Squadron Leader Miller (in absence of W[ing]/C[ommander) Hall) that
External Affairs has no objection to RCAF plan for manning Frobisher Bay.

"Notes marginales /Marginal notes: 1

in f . L.B. P[carson]

•

I
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6

SECTION I.

LE PIPELINE DE HAINES-FAIRBANKS

- HAINES-FAIRBANKS PIPELINE

DEA/10815-40

Note du sous-sec' d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures"

In August 1950, the Government gave the United States permission to make

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs"

SECRET - Ottawa, June 24, 1952
, . ,

PROPOSED PIPELINE FROM HAINES TO FAIRBANKS

surveys for a pipeline from the Alaskan coast to Fairbanks. On the basis of the
surveys which were completed that year, the United ' States Section of the
PJBD reported in January 1951 that the United States would probably wish to
build a pipeline from Haines, across the 'Panhandle and a corner of British
Columbia to the point where the Haines Road meets the Alaska Highway. The
pipeline would then follow the Highway to Fairbanks. - Alternative all-Alaska
routes are possible, but they are more vulnerable that the Highway route.

At the PJBD meeting of June, 1952, the United States Section outlined the
proposals in further detail. Congress has authorized $40 million for the
construction of an 8-inch pipeline. Half of this amount has been appropriated
for the present fiscal year. The pipeline could carry . 24 thousand barrels of
petroleum products per day. In the event of war the full amount would
probably be needed for military operations in Alaska; in peacetime the United
States would be willing to allow Canada to tap the line for military petroleum
needs in the Yukon. Without the pipeline; petroleum for Alaska must be taken
by tanker to Whittier and by rail north. The inadequacy of these transportation
arrangements will soon result in a petroleum deficit in Alaska which would
become very serious in the event of war.

^ In addition to the pipeline, the United States intends to build new docking
facilities in Haines, to make some improvements in that part of the Haines
road which lies on United States territory, and to install pumping stations.
There would probably be one pumping station in Canada, manned by about 24
men (civilians) and two small stations (manned by one or two men) which
could be expanded in an emergency to increase the flow. The Canadian portion
of the line is 284 miles long and would cost about $12 million. The right of way
would be 50 feet wide and about 21 additional acres for pumping stations
would be needed.

752.

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Discussed with Minister by USSEA ( Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs]

and R.A. M lackayj.

I:
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The United States Section of the PJBD gave a categorical assur
the operation of the pipeline along the Haines Road would not ance that
winter maintenance of that highway except in an emer enc require the

The United States Section of the PJBD originally asked for a
Canadianreply to their proposals within two weeks in order that bids mi ht

from contractors 'by July 15 and construction begun b g be invited
Canadian Section explained that a final Canadian reply wy ou dember 1. The
time since the United States proposals raised difficult problems invequire somer

departments of Government as well as Provincial authorities. olving many

No mention was made to the U.S. Section of the
undertaking the construction of the Canadian section of the sibelin °f Canada
construction and ownership would have advantages from the point'of ^nadian
sovereignty, It is suggested that costs of the Canadian• section eW ofmightamortized over a period of years by charging on a user basis. be

Canadianownership of part of the line, together with some system of joint contrCo
also put Canada in a better position to influence the use of the l: would
relation to Canadian commercial facilities for the transportation line, either in
products, or for the

the use of Canadian supplies of petroleum of petroleum
oilfields, the possibility of which. was mentioned in the courserom the Alberta
at-Whitehorse. of the meetings

L.D. W[ILGRESS]

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieur
DEA/10815-40

, à l 'ambassade aux États- Unis
es

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairsto Embassy in United States -
LETTER No. D-1193

SECRET Ottawa, Julyl7, 1952

HAINES-FAIRBANKS PIPELINEReference:
My EX-1561 of July 17,+

I should like to review briefly the action wproposal made at the last meeting of the Perm h^'ch has been taken on the
for a pipeline from Haines to Fairbanks, anent Joint Board on Defence

Immediately on the return of the Canadian Sectio
pr0posal was brought to the attention of Minis n of the PJBD, the U.S.
feeling that serious consideration should be .

en
ters concerned. There was some

the pr°ject, p°SSibly by construction and owne to Canadian participation in
the line. Cabinet considered the proposal briefly of the Canadian section of
Panel on Economic Aspects of Defence u y on June 26 and instructed the
rom the

Department of. Resources Quand t^
'
D
ons,evelotmsuitable representation

'mPlications of the proposal, Accordin P ent, to consider the
oth

stud1ed the U.S. proposals and agreed ^hâtbconstruction of the line should be

753.
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approved in principle. The Panel also recof the,
ommended thcrétarinterdepartme

of State nfor
committee, under. the Chairmanshi

p tô st dy the project furtheryparticularly in
External Affairs, should be fo roval
connection with the 'conditions which might be attached to the advisab lity of
There was a difference. of opini

inlttthe construction oruction and financing of the
Canadian Government participation the
Canadian section of the pipeline. For your own informstiao

and of Resourcest and
representatives of the Department of

construction of the line! if a sound
Development were in favour of

, lity of
scheme could be worked out for financing it. We had in mindoa

the
n tosbe

sib
irepa d

a Crown Company which might be financed initially by a
over a period of 10 or 20 years by profits from the operation of the line. This
suggestion did not find favour in other Departments.

When Cabinet considered the pipeline proposal fôr the second time it ag n o
that approval in principle should be given, and accep ted

On July 11
the Panel on the establishment of an interdepartme ernment s
the. U.S. Minister was informed orally that the

t on of a iipelinevand that inaa
favourably disposed in principle the construction

thecconditions which the Canadian
possiblefew days it would be

Government wished to attach to the construction of the haihe conditions which
The interdepartmental committee considered at leng with minor

should be 'attached and these were approved by Cabinet, w
modifications, on July 15. 1 attach a copy of the Memorandum for Cabinet
which was submitted by the interdepartmental committee. ran-

I also attach a copy of the Aide Memoire together .with
the U.S. Minister onoJuly

dum on customs procedures which
between to and U.S. officials

16.1 On the completion of n g to the U.S. Minister
there is to be an Exchange of Notes. We, have suggested
that these negotiations should take place in Ottawa and that courset

States
you

should send to Ottawa a small team for the purpose. I shall, of

informed of the progress of these negotiations. M.H. WERStiOF
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

DEA/10815-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

: , b l'ambassade aux États-Unis

Under=Secretaryof Statefor External Affairs

, to Embassy in United States
Ottawa, August 28, 1952
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Reference: My letter No. D-1
9 FAIRBANKS PIPELINE

1. I should like to review briefly th
of July

e action
,^ 1952. •

to the Haines-Fairbanks pipeline proposal s nce my letter of Jul en with respect
y2.

A group of U.S. officials headed by Mr. A.F. Peterson of the17. -
DepartmentState, visited Ottawa on August 13 and 14 to discuss with Cepartment

Canadian officialsthe details of the project; in particular the points included in the Canadian
Aide Memoire, a copy of which was attached to my letter to you of
The principal issues developed around the terms of tenure for the July 17.
and the disposal of. existing Canol lines. Subsequent to the dnew p^peline

memorandum was submitted to Cabinet on August 20 outlining the rev'sed
s

a
proposals with respect to these matters. This memorandum has now revised

beenby Cabinet. A copy is attached for your information!
3.

A number of discussions were also held between the U.S. representatives
and Canadian officials with respect to'such problems as taxation, unemploy
ment insurance, labour regulations, etc. The problems involvedin -
appear to be largely ones of detail. In this connection I attac this area

twoletter received from the Deputy Minister of National Revenue (Customs of a
Excise) dated August 21. It would be appreciated if you would ustoms andto

Mr.' Peterson,'8 drawing to his attention the final para raph pass one copy
which asks whether our understanding of the discussions is the of the letter

same4.-
At the same time as the above negotiations have bee as theirs.

Minister of Resources and Development has been in communicationn going on, the
Premier of the Province of British Columbia with a vi with the
approval of the B.C. government for the project and a eW to obtaining the
transfer the land for the right-of-way to the Federal Gov

n ernment.
from it to

that as soon as approval of the project has been received nt• It is expected
fromColumbia the United States will advertise the rom the Province of

tenders. It is hoped that the contractor will be able 'to start and call for
coming winter. rt work during the
^S• 1

will keep you informed of the ro ress of these
^develop. P g negotiations as they

r , . .

R.A. MACKAV •
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

Peters
, , .

^ on. agent chargé
des, Affaires du Commonwealth, Bureau des Affaires^0°w^^ britannique

dumemb et
de l'Europe du Nord, dé^nc^nt d'État des États-Unis;A

and
.F. P Pour le département d 'État de la section des États-Unis, CPCAD.

^rson• Dflicer in Charge of Commonwealth Affairs, Office of British Commonwealthf UN uroPean Affairs. DeMeraber'o ern
tod States ^^nt of State of United States;

Department of StateSection, PJBD. , ,

I
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755. DEA/10815-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
'à l'ambassade aux États-Unis = ,

'Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
Io Embassy in United States

LETTER No. D-1642 Ottawa, October 25, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

HAINES-FAIRBANKS PIPELINE PROJECT

Reference: My letter No. D-1391 of August 28, 1952.+

1. I should like to review briefly the action which has been taken with respect
to the Haines-Fairbanks pipeline proposal since my letter of August 28.

2. Mr. Peterson visited Ottawa en route to .Washington from the PJBD
meeting, at which time there was further discussion of the proposed conditions
which should govern Canadian approval for the construction, ownership and
operation of the Canadian section of the pipeline. I attach a copy of the latest
version of these proposed conditions for your information. As you will see,
there is close agreement between the two countries at the official level on what
the proposed conditions should be.

3. A draft press release has been prepared and concurred in by the Ministers
of-National Defence, External Affairs and Resources and Development. It has
been submitted to the United States through the Embassy in Ottawa for
concurrence. It is clearly understood by the officials concerned in both
countries that the press release is not to be issued and that the contract for the
pipeline is not , to be advertised until agreement is reaçhed with British
Columbia on the transfer of land for the right-of-way through that province to
the federal government. A copy of the draft press release is attached for your

information.'
- 4. ^ Some weeks ago, we requested from the U.S. Embassy an off icial
statement of the urgency with -which the U.S. Government considered the
project and the approximate time-table whicfi it was desired to follow. It was
considered that such a.statement,would be useful to support the special efforts
being'made here tô.ezpedite' approval of the project. The U.S. Embassy has

now given us a'côpy of a letter, dated October 14, 1952, from the Secretary of
the Army to the U.S. Secretary of State furnishing the desired information. A
copy of this letter is attached for your information. leting

5. The principal stumbling block , has been the problem of comp
satisfactory arrangements with the Province of British Columbia for the land
required for the right-of-way. It had been hoped that the land would be made
available by a simple transfer from the provincial to the federal government.
However, British Columbia decided not to do this and undertook to pass an
Order-in-Council granting an easement.to the federal government.

A copy of

the proposed Order-in-Council was sent to the Department of Resour nss Wl
and

Development, which is the federal Department handling the negotiatlo

l
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the province, but before comments could be obtained on this draft from
theDepartment of Justice, the province passed the Order-in-Council. Ju stinow informed us that the Order-in-Council is improper and in fact is ba

sed
ce has

an inappropriate section of the B.C. Lands Act. In addition, the on
orderdera number of paragraphs which almost certainly will be unacceptable

to the United States including a requirement for the burying of the whole
the -pipeline through f the province.

With the advice of the Department of
Justice a new draft provincial Order-in-Council is being prepared of

basedcorrect section of the B.C. Lands Act and modifying the c nditions on the'
by the B.C. Government, where necessary. As soon as this draft is st^pulated
effort will be made to convince the B.C. Government that it should ready an
place of the existing unsatisfactory one. be passed in
6.

You will appreciate that because of the inex er'
Government, and the uncertainty of its political future, it will not'b f

e
B.C.

rush negotiations with the province.
We have, therefore, informedossible to

the U.S.Embassy here that much as we appreciate the urgency of the project, weregret
that there is every likelihood that some weeks will be re uir

to bringnegotiations,with the Province to the point where we will be bleto authorize
the advertising of the project.

M.H. WERSHOF
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Avant-projet d'une proposition

Draft Proposal

PROPOSED CONDITIONS WHICH
September 8, 1952

SHOULD GOVERN APPROVAL BY CANADA OF
THE CONSTRUCTION, OWNERSHIP

CONFIDENTIAL

ANDOF
OFTHE HAINES-FAIRBANKS PIPELINE (CANAD^qNN

DRAFT AS AMENDED)791 Note: Key to amendm
• Right-of way ents un last paget0

All land required for the right-ofway of the pipeline a
including any pumping stations (hereinafter refer nd appurtenances
otherwise specifïed), and for access roads,'will be aC toas the pipeline unless
the title of Canada. The 'United States will be quired by and remain in
easement for the Pipeline for twent granted without charge an^, .., ( y years, and thereafter for) such (further)

794 d
ocument original porte la mention :/The

^ ^^ed September 18, 1952. following is in the original:

La légende est publiée à la fin du document.
'The k0y is printed at the end of the document.

.,



time and upow such conditions as may be agreed pursuant to paragraph 3 of
this agreement. The' United States 'shall have free of charge the use of access
roads to the pipeline' under such reasonable terms and conditions as shall be

mutually'agreed upon• ,'
2. Plans

[The detailéd° plans.'description of the route and spec,ificâtions 'of the
pipeline and access roads will be approved by the 'appropriate Canadian
authorities in'advance of construction, and Canadian officials shall have the
right of inspection during construction.] In order to safeguard Canadian
interests; the detailed plans, description of-.the route and ;acçess• roads and
stierifications of the pipeline (and access roads) will regniré the approval of the

a ro riate Canadian authorities in advance of construction and Canadian
officials shall have the right of inspection during construction.

3. Tenure
It is mutually agreed that the common defence interests of the two countries

will require continuance of the pipeline for a minimum period of twenty years.
At the expiration of this period, in the event that either Government wishes to
discontinue the arrangement, the question of continuing need will be referred
to the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. In considering the question of need,
the PJBD will take into account the relationship of the pipeline and related
facilities to the defense installations in Alaska. Following consideration by the
PJBD, as provided above, (and without being bound by any recommendation of
the PJBD,) either Government may terminate the arrangement, in which case
the Government shall give due consideration in any subsequent operation of the
pipeline to the defence needs of the other country.

in cfi^andthe ee-^nçh y

il 4. Use of the Pipeline to Meet Canadian Requir
i line to the three-

The United States will connect the Ha ines-Fairbanks p pe

inch Whitehorse-Fairbanks pipeline at a point near Haines Junction. the eiTh'te
United States will pe

rmit additional çonneçtionstobe made to • •,,,..$ nd
• • • • • • • •

tbr
• , •

, ipeimçs wiitiinCânada• on: réasônab e term^s• ihi
cônd^t^ôris as shâll be mûtual)X a$çéed upôn•l:ôr•th^ périoc^ oI' ô éraiué iéd• bŸ
.^. . .•••....,. i %

(1nited States
.of the• ej;f^t-inch • pipélme the tlnited Statçs. • ^ req

^nada, (ûndcriakcs tô) wIlI•côntlnue to operate ârid mainta ►n the théT -inch

pipeline and the storage facilities at Whitehorse (for a m^n;mum p
twenty. years from the date of this agreement). In the operation Wh °ehorse
eight-inch and three-inch pipelines and of the storage facilities at
ihe' United States (further) undertakes:

({a) to. give assurance of ; equâl consideration to Cam= defense require-

mcnts with those of the United States; f ' the Canadian Government, on(b) to make available at the request of the use of these installations to
reasonable terms to be mutually agreed upon,
meet Canadian civil needs as military requirements permit.

(Additional connections to these pipelines within Canada for the n^an duan
may be arranged at any time if such connections are desired by
Government.)
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5. Understanding regarding Disposition of Title to Rights in Existingin Northern British Columbia and Yukon Territory g

Nothing in this agreement shall add to, or subtract from, the existin
agreements between Canada and the United States regarding existin

gexcept as provided in paragraph 4 and paragraph 6, of this agreement. g pipelines
6. Disposition

of Four-inch Pipeline from Skagway to Whitehorse
In the event notice ' is given by the United States of the terminationoperation of the existing four-inch pipeline between Skagway

and Wh tehorsefthe
United States will transfer to Canada, if requested

by the Canad' ^anGovernment, without compensation, any equity
which it may have in that lof the pipeline located in Canada and, to the extent that it lies within the wart

of the United States will undertake under such terms and conditions as s er
be mutuall areed uMn. to make available for use by Canada that part of hall

thefour-inch pipeline from the Canadian border to Skagway as well a
terminal and pumping facilities at that port. s the
7. Construction
(a)

Canadian contractors will be extended equal consideration
w i th UnitedStates contractors in the awarding of contracts and in the rocure

materials, equipment and supplies. P ment of

(b) (An equitable proportion of the labour force used on the entire projectshould be Canadian.) Any contractor awarded a contract for construction ectCanada will be requiréd to `givé ^ reÎ"e're' • •nce t• •o • • • •qualifie•
•d' Cân

. ,
a,dian, ,Ia,fiôû' in

• • . . . . , ,
r fo rsûc^•construction in'Câriâda: The rates or pay' ''' ..

o
.
rking

.....
conditions i'or s

... ...
uc

.
b

' ' • • • •tio• • w• • • .s. . .att, , and w conconstrucn i(1be et
er consultation with the Canadian Federal Labour

Department and will be not less than in accordance
with the CWages and Hours of Labour Act of 1935. anadian Fair

(c)
Canadian materials will be used on the Canadian portion of th 'far as feasible (if available at a competitive price.) e line as

(d)
Canadian Law (e.g. tax laws, labour laws, Workmen's Com

unemployment insurance , etc.) will aI pensation,
(e) Subject to the agreement of the a• ^

United States may be granted permission
Canadian authorities, the

gravel,
and other construction. material nono fe

use, w
deral i

thout
Crown

charge, timber,
materials to be used only for construction in Canada. Lands; these

(f) The United States will be responsible for the satisfactor
yconstruction camps and mâterials abandoned in Canada after disposal of anx

the pipeline. completion ôf
.. (g)

The Canadian government will take the necessary
th into Canada of such United States ary steps to facilitate the
the construction or maintenance of thecitizens as may be employed on
United States will d p ipe ine, it being understood th t h
contra un ertake to repatriate at its expensé any such persons if thectors fail to do so.
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8. _ Maintenance -. ; , '. %
Qualified Canadian civilian labour will be used as far as feasible for the

maintenance of the Canadian section of the pipeline.

9. Non-transferability of Rights

Rights .= granted by Canada under , this agreement ` are granted to the
'Government of the United States and may not be transferred or alienated by
the Government of the United States to any person or corporation without the
express consent in advance in writing of the Canadian Government.

10. Supplementary Arrangements and Administrative Agreements.
Supplementary arrangements or administrative agreements between

authorized agencies of the two Governments may be made from time to time
for the purpose of carrying out the intent of this agreement.

11. Telephone and Telegraph Facilities
This agreement does not cover telephone and/or telegraphic facilities

required in the construction and operation of the pipeline. Arrangements for
these facilities will be the subject of separate consideration.

Key to amendments: :
,1) underlined solid Addition agreed by Canada & US
2) undgrli,ned dots, Addition desired by US
.3) [brackets] Deletion agreed by US & Canada
4) (parenthesis) Deletion desired by US

756.
DEA/10815-40

Extrait d'une lettre du sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures b l'ambassade aux États-Unis

Extract from Letterfrom Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs to Embassy in United States

LETTER No. D-1726 . Ottawa, November 15, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

HAINES-FAIRBANKS PIPELINE PROJECT

Reference: My letter No. D-1642 of October 25, 1952. osal
1 wish to review the progress on the Haines.; Fairbanks pipeline prop

since my letter.of October 25,1952.

2. You will recall that in my last letter I reported that the principal stumbling
block has- been thés problem of completing satisfactory arrangements with the
Province of British Columbia* for the land required for the right-of-way. The
Department of Justice, in consultation with the Departments of Resources and
Develqpment and External Affairs, has diafted a proposed provincial Order-in-
Council to replace the unsatisfactory version promulgated by the B.C.
Government on October 7, 1952. It has been agreed by the Departments
concerned that this new draft should first be shown informally to the U.S.

,
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R.A. MACKAY
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

Note de la I?n Direction de liaison avec la Défense
DEA/10815-40

pour le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires 'rieuresMemorandum from Defen L • •

1219'

officials and, assuming that it is generally satisfactory, representatives
Departments of Resources and Development and 'Justice should th from theBritish

Columbia to convince that Government that it should re en go toexisting
Order- in-Cou n cil with a new Order based on the De a place

ment ^ theJustice draft. Once agreement in principle has been obtained both t of
fromUnited States and British Columbia, we can proceed to settle an ou the'

details.
Only after this has been done should the new Order-in- tstanding

passed by the B.C. Government. Council be

3. In accordance with* the above procedure, Mr. Morgan of the U.S.
Embassywas called in today and given copies of the enclosed informal memorthe progress of the Haines-Fairbanks pipeline project (dated Novembandurn on

1952).+
He was also given copies of the proposed draft provincial er 13,

Order-in-Council, a copy of which is attached,' but was not given a copy of the covmemorandum from the Deputy Minister of Justice to the
nder-Sec etaeringState for External Affairs. Assuming that the reaction of the

U.S
rY of

the draft is favourable, it is hoped, that representatives of Re. ^ officials to
Development and Justice will be able to go to British Columbia d and
week in November or the first week in December, uring the last

to Assistant Under-Secretary of Stater for External A airs
CONFIDENTIAL ff

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. MACKAY
Ottawa, December -26, 1952

F1AINES-FAIRBANKS PIPELINE
Attached for your information is a copy of the reply of the
Resources and Development, dated December he Deputy Minister

December l5, 1952, regarding the Haines- Fairbanks 24, 1952, to our letter of
by agreeing that it would be useful to separate the pipeline.' The letter opens
proposed B.C. Order-in-Council from those which relateerations affecting the
United States a reement. only to the Canada-
rS1tIon taken b It then contradicts itself by suggesting that since the

t Y the United States is now different from the
August on several important points, we should not o p°sition takenBr *

the Columbia before complete a reem Pen discussion withOn
eExchange of Notes. It also adds thescheer ul thouthe United States

apProval would doubtless have to be obtained in co 8ht that Cabinet
Points if changes are to be made. nnection with some of these
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I have re-studied - the , pertinent documents and : I am unable to see the
necessity of following the course of action proposed by. the Deputy Minister of
Resources and, Development. The principal : U.S. objection to the draft Order-
in-Council was related to the paragraph dealing with the indemnification of the
Province of British Columbia in event of liability, incurred by British Columbia
in =: connection, ^ with the construction or operation - of the pipeline. This
Department proposes to. meet the U.S. objection, and the Department of
Resources and Development has agreed to our proposal. The U.S. Embassy
gave us preliminary comments on certain other paragraphs of the draft Order-
in-Council and while it has. not, as yet, provided us with the additional
comments,. which it indicated would be forthcoming, I think that enough
information is at hand to make it clear that they deal with minor points. In any
event since the object of the mission to British Columbia was not to obtain the
final text ofthe Order-in-Council, but only to obtain agreement in principle,
there, would be no reason why'any additional proposed changes could not be
dealt with subsequently by correspondence.

The one remaining complication is the matter of a, right-of . way for
communications facilities. In view of the recent correspondence with the
Department of Transport on this subject, I am of the opinion that it should be
kept quite separate from the pipeline Order-in-Council and that the mission to
British, Columbia should confine itself to a discussion with the provincial
authorities of the need for the right-of-way and the possibility that it may later
be necessary to request the B.C. Government to promulgate an additional
Order-in-Council to cover this requirement.

I have not listed the problem of "stumpage" as one of the unresolved
problems since the B.C. Government will require to be paid in any event. The
question 'of who pays is one to be settled between the Canadian and U.S.
Governments. Actually I think we should refuse to consider the U.S. contention
that Canada should absorb this item. ,- ,

I ,, It seems to me that the various issues between the Canadian and U.S.
Governments including the tenure clause, the cost of surveys and other details
have no bearing on the draft B.C. Order-in-Council and I can see no reason or
necessity for deferring the discussion with British Columbia until these matters
have been settled.
^Af we âre to overcome the current log-jam in the negotiations in time to be

able to report some real progress at the next meeting of the PJBD, quick action
will be necessary. I*suggest that the, best method might be to attempt to
convene a-meeting on' Monday or Tuesday (December 29 or 30) attended by
you, Mr:` Wershof and Mr. Barton from this Department and Messrs. Jackson
and Sivertz from the Department ' of Resources and Development. An
alternative which you may wish to consider would be for you, Mr. Wershof and
Mr. Barton to call on General Young.

M.H. WERSNOF
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SECTION ' M

PROJET LINCOLN

PROJECT LINCOLN

C.S.A. RITCHIE
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

DEA/50286-40Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux
Affaires extérieuresau président du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Under-Secretary ofState for External Affairsto Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee

Ottawa, September 15, 1952

PROPOSED VISIT OF U.S. CIVILIAN SCIENTISTS
TO RESOLUTE - "PROJECT LINCOLN"

During the past few weeks the Air Attaché of the
approaches to the R.C.A.F. and through them to the DU.S. Embassy

epartment of Tr
has made

and more 'recently he has spoken to the Department of External Affaiansport,
view to obtaining permission for three *civilian scientists to go Affairs, with a
connection with "Project Lincoln" acoustic tests. It seems that fur herolute inwould follow. parties
2.

This Department has no information regarding the natu
Lincoln" and assumes that it is a new U.S. defence ro'ec re of "Project
rules adopted by the Governments of Canada and the United which, under the
submitted to the Canadian Government for approval throu States, should be
channel.

We so informed the Air Attaché on September 1 gh the diplomatic
telephone inquiry. 2in response to his
3.

We have been told informally that the R
these scientists to R.C.A.F. Station Resolute Ba . We do approved the visit of

notscientists will
wish to use the facilities of the Weat

know whether the
Ionospheric Station. at Resolute in addition to the facilitiesher Station or the
Station,

of the R.C.A.F.
4• I should be grateful if you would let me

whether you agree that theknowappropriate procedure in this case would be for thethe diplomatic channel, with suitable explanations U.S.A.F. to submit through
the request foran

d permission to carry out at Resolute the test or seriaesof tedeta ils
three scientists are connected. sts with which the

5. 1 am sending copies of this letter. for informati
Staff, the Defence Research Board, the De u on to the Chief of the Air
Meteorôlogical Division in Toronto, p tY Minister of Transport and the

CONFIDENTIAL
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DEA/50046-40

Extrait de la note du seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pou'r le Comité de la défense du Cabinet

Extract from Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Cabinet Defenee Committee

TOP SECRET
Ottawa, October 8, 1952

1. The visit to Washington, extending from the evening of September 29 to
the morning of October 4, had as its primary object the discussion with U.S.

defence officials of questions relating to developments in Korea and Europe
and the defence of North America. It also created an opportunity to visit major

Army establishments at Monmouth, Fort Benning and the Aberdeen Proving
Ground, where we saw in operation the l

and be told everythinguw thoutInstructions had.gone out that we were to see
reservation and this was certainly the way we were treated.

2. A separate report has been prepared by service officers on the equipment,
organization, training, etc., we saw during our visit. The psi ^ent paper will deal
with questions of policy which arose in the course of our

3. Those we saw included:
Hon. Robert Lovett, Secretary of Defense;
Hon. William C. Foster, Under-Secretary of Defence;

Hon. Frank Pace, Secretary of the Army;
Hon. Karl R. Bendetsen, Under-Secretary of the Army;
Hon. Earl D. Johnson, Assistant-Sec. 01 the Army;
Hon. F. Korth, Assistant-Sec. of the Army;
General Omar Bradley, Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff;
Licutcnant-Gencral L.L. Lemnitzcr, Operations and Plans,

just returned from a year in Korea;
Dr. W.G. Whitman, Director, Research and Development; ;
Dr. H.V. Gaskill, his Deputy;
Ambassador Philip C. Jessup, 9

ând'nurnerous other officials and senior officers both at Washington an d aŸé al
various stations. The same subjcct was frequently dealt wt
Fconversations and the result of these will be set out here.

°Defence ofNorth America.
19. Both Mr. Fïnletter and General Vandenburg were away from Washing-

ton so I` did not have an opportunitÿ to discuss Air Force mattes. De

Whitman, heàd of Research and Dcvelopmcnt; stated that the U of a,r

. government was beginning to have great concern about the possibility

° attack in substantial force across Canada. This had been considered in what is

number of United States officers and others
Pofessôr J.

Arrril-an
S eFoster of McG'll

concerned with various aspects of ai r defence.

20. This project was a' large scale study operated unng • were a
this ycar by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Partictpatinginstitutions

known as Project Lincoln.# d • July and August of
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University and Dr. G.R. Lindsey of the Defence ReseâResearch Group were present. rch Board Operational
21. The main reason for this study I was American concernregarded as the increased probability of a war being started off with a snheyraid on North America. The attention given to this eak

consequence of the enormous increases achieved
byt he^ United Statesbout inpower and number

of A-bombs. They feel that if they have increased the
in
powerof the A-bomb

so many times that a single bomb can now destro
y a ci tymillion inhabitants, of whom half would be killed,

it is entirel likel t
of a

Russians will be able to make similar advances. Y Y hat the
22. It follows

from this dismal picture that the enemy could
afford to ea considerable effort in order to ensure delivery of such decisive weapons. If enddefence can inflict heavy attrition on light raids, it would pay the

the
despatch heavy raids. If any one of several bombers allotted

to a given
to

e should get through, then ^ the defence has failed. Consequentl en target
should strengthen itself to the y, the defencepoint where it can exact almost completeattrition against a very heavy attack.
23. In these circumstances early warning becomes of paramount imThe type of

warning considered desirable by the study would be ac • portance.
chain of forty-five

small early warning radar stations each staffed b'eved by aand stretching from Aklavik to Thule in Greenland. The estimated by nine men
would be $225 millions, but my experience shows that it would be cost of this
more. This would be' backed by another similar chain stretchin across uchcontinent somewhere south of Churchill. g othe
24. When Dr. Whitman

spoke to me about this, I had not et rDr. Lindsey
the report which has subsequently reached me. p eceived from

that while the whole plan might be considered impracticable r. Whitman said
warning against a sneak attack had become a primary defence reqfu^t that early
said that the paper on this which would be put before the Pre rement. He
the subject of further consideration. sident would be
25. Dr.

Whitman suggested that in the absence of Mr. FinlVândenberg I might wish to discuss this project with etter and GeneralMr. Foster. When I sawMr. Foster,
however, he did not mention it and I did no

not yet Seen'the report. (For similar reasons I did not bt inis u t m self as I had
lease or the proposed development at Torbay . g P the Goose Bay

26•* The facts and' reasoning back of this slmplications for this country, tudy have the most serious
27.

Defence of the north depends on the efficiency
system to get the aircraft intofciency of the radar and

theattack;' This was practicable with existing equipment. air in time to defeat anlonger` ' What was nceded was atow period of warning. They believe that the next develo ment woardsy automatie plotting and prediction conse uen p, uld be
reaû bY speeding the whole process and elimi • q

t on radar ^dentifïcation,
nat ice

human error. It might evenmanpower requirements.

k
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Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion

du Comité de la défense du Cabinet

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Cabinet Defence Committee
^ , .

TOP SECRET

America.

a North American city. For this reason S-11
to the development of further radar warning facilities across the top of North

weapons it would be profitable LU an y ous consideration was being given

about air attack on North Aenca. enem if only one bomber got through to

[Ottawa,J October 9, 1952

I.North Atlantic Treaty Defence Planning

3. Mr.
said that on his recent visit to'the United States he had found

•• .
that U.S. officials concluded that it was safe ony to assume that te

States wouldh n llagge
scale ' development of atomic weapons in the United
measure be matched in the U.S.S.R. They were the refore

of the newWith the tremendous power

DEA/50286-40
761.

Note de la F" Direction de liaison avec la Défense

pour le sous-seerétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Defence Liaison (1) Division

to Assistant Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, October 11, 1952
SECRET , . ^

-. .,. . .
MEMORANDUM FOR: MR. MACKAY

PROIECT"LINCOLN "

you know, I have had a- number of discussions during the course of the
-, As yo sta

past few weeks with Dr. Lindsay" and other, memincoln" t
he

In view of the
Defence Research Board with ; respect - to Project

dhM Î
interest

which this project has occasioned among senior officials, and
Claxton's report on his recent discussions in Washington, I tho g

should record some facts which may not be generally appreciated. was
2:.The object of the summer study at MIT, reported on by Drlâ ilé d to an

to attempt.to find some new method
existing

oactual fact, th f
improvement of real significance o ver m

anded use o
study, merely. produced an ex pensive scheme involving an exp ive
existing methods. The purpose of an early warning `fence" is merel^where
the most advanced interceptor forces sufficient warning to reach; a point

" s'G.R. Lindsey du Conseil de recherches pour la d6fense.
Dr. OR. Lindsey, Defence Research Board.
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La I?n Direction de liaison avec la Défense

6'40

au deuxième secrétaire de 1 ambassade aux Etat-Unis
Defence Liaison (1) Division ►

to Second Secretary, Embassy in United States
SECRET.
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they can attack the enemy with greatest . effectivenéss. . The U.S, rowhich I understand is quite likely to ensue from Project
"Lincoln", isthaosal,fence should be located,in the Arctic. It would involve.forty-five station

that this
would cost an estimated $225 million. s, and
3. The DRB . has been carrying out studies y of a similar nature Project"Lincoln"

but on a much less ambitious scale. DRB came to the conclusion
independently that it would be feasible to locate such

a"fence" much fsouth than the, U.S. proposal, on a general line which would be muchameraccessible than .
the proposed Arctic sites. The DRB proposal is describemore

dbriefly towards . the end of Lindsay's report on Project
"Lincoln". Lindsayinforms me that, bearing in mind the relative costs of the two schemes

and
'

scant knowledge of some of the basic problems involved in the U.S. proposal
the

the Canadian scheme is inherently a sounder one. He felt that it w a sthat the U.S. scheme could turn out to be as much a fiasco as thquite"Loran" project of a few years ago. the LF
4. Lindsay informed me today that the head of

Project "'
appear before the ^ National Security Resources Board in Washin ton neto
week, and that he was coming to Canada to see Dr. g xt
suggested to Lindsay, and to the chief of his division, that it WÔctober 20. I
worthwhile to commence immediately, a comparative analysis of the most
schemes. I believe that they intend to take up this suggest ion.

two

5-1 thought you would wish to know these facts inviewof the
this subject might be discussed at the policy level in the near futûressibility that

Dear Peter [Towe]
Ottawa, October 28, 1952

Some time has gone by since our telephone conversa '
telegrams in connection with the ttons and exchange of
U•S•-Canadian arcti
invol c weather stations.

^h Dr.r'
were a
Hubbard84 M the ^oint

number of issuesved in
the decision not to grant authorization

for his visit, and I think it_., .

°^. Solandt, président du Conseil de recherches
O. Sola d pour la dEfens

PJBD.

i

, n t, Chairman, Defence Research Board. e
WH• Barton, len Direction de liaison avec la Défense ; secrétaire de la section canadienne,

^
CPCAD

WN. Bartôn" Defence Liaison ( I) Division; Secretary, Canadian Section,
8 4p^.

Malcolm
MacGregor Hubbard, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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would be worthwhile to set them out so that there will be a full understanding
of the situation from 'our point of view.

As you will have seen from our letter (...) of September 15, 1952, to the
Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, a copy of which was referred to You, the request put
forward in your WA-2262 of September 16, 1952,1 had been proceded by an
earlier request made by the U.S. Air Attaché in Ottawa to the RCAF, for
three scientists engaged on project Lincoln (one of whom was Dr. Hubbard) to
visit the weather stations. In spite of the inconvenience to ` the RCAF, the
Canadian meteorological services and the U.S. Weather Bureau, none of which
knew of the project, all these agencies concurred in the visit in an effort to be
cooperative. Then at the last minute the scientists decided . that it was not
convenient, to make the journey after all. Likewise at the last minute this
Department learned of the proposed visit and pointed out to the' Canadian
agencies concerned that on the basis of the information available it would
appear that project Lincoln was a new defence project which, under the rules
adopted by the governments of Canada and the United States, should be
submitted to the Canadian Government through the diplomatic channel. The
U.S. Air Attaché was so informed on September 12, 1952.

As you know, the problem of educating the'Armed Forces of both countries
as'to the proper channels of communication has been a vexing one for a long
time. As recently as November 1951' the Canadian, Chairman of the PJBD
reminded the U.S. Section of the importance of submitting requests for defence
projects as far in advance as possible, and, in cases when it was necessary to
submit a proposal on short notice, for an explanation of its urgency and the
reason why it could not have been presented at an earlier date..

One of the principal reasons for insisting on the clearance of new projects
through diplomatic channels is that not infrequently this provides us with a
first intimation of schemes which involve U.S. activities in 'Canada on a large
scale both in terms of numbers of troops and expenditures of money. In the
case of project Lincoln information received here during the past few weeks

-suggests that there is every possibility that in the near future proposals ma b
made involving activities on at least as *large a scale as the Pinetree project.
Under, such circumstances, you will appreciate that it is highly desirable to
receive at the start from the State Department an explanation of the project.
By the same token, it would have been undesirable for this Department to have
had to solicit information from U.S. Air-Force officers stationed in Ottawa,

i.e., the two colonels mentioned in your telegram."
The final point which influenced the decision to refuse the authorisation was

the fact that according to the. RCAF the aircraft in which Dr. Hubbard,the
to travel was already loaded to capacity and his name was not on the

passenger list. In addition, while DRB had some knowledge of what "Lfo^othe
was, they did not know exactly what plans, were being proposed
Canadian Arctic.

This letter is not intended to be a sermon: However, even at this late date f
felt that it was desirable for you to know and appreciate why Max Wersho ^
with the approval of the Under-Secretary, did nô tapprove of the request and
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why we are still interested in obtaining " any available information
character and scope of project Lincoln. lon the

Yours sincerely,

W.H. B[ARTON]

H.S. RAYNER
Commodore, RCN,

for Chairman, Chiefs of Staff

M

Le président du Comité des chefs
DEA/50286-40

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires
at major
extérieures

Chairman,
Chef' of Staff Committee,to Under-Secretary ofState for External Affairs

Ottawa, October 28, 1952

PROPOSED VISIT OF U.S. CIVILIAN SCIENTISTS
TO RESOLUTE BAY - "PROJECT LINCOLN"

l. Reference'your [letter] ... dated 15 September2.
Project Lincoln is an organization for research on a^^the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology for the U S f e Dé operated by

Defence. Personnel include attached service officers as well as s ePartment of
organization is also known as the Lincoln Laboratories, whichlstists. The
appropriate name in as much as it comprises several permanent buildin morea
undertakes numerous projects known by other names but all connec g and
defence.

These range from weapon design to radar to da ted with air
systems. The Lincoln Laboratories also conduct "Summer Studies" whic•called

for under its general terms of reference. In its late h are
Canadians have participated; namely, a

McGill University
st study two

member of DRB. y professor and a
3.

Because the terms of reference of Project Lincoln are s
include all phases of air defence, and these have been a l• d ° general as to
Continental Air Defence, it is probable that there will be to the problem of
from Project Lincoln to gather data in order to deter numerous fequests
schemes being studied. mine the feasibility of
4.

Provided no permanent or semi-permanent installations are pconsidered that this would be a" "new U.S. project" which w lanned, it isCanadian
Government approval and which would ould require

havethrough diplomatic channels, but one which could be to be submitted
service basis. cleared on a service-to-

SECRET
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.

La Pn Direction de liaison avec la Défense ,

au président dû Comité des chefs d'état-major

Defence Liaison (1) Division
to Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET
Ottawa, November 28, 1952

PROPOSED VISIT OF U.S. CIVILIAN SCIENTISTS TO

JOINTARCTIC WEATHER STATIONS
PROJECT LINCOLN

I wish to acknowledge your letter of October 28, 1952, and to thank you for

the information you have provided about Project Lincoln. I agree with your
conclusion that provided no permanent or semi-permanent installations are
planned, this would not be a "new U.S. project" which would require Canadian

Government approval and which would have to be submitted through

diplomatic channels, but one which could be cleared on a service-to-service
basis. I assume that in handling cases of this sort, the Services are aware of the

necessity for making arrangements with the meteorological service of the
Department of Transport for accommodation'of personnel proposing to visit

the joint Arctic weather stations.
B. ROG ERS

for Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DEA/50286-40
765.

SECRET - Ottawa, December 9, 1952

Memorandum from Defence Liaison (1) Division

to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

the RCAF. It was explained at the outset t a e y p
was to facilitate an understanding of the project by all concerned and that no

commitments were involved.

Lincoln Laboratories,' and the Bell Telephone Laboratones.
re resentation was made up of officials from the Defence Research Board and

p • h t th onl urpose of the

radar chain across the Canadian Arctlc. e ment
Mr. Walter'Whitman, the Chairman of the U.S. Research and Develop
Board, and included , representatUves from the three U.S. armed serCvices, the

Theanadian

:,On, Sunday,. December,7, 1952, General Mc aug o
attended a meeting called by Dr. Solandt to discuss with U.S. research and
development officials the details of U.S. proposals regarding an early warning

Th U S del- ation was headed by

Note de la P" Direction de liaison avec la Défense
pour le sous-seerétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

PROJECT LINCOLN

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ N ht^ n^ and Mr. Barton
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The U.S. representatives opened the discussion by expounding their views
on the necessity for a much greater degree of early warning against possible air
attack than the existing air defence system provided. For this purpose it was
proposed to circle the North American continent by a distant early warning
system of which the section across the Canadian Arctic was only a part,
although a very important one. To illustrate 'the magnitude of `the project
reference was made to another link which would consist of a ship and air borne
early warning link spreading from Hawaii to Alaska. A similar ship nd
borne link would extend from Greenland or Iceland down the Atlantic air
The Canadian Arctic link was considered to be of primary importance. coast.

3. Although the urgent necessity for some form of distant earl
warningupon by all United States agencies concerned, there was conside was

r bldifference of opinion as to the feasibility of the Arctic link and the t
einformation required. To settle this question a YPe of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the National Security Research Boa dobhel Nd from
Security ' Council and the President, to undertake on the hi, hestPratioiorrnal
investigation of the feasibility of building such a chain and ^he ity
involved therein.' problems
4.

The basic plans for the chain would be' in accordance with
evolved during the summer study project of the Lincoln Laborato •Planses, asummary of which has already been circulated in this Department. A sum of
$20 million has been allocated for the investigation for the coming
million of which would be spent on the erection of three or four Arcar' $15stations

during the summer of 1953, and $5 million for tic testresf earch anddevelopment. It has been decided that the most expeditious wa o
work done would be to place a contract with the Bell Tele y getting thephonewhole operation. All the components of the Bell Telephone SYs eymt lm for the
the Bell Laboratories and Western Electric and Bell of Canada ' ; ncluding

would play a part. It was agreed that until the results of this feasibility ountry,
were available (probably in two or three years time) there could be no study
as to whether or not it was wise or necessary to proceed with the install decision
the whole Arctic chain. However, it was pointed out that an im

portant ation ofthe feasibility trials involved the immediate survey of sites for part of
allwhich would be required across the Canadian Arctic if the s ste the stationsadopted. y m were to be

5^ It has ben concluded for a variety of reasons t hatmost desirable to erect the three or four test stations abo
it would probably be

the
Wèstern Arctic, in the region of the North Alas anut 80 miles apart in

coastMackenzie River delta. The exact location of these test sites ine and the
the results of site surveys, and on a more detailed study ^would depend on
radar construction programme than has been carried of the current Alaska
by all concerned that if this research stud was to

out to date. It was agreed
bejoint

U.S,.Canadian project, with the De ence Rese carried out it should be a
Providing the

Canadian contribut' arch Board and the RCAFr contribution would consist ofesearch advice and assistance, but not dollars.,;f
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: 6. There was considerable discussion of the purpose of a distant early warning
system and the -type, of information required from the system. Basically the
U.S.- scheme involves the use of radar manned by small crews of not more than
10 men per station. The total number of stations in the Canadian Arctic would
be about 40, spread along two lines, one threading in a northeasterly direction
from the Mackenzie River delta through the Arctic archipelago to Thule. The
other line would extend along the Arctic .coast across the entrance to Hudson
Bay. to a point where it would link up with the radar chain on the Labrador
coast. The radar installation to be used would give some information of
numbers and - size of aircraft, and their speed and direction. The principal
objections are that the system would not be very difficult to deceive, that the
information.is so far forward that it would be of little help to the air defence
-forces, and that without other detecting devices in the area between it and the
main air defence installations, it would be susceptible to false alarms if the
Russians were to use parrying tactics..

7: Dr. Solandt at this point described work which has been carried out by the
Defence Research Board during the past two years on a "poor man's" early
warning system. This system consists of a series of small cheaply constructed
sets made of standard radio components operating on the Doppler principle.
Each station would consist of a transmitter and a receiver. The simplest
analogy to describe its operation would be that of the photo electric cell which
opens the door of a theatre. Any aircraft which interrupted the beam travelling
from the transmitter at one station to the receiver at the next station would
ring an alarm. Prototypes of this equipment have been constructed and a small
production order has been placed in order to carry out operational tests,
although no operational requirement,for such a device has yet been stated by
the RCAF.
8., The Defence Research Board and the Canadian Air Defence Command

has envisaged the employment of this "poor, man's" early warning chain along
the : northern-most line conveniently accessible by existing Canadian

communications routes. In rough terms the chain would stretch along the 54th
parallel. It is understood that the U.S. Air Defence Command is very keen on
the Canadian proposal and would like to see the Canadian early warning fence
and particularly the segment which would stretch from Churchill to Jasper
installed within the next 12 months. It has been reported, in fact, that behind
.the scenes : the. U.S. Air Defence Command resisted the proposals of the
Lincoln Laboratory for fear they would prejudice an attempt to be made by the
.U.S. Air Defence Command to solicit Canadian support of immediate
installation of the Canadian chain. Whether this is really the case remains to
be seen. Needless to say, none of this was mentioned at the meeting on Sunday.
However, , it was : suggested; by the U.S., representatives that the Canadian
3equipment should be tested in the Arctic in conjunction with the U.S. radar
installations.
= 9. The U.S. representatives concluded - the discussion by asking what
procedure they should follow to obtain Canadian concurrence in this Arctic
early'warning experiment. General McNaughton suggested,that the best way
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would be to have the U.S. Air Member of the PJBd submit
the Canadian Air Member for consideration prior to the Januar proposals to
the PJBD, at which time there could be further discussion between meeting ofy
tives of the two countries. Arrangements could be made to have the epresenta

technical-experts of bôth countries attend the PJBD meeting for this discussio
10. It is concluded from the discussions reported a n.

Government can expect to receive almost immediatebove
ly atretûese Canadian

United States for permission to carry 'out a research project tot from the
feasibility of an ^Arctic early warning radar chain. This will inolve test the

sitefor the whole of the proposed chain and the erection of u to surveys
stations, probably in the Western Arctic. The proposal will be put fo ur radar
the understanding that it involves no commitment by either over rward on
respect to the installation of the complete chain. g nment with

11. It is quite possible that 'the USAF will submit in
separate and unrelated proposal for immediate installation of all orar future a
proposed Canadian chain along the 54th parallel. It is assu part of the
request, if advanced, would include an offer to meet the costs involved orsuch a
rate to share in them. at any

766.
BENJAMIN ROGERS

DEA/50286-40
Note de la I? Direction de liaison avec la Défensepour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures81

SECRET

emorandum from Defence Liaison (1) Divisionto Under-Secretary of State for External AffairsBJ

Ottawa, December 30, 1952

I PROJECT LINCOL
N refer to the Memorandum from this Divis ionreporting on a meeting held on December 7, 1952to da

d iscussted December ,9, 1952,
proposals regarding an early warning chain across^the A ctic.iT details of U.S.arranged by the Chairman of the Defence Research Board and Wts meeting was
be no more than a technical discussion of the ro'ec as ^ntended to
an understanding of the scheme by scientists of the Defence Researchew to facilitating
nas clearly

understood by all concerned that the meeting was Board. It
approach to the Canadian Government either uno c not intended as

Canadian representation at the meeting was 1ial1Y or officially.
the Defence Research Board and the

RCAF concerned
limited to technical personnel of

Solandt personally invited General McNaughton with air defence. Dr.
meeting since they had some technical appreciation ofand Mr. Barton to the

the problems involved

"Notre copie du document
The followin porte la mention manuscrite suivante :

through g Mr.
was

Mackay.
on this copy of the document:.
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and., because they, would undoubtedly be concerned with the proposal as
Chairman and Secretary, respectively, of the Canadian Section of the PJBD..

In the course of the discussions General McNaughton made it very clear
, that any,. request for authority to carry out surveys would have to be made
through the State Department-External Affairs channel. 'He suggested that
prior to any such request the United States Air Force should submit a very full
exposition of its plans to Canada through the medium of the PJBD. He
explained that the Canadian Section of the PJBD would not be able to indicate
any approval of the U.S. proposal but that the submission of thé necessary
background information through this channel would facilitate consideration by
the Canadian authorities. -

' The U.S. Section of the PJBD has just supplied the Canadian Secretary
with a tentative agenda for the next meeting of the Board which is to be held
on January 26, 1953, at Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Maryland. The U.S.
Section reported that it did not know as yet whether it would be ready to
discuss the project at the January meeting or not. I would suggest that until
such time as this Department has been informed that the United States wishes
to raise the matter at the PJBD, no action should be taken to raise the matter
in Cabinet 86

M.H. WERSNOF

2` PARTIE/PART 2

QUESTIONS ÉCONOMIQUES
ECONOMIC ISSUES

SECTION A

VOIE MARITIME DU SAINT-LAURENT

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extractfrom Cabinet Conclusions

rTOPSECRET [Ottawa,] January 23, 1952

'-,ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY AND POWER PROJECT;

APPOINTMENT OF BOARD OF ENGINEERS;

COMMENTS ON U.S. LEGISLATION

19. ` The Minister of Transport, ^ referring to discussion at the, meeting O f
December 29th, 1951, said an exchange of notes on the St. Lawrence

development project had taken place on January 11 th between the U.S-

,"Note marginale :/MarginaI note:
OK. L.B. P(earson)
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Secretary of State and the Canadian Ambassador 'at Washingt on.notes had -
referred to the understanding reached by the Prime Mini87Pr Theseesident
Truman at Washington' on! September 28th,

' 1951
ster and

subse-quently enacted Canadian . legislation relating to both the seawa yn â to subse-
phases of the project. The Canadian note` had suggested, and Mr. and power
agreed, that, to avoid delay in Proceeding with the all-Canadi Acheson had

in theevent Congressional approval of the 1941 Agreement was not seaway
gained at anearly' date, steps be taken in the immediate future to prepare concurrent

applications to the International Joint ^^ Commission in respectdevelopment in the International Rapids Section based on the as of
sumption power'the deep waterway would be developed unilaterally by Canada. that

was agreed that a series of meetings between a To this end, it
representatives should begin towards the end of Januaryate1 Canadian and. U.S.or Ottawa. ther at Washington

Before concurrent applications to the I.J.C. were put inagreement would have to be reached between the Federal final form, however,
governments on the one hand , and the United States on O

ntario
othernasQuebecdetailed conditions governing the manner in which water to the

waspower purposes in the International Section.' With this in mind, be used for
Committee on the St.^ Lawrence Seaway and'Powër Pro'ect, the Continuing
that, as had.been done in 1941, a Board of Engineèrs com had recommended
the Federal, Ontario and p rising nominees ofQuebec governments be es

shed immediately, toprepare the Canadian application and ancillary governing conditi
I.J.C. in respect of the power 'phase of the project. ons to the

The Continuing Committee had also examined the
resolutions concurrently before the U.S. Congress

s

two St. , Lawrence
Agreement, and had recommended . that the Canad'apProval of the 1941

atWashington be requested to pass on informall y, to 'the U.S.̂anState
Ambâssador '

Department,Canadian views on certain of the provisions in these resolutions
which appearedto be, unacceptable to Canada. The principal chan

ge suggestedelimination from both resolutions of provisions
which would

would be the
charge tolls only on the 27-foot waterway and not on

the
make it Pôssible to

waterivay. It might well be that the Canadian governmen a1-Canadian 14-foot
time t0 tmpose tolls on the 14-foot waterwa since t

otherwise
would wish at some

encouragementmight be given to the perpetuation on a large scale of shallow draught shipping
Which would likely result in the Welland Canal reaching the congestion stage
much eàrlier than might otherwise be the case. Mr. Wro
Committee's view,'be asked to point out to the ng should also, in the

U.S.f0rmulae for the allocation of the cost of "common State Department that the
in the Congressional resolutions, would u works", a s presently set out
negotiâttons of an agreement with Ontario in " have an effect on the

inthoùght that it would be best to base the tol this respect. The Committee
solely for navigation as was the case u ls on the cost of works undertaken
All-Canadian seaway. It was a re • nder Federal legislation providing for an

pp ctated, however; that Congress might not be

Rclcasc, No. S, January 28, 1952.

I

87r ministère des Affaires extérieures, communi q ué aDepartmeSe0
nt of External Affairs, Press de presse, n* 5, 28 jànvier 1952.:
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power
prepared either to assign the entire cost.of tâ^ôlmi t on. If thisowas the view
have some portion of. that cost not subject to
of the U.S. State Department; it was. felt that th e

their apparent ntentt hat
reworded in such a manner as to make more explicit

pparent

the'^ investment by . each country shall, include expend itures
for both epow

on works
er and

constructed after 1941 - and-. required ; for navigation ncial
navigation, whether made^by the Federal governments de

State
be

governments or by Agencies thero ,a nd
wor
shal l

Soulanges constructed prior
paid by Canada to Quebec for common
to 1941.

An,explanatory note was circulated.
Memorandum, Continuing Committee on' the St. Lawrence Seaway and

(
Power Project, Jan. 23, 1952 - Cab. Doc. 15-52)

20: The Secretary of State for External
dbai the Cont nuing Committee

current U.S. legislation along the lines sugge ste y

should probably be passed on informally to the U.S. uState
tiônDwhich mightIresult

important, however, that any amendments to the res
from these comments should appear to ^ originate not with the Canadian

government but with the U.S. administration itself, sinceeoa1leCanadiansroete
Truman, who had 'publicly stito eâ that he

the
support

ment, might be placed
in' the event Congress failed pp had
man awkward position if it could be made to, appear that Canad

a
authorii ng^

made the joint seaway impossible to i nsisting'on, chan ges in
United States Congress.

resolutions which were unacceptable that the Canadian
• 21. 'The Prime Minister pointed ou t,

d thatlit wo ld prefer development of the

,the international Joint Comm^ss^on. + •- three me"'
Engincers should be establishcd immediately comprismg

In the meantime, however, there was a cons applications
ofurgently required in connection with thé preparation of power

• • Hë thought theréfore, that a Boardbers

_i..A ... _

23: Mr. Chevrier suggested that it i mght not e
of the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority, for a few wee nlca^ lWOrk

establishment derable amount of tech to

1 1 ,

government had always taken the stan

thereto toll provisions which were clearly unaccep

22. ' The Minister. of Trade and Commerce questioned the advisoabilit Of
âppôinting a' Board of Engineers as wa c Authort y was

the C
established under

Committee before the St. Lawrence Sea y
e islation enacted at the,last session of Parliament. Ino â ôf

the terms of the 1 g
the' numerous;conflicting interests involved, he f^reason it w ould be

poss^bly reach a stalemate and for thisEngineers might1 if the Authority could be appointed in the near future to exercise some
useful
overall control over the Board of Engineers. b ssible to consider

seaway to be on a joint basis as contemplated in the 1941 • Agôf thenschehme
Agreement; however, made no - provision for

The situation would be substantially altered if
through the imposition of tolls. attaching
the United States now proceeded tô 'alter - the 1 âblAgreement

Canada.by
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appointed by the Federal government and one each
and Quebec. by the Provinces of Ontario
24. The Cabinet,

after considerable further discuss'
(a) approved in principle'the establishment of a Canadian Boar

comprising 'three members appointed d of Engineers
Ontario^and one b by the' Federal government, one by

y Quebec; draft terms of reference for such a Board to be
prepared and submitted by the Continuing Committee; and,

(b) agreed that the Canadian Ambassador at Washington be directed
informally to the U.S. • State Department com ments rected to pass

suggested by the Continuing Committee on certain provisions o on the lines
U.S. legislation presently before Congress; the message to th tained in
this connection to be subject to the approval e Ambassador in

of the Minister of Transport andthe Secretary of State for External Affairs.

768:

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
Extractfront Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET

PCO

[Ottawa,] February 4, 1952.

ST. LAWRENCE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT; BOARD OF ENGINEERS• '
ESTABLISHMENT; TERMS OF REFERENCE

^1• The Minister of Transport,
referring to 'discussion at the meeting ofJanuary 23rd, 1952, submitted and read draft terms of

referenceEngineers to be established for the purpose of co•ord' for a Board of
governments concerned in the application to'the ^nating the interests of the
s10n on power development in the International Section Joint Commis-River,

ection of the St. Lawrence
An explanatory note had been circulat

(Memorandum, Continuing Committee• on
Power Pro'ect, Jan. the St. Lawrence Seaway and^ 30, 1952 'Cab. Doc. 25•52)1
of thet r. Chevrier submitted recommendat ions

Board. He added that he would be^ absenttfromeOttawa during the next
ggested that the Minister of Trade and Commerce mi ht^0mmunicate by telephone with the Premiers

to^ôbtain their concurrence in the aof Ontario and gthose two
ppointment of one membeQruf from eachdorprovinces, of2. The Cabinet. after discussion:(a) ,agreed that a five-man Bappoint,.,, b t oard of En

pntario ` Y the Federal government and oner each by^ hethroevee were to be.. , ,. and p̂
Quebec, be established to co-ordinate the in erest m^ ts of

' ' - of the
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cerned' in the application to
tionalthe Section of

International
th

e Joint :SCommis
congovernments Lawrence

sion on power development in the Interna

River;
th

Ie terms of reference for the said Board as suPbmoiteCe
â by,dthe

4(b) approved
Continuing Committee on the St.^ Lawrence Seaway

and Power
and Commerce obtained

(c) " agreed that, if and when t heof Ontario n Quebec in the proposed course
the concurrence of the Premiers ed establishing the Board of Engineers and

..... ,, , . PCO+ • ^ , .

of action, Orders in Council be pass
roviding for the appointment thereto of three Federal members.

P

,TOP SECRET

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] March 4, 1952

••.
ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT; U.S. CONGRESSIONAL RESOLUTIONS;

K
Y; OGOKI-LONG LAC DIVERSIONS •

PROPOSED NAVIGATION TREAT

Transport, referring to discussion at the ûreslof the
16. The Minister of

February 4th, 1952, said the government's objections of the 1941 Agreement onrova
. Resolutions currently before Congress for app

and otherDevelopment Project had been disc De
informally the

nthe St.
Canadian

Lawrence
Embassy : at Washington

officials of the U.S . Administration.
U.S. Admin straton had

artment not acted odo

the. Canadian suggestions, since^they felt very strongly thât any of
attempt

the to1941
so at this stage would seriously Jeopardizë the chances of. approval

.Agreement. ,., that the Senate Foreign Relations Committedâ would
It was understood t

ude hearings and perhaps vote on Senate Resolution S.J. nâ. PoWer Project
concl

The Continuing Committee on the St .
und
the

he Resolution was reported out b fo
had recommended that, if and when ro riate occasion might be
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, an app P slt^on of the m^nha'be
for putting on ; record with the Stat DuPon beforee CnSress. This gmi ht8government with respect to , the re . the simple statement that it
done in the fùrm of a memorandum g to accept some of the proposed

discussionsbe' difficult for the Canadian geférrin to the oral
mod;fications of 'the 1941 Agreement and r g

eawayalready held 6n 'the particular points. Committee on S. Lawrence SChairman, Continuing
and Power Project, Mar`ch 3,1952 -

Cab. Doc.'75'S

o
)uht that, in submitti ^c

(Memorand um, 8

External Affairs th g taken
17: ,The Secretary of State for

ârtrinent, every care should be
^ sucha memorandum to the State Dep
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ensure that the U.S. Administration assumed responsibilit fo
amendments that might result from our suggestions. y r sponsoring any

18: The Minister of Trade and Commerce
felt Canadalikely to jeopardize approval of the 1941 A greement should do nothing

found, after approval; that the Congressi nâl measures c ontCongress If it were
alned certainfeatures which' were completely unacceptable to the Ca nadianwould no doubt be possible to obtain from the U.S. Admint ationernment,' it

that amending'legislation would be put through Congress. assurances
19. Mr. Chevrier

also submitted draft treaties on navigation rights '
Lawrence River and Great Lakes System and on the diversion ,in the St.the

Great Lakes. The first treaty would be designed of waters into
permanent basis U.S. and Canadian navigation right^ 'in all bo undarystablish on a
including the St. Lawrence and Great Lakes System. The second waters
confirm Canada's right to use for hydro-electric purposes the wtreaty would
into the Great Lakes System at.Ogoki and Long Lac. • ers diverted

Explanatory notes had been circulated.

:(Memôranda, Chairman, Continuing Committee on the
Seaway and Power Project, March 3rd. 1952 - Ca St. Lawrence'
?0. The Cabinet,'after discussion, agreed that: b' Docs. 76 and 77-52)+

(a) if and when Sénate - Resolution S.J. 27 were reported out by, the U.S.Senate Foreign Relations Committee, the Canadian .Washington be asked to put on record ait the State De part Ambassador at
making the general statement that it might be difficultefor memorandum

theto accept some of the provisions of , the Senate R e Canadian
would have the effect of amending substantivel esolution which
stating further that, notwithstanding such objecti n ble f aturAgreement, and
govérnment did not wish to place any , insu era es: the Canadianbleeventual âpproval of the 1941 Agreement by Congress;ess• barriers in the way` of
(b) , the Continuing Committee discuss wi th

and,

forthçoming meetings on the St. Lawrence Project the^S.
possibility

officials during à the
treaties on navigation rights in boundary waters and of negotiating
the Great Lakes System along the lines recommen on diversion of waters into

• , , ded by the Committee.

770.^

Extractfrom Cabinet Conclusions ,

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
PCO

[Ottawa,J March 25, 1952

36,= ST. LAWRENCE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
March qthMtnister of Transport, referring ' to disc

, 1952, said that during meetings, on March 6th
' and 7thmw, hng of, U.S.
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officials-. on the St. Lawrence Seaway and Power • Project, it had been hoped
some assurances would be obtained as to a target date for submission to the
International Joint .; Commission of,. concurrent applications :, for , power
development based on the assumption of an all-Canadian'seaway, and that, if
Congress did,not approve the,1941 Agreement, Washington could find some
method to develop the U.S. share of power without giving rise to constitutional
or legal problems that would create further delays. The discussions had made it
clear, however, that such assurances could not be obtained immediately.

The resolution on the project presently under consideration by the. U.S.
Senate Foreign, Relations Committee might be reported out by the committee
in a few weeks, without vote, and it was thought unlikely that it would then
obtain the support of the required Senate majority. No action by the House
Public Works Committee on the resolution that had been before it since last
October appeared likely during the current session.

Mr. Wrong, the Ambassador in Vashington, had suggested that the U.S.
government's reluctance to designate a power-development authority probably
resulted more from conflict between the U.S. and New York power policies
than,from fear of the possible effect of such designation on the attitude of
Congress to the 1941 Agreement. United States officials had indicated earlier
that, if it became necessary to proceed without express Congressional approval,
it fwould probably be impossible to devise a plan for power development on the
U.S. side" that would definitely remove I the risk of litigation and delay. NZr.
Wrong thought that, if as' seemed likely, the 1941 Agreement failed to gain
Congressional approval, the major difficulties in implementing the Canadian
plan would possibly arise from conflict between the U.S. and New York power
policies rather than the legal or constitutional problems mentioned.

Recently the Legal Adviser of the State Department had suggested that, as
the 1941 Agreement would probably` not be approved at this session, Nsr•
Wrong should inform Mr. Acheson that, in Canada's opinion, it had not been
possible to secure approval of the ` 1,941 Agreement at an "early" date within
the meaning of the agreement between the Prime Minister and the President,

AM '. ask that thé 'U.S: government • now consider designating a power-
development authority. Hé had also intimated that, if this step were not taken
soon, it, might be difficult for Mr. Truman' later to designate the New York
Power Authority as the U.S. agency.

In the light of the government's declared intention to proceed with an all=
Canadian seaway`if Congressional approval of the 1941 Agreement were not
obtained at an early date, and although litigation in the United States might
considerably delay construction, he recommended that a request for immediate
designation of= a power-development authority. • in the United States be
forwarded to Mr. Truman by Mr. Wrong through Mr. Acheson, and that the
Board of Engineers . be asked to prepare the Canadian application to the
International Joint Commission as soon as possible.

F 37. The Minister of Trade and Commerce favoured pressing the. U.S.

government in the manner proposed.
. .^ , :.. .a^. . ^ .,..
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-38. The Prime Minister

thought he should not make a direcPresident unless an approach through . Mr.
Wrong failed. t request to the

TheState for External Affairs could discuss with Mr. Wrong Secretary of
latter's approach. the timing of the
39. The Cabinet,

after further discùssion, àp roved the
the Minister of Transport and agreed that: p recommendations of

(a) a request for immediate designation of the appropriate
ment authority in the United States be forwarded to the Presider-develop-
Ambassador in Washington, through the U.S. Secretary of S tate;nt by the
the request to be settled by the Secretary of State for External ' the timing ofAmbassador; Affairs with the
(b) the Board of Engineers be requested to me

drafting of the Canadian application to the Interna every effort to complete
the earliest possible date. tional Joint Commission at

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure
DEA/1268-D-40

à l 'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis s
Secretary ofState for External Affairs

to Ambassador in United States
TELEGRAM EX-643

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIÂTE.

ST. LAWRENCE WATERWAy
Confirming our telephone conversation •PleaSë see the Secretary of State as soon as few moments ago, would you

possible and tell him that inaccordance with arrangements previously agreed un b t
Prime Minister, and subsequent discussions,- the. y he President and the
that`}he President should designate the aPPropĉ ti

'ate
time

think,
U.
has

S. Ponowwer
come, we

authority sothat the submission for the Canadian waterway
Interna-tional Joint Commission. The recent information can

whichbe you
made

have
to the

sent us fromwashington on this matter indicates that we
as forrnally as possible. should now act without delay and
f 2•

For your ôwn information, it
to approach the President direct may be necessary later for the Prime MinisterMa in this matter,

y be carried out Howevcr, that time so that the earlier undertakings
shauld,' in any event; be your a

roac has not yet arrived, and the first step
PP h r. Acheson. Ends. ,. . to M

Ottawa, March 26, 1952
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DEA/1268-40

L'ambassadeur auz États- Unis

I

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of Staté for External Affairs ""

Washington, March 26, 1952
TELEGRAM WA-830

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

ST." LAWRENCE PROJECT.

1. In accordance with your instructions telephoned this morning, I saw the
Secretary of State this afternoon. I referred to the passage in the communique
of September 28th last in which the President undertook to "su`pport Canadian
action as second best if an early commencement on the joint development does
not prove possible". I said that the Canadian Government considered that there
was now no serious possibility that the 1941 agreement would be approved by
this Congress and that therefore the time had come to take the steps necessary
to proceed with the Canadian waterway. The first of such steps would be for
the President to designate a United States authority to develop, in conjunction
with Ontario,' the power facilities. Application could then be made to the
International Joint Commission for approval. I asked Mr. Acheson to take the
matter up with the President as a matter of urgency as soon as he could do so
after the President's return to Washington tomorrow.

2. Mr. Acheson undertook to do this. We then had a discussion of the
congressional situation during which Peterson, who 'wâs with Mr. Acheson,
gave a gloomy account of the: prospects. He said that the Foreign Relations
Committee was tied up with the mutual security program until probably April
20th, and that if, it then reported' the St: Lawrence 'Project, there would
certainly _be n filibuster by 'the opponents on"the floor. (Senator Lehman's

11office takes the' more optimistic "view that the ,Sénate Committee would
probablÿ vote 'next week and informs us that'in caucus the majority leader in
the Senate announced that ^ the St. Lawrence ProjecC ought to be brought
forward at an early date, without arousing opposition from Senator Connally.)

i 3. . Mr. Acheson also said that he would discuss'the various legal problems
°involved with Mr.-Adrian Fisher. Hé thought it mlght be feasible to go éerting

with the application to the I.J.C. while keeping alive the possibility of
to the '1941 agreement if Congressy should approve it before the I.J.C. made

rççommendations:
.I iiientioned to him that I understood that the Prime Minister was readhen

^approach the President directly if that would be of assistance. (I had not t
received your' EX-643 of today, in which this : was mentioned hims lf
information:) He said that he would prefer to talk first to the President
and would let me know if the President considered that a letter from the Prime
Minister would be useful to him.
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Extrait des conclûsions du Cabinet
PCO

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] April 8, 1952

t • ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT62. The Secretary of State for External 'Affairs, referringmeeting of March 28th, 1952,•said the U.S. Secretary of S
tat

discussion at the
President over the week-end about the Canadian requesthatMr had seen the

takeearly action to designate an authority in the United States respo si
ble
uman

for thedevelopment of power on the U.S. side of the international sec '
Lawrence River. Mr. Truman had indicated a tlon' of the St.
over, the years in awaiting U.S. action on theeStt^Lawr nceadi s patience
Acheson had subsequently suggested that Mr. Pearson dis p oJect. Mr.
Mr. Truman and it had now been learned that Mr. Trumanswhe matter with
receive him on April 14th. He and the Minister of Transport, who prepared to
Washington at that time, could therefore call on Mr.` Truman w°uld be inthis were ;

considered desirable. It appeared wise to take advantageproposed if
opportunity with a view to obtaining a decision at the e iestvantage of this
Mr. Acheson was hopeful that Mr. Truman would be rom possible date.
decision although it would be recalled that his Secretâr pt in arriving at a
opposed to designation of the New York Power Authorityy of the Interior was
63. The Minister of Transport mentioned that the B

established to prepare a draft of the Canadian r

e

oard of EngineersJoint
Commission and of a set of conditions to overce to the International

n
ai en, project appeared to have nearly completed its tas

the operation of the
however, in that the k• A difficulty had

questions with re ard to '^ Quebec member of the Board had now raised
been a g , Method of Regulation No. 5" which had long sinceBoard pproved by engineering officials in both countries. The Chairman of

planned to have the Quebec and Ontario members meet sh the
hope of.clearing up this matter. ortly in the

It`would still be necessary to hold a further
officials to discuss certain

nding eng ineering
meeting of Canadian and U.S.

64.
The Prime Minister thought the proposed and legal problems.

useful is it .was desirable •that Mr. Truman be imto the President would be
committed'to early action ` on the power project

ade to feel that he was
down on the - undertaking he had ivenin and that he would be fallingdesignate a g the autumn if he did not nowaction Power development authority. If he agreed at an early date to take, it

might be necessary for the government to roceed '
to the Commission without the express agree p with its reference
the Board of Engineers. The position was ment of the Quebec member of

that
advice but that the governmènt had the responsibilitythe Board was expected to give
the ^^mmission. for making a reference to
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.65.! The Cabinet, after further discussion, noted the report of the Secretary of

State for External Affairs and agreed that:
(a) the Secretary of State for External Affairs and the Minister of Transport

accept an invitation to call on 'President Truman on April 14th to press the
Canadian, request that he take prompt action to permit reference of the St.
Lawrence Power Project to the International Joint Commission;

the Board(b) every effort be made to ensure early completion of the work of
of Engineers and of discussions with U.S. officials so that there might be no
risk of delay in submission of the Canadian reference to the International Joint
Commission in the'event of Mr. Truman acting promptly.

774.
DEA/1268-D-40

" . . . , : .
Compte rendu d'une discussion

Record of Discussion... .,

CONFIDENTIAL
Washington, April 14, 1952

AGREED RECORD OF DISCUSSION WITH THE PRESIDENT
ON THE ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT HELD AT THE

WHITE HOUSE ON APRIL 14TH

At the meeting in the President's Office at 12:30 p.m. on April 14th there
were present from the Administration:

President Truman,
Mr. Dean Acheson, Secretary of State,
Mr. David Bruce, Under-Sécretary of State,
Mr. Stanley Woodward, United States Ambassador to Canada, and
Mr. Charles Murphy, Special Counsel to the President.

The Canadian representatives were:
The Honourable L.B. Pearson, Secretary of State for Extcrnal Affairs,
The Honourable Lionel Chevrier, Minister of Transport, and -

Mr. Hume Wrong, Ambassador to the United States.

The President opened the meeting by saying that thére had been more than
enoûgh delay- in`getting the St. Lawrence project under way and that he was

anxious, that it should be started as soon as possible. There was, however, some

prospect that the Senate would act on the 1941 Agreement; the Senate
Foreign

Relations Committee was to consider the matter= on April 22 and it wasthe
expected that' the Committee would report the joint resolution ^ô ldsconsent
agreement. He therefore asked that the Canadian Government s
to wait for thirty days in order to determine.what action the Senate gofor a
adding that this was the last time on which he would make a sugg estion

further delay.
;,,,4 He'asked Mr. Acheson whether he ha&any comments to make onpatience
opening remarks. Mr. iAcheson said that he fully agreed that the

shown by the Canadia"n Government was extraordinary, and he supported the
views expressed by the Presidentmade b

y the President. The Canadian
Mr. Pearson welcomed the remarks in taking the

Government however was anxious that there should be no delay
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first step necessary to clear the way for the construction of
Canada, which was agreement on a= reference. to the Interenationalwaterway by
Commission of the power phases of the project *by both Governments. Joint
reference as soon as possible would not prejudice the joint ro Such a
were to act before the end of the session. P J ct if Congress

Mr. Truman said that he had no objection whatever to the two
proceeding to a reference 'to the International Joint Commission wovernments
delay. He asked Mr..Murphy to speak on the problem of desi any

gnating a UthoutnitedStates agency to share in the construction of the power facilities.
Mr. Murphy'said that it would not be necessary immediatel t

particular agency. Later on a particular agency could be na y° specify any
med after it becameclear that the Congress would not act on the joint project.

the reference to the I.J.C. would cover the Canadian waterwayHe asked whether
power facilities. as well as the

Mr. Pearson said that it was not necessary to refer the Can
to the I.J.C. The Canadian Government, however, was preParedadian waterway

most definite assurances that the waterway would be constructed by CanadaThe engineers designated by Canada
to give the

Canada.
the' power facilities by the I.J.C. wôuld beatheesgineering board set up for
responsible for the plans for navigation. ame men who'would be

Mr. Acheson then inquired whether any issues concerning water
Lawrence would arise` in connection with the building ater levels in the

the canal inCanadian territory.
Mr. Chevrier explained that in constructing

of the Canadianwaterwaÿ the plans employed for regulation•of levels were those
Method No. 5 in the plans for the joint project and t

hat
embodied as

these plans had beenfùlly agreed by the engineers of both countries. Mr. Pearsonwas found that the building of a Canadian waterwaynvolvedmarked that if it
within the scope of the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909 matters coming
in the river might have to consided by the I.J.C. ^ the question of levels

' In answer to a question by Mr. Acheson, Mr.
assurancethat the plans for power development would be the sameChevrier

as those
gave an

worked out inthe 1941 Agreement if the waterway was to be constru
Mr. Pearson and Mr. Chevrier remarked th cted by Canada.

the United States agency which would c at it would be an advantage if
York Power Authority. They explained tperate with Ontario were the New
already worked out an agreement on the trickat On tario and New York had
betweenpower' and navigation facilities,and i q st^on of the division of costs
not to disturb this, that it would be very convenient

.
The President agreed that the two governments s

preparing an application to the I.J.C., remarkin thatould go ahead at once in
COngr^s to move
United .,on the joint project. He g this might stimulate the

States departments and a encie
asked Mr. Murphy to urge the

preparation of an application as rapidly s s sCOncerned to get on with the
a°Ything that was legal, legitimate anairo further He added that he would do

the project at this time.
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Mr. Murphy observed that one of the things that of aUned States
to get before the Federal Power Commission an application

entity :. for permission to construct - the United States share ' of the power

facilities.
Mr. Acheson then said that he wished to be quite clear on the agssioneas

which had been . reached. Was he correct in.
left afte lr gh eSenate Foreign

concluding that a period - of thirty days would be efore
Relations Committee consider the joint projec t

that later on
a
f bt becamei

application would be submitted to the . I.J.C., and t

apparent that the joint project was dead, a specific
would kd^designated

by the President to develop the United States part of the power

- Mr. Pearson said that that was not his exact undersÎJCnas soonaas it
understood was that an application would be filed with the ril
could be prepared without any necessity for waiting thtd

thirty-day f rd,the
22nd if the application was ready before then. During the

Peo

designation by the United States of a particularollôwcif Connres had takenwno
development was not expected, but the joint project within
action in due course. ,If the Congress were to

the
eration

that time, or indeed at any time while the application ^as revert
consid

1941
by the I.J.C., both governments would be ready
Agreement and withdraw the matter from the I.J.C.

The President endorsed the interpretation given b of the'app i^ tion
agreed to proceed as rapidly as possible with the preparation
to the I.J.C. It was also agreed that the press should be informed at once..

. . , • ^ _ , . , . . . • + ' pC0

775..
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet,. ,
Éxtract from Cabinet Conclusiôns

.

TOP SECRET

` f 'i5An explanatory note had been c1rcu e •
b n,,, 133-52)'

'project when submitted.
1a'

d

reference to the International joint Commission on
e way ,

would be -drafted in such a manner as. not to delaye d
in any

evel Pmentreference
consideration and approval of the application on the St. Lawrenc

tnéeting of ^March' 28th, 1952ûéû ô
ltof highrwater levels on the Great Lakes

govcrnment s request that the q The draft note, as revised,
be referred to the International Joint Commission. • ested
indicated that the: government was prepared '

to th
concur in,

understandeng that the

39 The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring the U.S.d d it ri ly to

[Ottawa,] April 30, 1952

I'HIGH WATER LEVELS IN THEGREAT LAKES; .,

REFERENCE
TO INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION

• ' a°^ t discussion at the

(Minister's memorandum, April 26, 1952 - Ca . •
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'40: The Minister of Transport pointed out that it ^

concurrent applications in respect of- the St. Lawrence devel pmentP
blro'ectmight be filed with the International Joint Commission in a few weeks'

^the circumstances, it might be preferable to Postpone our re
p ly to

time. In
request regarding water levels until such time as the St. Lawrence applications
had actually been submitted to the Commission.
41. Mr. Pearson

thought it would be politically and otherwise undesirable
withhold any longer Canadian concurrence in the reference of the high to
levels

problem. The 'draft reply to the U.S. request, however, water
reworded to make it unmistakably clear , that the St. Lawrence ^a mlgcatit be
would have priority consideration by the International Joint Co pp on
if submitted later than the high water levels reference. mmission even
42. The Cabinet,' after discussion, approved in princi 1e

U.S. government's request for reference of the high wat
er

p the draft reply to the
Great Lakes. to the International Joint Commission subjectetor

ev slon
blem on the

alongthe lines suggested by the Secretary of State for External Affairs a
nd clearancewith the Minister of Trade and Commerce and the Minister of Transport.

sport.77

TOP SECRET

, Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet PCO

Extr"act from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,]; May 6, 1952

ST. LAWRENCE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT;
APPLICATION TO THE INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISS(ON25. The : Minister of Transport submit ted

International Joint Commission respecting the develo pmentf t of
application

power .
to the
in the'International

Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River . . prepared as a result of meetings of the joint Legal andT
Endi a ft had been

Committees at. Washington on April 24th and 25
th

g nring Sub-
discussions between Canadian Government officials and and of subsequent
Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission. It had now represèntatives of the
the U.S. State Department for consideration and com been communicated to

An explanatory note had been circulated,
ment.

(Secretary's memorandum, May 5, 1952 - ,
26• The Cabinet noted with approval the

Cab. Doc. 136-52)
draft application to the Interna-tional Joint Commission respecting develo meRapidss p nt of power in the InternationalTranspoit

Section of the St. Lawrence River as submitted by the Minister
.. . . of
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TOP SECRET

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet 1

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] May 14, 1952

ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT; PREPARATION OF CANADIAN AND U.S.

APPLICATIONS TO THE INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION FOR

POWER DEVELOPMENT

1. The Minister of Transport, referring to discussion at the meeting of May
6th, 1952, said copies of the-draft-U.S. application to the International Joint
Commission on development of power in the International Rapids-Section of
the St. Lawrence River had now been received.

One of the more important differences betwe en Canadian and U.S.
Control should bedrafts was that the U.S. version provided that

appointed by and remain under the supervision of the International Joint
Commission. The Canadian application had provided that such a Board should
be appointed by and remain under the direction of the two governments.

Federal, Ontario and Quebec engineers apparently favoured the Canadian
proposal. They had pointed out that the International Joint Commission was in
many respects a quasi-judicial bôdy and that for this reason, amongst others, it
would seem inappropriate for the Commission to carry out administrative
functions such as those with which the proposed Board of Control would be

charged.
It was further feared that the present wording of the clause in the U.S. draft

relating to allocation of costs between the Canadian and U.S. power developing

entities might prejudice our existing agreement with the Province of Ontario,
and the 'Interdepartmental Committee on the St. Lawrence Project had
sujgested that the looser wording in the Canadian draft application would be
preferable from our point of view. , - :

2. The Prime . Minister•. pointed out that the federal government had
committéd itself to construct the seaway as an all-Canadian undertaking on
clear understariding that allocation of costs would be on the basis as lr that
the 1951 Canada-Ontario 'Agreement. Any substantial - departure from the
basis might place the government's commitment respecting develop tfor the

I seaway in a different light. He did not see why it would not be possible
Canadian and U.S: applications to be drawn in such a manner, as tdé ^fâble^r
costs to be allocated in each country on whatever basis seemed most,. .

°•4 3: The °Secretary to', the Cabinet pointed out that a clause requesting the
# International Joint Commission to allocate costs between the power developingState
entities had been inserted in the application at the suggestion of the U.S.
Department, because it was felt in Washington that this might be on^iolat ng

way in

'wh^ch New York State could be allowed to develop power, without
.S. Constitution, by entering into an agreement with Ontario. It

seerned
s inthe U

important to the Interdepartmental Committee that the relevant clausossible,
both sections should be drafted in such a manner that it would be p
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during I.J.C. hearings, to submit to the Commission 'a sugest
costs for both countries which would be along the lines of the

a
911ocation of

Ontario Agreement. It.should be borne in mind that for
practi 51 Canada-

allocation of costs to power would probably: have to be id al purposes the
countries, as,the Province of Ontario could not be expected to âlcal in both
more for electric, energy than New

York State, because, in bot gree to paypower would be coming from the same development. h cases, the
.,

The Chairman of the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission
informed, in confidence, by the head of the New York State had been
that there was every indication that the U.S.,government would, Authority,
future, name New,York as the power developing agenc

y in uld, in the near
theIf this. were true, it might be possible to suggest to Washin
gton

United States.
government now agree to seek New York's acceptance of an allocation the U.S.
similar to that agreed to by Canada and Ontario. of costs
4. The Minister of,Trade and Commerce thought thethe proposed Board-of Control should be question as to whether

by the International Joint Commission, as suggestedbb t he
y

two governments or
ewas relatively -unimportant and that Canada should accept the Department,

if there was any thought that any other course of action U.S. suggestion
project. might jeopardize the
5. Mr. St. Laurent believed there might indeedAmerican :suggestion that the Board of Control be a be i some merit in the

under the general supervision of the International Joint ^o ted by and remain
latter body had been established as a result of a treat mmission, since the
Canada which was legally binding on both countries. . y between the U.S. and
6• Mr. Chevrier said the Canadian Ambass

asked to *arrange a meeting between a ppropriateador
U.S,at and

Washington
Canadian

had beenfor the folio'
officialsmore i ing Friday, May 16th; with a view to

mpcrtant points of difference between the U Sh^an agreement on the^applications. d Canadian draft
7• The"Secretary of statef•or External

had now agreed to place the St. Lawrencé̂ airs reported that the U.S. Senate
27).on its agenda.. There wcre only twô other;mlut^on (Senate Resolution S.J.
Lawrence Resolution on the Agenda and it was portant items ahead of the St.

possibleSt..Lawrence measure might take place in a w
eek

that discussion on the
as 'a result of such discussion, afavourable v ote m igh t two. It waswhich mi ht

any
possible that,

g
cause the U.S. ^Administration'to seek a furthersecu red in the Senate

action on the all-Canadian seawa ' even postponemcnt of
ti^ shope that action of any kind would be takenthough there did not appear to be

iduring_the course of the present sessi
on

the House of Representa•
that'prePârations for the submission of ' For this reason, it was important
IJ•^: should concurrent power applications to thebe completed as quickly as possible.

8'^ The,' Cabtnet'
Tràns ` • after discûssion, noted the report of the

Minister ofLawr p°tt on the `
reference to the International Joint CommissionPoWer Project and: mission on the St.
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`(a) agreed that . the ! U.S. suggestion that the proposed Board - of Control be
appointed by and 'remain- under the general supervision of! the ; International
Joint Commission be accepted; if it seemed likely that non-acceptance would in
any - way ^ jeopardizé the chance's , of an . early submission: of': concurrent
applications for power development to the International Joint Commission;

of(b) that every effort be made to secure U.S. acceptance of. an allocation o
costs to power similar to that' ' ' envisaged in the 1951' Canada-Ontario
Agreement and that the relevant clauses in both applications be drafted in such
a manner as to make such an allocation of costs possible; and,
'(c) noted with approval the proposed meeting of Canadian and U.S. officials
at'.Washington on May 16th for the purpose of reconciling differences between
the Canadian and U.S. draft applications to the International Joint Commis-

,, .
sion.

778.

TOP SECRET

Extrait des 'conclusions du 'Cabinét ,
^. .

Extract from Cabinet. Conclusions.

[Ottawa,] May 21, 1952

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY AND POWER PROJECT;

PREPARATION OF APPLICATIONS TO INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION

3. The Minister of Transport reported that members of the Canadian
Interdepartmental Committee on the St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Project
had met with members of, the U.S. Inter-Agency Committee on May 16th in
Washington,, to' discuss differences between the Canadian and U.S. draft

applications to the International . Joint' Commission respecting power -
development in the International Rapids Section, of the, St. Lawrence River
with ; a view to achieving consistent and , mutually, satisfactory texts. All
differences between the two drafts, ,with one major exception, were reconciled
with relative ease and agreed drafts were produced in which, although there
were still some textual differences, the substance of both applications remained
consistent. The one point on.which it was not possible to reach agreement was
the, question as to kwhether"the 'whole of the costs of-the commo,- aor â^tlon
contemplated in'the 1951 Canada-Ontario Power Agreement) or only portion
of such costs was to be attributed to'power. ï, the

U.S. officials 'had. advanced many arguments to demonstrate t^al the
allocation of the whole cost of the common-works to power, as envisag tance in
Canadian proposal, might jeopardize the project by making its accep ht f nd
the United States difficult since the, Federal .Power Commissionitsion the United
itself unable to grânt- a licence to the power developing y to pay
States if it were established'that power cônsumers would be called upon
any portion of costs which might not reasonably be attributed to power.,..
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Members of the Canadian Committee were inclined to feel that many,
of the arguments advanced by U.S. officials were none too valid ^' if not

in the long run, the Canadian proposal,- as it stood, might be ac ceptedand that,
United States. In the circumstances, however, the government in the

wish. tomightconsider adding to its present commitment, regarding the seaway mcertain costs
which could be considered exclusively required for navigation needs
the $14 million that Ontario and New . York. were expected to remit, such as
Federal . government in lieu -of provision for maintenance of to the

thenavigation, which , would become unnecessary with construction of 14-foot
waterway, a certain percentage of the $20 million dredging above the 27-foot

tworks, which would not be required if power were to b the power
finally the cost estimated at $1.5 million of further dee

e pening
alone, and

g the channel onthe U.S. side of the boundary in the Thousand Islands Section.
An explanatory note was circulated.

(Memorandum, Continuing Committee on the St. Law
Power Project, May 19, 1952 - Cab. Doc. 156-52)t rence Seaway and
4. Mr. Chevrier

thought it might be ur}wise to reopen at
question of the $14 million repayment in lieu of mâintenanceis time the

ofnavigation. In so far as the $20 million additional dred in abo 14-foot
works was concerned, Canadian engineers were of th g g ve the power

that this would berequired for a sound development of power quite a a te
fromHowever, there did seem to be some merit in Canada a rreme' navigation needs.

undertake the $1.5 million of additional dredging in, the Th at this time to
Section if, as seemed probable, the United States could not °usand Islands

undertakein :view ,of the : Administration's inability to secure the this work
Congress. required funds from
5., The Prime Minister believed it would be , ^I

the nature of the government's commitment unwise to modify substantially
completely different now from that in 1941, when a j

eaoint' and
The situation was

Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin dévelopment programme all-embracing
with Canada receiving credit for work already done, such was contemplated
spent on the Welland Canal. As a consequence, Canada could tn e$132 million
to a'return to the concept of allocation of the so-called c ot now consent
bétween power and navi ation. ommon-works costsobtainin g In view of the apparent impossibility of
Province of pn ario and approval for the 1941 Agreement and, since bo t
alone the State of New York were prepared in 1948 to share

all the costs, including common-works, of. develo in
oInternational

Rapids Section without the dee the
p waterway, P g

the P wer in
governmentth'sproposal;'was and remained that Canada would agree to build

were required to provide a 27-foot waterway between L whatever works
Port of Montreal, after Ontario and a suitab e en t i ty ake Ontario and the
agreed to construct and pay for all the worksreuirednf orthe United States had
^ ier alone: He agreed, however, that the United Statthe development of

ht be informedCanada was prepared to do whatever dred in Wa igreuired in theThOUSand Islands Section and to include
the cost^. of such dredg ng in thepr0P4Sed toll structure on shipping.
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6. The Minister of Trade and Commerce thought it would be inadvisable to
modify the ïextent of the Federal government's commitment on the Seaway in
any _manner which would involve:a modification of the 1951 Agreement with
Ontario on Power Development.
7: The'Cabinet, after discussion, agreed that the extent of the Canadian

government's" undertaking on the ' International Section of.the St. Lawrence
project should remain on the basis outlined in the- 1951' Canada-Ontario Power
Agreement .but that, in addition to this commitment, the government was
prepared to provide a 27-foot waterway between Lake Ontario and the Port of
Montreal including approximately $1.5 million dredging on the U.S. side of the
boundary in the Thousand Islands Section which latter cost would be included

in the toll structure.

[Ottawa,]:May 30, 1952

^ . .

. ST. LAWRENCE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT;

CLARIFICATION OF THE CANADIAN COMMITMENT,,.
TO CONSTRUCT THE DEEP, WATERWAY ,

21: The Minister of Transport, referring to discussion at the meeting of.May
20th, said -thatthe Canadian.Ambassador at Washington had suggested that
the best means of clarifying the nature of the Canadian commitment in respect
of the StAawrence Seaway, insofar as U.S. officials were concerned, might be

for.Mr. Wrong to address a:letter to the Chairman of the .U.S. .Inter-Agency
Committee,on the St. Lawrence Project, containing a brief ; statement on the
scope and intent of the Canadian government's proposal for an alternative all-
Canadian: deep waterway., The Interdepartmental Committee on the St.
Lawrence Seaway and Power Project had concurred in this suggestion and had

'prepared a draft letter which was submitted for consideration and approval.
The letter would make it clear that the application to the International Joint

'Commission•now contemplated in, both Canada and the. United States was an
•application.Tor the develôpment,of powerin the International Rapids Section of
the: St: ^ Lawrence River.-and not. an application for the develop

the United States suggestion that the'nâvigation^and power. As a consequence, power
International, Joint Commission be asked to allocate costs as between p
'an&navigation was } unacceptable,' ; although - Canada would,

to

evelopthe
-applicants - requesting . the I:J.C: •'to allocate between the power
^entities the costs of all the works- and. undertakings for which thosCanadian
'were to be responsible.,The'letter would go on to explain.that the
proposal was based on the assumption that approval of the 1941 agreement was

not possible in the near future and that, since' it has been determined that

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions
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power could be developed economically as an independent
International Rapids Section and since there was- clear

e
vidence project in the

in both Canada and the United States were anxious to develop that agencies
^.basis, the Canadian government had, with Parliamentary power on such a
itself. to build whatever additional works were re uired approval, committed
27-foot navigation between Lake ' Erie and the to allow uninterrupted
arrangements could be completed to ensure development of

poweroutlined in detail in the December
f Montreal provided

1951 Canada-Ontario Agreement on Power.It
was the Canadian government's expectation that all

theand undertakings relating to power development, as set costs of the works
outand in. the, Annex' thereto, would be borne equall b in that Agreement

agencies in both countries. y y the power developing
An explanatory note was circulated.

'(Memorandum; May 30,A 952, Chairman,Continuing Committee on the St.
Lawrence Seaway and Power Project: Cab. Doc. 168-5

'22. The Secretar • of 2) +Y f State for External 4ffairs thought it likelÿ that toPPonents of the project in the. United States would ar u he
:Power Commission and:the International Joint Commissione before the Federalproposal would ' result in :chargin ^ssion that the Canadian^

g power with certain costs which shouldrightfully'be allôcated'to navigation.
23.: The Printe Afinister agreed that U.S. odoubt seize' ûpon ever opportunity PPonents of the project would no

waterwa y
to block the development of the deep

bein y' The Canadian ' Government should nonetheless, at leas t
of the C

maintain
anàd ^n

i
ts rposition and simply offer a clear explânatio for the time

proposal as outlined in the draft letter submittede b natureMinister of Trânsport.
thé24. The Cabinet, after discussion,,agrecd that Y''^!ashington be instructed to forward immedia

te
ly the Canadian Ambassador at

,Inter-qgency Committee on the St. Lawrence p•to the Chairman of the U.S.
as,sûbtnitted by the Minister of Transport, roJcct the explanatory message
•. • • ,.

. . '
►

780.

'Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

[Ottawa,] June 18, 1952

MODIFICATION IN FINANCIAL [3ASIS OF.CAN

,ST. LAWREN

' ^The Prime ADIAN PROPOSAL
rePorted that theMinister,, referring to discussion at the meetin of May
bein U.S. Senate had, that day, effectivel g 30th,

8 the:1941 Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Y killed for the time'n favour; of Basin AgreementS,J, Resolution by votin 43 to 40solution
27 back to the Foreign Relations
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Committee fôr further, . study. He : hoped this ne w possible wouldthelprto
Congressional approval of _ the Agreement would not b e an and
expedite filing with the International^ Joint Commission; RapdsiSection
U.S. applications for development of power in the International
of.. the -St. *: Lawrence, River which was a. necessary pre-requisite to ' the

construction of the all-Canadian deep waterway.

on the nLawrence
terdepart-

During the -latest meeting between members of th e
mentaltal Committee and the U.S. Inter-Agency Committee out. that the U.S.
held - in, Washington on ` June 11 th, it had been pointed the Commission an
government might not find it possible to agre o thegcost of all . the features
application which involved charging to powe r
contained in the 1951 Canada-Ontario Power nAgreement and

either the
the annex

nor
thereto. U.S. officials had stated categorically that rse,the
the New York State power authorities would ; beob;d be savedubecause
Canadian government for. ha lf, the amount

continuance of 14-foot
construction of the,deep waterway by Canada that, out^ of a total of
navigatioi unnecessary. In addition, they suggested the about
aPProximately $75 million of,dredging and excavatio f ihe dee 1Vwa érw^ay an dfor the I ses

o $25 million was required excli^eiefore be âllôcated to navigation ,rr than to
the whole of this sum should power experts disagréed as to the
power. It was further suggested that, since po roximately
need for a control dam at Iroquois purély for power purposes, app
half of the 'cost , of this dam ($10.5 million) shoulddalVeo bestrongly eahat
nâvigation.It was finâlly suggested, but not presse y
nâvigation might be charged with an additional amount of apVparoxwmh Ch lwô $10
million representing alleged s^vings in constructing the water

y

result from concurrent construction of navigation and power. works. and

Fina
;;Together ` with the Ministers of Trade an Commerce, Transport

nce he had, the previoûs day, discussed the details of the U.S. proposal
,

with members of the Interdepartmental Committee. It hdad'b Would

to insist that New York

tbe difficult
that, sit'

14-foot navigation would ro^buis
e Canada for half the ^amount which would

otherwise have been expended in continuing present shallow-d Toximately $18

Furthermore, since Canadian engineeto be donepin^ thehlnternational Rapids
million of, the channel excavations
Section might not be required for. power purposes alone, it mig; Ôn ^o i

ndicate
d $15 mil

that Canada was prepared to contributilappro^n arioyand New York in that
of! the dredging to be undertaken jointly by

' ^ the river. In view of the opinion expressed by our engineen ândtthatsecti on of t
control dam at Iroquois could not be considered vfortdownstream
its essential purposes were to, provide

quate protection
at^on.power interests -and to help control water levels in Lake Ontario, he did no

think Canada should agree to allocation of any part of the cost to navig of
Inso," far as ; alleged ^ savings . resulting from ^ concurrent co TA 11 obabil^Y, be
navigation and power works were concerned, these woul , m a r works in

more
nullified b the speeding up of construction of navigation

than y
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order not to interfere with early development of the full ower, ppotential
Barnhart Island. In the circumstances, no additional allocatio at
navigation should be made on this score. n of costs to

He pointed out that, under-the. terms of Article XII of
Ontario Agreement, the Province of Ontario could the 1951 Canada-
reimburse Canada the total estimated cost of continuing 14a foot ne required to
however, it was now agreed that New York should be relieved avlgation.If,

ofhalf ; of the savings, : consideration should be, given to wheth reimbursing
Province of Ontario should have similar treatment o er or , not the
justification for attempting to collect from Ontario eir ther the w here ^would be
the cost of continuing 14-foot navigation. No decision need be r°le or half of
matter, immediately, eached in this

the If New York State and the Province of Ontario were t
in prsame manner, the net effect of the proposed modifications would beetosrly the

S
reducecost of producing , power, in the' International Rapids

estimated $403 million to $374 million and to increase Canada's 'ection from an
the seaway from an estimated $245 million to appr investment in
this last figure would have to be added anothe rx$1

.
5 em $274 million. To

undertook the 'dredging yet remaining to be done on the million if-Canada
boundary in the Thousand Islands Section. It had alre U.S.Sside of the
informally to

Washington that if, for any reason, the United been indicated
do this work, Canada was prepared to undertake it. The ted States could not

additionmillion to the total estimated cost of the deep waterwa of $30-odd
necessitate an increase of 8 or 9 percent in toll rates. y would Probably

It had also been suggested that further discussions
at the official level of theremaining differences between the Canadian and U.S. positions wuseful

purpose and.that ,the matter might now be taken ould serve noMinister
with President. Truman. He thought the up by the Prime

Washington might ascertain whether the suggested furtherCanadian Embassy at

be acceptable to the U.S. administration and, in the event of anconcessions would
answer, it might not be necessary for him to see the affirmative

President. There mightnonetheless.be advantage in having the Minister of Trans or
ton in'order, to reach formal agreement with p t go to Washing-
United States as to the contents and time the Secretary of State of thethe
the International Joint Commission, me of filing of the joint applications to

explanatory note was,circulated

(Memorandum, Privy Council Office, June 18, 1952 -6• The 1llialster of Transport
thought the Province•

Cab. Doc. 190-52)!

willing to beai• the whole cost of reimbursing Canada14-foot
in lieu of continuance of

exclusive use of the additional waters resulting ured to Ontario Hydro havingdiversions,
g from the Ogokl-Long Lac

dis^^'• A Laurent believed it inadvisable interject
°ns he might have with the President^ However thts aseno°n in to anytthat

following submission of the applications to the International °Joint
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Commission, Ontario Hydro and the New York State power authorities might
reach some agreement on this question.

8.- The Cabinet, after* discussion, noted the Prime Minister's report on United
States" suggestions for modifications in the financial basis of the Canadian
government's commitment on construction of the St. Lawrence deep waterway

and agreed that;
•(a) it be indicated 'to Washington that Canada was prepared to agree that
reimbursement in lieu of continuance of 14-foot" navigation be excluded from
the total costs to be allocated between the Canadian and U.S. power-
developing ntities and 'that, - in addition, the Canadian ^ government ' was
prépared to make â contribution of approximately $15 million to the costs of
dredging to be undertaken in the International Rapids Section by the power-

developing entities; and,
(b) the Prime Minister arrange an early interview with-President Truman; if

this were felt to be necessary, in order to'reach agreement on the terms of the
proposed joint applications to the International Joint Commission for the
development of power in the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence

River.

,

TOP SECRET

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

- RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

[Ottawa,j June 25, 1952

INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION; •
APPLICATION RE ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT...

1. The Prime Minister, referring to discussion at the meeting of June 19thaa
said information had been received from the Canadian Embassy at Was oWér
ton that the latest Canadian- proposal' on the St. Lawrence seaway and p
'development" appeared • to have been accepted by all . U.S. Federal agenciesabsent
concerned: The Chairman of the New York State Power AuthoritLyJ Saof^^ als
and it had not bien pôssible as yet to clear wlth hlm. However,
had arranged a meeting with him in NewYork City on June 26th.

It was possible ` that complete ' agreement on the • terms of the, joint
applications 'to ^ the International. Joint Commission might be reached by
Friday, June 27th, at which time s it might be advisable for the Ministcting
Transport . to proceed - to' Washington and meet, formally with the uch a
Secretary,of, State,of the,, United States. The publicity attendant upon
meeting might be advantageous both in Canada and the United States.

uVoir le document 852./See Document 852.

,;q
4
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3. The Cabinet; after discussion,

(a) noted the ' Prime Minister's `report on recent developments
and power . project and agreed thàt aents on the St.

arrangements could be made, at, as soon as final
possibly during the next few days, the' Ministerof Transport 'should proceed to - Washington and meet with

Secretary of State of the United States for the pur pose the Acting
final agreement on the terms of the joint applications

the International
reaching

Commission; and, national Joint

(b) agreed that the Canadian reference to the Inter tsionsion on water levels in Lake Ontario be ' forwarded to héoint Commis-

and that a public staiement be made, as ' su gestedCommission
Secretary of State for External Affairs, to the effect that the by the
made on the express condition that the joint applications* on the St. was
project, if and when submitted, would take, priority over the ' Lawrencequestion. reference in

TOP SECRET

.
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet -
Extractfrom Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

[Ottawa,J June 30, 1952

ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT; APPLICATIONS TO
INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION RE POWER DEVELOPMENT1. The Prime Minister,

referring to discussion at the* meeting
that all U.S. Federal agencies concerned had now ng of June 25th

of the latest Canadian proposal on accepted the terms
Rapids Section of the St: power development in the International

Lawrence River and the extent of the Canadian
government's undertaking regarding the 27-foot waterwa . Althoughfirst, the

New York State Power Authority had acceptedFriday,
Y though reluctant

June 27th. The following day, June 28th, President Truman pro^sal on
his formal approval to the arrangement. had given

That morning he had signed, for the Sec
the two originals of the Canadian application hofich State for External Affairs,
to the offices of the International Joint Commission ^ ' had now been forwarded
originals would be signed later that day b

Mr. Bruce,
Ottawa. The two U.S.State y uce, the Acting Secretary of

of the United, States, and forwarded to the' Washington offices of the'lnternational Joint Commission.
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The Minister of-Transport, accompanied by Mr. R.A.C. Henry,89 was now
in Washington and would at 3:00 p.m., that day, meet formally with the Acting
Secretary of State of the United States. At that time, the Canadian Ambassa-
dor - at Washington and Mr. Bruce would;- formally : exchange notes which
outlined fully the terms of the agreement respecting development of power in
the International; Rapids Section, and the extent ; of Canada's undertaking in
respect of the deep waterway to be provided between Lake Erie and the Port of

Montreal.
The following day he proposed to table in the House of Commons the text of

the Canadian application and of the notes to be exchanged in Washington. He
would also at that time make a brief statement outlining the more important
developments in connection with the St. Lawrence project.

(Memorandum, Privy Council Office, June 30,1952)1 :

2.- The Cabinet, after discussion,
,; .

(a) noted the report by the Prime Minister on recent developments in the
preparation of joint applications to the International Joint Commission for
development of power in the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence
River; and,
(b) agreed that the text of the applications and of the notes to be exchanged

in Washington that day be tabled in - the House of Commons by the Prime
Minister the following day, and that he make a brief statement at that time
outlining the more important developments in this connection90

DEA/1268-D-40
-783.

Government know that we can no longer regard Canada as boun y

1.: As I told you In our conver ,
should = take# the ^ earliest appropriate opportunity to i let the United States

i t, the 1941

a ^*' ^' -''' sation' on Saturday the Prime Mtntster fee s

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à lambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States '

Reference: St. Lawrence Seaway..
Following for Wrong from Pickersgill; Begins: . 1 we

proiect.
"Voir Ministère des Affaires extérieures, communiqué de presse, n' 40, 30 juin 1952.

See Department of External Affairs, Press Release, No. 40, June 30,1952.

Consulting Engineer, Department of Transport, in connection with St.Laurent. t wrcnce Seaway.

aritimc du Saint
"Ingénieur conseil, ministère du Transport, à propos du projet de la Voie m

-
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Agreement once we proceed with detailed engineering work on the all-
Canadian alternative and that we are anxious to get on with '
as possible. In view, . of President Truman's eleventh hourhla work as soon
Congress, the Prime Minister recognizes that it would not be ppeal to the

opportune givethis notice right away, but he is anxious to have you make our position to
clear assoon as you think it can be done without,^eopardizing the whole ro'ec

2.
With respect to the application before the International J'

t^the Prime Minister approved the recommendation o 01nt Commission,
Committee that, subject to your concurrence, the State Department
advised that the Canadian Government envisaged, having the should be
approval of the power development presented by counselreape lication for
Government of Canada who might be assisted by counsel for p senting , the
of Ontario if.that Government so desired. Engineers would the Government

available bothfrom the Federal Government service and from the Ontario be
Hydro to explainthe details of,

the project which would', mean that soconcerned, the entity would a ppear • far . as Canada is
Çanadian Government: It was felt thatlin inf of the

penl
y orming

though
the State

under the wing
Department youwould ask them if they would let us know, as soon as conveni

United States application would be presénted along par the
allel ent,

lines whether
or whetherthey had any suggestions for a different line of procedure

3. Following the suggestion you made to me o
.

touch. by telephone with the Chairman • of the Canadiay' I have been in
International. Joint

Commission. General McN n Section of theaughad an informal discussion with his American colleahueston
and
.tells me that he has

be prepared to hear the application and reach a decigsi that they seem to
the entity is named or not. He says that what is concern'
a desire to meet the wishes of the Administration andngart^ particularly is
Department by holding 'a hearing on the. Lake Levels p ularly the Waras soon as possible.

What General McNaughton York,has at Roch
suggested,

ester, New
informally, isthat hearings should be started in Toronto both

the St. Lawrence poweronapplication and on the Lake Levels and that the s houla hearing in R^hester, on the Lake ^ Levels. He feels be followed quickly by
American colleagues will be much appreciated . concession to hisfor thé St. ppreciated and help to smooth the passage
McNau Lawrence application. This seems to be good sensé.,

ghton . also approved of our suggestion of having cou
,
General

GoYernment present the application. He plans for the
ThuAmerican colleagues and to telephone to have further discusslions with

rsday and bring me up to date. me on Wednesday evening or
4.,

Meanwhile, I think it would betration desirable to get the views of the Adminis-
on our suggested mode of procedure before the International

Commission as we .want to lose as little time Joint
conslllting the yOntario Government and ettin p°ssble in appointing counsel,Presentation. g g the detailed case ready for
S. I havP ^^,,....' . , . . .0 .

► Acting Prime Minister,



TELEGRAM ,WA-1813

•784.
DEA/1268-D-40

L'ambassadeûr aux États-Unis '
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

initiative would have to ,bc
eched with the Federal Power Commisslon.

the cw z or U.
acting âfter^agreement had be en rea

Circuit ` court , to ° the Federal Power V1111110 ' k S te Powcr Authonty

in` 1948 by the New York State Power Authorlty. Tate confirm Third

present intention is to try to have the application
remanded t^ be d^ne, theslon For tl

Clrcult Court in Phl a e p 1, Y ^ the app lication ma
-thé advetse decision` of the Federal Power Commission on ed that the

consiucidL V IA
the tec>^nical one that such action

8of dN w eYork's application. The Third
by the Federat, Power Commission eal from
'• d 1 h'a as ou know has now before it an apP de

'before,the President could narne t e ew eneral
assured,'éntitÿ". But later,' j after having ,

spoken over shmore ô himistc. t
he

counsel of the Federal Power Commission he wa pt art from
me thatthe Président has rio'objection to namf^ng the "entity" no a'nd approval

• h York State Power Au thor ity

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

and its counterpart in New ork.
"3. Early ine the interview Tate sa id that he thoughtit would bhoTom ^s the

Washington, July 10, ^1952

ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT

Reference: Your telegramEX-1504 of the 8th of July.
StateFollowing for Pickersgill from Wrong, Begins: This afternoon at the

Department 1 saw Tate, the Acting Legal ` Advisor, `and told him of the
arrangements that the Canadian Government has in'mind for `presenting the
Canadian application to the international Joint Commission, as outlined in
paragraph 2 of your telegram. I said that we would be grateful to receive any
comments the United States authorities would like to make, and also to hear
-how it•is proposed to present the United States application. .Althoag

was
e case willSta tesnot in a position to give any firm indication of how the United

be presented, I gathered that their arrangements `will probabl (e dent had not
to those contemplated in Ottawa. He said that, even if the P the time
named the -New York.State Power Authority as the "entity" by
hearings were begun before the International Joint Commission, it would still
be possible for New York representatives to play an active, part in theshed
proceedings' before the " Commission, ' since, according ° to to throwlll ^ht
procedures, it can receive evidence from any corner who is able
on the question in hand.
2. 1 think that our talk may have béen helpful in hastening action hâ the

-President to'nominate the New York State Power Authority. I stressed t
sooner this could be done the better, from the Canadian point of view. Not only
'would it facilitate the hea rings before the International 'Joint Commission, but
it.would also make possible technical discussions betweén'the Ontario Hydro
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The counsel of the Federal Power Commission said that talks
forward with the New,York State Power Authority to determine were going
manoeuvre could best be carried out. Tate has undertaken to how this

conferCommission's counsel next week to insure that the Sta fer with the
and the Federal Power Commission are thinking lon te Department
everything possible is being done to speed uconsideration 1 lines and that
Commission of the New York application and nomination b t by the Power
the New Yôrk State Power Authority as the "entity", y he President of

4. 1 gave Tate the information about the plans for hearin s
which you had secured from General McNaughton. When g by the I.J.C.
information, 1 should like to pass it to him, as this is probabl you receive further
of having the State Department informed of the I.J.C.'s ^nhe

tentlons
quickest way

hearings can be started soon, the need for preparation for themintentions. If the
should be aneffective spur to activity here. On our side, I think it in order nowcounsel, consult with Ontario and get the detailed case ready. Ends. to appoint

^ • r 1

785.

L 'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary ofState for External A,,;,,

DEA/1268-D-40

TELEGRAM WA-*1915
Washington, July 23, 1952,CONFIDENTIAL

ST.
I. • ,: ,

Reference: Our telegram WA- 1813 of h^ PROJECT
Wé,learned yesterday that the State DcplOt tment uly.application ' or the New York State Power Authorlty fully expect that the 1948

before theFederal'Power Commission by the lst of August. A draftwill be
requestback by the NewYork State Power Authority to the Third Circuit Court in Philadelphia to

rit the 1948 application for reconsideration has now beenand is expected that within a few days the Commiss' sent to the FPC;
its ^willingness to reconsider the application ' 10n will formally expressn thestances: The Third Circuit Court will then remand light of-altered circum-
cally+ we were told. the application automati-2.-Thëw^ll r•

Stâte Department now estimate that the Federal Pow,...
, equlre approximately 4 or 41 months to reconsi ef Commission

application from the New York State Power Authority.der and act on the 1948
application is remanded to the Commission bIn other words, if the
No é ted, an order of approval might be hâ the I st of August, as is now

mber or the middle of December. The r ed down about the end of
epmprises the following steps: P edure before the Commission,

a), a'per10d of 30 days' notice must clapPllcafion;, apse before hearings are held on an
Y'^ , .
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(b) - the main hearings might last for two or three weeks; `
can examiner is then'appointed who scrtitinizes all the evidence and brings

in a finding ' on the application. This step might - take perhaps a month to•. •,

complete;'
riod of 20 - days' noticem'ust

. , then elapse to allow any briefs opposing
(d) a period

the examiner's findings to be filed;
(e) finally,'the Commission, holds final hearings and issues its ordec.

DEA/1268-D-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
a i'âmbâssadeur aux États-Unis

; ^ . .irs,
: • Secretary of State for External

Statésa..to Ambassador in
Ottawa, July 25, 1952

[TELEGRAM EX-1622?]
. • ;j

CONFIDENTIAL

ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT • , '

Reference: Your telegram WA-1915 of July 23, 1952.

for Wrong from Pickersgill, Beg1ns.Following

1. This will confirm message given to LePanby telephone today. ,

rtassed on to the Minister of Transpo, who is in ^Ontentsl2. I passed your
attending hearings of the International Joint Commiss

ion,
ô lWOnder

the
whether the State

message under reference. His first react^
rtment consider the procedure outlined in this telegram Las the cu

ePan hasanowDepa develo in entity. Mr.
of actually naming the U.S. power- P g New York's
• that his understanding is that the , resubm ission

of ér d by themformed us
1948 application to'the Federal Power Commission or, not consi of an

State DeP
artment, to be in any. sense the equivalent

of, a eformal naming

r ï , . , ; ^ . . ou , couldcntity. Cri
Nonetheless. W Chevrier thinks it would be adviis t'ifo give formal.3.endeavour to ascertain when and how the U.S. Administration^

of the U-S-
no'tifcation^ to the International Joint Commission aChto theevrierdsaid that he had

been told ^

agency. In this^conneetion Mr.power•developing the Canadian members of the internatioto h
Joint

and'nforma1ly by
Commission; that the Commission would doubtless find it impossible it is
down a finâl decisiori until both entities are formallynaéâ and expeditedeif the
felt}that`the,Commission's work would be both fad^t.tat
ng of the entïty.could take place at an early. ,

the course of a conversa

4. You will also be-interested to know that dur ing reed that he
tion he had iwith Mr.= Chevrier in Cornwa113nd Mr.fav Dourable de ion from
should do everything we can to get an early wrenCe

of the St. Lawcr , aaspect deep
Internationai ^Joint CommCanadFa should not press ôo urgently with the
pcoject but sûggcsted that ,
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waterway as he, Danielian,91 was hopeful -that, U.S. cooperation' could still
obtained on this latter score. Mr. Chevrier pointed out to Danielia ben that withevery day that passed it was becoming more'and more difficult to co te
reverting to joint development of the seaway, not only,because of t mplate
increasing commitments in money and personnel being made b t he ever
Government on the all-Canadian scheme but .also b y he Canadian

an publicopinion, generally, favoured, in some cases- enthusiast callye hena liCanadian
project and, might view with, disfavor any switch at this time t
development. Mr. Chevrier consequently urged Danielian not t ° a.loint

o do anyting tojeopardize the all-Canadian scheme which at this juncture still appeared
only project which was likely to succeed. as the
, ,

5 * As you probably have seen from press reports the series
ofheld in Toronto, .. Ogdensburg and Cornwall were fairl y
un en

hree hearings
andremarkable only by-the almost complete lack of representations o

os^ 1ng thescheme. Ends. Pp

TELEGRAM WA-1963

DEA/1268-D-40

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.
Washington, July 29, 1952

Reference: Your tele ra
ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT

g m EX-1622 of 25th of July.
Following for Pickcrsgill from Lepan, Be g ins: Th isDepartment I had an interview with.Tate, the Acting Leg m0rning at the State

the points'raised by W Chevrier as a result of ourtclegr 1 Adv^ser, to discuss
23rd of July. Tate confirmed that the resubmission af

m WA-1915 of the
application to the Federal Power Commission is not to ber e^^New York's 1948
as the equivalent of a formal naming of the entity. g ded in any sense

2• When I told Tate of the views that had been
members of the Canadian Section ofthe Intcrnat ônalSJoin° Mr' Chevrier b
said that all the United States authorities fully Commission, he
takin g the wraps off the New York Power

Y realized the importance of
Joint

Commission could get on rap tdly; W 1 hth^si ts . so that the International
iawrence application.

However, he did not see
task of considering : the St.

mally nominate the Ncw York 'Power authority how the President couldFede^al
power Commission had handed down as the entity until the

application; • wn a new ruling on the 1948
and, as you know, this is not expected to take place until

about the'1N

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
L ambassadeur aux Étatr.- U'

Antbassador in United States
to Secretary of State fvr External Affairs

. ,,. ,

I

-- Danielian,
vice.pr&ident exécutif de l'Association des Grands Lacs et d

-Laurent.
N•R: Danielian,

Exeeutive Vice President, Grea t . , u Saint-Laurent.t.akes St. Lawrence Association.
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1 st. of December. The reason is that, given in paragraph 1(d) of our telegram
WA=1769 of the 4th of July. The FederatPower Commission is a quasijudicial
body, whose formal findings even the President may not prejudge.^

`3:, However, Tate went on to say that he had been in touch Cwith Bell
ommissiont to

White House staff and with Kunen of ' the =Federal Power
consider how this difficulty might be circumvented. not apply talhat teat
was no reason why the New York power authority should
once to be heard by the International Joint Co mm ission

as sooneassthe p
arty
948

and 'as'the prospective entity. This step could be ower ssion TateCommi
application had been remanded to the Feder b^ tted to the FPC by about
expected that the 1948 application would be resu
the Ist of August. A few days afterwards, the flimsy concealment now draping

the New York power authority would be removed and enable the international
prospective entity. Tate thought this procedure should
Joint Commission to go forward with its work realistically and expeditiously.

4.
He admitted, however, that a difficulty would still remain about the timing

of the' 1JC's formal recommendation. It would b e ommendation until the
impossible, he agreed, for the IJC to make a, formal
entity had been formally named. This would mean that the IJC's

Power Commiss^on
tion could not be made until immediately after the Federal
had issued its order. But, âccording to present plans, he did not think this

should involve any delay. Ends.

`, I told Danielian that we had always prc
hin8 we could in Canada to bring it about. However, we had now deC' e

cvcryt

err

-that there was a
approval for such action; they had just missed out this year. done

f ed 'oint action and had d

botter ° chance now a p

Therefore, he added, 11 there were ong
International Joint Commission, he and his people felt that it wouldln
`desirable to plan for, alternative action on an international b éi s Hecongress

thoü8ht
ional

th n rcviously to g

;progress of the hearings now before the Interna ^o
same time, he mentioned that the supporters of the intcrnationaâtS^ fwl^ihâtrae

. still anzious that the' Seaway should
de int

as a join
t it tCongress to that end.

good deal of progress ' had been made'
1 ' delays' in *the hearings before the

supported a Canadian ^way t' nal Joint Commission. Al t e

^`Dr. Danielian discussed wim me t e s, ua
Power and Seaway development; emphasiz^ng thât he and hi ôuldat assist the

and would do what they c h

Compte rendu d'un entretien

Memorandum of Interview

DEA/1268-D-40

[Ottawa,] August 1, 1952

MEMORANDUM OF INTERVIEW WITH DR. N.R: DANIELIAN,
EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE `.`

GREAT I:AKES-ST. LAWRENCE ASSOCIATION

• ' h't tion règarding the St. Lawrence
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that, Congress had made such action impossible .and we were now determinedto go ahead on our own as that was the only
.way. If, there were deja

yts
beforethe International Joint Commission and if the situation was suc h

could still become an international one, in princi
ple we

that the
stillsupport that. However, we would resent the creation of delays and difficulties

fcultiesbefore the Joint Commission for' the purpose of another attemp
tcongressional approval for an international waterway. Danielian
esto getunderstand our position and emphasized that he was all for he

p'
sed to.

Seaway, but was concerned only to take the necessary further Canadian
measures for alternative action in case the Canadian scheme wasp un tory
delayed. Dr. Danielian, who is â smooth and smart "operator" duly
cherish a lingering hope that the preparatorÿ action required m m

ay, I suspect,
have some delaying. affect on the Canadian ap

plication
ay in its turn

though I should add he'emphatically denied any such int ntio efore the I.J.C.,

He pointed out that there were three interests that w d n. couldtô confuse and delay the issue before
the I.J.C., though they

do what
might -

they
have towork behind the scenes, namely: the federal power interes

interests, and those who were opposed to any kind of Seaway. Hethe private power
there'were two individuals who might find it desirable also said that
application: to hold up the present

1. Senator Lehman, if he considered that
of the question would be a the public vs. private power aspect,
State; and good election issue against

Dewey in New York
2.

The next President of the United States, who might, during
to make certain political commitments which r^'ng the campaign,

with the International Joint Commission process. would require interference

were present

M^. Danielian told me that he appeared before the De
Committee in Chicago and tried,to get an endorsa 'on mOCratic Platform
Waterway in simple
s , frank terms written into the of the St. Lawrence
uppàrt^ but flot enough, as the railway and coal interestsplatform. received

who Hewere presentwere able to prevent anything but an ambiguous and somé
w. hat meaningless

Dr• 'Danielian is meeting his board . i
while he assured me that he and his boa dl Wa^ld ,in a couple ofweeks and
favouring 'the Canadian Seaway, they might a maintain their position of
confidentially

measures which should be taken in case it desirable to discuss
delayed or confused. the I.J.C. reference is

was not too happy
g^t the over my talk with the gentleman in question because I

uneasy feeling that he was confident that the presnt hearing
J01°t Commission would go on and on and before the
the Americân supporters on and that this delay would give

of the international scheme anoth
^ , ,:^ ^ er opportunity.11,

L.B. P[EARSON)
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`present plans we should do two things: First, requcst

te
t f^ Danielian sûggësted that, if ,we arc really pinning all our hoPâ tment to

• • the Suite Dep

` h'Detroit' River: ` on our
,, . ..

within the administration of our present plans.) This is ^, sr^lly in their fight

common with the railroad ^.P.C rMoreôvers the port and other Great Lakes
pagainst New Yôrk' in the

• above Toledo" are reluctant'to show anyr interest in the Canadian plan
tnterests y eârs, at the entrance to
'ais`they feel that theyseawayswill teçminate; for man y

Interior. (One 01 thse, Ra p• • •• u with little ,

(C1O),. Labor s , eague, r
o r`ative": orgânizations and two représentatives from the Dâ ^st aeapponent
^•}°' 1 h Sucher hâs long becn ^denhfie 'n

ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT; RECENT DEVELOPMEN

Mr. N.R. Danielian`telephoned tô Mr. Cox92 last week to k
give an account of

es-St Lawrence
what had transpired ' at the ' me et in

g . Y
of -

ouh will G recall that • Mr. Danielian
Assôciation in Cleveland on August anielian
discussed this with yoû immediately before the Cleveland P etwho Demed to
.telephoned from the Brockville home of George Fulford, ,

be with Danielian at the time.
Danieliari said that the Association had d

,re
as a result of

lating to^ the i
reports

for a
his conversations in Ottawa, to support action
Canadian seaway but that' they also planned to prepared

n
, Congressional -action next year if present arrangements-that he was worried by the
"defnitive action" by January 1. He said, however, ing
fact that we had created the impression in Canada that there

roval of lthe
ahead and that success would

the o
btainin g

Powc Commission.
International Joint Commission
Danielian said-that he believes there is,only a slim chance that N

ew
Canada of failure

obtain a-licence from'the F.P.C. and the; pacbetweent the two countries. He
would be unfortunate for harmonious rela tions
also reported that a new :lobby had been organized, known a s

se NewEYork's
Consumers Information Committee^'i ec was organai t

o op
Leland Olds, now

application to the F.P.C. This com
associated with the Connecticut Valley Association, and a^recent made,n was
Washington ; at which the,. decision ^ioppose Natiô al Rural Electrif ication
attended by many organizations including ^os
Association, the National Farmers Union, the United Automobilemany

Wor"

• ro Political Education (AF, of L), he

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

78 . . .
Note'du sowseerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

^" , 'I ' pour le secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

.:.
, j. Memorandiïm from Under-Secretary of Stâte for External Affairs

;.;to Secretary oJState for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] August 27, 1952
CONFIDENTIAL., .

Cox,92G.E. Cox, Direction de l'Am1rique.JG.E. . American Division.
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intervene with the F.P.C. with a definite statement, on our behalthe only way in which Canada would cooperate' in proceedin that this is
project.9' (We could obviously do this only if the New.. York Stat with the
Authority had been named as the U.S. "entit " e Power.) Secour views known. immediately :to both candidates (He we should make
Stevenson could be approached through David Bell,'who has suggested that
Hotïsé and is now working. for Stevenson in Springfield. Bell, as the White
thoroughly conversant'with the province. Danielian thou ht' you know, is

thatcould be,:approached through, Arthur Vandenberg, Arthur Eisenhower
Henry Ford, with each of. whom his organization has some Summerfiéld or
This,would have to be done very cautiously, of course, and direct contact.)94

would have to be done immediately so that no definite commitmentsDanielian thinks it
made . by either candidate before the campaigns reall would be
September. Although this'is the sort of activity we have ajwâet under way in
engaging in, Mr. Wrong has made the same su Ys refrained fromI

With regard to the second suggestion, Daniel ^ntia^ independently.
of the F.P.C: must be reappointed by the new Pres dents out that all members
are rive years) and that the most recent a nt (their terms of office
and therefore opposed PPointee, Doty, is a "Chapman man"

to the New York application. He suggests, therefore,that. the commissioners will 'wait until the new Président '
given -them some indication of his - wishes before. making is chosen and has
regard to the first suggestion, we have again sounded a dccision. With
representing the United States Government on the L.I.C. out the counsel
naming the United States "entity". You will recall that in our.President Truman, the undert '

on the question of
mee

The United States officials now take was to namc the entitÿ "in duetc urse^h
the President to name the entity beforethesF^P.Chhast would be improper fordeccase.

Apart from the legality of such action, it might be
aireued

the New York
the Commission and in the courts, that it prejud ed the g : both before
and further delay would result. g Commission's decision

The United States lawyers connected with the project,
this week, told us that Senator Green intends to inP who were in Ottawathe

uld
1941 Agreement early next January. The also • uce a measure endorsingo

hold new hearings on the New York applicationa that ^hehat the F.P.C.all
corners to - intervene and that the hearin s wo Y would allow

They have no exact ideas on the timetable other uld contnience in October.the time',in which Mr. than this, but it is evident thatStates. = Truman would 'be able to act in naming the United
entity is extremely limited unless he acts before the F.P.C. rdecision,

Moreover, some of the Canadian of
^c^als

caches its
that the current arrangements for rocee

present got the impressionCa°adian p
dtng with the project with the

waterway were merely "window.dressing" or "steaming up" for a

"Note marginale Narginal note:OK,
"Note marginale^y? . ^Marginal note:

^-
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new âttempt t.o'secure approval of the 1941 ,Agreement at the next session of
Congress... ^ ^. ►

In a'recent letter from Mr. Chevrier, and ' in a memorandum on it, it was
suggested that we should 'now 'urge the United States Administration to
designate the'entitÿ' to` develop power in New York ' State. In view of the
foregoing,' you may' wish to "consider whether we should also ask the State
Department to put before the F.P.C.-'the factors in Canada - stich as the
urgent need for power, etc: - which would lead us to 'support the application
of the'New York State Power Authority to the Commission for a licence. This
could only be done, of course, if the U.S. Administration designates,the New
York State PowerAuthority as the United States entity. You may also wish to

discuss with Mr. Chevrier whether an approach could be made to the
presidential _ candidates with a more positive stâtement of our position
(including; perhaps, a statement of intention to withdraw from the 1941,..
Agreement).

It is évident that, whatever transpires during the remainder of this year, new
legislation I will be introduced in the 83rd Congress to endorse the 1941
Agreement unless it has been denounced. It would -appear to be desirable, if
you concur, to discuss, the draft legislation informally with Danielian 9S (He
will ündoubtedly, as heretofore; draft the endorsing legislation.) Danielian
himself has made this suggestion in an effort to avoid difficulties which might
result from the passage of legislation which would be '' unacceptable to
Canada .96

^iE:,^.^`^r.` - , • - '
the Si. Lawrence River.

respec}ing heanngs held Dy the tnternattonal Joint ommtsst
a"  lication for the development of power in the International Rapids Section of

18.° The `Secretary submitted a progress report on ,
. . . • C on on Canada s

- RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

L.D. W[ILGRESS]

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet -

-Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] August 27, 1952

ST. LAWRENCE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT;

- ' APPLICATION TO INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION

` • ' ' ' recent developments

:wNotre copie du document porte la mention manuscrite suivante

+•

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:

*he following was written on this copy of the document.
These developments are very distbin

Ias ndicated above but 1 wou d aota highlevel & formal approach to the State Dept.
approach the presidential candidate at least at this:tage. L.B. P[earson]
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The counsel for Canada at the hearings, Mr. Mundell97 had s
on certain problems that had arisen. ought direction

It
appeared that removal of the Gut Dam, although

power application, had now become a very important attero in t levant to the
United States section of the Commission. United States counsel he eyes of the

had suggestedthat it would. greatly : facilitate Canada's application and pro
completely of the Gut Dam issue if it could be stated on behalf o fbably . dispose
government at forthcoming hearings to be held at Alba y the Canadian
would' be prepared to accept, as a condition of the order of

'
N.Y., that Canada

Gut Dam be removed 'as early as adequate engineering approval, that the
allow. Canadian enginéers were now studying the matter precautions would

to determine whether
it

could be removed without prejudtcing navigation, power and other interests
above and below the dam and without necessitating any fu

changes
in the

power' development plans as presentlydrawn. In thendamental
event theengineering reports on this matter were favourable and in view

in principle'of early removal of the Dam it was rew of Canada's
counsel for Canada be authorized to makè a state ment, ecommended that
to,bé desirâble, to the effect that the Canadian governmentwhenever

would it
not appeared

inclusion in.'the 'International Joint
Commission's object to

approval of acondition' `requiring removàl of the Gut, Dam P
drov de er of

engineering studiesrevealed that such rcmovnl could take place with
Power and other interests above and below the Dam ut'prejudice to'navigation,

A decision would also be rcquircd as to. whether
exclusive use for power purposes of the Ogoki and Lon not Ontario's claim for
should be raised in conjunction with the request to g be Lac diversion waters

placed before theInternat ional Joint commission by Canada and the United
of costs between the power developing agencies un der for allocation

lications. There scemcd to be little likcl' der Section 1 I of the joint
to exclusive use by Ontario of these waters, but, in thethood of the United States agrccing
such a concession werc madc it was quite clcar that

a
improbable event that

would be that Ontario would bear a ro sine qua non condition
under y greater share of the totalcost of the works. The situation was ren

dcred more d'the terms. of . the Boundary Waters Treat,, h cult by the fact that,
Commission had no alternative but to alloca y International Jointtcountries.

For this and other reasons thcrcfoeWŵaters cqually between the two
and Long Lac problem should not be ' as thought that the Ogoki
Comm;ss;on discussions.

However interjected into International Jointopen ,
with a view to kccping Ontario's claim,

an effort might , usefully be made to have the Intc
COmmission's order allocating costs e u rnational Joint
qualired by a reference to the q a11Y between Ontario and New York.future b

possibility of such allocation being altered in theg°vern Y a collateral agrccmcnt between the Canadian
ments. This course of action was recommended as and Unitcd Statescertainly thezleast likely

to delay f the most practical and'
urther consideration of the joint applications.

vtp
,^..4

r ,
p W Mund,ell, avoqteo

• •:Mundell 1-C11, minIsttre de la Justice.
,+ Senior Counsel, Department of Justice.
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rëtar ' mémorandum Aug. 2 , 1952 - Cab. Doc. 266=52)*
(Sec y s

19. Mr. Chevrier also referred to a letter wh^ch
the seriously o questioned the

addressed to the Commission ine Comm to deal with the St. Lawrence
constitutional junsd^ction-of th
appiication:•

terPremierof Quebec to Secretary, IJ.C. Aug.` 15,1952)'(Let,
20. The. Prime Minister .said he had been giculties,rven to in ther way of the St

Duplessis had not intended twlPhed to have^f counsel for1 the Province appear
Lawrence Project but merely
before the Commission and state that the Province of Quebe c

velo
ould

ment swhich
prior, consultation with that province in any proJeet P,

would have an effect within the boundaries of Quebec. d he agreed with
21. The Secretary of State for tdâ as ATevQOUSl^aby the Minister of

representations made to him a few Y P
Transport that renewed efforts might usefully be made at this 'nrmof ^e po high

level, to obtain from the United S tates,
Statesd without , delay. ^EarlY n ming of the

developing entity in the, United
United States entity was of. importance in view of t nasCan diancmembers
understood had been taken both by the United States a roperl
of the International Joint commission that the Commns u

sion
ntil thed: d

not
ent Pityand

hand down an order of approva l o
n ` a

the
gencies int^ bath countries had been

credentials -of, the , power d ping..

established formally. 1 1 1 this. __ _ },,,c;nrss and if
He might be proceeding to Washington snvnly , ^^l M11- of State andary

was thought advisable,he çould, at t caCa^n
diancgovcrnmcnt attached to the

impress upon him the- importance, th
namin of the United States entity., lf, for, any reason, he ülarb^ directedearly 8

see Mr. Acheson, the Canadian Ambassador at Washington co
to take the matter up with the Secretary of State. °

; 22. The Cabinet, after further discussioi • hearings the ^ l ntcrnational Joint
(a) agrced that counsel for Canada a

of
lications for power

Commission -- on, the - joint . ^ Canada- United States -app
Ranids Section of the St. Lawrence be

aeVtlopmcn& nsi m- •••••. - .- -----, `.s ^. a
authonted, ^° a, ' ' rc e that a

tf(i) to stâte that the Canadian government ' was preparcd to ag '

^° •• cd - to the order ' of approval 'of the 1 nternatio^a^ Joint
condation bc attach
Coinmission; to thé effect` that the Gut Dam be r removcd cmoval

cou' take
provided currcnt engincenng studiesestabl^ĉ  ndaothcr intcrests aboVe and

'place wttnout prcJuu"" .u ....ç>7'
bélow the Dam; and, ` °. • {

.. ^ costs W111101,11, any mcntion of ont"".,
(u) to agree to an cqual allocaton of . waters; ^t

clâtm to exclusive usc' ofthe, Ogoki=Long Lac d^v •dcd^ n the final order ofo have tnclu of such allocationunderstood that an effort would be made t o sibility
approval a qualification expressly referrtng to po
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of costs bèing varied in the future by agreement between the
United States governments; Canadian and
(b) agreed that the Secretary of State for Extern

al Affairs ^ from the Secretary' of State- of the United Stat es
attempt to obtain

u ndertaking that theUnited States power developing entity wôuld ' be named inorder that the International Joint Commission
might act w•

thethout near future in
joint applications of June 30th; it being understood that i

f
^ delay on the

unable to see Mr. Acheson, the Canadian
Ambassador at Wa

Mr. Pearson were
raise the matter with the United States authorities. shington would7 - .

791.!

- assador in Un^ted States

DEA/1268-D-40

Ottawa, September 4, 1952SECRET. IMMEDIATE,

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à 1 antbassadeur aux Etats- Unis

Secretary ofState for External AffairstoAnb

TELEGRAM EX-1792

PROJECReference:
WA-2169 of September 3E

^•
3, 9e52.',

2.
As you may have alrcady learned frdecided that Mr. om the

Pearson would attcm t to Mlnister, Cabinet recently
P obtain from Mr. Acheson anundertaking that the U.S. "entity" would be named in the near future in

.n orderthat thé International Joint Commission ma issu
rietÿ and without delay. If Mr. Pearson is e an Order of Approval with

unableState during his present visit, it was decided that to see the Secretary of
up on a high level as soon as you should takc this matterto You b possible. As you will sec in the papers being sent

y` bag. the United States officials indicated that thenaming the U.S. .. .
decision ôn'the:Newlty"' before the Federal Power Commision hâsréachcdoa
arg^ments'ôn this • York Application, might be questioned and that Ic al
cae^ ' Polnt: cither bcforc thc Commission or in the

further delay. Howcvcr, thc designation of the 64 ••• •
cntl Courts

mlty
, mi htmad^` ^nditional u •• ., gU.S." Pon the cntit U.S. ght beusIaW ` Further y^ing duly licenccd in accordance withlarg^^a ^

, thc position of the I.J.C. in continuing hearings on such
case ^ p_.1^t with one quantity still technically unknown, is

aany, the entlty" has been pretty widely recognized diff
particularly

cult. wIn
ith the,ap^a}rance`ôf its officers before the L.I.C. '

3 TheMinistérs âlso eonsiders that ' in Albany ycstcrday.
Departmént, to inform the F.p it would be desirable to ask the State
appl'^tions of the two GovernmcC. that the arrangement envisaged in the
of June 30^ is the only one in which to the 1.J .C. and in the exchange of noteswith the j , hleh Canada would cooperate in proceedin:

pro ect, (This statement might include a reference to the u
grgent need

_--__--_ -^

I
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power in Ontario and to, the joint statement of Principles of, Economicfor,
Cooperation of ;1950.) As anything that may be said in this respect might be
construed as a withdrawal from the 1951 agreement (whereas Mr. Pearson
probably meant onlÿ that the arrangement. mentioned above,was the only one
in which Canada would cooperate on the; bâsis of the project 'as now planned

with,the waterway in Ccrncrda),'it would seem advisable to discuss this matter
with the Minister before approaching the State Department.

;4. You will be interested to know that the U.S. Ambassador, Mr. Woodward,
discussed the St. Lawrence Project with President Truman in Washington last
week and in reply to a question the President informed Mr. Woodward that he
saw no reason why there should be any undue delay in the issuing of a licence
by the F.P.C. to the New York State Power Authority, and that he himself
hoped that the licence would soon be granted.

792. L.B.P./Vol. 52

Note de l'ambassadeur, aux'États-Unis

Memorandum by Ambassador in United States

CONFIDENTIAL
[Washington, September 5]

ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT

After dinner at 'the Canadian Embassy last night Mr. Pearson had a brief

discussion with Mr. Acheson on this subject. This.was limited to the question
of the early naming by the United States of the entity which would construct

and operate the United States share, of the works necessary for power. Mr.

Pearson suggested that * the. 'proceedings before the 'International Joint
Commission would be facilitated by the prompt naming of the entity and that

members of.the Commission"were anxious that this should be done, as they
were reluctant to reach a decision on the applications of the two governments
without knowing : what agencies in the two ` countries would construct and
operate the works.

Mr. Acheson answered that the Administration was limited by the terms of

the opening sentence of paragraph 12 of the U.S. application to the I.J.C. This

sentence reads as follows: "The entity or entities in the United States which

will construct,'and will operate the United States part, of the project will be
such entity or,entities as may be authorized by the Congress, or licensed by the

Federal Power Commission. under the Federal Power Act." This meant in his

view that the New, York Power Authority could not be designated formally as

the United,States entity until the Federal Power Commission had approved its

pplication for a licence (or alternatively until Congress had passed a measureapplication'
designating it). He;went on to say that the failure to name New York as the

U.S. ; entity need not, in his view, affect the completion of the proceedings
béfore the I.J.C., 'since ',representatives of the ' State of New York were

âppearing` before the I.J.C. and it was' evident . that the New York Power
. e A - . i . . .. . . . ... ; 1 . > l i . 4 ' . . , .

€aÎ. . -,... .a
.. .. .. .,. ',

. ,r. . . . ..e .. . . ^ 8 ' . ..

i
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Authority

would be formally designated as soon as
the Federal PowerCommission had appréved its application for a licence... . ^ . -..

: H.H. W[RONG]

L ambassadeur aux États- Un^s
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary ofState for External Aff.airs

TELEGRAM WA-2189

DEA/1268-D-40

SECRET Washington, September 5, 1952

ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT
Reference: Your WA-1792 of September 4th.

I.
There follôws a brief report of the discussions on the St.

which took place during your visit here yesterday and t^ Lawrence Project
^ 2.

After dinner ât the Embassy last night there ay^
Mr. Acheson on the question of the early naming of was

the a United
brief with

States
discussion

entity toconstruct and operate the United States share of the works. I
Acheson know before your arrival that you wished to tak had let Mr.
him, and he was ready with his reply. He said, that e this matter up with
governed by paragraph 12 of their application to ththee ^^ éTinistration was
Commission, the opening sentence of which reads as national Joint

follows: "The entity orentities in the United States which will construct and will
States part of the project will be such entity or entitie

s as
operate the United

the Congress, or licensed by the Federal Power Com may be authorized by
Power Act." This meant that the New York mission under the Federal
formally designated as the, United States enP^Wer authority could not be
Commission had approved its application for a lice nceuntil the Federal^ Power

say thatthe failure to designate the power authority soon as .the He went
United on toStates entityneed'not, in his view, affect the completion of the p

^roceed'sinCe
New York representatives were ap earin ngs before the I.J.C.,

evident that the p
g before the I.J.C. and it wasp.p C, a

power authority would be formally 'designated whenever thepproved its application.
3•`

There was a further discussion of this
^°daY at the Embassy with Messrs. F' matter and related issues at lunch
egal adviser of the State Department hIt waand sûateéS egal adviser and assistant
be.p°SSible' to designate the power authority gg ted to them that it might
apprOVa^ by the F.P.C. as the entity subject to theWould

of the issue of a licence to it. Fisher thought that this
cause a lot of trouble and would increase the difficulties indeoceedings,

as the objectiion might well be
made

the F.P.C.
gnation of New York by the administration wa that the conditional

!ested by law in the F.P.C. and therefore in ef s a trespass on the functions
it, fect prejudged the issues before
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? 4.. We then discussed the course of, the proceedings before the F.P.C. Fisher
said that -New York had not ;yet- submitted its amendments-to the original
application of,1948,:which had now been remitted to the F.P.C. by the District
Court of Appeals. He thought it probable that under the rules an interval of
thirty days would be required after the receipt of the amended application. In
his view it was not unlikely that the F.P.C. would take its decision before
Christmas, although ,it was impossible to forecast the course of the proceedings.
The State Department would do what it could with propriety to prod the
F.P.C. so as to prevent any unnecessary delays. It was apparent, however, on
current prospects that the applications to the International Joint Commission
were likely to be dealt with before the proceedings in the F.P.C. could be
completed.

5. Fisher and Tate said that the administration was anxious that the
proceedings in both commissions should be satisfactorily terminated before the
new Congress meets. They understood our difficulties in reverting to the 1941
agreement, which they seemed to regard as defunct in fact although formally
still in suspense. They did not appear to take seriously the prospects ,of any
move in the new Congress to revive the joint project, and they showed little
concern about,the possibility that either candidate for the presidency might
make 'cômmitments in the campaign, which would be, inconsistent with the
project as now envisaged.

794. PCO

. . .

^.j Îu' ^wnk^ Y fii, ♦. p . ^ ^n .,,^^ v . . ' .

a, ¢ personal } mcssage à from , Presi ent :, ruman reg g
'allocating to navigation a; greater share of the costs of the. works described in

'the1 joint ; applications , for, power: development;; in the Internationa'^ ô the
Section. He had replied to Mr.. Woodward and later had written to h

;^= He a receive *on. . of
'd T ardin the possibilityL j d ' d October 21 st through the U.S. Ambassador to Can I

begin On both the'seaway and power aspects of ,the project. "An
This was the last remaining ,step to be taken,beforc actual construction
U.S. share of the power was now bcfore inc U. S. Federal ower could

1-1.., e r^me •
ious

123cd," reported that the, International Joint Commission had on the prev
Wednesday, October 29th, issued, an Order ofi Approval in respect of the
applications submitted by the governments of.Canada and the United States on

-June; 30th, 1952, for the; development of power: in the International Rapids
Section=of the St. Lawrence River._An application for the development of the

n Commission.

^^ Th P' lllinister referring to ` discussion at the meeting of october

..., ..., . ,
ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT; CANADIAN WITHDRAWAL FROM 1941 AGREEMENT

.^,.,._., ^ .. ,_ -_ . .. .

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

Extrait des conclûsions du Cabinet

Extracifrom Cabinet. Conclusions

<TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] , October 3, 1952
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effect` that' the question of allocation of costs between' ower
and navigationhad been settled by'the Exchange of Notes of June -30th, 1952.

.Mr.
McWhorter, one of the menibers of the U.S. Section

tional Joint Commission had dissented from the Order of of the Interna-Approthe three Canadian members'and the 'other two American memb val signed by
the reason for Mr.'McWhorter's dissent was not set out in ers. Althoughthe rerunderstood that it was on the grounds that too great a proport

ion of the' it wascosts involved in the St.'Lawrence development had been allocated overall
Thé"dissent was disturbing in that Mr. McWhorter, in addition to to power.
member of the International ^Joint Commission, was 'also the Chief En being a
Power' of the Federal Power Commission 'which was now glneer of
application of the New York State Power Authority. considering the
2. Mr. St. Laurent recalled the agreement reached at

April 22nd [14] during the course of 'a meeting between helte House on
Trânsport, the Secretary of State for External Affairs and pre • Minister of

sldent Truman.It
was agreed at that time that joint applications for powerbasis

of the alternative Canadian proposal would be s ub mlttedl0pment on the
International Joint Commission immediately but that, if Congress to the
the f1941

Agreement while the applications were under ^ns• approved
Commission, both governments would agree to withdraw the eration by the

applications andrevert to the 1941 Agreement. Now that I.J.C. a
pprovalwithout favourable action having in the meantime en takenad been secured

was suggested that the U.S. governmen't be informed that Canada consress, it
the 1941 Agreement as having been completely superseded a Idered
not intend henceforward to take any steps towards rat fcati^erefore, did

on of that
nd,

Agreement. In order to avoid the accusation of injectin
g a controversial issueinto the current Presidential elections in the United

Statesinfluenced by a new Administration in that countr it w or of being
that a formal note declaring Canada's position y, as further suggested
Secretary of State of. the United State.sonnNovembe r atter be handed to the
Presidential elections. As a matter of courtesy, he proposed4th, the day of the

to send a pérsonalletter, to
Mr. Truman giving him advance noticeproposed• of the course of action

A draft letter was submitted and read.
(Draft letter,. Prime Minister to President

Oct.3.
Mr• St. Laurent said he was particularly anxious

Truman, 31, 1952)t

not feel that the Canadian government had mislethat Mr. Truman should
Canada would still be prepared to.revert to 'o; t him intodevelopment believing that
withdrawn from the 1941 Agreement as soon as and then had

favourabletaken by the International Joint Commission. With action had been
thisPerfectly clear in his letter to the President that i in mind, it was made

ezpect Canada to revert now to the actual terms t would be unrealistic to
that a new of the 1941 Agreement and
before '• agreement would have to be negotiated between the two countries

joint development could be con 'd,^;.., ., . sl ered.



(Order-in-Council P.C. 4431, Nov. 3 , A9 5 2 );

4. The, Secretary stated , that he - was - informed that the, Federal , Power
Commission was obliged by.its governing statute to give preference to the most
inexpensive form of . power and the mere existence of. the 1941 Agreement
consezlûently prejudiced, to a certain extent' the chances, of' success of the
current;application by the New. York Stâte PowerAÜthority. This was one of
the. arguments in. support of early' Cânadian withdrawal from the 1941
Agreement.:

5. The Cabinet, after considerable further .discussion, approved, subject to
certain changes, suggested during the course of discussion, the draft letter
proposed to, be sent by the Prime Minister to the President of the United States
informing the latter that Canada intended to , send,. a formal note to the
Secretary of State of the United States on November 4th informing the latter
that the Canadian govenment now , considered, the 1941, Great Lakes-St.

Lawrence . Basin Development Agreement as, -having been completely
sûperseded and therefore did not intend to take any action towards ratificaton
of that Agreement; an Order-in-Council to be passed accordingly.

.RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

DEA/1268-D-40

Le greffier du Conseil privé,
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis

Clerk of the Privy Council '
to Ambassador of United States

ptbr311952

about this letter, if it is convenient. -

9ttawa, c o e ,

ear . .
'-^The' Prime Minister has asked me to transmit to you the enclosed personal'

and confidential letter for the President of the United States, about which he
spoke to you on the telephone a few minutes ago.' He asked me, at the same
time, to send you a copy for your own files:

l should âppreciate having a word with you on the telephone in the morning

^, . ^. ..:.
D KA.- Woodward• ,

We are naturally delighted here in Canada that t e n
Commission has approved the application made by our two Governments for

nar Mr. Presi cnt. . : r, . }
1 tcrnational'Joint

: , , f ' . i . , . i ... ..

, e ^ . .f ^ .1 :^ • ,. ^ . . ^R. ^ . . , ^

' .

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL ^ } ° '' ° Ottawa, October . 1952

:ercly,

J.W.'PICKERSGILL

[PIÈCE JOINTE1ENCLOSURE]

Le premier ministre au président des Étais- Unis - ^.., .
Prime Minisler Io President of United States
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the Power ' development in the St. , Lawrence' River, and we -w'grateful for anything it 'ispossible for you ' to do to ' facilitate or lel be deeplyhearings- before the 'Federal Power Commission which is the 1astXpedite the

, remainingobstacle to the 'co mmencement of this great Power and - navi
ga"which means '

so much to both our countries. Your man y friends
t^on project,
uin Canadawould like to feel that the actual commencement of this historic undertaking

would be associated with your term of office as President o
f theYou will recall'that, at the time you received my colla ueUnited States.:

r. PearsonMr.Mr. Chevrier, on the 14th of April last, when the two Governments agreed
to 'submit applications to the International Joint Commission, i
agreed that, if the Congress of the United States were to a rovt was also
project at any time while the application was under consider e the joint
International Joint Commission, both Governments would be r ation. by the

the 1941 Agreement and withdraw the matter from the Internationalto revert to
Commission. ernational Joint

'
Now that the International Joint Commission has approv

edand, particularly as we have already taken certain reliminhe applications,
respect to the construction of the Seaway, my colleagues and I have concluded
that it would. no longer be racti p ary steps with

P cablé for the Canadian Government to revertto the actual terms of the 1941 'Agreement which has never bee
that the proper course for us to take is to inform your Secr etary n ratifed, andthe

Canadian Government now regards, , that A reeme
of State that

completely superseded, g nt as having been
We' feel there are two reasons for takin this

there appear to be two alternatives, it seems to usthat t
One^is that, sô long as

Lawrence will endeavour to play one off against the other,e opponents of the St.
the development itself. The second consideration, whicand thereby thwart
fully understand, is that public opinion in Canada will,

anhd I feel sure
particularly youin theProvince of Ontario, has now become. solidified in su

has been approved by the International Joint Commi su pport of the plan which
-in the circumstances, , 1. do not believe it would bession. realistic to ask ourParliament to approve the actual terms of the 1

941attempt tô provide for a joint undertaking without,a Agreement, and any
new agreement betweenour two countries would certainly be in the highest de ree

presént'âdministration which, as yôu know, is oi g embarrassing to'the
election in the relatively near future. g ng to have to face a general

In these circumstances, we have felt hereadvise the
that the most a ro riate time toUnited States Government of our pp PsinCe, on that da position would be November 4th,y, our action , could not be used by anyone in any attempt to'nfluence the course of the Presidential ca

having,'`in 'a mpaign, nor could it be interpreted asMoreové^' .-` ny. Way, been influenced , by the outcome of that campai n.,:^.
, our action at this particular time seems a natural

gdecision of the I ,ujiz.cucncc thenternational Joint Commission, and any dela
position clear might be open to misinterpretation. y in mak ngf our

•;
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I
did ,not want to have formal action of this kind taken without advising you

privately, as long as possible in advance, and the only reason this word was not
sent to you.earlier is tfiat our decision as .to timing, whichCommission,
governed by:the date of the decision of the International Joint

only just been made.. ,

.:: I" shouldlike, beforeconcluding this letter,. to say *once more howdds'rple I
have.valued' the close and understanding

assurelo that I will not, and
became Prime Minister of Canada, and to you again

I know the, Canadian people will. not, fo ge^^Them ^ sstrengtheningethe
services you have rendered in these post- years

war.
ramparts of freedom and reducing the awful prospect of a third

future.With warmest personal regards and every, good wish for the

Believe me, Mr: President,
Yours very sincerely,

[L.S. ST. LAURENT]

DEA/1268-D-40

L'ambassadeur aux États- Unis
taire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of Stâte for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-2602 ; Washington, November 4, 1952
. . . . _ . .. . . ^ S ^ . .

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE.

Canadian note, mentions tite Internatlona
^è4^.

. . a
- .. , w

. . . .. . . . . . . . . ' .

rëgards'the 1941 Agreement as havtng een s p ^
had talked to the President yesterday; and that Mr. Truman took no objection

t all to this 'course and told `him 'that .hé would do his best to assisbtei un a"^ g

a:s iii pithe steps completed which r
rbeen someslightsobjecton taken in the State

Commission

. '; ^ . .

Acheson said that there had made
Department (which I gathered he did not share)to our^ Nethadbmentioned

twithout'prior 'discusston atmtng 'at agreement• if possible.
this"to the President, who considered the point,unimportant. 8•0o p m this

2: The `State" Departmént plans to Issue a brief statement at t of the
evening; of ' which he shôwed ;me the,tezt. It announcethe si ôrder of

1 J o;n t

ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT

Réference: Your messages EX-2120 and 2121 of November Ÿ
ork as No. 5 for

Addressed External as WA-2602, repeated Candel New

Mr. Pearson. rnment
' 1: I haveI given Mr. Açheson the note stating that the Çanadi o,a meethat he

U u erseded He t

,-. , . , . . ^ .

"Ministère des Affaires extérieures, communiqué de presse, n• 70. 4 novembre 1952•

Department of External Affain, Press Release, No. 70, November 4,1952.
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October 29, and concludes by endorsing the construction of the ro'ec ^'accordance with that order. P ^ t in

Le présiderit des États-Unis au premier ministre
President ôf United States to Prim ie Minister

1 appreciated most highly your good letter of October thirty-first and, after
receiving it, I instructed the Secretary of State to confer with your Ambassa
here and inform him that I am in agreement with your proposal. dor

I am sincerely happy that this great project will be carried to a successful
consummation. One of my first votes in the Senate of the United States in 1935
was for the Saint Lawrence Seaway. One 'of my last messages
covered the Saint Lawrence Seaway project.` g to the Congress

1 am most happy that there is now a prospect of its bein
by your Government. g built and completed

Dear Mr. Prime Minister:

79841

PCO

TJAL
Ottawa, November 20, 1952DearMr. President:

1 was delighted to receive your letter of Nov '
7 in reply to mine ofOctober 31 with reference to the St. Lawrence project.1 was particularly pleased at your ready a r ci '

which made it seem advisable for our Government to take of the circumstances
11Y letter, and, .all

my colleagues in the Canadian Governme ntn forecast in
gratitude for the active cooperation you have extended to us at share my

everyour joint efforts to ensure that, at long last, a start ma y made stage in
construction of this great seaway and power project which, I know, on actual
much at heart in the interests of your country as we have^ hereyou have asof Canada.

in the interests
With kindest personal regards,

Prinre Mfnister to President of Un't d S

PCO

Washington, November 7, 1952

Sincerely yours,

HARRY S TRUMAN

Le premier ministre au président des États- Unis

PERSONAL AND CONFIDEN

,
e tates

Yours sincerely,

L.S. ST. LAURENT
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DEA/1268-D-40
.. ,. . , .

Vambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs `

TELEGRAM WA-2703 Washington, November 20, 1952

UNCLASSIFIED
t

.. , -- - ^ ------- onsl era •
project is greatly appreciated. ',' `

- 'd tion

Your express g
from this Government in preparing for the construction of the St. Lawrence

to have t at agreeme •
66 ion of ratitude for the cooperation which has been received

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY ;i

We have received the following note from the Secretary of State dated

November 19, Begins:

"Excellency:>
eI have th honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's note No.

792 dated'November 4, 1952, regarding the project for the development of
power in the International Rapids section of the St. Lawrence River, which has
now béen approved by the International Joint- Commission in its order dated
October 29, 1952, in accordance with.the applications submitted on June 30,
1952, to the, Commission, by the Governments of Canada and the United

States.
is noted that the Canadian Government considers that as a result of the

recent developments with respect to this project, the agreement of March 19,
1941, between the two Governments relating to the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence
waterway project has been `superseded and it does not intend to take any action

h nt ratified •

es of my, hlghest
,'For the Secretary of State:

.Adrian S. Fisher"
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Extrait des conclusions; du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusioris
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PCO

[Ottawa,] November 24, 1952

ST. LAWRENCE POWER PROJECT; HEARINGS BEFORE TI
U.S. FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION iE5. The Prime Minister

suggested that it was desirable to appoint
a Canadiancounsel to act in respect to the hearings of the U.S. Federal PoweCommission

on. the St. Lawrence project. Mr. Mundell was counsel for thethe hearings
before the International Joint commission government in

-appropriate to have him named for this purpose. as well, and it seemed

(External Affairs memorandum, Nov. 24, 1952, and attachme
6. The Cabinet agreed that Mr. D.W.

nts)'

Department of Justice, act as counsel for Canada nl respect r Counsel of the
out of the St. Lawrence development project incluing ^ hé atters arising
hearings of the Federal Power Commission on the application forthcoming
State power authority for the development of power of the New York
Rapids section of the St. Lawrence Rivcr, p° in the International

L antbassadeur aux Etats-Unis
DEA/I268-D-40

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in United States

to Secretary of State for External AffairsTELEGRAM WA-'2752
Washington, November 29, 1952UNCLASSIFIED

,;. ST. LAWRENCE

D
PROJECT, FPC HEARINGS

been ^lpetition to intcrvene in the Federal Pow
er Commission hcarings has just

I
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. L'ambassadeur aux États- Unis.*,

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretüry of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-2757

UNCLASSIFIED
3

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY; F.P.C. PROCEEDINGS —_,

Reference: WA-2752 of November 28.
'The following is the text of the Canadian Government's petition to intervene

which was filed with the Féderal Power Commissiôn Friday aftérnoon:

United States of America
Federal Powér Commission. , ,.

I th 'mâtter ofn e
Power Authority of the State of New York Project No. 2000

• .^
Petition to Intervene

4'.L.. a.rr.+,0.+t nf canada

Thé Governmënt of Canada, through',its' duly accredited representative to
the United States, hereby petitions the Commission for leave to intervene in the
above-entitled proceeding for the purpose of supporting, for reasons set out
below, the application of the Power Authority of the State of New York for a

license for ' a hydro-electric power project in the. International Rapids section of
the St. Lawrence River. Pursuant to Section 1.8 of the Commission's Rules and

the petitioner sets forth following facts showing that the petitionerRegulations,
has 'an interest which may ;be directly affected in.the proceeding, which is

inadequately represented by existing parties and as to which the petitioner may
be bound by the Commission s action in the proceeding and also tha bl c
petitioner's participation in the' proceeding will serve to 'further the pu

interest of the United States. .I;

1. Canada has a direct and vital interest in approval by the Fe f Né PYork
Commission of the;project of the. ower AuthorIty of the State o of
for the following reasons: The imediate development of. the power potential

é`eIntërnational Rapids section of thé St: Lawrence River is oSttaLawrencethe-International
Canada. The location of the international boundary along the

River makes it impossible for Canada to proceed alone wit
t facts of sthe

construction. The project must, in view of the geographical
situation, be a joint bi-national venture. Canada is ready to proceed Tômiâ'é
ately with its part of the project. It cannot do so, however, until the apP roect.
United States entity is named to proceed with the joinihoritcons truction

of the Stat of
There appears to be no entity other than the Power Au Y
New York, which is prepared to go ahead at once with construction o

f i ha
f "a pro*le

DEA/1268-D-40

Washington, November 29, 1952

United States half of the project. Therefore, the licensing o s
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necessary step to enable Canada" to proceed immediately with the d Velo
of the hydro-electric power potential of the International Rapids section pment
St. Lawrence River. of the
2: The inherently bi-national character of the project'undertaking immediate construction are em hasize and the urgency of

taken by the two national governments. The project con emplat d bo
y
ts already

Authority of the State of New York is an integral part, of the la he Power
development of the hydro-electric power p n for the
which was submitted by Canada and the tl Stof the

ates ot'th
Lawrence RivereJoint

Commission on June 30, 1952. The International Joint C o
ternational

which is a permanent body consisting of representatives of the Canadianmmission,
United States Governments and which was established

ursu
and

p ant to theprovisions of the Boundary
Water'sTreaty of 1909, a

s
October 29, 1952. The plan calls for construction of the ne esarhe plan on
entities to be designated by the two countries. Construction will be works by

undersupervision of the Bi-National Joint Board of Engineers. Upon completion the
ofthe project, control over the discharge of water from Lake Ontario

of water through the International Rapids section of the S and the flow
will be exercised by the International Joint Commission, acting River
Joint Board of Control. g through the

The Government of Canada has designated the Hydro-Elect
Commission of Ontario as the Canadian ric Powerpo
stands ready to undertake immediate construction oof the Canadian halfThat body
project as soon as the Power Authority of the State of New York is of the
the Federal Power Commission. licensed by
3.'

Construction of the Canadian half of the St. Lawrence
Power project is inthe direct interest of the United States. Such constructn powershortagé in eastern Canada." Such a shortage would iinevii11

tably
avert a

affect thecontinuing supply to the United States of critical raw materials,cobalt,
which are indispensable to that country's production for bothcivilian and defence needs; and mi ght we l l

, such as nickel

of dèfénce
munitions and supplies for jthe

eopardizUn e the production in Canada
Moreover, the maintenance and expansion of Canadian 'iStates armed forces.

of particular concern to the United States because of that production is
continuing - interest in strengthening the economic structureuntry's -long and
defence, potential of the. North American Continent. as well as the
a^lâred to be a fundamental tenet of United Sta This •interest has been
Official' declarations made by that tes policy in a number of
Oeclacâtion of, 1941; the subsequentgexch ment - e.g., the Hyde Park
8overnments
Stât of May 1945 extending the Hyde Parknotes between • the two

^

eclaration; and theëmént of Principles of Economic Coo eratio
Septernber 20, 1950. This policy has also receivedapproved by the President onreport, 'Of the

United States-Canada Joint Industrial official recognition in the
of qugust 13, 1952; and in the numerous directiv Mobilization Committee
vari°us'agencies of the United States Gov es and orders promulgated by

^. ,.;,. ernment, including the Munitions
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Board,,, the., Defense; Department and.,the ;zNational . Production . Authority,

implementing such policy declarations. ^,

4. Petitioner seeks to intervene in this proceeding in ordhethearing which wlill
the , foregoing by presenting evidence and testimony at . riate.
commence December 9, 1952, and in such other ways as maYmbas roador to the

^Wherefore; the Government of Canada, through its A
United States of America, asks leave .to intervene and participate in this

proceeding as a party. H.H. WRONG' -

DEA/1268-D-40
,803.

L ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secretaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary.of State for External Affairs

. ' • ^ "
TELEGRAM WA-2821,

Washington, Decémber 8, 1952
^ ' -

CONFIDENTIAL '

ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT

^,In a recent conversation,. Mr. Hugh Burns, Vice-President of the Great

Lakes-St.
Lawrence Association, " told a member of my staff that the

Association is confident that the Federal Power Commi
ssion

Thebefore January 20.
that three members of the Commis-

Association's
the

's
Power Authority

information ofis tothe the
State of New York

sion

the
are in favour of licensing the project. However, Burns consid^i ationt w 11

B
in the I

urns
courts and that

action of the Commission will be contested t at ghe Power

Auth

continue for one and a half; to two. year ro ect

Authority
proceed with its par he han, thaty will not be able to float bonds o

until:the litigation is completed. (We^have also heard, on the ot seeking an
the Power authôrity: will attempt to deal .with e th isslaturebility by

appropriation of •funds by the New York State, L g efore argues that work on

:,2. The Great Lakes•St. Lawrence Association, ther ,
the pcannot commence, under present plans, for, about two years and, as

project
an alternative', the -Association is drafting legislation for a joint seaaT a^ pro

ject
1953.

^n ,the Congress
le g

round
which , it hopes to have introduced r . said they had
Burns declined to reveal what was in the proposed 8

reas

nated
on to believe that}many of those whom.GeneralEisenhowewôûld support a

to.fill Cabinet or other°important posts in his administration , 1^4cKay'
^. roJect:^ . He` specifically • mentioned Dulles, HumphreY,nc

^ tihe'oint p

Congress hwhich
they ex

woû,d
ected

iconsld
eia

osed
.Sommerfield,,and Vandenberg. f Burns

of ,
said

support from f the. two 3 committees 1 o ush the prop, made to p „ whtc oné
legislation.: Consequently, an i effort- will be'
legislation through both houses of Congress n du ring fothe

r six to e ght months.
administration is expected to enjoy with Co g
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new factor favouring congressional approval is the realization that Canada,
able and willing to construct the seaway alone, and that the United S ates
might therefore forfeit its own interests in the St. Lawrence.

s
3: Burns'. references to 'the specific sources from which the Great Lakes-S

Lawrence Association , expects to ^ t•get support' for 'its` proposed legislation
indicates that the association is already engaged in drumming u" su

ort'woüld appeac- that they have already canvassed the key members of the ' It
newadministration.

When Burns asked what the attitude of the Canadian
Government would be to the new proposals it was pointed out to him that
.1941 agreement has been superseded and that, although we were aware of the
likelihood of delay due to litigation, we were presently concerned exclu he
with the project approved by the I.J.C. and with the all-Canadian seaw sively

ay.
4.'As the Great Lakes-St.. Lawrence Association is appearing in the

F.P.C.F.P.C.this
week,' we may hear more of the Association's plans and

endeavour to keep you informed. There was no indication whether the ro os will
legislation included a joint power development. However, you will note p ed
Association's proposal fits in with the onl hat the
Eisenhôwerappears to have ^make on the seaw

y ay s nl e his n me nationt. GenerallastThat statement. was revised after consideration, to indicate that he thoughtJuly.
itwould be wrong for the United States to forego its interest in the waterway.

804.

L'ambassadeur aux États- Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary ofState for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-2867

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT

lëtter' has an ^k at the State Department has orally informcd us that a
'been received from Congressman George Dondero

Re uMichigan) Who will be Chairman of the House Public
Works

( P blican,
83rd Congress,, asking the State Department to inform Committee in the

CanadianGovernment 'that .he intends to introduce legislation in the next
the session ofCongress`requèsting the administrationto negotiate

Canada f for the : development of the Great Lake- a new agreement with
pro'vided in the 1941 Agreément, but taking in s St. Lawrence Basin, as

2• he Canâdian Desk intends to give us
to account later developments.

of Dondèro's^^ Ièttér, in a day 'or so. It ' is notec °mndum with the substance
ondero's inténtion^ to include the power project ear, however, whether it is

section of the
St. Lawrence River in' the proposedein the International Rapids

'lot be clear'even when we obtain the tex t agreement, and it may
t of the relevant parts of his letter. In

DEA/1268-D-40

Washington, December 12, 1952

ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT
Reference:. WA-2821 of December 8.

The Cânadi D



any case, it would probably be,beyond his control as soon as any such measure

reached Congress: ;
ears that Michigan; and possibly some of the other updPé r deee S

tates,
water3. It aPP

are worried_, because , the, Canadian é, andtthat they would still ha tô get
navigation extends - only to Lake, ,
Congress - to appropriate, about: 90 million to

be in he Toledo
navigation to` Lake Superior. Most of the work ,ould.
and Port Huron area.

With reference to WA-2821, of December 8, Danielian.has now addeod^h is
4.

the- Great Lakes-St. Lawrenc fAssociation tl the sort of proposal that Dondero
membership in the upper lake area the United
intends to put forward and to do whatever is possible to ensure they can
States will participate in the sea way.

to the head of the Lakes because of
ensure that the waterway will be completedappropriation to complete the job. They
the necessity of obtaining such a large

po
end

int out that this is approximately one-third of what CanadWhaPasran ceheon the Canadian waterway: Danielian is emphatic in giving of the seaway in
can that the proposals which he is discu with o

tand that he is advising
Congress, cover only the seaway phase , of teP J.
that such, legislation, should be introduced only ;, after; the ; Federal Power
Commission has acted upon New York's application (i.e. after the middle ofof the
February). Danielian, of course, would have no control wish ttoe intrroduce and
introduction of whatever. .measures the proponen . Y
Dondero, as a firm supporter of the seaway, will undoubtedly be under great

pressure to act as soon as possible:

5.
Although the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Association. still is

consid
sseeking

that
on

delày in starting the prùject due to 1é=gaâkes region, Ysome^assurance that the
behalf of his supporters in the upp
Canadian Government will not take irrevocable steps towards thû t 1nCongfe s
of the seaway in the International Rapids Section of the River hase of
has had an opportunity to urge a new agreement to cover the seaway pCongress to
the, project only. If they could be assured that suf ficient for

taking of the first
at would elapse between the granting of a licence and ids
• step ,toward the Canadian Seaway, in the International Ra

the
GrSection (even if. ,the

^rrevocable, action is not challenged in , the courts),

kes-St:.Lawrénc
the F.P.C.`

e;Association will continue to urge its mbers in the
ranted. TheyLa

lakes, region to refrain from challg of gsupporters
F. l icence if,

l Cô gress go the seawaY
would;attempt toM limit the proposals
only,

o.counsel that such proposals be,delayed until the F.P.C. has ac^ d^he, and t
6, <We:z hâve: :refrained from stating that :: irrevoca nl taken and, indeed, it

construction of the Canadian Seaway,have already be able to
may, be - best to suggest ; to ; Danielian . merely 'that we would only This is
consider any new proposalswhen and ifthey were properly put forward• last

aPProximately, what the Minister told Dânielian when hconversations.
was

wh ^h are
August ; and he. has drawn conn^tion f it shoulde be remembered that the
satisfactory =to, him., In th, ^s;
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Examiner now hearing the New York application re'ected it '
did not encompass the development. of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basmause it
proyided for in the 1941 Agreement Althôugh it^ would bé far- etch . as

ed to claimthat arrangements for a power project in. thé St. Lawrenceshou
navigation works above Lake Erie, the Canadian commitment to con

struct
ld ensure

thewaterway to Lake Erie does'not'completely answer the former objection.7.
Danielian intends. to -, ^pursue the question refer red

however, and has asked us specifically, whether it is physicalllny necesgary
raph 5,

there be a time.lag between commencement of construction of the that
project and commencement of construction of navigation facilities power
International Rapids Section.

We have said only that we hav in the
informationin this connection; and it is, therefore, probable, that he will try
toMr. Henry, or Department of Transport officials in Ottawa, ithe approach

nextdays.; (Incidentally, the Examiner , said on the record, but in a few
manner, on Thursday, that he did not think New , York's a l; n off-hand
referred to Congress again.) PP cation should be
8. It would appear that; regardless' of the I^

outcome of the present proceedinbefore the F.P.C., measures will be introduced in Congress which
gembarrassment and delay. It is also possible that our attitude tow

ards
may cause

measures may cause some^proponents to change their position wit such
court action on New York 's licence if granted. The Asso ' t h regard to
covering the F.P.C. hearing, and other newspaper men here, havePress' reporter
that recent conversations they have had on Capitol Hill indi ated mmented
Congressmen have been worried by the administration's warnings that many
States national, interests

may be forfeited if the seawa is that United
entirely byCanada. Regardless of the facts, they'feel this ma y built

Any comments on the possibility of United States co-ô eratielection material.
should, therefore, be carefully considered. Meanwhile, it would

point out to Danielian that
p on in the seaway

of the watery would be i the most time consumin g d perhaps be best
construcin the Lachine area and that i

rt
therefo etibnlogiçal to commence construction there ahead of the International'` e

,ct, and to let him draw his !own conclusions from h srYourcommp^dswould be'appreciated. comments.., w

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à 1 ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis

Secretary of ,State for External Affairs -,
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-2403100
Ottawa, Decémber 17, 1952

SE^RET. IMppRTANT.

ioo :' .
[.e télé ^ .

gramme • •'porte la mention
RePeated to Ca •

Notcd in telegram:

DEA/1268-D-40

nad. ,/an Delcgation, New York for Mr. Pearson #264.
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'ST. LXWRENCE PROJECT- F.P.C. LICENCE

The Interdepartmental St. Lawrence. group, chaired . bÿ ,Mr. Pickersgill and

including ' Mr. Lessard -, and 'Mr. ' R.A.C. Henry, met yesterday , afternoon to

consider whether"anything shôuld be'done immediately if the. Federal Power
Commission* hearing on Spalinski's application10.' ^ ends Friday. It was felt that

Canadian action in the - next' few weeks (including any 'reply to Danielian's

approach to the ' Embassy br' to the State Department's memorandum on

Congressman Dondero's plan to `introduce a bill calling for a new - navigation

and power agreement'- your teletypes W.A. 2867 of Deceinber 12 and W.A.
2876 of December' 13)t would depend - largely on whether Spalinski's

application is dismissed by the F.P.C. later this week, making . it legally

possible for the Commission ' to issue a ' licence to ' New. York more or less
; . ;• ,, t, :

immediately.
In the light Of reports from you and those who have been' in Washington

fôr' the hearings and of the mounting interest in'the' United States in a new
agreement with Canada covering navigation alone or navigation and power, it
appeared that,'if the Spalinski ; hearing is not concluded - until after the new

administration takes over, ' favourable ` F.P.C.`: action on the New York

application will be problematicaL

It was considered, that in such - circumstances,` the : bést 'solution might be to

address a`note to Mr. Dulles very shortly after Januarÿ 20, pressing for action
on the power project. &6 if this were done,h, owever, the possibility of early

roveconstruction of the power project seems doubtful if the F.P.C. does not approve
the project before January 20.
;'3. In view of these factors, the urgent need fôr ' power and doubt about the

likelihood , of the F.P.C. reaching an early, , and ' favourabin
decaând

= Jânuary . 20, the ' Interdepartmental group felt that everyt g possible rk's
reasonable should be 'done_ in`, an effort *to obtain approval,

Y
othis

application before January '20 if the Spalinsk>< application is
week and the F.P.C. is thus, technically.at least, placed in a position to issue an
early license. It was believed that, ' even - in that `- event, one or two of the

Commissioners who are favourable to New York would be reluctant to aP proveonal
the project before January 20 because of uncertainty as to their p
,future. The Committee concluded, therefore, that we should explore with you

° and Mr. Pearson the possibility of his having a talk in New York
r

nDulleseor
few days with'someone in the incoming administration, such as M

The suggestion was thatr MntMr. Brownell, if the Spalinskt case is dismissed.
Pearson would presumably , do this only , with the , knowledge of the pr was

administration and that he might take the ltne , that the need for power

te de la •Public
" 10tCeci fait r6f6rcnce Ila soumission d6pos6e par H.A. Spalinski pour le compte les

Power and Water Corporation of Trenton, New Jersey, afin d'obtenir le permiintunatia
ressources hydro-électriques et le transport maritime dans la section des Rapides

naux. wer and
This refers to an application submitted by H.A. Spalinski on behalf of the ândlnap8at'°° in
Water Corporation of Trenton, New Jersey, for a' licence to develop power
the International Rapidi section: • I ' - ° V -
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urgent; that the United States has delayed the power project for a considerab
period; that if the incoming administration let this project hang fire un '

l

le
theytook over and were faced with new resolutions and bills in Congress involving

lvingpower, they would find themselves in considerable embarrassment with regard
to such domestic matters as the claims of the. other,Eastern states to a sha
the power; that if they were to use their, inflûèncè with a view t re of
favourable decision by the F.P.C. early in Januarÿ, they would havebtaining^a ,
problem out of the way; and that any further delay on the a one knotty '
States ^ in- facilita^ting construction of the power P rt of the United
damaging results for Canada-U.S. relations. Ît was contemplated have ..very
thè,proposed talk:Mr. Pearson.would be gi
Lawrence ven a background

that bèfore.
project. brief on the St.

4.
While it is a question whether such a talk would have the desired

'seems here to be the only step that can usefully be tak effect, it
d ecision if the Spalinski application is dismissed and it w ûld btain a prompt
out of line with,the aims of the present administration, not seem tobe .

I should be grateful if you would let'me have, at our
your views on this proposal, including any suggestions as to earliest convenience,
might approach and, how the present administration could be ^n

rmed
Mr. Pearson

action contemplated. It would be helpful if your reply could be ref e of . the
Pearson in New York. p ated to Mr.
5.

At a Cabinet meeting held this afternoon, the Prim Fe Minister
message to the attention of Ministers. There were somemembers ght this
Government who were somewhat doubtful as ; to the wisdo of thethat

Mr. Pearson should have a talk with Dulles or B
ell
m of the proposal

Administration takes over. on January 20, but Cabinetrwo before the new
glad to have your views in this matter.102 uld neverthéless be

806.

DEA/1268-D-40

tai aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in United States

to Secretary ofState for External Affairs
TELEGRAM WA-2917
SE^. .:. .. Washington, December 19, 1952

RET. IMPÔRTANT...

Reference: ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT: F.P.C. LICENCE
Addresed E-2403 of December 17.

York No External Ottawa WA -2917 ( Important) repeated' Candcl NewNo. 26 (Immediate) for Mr. Pearson.

. L 'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
^ i au secrétair d'É
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We agree that-our course of action will depend largehâs not b tJanuary20
the F.P

does with Spalinski's application; 'a 'd
appllcationshould press the new :administration very

approved New York !s , . .
shortly after January 20 to stimulate action on the power project.

2: If the F.P.C. ^ ses Spalinski's application, wè think t Cerof a licence t

the'Canadian Govérnment can'dô to further the prompt. ls ^i ic
ularl bëfore heY

New York before' January 20. Weoce r a .sDemi-judicial body to act on a
assumes office, can, or would seek to, inflù en
mâttér on which evidence has been taken and judgmenf,the sort can be done,
pràçtical point of view,` it seemétto us that if

o do more thanhanyone, and I' suspect he is
Governor Dewey might be ab
already doing what he can.

3. It might possibly help, however, if Mr: Pearson could find a convenientthat
ooportunity to tell Mr. Dulles how badly we needt b

power;
e to both governments

years "of effort, I.J.C. has approved a project accerP b the F.P.C. of New
that now there is but one remaining step - aPPoval y

York's application - to be taken before coristruitmâkceasnc eari notWonlÿreferour
such a broad statement of our interest because
desire to have New York's application approved but it implies that we are in no

mood to welcome any alternative. 1 see
4. If it is decided to approach the new administration hâ oWe J ae do,ng^It can

no difficulty in advising the present administration of
be done here easily through the State Department. Ithink we should leave

5.- Iri short, if the Spalinski application is dismissed, There is one
the'4uestion of seeking to influence the F.P.C. to New York ht des gn te

conditionally
bear asin mind.l

the .tyTh to déal ,with Hydro. If that were done it
New.Y
possibilityork we might

wo
uld leave only, one step to be taken - the approval by the F.P.C. of New

.
Yôrk's application - and remove one possible source ionel

Y
delay .

influenced by the

11 rt shortly, may

6: {In our approach to all these questions we are s
t

8 of the

Mr. Pearson were to be in New Yor a
talk between them might be advantageous• b_; have a

belief that the action " taken by the F.P.C. will be
a^bution of power in the

domestic forces interested in the nrodluctio't 1and .
Srength of Governor Dewey

United States. Our best hope lies Po e New

and the New York Power Authority: I bclieve ^oàtû we
te suaeeon the F.P.C.

Yôrk' rather ` than ' àttemptoT the lnew adminlstrat,ôn. If Governor Dewey and
through either the present k t the came time. I should think a priva te

7." Today's cvents at the hearing, on which we sha repo
bearing on the contents of ,this message. f

., i . ^ . . , . . '
, . . ^ . .
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DEA/1268-D-40Le chéf de la'délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Natioau secrétâire d'État aux Affaires t•• ^ unies, ex erteures
Chairman, Delegation to the General

Assembly of the United Natioto Secretary of State for External Affairs
ns

TELEGRAM 571
New York, December 19 , 1952

ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT
Reference: Your telegram No. 264 (EX-2403 to Washington ).

Addressed External Ottawa No. 571, repeated Beaver Wshin t
Following from the Minister• g on No. 171.

1. I have not yet heard from Mr.
but I would be myself doubtful of the

Wrong
w sdom ordva uthe suggestion you make,of an a p Dulles on this matter or to Mr. Brownell which could be nter re proach to Mr.

in any way official. However, I am having dinner with Mr. Dulles
will take advantage of the o r

P ed by them as

ppo tunity to have a few words with him about the
matter in a general way, emphasizing to him the necessity for earl acti
the strong feeling that will be created in Canada if that early y on and
prevented by delays or diversions in Washington. action were

• L ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

• Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM W^j.2926

DEA/l 268-D-40

Washington, December 20, 1952
SECRET `

Reference: ^ ^ • LAWRENCE PROJECT
Your Can(!el No. 571 to Ottawa, repeated hereDecembér 19• as No. 171 of

29 Addressed Candel New York No.26. ,; ,, 28, repeated External Ottawa as WA-
Followin

g for Mr. Pearson, Begins:.-.
You will now have seen from m

Candel No. 26)'that y message of Yesterday
we are in full agreement on what mightrepeatcd toyou as

the
Mr: Dulles at this time. We delayed our reply in ho ePPropriately be

p that yesterdaydiversion caused by the application of Spalinski
wOUld have been disposed of. Spalinski s to to build the power works
'Ômplete seém

incapacity to undertake the project be unbalanced, and his
was exposed during cross
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examinâtioci âf the F.P.C. hearing.
When the hearing ended yesterday,when

however, the F.P.C. examiner adjourned proceedings fore not be ablento make
the hearings will be resumed. Tm^iss onlnbeforel February. ,It is. certain that the
his formal report to the full co ,. ..
Spalinski application will be dismissed. orized

2.-. When it became clear that he had no solid backingSI we
auth

re unac eptable to
yesterday to say at the hearing that Spalinski's proposa the examiner
the Canadian Government. This was done with the appro t^at his applicaton
and of counsel for the F.P.C. (It appeared, tnctdenta y,
envisaged payment by Canada of a substantial part of the costs of the United

'States half of the project.) P C: to issue a licence to the

Ne
3.w 1 amYork afraid

Power
that we

Authority
cannbefore Mârch,tand I think there is 'not anything

that we can do officially to hasten action, at any rate untiLafter the new

Administration takes over. Ends.

SECTION B.

PRODUITS LAITIERS *

DAIRY PRODUCTS
.hc .

DEA/10817-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États- Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-109
Ottawa, January 14, 1952

CON F1 DENTIAL
ETC.

UNITED STATES IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON DAIR nP his matter has been

The question of possible âttmcnts concerned tinnthe light of information
discussed between the Departments letter to Isbister
gâthered by Bull in Washington lasi no f^ ^1and of

ory action oug
of December 28.

ht to Mi, taken S
Itiiwas agreéd tha '

these•' other hand, it was çonsidered desirable to rcmin^it0of ^thts time: On the
authorities'of Canada's continuing and active i et^^nder ought to be handed to

t restrictions. Hence it was agreed that a note of r rateful it yo
State Department and, unless you su objections, at the end of this telegram•
would do so.:The text of.the proposed note follows

',We are thinking of, giving copies of this note to the ou^drnôt d° s° 'f it2.
directly concerned in the removal of U.res trict ions

ouldyou plc seoraise this qÛestion
would embarrass the U.S.Administration.,

conseiller (Agriculture), ambassade aux États-Unis. -
` n'WC• Hopper. Embau In United Stata.W.C. Hopper, A`r. ^cultural CounseUor. r
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with State Department. If, State Department asked = to publish our note we
would gladly agree, but we would not- take the initiative.
3.

Text of note follows: Begins: Sir, I have the honour to refer to my Note
No. 496 of August 27, 1951, regarding the restrictions imposed upon imports
of fats, oils and dairy products under Section 104 of the Defense Produc
Act of 1951. These restrictions are a matter of continuing concern to the
Canadian Government. It will be remembered'that in my
Canadian Government drew attention to'the damage being done to anadiane'
trade with'the United States in,dried milk,products and cheese in particular

' Itreferred in âddition, at that time, to the far-reaching implications of
thesecontrolsi which are inconsistent with thef obligations assumed b the U

States under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. y nlted
It

will be remembered also that these import restrictions we
detailed consideration at the Sixth Session 'd the Contra • re the subjeci of
General Agreement on Tariffs and,Trade. A resolution, adopted âniespCO the
26, 1951, recognized that these measures constitute an infringement of A^ober
XI of the'Âgreement. At the same time, the Contracting Parti ticle

the determination stated, on the part of the United States Government,^no te of

repeal of Section 104 of the Defense Production Act, and they took note also ofseek

the high priority and urgency which it.was stated would be iven to furtheraction to this end. '• g

The Canadian Government was informed to its great
efforts which were made in the United States in the fall of 1951

sat isfaction of the

passage of remedial legislation, although the current session of Con secure the
to,.an end before a successful conclusion could be reache gress came

overnment wishes to take this o d• The Canadian
rtunit

G

restrictions be removed without further delay sô that nô c that these import
commercial relations may be resumed in the fields affectcd mal trade and normal

I have, etc. Ends.

810:

L anibassadeûr aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary ojState for Externa! Afjairs,

TELECR; AM WA=166

DEA/10817-40

Washington, January 17, 1952

UNITED-4zTAT^ IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON DAIRY PRODUCTS ETC.a^d*ThWee note contained in your EX-109 of 'iss
of State Department this aftcrnoon. They

Januar
y a

1 4
to

handc
be d tpleased

Lcddy
receive it and stated that it would probably be shown to
t0day^ to Senator Fulbright later

I

-.091
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2.; State Department will :have no objections to the note being given' to other

governments directly concerned with the removal of United States restrictions.

3.' ' It is expected that the repéal ^ bill will ^ be considered by the Senate early

next'week; or, as soon as the District of Columbia Home Rule Bill is disposed
c.

of ,

4. Leddy stated that dairy ', intérests have been activély lobbying ' and it is

possible that the bill for repeal of section 104 might be defeated in the Senate.

^ 5: On' ! the other hand, officials . of the Department" of Agriculture stated

yésterday that ` the high price. ' of ^butter, which reached 98 cents at retail
recently, may influence the decision in favour"of,repeal of import controls.

' ` d l Direction économique

DEA/10817-40
a f811.i

Note e„ a , , . „r. ..
}Memorandum by Economic Division,

E . ,

,

, . , . . . . ^

, . Ottawa, January 18, 1952
. ^}^ ^ . . . _, . _. . .

UNITED STATES IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON DAIRY PRODUCTS

On receiving telétype No. WA-166' of, January _ 17 ' from,the Canadian
Cs

Embassy in Washington, I tëlephoned 'Dr. Isbister and Mr. Reisman, to dis
with them the most appropriate procedure for transmitting cop ies
note to the United States Government to other, governments d ire y interested

in'the removal of the United States restrictions.

We agreed thât f copies of the note shôuld be mad
V Italbleland

governments • of .the Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, France', . Y Fi,

Zealand, Aûstralia and the United Kingdom,,all of. which had taken an

activé part
,
in the débate on this issué . at the last fséssion . of the Concroactinhg

Parties to the GATT.' In addition, Dr. q Isbister suggested that a copy
forwarded to the Swiss Government which, although not a ,nember of the

g taken w th a
GATT, was no doubt closely following â^endment t the Defence Production
view to the repeal of the import con. r.; . . ,..
Âct. hrou

It was also agreed that, instead of distributing copies of the notes task oûr
the 'representatives of the countries - concerned in O ttawa,

Thise ro
should

c dure would
missions in these countrins t info rmed of the latesb developmen s in connectionserve, to keep our missio
with this question.
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l 'ambassadeur aux Etats- Unis -"

Secretary of State for External Affairs
Io Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-261 "

DEA/10817-40

Uttawa; January 31, 1952

U.S. IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON DAIRY PRODUCTS, ETC.
We learn from Isbister (John English)104 and

Willoughby 105Department) that the U.S. Senate decided yesterday, by a substantial (State
majority,defer action "designed to eliminate the "Andresen Amendment ity,

U.S.'
Defence Production Act. Apparently this means that Con re"'^ of the

rescind the Amendment before the Act expires at the end of June. W1lloill not
adds that a new Defence Production Act will be under consideratiWilloughby
near future and that, of course, State Department will continue to ^ in the
inclusion of anything resembling the Andresen Amendment. ght the
2.

We must now consider whether or. not, to take retaliator ac '
tentative thinking of officials immediately concerned is r y tton. The
following lines: unntng along the
(a)

Action in this particular field cannot be isolated either
relations with the United States or from the whole future of IGATT ^m general

(b) In regard" to GATT the decision whether or not to reta]t 'ate
probably depend on how far we thought we were going to be able would
United States up to the full spirit of its undertakings or how far ° keep the

weenvisage a gradual crumbling.. In the latter case, immediate should now
considerations might predominate over strict compliance w' and ad hoc

the
^(c) It is quite probable that Ministers will not want to ta Agreement.
action unless there is an outbreak of criticism in Canada. , ke any retaliatory
ja) -On' the other hand, as' State Department' off

l
f

Point out, if we are -going, to retaliate, there is much to behave been at pains to

quickly so that,the point-of ' ôur action will 'be clear; delaysaid for doing it

misundertandings of our motives at the time when the ° action was actually

3•
This matter will, no doubt, have to receive the atalso of

Ministers in the near futu tention of top officials and
re. In the meanwhile we should greatlyappreciate your comments and guidance.

"'41. English, conseiller (Affaires commerciales), ambassade aux États-Unis.
English, Commercial Counsellor, Embassy in United States.

Woodbury Willoughby, conseiller (Affaires économiques), ambassade des États-.
^ y Willoughby, Economic Counsellor, Embassy of United States. Unis.
104 de la Loi sur la production de défense.

Section 104 of Defence Production Act.

CON FI DENTIA L. IMPORTANT.
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DEA/10817-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au sécrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

. Ambassador in United States -

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

I .think action should be suspended until we know whether Sect ion

TELEGRAM,WA-338
Washington, February 2, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE.

IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON CHEESE AND,
OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS, ETC,:

r
.1

Reference: Your EX-261 of January 31, 1952.

RePeat to Dr. . C.M. : Isbister, ° Director, . International Trade. Rela tions
Division, Department of Trade and' Commerce; and repeat to J.J. Deutsch,

Esq., Director, ; International Economic , Research Division, . Department . of
, . ,, .

Finance. r . ; ^ ..
apparent

-1: From Thorp's remarks reported in my WA-337 of today,t it is ap doubt

that retaliation would not surprise the United States Administration. I
that, in = the circumstances, it would have any disadvantageous effects on

Canadian-United States relations. ,. .
2. ' If retaliatory measures which would affect farmers in the Northern Unitédd

States and would not cause serious difficulties within Canada could be adopt
immediately; I think they should be taken. -, ^ i

`:3.r: However, if retaliatory measures would cause as d i ffi
teduun

for
til a

Canada as for the United States or ^f . they could not p
comparatively short.time before passage of the new legislation ca 104pi11eor

will not be renewed.
, 4 * If the new legislation containsa provision similar to Section 104, I think

retaliatory measures should ' be adopted, even thoug hinhesuch
action would

serious in Canada. If GATT is to,continue to mean anyt g

aPpet ar to be essential. If it looks as thoughthis section were to bheon Ûni éd
t. A: #1 aimed at

permanent, our,. retaliation need not
taliationoûgh tto be so taimed if it is

States agriculture, although immediate r
to be undertaken.' ^ ' - ' '
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DEA/10817-A-40
c ron economrquepour le. ,secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Ecônomic Divisionto Acting Secretary ofState for External Affairs107
CONFIDENTIAL

Ottawa, February 12, 1952

Note de la n;,,. t' '

UNITED STATES IMPORT RESTRICTIONS
ON DAIRY PRODUCTS

I understand that, at to-day's meeting of the Cabinet, Mr. Ho
the question whether the Canadian Government should underta We will raise
relation to these restrictions as we are entitled to do under the p^eovtsionsretaliation in
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Mr. Howe will of the
retaliatory measures be taken by the Government. suggest that no

Before his departure Mr. Pearson indicated that I
concur in any suitable plans for retaliation, if Mr. How would be prepared to
decided and if Cabinet concurred. I do not think that he mea and Mr. Abbott so
was urging retaliation. He did feel, however, that the nt to imply that heGovernmenttake some sort of notice of the United States restrictio ns ought to.

which,efforts of the United States Administration, have , despite the
to date; if the Government did not do so, the General ot been repealed
become virtually meaningless. greement would

Mr. Howe has also been` giving some consideration
. issuing a press release outlining the to the desirability of
may raise this matter in Cabinet. My wnt view is thatanadian Government. He:little

advantage in issuing a statement dealin wi^here would appear to be
Canadian Government is not prepared to take. În the measures which the

circumstancesstatement to the House after Parliament reconvenes a briefpreferable, would perhaps be

F.SCOTT,REID '

TOpSECRET

for A.D.P. H[eeneyj

PCO

[Ottawa,j February 12, 1952

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract front Cabinet Conclusions

to Mr. Claxton 12.2.52.

"'Note marginale •
Sent ^Mirginal note:

I
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U.&, IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON DAIRY PRODUCTS;
RETALIATION

:;. ,.,. .

16. The Minister of Trade and Commerce, referring to discussion at the

meeting of August 22nd, 1951, said that the Interdepartmental Committee on
External Trade. Policy had - considered whether any measures of retaliation
should be taken by Canada now that it, appeared unlikely that Section 104 of
the Defence Production Act, which placed restrictions on the import of dairy
product's into the United 'States, would be rescinded by this Congress. There

had been a difference of view within theChmh^ttUnit d States band he
undesirable to start a war of retaliation, w
recommended that no such measures be adopted at present.

17., The Minister of Finance expressed agreement.) It ^would be dimures
^easl

impose tariff restrictions that would not add to the cost of living. Any
would have to be taken by legislation and this would provoke a general debate
on tariff and trade questions in Parliament. It would draw attentionf to
.Ministers who had occasion to speak in the, United States to
the undesirable effects of the action of Congress in breaking the agreements
that.had been made by the United States.,

18:
:The Minister of Resources and Development. as Acting. Minister of

Agriculture
said the Department of , Agriculture was in : agreement . that

measures of retaliation at present were undesirable. e
19. The Cabinet, after discussion, noted the'report of the Min ister

time ^n
° and Commerce and agreed that no measure be taken at t he present

retaliation. for. the restrictions, imposed by the U.S. Congress through the
amendment : of , the Defence Production -,Act on, , the importation of dairy

products into the United States.

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

Department of Trade and Commerce

. Ottawa, February 27, 1952

NORTH ATLANTIC COMMUNITY;
U.S. RESTRICTIONS ON DAIRY PRODUCTS
► 3,. ..., f

Dear Claude [Isbister],
way to the Lisbon Conference of the North Atlantic Ç thnn'th

On my e
occurred to me that an occasion might ar ise there to emphasize, W^ orth

' C unit and Article II of the N

North Atlantic GovernmentuvC,

framework of the North Atlant^c omm y Ott,,`,
Atlantic Treaty, the concern felt by the Canadian Governments and

• the Andresen Amendment .

La Direction éeonomique au directeur de la direction générale
des relations commerciales internat^onales du ministère du Commerce

Econômic Division to'Director, International Trade Relations Branch,
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As you know, Mr. Pearson. did refer to this at the one m
Committee on the North, . Atlantic Community that -. was eeting, of the

heldImmediately afterwards I wired home for the views of our in Lisbon.
the Department of Finance and duly received them. Y Department and

At the same time I âsked the U.S. Delegation what the y
some reference to the matter in full Council. They.asked for. instr uct ions fromWashington and received, not a tele ra

y ould. think of

were told that an informal referencem' but an informal, telephone ca11The

certainly not be taken amiss; indeed a little needlinte minh t fullbe Council would
other hand, they doubted the desirablility or propriety of an useful. On the
of views by the CounciL y formal expression

All this information was passed on to'Mr. Pearson. Howeve r,of the Committee came up in the full Council, the circumstances'
when the

seem propitious for any mention of this matter. There were a lot did not
issues unsettled in completely different fields and it did n of delicatethe United States on this subject. ot seem wise to needleother

Minister made any refer nce to it nrful^Countther Mr. Pearson nor any
cil.

Yours sincerely,

A.F.W. PLUMPTRE

Le secrétaire d'État aux
Affaires extérieures

DEA/1 0817-A=40
au haut -commissaire au Rôyaumé- Unj

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Unit d'

Ottawa, March 1, 1952
UNITED STATES IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

►

1

TELEGRAM 50110d
e K[ngdom,

Amb[assadorj ^on. Pans No. 20 (London Please pass). Cdn[Canadianj
Wash[ingtonj EX449 March 1/52.

ON DAIRY PRODUCTS
New York Tinres ' despatch fromPreparin8 Geneva reporting that' Canada was

prograrnme of sharp and extensive retaliatory restrictions on imports
of United States farm products, which was carried in Canadian press and overradio, prompted

z
question in House of Commons e

' ,Mr,
Ho1we replied that Canadian Government

sterday (Feb. 29).'

circumstances not to take retaliatory action. had decidcd, in present
wheré refaliation would be either effective ^or Situation 'had not reached
was ^ therefore erroneous'and did not reflec vappropriatc. Geneva despatchauthorized no
deplo new statement of polic and r ws of Government which had

red ^United Statés : import, controls y • egrétted press report: Canada
contrav^ntion 'of our trade agreement w with had becn introduced in direct
'mPaired value of cértain tariff concessions ith United States and seriously

snegotiated at Geneva and Torquay.
1081-c RÇ grammcp^t; ^^ECrte la mention :/Notcd in telcgram:Miss

I
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ashington
However; bill to repeal Andresen amendment w a

s â°
in

ecirumstances
and 'prôspects , for remedial I legislation were encô

^te to threaten retaliation
Canadian Government'dida not consider• it app pr
"on a subject which was at preient receiving; constructive_ consideration of

United States Senate."

'
Mr. Howe made no reference to possible attitude of Government if import

3. . . .
restrictions were not rescinded.

818.•'
DEA/10817-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures '

Ambassador in Unitéd Stâtes
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-1765
Washington, July 3, 1952

, • ,

UNCLASSIFIED

1MPORT CONTROLS ON CHEESE
AND OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS

Following for Dr. C.M. Isbister, Director, International Trade ReiéCi^or,
-: .
Branch, Dept. of Trade and Commerce and G.R. Begin D
Agriculture and Fisheries Branch, Dept. Trade and Commerce,

1. In Hopper's absence, Hillhouse109 was called to a meeting this afternoon toies
which had been invited the - agricultural representatives of ^âs held ^ust
interested in the import controls on dairy products. The meeting ^oin
prior to the issue by the USDA of press rélease 1458, copies of which are b g

forward by bag. es in

2.
The meeting and the press release were concerned with the g04 of1

defence food order No. 3, which result from the modification of Section factors
the Defence Production Act as amended, and from changes in supply
âffecting several of the commodities covered by Section 104.

determined by
3. It was'stressed that the changes announced today have been orts on

the secretary on the basis of presently anticipated ef ti tsrOgrams during
domestic production, market ing ,

ll c
price

s

ontinue to rev ew the situation
` the `current period,' and that the •sécretarY will ^

^ commodities o'r prôducts, included ünder Section 104 and, i^eaqûotasaffecting ,
in

..
ôf such reviews,,posstbly crease, decrease= or eliminate entirely

k. '. A .' : nce.which have been established. , , , .

;'C From the Canadian standpoint, the most important part of the forn^ 952-53
ment was to the effect V that. the import quota for rate of eight and one-half
from all countries has been established at an annual

. ï . ., , .
riculture),

,
1W . Hilihouse "adjoint au secrétaire d'ambassade (Affaires commerciales, a8

ambassade aux itatsUnis: in United Scates.
W.F. Hillhouse. Assistant Commercial Secretary (Agriculture). EmbassY
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million pounds, which is approximately equal to the annual rate of cheddar
cheese imports, authorized during the, 1951-52 period. It was
Canadian share of this will amount to about 25 per cent of the estimated that

we will
r
formula will be whenused.this point is clarified. In apportioning the total quotatota l

but anewIn 1952-53 the quotas for each class

eport f

apportioned

urther

among individual importers on the basis of thep^rocheese will be
United States total which was imported : by each importer i

portion of the
certain allowances. P n 1950 subject to
5.

Controls in effect during the 1951-52 control
periodflaxseed (except screenings, scalpings, chaff and

- s ourin
s

n butter; butter oil,
dry milk solids, peanuts and rice (except meal, flour, olg

h

llnseed oil, nonfat
continued without change. P , bran, starch), are
.6. Emmenthaler, , gruyere process, roquefort, and c
special varieties, are being freed from im

pi

ertain less important
flaxseed products bracketed in paragraph rive aboveols as are also the rice and
7.

The import quota for casein has been established at
anmillion pounds or approximately 25 percent less than last annual rate of 40

Year's quota was not completely filled and it is expected thr's. However, last
Pound quota will take care of anticipated im

ports
at the 40 mlliln8.

Licences will be issued to individual imprters
1952-53.

approximately one-third of their annual quota. o Theseas
quotas

quick i as possible for
necessarily before June 30, 1953. q need not be used
9. Strong representations were made at the meeting

who indicated their distress at the ver narrthe Department
g by Dutch and Italian

of Agriculture had placed upon the provis
ions t of t whichSection 104 and the intent of Congress as expressed

in
he new

was pointed out by the Dutch representative that, b
r
emovnference report. It

gruyere and roquefort; from control while retaining y ing emmenthâler,
Dutch and Italian types, the United States was in quotas upon certain special
discriminatory provisions of the

GATT, n fact contravening the anti-
10.

Haggerty the new Director of OFAR, stresse
d thatavailable to make adequate analysis of the situation little time had been

that the continuing reviews of the situation to b e that it was his hopeat some future date, make e made by the secretary might,Ends. possible some revision in the present regulations.
819.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
Extract front Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

[Ottawa,j July 15, 1952



42: The Secretary of State for Externa
meeting"of February. - 12th, repôrtéd, that' the amen ded version

contained a
Defencé Production Act, which entered into force on July l st,

section substantially similar to section 104 of the he5In ersessional1CommPtteetheof fats,' oils, cheese and other dairy products. At , of
of the G.Â.T.T. in February 1952,, a working party h ad beenb stCont acting
which Canada was a member, Ce1of concessions to the United
Parties' of their intention to suspend application intended
States. The Danish government had now enquired whet WheÇheraCanada would
request the convening of the working party and, if not
support a Danish initiative along similar lines.

The Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade Ponihâvind con specialthe
the question and agreed that the since the regular session of the Contract-
working party convened at th^s time
ing'Parties was scheduled to open on October 2nd. It-was recommended that a
reply be sent to the Danish note accordingly.

An explanatory memorandum was circulated.•:^ .
(Minister's memorandum,' July 14, 1952'- Cab. Doc. 219-52),

of State forof t
43: The Cabinet . approved the recome ^ n be^sent toht eeDanish note on the

External 'Affairs and agreed that a p y
convening of the working party under G.A.T.T: to consider import restrictions
irriposed by the U.S. Defence Production Act stating that: ost ne

(a) , the Canadian government thought •^ it 'wouldn be ' aes ülarl session of the
discussions until October 'or November when the g

Contracting Parties was expected to be held;' but that
Cn would be willing toada

t- °,` . :` . • `U.S. IMPORTR •
l'Âffairs ' referring to discussion at the

fF.(b), as a member of the special working party, "ular
Part^clpate in any discussion w^ch mlght `be held i t advance of the reg
session at the request of a complaining contràcting par y.

RELATIONS AVEC.LES ÉTATS-UNIS

ESTRICTIONS"ACTION UNDER G.A.T.T.

DEA/10817-A-40

Note de la Direction éconômique
aires extérieurespôurle`sous-secrétaire d'^tat aûz AIf

Memorandum from Economic Division ^
1952

W to Under-Secretary of State for External AJf
a

'rs

° e ., . . .` :r ¢. . ^ I , Ottawa, August 14,
CONFIDENTIAL °',`, ► ,.r C

UNITED STATES IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON DAIRY PRODU ôn to give

In !our' letter of 'July 24' we asked our Embassy in Washington
. eonsideration to the following questions:

•' Canada likely to be instrumental in foc effects of(a) 1s retaliation by
attention of the United States Congress and public on the harmful
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the type of protectionist policy exemplified by Section 1
revision of the Defence Production Act;. 04 and the later

(b) In the event that retaliatory action were considered to be both practicable
and effective, what timing would be most appropriate for such action; and
(c)

Which of the tariff concessions initially negotiated by Canada
withUnited States might best lend themselves to compensatory sus ensio the

point of view of their impact on United States ex p n from the
the provisions of Article XXIII (2) of the GeneralÂgeemena whi^ ng in mind
that the Contracting Parties may authorize the suspension of a co stipulates
the extent that it is considered "appropriate in the circumstances." ncession to
It

was felt that the views of our Embassy on these questions woul
useful basis for 'any further consideration which might have d provide a

topraticability of retaliatory action by Canada prior to the oen iven to the
Seventh Session of the' Contracting Parties and, ng of the
the special workin , possibly, prior to a meeting of
Octobér. g Party between now and the regular GATT session in

2: I now attach for your information a copy
Le t

which embodies our Embassy's reply. Youwillwill, note that^in the of August 8
Embassy, retaliation by Canada might well have'a tan ible'eff view of our
United States public and Con ress g ect both on theprobab ly

of the other affected co ntries.On the mamore sot ter ofhan similar action by
makes a cogent case for initiating whatever action it mi htmtng our Embassy

besome time.after the Presidential elections and before Congress decided to takeJanuary.
A" date in late November or early December 'w nvenes in

appear to be indicated. This timing would have the additional advant cordingly,ould,

could be brought into direct conjunction with a decision of age that it
Parties whose Seventh Session is likely to last until some • the Contracting
of November. , ttme toward the end

3• As for the ' ' .
possible commodities to which the retaliatory suspension or

m0difïcation of Canadian tariff concessions to th
aPplied,`our Embassy suggests that selected t e United States might be

our retaliâtor r •.
YPes of dried fruit peroducts wouldseem to'offer the most practical basis` for consideration.10 The scoe ofy restrictions would, of course, have to be considercdtca efully

here with a view to ensuring that our recourse
toxXIII was endorsed by the Contracting Parties the provisions of Article

circumstances." as "appropriate in the
4•

According to our latest information from The
the Netherlands may request,the convening of the Hague it is still possible that
aa''setup last February to consider the United Stâte stal µ^orking party which

y' products in the light of subsequent action b y ort restrictions on
Netherlands decide to proceed with their y Congress. If thef3^ complaint prior to the regular session"Note marginale .

^ Mr w. ,/Marginal note:
• itchie• In

item. w(ilgr4s view of the high preference on raisins, dried^ fruits do not scem a good



ofthe Contracting Parties,"' I assume that -Ministers would wish to review the
Canadian position on the question of retaliation so that our representatives on
the special working party could be provided with appropriate instructions.

A.E. RITCHIE

821..
DEA/10817-A-40

• ^ Note de la Direction économique .I
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Economic Division
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, August 15, 1952

UNITED STATES 1MPORT RESTRICTIONS ON DAIRY PRODUCTS
Inyour marginal note on my memorandum of August 14 you suggested that

it might be possible for us, by way of an approach to the Netherlands Embassy
in . Ottawa, to dissuade the Dutch from submitting their complaint to the
special"working party in advance of the regular session of the Contractiog
Parties which is scheduled to open in October.12

,2. You may be interested to know that the Dutch have already approached us
in this matter, not only through their Commercial Counsellor here, but also in
Geneva and The Hague. They were anxious to find out if the Canadian
Government was prepared to take retaliatory action either at this time or at
some subsequent date which might be considered more appropriate in the light
of the impending United States elections.
:3. In reply we informed the Dutch that, while Ministers had not so far given
consideration to the substance of the question of retaliation, they had agreed
that the present time.did not appear to be particularly suitable for a discussion
of the continued United States restrictions in the GATT forum and that we
should prefer to, postpone such a, discussion until the October session. In the
event that retaliatory action were decided upon, it was, in any case, likely to

have a, substantially greater, impact on the ,United States Administration and

Congress either immediately,, before or immediately , after the Presidential

elections.
A At the same,time,.we made it clear to the Dutch that, if the Netherlanhe
Government pressed for the convening of the special working party prior to t
Seventh Session, we would, of course expect to participate in the discussions.
i;5:-IlWhile the Dutch are ostensibly reluctant to proceed without the active co-
operation and support of, other, .tnterested countries, they would nevertheless
appear to be determined to call ' for a meeting of the special working party,

possibly. in ! conjunction with the, meeting ^ of the Intersessional Committee in

"'Note marginale ;(Marginal note:
I hope not. Could we not get in touch with Netherlands Embassy? W[ilgressl

I "A ce sujet. voir aussi les documents 387-388.
On this subject see also Documents 387-388.
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early September. They recently intimated to us once a ain

through ourEmbassy in The Hague, that they would go ahead as
unlescould offer

strong reasons against their, proposed course of actio
n̂ (a) we"promise support to them for retaliatory action at a later date." Al though

or (b)
Embassy did not clarify

the meaning of (b), I assume that what the our
Dutchin

mind was an advance commitment on our part to impose had
restrictions rather than merely : to su po retaliatoryt in
retaliatory action as the Dutch,intendedto take.tIn an

yo caseting Parties such
Embassy that there was nothing we would wish to add to the ex jâ informedrned our

of theCanadian position which had already been provided to the Dutch.
6. In the light of these circumstances I should be inclined to doubt

would be any tangible advantage in making a further approach to the if therethis time."j Dutch at

822.
A.E. RtTCEItE

Le délégué permanent auprès de !'Offce européen des
DEA/10817-A-40

au secrétaire d'État Nations unies
aux Affarres extérieures

Permanent Delegate. European
Office of the United N'to Secretary of State for Externa! Affairs

attons,
TELECRAM 102

Geneva, October 7, 1952

UNITED STATES IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON DAIRY PRODUCTS
Repeated London for Bull and Deutsch.

We = have had an informal meeting of delegates rinci
United States restrictions on dairy

p Pally affected by
preliminary views on what further ac ,on tottake at 7thpurpose of exchanging
were represented: Australia, Canada, Denmark session. The following
Zealand and Norway. , Italy, Nctherlands, New
2: In view of continued violation of agreement by Unitedrepresentatives of other countries was that those su States, concensus of

G^^and concerted steps of a compensator ffering injury should take
and to restore the balance of concessions.t ure

Members of United grity ofdelegation
had informally indicated to . one d States

agreement with this view, or two of those present its
recently introduced Most countries felt relaxations which had been

pursuant to amended section 104, repeat 104, had not
repeat not significantly altered impact of restrictibeen somewhat eased ons although problem had3.^ Netherlands has d ^ d^ rly for Italy.
UnitedStates b to reduce its purchases of wheat flour from

y 15000, repeat 15000, metric tons, in other words to impose an
, Note • ' .

note:8 ee. W[^igreu)
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upper limit of 57000, repeat 57000, metric tons on imports of wheat flour from
United States. They tell us.amount diverted from United States *11 probably
be bought from Canada at 'a higher price.

' 4. Australiâ is, prepared, in principle to retaliatè but,, is-^ inclined to await
ôutcome, of- current 'United States tariff co

of i
nvestigation

on Tonkin of
before announcing actual measures. As : a method
Australia' has indicated privately to us,his interest in restoring preferential
position on dried fruits which prevailed in,Canada prior to (Geneva?). When
we told him " Canada must reserve its position with' regard to compensatory
action against United States he went so far as to ask. whether we might not be
obliged to reinstitute preferential margins provided in Canada-Australia
agreement if Australia were to retaliate against United States by withdrawing
her acquiescence to reduced margins in Canada. In reply we said such action
by Australia might conceivably raise for Canada whole question of status of
Canada-Australia trade agreement. We counselled him not to force us into a
position where we might be unable to avoid renegotiation of agreement.

5. New Zealand,is also prepared to retaliate, at this session by withdrawing
concessions on tobacco and several ' other. products. Denmark has decided
against retaliation because their imports from United States are now limited to
bare essentials so that any 'further 'reduction - would' bé more damaging to
themselves than to United -States. Italy has not, repeat not, yet taken any
decision on^ retaliation but appears to be influenced by recent relaxations in
Testrictions which have benefited Italy more than other count^ioci• û hwihat
interest in exports of dairy products to United States is
retaliation would be appropriate for her.

6. We explâined' that Canada continues to be- deeply concerned with the
failure of United States to withdraw section 104 and that we arcprepared to

oassociate ourselves with criticism'of flagrant United States violation of G
ATT.

We; explained we would. put: no, repeat= no, obstacle in the way of
have decided upon retaliation in near future.: Wepointed out, howen^da would
taken no,, repeat no, decision with regard reta liatio

n W
and

e
ââeâ Canada

view that
-have to reserve its freedom with respect to this mtter
retaliation at present might not ma: much impression upon United b^^t `yith
view of (group ; corrupt) ; preoccupat^on, of Amer^can press and Puestion ofque
clections. We indicated st ^ as our tntent^on to re-examine

retaliation in a few monthsst^me. , I

^7.:Several other countries disagreed with,our views about retaliationeatly
and

expressed disappointment that ^ joint measures of. retaliation might b toaucers
weakened by the absence of Canada from the l^st: In their view the p
iw,? the tUnited States affected by, the 3withdrawal of concessions n would no,
repcat not,.fail .to feel the impact ann 't^t crwc^at' a^ct,on At the same time it
reaction of the, general public in gettig h course decided upon
saijncd clcar that othcr, ccountries will be influcnced by t c
by Canada. n arties

8.: We suggested that one possible approach would be for ao sixth segs,ôn, In
to pass a,critical resolution going beyond resolution passed t
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essence, such a resolution would condemn continued United SGATT and state that contracting tates violation of
restrictions would now be justifiedain1ewi hdrawinnsicered themselves hurt by
States. The chairman of the contractin

g

g•°ncessions from United
last year to - those injured to delay unti 1the1eUnit d tSt tedraw advice he gave

ssituation.
Such an approach would meet the di erse

positions
remedy the

governments on the question of retaliation. Some of those rese of various
interest in a solution along these lines. P nt , expressed
9.

Finally representatives undertook to report the views e
respective governments and to meet again as soon as further advice their
received. It is expected that the informal group will meet again abou ould be
October 11, repeat 11. If there is an t Saturday
modified we should be advised bëfore hi date^^tty of Canadian position being

10. Please repeat London.' 14
. , . .

823.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieur
DEA/10817-A-40

au délégué pernranent auprès de l'Offrce européen des Nations unies
Secretary"ofSlat- .10 r External Affairs

to Permanent Delegate, European
Off, ce of the United

TELEGRAM 107
Natrons

as to tn8 countrtes to consult with Contracting Parties nnadvance
timing and extent of their retaliatory measures.

KESTRWTIof Oct b oNS ON DAIRY PROnucTsReference: Your telegram No: 102
Canadian ^ r 7.

retaliatory Position remains as set forth in your paragraph 6. In our '
measures prior to forthcoming United States elections would^ be

unlikely, to result in positive or favourable action and we d
any practical advantage in asking Ministers at this time ° not, therefore, see

to consider substantivequestion of possible retaliation by Canada.2.
Strong resolution along lines of your ara ra

for it entirely consistent with your instructions ash 8 is acceptable and su Pp°rt

ons from United
approved by Ministers. Weassume that authorization given affected Contracting Parties to withdrawconuessi

not commit retaliat' States would be authorization in princi le d

Ottawa, October 10, 1952

,.. UNITED STATES IMPO

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT

11,

o.1828.Oct. 8.

^ t^IF6ramme
Re Porte la mention :/Notcd on tdegram:Peated Londo N
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DEA/10817-A-40
824. , . ^ . .. , . .

des Nations unies

Canadian tariff. I made c ear even y
inter ret silence of Canad^an delegat.^on at that point as creating^
• p

bli ation on our part to undertake future point retaliationfuture its

comment whatsoever from an
cfcre to thë idea that Aûstralia can retaliate against the United nto

ite
then

r ° "` 1that Australia should no ,. pe b

au secrétaire d Btat aux .

*, ^ce of the United Nations,
Per^rianent'Delegate, European OJf .!

a'̂ rs '
to'Seeretarÿ of State forEExternal AJJ,., ..

:
, , Geneva, October 22, 1952

TELEGRAM 120 `•

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

UNITED STATES IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON DAIRY PRODUCTS

Reference: My telegram No. 102 of October 6th [^ns,.
Following from Isbister, GATT delegation, Bcg 4

1. Tonkin of Australia has returned to the question outlinedstruct onsaând he
our telegram under reference. He has

of the United Kingdom when he saw
ârranged specially for presence of L
me.

her. . discussion along the lines indicated in our telegram u^ d`n

reference
a

erence I
furt felt impelled at one Point -to indicate that preferential item

tariff. .
question is in Canadian tariff not, repeat not, in

3.
Tonkin told me Australian ministers will raise this question with Canadian

ininisters at Commonwealth conference in November.

4. When contracting parties discuss United States , restrictions on nited
I products Tonkin intends to say that Australian retal'aa, ^^Tg^n is and he wants
States may take the form of reinstitution of pre erent g I told
to know if such a statement on his part will 'cause Canada any notf`rcquirc any
him a general statement of this kind would not, Peat at no, speciCc

C An as long as he makes no, repc

Le délégué permanent auprès de l Off iee europeen
AJJaires extérieures

implication an o g
the United States. I emphasized that Canada reserves for the

against
fr^edom to reach its own decisions. Ends.

DEA/10817-A-40

* anent aupk rès de l'Office européen des Nations unies
Le délégué perm afres extérieures

au secrétaire d^^tüt aux AII

Permanent Delegate. European office of the United Nations,
s

to Secretary of State for Extunal AJj
24 1952

Geneva, October ,
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UNITED STATES IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON DAIRY PRODUCTS
Reference: My telegram No. 120 of October 22nd.

Following from Canadian Delegation; 7th Session, GATT , Beg^'n^immediately following telegram contains the text of a draft decision s' Our
on thisitem of the agenda which has been prepared by the Executive Se cretaare aware that such, a. decision would not, repeat not, be fully in accord .wiVe

our instructions since i(provides no, repeat no, authority for a country with
has suffered injury to take compensatory action without receivi which
prior, approval, from contraetin ng detailed
assiduously here that Article XXIII perm ts of that inter

instruc te
pre

d we have urged

met with no,* repeat no, support, except recently from tqustraliabut we have
Executive Secretary made it clear that, if chairman were askedAustralia. When
ruling on thé meaning of Article, XXIII, he would be forced to deliver a
detailed prior consultation with contractin to advise that
terms of the article before an injured country s could akeequired under
corimpensatory action, it became apparent that there w a particular
pressing our interpretation of the article further. ould be little point in
2. The three countries now whose

and must be reconciled if at all positions on this issue are furthest apart
States. possible are Netherlands, Australia and United

(a) -
Netherlands is anxious that no, repeat no, loophole

elegality of compensatory withdrawal it intends to make mb hteft through which
avoid getting itself into an exposed g be impugned. To
want any alternative procedureOthe posit ion,

that indicateit does not, repeat not,

d b
byArticle XXIII to be opened up for other countrieswhh strict interpreta-

retaliate later. This understandable ^ch might want to
Blankenstein in verbiage about rule^ positio

n slawnandsab
been

ou
wred , up by Van

agreement which we have found rather unpalatable whent break
broug intohtg itegnty ofrelationwith -way in which Netherlands and other countries h v

eXample, prior consultation provisions of Balance of a e stretched, for
Agreerrïen Payments Articles of
(b) Australia wants to retaliate bu

announce form of its retaliation. The t is not, repeat not, yet prepared to
provided in our tele gram No. portfolio of this Australian position is
free.. g 120 of 'October 20. Aùstralia would like to be

f to- act . either during preent session or afterwards, as
Govefnment might decide. Australian
(c) United States naturally would not, re pea t not ,action

which would lessen chances of some countries averse to any course of
measùres"at this session. For this - announcing retaliatory
our^interpretation of Art cle XXII1 S ÛI thcy have been somewhat attracted by
^m^sible to accept. One important elern atcly, however, they have found it
that such retaliatory measures as mi ht be t in their thinking is their desire
hen ^^ g taken should not, repeat not, beeXcessive and should not, repeat not I d ••

to a general unravelling of existing tariff schedules counter measures and
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3. When webecame convinced that there was no,• repeatno, hope of securing
acceptation of our interpretation of Article XXIII we concentrated our efforts
on,urging that contracting parties should decide that, in light of clear damage
that was still being done to trade of a number of countries by. these United

States' restrictions (in'spite of long period that had béen given United States
Administration to tryto remedy situation) and also in the light of lack of any
practicable means for -securing between sessions the' approval of contracting
parties, a list of countries to be, specificàlly named'should be free to withdraw
concessions from United States without prior. approval of contracting parties
provided that such action be promptly reported to contracting 'parties and be
subject to strict reviéw at next session. However, at an informal meeting of all

delegations . principally concerned on Wednesday, repeat Wednesday, our

proposed solution ran into heavy opposition from' the Netherlands and from the
United States. The Executive Secretary, who was also present ,

the' course of rthe
enthusiastic about it and ' as â• compromise, suggested
meeting idea which is embodied in draft we are forwarding. Will see that
Wyndham-White's suggestion is based on, doctrine' of negative consent. Had
hoped that a compromise more closely in accord with our instruction

best
reached, but under all circumstances we feel this draft provides

general
and the

possible solution. It is almost certain to be accepted by' shWÔ ^d âlso ultimately
United States. It would be our guess that Australian
accept it, although it would •clearly cause considerable difficulty in Canberra.

`4. No, repeat no, date has ÿet been set for contracting parties s to ^i S'd
itém of agenda in plenary session, but a;meeting for this purpo

probably

bescheduled shortly. We should, therefore, be grateful to receive your
cômments as soon as possible: If it becorimes necessary to take a firm position on

this draft ' decision without having received further instructions from you, we

would propose to acquiesce in it. Ends.

, . ^: . . _ , •
826.

DEA/10817-A-40., .

';``Le'délégué permanent auprès de l'Office européen des Nations unies
au secrétaire dPtat aux Affaires extereeures,, .

p .•,-, r - -
^.i1 .a.^, r' , ° ; .

, ^ . •f._, ' .. . . : _ .. ,

;.ÿ Permanent. Delegate, European Office of the United Nations.

to Secretary of State for External Aff

Ge
,.
neva, October 24,

TEL' EGRAM 125

1952
. ,.. . .

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE:
k^^,^'±r 3^^°, , _ . : • , , . .

UNITEDSTATES IMPORT^RESTRICTIONS ON DAIRY PRODUCTS

Reference: My telegram No:.124.
'llowm'g from Cânadian`delegation to GATT, Begins: Following is the text

^ ^ " ^ Fo
of draft decision prepared by Executive Secretary.•Text begins: nized

ti' Whéreas by rçsolution'of October 26, 1951, contracting parties recogarties
that concessions granted by United States Government to w^thincme n°S °f
under General Agreement had been nullified or impaire
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Article

XXIII of general agreement and that import restrictions imposed in
pursuance to Section 104 of United States . Defence -Production Act, had
resulted in such nullification or impairment and constituted an infrin ement
Article XI of agreement and recognized 'further that a number of co of

ntracparties had indicated that they had suffered serious damage as a result of ting
nullification or impairment and that ^ circumstances were serious this
justify recourse by those contracting parties enou

to Article XXIII, gh to
and whereas by said resolution contracting parties: paragraph 2,
(i)

Counselled the contrâcting parties affected in vie
w of

determination of the United States Government to seek repeal of Section.
of United States Defence Production Act to afford to United States G

repeal, and

104

ment a reasonable period of time in order to rectify situation through such

(ii)
Reqûested United States Government to report to contracting'

as early a date as possible and in any case not later than opening of 7th Se^ssi at
of'contracting parties' on action which it had taken and whereas on

report andsupplementary report submitted by United States Government to 7th Se
on -10th September, 1950, and 6th October respectively fails to ssion
aforesaid -nullification and impairment and where majority'emove
parties affected in view of last [late?] >of contracting
United States Government were presented,^ have n which aforesaid reports by
time to decide upon specific measures to which they may e re ort' had sufficientwith Article

XXIII, paragraph 2, and therefore are not, re accordance
position to submit these measures to contractin p ea not, in a
determination by,' contractin g parties with a view to a
paragraph 2, g parties as required by said Article XXIII,
2. The contracting parties decide as follows:

(1) If an affected contracting party decides to take action in
Article 'X){III, paragraph'2, it shall communicate t accordance with
Executive Secretary details of obligations or concessionsracting .parties and tosuspend; which it proposes to
3(0hâ

No action shall be taken to make such suspension
ays from date of such communication, effective for a period of

ap• Iofby
p Priateness

expiry of
expiry.of ty period no objection has been lodged either as to

be suspension proposed or to effect that serious dama
; caused to, interests of another contractin ge woùld

eoncerned shall be free to ut ro^sed sus ens' g party, contracting party
measure had been ex re slY â p^on into effect as if the specifc
Article* xxIII. p pproved in accordance with paragraph 2 of

4`^If objections are lodged in accord"party ro accordance with paragraph 2 above, contracting
P posing suspension_ ; shall enter into consultation with objecting

^hrg Party and if a satisfactory adjustment is
arrived at as a result ofcons

ultation, shall be free to proceed to make suspension effective. If no,rePeat no'
e ., satisfactory adjustment is effected in accordance with para ra h 3
omatter shall be referred to contracta t' g pinc p r ^es either at next regular
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session or to a special session of contracting parties convened in accordance

i

Le secrétaire d'Étât aux Affaires extérieures

-âu•délégué permanent auprès de l'Office européen des Nations unies

Seerérary of Stâte for External Affairs
to Permanent Delegate, European Office of the United Nations

DEA/10817-A-40

with rules of procedure..Text ends. Message ends. {

TELEG RAM 119

. RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

Ottawa, October 28, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL '

UNITED STATES IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON DAIRY PRODUCTS

Your telegram No. 120 of October 22:
in position you

Following for GATT Delegation, Begins: We entirely concur
have taken in discussions with Tonkin as outlined =

in paraon United States
your, message. If Australian statement in context of.debate reted
import restrictions is not formulated in general terms and coul d

authorized toas limiting our.freedom of action regarding retaliation, yo u

'intervene in debate to clarify Canadian position. Ends.

828.
DEA/10817-A-40

States are of importance Y to' Canada, it ^ might well be advantageous to other

.: Le secrétaire d'État aux Ajjairs extérieures
eNations unies

au délégué permanent auprès de l'Office europee

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Delegate, European Office of the United Nations

^RAM 120
Ottawa, October 28,1952

TELEGRAM
,,; +, , ,;r,. ' '. . 1. • , , .

CONFIDENTIAL

'{? - UNITED STATES IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON DAIRY PRODUCTS
.., .

Your telegrams Nos. 124 and 125 of Oct. 24. rts
Following fo'r GATT Delegation, Begins: If you' feel that furthe r

areol kely
brin " co sed ré`solütiôn into closer conformity'with our instruct Executive
tô_,be ûnâvailing; "you` are. authorized to'süpport text` drafted by

'Secretary as reproduced in your ;message No. 125. EYeCUtive

" It s occur redto. us that, althoûgh resolution prepared byI ha
Secretary would . not permit Canada or other affected contracting part^heieconsultation,
také' retaliatory measures without = prior ;C otiûa,lanand

safeguard Canadia°
nceessary, it does in { the final inalysis serv^eq y parties to Un^ted

^` interests. Since` ïnâny concessions made by other contracting p us to

, have opportunity of reviewirig in` t advance retaliatoryf steps which
.:â. ^.. ... ..,, .
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countries propose to take in ,order to enable us to determine whether Canadianmight be injured. Ends. nadian

STOP SECRET

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions'

^ PCO

[Ottawa,] February 25, 1952

ANIMAL CONTAGIOUS DISEASES ACT;
FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE; OUTBREAK NEAR REGINA

Agriculture g y authority would be

jrevailJ
ivestockunder

, costs of transportation and other matters that would have to be kept

1. The Prime Minister,
referring to discussion at the meetin

19th,' said the Animal Pathology Laboratory at Hu g of Februaryll, Q
on February 24th that the outbreak of animal diseaseneareReginahad confirmed
and mouth disease. It would be necessary to make a public .was foot
immediately for which a draft press release had been prepared by the
Department of Agriculture.

announcement

The release would outline the measures taken to prev
disease before its exact nature.was known. In addition-to the spread of the

ntthe prohibition on outward movement of live the quarantine and
to issue of the quarantine orders were being tracedalNow movements prior
been' identifed, immediate action was being taken that the disease had

toconsisted of the destruction of all animals known to b. stamp it out. This
in any way in contact with einfected or to have been

possible infection. Animals destroyed would be
crematéd or büried deeply. All premises known or. suspected to haVe• been
contàininatedwould be disinfected and quarantined. Ow^^ fully►

compensated for the value of animals ners of livestock would
destroyed.to take over premises or equipment to . Where it was

^wners would be paid reasonable compènsation. Emerilence extermination, the
given" to ofrccrs of the Department of A ricul
m'ght be needed on the spot. Special measûres . to take whatever action
Prevent the accumulation of surplus meat products inho have to be adopted to

;n
othe. There might be roblems ne area while shortages

P connècted with prices of
constant review.

peFaf 8eneral information the press
P tment of release would add that the U.S.

efforts;ABriculture had been kept fully informed and that s cial
ado would be made to inform all farmers and others of ^hâapt^. Itpseemed unlikely that susceptible procedures being

animals had been the carriers thatIntroduced the disease. It would be d
ded that the danger of humans
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contacting the infection was "extremely remotsü . Un1^sCanada would not be
allowed to get completely out of hand, the meat pp y

noticeably affected. Fewer than, 400 animals were pr esently
on 24 d fferent

and likely to be slaughtered immediately. The animals w
premises, all in the Regina area.

(Draft press release, undated)t

ence
3.''The Minister of Trade and Comme rce

^ would be
ser ious

the moVement
of the outbreak might be that the U.S. border acti
of Canadian livestock and meat. The best means 'of SanTur^gbe fo

U
.S. he fi st

would not be taken on a broader basis than was neces y might

move to be. made by Canada. If this were agreed, enq r Û might ent to
Washington as to whether it would make it easier for the

gover
rom

avoid restrictions if the Canadian government were to
of the lakes.t There as

area from the eastern boundary l°the hfrom the present
little danger that the disease could have spread westward
contaminated area as stock did not move in that direction., esting

4. The `Minister of Justice had some concern about
that the disease was much

restrictions 'é over so wide an area. It might imply
more widespread than it was thought to be.

that an expert of the U.S.
5. The ^Députy ^Minister of Agriculture advised

Department of, Agriculture was in Regina and fully acqs nteredreta
with

tion t
he
It

situation. He thought there would
might be desirable to have the eastern limit of the prohibited area as far east as
Sudbury since meat for that area came from the West:

S 6. ï The Cabinet, aftér considerable discusssion, app roved:
mou

(a) the draft press rëlease concerning the outbreak of foot ontp oposed
in the vicinity of Regina, Saskatchewan, sublect to the m

by the Prime Minster;

O

ment

` b the authorization of compensation to owners of. premis hé ac
equipment

of
taken over to facilitate. the exterminatio n,

^s o
the
f the

d isease
Department of Agriculture

emergency authority as necessary to offi
td take action that might be required to combat it; and, enquiry be

c) the proposal of$the Minister , of Trade and Commerce
Ambassador in

made, of. the U.S. ; government, through , the Canadian
Washington, as to whether it would be helpful for the Canadian area f rom the
prohibit the,export from Canada of aboû Sudburyfrom aneastern boundary of Alberta eastward t

. . .. . . . . . . ., i r.^. . . .
• ^f r4' ! Î,
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Extrait des conclusiôns du;Cabinet
Extract from . Cabinet Concl usions ,;

TOP SECRET

mandator Por s o certain livestock and foodstuffs
Y no, immediate purpose would be served by Mr. Taggart visiting

PCO

[Ottawa,] February 26, 1952

FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE;
OUTBREAK IN SASKATCHEWAN; U.S. EMBARGO

19.' The Prime Minister,
referring to discussion the previous day, said U.S.

authorities were enforcing a complete embargo against all Canadian exports of
cattle, sheep or other domestic ruminants, or swine, or of fresh, chilled, or
frozen beef, veal, mutton, lamb, or pork. It had first been hoped that, the
prohibition, would apply only to such animals or food, products originating in
the quarantined area in Saskatchewan or in some larger but still restrictedarea.

U.S. laws, however, made the full embargo mandatory. Section 1306 of
the U.S. Tariff Act of 1930 (Chapter 4 of the Customs Duties) read as follows:
1f the Secretary,of Agriculture determines that rinderpest. or foot and mouth
disease exists in any foreign country, he shall officially notify the Secretary
the Treasury and, give, public notice thereof, and thereafter,, and until the
Secretary of Agriculture gives notice in a similar manner that such disease no
longer exists in such foreign country, the importation into the United States of
cattle, sheep, or other domestic ruminants, or swine, or of fresh, chilled, or
frozen beef, veal,

mutton, lamb, or pork, from such foreign countrr isprohibited." - 1 y,

He suggested that consideration might usefully be-given to the negotiation
with the United States of a treaty governing restrictions, for health reasons on
movements of domestic animals and foodstuffs between the two cou ,ntries.Under the Ogdensburg Agreement the border had, in effect, been obliter

atedfor certain purposes that required handling on, a continental rather than
national basis..Possibly some similar approach could be worked out.

a20. The Minister of Trade and Commerce thou ht it mightclear, u g be'preferable to
p the outbreak of foot and mouth disease in Saskatchewan before

attempting to negotiate an international instrument along the lines su
ested.`21. The Minister of Finance did not expect too serious cons u ggen Icesthan to resultfrom the U.S..embargo provided it were not maintained for more

three, months. - If the. United States, prohibition against certain two or

exports was maintained for any much longer period, the conse uenc Canadian
balance of payments point of view alone might be serious. qes fromm a
22. The Minister of Resources and Development, as AAgriculture,

said the press had been enquiring why th
cti

e
Minister of

Agriculture had not. been sent to Washington imm d Dtélut â Minister of
conteniplated.;'He proposed to reply that since U.S. laws y originally
embargo made' a completego against all Canadian ex t f

.!
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Washington. First priority was being given^âs domestic
the U SS governmenteradicate the disease before any approach

with a view to a relaxation of the prohibition'against Canadian exports.

23. The. Cabinet, aftet considerable discussion:
(a) noted the" Prime Minister's report on the legal position in, the,United

States with respect to livestock and foodstuffs emanating from foreign
countries in which foot and mouth disease existed;

(b) agreed that, until such time as the current outbreak of foot and mouth
disease had been eradicated or brought definitely under control in Canada, no
negotiations be entered into for an agreement or treaty. with the United States
on restrictions for health reasons on movement of livestock, and, foodstuffs
between the two countries, although study might be ` given - in the interim to

such an approach; the(c) agreed that a suitable reference be included in the Speech ^ fro
Throne to the recent outbreak of foot and mouth disease and to the measures
being taken to circumscribe and eradicate it and to protect" the,CanadianW -;
economy génerally; and,
(d) 'approved the reply proposed to be made by the Acting Minister of

Agriculture to enquiries why the Deputy Minister of Agriculture had not
proceeded immediately to Washington as had originally been contemplated.

. _. ^^, .. . ,
... ,, ,

831.

TOP, SECRET
[Ottawa,j March 7, 1952

FOOT AND MOUTH DISE SE; PURCHASE OF PORK

8. The Prime Minister said the Minister ôf'Agriculturé had reported that, as
a result of the United States and provincial embargoes on movement of ho8s
and pork,'marketing had become unmanageable'on the basise at
method of price 'support. Further measures were needed to maintain prices
the authorized level and to preserve stabilityin the hog market.-The Minister,
accordingly,'• had submitted a, recommendation to Councrl that authority
granted to theAgricultural Prices Support d Boa to

forwa rmrdressed in any basisat= a' price equivalent to 26 cents pcr poun
Toronto and Montreal.

Copies 'Of the'submission were circulated.
. r%- - ni coixt,

, (Minister's submission, Mar: 6, ly^l -- %-au. 00C. 6 •1

'' ` and Cômme^c'e pointed out that instructions had
`,9. The Minlster of Tradef ssibilit of selling
been' sent to Trade Commissioners'to report on the po Y ;},t

Canâdian pork and'meat products abroad: It seemed probable that
éfiCân

be" 'possible ` to' thé ` U.S. ` Army, for' Korean relief and in South

.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions
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markets. Until these Possibilities were known he thou ht it
take specific action to buy all types of g was not desirable to
desirability of having more meat cannedpifr sales wo dsbe m He also doubted the
form. ore difficult in that
'10.- The Minister of Finance

believed that the immediate
storage capacity. Purchasing by the government, other than oblém was one of
which could be moved into dry storage, would not affect rit^ of anned pork
opposed to a general policy of buying until it was known what dis eosaould be
be made of the meat. p 1 would

meta^r-
St. Laurent suggested it might be desirable to

committee keep under consideration measures to meet the econoart-
consequences of the outbreak of foot and mouth disease. mic

12. The Cabinet, after discussion, agreed that:
(a) decision

be deferred on the recommendation b the
Minister ofAgriculture that the Agricultùral Prices Sut B oa rdpurchase pork in any form at a'price equivalentto 26 centsd ere ounthorized to

dressed carcasses basis Toronto and Montreal; and, p p d for warm

(b) the Secretary arrange that economic'matters relating to
foot and mouth disease be kept under consideration b y committee outbreak of

y mmittee to includerepresentatives
of the Departments of Agriculture, Finance, Trade _ andCommerce and External Affairs.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

BEEF AND PORK; PRICE SUPPORTMar^h hl1 Minister of Agriculture, referring to discussion
.

th, 1952, reported that,. with the loss of act caljhe meeting of
markets for meat and livestock, there would undoubted y all external
surplus of beef and ly be a substantialest'

imated that, for ther balance of 195 not be consumed in Canada. It was
Pounds of beef and 80 million , 2, the surpluses would be 90 million

If no further action were takento relieve the situation, it seemed lidkes of
ly ^at . riclevels '

, .resulting in panic marketing by farmers which inwould
turn dm^ ht br

still lower
a general collapSe of livestock prices, g ^ng about

lfwas:recommended, therefore, that,r untilor for one year (whichever • the U.S. embargo was removed
(i) the period was the longer):

present arrangement on hogs be continued• and
^na .

nadjan packers be informed' that the government would 'assume
ncial #responsibility for beef in stora e

g, provided such beef had been



Committee on External Trade Policy. -

purchased - by the packers at a• price based upon .$26.00 a hundred weight for
good steers at Toronto; and Montreal (with appropriate price differentials for

other qualities and at other markets).
He further reported that the possibility of arranging a switch under which

Canadian beef would be provided to the United Kingdom to release Austr
and New, Zealand meat; to be sold in substitution in the„United,States was
currently under discussion with U.K. authorities.

An explanatory memorandum was circulated.

(Minister's memorandum, March 24, 1952 - Cab. Doc. 102-52;t
'memorandum, Secretary to the Cabinet to Prime Minister, March 24, 1952),

17. The Prime Minister, referring to discussion at the meeting of March 7th,
examined and reported

1952, said it might be advisable to have this proposal
upon by the Interdepartmental Committee on • External Trade Policy before a

final decision were reached.

t
the
he18. 1Mr. Gardiner said he had no objection to the com mittee

before thevendl of
proposal provided a report was submitted to 4 Cabinet. . . „ -,, ...
week.

The, Minister of Tradé and Commerce
questioned the desirability

19.
fixing floor prices at such high levels.^He thought,

.baek Ivestocklrather cesthan
might be a greater inducement to producers to hold
the higher prices suggested.

20. The Cabinet, after discussion, deferred decision on the and d ng
price-support proposal put forward by the Minister of Agriculture Pen
examination and report, before the end of the week, by the Interdepartmental

833.

[Ottawa , ]
TôP

March 27, 1
SECRET :

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

Extrait des conclusions du Cabtnet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions
i 52

:, PRICESUPPORT FOR ,s .. _.: ,.r Mnrch 25th

.. . . _. . s j ^, # . • . ,. . . • ^

r ^^ . .r...^..Â^ . . . .

,,. ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE;
BEEF 1'

delivery to the U.S. market.'. The commi ce
Aûstralian and New^ Zealand meat: to be released by Inc Un^te

rice support
'tt feit the level at which p

Cânadian meat could be delivered to -the United Kingdom. . Kingdom foriminediately fl to ° sec , if an arrangement could be worke °u exchange for. •
instituted. The committee recommended that officiadls g° under which

1952, i said the' Interdepartmental Committee on } Externa rt for beef be
nôw^W submittcd a â report on the â proposal that price suppo ., to London

1: ' The Prime Mtntstér,# r'eferring to°discusston at inc meCl!'Trade. Policy had
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should be established depended to a large extent on what the prospects wdisposing of beef. P P ere of. ., . .,,

As to the ' basis of support, the committee recommended th
establishing a price for a long forward period, the method of sup

port sho
u

ead of

through a-price that would be adjusted, probably on a weekly basis, in some
fixed relation to the Chicago price. In so far as a normal differential could be
established, it appeared to be one in which Toronto prices were about $5.50

perhundred pounds below the comparable Chicago price. In a policy to meet the
situation it would be reasonable to enlarge the differential to somethin like
$6.00 or $7.00 per hundred pounds. g
^.The committee recommended that no definite announcement

a s of support be issued until the results of the U.K. discussions we ek own. An y
announcement before that should be limited to a statement that the govern-
ment would be instituting a plan to support the market for beef; that the basis
of support would be related to the Chicago price and would vary with it• an
that the.differential between the Chicago price and the su

pport ' d
depend in part on the likelihood of being able to dispose of Canadi price

an beef uld
on the clearing up of the domestic position now complicated by provincialembargoes.
... .

9. The Cabinet, after considerable discussion, agreed that:
(a) officials of the Departments of Agriculture and Trade and Com

Proceed to London as soon as possible to discuss the merce
an arrangement as recommended under which Canadianl^

m
eaf concluding

Aelivered to the United Kingdom in exchange for Australian and New ould be
meat to bé releâsed by the United Kingdom for delivery to the Zealand
(b) in an"y discussion with the provinces before further

U.S . market;

no commitment be made as to the basis'on which su decisions were taken,
beef by the government, and, PPort would be given for

(C) decision be deferred to a subsequent meeting on action to
support the price of beef. be taken to

e a surplus, of from 205,000 to 260,000 hogs.

lst, 1952 ^'S - . ernng to inc discussion at the meeting of March
had

,
aid the Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade Policy

submitted a further report on the pork position.
lst had exceeded those of 1951 and i

on. Hog marketings since
it was eXPected that there would b n the weeks until the end of June

10.r• +. PRICE SUPPORT AND GENERAL POLICY3. Thé Prime Mlnfster rd '

^3. .f .
PORK•

Extrait des conclusiorts du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

[Ottawa',' j Apri122, 1952

I
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This was the equivâlent of 15 to 20 milliôn pounds of canned pork or 25 to 32
million pounds of Wiltshire sides. The authorization to can 20 million pounds
of pork had been-exhausted. As of April 1st therè were 11 million pounds more
meat in cold storage in Canada than on the same date in 1951. If no extra beef
whatever was added to storage it was estimated that all space would be filled
with pork before May 1 st.

^ Discussions' were under way in the United Xingdom about a triangular
arrangement for an exchange of meat. It seemed-doubtful whether any pork
could be disposed of but this should be known shortly. Export outlets were
limited by present Canadian prices. The support price was now well above the
U.S. price of pork. The conditions stated in the announcement of February
14th as justifying a reconsideration of the support price were now present.

As to the form in which to hold the porÎ co kn CÔUld be disposed of to the
case for add;ng to the supply of pork cuts. po Posed
-United Kingdom, it would be desirable to put Wiltshire sides into cold storage.

However, unless pork could be moved in some form the only resort would be a

further canning programme.
r- 'd ration whether the government should not start to take its

losses on t e canne po p g
both domestic and foreign, at competitive prices. The pork could not be sold at
a price that would cover its cost. Government institutional buying should be
directed toward it. There was a possibility, although not a good one, that some
of the pork might be disposed of to the U.S. army or Korean relief if prices

were reduced. However, it seemed that such possibilities would not meet much

of the , problem. Consideration might be given to .discusson with the U.K.

h t needs of the United Kingdom and

It was r cons C.
h d rte ro ramme by pushing the pork into consumption,

- government about providing t e mea . „
Canadian forces in Germany. Possibly such an arrangement could be related to
the.'current discussions 'with ',the' United Kingdom as °to whether Canadian
barrack'and other requirements were to come out of the'U.K.'share of German
contributions to European defence.

Copies of the report had bcen ' circulated.
(Secretary's memorandum, April 21, 1952 - Cab. Doc. 122-52)f

were
^ 11. The Mfnister oJ Agriculture said the forts of the position

to
substantially as outlined in the{r^port. He thought it undesirable, ho%^'ever,

reach any dccisions on, policy until the results were known of the discussion'

currently underway in London. If porkcould not be disposcd of by a triang
arrangement.°there would probably have to be considcration of a plan to gi^e
`sôme of it away.'Thire shôuld be authorization to take pork in the form of
Wiltshire sides and a recommendation for such authority was subm;tte h id off

12. The Mlnlster, of. Finance agree t at it i m
qdeçisions until the results of discussions withythe United Kingdomk we re

ho ld be
h t th su rt rtce for po

d h ht t,. desirable to 0

He ; was strongly w f 1 thc .vtew , t a ç} ppo p
considered and adjusted downward. ,:
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13.^ The Minister of Trade and Commerce

said there were a number ofproducts that could be exported to the United Statés if pork
Canned hams could be disposed of in that way, prices were right. ,

14. The Cabinet, after considerable discussion:'
(a) agreed.,that decisions on support price for

relation to 'pork be deferred until: the results were knownand future policy in

currently under way in the United Kingdom for a triangular arr n demenslons
thè exchange of meat; and, g t for
(b) approved the recommendation of the Minister

pork price support programme be extended to fresh fro en" Viltsh ^e that the
price equivalent to 26 cents per pound for warm dressed carcassessides at a
Toronto and Montreal; an Order•in•Council to be passed accordin I sbasis

(Order=in-Council P.C. 2359, Apri122, 1952) g y^

TOP SECRET

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet PCO

Extract fronr Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] April 30, 1952

Af EAT; PROPOSED EXCHANGEARRANGEAIENT WITH ME+:
UNITED KINGDOM AND NEW ZEALAND; PORK CAN

The Minister o NING AUTHORIZATIONAgricu
Kingdom and New Zcfal nd re presentatives

that discussions with Unitedfor m^t had now prescntatives for a 3•way exchange arrangement
could be exchangebeen the s am ^. It appeared that 50 million
pounds of e amount of New Zealand beef po

unds
10 millionindicated t^t iôfor New ^^ Zealand pork. The New Zealand representatives had

the plan acceptable to their producers they would haveto partiçipate in the diffcrcnce between the U.S.
priceU^K•',contracç price; plus freight, duty and scllin for their mcat' and the

suggested}ihat they ought to receive 50 g charges. Thcy hàd originally
repr^entâtivës had proposcd either 25 percent i^ d^n dollars. The Canadian
Canada `l dollars or, alternatively, that. ,

provide the United Kingdom with additional meat
uivapercent and

that the4 United Kingdom pay New Z ^ t to 50stérl^n lcn
g,éremight have to be room ^land agreed values in

arrange men s There would be a substantial loss for Canada in the
Canadian seaboard would cost about c deal. OurZealana^ f w

a I^s ould sell in thc Unitcd S 48 ccnts per pound. New
of States at about 32 cents. There was thus,

ab°ut 16 cents a pound there, plus an estimated 8 centsa°tY -- an
part d -sëllin8 chargcs for freight,icip "`^ , making 24 cents without an
3 Cénts ^r ^-Po^Pnda 25 percent basis the participation would y New Zealand

and on a 50 work out to about27 Céntsor x • percent to 6 cents. The total loss would thus be____4..,,^ more probably, in11
113 cents a pound. This would amount to S15

11 ^.
Free ` g^ ,

. rd.
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million on 50 million pounds. ` For, pork the loss would work out to about 10
cents a pound on 10 million pounds or $1 million.

The Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade Policy the onclusion
the arrangement and, while the losses were severe, had come
that, in the . circumstances, it. could only ^ r

dma
that the arrangement

rkets could be found
ought to be accepted. At the same time, -if. alternativecents - a ., und such an
for' Canadian , beef.' at . any p the 3-way deal. Consequently, if possible,
arrangement would be bette r than
there should be no firm,commitment to provide 50 milliowhpoe nhé of éxehange

other, markets should be, sought ;immediately and

progressed.
d rk cou1d not sell at 64 cents

bë;'inconceivable that beef in Alberta m^g . ssible: So far a
somewhatgeneral subsidy; ôn mcat ;would be ^k was sconc rnéd,n^itmight cut

reduction in the price of canned po

an Alma p
situations in different"parts of Canada. aheôbablél

in c
ontrols
BritBritish Columbia and

relatively'^ higb prices in' Manitoba an probably It would not
Qàebec. Prices - in Saskatchewan and Alberta would

about
sharpl.

a pound• A
• ' ht'fall to the

" d t rices allowed to frid thar own level, there wou ld result In
54 The Minisier of Agrlculture said that, if suppor p M be very disparate

cûtinrprices for export sales mrght be more accep t rices were withdrawn
fcâsible to maki canned pork available at r uce p •

• t MO.

the market might` fali to a Point t, Wând d ff cultrto o
w0U S-

perate but it should be
An overall subsidÿ; would be Y -A d rices If that were done the

s ,
domestic use would have to be on all meat: If support p^Ce ffer severe losses.

'4." The Prime Minister inted out that t e o
aâmôunted to a isubsidy ôn onlÿ 50 million pounds of beef, which to increasém

âw4râction of domestic consumption. Any reduction of P. ë withdrawn

'. The Committee had pointed out that canne po
a pound. It suggested that the government might- a Ce b•the cost of canning
(12 cents) and offer the canned pork to packers at 52

Copies of the report had been circulated.
(Secretary's memorandum, Apri129, 1952 - Cab. Doc. 134-52)t

2. Mr. Gardiner said that with storage now full and exwith an
chan erarrangement

would
dispose of

have to
somebe of the

accepted. It
surplWSO

d also be necessa ry to remove pork from cold

storage by doing more - canning. He recommended thatnp
ase

tbe
Agricultural Prices Support Board of an additional 15 m

illion pounds

authorized over the 20 million pounds already covered.

3. The Minister of National Revenue suggested that, - in effect, themeat
arrangement would amount to . subsidizing consumption âve to ex

Canad ian
lain hY

abroad to the extent of $16 million. The government
domestaprice of meat at its

it was doing that and at the same time leaving the k on meat
^resent high level. He thought' that many, families were holding eaio see what

p..consumption becauseof the cost. It would be desirable, i f poss ible,

lower prices might do for domestic consumption. arrangementh 1 ss on the proposed
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into consumption of fresh pork. It could, however be àttem ted if 'desirable. P it seemed
6. The Minister of Trade and Commerce thou ht thUnited Kingdom and New Zealand had to be

ac
e arrangement with theceptedtime something should be done that would be helpful dombut that

est ^ll at The samefeasible policy seemed that of reducing the price of canned
. T•

The most
done either by absorbing canning costs and, making the

ô ava i lable
This could be

cents or by going further and offering it at 50 cents. It seemed improbable at 52export
markets would be found for any substantial quantit of that

possibilities should continue to be investigated. y at but all
7. The Secretary of State for External Affairs felt that ain

Korea were eating meat. from U.S. sources, it shoul ' s Canadian troops
get the U.S. army to accept Canadian meat to the amount eo ssi

quivalen t
least to

consumed by the Canadian troops. It might be worthwhile takin this u° thathigh level in Washington. g p at a
8! The Cabinet, after considerable discussion:
(a) agreed that the Canadian , representatives in the discussions with theUnited Kingdom and New Zealand be* authorized to sa y that the Cangovernment,would be prepared to enter into an arrangement for the exc adian

of meet along the lines proposed and that the government woul
d

hange
Zealand participation in the price margin involved in the sale agree to New

ofbeef in the United States on the basis either of 25 percent a
New Zealand

50 percent payable to the United Kingdom in the form ofpayable in dollars or
agreedvalues to be paid to New Zealand in sterling; the rePresent at

eatrves
withm

to. try toarrange for, an agreement without any firm commitment for deliv
of a

specified
quantity of beef and to be authorized to negotia

te eryalternativearrangements for the calculation of New Zealand participation;
(b) agreed that the Department of Agriculture con '^

arrangements to allow canned slder immediatelyPackin pork held by the government to be offered to
g houses and others for sale in Canada at a price that would inv

government absorbing canning costs * of 12 cents er un o^ve the
additional amounts; and, p po d and possibly
(c) approved the recommendation of the. M' 'that thé ^ A Inlster of Agriculture and agreedgricultural

Prices Support Board be authorized to purchase a
nadditional 15 million pounds of canned pork; an Orde -' -accordingly. r In Council to be passed

(Order-in-Council P.C. 2536, April 30, 1 952)t

Extrait des conclu lions du Cabinet
Extract fronr Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,

PCO

June 5, 1952
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SURPLUS CANADIAN MEATS FOR ALLIED TROOPS IN KOREA

5. The Minister of National Defence, referring to discussinot behe meetin
g for

April 22nd, ' 1952 said that, under U.S. law, it would
Possible

Congressional appropriations to be used'for the purchasé of Canadian or any
other-foreign foods for use'by U.S. troops. However,

Canada
was,thought probable

hply canned
that a scheme might be worked ouunder other han^U.S. in Korea, and be
and other Canadian meats to Allied troops
reimbursed by a reduction in maintenance ^ charges payable . in respect of

Canadian troops in Korea by an equivalent amount. e' re
6. The Cabinet, after discussion, noted with approva l

hfor thersupply of
-Minister of National Defence on the suggested arrangement
surplus Canadian meats to Allied troops, other than U.S., in Korea.

Canadlan r
monthly. t;nn to Canada making

charge for rations from the U. . Army o artment o
The Agricultural ' Prices Support : Board would the amount oDthe deduction
National Defence for the cost of the meat or for uirement ûnds
from ; the U.S. account, whichever wt é w ouldwamount ato r1Ô0,000 po

r- ces lin the Korcan thea

m
equivalent quantities had they been

nt ,was made, would be excluded from the
contract period in which shipm f

t the Department of National Defence.

Extrait des conclusions ' du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] June 18, 1952

SURPLUS CANADIAN M N ^LTH FORCES IN KOREA
CANADIAN AND COMMO rt at the

,r'18.` The Minister of National Defence, wi th
in Washington on June 12th,

meeting of June 5th said discussions were held of Canadian meat to
and 13th with U.S. Army officials to consider the

the meat emergency in Canada. Mr.
-the Korean theatre during the period of ments
Pace, Secretarÿ of the Army had confirmed in writing the arrange

arrived at in Washington.
It was agreed that Canada could supply Canadian forces in Korea with st ^f

éat réquirerrients and the value of such meat, to be deter aiS^ates the coduring the

t.. It had also been agreea tnat «^^à-u^ct of the meat requirements of the orea
similar arrangements in respect Canada would be
of. other Commonwealth countries.'Thé` meat so supplied by count anlth
deducted from the capitation charges on such Co Sû table aoperating ,
.Negotiations were under way t0âde with Commonwealth countneS in this
financial arrangcments could be n
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieur
DEA/11485-A-40

au haut-commtssaire en Australie
es

Secretary ofState for External Affairs
to Migh Commissioner in Australia

TELEGRAlN Air-11
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respect. The monthly meat requirements of Commonwealth forces
Canadian would total 226,000 pounds. other than
-19. The Minister of Agriculture - said the arrangement undZealand meat was 'being diverted , to the United States a

er which New
theU.K. market by Canadian meat was not preceeding anY too sa tisfactorilyreplaced on

would therefore be very useful . if arrangements could be co and it
possible along the lines mentioned by the Minister of NationalpDefted as soon as
supply of Canadian meats to Commonwealth forces in the Korence, for theoperations. Korean theatre of
20." The Cabinet, after discussion, noted ^ with

the report by theMinister of National Defence on arrangements made with
rfor the supply of Canadian meats to Canadian and other Co the United States

in the Korean theatre of operations. mmonwealth forces

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, June 20, 1952

CANADIAN MEAT FOR COMMONWEALTH FORCES IN KOREA1.
Discussions have recently taken place with UnitedArmy regarding 'supply of Canadian meat to K States Secretary of the

When exports to United States are subject to embargo.'n theatre during period
agreed thât Canada will procure and `shi meat in argo.'quantities United States hasCanadiân `

forces in 'theatre. This amounts to 100,000 meet needs of
arrangements will be made retroactive to at least Â'000 pounds monthly and
has also agreed that Canada could sup

ply mea t ' April l, 1952. United States
Commonwealth forces serving in Korea amouin quantities required for other
Pounds monthly. ntmg to an additiona1.226,0002.

With respect to supply for other Commonwealth
to make necessary arran ements nwealth forces, Canada wouldconcetned g with Commonwealth countries

reduCe> capitation
. If these =

arrangements can be agreed upon, United S
tatesofcost o f

or other charges to Commonwealth countries in would
meat which United States has thus far been su 1 in he amount

3 ' COmmonwealth countries concerned pp y g'NeW. Zealand are United Kingdom, Australia and°^rations ' These countries , participate in Commonwealth Korea,, pool
shouldfor which Australia is administrative authorit n4^ weauthotit1eS ,_' l^ke You to, raise this matter

with ;;;Iriatey.
as one of urgencÿ and obtain their

approvaÎforpCanada enterinng
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immediately.. .

into necessary arrangements' with United States to'u aaeno aadd tionalpcôsthto
meat from Canadian sources. Meat would be s4pplied

with s
ettlement

that,of equivalent supplies from United States so
urces.Financial

princ ples
with Commonwealth countries would -be . made in accordance
agreed upon for 'other maintenance through Commonwealth regardung
go through United States supply channels and detailed
inspection. would be worked out .with' United States aotl• 1, 1952

would like

to have this arrangement also made retroactive to at least April meat
5. Canadian Government has purchased large uanturchases areanow filling

avoid disruption in livestock indu stry
itn Canada.

these
t ^ is therefore • important that

almost all available storage p ed as
arrangements with Commonwealth countries be Wohin the next fepi

d
wleeks.

possible since we should wish to start shipping meat his
Would you, therefore, bear in mind desirability of reaching

can ag
reement
be worked tout

matter without delay so that detailed arrangements c

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] June 26, 1952

BEEF: PRESENT SUPPLY POSITION;

PLANS FOR DISPOSITION é ted Slaughterings of cattle

9. The Minister of Agriculture reported, that ^nspec 1. The rlce in
in Canada from January Ist to May 3rd we 're lighter than

$26 501as 5 compared with
Toronto on June 21 st was above the support price , ment
$25.00. To June 28th, 33,184,743 pounds of beef had been bought for shlp

' d Kin dom under the tripartite exchange arrangement. Omount
to the United 8 that the tota
11,357,758 , pounds had been; sh.^pped. It appeared , pounds rather

a

available for diversion from New Zcaland w
ou ld

This w
60.5

ould
m illion

pobably take caTe
than 80 million pounds as originally estimated.
of things until about Octobcr.

Nattonal Defence sâid he had reported on June,^ ât to
:: l0. The Minister of
his discussions twith the U.S: Secretary, of Defense a ^^éd thâpt ÿ^+,ould be
Canadian forces in Korea.'Thé United States had l well.

prepared to have Canada"supply meat to other Commonwealth
and N4r'take

Aides memoire on this ^^^^sho c^n _ ganiven
had been directed t to

Menzics and the High financing of supplies,,;
thc-qticstion up with those ^n charge of,the pool for the • with Lord
the, Commonwealth forces in ` Korea.: He had also Éuiose duppl;ed witha
Aleander the possib^l^tY' of having Canadian forces in P dom. He ha
Cânadian` meaty rather thân with meât from the United KinB
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pointed, out' that'it would ^reduce the 'strain on i U.K. meat su
Alexander had said that it would'involve a dollar question but thâ lhe^w Lord
have it looked into. , ould

11. The Cabinet noted the reports of the Minister of Agricul ture
position and of the Minister of National Defence concerning the possibility ofsupplying

meat to Canadian and Commonwealth forces in Korea and to
Canadian forces in Europe and agreed that discussions of ossi
ments be continued. p ble arrange-

DEA/11485-A-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérréures. . ,
High Contn:issioner in Australia

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Le haut-commissaire en Austral '

TELEGRAM 60

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.
Canberra, July 2, 1952

CANADIAN MEAT FOR COMMONWEALTH FO
Reference: Your Air No. 11 of RCES IN KOREA

20th June received 26th June.
Australian authorities have verbally assured us of their approval • of

proposed plan for supply of meat from Canadian sources. your

Because of urgency, this will âdvise that you may proceed to make necessary
accordingly. ecessary

• 2. rConfirmation in writing of this 'verbal undertakin
tarily but it is certain to confirm your proposed sale. gis expected momen-

841,

DEA/11485•A•40
., ,Extrait du télégrantme du haut-comnassafre en Australie

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Extract front Telegramfront High Contn:issioner in Australiato Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRÂM.61 _
•

CONFIDENTIAL
Canberra, July 3, 1952

. ., ^t . ^ ^ d. . . .

CANADIAN MEAT FOR COMMONWEALTH FORCES IN KOREAReference: My telegram No. 60 of July
?Written 2nd.

confirmation states Australian Government has no, r repeat no,
thé^tion t° this proposal on understanding that no change

inagr^d proposal for su 1 and that fresh meat portion of
will thebe involved

rations willContinue to be handled through the United States su 1y channel.pp
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2. 'Letter also states ceiling settlement with Commonwealth countries will be
made through Commonwealth. Korean operational pool, account of which
Australia is administrator in accordance with proposal agreed upon for
maintenance through Commonwealth pool.

6. The Cabinet;'after considerable discussion: -

: could be counted on for opening t e
take place as early asNovember 30th. He did not believe there was any riSK
that the U.S. market would still be closed in the summer of 1953.

had to be expected that an attitude o cau ^o
,present time.'He thought that the end of the calendar year was the earliest that

U.S border but it was possible it might

19th.
5.

it
5. The Mintster'of Agriculture said the report was not too encouraging

' f t n would be expressed at the

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] August 6, 1952

MEAT; ... ACCESS TO THE UNITED STATES MARKET

• 4. The Secretary of State for External Affairs reported hat, in accordance
-with the decision of the Cabinet of July 31st, 1952,1 the Embassy in
Washington had been instructed to raise with the U.S. government the

andquestion of removing the embargo on the importation of Canadian animals
products. There had been discussions:on August 4th with the Acting Secretary
of Agriculture and officials. The results were not encouraging. The Actingc
Secretary had stated only that the matter would bengn Industrysympathetid

consideration. The Assistant Chief of,the Bureau of A n imal
to the

indicated that the matter had notbe
éase could liedis

real
ease dormant and

present. He had pointed out that foo
t and

undetected for many months and then spring up again. There were thus
,technical reasons to. wait . for ; some, time. There was also pressure by
producers, whose livelihood was'dependent on inter-state shipment of livestock
which would cease should a case of foot and` mouth disease be discovercâ in
ttheir.state. This. was added cause for great caution. Altogether it appe
unrealistic even to hope that the Secretary of Agriculture would consider
declaring Canada free of foot' and mouth disease at any early date after August

P
Canadian animals and products in the near future-':

the
(d) n the report^ of the Secretaryof State for External Affairs not been

'réaction of United States authorities in discussions in Washington had
o ened tO

`ô timistie ^ about the possibility that the U.S.-market would be op
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Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet PCO

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

U.S. EMBARGO
ON CANADIAN ANIMALS AND ANIMAL PRODUCTS;

1.
DATE

The Minister of Agricult
OF LIFTING

embargo on Canadian animals and animal troductsannouncement that the U.S.
lst,s 1953. The date was later than had been hoped nduhe had arrd on Marchto

Washington to see whether it might not be anged to go'
possible

read a draft letter to the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture. The le terdw nced. He .
that, while the Canadian government had been pleased to learn ould state
to lift the embargo and realized the need for a time between theof he decision
the actual opening of the border, they were disa ecision and
so long. The letter would refer to the need of feeders l in he New É^nterval was
for.feed stuffs from eastern Canada and to the interest of dair

y

ngland area
United States in replenishing their herds from surplus Canadian farmers in the .
would also refer to the desirability of spreading the inflow to the iry stock. It
backlog of slaughtered cattle over the winter and early sri U.S. of the

ng months. Whiledecision as to,the date could be made only by the U.S.
hoped that a date earlier than March lst might be possible. government, it was
2. The Acting Prime llfinister

said : it had beenpindicatedStates
would require cattle or meat from the formerl y • that the Unitednfectedpassed by a veterinary before being admitted to the United Stat ar^ to be

help if an undertaking could be given that no animals or es. It might
that area would be exported to the United States. animal products from
3• 'Mr. Gardiner

believed there would be no difficulty about
smiliar undertaking could be given with regard to haut such a limitation.

his, return from
Washington it would be desirable y and feed. Following

relating to the opening of the border and its effect on the iscuss several matters

er
meat p°S1tion.4. The Cabinet noted the report of the Ministhis visit to

Washington and agreed that a letter of Agriculture concerning
of Agriculture in the, terms submitted to urge transmitted to the Secretary

that the U.S. embargo onCanadian animals and animal products be raised1st,1953, at a date earlier than March
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Extrait,des conclusions du Cabinet

,'Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,J December 10, 1952

UNITED STATES EMBARGO ON CANADIAN A NI MALS AN D ANIMAL PRODUCTS;

DISCUSSIONS IN WASHINGTON

31.: The Minister of Agriculture, .referring to. discussio f Aat,the
griculture the

'December 4th,- said he had discussed with the Secretary o
griculture

United States the possibility of advancing the date on which the United Statesed. The
embargo on Canadian animals and animal products would

been etoif have the
original intention of the United dtminlstrat hon lwent out of office. It turned
embargo lifted before the present Administration was
out,., however, that the earliest the formmake the

al measuresl liftin g could .
Januarytl9th or

December 19th or 20th, whlat m^ htbe cr tic zed and, consequently, the later.
20th. It was thought that gdate had been set. Mr. Brannan now proposed to discuss, the matter. with the
Secretary of Agriculture-Designate, Mr. Benson, and, if he agreed, to advancearound
the date of lifting to something like the original schedule: If a liftin

gould be
January 20th was not agreeable, February lst or. February 15th
considered. At worst, the date would be the present one -.March lst. from^

^ He had spoken to Mr. Brannan aboNew: England
ut the desirability

Brannanaagreed

thât
eàstern

special
Canada for

measures feedersought into be ta en and, subject again to the agreement of

Mr. Benson, he would try to have admission made possible imm^ been y to have
• thorlties ha

"32:; The Cabinet : noted with approval the report, o, riculture
turc crning his discussions with the United StatbeâSô on Cânadian animals
'relating to the date of lifting the United, States em g

ând animal products.

understood, É and, that an i attempt : woul m
. i .. . . Ft _ . . ..

proy
.
^s

.̂ on. .f the Minister of Agricul-

impossible to administer as most of' the live-stoc
wasi.marketed through Winnipeg.: He ' , thought ^ the. difficul ties

the
had

pec al
d be' ade' to eliminate

special provision against the admission of an Ma s
rovince of Saskatchewan.:.It; had,.been explained that this wosa katchewan

p k from northern

The original intention of,the United States au
•• 1 nd ment from the entire
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SITUATION FINANCIÈRE DES REVUES CANADIENNES

FINANCIAL POSITION OF CANADIAN MAGAZINES

Note pour le Cabinet

Memorandum to Cabinet
CONFIDENTIAL
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PCO,

Ottawa, July 10, 1952
FINANCIAL POSITION OF NATIONAL CANADIAN MAGAZINES

'On;
March 19 'the Prime Minister . and the Minister of Finance received adelegation

from the Magazine Publishers Association of, Canada which
submitted a brief concerning the financial
magazines. The substance of the brief was po

sit ion
the financial

national â anadian

precarious and becôming,increasingly so, Ïand that unless some relief istfound
continued publication may become financially impossible. The brief pointed
out that Canadian magazines are an important instrument in the develo m t
and dissemination of Canadian culture, as was recognized by the

MasseyCommission, and that, their increasing, difficulties are mainly due to the
competition of Americân magazines. These, owing to their very much lar er
circulation can be prôduced on more favourable terms. The brief parti

gdirected attention to the effects of the development of "Canadian ditions^arly
American magazines such as Reader s Digest and Tinte. These editions s

of
â substantial 'amount of Canadian' magazine advertisin

which '
ecure

thePrincipal sources of revenue for Canadian magazines. The^brief recos one
mmended.(e)

That a specific duty; as well as sales tax, be charged on im o
magazines carrying Canadian advertising. p rted
(b)

That the exemption from duties and sales tax on paper, en ravin
artWork, ink, etc, accorded to Canadian periodicals should be confined
topublications where editôrial content (space devoted to non-advertisin

g matter)is 75% or more of Canadian origin. (This would exclude "Canadian editions
(c) -That -- all `magazines printed and I published 'in Canada ' be

".)

statutory postal rate of 1% cents per lb. in Canada, with no distinctionrbnted a
local ,and non-local delivery and that this rate be ran etween

publications with 75 per cent or more Canadian editoriaÎcont
ted
ent ^n^y to those

The brief was referred to the Interde artmentTrade^` P al Committee on Externalpolicy.
The Committee had an economic survey of the sition ofCanadian' magaïines made by the Department of Trade po

substantially confirmed the,representations in the brief as Commerce which
position.
C0m So far as the recommendations in the brief were their financial

mittee were of the view that they either resente d concerncd the

sef10us to enable them to be adopted or, in some cases
d th cultics that were too

effeCtive in aiding the Canad' + that they would not be
magazines. It was finally concluded that only
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two means were available to the government of providing any measure of

assistance:
(a) to have gréater public attention drawn to the national Canadian

magazines through programmes and commentaries on the C.B.C. with the

hope thereby of raising their circulation; and,
(b) to give some financial help through directing a larger amount of

government advertising to them.
Sô far as the first is concerned, the Chairman of the C.B.C. has indicated

that they think it would be feasible to arrange some commentaries or
programmes so that attention would be directed from time to time to national

magazines. Details are being worked out.
!"The total of government advertising expenditures and its allocation is shown
in the attached table. In 1952 Canâdian government advertising amounted to
$4,723,000 of which $382,000 or, 8 per cent went to Canadian magazines and
Cânadian editions of American magazines combined. In, 1953 government
advertising had dropped to $4,311,000 but the.share to Canadian magazines
and Canadian editions had dropped much more sharply to $195,000 - about

4'/: per cent. While it would not be possible to'do anything very substantial

through directing government advertising to Canadian magazines, even a

relatively modest amount might be quite important in the marginal financial

condition of many of the magazines. The Committee accordingly recommend

- that, without increasing the . overall amount of governmeto
advertising,

additional advertising to the total of $100,000 per year be directed
Canadian magazines rather than to other media. This diversion should not

include "Canadian editions" of U.S. magazines.
The diversion could be effected by having a directive sent to the depart-

ments with the largest expenditures on advertising informing them âction
government's ydesire. It would then be for the departments to take

The deartments mostindividually to ' divert a part of their, . advertising' p
are the following

concerned," with^ their advertising ezpenditures for 1953,

National ' Defence` ($2,186,000),' Resources and Development ($1,103,000),

Citizenship and Immigration
. Finance ' ($481,000), ` Labour ($240,000),

000), Trade and
,($134,000). Post office'. -,($120,000), ` . R.C.M .P. . ($79,

Commence ($44,000), National Revenue ($43,000).,
.

` , J.W. PICKERSGILL;,.
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]
^•

Tableau des dépenses ^
Table ofExpenditures

TOTAL
GOVERNMENT ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES(thôusands of dollars)

Fiscal years ending
March 31

53 61

4723 4311

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
PCO

Extract frotit Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,jJuly 15, 1952

CANADIAN MAGAZINES; FINANCIAL POSITION18 - The Prin^e ^t1inlsterFinanchad referred to the interview he and the Minister of
. had on March 19th w'th

Radio

1 a delegatlon from the Magazine

1952 1953

Publicity Pamphlets 834 846
Filmstrips and Films 533 506
Posters 152 -130
Trade Publications 115 106
Dailv News papers: 25 36

: (a) Canadian
(b) American 1131 889

^ (c) Overseas 230 325
Weeklv News apers:
(a) Canadian

0 10

` (b) American 451 358
Week•end Newspapers (Can.) 54 , ` 0 -
Ma azines:
(a) Canadian

202 306 .

(b) Time Reader's Digest (Canadian Editions) 382(c) American 195
(d) Overseas 561 541
(e) Service Magazines 2



Publishers Association of Canada, at which'time a brief was submitted on the
financial position of nationalCanadian magazines. The brief had been referred
to the Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade Policy for consider-

ation and report.
The Committee;was of,opinion,that most of the remedies suggested by theed.

Association were either impractical or would not twoachieve the ,
available to rthe

The Committee concluded that there were only t
government of providing some measure of assistance.

The first would involve calling the public's attention to national Canadiannetwork with
magazines through programmes and commentaries onhairm C.B.C.

o the Canadian
the hope thereby of raising their circulation. The C
Broadcasting Corporation had indicated that this could be done and details

were now being worked out.
The second measure would involve diverting a larger, amount of gowould

advertising to Canadian magazines of general character. This divers ion

not include Canadian editions of U.S. magazines such Cas,Time
anadian

and
o ernment

Digest. It was noted, in this latter
$4,723 000 tof which $382,000, og 8 percent,

advertising in 1952 amounted to
went to Canadian magazines and Canadian editio ns' of

$4,311,000.
magazines

the
combined. In 1953,'^government advertising had dropped to
share to Canadian magazines and Canadian editions had dropped much more

sharply to $195,000, or about 4.5 percent.
An explanatory note had been circulated.
(Memorandum Secretary to the Cabinet, July 10, 1952 - Cab., Doc. 213-

52)

` 19. The Cabinet, after discussion, noted the Prime Minister's report on the
financial position of national Canadian magazines and agreed that:

a) an effort be made to ^,^ncrease the circulation, of, national Canadian
magazines by arranging with the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation to^
provide programmes and commentaries calling the public's attention to them;

and, advertising,
(b) without increasing the overall amount of governmonter annum be

'âdditional advertising to the total of a^p rather athan$to0oth^r media; it being
`directed to national Canadian magazin

tood that this diversion would not include Canadian editions of
ammesundcrs

mâgazines and that the departments with mthe
cnt

largest pC'^1zenship
(National Defence, Resources andDevelop , Trade and
and Immigration, Post Office, Royal Canadian Mounted Police,
Commerce and National Revenue) bedirccted'to carry out this diversion on a

$ more or less pro rata ;basis.

;li!'-.r. , .

^... • .+ti,..1;`" , .^i i;.^ !^'^t- ^i.)i

7(1 ! ^t
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DEA/11422-40
Note du contrôleur des Télécommunications

pour le directeur des services de l air
Memorandum from Controller of Telecommunications

to Director of Air Services,

Ottawa, April 3, 1952

UNITED STATES-CANADA TELEVISION ARRANGEMENT 587401

MEMORANDUM TO TUE DIRECTOR OF AIR SERVICES
1.`

The problem of providing for the future of Television in Canada resulted, as
the first definitive action, in a meeting held in February 1948 in Washington.

The purpose'of this meeting was the drafting of an allocation plan -for the
assignment of television channels along the Canada-United States border. This
first pTovisional plan'was predicated on the best technical information available
at that^time but the engineers who were responsible for the negotiations^were
not altogether satisfied with the geographical separations provided by the plan.The Federal Communications

Commission decided, to investigate these
aspects at greater length and initiated a series of television hearingse

,In the -meantime the draft plan served to establish' Canada's
sition wregard to future television allocations. po ith

'2:' In'the latter part of June 1949 a further meeting was held in W
to'ïdiscuss television channel allocations and the, original -dr . ashington

reviewed in the light of current technical knowledge. C nside at aft plan was
at that time'to the possible use of ultra-high frequencies to augment thewas given
limited

number of very high frequency television channels. Although very
meeting produced a revised plan, it was generally felt that this plan was this

an interim document subject to review when the status of the art merely
better established. ` had been
3•' In March 1951 a meeting was held in , Ottawa and a

VNF• and UHF° which a plan drafted for both
ppearcd to be consistent with the best technical

information available and the known requirements of industryfacilities. The, United States procedure for handlin these for television
however, that the plan drafted by this meeting g matters required,
the ;F,C, pass through what is known as

C. rule making °. procedure in which industry has an o
comment. The hearings under the F.C.C. rule making procedure to
hls a^ by Canadian engineers so as to get the besture were closely

tus of the art. possible information on
4.

Upon conclusion of the F.C.C. hearin s on televisionin Chi 8 sion a further m t'ec ^ng wasthe ^go arch
31st and April lst, 1952, for the purpose of correlatingconclusions reached by the F.C.C. as a result of their hearings and the
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requirements of_ Canada for television. service. In attendance at this meeting

were Mr. P. Walker, Chairman F.C.C., Mr. R. Hyde, Commissioner, F.C.C.,

Mr. C. Plummer and.Mr. H. Copperthwaite, F.C.C., Mr. Browne and Mr.

Smith of : the Department of 'Transport and Mr. Santo of the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation.

5. The March 1951 allocation plan , was . found to be basically quite

satisfactory with the exception of one or two minor changes affecting Canada.

One of these changes involved the assignment of channel 12, formerly assigned

to Chilliwack, B.C. to Bellingham, •Washington, and the assignment of channel

3 to Chilliwack. This change made no appreciable difference to the Canadian

allocation picture but did allow for the assignment of one more channel in the
Washington area. Two additional UHF channels, numbers 68 and 78 were
obtained for the Hamilton area.

6. A number of changes in the United States picture were discussed but in
practically all cases these changes had little or no effect on the Canadian
allocation structure. In those cases where Canadian , coverage would, in any

the Canadian , delegation protested and the F.C.C.
way , be jeopardized, West Virginia andwithdrew, their proposals. In two cases, namely Wheeling,
Green . _ Bay, Wisconsin the proposed United States changes technically
encroached somewhat on the coverage of future Canadian assignments but in
each case the interference areas either lay outside,of Canada or in unpopulated
areas so the, Canadian delegation agreed to these changes.

7. In view -of the ^ fact that `Canada - has at the present time no television

stations in operation - and only two under construction, i.e. Montreal and

Toronto, and the' United States have a large number of stations already in
operation and have been active in this field for many years, it is felt that the
drafting of, a television allocation plan for the ' Canada-United States border

area which assures the future of television in Canada, • has been extremely

worthwhile. The F.C.C. have been most co-operative in the preparation of this
allocation plan and have also co-operated with Mexico in drafting a similar
plan for the United States-Mexico border regions.

t
and

h8.. A draft text of an (U.S. draft) agreement between the United Stat es
e

Canada for the assignment -and =utilization of: television channels the
common border has been prepared and will, in due course, be sent through
di lomatic channels so : that the document, the letters of transmittal andp respective
acknowledgment will form an r exchange of notes betwcen the
Governments. A draft of the text is appended hereto' - t^rriers as a means
. 9. , Engineering recognition was given to the use of off sc The

of ôbtaining better., service and minimizing inter-station intcrferen matters

actual off-sets are not indicated in the tables since these are primarily It is
to:be 'worked out by the allocation engineers as assignments

advance and
made.

is thework out .expected that many Cf athe off-sas
nd our own cenncers t eget together in the near futureintention of the F.C. 8

towards this end. , ^ ' ` ^
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10: It may be 'noted that the geographical -separations in Canada between
stations on the same and adjacent channels are somewhat greater than the
corresponding separations in the

United States. The reason for these
differences is the fact that Canadian metropolitan centers are generally much
farther apart and consequently much of the rural areas will obtain only fringe
service, and it was felt that by keeping inter-station interference to an absolute
minimum this fringe service could be made much more useful. Furthermore, itis

doubtful if Canadian economics could stand the strain of establishin and
operating the large number of TV stations contemplated in the United States
planning. It therefore appears logical to arrange for the maximum
exploitation . of each . Canadian assignment by keeping the possible
separations as wide as possible. geographical

11.
The F.C.C. are particularly anxious to obtain Canadian approval

arrangement at technical level so that they may advise theirindsryThe long
delays which have been necessary through the F.C.C. hearing procedures has
caused considerable concern in the United States industry. Furthermore, it
would be in Canada's interests to have our position established. It is therefore
recommended that approval be obtained of the work done and the agreement
reached as set forth in the appended documents so that the more formal
ratification by exchange of notes can take place in due course. The

^anadiBroadcasting Corporation are in full accord with the details of th' an
ment as set forth. ^s arrange-

G•C•W. BROWNE

ECRET

. Extrait front Cabinet Conclusions

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
PCO

[Ottawa,] May 20, 1952

ASSIGNMENT OF TELEVISION CIIANNEIS I

18. ` US•-CANADA BORDER
;Thé Minister of Transport

said negotiations had been
U.S. and Cânadian representatives on the assignment of carried on between
between 54 and 890 megacycles within an area of 250 television channels

milesthe b°rder'betwcen the United States and Canada. on either side of
resulted in a satisfactory arrangement and a The negotiations had
o'pared: It was recommended, with the concurrencraft agreement had been

Secretary of StateEzternal ^A(ralrs that the agrccmcnt be accc c of the

Ân eXplanatôr ' ptcd.
y memorandum had been circulatcd.

(Minister's*memôrandum, Ma 19,The Y , 1952 - Cab. Doc. 152-52YC°hinet
approvcd the rccommcndation of the Ministcr of Tagreed th tadvise the

a^ thc Secrctary of State for External Affairs be authorizcd to
U.S.Ambassador of the acceptance by Canada of the terms of the

, T t
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draft agreement for, the assignment'.of;television channels on the U.S.-Canada
border and to complete the exchange of notes to give effect thereto. .

RT3
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PARTIEPP
.^, ,, . F. .,: <. , , - ^: • : ._

LES NIVEAUX D'EAU DES GRANDS LACS BARRAGE GUT
.,GREAT:LAKES WATER LEVELS: GUT DAM

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET-,--

été,^^•Ceâ a fait le 23 jum 1952. Voir Cana a, «
À T t Strlts 1952 No. 13.

t f ^ •l.^ • . ^ ^ ' x ._^ '- ^^ `' ° ^ .
d R .,vil toc Traltis, 1952, n° 13.

commission as inherent ^ in the construct1on
.. ,.q: . , . .

operation of the pro^ect

flow
"1Vlethod of Regulation" to ^ Bo rofficialsuof both

and WK

âgreement were`not approved, the' Method. wu ulu a-
gove nments. ' I f the 1941

which ° had been accepted by th to be approved by the

Agrecr'iient) or for power alone (with a ana ian.wa 1 1 of Lake Ontario

Ontariôjfor stûdy and recommendation of remedtal measures. the 1941
Lawrence project, '.whether^:for. power and dnavigati teonrw(aasy)We erbas d on .a

The United States now proposed a joint reference o t e Plans for the St.

PCO

: [Ottawa,] March 28, 1952

GREAT LAKES WATER LEVELS:
PROPOSED REFERENCE TO INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION

27. The Secretary of State for External Affairs , reported that
at. rece culalr8lh

levels in the Great Lakes had given rise to ^ pwas heavy on in the
on the shores of Lake Ontario. The main cause Y pre

Great Lakes basin. The levels in the lakes had also been slightlyt^écGû^ pam
the Long Lac and Ogoki diversions and, in Lake Ontario, by
built. nearly fifty years ago by Canada. This dam normally raised^ hinches^f
Lake Ontario 5'/2 inches but, when the water was high, as much as /

Those complaining in the United States had directed their attent ion
StatesGut Dam and to the conditions nnd ;fif which
y affected the level oftheto its construction. These were that,

the lake or caused injury to U.S. interests, Canada would undertake necessary
alterations and regulatory works and that, if it caused damage t ÔnU he
property, Canada would pay compensation. Complaints of damage States
shores of the lakes had aroused. considerablé attention in th e Un ite

ing the
Several,bills on the matter had gon e

International
Congress,

Commission, and the
President to refer the question tor
State Department had been pressed by Congressmen for such a h

ference.
h level of Lakef h

This was done on lune 23, 1932. See Cana a, r^o y 9 ,
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submitted for approval. The Department of Transpo rtand Development felt that, if ^ the omm ssio
the

n Iwrert alret ofembarked on a lengthy study of remedial works not exclusively concern . ady
the ,St. Lawrence development, the time when plans for the St. LaWrwith
project could be referred to the commission would be ence

' In thè circumstances, with the concurrence of the Ministereof Trans itely.the
Minister of Resources and Development, he submitted for ap rovaÎardand

reply to the U.S. government to the effect that. p raft

(a) construction of the St. Lawrence'Seaway and Power Project would
mearegulation of the level of Lake Ontario on the basis of the agreed "Method'n

and establishment of a commission to report on the desirability of works for
compensation and regulation in the Great Lakes system; and,
(b) it was already agreed to refer the St. Lawrence project

, inclu ' g"Method", to the International Joint Commission for approval if the the
Agreement were not approved: 1941^„,-..•

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
f(Minister's memorandum, March 20, 1952 - Cab. Doc

.,28.
The Minister of National Health and Welfare said the g_52'the

Windsor area and on Lake Erie which was likely to becomeaworoo
d^ng insummer_ and result in increasing demands for action b y the gov
before

condition had existed before the diversions were made into Lake . This
recurred. ever * ffteen^ years or so. In the* circumstance Superior^and
consideration would have to be given to the s, he felt some
in general. { question of water level on the lakes
29. The Minlster of Transportwith

Ontario, on power development in thet interna
u nder the new agreement

Lawrence, the government had undertaken to do ever h ^ section of the St.
the:approval of the International Joint Commission for wurksssible to obtain

would beconstructed in accordance with the "Controlled Single Stage
o

Pr at.
ject" whichenvisaged recourse to the "Method of Regulation" mentione

d. Ontario
have to be consulted therefore, if there were a question of a referenceio would

to the`commission of the problem of levels in Lake Ontario.
His"department felt that, if it became ^nccessar

possible to blow up Gut Dam, although the effects of u^ch ac iondwprobably becareful study, ^ ° ould require
30.^'They ' , ^

Minlster ofResources and Development said a reversal of the LonLac-ànd 0goki diversions would not gbecome
Woula Pide no appreciable• come fully effective for some rive years31 h`- r0V early relief on the lakes.re .-Mr' Pearson

thought it would be advisable to tr toplY to the U.S. , y make the proposedthat the government more positive and to take the general position
government would be lad to see the present problems in Lake Ontariomet by ^m

a Plemëntation of thei 941 A reemePpFoved, by reference of the We g nt or, if that agreement were not.. ;^ :. ,, po r proiect to the commission.^î ^
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`► 32^ ; The Cabinet after further.discussion:
(a) approved the recommendation of the Secretary of, State for External

Affairs, = concurred . in. by the -Minister of Transport and the Minister of
Resources and Development, and agreed that a: reply on the question of water
levels' in Lake Ontario be communicated to the U.S: government along the lines
of that submitted; on the understanding that the three ministers would approve
any drafting changes made; and,

(b) agreed that the Minister ofResources and. Development provide data on
water levels in the Great Lakes for consideration at a subsequent meeting.,

DEA/1760-A-40
850. , . . .. , .:

Note de la Direction de l'Amérique et de l'Extrême-Orient ,
au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

y` `

} Memorandum from American and Far Eastern Division
to Acting Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, April 16, 1952

HIGH WATER LEVELS OF THE GREAT LAKES;

EFFECT OF THE GUT DAM,

A suit was filed in the District Court of the District of Columbia on April 9,
on-' 'behalf of landowners on the south shore of Lake ' Oritario seeking
mandatory injunction, directed to the Secretary of the A'rmy; the Secretary of
Defense -and the Secretary of State, to accomplish the destruction or
reconstruction with movable gates of that portion of theGut Dam within the

United States..;
2. In concurring in the construction of the;dam in, 1902, the Secretary of War,.. . ^ , .

set forth two conditions:.,.. "1. That 'if, after,'said dam has been constructed, it is found that it
materially affects, the water levels of Lake Ontario or the Saint Lawrence
River or çauses any injury to the interests of the United States, the
government of Canada shall make such changes therein, and provide such
additional regulation works`in connection therewitii, as ' the Secretary of

War may order.
"2. That':if 'the construction and operation of the said dam shall cause
damage or detriment to the property owners of Les Galops Island, o t of
the property of any other citizens of the United States, the governmen

^•' Canada shall pay such amôunt-of compensation as may be agreed upon
between the said, government and the partles damaged, or a^ fôre
awarded the said parties in the proper court of the United States
which claims for damages may be brought."

Thôse makinthe complaints asked the State' Department for advice as for
théy should procecd in obtaining redress from = the Canadian Governmentthe Gut Dam•
the damage to their `property, alleged to have been caused by
The State Department has informed them that the United States Gov

ernment
an

will raise no objection if they wish to present their claims directly to
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"ôfficials for their considerâtion. (Undér Title 18, Section, 95
3a citizen of the United States may not, without authorit, carry nof the

ence with any foreign government or any officer or agency thereof.)3.
The United States, Embassy has' informed us that those

complaints state,that they are ready; to present claims to th making ' the
Government. The Embassy. has informally asked for advice e Canadian
channel through ^which the claims may be sent to the, Canad^ san to the prop

Government
Per

direct by those making the complaints. For the moment, at least,
centered on the Gut Dam, constructed and maintained b y attention has

the Departmentof Transport, but the diversions made by the. Province of On ta
drawn into the attempts to obtain redress. rio may also be
4•,

The second condition set forth ,by the Secretar o
the construction of the Gut Dam would a

s

y f War in concurring in
made to settle claims by direct negotiationsbetwe n those claimi an attempt bethe

Canadian, Government. The normal approach o ng redress and
Canadian Government might be through the Cana di f a U.S, citizen to the
ton,but we should,- perhaps, avoid inviting the prese ta ôn aof ^In• Washing-
Embassy. On the other hand, the State Department appear to laihavems to the
becoming a channel of communication in this particular andother course ^would Jsee

avoided

m to be to have the claims addres edidirecthtoonlyDepartment of Transport."' the

G. Cox

(i.e. any addltional data we ma n^, m where we can easily &tjow th
•e. through the State Dept• or otherwise) is a m tter olr the

UrcachN.p, •Mmbassy[oranj

a w^th whom we arc in direct touch & r__ m^tte to us by U.S.quietly t
uY in Ottaw • a^ms should be sub d

the Embassy Y ash[ingtonj is used as a channel for documents it will iEm^ in a great deal of detail work CI nvolve

e nternatlonal Joint Commission on the under tandeing thatsthereference
would be drafted in such a manner as

not to delay, in any way,
otre copie du document

ion
^;The following was written ôn this copytof the docum^ent uivante -.

'ltoiir Embass in W

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
Extractfront Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

• [Ottawa,j Apri130, 1952

NIGH WATER LEVELS IN THE GREAT LAKES;•
REFERENCETOINTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION39•,

The Secretary of State for External Af airs
re

1

meeting of
March 28th, 1952, submitted a revisederring to discussion at the

government's request that the question of high water draft reply to, the U.S.
•

levels on the Great Lakesbe referred to the international Joint Commisindicated that the government was slon. The draft note, as revised,reference i hto th I prepared to concur

TOP S ECR ET
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consideration and approval of the application on the,St. Lawrence.development

Extratt des conclusions du a cne

Extract jrom Cabinet Conclusions
,. .:• ,

TOP SECRET
[Ottawa.

,] June 19, 1952

40.^ The Mtnrster o p
concurrent applications in respect of the St. Lawrence development project
might be filed with the International Joint Commission iri a few weeks' time. In
the circumstances, it might be preferâble to' postpone our' reply, to the U.S.
request regarding water levels until such time as the St. Lawrence applications
had actually been submitted to the Commission. "' P

41. Mr. Pearson thought it would be politically ând 'otherwise undesirable to
withhold any longer Canadian• concurrence in the reference of the high -water

levels problem. The draft reply to the U.S. 'request, however, ' might be

reworded to make it unmistakably - clear that the,St.. Lawrence application
wôùld have priority consideration by the International Joint Commission even
if submitted later than the high water levels reference.

'42.' The Cabinet, after discûssion','approved in princiPle thé'draft reply to the,
U.S. government's request for reference of the high water levels problem on the
Great Lakes to the International Joint, Commission subject to revision along
the lines suggested by the Secretary of State for External Affairs` and clearance
with the Minister of Trade and Commerce and the Minister of Transport."'

852.
PCO

C b'

p
(Minister's memorandum, April 26, 1952 -- Cab. Doc. 133-52).

f Trans ort pointed out that it now seemed' possible that

An ex lanatory note had been circulated.% .
project when submitted.

International Joint Commission-'=-- Cab.. Doc. 189A-52) t
^ ^. : .:. .•`^ ,.• , . •<<{:^ , . . ;

•^, ^ . ; ^

" Note diplomatique X-138. 8 mai 1952,/Note X-138, May 8, 1952.. ^ . E^ .

M' ' t r's memorandum June 16, 1952 and attached draft iv.
An explanatory memorandum had been circulated. r ronce to the

mended that the draft be approved. .

result of the present reference. The .. gover
reference submittedçto'the Commission as•soon as possible. It was recom-

high water levcl 01 Lake Ontario. The ra t a of the St.
to ^ ensure that. the, Commission , would neither delay consideration p roject as a
Lawrence project nor entertain a discussion of,alterations in the pj,

• "o nment was desirous of hav^ng the

put

1. The Secretary of State jor Externa jja-rs r g
meeting of April 30th, 1952, said,the Un^t ta es th
drâft of the proposed reference^ to the International Joint Commi ssion a fo m

`d ré L d b en'revised and

' ' ed S t Embassy had submitted a

WATER LEVELS ON TNE GREAT LAKES;

REFERENCETOTNE INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION

1A4 eferrin to discussion at the
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2., The Minister of Transport

felt it would be desirable, if at all
have the reference on the St. Lawrence project reach thé Commi •

possible, to
present reference might be held up a few days to see if the other

could be mheready. made
3. The Cabinet approved the recommendation of

Externâl Affairs and agreed that a reference be madetheto Secretary of.State for
Commission, in the terms submitted on the high water le el of Lakeional

Ontario;submission of the reference to be deferred for a few days and that io;
Lawrence project to be presented first if at all on the St.
. .. , : : ^ possible.

TOP SECRET

;'Extraït des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from 'Câbinet Cônclusions

PCO

[Ottawa,J June 25, 1952

INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION; . , ,

REFERENCE RE WATERLEVELS IN LAKE ONTARIO'

(b) agreed . . . 1 .' . '

that the Canadian reference to the Internationalsion
on; water levels in Lake Ontario be forwarde Joint Commis-

lmmediately and that a public statement be d to the Commission
Secretary of State for External Affairs, to the effectde' as suggested by the

made on the express condition that the 'oint applications the reference was
Project, if and when submitted, would take ^ttons on the St. Lawrence
question.1 priority over the reference in19

^

A ^scusston, ,

IXL 11C
agreed to refer this question on' the express tcond tiont thatovernment

apPlicattons on"the St. Lawrence project, if and when the joint
priority'over consideration of the Lake Ontario water levels bre ^tted, would take
3. The'Cabinet afte d' • ference.

2. Thé Secretary of State for External Affairs re rtedbeen made in Congress that day on the U.S. reference tthat ĥe statement had
InternationalJoint

Commission on water levels in Lake Ontario: In the circumssuggested that the Canadian reference, the terms of which had beën tances, he
by Cabinet on June , 19th, be forwarded immediately to the

QProved
that''a public statement be made pointing out th Commission andhad

Iï+^oir' 4' • ^ : . ^^ Ministtrc
DePa

de: Affaires e^ctfrieures, oommuniqu6 de resse n• 3, 26 ••nment of Eaxternal Affairs, Press Release, No. 39, June 269t 952u^n 1952.
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Extrait des conclusions , du cabinet

'Èxtract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] Jul} 31, 1952

ST LAWRENCE PROJECT; REMOVAL OF GUT DAM
aid that at hearings held in Rochester, New

26. The Actrng Prtme Min se, S
York, on July 22nd on the Lake Ontario water levels reference to the
International Joint Commission vehement representations had been made in
favour of the removal of the Gut Dam. This dam had been constructed in 1904
by the Canadian government between two islands in the St. Lawrence River
just below Prescott, Ontario and it would be recalled that who suffered
construction, Canada undertook to indemnify any, U.S. residents
injury as a result thereof and to construct any remedialcw of the Rochester
so by the U.S. Secretary of State for War. During the course
hearings, opposition to the power project was rthreatened if Canada did not
cooperate in the removal, of the dam. At the end of the

for
hearings the U.S.

immediate
section of the Commission pressed the Canadian, section
interim recommendation, under. the water levelsa reference for removal of the

da,m.
General McNaughton, the Chairmanof the Canadian section had suggested

tothe'Counsel for Canada on . the St., Lawrence. power application that the
Canadian government might at this time considerred b 11e ad hoc committee
the Gut Dam. This proposal._ had been çons^de by an s
comprising representatives of the departments most immediatel rthcom ngfrom
there was some likelihood that an awkw n which event gCanada would have no
the United States to remove the dam, early
alternative but to complÿI with the request, and ^with n al JointtCnmmis-
approval of the St. Lawrence application by the Internatio

sion, it was recommended that General MeNaughton be authoriz ed
i^ te Can d an

the U.S. section that instructions had been give n to hthe
e dam

appropriate
be removed

of Ontario and Quebec be established immcdiate y to
the possibility of removing the dam and on the manner in which such removal

agencies to àscertain as uIckl as ssible iw e e
thout

in'^ÿadvance-"of' the,'construct on ^ôf. the power project wi anâ o het ^
navigation; ^to, the power - project itself or to downstream power
'It would seem that removal would have to'take place progr hyT âreâsinterests.
order -to avoid the danger of serious flooding in the ,Lachine and ocommittee

Canada
engineerin g

downstream: ' It was further recommended that
and of the Provinces

coniprising representativcs of the government of consider and report on

might take place. U•S,
A draft.letter from General McNaughton to the Chairman of the

Section of the International Joint Commission was submitted.
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,An explanatory memorandum was circulated.

(Memorandum, PrivyCouncil Office, July 30 1952,Cab. Doc. 22 -,27.
The Secretary of State for External Affairs

generall
6 52)

ysuggestion regarding early removal of the Gut Dam but thought that i red the
proposed to be sent by General McNaughton to Senator Stanley mi h.t the letter
be modified in certain respects. g sefully
28:' Mr. Howe, said the

Minister of Transport, afterGeneral
McNaughton and Mr. R.A.C. Henry, had recommen

d^

ltation with
National Research Council be asked to build a model which woul

d
bthat the

to ascertain the effects that removal of the dam might have arequired
regarding flooding and navigation. P ticularly

(Memorandum, Minister of Trans--'--•1952)t
29. The Cabinet, after discussion " ,

(a) agreed in principle that an early 'start be made
Dam providing this could on the removal

be done without injury to navigation, of the Gut
devélopment of power in the international Rapids Section to the proposed
ôther interests downstream; or to power and

(b) agreed that the Chairman of the U.S. Section of the
Commission be informed of this decision, it b• International Joint
Secretary of State for External Affairs would revise theunderstood that the
Senator Stanley in consultation with General McNaughton; proposed letter to

(c) agreed that an engineering committee com ^isi and,
Canada, Ontario and p ng representatives of
report on the Quebec be established immediately to consider and

possibility of removing the,dam and the manner in which suchremoval should take place.

;: .
855.

y ccn entcred in the Court of Claims in

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

Ottawa, October 11, 1952

DEA/1760-A-40

ambassadeur aux Étais-Unis . M

Le secrétaire d'État aux
Affaires extérieuresàl'

WATER LEVELS OF LAKE ONTAtttn-
E FFECT O F G UT DA h11• When Vallance2omenti of the State Dc artmenônéd P t was in Ottawa this week hethat new suits had recentl b

120
, ' -

v^ser, Department of State.

Bureau dp ^^tller j
uridique, dEpartemOffice of ^gat Ad . ent d'État.

1343



Extrait des cânclusions du Cabinet,

Washington against the United -States Government, claiming damages as a
result of the'effect of the Gut Dam on the level of Lake Ontario.

- 2: Without arousing any unnecessary interest in the matter,awould you please
endeavour, to ^ firid out, informally, the. nature and extent of :these claims and
when they'are likely to be'heard by the Court of Claims.

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] October 15, 1952

ST. LAWRENCE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT;

LAKE ONTARIO WATER LEVELS; REMOVAL OFGUT DAM

42. The Minister of . Transport,' referring to, discussion at the meeting of
Àugust 27th'?' reported that Mr. H.W.. Lea, whose 'services had been retained
for the purpose, had now submitted an interim report on the practicability of
removing the Gut Dam at an early date. Mr. Lea's preliminary, conclusions
were to the effect that it was not practical to attempt to remove the Dam by
blasting; that it should be removed progressively, that it was doubtful whether
any part could bé removed this year although some preparatory work could be
done and that early removal would not cause I any objectionable increase in
water levels downstream nor any ^serious disturbance to navigation although

there would,be some'changes in currents and velocNtas to be v completed in one
the Galop Canal. Mr. Lea thought that if removal

Pleted and
open water season (and this should probably be between August

thetwork
December 15th) the total cost might pwould be emuch g OOO. r If and might
was ^ to extend over two seasons, the cost
reach a figure 'of $500,000.

thOb International joint
` The Chairman of the> Canadian - Section of .

d b M L ' suggestion that it would be
Commission was rather,. d^sturbe , y •
impracticable to consider, removal .; before the autumn of 1953.s Gu né an

McNaughton feared that it might'be difficult, if! not ' impossible to
Order of Approval for the St. Lawrence.project' from the International Joint
Commission unless something more positive ^ was

hé were authorized to state that
freeü•up this year. He felt confident that portion of the dam
the Canadian government was

would to be issued by the international
this year, an Order of Approval probably

Joint Commission before the end of October.' would not bc time to call for
If any work was to be' done this autumn there

ndcrs and it would probably be'nccessary to sclect a contractor on a cost-plustc ., , , ^... .
basls.^.°'; _ : ";: s^ a."^-: . :, . ^^.A .,•.F^ # 3^ :.^

^ `43. The Prime Minister noted that several claims for damages caused by h'gh
waters 'alon the shores or Lake Ontario had been filed in the United States8 ,v - .
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Court of Claims at Washington: In 'view of the terms of the 1904
Agreement respecting the Gut Dam, Canada might be f Cedanâda-U.S.
obligation of paying substantial damages if the Court of Claims with the
damage suits now lodged with it. upheld the

In the'circumstances and in order to ensure earl
Jôint Commission on the St. Lawrence power appllcatact,ionion ^ bm^ the International
to authorize General McNaughton to state at the October 20th heari^ dvisable
Commission that the Canadian government was hiring a contrac gs of the
ately to undertake early removal of the Dam. tor ^mmedi-immedi-
44. Mr. Chevrier

mentioned that the Secretary of State for External
had suggested that, in view of the above damage claims, there mi Affairs
advantage in asking Mr. Lea to undertake a study of the actual eght

fects
be some

Gut: Dam on Lake Ontario water levels. If, as antici ated s of the
revealed that the Dam had very little if an y p

, uch a study
matter should be filed as soon as y Mr. Lea's report in this

possible with the U.S. Court of Claims.45.- The Cabinet,'after
further discussion, agreed that,

(a) the Minister of Transpôrt retain immediately the services of a
contractor to undertake early removal of the Gut Dam and competent

thatMcNaughton be authorized to state that this was being done General
at20th final hearings of the International Joint Commission on th the October

Power application; and; e St. Lawrence
(b) Mr. H.W. Lea be requested to review and

as possible onthe actual effects of the Gut Dam on Lake Ontarioreport as
water leve ls .s.

Antbassador in U ' d

L 'ambassadeur aux ,États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DEA/1760-A-40

to Secretary of State for External Af
f

airs
TELEGRAM WA-2494

CONFIDENTIAL .s f
Washington, October 17, 1952

► . ,I WATER LEVELS OF LAKE ONTARIO
Reference: EX-2001 ,r n

had • e,
wIth whom we later spoke about this matter, said that he

^nstructed the Embassy at Ottawa to suggest that the Department might

ctobcr 11.
1•:'The Stâte I Department have already sent to the2ttawa ^p1eSt of the, suits which have been e n tered United States Embassy at

ms, for 'transmission to the Department andrecently in the Court of
^^i^t, ;bYa about seventy-nine propert to the I.J.C. The suits involve

States Government for damage^cyaused
owners

to pro yrte
asircation by theeffect`ofGnt'Da

2
m on the level of Lake Onta ^ y a result of the

° Mr.-',Vallanc • rio.

I
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wish to have someone participate on the side of the defendants in the litigation,
or take some other action.to help.bring about a dismissal of the suits.

3. 'Vallance said, that normally cases are not heard for two or three months
after submission, but in this instance, he thought the plaintiffs would make an
effort to have the case treated as a priority item. The plaintiffs are disturbed by
the. fact ithat if the dam is , not removed ; this fall, their property will again be
flooded next spring. The claims might be taken up, therefore, within four_to six

.weeks.-
We,were promised a copy of the suits, but since you are to receive the

documents from the United States Embassy in Ottawa, we shall not transmit

ourcopymnless you so indicate. ;
,,4.;,There is another. suit which was entered in. Northern New York State a
day;or two ago. This suit asks for the outright removal of the dam. According
to_,Vallance,. it. requests authority for, local officials to remove the dam at the

expense of Canada:
5. Vallance also has information that Kenneth Keating (Republican

representative for Rochester, New York), intends,to introduce in the House in
January a Bill to require the removal of the Gut Dam.

In our, letter No. 848 of April 10,' we summarized the suit filed in the6.
-United States District Court at that time, in which the plaintiffs sought aand
•mandatory,. injunction directing the Secretaries of the Arm, ^ Det

hécUnited
State to destroy or reconstruct the portion of the Gut Dam

States. On looking up the docket at the District Court,,we have found that on
Jtlly '1, 1952, Judge David E1.'Pine ordered the case dismissed. A summary of

his opinion is being forewarded by bag t122

TOP SECRET
;

'Washington on October 20th. ,. ', ` . • ht be fairly lengthY

'Internatiônai Joint Commission on the joint , apptcat^werencc River held at
^mant in' the tntcrnational' Rapids Section of the St.

S. ° The Minister _ of Transport reported on t e^ for power develop-

Extrait des conclusions du, Cabinet,. . , ,
Extract Jrom Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,j October 23, 1952

ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT; REPORT ON FINAL IIEARINGS OF
INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION;

, PROPOSED EXCHANGE OF NOTES WITH TNE

^UNITED STATES ON EARLY REMOVAL OF TNE GUT DAM Of the
h Cnal hearings

' it Althou`gh it had been expected that these heanngs m^g little serious
and `rather difficûlt; theÿ had in fact lasted léssÛhhn one djÿ ^wnet associations
opposition had been voiced to the project altho g p pe}

^ %z1Ÿâr le documentsuivant4sce followingdocument.
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from both the U.S. and Canadian shores of Lake Ontario had again attempted
at some length to establish that the Gut Dam was largely responsible for
damage to the property of riparian owners along the shores of Lake Ontario.
The Canadian position in this matter was rendered more difficult becauseof
the fact that Senator Stanley, the Chairman of the American Section. of

theInternational Joint Commission, had during the course of the final hearin s
ason several previous occasions, concurred in the view that much of the damage

could be attributed directly to the Dam. Senator Stanley had even indica
privately that he would not agree to an.Order of A r ted
until after the Canadian government had taken action to remeo e the Dam.own
had since, however, somewhat modified his He

that the Order of A Position although it was notval
unlikely

early removal of the Dam. It nowosee ed probable that condition providing for
Commission would issue its Order of A the International Joint

Although it had been reported earlerothatnethe
v nvery near future.

under way immediately, only if work were to be put
The Canadian engineers who have been stud yingDam h sould be removed this year.

to the view that it might be possible to continue work ontthe project even
freeze-up on the St. Lawrence. ' If after
future it was thought that removal mih ht bejcot were undertaken in the near

Canadian Dredge and Dock Company of Kingston ewasy owrenrâ 1953. The
preparation of detailed plans in this connection. g ged in the

.There, were 'two matters which should be considered in
approval of the,powcr application by, thc Commission. Theanticipa of early,

the 1941 Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin Agreement should be denouncedw
enounced

hether
byCanada following approval. He fclt such a coursc of action mi ght auslY be followed although the matter should probably be disusseddvanta-

the desirability of having Canada represented by counhould also b^ given to

Ontario Hydro was anxious that Canadian intc cs srsnce power application.

Secretary of State for External Affairs with the Secretary by the
United States to ensure that Canadian,withdrawal from of State of the

o greenmentat this time would in no way jeopardize the successful conclusion
the. 1 941

s^n _ to, be undertaken, by the U.S. Federal Power f hearings
CommissionLawrence power development project. Consideration on the St.

Federal Power Commission hearings on the St. sel at^ the forthcoming

active intervention before the Federal Power Commission oald be protected by
had perhaps` bést be done by counsel rc resentin and he felt that this

province or thé' Hydro-Electric Commissiôn. It wâs diCanada
fficul

rather than the

forecast how long it would be before the Federal Power Commission concluded
heârin8s w p J The view was held in several U.S. quarters that the

ould doubtless give rise to protracted litigation in the cfor:$ this F and
other reasons the Federal Power ourts and that

not be in a Commission would in allprobability
at all, position to issue a licence for some considerable time, if

There were others, including Senator Stanley and the U.S.
toCanada,,,who felt that the Federal Power Ambassador

+tcr :^ ; ^ . Commission would, in all

I
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probability, be in a position to issue a licence some time before the spring of

1953.°,;
6. The Prime Minister said that several claims for damages attributed

Gut- Dam amongst, other causes* had been filed with the U.S. Court of Claims
at,'Washington. In view of the terms of the agreements reached' between
Canadian and U.S: authorities in 1903 and 1904 respecting the Dam; it seemed
likely that Canada would be under'obligation to pay damages if the claims now
lodged'with the U.S.,Court of Claims were upheld.- Consequently if the Dam
no longer served any ûseful purpose, it seemed desirable to make every effort to
have it removed at the earliest possible date. : I :

7. 'The Minister of Citizenship and Immigration suggested that before the

Dam; wâs removed, every effort be made to collect accurate engineering
of Lake

other evidence as to the actual , effects of the Dam: on the levels
Ontario. Such evidence might in future be used to "advantage in refuting claims

. . .,.
for damages.
K Mr. Chevrier pointed" out thatt Mr. H.W. Lea, whose services

oth r
retainéd to consider how the Dam could be, removed without i1J y to
intcTests; had now beén asked to review and report. on t he

s h ef
fects o f

1VIr.
Dacri on' the outflow and water levels of Lake Ontario. It wa

Ped that

Lea's report in'this matter would indicate that"the Dam'had very little if any

efféct on Lake Ontario levels: h• h water

i

withdraw from the position taken in an earlier Note sent to the U.S.

Department of, Justice , to -ensure , that .wou no now

TheSeeretary said, that one of. the main purposes Embassy

Canada's chances of resisting successfully the various claims for damages
tolodged with U.S. courts. • ` of the Note was

{ 10. ^Mr. ° St. Laurent thought that, before the Note was ,

Ambassador to Canada it might' with -advantage be exam^ned ca
1d t in any waY

refu
J
leÔ

p
y arâ the

, F f^°• ''' S1952 Cab. Doc. 341-52)' A livered to the US

4-1 ,tt. ..t.. -

(Memorandum_• Act i
ng Secretary^ of: State for; xterna +,'An explanatory memoran .- 4 1 Affairs Oct. 22+dum and draft note had en circu a e.

Government. ^s 8 , } .► ^.;.. ^ ,
two Governments. t

Th' mi ht be achieved y an x g

that"the present high levels would contnue +
which évent' removal of the-,Dam now would have no •injurious effect on
navigatiôn. If, however, extremely low 'water levels were to occur after removal
of- the Dam'and prior to completiôn'of the power and seaway r In view o^a l

y • b E chan -'of Notes between

added that Mr. ..•, Y

1ië` necessary for ships using the Galop Canal to reduce tonnag e .
the other circumstances, this seemÿedto be a calculated risk well wort âffect ghe

takin.
might

The PrlmeÏtMtnlster said that`s
•
^nce rem ^a^1 ^ointhoe Dam Waters

natural level or flow of the River within the 8 of
Treat - of 1909,' prior ' `agreement would have to be ' sought frobm

the U.S.
en the

levels on Lake Ontario' were: in many respects comp arable
ld reasonably be expect d

level period between the years :1860 and 1875 .
• For several years perhaps 5 or 6, in

R A C Henr was of opinion mat inc present ^g
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in

October 1951 in which it had been admitted specifically that the
did have the effect of increasing the levels of Lake Ontario b severa Gut Dam

12.' The Cabinet, after discussion, y 1 inches., . ,
'.(a)

noted'the report by the Minister of Transport on the final h
International Joint Commission* held at

Washington on O
c

earings of the
application for power development in the International Ra^dber 20th on the
St. Lawrence River. p Section of the

(b) agreed that a Note be sent to the U.S. Ambassador
tothe concurrence of the U.S. Government in early removal of Canada seeking

Department of Justice to ascertain before despatch of the Note Gut Dam; the
thatterms as not to jeopardizé a successful defence against the v at it was in

for damages now lodged with U.S. courts;"' and, arious claims, _.

(c)« agreed that Canada be represented at forthcoming hearings of
Federal Power Commission on the application of the New York S the U.S.
Authority for the devélopment 'of power in the St. Lawrence tate Power
proceedings of the U.S. Court of Claims on damage suits nôw lodgedRiver and at
Court; the Sécretary'of State for External Affairs to take the ste with that
arrange for such representation.' ps required to
... ' . ,

culations of what was considered to be the possibleda effect of them on the level of Lake Ontario. As a result of further study of this matter,

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieur
DEA/1760-A-40

à 1 ân:bassadeur des bats- Unis
es

Secretary of State for External,qffairs
to Ambassador of United States

' Ottawa, November 4, 1952' The Secretary of State for Exta
Excelléncy the Ambassador of the United rStatesresents his compliments to Nis
honour to refer to the Note of the Department of ExternAmerica and has the

21, 1952 (No. X-51), and to previous correspondence c°ncerningal Affairs of February
Lake Ontario, and in particular to the effect of the Gut the level of

Dam.
of this dam and studies of its effect

.

Ontario and of the downstream effects of its possible on the level of Lake
conclusion that the dam can be removed now without causinalâhave led to the
interests involved and equipment is in fact now being amage to other
work on removal. ng moved to the site to begin
,.In' the

Department's Note under reference sbaSéd `on• ,--I • ome stat

No. X-262
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_, . which indicates that the
however, additional information has come to ha
previousl}i calculated . effect' of the Gut Dâm.onlthe

information r,relates to theOntario is greatly - ^exaggerated. The additio
; enlargement of the channel on the Canadian side of the river by dredging and
to the possible effect of scouring which may hâve çompénsated in large part for
the effect of the. Gut Dam, especially in periods of extreme high water.
Noreover, this additional information indicates, that examination of other

factors will be necessary. , ; . ,

The original purpose of the dam was to éliminate dangerous cross-currents

and eddies in the navigation channel of the river. Any effect it , may have on the

level of the water has tended to compensate' fôr the effect of , the dredging
, undertaken in connection with the improvement of the river for navigation and

, for the effect of other factors tending to increase the out-flow of Lake Ontario.

On the other hand, because of the present high level of the water itn^eLake
St

Ontario, it would be desirable to increase the outflow capacity of

Lawrence River. Although the increase resulting from removal of the dam will
;probably not be great, it may be sufficient to afford a measure of relief from
the high water level of Lake Ontario. The dami would have t0 be removed, in

any case, in the course of construction of the 'St.' Lawrence project, arrange-

ments for which now appear to be nearing co p tion.
In view of ,the above, the Canadian Government considered

le
make immediate arrangements for removal and this
removal of the dam may affect the level or flow of the river within the meaning

of the Boundary Waters Treaty. of 1909, `the attached
fobybo

the
th

International Joint Commission,
th

, the consent
of the St. Lawrence Project, is

Governments, to its recent order of a pproval for
presumed to eliminate the need for any further authority or app roval

removal of the dam. On the other hand, the dam is situated on both sides of theited
-international boundary and, in these circumstances, it is hoped that ââ

^ being
States Government will confirm that it agrees to the removal of the
:undertaken by the Cânadiân Government. .

à l'ambassadeur aux États- Unis

'Sécretary of State for External Âjjairs
to {Ambassador in United States

Ottawà, November 6,1952
TELEGRAM EX-2145.
r^... s,_. ... . .- r. . ... . . . ^ .., .•z. • •t: ^^. ' .^.• Î i. ^,^. ' . ^ , ^, . .... .

} .

,CON FI D ENTI A L. IMPORTANT.
, . -

, ,, ,,,
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

WRIT AGAINST CANADIAN GOVERNMENT RE GUT DAM

Referencc: Paragraph 4 of your Telegram WA-2494 of October 17, 1952.
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Consulate, General in New York sent you', a co
of 1October 24' to us, enclosing copy of summons an py etter ^ No. 866 of

d
4511 in United States District Court for Northern Distriin civil action No.
Summons is returnable not later than'twenty days after ct of, New York.
.2. 1 shall be grateful if you will consult the ^ servtce.

convenient as'to action we should take in defen étaPerhaps Sment as soon as
will agree to transmit to the Court a certifïcate to the effect ate Department
Government cannot be sued before United States courts. Pl that the Canadian
Consulate accordingly. , ease inform us and,. _
861.

L ambassadeur aux État - U•
DEA/11597-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in United Statesto Secretary of Statefor External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-2621

Washington, November 7, 1952

WRIT AGAINST CANADIAN GOVERNMENT RE GUT DAMReference:
EX-2145 of November 6.. .,

Addressed External as WA-2621, repeated toNo. 401. Consul General, New York as
1. On receipt of your teletype this

morning, we got on to Dean Brown 12' atthe State Department immediately. He has just given
us the preliminary viewsof the legal division on this question.

Thc Iegal ehas rec •

n^
Oflice of British Commonwealth and Northern EuroPartment of State of United States. pean Affairs,

':,
l^°bablement
du L.D. Brown, Bureau des Affaires du CommonwNord, d^p artement d'État des États-Unis. ^ith britannique et de l'EuropePoâsibtY,'. I..D. Brow '

c tnttc on thts

ogntzed its vulnerability in a suit and hâs waived its ^mmu^t Canada
sued in the, United States courts for damage to ro

p Perty
tty to be

conditions under which construction of the Gut : Dam was
referred to condition 2 of the permit

in view of theappr.
e arv f`V^

Brown1903 which of the United States Secr
states that "the Government of Canada shall ay such y r of

^mpensation......... as ma P amount ofthe. may be awarded the said parties in the proper court ofUnited States." F He also referred to the other sta
United States Embassy's note No. 64 of Octob tements quoted in the
^2•'.we said that the immediate problem s er 22.'^

General at : New York is subject to the su mmonss to us to be whether the Consul-
United States District' Court for the North

ern
served upon him by thefirst; reaction

was that since we have stated District of.New York. Brown's
that the courts could make adeeision; in the. matter, we would not, be ab towould be the defendants in the case. Howevelr Brownrefuse a summons since we

► own was not d f
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point.^. He is trying to arrange for us to meet with the legal experts to discuss
this question some time this afternoon: `

s if it had been addressed not to
3.^ Incidentally, with respect to the summon ,

"Dominion of Canada" but to the Consul-General, New York,- personally,- as

the defendant, the State Department's view would have This is based on the
General would be liable to appear before the court,
consideration there is no consular convention Canada

States have no
States and therefore Canadian consular officers in theUn
automatic immunity from process in the United St ates

the H Dominionh of
we told Brown that the summons names as defendant
Canada", he stated that, in that case, the above consideration would not apply.

4.
The above confirms telephone call to Eberts this noon. We urgently await

your views which are. needed for meeting this afternoon. Saturday and Tuesday
are holidays and we have very little time.

5. Understand you are considering sending someone down from Legal
Division for Monday but will await results of this afternoon's meeting.

! ^-. . ,. . rn^I An

TELEGRAM EX-2155

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

! à l'ambassadeur aux État-Unis , -

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

Ottawa November 9, 1952

Risearch on International Law contained in the Supplement to Te arded

the following' article:,

2. For`confidential information.1 may say
!^

the -American'Journal of International Law and wh^çon this subject, contains
as an authoritative exposition of the international la

the liarvard
"Competence of Coiuts in regard to Foreign States prepared b ^olume 26 of

October 23, the date o ses-rvc
have to be delivered on or before Wedn`esday; Novem draR•convention entitled

• • th t the

Rauch, 1104 ;,Statc Tower Building,- SyracuseA^
f ' id the summons. rdingly, the answer would

1n my immediately following i'
which I would ask you to deliver as early as possible on Monday

the time 1 Statefor
Department.l understand that Tuesday is a holiday and that Perry
service of an "answer ^ tô the complaint" upon the Plaintiffs' Attorney,

N YAs • twenty days after

.. ,. ^ .
• there is included the text of a note

° "ARTICLE 20

, shall permit ,another` State • to, bring; through any, spes'ôf tj, is
A State rov^s^on

authorized agent, a claim of immunity in accordance with the prov
isions
uest of such

Convcntion, directly bcfore`'the court for its decision. At : the req
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other State, the State of the forum,
merits of such a . without obligation to

claim of immunity, shall transmit it to thecomment on thedecision."
court for its

3. If you should be asked if a copy of this note miCourt or the Plaintiffs' - Attorney, or both, ou, ght be transmitted to the
Department that we assume that they will do whate

ver
inform the State

States law to have the immunity upheld but that; s' tequired by Unitedwe have . no objection to a co subject to this assumption,py of the note being so transmitted.
863.

^ Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à 1 a»tbassadeur aux État-Unis

Secretary ofState for External Affairs
to Antbassador in United States

DEA/11597-40

Ottawa, November 9, 1952

GUT DA M
Following is text of note referred to in m immed iate ly1. I have the honour to refer to the action which hasbe preceding telegram:District

Court of the United States for the Northern District• en commenced in theArthur
Oster and Dorothy Oster, as plaintiffs, against of New York by

Canada, as defendant. A copy of the complaint (No. the Dominion of
Canadian Consul-General in New York. Since a fur4511) was served on the
to the Government of Canada by the Embassy of the copy was transmitted
1 assume that the text of the complaint is also reco United States in Ottawa,
Department. ^'. rdcd on the files of the State
2. l' am directed also to inform you

recognizes in priciple its obligation to pay cothat thempensationovernment of Canada
States citizensprô ided the for damages to Unitedof Gui, p y arc attributable to the

am: in the scnse of condition numbered (2)construction
in the

or opcration
instruapproval of the United States Secretary of War o ments of

4ctober 10, 1904. However, my Govcrnmcn f August 18, 1903 and
reason"of its acquiescence in this condition t does not consider that it has, by
soveieign' n or otherwise, at any time waived the

immunity of Canada from suit in the courts of the United
3The Canadian Government has States.

taken note of the fact that there are a largenumber of claims arising out of the high water lev
ma°Y of these claims have been asserted a ain els of Lake Ontario and that
States, It is,in the common interest o

f
g st the Government of the United

Iaa^s',-ând
of Canada that some effectiveUnited States claimants, of the United

bY; United States citizcns for damages âr^m^ nt be madc by which all
leVels °f [,ake Ontario can be r waterof effort p ocesscd at the same time and with a minimumpre

and expense. Accordingly, the Government of Canada
pared^to'facilitate the submission of all claims would be

ito an appropriate tribunal
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which would ha ve . power to determine the extent
to which damage

as
may have

well as

been caused by high water attributable to the existence of Gut
is

Dam
to, enter into

the quantum of damage. The Canadian Gove rnment
se of selecting or

immediate. discussions with your Gof^eduretto
for the

be follôurwed ..
establishing such a tribunal and the p

k" 14. 1m, therefore,' requested by my Government formally to ask that the

a nited
sovereign immunity of Canada from suit' in the domestic co d^n of dlto any

States should be upheld both in regard to the
against Canada arising out

other actions which any other persons
of the constritction or operation of Gut Dam.

5. 1

acti
would accordingly be -grateful if you would tandaket fmôû dwôuld Ç in due

terminate the proceedings in the District Court,
vernment to the foregoing

course, inform me . of the reaction of your .,Go

suggestions.
DEA/11597-40

864.
Extrait du télégramme du secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux État-Unis

Extraetjrom Telegramjrom Secretary ojState for External Affairs

to Ambassador in United States
1952

-2157
• Ottawa, November 9,

TELEGRAM EX

CON Fi DENT I A L: IMPORTANT.

GUT DAM
j • ' . J

Following from Eriehsen-Brown for Pierce, Begins•
, , roved by the

1 .The text of the two immediately p Mundell of Justice Dep willPrime Minister. On the latter's instructions

receding telegrams was aPp artment's
instructions,

flying to Ne
w York-Sunday. He and Burbridge, who is now in

New York,

consult attorneys in New York City. and in articular
° Immediate objective will OC to secure advice on.pr`ocn u ^nd the courts on

2.
to clarify functions of the` exeunit of atfore gn state. •neddetermination of sovereign imm y

idêr it inadvisable to inform State Department
that

ffortsato take^any3. Cons Statecounsel, because this might lead State Department to relax is on
further steps^, although under international law responsibility on State

Department to do sô. The purport of our note is to place on may lha`'e to bethe fact that counsel has been retained
ten. Department: However,

revealed later. I • ,
b Cleveland12S of our Cons-- ulate in NeW.c ^ of âb^ussion

the4: 1 was informed Y
da s ago that'the immunity of foreign states has^i ând that Jthe consensus Of

Y
in the consular law society of which he is a mem .

kiN. Cin,cland, consul, consulat général à New York.

J.N. Cleveland. Consul. 1LGencrai in New York
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opinion of its members is that the courts
of New York Statejurisdiction if it is possible to do so.

What would be particularje prone to take
from our point of view would be to have jurisdiction sustained y°b^ectionable
a precedent established which might result in our havin by the court and
number of actions in New York State. g to defend a large

L ambassadeur aux État-Unis
DEA/11597-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in United States

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM WA-2632

Washington, November 10, 1952
CONFIDENTIAL. 1MMEDIATE,

^t . , •

GUT DAMReference: Your EX-2156 of November 9, 1952
''Addressed External as WA-2632, repeated to C

.
Green; and Mr. Burbridge, as No. 402. °ngen New York for Mr.

1•
The note; text of which was given in your teletype under reference, was

transmitted to Dean Brown at'the State Department at 9:25 a.m. this morning.
Dean Brown undertook to deliver it by hand to Mr.D'vision.

The State Department. will try to g ive
a Yingling of the Legal ^

Wednesday.
However, if they are not able to do so g formal reply before

us orally.of the State Department's • rown undertook to inform
suit, before Wednesday. position on our claim to immunity from

866.

. ._ ,

DEA/1760-A-40

Washington, November 10, 1952
^^NFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE.

o
TELECRqM WA.-)g-la

r xterna! Affdirs

Reference: Our ^/ GUT DAM

A-2632, of November 10, repeated to New York No. 402.Addressed `External
WA-2639, re ea404 ,' p t Consulate-General, New York No.

K q^U^ane• e0nsul général à New York.
^réene, Consul-General in New York.



prévént judgment by default and will, not prei udice our pos^

,;.. , .

Following for Mr: Greene ând Mr., Burbridge, Begins:

1. We* have just been informed orally by^Brown that the State Departinent is'

unâble to'acceptfiour claim to sôvereign immunity , from suit in domestic courts

of the United States in the" Gut Dam case on the grounds that ; was reached(a) The conditions under which agreement to construct the dam
in the permits constituted a waiver of immunity on our part;

(b) .^ Even if this were not the case, sovereign ` immunity cannot be claimed in
any suit involving real estate. In this instance, at the time of construction of the
dam, Canada purchased a fe^w acres of 'ground adjoining the dam on the

United States shore. The'' present , suit for damages in New York State,

therefore, is regarded as a claim involving real estate..;

2. The State Department have no objection to discussing the setting up of a
tribunal to determine damages. However, this will not in

any way affect the

rights of citizens' to go' to the' courts independently with ` their claims for

compensation for damages. t, s±.^' .1 1

3. The State Department will try to send us a formal note embodying the

above by Wednesday. We have given Ken Burbridge in New York an outline of

the above by telephone, and are repeating this message to him. ,.;
4;; Burbridge has advised us of the course which he, Mundell, and

Counsel in

New York have worked out. We are to receive a text of a letter to.be signed by
the Ambassador setting forth that we do not believe thecourt has jurisdiction.,by
We are.to deliver, this letter to New 4,Yôrk tomorrow, and

a

w ill
nw l

Counsel - to UTICA tomorrow night. We under'stand that our ppearae
^ ^ 'ion on immunity.

Ends.
t DEA/11597-40

867 . . , .

>to Seeretary of State for xter

TELEGRAM 219, ,

CO^V FI DENTIAL. IMPORTANT.J 1;

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

..^..... ,.rnul VnaK

Ambassador in Washington personally sign aetter

1. As :explained in 'our',telephone conversation this a tern
légal firm of Sullivan and Cromwell here, after careful examin t ^ou° e forc rs
problem, his advised Mundell and myself that the best a nd

have the Canadian
the Canadian Government to follow at the present time of the United

• 1 #,, the Judges

Following for. Pierce 110111 us '^ of the• . f oon Wyatt

_ GUTDAM LIIIV/%1w11-- ^••-••+ •'-;

Addressed Beaver No.° 60, Immediate, repeated External
No. 219 as

mportant. Y
. ,.B brid e , Begins• ,-

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
^` au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,
E tint Affairs

` 3^"K `^,'ry M w York November 10, sy"
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States'District Court, Northern District of New
York ( the'text of sufollows). This letter should be delivered to' Burbridge in care

'of
ch a letter

theDelegation to the United Nations at the ' Biltmore Hotel, New Yo andianmember , of your staff not later than 3 rk, by a
will arrange, to have the letter given

o Wyatt,
Tuesd

ay, wi11 k er, l l: Burbridge
UTICA

and deliver it personally to the Judge there and al o^a co hhim to
Clerk of the Court before 4 py to the

p.m. on Wednesday, November 12. Original ofletter should be accompanied by two copies.
2. For. Mr. Wrong's information . the Prime Mi '

Mundell to consult Wyatt with' Burbridge and àct ôneWyatt's dvi instructedce'any steps to avoid default judgment arid to obtain dismissal of the act ionto take
3. The '

following is the text of the letter; which'° has' been .
Department of Justice in Ottawa and which Mr. Wrong ma pw h ed by theatriplicate if he approves. Text Begins: Y to sign in

Tothe Honourable the Judges of the United States District
orthern District of New York: ^Court for the

Information has been given'me that on October 23, 1952
Marshal called. at the officé 'of, the Canadian Con + a United Statessulate

eral , General in New York,New York, and left on 'the desk of the Consul Gen
Consul General, a copy of the summons and of the com tlaep résence of the
entitled°in the United States District Court for the Northern an action
York, Civil Action No. 4511, Arthur Oster and Doroth rn p istrict'of New
against"Dominion of Canada", defendant. Y ster, plaintiffs,

1
havé the honour to represent in the United States He ''

Elizabeth If in right of Canada as Ambassad r Majesty, Queen
Majesty's Government in Canada respectfully to address ÿ^nstructed by her
ieferenceP.:to the action above described: It is li e our Honours with
"Dominion of Canada" as defendant is intended torefefhat the designation
rirght of Canada, but the designation is not accurate o to Her Majesty in

fier '11Tajesty's
Government in Canada have i

r appropriate.
nstructedsuggeSt:,to . Your , Honours that, as a sovereign and under^ well sPectfully to

Principles of international law, Her Majesty in ri
ght of

1 established
suit in,your

Honourable Court without Her consent, C anada is not subject tobeen ch consent has notgrven and is not given in the action above described. There is the following
averment in the complaint in` the action:

"Thé
defendant has waived any immunit y

sued as hereinafter set forth." I am instructed that Her ^(a•has consented to be
immunity from suit in your Honourable Court Jesty has not waived
suëd in Your Honourable Court, either: as and has not consented to be
othérwise. It should also,bc set forth in the complaint orNew pointed out that the Canadian Consul General inYork
not iwould not in any event be a° person authoriz

ices or other forms of process on behalf of Hcr Ma' cd to receive writs,
The Purpose of this letter is solel t •

lesty.
a'laek `of, •u id• Y to ^̂ nvite the attention of y '

. J rs iction in your Honourable' Court and does not in any wao
const^.tute an appearance or' a submission or a

consent to jurisdiction. Her
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'Majesty in right of Cânada asserts-and relies upon an immunity from suit as a
sovereign and, in consequence, suggests that your Honourable Court should

proceed no further in the subject action.

Ambassador of Canada to the United States
Respectfully submitted,

Text ends. ^

GUT DAM LITIGATION - UTICA, NEW YORK

Reference: My immediately preceding teletype No. 60 to Washington, No. 219

to Ottavi+a.
Addressed Beaver No. 61, lmmediate, repeated to External No. 220,

Important.
Following for Pierce from Burbridge, Begins: For Mr. Wrong's information

the procedure being followed was discussed over the telephone with Pickersgill
in Ottawa as well as the outline of the text of the letter which he is being asked

to sign. :. .

2.. Pickersgill " fully approved both as being in accord with the Prime
Minister's instructions. Ends:

,,.

CON FI DENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

868. '
DEA/1 1597-40

'~ Le chef de lddélégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies
au seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
. . •:5^.. if

, s. ..

TEt.EGRAM 220
New York," November 10, 1952

.
I

.. { ..

;.,.. ;
DEA/11597-40

869...3 1.• - - - unies

-TELEGRAM 226
New Yor

` '^^.a .^f ♦ r , : ° , . , ' . . •

CONFIDENTIAL ^

41Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblee generale des Naton
• au seerétair'e d'État aux Affaires extérieures "•

; .^
'Chalrmon, Delegation to the General Assembly of the, United Nations,

to Secretary ojState for Ezternal Affairs^
k November 11, 1952

GUT DAM LITIGATION

ference: My telegram No. 61 of Novembér 10 to Washington and NO. 220
Rc . . , . •
to'Ottawa.

Addressed Bcaver No. 65, repeated External No. 226.
enger handed me

'• Your messFollowing . for Pierce from Burbr' ^dge, Begins: and
the lctters,signcd by Mr.,Wrong bcfore 3 p.m. today. Wyatt of Sullivan
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Cromwell will deliver them personally to the Judge and C
'Utica tomorrow. Hewill also explain to the Clerk cases rk of the Court inconprecedents in New ' York , Courts. Wyatt is reasonably confid ^rming legal

procedure on our' part will not only have the effect of del • ent that this
effectively dispose of the case on grounds of the Court's lack of action but will,
there is any further action needed on our part Wyatt will let us ^urtsdiction. If

know.that this procedure will in no way amount to a waiver of . It is his
immunity, our diplomatic

2. 1 am most grateful to you and Mr. Wrong for your ver y
tion and the efficiency with which you despatched the messenger pful coopera-Ends: ger to New York.

870.

Le chef de
la délégation à l'Assemblée générale

des Nations
DEA/11597-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
unies

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly o
fthe Unitedto Secretary of State for External ffai Nations,

.New York, November 15, 1952

GUT A
Addressed Ottawa No. 271,re

^erepeated
LITIGATION

Followtng fro B d Washington No. 80.

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMED'IATE.'

m urbrtdge, Begins: I learned this morning from
Wyatt thatuPon his arrival in Utica on Wednesday he found

the' court
were in Syracuse. He proceeded to Syracusethe judgc and clerk of

Wrong's letter to the judge and a copy to the clerk yracuse and handed Mr.
oforally

the legal precedents objecting to the procedure the court and explained
on grounds of improperservice and immunities. The judge assured him that h

agree to a default being entered in view of the e certainly would not
points raised bassurance was also made by the clerk of the court who st ated

by Mr. Wydtt• This
any further action were contemplated

he,^ (W att )
would moreover that ifinform^ y be immediately2.W •

yatt informs us that he sent a full report of
Varcoe'I' a couple of days ago. That re port should

what happencd to Mr.
a ^o Yatt;âlso got in touch with the

solici
be in Ottawa now.copy

of 11Tr,- Wrong's letter. tor for the plaintiff and Icft with himPlaintiff w He thinks that this letter was handed to the
ho probably made a statement to the press. In'talkinfor thé'plaintiff

Wyatt got the impression that he anticipated our objections
y that relating to sovereign immunity and in view of the objections

be^ng registered he seemed inclined to take no further action. In view of this
w`Yattintends to phone the plaintiff's solicitor on Monday suggesting to him
in.. _ ^^.̂  ..^.r.P,yi

yaz ^^mi^; rc de la Justicx.
y nister of justice.
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that; in view, of,the commitment, of the,Canadian Government that it would bevise
willing to consider claims submitted in the proper_ forum, that h nd disl ont nue

hisclients to take,tlte matter up to suhest thisUproce uretto the plaintiffs
court proceedings. Wyatt; inten gge
solicitor unless instructed by Justice Department to the contrary.

4.-i
Although.I have ' not ^yet , seen it, Cleveland informs me that there is'

something about this matter on page 8.of the New
revised t^nclude HeraIViajesty

to the effect that the statement
defendant. Ends.

Elizabeth 11 in right of Canada,as

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET
[Ottawa,] November 17, 1952

^ . . . , . , ,, .

LAKE ONTARIO WATER LEVELS; CLAIMS FOR DAMAGESmoe t ingy of October

24: The Prime ' Minister, referrin
h23rd, reported that, in view of t é°terlms of the 1903 04 agreements on

construction of the Gut Dam, the U.S. State Department had been unwilling to

forward, as suggested by Canada, a certificate confirming to the District Court

of northern New York the sovereign immunity o f
romwell
Canada . '

been retained to
r -The-New York legal firm of; Sullrvan and C Irra

advise in this matter,and, following çonsultation with Mr. Wyatt
and Clerkaof the

the,Canadian Ambassador had signe W of Canada'se sove^eign immunity, the
above Court suggesting that, .n v^e Oster
Court lacked jurisdiction in respect o.f the claims for dsm n toetherJudges and
and Oster.^ After delivering the ; Ambassador s sugge

r.of the Court,, Sullivan and Cromwell had reporte a^°n^ss d itpwasClek
Minister, of Justice that although the iôss hadan otdefault judgement. In any
unlikely the plaintiffs would ,be able gn
event, the Court had undertaken to keep the firm informed as to future

developments. 3 ; , ` ' ' • C_ the plaintiffs
At the same ,Aime, Sullivan ; and Cromwell was, in na, ing

'Toll•ci
•tor that, in view of the Canadian government's statement that i on byd the

s
willing to cônsider. claims submitted in atpropse his clientstô take the matte,
Canadian and U.S. governments, he should adv^

State De artment and to discontinue court proccedings
in northern

upwith the p. ... ^
New York. which the

= unfavourable reaetion ress release*,^S.With a ,view , to counteracting any :
Ambassador's suggestion of lack of jurisdiction might have had, a overnmet's
had been issued thé previous Saturday outltn^nghe Un tedt States reachinB
position and 'the desirability 01 ^ Canada a
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agreement on the establishment of an a
various claims as expeditiously and e uitablrap possible.rtate

ssible
tribu8al to dispose of the

It had been suggested by the Under-Secret . ..
that it might now be advisable to retain cou sejf State for External Affairs

governmentgenerally with regard to claims of U.S. citizens forze
to avise

ns for arising out of highwater levels on Lake Ontario allegedly caused by the Gut Dam.
retainer of, counsel (presumably ; Sullivan: and Cromwell w If the general
Department of External Affairs proposed, in consultation w• as approved, the
of Justice, to press the State Department for an earl re with the Department
request for^discussions on the setting up of a trib y ply to the Canadiandiscussions in Washington as soon as unal and to proceed with such

possible after consultation with Counsel.
(Memorandum, External Affairs, Nov. 17, 1952)'

25•' Mr. St. Laurent,
thought counsel should be retainedrecommended and that.the question of reaching agreement on themediately as

a tribunal to hear the various claims for damages arising i setting up of
should be pursued actively in view of the cases now pending n the United Statesof Claims at

Washington and in the Court of the northern in the U.S. Court
York at Utica. He did not think that Canada, as a district of New

sovereign foreign power,could. oshould submit to the findings of ordinary domesticSr tates. mestic courts in the
26. ^The Cabinet, after discussion,
(a) noted

with approval the report by the Prime
developments on the disposition of claims lod ed ; Minister ^ on recent
allegedly'attributable to the Gut Dam; and, g n U.S. courts for damages
, (b)' agreed that the New York Icgal firm of
retained to advise the Canadian government Sullivan and Cromwell be
U.S. citizens and, if required, to act in specific generally with regard to claims of

cases.

L anrbassàdeur aux tta1s-Unis
au secrétaire d'bat au'x Affaires extérieures

Anmbassador in United States
to Secretary ofSt

TEL
ate for Externa! Affairs

ECRA IN ^ WA-2684

DEA/11597-40

Washington, November 18, 1952
UN^^^^IFIED. IMMEDIATE.

-'=afF^ f.. , .

The StatéDepârtmcnt has
DAM

19S2
as replied to our note No. 802 of November 10 ,a^kno by note dated November 17th as follows:

wledge the receipt of your note No. 802 I have the honor to
of November 10, 1952,Minis*e des Aff '

Uepanme ares exténcures, communiqué
de presse, n• 74, 15 novembre 1952.nt of Externat Affair:, preu Release. No. 74, November IS, 1952.
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côncerning the action commenced in the district court of the United States for

ab
Dorothy

àtementOof athe Northern District of New York by Arthur O
ster

for
plaintiffs, against the. Dominion of.â an dâmagesendantin. connection with the
nuisance, mandatory injunct o, " ; .

+ ,.
construction and operation of Gut Dam.

..You requested that Canada be recognized as enjoyi ng
^n with this and other

from suit in the courts of the United ` States in connect
actions arising out of the construction of operation of Gut Dam.'st " 18, 1903,

The instruments of approval of the Sd tionsrythe ^second of u uwhich you will
and October 10; 1904,,contain two con
recall, reads as follows:
"2. That if the construction and operatiôn of the said dam shall ' ca he

thë
Ga lops

damage or detriment to -the, property owners of Le s
vernment of Canada

property of any other citizens of the United States, e
shall PaY such amount' of compensation as may be agreed upon Td d the said

said government and the pi raf the United States beforebe, which claims for
parties in the proper court
damages may be brought: ' ermits

It seems clear to me that the Dominion of Canada by accepting phereto
with the above-quoted condition and constructing the dam riate courts of the

t

agreed to submit itself, to the jur isdict io
n ibn

of I the
Amerpean citizen for damages

United States where suit was in . Y an art from
arising from the construction or operation of the dam itM ed by the Ôsters ►s
the question of waiver, I consider that the action ins ut a
essentially an action involving real property located in the United Sofaf soveré gnthe

d ` well recognized principle of inter ûaiso nvolvingtrights or iner^ests in or to the
su i timmunity has no applicabilty to

use of real property located in the state'of the forum. overnment
Since this appears to be an action of a kind

of the United

g
and since, in

rnay be made a party defendant in the courts o
`'ny event, the Canadian Government has consented to be sued in cas

es
< a
nature, I regret that my government cannot. comply with Your Ex

ste s be taken to have a suggestion of immunity made to the court.
to Your Excellency's sug g éstion of â ûniform procedure for the

With
request that

respect p eration of Gut
settlement of all claims arising out of the' construction and oPieSentatives of
Dam, I will be pleased to arrange for d

this ques ôn.
your government and of the United States concerning

Accept, etc. for the Secretary of State
Jack B. Tate
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No. 77•

L ambassadeur de r Pt,, r.,_ DEA/1760-A-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassadôr of United States

to Sécretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, November 19, 1952
The Ambassador }of the United States of America presentsto
His Excellency the Secretary of State for Ex ernalAffai s° apllments

reference to . the Department of External Affairs' Note No. }{-2 and with
November 4, ° 1952, has the honor to confirm the agreeme 62, dated
States Government to the removal of the Gut Dacn resen nt of the United
by the Canadian Government. P tly being undertaken

In this connection, the United States Government,G course,responsibility for any expense which may be incurredinf onnectio assumes no
removal 'of the dam, nor does it waive any claims for damages on behwith the
United States citizens in relation to its construction. alf of

In order that United States ships and other interests may be informed,
would appreciate receiving advice as to the Canaian , the

ment's plans for removal of 'the dam and for completion of the Govern-removal.
work of

874.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieuresà l 'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis.
' JSecretary of State for External Affairs

to Ambassador in United States

DEA/11597-40

Ottawa, November 27, 1952
. ' ^

Reference: M
UUT DAM

y telegram No.
Théré EX-2253 of November 25.'

on, follows hereunder tcxt of note wh ich
e to the State Department. Text of letter I would ask you to deliver at

r e ,
No. 802 of November 10 that there be discussions between

the construction or

tel'
but to Wyatt will follow by laterof you'need not hold up delivcry of the note pending its arrival. Textnote is as follows, Begins:

I,'have: theeonc honour to acknowlcd e our . 4ernin ^ y Note of November 17, 1952,District° gjthe action which had been commenced against Canada '
Court for the Northern District 'of New York State. In in thesigni^ed
the willingness of your Governm this note you

mY noté'' ent to accede to the rcquest contained
P^esentatlves^ea ,Pr of our respective Governmcnts l ooknure ^for'the settlement of all claims arising outl of t°Ward a uniform
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operation of Gut Dam. it would be for consideration in these discussions what
The Government of

tribunal might be selected or established for this. purpose. Washington so that
Canada would be prepared to send appropriate officials
these discussions can take place immediately.

the views set forth in your
2. The Government of Canada does not. accept t the1 904

note concerning the ' ^ effect of the documents of 1903
'and

Courts n The
sovereignz immunity of. Canndan tfrom suit in

he discussions will be prepared to expound
Canadian officials participating
our views concerning the lack of jurisdiction of United States Courts at greater

léngth, if this should be necessary. -

3. The Government of Canada desires that the discussions s, Embassyeat
inakes' any comment upon the suggestion of the United State
Ottawa, in its Note No. '64 of October 22, 1952,'that' tihe

tottake
the

appropriate action in connection with the defence of
United States in the Court of Claims. Ends.
^ , ; .. DEA/11597-40

Ottawa, December 3, 1952

GUT DAM LITIGATION etter
Mr. Wyatt of Sullivan and Cromwell has asked me to put the attan`he dationshone

to Mr. Wilgrëss in the diplomatic bag tonight!
now

I
ni

h
iour
s interest to begin

with,me," he stated that he considered it
discussions as soon as possible with the State Department on the establishmentOut
of some sort of tribunal or agency to deal with United States Se

claims
valatel phone

of the construction of the Gut DamHBurwell hwho are the Washington^
conversations with Messrs. Murphy and re are
solicitors acting on behalf ofall U.S. claimants: These ;^tw âters are

ion if he StateState
and, l, think rather,anxious to.ent can aonsome procedure to deal with fee S
Department and our Governmr agree
cla^mants. They are also anxious,to participate in these discu ,^ be dw i ble for

that this wôûld be a good thin i
n the discussions in Washington. Va1lanCe of the

him: and myself to take part ^ arently handling
^ 's Office` in the Staté Dèpartment is, app intimateL;ëgal Adviser long and rather , Some

niâtter for the State Department.ln .viewof ^^atters, there may be
association With Valiance in connection' with I.J. sta eS•

Theie
not

âdvantage in my, taking part in the tal^ks; ât'léas t i in the tter of which l,am at
may^bé other developments in OtcalledrMundclÎ of justice who maintains th
awarâ., lt seems that Wyatt haq .,

. . . . . . E ,r .e klL - .

La délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies'
'au sous-seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to the General Assémbly of the United ai stions

Io Under-Seeretarÿ of Staté for External Aff
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this aspect of the question is now a matter
for our Department and n otDepartment of Justice. I agree of course^with-this. , for the

2.' I shall'await your further views and instructions before talkin to
again. I do think we should not 'delay too long in commencing ou ^tal

Wyatt
the State Department in view of our press release. ks with

K.J. BURBRIDGE

^ Le secrétaire d'État aux A a^r '
DEA/11597-40

à! ambassadeur aux Etats- Unrs^eures
Secretary of State for External Affairsto A b

DESPATCl1 L-1851

CONFIDENTIAL

in assador tn United States

Ottawa, December 13, 1952

GUT DAM CLAIM
Reference:

My telegram No. 2337 of December 8, 1952.+
I would be glad if you would su

discussions -take place in
Washing^ons ono Wednes

Sta te Department that thedayDecember 17 , or 18. Ii:suggest that your communication hursday. next,
Department should be oral and that you might call on Mr. Valianceto the State
purpose, ,

for this
2. Our ôbject in suggesting tihese dates is to

we are stalling on the holding of these discussiov saY misapprehension that
Thereaare variety ofreasons why we think that it would be much better if the discussionsa

wtake place later. It may be that after you have talked to Vallanc ere to
also be shared by the State Department. However we e this view will
with the discussions on either of these dates. ` ' are prepared to proceed

3. It is possible that the State Department may wish to bring Counsel for the
Plaintiffs into the discussions at some stage. In such event it
appropriate for

Mr. Wyatt of the firm of Sullivan and'Cromwejjd no doubt be
hrm) also to be present. The latter, in his letter of Dec

ember
^Mr. Dulles'

(copy of.which is annexed), disclosed'that Counsel for 3 to Mr.'Wilgress
present, Plaintiffs desired to be

`4• It `sééins clear that we could not effectivelythe Statë De present certain arguments to
partment in the presence of the Counsel for the Plaintiffs. These

arguments may be summarized as follows:
(a),ThPjcondition

ph
of the 1903-4 a reemeOavern - g nts was foisted on the Canadian, ,

ment by'arbitrary action of the United States Secretary for War. I'rased in'language ina
ro riate'to`an,internat' ' • It ^s

consideréarambigüous and
âs certainly d

^onal instrument. It may be
the basis u rafted without adequate regard toits `# e p°n which claims'are "made by one state against another on behalf of

°ationals..j(Note: 'Available files indicate pretty clearly that Canada.^.
4 " ` had



zens
not^agreed

large
to an

agreed to indemnifÿ ^the owner of-Galops Isla nd . but', had
The

omnibus clause requiring it to indemnify^United States have.aAccorinly
tasgist uswe in everycondition was of course acquiesced,in bYStateCanada .)

strong moral position, in insisting that the Ptmen
way to secure a reasonable and possibly even a restrictive interpretation of the

condition.
(b). The purpose of Gut Dam was to improve the naviga tion facilities

and also
by citizens of both countries. It is unreasonable and Q hem
inconsistent with the general practice of the two ct^ iWÔik of benefit totboth
shoulder full responsibility for damage resulting from

countries.

(c)
The Foreign Office of any state has the responsibility of lp tsteI t ing

foreign states against violations of tôeMrJackett of December. 8^and also of
annexing copy of Mr. Wyatt 's lette
Mr. Burbridge's telegram No. 515t of December 12 from foh of, the
that

Mr. Wyatt has expressed strong views of the inappropriateness
action taken by the State Department in filing its own views in

opposition to

our claim.
f ements with'the United States

that the conduct of the State; Depar m
political pressures.

6: In our view,
discussions with the' State Department are not lik l^that

serve a useful pu therpose, unless they. get off on the right oState Department to
we break down at the outset;the present disposition of the arent ►n
do its utmost to.wash its hands of responsibilit â^tesThis

suggested eor
was

iginally bY the
^d Mr Pierce that the d 88 • s but

(d) During the War we had a number o agre which gave rise to claims by
including those dealing with the Alaska Highway w
Canadians against the United States. We accepted the normal local
International Law by which n ia

against the claim is asserted. At the
remedies in the courts of the state gaint which

resent time we have under consideration the Haines PiPed anPerritory.hWe
P
the United States wishes to ruâ^mse clâuse eand , gave consideration to the

desirability
been discussmg the cl

irabilitY of our insisting that the United States submit to the juri`se dicuio û^

Canadian Courts, but decided not to do so. The United

contrast to that of the United States Secretary of War, in the case of the Gut

Dam Agreement. sense
.5., AII , of the observations in the ; preceding paragraph are in a

"irrelevant". However, t̂hey add up to this: that-we have every righcoollary is

the utmost co-operation from the Sti t é^ shou d not be responsiv
e

to domestic

the observations ma e to .
State Department would be appropriate if we, wished t0for theS`s llec on or
inappropriate if we,wished to discuss 1mmun^ty.We asked ^ete

establishment" . of, a tribunal. This wording obviously„ ryenvisaegvd w a that^ there

âppraisal of the suitability of existing courts. (ô thec1903 4tcondition•) In this
is in fact no "appropriate court" in the sense
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connectiôn; I am also enclosing copies of Mr. Wyatt's letters of rMr. Wilgress and Mr. Burbridge. You will note that Mr. Wyatt Sûember 6 to
International Tribunal and has also set forth the-reasons for his oggested an
the Court of Claims would be unsuitable. Some of the as

pects
tolnlon that

whichmay render the New York Courts equally unsuit ble if
hlch he

premise is to be that there should be a fair and
just a

the initial
evidence. A jury trial would of course be rejected out of handpralsal of all the
7.

Returning to the question of the date for the discussion
attention to the fact that Mr. Wyatt will be in Europe s I direct your
January 10. 1 do not know at this time whether he could go fromerjmber 20 to
Washington on short notice to participate in discussions in the New York to

presenceCounsel for Plaintiffs, if the participation of Counsel were desired ofDepartment. As you will
have gathered from the foregoing there would, Stateby

our point of view, be every advantage in at least commencing the , from
the diplomatic level only. If the discussions continued

with
discussions on

obviously we might be in some difficûlty in getting Mr, Wya tt
Counsel present

Washington say the day after and prior to his departure for
Europe. Mr.Pickersgill suggested that our best course might be not to agree to participation

of.,Counsel° at all but to merely indicate that if the State Department
unwilling to discharge its normal responsibility to present the were

caseits
own citizens that we would be prepared to "hear" the representationson behalf of

Counsel for the Plaintiffs. of
8. The

distinction between "hearing" counsel and "discussing
counsel" is important. It might be difficult, without the activein the presence

of the State Department, to obtain the agreement ofctlve co-operation
(including counsel) to, a satisfactory 'tribunal if

all Participating
the issues in the presence of counsel. The reason se thobllged to debate all
preferences we might well confirm the

'
at when stating our

wires to circumvent us. plaintiffs in a determination to pull all
-9.,'To sum up it is our purpose:

(a) to ask you to convey our willingness to start discussions on the
'17th or

(b) t0 give you background information•
discussions take place later, preferably afterlNew Ÿ h to manocuvre to have the
'(0)!t° 8!ve• you also information so that yo

ear's;

participation of counsel if it should be raised. u can handle the question of
P•S• 1 the discussions take place next w eek
both Burbridge and Erichsen-Brown attend .

ourur present plan would be to have
for thë former to leave the delegation befor is possible, but not convenient,
with•. its 'work. Mundell's presence would e the legal committee is finishedessential. also be desirable although not

I



•à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unts

Secretary of State for External Affairs
d States

TELEGRAM EX-2395'

to Ambassador in Unite

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE:

Ottawa, December 17, 1952

GUT DAM CLAIMS

_ tn •• l' wa and to reserve our position con-1, m,04a` tnbunal in a genera y
questions arising out of the construction of the condition of the 19

'bunal We suggest t at yo P •• letely on a

nothing is immediately accomplished.
cording1Y; if Mundell can take the time to accompany Pierce, iOt a^wat2..Ac

be.'well for you to start the discussions without the State Department.ofsimply to ascertain the general line of thinking
In these discussions'you could state ourI generalQualification of one of its

hearing before a tribunal with a;nd ^ faVi WP^°,^ht' beuadesirable. However, the
members` from an engineering po
prime essential is a judicial approach to complicated and technical evidence
with broad experience of.legal principles in the field of neglig C Crown in Canada

4.` There could be no trial by jury i n
by

against the
an action, against the United

and we understand there can be no t Y jury in
States in the Courts of the United States. It is obvious that the tribunal should

. • ,. {. .^
not sit with a jury.r 5. Subject to the foregoing, it might be advantageous to have a tribunal

=which could take evidence at different points, including Cana^an,,woifhâ`bartâter
making on the spot inspections either at the scene of the
stage if necessary, at the scene of the damage. 1

6. The use of the words "proper court of the United States" in the condit
io

ma . be invoked by the State. Department -in to thelessentia'ls of
y h ur a proach should be to indicate

him
1. = Burbridge has telephoned the substance of. Pierce's d^ cus iio o Wâ hing on,

We agree that it would now be impossible for Burbridge go
also, there is_every advantage in having the. discussions, start, even although

:agreements ,. ,, ,

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

Le secrétàirè d'État aux Affaires éxtérieures
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L ambassadeur aux bals- Unis
DEA/1 760-A-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in United States

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM WA-2927.

CONFIDENTIAL
Washington, December 20, 1952

GUT DAM CLAIMS: DISCUSSIONS WITH STATE DEPARTMENT

Addressed External Ottawa as WA-2927, repeated to Mr. Burbridge Candel. New York as No. 29.

We report more fully in this teletype on the discussions with
Department about the Gut Dam claims of which we advised ou bh ethe State
WA-2905 of December 18. y f1Y in our
2.

We opened the meeting by stating in the clearest terms we
that our desire was to see that all legitimate claims were settled as cuick^ and
possible on a reasonable basis.

We were'removing the Gut Dam q
y as

interest.in dealing with outstanding claims as promptly as we couldhad every
hoped to start the,talks earlier but the head of our Legal Division, who We had
have taken part and,who would attend future discussions, could not was to

leaveUnited Nations delegation in New York. We said we wished now to explore our
ground'to,be covered; discuss informally some of the factors involved the
adjudication of claims; and set a date for the next talks. d in the

3.
The ^ ground to be covered was "the selection or

tribunal," in the words of our note of November 10. Suchsa^blishment of a
meet this r uirement: tr^bunal should^l it should provide "a judicial approach to complicated
and technical evidence with broad experience of legal rinci les in
negligence and tort," in the words of your teletype EX-2395 of the field of
4.

We said we preferred'a special tribunal to the courts
December 17.

and all claimants would benefit if one specified and qualifiedot bh^our côuntries
al^.cla!ms• Such a tribunal possessed many advanta es ov y dealt with
move about, make "on-the-spot inspections either atg the

e scene of the^ d Itdam,at a later stage if necessary, at the scene of the da am, or,
both countries.

Moreover, it could decide once and fore',^ and take testimony in
alÎ claims, Such" issues were: had the Gut Dam all on issues common to
(Lake] Ontario?'If so, had it caused the damage, an d fected the water levels of
The" the tnbunal could proceed to process sil if it had, to what extent?
cla'mS'^which would vswamp the ordinary courts. We ^ e multitude of individual
a Special tribunal was a ro riate to the relationsnsidered, moreover, that
betwèén Our two eountries Wé had come a long h^p which now existed
dealt'with ou^ differcnccs. and our common pur poses since 1903-04 and now
ing andin e ►^e ^o.o^ration. poses in a spirit of understand-
S•weob'e 1 1 '#

action
s and to ûrt status as ial by jury. We thought it ina ro riate to the

a government. We considercd, moreover, that we
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were immune from action in the courts. We did not agree that "a proper court"
had been determined nor, that we had, in the 1903-04 agreements waived our

immunity.
6.

The Deputy Legal Adviser, Mr. Tate, agreed on the ground to be covered:
the United States authorities -were^ willing, to discuss the establishment or

selection of a tribunal:
He hoped at the next meeting we could say what type of tribunal we had in

mind. Did we contemplate having a single person adjudicate? He was opposed
to a tribunal consisting of two, one United States and onehimçhat we would not
where Canada could deadlock a decision. We assured
press for such a body.

8. He asked how the tribunal would be financed, for it would
twesaid

justify a request to Congress for funds. We were non-committ though
we did not think this would be a stumbling block.

that «'e
9. ` He asked how we intended to pay established G1aims: We replied

did not intend to set up a limited fund from which all,claimants would have to
be paid. We expected to meet all damages that werc properly established.

10: 'He asked how we would propose 'to set up a tribunal; w^ exchange d

notes or by, treaty? We thought °that it could'be done in the y

States preferred,- having in mind the question of congressional ratification. the
il . , Mr. Tate raised the question of alternative methods o; ^ C unde the

us 'even"under _.thc present proccdure, to4 deal with each case scp

problem. He, wondered whether it should be referred to the
1909.treaty. He felt`tentatrvely that the treaty could, but need not, apply to

this matter. Hence if a tribunal were set up,It probably.could notd bea f llf om
ts'rcsthat the United States was trying'to avoid `
Ve didnot exam i ne the dcsirability

the procedures set forth in the 1909 treaty.
of setting up a tribunal under the I:J.C. ,`'

„ith conviction that he had
,12. On the question of immunity, Mr. Tatc. said
no doubt that wc had indeed waivcd immunity when wc. signcd th^CCe 03thé

agreements. We had specifically agrccd"then, once and for all, to pt

8,of the proper court. He considered `the'court of the distri ct c^^ ms the
findin
damaged reâl estate was located to bc the `propcr, court to hea rro

ef court
'that1 real cstatc. They Intcrprcted the clause "the p P,

da mage to'

"

cnerall to mean any.compCtent court.
Certainly in his view the district court

whére sûlt had been taken was here competent.
vcrnmcnt could notTp I . ,.

A3 . ,We;inade the point that under. Çanadian, law the go
ta ree"to waive its diplomatic immunity in general but could merely aie it as
a8„ ' I rt Mir Mundcll referred to the

su , • l;ttlea matter, oof fact in any particular case. n ppo

casc; g.Kelantan" vs: ; Duff D`evelop'ment Ço.. We must admit we made
..

tmpressron
;with'ourargunïents aboutammunity. -... . ^Ir. Tate and

>. r ►
On the subject ofthe advantages.of a tribunal over

of the advaniwhô
Mr. Vallance obscrvcd that a court could in fact enjoy
we elaimed for a• tribunal. The coûrt^could appoint a lawyer no^ in f^^tcTequire

could, travel and,take evidence on the spot. Court action
d

arately• The
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Oster case was a test case for the majority of claimants who were
by the 'same counsel. It was observed that in the Court of Claim represented
would probably be left to'a judge: However the Americans did s the decision
Coûrt of Claims a proper court since it entertained claims not consider the
United States, against only the

15.
Mr. Mundell referred to our original estimate of the increase

levels of Lake Ontario attributable to the Gut Dam. He said that thisin the water
estimatehad been based on projections of calculations. Our studies had sin ce indicated

that our original estimate was wrong. These investigations were
continued. Our present still beingposition was that we did not admit that the Gut Dam
had raised the water levels of Lake Ontario to the extent weindieated. previously

16. In general discussion, Mr. Tate said that he wished to im res
the serious obstacle in the way of any arrangement to substitute s upon us
special tribunal for access to the proper United States court providedccess to aa

for1903-04 agreements. If the State Departmcnt 'now sug es ed to the in theStates citizens
- and there.was an excited group of them to deal with United

they forego recourse of United States courts, there would have to-- that
and obvious advantages to the claimants. be important

17. If we decide to press our argument for a separate tribunal,
mind that this is a serious barrier and we should prepare ' we must bear

a case that willappeal as much to a claimant as to the State Department.
18• The Americans mentioned a

give thought - the sclcction of the United Statcsch they would like us to
claims. Judge Knox was once selected, we were told, to jurist to adjudicate the
claims against the United Kingdom Government after ^Votjdicate United State
19• -Mr. -Tate made the d War I.

point that there was an advantage to us in having the
claims handled by a United States authority. Awards in

a matterwere always far below the claims and never satisfied th of this nature
prefer,, to have Americans dissatisfied with c claimants. We might
Cànadians or a tribunal in which Canadians artimcr

patcd
icans rather than with

20. Ify a tribunal were established,
Mr. Tate

. ^

consider revoking the 1903-04 thought wc` would have to
claims bein permits or taking some other action to avoid

g made both to the tribunal and to the courts as well.
21: Thé date for the ncxt meetin g was

January to be arranged latcr. The UnitcdrS âat some time in the first half of
counsel present at the discussion.

We all a rccd th at
side does not want to have

governmentâl. If eithcr governmcnt wished to co the talks should be intcr-
s0• lf it` wishes to have counsel present for a nsult counscl, it is frce to do

can raise the question at the time. It need not be purpose at any session it
22'' we closed b c considcrcd now.

posy ^ by rcpcating our desire to have the matter settled as soon as
and said we would co-opcratc fully in a search for a satisfacsolutioa;c

23!ç tory

BurwMr'' Vallancc said that council forell.`was 1W1
' that his client's position tmsbWCll was pressing him.

might c weaker with the Gut
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Dam out. Certainly plaintiffs ; would: have to am end .
1r upckly. 1nHe said

Valiance thought it • important to ; reach some agreement
st nement since Mr.

Burwell feared that we ; might be •.cont pDe ember 2Ô to January 10. We
Wyatt, our counsel, would be in Europe from
stressed, that we wished to press on with the discussion and Mr. Valiance
intended to so assure counsel for the claimants.

^. .
4° PARTIE/PART 4 . . , ,

T VISITE DU SECRÉTAIRE D'ÉTAT À OTTAWA, - •
21-23 NOVEMBRE 1952

VISIT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE TO OTTAWA,
NOVEMBER 21-23, 1952

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

'au chef de la délégation a lAssemblée générale des Nations unies

Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations

TELEGRAM 165 ' ^`: Ottawa, November 22, 1952

SECRET. IMPORTANT.
" . .

VISIT OF MR. ACHESON TO OTTAWA

Following for Mr. Pearson from Mr. Wilgress.
Text begins as follows:

•• b esent at the meeting of• the Cabinet this morning,

becoming so well known. His remar were g

conveying to the.Canadian Government his views on the Indian Rot 1mention
G ---I - Assembly. - Although he ft

Iwas pnvileged LU FA
which was attended by Mr. Acheson and the American Ambassador.

ke and
' 2: After being introduccd by the

Prime Mwoildr situation fo^ wh^ he is
gave one of those masterly surveys ^f the desi ned to act as a vehicle for

Korea, now : before . the = ene 11
Canada by name, nor, did he referreither to yourself.or,to Mr. M inWé were
the ^_implication that by our tactics In .^o PP°disruptive I e elmeproposaPthe United
siding with the, less, responsible ;and
Nations. ;..

- Mr. Acheson commencedt by responding,-to an invitation of ^n stPai^^. 3.

.

Minister to comment uponthe probable effect of the change
f gesawano change 10

on Canadian-United States, relations, He said: that . ards
basic policy;on those.matters which most directly, affectedÇa'

As reg
of the

h rcfcrred to the lmportar riff

world there may be• a change ln , el
policy of the, Republican Party. but said that as e, o,nte

' th 'r traditiônal poliey. On Defence, he p

` the,, St. `,Lawrcnce Scaway,. e . A . . •
Governor of New ;York. On trade, he mentioned the tradit

th the ^ necessities of the' see . d
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out that the views of General Eisenhower should be.very much the
those of President Truman. same as
4.`

Mr. Acheson said he wanted to direct attention to two disturbing
world situation which had been causing him grave conce'bing factors inthe United

Nations and the other Europe. Speaking, frsi^ ^ne concerned
Nations, he said the situation was^very disturbing. Institutions n everthe United
the way their founders think they will develop and this was to be develop

expectedthe case of the United Nations. However,,the tendency to form v in
recently had been developing in a way that could eventually oting blocs
organization. destroy the whole

S.,-He mentioned thatthere'were.two main voting
group which controlled 20 votes and the Arab-Asian group which con lledAmericanvotes.

Together these two groups had a majority of the General As 13
Three characteristics distinguished the members of both groups. sembly.Ewas without power,'was politically unstable and was irresponsible inh member
that not having power they had no resonsibility for implementin the sense
resulting from their votes. All the countries in the two groups were concerned
with, the ,economic develo ment

g the decisions
P of their territories and suffered from theobsession that they, had been exploited in the past. There

predominant: ideas underlying the setting up of the United Naiad been two
security and well-being. The members of these two votin bloc ons, namely,
the .latter as being the g ks had taken up

primary aim of the organization, whereas for the
founders of the United Nations this objective had been ssecurity. econdary to that of
. 6•• Mr. Acheson then said he could give
character of the activities of the two voting btwo

locs.xOnelW of the disruptive

er
as the Arab-Asianattack on France over Morocco and Tunisia and the oth

South Africa: Both of these attacks were misguided in t the Indian attack on
from these actions except trouble, hat nothing could result
7.

He then very cleverly introduced the subject of
affects his country very much. He rcf r Korea, ,which he said
said . that

while it was impossible to predict ewha ^stice negotiatiôns and
t other questions theCommunists

might raise,' the negotiations had led
^^etstanding questions except that of prisoners of war.Ittwashe solution of all

other^^ side really
wanted an armistice. The necessary to see if

resolutionwoûld have tested out the desire of theTwenty-one Power draft
The activity of Mr. Menon, however, and the attitudeother side for an armistice.
Arab.Asian group, were tending to obscure the of other members of the
clear^cut if there had been a vote on the Twent _^ssue which would have been8.

TheCommunist view from the outset y°ne Power resolution.
had been to leave prisoners of war

°qt of the 'questions demanding solution before agreement could be reached ona° armistice. The
Western attitude had been that t'

othefWise;there could be a complete breakdown hi s question must be solved,
iô9uestn

of the armistice through some
emerging pertaining to prisoners of war. Moreover, the ro

a
fOrward
sked if by Mr• Mcnon Ieft much to be desired. At this p Posal put

we should drive prisoners of w point Mr. AchesonAcheson.

I

I

al against their will into the machine for
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resolving their" fate which would be set up by the'Menon proposal. He went on
to elaborate some of the well known American objections to the Indian
proposal. He said that it is the view of the people responsible for the operation
that it would be.disadvantageous to our side to agree to this proposal as, it
stood. He then said :that instead of listening to the views of those responsible
for the operation "there is this playing around with Mr. Menon."

:9. Mr. Acheson' then rëverted to his originai,theme by referring, once more,
to the blocs' manoeuvering for position in the General Assembly and stressing
again that these blocs are made up 'of countries without the responsibility for
the exercise of power. He regarded this as a serious development which if not
checked will have most disastrous effects on-the United Nations and may end
up in destroying that organzation.

10.'i Mr. Acheson next ' turned to his second source of disquiet, namely,
Europe. He began by explaining that there are elements which create a
vigorous forward movement in international relations and then the momentum
behind these movements dies' down. This appears to have been ' the case in
Europe. Last May that continent was on the threshold of a most brilliant
future, based on closer political and economic integration. In this connection he
referred to the Schuman Plan and the E.D.C. ti'reaties.'Today he said'all of
that momentum is gone.` Nobody appears to be taking the necessary steps to
ratify the E.D.C. Treaties. One of the factors undoubtedly has been the United
States election and the long period before the new administration takes office.
This has given rise to doubt and each doubt has given rise to'some new doubt
so that action has been slowed down and the effect has been cumulative.

-11 As an illustration Mr. Acheson mentioned that a'short _ time ago
Chancellor Adenaeur had been supremely confident: Mr. Schuman then got
back to Paris and made what proved to be most unfortunate remarks indicating
that it might' be several months before France ratified the E.D.C. Treaties. The
result on the Bundestag had been immediate,' and Chancellor Adenaeur had
been defeated on a procedural motion concerning ratification. This has led to a
paralysis of the situation. The other countries ; are waiting on France and
Germany, both of whom are watching each other. It may be some time before

h t' s Mr Acheson expressed the

►

thanking Mr. Acheson, confined himself to sonie gene
have an opportunity of taking up in,detail.the points Mr. Acheson had made

about Korea. Ends. = t ^

aggression. , ; . : ; . > - ^- . - ,
12. When Mr. Acheson had concluded his remarks it was nearly time for him

to roceedto a.luncheôn at Government House so that the Prime Mid^arnot
p ral remarks and

the United States can speak out on t ese ques on . • other
hope that the new United : States administration will be encouraged by
governments, including the Canadian Government,,to adopt a positive attitude.
He hoped 'the. new, administration would urge ratification of. the ItE.D.

yTreaties with the same vigour as he'had urged this course in the past.
in this way that ^ we can have real defence in Europe and a real deterrent to
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EUROPE DE L;'OUEST :`GÉNÉRALITÉS
WESTERN EUROPE: GENERAL

SECTION A,

ORGANISATION EUROPÉENNE DE COOPÉRAT(ON ÉCONOMIQUE OEC

ORGANIZATION FOR EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COOPERATION (OEEC E)
Î

SUBDIVISION I^SUB-SECTION 1
COMITÉ DE DIRECTION DES ÉCNANGES;

STEERING BOARD FOR TRADE

Extrait de la lettre de la délégation perntanent
DEA^4901-F-40

auprès de l'Organisation eûropéenne de coopération éc e
' t onontiqueau sous-secrétaire^d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Delegatton to Ort anizat^nt Letter front ^
g ron for European Econoittic Cooperationto Under-Secretary of State for External A airs

LETrER No. 64 ► , ff
Paris, February 13, 1952

^EEC has recently completed a re-examination of its
libér^li^tion with special attention bein

iven policY towards tradeg g to the Common List technique.A,^special four-daÿ sessiôn of the Trade Committ
werë 'r`^epresented

by top trade . officials, was ee, at which most countries
Feb^uàry 5th to 8th. held for this purpose from

^ 2^ÿjMeeting in the sha?dow of "the re ^^of ccnt difficulties experienced by a number
member countries in continuing the liberalization of tradestances^ ^ , the circum-eli `'^Were not ; auspicious. .Nevertheless the Committee resolved that the

mination of quantitative restrictions on imports b
Methemselves _ remained one of thc basic aim y mbcr countrics among

a^ready achiev d s of OEEC and th^
e should be safeguarded and extended. In order totach^eve this

eqd the Trade Committee decided that the^^, ,f ^,, . Common List a roach to, ;.s^,^+ r " PP
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the Organization's activities.

liberalization should be overhauled and that the Organization should set up a
Trade Policy Board to supervise and give direction to the commercial side of

A.R. KILGOUR _,
for Head of Mission

' DEA/4901-F-40

La délégation permanente,
auprès de l'Organisation européenne de coopération économique

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Delégation to Orgânization
for European Economic Cooperation

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 44

CONFIDENTIAL
+ e

French, without a government, are unable to take a irm
'3. The United Kingdom were supported in part y f, stand but they seem t

allsmaller co ; : >
present circumstances. Tbe

' b Sweden and Portugal-

y lg
counirOEEC methods, and ti to reportreport 0°ht reâsonablÿ be expected to undertake Intnbutlon t an t V. m

"steering group of trade"'--- but they would charge it with the 1 - y the

éxâmining the overall- efforts of each country to - liberalize tradebe mak ng a
h ar th

favôurs the`, creation - of the commercial po icy a s onsibility of

towards liberalization whlch Is Inherent In
in' favour of unilateral' action under OEEC auspices. The United mienddthé

1 bo rd - now t

réquired 'was more liberalization by creditor countries. However roach

proposed that'the existing common list should lapse. The multilateral aPPd
• • •'' : the common list is therefore re,̂ ecte

disequilibria at present in intra-European payments, is wou
for liberalization efforts to be directed towards "an immediate examin ^t^i ^an
the efforts of each country to liberalize trâde to 'the '

, a^,âTedx that twhat was
affôrd". The United. Kingdom jreprësentatrve also they have not

United. Kingdom statement is given in my imme ^ate y
The United Kingdom now takes the position that, in view of the icld be more realist

OEEC should not press on with common list negdtat,nsfollôWing message).t

Paris, March 5, 1952

OEEC TRADE LIBERALIZATION DISCUSSIONS

Reference: My letter No. 64 of February 13th.
171.

Addressed External as No. 44 repeated Dominion L ondon
on

No.
March 4th tO

The special session of the Trade Committee reconvened

consider the detailed proposals for (a) : Printhélnew Trade Policy Bo^d• y
applicable to an expanding common list,

i t was evident that the favourable
'2. As soon as the proceedings commenced
climate of the last meeting no longer existed: ^This deterioration arose from the
sudden and unexpected , adoption by the United Kingdom of a policy that

• at ressent. (Text of
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I
f

favoür the United Kingdom. Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland
Denmark have spoken in favour of pressing on with the common list tec and
4. It is realized that the gap between the United Kin dom a hnlque.

which, favour ' the * : common list cannot be bridged at thisnd those coùntries
committee* therefore is now examining the formal proposals Whmeeting. The
prepared concerning the establishment of the steerin ch have been
intention of preparing a report for the council explainl goin detail ttrade with the
agreement and disagreement. he points of

5.
The United States considers that the new United Kingdom

(a) Reluctance to go ahead with further economic integration policy reflects
emphâsis of OEEC. We are not sure how much significance and (b) De-
the new ' position taken by the United Kingdom.' In so ould be read into
alternative proposal for an examination of the relative t rade rlib ects their
éfforts.being made by the different countries appears eralization
an entirely, new suggestion in OEEC and there avealwaestabctical. This is not
about the practicability of this approach. However the W jj A grave doubts
United Kingdom to go ahead with the creation of the steering rgness of the
would, seem to indicate that the United Kingdom are pre ared tô for trade
liberalization efforts within OEEC albeit not on the basis of th e commoncontinue

list.The terms of reference would probably include a comprehensive examinacountry commercial and financial positions, in consultation with thetlon of
managing board, with a view to recommending a EPU
'5. If efforts tô enlarge the present common

t
are suspende dtlonal policies.

may well be placed in jeopardy. We . have previouslyreportthe hât sent list
countries, accepted. the list only on the understanding that it woul d several
course be balanced with the addition of food and agriculture r^ in due
engineering equipment. p ucts and

6• We will forward a further report on the progress of the ses '
882. , . slon.

ffaIres exterreures
'Permanent Delegation to Organization
for European Economic Cooperatpon

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEL AM 47

CpNFID ENT +IAL Paris, March 8, 1952

R GROUP FOR TRADE TEERING

eference: Our telegram No. 44 of Marc h
OEEC Trade Committee rô 5th.establishrnent

of the Steering Group for^Tradet w Council concerning the
March7th meeting contain the following hlch were agreed at the

paragraph:

^ANADIAN RIGHT TO ATTEND MEETINGS OF PROPOSED O
EEC S

La délégation permanente
auprès de l'Organisation européenne de coopération économique

au secrétaire d'État aux A -. Q

DEA/4901-F-40

(
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A, representative appointed by the administrati G roû th e
JT
nited

ra
dé States of

America - may; attend the meetings of the Steering p for

right to participate in discussions but not in decisions. This representative
Trade

nominate a deputy who may attend meetings of the ,Steer.ing
and who shâll exercise.the functions of the representative if the latter is unable

to attend." •^r.^ - ^ ,;
2. ; During the discussion of this paragraph the Swiss at

prompting from us, that he considered Canada should h^ve the same status
Steering Group meetings as the United,States. He drew a distinction between

our interest in the,EPU Managing Board and the proposed obviously more
The United States,. as a large provider of EPU, resou ,
cogent interest in the. E.P.U.M.B.' than ourselves. In the, Steering^ Group on
Trade, however, our in.terest is equally strong. .',,. <

,3.,We immediately welcomed the Swissfproposal.and indicated Prwaou will
the Chairman our desire to have equal status with the - United States. Y

note that there,would be no obligation on us to attend meetings ofthe Steering
,,,.. P ...

:Group.
° 4;x The text , was not . changed to include', Canada' at the .Trade Committee

meeting but unless we hear from you to the contrary we i ntend to
the week

amendment when the report is considered by the Council probably in

'of March 15th.

Le secrétaire d'État âux Affaires extérieures
à la délégation permanente auprès de l'Organisation européenne

Ottawa, March 12, 1952

...,
RIGHT TO ATTEND MEETINGS OF PROPOSED OEEC STEERING GROUP FOR

: -^rJRADE

Reference: Your , telegram No. 47 f March 8. are
We â8ree that Canada should have same status as United Staiicé f

eport is
authoriud to aska for appropriate amendment when Trade Commi

considered by Council. °

de cooperation economique

Secretary of State for External Affairs
- to Permanent Delegation to Organization

for European Economic Cooperation
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- La délégation e
' DEA/4901-F-40

p rmanente
auprès de l'Organisation européenne de coopération économique.-,. au secrétaire d Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Paris, March 22, 1952

tnh

Permanent Delegation to Organization

CANADIAN
RIGNT TO ATTEND MEETINGS OF PROPOSED OEEC STEERING

COMMITTEE FOR TRADE AS OE3SERVERS
Reference: Your telegram No. 22 of March 12th.

1. Proposals concerning composition, terms of reference and functi
above committee are to be made to tlheOEEC Council o ons of the

Wednesd
has not been reached on the size of the committe but there nert.

provision at present for Canada to sit with the United States as an observnO
We think Swiss delegate will;request Council to give us this ri ht if er.

wlshWethem to. The odds are that the Council would not refuse us this
righ t ifrequested, although United Kingdom and perhaps others might suggcst a less

formal association in view of certain new factors. These ma su
also the desirability of asking for something less than continuo us to you
tion, us representa-
2• Firstly,

a strong effort is being made to keep the comcommitteey down to .7, plus , the United States observer, i
composition of the

efficiencÿ, despite the efforts of some countries to enlare

t

h^he interests of
committeethree or four more members so as to provide wider rc rescntati by

that the concept of a small committee may win out as we hl • °n• If it seems
demand 'for representation by Canada would rovic emb

assing
nk it should, the

countries pressing for a small committee. If a large committee to those
should feel less embarrassed in pressing our claims. Is incvitable we
3• The Steering Committee for Trade will consist "f

their personal qualifications, by reason both of the kn inembers choscn forProblems of trade o ylcdgc thcy have of
Policy and the standing which thcy enjoy within the

organiZt10 n or.within their respective countries" and it is underst
h'gh level committee will be engaged on intens'

v

^ that this
someWhat 'after the fashion of the EPU mana n WOard d ncgotiationscontinûously &for about ten days evcr month. g g • which meets

it seems
rep°rt`direetly to Council without prior review bone of the largcrt It wlll usually

general committees, it will have to negotiate new rinci le and more
fort the "c;ommon list, handlc com laints agar' p p s to form the basis
abandô .. , , p nst countries which thrcatcn to

tre1ega
aae. n thelr obllgat ions and persuade creditor countrics to l'

Canada will not be greatly interested in all of this woTk
llze more

dtion ' • d h

for European Economic Cooperatïon
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

18 t tind Itself unable to provide the senior personnel forcontinuous attendance at its lengthy meetings.
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4.. Notwithstanding this, we could continue to press for 'a seat on the
committee with the idea of attending only those. meetings which deal with
matters of special concern to Canada: An alternative would be not to ask for
observer's seat but to request the'Council tô agree that committee would make
available to us all the papers circulated to'cômmittee members and to permit
us to attend and to speak at meetings dealing' with any question in which we
feel there is a special, Canadian concern; including meetings dealing with

general policies.
5. Should it turn out that.the committee is to be kept down to seven or nine

members and that support for a Canadian request for observership would not
be widespread and warm, I would think that we would be better advised to
request the latter treatment. We are canvassing three of four major delegations
to get reaction to possible request for a scat, but answers so far are reticent,
though not discouraging. Your observations would be appreciated.

for EuropeanEconomlc Cooperatlon

885.
DEA/4901-F-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
^ à la délégation permanente auprès de l'Organisation européenne
^ . ^ de coopération économique . - ^ t

Secretary ojState jor External AjJairs '
° to Perm'anent Delegaiion to Orgarrization

_ •.,; , . , , . .

TEt.EGRAm 28 Ottawa, March 25, 1952

ÜNCLASSI FI ED. IMPORTANT.

We concur in alternative approach you suggest'to ensure that Canada be

kept infontied of Trade Steering Group proceedings and permitted to attend
discussions on matters of special concern to us.

DEA/4901.F.4°

. ^ . ^ La délégation permanente
auprès de l'Organisation européenne de coopération économique

to'Undir-Secretariiof State jor External Affairs
r for European Economic Cooperation.
Permanent Delegation to Organization

;,, au sous-secretaire a État aux Affaires exter 9:"r

_ fi ^ C. "_ .,tl {

Paris, April 21,1952

q OEECSTEERINa BOARD FOR RADE 28 If
Reference: Our telegram No. 54 ôf March 22nd and your telegram No.

March 25th:
A .; P
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posst y une exception), for a

r and)Cohen (United Kingdom)^. P4
1 should add that these scven
it ^seXPectedthat they ° will have been appointed to serve until July Ist when'j'' ^'^ ^ 3= 4. , , . . be rc-elcctcd (with 'bl

ot= (Switu I

11Dap'oglio(Itaj )ermanY)

artels (Denmark)
Clapp1er (France)
Von Mattra

r some ten
days or so cvery month. The members elected b theCouncil it i ts meeting last week are as folSnoy (&Igium) lows: by e

pass on to us an extra copy of all papers.cShoInC
uld we d^t^

delegation
representations before the Steering Board on an e to makein the new Article

35 of the Code of Liberaliy^^ston, there is a provision
allow other persons to attend its meetings. We^tton permitting the Board toshould

meet our needs satisfactorily anhope think that this arrangementcl Sion. that you will agree with this4.
As mentioned in our telegram No.for,Trade will Nobe 54 of March 22nd, the Steering Boardcomposed, for the most part, of senior trade

officials who willcome'from their respective capitals for an i 'negatiations r- ntenstv

1381

The Steering Board for Trade ,with terms of. reference
C(52) 100 was formally established by a decision of t as laid down in
the meeting of Friday, 18 April 1952, subject to a re e^aOEEC Council made at
Steering Board for Trade will consist of seven members, n by Turkey. The
Vice-President of the Trade Committee (who is a Greek) an together with the
the United States. The last two members may and an observer from
2.

You will observe that no provision has been
participate but may not vote.

association with the new Board. Our attempts to attain a ser direct Canadian
an observer, or to have direct access to all the papers of the g on the Board as

Board, had to beabandoned because of the desire on the part of all cou ntriecomposition of the Board down to seven members. Up to the vers to keep the
such countries as Turkey, Denmark, Ireland and Switzerland y last moment
a nine-man Board - the largér number being necessar were insistent on
representation - and any strong pressure y to permit a wider
represented on the Board would have made it difficultbrought by ourselves to be
As it was, these countries, with the exception of Turke to resist their demands.
the last minute, under pressure, to the establishment of
There was some thought at o

Y. reluctantly agreed at

Canadian as their alternategone time that the United States might c Board.
member. of the Board but hoose

impracticable since there will this was deemedbc many occasions whenin place of the full Board. hen the alternates will
3.

To enable Canada to follow the proceedings of the
Trade'we have, however, made an informal aree Steering Board for
delegation to obtain the a g ment with the American
meeting will announce t hât^ Americanof t Cn member Of the Board at its first

concern with theproblems of European trade, the American delegation great t keep the Canadian
delegation informed of all developments 1

ffwill

I
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un her-mind: J F PARKINSON

further, twélve-month period. The,réason for thèse témporary appointments is
,that Switzerland has been advised informally that on ^ the Steeringr Boardnfor
tion both'• on 'the - Managing Board; for EPU a w
Trade.-Since Switzerland is unable to decide for the ti

me
onih sin whi

hich
ch ôomake

she will relinquish, she has been given, in effect, two

27-MINISTERIAL MEETING, MAKI-il

d'l' tint, permanente

Permanent Delegation to Organization
for European Economic Cooperation,

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

; ;I , , Paris, Apri13,1952.
,

.
LETTER No. 127 1 11 ï . ' . . ;

, t.,. • .

CONFIDENTIAL.

ING ON MARCH 27-2yTN ANu

f be added that the American proposal for the annua r onsibility
thisprospects in Member countries may involve some conflict

of resp
w'th

NATO
and that the British, like ourselves, seem to be • more worhd ^méücans

,than anyone else. Owing to the precipitate manne' in tohihem by alm ost all
ese

^ intr`ôduecd their proposals. and the readyn'i P^for â frank discussion of th

minor reservations, to the aforesald proposa s. sin influcnce w
their doubts to themselves and will seek to exert an opPo . g them. It shoula
the time comes to adopt plans and procedures for impleme nting g w of economic

,
,management, to diss^pate some of ionrthbatthe Org1anizat on is about to take
,the OEEC and to convey the Impress apparent that
on a` néw" lease of life. The plan worked' well: It is now the United
outcpme was - in large measure a result of conscious ^ â usohmt c ôf the no

^°^'delegatl• rted (ProbablY) by. f Fran
;States ; on; suppo

theytaken
$ Eûro

an countrles. The U.K. delegation (among others) ^ork Hoµ é^,er,
surprise

sals for future OEECby the two çônerete Americân propo with only
ÿdid nôt attempt toI swim against,the current and gave verbal support, t most of

• 1 We know that they P hen

This wâs a particülarly signlficant.m those who
', participatcd in the stage

OEEC in that it was intended, by #,.,I with re^pect to

- Head of Mission

SUBDIVISION II/SUB-SECTION 11

RÉUNION MINISTÉRIELLE, 27-29 MARS 1952 ,
29 1952

MINISTERIAL MEET
FUTURE ACTIVITIES OF OEEC

f thc Ministerial Council of the

, ..

^other`delegations, there was no oppor u y

doubts.

La e eg
auprès de l'Organisation européenne de eoopxtérieu^es mi9ue

- , au sous-secretaire d Etat auz Affaires
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2.

The decisions taken at this three-day meeting of the Ministerial
be the subject of several succeeding despatchs. It may ial Council

the, inner, meaning of some of these decisions if I relate some of thedc•rstandstancesstances in which the meeting was held and the motives (often mixed) circum-
to have ?governed the attitude of, the various delegations. Many ofhthh

actual decisions, as usual, involve the establishment of new committees and the
laying of plans for new enquiries. For the sake of convenience, I shall the

beginin summary form the specific accomplishments of the meetin, n by
(a)

The. Council approved and agreed to act upon a rg
implemerit the Ministerial Declaration of . August 1951 e n^rfavouigned tor ofexpansion'of production in Europe of 25% over the next rive years. This re an
includes among other things specific recommendations to Member c port
a.group with respect to the targets they should aim for in key sectorstof the
economy (steel,^ power, housing, agriculture, etc.) and the devices b

whichsuch increased production can be achieved. y.(b)
The Council approved a report of a special Ministerial Committ

Production in Europe which.'indicated that, as a result ee on coal
Producing countries had succeeded for the most part in settin t h^ renquiries,

gfor actual production, with the probability that Western Eu gher targets
independent of American imports by 1954, always ro •ded rope could be

^
that certainpromised measures were taken and certain priorities established.(c)

The Côuncil decided to continue the European Pa
operation and reachéd certain broad conclusions with Yments Union in

respectwhich the" Union should operate in the future. In articul aro the manner in
admitted`thë need for an increase in capital, recognized sadl , the Council
aid in this'respect was likely to come from the United y that no future
towards the recognition of the fact° that the Members, ^ and moved a step
debtors, inûst a n particular the. P Y more gold and dollars into the Union.
(d) !The'Council approved a proposal for thc

the Bélgian.Luzembourg Economic Union is 1 k Ï lement of the surplus which
the EPU for the period April to June 1952. Y to develop with respect to

(e) ,7he Council approved a document settin forth the
0EEC#which involves, inter alia, a cut of ro^g

hl future activitics of the
and péfsonneL y 30% in both cxpcnditures

lhé, Coûncil adopted an Americanre^iew .. • . proposal to inaugurate an annual
of thé economic pos^t ion and prospects of Member countrithe

United States and Canada to artici at es and invitedthémselves `G P p e in this review (i.e. to permit
to be reviewed"). This decision is discussed in more detail belo^

the) C0uncil 'approved another American y•Organization ^of the measures nced d to P^jVel ior a high level study by
iinancial instability in

Member countr' he problems of internal
es ► giving priority to the more serious

cases
to.-gover

It.iseX 1
PeCted that this review will result '

I

nments, after, the proposais have fi st ebe nmvet edo b bMinisterial Çommittee. Y 1y smaale
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rd for Trade
(h) The Council decided to set up a new and senior SÉPÜ Thisagroup would

somewhat after the model of the Managing 8 Batô questions concerning the
possess the ' same responsibilities
liberalization of intra=European trade as the, edn at B

oard
he out et with the job

payments problems in Europe and would be charg
-of finding' ways of bringing to an end the present retreat from liberalization,

and reversing the movement.

3. For the 'Most part these are still paper PaNevertheless t e decisions of
no more than plans to make paper programmes
the Council reflect a spirit of determination and enthusiasmSs ever since it became
lacking in the OEEC for som âd top moniiÿ, an E^ope and that the NATO
apparent that rearmament h ad P o
mi ht well become the key planning agency in the economic and financial

8
sPhere; perhaps even superseding the OEEC C0m ÉECyci cles aboth in the
months prior to this meeting, the atmosphere in It was felt by
Secretariat and in many of the delegations h ad or was like ÿ to be, deserted
some delegations that the Organization icans
by

some of its key Members and.associates, notably.th British a nd
andrto cut

The original proposals of the British ^ was regarded as evldence . of this lack of
OEEC staff and expenditures by
interest.

More important still, the OEEC has been facing critical conditions in

Europe over the last year and was seemingly unable to do anytnltô fab
ou
tertand

it.
original bold plans for trade li

a
e S lvzael set ackoa^ a nresul

begu
of the new trade

recent months had received e U.K
restrictions imposed against their European partners by Fran ce

fa
th
up to a

At the same time the European Paymen ts
the continuous deficits run

critical condition almost every month as a
by the U.K. and France and of the outward flow. of gold required to ^éslehad

corresponding Belgian surplus.. The . problem of dwindling r
Board of EPU for

ttierefore been hanging over the heads of the Managing
manÿ;rnonths and no sign of a solution was in sight.

trade liberalization
4: Notwithstanding , all their ;

the o Euro1nân , Pa
the'
yments` Union could C

regarded ofprincipal
OEEC and Europe an

d as the rincipal monuments ' to " the valldlty of the basicSë Eies,
approach to European integration. Consequently,é ^inhr âbandoned bÿomany
together with the fear that the basic policleswer 8 deal
^untriesâs being of less importance than rearmament had createed d

a
g,ons

of unhâppiness both in the Secretarlat anthe
d

^se ôf the French governme
These ` fears were partlculthé ideevident' in

a' of European integration, to which it woul
which ` `wedded as it 1s to
•ke to ' give lcadershiP, regards the OEEC as the proper vehicle for the ^é au^

11
e

of a European economic programme. These fears
he non NATO me bers a^

bÿ 3 all thc {` Scandinavian'. countrus, bjr all of course, was rega lned ûp^^
el and Holland: The U. K .,

oprobably by B. g1um rud88
villain of the plece, the country which had always grven nly g reater
to the' OEEC idea and the country which could expect to exert g
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influence and perhaps receive greater support
which the United States and Canada wrecompletely commitO

ted
to

the European delegations even the U.S.' was now suspect because . To some of
ofbelieved to be its overriding concern with the question of rearming Eur

ope. wasshould be added that an assessment of the attitudes and motives of -Me' It
countries in the Organization cannot be considered separately from the attitude

attitudeof- the. personalities in the various delegations, including the A
delegation,- some of whom are bound to seek, consciousl merican
maintenance of. the importance of the institution to which ty or

hey a ehaccr e, theThis latter factor is not completely irrelevant in determinin g the attitude
dited.

^ofsome delegations towards the future of the OEEC. Finall y, a more legitimateand defensible feeling existed on the part of some delegations and governmentsthat the OEEC is a more inclusive organization than any other or n
concerned with the problems of the European economy, that it has enjoyed n
considerable experience in promoting intra-European economic coo

aand that for these reasons it is the most appropriate organization peration
the responsibility ; for and ..supervision of the necessar ro ^° undertake
increasing production and trade within Europe. y p g ammes for
5.

The United States government had seemingly become convin
need to resuscitate the OEEC and took advanta e of ced of the
Council of Ministers to make their g this meeting of the
declarations to the effect that they attached the utrmost is they did by frequent
of the OEEC in the future and by taking the initiative inimportance to the work

intended to provide the OEEC with new activities, resolutions which seemed todemonstrate that the,OEE
proposing resolutions

C would continue to be the major organization
charged with responsibility for intra-European economic problems.

We weretold privately in advance of the meeting that the U.S. intend
active part in the OEEC than formerl .Mr, ed to play a moreDraper'sofresence and interventionduring,the Ministerial meeting was an intimation thisimpression is that the Americans did not realize the c attitude. My own
Would arise later from the proposals referred to in aran fus ^hn and doubt that
As implied above, there was an element of stage ma g p s 6 and 7 below.
meeting. The importance of the agenda items alone would hent,at this OEEC
attendance of a number of senior Ministers but this meetin have warranted the
attendance of more than the usual quota of Cabine g was marked by theButler,` Pe11a, Draper, Van Zeeland, Lieftinc . t Ministers. Messrs. Stikker,

andPresenti throughout the entire period and Mr. Schuman rofus [Brofoss) were
thanusual,$The formal meeting of the Council was preceded by anstayed longer

informal andsmaller off-the-record session called by the Chairm
^^EC affairs• Dr. Stikker spoke of the se an to discuss the "crisis" intbac theto fâce, pointed to the uncertainties whichkbcseti the futOrganization had
and indirectly called for assertions of renewed support re of the OEEC
::tedattack on the problem of financial in abiity for the OEEC and for a

at the root of most of the difficulties of Eur which, in his opinion,of reneW^,supp°rt was markedl su
°^' His request for assertionsand

^raPer,qu^ckly followed oy^essful. Pella, Schuman, Van Zeelandne hnot er with arguments for the continuance
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er
active bâsis and with • some ^ indication of the prob lems

which need bold action by
haveof ^ OEEC on a v y the OEEC. While one or two countries maya

^'doné no more than take their cue from the U.S., most cointtiheir s ncerty iTh
ally

getheneral^
smaller.

theme
ones

was
and

the
thefean^ of a l ret rn ô bilateralism in trade arrangements ifEPU system

the liberalization programme could not be saved an
d

r irotnc ally enough)
should collapse. `A number ocountries

States that the first Francest problem to be tackled was
took up a proposal of the United exposed eit
that of financial instability and expressed their willingness bhe OEEC'inlt
t recautions, to recommendations the public expressionswith all the necessary p

his

field. It should be added that, whaeTV at
private v iews,

and at^ the formal
of the Chancellor of the Exchequ

private

meetings, all gave support to the view that the OEEvoted to watimp rng downrtthe
play in the future. The efforts of ûie forwadeby the United States and other

putproposals for -study and action
delegations. I should add that I thought it - expthee activitieseof

assur
thea

nces
OEEC,

Canada's keen interest in thecocontinuat ion
lfor the 25% expansion in European

mentioning in particular the programme

P
inted out that

roduction and the related trade liberalization measures .
ÔEEC and NATO

saw no incompatibility or conflict in our association
and that in the economic field the objectives of both organizations i ed valuable
the same. Moreover, OEEC had already done good work and acq
experience in this field which none of us could afford to abandoon^^ th^avetf lt
our statement was particularly welcome to delegations

NATO, we m ght haveArticlethat, in view of Canada 's interest in
ne ative in our attitude towards the OEEC. As,a result

of this
f
off- the

become g put forward at the more formal s ession srecord meeting, the proposals

new

activities in the near future were accepted, in principle a^ nas, ôf most
.OEEC
debate than :.would : otherwise have been W unde takings were necessary to
delegations there was a, feeling^ that the, with the more urgent problems

} give effect to their desire to see OEEC grapple
facing Europe today. :

tin in detail on most.of the agenda items menti osâi to
P6. We shall be repor g
aragraph 2 above. Something should be said, howCverbouândepr

prop
osPects of

o osa1,,inaugurate an annual examination of the econom
position

'
Member countries, together with the United States and Ca'n oa`h hpTO rblems of

like the proposal to undertake a^â â

enthus

b h he• Americans. Both were supported
financlal instabllity, was put fo y

iasm by other delegations. For -some reason unknow ^^é tô be
w^th o

of thérÉECsals - and if
somehow

delegates werenever made clear i^^hof tlheu •revival th
ese

regarded ' as a- sym

r
enquiries they neVer

skeptical as to the usefulness of additi onal
of the Ûni

en
éd States in this

ublicl As to the
w one).

expressed them p • Y; • a
connection, the position is a little obscure (the expe^hen Iltalked to different

,, 'The American delegation spoke with difwe voices
versions of the

►r

`members privately, and appeared to g
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intentions when speaking , to different countries. The Americangenuinely feels (and who will deny it?) that the most urgent economicelegationin

Europe, the one which has contributed most to the abandonm problem '
liberalization and the crisis in EPU, is the failure to gra l ent of trade
and inflation in. France, the United Kingdom

, and some other o
verspending

believes, therefore, that there should be a concerted Eur ountries. It ;
problem and that the way to begin is • to make an appropria te

oPean attack on this
more ailing Members of the community, to determine ^gnfor the
and to try to bring concerted pressure on those Members to take the proper
medicine. They wanted, at first, a Ministeri al

prescription

Dr. Stikker's coal committee to look into the p ob em^t In héer the fashion of
preferred a top-level expert committee whose prescri

ption
end the Council

a Ministerial group before being handed over to gove nments. ould be vetted by
7: The more important of the two American r •the OEEC was its suggestion - one that was proposa IW for additional work by

in the atmosphere of elation that followed the private me th^ut much discussion
- to embark upon an annuàl review of the economic situat

ion
referred to above

countries.
Coming from the American delegation and in order, th Member

make it more palatable to others, there was tacked on to this sch erefore, to
that the United States and Canada should participate. All th eme a proposal
implied, was that it would be a at Draper said, or
their economic expectations and plans an^dgo have tOEEC countries to expose

hemtheir partnérs. In this way the Organization might en u confronted by those of
and might be able to take steps for a joint attack on an greater cooperation
emerged as a result of the process of mutual "confrontationyof^f Tôulties which
8. The U.K. delegation realized ver p grammes.

an annual economic review could have q uickly,
awetures

°urselves, that such
view of those who were more concerned with the effec

tive NATO
from the

this field. It should be added, however, t
point of

operation in
Open since the American proposal was'made w thouttnese doubts came into thethe conference was exhausted from the preli

andand at a time when
ha^opeans embraced it enthusiastically and uncr' bccause the

to confer with them, the American delegationgllâv'eI us athe short
strong pri

time we
assurance that they saw no reason why their proposal ne cd worry

NATO in the;l1htestdegree. The y
ormal'Y gave the same reassurances to the British and in the

meeting Butler requested and received from Draper a statement
this annual review was being suggested in the interests of the OEEC itself. The
Americàns told us that an annual review

that

lay bare thepr0blems#thàt needed to be tackled if EuroPeanptris kind
production waswould to beincreasedand financial stability assured, and that the raw

be turned over to NATO (thereb savi material of the analysis couldy ng NATO a good deal of staff work) for
th

e b'g8er and more political job of theNOtwithstàndin kind practised by the TCC last Fall.4- No=
g these reassurances, I do know that at least once dele ation

tgthis ^aY, understands (and is not displeased with the idea) th g 'that w u,âsion the OEEC is now responsible for at as a result
otherwise have been done by NATO

most of the economic analysis

I

I

Onc is also aware of the fact
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that those' countries -who feel that the military influence in NATO is likel
be, excessive; consider, that`non-military interests are more likely to be given
proper expression'if the analysis is'done by the OEEC"One or two delegations

also' have the feeling that the', American proposal foriic aid wi l somehow be
review implies that the distribution of American econo
related to the'results of this enquiry in the future in much the same way as was
Marshall Plan Aid.` It is only .fair to add - that the '

or to the
no

I
encouragement to these' views when speaking to ourselves
mention them merely to indicate the uncertainty, not to say confusion, which
may exist for some time as a result of this situation.,

9 . You'will no doubt wish to consult with Washington and some other NATO
.cap,rtals to determine in what way future NATO work .̂ n the economic field

likely to be affected by, the se decisions, and what` steps'should be make
ourselves on the Executive Committee of OEEC when the time comes to
plans to implement them. We shall endeavour to obtain the views of the

d will report to you thereon later.

more detailed reports on the various agenda items.

The above referenced etter escn tIII a g
the 'recent meeting of the OEEC Ministeriai:Council. Annexed to this letter are

° ' d 'bed eneral way the proce

,DEA/4901-F-40

Paris, April 7, 1952

MEETING OF OEEC COUNCiL, MARCH 27-29, 1952

Reference: Our letter No. 127 of Apri13 rd. ^ ` ." ^ ` ^ .
• ^ edings of

VIII ^ Redûction in OEEC Secretariat.
VII . The International Materials Con^erence
v t ^ ^ ^ ^ I crcase in Coal Productront,.
V The Economic Expansion Programme
TV W The Steering Board for Tradetr,

IFuture of the Eur^opean Paym nents ion t

II Settlementof thë B.L.E.U. surplus for April, May and June,1952t

I II Infernal FinancialyStability^

au sous-secretaîre a Etat aux Affares e
auprès de l'Organisation européenne de coopération économique

- 01• ' xtérieures

Permanent Delegation to Organization
for European Economic Cooperation,, -

to Under-Seeretary, of State for.External Affairs

Head of Mission
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jPIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] ?
Annex 1 to Letter No. 128 of April 7th

Meeting of OEEC Ministerial Council, March 27-29,;. 1952
FUTURE OF EUROPEÂN PAYMENTS UNION

The Ministers agreed in principle that the EPU sh oul d June 30th but no decisions were taken at this meeting conce ing
be extended beyond

in the EPU Agreement. The,Ministers had the reprt of the modifications
(C(52)64)'which posed the principal problems and they heard Managing Board
statements from nearly every delegation about the future of thLjmprehensive
Managing Board's report ^ had only .discussed the issues involved n'on. As the
offered spécific solutions, the Ministers' discussion therefore and had not
Managing Board guidance for ' drawing up detailed ro o served to give the
submitted t6 the Ministers for approval at another meet n p sals , which will be
2•'The Managing Board stated in its report tha ` g before June 30th.

to be met if the Union was to function efficiently.Fiee conditions would have
of the Union had to be increased; secondly, rovis^on st, the convertible assets
the surpluses of extreme creditors; and thirdly, the inte ust be made for settling
member countries should be brought more closely into lalne Enancial policies of

another.
From a technical point of view, the Managing Board presents a

W^th one
good case for

an incr
ease in the Union 's reserves. The convertible assets are

main reasons. They must be adequate to cover cumulative out equired
payments;

for four
stand as security to creditors who have granted credit to t

yprovide confidence among traders and bankers as to the he Union; theysolvunency of the Unionand they°maÿ be required to meet the needs of member co
debtor

positions
may temporarily be éxtreme.,Thé Managing Board tries

estimatedwhose that anadditional $178 million was required in the convertible at the3.
While most Ministers declared . they a reedassets.

g convertible assetsshould be increased, a number of them suggested that the Managing Board had
erred on the liberal side in its'estimate of the amountStates

maintained its position^'that while EPU member required. The ,United
countries themselvesmight contribute to an increase in the convertible assets no direct contribution

could come1rom the United States. Mr. Dra er poin
U•S•> taking up the balances of certain member ted out that through the
Austria,

Greece, Iceland and Turkey) some $100countries (i.e. direct aid to
Union since July. 1, 1951, and that an additional $60 to the
be similarly paid before June 30th. He did not thintok it

million
$80 hadmillion

unreasonable

accrued

would for the
likely

member countries of EPU to put up the balance, that is
was the amcunt required. Legislation flow before Con $100 million. if that
the balancés of certain countries and he felt th

at
gress again provided for

reQûired from the United States..Several M no additional contribution was
Prepared to consider, how member countries^couers indicated that they were
pr0blem• , Althou h Mr. ld provide a solution to thePossibilit g Butler declared that he could not' consider thegold

Y^of^the U.K. making a direct contribution, he suggested tha
/credit ratio for debtors might be modified in or t the

aebtors to take remedial action and to der to increase pressure on
provide a current flow of gold into the
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Union in such circumstances. Lieftinck for the Netherlandmember countries to
were prepared to pay their share of any contributions by
the convertible assets: Norway also suggested that the` gold/credit ratios might
be altered in order. to, put` inore, pressure on the deb

hes.Mana ing Board to
discussion therefore was that the Min^nincreasein the convertible assets and
prepare precise proposals concerni ng an,
to re-examine the estimate of the amount of the increase required,, bearing in

mind the views éxpressed at this meéting. the
4.

With reference to the problem of persistent extreme creditor co t^el Union
Managing Board report states "There appear to w be countries in
which' will incur surpluses more or less continuously.Thns eXre the countries

which have the strongest curr
`cred tors whôn• have aexceeded'

ect th
their

at`qit may
uotas,

havé to settle the surpluses of some , .
even though there are no debtors who are in^the same positio n

oth
ugh

at tthle

situation
may continue almost indefinltely. It is evl ent

Managing Board sees no early reversal to the BLEU creditorreport
'able

Board
regard to the means of settling such

to
credi tor positions the

funds to énable it to settle
further states "The Union mu try
the surplûses of the creditors by payment of gold`on a scale 'which enables themternal
to avoid grants of credit to the U nion to in extent whi â causes

^m^s ginsevere
monetary difficulties so that `these . countries cari "; robl the
restrictions on their exports to other member.countries:' Th^o pthe so ution of
increase in the present réserves therefore is intlmately relate d

r„t
thë problem of persistent extreme creditors.Bel ian Finance M inister, made a

S. , In this connection, Mr. Janssen, the g was
léngthY; statement' in which he declared 'that` as 'far ' S d S

h is
ro cortionate todenconcerned the Union now was a burhe Belgian Government `was convinced that

the advantages which it provlded. T
al a ments systern should continué but the machinery oeat hed Phe

a multilater p y
had tô be put on a sounder basi`s:.For one thi ng, o1d^rHowever the inability of

,limit of their -quota must be paid entlrely i g the
ettle`their deficits entirely in gold Was récognized. He saiddebtors to s th

Thisinability of debtors to make such settlement is mPV1 one
whole^This l

e
of

disequilibrium i`of thé dollar balance of thé in in our
reasoning isyou wi11 recognize, the same line which w ôfeE rU aandyouof intra•

19th. The problem
despa'tch `,No. ° ?0 or ebruaryi

x an trade ""are linked tu the dollar problem so that so
me
solut on tu theEuropç . . . 4

résponslblllty can be placed on the dollararea towards fng solution for the
current dlfficulties of EPU: Mr:Janssen eventhe dollar balance'of payments of
problem of the structural disequillbnum of ean countries
member countries, would'require the ,Unitéd 'to

pû chases in Europn
to buy less in the 'dollar area and as the most approptiate and useful mea
Off-'shore purchases were sûgg r

ntlng the latter policy. With regard ^to the structure of
for ' ^mpleme

EPU; „

cd-- for ' a strengthening of the working capital, some `be^ ^^
Janssen ask

ount és,
., . m •

to énsure 'greater stability m the tntcrna 1 finânces of all mem
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arrangements to repay before ' June 30th the credits ady granteof qüotas,'and arrangements whereby any future credits extended wln

lth
exss

Union would be subject to precise terms of-repayment.
With re arm theproblem of internal financial stability, he suggested that g d to the

Managing* Board should be increased and that rules should bethe -
laid

Powersdown of the
which countries which'do not maintain a healthy and stable currency undér
longer have the right of automatic recourse to the reserves of the would no
6. There was little discussion on the other aspects of EP U Union. ,

in the
Managing Board's report. The Managing Boa d re'ect de discussed

increase in the quotas as it would "tend to reduce the incentives t ageneralotake sufficiently early and sufficiently rigorous action to control theiaebtorsto
of paÿments." The Irish suggested thére might be a general incr balances
one other delegation supported this proposal. Several re res entatiease but not
attention to the beneficial ' effect of - long-term capital ,

nvevs directed
there was no discussion on the Managing Board's references toents although

thetions ^ which the A IBRD and the IMF might make in easin th contribu-
intra-European payments. The Managing Board's suggestionsg e problems of
coordination in commercial policy and the internal financial concerning
countries are more or less"incorporated in the Ministers' décolicies of member
two other items on the agenda, the Steering Board for Tradeisions concerning
internal financial stability. and the work on

7•'* Some of the proposals which the Managing
(and -which were reported in my letter No. 70) did no ^â g^nally considered
report,,

These omissions relate for the most part to the mo ea ob1eche finalfeatures which we found , in the Mana in tionable
suggeStion for some degree of uniformity in mem errcoundraft report, i.e. the
dollar imports, the implication in the plea for member countrieS^ policies towards
be' of equal value and that the hard currencies should es currencies topermit EPU to . function more easily, and the pro po sess hard in order toaccounts"

which would deny to creditors the r p° al for "convertible
otherwise have obtained, eceipt of. gold they would

Nevertheless some of the thinking reflected in thesepropôsals tended to find expression in the Board's final
the final sentence of paragraph 16, "It seems clear

report, particularly in
thatbe in;difficultÿ from this cause (inequality in the value theof Union

member
must always

currencies) unless member countries follow internal countries'
andWill result in a reasonable parity between the

'nominal' and the `real' values of
8•

Referring to these questions, I stressed inPoint Of view i t was very essential that the lon short statement that from ourconvertibility , and multilateralism etc.) should erm objectives of EPU (fullespeCially
when consideration was being given always be kept in mind,Union .

gto means for strengthening the^btain I stressed the disadvantages of the easy credit which
d through the Union and took advanta e of th countries had

Go eC that one effect of the EPU di f g e^casion to remind
a boutnment was deeply concerned was the limposition which the Canadian

cou°trY of additional dollar restrictions W' p° by a strong creditor
tth regard to the convertible assets, I
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d h were strong arguments on technical grounds for an

should make - appropria e
_J!__.. ...^,e., +i,P Tr;ct, renresentative suggested that it

' t contributions: An e eme Eincrease but I thoug 1 nt of vaudeville was
ht that if this were one

said Mat, I recognize t ere
.d the . member . countries themselves

introducea into me p, ^,^,^^^••.6, .. .---- ---- - . .
,. _. .,,.e and Canada joined the Union with

IMF and perhaps also the more general dollar pro em.
th ang -- 1.1`e M a ing Board to the possibiItty o co a
thème during the discussions. Further attention will there ore

f 11 bôration with the IBRD and the

European and other imports were very impor
. . ,

EPU.
. :

9.
On the whole the debate on EPU was of a very high standard. Member

countries, faced as'they are with acute problems of financial instability at home
or among their trading partners, gave recognition time and, time again to the
fact that it was essentially the internal, policies of member countries, and the

debtors especially, which needed adjustment if existing stresses numberTOf
European payments were to be solved. I was impressed by the
countries which''seemed prepared to consider. "adjustments in I the gold/credit

ratios in order to strengthen the incentive of both debtors and creditors t énded

appropriate action. The next step in the preparations for Board of details for
after 'June 30th is further elaboration,in the Managing
specific revisions in 'Ahe EPU Agreement incorporating the . views of thethe
ministers_ on ; an increase in the convertible assets and adjustments of
gold/credit ratios. Consideration may also be given tô increasing the powersolicies
the, Managing Board with respect to its investigations of internal p

thoug
h,this suggestion is covered in the Ministers ' decision to have a SeThe

lity.
groüp look - into the more pressing cases of internal financial ihird clurrencies
seeming inability of inember-countries to earn dollawas also a recurring
ând'to use them in settling their intrâ-European balances"

flikely be given by

appropriate quotas. In reply I suggested that our maintenance
raw material prices, a'low tariff policy and a. high level of demand

tant and effective contributions to

would be of greaL ab„aLa=m,^ __ -•--. --
of reasonable
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Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires
extérieurDEA/4901-F-40

à la délégation permanente auprès de l'Organisation euro éenn
,, de coopération économique p e

Under-Secretary of State for External Af airs
Io Permanent Delegation to Organization

for European
Economic Coopération

LETTER No. E-58
Ottawa, Apri124, 1952SECRET

UNITED STATES PROP
OSAL FOR ANNUAL ECONOMIC REVIEW

OFOEECCO
Reference: Your letter No. 127 of April 3

NTRIES

I attach for your information a copy of Despatch N o. 8 87the
Canadian • Embassy in Washington.t You will note tha t°f April 16 from

' inter alia, thisdespatch explains in some detail the reasons which prom pted theto propose, at the last Ministerial meeting of the OEEC Couvnited States
OEEC undertake an annual review of the economic

sitio
ncil, that the

member countries. Po ns and prospects of

2. 1 would draw your particular attention to ara r
which suggeSts that informal consultations in regard he 10 of the despatch
review have already taken place, and that there, would a
danger that NATO interests will

scope of the OEEC

not be adequately taken nto co siderationwhen the. plans and timetable for the OEEC review are
was, as you will recall, about this aspect of the United Stat sin^ elaborated. It
were mainly concerned, p oposal that we

3. In the meantime you will also have received a copy
16. from our High Commissioner in Londy t°f telegram No. 981 of

reservations of United Kingdom officials in regard to the OEEC
as you will have

°n which analyses the

c^rdinatiôn between the functionsnoted, relate less to the EC review.'These

than the ctions of OEEC and NATO in ^ the economic per
OEEC Y do to the prejudicial effect which a review undertaken initially field

might have on the substance of the next TTC2 exercise. In fact, in the
appear that, if the United Kingdom had its way, the it would
undertaken independently without much more thatwo reviews would be
b0tr0win8 of the basic economic raw mater'

al

a bare modicum of mutual
4• 1 should be inclined to suggest ^ that, if

c^peration envisaged in paragraph 10 of the attacheddegree of NATO-OEEC
°ur position will have been adequately met. I should despatch materializes,Watch develo • be grateful if you couldreSPonsibilit pments in the OEEC as the Executive Committee assumesreView. Yfor the formulation of the framework and the first OEEC annual

A.F.W. PLUMPTRE

for Acting Under-Secretary of StateIfEC'.J..
mporan, Council Committee. for External Affairs
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SUBDIVISION 1I1/SUB-SECTION 111

RÉUNION MINISTÉRIELLE, 12-13 DÉCEMBRE 1952

` MINISTERIALMEETING; DECEMBER 12-13,,1952

DEA/4901-F-40

Le représentant auprès de l'Organisation européenne
de coopération économique

Affaires extérieuresau secrétaire d'État aux Affa '

Ré resentâtive to Organization for European Economic Cooperation
P to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 738

CONFIDENTIAL

Paris, December 13, 1952

Addressed Ottawa No. 738, repeated Dominion LondonEden'made an extendedOEEC,
1. At theSaturday morning meetin g

Conference touching, on most of
statement on the Commonwealt

points mentioned in the final communique. He then called'oné sTeategpa^

of W
ilgress.

4go 9 of the
the poi
beforehand, for a statement which was^mad e M r.
of our statement was an appropriate paraphrase

paragraphs

statement made by the Prime Minister at the beginning of the CoOth from the

Conference and reported to you initelegraw n concluding paragraphs:
Canadian delegation' We added ShWhich` lasted for several weeks, were able to

"The Commonwealth meetings , We have no doubt
move forward towards important and construct ive

lin OEEC will move
that, today and in the 'weeks that lie ahea ,

f
orward in the same way. In this connection, we were glad m

rta ce of the
° fellow members of the CommonwealtWho e cooeth n theowords of the

position of the; European countries, .
peration

emphasize that
^ final communique is essential' . The sals arenentirely consistent with the closf
the aims of the Commonwealth propo

' existin
between the members of the Commonwealth and the members o

ties g ,_ .
the OEEC. es to work our way out of the economic difficulties which
=f ` "it will not be y
surround us and divisions which threaten to separate us. The task

n ernational

us all -inserioûs ` problems --= domestic -pro^ thesresponsibilities• • Canada'th
problems. All concerned, will have to share thésewhich has participated f fully, in the Comm

thatNorth American nation , ; ints out, t
meetings, recogniies, as uthe OEEC Fourth Report po

d fthe Atlantic. `
and

responsibtlctles extend to both SI U3 o° been made known
^° '{ "The Commonwealth'1 proposals have ° only ^ust reliminary

Our discussion can only be of a P work ^n
nothing can be'decided here today.
character; nevertheless, it can be very useful in preparing our future

" ,

^)Voir le document 598./5ee Document 598.`
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OEEC. The Canadian delegation to OEEC look fonvaid to takin
work in Paris; just as Canadians have taken part in the wo g part in this
thank-you,

Mr. ;Chairmân, for the positive and constructive in London, and I
giving us this morning." guidance you are. • , _ ^; ,

Le représentant auprès de 1'Organisation euro ée
DEA/4901-F-40

de coopération économique p nne
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Representative to Organization
for European Economicto Secretar Cooperatr'on,1' QfState fnr P,_ .

DEsPATCH 1860
Paris, December 17, 1952

O.E.E.C. MINISTER
Refer IAL MEETING, DECEMBER 12-13

ence: Telegram No. 738 of Decembe r
Ministerial meeting of the OEECeCouncil which

theand Saturday was called primarily to approve took place last Friday

woAnnual Report on which the Secretariat and cou`ntr déganization's Fourth
yrking;:for the past, six months. The Council also egations have been

discussion of the Organization's programme of work gave some time to a
connection

Mr. Eden and Mr. Wilgress made statements on the res theCommonwealth Economic Conference.
1953 and in this

^nd 754.)+ â . (Texts sent in our telegramsuNos.f 753
2.

We shal! be sending the final text of e
missions in`OEEC countries as soon as theY are printedAnnual

our
and

Report I to do younot and to
intend tocomment in detail on it now. It may, however, be useful

passages which set the tone for the Report as a w holeto point up one or two
"Essëntial Elements for a Lasting Solution", (of the .^ In a section entitled:
Western Europe) the Report states that: "Europe economic difficulties of

must
Américan economic aid by means of sustained expansionbe made independent of
competitive ` which will restore itsastable capacity, increase its dollar earnings and allow it to move towards
This ,'equi1ibrium in a world wide system of liberalized trade andcalls

for simultaneous and co-ordinated action on a payments.
Western Europe and its associated monetary broad scale by
and Canada." areas and by the United States
R^ "The individual elements of aI

Port continues, "cannot be start Îngly new!' meet these conditions," the
new in It•'It does, however,provide a^ d^ndeed there is little that isthe Euio g d statistical and policy `statement of

pean problem which will be invaluable to the new Americanadministration and which will provideordinated'
a useful point of departure for a co-.

Commonwealth OEEC approach4. GThe M• to the Un't d S
misterial discussion of the Report was what might be ex 9ected of adiscuss ionon a' document which

had been carefully negotiated at he official
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riewthrough organizations which alrea y e 9
Nwhatever organization exists'within the Commonwealth," and noi

ôrof ah
.medium of a World Economic Conference. He felt that ther rsa with the Tet^

h l ful in coming to g P

we which wash=8 ` The statements of Mr. Eden and Mr. W11151e33
the Council. They provoked a number of further statements é mve âpproah ro
one by Mr. Beyen of the Netherlands: Referring to the P roach would be andmade
the U.S. Administration, he said taat. xist sûchtas the OEEC, the IMF aj,e

monetary an com
must be resolved urgently: ' rob very well received by

reconciliation of Commonwealth and Eden's suggestion a committee in
which do not appear.to be far apart. At Mr.

OEEC
is to be set up immediately to study the Commonwealth pro b^élms were

6.
Mr. Marjolin admitted that the payments and liberalization pro

not treated adequately . in the Report. It had, b.een , decided that the payments

problem should be studied in detail in connection with the Mane 30, 1953,
report on the future of the European Payments Union a t

June

which is due in March.

The OEEC Programme of Work for 1953
the Chairman of the

-7. Following Mr. Eden's statement and statements by
the work

Managing Board and the,Steering Board for Trade h 1 Council instrûcted thesix months.'of those two bodies during
; e

hâ p roprogramme of work for 1953. At the same
ingSecretary General to prepar p 8

time, in order to fill the gaps in the Fourth Report, it "invit̂ e the
Studya ofgthe

Board and. the Steering Board to i^ whi htthey are concerned and which
d mereial problems i

level: Some Ministers felt that.the proposals should have been more precise,
others felt, that the payments and, liberalization d°bttle that hnew

ave

given ; better treatment; but the, speeches containe
Hammarskjold'of Sweden felt' that the text was in part voided coming to grips
that in order to be acceptable to all countries it had

with specific issues. ions,
5. Although it is true that.the Report does not give pECs foeramme fort1953

The
this is not necessarily a weakness aÛnhtedtStates Administrâtion which in turn
hangs on a new approach to the recommenda-
must be coordinated with a Commonwealth approach. s in the OEEC and a
tions must await a study of the. Commonwealth proposals

OEEC ints of view - points of view

r.
been a Direetor_of the Fund., h t the United States,

forum of; discussion would not bc c p avu
and that , any world conference would have to in ^é der baugmentproblems a lems

American ' and other ^countries,swhich wouldam suéS. In addition ^^r Beysh
facing .Wçstern ,Europe and.would blur,the rea l to l^fe , a wt
gave the impression that he wished hfCt

I h
be

that for the past three years he has
which may be attributed partly to th e

9. On the qüestion ` of t'twm^n of ^e^pp hat it would be a mista ta^natn
Beyen was in full agreem ent

events" - that the essence of a successful approach lies in careful c^
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of OEEC ' and - Commonwealth proposals submitted . after . the newAdministration has had ample time to find its bearings. - U.S.

A.D.P. HEENEY

LETTER No. .70 •
. .

.
.1. 1

DEA/4901-Q-40
permanente

auprès de l'Organisation européenne de coopération économique
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Delegation
to Organization for European'Economic Cooperation,

to Under-Secretary of Statefor External Affa'rs

CONFIDENTIAL

EAN PAYMENTS UNION (EPU)
, •.

UNION EUROPÉENNE DE PAIEMENTS (UEP)
` ' EUROP

SECTION B^..

'SUBDIVISION I/SUB-SECTION I

PERSPECTIVES

PROSPECTS

La délé

Paris,

-per

February 19, 1952

EUROPEAN PAYMENTS UNION
Reference:

My letter No. 40 of January 28th.'
`•

The above referenced letter described the strainsoPerations being
of EPU and reviewed some of the difficulties o frônti^nced in the

h°d ways and means of meeting these problems. It wa

s

g efforts to
Managing Board had been considering what ^lici pointed out that theEPU

for countries to implement in the circumstances and s^t might be desirable
made in the structure of EPU after June 30, 1952, what revisions might be
'n a better so that the Union would be
Eu'râ position to cope with the swings being experienced in intra-
been ^n trade. This letter reports on some of the proposals the Board hconsidering, as2.

As thè Managing Board has not yet completed its study, the proposals arestill
under examination and cannot be considered as final. However, we have

discussed the principal problems with a number
Work and we have been shown an early draft of the Board' associated with this
1MteT 8ing Board's final opinions we therefor s rcport. Some of the

are`a summarysett of the draft report. After d alinarw,^hPhs 3-24 of thisling ^tem g the problem ofsettlin Porary surpluses and deficits. 8 persistent extreme positions (paras. 4-11), the difficulties of
sUmmary'the' (paras. 12-241 are dis d

I

nt cussc . In thIsgenerally iadi^ res
tedeconcernlnn the Managing Board, as far as we know it, is

8 each point. In a few cases our comments will be
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foiind, in brackets; at the end of the paragraph. Some general comments on the
problem of the persistent BLEU ', surplus ,. ; are - made in , the': concluding

paragraphs (25-29) of this letter. .,.

A. Review of EPU Operations :..
An spite of the increasing difficulties'which have been confronting EPU t he

er3
Managing Board considers; as it recorded in its^ sst annual

to b ea satisfactory
No. 407 of September 7, 1951), that the Union proved

mechanism for intra-European payments during al to serve as
convertibility

clearing
was not yet possible. The principal role of the Union which
house has been fulfilled. With very few exceptionsSecy

réverseds In the
followed a particular trend for some time were subsequently
light of this experience the Managing Board has conclud ed

for gold and credit payments need not be radically ing
Board considers that unless ways are found.to cope with ehé a ltt

rr► sthe
from violent, though temporary, fluctuations, and mo r pecallY fro

problem of persistent debtors and creditors, the continued functioning of theriate
Union will become precarious. (The oversr;ninn8een?Por d fficulties was
national monetary and commercial policie 8 these

underlined in my, letter , No., 40. In this connection we have been informed by

Cahan that the final report of the . Managing Board will state
of

terms that the EPU debtors must carry the onus of responsibility for many
the current difficulties of the Union and for remedying the present unsatisfac-
tory conditions pertaining to intra-European payments.)

B. The Problem of Settling Temporary Surpluses and Deficits

Monetary Measures

4. Having , accepted that ,* the EPU mechanism for- covering temporary
^
Positions has worked satisfactorily. the Board has concluded th it to reducedthe
no major . changes in the mech anism of the

to enable the Union to
violence of the recent fluctuations in payments
withstand them better should they reoccur, the Board has considered whether

sition, also look into the
it might in future, when examining a country's ; po positions, without
monetarÿ and financial policies of other countries whose Po osition of the
causing concern, nevertheless may , have a marked effect on the

German deficit was before OEEC
country in question. (When the problem of

• ' ' • but whether all member
hçr econômic,. policies, wer u^m^ mtoethenBoard ^ and to discuss with it full
countries would agree ï to , s
information about their monetary policies is by no means certain.)

Commercial Measures that

masures only . in so far as adjustments' in the field of monetary and

`` With regard to c
1 1, 11
ommercial policy; the Managing Board hason^tg avate

85 • tend t g
rapid and frequent changes inliberalization measures may ean trade. It

eicialdisequilibria,and to disorganize, the ^ strûcture of
sures

therefôre has considered suggesting thât countries should resort to commhna°cial

o
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policies prove to be'inadequate in scope or too slow in tâ. The Board
has also noted that the functioning king effect.the Union would be -facilitacountries

which have suspended - liberalization measures, instead of waitinga if
until the improvement in their position has been considerable,and. has

beenmaintained for some time, would introduce some flexibility. in their import
controls during ! the period when their position in the Union has starte
improve but did not yet warrant a complete return to liberalization, to

(A t therecent special session of the OEEC Trade Committee identical viewsexpressed.) were

Working and Modification of the Agreement
. 6.

Recent disturbances in trade have frequently been. accom aniabnormal
movements in payments,. principally through concealed ed bytransfers,

which tend to aggravate the situation. The Managing Boardp^tal
therefore considered whether, in an effort to limit these movements, it might•

has
given certain information which would enable it to foresee the possible be
of the financial movements between member countries and their incidenceextent
the accounting positions in the Union. The Managing Board has in mind on
might obtain information about the level of working capital funds in that it
currencies held by commercial banks and other institutions. European
7.

With regard to the quotas, the Managing Board does
any radical revision. Arguments in favour of a general increase ofq

inu tas mneedbe based on the growth in the volume of trade and the rise in ^ght
appears to the Board that such an extension of quotas wo ldpreduceut it
initiative for member countries to take in good time the necess y the
reduce their position in the Union. As far as the Board is concernedmeasures to
never been any intention of adjusting the amount of quotas to the amore has
trade at any given time. Nevertheless the Board considered that unt of
some individual quotas may be necessar the revision of

BLEU, Italy andPortugal are countries whose quotas might be
y

increased ) .8. The Managing Board rejects the )settling accountin possibility of modifying the method of
g positions by making changes in the proportions between

Payments in gold and grants of credit as a means, to restrict
accumulation of surpluses or deficits. The Board does not recomm the rapid
changes at this time for, two reasons. Firstly, owing to

the
end any such

already being exercised on the monetary reserves of ine pressure which is
could scarcely undertake to pay the Union higher amountsricountries, debtors
creditor countries would find it difficult to increase the cre in gold. Secondly,
general inflationary trends. dit granted owing to

ake TheManaging Board has considered two rovisionsit easier for the Union to settle surplus es wohich^ p hout beinvhich might
are yet of"such an extent that the country's quota is exhausted. The firstProvision'

coneerns a proposal tha
g persistent,

countty in jeS that the whole or part of the amou t dpect of n Ut; to aac .^unt payments ^n gold should be deposited in a "convertible'^
`Which would be opened in this countr 's nameY in the books of the
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Union's agent (The B.I.S.). The assets in this accou nt would

a

useable only by

the holder to settle a subsequent deficit in its balance of p yments assets
10. The second provision concerns a strengthening o f

assets s hould be
The 'Board has agreed that for séveral reasons the convertible

increased. We understand that it - considers that
d'si opinion 1 th

50
e t initial

million additional dollars
W as barely

required . oa

endowment of $350 million

200

sufficient to ensure the working of thepayments
Union within the limits of the quotas. Having regar

d the Board t hinks that
already made through the Union to persistent red uestion
an increase in the convertible assets is especially necessary.' The

ht qcome was
from where the resources for an'

U.S.
increase

representatives here are not only not
discussed in my letter No. 40. the
prepared, at least at the present ,time,^ to consider the poi^imilûf ^ost recentm
contributing any dollars for an increase in the assets,

they are stil not convinced that the
conversations with them it appe^s that the
reserves need be increased. The Managing Board argues th at

for the credi s they
creditor countries, the reserves

ns thet reser pa
rt ial

areoae sign of stability and
have granted; and for the public,
confidence.: To the latter point the U.S. representativesndejclaor n^tthey suggest

case of understanding the EPU âke on behalf of the sterling and French franc
that loans which creditors may m
areas should not have to be guaranteed- byAhe U.S., putting up additional

dollars.
-11.

A member of the Managing Board declared that it is unrealistic t^onpeas

Riember countries to make contributions'to the c onvertible
accrue o the Union through

they are in receipt of U.S. aid. Some dollars may
U.S. assistance to structural debtors (Austria, Greece, Iceland andII,Trnut desi ed.
this source is too limited to bring the

thenve of dollars from off-shore
Attention has ^ also been given t possibility which
purchases being channeled into the Union: (There are various ways will give
this might be done but they presuppose that, the countries concerne olurne
uP the free dollars they would otherwise gain. While a very suebds t^é i^ânag n8
of dollars might be obtained in this way the U.S . has cautlon

serious considerat^on
Board not to plan on this assumption. The U.S. is giving erienced in
to this idea but owing to many administrative ^^e thel U S.bein is uncertain how
implementing the off-shore purchase prog
successful this programme may be.)
ÿ,. .. . , "1 '° " ^ .. . . ,- i. /^nr/-t

C.
.

The Settlement of

ersistentÂnâlysts
The most fruitful development for "solving^ the 'problem of P luSes

sürP
luses and deficits would "be if persistent debtôrs a

ccumulated
nvertible curré cies.

adeoutside the EPU area enabling t^,âm,dto pay the Union in
efc t is â m jor oproblem for almost

tr

all

if allar ofBut'at the present; time ,the do
member 'countries and there is' no sign of the

ementsr As the Managing Board is
making it possible to effect triangular sett
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of the opinion that the Union's liquid assets are not adequate to ensure
settlement of the temporary surpluses and deficits (see para. :10 certain
therefore considers that the convertible currencies required to set above) it
surpluses can only come from outside sources. tle persistent

13. If this analysis is accepted it follows that the only action whi
countries can at present take to solve the problem of persistent Positionsmember

is toreduce them to a level compatible with the convertible assets obt '
outside sources. The action principally required therefore mainl f^ned from
the scope of monetary and commercial policy. Y falls within

Monetary AIeasurés
14.

The recognition given by the Managing Board to the importance'debtor
ountries with inflationary situations taking appropriate of

reduce purchasing power was referred to in paragraph 3 above. Converselymeasures . to
Managing . Board would like to see creditor countries' witho the
situations avoid restricting purchasin ut inflationaryg power.
Commercial Policy
15.

Monetary measures by themselves can only provide a partial
he problems of countries which tend to be structural debtnr ^solution to

Europe. If a sharp reduction • in the persistent positions s°r creditors in
ofbecomes necessary, commercial measures also will, be re ui these countries

persistent creditors, in present circumstances when the c nve tiblln the case of
Union are inadequate, it has been suggested in the Mana ' e assets of the
should aim at simultaneously reducing surpluses in Europe ^ng Board that they

andEurope, i.e. a redirection of foreign trade. A pro ramme deficits outside
require careful study over a lonp g of this nature would
only on imports but also on exnjts1O n this ionneqUije quota restrictions not
has considered the usefulness of codifying the rinci ^co n the Managing Board
the application and, removal of quota restrictions on eXes which should govern
in the case of imports, ports, as has been done

16.
With regard to exchange control, the Managingmember '°ard^has found that if acountry refrains from exercising strict control

to the dollar area, that country attracts capital from o over exports of capital
and therefore tends to accumulate surpluses in Euro e, er member countjies
is therefore required. P Strict exchange control

0- Uéthods of Settlement

course, to see this question settled as '
soon asa possible as anisispr010° ged uncertainty will tend to handica 'lan

n '̂p p ng for the future.

Turke;
regard to the persistent debtors, Austria, Greece,. Iceland and

leave Y, the various measures described in paragraph
14

these countries with deficits to be settled by outside esand 15 would still
Source ôf funds is U.S. aid but in this connectio ources. The only
Yet know the size or rate of the grants which n the Managing Board does notanxious o f the U S ma k
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18.- In the case of some countries the persistent, ^o^ of nvethmentfunds. It
Europe would be removed if there were an inward
has been suggested.that the possibility of 'a regular flow of long-term capital

Dinto Europe should be discussed with the LB. R. .

Creditors
19. The Managing Board rejects as a real solution the withdrawal or

suspension of persistent creditors from the Union. While thsedlof they1e would
regard to the technical operation of the Union would be dispo

of,

continue to exist for all countries on a bilateral basis. ûiadeatheeUnion than
these difficulties might be more difficult to obtain o

. . ,.
inside it.

20.
One proposal which has been made. as a, means of facilitating th s

settlement of the surpluses of a persistent
loac

restore all or, part
counting surplus into

quota by consolidating a fraction, of its cumulative
long-term loans. The Managing Board would also like, to explore the.

to perslsten
of persistent debtors paying currencies of non-member countries

creditors.
While transfers of this nature have not been possible up to the

present, the Managing Board might=explore them.

tional
transactions

21. A similar possibility is that 'offered by certa in '
Monetary eFund.

member countries. of the Union and -the Interna
Persistent debtors might purchase from the Fund the helpcurrenc ies

efficient wo king
crëditor. However such transac tions

thedM
onl

y onetaryYFund to' relax its rules of
of the Union if it were possible for

rocedure. 'If this possibility were, explored -the
Managing Board would of

Pcourse have to enter into discussions with the I.M.F.
22. Finally, the settlement of the surpluses ' accumulated by persistent

creditors might ' be facilitiated 'by the use of any convertible curres ttlemena o
b

fthe Union' ovér and above the amount âll asesyof t iskind might corne
temporary surpluses and deficits. Addtion

various sources. The Union, might acquire such funds from theaument
from
"special resources" by the 'structural debtors (see he para, source paf funds
through EPU of off-shore purçhases. The only o possible

would seem to'be an additional contributiôn of dollars to the Union.
• ^-... ..-: s_=

`'' "` ' nt of the Surpluses of
E. Some General Considerations Affecting the Settleme
the Persistent Creditors rinciples

23. As a result of the experience with BLEU sehaVel déveloPed,
concerning the settlement of surpluses of persistent credto ht be put

the mostimportant, of which the Managing Board â^^ôwancehfor^a country's
into precise 'form. This is the pr•^nciple of making ,

^ position • •" the, dollar area when deciding on ^ the„ amount Of lu°ea^ vis•à-v^s . a:s
payments to be, made to a persistent creditôr. If the so far âs it éxcéeds its
oütsidë the EPU area, its surplus with,̂ n the Union, in; le^ ln ot}1er
quota, would be,wholly settled by, the granting of c es shoûld not be used to
words, is that the Union 's assets in convertible,currenci,

. - . . - . . .. sX, '. . .i i r . . , .. . . . . .. . '
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strengthen â member country's monetary reserves. The Board reco
gnizesthe equitable applicaton of this'principle would require it to examine all that

of the dollar position of a persistent creditor, including the nature aspects
of itseconomy and trade, the character'of its dollar deficit, and whether the

counwas receiving any dollars in the form of U.S. aid.
(It is not certain whether trycountries would be prepared to accept such an examination.) all

24. One ' of the basic* principles 'of EPU is that the currencies 'ofcountries` are' 'equally valuable.
Howevér, this has never

all member
situation'that existed and the problems of the Union have beeneagbeen the

11Ythis reason. It has ' beén sugge'sted in the Managing Boardgravated for
transferability of European currencies is not to be invalidated, each

urrelf ,
the

nearly as possible should be of equal
"hardnéss" vis-à-vis the others; •

ncy as
this result could be achieved by the harmonisation of internal monet

a
ry and that

and by the adoption 'of some degree of uniformity in member countriepolicies
relating to imports from the dollar arear policies.:; , .
COAMMENTARY:
25.

Leaving aside the problem of , BLEU, it would see
msôme of the adjustments in the EPU mechanism described above as a result ofthât the t, countries' concerned ' carry out a ro riate interna l

and assuming
Policiesoperations of the Union should continue to p ov de a reasonab

ly
, the

mechanism for the , settlement of intra-European balances. The
mostdifficult debtors, France and the U.K., have implemented programmes o whichin time should lead to a reversal of their recent positions.

The ersisurplus is the dominating problem in planning the futur p stent BLEU
satisfactory solution is found, which must involve a substantia l EPU. Unless ae
present pattern of intra-European ^ surpluses and deficits

change in the
collapse.

The Managing Board and M.S.A.- are dee 1y ' EPUoncerned might well
BLEU surplus but, from our conversations with the people concerned, the
that they have neither unanimous views nor final â i , it seems
Practicable action to be taken. P nions on the most

26., The Belgian trade surplus in Europe can be
on a short-run basis. From the long-terpoint of v éwyB d°n a , lông-run and
be a structural creditor in Europe. Before the war Belgiumelg^um has tended to

had a•surplus inindustry trade and a deficit with the dollar area. In fact
Euroyis concerned with processing dollar imports and selling of Belgian
Europe.

Under this trade pattern payments settlements used to bermproducts in
obtaining' dollars from some 'of the Euro ean cou ade by
Kowever it is not realistic at, present to expect ntries, notably the U.K.

^trade. to obtain dollars from intra-
must It has been suggested in the Managing Board that Belgiumthat Belgiumtherefore reorient her trade and perhaps alter the struc
industry. This is a long-term proposition and , ' ture of heraccep -meantime special arrangements have to be made to settl d' it follows that in the27.

From the short-run point of view there e the Belgian surplus.
°p'n10n, some grounds for considering the recent m to be, at least in M.S.A.'s
Belgium ran a deficit in EPU during the Belgian surplus as abnormal.

months of July to November 1950

I
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and, it is asked,* might this not - happen, again in- the near, future. The growing
surplus since November 1950 had its origin in the Netherlan a'^s^dc based
corrected

- and found its stature in the French and U.K. heavy buying,
in.part oninternal inflàtionary situations. AssumiaB moTe t theansionist internal
U.K: positions are corrected, and Belgium pursues P
policy; the Belgian surplus : might disappear, ; at least for. a few years.cted
Uncertainty about the economic developments that can reao^anâ i ng Board
in the short-run seems to be preventing agreement among the g

and:the, U.S. representatives on the arrangements t tilement of the balancest of
future of, EPU in so far as they relate to the se
creditors who have exceeded their quota.
28., 'The. Managing Board tends to the opinion that BLEU is permanently

above the line. MSA seems.to hope that the B ^a lfa t Discussions about the
along the lines mentioned in the. preceeding par g ph
BLEU problem invariably lead to references to the.poli Y f ththe

e do ar a ea.
Board and M.S.A. concerning member countries ' deficits with
Here we find that the opinions of the Managing Board doand

l dollars from her EPUthe same. As long as BLEU cannot expect to ear deficit. An
partners, it is argued, it is unreasonable for Belgium to doTOblem in EPU
M.S.A.'representative has even declared to us that the - BLEU p

flow
is essentially a dollar problem. As long as gold and odollars

f the dollar area âs she is
BLEU from the Union, BLEU is as much a member
of. the - EPU area. What the Managing, Board especially f a d to

i
swh

that
e

theaidFrance and the U.K. will start to regain the^gold they have p
stilLruns a surplus with ^, other countries. In these circ sm^û hemo e

convertible assets would again start - to diminish and . perhap that
seriously than " heretofore. -Hence the suggestion, in paragraph 24 above,policies
rriember countries might have some degree of u niformi ty

thetEPU should not be
relating to imports from the dollar area. We said e
permitted to become an end in itself and that any common policyuothe rfrohm
dollar area of the kind suggested might well move.Europe even f ^^ buthard
the, goal of ; convertibility . with European countries not r`e uechân sin but a
rather "equally soft". EPU then ceases to be a tempora y

vested interest. care
29., I should be grateful to have any comments and observations you may

on this question and on any of the other matters raised in thisé
to make OEEC
ei^pect the final report of the Managing Board will be âi

b
ny at a

committces with responsibilities in this field. It will 4th.
meeting of the ministerial Council tentatively scheduled forea Wec^ ûld of

Should you wish us to make any. of the examination of the final report of the
course do so at any of the stages
Managing Board within the Organization: i

A.R: KILGOUR
for Head of Mission
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Secretary of State for External Affairs. to Head, Permanent Dele t'

ONFIDETIAL. IMPORTANT.
Ottawa, March 18, 1952

C" .

L DEA/4901-Q-40
e secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chef de là délégation Permanente%
auprès de l'Organisation européenne de coopération économi que

,: to Organizationfor Eûropean"Economic Cooperation
CELEGRAM 24

Reference: Your letter No. 70 of February 19, 1952.

We have given careful thought to the proposals. under consideration by
Managing Board. It appears from your last two sentences in paragraph 28 that
you are taking the right attitudes and we now wish you to make our point of
view clear in theOEEC. Council and other bodies. Your case should be built
around the following paragraphs. Detailed material in the form of letters from
Finance and Bank of Canada has been mailed to you.
2. One of the stated objectives of the EPU is to lead towards

multilateraltrade and currency convertibility., While these objectives c anno
easily or quickly, and while compromises may be necessary fromttibme toachieved
steps which clearly lead away from them a time,

politically undesirable not merely from Canadian viewpo ntbut from vielwy and
of EPU members. point
3. Canada has welcomed the recent growth

solidarity as evidenced by OEEC, Council of Euro pe, E uropean strength and

Prcposals. These developments are contributing to thecec nomcl and and EDC
solidarity not only of Europe 'but also of the free world and of the oNort 1
Atlantic Community, h

4^ Loôking back, it is clear that OEEC liber I'
Payments arrangements have promoted removal of post-war

war trade
rogram

estric andduring the reconstruction period. It is not so clear that they have pro tions

long term maintenance of liberal policies in trade. Recent actions by moted the
France to intensify restrictions show how insecure a foundation cr U.K. and
for liberalization unless accompanied by â edit provides

may open the door to postponement of adoppôn'of uch^nol cies.P^licies, and it
5. EPU' was set u Pp just before Korean' war. Subsequent economic and

financial storms have naturally led countries scarcely able to
`wâter to grasp at any means of apparent support. T o keep their heads

regional association Iike EPU is that,'especially in time of generaltrouble with a
the members are more likely to pull each other down than t emergency,

o
uP and their struggles lead them into deeper not shallower

ater. eCo othersuffering from inflation, instead of fighting it at its source , are tem
untries

their external deficits in part by use of regional credits th Pted to meet
, ereby simply passing
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their inflation ^ along to their neighbours, and Sland,
discriminatory

restrictions against dollar imports. Inflation g , unchecked
with the restrictions on imports, raises internal costs and 1urther undermines
exports and the balance. 'of payments: This le ' further

u as welt âsleconomy
import restrictions with their divisive effects, p Y

cally. a
6. We would not want you to introduce critical comments on the sterling méd

situation unless a proposal was' made to enlarge EPU quotas, and
desirable to use sterling area problems as an illustration of of tuotanenlargelments.
attempting to tackle EPU problems via the route oq
However, we do believe that the fundamental re n ed been some rand
countries are now belatedly taking or consideri g, have in the
postponed because credit facilities have been too readiây^ pred 1 Further easing
area. Sterling area financial crises have thus been agg

of: EPU credit.. facilities, : general or particular, are likely under present
. . ,.circumstances to lead in the same direction.

affecting EPU
7. We are disturbed by.the following suggestions particularly

creditors
which seem to lead directly -away - from multilateralism and

convertibility:
(a) that no EPU country should expect to earn hard currency or gold from

another;
that any gold so earned should be used in EPU settlements only and thus

(b) tha
cease to form part of freely convertible reserves;

(c) that the 'policies of each EPU country in the fields
l^ taverage is

and external controls should approximate to the average of,
clearly unsatisfactory in both fields); and

should correct its position by
,'^(d) that a creditor' in the position of Belgium
relaxing doméstic monetary ' policies,' and by discriminating unnecessarily
against imports from Canada and other outside countries.

8. We' assume that I the United States is not willing to are in no
contributions to EPU. Our comments relating to credits and quotas

sense
directed against the EPU as an agency for çhannelling essential U.S. aid

, .,
to, Europe. aspects and

9.. We have from the outset, as you know, been worrieydh to see it break doWn'
implications of EPU. Nevértheless we would not now eneral lines
We,would like to see it carry on without much changè, along the general
indicated in yôur paragraphs 3 to 8. If the EPU continues to face persiste

and deficits during the re,-armament period it would seem to us best

espec
past , on

ficits will bethat these situations'should be m how sur and i
n the

basis. The very uncertainty as to Pluses

• dealt with may make countries'the less willing to see them accumulate.

. ' . _ . '^ ` ... .. . . "
. .y /•. _ ..f r '. .

'. ' •+.i 4
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DEA/4901-Q-40
Note de la Direction économique

pour le sous-secrétaire dEtat par intérim aux Affaires éxt
erreures

Memorandum from Economic Division
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External A

ffairs

Ottawa, April 17, 1952
You may remember that one morning, early last week w.

Bob Bryce' about the possibilit ' ,_ we were talking with
might make a subscription this yearto o het EPUsi nh ord emote"-- that Canada
its

Managing Board. I pointed out that our present membe shi buy a place on
us the right to attend the whole hierarchy of committees up ô ândEn C gavethe

Ministerial Council, but did not include us'in two important bodies cluding
Managing Board of the EPU and the Steering Committee for Trade. ' l'e' the
that we were never likely to exercise much influence unless we put I added
money to back our opinions. Moreover, if the Government wa sworred be
criticism in Parliament because of its failure to provide economic ai d by
Europe, such aid could be provided by a subscription to EPU which w

ou
ld d for

once-for-all operation and would not involve us in an obligation n-to make abe asubscriptions. annual
2• The arguments against the pro posal wéCanada is not deeply involved in EPU . and ne therf Canada '

n atrly . obvious.
States can hope to get the European countries to "liberalize" or the United

dollarunless we are willing to extend dollar âid' on a scale that would certainlyimports
beconsidered politically inconceivable. Finally, it is questionable w hetcontribution ' to ' the EPU would really increase our influence verhér a small

OEEC circles: The Americans contribute so much more to th y much in
e piperwill almost always call the tune and unfortunately the Americ that,they

instance is chiefly the voice of MSA rather than State De an voice in this
which take (what we would call) a rather more balancedaviewent or Treasuryintegration": of "European
3. 1 had not inténded to open up any discuss'

shortly after our talk I had separate o ortu ••10n of this subject. However,
and ^Tôwers Clark, as you ma y ntttes to raise it with both Clark
1 did ,'hot y y guess, was not favourable towards the idea but

get much of a chance to explore his views. Towers was much more
!'igorrous and outspoken. He said that he ,would "rathmaké a contribution ' to EPU. He felt " pretty sure ethae seen dead" than

traderestrictions were 'going to be raised against us w ĥatever we
that

did and
European

that theCanadian Government would be open to grave criti '
moment, it provided for assistance to the EPU and th en EPUn an open-handed
bit the hand that fed it. turned round and

'R.B. Br pce.

'Notre copie du document porte la mention manuscriteThe followin
g was suivante: .

Europe an Payments Union.
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4. 1 think thatf the proposal is "a dead duck"; certain^hi arguments
entt go on a

it are sufficiently strong thah
e
I

léssu tais some thing` that we may want to keep in
crusade in its favour. Nevert
mind, and in any case, I thought you" would like to know of the initial reaction

of Clark and Towers 6 A.F.W. PLUMPTRE

DEA/4901-Q-40
895.

, Le représentant auprès de lOrganisation européenne
' de cooperation economique i

au secrétaire dEtat aux Affaires extérieures,, e s

ReP
resentative to Organization for European Econom ic

s

Co^operation

to Secretary of State for External A air

TELEGRAM 108

group might be lifted if, Belgium,would accept, as a m ' however, has
made in respect to ; Belgium by the Managing Board., g yBelgB lgium wants the

sals Not s p

increase in t e rguarantees to advance money to the;Union should the, convertib e asse

below $100 millions.
PCommittee hase been . wrestling with these

a2. The Tre ^° Payments
u
countries

aranteeproposals and has failed to reach any kind of agreement. The debtor

are reluctant to agree to make larger gold payments
ethem, f notably Norway and

the ° level of the convertible assets. Som
Denmark, feel that the ` proposed treatment of Belgian surpluses is tooof thisthe reservations
generous. However, we understand that, in the main, inimum the proposals

Belgium, both with respect to t etr s p
ending June 1952, and Sor the period 1952-53. Other debtors,lsanda to tojo nt

h atio of gold to 'credit payable by t fall

FUTUR E

OEEC Document C(52)130
now in your hands contains proposals of

1. ^

Mana ing Board of EPU for settling the position of certain
s ino the perioduotag h' ur 111-ses above the q

OFEPU:. .

refused so. far. to agree to these propo • ro ose
Union to pay, to it $119 millions of gold (insteàd ° ebt rs tolbecome liable in
by.Managing , Board) in July, 1952; yit wants the d iven to the
future for bigger gold ratios and it wants the remainder of credi ears by some
Union beyond its quota to be consolidatedï and repaid over two y

'Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mr. Plumptre Apr[i1J 18/S2. You mi ght

-16 to raise this proposal again after you
Mr
have been in Paris for a while. It (Grahus & if the Eu opeans arerjû tified in their
restrictions are going to be raised against

fears that U.S. trade restrictions are
middle. Article 2 will be a docad duckaEt'R(eidj

Community will be split down the mi
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method which would allow Belgium to mobilize its remaining claim of 104
million dollars in the Union. ;; ï
3.

We understand that Stikker and a representative of the United States are
going to Brussels on Tuesday to try and persuade the Belgians to agree with
the majority proposals of the Managing Board, or at least to move towards a
compromise. In any case EPU will constitute the main item on the agenda ofthe Ministerial Council meeting on Thursday, June 6th.
4. We feel that having already made our own views known on the EPU at thelast Ministerial

meeting it will not be necessary or appropriate for us to
intervene in this present 'issue, although the

Managing Board proposals do
seem to provide a reasonable approach to a difficult problem. If you have any
strong view on the proposals we should be glad to have them.

896.
DEA/4901-Q-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant auprès de l'Organisation européenne

de coopération économique
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Representative, Organization for European Economic Cooperation

TELEGRAM 126 ,

CONFIDENTIAL
Ottawa, June 4, 1952

FUTURE OF EPU
Reference: Your Telegram No. 108 of May 29.

General views set out in our telegram No. 24 of March 14' and émbodied in
Your statement at March meeting of Ministerial Council are held stron 1
and should, be put forward in appropriate wa s on a g y here
However, in view^ of nature of discussions this week, ePcons ate occasions.
necessary nor appropriate der it neither

for you to make another full statement at this time.' While we would agree with you that."Managin Board r
provide a reasonable approach to a difficult problem," p°p°sals do seem to

youe to bels now- thatthere is general disposition in departments c ncerned her
With Belgian position. This is based on our feeling that dan er of pôthetic
arrangements lies in their softness. g p posed
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SUBDIVISION il/SUB-SECTION 11

EXCÉDENT BELGE

^ '. BELGIAN SURPLUS
.. j

, • : . _ .897. . •
Le représeritant auprès de l'Organisation européenne

de eoopération économique
j au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Representative to Organization for European Economic Cooperation
to Secretary of State for Externâl Affairs

'Paris'. June 9, 1952
TELEGRAM 144

CON FIDENTIAL ^

FUTURE OF EPU AND SETTLEMENT OF BELGIAN SURPLUS8

Reference: Your telegram No. 126 of June 4.'
Addressed External No. 144, repeated London No. 375, Washington No.

14, Brussels No. 6. (External please pass to Washington.) '
After two days of negotiations; between members of a small ministerial

committee, an agreement was reached on the above subjects on Saturday
evening and later ratified by the entire Council, subject to certain minor

reservations. The main lines of the agreement, summarized in succeeding
paragraphs, will be more easily followed, if you will refer to document C-52-
130, containing original managing board proposals, which• is already in Ottawa.

2. The Belgian surplus of 223 millions was ' settled in, part by Belgian
agreement to a quota increase of 86 millions (i.e. from 330 to 417). 43 millions
of the, quota increase are added to the -normal Belgian loans to EPU with a
consequent reduction of 43• millions from the 223 million Belgian surplus -
leaving 180 ^ millions. The remaining 43 million has already been settled to
Belgian ' in 'gold outside''the union: The' EPU in turn will waive the rule
`requiring the repayment of gold received under post-quota settlements, should
surpluses change to deficits, up to the total of special resources which EPU
ezpects to receive by June 30.

.3 .. i. . .. . . . . . ..

$Note marginale :/Marginal note: .
Mr. Plumptre: This is fascinatingly complicated. I do not think we should object if
U.S. can take it & if IMF rules permit such exceptional drawings. We might use the
situation to prod the Belgians again on this dollar import restriction but I doubt that
we should make relaxation a condition of our acquiescence. A.E. R[itchiej June 11.
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3.

For the remaining'180 millions,' EPU will pay Belgium 80 millio
on July 1, 1952, leaving 100 millions still to be covered. Fifty millions in gold
will . be consolidated and repaid by EPU in five equal annual instalmentss of this
" beginning June . 1953.

However, Belgium , wished this obli a
mobilized" by using the OEEC promise to pay as collateral. g tlon to be
4. It is hoped that this 50 million may be mobilized by

sBelgium as follows: member governments including United States for benefit of
andCanadaare asked to support a Belgian application at IMF to draw 50 million

before end of June and to ensure that this transaction will dollars
notBelgium's, remaining drawing rights in the. fund.10 The Belgian repaymentsendanger

this drawing are to coincide as. to amounts and dates with the of
EPU mentioned in previous paragraph. If monetary fund âepayments by
agreement is unworkable, or not agreeable to majority IMF, entireect of this
be reviewed once more. plan must
5.

The remaining 50 million units of credit due to Belgium wi11 be
'the assumption of indebtedness by the U.K. (30 millions approximately)settled by
andFrance (20 millions) to Belgium, which debts are to be wiped out in two years

as a result of Belgian orders for offshore procurement in U.K. and Fran
by cash payments. This aspect of the ' deal wi11 eliminate the ce, or
surplus with EPU. The United States, undertakes to do ever th n sent Belgian
ensure that it, in turn, will spend a similar amount on" offshore urchas^ble to
infrastructure in Belgium during the two-year period. p ses and
6.

Belgium agrees that future (June 1952-June 1953) post quota surpluses of
Belgium will be settled on a 50 percent gold 50 percent cred'
surplus of 250 millions. it basis up to total
7.

Debtors will pay gold ratios on scale "B" referred to in
report despite groans from Norway and others, with probability of
reprieve'to Denmark alone. All me

managing board

mbers agree to subscribe if alledaupon ltoguarantee fund described in document 130. ,
. . 1-8.

Stikker said that this deal had to be accepted as 'a complete package or
start negôtiations all over again. If accepted, ^ the Council would

board to prepare formal agreements and papers for rnd instruct theOfficial Council before the end of June. The C al ratification
1et to a reservation by Portugal which, as aouncil

minorcc ed or hWâ
total plan

sub

same treattnent in some respects as Belgium, and subject' ^ nted the
States and Canada who were without authorit

y
to remarks of United

at the moment to agree,to
Notes marginâles :/Marginal notes:

223?
-43 loans.'
(.43 in-80 in gold outside

EPU and hence not included in the accounting surplus of 223).gold within EPU.
;=50 funded against IMF drawing.

^-50 funded into U.K. & French debt.
"Note marginale /Marginal note:

How?

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
(additional?)
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The
support the'Belgian application to the"monetary fun fund directorsS hats such
that 'it would - recommend to its government and
support be given in view of satisfactory. character of the agreement as a whole.

9. You will note that this `agreement is much more ina document', l Belgiumand
than the terms proposed by the managing board
supported by majority up to the moment the ministerial committee began to

negotiate. We are reporting in a.despatch sent to you eabyeg thete day
position of contending parties before final negotiations began
Completion of agreement proceeded faster than was expected.

10. It is clear that the ' success of an . approach to the I M F
hi h expects to

paragraph 4 stands or falls on the attitude of United States, w
give its answer in four or five days. Nevertheless manag ing

oreactions at
interested.in Canadian intentions and we would appreciate your

your earliest convenience. 12
Note: This message retransmitted to Washington as EX-1 287.

. , ,: ^. . .
Le représentant ar intérimP

âuprès de l'Organisation européenne de coopération économique
`au secrétaire dtat aux Affaires extérieures

Acting Representative to Organization for European Economic Cooperation
St to for External Affairs ,

existing gold subscription. This agreement will rema^n i unless Belgium
• time unless conditions change materially and specifically

' ible" to draw. The drawi g will berepaid -at the rate of 1
becomes ••mel' ^g

Belgium , should F^ be . permitted to draw up LU , m^ nrm for six months at a
2. The United States Director has finally agr sô LU lliôns dollars within its

Canadian Director on the IMF w^ ou
understanding of the OEEC.

detail but, for what it is worth, here is the
-.,.t p osal that

the package programme for the rl â y btless have ad vsed you on this in more
Belgium will be enabled to draw 50 mi io f'ts sur lus with the EPU. The

,1.''^The , Secretary-General - of a.OEEC in rme
dele ations today of = the terms ^ under which; 9 according to his t^ ^^s pâ t°o f

g 11 ns dollars from the I

Reference: Our telegram No. Pt o u 19, Brussels No. 8
Addressed External No. ,192.repnatedUW Washington

^No. 414 (Dominion
(External please pass to,Washington .) :
please pass to Brussels by air, bag). r- d a meeting of. heads of

to Seeretary of . a .
'Paris, June 18, 1952

' OEEC --- FUTURE OF
EPU AND SETTLEMENT OF,BELGIUM'S SURPLUS

4 f J ne Q and despatch No. 216 of June 7th t

12Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Washington being asked to bring to Rasminsky's attention.
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millions dollars per annum coinciding with the payments to Belgium b EPUitself.
Should Belgium in the future wish to draw beyond the 50 millions

dollars, the Fund will be prepared to consider such a request in so far as it
maybe consistent with the purposes of the Fund. We were told that the Euro

members of the Fund were solid in su peanpport of
iday next.

th isformally agreed upon by the Fund on Fr also hich is to be

United States willingness to compromise had been greatly influenced that the
persuasiveness of Mr. Draper. by the
3.

Concérning the formal ratificatiôn by EPU of the plan for del'
Belgian surplus, it is understood that Portugal is the only OEEC mem ber theyet

willing to agree. However, this country is submittin not
Managing Board and it is hoped there will be agreement with nthe next the

fewdays. Therefore, the member countries will be required to sign.the necessary
documents providing for the settlement with Belgium and for the continuance
of,EPU beyond June 30th under the arrangements referred to in our des atch
No. 216 of June 7th." It is believed that this may involve new le islat p
some member countries. g ion in

Note: This telegram has been repeated to Washington as EX-1369 June
, ne 19.

DEA/4901-Q-40
permanenteauprès de l'Organisation européenne de coopération économiqueau sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Delegation Io Organization
for European Economic

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs Cooperation

LETTER No. 451

La délégation

RESTRICTED
Paris, July 15, 1952

BELGIAN ARRANGEMENTS WITH THE INTERNATIONAL MONETAR
At a meeting on Jul Y

J 11 th , the OEEC Council ado t
FUND

P ed the followingresolution without opposition and without discussion:

^^THE COUNCIL

TAKES NOTE of the statement made by the Bel gian Delega tion
made` by Belgium for drawings on the Internationa^arding theFund; Monetary

DESIRES to record its satisfaction at the speedy and favourable responseWhichr'the
Fund has made to the Belgian request in this connection

perrriitted the' Belgian Government , to give its agreement to connection, which
proposed for the settlement of the surplus of the BLEU ^ne arrangements

the European;x ..

1'Ces arrangements sont décrits dans le document qui précède immédiate.
arrangements are described in th ment celui ci.

e immediately preceding document.
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Pàyments Union, and aided•the Council in adopting the decisions required for
,.;

the continuance of the Union; the
oPES ` that it may. also be possible to have ' fruitful collaboration i n

H of
'future betweén the Fund and the Organization in connection with problems

mutual concern."

2
At a meeting the previous week, a similar resolution had been put forward

but it was held over. Mr: Cahan of the OEEC Secre tariat,
there, s aid

present at the International Monetary Fund during
that he was not quite sure that the Fund, would w nwith a"fa't
becâusé there was some feeling that the Fund had been presented
accompli".. He undertook to find out informally wheth ^eSh have lmet

utio
nw

wou
ith la

be âcceptable' to the Fund. -Apparently his approac

favourable response. lied in
. 3.f It would have been useful if this Delegation could hand anyen a t that the
advance with some report on the. discuss ions

those l discussions.' it ^ be possible to
Canadian representative took in
arrange for us to get such reports in the future?

A.D.P. HEENEY

DEA/4901-Q-40
900.

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à la délégation permanente

auprès de l'Organisation européenne de coopération économique

Under-Secretary of Stâte for External Affairs
to Permanent Delegation to Organization for European Economic Cooperation

Ottawa, July 22, 1952
LETTER NO. E-93

CONFIDENTIAL

BELGIAN ARRANGEMENTS WITH THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

Reference: Your Letter No. 451 of July 15.
I regret that your mission

.was not kept fully informed of the
dinglthein,Washington

=.'which were held in Ottawa and hich aroset oût of the proposals re
ar

made by the
Belgian,application to the Fund •, surplus. I am
Managing Board of the E.P.U. for the.settlement of the Belgian
asking the Canadian representative in the Fund to bear in mind the continuing

''

terest mission has, in' any discussions involving the future of tc
in your 'n , any , issues.- relevant to intra-Europea director, for , that ` matter, in

ade and

ayments." The current Fund consultations,With dislgense, w
w

ithhdo
have

llar aimport
bearing on Belgium

's ability or inability to p

• restr^cUons, would appear to be a case in point.
ntime, you may wish to have on record an account of ûs Wh;Cb

2. In the mea
phase of the discussions on the settlement of the of Finance, the Bank
were held in Ottawa between officials of the Up

t -^, . •, . .
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of Canada and this Department on June 17: In principle,
the Canadian officialsconcerned

were not inclined to. support Belgium's application to dr$30,000,000 from the - Fund without prejudice to her existing drawing ri hts WApart from
the evident unwillingness of the Belgians to relax their discrim^n_

tory dollar import restrictions, the following considerations seemed to militate ;
against Canadian support for. the special treatment the Belgians were aski
the Fund to extend to them: ng
(a) This .

represented the first occasion on which a group of members of
Fund had formally agreed in an outside body to instruct their re resent the
take a concerted position in the Fund. P atives to
(b)

There was no'apparent inclination to undertake a critical examinationextent to which the' policies of Belgium or those of the Epnation ofconsistent
with the objectives of the Fund before action was take onwtheBelgian application. the

(c) The review of exchange . restrictions applied by Bel i nd othercountries,
which was scheduled for the near future, could hardlyu be aeffethe Belgian application were approved without any serious

uestionctive ifBelgium's current import policies and present trends in the E.P.U.
ing of

(d) In these'circumstances, it appeared that favourable action on th
erequest might'well open the door for similar applications

from other counltgrieslor, other currency groups, for special treatment. •
3•'Âlthough the United States Treasury De artm

thinking along similar lines, it a
p ent was understood to be

Administration would ultimately acceptr Mr.lDrâ er'sarecoe United States
,the: Belgian ' application be supported. mmendation that

pported. In the light of these prospects it was
generally considered by the Canadian officials concerned that it would b
inadvisable for us to "lead a crusade" against the Bel ian application eFund.'Given the fact that the European countries were alreadin the
support it and that any United States opposition y committed ^ to
inclined to ado t the following pp°sition was likely to crumble, we were

p position:
(a) We 'woûld not go out of our way, in' advance

scussions in theFund, to influence the other member countries nor wouldhwe di
aour views into any, interdepartmental controversy within thettUniptedo inject

Administration. If, on the other hand, our views were sou ht States
officials, we wouldindicâte our g by United Statesion on
(b) When the Belgian applicati^oniwas b ein

the Belgian application.
state the reasons why we thought it should notg be granted^n the Fund we would
a (c) 'If it appeared that the : Belgian application was neverthelePProved (

with the necessary United States support), we wouldsnotkely to be
objections although we would . have them recorded ossi

press ourtoken
negative vote if voting.were called for). (p bly accompanied by a

(d) If, as seemed unlikel the United States freQuest , we would . robably^ ormally, opposed the BelgianBel • P y join with them in rejecting it. In that case the
g^ans and the OEEC Council would have to make another attem t toa mutually sa tisfactory settlement. P reach



4. It*subsequently transpired that the Belgian application had been submitted
in a revised form. : In the view of . the Canadian officials concerned the revised
Belgian application; which followed along the lines reported in paragraph 2 of
your.telegram No. 192 of June 18, appeared to be in closer harmony with the
purposes and objectives of the Fund. Accordingly, the Canadian representative
to the Fund was advised that it would be appropriate for him to go along with

the Belgian request. that he might, if it5 . = At the same time it was suggested, for his guidance,
appeared desirable for him to make a statement at all, remind the Fund of the
worries which Canadian representatives had expressed. on various occasions
concerning the possible tendency of, regional, arrangements to produce an
unfortunate softening of the harder currencies covered by the arrangement. He
might add, in this context, that Belgium appeared to have been managing its
financial affairs efficiently with the result that the Belgian franc had emerged
as one of the hardest currencies in Europe.' It was, therefore, regrettable that
Belgium was now behaving in I some respects like â soft`currency country and
imposing restrictions not ostensibly required by her own balance of payments
position. It was suggested that the Canadian representative 'might conclude his
statement by expressing the hope that, as a result of the Fund's approval of the
Belgian application, Belgium would make every effort to reverseI this tendency.
6. I shall endeavour to obtain from the Canadian representative a brief report

on the proceedings in the Fund and the conclusions which were reached in the

discussion of the Belgian application.

à la délégation permanente -
auprès de l'Organisation européenne de coopération économique

n R ; r - Statefr External AffairsUnderSecretary of
to Permanent Delegation to Organizatton for European Economic Cooperation

r ^ .f.., 7t^ s ys. . . -

reache .
=m R^

Ottawa, August 20,

Reference: My letter No. E.93 of July 22.

nïyletter under reference I indicated that the Canadian represensstons
1. In

on the International Monetary Fund who participated ' in the discuort by

relating to the Belgian application was being asn 'ehéo^und land the c n cusions
providing a brief account of the proceedings

BELGIAN ARRANGEMENTS WITH THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
^As ..

, . • - . .

CONFIDENTIAL:

EUROPE DE L'OUEST ET MOYEN-ORIENT

A.E. RITCHIE

for Acting Under-Secretary'of State
for External Affairs

DEA/4901-Q-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
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As you are aware, the revised Belgian application to the Fund differed
substantially from the application ^ as submitted in its original for
essential points of difference were the following: m• The
. (a)

The original proposal provided for a standby of $100 million whereas
application was for $50 million; reas the

(b)
The period of standby in the final proposal was shortened fromto six months; ' one year

.(c) In the original proposal the Fund would have und

e
g

to challengethe representation to' be made by Belgium at the time of dawin
drawing was in accordance with the provisions of the Fund that the

ArticlesAgreement, whereas under the final proposal such an underta of
given. In addition, the final decision provided for a standby c king was not
3.

When 'the Belgian proposal finally reached the Boardhitg was / of 1%.
raPidly and without opposition. The United States Executive D' tapProved
clear that he could agree the more readily as the drawing fellrecto r it
Belgian gold tranche. The Canadian representative made a statem ^thin the
lines indicated in paragraph 5 of my previous letter, ent along the

4. In the meantime you will have received copies ôf telegrams WA
WA-2011' and WA-20741 from Washington regarding the Fund -1937,t

consultationswith Belgium on the subject of exchange restrictions. 'A summar
consultations will shortly be prepared by the Canadian represen ative of the
Fund for the information of your Mission. on the

. A.E. RITCHIE
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

SECTION C

COMITÉ DE COORDINATION DES CONTRÔLES À L'EXPORTATION
COORDINATING

902.

Le secrétaire d'État aux A -.
DEA/l 1045-40

res exterreures
au représentant auprès de l'Organisation européenne

de coopération économique
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Representative to Organization for European Economic Coo er '
TELEGRAM 89 p atron

CONFIDENTIAL

COMMITTEE ON EXPORT CONTROLS

Ottawa, May 23, 1952

CANADIANDIAN REPRESENTATION ON COCOM
Following for Heeney, repeat to Macdonnell from Plumptre.
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14.

You told me - before leaving that Bull had -
spokeh to y ons'ibil ty for

possibility that' our NATO Mission might pick Up t e resp

Canadian representation on COCOM. Bulls had â x p lain
misself) f mightl t ke

The feeling was expressed- that Guy Smtth :(an p P Y as a result of
some responsibility in this matter. The question.agawith éxport controls
recent visit to Ottawa of United States, officials concerned
who urged strengthening of our COCOM representation (on the assumption

we would support U.S. policies).
2. 1 doubt that we need to have. very strong representation on the

COU CO â

Indeed it might be embarrassing. Isense feeling that
of east-west trade. Further

States has been pressing too strongly the restriction
divisions between Canadian and American,

pol icy d
iffer
might

relation to Japanese exports to China. If we are going t
States on these matters the place to make our views knownéxWÔrt controls goes
Washington rather than Paris. As far as administration p
we must, as you know, follow American practices pretty closely if we are to

avoid controls at the Canada-US border:
feeling is that otir representatiôn and coverage in COCOM has

3. My own
been reasonably adequate for Canadian purposes. I do not find

in Ottawa any

?' strong desire for more detailed coverage.
Bull,agrees that the question of Canadian representation on COCOMould

4.
best be settled by the Canadian Mi^^ n^iconcerned

keep in mind the fact that
appreciate a recommendation. You may
representation at..COCOM apparently involves attendance at quite a large

number of routine meetings concerned with highly detailed
est be covered byta

questions. I would have thought that
senior and as busy as Guy Smith is

Trade officer, but I doubt that a person as

likely to be should give the necessary, time, and I d ntib or ava lable to do the
else on our NATO Mission who,would be compete to send an
work. Gill16 agrees with me that it would scarcely be appropriate
officer from this Department specially for the purpose.

1W m. Fredcrick Bull.
15R.G.C. Smith, conseiller (Production de la Défense), délégation permanente auprès de l'OE^

et de la délégation au Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord. OEEC and
Permanent. Delegation to

R.G.C. Smith, Counsellor (Defence Production), ^
Delegation to North Atlantic Council.

16Evan W.T. Gill, Direction du Personnel du ministère des Affaires extérieures.
Evan W.T. Gill, Personnel Division, Department of External Affairs.
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903.,. . :

. Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux -il ! DEA/11045-H-40
,.

erreures
Memorandum from Under-Secretary 'of State for External Affairst o Secret ary of St at

atres extérieures, l, pour le secrétaire d'État aux'Affaires ext

e for External Affairs
SECRET

Ottawa, August 27, 1952'
During;the week of July 26,. meetings were held in Washingtonrepresentatives of Canada, France, Japan, the United Kingdom a nd the UnitedStates to, consider the most effective way of associating Japan with eted

export control policies and procedures. xisting

The United States favoured a separate Far Eastern Or a l'Zation
face of the strongly held views of France and the United i , but, in the

agreed that the most effective way would be for Japan to jôln the Paris
Consultative Group on Export Controls. is

In the report of these meetings which will be submittedGroup to the Consultativeii
will be 'recommended that Japan be invited to become a member ve

the Group and its Coordinating Committee. There will also be the a of
recommendation that a separate workin dditional
"China, Committee" that, will be respo

nsible for sthelldeveloo be called the
detailed aspects of export control policy in respect to China asl ent of the
the Consultative Group. > >d down by

.-These recommendations are in line with the -instructions given to our
,representatives at the meetings, and are concurred in by Mr. Howe.

If You 'agree, I would propose that we advise our dele at
tive Group that he may accept the report and its reco g e to the Consulta-

ne ettre au drrecteur, Service des denrés
du ministère du Commerce
à la Direction '

904.
, .. +

.
. L.D . W[ILGRESS]

Extrait Xti I- DEA/1 1045-40

economrque
. Extract from Letterfrom Director, Conimodities Branch,Department of Trade and Commerce

to Economic Division
CONFIDENTIAL

Dear Ed [Ritchie]•
Ottawa, September 9, 1952

;It seems timelyto make note of changes which have
our attitude towards COCOM. Since Wynne will be our réloped since May inmeeting Wei,,ires

1419

told omng Japan into the Co-ordinating Group, he may need to ibe
of our present thinking. The situation is not now uite as

9 described in
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de`spâtch No. .789'of May 23rd" which he sent to the Permanent Representa-

tive to NATO. : . , : .
for other governments to

All along the Americans have "pressed strongly
contribute more towards finding a common policy, in COCOM. ogetffect ive

in Washington hold the ,view, that the U.S. alone ls, p g t

solutiont af
Five Power

controls established on Iron Curtain country trade^^Se t he
ter other

talks the - Americans only accepted the comprom ise

countries agreed to strengthen the working group in
It is, becoming a more urgent matter for us to solve various with

the ^ Americans.
We are working out of a period of critical shortages in many

materials. Canadian industry is, of course, more depe ^,nd ourselves refusing
than is American. Adopting U.S. policy holus bolus we
licences for such items as antibiotics, plastics, and petro-chemicals, for
instance, while traders in European countries takethe ncountOries einp^ts
control is more far reaching than that of most European
scrutiny of ultimate destination. It seems to be true also inulk

comp
armarkets with

U.S. since American antibiotics arenfreely
e a 1 mited volume of business.

which' we and the Americans are only licensing
Both in commodity lists and in commercial practices the only logical solution is

a common front for all COCOM countries.
There is not any wider divergence between Canadian and American exmore

control policy than previously, but , resolving differences is becoming

important.
We are not seeking to air our differences in Paris. That is not the object. We

still strive to arrive at a common understanding reatest weight with them is

importance .,to ,. us
without additional staff for liaison work with

finding, however, the argument whlch carrles th g
insistence 'on a common policy in the, wider group. -They on the authority of
common purpose with Canada in COCOM and we have'av

oints tO
Karl Anderson19 that they mlght well é obtaynedtheir mô tl easily by pressing for a
get it. What we want, therefore, may b

'
rsal front within the COCOM group and it changes our attitude towards

. , - . .unrve
our activities in COCOM.

The volume of papers coming out of COCOM cômmittees is only and yet
as high as 200 pages a day.'Many of these are working documents

the are our main sourcé of information on' how thinking in
at present they tee
developing. We are not giving adequate c^e on the

of ltconsiderable
Paris nor do we feel we can even concentrate

committees in Paris.

f,1'Non retrouvEe:/Not located.
"Note marginale :/Marginal note:

Bull has talked to Undet-Secretary. artement du

Karl Anderson sous-directeur du 'Bureau du `
, Commerce international, dep

merce of
;i Commerce des Etats- ent

Dr. Karl Anderson, Deputy Director, International Trade Office, Departm of Com

United States.
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personally agree with your viewpoint that COCOM should not be the
concern of the NATO Mission. As you pointed out, fringe countries who will
not join NATO co-operate with COCOM. With Japan added to the G
with the formation of the China Trade Committee, there is roup andan aalong the same lines. The bulk of the business in the Co-ordin

g Group
reason

atinwell as in the. working parties concerns detail of commodities roup as
and tradepractices and is primarily commercial work. The whole of. it is

removed from what I imagine to be the general pattern of activities far
Mission. This introdûces'a serious staff problem which we are stud ^tles of the

Yours sincerely,
Ying.

DENIS [HARVEY],..-

''Le représentant auprès de l'Or anfs •
DEA/11045-H-40

européenne
de coopération économique

-.° au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
Representative to Organization for European Econo ' Cooperation

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM 455

Paris, September 10, 1952
IZESTRICTED

1• Following from Plum tre

c

Be^M
JAPAN

-
meeting of Consultative Group, gWou,duaaeTe^aâé I am to attend coming
instructions. PP general guidance and

2. I understand some European countries are none too anx iousJapan .
How far are we committed to make the runnin gaor

to "welcome"
canchiefly to the other four countries with whom we each we leave this

Washington a month ago. Ends. ed agreement in

DEA/11045-40Lé secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieuresau rep'réséntant auprès de l 'Organisation européenne
de coopération économique

.. .,,,. Secretary of ,State for External Affairs
^ to Represéntative to Organizatfon for European Economic Cooperation, ..

perat3on
LEGRAMLL331

Ottawa, Septémber 15, 1952

I

Reference: Your telegram No. 455 of SeptmAN
ber10.
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Repeat to: The Canadian Ambassador, Paris. No. 591:
Following' for Plumptre,"- Begins: You -should support the Washington

recommendations, but you need not take the léad in the discussions.
2. As^you know, it was opposition from France and the United Kingdom to a

Far Eastern organization that persuaded the United States 'to` âccept' Japan
joining COCOM. In Washington Japan expressed opposition to a separate
organization in Tokyo and while the United States 'may still be lukewarm to
the proposals before the Consultative Group,'we would `not expëct any attempts
to revive the initial United States proposals, although the possibility cannot be
entirely ruled out.

3. France and the United Kingdom will probably take the lead in advocating
Japanese inclusion in the Group and may well act to bring others in line before
the meeting.
11'4. In these circumstances we believe you should simply state our position and
avoid any encouragement, to the United States or others should there be
attempts to change the findings of the Washington meetings.

5. En route to you by. mail (enclosed with letters from Ritchie to Plumptre,
and from Harvey to Manion)20 is a, re-appreciation of our interest in COCOM
which includes indications that we are taking alar more active interest than
previously. In this connection you will be aware that the United States was
most insistent for all necessary strengthening of national representations on
COCOM as a condition for its acceptance of the compromise found in the
establishment of a China Trade Working Committee. Ends.

907. _ ' DEA/11045-40

L'ambassadeur en France , : ,
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

A mbassador'in France .
to Secretary of Statefor External Affairs.

TELEGRAm 860 Paris, September 19, 1952, .,,.. . ...,. `
SECRET

1. The consultative group met yesterday and today, the principal subjects
under discussion being the formation of the China Committee and the question
of secrecy.

2. After a formal welcome to the Japanese delegates, in which we par-
ticipated as members of the Washington group, thé meeting quickly got down
to the problem of Far East tradeand the formation of a China Committee. The
matter ^ was 'badly presented at the outset and many countries got the
impression that there was an attempt to restrict membership at the expense of
other nations which had valid interests.

"Non retrouvécs./Not located.
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Partlÿ as a result'of an intervention
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Part, by which weundertook
thé" nucleusthé of the

responsibility" of
Committee c'should^n our

consist' of- member countrpesSeWhich
membership) but that it would bé"^nual attendance
opinions with réspect to théir own s (and not the privilege of

open to all countries as a forum for theira resërvation by German _ Pecial interests, it was decided
-in the

Washington talks should ôr rive Pr°p°Sing Powers which subject to
Chairmanship, which had ori inall m the nucleus of the CommitteClpated

decision of the Committeeg y been proposed to Canada, will e e'
The

be4.
The China Committee will, in man left to

considered'as a sub-committee of the Co
terms of reference being'

Y ways' though not in words, be
the following: °tdinating Committee (COCOM)

China Committee will circulate its recommendations
) its

the Paris group. Decisions will be reached •n to all me(i) If no objection is receivéd within a time mit
in one of the following ways:mbers of

recommendations will be regarded as deci '
^(^i) The' slns a ce éd rmally of 30 days) the

governments which have p by the whole group.
Committee may agree that ` the y in the discussion in thetime, Y themselves will, either at oncé he China
into force by put into force the recommendations subjecty certain other or within a
C iii) The ^' governments. to their being put

governments which haveommittee
participated in the discussion in the Chimay agree that, either at once or within a' Chinaspecifiedin any case put into force the recomméndations.5.

Meétings of the 'China Com •
Ped time, they will

fortnight. ^
m^ttee are likely to start within the

cô On the question of secrecy,
'matter

- next
COM for a the

was shelved b y
official and unofficial of Y referring it back to

press excerpts indicating the extent offor later decision b al revélations. COCOM will then re
measurës as Y the consultative grou but may sent its views
that may be unanimously agreed û y in the meantime take such

most ^countries insist upon the princi 1epon. It is perhaps interestin
for the purp°Se of internal securit p of secrecy, sub'ect t g+tO note

Y, politlcs or propagand ^ ° reservations9pg, . ^ ^

L ambassadeur en France
au secrétaire d'État aux A

ffaires extérieures
Ambassador in FranceIo Secretary

of,state for External,qffairsTE^E^RAM 1074

SECRET . Paris, December 6, 1952

DEA/11'045-N-40

Refere EXPORT CONTRO[.S;
nce: Our telegram No.

1064 of Decembe r er 3.'
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; ^ A report on the meetings of the China^ Committee held this week : is being
sent to you in a separate despatch, together;with a copy of an important United
States.: policy, statement tTheThe, committee have, also suggested that member
countries should give 'their - reply to, the ; budget proposals, contained-, in, our
telegram No. 1064 by December 10 at the latest. In this telegram are discussed
a number of special problems that have arisen as a result of the _decision of the
China Committee to begin its meetings immediately.
,(a) Representation

2. During the past week the China Committee held four meetings, with a
total duration of about eighteen hours. This ï appears roughly to be the
anticipated weekly schedule of work. The committee will frequently meet at
the same time as COCOM. At the present time COCOM is meeting every day
from about 9:30 to 7.

3. As we •have explained in previous despatches; our interest in the subject
now under discussion by COCOM is limited and Stone," our Assistant
Commercial Secretary, our usual representative, has of course not attended on
a full time basis. Stone for one month now has been alone in the Commercial
Secretary's Office, and it would have been clearly impossible for him to devote
his full time to COCOM. After the New Year, however, sübjects will again be
discussed by COCOM that are of essential interest to Canada... ,.

4. The meetings of the China Committee have to date been attended by an
officer from the Chancery. The heavy schedule of meetings has'left Stone little
time for his normal Embassy duties.

5. At the time of the rive power meeting in Washington', when it was decided
to create the China Committee, Canada participâted with four other nations in
a joint declaration in which we undertook to strengthen our representation at
Paris. Every other delegation, including sôme 'of those who are not permanent
members, have strengthened their delegations. At the, present time the United
States has fourteen officers on export control matters alone. The United
Kingdom and Japan have four full time officers. Every other delegation has at
least one full time representative for each of COCOM and the China
Committee.:

6. The problem of Canadian representation ôn COCOM has been the subject
of a, considerable exchange of correspondence between this Embassy and the
Department over the past year. Our failure to produce continuous full time
representation on this body has ezposed us' to severe criticism from other
delegations here in Paris, 'and has' led to the rumour that -Canadian export
control policy is dictated entirely by the United States.
7. 'The earlier decision' to send Mundy to Paris'to serve full time on export

control matters seemed to answer our problem. However, the subsequent
decision to send t Mundy to NATO leaves us once more with the problem of
finding representation for COCOM and the China Committee from existing

I

I

Pr

:1 : •^ ^ , i , { ^ .
DE

J.H. Stone.
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under strength, the Commercial Office which is for the
8.

We have discussed this question with S• moment
of the Commercial Office at the -b • m1th

directionfeel
, who will assume, and we agree, that

fitted a to
re resenattend g'nning of the year' and with theStone. TheyCommerce is best P tative from the Department

with export control. It is also o
partment of Trade andthe

meetings of both. the committeesthis
work requires the full time servicesur agreed view that as a

rank of a capable officer of at'mumcontrol work), (Preferably
with some experience * in Canada

intermediate

required for assistanceeon derstandin anada in export
g that he -would be able to draw when

latter was at its full strengthtof threeCommercial
c'al Secretar s

9• We understand from icers, y^ Office, Provided the

Depârtment of Trade and CYour
ommerce No. B-1321 of November 27 +

Commercial Office for this pur ose. • that thehave promised to send additional staff to
the

Heasman emphasizin P Stone has already
telegram is to reinfo ^ethis observy of the written direct to
interests and reputation rna ations andto emm' The purpose of this
quickly. Y suffer unless an âdequa ehsolution you that our
N - Security can be found
10.

As you are aware, our Commercial Office
in keeping with the high dOffice is not equipthe

work on export controls, degree of secrecy hichs h w'th security
Government decides to pest a new ofEc ould surroundIn these circumstances

if the Canad'
er for full time export control work, werecommend that he make his headquarters at the Chancery.

'an
would have•immediate access to Embassy

hand, if he were to work y records and communications. pn hepresent` arrangement,
which at the Commercial Office on Rue the

security regulations, would have is to both
continue

Scribe, the
inconvenient and incompatible with

909. '

Extrait du télégramme de 1 ambassadeur DEA/1 1045-H-40
.au secrétaire dEtat aux A en France

Extract fr0m Telegrant r ffa^res extérieures
• Io Secretar o f°m Ambassador in France

I) 1' ,!•Statefor External AffairsEsPATcH 1885

Paris, December 8, 1952

R eference: EXPORT CONTROLS;

Our telegram No. 1064 of December 3 MMITTEE ^
While most of this week's meetings ^ 1952.

CH INA

prOCedUral have been devoted to or aniDelegation and ^aPolicy statements were delivered by zational and
p nese Delegation. Y the United StatesUnited States
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4.
At a meeting on December 15 other governments will be, requested to.••

make policy statements. I would be pleased to have your instructions as to
whether you wish' the Canadian Delegation to make such a statement. As a

If we choose to speak, our address
permanent member, I believe, we should.
might take the form either of a separate,policÿ statement or it might: comment
on the approach and procedures suggested in the United States paper. Since we
do not possess detailed information on Canadian

Communist
1 5, your

China, it would be hents for such a statement.
cable us, befo

suggestions and comments DAY22
for Ambâssador

910.
DEA/11045-H-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur en France'

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to'Ambassador in France

TELEGRAM 793
Ottawa, December 13, 1952

SECRET

EXPORT CONTROLS: CHINA COMMITTEE

Reference:,Your Despatch No. 1885 of December 8. to let
^ Your Despatch under. reference just received. Time does n le tPe oui have this

you have a policy statemente report rsta
15. We

temént
hope

made by other Delega-
statement• at an early date. Please Po

tions.

• 911.

à l'ambassadeur en Franee

DEA/11045-D-40

Le seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary of State fôr External Affairs

- TELEGRAM 811

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

EXPORT CONTROLS: CHINA COMMITTEE

Reference: Your telegram No. 1110 of December 19.

to Ambassador in France

Ottawa, December 26,1952

=2Le ministre-conscillcr à l'ambassadecn France.
Ministcr-Counscllor, Embassy in France.
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a would not be permitting the importation of most of these
ttems as a foreign exchange conservation measure.

-
We believe that a statement along: the following lines would accuratelyrefléct

Canadian 'views on trade with China and the functions of the ChinaCommittee:
:2 * ^The Canadian authorities welcome the establishment of

theCommittee as'an expression of the desire of the member overnme China
at

a common' understanding through mutual agreement and multilateral
consultation on the type of trade security controls that should be applicable-to
Communist China.
3.

At the present time Canada prohibits the export to Communis t Ch inaall
goods on the Munitions List, the International Lists and the ChinaSupplementary

List in accordance with- the commitments accepted in
COCOM. Canada also observes the embargo on the shipment of arms andstrategic

materials to China: and North Korea approved by the General
Assembly of the United Nations.
4.

The Canadian authorities have supported the general attitude in COCOM
that controls on trade with Communist China should be more stringent than
those applied to Soviet bloc.*countries in Europe, but they are doubtful
more restrictive controls would serve a useful purpose and be effective. that
5.

They are prepared to cooperate with other members of COCOM in
assisting them in maintaining their policy on commodity trade, and to that
would not allow a movement through Canada of exports to China which would
not be permitted a direct export by the'country of origin.
6. In Canada restrictions ^ applied on direct trade with

equally on trade in transit through -third countries. This applies toeCanadian
.trade with Hong Kong and Macao and similar possible transit points. While a
IC/DV23 system would be valuable as a reassurance against the dive '

ncommodities in trade with Southeast Asia, unless such a system w rston of

complete, it could only be of marginal benefit. The political difficulties eôf
making it complete should be fully,realized.

7. In considering controls for the Far East due regard must be given t
implications of the imposition of too stringent controls in gertai° all theparticularly

Macao and Hong, Kong. These areas may well warrant
certain' areas,

consideration and control action should be '.based on a full review special
data, of factual

8• In.respect to the work of, the China Com '
Committee may consider it necessary to add items to tthe Su pplementary

recognized that the

for embargo or quantitative control. The Canadian viewpoint List
additions should be considered on their individual merits is that these
account that -Chin tle takin into

23^nnport Certificate/Delivery Verification. Un système selon lequel un importateur
A s ste doit garantirla destination finale des marchandises avant qu'elles ne soient exportées.
exported.y

m in which an importer must ensure final destination of goods before such goods will be
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9. That all members should agree on a common embargo list is to be desired,
and the,Committee should concern'itself principally with those items which
would lead to a curtailment of the war potential of the Communist countries in
the Far East:-.This woûld appear to be the primary task of the Committee.
Controls which are, really practical and efficient, affecting commodities of
genuine strategic significance, might be agreed upon at an early stage and from
these ^ common measures, the multilateral approach could - be extended to
consider common control for a wider range of items as the requirement
becomes apparent.

2' PARTIE/PART 2

'RELATIONS AVEC-DES PAYS PARTICULIERS
RELATIONS WITH INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES -

, . . , , SECTION A . : .

BELGIQUE: RESTRICTIONS A L'IMPORTATION

BELGIUM:.IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

912. DEA/4901-Q-40

Lambassadeur en Belgique
au secrétaire d'État aux.Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Belgium
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1 5 Brussels, January 21, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

BELGIAN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

Reference: My telegram No. 193 of December 20th.

W e have today received a note dated. January ~ 19th signed by Meurice,
Minister of Foreign Cômmerce, in reply to our'note of December 19th: Note
states that Belgian delegate at "côntracting parties" on October 22nd outlined
the considerations which obliged the Belgians to take the step in question.
"Belgian Government maintains the point of view expressed by its representa-
tive on that occasion." Note then continues that'in,view of settling Canadian
Government's representations Meurice(group corrupt) asked his colleagues to
re=examine' the whole question of maintaining restrictions on imports from the
dollar ' zone "in the light of the facts of the present, situation and of the
experience gained during recent months while 'the restrictive measures have
been in force." Note concludes that they will inform us as soon as possible of
the results of this re-examination. Text of note is being forwarded by next bag.

,2. We are giving a copy of this Belgian note to the,United States EmWhen
who have not yet had a reply but will 'give us a 'copy of their rep Y
recéived.
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assador in Belgium

DEA/4901-Q-40

Ottawa, March 29, 1952

BELGIAN
You will recall that the Bel g ian in their

RESTRICTIONS

replynote of December 19, indicated that the existing r to our diplomatic
goods from the dollar. area would be full

y
estrictions on the import of

experience gained during the period in which the ewr d`'n the light of theforce. Their, reply also suggested that, the res estrictions had . been in
communicated to us in due course. ults of this review would be
2.

We have been somewhat disturbed in the past few weeks by developments
in the European Payments Union which would

tendthat the Union might be progressively com ell to confirm our earlier fears
promoting multilateral trade and payments pIn hisoc onnectionabandon its objective of
noted the recent communications from our Mission to the O.E.E
Which were referred to you, in regard to the proposals which the Managin

Putting before the members of the Union. As part
gproPosals it is recommended that members harmoni of these

Policies and adopt some degree of uniformit i ze their internal monetary
dollar 'countries so as to make their curre 'hard Y n the control of imports from the

nc^es^ as nearly as possible equallyand transferable. Our views on these proposals were
o°• 24 of March 1824 which instructed o embodied in telegram
formally to the Council of the O.E.E.C. O.E.E.C. Mission to submit them
Managing Board came up for consid when the proposals of the E.P.U.
referred to you for information, eration.

A copy of this telegram was

3• In the meantime, also, the Belgians have submitted to the O.E.E.C. an
°°tline of the measures which they have beenchronic sur

taking in an effort to reduce theiris embodiedl^n position in the E.P.U. From the Belgian mem
ment C(52)53 of March 6,' it would â randum, which

ppear that the

24V01r le document 893./Sce Document 893.
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promise to re-examine the whole issue see
ms fairlthe other hand Baron Snoy, former Secretary General,

one of Belgium's most
Servants

3. Belgian

g

y ppromisin
influential Civil •

On
on economic

Foreign
Arnold Smith last week that there was some ossibil'ty mentioned to
have to tighten up dollar restrictions as they were becoming^ that Belgium might
dollar reserve prospect. This remark was made duri concerned about
and unfortunately not, repeat not, elucidated. ng the course of a dinner

913.

Le secrétaire d'État aux
Affaires extérieures

à l ambassadeur en Belgique
1Secretary ofState for External ,q ffairsto Amb

d
It
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Ambassador in Belgium

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Brussels, April 18,1952
TELEGRAM 69 . , • ,

CONFIDENTIAL

1430 EUROPE DE L'OUEST ET MOYEN-ORIENT

decline in the level of imports from the dollararea during the last four months
of -1951 has been considerable, amounting in certain instances to over 50% of

the` monthly ^ average volume of dollar imports in the -first six • months • of the
same year. The Belgian memorandum, moreover, goes on to 'state• that- still
more rigid restrictions are under consideration with a view to diverting imports
of an annual value of $50,000,000 from the dollar area to E.P.U. countries.
These are developments which would tend to contradict the more. optimistic
note struck by M. Gérard, the Belgian Director General of Foreign Trade, in
the conversation you reported in your despatch No. 64 of February 1 t
4. In the light of these trends we should like you to make a further approach

to the Belgian authorities on this question.
this time, we could dolittle advantage in our presenting another noteat

little more than reiterate the, point of view put forward in our previous note
and, orally, to the Contracting Parties to the-G.A.T.T. However, you should
recall to the Belgian authorities that they had promised to let us have, in due
course, a substantive reply to the views we had put before them in our note and
that we should be interested to learn what conclusions had been reached as a
result of the full-scale review of the dollar import controls which had been

undertaken. You should add that the Canadian Government had been
distûrbed to learn that an intensification of these controls was apparently now
under consideration and - that, in our view; such a move would 'seriously
jeopardize the maintenance =of the traditional' commercial links' between our
two countries. If, in the course of your discussion, the Belgians relate their
intensification of the existing dollar restrictions 'to their general position in the
European Payments Union, you should be gusded by the instructions contained
in telegram No., 24 to our O.E.E.C.' Mission.

H.O: MORAN
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

914.
DEA/4901.Q-40

L'ambassadeur en Belgique
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

BELGIAN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

Reference: Your despatch E 151 of ^ March 29th.

,23Note marginale :/Marginal note:
1 agree. J.B.C. W[atkins] Eur[opean] Div[ision].

0
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Addressed External, No. 69, repeated (information) London No. 22 and
OEEC Mission, Paris, No. 7 (London please pass to Paris).

,1. . Today. spoke to Meurice, Minister of. External Commerce (who is alsotemporarily Acting
Minister of Foreign Affairs) in the sense • of yourinstructions. y

2. In reply, the Minister said. the views I had just ex ress
those he himself held. But several conflicting ressures ed were precisely

which he could only confront as best he could. Belgium's trad tio alinolic y x w ed
of course, free trade and freedom from controls. This was still the o as,
supported by the Ministry of External Commerce. P licy
3.

But, he 'added, it had to be borne in mind that the development of a hu
EPU surplus and the internal difficulty of financin ge
transferred primary responsibility in the matter to Fg inance Ministr advances had4:'

Again at OEEC, Belgium was being enjoined in no, repeat y
no,to increase her imports from member countries and to ' uncertain

imports from dollar zones.'Such an injunction had greatl stren restrict her
hand of the Finance Ministry in demanding controls. y gthened the

5. °Another factor was the National Bank which wa
autonomous body. In his view the bank was excessive s pretty nearly an

power was such that,' if it should issue a communique to the eff cupt) but its
thegovernment's trade policy threatened the strength of the currency,no,hre e

no, government could remain in power. p at
6.

The influence" of these two powerful agencies, i.e., 'the bankFinance
Ministry, was being directed towards the maintenance and the

currency to the exclusion of almost everything else and the Minister s gave
Smith and myself clearly enough to understand they, and not,
had gained the decision. , repeat not, he,
,7• Nevertheless, he continued, the serious view

takenGovernment would give him opportunity to raise the by the Canadian
the. Ministerial

Committee for Economic. Coordinâtiontl both frommore before
contractual aspects and as well as from substantive economi rom legal or
Points of view, c and iinancial

8•
He promised to inform me as to what the result '

his technicians might con 1 might be. He also asked if
course I readily agreéd. Su t with us while preparing their briefs, to which

915.

L 'ambassadeur en Belgique
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Belgium
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/4901 •Q-40

Brussels, May 2, 1952
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EUROPE DE L'OUEST ET MOYEN-ORIENT

Y , BELGIAN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

Reference: My despatch No. 276 of Apri121!
Addressed External No: 77 repeated London No. 24, OEEC Paris No.. 8

(London please pass to Paris). ' . ^
1. I have today received a note signed by Meurice, Minister of External

Trade, in reply'to our" representation of April 18. Operative part of note states
that the Belgian Government regrets that present situation does not, repeat not,
permit it to give up at this moment the dollar import restrictions. However,
after the'cônclusions of International Monetary Fund and GATT working
party on the question are known, the Belgian Government will not, repeat not,
fail. to re-examine the question: Pending the findings of these international
ôrganizations the Belgian Government is fully confident that. the Canadian
Government will understand that discriminatory measures, : of which . we
complain, have been shaped exclusively by préssing considerations , of a

monetary nature.
2. Text of note follows by bag t ^

916.';
DEA/4901-Q-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieurev
à l'ambassadeur en Belgique

ffSecretary'ôfStatefor External Aairs

A

TELEGRAM 108

CONFIDENTIAL

As you." are aware, International Monetary Fund has now concluded

to Ambassador in Belgium

Ottawa, August 26, 1952

DOLLAR IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

consultations on exchange restrictions with Belgium. Fund reached conclusion
that relaxation of exchange restrictions was feasible in existing circumstances
and requested Belgium to revlew `necessity for present level of restrictions

affecting dollar imports.
"•Fûnd*nclusion is likely to have important bearing on'consideession of
Belgian`'dollar import, restrictions in GATT during forthcoming s
Contracting Parties. It will, in any case, be difficult for Belgians to continue to
ïnaintain that import restrictions are.to be regarded as necessary so^iticle^lof
ëffèct `tô kexchânge restrictions applied in conformity with Fund., . ^-..
Agreement.

We are at present engâged in preparation of material for guidance u o f
could

GATT Delegation. In this connection it,would be most helpful if Y
^ âscertain, on' purely: personalp and , informal basis, ; what action Qelgian

authorities are likely to take in light of Fund concluslons.
,^ - . .
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TELEGRAM 152

L ambassadeur en Bel&î u
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DEA/4901-Q-40

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassadôr in Belgium `

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Brussels, September 4, 1952

DOLLAR IMPORT RESTRICTIONS
Reference: Your telegram No. 108 dated A ugust1. Today infôrmally spoke to Gerard, Director•
External Commerce, who said . that as OEEC h de both D

u se^ment of
recommended Belgium to impose dollar import restrictions, which coun el had
subsequently been confirme&by William Draper (and, while this maynot be strictly accurate, Homer Fox, United- States Economic C unselr may
believes them to be absolutely sincere in this contention), their next here,

stepofficially to invite this body 's attention to adverse United States (Sou
thard)conclusion recently* approved by Board of International Monetary F und ahard)seek OEEC's further advice in view of this a and to

between responsible and important United Statesp author ties 26 tI of opinion
vieW, this conflict of opinion was as yet by no means resolved, n Gerard s
2. In view of forthcoming session of GATT Contracting Parties the

y
judgedreference to OEEC to be a matter, of urgency and his underst udged

that it would be made in course of next few days. anding was
3.

He also understood generally question of discrimination
, as opposedparticular to Belgiân question, was likely to be discussed at Intin

InternationalMonetary Fund meetings soon to be convened in Mexico and it waspossible that
whatever conclusion would there be reached, if any, course

influence OEEC in contribution they were expected to
give Bel ' y' might

4.
As a consequence of all this, the attitude of Belgian dele aum. ^

could not, repeat not , be foretold for everything obviousl d g iton to GATT
reaction in Paris and action to be^taken in Mexico. y ePended on OEEC

drawttmay possibly be of interest to report that Gera rd
n up a dollar export bonus scheme but that itsimplementationlhad had

held up pending results of Paris and Mexico meetin gs.P .S.•S. Reference Washington telegram WA-2133 of August 27th.'
made no, repeat no, mention of possible relaxation of restrictions. Gerard

; . .
..

.. 3

^` ,

'Note marginale /Marginal note:
It

was never my impression that OEEC "counselled and recommended" this action,
but rather M.S.A. though OEEC certainly condoned it, on the grounds Belgium had
$ S problem. The conflict of opinion a
^^•B•C. Watkins) PPears to be between different U.S. Agencies.
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918. DEA/6000-H-40

Le représentant auprès de l'Organisation européenne
• de coopération économique

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
-Representative to Organization for European Economic Cooperation

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
,

Paris, September 17, 1952
f

TELEGRAM 488

CONFIDENTIAL

BELGIAN DOLLAR IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

Reference: Telegram No. 152 from Brussels to External September 4.

Addressed"External No. 488 repeated to Brussels No. 14 (by bag):
1.- OEEC Secretariat has received no indication of any Belgian`plan to reopen

question of Belgian dollar import • ïestrictions in, EPU on the basis of the
adverse recommendation of the Monetary Fund. However, the senior member
of the Secretariat whom we consulted remarked that such a move would be "a
typical Belgian manoeuvré".
2. If the matter does•côme vp in OEEC, we shall, of course, be guided by the

attitude already taken by the Canadian representative in the FUN.27

919. ` DEA/4901-Q-40

- La délégation permanente auprès de l'Organisation européenne
de coopération économique

au sous-secrétaire d'Etctt aux"Affaires extérieures`

Permanent Delegation to'Organization for European Economic Cooperation
to Under-Secretary,of Statefor External Affairs

LETTER No. 1027 .. , Paris, October l,• 1952.. " , .

RESTRICTED.

BELGIAN DOLLAR IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

When Isbister was in Paris yesterday, he told us that, following instructions,
he expected to go after the , Belgians pretty'strongly at the GATT meeting in
Geneva, now that their appéal to the Fund had ended, not in the ' exoneration
which they had anticipated, but in condemnation.2S He asked whether we had
any views.
2,We, replied that we saw no reason for his holding back. We'would only

suggest that our position in OEEC would be strengthened if he could give some
support to the view, actively fostered by Marjolin, that there should be much
closer collaboration between EPU and the Fund. If the matter ever, came back

rProbablement.Fund../Presumably "Fund".
"Voir le document 387./See Document 387.

`r .! I t!-w. so f.. .. -
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1435into OEEC (and there seemed some
Possibility that it would) ourin danger of being completely isolated; and we

explicitl su e would be more comfort n wasy
pported Marjolin-in GATT as su able if

ggested above.
A.D.P. HEENEY920.

1^' ^,` Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires DEA/4901-Q-40
au représentant auprès

de l'Office européen des NationsSecretar o Natrons unies
to Representative tyo EuSopeanor O

ffice of the United NationsAir3

'CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, October 10, 1952

BELGIAN DOLLAR IMPORT RESTRICTIONS
We understand that. our OEEC Delegation su

at an appropriate oPPortunity, to give supportggested that you might wish,

M

oPeration

anaging " Board
between Fund and EPU would be useful. Thisto view that closer "co-

strongly held by Marjolin and, as you areaware s view is evidently
in its recently Published Second ' was also put forward b2• While we do not k Annual Re or Y EPU

two or now precisely what type of "co-oper pion" betweenganizations
Marjolin has in mind, we are not

context- in which EPU Managing Board proposal ^pPears
the

ambiguit particularly happy about
y of terms "co-operation" and "collaboration andto

misinterpret any, statement We
. Moreover, in view of

statement is to be made at all, it shou Ight make on this issuep woss e flee
e l endency

these ambiguous terms, ld bé in specific language and avoid hat, if
^use of3.

We assume our OEEC Delegation
statement which would give expression to ourwas thinkin

primarily in terms of a
l3
kept in
elgiân mind in formulation of EPU Policy hope g that Fund objectives

restrictions, conclusions reached are
and that, in specific case like that of

Fund are given careful consideration and recommendations put forwar
d inrerriedial action. If carefully circumscrib wpr^cedin appropriate^ ed Eatemeith a view to

g sentënce'would strengthen the position of ourâlong lines suggested in
the event that the Belgians are unwilling to undertake' relaxationrestrictions

without prior reference
EEC Delegation, in

of currentobjection to to OEEC, there would probablyour making it in a suitable context. Y be no
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921. 1

Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Representative to European Office of the United Nations

i '. .
TELEGRAM 109

_Ottawa, October 15, 1952
' •

CONFIDENTIAL

. BELGIAN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

Following comments by Perry29 are designed to supplement views previously
communicated to GATT Delegation by Deutsch and as managing

$e
2. The explanatory remarks submitted by the Fund's

gig director to

the contracting parties were intended to clarify the decision taken by the
executive directors in the Belgian case:

3.' In concluding the 1952 consultation under Article XIV 'with Belgium,'the
Executive "Board declared in- effect that, in its considered judgement, a
relaxation 'of restrictions is feasible for Belgium. The Belgian executive director
sought and secured from the Executive Board the further explanation, however,
that • in stating this judgement the Fund was not, 4

repeat not, invoking the

exceptional circumstances clause of Article XIV, Section
4: The exceptional circumstances procedure has never been invoked by the

Fund " and presumably would . only be employed ^ in t
started,

extreme
the exceptional

where all I other reasonable efforts had failed. Once
circumstances procedure might conceivably terminate in â fund'action either:

(i)'
Making the affected country ineligible to use the resources of the Fund; or

(ii). Bringing about the eventual withdrawal of. that coùntry from Fund
.

membership.
5, The Board declslôn, howéver, made it clear that in the view of the' Fu'verei

the.. Bélgiân. Government could, relax some ° ArticletransitiIVonal
of thetrFund

measures presently ; beingr maintalned unde director
agreement.' The explanatory remarks submitted, by the, managing
should not be interpreted as a qualification of the substantive decision taken by

, ., .
théi Executive Board. Ends.

"G.N, Perry, consciller (Affaires futiancières), ambassade aux États-Unis.

O.N.°`,Perry, Counsellor (Financial), Embassy in United States.

"^ -+..r••• 5^+:=!!^Il;.^^^'.....-.^
•• r.

EUROPE DE L'OUEST ET MOYEN-ORIENT

DEA/4901-Q-40
. . . . J ' . . 3 . . . . . . . .

- .. . .

` Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au représentant auprès de l'Office européen des Nations unies

r
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Le représentant auprès de l'Office européen des Nation
s

DEA/4901-Q-40

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
unies

Representative to European Office of the United Nationsto Secretary of Staté for External Affairs
TELEGRAM 130

Geneva, November 3, 1952, 52
CONFIDENTIAL'

BELGIUM IMPORT RESTRICTIONS
Reference:

My telegram No. 17 of Oct. 9th to London and telegram No. 3 of
October 10 and No. 109 of October, 15th from Ottawa and No. 28 of Oct. 14thfrom London.'o

.
Following from GATT Delegation, Begins: Repeat to Paris and B

sels1:
In plenary session on October 29 Belgian delegation made state

.
their

dollar import restrictions. Text of this statement was negotiat d, in
advance with United States delegation and ourselves. Belgian statement and
our reply are going by air bag along with summary record of meeting.
2.

After referring to statements and letter of International Monetar
FuSuëtens said Belgium is "justified in proceedin

y nd

a regime of freedom from quantitative import g est p r c^ onst)M
in itseantieturn to

Belgiaq
Government proposes, as a first ' step to introduce the followinthe

relaxations:
First, to increase significantly the list of goods on its free lis t;

Second, to unify the two lists which provide respectively for prior approval and ^complete prohibition in principle so that licences for all products not on, re eat
not on, free list will be examined 'on their merits; p
liberal policy with respect to import of these produ ts 'rdSuet ns went more
indicate that these measurés will have been put into effect in the course on to
next two or.three months. of the

3. J t is understood that the way is now open for. us to make re rese
Brussels on items to be included in free list. : P ntation in
4.

The French delegate intervened to say that proposed Belgian measures
ofrelaxation

might adversely affect interests of other contractin parties in view
of the existence of a general and structural dollar problem (2g groups corrupt)
no,- repeat ^ no; satisfactory solution is in sight. He referred in particular to
repercussions on European Payments Union and on European econom 'of mliberal

measures envisaged by Belgian Government. -This idea y
ore

developed by Netherlands and Italian delegates. was further
5.

The United States delegation replied to the French statement b
United States had always regarded European Payments Union y saying

measure and wished to avoid creation of continuing preferential arrangementin Europe, g

"Les télégrammes 17 et 28 n'ont pas été retrouvés.Telegrams I7
and 28 are not located.
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6. We replied 'to the French statement by indicating our disappointment at
the use of any, joint arrangement among western European countries to
discourage a'country in the position 'of Belgium frôm relaxing its import
restrictions consistently with its international 'obligations.

7. There was no opportunity in (group corrupt) of these discussions to raise
the point referred to in your air telegram No. 3 of October 10th, 1952. Ends.
Note:Repeated to Paris as No. 679 and Brussels as No. 139.

923. DEA/4901-Q-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'âmbassadé en Belgique

Secretary of Statefor External:Affairs
to Embassy in Belgium

DESPATCH E-489 Ottawa, December 3, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

BELGIAN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

Reference: Telegram No. 130 of November 3, from GATT Delegation.
You will recall that the Belgian delegation to the Seventh Session of GATT

gave to the Contracting Parties an undertaking that, the Belgian government
would shortly take preliminary, measures towards relaxing its dollar import
restrictions. Our delegation expressed satisfaction with , this proposal and stated
that we - welcomed the Belgian initiative as a first step towards the elimination
of their restrictions.

2. Specifically, the Belgian -government proposed to introduce the following
relaxations within two or three months: . ^

"First, to increase significantly the list of goods on its free list; second, to
unify the two lists which provide respectively for prior approval and complete
prohibition in principle, so that licences for all products not on the free list will
be examined on their merits; third, to pursue a more, liberal policy with respect
to the imports of these products."

3.' We have been considering the list . of ' . commôdities affected by the dollar
restrictions to determine. which.commodities of interest to us would be most
likely. to benefit by ^ the - removal of the restrictions. In doing so, we, have
confined ourselves for tactical reasons to a small number: of goods and we have
decided on the.following four commodities:

Belgian Tariff Item No.
71 ' barley
72 oats' . r
ex 121- canned lobster -
835 a 2 harvesting machines



4. 7he restrictions on barley
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However, as they were instituted only ln j ply to imports fromfar the leading anuar all countries.
stron supplier of these products .to BeIY' 1952, and as Canada is by

Belgium, we feel that we have ag case for asking for their removal. As regards
harvesting machines, Belgiân statistics cre canned lobsterdollar supplier, dit Canada with bein and

5. 1 should be grateful therefore if g the largest

the Belgian authorities . requesting theo rem
oval

would
above four commodities under the i make representations. to

of import restrictions on the
doing so you should take note of the factt h t

at the
Policy

representative promised to institute were described at Geneva. Inrelaxations
announced

which the Belgian
return to a regime of freedom from quantitative importby him as a first step in abe understood therefore that we are restrictions. It should
in the forthcoming list which the Bem uelY suggesting four items for inclusion
significant addition to the goods on the freeg m government has promised will be a
Canadian government will also continue list.

You should ^indicate thitems as to look forward to the removalthat the
measures against as .possible until all of Belgium's ofadditional gainst dollar goods have been abolished.

discriminatory6.
Finally, you should express our under

declared Belgian Policy of freedom from 'introduce standing that, as a result of the
any new discriminator ' portlm lmport restrictions Belgium will not

harmful effect on dollar trade. In this
Yco

restrictions
which would have annection we have in

Belgianbeginning of 1954. However, you should not ofmake assembled
any reference les at thecase.

intention

We tofeel that

place

that, anas the

embargo

United on the
Kingdom and the United Stateslarger stake in the Belgian automobile ce to this specific

have a muchrepresentations on this problem and reservemarket,; we should let them make the
ourcommodities in -which the United States doe own ^ bar ainin

Moreover, it would probably be unwise g g p°wer for
as a matter have a^ti great an interest.automobile inatter, which lies in the

of existing future,.with the to associate therestrictions..
question of the relaxation

R.M. MACDONNELL

for Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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L'am basscid e ur err Bel gi q u e
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DEA/4901-Q-40

'Ambassador.in Belgium
to Secretary of State for External Affairs'

TELEGRAM 198 Brussels, December 23, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL '

,., BELGIAN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS. ^:
Reference: Your letter E488 of December. '3" and my telegram No. 196 of
December 18.'

'Addressed Ottawa - No. J198, repeated' Canac Paris No. 9 (London please
pass).

1. This morning I saw,Meurice, Minister for External Trade,. and made
representations as instructed in your letter under reference, also leaving note,
copy of which I am transmitting by bag'

2. Meurice said that he welcomed our representations which he described as
particularly timely since his department are at present engaged in efforts to
enlarge a very limited proposal for additions to the free list which has been
delivered to Interdepartmental Committee by'Ministry of Economic Affairs.
The,Minister, Meurice indicated, is trying to keep to a minimum practicable
concessions in implementation of policy promised at Geneva, whereas he and
his Department favour "maximum practicable liberalization." Meurice said he
was determined to carry to Cabinet Committee his Department's differences of
opinion with Economic Affairs Ministry; but he suggested it'would strengthen
his hand, if we also made representation direct with latter Ministry. I am
therefore arranging to have ' my 'counsellor call, on Baron' Snoy, Secretary
General of Ministry of Economic Affairs, for this purpose.,

3. Meurice again referred to embarrassment caused him by the fact that the
United States representative at OEEC encouraged dollar import restrictions
and suggested Belgian Finance and Economic Affairs Ministries tended not,
repeat not, to distinguish adequately between Canadian and United States
positions and had impression "(both?) associate members of OEEC" at least
"went along" with dollar restriction policy. We assured Meurice that Canadian
delegation in Paris had never supported, such a policy and had consistently
indicated Canadian Government's opposition to it.
4. Meurice seems to suggest his Government might be prepared to adopt

proportionately more liberal attitude to imports from Canada than from the
United States. He promised to study very carefully and sympathetically the
particular items whose inclusion on free list we requested and to do all he could
with his colleagues.

"E-489 ; le document pr6cédent./E-489; the preceding document.
si
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Meurice was rnost cordial as alwaYs Unfortunatel

one of the strongest mernbers of the Cabinet.
must be addressed to h1• t' In view of heslportfol repeat not,

informally with one or two other relevant ministers during the next week o shave a
^ d

L ambassadeur en Belgique= au secrétaire d'État aux
^4ffaires extérieures

to Se mbassador in Belgium
cretary of,State for External Affatrs

: Brussels Decerriber 31, 1952

BELGIAN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS'Reference: My telegram No.

You will recall 198 of
that when I^3Wd December, 1952.

Commerce, on.23rd December M. Meurice Minister
usefully be made informally to ofBciuggested that reprenta l^ns f External
Baron Snoy, Secretar -

als of the Ministry of Economic also
pastweek, but y General of that Ministr mlc Affairs.
outlinin Mr. Arnold Smith of m y^ had been out of town for the

g briefly the Canadian atti ude fstaff
d on him this mornin.

restrictions, and referring to the undertaki g Afterat Geneva elgium's quantitative dollar, Mr. Smith told Baron Snoy ng given by .themade last week to M. of the representationsaw DelegationlgiMeurice and left with him a co hlch I hadgiven him on that occasion.
Py of the note which I had2• Mr. Smith naturally stressed the C

anadiancanned lobster and harvesting anadian Government's h opemachinesto the free list hich are ex
oPe that barley,out ,Canada s P cted to bewould be included in the new

suggestion of particulau interest in the trade in theseunced shortly,
M. Meurice, reported items. FollPointing

theexpressed the hope that in tin my, telegram under reference, herestrictions there
would be evidence ' signiBcant relaxation of dollarconsidered globall

ence that the dollar zone was nobe taken into y' and that Canada's t merelycareful consideration.
We Wereloflcourssltion and interests wouldbalance with Belgium was ver

of workin Y much in our favour, but théléXS that our trade
restrictiveg towards a more balanced trade was , infinitely Pansive method

method, and in this regard we did all w preferable to theBelports into Canada. In this connection e could
an sheet glass from the dumping dut ththe recent Order-in-Councillexemelg^an

éf rSpl+ed under Canadian law (Yo Y^ at would oth ePtIng
^^ was ur dispatch E.502 of 11 th Decmave had togelgian mentioned, as was the Trade Fair next s ring andparticipation in it this ye^ Pr would be an active'

ber, 1952
ôur hope thatsi The Ps chological and and successful one.

gnilicant extension of the importance of having
free list was also mg an early and reallyentioned

Maintenance of the

DEA/4901-Q-40
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goal; of-; multilateralism,' and rèal progress toward ^achieving it, was in the
Canadianview of importance to the long-term. political as. well -as economic
.well-being of the Atlantic Community. Restrictions tended . to : encourage
uneconomic industries and to rigidify the 'division of the ,western world into

distinct blocs.
4. Baron Snoy promised to study the four items concerned "very sympatheti-

cally". He said that he hoped it would not be too difficult to deal liberally with
these items, since all of them, except canned

thatlthetfact that an item was notBelgian economy. Snoy remarked, however,
on the free list did not necessarily. mean that it would be restricted, as permits
might well be issued quite freely: Some items were included in List B merely
because the Belgian authorities felt that they had to keep an eye on the trade in
question, perhaps to control re-exports, e.g. of strategic materials. Mr. Smith
admitted that for some commodities permits have been issued fairly freely,. but
nevertheless stressed the importance we attached to including these four items
on the free list itself, thus avoiding the uncertainty which inevitably affected
trade in items included in List B.

, '5. On 'the more general question of multilateralism Baron Snoy said that he
had always shared our view, but that during the past couple of years he had
begun to grow very sceptical about the feasability of any real and permanent
solution to the dollar problem. Belgium was inevitably part of the `European
community and could not dissociate'herself too much from the general Western
European pattern. Only action by the United States, to increase imports or to
provide financial assistance in one way or another,'could enable Europe and the
Sterling area to progress toward real multilateralism and eventual convertibil-

. . , , .
ity.

. In this connection Snoy said that he was not too clear how successful the6
:recent Prime Ministers' Economic Conference in London would prove to be

it all depended, according to what he had heard from his friend in London, on
the policies to be adopted by the new^American administration. Snoy felt that
the first statements which he had seen by the Secretary, of Commerce-
designate were not such.as to make him very optimistic. Mr. Smith said that
our understanding was that ^ the`, Canadian Delegation to the Economic
Çonference in London were reasonably satisfied that significant progressbe sen.
at last been made, though admittedly concrete results remained to
Meanwhile, with a sounder approach being undertaken.in London, fahllndthe
very unfortunate if the Belgian authorities should seem to be losing
'possibility of achieving the multilateral goals to which we had all subscribed.^o• do

7:'-' Whil'c' he naturally =made no firm= commitments, Snoy undertook
whât'he -could to meet our request. He was I think sincere in this. But it seems
'clear"thât despite the Belgian Government' attitude expressed at the GATTAé ÿ
Session, in - Geneva (which M. Meurice had told us was the product of a
enérgetic discussions between his Department and Economic Affairs^sanBr n
furious'interchange of telegrams between'thé Delegation and Brusse ), ,
Snoy himself is by no means convinced of. the desirability (or `practicabillty as
hë put it) of a full Belgian return to non-discrimination.L

bb
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Regarding timing, Snoy said that it was hoped that the inter-de a
committee concerned would have a tentative program for addition to t mental
list prepared by mid-January or shortly thereafter. This would then he freet

havediscussed with the Dutch under Benelux arrangements, and Suetens to be
then announce. it in Geneva, sometime ; in, February.

We shall
would

ofendeavour to get advance information on the Belgian decisions. Meuri course
ce Pope.

MAURICE POPE

SECTION B

FRANCE : IMMIGRATION

FRANCE: IMMIGRATION

DEA/232-W-40
L ambassadeur en Fiance

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in France

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Paris, February 25, 1952

EMIGRATION TO CANADA FROM FRANCE
Reference: Our Despatch' No.:1565 of October 30 , 195 1.our despatch under reference we said that the Frenchreflect further on their feelings of dissatisfaction with Canadian

would
Policy and would in due course approach the Embassy. This

an
approach

immigration
been made.

On February 13 Mr. Fournier,92 First Secretary, has now
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and

was handed'a Note
was asked to call

Verbale.are enclosed together with a memorandum by Mr. Foubale. Copies of
conversation with M. Serres, Directeur des` Affa ires , Administratives et
2. The note, which is rather pétulant and cn

ncalls.for a considered reply. On the whole I think we have of inaceuracies,
successfully., over the last year and, a half, since * Canadian immigration^egulations were broadened, to condü

e managed fairly

he_ at least tacit approval of the
ct an immigration policy in France with

distinctly unpopular
in a number of. French circles andt^es when that policy is

isto political repercussions. The drain on a particulâ
capable of giving rise

aircraft
plant or mining area can cause dislocations automobile

factory or
concern to the management and to government de

partments .n political pressures on the
Ministry of Foreign This reflects itself

EmbassY directly) and
in addition there âre ex

Affairs (sometimes on the
ploslve political issues in the

'2 kan Fournier.
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whole question of "desertion" from France to . a safer,' wealthier . and happier

country:
3. You •' are well ^ aware of these considerations as is the Department of

Citizenship and Immigration.' There has been â realistic understanding of the
delicacy of the situation in France and all concerned on the Canadian side have
worked together to keep our immigration' policy - sufficiently under wraps to
avoid antagonizing the French too much, while at the same time bringing a
very creditable number of French emigrants to Canada. Obviously if we were
to antagonize the French authorities they would find ways of making life
difficult for the Paris immigration office.

4. We now have to concoct a reply to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs which
will endeavour to set things on the rails again and allow us to continue our
immigration operations as in the past. I have discussed the question fully with
Mr. Cormier," head of the Immigration Office in Paris, and it seemed to us
that you might find it helpful in considering this question with the Department
of Citizenship and Immigration ^ if we werecopies a rather toroughMinistry of Foreign Affairs. .I accordingly enclose pies of

draft embodying the points which might be made .t ^:

5.,The, draft reply may be summarized by saying that it refutes misstate-
ments; renews our promises not to carry on a recruiting campaign and indicates
more clearly than ever before our willingness to avoid embarrassing particular

plants or industries. Mr. Cormier has done this on a number of occasions by
deferring or postponing action. on visa applications. Sometimes it is a
temporary affair when new workers will be trained in a matter of six or nine
months. Sometimes it is a more long-range question as with Italian workers
brought to France, whom the French Government are anxious to keep here and

whose'applications Mr. Cormier;is leaving aside more or less indefinitely. In
our final sentence we say 'that it is alwâys open to ; the French authorities to
âpply their own'controls to emigration. After all we cannot undertake to do the
French Government's policing for them. If they wish to deny an individual the
right to emigrate they can do it easily enough in one way or another (e.g. by
refusal of the passport). You may have other thotights about this, but it seems
to us desirable: just to remind the French gently that they cannot shift their
responsibility in this matter 'to our shouldërs. If they ever reach the point of
dec^ding that certain categocies'of persons should not move to Canada, it is for
them and not for us to make the regulations. If a time were to come when, to
pick a'; random' exam le, radar or aircraft technicians could not emigrate
Canadà; we ought to be' in a position to say publicly thât this resulted from a
decision of the French Government which we would obviously respect. In vie"

ô. Your comments'on this question in due course ill be appreciatedo. a
of, the importance of the question you might- prefer to prepare in Ottawa
French version of whatever reply; is to be sent in order to be certain that the
shadings and nuances are what you have in mind.

330. Cormier.
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7.
There is also the point that while in. our draft we have used the term

"Canadian authorities" throu hout
important to justify the use of the stronger term "Canadian

Gover sufficiently

suggestion is that when a reply.is ready it should be taken to the Min stry0of
Foreign Affairs and discussed with them by an' External

Affairs representative
and Mr. Cormier. This will give an opportunity to elaborate verbally on the
contents of our note and explain orally any points which you might wish us to
make but are better omitted from a written communication.,

R.M. MACDONNELL
for Ambassador

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassade en France

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Embassy in France

DESPATCH C-493

CONFIDENTIAL

DEA/232-W-40

Ottawa, April 25, 1952

EMIGRATION TO CANADA FROM FRANCE
Reference: Your despatch No. 279 of February 25, 1952.

- I attach a Note Verbale (in English and French) which has been prepared
in consultation with the Department of Citizenship and Immigration and which
attempts to reply to the points raised by the French Ministry of Foreign Affairsin their Note Verbale of Feb
emigration to Canada." ruary 13, 1952, on the subject of French

2.
As you will notice, I have used a substantial -part of your draft NoteVerbale, adding a few considerations however to make it perhaps mor

acceptable, to the French authorities. I have avoided, for
ce anyereference (as suggested in the last sentence nsta

: of your draft Noté to thepossibility -, of the
French authorities ap1 in "their own co trol

emigration.". This would appear to me to force the issue and to invite reciselo
the action which we are at pains to avoid. p y
3.

Frealize the difficult conditions under which the Visa Officeoperating in France, but, as you state, our immigration programme in has been
has been quite successful in the last year and a half and has resulted France
admission of considerably more immigrants than was expected. in the

therefore avoid -giving the impression that we are losin , patience should
when the French authorities are apparently g p at a time

i
to Canada
impatience over themuch-publicized emigration movement out of the countrof

suggest a,. Y or as o

I

"
+ e unuer severe pressure to put an end to the movementyofdesertion" from France.

-._^. ^ -

uNon retrouve/Not locatcd.
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4. It is by no means certain that the present Note will bring a change of heart
on the part of the French authorities who may already 'have made up their
minds • on, some drastic measures.to stop or at least cut - down the flow of
emigration to Canada. In . this event, any representation, we make might well
encounter deaf ears and evoke. no response. I think, however. that it is
worthwhile to make a further attempt to clear

Verbale should,be discussed on
-5. I agree with your suggestion that our Note
presentation with officials of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. I leave it to you
to decide who should attend the meeting, but at least a senior officer of the
Embassy and the Officer-in-Charge of the Visa Office

e Verbale ushould cover all
present. I believe that the enclosed version of the N
the points we want to make and could serve as an adequate basis for further

verbal explanations, if.necessary. R ^D

928.

• ; ESCOTT E
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DEA/232-W-40

L'ambassadeur en France
au seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

.Ambassador in France
to Secretary of State for External Affairs.,

DESPATCH 797

CONFIDENTIAL`

Paris, May 21, 1952

EMIGRATION TO CANADA FROM FRANCE

Reference: Your despatch No. C.493 of April 25, 1952.
A meeting was arranged at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on May 16 at

which the note verbale which accompanied your despatch was presented. On
Head of the Division of

the French side. the chief participant was M.- Serres,
"Affaires - Administratives . et Sociales" (which deals withh

ad mmi hah m

questions and which drafted the French
al

verba le) who-
th American Division

several officials from his division and an official e
who has just taken` over the.Canadian : and United States des k. the ^,sa
Canadian side I accompanied Mr. Cormier, the offcer in charge o
Office. I was still Charge d'Affaires a.i. at the time so that the note was
presented by the most senior person available.,.

tot the assembled French
2. 1 I asked Mr. Cormier to read the "Note Verbale"

officials and after that to give an informal account of t the procedure aFrenlcb
being followed by his office in dealing with applications for visas from
citizens and aliens.

rehearsed, without undue emphasis; all the familiar hraet he
3. M. Serres then

reservations about emigration from France to Canada. Howeverhllowe tby the
had been very interested in Mr. Cormier 's account of the policy f
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Visa
Office, which met most of the French difficulties. He drew attention,

however, to one point which Mr., Cormier had not covered and that was the
suggestion which the French have put forward on â number of occasions that it
would be preferable to ensure that no Frenchman sets out for Canada without
a firm "contrat de travail" in his pocket. Mr. Cormier and I repeated what has
been said to the French on previous occasiôns, that there was no likelihood ofthe

Canadian authorities being willing to accept this suggestion.
M. Serresgave the impression that he did not intend to pursue the matter, though of

course it may be raised again at some time in the future. The remaining point
which he felt should be exploredlurther was•the position of skilled labour in
key industries. As you know the French have been worried about drains on
their skilled manpower, particularly in those industries which can be regarded
as essential to national defence. Here'M. Serres said that he believed we could
find ; a solution , if

we , approached the problem "empiriquement et
pratiquement," which is another way of stating our own offer to cooperate with
the french authorities by way of appropriate administrative action.

4. It was agreed at the end of the meeting that the following s teps
teps would be

(a) Mr. Cormier' will write to M.-Serres outlining the present practoffice .
in dealing with visa applications. This is simply to confirm 1 the ôhis

statement which he made at the meeting and has now been done; ral
(b)

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs will circulate this statement to interes
Government Departments; • ted

(c) I In' due course there will be a meeting of technical experts
to consider what measures of administrative coo erat on ' m th Mr. 'feasible. ' P ight be. ,

? 5. I think that the meeting was helpful in that it showed th
aût horities , once 'again our willingness to meet their views e French

withcut losing sight of our primary objective of attracting immigrantsas possible
France.

M. Serres remarked at one point,'with reference to the lan^grants from
two notes verbales, that we could now put aside polemics and get dow e of the
business of seeing what practical problems remained and how n to the
solved.- This is certainly acceptable to us, since we • have no desireey could be
engaged in controversy and it was the French who introduced
correspondence any,overtones that

might be termed polemical.
ced I into the

anticipate that the steps outlined in the recedin do not'
with any great rapidity, p g paragraph will be completed

R•M.'MACDONNELL
for Ambassador
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SECTION C

RÉPUBLIQUE FÉDÉRALE D'ALLEMAGNE

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

SUBDIVISION 1/SUB-SECTION 1

UNIFICATION

929. .
DEA/10935-G-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

. I a l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

DESPATCH S-339
Ottawa, February 16, 1952

. . . , . 2 • , T . .

SECRET

THE UNIFICATION OF GERMANY

Reference: Para. 8(a) of your despatch No. 162 of January 21

It is often said that the unification of. Germany.is the one d esire
a number of

all Germans. In a sense this is true but the bare statement raises
questions. For example, what sort of reunified Germ any do

one?hDoesrun fica aon
- a communist, a socialist, a capitalist or a neo Naz ine
include the return of the Saar and the territories east of the nOf ^tNmeansLthe
now in Polish hands? Do the Germans want unificatlo
withdrawal of all'occupation forces- leaving a neutral Germany unarmed and

vulnerable? r or
2. Thèse questions are intended not to suggest that W that the 1 ehrase needs

against the unification of.G
ofûnft Germanyin ,present cpcumstances

definition. The possible results , ying
must be clearly seen before we declare ourselves for such action.,

3_. Having said this, we can go on to state that in. principle Canada iâ
favours

ctical
eventual German unification on a right basis but believes that it is not practical

•politics to urge it now. The Minister for External Affairs, speaking in the
House,of Commons on October 22, 1951, gave • clear expression to the
Canadian Government's point of view when he said:

st tnoG o en n'"Unity, based on free self-government, must one day, { come
and,' if it is on the right basis the ^ sooner the better; but it mu of a un,ted
such `a way that a united Germany will be forced to go the way
Poland and Czechoslovakia and become a united Russian satellite..." even if

4. We are of the opinion, therefore, that the integration of Germany, ded
it is only of a truncated country, in the family of free nations, ^uln egreCeration
unification. Although a more limi ^obee easily attainable one. To achieve it
with the West is a more realistic and

8
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S. ` Canada has not been one of the powers occupying Germany

Canadâ is- supporting, at least by implication since we are not immediatel
concerned, the following Allied policies: y
(a) The satisfactory conclusion of the contractual a greements betweenUnited States, the United Kingdom and France on the one hand and the W st

German Federal Republic on the other;
(b)

The participation of Germany in the European Defence Communi

ty
which will involve the association of Germany with the purposes

of NATO; '(c)
The resumption of full normal relations between German and

western countries. Y the other
5.

We also agree with the view held by the Allies that their position in Berlinmust be retained.
We have indeed' kept a Military Mission there to show our

support and to hearten the West Berliners. When the unification
of Germanybecomes possible, Berlin may once again be a capital of a united German and

it is important that the West remain there against that day. y6.
While we are moving towards the integration of the Federal Re uthe
West, we must make it clear in all our dealings with German p bl ic with

no intention of sacrificing German interests in order to come to terms with have
heSoviet Union. In this connection it would be well to keep in mind the effot
rtsmade at the recent General Assembly of the United Nations by various

nations, including Canada, to facilitate all-German elections. The point toemphasize here is - that the Government of the East Zone, acting 'almost
certainly on Soviet orders, has refused to allow the United Nations Commis-
sion to conduct its investigation in their part of Germany.

7.
Care should always be taken not to lose sight of the eventual

peace treatywith Germany. It should be emphasized that Soviet intransigence is the
rea lto the conclusion of such a treaty. It is the hope of Germanas

former enemies in the West that a peace treaty would settle such ou ymatters as GermanY's. frontiers, tstanding
the problem of Berlin, and,, of course, the

unification of the country. Some idea of the difficulties. to b
e

gathered from a review of the difficulties encountered, by thevAllAllies in tn beefforts to achieve a peace settlement in Austria which has but one gov he^r
whereas Germany has two. ernment

and has,therefore, -
not been a. direct participant in the negotiations co

nc4ni,replacement.of the Occupation Statute by a series of ' contractual areeng theWe are, nevertheless, concerned in such matters as the stationing, ments.
legal status of Allied troops in Germany, and the treatment of payment and

f war criminals.As a member of NATO Canada has an interest in the negotiationsestablishment of a European Defence Community which will include G for the
and particularly; in the relationship between the projected defen ermany,
and NATO.

As one of the Allies in the last war it_ would of coue community
take part in the eventual peace settlement. Until that rse expect to

res and supports time Canada shares thedesi
soverei the efforts of the Occupying Powers to restore as much
internag,otnltsit

a t on Germany as is compatible with the realities of the
Canada believes that a united Europe is only possible
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through Franco-German rapprochement i and t pefence i
nclusion
Commun ty and any

Germany in the Schuman Plan, the European
other projects which may further, the integration of Europe can, succeed only if
they are firmly founded on this rapprochement. ; :.

J.B.C. WATKINS

. for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

930.

,. . i

SUBDIVISION II/SUB-SECTION II

COMMERCE/TRADE
DEA/10399-40

Note de la Direction économiqüe
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Economic Division
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

ICTED. . Ottawa, September 16, 1952
RESTR

TRADING RELATIONS BETWEEN CANADA AND GERMANY3S

Mr. Goldschlag of this Division attended - a meetin g
for the epurpose of

Department of.Trade ^and Co mmerce
Érhard,thetWestn German Minister of

giving an opportunity to Prof. Ludwig
Economic Affairs, to discuss specific aspects of Canadian-German

aware, ProfcErhard
relations with the officials primarily concerned. As you are
had previously conferred with Mr., Howe on some of the broaCanadanomic
issues affecting the Federal Republic's commercial relations with

'2. Prof. Erhard opened the discussion by saying tha v-his
for

Government
and

impressed by the great economic
the development

lay in store
Cana^dian resources. He hadinwould wish to collaborate volume trade

primarily to .explore the possibilities of expanding th follow d a liberal
between the two countries.' the Canadian Government, this visit was not, he
trading policy similar to that of t but
stressed, intended to lead to the negotiation of any bilateral arraneansenn which
assess Canadian export availabilities and to d iscuss ways and

t the Canadian market.
German exporters could capture a larg
'Although Germany was now a net creditor in the European PaCÔntinue t i

0fl
besome forseeab time

• she was still, confronted and would h made it necessiryl
e
for her to increase her

. cônfronted by a dollar shortage beenhas
sales. to the dollar area. Germany's, particular interest if â,ânal T^ de Fair
reflected in the degree of German benpartic ipation

,onounced nsuccess insofar as his
-which, the Minister added, had P

country was concerned.

_^ . .. .

!?Note marginale /Marginal note: . .
Noted with great interest. W[ilgressl
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3. In reply Mr. Sharp of the Department of Trade and Commerce assuredProf.
Erhard that the Canadian Government would be pleased to see

increase in our trade with Germany. No obstacle was being placed in the an
of German exports to this country and, while the Government could not direct
Canadian importers in their purchases, it would:do its best to encourage rect
efforts of German exporters to enter the Canadian market: Mr: Sharp the
asked the Minister to raise any specific issues -he had in mind. The en then
discussion is summarized in the following paragraphs. suing

Pork
4.

Domestic prices for pork were increasing in Germany and the German,
would be interested in importing substantial uantit és i.

other than canned, during the next three to four months. Althou h he in forms
as notin a position to enter into definite commitments, Prof. Erhardgtho ght that

German purchases would amount to something in the neighbou
$5,000,000, if the price were satisfactory. There was a trong possibihood of

lity thatGermany could become a permanent market for. Canadian pork.
5.

Prof. Erhard was told that the current Canadian surplus a
40 to 50 million pounds. The price for frozen carcasses would be rou ghlyed to some
32 cents per pound f.o.b. Montreal. On this basis, Germany might 30 to
approximately 15 million pounds. The Department of Agriculturepurchase
into the price question in more detail and it was agreed that a would look
outÎining the Canadian position would be provided to Pro memorandum

f. Erhard by theCanadian Commercial Secretary as soon as possible after his return
Metals to Bonn.

6. Germany is interested in increasing her pu rchases
copper and, to a lesser extent, aluminum in respect of whichelthiron ore,situation

was softening. Any increase in German purchases w the supply
have to depend on Canadian export availabilities. ould, of course,
7. Officials

of the' Departments of Trade and Commerce
Production suggested that, while there were certainly and Defence
commodities, there were also export commitments. As Prof. Erhard ses 617 these
the Canadian Government did not direct sales of raw ma terials.hand, the impact

as aware,

of defence production on the availability of the raOw, amaterialsthe Germâns had in mind was lessening and we could ho
eâsier avâilability in the future. Id out definite hope for
8.

Prof Erhard added that the amounts
Germâny could purchase were difficultt to' forecastthese raw

materials which
o some extent, on German sales of machiner at this stage and depended,
^nstruménts to Canada. y machine tools and precision
agreed He thought, and the Canadian officials concerned

, that it might be desirable for a group of German industrialists
to Canada and assess the potentialities of the Canadi to come

an market, with particular
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reference to the type - of products normally imported by Canada from the
United States.

Lumber.
9: There was a definite and permanent interest in Canadian lumber in

Germany. While Prof. Erhard was not in a position to give any figures of
approximate" import requirements, it was agreed that this question would be
pursued by the Department of Trade and Commerce through. their Commer-
cial Secretary in Bonn.

Trade Fair
10.`° Germany had been pleased by the results of German participation in the

1952 Fair, and the Government had already decided'that Germany would be
represented again in 1953, probably on a more extensive scale.

Export Bonuses
11. In reply to a question, Prof. Erhard said that German exporters were

permitted to retain part of their earnings from sales to the hard-currency
countries: On the other. hand, the; German Government . had conceded the
"right of- retention" to exporters only reluctantly and in self-defence against
countries where this system had been introduced. The German Government
shared the feeling of the International Monetary Fund that the export bonus
system should be eliminated and would be prepared to do so as soon as other
countries agreed to do likewise.

East-West Trade
,12. Prof. Erhard suggested that the potentialities - of, German trade. with

Eastern Europe had been somewhat over-estimated. Even in normal pre-war
times this trade had never accounted for more than 15%' of Germany's total
trade. Accordingly, while it could not be denied that, the resumption of trade
with the East would help, the present Western orientation of German trade was
bound"to be a permanent feature:

Gernian 'Âssets in Canada
,13. A prolonged discussion 'developed oh'' the question as to whether or not

Germany could enter intô, bilateral discussions with' Canada , on this subject.
Subject tô clarificâtion of the legal implications of the provisions of the Paris
Agreements and the contractual arrangements which are shortly to be ratihed,
the Germans would like, to discuss this mâtter with the Canadian: Government-
This { would not necessarily mean ""negotiation", and 'it would cover not only
German assets but also the question of German trade marks and patents.

A.E. RtTC111E
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931.

SUBDIVISION

FOIRE COMMERCIALE DE BERLIN

BERLIN TRADE FAIR ` '

Le sous-secrétaire d'État adj
oint aux Affaires extérieuresd'Étal aux

Assistant Affaires extérieures(^nder-Secretar •
to Under-Secretar Y of State for Externa! A

CONFIDENTIAL y of State for External,4ffairsairs

GERMAN INDUSTRIES TRADE FAIR, Ottawa, June 20, 1 952

BERLIN, SEPTEMBER 19-OCTOBER 5 j

addr ssedaân2 j' 1952, the Ambassador of • 952
^nv^tation to Canada to the Federal Repubjic of GermanyThe invitation stated that "inview participate in the above-rnentioned Fair.the show-w•̂ ndow of the

the
free world behind

fact that Berlin may
Government would highly appreciate ehind the Iron Curtain, cons idered as
consider favourably such a

participation." ment of Germanit if the Govern
Canada wouldIn transmitting

consideration, we directed ththe
T attention to

Department
this Trade and nommer ce16

s statement, addingI'••.You will recall in this connection that
the W27 on Germany and the Euro ea the Tripartite Deords: The security P n Defence Community refers to Berjin °f

of the three Po érs thereeafre re f Berlin and the ln
elements ôf the positiôn of the free wo maintenance of the
position

Canada's garded by the thre' Powers as essential
matntena'nce of a military rld in the present international situation.'^éfingness to hel Y mission in, Berlin is.evidenc

man Industriés' FanraWoÛ^d Allied e of Canadianconsé Position there. Participation in thecequen of this` policy," therefore in our opinion, be a lo'
Confidential despatch No, gical
informâtion 477, of June 7,t

) confirms'this,opinton. from Bonn (flagged forAlthough
the Canadian Gov Your

doubt ful whetherthe ernment Exhibition Commi,'
y could arrange anything worth while fo r On were at Frstecause of their limited financial resources

'4 overseas exhibitions, the and of their previous the Fair, both
deSpatch

mttmentsthey have since agreed, in thel ight of c11^I^ D^viwhic , to reconsider the matter, as will be seen fro sh they have now requested us to sen '36
You Please initial it if you approve? d to our Ambassador in

attached t3legram+
Bonn. Would

36T E'
T' Davis, ambassadeur à la Républiq

ue • E' Davis, Ambassador in Federal Re ublidérale d'Allemagne.'Note'
marginale : P c of German .Sent. 21.6.52/Marginal note: Y
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-: I think that Canada should have an exhibit at this Fair to help make the
Western shop-window as attractive as possible. Both European and Economic
Divisions concur in this. By showing our interest in the welfare of a strategi-
cally located city whose conimunications, "commercial and other, are
continuously threatened by Soviet interference tactics, we would certainly help
strengthen the morale of the citizens in their struggle to remain free and
independent. Moreover, we would at the same time' be reciprocating the
Western German contribution to the Canadian•International Trade Fair. You
may, therefore, think it advisable to approach the Deputy Minister of Trade
and Commerce in order that a definite and favourable.decision may be taken
as soon as possible. Would you prefer to do this verbally or in writing?98

H.O. M[ORAN]

932. DEA/12490-AW-3-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État. aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre du Commerce.,

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, June 26, 1952

Dear Mr. Bull,

I refer to the recent exchange of correspondence - between our respective
Departments concerning Canadian participation in'the forthcoming German
Industries Fair:

Yôu 'will'by now have seencopy of our telegram of June 20,' to Mr. T.C.
Davis, I our Ambassador in Bonn, requesting information 'concerning the type of
exhibit expected of us, the 'space available and the 'cost of same., At the
'suggestion of your Exhibition Commission we have requested Mr. Davis that
he .cônsult with the `newly=appointed Commercial" Secretary, Mr. B.A.
Macdonald, regarding the possibility of adapting for this purpose the exhibit
erected in Brussels earlier this year. .

',lt is this Department's considered view that Canada shôuld have a trade and
commodity exhibit at this Fair not because- we would wish to boost our present
sales figures, with the Federal Republic of Germany or with West Berlin in
particular, but rather in order to make the western shop-window as attractive
as possible' and to stréngthen the morale of a strategically located city under
thé continued threat of Soviet interference tactics. I 4hould therefore be most

1

I

e;
F

»Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Donc. 21.6.52 J.E. T(hibault]
La note indique qu'il s'agissait d'une communication écrite.
The note indicates that the communication was in writing.

te
T
re
ha
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grateful if a definite and favourable deci '
in the above-mentioned Fair could be s'on regarding Çanadian, participation .

reached at an earlÿ date. •
Yours sincerely,

933. L.D. WILGRESS

; Le sous-ministre du Com
DEA/12490-A W-3-40

ausous-secrétaire d'État aux,g merce

De^ u! Affaires extérieures
Io Under-Se tarer °f Trade and Commerce

y ni State for External AffairsCONFIDENTIAL • ` • ! 'r: •-

Dear Mr. Wilgress Ottawa, July 11, 1952
In reply

to Your confidential letter of June 26

Your

participation in the forthcoming German Industries concerninyou know that as a result of ustries Fair in Berlin, ^hls Canadian
Exhibition Commission has been authoommendation, the Canadian Go is to let

The latest communication
Z

to prepare an exhibit. ^ernment
Germany has been passed to (July 4th)

Exhibi tion
f

om the Canadian
will carry on negotiations directly with our Commission and th e A

m bassador in
1 would be rateful if r Commercial Counsellor at Bonnhere

extended through the Embassyyou would
make a suitable reply to the invitationsand the of the Federal Republic of German

yCanadian Ambassador in Bonn.
Y Ottawa

934.

Yours faithfully,

WM. FREDERICIC BULL

Le sous-secrétaire d'État DEA/12490-A W-3-40
au sous-niinse dû Cofa^res extérieures

' -: Under-Secretar mmerce

Io De u! y of State for External A r1^ Y Minister of Trade and ffairs
CONFIDENTIAL Commerce

Please refer to our Ele No Ottawa, November 17, 195
. 9456-JX-40. 2

Dear Mr. Bull:

Youexehan will remember that` during '
Fair ged letters concerning the summer months of this

Year weheld in Berlin g Canada's participation in the German IndustrialThe gram fro The Fair has just concluded and we have
m our Embassy in Bonn stating that it was remarkablymbassador reports further that ave received a

^eee1Ved a number of inquiries as a Canadian Imat,successful.
ha^e a beneficial effect on result of the Fair and he authorities

our trade through the stimulation of inet't will
interest in
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Canada, not only among Germans, but also 'among the eight other exhibiting
countries and six thousand visitors from other Western nations. e of

It appears that the Fair has also served the intended P^op ^e Fa bei366,000
shop window of the West." For, of the 855,000 vis o
came from the Soviet Zone of Germany and the Soviet Sector in Berlin.

You will remember that Canada's display in the recent Fair
time to

comprehensive as we should have liked, because there was not

make ecessar
re arations. In order to have plenty of time to prepare

the n Y P P
for

next year's Fair, the Director of the Exhibition Commission raised the question
of Canada's participation at a recent meeting. of the nter-depart mental

telegram from
Committee on Information Abroad. Taking into account
Bonn to which I have referred, the Committee strongly recommended that the
Canadian Government should take part in the next AGerman

ffairs
Industrial

the
be held in Berlin. The Department of External A Y

Committee's recommendation.

I
should be grateful if you would consider this recommendation and if you

approvef pass it on to the Exhibition Commission.
Yours sincerely,

z ^ 4 L:D. WILGRESS

DEA/12490-AW-3-40
935.

•r, Le sous-ministre du Commerce
aû sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, November 22, 1952

Dear Mr. Wilgress,
Berlin Industries Fair

Your File No. 9456-JX-40 .

I
have before me your letter of Nôvember 18th, in which 'you recommend

continuing participation in the Berlin Industries Fair for 1953.

I n view of the recommendation of your Department, I am authaori steps to
Canadian Government Exhibition C ommission

Canadian Pavilion maintained
see that a . suitable exhibit is prepared and the
for the 1953 Fair. •

I
would appreciate your advising the.Embassy at Bonn of this action.

Yours faithfully,
^ .. _^ . s,. ..

WM. FREDERICK BULL. ^ .. , , x , .
•, i

T
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, Note pour le directeur de l'Immigration
Memorandum for Director of Immigration
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DCI

Ottawa, May 30, 1952
This is`to inform you that the Security Panel at its meeting of May 15th

agreed that the following persons should be refused entry into Canada asimmigrants:
(a)

Former members of the . S.S. -the Sicherheitsdienst, the Abwehr,Gestapo, and any former member of the Nazi party who, under Allied Control
Council Directive No. 38 of, 12th October. 1946, was classified as a Major
Offender or Offender or who, on the evidence before a Security Officer is in his
opinion within either of these categories. Particular care should be .taken
exclude persons who were responsible for brutalities in concentration or labourcamps.
(b) Former members of the Waffen S.S. except:i)

German nationals who joined before the age of 18, when there are
reasonable grounds for believing they were conscripted or joined undercoercion.

ii)
Volksdeutsche formerly residing in German occupied terrirthey,

were subsequently naturalized German or not, when there are resonaher
grbunds for believing they were conscripted or joined under coercion. ble

Volksdeutsche and other nationalities who were resettled and natural-ized German before
joining, when there are reasonable grounds for believing

that naturalization was not of their own choosing, and reasonable round
believing they were conscripted or joined under coercion. g s for

LAVAL FORTIER i
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SECTION D

GRÈCE: SECOURS AUX AFFAMÉS

GREECE: FAMINE RELIEF

937. PCO

"Extrait des conclusions'du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions : . ^

Top SECRET [Ottawa,] February 5, 1952

GREEK RELIEF; GIFT OF NO.'5 WHEAT

14_:" The Secretary of State for External 'Affairs, referring to the discussion at
tlie meeting of, November 16th, 1951, reported ttiat; as the population of the
villages of northern'Greece was on the verge of starvation, various organiza-
tions in Canada had made appeals for a 'gift of No. 5 wheat similar to that
made 'in 'November by the Greek War Relief Fund. At that timè 'the U.S.
Economic Assistance Administration had given an undertaking to the Fund to
provide ocean transportation at its expense.•The Canadian Red Cross Society
had now indicated that, if the government would contribute 503,000 bushels of
No. 5 wheat, at a cost of some $825,000,: it - would, subject to the above-
mentioned undertaking regarding ocean transportation, arrange for the milling
of: the wheat in Canada and its, transportation to seaboard. It would also
guarantee that the flour would be properly distributed by representatives of the
Greek Red Cross Society.
- On humanitarian grounds, he recommended, with. the concurrence of the
Minister of Trade and Commerce, approval -of these proposals subject to
certain conditions.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Minister's memorandum, Feb. 5, 1952 -'Cab. Doc. 36-52)t

15. The Cabinet, after discussion, approved the recommendation of the
Secretary of State for External Affairs, concurred in by the Minister of Trade
and Commerce, and agreed that:
(a) a, gift of 500,000 bushels of No. 5 wheat, at a cost of approximately

$825,000, be donated immediately to the Canadian Red.Cross Society for
milling : into flour as a contribution to famine relief for Greece, on the
understanding that it be ground in the Western Division mills as defined in the
Canada Grain Act, 1930, and that the Society be requested to call for tenders
in letting the flour contract; and,
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(b) -provision for the necessary funds be made i

n theestimates of the Department of External
Affairs for

final supplementarythé
Wheat Board to be requested to su the - fiscal year 1951-52;•• 1 supply the

wheat on this understanding,39

SECTION E

NORVÈGE: PHOQUES
DU GROENLAND

NORWAY: HARP SEALS

Le sous-ministr d

to Under-Secretar o et of Frsheries
Y Of State for External Affairs

. . ,

au sous=secrétaire d'État aux ^q
ç; Pêcheries

Affaires extérieures
Deputy t

Dear Sir," Ottawa; December 19, 1951

Since union . with Nëwfoundland thi

pour la

this
Department has been concerned withconservation

measures which might be ado ted regarding the stocks of hârpPseals in the waters off the Province of Newfoundl
The, seal fishery has been and.

Çanadian mainland and Norwe iprosecuted for many years b
evidence that'at the rate of kill g an interests and there a ea S Wfoundland,
danger of depletion. For the of the baby seals and adults eac h spring the e^is
Fieries: ^ past two seasons the Departrrient through theResearch Board has been carrying out a survAerial photography of the' seal herds of thie situation.considerable ta on the ice' has been' done â

well asgging of the animals. The aerial pliotography was done forpurpoSe o f trying to arriv
thee at an estimated count

ascertain the migratory habits and range nt of the population; the tagging
Norwegian sealers also partici ate of the seals.

Year p
to a very, large extent in the fisheryyear, and because of this international aspect, it will be necessary before anyconservation regulations can be applied with each

see if agreement can be reached with itherespect to Canadian nationals to
mutually satisfactory basis for the conservation Government. on aherds• ton and protection of, the seal

As a resu^lt of our scientific investi at'
the Canadian sealing industry, it lons, observations and discuss iontype of re t is our view that as a

step towards ssoith
deter

gulation, opening and closing dates for the ta first
kimined. For some

custem^ commenced years the Newfoundland sealers' gb of seals should beNorw mmenced operations not earlier than
March 13 ôf each

regulation and
egian sealers, on the other hand, usually year.

commence killing a few days
"P""P"'èce.,

un

q

co

ffQ éSeeztérdiéu esl^ mission de secours en Grèce, voir .
For an account of the relief operation ^inaGre ^ 9S2

Farine canadienne
, Volume 4, No. 8(August 1952 ece, see "Canadian Flour for Greece,"

External), pp. 270-4.
a •

,DEf^1/12386-12-40
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before this date. During the past two years particularly, the difference in the
starting .dates• has caused some difficulties on the sealing grounds, aside from
the fact that we believe -there should be a common starting date for: all sealers
in the interest of conservation of the stocks:

., We accordingly have had discussions. with the Canadian sealing industry
and agreement has been reached that the opening date each year should be not
earlier than March 10 for what is termed the "front" and March 5 for the Gulf
of St. Lawrence area. The "front" might40 be described as the area off
northeast Newfoundland and north and south west to a line probably drawn
from Armour Point on the Labrador Coast to Flower's Cove, Newfoundland,
in the Strait of Belle Isle. South of this line on the west side of Newfoundland
would be defined as the Gulf of St. Lawrence area.

With regard to a closing date it has been suggested to the Canadian industry
that April 30 should be the final date' for killing. There is, -however, some
difference of opinion on this point and it may be necessary to leave this aspect
in âbeyance pending further investigation, taking into account the practicalities
of the sealing operations. Other forms of conservation measures have been
suggested but these would require additional study, and discussion with
indusiry representatives before any conclusions could be reached.

What we have • in mind 'at this time is that an, approach, shoüld be made
immediately to the Norwegian authorities on'an informal basis to see if mutual;
agree . mént can be arrived at for the 1952 season on common opening dates as
described above; thât they should bè sounded out on the'téntative proposal for
an April 30;closing date. I might say that last April, during the meeting of the
International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries at Washington,
the.Norwegian delegates were informa[[y• and, unofficia[ly approached on this
sealing matter. At the time it was indicated that Norway would be in favour of
an international `agreement' for`the regulation of sealing and it was expressed
that perhaps an informal arrangëment could be worked out for the'1952 season
and later a conference could be arranged to work out details for concluding a
formal treaty. At such' a formal conference invitations should perhaps be sent
to• the United Kingdom, the United 'States and other interested countries to
participate. In, the meântime, ^ however, 'so. far as we are aware the only
countriés actively interested in sealing operations in the northwest Atlantic and
Gulf of St. Lawrence areas are Canada and Norway.'If a'formal conference on
sealing is to be called there might be opportunity to hold it some time in June
of:next year. Representatives of countries who might be interested in sealing
will all likely be present at the meeting of the International Commission for the
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries which is scheduled to -be held at St. Andrews,
N.B., towards the end of June: I should think that we could take advantage of

2 .i ,

'Notre copie du document porte la mention manuscrite suivante :
f.` The following was written on this copy of the document:

i.e. The "front" might comprise the relevant area of the Atlantic Ocean off
Newfoundland (including Labrador) and the Strait of Belle Isle on the Atlantic
Ocean side of a line drawn from. F[lowcr's] C[ove] to A[rmour] P[oint].

Î
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G.R. CLARK

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires DEA/12386-12-40

au ministre de Norvège extérieures
Secretar1' of State for Externa,

19 MinFster of Norway
..,

'1^
Y

r%ttawa, December 22, 195141The Secretary of State for Extern al Affairsof Norway and has the honour of rirs presents his compliments to the
waters off the Province of Newfoundland. efer to the harp seal fishery in the
2•

Due to the extensive exploitation of
Canadian and Norwegiân fish the harp seal fisher in recentthis 's

ermen, ther"e is. a sérious danger of dep etion ofpecies
For the past ; two seasons the Canadian DePartment of Fisheriesand the Fisheriès`Reseârch Boârd of Canada have beenof thefishery.

As a result;of scientific investigat ion and darrying out a survey
engaged in the fishery, it is considered that,

some regulation of the killin
scussions with those

at, in the interests of perpetuating theintroduced,
g of the seals should be immedisome Moreover, because of the highly competitive nat ' ately

regulation of it is desirable in' order to avoid serious
between those engaged in'it,. So ure of the industry,
assistance

stance to offi cials engaged in ta mein
misunderstandings

measure - of regulation 'would also be of
investigation of the species. gg g the seals and conducting the scientific

"Notre copie du document
The foltowin Porte la mention manuscrite suivante:note as written on th-This copy of the document:

as given to the Norwegian Minister on Jan. 4, 1952.
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interested people bein
the sealing present then to have either formal or informalquestion..,

mal talks on
For the present; however, it would be appreciatedr

.

ÿour Department for an immediate approach to the if steps
Norwegian

could be
authorities for

taken
an informal agreement covering the opening and

byclosingsealing season along the lines outlined above. It is regretted datés for the 1952
possible to présent this matter , to you before now, but we thathave it has

only recently
not been

concluded our discussions 'with the Canadian indu
likély:; that 'thé

Norwegian sealin stry representatives. It is
preparations fôr fitting out to leave for the seali ngery shortly be making its
time in February. The matter is therefore of some urgency as

grounds we should like, ifpossible, to have the informal ai-rangement-for
^ Probably some

early. as possible. ;.
the 1952 season concluded as

If there is any further information I cknow. .
an supply on this matter please let me,

Yours very truly,
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3. As -a first"step toward régulation; the'cooperation of the Nbrwegian
Government is requested in the establishment of opening and closing dates for
the taking of. seals. For. this purpose it is proposed that the relevant waters be
considered to be in two areas - the one comprising the.waters of,the Strait of
Belle Isle and the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of the Province of Newfound-
land (including Labrador); and the other comprising the waters of the Gulf of
St: Lawrence. It has been suggested that the starting date for r f

or other area
described area should be March 10, while the starting da
should be March 5. The dividing line between the two areas.would be, roughly,
one : between Armour Point on the Labrador coast and Flowers. Cove,

.,., ,: .
Newfoundland..
< 4. The closing date of April 30 has been suggested for both areas, but this
date might be adjusted later, after futher investigation: Meanwhile, as th

e for theNorwegian sealing vessels will soon be making preparations to leaveconsider
sealing grounds, it is requested that the Norwegian Government
whether it would be possible to, make appropriate arrangements, in co-
operation with the Canadian Government, to regulate the seal fishery, as

suggested above, for the 1952 season.

DEA/12386-12-40
940.,'

Le ministre 'de Norvège
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

•"^.
Minister of Norway

to Secretary of State for External Affairs.

Ottawa, February 23, 1952

Sir,
With reference to your verbal note No. X-25 of December 22, 1951, IZhthéof Fe

1 the honour to inform you that by a Royal Deason 952bhave been et ablished
ôpening dates for the taking of seals,for the . se note
âccording.to the Canadian proposal contained in your' Straitnof Bell Isle
viz. March 10 for the area east of Newfoundland and in the 5
east^ of à line drawn between Armour. Point. and. Flowers Cover and M o f the
for the 'area comprising the waters of the,Gulf of St. Lawrence west

t r r - .^,

above line.
My Government add that March10 already in previous years has been r IXed

as the opening date for, Norwegian sealing vessels' .. : I for the
The above mentioned Decree only Ï establishes ° the opening dates

taking of seals as' the - Norwegian- authorities agree with the Canadian
^:.

42Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Available in Norwegian at Norwegian Legation;

43Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Informed G.R. Clark, Fisheries, by phone 26-2-52. ,
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authorities that the closing dates, after further investigation, should be left in
abeyance until eventual later negotiations.

Accept, etc.:
:i .

1463

DANIEL STEEN

DEA/12386-12-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures; ., ^

au ministre deNorvège

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Minister of Norway

Ottawa, February 28, 1952

I have the honour to refer to your Note of February 23, • 1952, transmitting
the information that, the Norwegian Government by a Royal Decree of
February 18, 1952, has established the opening dates for the taking of seals b
Norwegian sealers in accordance with the proposâls contained in

yverbalnote No. X-25 of December 22, 1951, my

It is noted that the above mentioned decree establishes only the
dates for the taking of seals and that the Norwegian authorities agree that the
closing dates should be arranged after further investigations.

Excellency,

Accept, etc.

WILLIAM G. STARK

for Secretary of State

for External Affairs
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SECTION F

SUBDIVISION I/SUB-SECTION I

DETTES COMMERCIALES

COMMERCIAL DEBTS.

ESPAGNE/SPAIN - -'

942.
DEA/10527-40

Le directeur des Relations commerciales du ministère du Commerce
a la Direction juridique, . ,

Director, International Trade Relations,
Department of Trade and Commerce,

to Legal Division

Ottawa, February 12, 1952

Dear Mr. Burbridge:

' You ` will be pleased to hear of the successful: arrangements for the
settlement of commercial debts with Spain. Mr. Bull went to Madrid for these
negotiations which were initiated by Mr. Maguire, our Trade Commissioner in
Spain. Signature of the agreement by Mr. Bull and Sr. Martin Artajo, the
Spanish Foreign Minister, took place on January 29th in Madrid.

The,, negotiations ' were conducted in a most friendly and cooperative
atmosphere, and Mr. Bull seems to be quite pleased with his visit. He made it

Thélitoin^Ÿ
clear before he went that he would not 'deal with aipT action or
questions, nor with the vexed question of Barcelo
reference made to diplomatic representation or Barcelona Traction was after
the conclusion of thé agreement, when Sr. Martin Artajo, the Spanish Foreign
Minister,: remarked on the appointment of a Canadian Minister to Portugal
and. said he"thôught the- time was propitious for Canada to normalize her
relations with Spain. He said that if Canada had had an Ambassador in
Madrid, the Barcelona case might have had a more favourable outcome.

, I am enclosing a copy of our press announcement' on this subject, together
with the text of the agreement' and the English translation. As you will note,
the terms of the agreement are very satisfactory from our, point of be

view
a9pli

and
ed

conform broadly with what we were
debtsgs T

he
more favourable t han any of thein the settlement of most of. these

rates at present in use in current trade.
We are ourselves quite glad to see this matter settled so satisfactorily,

especially since this has been a continuing problem for the past several years.
Yours faithfully,

C.M. ISBISTER
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

DEA/10527-40
Texte anglais de l'Accord relatif au règlement de créances commerciales

entre le Canada et l'Espagne

English Text of Agreement for the Settlement of Commercial Debts
between Canada and Spain

LETTER FROM THE SPANISH FOREIGN MINISTER

TO MR. WM. FREDERICK BULL, DEPUTY MINISTER,
MADRID, SPAIN, 29 JANUARY 1952

In connection with the conversations held the last few' days, , I have the
honour to express, to you the agreement of the Spanish Government to the
settlement of the commercial debts pending with Canada, for a total sum not
exceeding $650,000 and in accordance with the following conditions:

1. "Commercial Arrears" for the purpose of this repayment arrangement will
be those debts contracted by natural and juridical Spanish persons with
Canadian firms as the result of imports into Spain, prior to July 18th, 1936,
[ 1938?] of Canadian goods.
2.

The Spanish debtors must justify with documents and in the. usual way
before the Spanish Institute of Foreign Exchange, before June 30th, 1952, the
amount of their debts.

3. Settlement will be made in the following manner: •
a) By release on 'the part of the Foreign Exchânge Institute of the type of

currency in which thé debt is stipulated.
b)

The rate of exchange to be applied by thé Spanish ^ Foreign
Institute, in those cases in which the'debtors have made deposits in pesetas as
guarantee, shall be that'which served as a basis• to make the deposit 'provided
that it is not lower than the 'official rate at present in force. In most cases in
which'the rate of exchange. of the guarantee deposit was' lower •than the present
official rate, the latter:will apply. "
c) On such debts in which no deposits have been made, theto be applied , e rate of exchangewill be. fixed by the Spanish Foreign Exchange Institute

according to the circumstances prevailing in each case. Although it is
possible to indicate at this time the actual rate at which these debt not

converted into dollars, efforts will be made so that the rate of exchange beisuch
as to facilitate the payment of the debts, çonsideration being given to the fact
that the debtors have had the use of the money in the intervening
d) Those debts guaranteed by deposits in pesetas will be refunded

years.

ately, and the liquidation of the remaining debts will be made at the Irate of
$25,000 per month as from the moment that the former have been aid u
not later than June 30th, 1952. P p, but
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anish Foreign Institute

4.
Such applications as may be filed at 'the : Sp

650 000 will have to be taken in consideration independently from
exceeding $ ,
this agreement.-

l,shall, appreciate it if you will.kindly express to me, the conformity of the

Canadian Government on the above.

^ ..,, . . ^ . :,^ ^...

Extract from , . •
Ottawa, Âpril 15, 1952

. ,. , .CONFIDENTIAL

Minutes of Meeting of Heads of , v. _

.•.^,,^
SUBDIVISION II/SUB-SECTION 11

BARCELONA TRACTION
DEA/8508-40^. 1 .

. .. , . . . . . .,
. : d A : ': (

943.
Extrait du proeès-verbal de la !éunion dés chefs de direction

D' sion

^^ ty, . . .. . .

have " the matter settled under the treaty

ment re
••.14. Mr. rbrid é: On January 3, 1952, the Spanish GoverCelona Tracao

to

Spanish Gyovernmen y s gain ress
negotiations' for` a' set`tlenment are unsu iCef ruarbitr tion between Belgium and

Bu g
the representations which 'we had madâ in- of treaty provisions in the
refusing to admit that there had been

' Com an as-we had alleged 44 The Note set:ouâ ^stsoundglt
treatment of this P Y
arguments in support of the Spanish view;which we do noû^efo ward that the
made no reference to the suggestion' which .had been - p
Spanish Government might propose some, method, whereby, th^^ ia sets of ghe4 t

be résôlvéd, whether by arbitration o^L°c t aun` for ' a nominal sum" but subject
companies in Spain were sold at pub

a ent off of the bondholders. The purchaser company is
fô the obligaUon of p Ym . set û by thé` Marc interests. This ,
establisfiéd Spanish company, p off of the bondholders1952 The
proceëd^ng+ with arrangements for payment .
accordance with the conditions of sale is to beand hast

2g,
attémpted ûnsuccessfully

are beingReceiver for the Company has been in Spatn forts
rties`together'to negotiate a settlement. These ef,

to bring thepa htcontinued" We are informed that the Belgian Government has ttlementamig the.• -
âpprôach 'tô the Spanish

^
Government hastaken no fur âction'to ,press

that ifbe `âchievéd: The ' Belgian ,Government l
a

hm tot to submit the matter to arbitrâtion; but' has stated

-- ^ contre une société canadienne, la

Cette
affaire entraîna dcs procédures de faillite en

Espagne
garcelona

Barcelona Traction Company. r^^ings in Spain against a Canadian firm,

This case involved bankruptcy p

Traction Company._ .
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Spain. :A further. short Note has now. been sent by us to the Spanish Govern-
ment which restates briefly our view that- the treatment •accorded to Barcelona
Traction in Spain is contrary;to treaty provisions and refers once again to our
previous suggestion that the Government of Spain might propose some method
whereby the difference of opinion in this aspect of the matter might be resolved
and that we would agree to take the matter to arbitration if necessary. Before
sending this,Note careful consideration was, given to our present position in this
matter and it was discussed with the Department of Trade and Commerce. The
Department of ` Trade and Commerce expressed some concern that our
representations in the Barcelona dispute might have harmful effect upon our
relations with Spain in respect to other negotiations in which they were
concerned. It was our own view that we have now done nearly all that is
possible in this matter and that we would not be justified in pressing it further.
It was felt, nevertheless, that the latest Spanish Note could not be allowed to
go by default. It is not considered that the Spanish Government will give
favourable consideration to our suggestion that a settlement might be discussed
and the Note now sent will likely be our last effort in this matter. The Receiver
of the Company has been informed that it is most unlikely that the Department
can be of any further assistance in this.matter and that he should continue his
efforts to impress upon the Company the necessity to endeavour to negotiate a
settlerrient, with the bondholders.

944. DEA/8508-40
Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion des Chefs de direction

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Division

Ottawa, May 12, 1952

BARCELONA TRACTION

29. Mr. Burbridge'.' We have been ' informed by Canada House that the last
Canadian Note was p^esented to the Spanish Government on April 21. In the
absence of the Minister for Foreign Affairs, who was in the Middle East, the
Note was presented to the recently appointed, Under-Secretary for Foreign
Affairs, Don Emilio de Na'vasques. The Canadian Note was supplemented by
an Aide Memoire on behalf of the U.K. Government.

It ^ has also been brought to our attention that 'a report in the Financial
Times of April 21 announced that the Spanish court has issued an order
suspending for the time being the sale of the assets of the Barcelona Traction
Company, pending -the hearing of an action by the Company against, the
judicial ruling of last September authorizing the sale of the Company's assets.
This repôrt has not had official confirmation. If it is true it is probable that the
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orities are . paying some heed to the repéated ' rèp ^^ en
Spanish auth the impropriety<: of the leg p
Canada and the U.K. regarding

roceedi gs

h' Canadian company. r

_• . ,. ,^• _ _ :,
arising out of the bankruptcy of t
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b 22 a delegation,
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An agreement concerning the Barcelona
Traction, Company

Canadian governmcnts on June 13,1951.

Ottawa, Octo e ,
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DEA/8508-40
. Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion des chefs de direction

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Division

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, January 28, 1952

1.; Mr. Heeney. Mémbers of, this Department will have learned with concern
of the tragic death in the rioting in Cairo on January 26th of Mr. J.M. Boyer,
M.C., the Canadian Trade Commissioner. The British Ambassador to Egypt
has made a protest on our behalf to the Egyptian Government informing them
that the Egyptian Government will be held fully responsible for all loss of life
and property and that the rights of the Government of Canada in the matter
are fully reserved. We have informed the Government of the United Kingdom
of our approval today of this course. The Egyptian Consul General called to-
day to express his government's and his own condolences and sympathy on Mr.
Boyer's death; I reiterated our position to him.

DEA/8508-40
Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion des chefs de direction ►

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Division
, .•

LEGAL MATTERS

Claim Against the Egyptian Government - Death of Mr. J.M. Boyer,
Canadian Trade Commissioner

16: 'Mr: Burbridge. The United Kingdom Government on January 27, 1952,
fully reserved the' rights of the 'Canadian Government with regard to the
Egyptian Government's responsibility for losses of life and property inflicted

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, March 24, 1952
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during the Cairo riots. Legal Division in consultation with Consular Division
and the Department of Trade and Commerce,.have worked out a formula,
taking into account Mr. Boyer's active life expéctancy and his salary to arrive
at a sum to compensate , Mrs. `Boyér. .' `.` '. The Assistant Canadian Trade
Commissioner in Cairo, Mr. C.E. Butterworth, lost most of his personal effects
when his room in the Turf Club was razed by fire. He has sent us an itemized
statement of his losses. As far as we have ,been able to ascertain, there are no
other Canadian claims for loss of property because of the riot. Details of the
claims have been forwarded to the High Commissioner's Office in London for
transmission to the British Foreign Office; which will coordinate all claims and
present them, as circumstances permit, to, the Egyptian Government. The
procedure contemplated by the Foreign Office with regards to the presentation
of the claims is as follows. The first step will be to obtain, if possible, an
admission of international responsibility from the -Egyptian Government. The
United Kingdom Government through its , Ambassador - in Cairo is now
attempting to obtain this admission. When or if it is obtained, the Egyptian
Govérnment will be presented with a global figure based on all claims. The
Foreign Office think this method is preferable to discussions in advance with
thë Egyptians' concerning the merits and details` of each particular case. The
United Kingdom. Ambassador' in Cairo has, however, been asked for his
opinion on the best method and timinglor presentation of claims, and we will
be kept informed.',, , • , . , , ., .

948. . , DEA/8508-40
. . ., ^ . .

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion des chefs de direction

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Division*

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, November 10, 1952

Compensation Claim Arising from the Death of Mr. Joseph MacLeod Boyer
in Cairo on January 26, 1952

19. Mr.. Erichsen-Brown.47 The United Kingdom Foreign Secretary made a
statement on November 6 in the House of Commons to the effect that the
Egyptian Government had agreed to give as quickly as possible financial aid to
the victims of the Cairo riots., While a commission has been set up by the
Egyptian Government to deal with claims arising from the riots, the Egyptian
Prime Minister has given assurance to the United Kingdom Embassy in Cairo
that the claim arising from the death of Mr. Boyer would be dealt with on a
government-to-government basis, as Mr... Boyer, wwas, a foreign government
official ôn duty, in Egypt. The Foreign Office has asked the United Kingdom. . , . , . ... ,,,, .

"J.P. Erichsen-Browff de la Direction juridique.
J.P. Erichsen-Brown, Legal Division. ; ; :
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Ambassador in Cairo for information on how the a ment
made in the Boyer case. P Y will actually be, .. .

'SUBDIVISION II/SUB-SECTION II

COMMERCE/'TRADE

Le sous-ministre du Commerce. ï. au sous-secrétaire
d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/6964-40

Ottawa, March 28, 1952
Dear Mr. Heeney,

We are informed by cable of March 25 from the Actin T
sionér at Cairo that the Government of Egypt rade Commis-
applicable to Canadian goôds. gYPt had doubled all customs duties

EgYPt having a single-column tariff, Egyptian law has for
contained a punitive provision by which customs duties may be inc easednin
this fashion against any country with which Egypt has no trade agreement.

law has now been implemented ^for the first time in relation ent.
Although we lack detailed information, we believe that similar action has ada.
been taken in'relation to other countries in the same position. also

While Canadian exports to Egypt are not large, amou 'last
year, a number of our exporters will beaffect dngim $2'5 millionmediate.manufactured goods, such as Canadian automobiles, are elimi

nated ly fromfEgypt by reason of the tariff being doubled against us, it will be more difficult
to get back into the market later, in competition with other countries which
able to maintain their business. I am attaching a memorandum on this are
containing additional information! subject

We have cons
% ulted informally `with the Department of' Financ

question. On grounds of commercial relations and trade alone, we see no reason
why we should not enter into a most favoured nation treaty with Eg
the point of view of your Department, we would give rise to an yPt' From
Proceeding in this way at the present time. Y objection to

This matter is urgent because of the pending departure of the Acting
^ from Cairo and we shall look forward to early reply.

ng Trade_,^: .... your
Yours sincerely,

WM. FREDERICK BULL
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950.1

Ottawa, Apri12, 1952

Dear Mr. Bull, • '
I refer to your letter of March .28 in which you informed me that the

Egyptian Government has just imposed a sùrtax• of;100% on all imports of
Canadian goods. I understand that this particular, provision of the Egyptian
tariff -law may be invoked against any country which has 'not concluded a
commercial agreement with Egypt.

This Department would have no objection to our entering into a most-
favoured-nation agreement with Egypt. At the same time it has occurred to us,
as. it has, no' doubt occurred to you, that the manner in which the Egyptians
have acted in applying the punitive provisions of their tariff law to Canadian
goods without prior indication or consultation is somewhai brusque and inept. I
assume that you would not wish this kind of unilateral procedure to become a
precedent for extorting commercial concessions, from us. However; this is
primarily a matter for your . Department' and the • Department of Finance to
take into consideration.

If you decide to proceed with the conclusion of a most-favoured-nation
agreement with Egypt, I think 'tlïat 'you' might find ' it opportune' to tell the
Egyptian Government of the adverse impression their, action has -caused in
Canada.

,

Yoûrs, sincerely,
A.D.P. HEENEY

. ..i . . . _ .., j. . . . . .• : . ^, .

951. DEA/6964-40

EUROPE DE L'OUEST ET MOYEN-ORIENT

DEA/6964-40

,Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ''•
au sous-ministre du Commerce

Under-Secr`ètary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce

. i • . . . . ..
. .

Le directeur des Relations commerciales internationales
du ministère dù.Commerce,
b 7a Direction économique

Director, International ,Trade Relations;
Department of Trade and Commerce, ..

to Economic Division. f` . . . .

Ottawa, May 16, 1952

Dear Mr. Plumptre: ,_À Ï
We have received a further communication from the Canadian Trade

Commissioner's Office in Cairo respecting the proposed exchange of notes with
Egypt for most-favoured-nation treatment.

,. .
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We are 'now informed that a decree has been published i
Journal of Egypt stating that double duties will definitel Official

y be
n the Off

imposed onimports from Canada on October 28, 1952, unless some agreementreachéd bÿ'that 'date. has been

While I do,not think that we should be unduly alarmed b y
be useful for your department'to approach the Egyptian C this

onsul General
decree, itin

Ottawa to ascertain whether he has received instructions in t'
48

Yours faithfully,
this matter.

C.M.ISBISTER

DEA/6964-40
La Direction économiqûe au directeur

des Relations commerciales internationales du ministère du

Division to Director,
u Commerce

International Trade Relâtions, Department of Trade and Commerce

Ottawa, May 27, 1952
Dear Dr. Isbister,

At my request Mr. El-Hakeem, the Consul General of Egypt called on me
today to discuss the question of a most-favoured-nation agreement.

After recalling the' circumstances in which the E gyptiandecided to impose a 100% surtax on Canadian imports as of O s
c

evidently
year, I told Mr. El-Hakeem that from our point of view the ext tober'28 of this• favoured-nation treatment to E

p
ension of most-

largely a matter' of providing h sGovernment W^^hlem of principle. It was
agreement we had^found it practicable to conclude in tha asttof the type of

e d , and I expectedthat we should be in a position to move forward quickly so as to clear up thismatter well before October.
I

added that,. in? view of the changes in our personnel
probablÿ be most. cônvenient to proceed with the nece in Cairo, it would
Ottawa. It. was mÿ understanding that the E ssary discussions here in
propôSed Ottawa as the venue for the talks. gypt^an authorities had also

Mr. El-Hakeem a ppeared to be gratified by the Canadian position in regardto
most-favoured-nation treatment for Egypt as I had outline '

had received no definite instructions from his Governme d lt to him. He
inpromised to communicate with Cairo immediately and get nttou matter, but

again some time next week. ch with me

Yours sincerely,

A.F.W. PLUMPTRE

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
It has been agreed between

Mr. Plumptre and Dr. Isbister that it would be preferableto broach this matter
orally to the Egyptian Consul General. 20/5/52K. Gloldschlagj
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DEA/6964-40

La Direction economiquë au directeur
des Relations commerciales internationales du ministère dùCômmerce

• , • .

953.

' Economic Division to'Director,
-International Trade Relations, Department of,Trade and Commerce

Ottawa, September 4, 1952

Dear Mr. Isbister,
With reference to Mr. Neal's conversation with Mr. Kilgour on September

3rd, 1 enclose a copy of a draft agreement for an exchange of most-favoured-
nation treatment which Mr. El-Hakeem, the Egyptian Consul General, left
with me on September 2nd." Mr. El-Hakeem explainèd that, his. Government
considers this text only a draft to be used as a basis for discussion.

A glance at the draft agreement indicates : that" a number of changes
probably will be necessary, e.g., deletion of the' reference to Newfoundland; the
term "British Commonwealth of Nations" in paragraph 2 expanded into "the
British Commonwealth of Nations including their dependent overseas
territories and the Republic of Ireland"; and revision of the concluding
paragraph so that it is more along the lines of the text in the draft note which
we had prepared but had not submitted. You will also note that the Egyptian
draft agreement proposes a three-month notice of termination whereas we had
a six-month notice in mind.
- I should-be glad to have your -comments on this, text together with any
revisions which you deem advisable. I have examined the draft agreement with
a-vie w to determining if the Egyptians also had in mind a"balanced trade"
between the two countries, (reference my letter of July 3rd).t There does not
appear to be any phrase : in the draft_ which i explicitly, covers this aspect of
Canâdian-Egyptian trade. The point in your July 8th letter; that there must be
a ,,clear. ,understanding . that any, agreement, will guarantee unqualified most-
^avoured-nation treatment for Canadian"goods, will no doûbf have to be raised
with the Egyptians. As soon as we hâve an agreed text, I'shall ask the Egyptian
Consul General to call. There is some urgency in this matter as the. Egyptian
six-month waiver of double.duties will expire on October 28th.

''A.E:AtTCfi*tE^

,;!

.
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Le directeur des Relations commerciales internationales
du ministère du Commerce es

à la Direction économique

Director, International Trade Relations,
Department of Trade and Commerce

to Economic Division

Dear Mr. [A.E,] Ritchie:

• I have your letter of September 4 with which yo
drâft text of the proposed agreement with E t l'

You enclosed a copy of the
Consul General.In your letter you suggest gyP , eft with you by the Egyp tian

certain changes, and with th setwe

In view of the urgency' of concluding the agreement befor
the six' months' period dtiring which'the E e the expiration ofgyptianthe imposition `of higher duties, we believe that it gis adnvment has suspended
Egyptian drâft with a minimum of revisions.49 We have 'sable to accept theit

and have made only such additional changes as We consideraccordingly gone over
essential. I amenclosing a copy 'of the tèxt showing all these proposed changes. Proposed

deletions are enclosed in-square brackets and additions ar.
In the introductory paragraph we consider it advis e underlined.

rase,which indicates only the willingness of the Egyptianable to
government

change tothe ph
conclude.the agreernént, to one which puts forth a positive pro os

We have refrained from changing the word ^^ p,^aL 66 "

the latter appears, in most of our trade a ree g oments. ods to articles , although
As a commentâry on your own proposals, the word "ovnecessarÿ as a qualification of dependent territories erseas" does not seem

In Clause 3- we suggest six months' notice instead of th
advisable in view of the length of time which ' fee. We believe this
discussion stage in the present negotiations. Shoujâhas already taken to reach the
Point for the E&tians, we would accept three tm^o prové to be a stickingagreement. nths to conclude the

Yoûrs,faithfully,

CLAUDE [ISBISTER]

"Note marginale
M

/Marginal note:

, conce(je the point) relate ommercej (and they are prepared to
s to the termination notice. Would you like me to arrangefor El-Hakeem to call on you? K. G[oldschlagj

•Mr.Goldschlag -- we might talk about it briefly first. A.E. R[itchiej

we want to complete the exchange, the minimumnumber of revisions should be made in the Egyptian
draft. The only substantialchange proposed

by T & C[Trade and C

r. Ritchie -1 agree th t'f

Ottawa, September 9, 1952
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expressions of my highest consideratlon.
^,:, . . _ • ,. -. . : •

,

'EUROPE DE L'OUEST ET MOYEN-ORIENT

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Projet'd'Accord- .. ^ ,
Draft Agreement

,

I have the honour to inform Your Excellency that, with a view to regulating
and facilitating trade between Egypt, and= Canada, the Royal Egyptian
Government [are prepared to conclude with] propose to Her Majesty's
Government in Canada' an Agreement, [which. will be applicable also to
Newfoundland],[on] in the following terms:

1. Goods, the produce or manufacture of - Canada [and Newfoundland]
imported . into Egypt (whether for consumptiôn, re-export or . transit) will be
accorded treatment not favourable than that accorded to the 'goods of the
most favoured foreign country, 'excluding tlie spécial pr'ivileges accorded to any
countries adjoining Egypt and to members of the Arab League.

2. , Goods, the produce or manufacture of Egypt imported into Canada [and
Newfoundland] (whether. for. consumption, re-export or transit) will be
accorded treatment not less favourablé than that âccorded to the goods of the
most favoured foreign country r excluding the special.^priviléges accorded to
adjoining territories and to members of the British Commonwealth of Nations
and their dependent,territories and tdthe'Republic of Ireland.^. ;
3. .The present Note and. a Note, from Your Excellency confirming the

acceptance by Her Majesty's Government in Canada of an agreement to this
effect shall be regarded, as constituting an agreement' in this matter between
the two Governments which shall 'come into force immediately on 'receipt of

.. .. . . • , . S - . . . i t

Sir,

Your Excellency's Note and shall remairi in force until superseded by another
agreement or until the expiration of [three] six calendar' months from the date
on which notice of termination shall have been givën ;bÿ either'government to
the other.

I avail myself of this' opportunity to 'renew to, Your Excellency the

955. ^` ^ . ^ ° ^ -}•. DEA/6964-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre' du Commerce

Ünder=Secretâry of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce

Ottawa, September 22, 1952

.Attention: Dr. C.M. Isbister,
The Egyptian Consul General called on us this morning in connection with

the most-favoured-nation agreement Ïwhich we aré hoping to conclude with
Egypt shortly. The alternative}draft prepared.by.yourDepartment'appeared to
offer no substantial difficulties., We raised,,but did not press, the question of a
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six-month terminâtion clause which, we suggested

a three-month clause, if only on grounds of administrative convenience.
time we made it clear that• if

' was Probably preferable to

meet our preference : in this matter the Egyptian
. At the

Consul General could not
reference to Cairo, we should be , prepared tonâccejative and without furtherformulated by his Government. Pt the proposal originally
I Mr. EI

Hakeem told us that the draft agreement
hadInterdepartmental Committee on Foreign Trade and been drawn u bused by the Egyptian followed a standard o angyptian

Government. Since the Committee meetsperiodically and might wish to consider our counter-
proposal

only
notice of termination, we agreed that it would be in regard to the

preferablerelevant exchange of notes without referring the text to initiate the
of

back tothe Committee. We gathered that the Consul General will,
the in any case

agreement, have tosecure ,
final, clearance from his authorities before

rExchange of Notes. p oceeding with the
3.' As soon , as we receive the Egyptian ' notemost-favoured-nation agreement, we shall ask oposing the conclusion of a

prepare a submission to Council in accordance wthe Dthé rtment of Finance to11 of the Customs Tariff Act. We shall also iNational Revenue which will have nform t hel D De part ment lonrelevant
Order-in-Council has been to

passed.
advise its collectors as soon as the

Egyptian Consul General we told him that our renl
y
our conversation with the

be deferred for about a week so as to enable û to his note would probably
administrative arrangements. s to complete the necessary
4. A copy of

this letter is being sent to Messrs. Deutsch and Urquhart.

A.E. RITCHIE
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs956.

Note de la Direction économique
DEA/6964-40

Mémorandum by Economic Division

M 't' Ottawa, Octôber 24, 1952
EMORANDUM FOR MR.-RITCHIE

MOSTFAVOUR
Barro ED-NATION AGREEMENT WITH EGMr.

w of the Department of Trade and Co YPTafternoon to fïnd aut, if there has been any mmerce telephoned me this
Consul General regarding the exchange of notesf urther word from the E
sUbject to final clearance by his govérnment, which he was going to inytate,

As you know the decree recently published in the J
provides that a'surtax of 100% on goods ori inatin ^urnal O ffciel of Egypt
f ôYPt has not concluded a commercial agreementg g^n countries with which

m October 28, 1952.` B will be imposed with effect
y next Tuesday, therefore, the 6-month respite
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afforded to us,^. presumably for : the purpose of the conclusion of a' bilateral
agreement; will expire.'! . { . ; ' i . .

. Since"•there, is `little likelihood of completing our-exchange of notes with
Egypt within the next four daÿs; two courses of action would seem to be open
to us : - First, we might ; telephone the Egyptian Consul General to ask -whether
final instructions to conclude a most-favoured-nation -agreement had ' now
reached him. If, as I assume, his reply is in the negative; we might ask him to
approach his authorities by telegram to seek a further delay in the imposition
of, a punitive surtax on Canadian goods , in the light of the very favourable
prospects of. reaching an early agreement on reciprocal most=favoured-nation
treatment.

The alternative would be •to channel such an approach through the Trade
and Commerce representative in Cairo. In view of the fact,1however; that all
the negotiations have taken place at this end and that it might be confusing to
the Egyptian authorities if they were now approached through a different
channel, I would suggest that we ask the Egyptian Consul General in Ottawa
to place our case before his Government.

Since, the time available is now exceedingly short,": I wonder if you would
consider telephoning Mr: El-Hakeém some time tomorrow morning. I should
be glad to do so myself but an approach at your'level is likely to be a good deal
more effective.50

957. DEA/6964-40

, Le sous-secrétaire d'État aûx'Affaires extérieures
• au sous-ministre du Commerce

Under.-Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to DeputyI Minister of Trade and Commerce

RESTRICTED Ottawa, November 29, 1952

. .. . .^ . . ' . .
- Attention: Dr. C.M. Isbister

... , . . . . .^.. . . ^ , k ^ i . ..

The Egyptian Consul General calléd,^ on this Department on November 27th
,and informed us that his Government had accepted the revisions which we had
proposed to the draft Agreement on most-favoured-nation treatment. He left
with us the attached note' which, assuming that itj is acceptable to us,
constitutes the Egyptian note in this Agreement. You will observe that all the
revisions which we had proposed are incorporated in this note:

2. We, informed`the Consul General that it wo'uld be+necessary to refer this

f text tô other,' governmen' departments and," assumingi it was found to be
. s ♦ ..s.. .. . . . . . . . . J r . •I.^ , , . . . . . . . . .

Note marginale ;/Marginal note: • , ' ; > `
Mr. Goldschlag - Spoke to EI-Hakeem on Oct. 25. He has had no reply from his
Govcrnmcnt: He will cable at once for an early reply and will express our hope that
the surtax will not be applied to Canadian goods in view of prospect of a satisfactory
agreement between us in the near future. A.E. R[itchieJ

K. G[OLDSCHLAG]
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satisfactory, we would proceed with our note in reply

areminded him that it would. take a short time to advise few days. We also
beforehand so that they would be âwaré^ that E g

' customs collectorstreatment
gYPt was entitled to MFNon the sàme day in which the ezchànge of notes

3. 1 ' should ' be grateful if you would confirm that camé into operation.
thesatisfactory to your Department. I. am sending copies of Egyptian

Department of Finance and to the De ar
note is

this letter to the
should like to suggest that when p tment of National Revenue and I
concurrence in the E You ` forward to this Department your

gyptian note that copies of : your" letter be sent to the
Department"of, Finance, so that it can promptly proceed

to
Council, and also to the Department ôeed with the necessary

order to permit it to advise its customs collectors. of National Revenue in
4. 1 also enclose copy of a draft note which we would fn

orwardGeneral to complete this exchange orward to the E
you:would also let me know whether this draft no ana I should be gratefuli f

ls. satisfactory to you. Ihave left the date on this note open so that it can be
with the Department of Finance and the DePartme nt ofinserted in consultation

National Revenueafter you have indicated your concurrence in the Egyptian
"` Note.

A.E. RITCHIE
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

er-in-Council P.C. 4599 Dec. 4, 1952)+

Extrait des conclusio-ns du Cabinet
Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,

PCO

December 4, 1952

TARIFF AGREEMENT WITH EGYPT20.
The Minister of Justice, as Acting Alinister o

December 3rd, Canada and Eeach
iF

lnance, reported that, on
Egypt had exchanged notes agreeing to extend toother most-fàvoured-nation "tariff treatment. It was r

provision be made under section 4 and 11 of the
: Customs

that
most-favoured-nation treatment to E y effective Tariff to extend21. The Cabinet approved the re ommen dation December 3rd.
Finance and agreed that, effective December 3r of the Acting Minister of
grOWth, produce or manufacture of E d, 1952, articles which were the
Canada, be subject to higher duties or char

ges
should not, on importation into
thanthe grOWth, produce or manufacture of an oth those levied on like articles

COuncil to be passed accordingly, y er foreign country; an Order-in-
(Ord

I

J'^^,
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SECTION B

ROYAUME-UNI DE LIBYE: ÉTABLISSEMENT DU *'

UNITED KINGDOM OF.LIBYA: ESTABLISHMENT OF
;.. • . . t •. 1'i: . .. • . ',. " ,

959. DEA/50228-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures,
au premier ministre. et ministre des Affaires étrangères de Libye .

Secretary of St ate for External Affairs
Io Prime Minister and Ministerfor Foreign Affairs, of Libya

UNCLASSIFIED : Ottawa, Januarÿ,7, 1952, . ,. ,.. ,

I desire to express on behalf of the, Government 1 of Canada and also
personally the gratification with ' which Your ' Excellency'ss' ' telegram
announcing the establishment of the United Kingdom of Libya was received. I
should be grateful if you would convey to His Majesty King Mohâmed Idriss el
Mahdi es Sentissi the felicitations of the Government of Canada on his
accession to the throne' and I shall look forward to receiving the text of His
Majesty's proclamation on this historic occasion. I am sure that all Canadians
share the pleasure of their government in welcoming the United Kingdom of
Libya to its place among the free, independent and sovereign nations of the
world.

960. . DEA/50228-40. ,, . . . . . , :, . .
Le premier ministre et ministre des Affaires étrangères de Libye

au secrétaired'État aux Affaires extérieures

Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs,of Libya '
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

UNCLASSIFIED Tripoli, January 8, 1952
°^. ...

On behalf of the government and `people of Libya I thankS Your* Excellency
and through you all Canadians for their kind congratulations and welcoming of
the birth of the United Kingdom of Libya.- I avail myself, of this opportunity to
express to Your Excellencÿ my best wishes for your well being. •

)•; ti;'..

s'Mahmoud Muntasser.

2
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RELATIONS AVEC L'UNION SOVIÉTIQUE ET
L'EUROPE DE L'EST

RELATIONS WITH THE SOVIET UNION

EUROPE
ON AND

PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1

RELATIONS AVEC L'UNION SOVIÉTIQUE
RELATIONS WITH THE SOVIET

' _ . UNION
SECTION A

POLITIQUES NATIONALES ET INTERNATIONALES

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN POLICIES

Le chargé d'affaires en Union soviétiqueâu secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires éxtérieures
Chargé d Affaires in Soviet Unionto Secretary

of State for Externâl Affairs

, DEA/7802-40

Moscow, April 25, 1952

SOVIET FORE IGN
Reference: My despatch No. 761 of Nov POLICY

In my despatch under reference I said that Igt 1951.
had temporarily reverted to a tough line vis-à-vishought Soviet foreign policy
return to a policy of appeasement when the Soviet leadersWest but that^t would
moment had come; possibly in the Spring. aders felt the Psychological

2. 1 think it safe to say that this tactical change in Soviet policy has now
corrimenced. The evidence can be summed up as follows:

(a) The International Economicdesigned Conference 'into give the impression that in the econ n Moscow. This was clearly
prepared to do business with the West. Thereom icaeeld the Soviet bloc was
conference,. such as the' Soviet aim of exerti other aspects to the
ments to relax export controls, and so on, bÛ pressure on Western govern-
propaganda the theme is co-operation; in the field of economic

(b) Stalin's answers to a group 'of United States
not very startling, they did assure the world that ne wspaper editors. While
imminent, that a meeting of the heads of th

e four
ar was not necessarily

and that peaceful co-existence was possible; great states might be useful,
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(c) Stalin's interview with the Indian Ambassador. Though probably
directed primarily towards India, the gesture may have also had some
connection with the general lines of Soviet policy;

(d) The new Soviet apprôach':tô the German qûestion, and the request for
four-powerF talks;

(e) The diminishing, of the bacteriological warfare propaganda in the
USSR.

3. This is not very conclusive évidence but I.think it sufficient to indicate that
the Soviet authorities may be cautiously feeling their way towards. new tactics.
Their aim remains the same - to split the western alliance, to confuse the
peoples of the West, and to slow- down western re-armament before it becomes
a danger to the USSR. But they may feel that they have greater chances of
accomplishing this aim by 'giving the appearance of greatèr reasonableness and
greater willingness to co-exist peacefully; -without at the same time really
giving way on any vital sector. As usual the strength of, the Soviet position lies
in the fact that having ; followed consistently a violently uncompromising line,
the slightest retreat from it at once has the effect of convincing the more
gullible that considerable concessions have been made.
4. So far the few signs of a modification of Soviet policy visible to us in

Moscow have pointed only to "appéasement" in Eurôpe; and it is quite possible
that a tough line will continué in 'the Far East. This'will depend to a large
extent on developments in Korea.

5. At the same time it must be stressed I that the cautious experiment with
appeasement can very, easily be abandoned if the Soviet leaders think it is not
going to achieve the results expected, as happened last summer. At that time
their attempt at a new line inevitably had to be abandoned because of the
position into which they were forced by the San Francisco Conference to
conclude a Japanese Peace Treaty.'This time 'some similar event, possibly in
Germany, might equally convince 'the Russians.that "appeasement" does not
pay. It will depend very much,^ in my opinion, on Soviet reaction to the western
decision to press ahead with the alliance of Western Germany and Western
Europe. We are therefore only in the preliminary and tentative stages of this
Soviet policy.

2 6. 1 think it hardly necessary to add that such a policy, if it were developed,
would in no way represent a change of héart. on' the part of , the Russians. It
would be simply an indication that new tactics. were needed. It would be the
best proof possible that the determination of the West to build up its strength
toaoppose Soviet imperialism had proved correct. , . ; :.
-:7. At first glance it : seems paradoxical that. the ,Soviet Union should be
experimenting with a"peace offensive" while at the same time carrying on
most violent germ warfare propaganda against the United States; but I do not
believe that there is necessarily, a,conflict there. As it seems inconceivable that
the two should not be connected in the minds of Soviet planners, I have, been
trying to guess what, the connection could be.

/
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propagande in the USSR, about which I havported ln the internal germ war
8. I would like to "suggest that one of the pur oses o

of April 8,t é re
may have been to prepare the people a• my despatch No. 322

lessening• of international tension. As I mentionedgalnstthe eventuality of a
difficulties confronting the Soviet authorities is: How summer, one of the
working at fever-pitch without the imminent threat to keep their people
invasion; and at the same time take measures to lesse foreign war andn the ofbacteriological warfare charges may have offered a danger of war? The

goodthe Soviet people that the Americans
must always be on their are such bar chance to convince

prove sli
barians that the Russiansguard against them, even though forrelations

9. This may
should im

sound a'
ghtly. the moment

little fanciful but I have talked it over withold hands here and they all think it sounds
logic the 'Rtissians are capable of . ' In reasonable, and that it is the kind of

any' case the internal bacteriologicalwarfare propaganda has now been reduced to a trickle
be revived if necessary. , thôugh it could easily

10. The germ warfare propaganda a

s
`

another question. For', the moment itisagood anti-Am World Peace Council is
gives,the Partisans of Peace some useful new mate rial. propaganda and
dropped easily, if necessary, as I understand that up̂ .to It could, no doubt, be `
that a new campaign for the collection of signatures now there is no sign

forbacteriological bomb is contemplated. In any case th an a peal to ban the
over the* heads of the Western governme p ealnts to their e Sovietpeoples at

will tempt t
continuea, as itis an essential tenet of Soviet political philoso h. P

. I 1. If the Russians should develop â new poj cy of appeasement, ,they would let it go very far. A real settlement of I don t think
questions is not, in my opinion, their aim. They might like a
international tension for the rea

outstanding international

their own economy could not at sons I have already mentioned tandebeca ofusearmaments required to presentstern easily stand the increase in Soviet,armament. But continuinginternational tension is practically a requisite for t
SovietIn the first place this provides one of the main iet system. ^

people for the maintenance of huge armies and justifications to their ownpicework long hours for little pay and few incentives, and theorces, the necessity to
failurematerial conditions of life promised to the Soviet people to provide the

(If the USSR wished to concentrate on consumer p p for the last 30 years.
provide this basis, but a,people materiall s s goods I am sure they could
menace to the Soviet system.) Y atisfied would constitute a serious

13. In the 'second place a tense international
Communism situation is more likely to create `quite

than a peaceful world. I think itPossible that the Russians may think in terms of alternati
aPPeasement" with periods of "toughness" just to co ng periods of

and bewilderdoeSern governments and public opinion. Then so long as nfuse
western re-armamentnot become so great as to constitute an immediate dan er

the Russians are not averse to seeing it pile u g to the USSR,P p difficulties for the economies of
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the capitalist world. This is evident not only from Marxist-Stalinist theory but
also from recent articles in the, Soviet press.

14. To conclude, it seems tome that:
(a) ^` Soviet foreign policÿ is • at ^ thé beginning of a new and _ tentative

experiment in "appeasement";
(b)',. This will probably be confined to Europe for the present;
(c). Its ' course will depend, very ' largely on devélopments in Germany; a

serious rebuff there might lead the Russians to abandon appeasement, as they
did last'summer after the defeat in San Francisco;

(d) The domestic bacteriological warfare campaign was intended, at least in
part, to prevent the Soviet people from slackening,their effort as a result of a
possible lessening in international tension;

(e) The aim of Soviet foreign policy;will remâin the same - disruption of
the Western alliance, thé ^ slowing down of re-arinâment and the sowing of
confusion in the minds of the western . public; the new tactic would be an
admission that western policies vis-à-vis the USSR have been basically correct;

;.. (f) No real attempt to solve outstanding international, questions nor to
reducetension beyond a certain point can be' expected since: this would be
contrary to basic Soviet internal and external aims.

R.A.D. FORD

962. . 1 ! , , DEA/5198-40

Extrait de la dépêche du chargé d'affaires en Union soviétique -
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Extract from Despcitch`from Chargé d'Affaires*in Soviet Union
Io Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 862 Moscow, October 8, 1952.

CONFIDENTIAL. .. . . . . _ . , . . ,

PROCEEDINGS OF THE 19TH CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY

Reference: Our despatch No. 855 of October,1, 1952.'

Following _ weeks of intensive preparation, ' the, 19th Congress of. the
Communist Party of the Soviet , Union, the'first since 1939, finally opened in
Moscow on October 5. I have no ,doubt that the foreign press will have devoted
a great deal of space to this important event and.that the analyses of the
procéedings will go on for a long time to come. Nevertheless you may find it
nseful ", tohave a general picture of the proceedings to date,.

I
together with the

cômposition of .the organs which havé been appointed to direct the Congress.
The keynote report, delivered by Mr., Malenkov on the open' ing night is clearly
so important that I am 'reporting on it separately.

2'. ,Mhile the many , representatives from foreign Communist parties, about
which , I, am, writing separately, have, apparently been participating in the
sessions of the Congress, no other foreigners have, of course, had access to the
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proceedings.

The information "contained in the following, para ra h'
therefore, based on ' the reports published in the Soviet press. g p s is,
3. At 7:00 ^. .

p.m. on October 5, before the delegates assembled in the Gréat
Hall of the Kremlin Palace, estimated at approximately 1200, Stali
followed by r' Molotov,

Malenkov; Voroshilov, Bulganin, Beria n appeared
Khrushchev, Andreev, Mikoyan and Kosygin. , Kaganovich,
4.

Molotov then delivered the introductory speech. In it he paid tribute
war dead and to the departed Comrades Shcherbakov, Kalinin and to the

,and he then 'proceeded to summarize in very broad terms the devehdanov
which took place during and since the war. He reminded his audience °pments

that theSoviet Union lived "in a system of states" and that the world was di videdtwo camps, the weakening camp of the war-mongering countries and the
d thegrowing camp of the peace-loving countries. In his peroration he dec

Congress open and proposed the election of its executive organs. Theselared the
of â Praesidium (this is only a Congress Praesidium, not to be confu consist
the Party Praesidium which under the 'new by-laws is to replace the sed with
a Secretariat, an Editorial Commission and a Credentials Commission. olitburo),
5.

The Praesidium of the Congress : comprises 9 members taken frPolitburo
and 8 republican' or regional representative °m the

representatives are Stalin,
Malenkov, . Molotov, Beria; Bulg

s. T
an nheVorolitburoKaganovich and Khrushchev. , oshilov,

9.
You will note thatthe list'of party leaders who appeared with Stalin

at the opening of 'the Congress (see paragraph 3 above) at the
include Suslov, Shkiryatov and Ponomarenko, who generally accompany)

does not
Politburo at all official functions.

While Suslov was elected to he
the

Commission and Shkiryatov to the Credentials Commission, PonomarenkoEditorial
no official duties at the Congress and he has so far been mentioned hasonlyPravda,

on Thursday, October 9, when a speech he had made the day
once in

was briefly reported. I am only noting this in passing, without commenefore
since any speculation as to the future of this or that party ersonal' ting,
premature at this stage of the Congress. p lty would be

10.
The agen&was then formally adopted and Malenkovreport. made his review

11.
The report of the second day.of the Congress was

Tuesday, October,7: On the agenda for that day was the rlev éW in Pravda on
Central Inspection Commission of the CPSU report of the
Moskatov;'Chairman of the Commission in questionSThs d by Comrade P.G.
less a review of the business, or financial aspects of Party e l^h was more or
Moskatov pointed out'that the Party, budget revenues had ireasedlife since 1939.

times between 1939 and 1951.^ The two main sources of rev by 2.6
membership fees and the 'profits from the Part enues are the
reported that the latter, which had increased by

y
six lt m sg between 194

Moskatov
1952, now contributed 12% of. all Party revenues. He point

0 and
expenditure side, that ^ the local Party organizations accounted for on the

of all
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budgetary outlays of the Party, leaving 9% -for; the central organs. He added
that of the total party budget funds, 20% wére this year being devoted to the
political" training : of. Communists • and .: to the propagandizing of Marxism-
Leninism. He then drew. a brief picture of the Party apparatus of schools for
the training of Communists and he stressed the need for financial discipline in
the accounting of the Party organizations.
42. On,the second and third days of the Congress a.number of speeches by

lesser lights were made under, the title of "Debate: on the: Review Reports of
Comrades Malenkov and.Moskatov." This is a misleading appellation since the
majority of the speeches contained hardly more than a review of the economic
picture prevailing in this or that republic or region, giving a few meaningless
figures and percentages, welcoming the new party•by-laws and the directives of
the new: Five-Year Plan, pledging the achievement of the required. tasks and
ending with a warm approval of Stalin's works on "economic problems of
socialism ' in the USSR," "Marxism and questions. of linguistics," or other
important pronouncements of the Party leaders in the last few.years:

13. "Economic problems of Socialism in the USSR" is an important article
by Stalin - which appeared in the September issue of Bolshevik and was
reproduced in Pravda on Friday, :October 3. As Lam reporting on this in a
detailed manner in a separate despatch, suffice it to say, here that it consists of
a firm doctrinal pronouncement dictating what the Party should believe
concerning the present international situation, particularly its economic
aspects, and the position of the USSR in this context. The significance of this
docûment, is confirmed by the fact that Malenkov's kéynote speech echoes it
most faithfully and that all the participants in the "debate" madestereotyped,
pious references to it in concludingtheir speeches.
f.14.- I am enclosing all,the documents . pertâining to the proceedings which
have become available so far in their JPRS translation.' The rest will follow by
next week's bag.t.

.

963.

R.A.D. FORD-

.;, DEA/5198-40

-DESPATCH 863 Moscow, October 9, 1952

,,THE INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF STALIN'S NEW ARTICLE AND MALENKOV'S

SPEECH ATTHE 19TH PARTY CONGRESS_ ;; . . . . . .. .
Reference: Our despatch No. 862 of October 8, 1952.

The latest, addition to Marxist-Leninist•Stalinist dogma; "Economic
Problems of Socialism in the USSR," appeared under Stàlin's signature in the
magazine Bolshevik on October 3 and was reprinted in -Pravda on October 4

Le chargé d'affaires en Union soviétique
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in Soviet Union
Io Secretary of State for External Affairs

., ,.. . , . : .
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and 5. This document is Stalin's most important contribution to
thenist creed since his review of the Post-war world in 1946, for not Commu-

ideological basis on which the present 19th Part only is it the
but the views expressed shed some-light on the pathrwe caneing conducted
internal and external policies to follow in the next few years. expect Soviet
2.

The Stalin article contains important sections, dealing
lwith 'nternal andexternal matters which arose - during discussions -1ast

Novemb,various Soviet economists and the Central Committee of the Commer between
concerning a proposed new textbook on Political economy. In this delst Party
intend to deal with the international aspects of Stalin's pron sPatch I
the elaboration upon them by Mr. Malenkov, Secretary o un cements and
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, in his op Central
to the Congress. I am dealing with the internal aspects of M Pening report
speech and the debate upon it in a separate despatch, No. 861 of today's
and I shall send a detailed analysis of the whole of Stalin's articles date, It

bag, by a
3.

Stalin lays down two new theories involvin the i
n ternationalCommunist dogma. In the first he puts forward a new thesis aspects of

disintegration of the single world market, and in the second he emphasizesoncerning the
interprets the current

Marxist belief of the inevitability . o and
capitalist countries. In propounding his theory on the disintegratif

waron of the'
between

single world market into two parallel world markets opposed to
Stalin reasons as follows: the . second World War as en e one another,
general crisis of capitalism and each of the two capitalist c aliti ns by the
fought each other expected to win and achieve world domina ' which
Anglo-American-French coalition was successful, at the sa tlon. While the

e China andthe countries of peoples's democracy in Europe seceded from mthe casystem and formed, , together with the Soviet Union, the social stpltalist
opposing the camp of capitalism. The economic result of the existence camp
two camps was the disintegration of the world market into two pa allelof these
markets. Stalin also claims.that the capitalist camp furthered the fo world
the new socialist world market by means of Marshall Aid and , rmation of

thean economic blockade on the Soviet Union, China and the satellites. lmposing of
4.

The result of this new development, says the Soviet leader, '
sphere of. exertion of the forces of the chief capitalist countries 's that "the

towards worldresources will
not expand but diminish and sub-capacity operation

enterprises in these countries will increase." The capitalist cou tries according. of
to Stalin, are feeling this decrease in their world market , and 'areovercome their difficulties by such policies as Marshall Aid, war in Korying to
arms race, and militarization of industry. rea, the
5.

This new addition to Communist theory contradicts wha
been some of the more sacrosanct of Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist t has up to now

doctrine. Stalinfaces this problem by, baldly stating that due to new conditioconcerning the "relative stability of markets in the period of the nse eis theory
of capitalism" and Lenin's theory "that despite the deca of g ral crisis

y capitalism on the
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whole capitalism is growing immeasurably more rapidly than' before," .no
longer apply.. , :
6. 'To summarize, there are now two economic blocs in the world, the socialist

and the `capitalist;-the formér becoming stronger because of, steady industrial
progress and the impossibility of economic crises, the' latter:growing weaker
because of recurrent economic crises and because reduced • markets , intensify
the struggle for markets amongst the capitalist powers.
7. It has always been one of the basic tenets of the Marxist faith that because

of the cyclical nature of capitalist economies, the armed struggle for markets
between . rival capitalist powers is inevitable' under certain conditions. As
elsewhere in the world, there have been Soviet economists who, in surveying the
post-war capitalist world, have come to the conclusion that the United States is
so strong she has subordinated to herself the othercapitalist states sufficiently
to stop them fighting each other,' and that bitter experience has taught the
leaders of capitalism that war does serious injury to their system. For these
reasons these men claim that war is no longer inevitable between capitalist
countries, and as a result the antagonisms between capitalism and socialism are
stronger than between the capitalist countries. Comrade Stalin . states in his
article that these economists are mistaken and that while on the surface the
present state of the,capitalist world might be considered to be satisfactory, "it
would be wrong to think that this satisfactoriness can be preserved forever and
that. these countries (the United Kingdom, France, Japan, etc.) will suffer
endlessly the domination and oppression of the United States of America and
will not try to extricate themselves from American bondage and embark on the
path of independent development."

8. The Soviet leader thinks that the United States policy of intruding itself on
the economies of the United Kingdom and France via Marshall Aid and the
Mutual Security Programme, while at the same time seizing raw materials
from Anglo-French markets 'and thereby reducing the profits of the Anglo-
French capitalists, will force these two countries "to wrench themselves away
from the embraces of the United States of America and engage in a conflict
with it so as to ensure for themselves an independent status and, of course, high
profits." As to Germany and Japan, Stalin feels that these two former great
imperialist powers. that were strong enough to shake the foundations of the
capitalist world in the last war are also bound to throw. off the fetters of the
United States occupation regime and break free on,-the path of independent
devélopment.

9. According to Stalin, the leaders"of the capitalist countries, realize that the
antagonisms between capitalism and socialism are stronger than between rival
capitalist states, but he says that these men have-always preferred war amongst
themselves, because war between capitalist countries is for the. purpose of the
prédominance , of, one a° capitalist ^power' over another=ï-while war between
capitâlism' and the USSR involves a danger to the very existence of capitalism.

From the above reasoningthe capitalist leaders;will not, wage war against the
USSR and the only purpose of: their constant.warnings about the "aggressive
intentions of the USSR" is for propaganda purposes, as capitalist leaders do
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not believe in this aggressiveness themselves "for they take into account the
peaceful policy of the Soviet Union and know that the Soviet Union itself will
not attack the capitalist countries." To back up his thesis that capitalist
countries are more likely to wage war amongst themselves Stalin quotes the
example of the last war which began between rival capitalist powers^but- when
the USSR was attacked by one of these, the other, instead of joining its former
enemy to destroy the Communist citadel joined the USSR in order to defeat itscapitalist rival.

10.
Stalin also scotches the theory that because of the present owérf

popular forces advocating the defence of peace and opposing a new world warl
Lenin's thesis that imperialism inevitably engenders war no longer applies.
Stalin says that the present Peace Movement has as its aim the arousing of the
people.in a fight for peace but not the overthrow of capitalism and establish-mentment of socialism.

While it might be successful in averting a given war orhelping maintain a given peace this is but temporary and the Peace Movemen
cannot of itself destroy the inevitability of war between capitalist countries.

t11.
To summarize, war is still inevitable between capitalist states which for

various reasons prefer war amongst themselves to endangering their whole
system by war against 'the socialist bloc.

12.
Mr. Malenkov' elaborated on Mr. Stalin's article in his report to the

Party Congress, in which he first described the economic situation in the orlhdtoday with its division into socialist and capitalist camps, then gave a resume of
the international situation since the last Party Congress with the United States
cast in the role of chief villain, and finally discussed the aims of Soviet forei npolicy. g

13.
The post-war period, according to the Communist Party Secretary,
one of new economic difficulties in capitalist countriesdûtary, has

developing expansion of United States imperialism which is agravatino the
inherent antagonisms amongst capitalist 'powers and at present forcing hthe
powers to militarize their economies. The United States is blamed for this
situation for she is ':the ""main force disorganizing the economies ' of other
capitalist countries by destroying historical multilateral economic relations
between capitalist °countries and replacing them with unilateral relations with
the *United States, by dumping her own exports and imposing hi h. tariffs l

onimports, by stopping
Western Europe from receiving food formerly ob • nedfrom Eastern Europe and by imposing an economic blockade on the soc ialistbloc." alist

14.
This policy, says Malenkov, is bound to confirm S talin's

between capitalist countries are inevitable, for it is im possible thatisthe
that wars

Kingdom, France, Western Germany or Japan "will not attempt someUnited
extricate themselves from the United States yoke so as to 1 e a free and
independent life." At this moment the United States is trying to avoid
inherent capitalist contradictions by advocating remilitarizat on and "the

, United
'Ceorgi

Malenkov, vice-président du Conseil des ministres de l'Union soviétique.
Ceorgi Malenkov, Deputy Premier of Soviet Union.
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States imperialism has finally cast .aside the mask of resuscitator of the
economy of capitalist countries via Marshall Aid, and United States aid is now
only given for armaments for the preparation of a new war." This sentence is
particularly interesting as it seems to confirm the suggestion put forward by
Mr., Kennan2 in his recent paper on ' NATO (my despatch No. 824 of
September 19). that the. Soviet Union really became seriously alarmed at
United States intentions when that country without, to the Soviet mind,
sufficient reason, abandoned the highly successful Marshall Plan in favour of
the Mutual Security Programme which is now putting such a heavy strain on
so many of the economies of Western countries.

15. In contradistinction to this picture of economic conditions in the capitalist
world, Malenkov portrays the Soviet Union and its allies as a united, friendly
group of nations who, through planning, are advancing steadily, Five-Year
Plan by Five-Year Plan, to the goal of communism. To make his point
Malenkov claims that industrial production has increased 13-fold in the USSR
since 1929 as opposed to the United States and other capitalist countries where
production has at the most only doubled. He quotes a table to indicate this
trend which is a fair example of specious communist reasoning for he takes as
his starting point from which to compare production trends in the socialist and
capitalist world the year 1929, which was the year of the highest industrial
development in the Western world between the two Great Wars, while in the
Soviet Union it was only the beginning of the first Five-Year Plan.

16. Malenkov's political review of the post-war, world is, a fairly routine
description of how the United States in 1945 abandoned its ally the Soviet
Union and denounced the agreements made at Yalta, Teheran and Potsdam; of
how the United States tried to obtain economic control of Western Europe via
Marshall Aid; of how she is gaining military control over Western Europe via.
NATO; and how she is remilitarizing Western' Germany and Japan; of how
finally, in order to solve her economic problems, 'she started the war in Korea.
The situation at present, therefore, is one of the United States spurring the
other capitalist states to war and these countries abandoning their national
policies in deference.to the United States. Malenkov then jibes at France for
taking part in the revival of its life-long enemy,'Germany, and twits the once
powerful Britain for being a junior partner of the, United States. The only
reference to Canada comes in this context, in the form of a rhetorical question:
"Is it the Communists rather than the American billionaires who have seized
Canada and are seizing Australia and New Zealand. . .." The result of this
United States policy, says Malenkov, will be the same in the political field as in
thé economic field for the other capitalist countries will throw off United
States influence "as presumably peace-loving democratic forces will emerge in
Europe who will find a way out of the impasse into which they have been
driven by the United States."

2George F. Kennan, ambassadeur des États-Unis en Union soviétique.
George F. Kennan, Ambassador of United States in Soviet Union.
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17.

Malenkov makes several references in passin to
He declares that it is quite possible, "given g peaceful co-existence.
readiness to carry out commitments undertaknl,tuanddesiré to co-operate,
principle of equality and non-interference in the inter 1°bservance of the
states." Specifically with regard to the United States, the affairs of other

Unitedand other bourgeois countries, he repeats that "the nited Kingdom,
prepared for co-operation with these states, bearing in mind the R is, now

observance too,peaceful international norms and the ensuring of a firm and la • g of
asserts that they are confident that in peaceful competition with c Peace." He
socialist system will prove its superiority but that the aPltalism, the

y have no intentionwhatever of forcing their ideology or their economic s stem
18. The concludin y upon any one. -

g part of the speech gives a short resume of Soviet foreign
Policy since the war and an indication in general terms of the policy to be
followed in the next few years. Malenkov states that after

theUnion considerably reduced its armed forces "which at re war the Soviet
the forces on hand ; before the war," that the Soviet Union
withdrew its forces from man coun

p sent do not exceed
y

tries such as China, Bulgaria, Cze
immediately

Norway, etc., and that to show its peaceful intentions,
Law on Defence of ' Peace, declaring war pro a anda ' passed in 1951

against humanity. Not only has the Soviet Union followed a heinous crimea
says the Party Secretary, but she has made constructive pro o als t ful policy,
various international difficulties of the post-war world, such
proposal on the Korean peace ne otiatio

P to solve the

g ns. Malenkov also says thatt while the
United Nations is now being used by the United States as an instrument
foreign policy, the Soviet Union "is standing up in the lof itsUnitepositions of peace". This last statement is interesting in

tha t
d Nations for

indication that the Soviet Union does not intend to leave the it is a fair
United19.

The Party Secretary closes his speech by re eatin Nations.
employed by Beria' in his November 7 speech of last year the t same theme
camp of socialism is becoming stronger and stronger, and while Weesent the
force our system on anyone, we are aware of the menace of will not
and will go on strengthening our defence capacity, for the th rdggressiveness
when it comes will cause the final collapse of capitalism." Malen world war
laying down the following "tasks of the Party in the s here kov finishes by

p
of foreign policy:"1) The struggle against preparations for a new war;2)

The advocacy of international co-operation and business relations
ons with all

3)
The strengthening of relations with the friendly countries ofbloc; the socialist.

4)
The strengthening of the defence mi ht of th

aggressors a crushing rebuff. g e Soviet state so as to give
20.

From the foregoing resume of Stalin's article and
think it possible to draw certain conclusions as to future Malenkov's speech I

Soviet policy. Stalin's

,,'Lavrenti Beria, vice-président du Conseil des ministres d
d'Union soviétique.Lavrenti Beria, Deputy Premier of Soviet Union. el
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new theory. on the disintegration of the world market into two parallel markets
merely formalizes in the economic sphere what has already been the
Communist view in the political sphere..The policy that will stem from it will
probably involve an effort to strengthen the socialist bloc by further integration
of the various economies in that bloc. The recent Sino-Soviet negotiations and
the fact that all the satellite leaders are attending the Party Congress tend to
confirm this view. While Malenkov states that one of the goals of Soviet
foreign policy is "promotion of business relations of all countries", this should
be compared with the following extract from Stanlin's article: "The tempo of
industrial development in the socialist camp will soon reach a point where these
countries not only will not need to import goods from the capitalist countries
but will themselvcs feel the necessity of releasing surplus goods of their own
production." I think we can, therefore, assume that the main effort of the
Soviet Union in the economic field will be towards further integration of the
various communist economies and a moratorium on foreign trade except for
propaganda purposes and where urgent strategic needs require it. .
21. The picture of a declining economy in the capitalist world and of rapidly

growing strength in the communist bloc llsrecall that Mr stamp of
meorthodoxy by Stalin and Malenkov. You i

he thought there was reason to think the Soviet leaders really believed that the
capitalist economies were undergoing serious difficulties and that the weight of
re-armament might prove too much for them. Stalin's pronouncement on the
subject would seem to confirm this. While we may well be uneasy at the
inaccurate idea of the Western world held in the Kremlin, it has its advantages
in that it would tend to convince the Soviet leaders that time was on their side
and that it is simply a question of avoiding war, keeping up the pressure on the
capitalist system and waiting for its final collapse. -
22 . ' By his re-statement of the Communist belief that. the next war is

inevitable and will be fought between rival capitalist powers, Stalin really
seems to be saying that he does not foresee war in the near future for, as he
admits, the United States is at present all-powerful in the capitalist world and
therefore conditions for Stalin's "inevitable war" do not as yet exist. By stating
that the next war will only be between capitalist powers, and by the omission of
any reference to the possibility of war between the United States and the
USSR, he certainly implies war between the United States and the USSR can
be avoided and that the Soviet Union is not at the moment planning any
agressive move. I think we can assume from this that the Soviet Union will
continue to arm itself but that there will probably not be a world war
precipitated by the Russians at least for the next few years. I also think we can
assume that the cold war will be continued in its present form. No doubt there
will be a difference of tactics in carrying on the cold war but the strategic
objectives will be the same, i.e. the ,weakening of the capitalist economic bloc
and the encouragement of a renewal of former capitalist rivalries.
23. If we can assume that the Soviet leaders are not planning a war at the

present time but are planning a continuation of the cold war, what im âinithé r
interests the West is what new tactics the Cômmunists will use to ob

0
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objectives. I realize that a number of observers think that the new tactics will
include a return to_the classical Communist policy of a united front with the
various socialist parties of the

West and to back up this view these observers
point, to the new policy now being followed by the French Communist Party.
Mr. Malenkov's words that "presumably peace-loving democratic forces w il
emerge in Europe" also ]ends credence to this view. It is ver 1
these observers are right but if so it is rather difficult to explain thebvicious
attack made by Malenkov against the socialist parties of Europe, which I thinkis worth qiioting in full:

"Direct responsibility for this anti-national policy (membership in NA
TO)of the ruling circles is borne by the right-wing Social Democrats, first and

foremost by the hierarchy of the British Labour Party, the French Socialist
Party and the right-wing Social Democratic Party of Western Germany. The
right-wing Socialists of Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Austria and
other countries are marching in the footsteps of their brethren and during the
whole period since the second World War have been fighting furiously against
the peace-loving and democratic forces of the peoples. Contemporary right-
wing social democracy, in addition to its old role of flunkeys of the national
bourgeoisie, has turned into a spy-ring for foreign American imperialism and is
carrying out its dirtiest assignments in the preparation for war and in the
struggle against its own peoples."
24.

While the socialist movement has been traditionally Communism's most
dangerous enemy, one would think that if a united front policy were now to be
followed, this historic antagonism would have to be played down for tacticalpurposes.

An alternative policy that might be followed by the foreign
Communist parties would be the encouragement in such countries as Western
Germany or Japan, of those people of known nationalist, chauvinist views with
the eventual hope of enabling these forces to come to power, settin the
for eventual capitalist rivalry with the United States. g stage
25.

This again is mere speculation as it is too early to foresee the form of the
new Communist tactics. They well might be a combination of a united front
Policy in certain countries such as France and Italy, the encouragement ofnationalist

movempnts in such countries as Germany and Japan, and the
maintenance of the "hate America" campaign in a continued attempt to isolate
that country from its allies.
26.

One final aspect of the two documents under discussion is, I think, worth
bringing to your attention, and that is the supreme confidence of the Stalin
article and the almost overweening arrogance of the Malenkov speech. There is
no doubt that the Soviet Communists, on reviewing the world picture since thelast

party congress, have good reason to feel pleased with their enhanced
Political position in the world, and this, together with their improving industrial
Production, is probably the cause of such evident confidence. It is important, I
think, to be aware of this attitude for, while it leads the Soviet leaders
completely astray in any attempt to assess the strength of the free world, at the
same time it will, I think, make it almost impossible for the West to carry on
any serious negotiations on outstanding problems for a good time to come.
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27. To summarize I think the following conclusions might be drawn:

â) According to the Soviet view, the world is de facto divided into two

diametrically opposed systems. The capitalist economic system is declining and
the Communist increasing. In spite of much written in the past on the subject,
a'clash between the two is not probable in the near future, though • internecine

struggles in the capitalist world are a possibility.

b) As a result of the division of the world in the economic as well as the
political field,- Soviet economic policy will move

Soviet bloc so
ever

completeintegration of the various economies of the S
economic autarchy and at the same time build up a strong centralized

economic weapon with which to 'accomplish communist international

objectives.
c) The Soviet Union does not plan an aggressive war at this time but, will

continue the cold war using new tactics made necessary by ' Western counter

measures such as NATO and the increasing integration of the West. These

new tactics might possibly involve a continuation of the "hate America"

campaign to isolate the United States, encouragement of nationalist
chauvinism in such strong industrial nations as Germany and Japan, and a
return to a united left-wing front with the socialists in such countries as the
United Kingdom, France and Italy.

d) Internally the Stalin article and the Malenkov speech will have the effect
of increasing the confidence of the Soviet people in the strength of their

country and ideology, at the same time reassuring them about the danger of
war. It should also go far towards increasing the prestige of the Communist
Party and its leaders.
28. I . am enclosing the JPRS translations of the complete article by Mr.

Stalin and that portion of Mr. Malenkov 's speech dealing with internation al

affairs: I apologize for the length of this despatch, but' the very g reat

importance of the two documents I have analyzed made it difficult to be more

brief.
R.A.D. FORD

DE,sPATCti 947

SECRET

Moscow, October 27, 1952

SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY •

Refefence: My Despatch,No. 863 of October 9, 1952.
a,. _ . .

DgA/7802-40

Le chargé d'affaires en Uniôn soviétique
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

` Chargé d'Affaires in Soviet Union '
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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I have attempted over the past few weeks to send'reports on the various
important new developments in Soviet internal and external affairs. Now that
the delegates, both Soviet and foreign, to the 19th Party Congress have
departed and we have had a chance to sift through the torrents of oratory, it is
time to try to estimate what the general effect has been. In this despatch I shall
confine myself to foreign policy. In a later one I shall try to analyze the
internal significance of the Congress.

2. It is, of course, impossible completely to separate the two and one or two
facts from internal affairs are clearly important for a report on Soviet foreign
policy. The first is that Stalin is without a shadow of a doubt still fully in
control of the Party and the country and his authority has been even further
enhanced by. the Congress. The second is the decision to announce the second
post-war five-year plan. The third is the apparent lack of any serious dissension
within the Party.

3. The significance of these three facts is that we must concede that
internally things are probably going well and that the control of the country, of
the Soviet bloc, and of the other Communist Parties throughout the world is
complete and unchallenged. I doubt, in fact, if the Congress could have been
held if this situation had not existed.
4. You will recall that Mr. Kennan suggested to me early in September that

there had been a period of indecision and hesitancy in Soviet policy dating
from late 1950 to this summer, and that during the summer whatever caused
these hesitations had been eliminated. Certainly within the last two months the
Soviet leaders have shown a surer grasp of affairs and a new note of confidence
could be detected. This note of confidence, almost of over-confidence, has been
struck again and again, both in Stalin's article and speech and in the speeches
of Molotov, Malenkov, Bulganin, Beria and others. And unlike the blustering
report of Beria at last year's celebrations of the 7th November, it seems to be
based on a new and more optimistic estimate of the world situation.

5. According to this estimate, the Western Powers, while still very strong, are
running into economic difficulties which are likely to increase because the
world market no longer exists and is divided between the communist and
capitalist systems, the latter of which is continually shrinking. This is more
likely to lead to dissensions and wars between the competing capitalist powers
than a war between them and the USSR. This danger nevertheless exists
because the Anglo-American imperialists need to prepare for war for their own
purposes. If it should come, the Soviet Union, though bent on peaceful
purposes, can nevertheless beat off any new aggressor.
6. Improbable though some aspects of this assessment may appear to us I

think we must accept the fact that it is probably believed by the majority of the
Soviet leaders. The extent to which they think capitalist dissension will lead to
internecine strife is a matter of doubt. Nevertheless the Soviet press since the
Congress has been making great play of "contradictions in the camp of the
imperialists", in particular of the recent contretemps in Franco-American
relations, the complicated relationships and disputes between the Western
European countries over the EDC and Schuman Plan, Anglo-American
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contradictions, especially with regard to non-participation : by the United
Kingdom in Anzus, dissatisfaction among the vanquished, Western Germany,
Japan and Italy, with the United States "diktat" and so on.

7: There is, of course, a considerable difference in degree in what is published
for public consumption and what is considered by the Soviet leaders as facts on
which' to base action. Even dismissing the idea that early wàr between the
capitalist powers is probable, the Kremlin nevertheless would not be
unjustified, on the basis of the biased reports that likely reach it, in deciding
that the unity of the West.was not so sound as originally believed. Added to the
political squabbles would be the Marxist interpretation of the inevitability of
increasingly bitter competition for a shrinking capitalist market, and the
reports of growing anti-American sentiment in Western Europe, Japan and
Germany. I think then that the Soviet leaders have probably seriously come to
the conclusion that while the Western alliance certainly represents a very
serious threat not only to the further expansion of their power, and even of an
eventual attack on the USSR, in the long run the internal contradictions in the
Western camp will emasculate it and lessen the danger to them.
-8. In my despatch No. 654 of October 15, 1951, you will recall that I
examined the new theoretical interpretation by the Russians of "capitalist
encirclement" which was proclaimed to be no longer just a geographical
concept, but rather a political concept. It is interesting to note that neither
Stalin nor Malenkov mention this old bug-bear at all. It is possible that they
decided it was no longer dignified to describe a great power, and its bloc, as
capable of being encircled, or it may be that it just no longer fits into their
present picture of a world more or less evenly divided between the Soviet and
capitalist systems. In any case it is further. proof of the developing picture of
Soviet confidence in themselves.

9. The nature of the Fifth Five-Year Plan, insofar as one can accept Soviet
statistics, and the decision to make public its existence, point also to Soviet
confidence in their ability to avoid war in the near future. The decision to
announce the plan after it had been secretly in operation for over a year and a
half probably means that it was only last summer that they made up their
minds that war would not come soon and that the objectives of they plan could
be announced and carried through without. the necessity of abandonment
suddenly for an all-out re-armament drive.
110. The effect on` the Soviet public of the new Soviet estimate of the
international situation and the relative- positions of the two blocs is difficult to
determine. While the average Russian has been repe4tedly warned that the
danger:of•war still exists and that the West is still very strong, nevertheless the
important point for him would, it seems to me, be Stalin's reassurances that
war between the capitalist powers is a more likely event, that Western strength
is declining relatively and its unity is a fiction, and that capitalist encirclement
is no longer important. While the Soviet leaders seem to feel the necessity of
painting the blackest possible picture of the international situation in order to

. justify g continued hard work :and the absence of consumer's goods, this is
usually alternated with occasional reassurances, often from the mouth of Stalin

,

.
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himself, that war can be avoided. This time, however, they seem to' have
overdone it in the other direction. If there is any.tendency on the part of the
Soviet population to relax as a result, I am sure we will shortly have a new tack
intended to correct the picture for internal consumption.

11. Insofar as the Soviet public is concerned I think the Stalin article must
have been directed towards three specific types of doubters or latent'critics:
first, the purists who wondered if Soviet internal and external policy was not
pulling the country away from the goal of communism; second, the sceptics
who doubted that communism could ever be achieved either in the USSR or in
the world; and third, those who must have had doubts about the efficiency of
Soviet foreign policy which had only succeeded in creating a solid anti-Soviet
alliance and brought close the danger of war. To the latter, Stalin re-affirms
the doctrine of 'the inevitability of the capitalist alliance breaking up, and
reassures them that the USSR can take care of itself.

12.
To return to the question of the Soviet belief in increasing contradictions

among the capitalist powers, it would seem logical for the Soviet leaders to
attempt to hasten the process of disintegration of the North Atlantic Alliance.
Both the Italian' Ambassador and the French Chargé d'Affaires think that a
new tactic may in time be evolved to try to weaken the strength of NATO in
France and Italy. Their reasoning is based on the strength and importance ofthe

Communist Party in these two countries, the potential amount of
uneasiness with German policy and the scale of re-armament, and in the case
of Italy, the special reference to it both by Stalin and Malenkov. Certainly
Stalin's new directive to the foreign communists could have little chance of

.success except in France and Italy.
13.

As regards the United Kingdom, there is nothing so far to indicate any
new Soviet policy, and the official speeches at the Congress continued to refer
to Anglo-American imperialists. However, the differences in the Labour Party
have been fully reported by the Soviet press, and disputes, or potential disputes,
between the United Kingdom, France, Germany and the United States are
clearly being very carefully followed. It may be that Mr. Gromyko's task will
be to assay the moment when he thinks a new Soviet line towards the United
Kingdom would have the greatest effect.

14.
The presence of practically all the important communist leaders from the

outside world at the Party Congress, their actual participation in its sessions,
and the fact that Stalin's one intervention was addressed to them, is further
Proof, I think, that the Russians still attach more importance to working with
them and other groups not favourable to the governments of their countries,
rather than by direct diplomacy. In other words, even if the Russians decided it
was worthwhile trying to detach the United Kingdom, France, Italy and other
Western European countries from the United States, the method used,
inefficient though it might seem to us, would still be that of appealing directly
to the people over the heads of their governments. It is interesting to note,
however, that Stalin seems well aware of the limitations of the "Peace"
movement in this connection.

4
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15: The first United States reaction to developments (Mr. Acheson's and Mr.
Stevenson's speeches) predicting a major shift in Soviet foreign policy may well
be right, but I personally do not see on what it is based. Certainly, insofar as
relations with the United States are concerned there is no sign of betterment.
They have, in fact, declined rather spectacularly in the last six weeks and I
think are likely to continue to be strained. But this of course, might fit in very
well with some attempt to, woo the European allies, as I suggested in my
despatch - No. 866 of October 8,t concerning the Soviet expulsion of Mr.
Kennan. The anti-American press campaign continues but has lost the
intensity it reached last spring.

16. It seems to me that what has happened may be something along the
following lines. Over the previous year and a half there was considerable doubt
among the Soviet leaders as to the.degree of seriousness of the international
situation, with some of them advocating the necessity of a modification of
Soviet policies to lessen the danger of war an&split the anti-Soviet alliance;
and with others insisting on holding firm and perhaps even advocating a
preventive war. By July both the extremists had probably been over-ridden and
a firm estimate of the situation had been worked out based on a kind of
middle-of-the-road policy. In other words the period of post-war military or
revolutionary expansion of Soviet power is ruled out; but at the same time so is
the defeatist policy. I think the United States estimate of what the Party
Congress; decided, as indicated by Mr. Acheson's speech, might have been
applicable a year ago, but is wrong now. The whole point of the new Soviet
position seems to be that no change of policy is necessary. I have checked my
impression on this with the United Kingdom Embassy and they agree with this
interpretation.

17. If, then, the present Soviet assessment, of, the situation is sufficiently
optimistic to warrant their continuing their present policies without, major
modifications, this has, nevertheless, certain advantages from our point of vie"'.
It means, first, that the Russians are not so worried about a Western military
build-up aimed at an eventual attack on the USSR that they need launch a
preventive war. It also means in effect that they recognize the division of the
world into two systems and, in spite of Stalin's encouraging message, to foreign
communists, the temporary acceptance of a stalemate insofar as the spread of
communism is concerned.

18., The danger in the situation arises, however, precisely from the optimistic
assessment of the situation by the Russians,'based as it must be on a number of
serious miscalculations. In the first place, it means that while recognizing that
the danger of war, exists, the Russians are not prepared in theory to compro-
mise, to eliminate or minimize this danger. In, practice, however, I think they
would go, slow in areas, where they think their interests were not of first-class
importance in order to avoid a general conflagration. Nevertheless, I think the
present Soviet attitude has increased the possibility of incidents in the cold war
setting off a dangerous chain reaction.

19: The second danger lies in the fact that if the Russians are capable O f

making serious miscalculations in such fields as the relative strength of the
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capitalist economies, the position of the bourgeoisie and communists abroad,
and the possibility of war between capitalist countries, then they are equally
capable of making miscalculations in other sectors which might have most
serious consequences. I have a feeling, however, that these miscalculations are
based more on theoretical, Marxist interpretations of the long-term situation
than on practical incidents in Soviet-Western relations. Provided we can make
our position perfectly clear on every possible point of conflict, then I think such
miscalculations as the Russians made over Korea and the Berlin blockade need
not arise again.
20.

Apart from the immediate future, however, the prospect seems to me
singularly bleak. Barring some unforeseen event, the Soviet Union appears to
be relatively free from serious internal political or economic difficulties,
completely in control of the foreign communist parties, unquestionably the
master of the Eastern European satellites, and so far as we can tell, still
working closely with its Chinese ally. It means that, full of self-confidence
about their own actual and potential position in the world, the Soviet leaders
feel no need at present to change the policy of cold war.
21.

Even more important, I think, is the effect this will have on Sovietrelations with the
Western world when our re-armament has progressed far

enough to permit the "negotiations from strength" so often proclaimed as the
Western goal. In my despatch No. 840 of September 30' concerning United
States policy towards the Soviet satellites I said I did not believe the Soviet
authorities would retire voluntarily from their positions in Central and Eastern
Europe. I am now more convinced than ever that the USSR is not prepared to

,give way on any major issue in order to improve relations with the West, or
lessen the danger of war. Whether a further increase in our strength would be
able to change the Soviet attitude is a moot point. It would depend to a certain
extent on the Soviet estimate of our strength and determination, which up to
now does not seem to have been particularly accurate.
22.

We have passed safely through two dangerous periods, the first between
1946 and 1950 when the countries neighbouring on the USSR lay unarmed
and defenceless before Soviet might, and the second from 1950 to the present
when the Soviet authorities were undoubtedly alarmed and uncertain about
Western intentions and might easily have resorted to the expedient of a
preventive war. The danger of the coming period, before Western rearmament
is complete, lies in the false Soviet estimate of the relative strength of the two
blocs, and the apparent determination of the Soviet leaders to continue the
Policy of the cold war unchanged, though possibly concentrating even more on
Portraying the United States as the enemy and trying to isolate it from itsallies.

Given growing United States exasperation with the situation of neither
peace nor war, and Soviet self-confidence, I think there will be a real danger of
minor clashes turning into something more serious.

23. But the really great peril lies in the period when our rearmament is
completed and the two great giant blocs face each other fully armed. Our
reasoning up to now has been based on the feeling that the Soviet authorities
would recognize that their policies had not only not produced results but had

I p'
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led to the brink of war with a united West. Up to now,. Western policy has
stopped Soviet expansion, but it does not :seem to have brought about any
fundamental change of! heart on the part of the Russians. Perhaps, if we can
increase our. defences according to schedule and without impairing our basic
economies or the unity of the Atlantic world, the Soviet leaders will re-examine
their,premises and come up with a revised and. more realistic estimate of the
situation. But there is a good chance that they will not, and I submit that we
should keep this in mind in determining our future policies.

R.A.D. FORD

965. DEA/5198-40

Le chargé d'affaires en Union soviétique
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in Soviet Union
to Secretary of State for External Affaires

DESPATCH 1009 Moscow, November 25, 1952

SECRET °

19TH CONGRESS OF COMMUNIST PARTY - INTERNAL DEVELOPMENTS

Reference: My despatch No. 947 of October 27, 1952.
, In. my despatch under reference I attempted to estimate what the general

effect of the Congress had been on Soviet foreign policy. In the present
despatch I shall submit a few reflections on the internal aspects of its work.
Unfortunately, in spite of the vast number of speeches and reports, the number
of facts we have from which to proceed is still very,small , and conclusions
therefore have to be pretty speculative. I shall try to avoid repeating
information sent in my more detailed despatches covering the work of the
Congress, but simply try to give an overall picture.

Position of Stalin
F 2. I think the first important fact which can be adduced from the Congress, is
that Stalin 'is still firmly in control of the Party and the country and that no one
stands+near him in prestige or importance. So far as I can observe from Stalin's
two recent public appearances, he is in good health and spirits (see mY
despatch, No. '975 of November 11, reporting on the 7th November celebra-
tions) ' This is .the first time in many.years that he has appeared at either the
Bolshoi Theatre meeting on November 6 or the. parade in Red Square on
November 7, and he would hardly risk the latter particularly if he were not in
güod4 shape. Furthermore the thunder of the Congress. was stolen by the
publication of Stalin's Bolshevik article a few days before the meeting of the
delegates, .so that even though the main report was given by Malenkov, the
important T working document was, in factt Stalin's article. The foreign

'speculation which hasgone on intermittently, for the last three or four years,
.; . ; . ., , d.
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that Stalin was either dying or a "prisoner of the Politburo", we can now
confidently dismiss as the nonsense it clearly was.

The Succession
3.

The question of the succession, insofar as we can tell, has been leftunsolved.
Molotov opened the Congress with a brief speech but took no other

reported part in the proceedings. When I saw him side by side with Stalin at
the 6th November celebration, I thought he looked like a very tired old man,
older in fact than Stalin, who is 10 years his senior. I wonder, therefore, if
Molotov can be a serious contender for Stalin's role since, if the latter should
hold on for another few years, I would think Molotov could hardly ^ be in a
position to take over.
4. Malenkov certainly had the next leading role in the Congress b y

choice
of him to give the long keynote speech. It was, however, a singularly uninspired
and unoriginal effort and throughout the entire report went the theme of
adulation of Stalin. It was presumably not given by Stalin because he did not
feel up to the 5 hours required for reading it, but it is in every sense a mere
reflection of Stalin's thinking. Apart from the report nothing was done publicly
at the Congress to encourage the idea that Malenkov would be pushed forward
further into the limelight in order to prepare him, and the Soviet public, for
taking over eventually from Stalin. He now holds more positions than any other
important Soviet leader except Stalin, and I think we can assume from this
that he is the favourite in the race. But it is also clear that Stalin is determined
for the. time being to carry on himself and has yet to decide finally on his
successor. And certainly from my observations of Malenkov, and the little I
have picked up in conversations with Russians, a very
effort will be needed to "put Malenkov across" to the Soviet public.bliHe is most
unattractive physically with a cold and supercilious air, lacking completely the
warmth and strength that Stalin's personality commands.

The Location of the Centre of Power
5. The abolition of the Politburo and Orgburo, and the creation of a

Praesidium of 25 members plus 11 candidate members, and the enlargement of
the Secretariat and'the Central Committee, make it more difficult than ever to
determine where the centre of power is located. Attached to this despatch is a
chart I have worked out listing all the members of the Praesidium and a few
candidate members, and showing other important party jobs held by them.t I
have also listed them according to their appearance at the celebrations of the
6th and 7th November. While some of the members of the Praesidium were
certainly taking parades in other parts of the country, such as Andrianov in
Leningrad, others were not mentioned at all and I think in general it is safe to
assume that attendance at these functions is practically concomitant with being
close to the centre of power.
6.

These calculations show that only Stalin and Malenkov are to be found inall
rive columns. Of the remaining members of the old Politburo, except of

course Andreev and Kosygin, who have been demoted, Beria, Molotov and
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Kaganovich fall in four columns, but they are not members of the Secretariat;
Ponomarenko and Krushchev, in four, including the important Secretariat;
while Mikoyan, - Bulganin and Shvernik are only in three. Voroshilov,
incidentally, was not mentioned in the celebrations and it is rumoured that he
is ill. The three most important new men are clearly Suslov and Aristov, who
occupy four columns, including the Secretariat,^ and Saburov who is in. the
Revision Commission. I would also add Pervukhin who, though he is not on
either the Secretariat or the Revision Commission, was chosen . to deliver the
annual report to the Party on November 6. I have also listed the remaining
members of the Praesidium and candidate members from which one can get an
idea of those likely to be heard of most in the future = Pegov, Brezhnev and
Ignatov. Mikhailov, while a member of the:Secretariat, is too old to be called a
coming man. Kuznetsov, however, though on neither the Secretariat nor
Revision Commission, seems likely to play a more important role in the future.
7. In the past it was fairly easy to calculate who was in the group which

clearly ran the USSR because they were always -carefully listed in order of
precedence on each May 1 and November 7. This year, however, Pravda
simply referred to those who appeared in the place of honour as a group of
Stalin's closest friends and advisers. It is likely therefore that the -inner circle
will become more difficult to discern and little information will be forthcoming
about the parts played by individual members of the Praesidium. All I can
venture to say now is, that Malenkov seems, to be the. first lieutenant, of Stalin;
that Molotov, Beria and Kaganovich of the old Politburo continue to hold their
own; that Voroshilov, Shvernik, Mikoyan and Bulganin ^ occupy a secondary
role; that Krushchev seems to be the person who has made the greatest
advance; and that of the newer members the most important are Ponomarenko,
Suslov, Aristov and Saburov; while Shkiryatov is still Chairman of the Party
Control Commission, a position he has held for many. years, and therefore a
power in the Party. It should be noted, incidentally, that all.the members of the
Secretariat were in Moscow for the 7th November celebrations, probably a
further indication of the importance of this group.

Reasons for Holding the Congress -
8.' It is still not entirely clear why the Congress was held at this time. It has

not decided on the succession nor formulated any new programme, though it
has set up a Revision Commission to draw up a new set of Party directives, the
first since 1917. The Congress has approved the 2nd Post-War Five Year Plan
in accordance with previous practice, but this was obviously not necessary,
particularly as the Plan had actually been in operation for a year and a half.
According to the Constitution of the Party it was obligatory for the Congress
to approve the new by-laws and especially to approve the abolition of the
Politburo and Orgburo and the creation of the Praesidium.
9.. I think it probable that the Politburo had decided that they had mastered

the worst of their post-war problems,'that things were going relatively well
internally and that the external situation was not so serious as first imagined.
Therefore the. time was ripe for a display of strength, for the despatch of
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certain business which could best be done by the Congress, and for the closer
association of the rank and file with the party hierarchy.

10. : ; I
mentioned in an earlier despatch last spring that I thougparty meetings throughout the country, including some retthe intensive

shakeups, - as in Georgia, might be the prelude to the All-Union Cong
rressgh

Looking back on it it seems probable that preparations had in fact been going
on for a great deal longer than that. The Russian Secretariat of the United
Kingdom Embassy claims they may have started- in 1948 and ideolo ic
foundâtions can be found in the linguistics dispute of June 1950. In any év al

entone of the main tasks of the Congress, to shake up the party machine,largely done before the Congress -met. There were very few surprises at was
theCongress itself except in ithe anticipated infusion of new blood into the upper

and the attempt to broaden the basis of the governing organs pper
bringing in regional party bosses, technicians, intellectuals and resonsi byministers. p ble

11. "The Congress certainly accomplished one of its purposes in er ' l
Party to broadcast to the Soviet people and to the world its estimate of the
accomplishments since March 1939, when the 18th Congress was held, and thits

elist
of achievements is truly great. Furthermore it permitted the summo 1'

together of a'most impressive array of foreign Communists and heads of
governments from half a dozen countries of the Soviet bloc. Such a gatherin
could not and would not have been held if the Soviet leaders had no

gamong themselves any doubts or dissensions which may have existedt
ooveolrpast year and a half. he

12.
Certain "contradictions" in, the Soviet society had undoubtedly been

concern to the Soviet leaders for some time, and the Congress may have had as
one of its aims to outline these problems and to advance solutions in the form
of tightened discipline and centralization of power and control.

Whether isPolicy will be successful in the long run is a question I shall discuss furth
below. The main "contradictions" which, it seems to me, were revealed b er
Congress were: y the

a) Between the Party hierarchy and the rank and file;
b) Between,the Party politicians and the experts or technocrats;
C) Between town and country, or between industry and a gricultu re;d) Between intellectual and

manual labour, or between theor ibureaucratic planning) and practice. y(•e•

The Hierarchy and the Party Rank and File
13.

With regard to the question of lessening the gap . between the
hierarchy and the great mass of the party and people, the party

confrontation of thehierarchy and the apparat, which Mr. Kennan mentioned to me assignifcant things likely to arise from the Congress, hardly had a cha one of the
place. The delegates were apparently selected with the greatest of ca ee to take

and thewhole proceedings streamlined in a most masterful way . As is no t verysurprising, the whole Congress was organized so that there could in fact be no

i
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participation.by the delegates. The speeches and interventions were all planned
in advance and. took place right- on schedule, with the applause equally being
limited in accordance with a time-table. I got this information from,the Finnish
Minister who had it from Ralph Parker, the correspondent of the London'Daily

Worker, hardly an 'unsympathetic observer.

14. Of the 235 members and candidate members of the Central Committee
not one is what could really be called a "working-man." I doubt even if the
remaining delegates could accurately be described as a cross section of the
inhabitants of the country, or at least of the three classes on'which the Party is
supposed to rest - the workers, the peasants and the intelligentsia. Many of
them possibly were originally, but by the time they reached sufficient eminence
to be chosen as delegates to the Party Congress they had long since attained
the upper brackets of either the Party or State bureaucracy., It must be
admitted, however, that a Russian Communist's idea of active participation
undoubtedly differs widely from ours, and just the fact of sitting in the Great
Hall of the Kremlin together with the leaders of the country and being
permitted to raise his hand when required may constitute participation for him.

The Politicians and the Experts
15. I will not go again into the question of the apparent attempt of the Party

to assimilate the state bureaucracy and technicians into the Party hierarchy, as
I have covered it in detail in my despatch No. 900 of October 23' Suffice it to
add here that this process, which is a logical one in any case, seems well under
way. The Party bureaucrats and the state managers and technicians are
becoming more closely identified in the one thing which they have in common
- the protection of their class interests. As for the remaining 190 or more
millions Who are neither party members nor top bureaucrats, the class division
is great and growing deeper. The interest of the average Russian in the Party
Congress, was, so far as one could make out, practically non-existent.

Town versus Country
16. Stalin's article revealed that there were a number of people who were

anxious to bring about the removal of the contradiction between town and
country (i.e..between industry and agriculture), which is the main one that
stands in the way of communism, as it entails the retention of such remnants of
capitalism as commodity production and exchange, the law of value, and the
monetary system. As a means of removing, this contradiction, many commu-
nists advocated the true Marxist proposal of giving to. the kolkhozes theirof
means of production. But this went against the polic.y -of state control
agriculture undertaken with the amalgamation of the kolkhozes and Stalin, in
line with this policy, decreed that the real way to remove the contradiction
would be to take away from ithe kolkhozes the products which they have as
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their property and sell on the market, and to gather them in gradually into a
system of straight product exchange under the control of the state.

Intellectual versus Manual Labour
17. This could also be called a contradiction between theory and practice or

between bureaucratic planning and the material possibilities. The contents of
the three expressions are not strictly equivalent but they overlap in the realm of
facts. Indeed the intellectuals, the theories they devise and the bureaucrats who
would apply them, all have a natural tendency in this type of regime to lose
sight of the material possibilities, the actual practice and the concrete
conditions in which "manual labour" is plodding along. It is these people who
were the most severely rebuked in Stalin's article and it is in opposition to their
views that Stalin laid down the very practical conditions which have to be met
before the USSR can enter the glorious era of Communism.

The Question of Elan

18. If the Congress had as one of its aims to produce new slogans, new
revolutionary fervour, a collective appeal, it singularly failed. So long as a new
class is for all interests and purposes consolidating itself here, and so long as
the split between top and bottom even in the Party itself remains so great, the
problem of restoring in some way the great feeling of collective drive that
existed before, during and even immediately after the war is a great one. Mrs.
Sohlman, the Russian-born wife of the Swedish Ambassador, told me that she
visited some of her relatives in Leningrad in 1930 when she came with her
husband on an official trip to the USSR. Her people had nothing to be
thankful to the Revolution for, but' nevertheless, she says, they were incredu-
lous that she could be "wasting" her life as a housewife while so much had to
be done, and would and could be done. They were filled with enthusiasm for an
idea which seemed to them to supersede personal and even party interests.
Even Mrs. Sohlman, who has been rather pro-Soviet, admits that this spirit no
longer exists though the Government tries to keep it going by tremendous
propaganda about the Volga-Don Canal, the reforestation projects and other of
the accomplishments of the regime. But they are poor substitutes for the vision
of a New Jerusalem. ,

19. And the strange thing is that Stalin seems to have gone out of his way to
dampen the ardour of, those who thought it was within sight. In another
despatch I am examining exactly what Stalin says are the prerequisites for
Communism in the USSR. His remarks are on the whole a practical, and from
the realistic Soviet point of view, sensible estimate which may possiblÿ_ appeal
to the rank and file because it refers to things it can understand as prerequi-
sites for Communism. But it is not one calculated to inspire the young and spur
on the middle-aged who have had their hopes and dreams of a better life
continually postponed from Five-Year Plan to Five-Year Plan.
20. The whole Congress in fact was a paean to the materialistic and practical.

Indeed the only speech which carried some echoes of the old revolutionary fire
was Stalin's epistle to the foreign Communists and even it was an appeal to
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modify their revolutionary methods while assuring them that in the end victory
would be theirs. I think the recent award ofthe Red • Banner of. Labour to the
Patriarch of the Orthodox Church is typical of, the cynical but practical
approach to problems of the present Soviet leaders.

Inefficiency and Corruption
21. You will remember that. Mr. Kennan told me his impression on coming

back to Russia was that people were now more interested in their own private
lives, in cultivating their own tiny plot of land, or, building a dacha; than in the
collective ideal. He called it "miniature Communism". The Congress, it seems
to me, showed that the Soviet leaders are also very well aware of this danger
and there were many exhortations to tighten discipline in the Party and the
state apparatus and to eliminate inefficiency and corruption.

22. Mr. Malenkov, in his report to the Congress, devoted one section to the
necessity of economising in industry as a vital factor in the further advance of
the economy. It is clear that the greater utilization of production reserve will
have to be reached if the increases contemplated in the Five=Year Plan are to
be achieved: Malenkov. then went in ' some detail into wastefulness and
uneconomical operation of industries,- including rejects, unsatisfactory
utilization of production capacities and raw materials. This situation exists not
only ` in heavy industry and light manufacturing but also in agriculture,
transportation, trading'establishments, and in the administrative ' bureaucracy.
*He ended by an, appeal to end this state of affairs.

23. In the section devoted to the Pacty, Malenkov also accused the rank and
file of a number of serious defects, errors, negative and unhealthy phenomena
in their party-political work. He said that self-criticism and particularly
criticism from below, which should be the principal method by which to bring
to light errors and weaknesses, has not been fully utilized. Another section was
devotèd to exposing violations of Party and state discipline, particularly,by
'failing to expose officials who were corrupt or incompetent.- The poor selection
of candidates for the Party, and their personnel ,within the Party, came in for
severe condemnation, as well as poor ideological work in' many, local Party
organizations.

24. This is not, of course, .a particularly new theme and the admonitions of
`Malenkov. vary little from those launched at the various Republican Party
Congresses before the summer and in the press during the past year. They have
been taken up with a vengeance since the Congress and at the numerous Party
meetings now being held at various levels throughout the country they are
being repeated over and over again. I do, not think they iepresent any serious
malaise in the Party. In a completely one-party, bureaucratic state such as this
there must be an inevitable trend towards sloth and carelessness. And 'since the
Party itself must tend to become on the lower levels something like a mutual

protection society, it becomes difficult to overcome complacency, weed out the
incompetent,j keep up the'enthusiasm and ideological level, and finally fulfill

the task of acting as spur for the'rest "of the population.The present drive in my
, . : . . . . . , . . . . ^; ^; ,
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opinion is simply one of the periodic attempts to overcome these endemic
diseases.
25. This situation is certainly not confined to the members of the Communist

Party. For over a year now the press has been publishing an increasing number
of exposes of incompetence or corruption in industrial, educational and other
enterprises, usually naming names and places. It would be an exaggeration to
attach too great significance to them since they have for long been one of the
methods by which a monopolistic society has been able to exercise a certain
amount of control over those in positions of power. They do tend, however, to
reinforce the view that personal interests are re-asserting themselves more and
more insistently and that the temptation to hold on to one's position at all costs
and line one's pockets is irresistible. In a later despatch I shall send you a cross-
section of case histories, as they give a very good picture of the present state of
Soviet society strongly reminiscent of Gogol.

Conclusions
26. Conclusions must remain pretty tentative, but on the basis of the above

deductions I think one can sum up the results of recent developments as
follows:

a) The internal economic situation is probably reasonably sound and has
been able so far to meet the demands of increased armament without affecting
the standard of living;

b) The internal political situation, while showing some weak points, is on the
whole stable;

c) There are no very serious difficulties in the Communist Party itself except
those endemic in the system;

d)'Stalin is still firmly in power with Malenkov probably his second-in-
command; the question of the succession is still unsettled;

e) Some new blood has been let in to the hierarchy; but it still remains very
much isolated from the mass of the Party and the Soviet people;

f) The Communist Party bureaucracy is being even more closely identified
with the state system; discipline is being tightened and control centralized even
more firmly;

g) Marxism in the USSR is going to continue to be adjusted and adminis-
tered according to a policy of centralization and common sense practicalities, if
necessary at the expense of theory; ideology remains, nevertheless, one of the
most important factors for the Soviet leaders in determining courses of action;

h) The practical prerequisites for Communism in one country have been laid
down, but its achievement again postponed and the ardour of the idealists
dampened;

i) The Congress produced nothing which could restore a grèat collective
impetus to the people, and this vacuum still exists;
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j) The trend towards the creation of a new upper class continues, and with it
the consolidation of new class divisions and interests.

R.A.D. FORD

SECTION B

RELATIONS BILATÉRALES

BILATERAL RELATIONS

966. DEA/7802-40.. . , ,

Extrait du télégramme du chargé d'affaires en Union soviétique<
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Extract from Telegram from Chargé d'Affaires in Soviet Union
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 610 Moscow, July 9, 1952

SECRET,

REVIEW OF SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY, JANUARY 1951, TO JUNE, 1952

VI. Canada
-25. I doubt if the Soviet authorities had any policy toward Canada except in

the context of our membership in N.A.T.O. and our relationship to the United

States. We received a good deal of attention, all derogatory, from the Soviet
press. The theme was usually the increasing dependence of Canada on the
United States and ^American encroachment on Canadian sovereignty. We were
accused regularly of turning the Canadian.north into a springboard of United
States aggression against the U.S.S.R., and of simply 'acting as a faithful

satellite of Washington. United States economic interest in Canadian industrial
development was frequently pointed out, as well. as the 'decline of United
Kingdom political and economic "control". In general the Soviet authorities
probably consider that Canada is too closely linked with thé United States and

the Western powers to permit its detachment from this bloc or ' even the. . . . Y t. > • • ! -
exercise of an independent policy.
26. ;.Relations between Canada and the U.S.S.R. continued to be correct but

cool. The dispute about the payment of compensation for the Petsamo Nickel
Mines dragged on - with a series of 'notes. The Soviet authorities clung
tenaciously to their original theory that paymént of instalments'of a debt does
not' have to be in the same currency as stipulated for the final liquidation of the
debt..The last instalment was due on December 31, 1951, and the U.S.S.R. was
in default to the amount of U.S. 12,916,625. Several approaches have been
made since then to the Soviet authorities, so. far without success. In spite of
repeated requests for talks concerning the reimbursement of the Canadian
Government for the industrial equipment shipped- to the U.S.S.R. in 1945 after
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the end of Mutual Aid, the Foreign Ministry had not even acknowledged
receipt of our notes.

27. 'Thé Soviet Union has still not taken any step to appoint an Ambassadorto Canada. ' Personal relations with Russians in
Moscow are non-existent

though two members of the Foreign Ministry took the unusual step of dining at
the Canadian Embassy. Further travel restrictions were imposed in January on
all foreigners in Moscow and the Canadian Government along with a number
of other western governments retaliated. So far there have been no incidents
though the Military Attaché was stopped in a zone near Moscow supposed to
be open.

SECTION C

RESTRICTIONS POUR LES VOYAGES

TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS

DEA/50132-B-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, February 1, 1952

The new travel restrictions communicated to our Embassy in Moscow by a
note of January 15 from the Soviet Foreign Ministry represent a. substantial
addition to the list of prohibited areas. In effect, the present situation is that
our Embassy staff members are limited to five cities: Moscow, Leningrad,
Stalingrad, Tiblisi and Odessa, and to a zone 40 kilometres in radius from
Moscow. Even in this small zone 'around Moscow there are about twenty
additional prohibited areas at least one of which begins right at the'city limits.
Any trip to one of the permitted places beyond the 40 kilometres radius from
Moscow must be hotified to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in writing, by the
Embassy before the trip is taken. This notification must include such details as
date of departure and return and full details of proposed itinerary while absent
from Moscow. Normally, the Ministry does not answer , these communications
but, if the journey is approved, the traveller finds that he is able to buy the
necessary train tickets or other tickets from Intourist.
2. We have now been informed that both the United Kingdom and United

States Embassies in Moscow have recommended retaliation and Mr. Ford has
made a similar recommendation. The State Department has intimated to us
that some retaliatory action will probably be taken. While a decision has not
yet been reached, it seems likely that the Russians in Washington and New
York (

other than press representatives and Soviet officials associated with the
United Nations) will be required to ask the approval of the State Department
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in advance of all trips away from Washington and New York, but that there
will not be any prohibition of travel. Trips to any part of the United States will
normally be approved but if a member of the staff of the U.S. Embassy in
Moscow finds that "no fickets are available" for a journey to a permitted area,
the next Soviet application may be refused. It is also possible that the U.S.
member of the NATO Council Deputies will, in due course, ask whether other
NATO governments contemplate any similar action.
3. I agree with our Embassy that the time has come for some form of

retaliation, although it is most unlikely that this will help in any way to induce
the Russians to relax their restrictions. The argument must be simply the
desirability of a reasonable degree of reciprocity in the treatment of diplomatic
missions.
4. A form of retaliation similar to that contemplated by the State Depart-

ment could be adopted without any administrative difficulty. In order to avoid
the need to answer every Soviet note on this subject we might instruct the
Soviet Embassy only that it must notify this Department, in writing, of any
proposed trip farther than perhaps 25 miles beyond the city limits of Ottawa by
any' member of the Embassy staff. We could require this notification at least
one week before the start of the trip. The Embassy would be informed in our
original note that provided proper notification was received by the Department
it could assume that there was no objection to the journey unless it received
notification to the contrary, from the Department. This would mean that we
would be able to forbid a journey if we should ever wish to do so, perhaps on
the grounds that a Canadian in Moscow had not been able to make arrange-
ments to visit one of the permitted areas. The Embassy notification should
contain full details of times and places of the itinerary to,be followed.
5. It would be essential to take severe action if we learned that these

instructions had been violated. Presumably the Embassy would be given notice
that the offender must leave Canada within a specified short period. I do not
think, however, that any mention of this need be made in our original note to
the Soviet Embassy. Although we might answer in advance, in our note, the
probable'Soviet claim of discrimination, it would perhaps be better simply to
send the order to the Embassy without explanation or justification: This is how
it has been done in" Moscow. It will not be difficult to dispose of the claim of
discrimination if one is made.
6. I attach a'draft notet to the Soviet Embassy for your consideration if you

approve the recommendation in this memorandum. This note wâs prepared in
consultation with representatives of the Department of National Defence.°

A.D.P. H[EENEY]

'Note marginale :/Marginal note:
The Minister w(oul]d agree to the note proposed & if we go ahead w(oul]d clear
with P[rime] M(inister]. Sh(cul ]d we not however consult NATO? Sec Canada
House tel[egram]s 270 Feb. 5t and 391 Feb. 7t? &•Wilgress needs instructions. Feb.
7 A.D.P. H[ceney]
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TELEGRAM 42

CONFIDENTIAL

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chargé d'affaires en Union soviétique
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Chargé d'Affaires in Soviet Union

1511

DEA/50132-40

Ottawa, March 12, 1952

TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS FOR SOVIET PERSONNEL
Reference: Your despatch No. 63 of January 24th, 1952.t

The following note was delivered to the Soviet Embassy on March 10th:
"The Department of External Affairs presents its compliments to the

Embassy of the U.S.S.R. and has the honour to communicate to the Embassy
the following regulations with which the Embassy is henceforth required to
comply. On every occasion when any member of the staff of the Embassy or
any Soviet member of the household of an Embassy staff member wishes to
travel beyond a distance of 25 miles from the city limits of Ottawa, the
Embassy must communicate, in writing, full details of the proposed trip to the
Department of External Affairs or, in the case of a journey by a service attaché
or a member of the staff of a service attache, to the appropriate Foreign
Liaison Officer of the Department of National Defence. This notification must
be received by the Department of External Affairs, or by the Foreign Liaison
Officer concerned, at least 48 hours before the time of departure from Ottawa.
In its notification the Embassy must include the following information:
(1) The names of the members of the staff of the Embassy who.wish to make

the journey.
(2) The means of transportation to be employed at each stage of the journey.
(3) The final destination of the trip, together with full details of the route to

be followed at every stage of the journey away from Ottawa and returning to
Ottawa.

i .
(4) The propdsed date of departure from Ottawa and the proposed dates of

arrival and departure for each point of the journey at which it is desired to
make a stop-over.

"If the Embassy's notification of a proposed journey is properly submitted tothe
Department of External Affairs, or to the Department of National

Defence, the Embassy may assume, unless it is informed to the contrary, that
there is no objection to the trip."

2.
We do not expect the rules to be broken, but if there are infractions we will

use our discretion in dealing with them.

3. In dealing with the press we will avoid comment on the method of checking
the observation of the rules (which is not this Department's responsibility),
while trying discreetly to prevent either of the two extreme conclusions from
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being drawn, namely, that Soviet personnel will be regularly followed, or that
no attempt will be made to check their movements.

4. We will try to avoid the ^ suggestion of retaliation and emphasize that our
action represents the introduction of a certain degree of reciprocity into the
question of travel restrictions.

5. We are as yet not applying the restrictions to the Tass correspondent since
we have recently insisted that he is not a member of the Embassy staff or
entitled to diplomatic privileges.

969. DEA/50132-40

Lé chargé d'affaires en Union soviétique
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in Soviet Union
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 237 Moscow, March 19, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL'-

TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS ON SOVIET PERSONNEL IN OTTAWA

Reference: Your telegram No. 42 of March 13.
I should be grateful if you would let me know what attitude you intend to

take towards applications for travel by members of the Soviet Embassy. Is it
the intention to approve all applications, except to those areas already declared
restricted; or to refuse a certain proportion of the requests regardless of the
destination?

2. We are also interested in knowing why the Tass correspondent in Ottawa
is not included in the new regulations since the Soviet regulations in Moscow
are applicable to all foreigners, including journalists.

3. It would have been helpful if you could have let us know earlier, or at least
on Monday, that you intended to introduce these regulations. We were the only
NATO Embassy in Moscow not informed of its government's intentions and it
was embarrassing for us to have to reply to inquiries that we did not know what
you intended to do, and in fact did not know that you had introduced
restrictions on Soviet diplomats in Ottawa until four days later. Our only
official news previous to that had been the item in one of the daily press
bulletins last January to,the effect that the government was not contemplating
retaliatory measures.

R.A.D. FORD
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970.

DESPATCH S-143

CONFIDENTIAL

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chargé d'affaires en Union soviétique
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Chargé d'Affaires in Soviet Union

1513

DEA/50132-40

Ottawa, April 1, 1952

TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS ON SOVIET PERSONNEL IN OTTAWA
Reference: Your despatch No. 237 of March 19, 1952.

In the normal course of events we shall probably not take objection to most
Soviet travel restrictions. However, if a member of our Embassy staff in
Moscow is unable to get tickets and reservations for a trip to a supposedly
permitted destination in the U.S.S.R., we should perhaps turn down the next
Soviet request. There may well be other occasions, depending on the proposed
destination and other circumstances, when a Soviet trip will be disallowed. The
decision to require advance notification of trips, but not to impose any absolute
prohibition of travel to certain areas, was based largely on the view, shared by
the Department of National Defence, * that there was little real security
advantage to be gained by prohibiting Soviet travel. On the other hand, the
advance notification will be of practical assistance in the task of keeping track
of Soviet personnel in Canada.
2. The Tass correspondent was not included in our note to the Soviet

Embassy because we have recently insisted that he is not a member of the staff
of the Embassy. Although we might have made our note applicable to all
Soviet citizens in Canada, this would also have produced complications since
there are a good many people living in Canada, other than staff members of
the Soviet Embassy and the Tass correspondent, who are technically Soviet
citizens. It would, of course, be a simple matter to tell the Tass representative
personally that he is subject to these travel regulations, if we wished to include
him. However, since there is only one Tass correspondent here, it is not too
difficult to keep informed of his moves, and as there is no Canadian newspaper
representative in Moscow the question of reciprocity is not directly involved. I
shall let you know if. it is decided to apply the new regulations to the Tassrepresentative.

3. I regret that you were not notified more promptly of the action taken here
to restrict Soviet travel. A telegram was prepared for despatch to you several
weeks before our note was presented, but our plans were changed as a result of
discussion of the matter at the Lisbon NATO meeting, and by an oversight the
telegram giving you the text of our note was not sent immediately after a final
decision was reached. There was in fact almost no gap between the time when
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- our note. was' finally approved and the time of its despatch to the Soviet
Embassy.

C.S.A. RITCHIE
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

2` PARTIE/PART 2

RELATIONS AVEC DES PAYS DE L'EUROPE DE L'EST
RELATIONS WITH EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

SECTION A

. TCHÉCOSLOVAQUIE : ÉVALUATION EN DOUANE

CZECHOSLOVAKIA: CUSTOMS VALUATION

971.
DEA/7670-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chargé d'affaires en Tchécoslovaquie

Secretary of Staté for External Affairs
to Chargé d'Affaires in Czechoslovakia

DESPATCH E-2171 Ottawa, May 13, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

VERIFICATION OF VALUES FOR DUTY PURPOSES

There has been cumulative evidence that the invoice values on certain goods
imported from Czechoslovakia and Poland, particularly on textiles and window
glass, have appeared too low to meet the requirements of Section 35 of the
Canadian Customs Act. In some cases, in fact, the duty paid value of these
goods has been less than Canadian costs of production for comparable goods.
Consideration is now being, given to special invoice treatment for imports of

this nature. It has been agreed, however, that before this is. done the
Governments of, Czechoslovakia and Poland should be approached on the
question of verification of prices on shipments to Canada.
-2.i As iyou know, the Canadian customs law provides in respect of imported
goods from all sources, that the value for duty shall be the fair market value of
such or like goods when sold for home consumption in the ordinary course of
trade;, under fully. competitive conditions, in, like quantities, and under
comparable conditions of sale.; Where the goods exported to Canada are not
sold for home consumption in the country of export, the value for duty shall be
the ^ actual , cost of production plus a reasonable addition for administration,
selling cost and profit. The law also provides that the fair market value shall be

sLe t6lcgramme porte la mention :/Noted in telegram:

Similar sent to: Cdn. Legation in Warsaw as No. E-122.
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taken to include the amount of any subsidy or drawback of customs duty which
has been allowed by the government of any country.

3. These requirements are contained in the invoice certificate to which the
exporter is required to subscribe. While the determination of the value in
accordance with the provisions of the law is primariy the responsibility of the
exporter, the law requires that everyone who acts as an appraiser shall, by all
reasonable means in his power, ascertain, estimate and appraise the true and
fair market value, any invoice or affidavit to the contrary notwithstanding.
4. Exporters or others, unfamiliar with the Canadian customs law, are'

susceptible to a considerable margin of error, thus necessitating verification. To
be in conformity with the law and fair to exporters, values can only be
satisfactorily verified by a customs officer, trained in the requirements of the`
Canadian law, from a personal and full examination of the exporter's domestic
sales records and cost records where necessary. The information furnished is, of
course, held in strict confidence and used for customs administrative purposes
only.

5. The verification of values for duty of information obtained from the
exporters' records by a governmental investigating officer is a common practice
in many countries, and little or no difficulty has been encountered by Canadian
investigators in respect of the personal examination of sales and cost records,
when the purpose of requiring first-hand information and its confidential
treatment are understood.
•5. In the light of these considerations, I should be grateful if you could

approach the Czech Government to request their assurance that a Canadian
customs officer would be permitted, if necessary, to verify values in respect of
exports to Canada. You should also request the Czech Government to
facilitate, as far as their own exporters are concerned, the full disclosure of
information from their sales and cost records as required under the Canadian
customs law. You might wish to point out that the values to be determined are
in accordance with the recognized valuation principles embodied in the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

7. You will recall that a similar request was made to the two representatives
of the Czech Ministry of Foreign Trade who visited Ottawa on December 12
and 13 of last year. No reply to this request has been received to date.

8. The "Confidential" security classification of this despatch applies, of
course, principally to the opening paragraph.

A.F.W. PLUMPTRE
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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972.

DESPATCH 418

CONFIDENTIAL

RELATIONS AVEC L'UNION SOVIÉTIQUE ET EUROPE DE L'EST

DEA/7670-40

Le chargé d'affaires en'Tchécoslovaquie '
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Charge dAffaires in Czechoslovakia
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Prague, May 26, 1952

VERIFICATION OF VALUES FOR DUTY PURPOSES

Réference: Your despatch No. E-217 of May 13, 1952. ;.,
Before acting on your instructions I wish to be perfectly certain that I

understand them and to set before you certain considerations which may
possibly cause you to amend the instructions.

2. When you ask me to request the Czechoslovak Government to give their
assurance that a Canadian Customs Officer would be permitted, if necessary,
to verify values in respect of exports to Canada, do you mean that he should
conduct an investigation in Czechoslovakia? This seems to be implicit in your
despatch under reference, and I should like to have it explicitly stated.
3. I trust that consideration has been given to the action to be taken in the

event of Czechoslovakia refusing our request. We should not bluff. If
Czechoslovakia refuses to let us verify records, can we under our law and under
GATT fix an arbitrary valuation for customs purposes of the goods in question
and are we prepared to impose an anti-dumping duty?

4. There is of course the possibility that our man will be permitted to come
here and will be shown invoices covering goods sold by a production enterprise
to the appropriate export-import monopoly. Such invoices might appear to
justify: the export prices. The prices charged to the export monopoly. • might,
however, have no logical relationship to the cost of production. In the
Czechoslovak planned economy prices frequently exceed the cost of production
by several hundred percent, and there is no reason why in some cases they
should - not be less than the cost ; of production if the national interest so
requires.
5. I am informed by the Commercial Secretary of the British Embassy that

the United Kingdom is also having trouble with the suspected dumping of
Czechoslovak goods. My British colleague has been good enough to let me have
a copy of a letter which he wrote on May 21 st to the Board of Trade. I enclose
a copy of the letter' and a copy of the memorandumt referred to therein. I
think that you will find the memorandum most useful.

6. There is one other consideration that I think we should bear in mind.
Although I am sure that you have not overlooked it I think I should mention it
here. I refer, of course, to Czechoslovakia's obligation to pay us approximately
13,300,000 in each of the years 1952, 1953 and 1954, in repayment of the
credits that we granted after the war. Having to pay us about $3,300,000 a

IN
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year must give the Czechoslovak government a good deal of pain. If we make it
impossible or too difficult for Czechoslovak goods to' compete in. the Canadian
market Czechoslovakia might seize the opportunity to say it could not continue
the payments in full. I know of no case in which Czechoslovakia has not
honoured its financial commitments but there may always be a first time. The
Vice-Minister of Foreign Trade, who failed to persuade us last November to
accept less than the amount prescribed in the loan agreement, was purged a
few weeks later. His fall from grace may have been - indeed, probably was -
due to other causes. I think it is significant however that the Ministry of
Foreign Trade rather. than the Ministry of Finance appears to be responsible
for servicing the loan.

7. I shall not take any action on your instructions until I have heard further
from you. If you still think that we should ask that a Customs Officer be
permitted to come here, then we should indicate very specifically the
commodities in which we are interested and the names of the export
corporations concerned.

BENJAMIN ROGERS

973.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chargé d'affaires en Tchécoslovaquie
Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chargé d'Affaires in Czechoslovakia

DEA/7670-40

DESPATCH E-272 , Ottawa, June 20, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

VERIFICATION OF VALUES FOR DUTY PURPOSES
Reference: Your despatch No. 418 of May 26.

We are sorry that - our original instructions to you in this matter did not
entirely make clear the basis on which we were asking you to make formal
representations to the Government of Czechoslovakia. The present despatch is,
therefore, intended to provide you with.a somewhat more detailed statement of
the provisions of the customs law which gave rise to our instructions and of the
procedures we propose to adopt in the event that our representations to
Czechoslovakia and Poland prove to be unavailing. Before dealing with some of
the points raised in your despatch under reference, however, I should like to
emphasize that the instructions we transmitted to you on May 13 were based
on a directive agreed upon by Ministers on May 22,t6 and that it would
therefore seem desirable for you to proceed with your formal approach to the
Government of Czechoslovakia without further delay, subject to the
considerations set out in paragraph 12 below.

6La date exacte est le 22 avril./The correct date is April 22.

i

it

.,
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2. As yoû know, the Canadian customs law provides a liberal and generally
recognized basis of valuation of imported goods for duty purposes. Its relevant
provisions are in conformity with those set out in Article VII of the General
Agreement'on Tariffs and Trade. The customs law does not, however, provide
authority for the waiving of appraisal by reason of default on the part of the
exporter to supply adequate values information.

3. Under the law every officer acting as an appraiser is required to ascertain,
estimate and appraise, by all reasonable means at his disposal, the true and fair
market value of imported goods, any invoice or affidavit to the contrary
notwithstanding. Where invoice values appear low, customs officers must verify
these values to ensure that they are in accordance with the law or, alterna=
tively, to establish proper values for duty purposes.
- 4. The Canadian customs authorities prefer, and normally - secure, the co-
operation of exporters in furnishing the information required to establish
accurate values.'- When, however, this co-operation is not forthcoming,
appraisers have no choice but to appraise the imported goods on the basis of
the best information available and in such a way as adequately to protect the
revenue.

5. Verification of values, as you know, is provided for under Article XX,
Section I (d), of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. It is understood
of course that, in enforcing compliance with their customs law, countries
signatories to the General Agreement and those with which Canada has
exchanged most-favoured-nation treatment will apply a uniform and non-
discriminatory basis of appraisal to importations.
6. It was with these requirements of the law in mind that Ministers issued

their directive that the Governments of Czechoslovakia and Poland be asked to
authorize and facilitate investigation by a Canadian customs officer of
domestic market prices and production costs where necessary. In the event that
our previous ' despatch did not make this point explicit, I should add that
investigation in Czechoslovakia and Poland, respectively, is intended.

7. Needless to say, in issuing their directive, Ministers were aware of the
difficulties which are likely to be encountered by our customs officers in
attempting to establish domestic market values and production cosn in these
countries on a comparable basis with those prevailing in other countries, and in
computing a realistic exchange rate for the currency. Nevertheless Ministers
felt that the two governments shouldbe approached formally in this matter
before action is taken to apply special invoice treatment to Czech and Polish
imports.
8.' It is, of course, more than likely that permission for our customs officers to

undertake on-the-spot investigations in Czechoslovakia and Poland will be
refused. Even if permission-were granted, it might well become apparent that
domestic market conditions in these countries are not such as to establish
values in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Canadian customs law.
In either event, the way would be clear for appraisal action on the part of the
Canadian customs authorities. •
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9. With specific reference to the points raised in paragraph. 3 of your
despatch, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade does not permit
arbitrary valuation for duty purposes (Article VII, 2(â)) except as an
emergency action subject to the criteria set forth in Article XIX. On the other
hand, Article XX, I(d) expressly provides that, subject to certain requirements,
nothing in the Agreement "shall be construed to prevent the adoption or
enforcement by any contracting party of measures . . . necessary to secure
compliance with laws or regulations which are not inconsistent with the
provisions of (the) Agreement, including those relating to customs enforcement
...."' As for our domestic law, Section 6 of the Customs Tariff provides for
the imposition of an anti-dumping duty in the case of articles of a class or kind
produced in Canada where the export or actual selling price to an importer in
Canada is less than the value for duty as determined under the customs law.
This duty is mandatory and not discretionary.

10. Regarding the suggestion made in paragraph 7 of your despatch, I do not
think that it would be advisable or feasible to provide the Czechs with a list of
the specific commodities which might be subject to investigation by our
customs officers or of the export corporations concerned in each instance. It
would be impossible for us to say at this stage what commodities are likely to
be involved by the time our officers are permitted to undertake direct
investigations in Czechoslovakia. Moreover, what we want from the Czechs is
an agreement in principle to the procedure provided for under our customs law
and not permission for an investigation in the case of, certain specified :
commodities.

11. You will recall that last autumn, prior to the arrival in Ottawa of two
officials of the Czech Ministry of Foreign Trade, the Czech authorities
intimated that the reduction in the volume of Czech imports into Canada
might well have the effect of jeopardizing the due fulfilment of the financial
commitment Czechoslovakia had undertaken in connection with the servicing
of the post-war Canadian loan. In our reply we made it quite clear that we
should have to insist on keeping the servicing of the loan separate from general
trade questions. While we do not see any need to raise the question of the loan
in the present context at all, you should, if the Czechs should inject the loan
issue into the, discussions, reiterate our previous position that commercial
relations cannot in any way alter the Czech obligations in respect to the loan.

12. Subject to these considerations, of which Ministers were aware when they
formulated their directive to proceed with representations to the governments
of Czechoslovakia and Poland in the matter of value for duty purposes,. it has
been agreed that your approach to the Czech Government should be delayed
until immediately after July 1. As you know, the semi-annual interest payment
of $125,000 on the loan to Czechoslovakia is due on that date.

'Note marginale :/Marginal note:
i.e. right to demand, inform &/or to investigate.

I

®
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13. I am attaching a copy of a memorandum (Series D. No.,43 Revised)
issued by the Department of National Revenue on August 23,. 1948 which
contains the text of the value provisions of the Customs Act.'

A.E. RITCHIE
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs '

974. DEA/7670-40

Le chargé d'àffaires en Tchécoslovaquie
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in Czechoslovakia
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 513

CONFIDENTIAL

Prague, July 8, 1952

VERIFICATION OF VALUES FOR DUTY PURPOSES

Reference: Your despatch No. E-272 of June 20, 1952.
I am enclosing a copy of the Note sent to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on

July 4, 1952.' I have an appointment with the Head of Protocol Section in the
Ministry this afternoon to ask whether a decision has been made about a visa
for the new Air Attaché and I shall take this opportunity of enquiring about
our Note on verification of values.

In view of what we are requesting from the Czechoslovak Government I do
not think that we shall get anything from the Ministry at present but a cold
assurance that the note has been referred to the appropriate authorities.

K.B. WILLIAMSON

975. DEA/7670-40

Le chargé d'affaires en, Tchécoslovaquie
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures. _ . , ...

DESPATCH 552

CONFIDENTIAL
:1. `r ,

Chargé d'Affaires in Czechoslovakia
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Prague, August 4, 1952

VERIFICATION OF VALUES FOR DUTY PURPOSES

Reference: My letter No. 513 of July 8,1952..
I referred to our note about verification of values when I called at the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs on July 8 and the Head of Protocol said that
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although he had not read the note he would look into the matter and try to get
an answer speedily. I told him that we were ' anxious to have a decision as soon
as possible and thât if the officials concerned wanted to ask any questions
about our procedures I would do my best to answer them or would get the
information from you.

2. This morning I saw Mr. Sedivy and he told me that the foreign trade
officials have completed their consideration of our 'proposal and that the
answer to our note would be sent through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
within the next week.

' I{.B. WILLIAMSON

976. DEA/7670-40

,, Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à la légation en Tchécoslovaquie

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Legation in Czechoslovakia

TELEGRAM 101 Ottawa, October 6, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

VERIFICATION OF VALUE FOR DUTY PURPOSES

Reference: Your despatch No. 552 of August 4, 1952.
In view of threé-month interval which has now elapsed since presentation of

your note, and assurances contained in your letter under reference, please ask
Czechoslovak authorities to expedité reply. •

977. DEA/7670-40

Le chargé d'affaires en Tchécoslovaquie
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in Czechoslovakia
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LETTER No. 641Prague, October 8, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

VERIFICATION OF VALUES FOR DUTY PURPOSES

Reference: Our telegram No. 97 of October 7, 1952.t

I am • enclosing copies of the Czechoslovak Notes of August . 20tht and
September . 30tht concerning verification of values for duty purposes. These
were in reply to our Note of July 4,t of which we sent you a copy with our
letter No. 513 of July 8, 1952.'
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2. The Czechoslovak Government has in effect rejected our ;request that
Canadian customs officers be permitted to visit, the plants in - Czechoslovakia
where goods are ; manufactured for.,export to Canada: .Their suggestion that
precise questions concerning•domestic prices and production costs be submitted
to them in writing will no doubt be considered in the light of the considerations
mentioned by Mr. Rogers in his despatch No. 418 of May 26. It seems to me
very doubtful, however, . whether such a procedure would be 'helpful in
estimating the "true and fair market value" of the'gôods, or would serve any
purpose other than that of delaying the application of special invôice treatment.
3. I shall be interested to know whether you wish me to make any further

communication to the Ciechôslovak authorities about this matter.
J.M. TEAKLES

978. DEA/7670-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chargé d'affaires en Tchécoslovaquie

Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Chargé d'Affaires in Czechoslovakia

Ottawa, October 22, 1952

VERIFICATION OF VALUES FOR DUTY PURPOSES

Reference: Your letter No. 641 of October.8, 1952.
On the basis of the reply of the Czech Government to your representations,

it would seem to be clear that Canadian customs officers will not be permitted
to enter Czechoslovakia for the purpose of verifying values for duty in respect
of exports to Canada.

In the circumstances, we are proposing-to proceed with;the implementation
of the Cabinet directive of April 22, 1952. Accordingly, we would ask you to
notify the Czech Government that, in the case of goods imported from
Czechoslovakia whose invoice values appear to be too low to meet the
requirements of Section 35 of the Customs Act, Collectors of Customs and
Excise are being instructed that the goods in question are to be appraised under
Section 38 of the Customs Act at an advance over invoice values ; to be
determined by the Collectors.

We should like you to let us know by telegram the datp on which you notify
the Czech Government along the lines set out in the preceding paragraph. It is
our intention here to issue the relevant instructions to Collectors of Customs as

,soon as the Czech Government has been formally, . advised of the steps we
intend to take in respect of Czech exports to Canada.

A.E. RITCHIE
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH E-4118

CONFIDENTIAL

81-a dépêche porte la mention :/Noted in despatch:
Similar despatch sent to Poland.
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979. DEA/7670-40
Le chargé d'affaires en Tchécoslovaquie

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in Czechoslovakia
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 105 , Prague, November 3, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.. ..
. , ^ "
Reference: Your telegram No. 110 of October 28.t

Czechoslovak Government notified today of instructions being issued to
customs collector. _

980. DEA/7670-40
Le sous-ministre du Revenu national (Douanes et Accise)

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of National Revenue (Customs and Excise),
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, November 20, 1952

Dear Sir,

Yesterday afternoon I was interviewed by Mr. ' Zdenek Roskot, Charge
d'Affaires of the Czechoslovakian Legation, and Mr. Josef Velek, their
Commercial Attaché from Montreal. They were concerned about the recent
action that has been taken to appraise importations from their country at
advances up to 50% over the invoice value.

I confirmed to them the information which they had already secured from
the bulletin of the Canadian Importers Association as to the commodities
affected and, in addition, they were advised that increased appraisal would not
be applied to goods in transit on or before November 6th.

It was also emphasized, to them that our action was, non-discriminatory
because during' recent months we have increased invoice values against
companies in the U.S.A., Great Britain, Italy and West Germany. They raised
the question of the propriety of taking such action, having regard to GATT but
their attention was drawn to Article 20, Paragraph 1(d), which provides for
Customs enforcement.

Velek expressed surprise that this action had been taken because, in his
view, his country had not really refused to permit our officers to carry on their
investigations. He felt that he personally had been meeting any reasonable
requests for information and that this should be sufficient. He also felt that the
action was precipitant. In reply we reminded him that as far back as last
December, when a Czech trade mission visited Ottawa, we raised this question
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about ..the admission of our investigating officers into Czechoslovakia. I also
drew his attention to the remarks of my Minister in the House of Commons in
May of this year, and the fact that through 'your Department we have been in
communication with his Gôvernment about the subject since June.

It seemed clear to us , from the Czech Government acknowledgment of our

first note that they understood the precise 'nature of '- our request and the

alternative . which they suggested of written answers to written requests could
only be regarded as a virtual refusal.

Roskot endeavoured to suggest that there were political implications in our
actions but I strongly denied this. It is quite true that some of the newspaper
reports have a distinctly political tinge but I stressed to him that in a-country
like ours, where we have a free press, newspaper men were able` to write in any
vein they liked about such matters and that their views or statements did not,
of course, always coincide either with the facts or with the policy of the
Government.

Roskot also made a somewhat cryptic reference to the Canadian loan to
Czechoslovakia. The essence of his remark was that they would have difficulty
in keeping up, the payments if they were unable . to trade with us. It obviously
was intended to be a sort of veiled threat but I of course told him that as far as
we were concerned there could be no connection between the two matters.

In closing, they asked me as to the future and i felt obliged to tell them that
we might have to add other commodities to the list; that as far as I was
concerned I.could see no prospect of any change in our position as long as we
were not able to ascertain' at first hand in Czechoslovakia the information
which we required to carry out the provisions of the Customs Act.

They left me, to call upon the Deputy Minister ^of Trade and Commerce.

Yours faithfully,
DAVID SIM

, .i. ., ^ . .. ^ _ ^ , .. . ^ ^. .. . . . .

981. -.: ..
DEA/7670-40

Le chargé d'affaires en Tchécoslovaquie

Chargé d'Affaires in Czechoslovakia
..;r au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

to Secretary of State for External Affacrs
'..,..Fd'.. ;..^.. •.rt

TELEG RA M ;111`

..;.„^.,_.'<-

Prague, November 27, 1952

R ESTR I CT E D. IMPORTANT.

A:' CzechoslovaK vuvGrnuum,n, ni ^^• ► ^^ ..^..^^^ •••- .----- ____ _ _^,, ,.
dec

,
^s^on 'to ,

. ,
^mpose arbitrary valuations as violation ' of GATT. In verbal

' VERIFICATION OF VALUE FOR DUTY PURPOSES 4' '
x ,. a .

_ . . • - - ^ .7oenrl^PC
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comment measures were described as unjustified and our "pretexts" ridiculous.
No mention of financial agreement of 1947 was made directly or indirectly. I
replied briefly along the line of your previous instructions.

2. Note begins by saying that Czechoslovak Government met the Canadian
Government, with understanding in this question. Offer to'reply to individual
questions was fully in accordance with GATT. Canadian Government not only
took no note of this offer but -adopted one sided discriminatorÿ measures
differing from restrictions. Article 20 of GATT gives no right to send customs
experts. Moreover it declares inadmissibility of any measures applied in the
mannèr constituting means of disguising restrictions of trade or - arbitrary or
unjustifiable discrimination.. Canadians in measures introduced in unusual
hurry and without affording adequate opportunity for consultation in'
accordance,with Article could not constitute disguising restriction on trade
between two countries and on international trade with general insight.
Canadian Government is held fully responsible for all consequences on further
developments of Czechoslovak-Cànadian economic relations and is requested to
revoke measures immediately.

3. Text follows by bag.t9 . .

SECTION B

POLOGNE/POLAND

SUBDIVISION I/SUB-SECTION 1

TRÉSORS ARTISTIQUES

ART TREASURES

982. " DEA/837-40

Note de la Direction européenne .
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from European Division -
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, January 8, 1952

POLISH ART TREASURES

The treasures remain divided in three lots and held as they have been for
some time past. One lot is in the vaults of the Bank of Montreal in Ottawa, a
second lot is held in church buildings in Killaloe, Ontario, and a third lot is in
the care of Mr. Duplessis.

'Note marginale :/Marginal note:
National Revenue wish to see this before preparing reply.
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2. There have been no new developments in the problem and the deadlock
goes on. The Poles show. no inclination. to take the . matter to our courts and I
believe we are still reluctant to risk unpleasantness with Mr. Duplessis; or to.
urge the Bank to obtain a'court order confirming the title of the present Polish
State to the treasures, or to ask the R.C.M.P. to break into the church premises
in :Killaloe, although the situation continues to be an embarrassment to the
Government and to provide Poland with a_ useful weapon -for; anti-Cànadian.
propaganda. (It must also be recognized that if Poland, retrieved the treasures
now the result would probably be a great, : and fairly successful, internal
propaganda ^effort to link the present regime with Poland's heroic past and put
Bierut: in the direct line of descent from,Casimir the Great, à la Stalin and
Peter the Great.)
3. l am bringing this matter to your attention now for the first time since last

April- in case you feel that some action should now be taken.10 I was myself
reminded of the, problem on December 29th when : the Polish Chargé
d'Affaires, Mr. Markowski, came to see Mr. Campbell" and me in connection
with the Polish archives from Tokyo. In. the course of our conversation, he
mentioned that he had had no reply to a Note submitted a year ago on the
subject of the art treasures. This Note, dated December 19th, 1950, revealed
that the Poles had found out about the cache at Killaloe, referred to previous
Notes on the subject and asked that the objécts at Killaloe be turned over to
the Polish Legation. As we have nothing new to say to the Poles on this subject,
there would seem to be no point . in replying to their Note now, especially as
they have sent no reminders.

J.B.C. W[ATKINS]

983. DEA/837-40

Note de la 11° Direction de liaison avec la Défense.
1 - pour la Direction européenne

Memorandum from Defence Liaison (2) Division
Io European Division .

SECRET Ottawa, Marçh 3, 1952

POLIS" ART TREASURES

If I raise the thorny subject of the art treasures again it is not for sheer love
of a- complicated and 'involved question. I. think, however, that - this subject
should not ^ lie dormant without any action being taken: J would take issue with
your memorandum to the Under-Secretary of January 8, 1952; recommending
that nothing more be done at present.

10Note marginale :/marginal note:
Mr. [C.S.A.] Ritchie - I don't think there is any course that we can usefully advise.
A.D.P. H[eeney]

Ross Campbell de la Direction européenne.
Ross Campbell, European Division. • .
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2. You may remember that in September 1949, the question of assisting the
Polish Government in regaining the treasures was referred to the Prime
Minister. The Minister. recommended . that a letter be sent to Mr. Duplessis
suggesting discussions between. officials on the subject. In reply, the Prime
Minister raised two questions:
1) Is theré any, ùnfulfilled legal or moral obligation upon the Canadian

Government with respect to the treasures?
,,2) What political advantage would there be to Canada in doing anything to
give the treasures back to the Poles?

3. The legal point was answered in a memorandum of November 22 entitled
"Canada's position in international law with respect to the Polish Art
Collection." This legal opinion found that there is an unfulfilled obligation in
international law resting upon Canada with respect to the part of the collection
in the Quebec, Provincial Museum. This obligation arises because this part of
the collection was impounded by an organ of the Canadian state, namely, Mr.
Duplessis. The Canadian Government is responsible internationally for acts of
provincial governments. The legal opinion 'said that there is no unfulfilled
obligation in international law with respect to the two other parts of the
collection, that is to say - the trunks held by the Bank of Montreal and those
allegedly held by the Church at Wilno.
4. The fact that we are legally in the wrong has, of course, a lot to do with the

political aspect. The Poles have criticized us at United Nations meetings and
by circulating well illustrated pamphlets on the subject. These attacks, because
they have good basis in international law, are quite 'embarrassing. If our legal
position were sound we•should 'not be too thin-skinned about a controversy of
this nature with an Iron Curtain country.`As our legal position is bad I' don't
think we should let the matter rest.

5. There is a further possible advantage in taking steps to restore the
treasures to the Poles. We have a considerable amount of claims outstanding
against the Polish Government. It is possible that the question of the treasures
and the question of our claims might be brought together in some sort of
negotiation with the Poles. This admittedly involves a risk. It is possible that if
we were to link the two subjects that the Poles might indignantly refuse that
type of. negotiation and renew their propaganda - this time accusing us of
obvious bad faith because we had indicated our willingness to negotiate about
the treasures. However, if there is any prospect of making headway with our
claims it is worth considering linking the two questions:

6., ,I submit, therefore; that we should take further steps to restore the
treasures to the Poles. Incidentally, this is.the opinion.of nearly all the persons
who have commented on the subject on the file. It is studded with references
about the desirability of pressing on with this or that course. These references
chiefly occur around U.N. Assémbly time when consciences are being irritated
by the prospect of a further public discussion.

7. The treasures are deposited in part at the Quebec Provincial Museum, and
in part at the Bank of Montreal, Ottawa office, and in part (allegedly) in the
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Church premises at Wilno. We must, therefore, : start either. with the Bank,
with Mr:'Duplessis, or with the Church. In early. 1951, when this subject was
being passed around, the . consensus was that : it mas easiest to start with. the
Bank. The Bank (as is the way with banks) was not emotionally involved,and,
in fact, was quite anxious to get rid of the two trunks . if it could do so in a
decent manner. Accordingly, after an initial approach by Mr. Heeney, Mr.
Erichsen-Brown12 had a long discussion with . the Bank's lawyers in March
1951. The upshot of this discussion was that there were two ways for the Bank
to give the'treasures back to thé"Poles.'The first way was without anyI court
procedure - simply to find that the Polish Government is the proper owner
and hand over the two trunks. The Bank would probably be willing to do this
with an appropriate letter from us, if we would agreé to indemnify them in case
of an adverse judgment in an action brought by the anti-Government Polish
Custodian in Canada. The Government. could not undertake to indemnify the
bank: Short, therefore, of a special intervention with the authorities of the
Bank by some'senior officials, this road seems closed:

8. The second possibility is a court: action., If the Polish government will not
be represented in the action, there is a chance that the court might award the
custody of, the trunks to the anti-Government _ Polish Custodian, who would
probably be the only claimant to appear, or the ;court might declare itself
unable to make a ruling as to the ownership of'the treàsures. The first result
'wôuld , be.very^'unfortunate because, of course, if ,the court awarded the
treasurés ' to the * anti-Government Custodian, this would - give a better
propaganda stick to the Polés to beat us with than they have had up to now. If
the Polish Government refuses to be represented in' court, therefore, there is a
considerable ' risk that a court action' might make things . worse and no
guarantée that it would result in the `return of the treasures. The Polish
Government has, up to now, refused to take part in any legal;action'so that this
way also séems closed.
9. If, therefore, we cannot get anywhere with the Bank, there remains the

Church and Mr. Duplessis. It seems reasonable that of these we should
approach Mr., Duplessis. It is,his action after all that has put us in the wrong
internationally. He has the bulk of the treasures. If any arrangement- can be
made , whereby he will surrender his treasures " to the Polish authorities, it is
likely that the other holders would follow suit without too much difficulty.
..10. I, therefore, suggest that 'another approach to ' Mr. Duplessis be
considered." I suggest that, in the first place, we should give some indication of
our view as to the Canadian obligation under international law. We might then
refer to the Canadian claims against Poland and the possibility of linking these
claims with the restoration of the treasures. No doubt, the first approach to
'Mr. Duplessis should be in 'general terms and a meeting of officials should be
suggested. It is possible that this approach to Mr. Duplessis would be fruitless.
. . . . . . . . . J , . , . . . .. . . . i .. . . .

12J.P. Erichsen-Brown, de la Direction juridiqûe."
J.P. Erichsen•Brown, Legal Division.

13Note marginale :/Marginal note: _ , ^ 1 ` 1, '
This would not move Duplessis in the least.
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On the, other hand, he may no longer feel, so keenly about the treasures as he
did when he first accepted them for custody in the Provincial Museum. He may
find that the responsibility of caring for them seems worrisome and there might
even be other - factors such as the use of the space where the treasures are
stored. In any event, we cannot tell what his reaction would be unless we put
the question to him.14

11. When-the matter was last raised with the Prime Minister in 1949, he
suggested that any correspondence with Mr. Duplessis be conducted by our
Minister rather than by him. He would, of course, want to be informed before
any approach was made to Mr. Duplessis.

12. One remaining difficult aspect of the problem is the question of claims for
certain of the treasures by Roman Catholic orders or institutions in Poland and
by individual Polish persons. The legal-position on,these claims seems clear.
The treasures were brought here by the Polish state and, therefore, should be
restored to the Polish state. The question of claims. by persons and, institutions
within Poland for certain of the treasures are really matters - to be decided
between them and the Polish state. The amount of the treasures about which
there are disputes is apparently. quite small. It might be possible to arrange
that the bulk of the treasures should be restored to the Polish state whereas
those articles under dispute might be the subject of some form of arbitration.'S
This might make a settlement with Mr. Duplessis easier.

13. If you agree with the general lines of the argument; I would suggest that
you should take up with Legal Division the question of a further approach to
Mr. Duplessis.

T.LE M. CARTER

984. DEA/837-40
Note de la Direction européenne pour la Direction juridique

Memorandum from European Division to Legal Division

SECRET Ottawa, March 5, 1952

.. POLISH ART COLLECTION I

Mr. T. Carter, who will soon assume charge of our mission in Warsaw, is
concerned about our present policy towards the Polish art collection and has
outlined his views in the attached memorandum of March 3rd.16 He thinks we
should not let the matter lie dormant any longer but should take steps to
restore the collection to the present Polish Government: He has supported his
plea with some good arguments:

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
yes. He has already made his position quite clear publicly.

''Notes marginales :/Marginal notes:
yes.

"Le document précédent./The preceding document.
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2. I should be. grateful. if you would give us .your, opinion on the general:
question of the desirability of restoring the collection and on the various steps
suggested by Mr. Carter.

J.B.C. W [ATKINS]

985.

. . i ,• .

DEA/837-40

Note de la Direction juridique pour la Direction européenne

,Mémorandum from Legal Division to European Division

SECRET . Ottawa, March 26,'1952

' ^: . , • , . ^ , .,
POLISH ART TREASURES

J still agree with the legal opinion given in my memorandum of November
22, 1949, that there is an unfulfilled obligation 'in international law resting
upon Canada with respect to the part of the collection which' is held in custody
by the Quebec Government.
"2. From the point of international law, therefore, it would be desirable if this
obligation could be fulfilled. Still, there are domestic political considerations to
be taken into account. It might be desirable at this time to send a memoran-
dum to our Under-Secretary suggesting that perhaps consideration be given to
making a*further approach to the Quebec Government.

K.J. BURBRIDGE

986.- DEA/837-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures
pour la Direction européenne

Memorandum from Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to European Division

CONFIDENTIAL . Ottawa, April 25, 1952-

POLISH ART COLLECTION ...

The Minister said to me this morning that he' had spoken to Mr. Heeney
some weeks ago asking Mr. Heeney,to take steps to find out whether the Polish
art collection was being properly looked after by those in whose custody it is,
i.e.; the Province of Quebec and the Bank of Montreal. The Minister wishes to
make certain that the record makes it clear that the Canadian Government has
brought to the attention of the custodians their responsibility to ensure that the
collection does not deteriorate and that this responsibility exists regardless of
the ultimate destination of the collection or its ownership.
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2. 'I said that' my recollection was that we had made, informal enquiries
through Mr. Paul Beaulieu" some time ago but that we were not satisfied with
what we had learned as a result of these enquiries.
3. I- also took advantage of the opportunity to remind the Minister that the

Legal Division had now given us an opinion that the Canadian Government
was responsible under international law for the Polish art collection in the
hands of the Provincial Government of Quebec. My understanding of the
opinion was that it was based on the fact that once the collection had been
seized by the Crown in the right of Quebec, the Crown in the right of Canada
was vested with the responsibility in international law. The Minister did not
appear to have had this matter brought to his attention before.
4. Could you look into this matter and prepare for the Minister's consider-

ation a communication to the Premier of Quebec in which it is made clear to
the Premier that he is responsible for ensuring that the Polish art collection,is
properly looked after. A similar letter should be written to _ the Bank of
Montreal.

987.,,'

E. R[EID]

DEA/837-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-secrétaire dÉtat suppléant aux Affaires exterieures'8

Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs'8

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, April 30, 1952

POLISH ART COLLECTION

fhave delayed sending the attached memorandum to the European Division
as we were re-considering the most effective way of approaching Mr. Duplessis
over - the . question of the prevention of deterioration of the objects in this
collection. •

2. M. Léger and M. Beaulieu, with whom I have talked about this question,
are both strongly of the view that a[etter from the Minister to Mr. Duplessis
would not achieve the object intended and would act on M. Duplessis as an
irritant. If our only aim is to keep the record straight, there might be
something to be said for sending such a letter, but if we hope to achieve
anything, this is probably not the best way to go about it. It may indeed be
questionable whether it would be appropriate for the Secretary of State for
External Affairs to write to a Provincial Prime Minister on a question of this

"Paul Beaulieu, de la IM Direction de liaison avec la Défense.
Paul Beaulieu, Defence Liaison (1) Division.

"Notre copie du document porte la mention manuscrite suivante :
The following was written on this copy of the document:

The Minister. E. R[eid]
La note sous référence dans le 1°r paragraphe est le document 986. -
The memorandum referred to in the first paragraph is document 986. '
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kind or whether the approâch should not come either from M. St-Laurent or

from - the Minister - of Justice. I understand that M. St-Laurent is in fairly
frequent personal contact with M. Duplessis19 _ and - he might feel inclined,to
take some convenient opportunity to bring. this ^ matter up with the Premier of
Quebec. Alternatively, Mr. Garson, who is I believe on., fairly, close personal
terms with M. Duplessis, might raise the matter informally.

- 3: As you know, 'M. Beaulieu had an interview, with M. Duplessis some time
ago on the general subject of the Polish art collection. At that time, he also had
a.word with the officials of the Quebec Museum charged with responsibility for
the collection and he derived the impression - that, they were taking -their
responsibilities for the preservation. of - the Polish treasures seriously. M.

Duplessis himself has, I think, made a public statement to the effect that good
care is being taken of the collection.20
4. A7 further question arises over the respective responsibilities in interna-

tional law of the Canadian Government and the Quebec Government: It seems
desirable that the Legal Division should consult with the Department of Justice
to ensure that they share their view of these responsibilities. I understand that
M. Duplessis has been advised by his legal advisers that his Government is
vested with the responsibility. I think also that he had made a recent public
statement to the effect that he would not return the Polish treasures unless
there was a court judgement` directing him to do so (I am not sure of the exact
wording of his statément). Also I do not think that the position is quite so
simple as that "the collection had been seized by ' the Crown in the right of
Quebec." I believe that M. Duplessis may have acquired the collection on some
legal grounds and not by out and out "seizure". My suggestions, therefore,

would be.
(a) that either the Prime Minister or Mr.,Garson rather than our own

Minister should approach M. Duplessis to remind him of the obligation to
preserve the collection in good condition;" and ' ^.

(b), that the Legal Division should look carefully into the various legal aspects
of this matter before any further approach is made to M. Duplessis.22

• .,

19Note marginale -/Marginal note:
? [L.B. Pearson]'

mNote marginale :/Marginal note:
yes. [L.B. Pearson]

. , C. R.[ITCHIE]

21Note marginale :/Marginal note: 1.
Decision on this can be postponed till action is taken under (b). [L.B. Pearson]

22Note marginale :/Margi
yes. [L.B. Pearson] -
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988. DEA/837-40
Note du sous=secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

pour, le sous-secrétaire dÉtat adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External"Affairs

your memorandum.
2.* Even • [though?] he agrees that he should not approach the Premier of

Quebec, he asks whether he should not immediately'approach the other holders
of parts of the Polish art collection. I understand that the Bank of Montreal is
still holding one part and that there is another holder as wel1.23

989. DEA/837-40
Le chargé d'affaires en Pologne

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affâires in Poland
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 386' ' Warsaw; August 4, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, May 5, 1952

POLISH ART COLLECTION,
I retûrn to you your memorandum of April 30. The Minister agrees that it

would be better for either the Prime Minister or Mr. Garson to approach the
Premier of Quebec. He thinks, however, that this should be postponed until we
have the report from the Legal Division which you mentioned' at the end of

POLISH ART TREASURES

Reference: My letter"No. 350 of July 31, 1952.t

It is now four months since the Polish authorities sent us their most.recent
note on the art,treasures. I should be glad to know if you have taken any action
about the treasures or are planning any action.
2. I set out some views 'on this question before leaving Ottawa in- a

memorandum of February 27, and I have nothing much to add now. The Legal
Division in a memorandum of November 1949 gave the opinion that the

23Notes marginales :/Marginal notes:
Mr. Burbridge - W[oul]d you pI[ea]se ring me.
May 10/52 - The Legal Division, some years ago, gave a comprehensive and
definite legal opinion. There is nothing in the attached memo which is not covered by
that opinion except that I think a very strong legal argument can be made to show
that title to the collection [is] vested in the Can[adian] Gov[ernmen]t by virtue of
the Custodian's legislation. I gave my views to Mr. Heeney (on file) in this
connection. It is now probably too late to pursue this angle. It might also prove
politically embarrassing. K.J. B[urbridge]

®
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Canadian Government is responsible internationally . for the action of the
Quebec Government in depositing; the bulk of the treasures in the Quebec
Provincial Museum This action supersedes, with respect• to this part of the
treasures; the exchange of letters between Messrs. Lanctot and 'Podoski under
which the treasures first entered Canada. It appears that we have an obligation
to return to Poland this portion of the treasures. In my. memorandum of
February 2724 I accordingly suggested some fresh approach to the Government
of Quebec: I have no brilliant ideas about how to make this approach. There is
one suggestion, which I believe is on the file in Ottawa,' that might be revived.
You might suggest to the Quebec authorities that they return to the Polish
Governmént those items about thé ownership of which there is'no dispute (such,
as the Wawel tapestries). There could then be further discussions about the
remaining items whose ownership is contested.11

3. Before leavïng
.
Ottawa I suggested that the question of the tâpestries might

be linked up in negotiations with the question of Canadian claims against
Poland for nationalized property. On further reflection I don't think this is a
very useful suggestion.

T.LE M. CARTER

990. DEA/837-40

Extrait d'une lettre de la Direction européenne
au chargé d'affaires en Polôgne. . • . .

Extraet from Letterfrom European Division
to Chargé d'Affaires in Poland

PERSONALAND CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, October 4,1952

Dear Tom [Carter]:
In the matter of the Polish art collection there is not, I regret to say, any

progress to report. This, for the moment, is about all that can be said in reply
to para. I of your despatch No. 386 of August 4.
:,, ,,.The problem has not been shelved -!this would be impossible ,.- but in the
absence of agreement on whether and how, the, Quebec.Government should be
approached, and in the absence of. pressure, from above to take any steps just
now, it looks as though we cannot expect .any action for the present.
^ :. •; Ralph " Reynolds will be- handling the subject , until he leaves for Prague at
the beginning of next year. I shall also maintain an interest in it until I leave in
the later half of November for a trip on the Continent before going to the
Imperial Defence College in January.

Yours ever,-
JACK [MCCORDICK] :

24Cette date a été changée pour celle du 3 mars ; document 983.
This date had been changed to March 3; Document 983.
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'Extrait d'une lettre du chargé d'affaires en Pologne
à la Direction eûropéenne

Extract from Letterfrom Chargé d'Affaires in Poland
,to Eurôpean Division

Warsaw, October `18, 1952

Dear Jack [McCordick]:

Thanks for your letter of October 4th. I trust that sooner or later somebody
will be found who is valiant enough and perhaps politically acceptable enough
to - go and raise this unmentionable subject with ; Mr. Duplessis. In ` the
meantime, there has been no further develôpments here but I would not be
surprised if the Poles raised the question at the General Assembly.

Yours,

SUBDIVISION Il/SUB-SECTION 11

ÉVALUATION EN DOUANE

CUSTOMS VALUATION

Le chargé d'affaires en Pologne
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DEA/837-40

DEA/9533-40

Chargé d'Affaires in Poland
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 240 Warsaw, May 27, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

VERIFICATION OF VALUES FOR DUTY PURPOSES

Reference: Yoqr Despatch No. E-122 of May 13, 1952.25

I should like to discuss some points arising from your despatch. In the first
place, I think it unlikely that the Poles would permit, a Canadian Customs
official to come here and examine the domestic sales records and cost records
of one or more Polish manufacturers. They might give the authority if they are
sufficiently short of dollars. They might even prepare a false set of books for
our benefit. The ' Customs official would, iwl any . case, have considerable
difficulty in understanding -the costing and, pricing system ' of a Communist
State, and the difference between the official and real value of the zloty. Our
understanding that the information obtained would be "confidential" would be
cold -comfort to the Poles. I presume. that you do not mean that it should be
withheld from interested agencies of the Canadian Government, because this
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form of scruple in dealing with a Communist State would be somewhat out of
place. For these reasons I suggest that the procedures set out in your despatch
may not be suitable for Poland, however much they apply to other countries.
,2. If we send a note along the lines of your, despatch to the Poles I imagine
that they would think it an opening move in a programme of restriction of
Polish exports to Canada. They might think that this action is linked -to other
aspects of. Canadian-Polish relations and perhaps may consider it a rebuttal to
the recent renewal of the art treasures campaign. I doubt if they would regard
our action as an administrative step by the Customs authorities. •
3. It may :be that the information required could be obtained from western

countries which conduct considerable trade with, Poland such.'as, the United
Kingdom and Sweden..The authorities of these countries might have better
data than that which a Canadian Customs officer could obtain by investigation
here.
4. I have considerable doubts, therefore, whether the presentation of a note, to

the Poles along the lines of your despatch would have the results you wish and I
think that it might• be misinterpreted. I am therefore taking no action until you
have a chance to consider the points raised in this despatch.

T. LEM. CARTER

993. c, DEA/9533-40

Extrait de la dépêche du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chargé d'affaires en Pologne

Extract from Despatch from Seeretar`ÿ of State for External Affairs
to Chargé d'Affaires in Poland

DESPATCH E-162 Ottawa, June 20, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

VERIFICATION OF VALUES FOR DUTY PURPOSES

Reference: Your Despatch No. 240 of May 27.

. We are sorry that our original instructions to you' in this matter, did not
entirely.: make clear the basis on which we were asking you.to make formal
representations to the Government of .Poland. 'The present despatch is,
therefore, intended to provide you with a somewhat more detailed statement of
the provisions 'of the customs law which gave rise to our instructions and of the
procedures we propose to adopt in the event that.' our,: representations * to
Czechoslovakia and Poland prove to be unavailing. Before dealing with some of
the points raised in your despatch under : reference, - however, • I• should like to
emphasize thafthe instructions we transmitted to you on May 13 were based
on a: directive agreed upon by. Ministers on May 22,26 1 and that it would
therefore seem desirable for you to proceed with your formal approach to the
Government of Poland without further delay.

26La date exacte est le 22 avril./The correct date is April 22.
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9. As you suggest, information secured from Western countries carrying on a
considerable volume of trade with, Poland might well be useful to our customs
authorities for purposes of appraisal. However, this information could not be
used before'the exporting country has refused permission for the collection of
first-hand value and cost data.'
.. 10. With specific reference to the considerations raised in paragraph 2 of
your despatch, it may well be true that the Polish Government will misinterpret
our representations and regard them as a circuitous retort to their latest 'note
on the art collection controversy rather than as an administrative step taken in
behalf of our customs authorities. Nevertheless, you will agree that this
possibility can scarcely be taken, especially in the context of the nature of our
relations with Poland, as an adequate reason for precluding us from taking any
action which may be required to bring the invoice values of imports from
Poland into conformity with the criteria set up in ourcustoms law.27

A.E. RITCHIE'-
for Secretâry of State
for External Affairs

DEA/9533-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chargé d'affaires .en Pologne
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Chargé d'Affaires in Poland

DESPATCH E-225

CONFIDENTIAL

VERIFICATION OF VALUES FOR DUTY PURPOSES, .

Reference: Our Despatch No. E-162, June 20th, and your Note No. 66 [86?],
of July 4th, to the Polish'Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

As over a month has nôw passed since the delivery of your note to the Polish
Ministry of Foreign, Affairs and as this question is one' of urgency from our
point 'of view, it would be ,appreciated if you would remind the Polish
authorities that their reply is still outstanding and request action as soon as
possible.

A.E. RITCHIE
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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995. DEA/9533-40

.. " Le chargé d'affaires en Pologne
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé dAffaires in Poland
to Secretâry of State for'External Affaires

DESPATCH 460

• s.
CONFIDENTIAL

Warsaw, September 16, 1952

VERIFICATION OF VALUES FOR DUTY PURPOSES

Reference:. Your despatch No. E.225 of August 13, 1952,t and previous
correspondence.

On August 28 we sent a further note - to the Ministry on the ,question of
verification of-values for duty purposes. This afternoon on the invitation of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs I discussed this matter with Mr. Lewandowski, a
Senior Counsellor in the North American Section.

2. Mr.. Lewândôwski mentioned the recent• exchange of notes between the
Department and the Polish Legation in Ottawa on a specific case dealing with
the importation of a quantity of window glass into Canada. He said that the
Legation had furnished the Department with the information it had required.
The Polish authorities, he went on,to say, would be willing at any time to
provide in this way complete information on the values of specific shipments of
goods imported into Canada from Poland.

3. Mr. Lewandowski observed that the amount of annual Polish exports to
Canada was not very large. Mainly such exports consisted -of small quantities
of. articles which were specially produced to meet the individual requirements
of Canadian importers. In the Polish view, therefore;. it was thought that the
provision of information on values in any specific cases might most satisfac-

torily meet the requirements of the Canadian authorities and make it
unnecessary for a Canadian Customs Officer to come to Poland for this
purpose.:;
4. I•pointed out that, regardless of the amounts involved; it was a matter for

the Canadian Customs authorities of adhering, to administrative pnnciple, and
practice in implementing Canadian law. I think that the Çanadian position in
this respect, judging from Mr. Lewandowski's comments, is clearly understood
by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.. It was made equally plain, however, that
the solution outlined above indicates the maximum amount of cooperation
which the Polish authorities are prepared to extend to us in this- matter.

A.F. HART
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996. DEA/9533=40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chargé d'affaires en Pologne

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chargé d'Affaires in Poland :

DESPATCH E-30028, Ottawa, October 22, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

VERIFICATION OF VALUES FOR DUTY PURPOSES

Reference: Your despatch No. 460 of Sept. 16, 1952.

, On the basis of the reply of the Polish Government to your representations,
it would seem to be clear that Canadian customs officers will not be permitted
to enter Poland for the purpose of verifying values for duty in respect of exports
to Canada.

In the circumstances, we are proposing to proceed with the implementation
of the Cabinet directive of April 22, 1952. Accordingly, we would ask you to
notify the Polish Government that, in the case of goods imported from Poland
whose invoice values appear to be too low to meet the. requirements of Section
35 of the Customs Act, Collectors of Customs and Excise are being instructed
that the goods in questiôn are to be appraised under Section 38 of the Customs
Act at an advance over invoice values to be determined by the Collectors.

We 5hould like you to let us know by telegram the date on which you notify
the Polish Government along the lines set out in the preceding paragraph. It is
our intention here to issue the relevant instructions to Collectors of Customs -as
soon as the Polish Government has been formally advised of the steps we intend
to take in respect of Polish exports to Canada.

A.E. RITCHIE
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

997. DEA/9533=40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures•^ .
au chargé d'affaires en Pologne

'Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chargé d'Affaires in Poland

TELEGRAm 57 Ottawa, October 28, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

VERIFICATION OF VALUES FOR DUTY PURPOSES

Reference: My despatch No. E-300 of October 22.
If at all possible we should like to have telegraphic confirmation by

November 3 of notification to' Polish Government along lines of our despatch
under reference.

I

28La dépêche porte la mention :/Noted in despatch:
Similar despatch sent to Prague.
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998.1.-
DEA/9533-40

Le chargé d'affaires en Pologne . -
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

:^ Chargé d'Affaires in•Poland ^ ^
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 49 Warsaw, October 30i , 1952

UNCLASSIFIED

Reference: Your telegram No. 57 of October 28th..

Verification of value for duty purposes of note sent to Foreign Ministry
today .

SECTION C

YOUGOSLAVIE: VENTE DE BLÉ

YUGOSLAVIA: WHEAT SALE

999.-
DEA/9035-A-40

.1 ^ ' ' L'ambassadeur en Yougoslavie
au secretaire d'État'aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Yugoslavia
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 104

SECRET. IMPORTANT."

Belgrade, September 27,1952

The Foreign Minister Mr. Kardelj asked me to come to his office this
morning and told me that it was now evident that drought this past summer
was as severe as that of two years ago and that grain crop will be far below
requirement. It will be necessary to import considerable quantity of wheat in
addition to quantities already under procurement from Canada and Turkey. In
these circumstances he desired , to make an urgent request to the Canadian
Government for a credit of approximatelÿ twelve million 'dollars sufficient to
purchase one hundred. and fifty thousand 'tons of ` Canadian ^. wheat type
Manitoba Five, the crediti to be repaid at the end of one year though
Yugoslavia would prefer ° a, somewhat, longer accommodation if that were
practicable and would like again if it were practicable to repay part of the loan
in pôunds sterling. Alternatively he suggested a banking credit guaranteed by
Canadian and Yugoslav Governments or by national bank.
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2. I told Mr. Kardelj that while our crop report indicated a good harvest, our
government operates in all matters under authority of Parliament and I did not
know whether any authority at present exists to grant a credit of the kind, he
had mentioned. I promised, however, to transmit his request at once" and
assured him, that . in view of emergency, we would endeavour to give his
government an early reply.

3. Some general observations. In order to avoid possibility of an approach to
Canada for help such as this I have been careful not to make any enquiries
from the Government as to the extent of the drought but I am satisfied that it
has been exceedingly severe. The United States Agricultural expert considers
the country requires not one hundred and fifty thousand tons but at least two
hundred thousand tons in addition to the amount already under procurement to
avert real distress. The loan if made could doubtless be repaid by arrangements
from 78, repeat 78, million dollars being granted to Yugoslavia this fiscal year
by the United States under agreement to be signed shortly and should be good
business. The consent of the Tripartite Powers would, of course, be necessary
before any formal agreement is signed whether the loan would be i -.paid from
the United States slice. . of : the tripartite aid or not. Such consent would,
however, be readily forthcoming. I should add if. wheat were bought from the
United States at support prices under the Whiddon MSA amendment it would
cost Yugoslavia about four million dollars more and in any case the money that
will be immediately available from the first slice of the United States. aid is
earmarked for the purchase of coke, cotton and other industrial raw materials
essential to keep the factories running. Undoubtedly the value of Yugoslavia to
the West, both because of its strategic position and because of its example to
other satellites, is immense. They have received and are receiving very much
less aid than Turkey, Greece, Italy etc., whose contribution to Western security
is less and in my opinion their situation merits sympathetic consideration.

1000. DEA/9035-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur en Yougoslavie ° , : • 4 1 ^

Secretary of Staté for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Yugoslavia

TELEGRAM 112

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Ottawa, October 4, 1952
^ •. ,

WHEAT

Reference: Your telegram No. 104 of September 27.

It is extremely doubtful -that Yugoslav request will be met but before
discussing it with Ministers I should be grateful for, your advice on the degree

^^.^ 4.
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of.: urgency of the delivery of the,wheat. This would havea bearing on possible

financing procedures.
I should also be glad to have further information on your suggestion that a

loan if made could doubtless be repaid from $78 million grant being made by
USA to Yugoslavia. According to Craig, Director of Supply; MSA, Washing-
ton, this grant will be made under MSA and constitutes part of the funds that
will be turned over to Yugoslavia by tripartite agreement to which France and
United Kingdom are parties. Under rules and regulations. of MSA the use of
these funds for, the purchase off-shore of agricultural products surplus in the
United States is impossible. Craig's views seem to be in direct conflict to your
. belief that consent of the Tripartite Powers would be readily. .forthcoming. It
may be that there is some provision for flexibility in the use of the tripartite aid
which is unknown to Craig but it is important that this point be cleared,up
- urgently 'as it is, of course, closely related to the possibility of a- Canadian

,credit. Ends. . ,: .

1001.

. ^)

TELEGRAM" 111
. .; . .

-SECRET

DEA/9035-A-40

L'ambassadeur en Yougoslavie
au secrétaire dÉtât •aux Affaires extérieur'es

Ambassa`dor in Yugoslavia
to Secretary of State for.External Affairs

Belgrade, October 7, 1952

APPLICATION FOR WHEAT CREDIT

Reference: Your telegram No. 112 of October..4. ' ^ -

1. Yugoslav Government has asked for delivery of wheat at Canadian ports
by the middle' of November. Seeking further information this morning at
Ministry it was stressed that wheat stocks on hand or on; contract for delivery
were not sufficient to last beyond December first. As possible target date for

loading, at Canadian ports period October 25th to December 1st was

, mentioned. I explained even if credit were approved by Canadian Government
almost at once it would be difficult to commence delivery so soon. In their
anxiety to avoid extreme price fluctuations and to arrange, distribution to
remote famine areas before winter, Yugoslavia may be over-stating the
absolute urgency of immediate delivery although it would doubtless be

advantageous to them.
2. I got the suggestion of possibility of repayment by arrangements from

MSA funds from United States -' official now • absent ' from Belgrade on
inspection trip but checking further with his' staff this afternoon feel that this
suggestion should be dropped. They ^ point out'- it would be completely
unacceptable politically in the United States even if noWOsldspecifically

be a asth resortby ' Act. In any case, repayment from these funds

10
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measure, even if technically possible, as Yugoslavia badly needed these funds
for other purposes: They are asking for this credit from Canada:

3. Consent of tripartite powers would be necessary as new agreement shortly
to be `signed will, I am informed, provide that no new financial obligation will
be undertaken by Yugoslavia without prior discussion with these powers. Their
consent would, I think, be' readily forthcoming because if we do not- make "
credit they themselves will have to pay for any wheat imported, diverting funds
from other urgent uses for which they are now (group corrupt).
4: 'With regard Yugoslav proposal that repayment be wholly or partly in

sterling, I have now learned from official British sources that United Kingdom
Government'could not, repeat not, afford to let Yugoslavia transfer sterling to
Canada for, this purpose. I have not raised this point with Yugoslavs' but -
understand British Embassy intend making it clear to them at first opportu-
nity.

5. In view of foregoing this application by Yugoslavs will have to stand or fall
on economic and political; merit of seeing them through present crisis. The
opportunity tô buy our wheat on credit at a very'favourable price in compari-
son with United 'States support price or price ; being asked by European
producers considerably' brightens their,forecast of balance of payments position
for current year. Details of this position are contained in my. immediately
following* telegram.t Yugoslav need is great and our harvest is known to be
bountiful. In these circumstances, a decision to withhold credit would be keenly
felt here.

6. Decyphering of your telegram has proved difficult and in several places we
shall have to ask for repetition but` in view of the urgency feel I should reply, as
above at once.

1002. DEA/9035-A-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,
pour le premier ministre

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister I

SECRET Ottawa, October 7, 1952

WHEAT FOR YUGOSLAVIA

It may be that the Yugoslav Ambassador is coming to see you this afternoon
with a request for assistance in financing shipments of wheat. We have had a
telegram from our Ambassador in Belgrade conveying an urgent appeal from
the Yugoslav Foreign Minister for help in meeting the emergency caused by a
serious drought this summer. The specific request is for a credit of $12 million
for the purchase of about 150,000 tons of Canadian wheàt, Manitoba No. 5.
According to Mr. Macdonald's report, the Yugoslav Government would be
prepared to repay the credit in full in Canadian dollars at the end of one year,
although they would prefer a somewhat longer period and would like if possible
to repay part of the loan in pounds sterling.
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2. The information which we have received from United Kingdom and
United States sources, as well as from our Ambassador, confirms the severity
of the drought and the genuine need for substantial additional quantities of
wheat over and above the amounts now.under procurement from Canada 'and
Turkey. A further evidence of the seriousness of the situation is to be found in
the recent press report that the Yugoslav Government is prohibiting the import
of: less essential goods, as a measure to conserve : foreign exchange for the. . ...
purchase of necessary foodstuffs.

3. You will recall that on previous occasions.when the,question of giving
economic assistance . to Yugoslavia has been considered in the Cabinet,
domestic considerations have weighed against such aid. A small gift of $45,000
worth of salt codfish (which was at the time in surplus sûpply) was approved by
Cabinet in May 1951 but this is the ,only -direct assistance which has. been
given. A further gift of salt codfish was made indiréctly through UNICEF,;
when 500 tons out of a total of 800 tons contributed to the Children's Fund was
allocated , by that Agency to Yugoslaviâ: The past history of this problem, the
recent decision 'of the Cabinet against ° militàry muttial aid to Yugoslavia and
the recent unfavourable décision on the Pakistan'request for 'a credit to finance
wheât,29 all appear to militate, against extènding economic ^ aid to Yugoslavia.
On'the other hand, there are strong political arguments, as emphasized by two
relevant, NATO resolutions; (to which Canada subscribed) for maintaining,a
strong and, independent Yugoslavia, well-disposed towards the West. Apart
from the- United states, the-United Kingdom and France, which are already
extending substantial financial . assistance to Yugoslavia, no other NATO
power is so obviously able "to -help in supplyingthe' ' particular commodity
needed in the present emergency, as is Canada.
4. Mr. Pearson intends to raise this question in the Cabinet on Thursday.

Meanwhile officials are exploring various possible alternative procedures for
financing the wheat, in the event that the Government agrees in principle to
meet the Yugoslav request.30 `.

L.D. W[ILGRESS]

29Voir les documents 662-666./See Documents 662-666.,
30Notre copie du document porte la mention manuscrité suivante, qui a également été paraphée`

par L.D. Wilgress: ' ,
. . '''

, , .,

The followïng was written on this copy of the document and' was ,initialled also by L.D.
} Wilgress:

.1 told the Ambassador we were aware of the need in his country but that cereals and
gold were out currencies for balancing our external payments; that there was among
some of our people resentment against his government over religious issues; that for

'others sentimental reasons why noicountry outside the Commonwealth could receive
better treatment than Asian members of the Commonwealth; that all this
complicated the problem but this is now on our agenda for study. St. L[aurent]
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1003.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

1545

PCO

Top SECRET [Ottawa,] October 9, 1952

WHEAT FOR YUGOSLAVIA
24. The Secretary of State for External Affairs reported an urgent request

from the government of Yugoslavia for assistance in financing shipments of
wheat to help meet the serious food shortage resulting from a severe drought
during the past summer. Yugoslavia wished to secure a credit of $12 million to
finance the. purchase of about 150,000 tons of Canadian wheat, Manitoba No.
5. They were prepared to undertake repayment of the loan in full in Canadian
dollars at the end of one year although they would prefer less strict terms.

It was important to keep Yugoslavia as strong as possible. It had probably
the most effective army on the European continent outside the "iron curtain"
at the present time. Relations with Greece and Turkey were steadily improving
and Yugoslavia was an important factor in maintaining the stability of the
Eastern European balance. The short term of the credit distinguished the case
from that of Pakistan. The kind of wheat involved was one that Canada could
well spare.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Minister's memorandum, Oct. 8, 1952, Cab. Doc. 318-52)t

25. The Minister of Finance understood that, on the basis suggested,, the
credit could probably be handled under the Export Credits Insurance Act. In
the circumstances it might be desirable to meet the request.
26. The. Minister of Trade and Commerce said it would be necessary: under

the Act to have part payment by Yugoslavia 'ôr a guarantee. A possibility
might be to have Yugoslavia pay 20 percent down with the remainder over one
year, if possible, or two years if necessary. .

27. The Priniè Minister felt it essential that any assistance should be under
the provisions of existing legislation and not involve special arrangements.
-28. The ' Cabinet noted the report of the Secretary of State for External
Affairs concerning the request from the government of Yugoslavia for
assistance in financing shipments of Canadian wheat and agreed that:

(a) he be authorized to inform the Yugoslav authorities that the government
would be prepared to arrange for the purchase of wheat on a short term credit
basis if it *could be fitted into the provisions of the , Export Credits Insurance
Act; and, :

(b) in discussing arrangements for the credit, it be suggested to the
Yugoslav authorities that a down payment of 20 percent be made with the
remainder payable at the end of one year; and if that were not possible
consideration be given to a down payment of 20 percent with 40 percent

I

I
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'payable at the end of one year and the remaining 40 percent at the end of two
years. " . ^, :

1004.

TELEGRAM 1 18

DEA/9035-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur en Yougoslavie

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Yugoslavia .

Ottawa, October 10,.1952

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

WHEAT FORYUGOSLAVIA, . .. ^
Reference: Your telegram No. 111 of October 7.

Following Cabinet consideration of the Yugoslav request an aide memoire
was today handed to the Yugoslav Ambassador, reading in part as follows:

"The Canadian Government is agreeable to the proposed quantity of wheat
` being supplied on a basis which would require from the Yugoslav Government
a down -payment equivalent to twenty percent of the total amount and payment
of the remaining eighty percent at the end - of a year, if such terms can be
arranged under the Export Credits Insurance Act." '; ...

2. The Ambassador raised two questions:
(a) whether any part of the credit could be repaid in sterling, and
(b) whether the terms set forth in the aide memoire represented the final

word.
He was informed on (a) that for the reasons mentioned in your telegram under
reference repayment in sterling would not be feasible and that the credit would
have to be repaid in'full in dollars. In answer to (b) he was told that the twenty
percent down payment should be considered as mandatory and ^ that while
`arrangements for the repayment of the credit could be the subject'of further
discussion it was not possible to say whether the terms could be improved. In
any discussions you have with, the Yugoslav authorities you should. be careful
not to encourage them to hope for easier terms of repayment. ; ;,

3..If this credit can be arranged under the Export Credits. Insurance Act it
will be the first time that the Government has authorized the use of the Act to
finance purchase of staple exports such as.wheat. . ; , . - ^ ". ,
4. ^ It does not seem necessary for you to take any further action at this stage

since the,Yugoslav Ambassador. will be; discussing possible arrangements with
the Departments concerned. You. may , . wish, however,. to, let your United
Kingdom, United States and French colleagues know, informally, what .we
propose to do. We assume the Yugoslav Government will, in due course,

. fôrmally advise the representatives of the Tripartite Powers.

_^J . • . - . . , . . . -

0

, . . . . .
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1547

DEA/9035-A-40
° ' L'ambassadeur en Yougoslavie', .

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Yugoslavia
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

0

TELEGRAM 114 ' Belgrade, October 15, 1952

SECRET

WHEAT FOR YUGOSLAVIA

Reference: Your telegram No. 118 of October 10th.
' Following from McKinney,31 Begins:

1. In ambassador's absence I called on Crnobrnja, ^.Âssistant^ Foreign
Minister, at his request this morning. He expressed his thanks for favourable
decision and said he hoped that details could be settled quickly and that.
deliveries would commence as soon as' possible. - He admitted: that original
Yugoslav proposal to pay in sterling was impractical and said while terms of
your decision could be regarded as having been accepted in their entirety, his
government would have to use utmost caution before incurring a dollar debt for
the total amount. Djermanovic has been instructed to place immediate order
for 50,000 tons, but meanwhile Yugoslavs are investigating other supply
sources, presumably in soft. currency countries. He indicated that it was likely '
that an order for a further 50,000 tons would be placed in Canada in a` few
days.

.

2. As I had already received one enquiry from foreign press I asked whether
it was intended to make an announcement in Belgrade. He said he thought that
Yugoslav public should be informed at appropriate stage and that simultaneous
release in both capitals or any other ; arrangements you propose would be
satisfactory from Yugoslav,side. Please instruct me as soon as possible as to
what publicity, if any, you intend to release. As Yugoslavs will probably release
news at some stage, anyway, my own view, is that it would be consonant with
our general objectives 'to take whatever steps may be necessary to obtain
maximum publicity benefit within Yugoslavia. Ends. `

31J.R. McKinney, troisième secrétaire à l'ambassade én Yougoslavie.
J.R. McKinney, Third Secretary, Embassy in Yugoslavia.

®
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1006. DEA/9035-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
: , à l'ambassadeur en Yougoslavie

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Yugoslavia .

TELEGRAM 120 Ottawa, October 18, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

WHEAT FOR YUGOSLAVIA

Reference: Your telegram No. • 114 of October 15.

A firm order has now been placed by the Yugoslav Ambassador. for a total
of 150,000 tons of No. 5 wheat.
2:. The- Canadian Wheat Board this, morning issued a notice to the tra&

announcing that this wheat was to be made available to Yugoslavia at the
regular price outside the International Wheat Agreement.

3. The Wheat Board notice to the grain houses contained the . following
shipping schedule ex St. Lawrence ports:

"For loading last half October,"1952, 70,000 long tons No. 5 wheat. For'
loading November l to 10, 1952, 20,000 long tons 'No. 5 wheat. For loading
November 11 to 20, 1952, 20,000 long tons No. 5 wheat. For loading
November 21' to 27, •1952, 20,000 long tons No. .5 wheat. For 'loading
November 28 to close 1952, 20,000 long tons No. 5 wheat."
Financing arrangements were also included in the Wheat Board notice as
follows:

"It is our understanding that the Yugoslav Government will make a down
payment of 20 percent 'with the remaining 80 percent to be paid within one
year from that date. Export Credits Insurance will be made available to cover
the. balance . of 80 percent' at a premium of one percent on ' the '•amount
oûtstanding. The Export Credits Insurance Corporation, Ottawa, woûld cover
100 percent of the amoûnt outstanding, the insurance not.to take effect until
after payment of the 20 percent, and in the event of 'non-paymentof the 80
percent. balance, the exporter would be paid by the Corporation one month
after the original due date of the debt. For the convenience of exporters, a
specimen copy of the policy that would be issued is attached."

4. The issuance of the Wheat Board notice to the trade makes the informa-
tion available to the public and we have no present,intention of issuing any
official press release. Ends. E
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PACTE DE SÉCURITÉ RÉGIONALE
REGIONAL SECURITY PACT

1007.
DEA/50073-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET, Ottawa, March 20, 1952 ,

FAR EASTERN REGIONAL SECURITY PACT

At the present time there is in the Pacific no regional security arrangement
comparable to the North Atlântic Treaty. There are, however, three separate
security agreements - one between the United States, Australia and New
Zealand, another between the United States and the Philippines, and a,third
between the United States and Japan. The ratification of,these three treaties
was recommended by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on February 5,
1952, and together with the Japanese peace 'treaty they were brought to the
floor of the Senate on March 14. It is likely that their ratification will be
achieved,within the next few weeks without much opposition. There is, in
addition; an understanding on security between the United States and ; the
Philippines which is effective. , .,
2. The possibility of an over-all Pacific security treaty analogous to the North

Atlantic Treaty has been discussed from time to time since the middle of 1948,
but no' substantial progress has, been made because of difficulties such as:. (a)
the basic problem of which states should be members; (b) the difficulty. of
getting, the various countries which might participate in a Pacific security
arrangement to agree to team up with other potential members; and (c) the
lack of a community of interest among potential members.
3.. The United States Government is not actively seeking to arrange an over-

all Pacific security treaty at the present time. In November of last year Mr.
Wrong reported: "I would not wish to suggest that thinking here on the matter
of,a broad Pacific pact has reached a blue-print stage or has even progressed
much further . than towards the . desirability of such a pact." . He emphasized
however that there was no opposition to a Pacific pact among United States

®
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officials but merely a desire not to rush the matter. In the first week of March
Mr. Raynor, the Director of the Office of British Commonwealth and
Northern European Affairs in the State Department, informed our Embassy in
confidence that an approach.had been made recently to the State Department
on the possibility of bringing about an interlocking of the present security pacts
in the Pacific, including Indonesia-and :Thailand. Mr. Raynor indicated that
the State Department had given a cool reception to. this proposal which, we
assume, was made by the Philippines Government.

4.. Australia has hitherto been the chief, exponent of a comprehensive security
treaty, but has shown signs of caution recently. We were informed in
December in the strictest confidence that Mr. Casey received instructions from
Mr. Menzies not to take the initiative in this matter with the United States
Government. Apparently it was the view of the Australian Government that
the main objective should be ratification of the tri-partite United States-
Australia-New Zealand security agreement, and that it should be left to others
to take the initiative towards any broadening of that agreement.

5. At various times in the past the governments of the Republic of Korea, the
Philippines, and Nationalist China have also expressed interest in a broad
Pacific security treaty.

6. A comprëhensive security treaty might have the advantage of clarifying
United States commitments in the Far East. It might also provide machinery
for co-ordinating and fitting together the various defensive efforts of the
pôtential signatories of the treatÿ and, by uniting their efforts, achieve greater
effect,at less cost. It is possible, but not probable, also that such a treaty and
the mâchinery set up under if might have a salutary influence on several of the
reactionary regimes in the area.
7. While the advantages of a Pacific security arrangement are prospective,

the•difficulties are present. The greatest difficulty of all concerns membership.
If the treaty were looked upon as a purely anti-communist instrument, the
following ` might be considered for participation: „ Japan,, Formosa, the
Philippines, Republic of Korea, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, Thailand, Burma,
Malaya, Indonesia,' India, Pakistan, Australia, New Zealand, the United
States, the United Kingdom, France, the Netherlands, and possibly Canada.
Several ^ countries' on the list, notably 1 Australia;- New Zealand - and the
Philippines, would probably object to` entering into partnership with Japan. A
number of the Asiatic states, and especially ^ Burma, coûld • not be `expected to
enter into an alliance incliiding the Nationalist Government of China. Neither
India` nor - Pakistan would wish to be involved at - the present time ' in view of
their stated desire* to remain neutral in the East-West struggle. The inclusion of
the United Kingdom, France and the Netherlands would raise the complicated
question of the role of the metropolitan powers.- One of-the most immediate
problems in this respect would be that of ; Dutch-Indonesian relations. Mr.
Dulles himself has` pointed 'out to the Senate Committee that the problem faced
by . the, United, States in the negotiation of a Pacific ^ pact centers on the
relùctance of some nations in the area to associate themselves with the United
States. :=F • ., ..

I
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8. Another possible arrangement would be to confine "membership in the pact
to off-shore states. This still involves. the difficulty of getting Japan, Australia,
New Zealand and the Philippines to work together. It seems likely that the
United States would find it difficult to accept a security arrangement of this
sort without Japan. The other argument which has been advanced against such
an off-shore arrangement is that it would suggest that the free world was
prepared to envisage communist expansion on the mainland.

9. A further principal difficulty would arise from the tremendous differences
in resôurces:and internal security of the potential members. Burma,.Malaya,
Vietnam and the Philippines are in a state of civil war or serious disorder. The
situation in Korea needs no description. The Thais are notorious opportunists
and it is questionable whether any Thai government could be trusted implicitly
to stand by its allies if convenience appeared to indicate the value of defection.

10. If a Pacific security treaty is ever negotiated, it will be the result of
difficult negotiations or of some. tremendous crisis. With the latter eventuality
we are not concerned at present, as it is an unpredictable factor. If a serious
attempt is made to negotiate a treaty, however, the question arises whether
Canada should be a party. In the past you have taken the line that Canada
could undertake in the Pacific no commitment in addition to the already heavy
commitments it has in Europe and in Korea. This is still a valid approach. A
Pacific security organization would involve not only military commitments but,
inevitably, economic commitments to bolster the shaky, economies of several of
the potential members and to meet their argument that they cannot be
expected to fight so long'as their standard of living is not worth fighting for.

11. I recommend; therefore, , on the grounds of , Canada's commitments
elsewhere, that you continue to deprecate the idea of negotiating a comprehen-
sive Pacific security treaty at the present time. The network of treaties centered
on the United States meets the needs of the situation as well as they can be met
in present circumstances. In a comprehensive treaty' the United 'States would
still have the controlling voice, but'this reality would be obscured by elaborate'
and 'expensive machinery. I suggest, however, that Canadian policy towards a'
Pacific security treaty be re-examined periodically in order that no practical
opportunity for contributing to the stability of the Pacific area be missed.'

12. Your rhost' recent' statements in the House on Pacific security arrange-
ments were made on October 22 and 23 last. You made reference to the three
security pacts mentioned above and stated: "None of these arrangements ..
constitutes anything like a Pacific pact." You suggested that "any attempt to
negotiate that kind of general Pacific agreement at this stage would not
strengthen but weaken security in the Pacific.",You assured the House that the
Canadian Government was vitally interested in security in thé Pacific and that
it desired to play a proper part in political, economic and diplomatic matters
affecting the area. You pointed out that Canada had "not been invited to
become a member of the Tripartite Security Treaty. You stated further: "The
addition of one country may lead to requests from other countries to join that
arrangement [Tripartite Security Treaty] and I believe that it is not desired at
this time by the three countries concerned. ... In the course of time as the
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situation in the Pacific develops and becomes more stabilized, we hope, it, may
be ; possible to use this tripartite agreement, as indeed was indicated ' by the
President of the United States, as a basis on which a general Pacific security
arrangement might be worked out..

RECONNAISSANCE DU VIETNAM, DU LAOS ET DU CAMBODGE
RECOGNITION OF VIETNAM, LAOS AND CAMBODIA

1008: PCO

Note du seerétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures .
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
Io Cabinet

SECRET :

:j .
Ottawa, November 1; 1952

.•
RECOGNITION OF VIETNAM, LAOS AND CAMBODIA'

When it previously considered , this question on February 23, 1950, the
Cabinet agreed with the recommendation that "recognition be not extended at
this time to the Indochinese states,". although some encouragement to the
French and to,the new, states was given in a sympathetic reference to their
establishment" in a statement. to the House.. Since then, the French have
continued ` to urge Canada' to extend recognition' to the three states and the
question has, been frequently under review in the Department:' Indochina
continues to be one of the most critical soft spots in Asia which the Commu-
nists are probing. The struggle being'waged by the French and Indochinese to
hold them in check is relentless and 'costly,, In the context of the cold' war,
particularly of its ; intensification in Asia;' there is now some political urgency
for Canada to reconsider its stand on Indochina. ,

2. The remarks in this memorandum, while primarly. applicable to Vietnam,
would have similar application to Laos and Cambodia. The territory of
Vietnam, except the delta of the Mekong.and Red Rivers and a few garrison
posts along the lines of communication, is ' largely under.' the control of the
Vietminh -which.has the support of a strong anticolonial nationalist movement.
Many of the moderate nationalists are still adopting a "wait and see" attitude
toward thë struggle for control of the country. There is no apparent alternative
to the Bao Dai regime at the present time'except that of Communist Ho Chi
Minh: Moreover, although the French have not given Bao Dai enough power to
satisfy the nationalist aspirations of even some of his supporters, they have
given him as much as, or perhaps: more than, his, weak administration can
manage.,r ...

A.D.P. H [EENEY]

2° PARTIE/PART 2

'Voir les documents 489-497./Seé^ Documents 489-497.
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3. The United Kingdom, in extending recognition early in 1950, employed the
following formula:

"His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom recognizes the status of
Vietnam as an Associate State within the French Union in accordance'with the
terms of the Agreement dated March 8, 1949, 'between President Auriol and
His Majesty Bao Dai and recognizes the Government of His Majesty Bao Dai
as the Government of that state."

This formula was adopted by a number of other states including Australia,
New Zealand and the Union of South Africa, and falls considerably short 'of
full recognition of a sovereign state and government. The United States
extended "diplomatic recognition" without qualification or explanation.

4. Factors for recognition

The military forecast for 1953 points to a continued stalemate in Indochina.
There is reliable evidence that France is facing. grave difficulties in supporting
major military efforts in both Europe and Indochina and in maintaining its
position in North Africa. If present trends continue, they may in the long run
weaken the French Union's ability and determination to continue resistance in
Indochina. Accordingly, any encouragement which can be given to the Franco-
Vietnamese forces to hold on would be desirable.

5. The opinion is widely held in France that it is getting the short`end of the
stick in its ' NATO association; while the French alone must bear the
responsibility of safeguarding western strategic interests in Indochina, they are
being asked to make increased efforts to meet NATO commitments, to approve
German rearmament and to work harder toward European unity - under the
shadow of severe criticism of their colonial policy on Tunisia and Morocco.
Anything Canada could do at this time to improve French morale would no
doubt be of assistance in helping them to bear these burdens:

6. Thirty-three governments have thus far recognized the Government of. Bao
Dai. The list includes the majority of Canada's NATO colleagues, who would
no doubt welcome Canadian recognition as moral support for France, and
ultimately for NATO. Such a move would contribute towards a manifestation
of the political solidarity of the democracies on cold war problems in Asia.
7. In the Council for Technical Co-operation of the Colombo Plan, Canada

has in effect had direct dealings with representatives of Vietnam, Laos, and
Cambodia, now full members of the Council. Canada has also voted in favour
of the admission of these three states I to a number of the United Nations
Specialized Agencies. Whereas neither of these actions; necessarily constitutes
recognition by Canada, they have likely, been interpreted by the states
concerned as indicating a possible trend in that direction. Moreover, at the
present session of the General Assembly, Canada will, if the issue is raised,
support the admission to 'the United Nations of these three states. This might
be interpreted as constituting implied recognition by Canada.

8. Factors against recognition
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia do not fulfil the customary legal requirements

for the recognition of states. Nor do their governments fulfil the customary

!11
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legal requirements for the recognition of governments. Since•the signing of the
1949 agreements, whereby France granted considerable . independence in
domestic matters but ' retained a large measure of,control over foreign affairs,
defence and finance , ; there has. béen little change in the basi`s ôf this relation-
ship; and in practice the three states cannot be considered as independent. The
present indications are that this situation is likely to continue for some time to
come. t , - t

9. The strongest argument against recognition is the negative attitude of the
other non-Communist states 'of Asia (excluding South Korea and Thailand)
and of the Middle East (excluding Jordan). Their refusal to recognize' the
Indochinese states seems to be based primarily on distrust of French intentions:
Canadian action at this time to recognize the states of Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia and their governments - might attract unfavourable attention in a
number of other Asian and Middle East States, - particularly: in India and
Pakistan, and might weaken our advantageous position - as a "neutral" on
colonial questions. The undesirable "white versus "Asian" alignment, 'already
toô prevalent in the Commonwealth, might recur on'this issue.

10. Recognition would probably mean little to the 'governments concerned,
unless it were accompanied with more concrete assistance.`

11. Recommendations
In essence the question of recognizing the states of , Vietnam, Laos and

Cambodia and their governments is one in which our reluctance to . recognize
governments, which do not fulfil "the customary legal requirements and which
are frowned upon by most of the neighbouring countries in Asia, must be

; weighed against our desire to assist a NATO colleague, sorely tried by foreign
and, domestic problems, and to - bolster such limited ` independence as the
governments themselves now possess. My opinion is that the political factors, in
particular the NATO considerations, override the legal and other objections. I
am therefore recommending that Canada extend recognition to Vietnam, Laos
and Cambodia.

12. My recommendation is qualified by the suggestion' that we "grant
recognition in accordance with the formula adopted by the ,United Kingdom
and-other states, that is, that Canada recognize each of the Indochinese states
as "an Associate State 'within the French Union in accordance with the terms
of : the Agreement dated March 8, ^ 1949, between President Auriol 'and His
Majesty Bao Dai and recognizes the Government of His MajestyI Bao Dai as
the ' government of that state." Recognition would then' not ' constitute
recognition, in the usual sense of the word, of three, new, fully sovereign states
in the international community and of fully independent governments, but
would only çonstitute a recognition of treaty arrangements.
.13." Moreover, careful consideration should be given to the timing of a

notification of Canadian recognition. In order to minimize the undesirable
effect of such recognition in friendly Asiân countries, the announcement might
be timed so as not to coincide with the results ` of voting in the General
. ,. ._ .^ .. .. . .,
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Assembly on issues,' On which Canada might be obliged to take a stand opposite
to that of friendly Asian countries, especially India and Pakistan:

BROOKE CLAXTON,'

1009.
PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET
[Ottawa], November 5, 1952

RECOGNITION OF VIETNAM, LAOS AND CAMBODIA
20. The Minister of National Defence, as Acting Secretary of State forExternal Affairs, referring to discussion at the meeting of February 23, 1950,

reported that, ' in : the light of developments since that time, it was now
suggested that favourable ' consideration be given to early recognition by
Canada of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia.

The United Kingdom had, early in 1950, extended a qualified form of
recognition. The actual terms of the formula used by the United Kingdom were
as follows:

"His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom recognizes the status of
Vietnam as an Associate State within the French Union in accordance with the
terms of the Agreement dated March 8, 1949, between President Auriol and
His Majesty Bao Dai and recognizes the Government of His Majesty Bao Dai
as the Government of that state."

This formula had been adopted by a number of other countries including
Australia, New Zealand and the Union of South Africa, and fell considerably
short of full recognition of a sovereign state and `government. The United
States had extended diplomatic recognition without qualification or explana-
tion.

Although recognition by Canada at this time might possibly be misinter-
preted by certain Asian members of the Commonwealth it was nonetheless
recommended not only because it would be extremely helpful to France, which
country was experiencing difficulties in carrying out its obligations in Indo
China and North Africa and at the same time in fulfilling its N.A:T.O.
requirements, but because such recognition by Canada . would. be further
evidence of the solidarity which existed amongst N.A.T.O. countries.

An explanatory note had been circulated.
(Acting Minister's memorandum, Nov. 1, 1952 - Cab. Doc. 352-52)

21. The Prime Minister thought Cânada might well extend qualified
recognition at this time as this would merely constitute acceptance of the facts
as they now existed. In any event recognition would not likely alter'Canada's
relationship with those three countries in any way.
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22. The Cabinet, after discussion,, approved -, the recommendation of the
Acting' Secretary of State for External Affairs and agreed 'that steps bé" taken
to extend qualified recognition by Canada of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia in
accordance with the formula adopted by the United Kingdom.

EXTREME-ORIENT

DEA/50052-40

'Note du sous-sècrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
.. , ,,pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET Ottawa; December 24, 1952
,{^ . . , . .t.. ., . . .^ _

RECOGNITION OF VIETNAM, LAOS AND CAMBODIA

Implementation of the Cabinet decision of November. 5 to extend qualified
recognition to these states in accordance with . the formula adopted, by the
United Kingdom, has so far been postponed to minimize,. with reference to
developments in the United Nations General Assembly, the undesirable effects
of , such recognition on ; friendly Asian countries., , I; recommend that the
appropriate action to accord recognition be taken on December 30, Ottawa

time. The Assembly is now in recess, and the period from that date until it
again convenes will afford an opportunity for any unfa'vourable reaction in
these countries to subside.
2. Ihave written our High Commissioners in New Delhi and . Karachi

concerning the decision to recognize and warned them that when the date has
been set for its announcement, they will be notified and asked to inform the
Governments to which they are accredited, in âdvance.

; 3. To complete the matter of recognition, ,I suggest this procedure might be

r:followed:
(1) Before December 29, our Ambassador to France should be instructed to

approach the French , Government formally,on December 29, refer to the
French Notes of February , 3, 1950 expressing the wish that the Canadian
Government recognize the. Governments of the, Associated Stâtes, which
reached us through the local Embassy, and state that qualified recognition will
be accorded to the Associated States on December.30.

(2) Before December 29, our High Commissioners in New Delhi and Karachi
should be instructed to take the action outlined in paragraph 2 above on that
date.

(3) On December- 29, the United Kingdom and French ,Representatives here
should be informed orally of the decision to recognize.

,14) On December 30, telegrams should go, forward , to the Foreign , Ministers

of., Viet Nam, Laos and , Cambodia, from ; you, stating,. the ..form of ; our
recognition of their respective states. ; ^._
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(5) On December 30, Notes should be sent to the French Ambassador here in
reply to his Notes of, February, 3, 1950, in which he requested the. Canadian
Government to recognize each of the Associated States.

(6) On December 30, a statement for the press should be released stating
only that, recognition had been accorded to the three states and that the
Governments concerned had been notified.

4.- Do you agree with the above procedure?z

L.D. W[IiGRESS],, .

DEA/50052-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au ministre des Affaires étrangères du Vietnam

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Minister of Foreign Affairs of Vietnam

UNCLASSIFIED Ottawa, December 29, 1952

J'ai l'honneur de vous faire savoir, Monsieur le Ministre, que le Gouverne-
ment canadien accorde sa reconnaissance au Vietnam comme l'un des États
associés d'Indochine au sein de l'Union Française en vertu de l'échange de
lettres intervenu le 8 mars 1949 entre le Président Auriol et Sa Majesté Bao
Dai et reconnait le Gouvernement de sa Majesté Bao • Dai comme étant le
Gouvernement de cet État? 1 1

1012. DEA/50052-40

L'ambassadeur en France. . , ;
au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1132 Paris, December 29, 1952

SECRET

RECOGNITION OF VIETNAM, LAOS AND CAMBODIA

Reference: Your telegram No. 814 dated 27 December.t
I called on M. Robert Schuman this morning and informed him in

confidence of the action with respect to the recognition of Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia which the Canadian Government will be taking on the 30th
December.

2Note marginale :/Marginal note:
. , yes. L.B. P[earson]

3Des messages semblables furent envoyés aux ministres des Affaires étrangères du Laos et du
Cambodge.
Similar messages were sent to the Foreign Ministers of Laos and Cambodia.
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2." Schuman said that this ' recognition would be extremely welcome to the
Associated States*which value highly the importance of recognition by Canada.

3. He added, that the French Government deeply appreciated such action'
which possessed all the more merit because it was taken after due reflection
and he thought the moment well chosen. Canada's position in.the:world was
such today that the recognition of - the' Associated States would ' have an
international repercussion. He praised the work of our Minister at the. United
Nations and said that he had handled in a very tactful way the North African
situation for which the French were very grateful.

1013. DEA/50052-40

Le ministre des Affaires étrangères du Cambodge
au seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister of Foreign Affairs of Cambodia
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 432-TO Phnom Penh, December 31, 1952

UNCLASSIFIED

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser réception télégramme par lequel Votre Excellence a
bien voulu me faire savoir que Gouvernement Canadien accorde sa reconnais-
sance 'au Cambodge comme l'un des États associés d'Indochine au sein de
l'Union Française et au Gouvernement de Sa Majesté -Norodom Sihanouk
comme en étant le Gouvernement légal. Sa Majesté Norodom Sihanouk, son
gouvernement et son peuple apprécient hautement cet acte du Gouvernement
de la République' du Canada et prie Votre Excellence d'être leur interprète
pour transmettre celui-ci leurs vifs remerciements. Ils formulent des voeux
ardents pour que l'année qui va s'ouvrir apporte le bonheur et la prospérité au
peuple Canadien et voie se resserrer davantage-les liens d'amitié entre le
Canada et la Cambodge. Haute considération.

[NORODOM SONGDEH]

j. ,

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
H.F. F[caver]
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1014. DEA/50052-40
L'ambassadeur'aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 3 Washington, January 2, 1953

UNCLASSIFIED

CANADIAN RECOGNITION OF VIET-NAM

1. The Ambassador of Viet-Nam, Mr. Tran Van Kha, called on me this
afternoon to extend the thanks of his government and of the Emperor, Bao-
Dai, as ; well as his personal thanks for the recognition of Viet-Nam. by ,the
Canadian Government. He said that he had received a telegram from his
Foreign Minister requesting him to deliver through me an, expression of
appreciation.

1559

2. He went on to say that he desired before long to visit Ottawa, and he asked
me to find out when this would be convenient. So far as I could gather, the
chief purpose of his visit. would be to thank the Canadian Government in
person for the 'action which has been taken and possibly - to have a general
discussion on matters of trade. He added that there was no intention of asking
the Canadian Government for military aid in any form; his government was
most appreciative of the moral support given to it by Canada through the act of
recognition, and there might be some questions of commercial relations which
it would be profitable to discuss. On this question I think that he had nothing
at all definite in mind.

3. He asked me if I could find out what would be a convenient time for such a
visit. I told him that I doubted if it would be convenient for him to go to
Ottawa before sometime next month, but that I would enquire of you and
communicate with him on the receipt of your reply. He would like, I think; to
meet the Prime Minister briefly and also Mr. Howe, as well as yourself. I
explained that Mr. Howe would be absent in Latin America for several weeks
and that thè Prime Minister and yourself would be fully occupied with
parliamentary affairs. Such a visit would, I think, be productive of nothing but
politenesses; it is difficult, however, for me to do more than seek to delay it
until a fairly convenient time arises.
4. According to information received from.the State Department, Mr. Tran

Van Kha is 62 years old and a member of. a wealthy land-owning family. He
has served for a long time as an official under the French; from 1915 to 1935
he lived in Paris as an official dealing with Indo-China in the French Defence
Department. After his return to Indo-China he served in the colonial regime
there as a member, and at one time as President, of the Executive Council of
Cochin-China. He holds a degree in law from the University of Paris.

H.H. WRONG
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3° PARTIE/PART 3

RELATIONS AVEC LE JAPON
' RELATIONS WITH JAPAN '

SECTION A`,.

TRAITÉ DE PAIX

PEACE TREATY

1015. . .r
PCO

TOP SECRET

.Extract from Cabinet Concl usions

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

[Ottawa], Apri18, 1952

,TREATY OF PEACE WITH JAPAN;

AGREEMENT FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES..,

.16. The Secretary of State for External Affairs pointed out that Article
15(a) of the Japanese Peace Treaty provided for the return, upon application
within a limited time, of the property, rights and interests in Japan of the allied
signatory powers and their nationals. It also provided for compensation for
property which could not be returned or which had suffered injury or damage.
A draft agreement had been prepared to provide for the settlement of disputes
that might - arise concerning - the interpretation or execution of, Article 15(a).
The agreement provided for the establishment of joint property commissions to
hear appeals and render decisions in certain circumstances. , It did not call for
ratification and, would come into. force between . the government of an allied
power, and the Japanese government upon the date of its signature by the two
governments or upon the date of the entry into force of the Treaty of Peace,
whichever was later. It was recommended, that the Canadian Ambassador in
Washington be authorized to sign thé agreement on behalf of Canada.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated. •;,

(Minister's memorandum, Apri14, 1952 = Cab. Doc. 116-52)t

`17. The Cabinet approved the recommendation of the Secretary of State for
External Affairs and agreed that the Canadian- Ambassador in Washington be
authoriiéd to sign the Agreement for the Settlement of Disputes arising under
Article '115(a) of the Treaty of Peace with Japan; an Order in Council to be
passed accordingly.

rder-in-Council P.C. 2134,'Apri18, 1952)ts°` '(0

sVoir Canadâ. Recueit des Traités, 1952, n° 16.
Sec Canada, Treaty Series, 1952, No. 16..
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Order-in-Council
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DEA/50052-40

P.C. 2280 Ottawa, April 17, 1952

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report. dated
9th April, 1952, from the Secretary of State for External Affairs, representing:

That the Treaty of Peace with Japan was signed at San Francisco on
September 8, 1951, by the Honourable Lester B. Pearson, and the Honourable
Robert W. Mayhew;

That the Houses of Parliament by resolution passed on April 2, 1952, and
April 9, 1952, approved the said Treaty of Peace, and Protocol.

The Committee, therefore, on the recommendation of the Secretary of State
for External Affairs advise that the Secretary of State fôr External Affairs be
authorized to sign on behalf of the Government of Canada an instrument of
ratification of the Treaty of Peace with Japan, and to provide for the deposit of
such instrument in accordance with Article 24 of the said Treaty.6

1017..

No. 26 ,- [Ottawa,] n.d.

FOR RELEASE AT 9.30 A.M. EDT., MONDAY, APRIL 28, 1952
. . . . . _ . i ... .

The Department of External Affairs announced today that, with the coming
into force of the Japanese Peace Treaty this morning, full diplomatic relations
have been resumed between Canada and Japan. The treaty came into force
when the United States Instrument of Ratification was deposited; at _ 9.30 a.m.
today.

The Canadian Liaison Mission, which was established in Tokyo in 1946, will
now have the status of an Embassy. Pending the appointment of an ambassa-
dor, Mr. A.R. Menzies, who has been Head of the Canadian Liaison Mission
since December 1950, will be the Chargé d'Affaires ad interim.

6Voir Canada, Recueil des Traités, 1952, n° 4.
See Canada, Treaty Series, 1952, No. 4.

DEA/Library
Communiqué de presse du ministère des Affaires extérieures . .

Press Release by Department of External Affairs
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Communiqué de presse du ministère des Affaires extérieures

Press Release•bÿ Department of External Affairs

No: 27

FOR RELEASE AT 9:30 A:WEDT., MONDAY, APRIL 28; 1952•'
. • ; .

[Ottawa,] n.d.

. ; _ ^ . . _ . ...1 .. . ,

The Department of External Affairs released today the, text of a message
the

60m 'the Prime Minister to the Prime Minister of ^Japan^M^. J^ân1dThé text.
occasion 'of the coming into force of the peace trea y

Japan.

follows:
"I wish to express through you to, the people of Japân the ` cordial: gOOOd

.wishes of the Canadian people on this day which inaugurates a new peri d
friendly relations between our two countries.

iriënt when Japan resûmes her"I wish to assure you that at this historié mo ,. .
place. as a free and, sovereign member, of the community 'of Nations, we ; in,
Canada, putting behind us. all thoughts of rancour. which the tragic war. may

ace and
have engendered, look to the new Japan to be an effective bastion 'of

eIt is thefreedom in an area afflicted by Communist aggression and oppression. and
deeply felt hope of the Canadian people that Japan will play an ti ho nourable

friendly
constructive part' in helping to re-establish peace, secu y
relations among the peoples of East Asia. As a pros perous

ourselvesc o-opera Far
East is in the best interests of Canada, we expect to

of
area.

with Japan in meeting a great number of common problems i n
"In the years before the war, Canada had set up in Japan one

'diplomatic missions. Numbers of Canadians worked fo r
né dl

ars in Japan in
business, education and soc ial

keen intere^hn not
these

only fin^ Japanese affairs,
many Canadians had come to feel a
but in Japanese culture and history.
-"Fôr my part, I sincerely welcome the opportunity that n6w'oPens'up for
restoring friendly and mutually profitable relations between our two countries
and for strengthening sympathetic understanding between them."

_ , .
DEA/Library
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Communiqué de presse du ministère des Affaires extérieures

Press Release by Department of External Affairs

No. 28

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

[Ottawa,] Apri128, 1952

Folowing is the text of a message received today ccathe
s on

Prime
of theicorning in m

the Prime Minister of Japan, Mr. Yoshida, on the o
force of the peace treaty with Japan:
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,"Please accept my sincere thanks for your kind message, delivered to me by
Mr. Arthur R. Menzies Head of the Canadian Mission in Tokyo on this day
the San Francisco Peace Treaty comes into force.
-"For the. people of Japan who have long toiled and moiled patiently and

indefatigably under the allied occupation aspiring to a place of honour and
equality in the family of free nations this is the day of fulfilment and of great
rejoicing.

"I deeply appreciate the generous and cordial sentiments toward Japan
which your letter conveys on behalf of yourself and the people of Canada.: In
return I desire to assure you that our nation chastened and free and committed
firmly to the ways of peace is resolved to follow the path of international
conciliation, concord and cooperation.

"Canada is one of the biggest countries of the world and the richest with
vast natural resources still to be tapped. Japan is a small country meagrely
endowed with the bounties of nature. The Canadians are a young growing
people, the Japanese an old race whose origin is lost in the mist of antiquity.
But we are neighbours facing the same ocean. We are inescapably bound by
common interests and a community of ideals and aspirations as free nations.
We are confronted as you say by a common menace in the rising tide of
communism. We share the commmon destiny of the Pacific.

"May this day mark the beginning of a new era of friendly intercourse,
commercial and cultural between Japan and Canada which like the warm
current that washes the shores of both lands will ameliorate and enrich the
lives of our two nations."

1020. DEA/50051-40

Décret

Order- in- Council

P.C. 3226 Ottawa, June 6, 1952

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated
May 31, .1952, from the Right Honourable Louis S. St. Laurent, the Prime
Minister, representing:

That, by a Proclamation dated December 8, 1941, it was declared that a
state of war with Japan had existed in Canada on and from the seventh day of
December, 1941;

That a treaty of peace between the Allied Powers and Japan was concluded
in San Francisco on the eighth day, of September, 1951, which recites the fact
of the conclusion of the state of war between the Allied Powers and Japan;

That the Instrument of Ratification of the said treaty of peace-, was
deposited on behalf of Canada on the seventeenth day of April, 1952, and that
the said treaty came into force in respect to Canada on the twenty-eighth day
of April, 1952;
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between Canada and Japan ceased to exist.
J.W. PICKERSGILL'

That it is expedient that a: Proclamation issue and declare the date on which
the state of war between Canada and Japan has ceased to exist. .'.1~k. • .

The Committee, therefore, on the`recommendation of the Right Honourable
Louis S. St. Laurent, the Prime Minister, advise that a Proclamation do issue
declaring that the ° treaty of peace which was concluded in San Francisco
between the Allied Powers and Japan on the eighth day of September, 1951,
came into force with respect to Canada on the twenty-eighth day of April,
1952; and that on the said twenty-eighth day of April, 1952, the state of war

SECTION B

RELATIONS ÉCONOMIQUES

ECONOMIC RELATIONS

1021. .

DESPATCH 522

Le chargé d'affaires au Japon ,
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in Japan
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/10389-40

Tokyo, May 7, 1952

UNCLASSIFIED

TRADING, MARITIME AND OTHER COMMERCIAL RELATIONS
BETWEEN CANADA AND JAPAN

Attached is a copy of Note Verbale No. 10/T1, dated April 24, 1952,1 from
the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, inquiring concerning the position
Canada proposes to take in regard to trading, maritime and other commercial
relations with Japan under, Article XII and Article VII of the Japanese Peace

Treaty.
Y 2. 'A copy of the interim acknowledgement returned' by 'the, Embassy is

attached !
It wôuld be `appreciated if instructions, could,be.sent^concerning the reply

to be returned to this inquiry from the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Your attention` is directed particularly to the fact that, if it is not the intention

of ` the Canadian . Government to 'revive the' ' Treaty ' of Commerce ' and
N vigationry between Japan and Greât' Britain; 'which covered commerciala`
relations'' between Japan and Canada before the war, and if it is ' not ^ the

intention of ;the ` Canadian Governmenv to extend ^ most-favoured-nation
treatment to - Jâpanese imports into Canada, the ,Japanese Government is
•entitled under Article XII of the Peace Treaty not to continue to accocdmost-
favoured-nation treatment to Cànadian imports into Japan.

A.R. MENZIES
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1022. DF/8810435-1
- ; I Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassade au Japon

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Embassy in Japan

LETTER No. E-378 Ottawa, May 21, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

MOST-FAVOURED-NATION TREATMENT FOR JAPAN

Reference: Your despatch No. 522 of May 7, 1952.

Preliminary consideration was given to this problem in the Interdepartmen-
tal Committee on External Trade Policy at its meeting on May 19.
2. It was generally agreed that the timing of the Japanese Note Verbale of

April 24 could scarcely have been more difficult for. us in the light of the
problems currently being experienced by the Canadian. textile industry and
other branches of the economy which are already beginning to feel the impact
of competition from low-cost Japanese imports. Nevertheless, it was only to be
expected that the Japanese would approach us once the Treaty of Peace came
into force.
.3. The Committee explored, in general terms, the comparative advantages of

approaching this question on a bilateral, Japanese-Canadian basis as over
against a multilateral arrangement within the framework of the GATT.. It also
discussed some of the safeguards which Canada would probably wish to ;have
written into either type of most-favoured-nation agreement and the extent to
which the Japanese might be prepared to accept a qualified agreement of this
nature. The suggestion was also put forward that a small group of officials
might b6. 'sent to Japan to undertake an investigation of the Japanese'cost
structure, the potential market for Canadian exports and any other aspects of
the Japanese economy which might be regarded as pertinent to the problem.
4. , The Interdepartmental ,.Committee decided,. after discussion, to ask: a

smaller workin'g group, comprising officials from our own Department, Trade
& Commerce, Finance and National Revenue, to, give further consideration to
the implications of a most-favoured-nation agreement with Japan and. the
position it might be appropriate for us to adopt in replying to the Japanese
approach reported in your letter under reference.
, 5. The question of most-favoured-nation treatment for Japan was also briefly

discussed by,Ministers on May 20. Although the discussion was largely of an
exploratory nature, the suggestion that a group of officials, possibly even
including representatives of industry be sent to. Japan, appeared to recommend
itself to Ministers. They felt in particular that, in present circumstances, there
would be some advantage in the ; additional time this would provide. before
decisions had to be taken.

0

a

I
0

I
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to
this question

6. We shall keep you informed of any further developments
t=

when the working group has submitted its recommendations
mental Committee.- You will also receive, ' as soon as 19ey are available, copies

of the minutes of the meeting which was held on May
A.F.W. PLUMPTRE

for Acting Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1023.

TOP SECRET

PCO

[Ottawa,] June 26, 1952

TRADING RELATIONS WITH JAPAN;
MOST-FAVOURED-NATIN TREATMENT

the Interde rt-
21.'The Prime Minister

said a report had been received from t Pa

mental Committee on External Trade Policy on the 24the The Japanese had
the enquiry from the Japanese government of April
asked whether Canada intended to revive the Treaty extend m reciprocal
Navigation to which we had acceded in 1913 and which
most-favoured-nation treatment. If Canada did not revive treaty

nation
obliged, under- Article 12 of the Peace Treaty, to give

ost

treatment only to the extent tha't we did the same.''of trading relations

purposes over a certain range of

Extrait des conclusions de Cabinet

Thè ' report of the Committee, outlined the history
between Canada and Japan since 1913. With most-favo to Japan were
trâde had developed tô a point in ' 1929 where Canadian exports
worth $42 million while imports from JapanI were $18 émoillodn The reportal'o
trade relations had deteriorated and a tariff war had de p

' the extent of their competition with
analyzed the principal imports from Japan,
Canadian industry, and the major exports to Japan. Jap compared^with
largest market in 1951. Our exports totalled, $73 , ; million as
imports of less than $13 million. Wheat was the largest single export item,

,;; . . .
amounting to $30 million in 1951.

The Committee had agreed that merely to sen d economic'
government

Japan might be regarded as stalling; might alienate the Japanese of the,view
and possibly endanger the Canadian export market. They W ere
that revival of the Treaty of 1911 would not be an app p
course. The Committee recommended that the safest course

bilateral larrangement
talks 'with the^ `Japanese with a view to arnving at a s of but
according most-favoured-nation treatment with respect

valuations for cu toms
retaining the right for Canad^a T^uctsrlAfter the talks had^begun; or at the

Extract frôm Cabinet Conclusions
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same 'time as they began, there would be advantage in having a Canadian
economic mission visit japan.

Copies of the report had been circulâted.
(Memorandum, Chairman, Interdepartmental Committee on. External

Trade Policy, June 25, 1952 - Cab. Doc. 197-52)t
22. The Minister of Trade and Commerce thoughtthe recommendations of

the Committee were on the right line. It would be necessary to have some
restrictions on most-favoured-nation treatment, particularly to protect the
Canadian : textile industry. It was, however, very important to get a new
agreement. The agreement should go beyond tariffs to ensure equal treatment
in all matters that could influence the flow of trade.

23. The Minister of Agriculture agreed that it was most important not to
endanger the Canadian export market in Japan. -

24. The Secretary of State for External Affairs considered it probable that
the Japanese would raise the question of immigration during the' discussions. It
would be very hard to stand on the present policy of total exclusion and it
might be necessary to return to something like the pre-war position.

25. The Cabinet; after discussion, - approved the 'recommendations of the
Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade Pôlicy concerning trading
relations with Japan and agreed that..

(a) a reply to the Japanese note' ôf 'April 24th be despatched' in the near
future indicating that

(i) the Canadian government was not disposed to revive the Treaty of
Commerce and Navigation of April 3rd, 1911, between the 'United Kingdom
and Japan so far as Canada was concerned; and,

(ii) the Canadian goverriment was prepared to start talks in Ottawa with
the Japanese âuthorities with a view to arriving at mutually satisfactory
arrangements to govern trading relations between the two countries;

(b) at the same time the note was handed over, the Japanese representative
be advised orally, that

(i) successful conclusion of the talks would depend upon the creation in
Canada of a'.Iàvourable atmosphere for Japanese trade and that, for this
purpose, the Canadian government considered it might be desirable at an early
stage in the talks, or at the same time as they began, to arrange for a semi-
official or unofficial economic mission to visit Japan;
- - (ii) the Canadian government was contemplating giving most-favoured-
nation treatment with respect to rates of duty, accompanied by fixed valuations
on certain commodities included in a list which was in the course of prepara-
tion;

(c) the Department of Finance, in consulation with the Department of
National Revenue,'prepare an initial list of the products on which it might be
desirable to retain the right to fix values for duty purposes;

,'Cette note porte la date du 16 juillet 1952.•
Note dated July 16, 1952.
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(d) the Department of Trade and 1 Commerce prepare , an initial list of
Canadian products on which it might be desirable to secure unconditional
most-favoured-nation treatment from Japan; and,

(e) . the Interdepartmentâl Committee review the material prepared,under
(c) and y(d) above and present ; in the',near, future recotions on those
matters and on the detailed arrangements ' for . the proposed discussions `^and^ ,; .
mission. .. ,

,. . • , , . ., ,

1024.- •

à l'ambassade au Japôn, _ . .; ,

Under-Secretary of Statefor External Affairs
to Embassy in Japan

Le sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures •-,-

DEA/10389-40
. z ^ . ^ ..^.. .. .

LETTER Nô: E-504
i . .J ' ... ' .

CONFIDENTIAL

Ottâwa,'Ju1y 28, 1952
, _ ; ....

MOST-FAVOURED-NATION TREATMENT FOR JAPAN, .,, . , . , .
The Japanese Ambassador called on us : on. July ,26 to request further

clarification in regard to the scope of the negotiations we had proposed in our,
reply to the Japanese Note Verbale of;Apri124. He wondered specifically if we
were contemplating an agreement covering the broad field of commercial
policy along the lines of the United Kingdom-Japanese Treaty of 1911 and the
commercial treaty' which his Government was at present ' negotiating with the
United States. If this were our intention, it might be difficult tobegin'bilateral
discussions at an early date inasmuch as the Japanese' officials who would be
involved in negotiations of this natûre are unlikely to'be available for as long as
the United States-Japanese talks are in progress.

2. In reply, we told the Japanese Ambassador that it was not the policy of the
Canâdian Government to conclud&this comprehensivé-typë of agreement, and
that what we had in mind was an agreement which would be confined to
customs'. matters, including most-favoured-nâtion tariff rates and valuation
provisions: We would not, of course, embark upon a^ negotiation- of, tariff
concessions but were thinking of according to Japanese products our existing
most-favoûred-nation rates subject to the retention of the right to apply fixed
values on certain specific commodities.
-3.` The Japanese Ambassador intimated that; in the circumstarices, there
would seem to be no obstacle to an early commencement of the discussions. He
expressed his agreement that the negotiation of a comparatively simple type of
contractual arrangement covering only one aspect of the general commercial
fieldôwas the preferable procedure. In the light of his remarks on this point it
occurred: to us that the Japanese, might well have been afraid that we were
intending to protract our bilateral discussions indefinitely.
; 4. We understand that the question broached to us by the Japanese
Ambassador was simultaneously raised with you by the Japanese Ministry; of
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mposition of the mission or to the approximate time whenit
might be expected to leave for Japan. However, we undertook to let the

Ambassador know if and when more definite information regarding the
possible despatch of an economic mission was available.

A.E. RITCHIE
for Acting Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

6. We made it clear to the Ambassador that no consideration had so far been
given either to the co

y er.
or t e mission to defer its visit until lateSeptember or earl Octob

would probably be desirable jr h' rom the point of view of climate, it

P o apan of an unofficial economic missionfrom this country. He suggested that f

5. Incidentally, the Japanese Ambassador conveyed to us the agreement ofhis Government to the des atch t J

reference to interim arrangements y Possi y be prepared to drop any
Japanese Ambassador, the Japanese ma a lon bl e have now provided to the

ns ea mg to a more comprehensivebilateral agreement. In view of the clarific t

were
rinclined to suspect that this question was a an d Japan. However, we , areana

, proposing to - initiate negotiatio 1 se on the assumption that we

q on o interim arrangements pending theconclusion of an agreement between C d

Foreign Affairs in a note dated July 25.t As you suggested earlier, the noteevidently. refers also to the uesti f

1025.

to Embassy in Japan

o. - 12 Ottawa, August 1, 1952

DEA/10389-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassade au Japon

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LETTER N E 5

CONFIDENTIAL

RELATIONS BETWEEN CANADA AND JAPAN
Reference: Your Letter No. 799 of July 24.1

V e va a e which was presentea to you by. the Japanese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs on July 25. In this note the Japanese are asking us,
inter alia, to outline to what extent national treatment is being accorded to
Japanese natural and juridical persons and their 'interests in Canada. As the
Ambassador, suggested, the Japanese authorities are anxious. to have this

consideration to the type of reply which it might be appropriate for you to

The Japanese Ambassador in Ottawa called on us yesterday and handed us

information so as to be able to implement the provisions of Article 12(c). of the
Treaty of Peace which envisages reciprocal treatment on the part of Japan."

The Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade Policy will shortly be
discussing the broad complex of questions relating to our trade with Japan. In
the course of its discussion of these questions it will no doubt be, giving

acopyoftheNt V b1
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'make to,the latest 'Japanese Note Verbale. Our preliminary view in this
Departmént is that '.we i might' merely inform the Japanese of the current
juridical position' of Japanese: nationals and companies in Canada and suggest
that, if there were any problems which it might subsequently seem desirable to
discuss; ' we 'should ' be prepared to consider what mutually satisfactory
arrangements it might be possible*to make.

The Interdepartmental discussions on matters r'affecting our 'commercial
relations with Japan are likely to be held somé'time toward the middle of this
mônth and we shall keep'you fully informed of .the conclusions which have been

'reached:

1026.

-` ^ A.E. RITCHIE'

' for Acting Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Le secrétaire d'État aux Âffaires'extérieures
a l'ambassadeur au Japon

Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH E-614

to Ambassador in Japan

DEA/10389-40

Ottawa, October 1, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

TRADING, MARITIME AND COMMERCIAL RELATIONS BETWEEN CANADA AND
JAPAN

Reference: Your despatch No.:8[?]01 of July 28 t
followingInterdepartmental agreement has now been reached on the

reply

to the Japanese Note Verbale of July 25'compliments to the Japanese Minis
:.1 1
try

"The Canadian Embassy presents its
of Foreign Affairs and has the honour to acknowledge the Ministry's Note
Verbale No. 25/E3 of July 25, 1952, asking for an indication of the extent to

^âS covered bywhich the Canadian Government is prepared to accord t Japa n nationa
l most- favoured- nation treatment in connection with the

Article 12(b)(1) of the Treaty of Peace with Japan. It is understood that this
information is required'by the Japanese authorities in order to e i^bl c themof the
implement the, obligations of reciprocity envisaged in Article O'

Treaty.
"The Canadian Government accords, 'in`general, national treatmnn ând

,Japanese persons and their interests in all matters pertaining to the le y g

collection of taxes, ;access to 'the courts, depositoods after importatnon
National treatment is likewise accorded to Japanese g

iritô
Canada. Insofar as the ownership' of property is concerned, this matter is

sub'stantially ^governed' by the, provisions of Section 24 of the Canadian
Citizenship Act which stipulates that, with the exception of Canadian ships,
r^, . . .,. , . .. . ., , .
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`Real and personal property of every description may be taken, acquired,
held 'and disposed of by an alien in the same manner in all respects as. by
a natural-born Canadian citizen; and a title to real and personal property
of every description may be derived through, from or in succession to an
alien in the same manner in all respects as through, from or in succession
to a natural born Canadian citizen.'

"The extent, of - national treatment accorded to Japanese natural and
juridical persons and their interests in Canada in respect of the other activities
referred to Article 12(b)(1)(ii) of the Treaty of Peace depends, in varying
degrees, on the existence of provincial statutes and municipal by-laws and
would have to be determined in individual cases as they arose. This Embassy is
not, however, aware of any particular limitations that would affect the status
or activities of Japanese nationals as such.

"In matters of 'shipping and navigation the Canadian Government has
already indicated, in this Embassy's note of August 4, 1952,t. that it would
continue to accord to the flag vessels of Japan freedom of entry into, as well as
treatment and facilities in open ports, open places and waters of Canada in a,
manner no less favourable than those which were accorded by the Canadian
Government to vessels operated under the control of the Supreme Commander
for the Allied Powers. .

"The question of a bilateral air agreement between Canada and.Japan was
raised by this Embassy in its note of May 17, 1952,t under cover of which the
text of a draft agreement was submitted which is at present under study by the
Japanese authorities in preparation for the initiation of detailed discussions.

"In his note of July 16, 1952,t the Secretary of State for External Affairs
conveyed to the Ambassador of Japan the readiness of the Canadian
Government to commence discussions with, a, view to arriving at mutually
satisfactory arrangements which 'might serve as 'a basis for trading relations
between the two countries.,'While the exact scope of the proposed discussions,
has not yet been defined, it is expected that the question of most-favoured-
nation treatment with respect to customs duties, charges, restrictions and other'
regulations is likely to be covered by, any bilateral arrangement upon which
agreement may in due course be reached."
2.1 I should be grateful if you could present this note to the Japanese Ministry

of Foreign Affairs at your earliest convenience. The Japanese Embassy ^ here
has approached us several times during the past two months to ascertain when
our reply might be expected.Although they do not say so explicitly, we are
inclined to think that the Japanese are waiting for this reply before they will let
us know what date would be acceptable to them for the opening of the bilateral
trade discussions proposed in our note of July 16. It may well be that, in their
view, the scope of these discussions could be defined only on the, basis of the
information we supply concerning the extent to which Canada is now according
most-favoured-nation or national treatment to Japanese persons and their
interests.
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for Secretary of State
for External Affairs 4 ,

DEA/10389-40

3. In as much as we havé undertakén to provide^ if p could letpmetknow
Japanese Embassy in Ottawa, I should ^appreciate i t

telegram the day on whiçh- the reply has been sent to the Japanese Ministry

of Foreign Affairs.

1027.

L.D. W 1 LG RESS

EXTRÊME-ORIENT`

- ' Le chargé d'affaires au Japon
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

TELEGRAM 167

LUNCI.ASSIFIED

Tokyo, October 10, 1952

Reference: Your despatch No. 614 of October l st.
Note on trade, maritime and commercial relations between Canada and

Japan sent to Foreign Ministry, October 11 [sic]:

1028.-
DEA/103 .8_9740

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '

au chargé d'affaires au Japon

Under-Sec rétary of State for External Affairs
to Chargé dAffaires in Japanh

• LETTER E-712

CONFIDENTIAL

Chargé d'Affaires in Japan .
o Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, November I:), 1 y:)L

AGREEMENT ON COMMERCIAL RELATIONS BETWEEN CANADA AND JAPA
N

l
I attach for your information, a. copy of a draft agreement on comme^ith

relations between Japan and Canada which the Japexplained that if
me on November 13 t In presenting this draft the Ambassador
wâs Intended'to be used as a basis of negotiation between the Japanese' and

Canadian representatives and that, it was based substantial y on the provision
included in some of oûr post-World War II commerciaaagree ments

ovéred
American countries. In reply to my question whether
VI aluâtions for duty purposes the Japanese Ambassador suggested" that this
aspect of 'the question mlght -appropriately form the sub'ect,of a,.separate^
exchange of notes.
2.,Mr. Inagaki ` of the Japanese Embassy subsequently material

Department on November 14 to shed some further light on the source
on which the Japanese authorities had drawn in the preparation of the draft
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agreement: It 'would appear that the present draft includes not only, extracts
.from our agreements with Venezuela, Mexico and Argentina, but also from the
,General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and a model draft agreement drawn
up in 1929 by the Economic Committee of the League of Nations.

3. Mr. Inagaki agreed that it was premature, at this, stage, to enter into a
substantive 'discussion of the'Japanese draft. He was fully aware of the need on
our part for. careful consideration of the proposals his Government had
presented. At the same time, he suggested. that his'Government was` most
anxious to proceed with the conclusion of commercial agreements on a most-
favoured-nation basis and âdded, in confidence, that the Japanese ' attached
particular importance to the negotiations with Canada and those which they
expected to initiate with France. It was for this reason that the Japanese
authorities had taken so long 'in drawing up a draft agreement to govern
Japanese-Canadian commercial relations; this draft, if generally acceptable,
was intended to serve as a model for agreements with countries in a position
similar to that of Canada.
4. We undertook to expedite our preliminary consideration of the Japanese

proposals as much as possible. In the meantime Mr. Inagaki will be submitting
to us in writing certain questions of interpretation which his authorities in
Tokyo had raised and which we agreed to answer without delay. It is our
understanding that Mr. Inagaki will himself be in charge of the conduct of the
negotiations on the Japanese side.
5. We shall endeavour to keep you as fully informed as possible of - any

significant developments as our discussions with the Japanese move forward.
You will already- have received 'a copy of my, letter to Mr. Pickersgill setting
out the general line which our own negotiating team would expect to follow.
This line of policy is likely to be submitted to Ministers for approval some time
during'the coming week.

A.E.IZITCHIE .
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

1029. PCO
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] November 19, 1952

TRADE NEGOTIATIONS WITH JAPAN; ' .
LIN. E TO BE FOLLOWED BY CANADIAN NEGOTIATORS

24. The - Minister of ^ Trade, and Commerce, referring to discussion at the
meeting of June 26th, said the Interdepartmental Committee on External
Trade Policy now recommended that, rather than attempt . to secure a list of
products on which Canada would have the right to fix'values for duty in the -
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it would be desirable to try to,resoe threatengng toagreement with Japan,trade ag imports which were either causing
. âpply fixed values .on any. imP
cause serious injury to Canadian industry.. There le. Itwas proposed that
consult with the Japanese in advance wherever possible. treatme for
the, negotiators seek from : the Japanese, non-discriminateorcent su tax which
Canadian exports to Japan.: This would app1Y tothe 100. pdiscriminating against
the Japanese could impose on goods from any.countr Y

an. It would also apply to quantitative. import restrictions and the allocation

ofJap foreign ,.
a éxchange. The starting .position would probably bé' to insist on

comple
ount

te non-discrimination between hard and soft currenca^ ôn ofrexchângealloc
.minimum Canada should secure noThesc hether to retreat that. far
among the hard currency countnes. question
would have'to be decided,, if necessary, in the light of the progress achieved in

; _ . , , • ., , .
the negot_iations as a whole.

The question was raised whether; further, consideration shouldeCn mi cmission
present to the question of sending a semi-official or unofficial

to Japan..
An explanatory memorandum had been cirçulated.
(Secretary's memorandum, Noy. 14, 1952 - Cab. Doc. 362-52

) '

! ;25. The Cabinet, after diseussion:
' 'approved the proPosals of the Interdepartmental Committee on. E itors in(a) a

Trade Policy concerning the lines to be followedn in relation to the rese^vlation of
discussions on the trade agreement with ôipa causing or threatening - to cause
• the right to apply fixed values on p

'^'
in'ur to Canadian industry and the type of assurances that should be

serious ^ y . •
received from Japan about Canadian expo^^éd s'àtch of a semi-official or

(b) agreed that decision concerning P
unofficial economic mission to Japan be deferred pending' further 'developments

in the negotiations.
.... ., . . .
1030.

DEA/10389-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures _

au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

'Secretary of State for External Affatrs

to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 2113'

CON FIDENTIAL

Ottawa, December 6,'1952

CANADIAN•JAPANESETRADE RELATIONS

' of 'the Japanese Embassy called ôn the `rtmenn AideDecember
Inagaki Memoire

and*,- under instructions
from his Government; left with us a

.,, à, . .

_`^ s and to Washington No. EX-

^_.,
p blégrammc porté la mention manuscrite :/Notèd on telegram:

2330 with prior^ty.

,, .., , . . - .
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réquesting that we give favourable 'consideration to commencing bilatéral tariff
negotiations prior to Japanese accession to GATT. He -explained ^• that such
negotiations would be quite separate in scope and purpose from the discussions
now taking place for reciprocal most-favoured-nation treatment and that if we
should so desire the results of any such bilateral tariff negotiations could be
held, in abeyance until Japan was admitted into the GATT. (In the proposed
negotiations, the procedures and methods adopted for the Torquay negotiations
would apply.)

2 Inagaki declared that his Government was making this proposal to us and
to other GATT countries for three reasons: First, if a favourable reaction could
be obtained from the countries thus- approached, this fact might tend to create
a favourable climate at the Intersessional Committee meeting next February;
secondly, if successful tariff negotiations could , be, completed, these, in. their
turn, might. facilitate the ; entry . of Japan into GATT; third, : the Japanese
Government . was having great difficulty. in satisfying the Diet with its,
explanations of why the Japanese application to•.negotiate with • aview to
accession to GATT was making slow progress. Accordingly his Government
would like to have some tangible evidence that Japan was regaining her place
in the commercial world.
3. In discussion Inagaki further elucidated that his Government, being aware

of the problems of negotiating bilateral tariff agreements with GATT
countries, was considering negotiating with several countries simultaneously;
and in one place. He mentioned two possible groups: on the one hand, Ceylon,
India, Pakistan, Burma and Indonesia (or Indo-China) and on the other hand,
Sweden, Germany and Italy. We asked Inagaki whether a similar approach
was being made to the United States but heappeared to be uncertain.

4. We explained to Inagaki that, as we had already explained to Hagiwara at
Geneva, our first reaction to such a proposal was that we were very doubtful
whether any useful results could be obtained in bilateral tariff negotiations
between Canada and Japan, because for many of the tariff items in which :
Japan would have an interest the United States or some other country was
probably our principal supplier.* It would therefore be difficult for us to
negotiate any concessions beneficial to Japan unless we were negotiating with
such other countries at the same time. We did not wish to appear.unhelpful but
we doubted whether bilateral negotiations now would prove to be of, any, great
use or would save any time.
5. It was also, suggested to Inagaki that to await multilateral negotiations

might not necessarily mean that Japanese - tariff negotiations would be
postponed for very long. There is no provision , at present. for the, GATT
schedules to extend beyond the end of ,19539 and consideration would.have to .
be.given before many ^ months - the point would likely come up at the:
Intersessional. Committee meeting in early February -to the arrangements

Note marginale :/Marginal note: `
GATT schedules are only "bound firmly" until end 53.
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that wouldhave to be made for, those schedules and possibly for, further, tariff.:

negotiations under GATT.,
6. Inagaki seemed "more: or less impressed.with our. explanations and sa avis

he ,
e ^

would transmit them to Tokyo and suggest that his Government might aresaw in-bila
him 'what practical value, from 'a tariff viewpoint, the Wéoundertook to tgive

the Jatpanes proposal and in due course to communi-
careful
negotiations with

consideration to
Canada

cate a reply. ariff
7. It may: be that Japan could successfully - work out.. S â ra h

nifica
n3

t
tThis :,

concessions, with the groups of countries
lsome pos gbly tending in ^

possibility, of course, could carry several implications,
the direction of regional arrangements.

8. As Jap
the

anese trade may be discussed " at least on the side durinyou soage
Commonwealth Economic Conference, w

th is
hereSSWe hould, of 1

that you will be fully informed on the latest develoP ment
course, , be interested in any indications that - other Commonwealth Govern-:

rrients have received similar approaches.

For Washington only. I should be grateful if you would ien
to the United

the State Department whether a similar approach has been made

States.

1031.

TELEGRAM WA-2817

CONFIDENTIAL'

DEA/10389-40,

1 -1,L'ambassadeur aux États- Unis . .

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs,

Washington, December 8, 1952
^^ . t1. . i.. ^ . .. . ._ . • ..

JAPANESE TRADE RELATIONS
I'. !iJ . • . .

Réference: EX-2330 of December 6th.
Japanese have not made

1. .'The Stâte Department have informed the
bilateral tariff=negotiations

a' formal request that the United States

prior to Japanese accession to GATT. There have - however
Ë bas

informal
and the

discussions on.this matter between officials of the Japanese

State Department.
; , ; ► , ; " ,

As l a result of these•informal discussions the Japanese Embassy hns. The
2.r ,

nmade awate'of the United States preference foru uleSaon of bgateral United
United States ^ apparently= does not favour the s8g lication to
St^âtes=Jâpariese negotiations before the out ere

o
f is not tooegreat delay in

join GATT is known. It is hoped here thata

deal ing with the Japanese application, since it is recognize d that Japan
ment

suffering from a severe case of economic claustrophobia. Stat Pa
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officials• expressed the opinion that if the Japanese application to GATT were
rejected, the United States would probably then be willing to hold bilateral
discussions with the Japanese.

3. The other major factor contributing to the United States unwillingness to
hold bilateral talks now is the status of the Trade Agreements Act. This act
expires on •June 12th next and it remains to be seen whether and in what form
it is renewed. The State ' Department officials whom we consulted on,this
matter made a personal guess that the next Congress will approve a Trade
Agreement Act at least as liberal as the current act, if not more so.

1032. DEA/10389-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au sous-ministre du Commerce

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Minister, Department of Trade and Commerce

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, December 31, 1952

Attention: Dr. C.M. Isbister

Mr. Inagaki, Counsellor of the Japanese Embassy, called on this Depart-
ment on December 30th to discuss further the proposal of his Government, that
we enter into bilateral tariff negotiations in advance of Japanese accession to
the GATT.

2. Mr. Inagaki said that he had reported to Tokyo his previous talk with us
and that his authorities recognized the important practical difficulties in
holding such negotiations on a purely bilateral basis. However, it was assumed
that we were not opposed in principle to tariff negotiations with Japan in
advance of Japanese accession to GATT. His Government, therefore, hoped
that, in replying to the Japanese proposal, we would not do so in an entirely
negative manner. Mr. Inagaki said that, for political reasons at home, it was
hoped that our reply would indicate our willingness to enter into negotiations
provided that certain (possibly unattainable) conditions were met. For
instance, we might indicate our readiness to negotiate provided that it would be
possible for us to negotiate at the same time with other major trading
countries. (The impracticability of such simultaneous negotiations between
Canada and such an important supplier as United States in the near future
appeared to be recognised by Mr. Inagaki when he said that Japan had not
proposed bilateral negotiations between the United States and Japan for the
reason that the new Administration was not yet in office and its views
concerning the future of the Reciprocal Trade Agreeements Act were not yet
known.)

3. Mr. Inagaki realized that, in the absence of general tariff negotiations,
Canadian concessions of benefit to Japan would have to be confined to
commodities of which Japan was the "principal supplier". He thought that
there were a few such commodities and that there were also some goods (e.g.
wheat and certain non-ferrous metals) of which Canada was Japan's principal
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. ,.supplier. He wondered whether it might not be worth while to negotiate at this
stage, on even these few, miscellaneous commodities.. Any concessions emerging
from such limited negotiations might represent little more than a gesture, but
even a mere gesture was impôrtant to Japan.
.4. We told Mr. Inagaki that our reply to the proposal; for bilateral negotia-
tions in, advance , of Japanese accession. to GATT,- was - still, being studied
interdepartmentally but that we expected it ^ would be more or less along , the
lines of what had been said to him during his previous visit. -- •, ^. :

5. With regard to his request that our reply should be framed in a positive
manner accompanied by any necessary provisos, we said that we would
consider this 'request but there might be some difficulty in meeting it precisely
in the way in which he had suggested.
i 6. Regarding the possible - utility of limited . bilateral negotiations on the few
commodities of which each country was the other's principal supplier, we were
skeptical but we undertook to look into the qûestiori further. -' .
7. Finally, Mr. Inagaki said that, although he was now again visiting this

Department concerning the proposal for tariff negotiations, nevertheless the
most-favoured-nation trade agreement was considered by his Government to be
of much higher priority and, therefore, he did not wish us to obtain the
impression that the attention of the Japanese Government now was focused on
tariff. . negotiations. We said that we. appreciated that this was the Japanese
attitude and we hoped our reply to theJapanese draft Agreement would - be
transmitted to his Embassy during the first two or three weeks in January. - .^

11

A.E. RITCHIE .
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs
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AMÉRIQUE LATINE
LATIN-AMERICA

PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1

MISSION COMMERCIALE
GOODWILL TRADE MISSION

1033.
DEA/11563-3-40

Note de la Direction de l'Amérique et de l'Extrême-Orient
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum from American and Far Eastern Division

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
CONFIDENTIAL

Ottawa, June 17, 1952
PROJECTED VISIT OF A CANADIAN TRADE MISSION TO'

LATIN AMERICA HEADED BY THE RIGHT HONOURABLE C.D. HOWE

Attached, if you concur; is a memorandum for the Minister's information
concerning the proposed visit to Latin America this autumn of the Minister
Trade and Commerce accompanied by several of his officers and a group ofCanadian businessmen.

In this Department we have been endeavouring to formulate a'- Lati
n,.American policy paper, and last fall discussions were held under the

chairmanship of Mr. Heeney with various officers from Trade and Commerce.The draft paper included the suggestion of a visit of a Canadian Goodwill
Mission to Latin America to be headed by a Cabinet Minister. Since it was
decided that the emphasis in this area was to be placed on trade, the Minister
of Trade and Commerce logically was the most suitablé person to '
delegation. head the

Mr. W.F. Bull, the Deputy Minister, took this'matter u p with Mr .recently and the latter has agreed to the trip. Preliminary p ans ' for the H
owe

are now being formulated, based on the same type of mission as went to South
Africa headed by Senator MacKinnon, when the latter was Minister of Trade
and Commerce, and travelled there accompanied by a representative group of
Canadian businessmen.

E.H. N[ORMAN]
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atres extérieures• x Âff'

about five weeks.

Note "au" s-secrétaire d'État au
aires extérieurespour le secrétaire d'État aux Aff

Memorandum from Under-Secretary-of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, June 19, 1952
CONFIDENTIAL • • . ,

PROJECTED VISIT OF A CANADIAN TRADE MISSION ^OÉ LATIN AMERICA,

HEADED BY THE RT. HON. C.D H ian
You might already be aware that Mr. Howe has a ane area in Octoberaand

trade delegation to Latin America and the Caribbe
November of this year. develo ment, not only

2. The Department is satisfied that this is a very happy P

in the field of trade but also more generally in a streng thening
the idea for

with Latin America. At the official level, we have been consid

some time.
3. Present plans' call for the type of Mission which. Senator MTadenand

non,
to South Africa, Mission composed."of Department of ,h

Commerce officials' and, a group of Canadian businéss hn mindltheir
selected by the Department of Trade and Commerce, bearing made
interest in Latin . America but also 'taking into consider Stio Association and the
by sucli''associations as the Canadian

Manufacturer

Canadian Exporters Association. This is a welcome propos atra ^ecent
view because, as you may " remember, there was some criticism
Canadian Exporters Association meeting bytheir members abroad amount of
cooperation given to them by Canadian Government officials •

4:'
Mr. Howe will be accompanied bÿ 'Mr. W.F. Bull, Deputy Minister, Mr.

,i
A•.L.' Savârd, Latin'American

Areâï Officer and one of the Minister's -Prvate

Secretaries
5;';Two itineraries are being considered:

would visit Cuba, Brazil,Y l . _... /1 . .- . .,

(a) A
1{

short tour during which the Mission
Trinidad, Venezuela, Colombia, Guatemala and Mexico. The tour would last

b,,A more extensive tour which would.include the West Coast countries of
é4..( )._Peru and,Chile as,well as a visit to Argentina and Uruguay.

`f5,1 [sic]
The first itinerary. presents little if:any political difficulties, although

countries like Argentina, Peru, Chile and Uruguay will not be too happy ,to be
left out altogether. The second tour raises the problem of of Trade

n tina
and

and we have been consulted informally by the Department
Commerce about the advisability of such a visit atdl th is

b the restrictions andduet to.
6. Canadian trade with Argentina has fallen a y

difficulties placed in the way of international trade generally by the Peron
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Government. A visit by Mr. Howe might give a fillip to the situation and bring
from increased interest in trade with Canada. It is doubted, howevér,, whether
any immediate results could be achieved; long term prospects could; however,
be served. Our information from Argentina indicates that the Peron régime has
been weakened in the last year by economic difficulties and the question''arises
as to whether Mr. Howe should go there at a time whén" Peron - is. in' "such a
predicament. We are inclined to feel that, because of the nature' of the visit
which is basically one of trade, Mr. Howe should not be advised not to go to
Argentina. It would be up to the businessmen to decide whether the trip is
worth it or not from their point of view. We should point out, however, that
should Mr. Howe's itinerary include Chile ; and Peru and exclude Argentina,
this could have a bad effect on our relations with that country. The choice
therefore would be either to agree on itinerary (a) or (b), including Argentina.

7. You will have noticed that no suggestion is made that'a representative
from this Department be included among the officials accompanying Mr.
Howe. This is not very satisfactory from our point of view. A representative of
this Department accompanied the three earlier trade missions to Latin
America. This has proven useful not only to the mission but also'to' our offices
in Latin America, as well as to the Department. The role of such an officer
would be to advise the Head of Delegation on matters -of policy, to act as
liaison officer between the Department of Trade and Commerce and our own
diplomatic missions and between the trade mission and the Foreign Offices of
the countries to be visited. While the presence of such an officer is not essential
for the success of the visit, it seems to me that all concerned would benefit from,
it. Perhaps an External Affairs officer, if he were well chosen, could play an
even more important role on the mission as adviser on our external trade policy
generally. I am thinking of people like LePan or Warren who, if they could be
spared, would, during the negotiations in the Latin American countries, avoid
many pitfalls. . I A. 1 1

8. The time of the visit of this Mission to Latin America raises in a rather
acute form the problem of the establishment,, of diplomatic ; missions in
Uruguay, Venezuela and Colombia. With your concurrence, I. would suggest
that we endeavour. to have those Missions opened ^ before. Mr. 'Howe's visit.
Otherwise, there will be awkward problems and, in Colombia and possibly
Uruguay, the Mission would have to be introduced to the local authorities by
the United Kingdom Ambassador. This should be avoided. I realize that it will
not be easy to find qualified personnel for those three Posts but we should, in
my view, make a very serious effort to meet this problem which has already
been in abeyance for some time.' ..

9. Your directives would therefore be required on the following points:.
1) If you agree with the general considerations advanced in paragraph 6,

you might consider it appropriate that we advise the Department of Trade and
Commerce that there is no objection to itinerary (a), and that on the whole, we

'Voir les documents 39-53./Sec Documents 39-53.

Il

I

fl

I

m

I
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do not feel 'we ' should raise "anÿ . objection towârds ' itinerarÿ (b) as long as
Argéntina is not excluded.2 "

2^ with the, Department of Trade andWoüld you wish us to take up
Commerce the desirability of attaching one of our officers to the Mission?'

.3) Do you agree that we should attempt to open our Missions in Uruguay,
Venezuela and Colombia in advance of the tour?`

.;"
•1034.

to Deputy Minister, Department of Trade and Commerce
Undér-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

au sous-ministre au Commerce

AMÉRIQUE LATINE

. DEA/11563-3 40

Le sous -secrétaire"d'État aux Affaires extérieures

CoNFIDENTIAL
Ottawa, June 30, 1952

r.. .. . .. . , . . . .

Dear Mr. Bull,,
We have been most interested in this Department to learn.of the projected

visit of your Minister to Latin America this coming January. As you know, we
believe that a Canadian good-will mission at this time would help considerably

in bettering our relations with the Latin American republics. We are

particularly pleased that Mr. Howe is agreeable to heading the Delegation and
that you will be going with him. We shall be most interested. to learn later on
as to which Canadian businessmen will be joining the group.

We feel too, that the political implications of this mission may. be most
worthwhile and, for that reason, we would like to propose that one of our
External Affairs officers be invited to join the group.-I understand that Mr.
Pearson has already mentioned this point to Mr. Howe and that your Minister

. ^ ,., . .
agreed.

You will doubtless be letting me know as soon as possible when the proposed
'dates * and suggested itinerary are more settled. On our side; we shall be most
pleased, to cooperate in any way towards making this mission the success it

should be.
Yours sincerely,

L.D. WILGRESS

L.B. P[earson]

Not sure of this, but on the whole I think it wou cs^
- and in

I have talkedlHowe about this
plane' show ng the flagyetcaetc.

the most impressive y possible.

Note margna e 8 ld I.- d•rable

•-. Yes, I have a rea y mc
4 ' ^ • ' I -/M-,, inal note: ' ' .

Note m g •/
1 d ntioned this to Mr. Howe who agrees.

.5 ar fi -1 e argina no

. 2Note marginale :/Marginal note:

[L.D.1 W [ILGRESS] .
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1035. DEA/11563-3-40

Le sous-ministre du Commerce
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL ' Ottawa, August 29, 1952

Dear Mr. Wilgress,

I have delayed replying to your letter of'June 30 until the Minister's plans
with regard to heading a Mission to Latin America had become more definite.

The departure date has now been tentatively set for January 5 and the
return date about February 14, with the Mission travelling by R.C.A.F. plane,
but here again details have still to be worked, out. The countries to be visited
include Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay,. Venezuela, Colombia, Mexico and Cuba,
with a stop-over en route to Trinidad.

I welcome your offer of co-operation in making the Mission a success. In
this connection, while I should appreciate your advising the various Heads of.
Mission of what is proposed, I would suggest, however; ,that official advice to
the Governments concerned be delayed until some time late in October, when. .
further information will be available as to the exact date of arrival in each city.

Your proposal to have an External Affairs officer accompany the Mission is
acceptable to the Minister, because, like you,,. he feels that the` political
implications may be well worthwhile. I assume that whoever may.be selectedi
from External Affairs would be available for assisting in supervising the many.
duties that cannot be avoided in carrying through a successful Mission of this
kind.

I shall be pleased to keep you advised as to what progress we are making
with regard to persuading Canadian businessmen to form part of the Mission.
Up to the present, both Mr. Jim Duncan, of Massey-Harris Company Limited,'
and Mr. Doug Ambridge, of Abitibi Power & Paper Company Limited, have
indicated their willingness to accompany the Mission.

Yours faithfully,
WM. FREDERICK BULL

M

0

I

®

0
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1036. '
DEA/11563-3-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre par intérim du Commerce

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting Deputy Minister; Department of Trade and Commerce

CONFIDENTIAL

Dear Mr Sharp

Ottawa, September 17, 1952

I wish to acknowledge Mr. Bull's letter of August 29 in which he was good
enoùgh to give me preliminary information regarding your Minister's plans for
the good-will Mission that he will be leading to Latin America early next year.

2. Lunderstand that the tentative itinerary is now being considered by Mr.
Howe and I trust you will be able to inform me shortly of the dates selected for
the visits to each country. I should also welcome receiving the names 'of those
who are to accompany Mr. Howe. As soon as these details are available I shall
be glad to ask our -heads of mission in the countries to be visited to approach
.the governments concerned. As. you will appreciate, the more advance notice
these governmènts have of the fact that a special Mission is contemplated, the.
greater will be'their interest in it.
3. I note ' from Mr. " Bull's letter that it is now planned to include stops in

Argentina and Uruguay. This raises the question of whether feelings will be
hurt in Chile and Peru (particularly the former) if, when the Mission passes so
close to these countries, it does not include stops in Lima and Santiago as well.
General Odria' is in power ^ in Peru and. General Ibanez will doubtless have
taken office as'the new President of Chile by the end of the year. The latter's
government, like that of General Odria, will probably be authoritarian and
friendly to General Peron. It is quite likely that in government circles in Peru
and Chile and/or in ,the press of these countries there will be some reference to
the fact that Chile and Peru are not, considered important enough" for, the
Mission to visit. Such references are perhaps not likely to have very serious
political repercussions but might lead to some form of interference with trade
such as the withholding of import licences or stricter application of currency

controls. This is a matter that 'would be of more direct concern to your
Department and I realize that to travel down the West Coast and stop over in
Peru and Chile, while not involving any greater mileage, would mean
prolonging the trip by about five days which your Minister might be reluctant

to do.
4. I am glad to hear that you have been able to arrange for a number of

important Canadian businessmen to join the Mission. The Embassies in Latin
America will, I feel sure, be glad to provide every assistance to the Mission that

may be required.
Yours sincerely,

• L.D. WILGRESS

"I
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DEA/11563-3=40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur au Pérou -

Secretary of State for External Affairs
, to Ambassador in Peru

TELEGRAM 345, , Ottawa, October 24, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT

In January 1953 a good-will mission, headed by the Minister of Trade and
Commerce and principally concerned with trade, will make short visits to
Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela and the three countries. on the east coast of
South America, with three brief stop-overs in the Caribbean. Full itinerary, has
been sent to you by bag. Announcements will possibly be issued in Ottawa and
host ` capitals as early as November 7. The release date will be telegraphed
when agreed upon. The governments concerned are being asked at present to
agree to receive the mission.

2. The countries to be visited are our main present markets in Latin America.
The Department of Trade and Commerce took fully into account the
advantages of including in the itinerary stops in Peru and Chile but, finding
that the time'at the disposal of Mr. Howe (between sessions of Parliament) and
the business members of the mission was very limited, was forced to a decision,
with great regret, that on this occasion it was impossible to extend the tour to
the West coast of South America or to Central America.

3. The information in paragraph 2 above is designed to assist you in
answering any questions asked after the announcements are made. You may
add, if necessary, that this tour is being undertaken in line with a general
policy of sending trade missions to the Latin American and other. areas and
that it is hoped that a tour which will include Central America and the west
'coast of South America will prove feasible in the not too distant future. At the
same time you should not encourage proposals for a further tour, at an early
date. The matter. should be treated as confidential pending announcements. it
is considered'that if an attempt: were made to explain; the situation to. the
Peruvian and Chilean Governments before the announcements, they would

press for extension ; of the itinerary and our embarrassment' would be the
greater.

5 Le télégramme porte la mention :/Noted in telegram:

Repeat to the Canadian Ambassador, Santiago, Chile 49.
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1038. DEA/11563-3-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre du Commerce

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce

Ottawa, November 4, 1952

With further reference to your letter of August 29 and subsequent
correspondence concerning Mr. Howe's goodwill trade mission to Latin
America, I have pleasure in informing you ` that the representative of this
Departmént will be Mr; Jules Léger, Assistant. Under-Secretary 'of State for
External Affairs.

I know Mr. Léger will be glad to be of all possiblé'help'to your Minister and
to assist in any way with advice on I the political ,implications of any question

' Dear Mr. Bull,

which may arise.
Sincerely,•

; L.D. WILGRESS,

,I ^ 1039.

,., , .
DTC/91-TRIPS-LATHAM

- Note du ministère du Commerce

Memorandum by Department of Trade and Commerce

Ottawa, December 16, 1952

LATIN AMERICAN GOODWILL TRADE MISSION

Basic Data • ` ^ ' • ^

on > >
. government officials and businessmen to Brazil; Argentina, Uruguay,

'Venezuela," Colombia,- the Dominican -Republic, Haiti; Cuba and Mexico,
visiting them' in that order. He will visit the capitals of each country and, in
addition, will call at'Sao Paulo, in Brazil.

2. Itinerâry. The Mission plans to leave Ottawa on January 5, 1953, and is
due back in Canada on February 10. The scheduled dates of arrival are as

follows: •
Rio de Janeiro January 7
Sao Paulo January 1 l
Buenos Aires January 15
Montevideo January 18

1: IL r- Right Hon. C.D. Howe, Minister of Trade and Commerce, announced
Novembér 7' 1952 that he would head a goodwill trade , mission of
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'Caracas January 22
Bogota January 28
Ciudad Trujillo February 1
-Port-au-Prince February 2
Havana . . February 2
Mexico City February 5

1587;

3. Businessmen. Personnel of, the Mission will include the following
businessmen:

Mr. D. Ti'. Ambridge, C.B.E., B.Sc., President and General-Manager of the
Abitibi Power & Paper Company, Limited, with headoffice in Toronto, who is,
representing the Canadian.Chamber of Commerce on the Mission::

` Mr. Jean-Marie Bonin, General=Manager of La Cooperative Agricole de
Granby, of Granby, Quebec, who is representing La Chambre de Commerce de
la Province de Quebec on the Mission.

Mr. Clive B. Davidson, Secretary of The Canadian " Wheat . Board,
Winnipeg, Man. :

Mr. James S. Duncan, C.M.G.,- Chairman and President of the Massey-
Harris Company, Limited, with head office in Toronto, who is representing the
Canadian Manufacturers' Association on the Mission.

Mr. Alex Gray, President of the Gray-Bonney Tool Companÿ,'Limited, of
Toronto, who is representing the Canadian Exporters' Association on the
Mission.

Mr. Frank L. Mârshall, , V.P. In Charge of Export for Joseph E. Seagram" &
Sons, Limited, ' with head office in Montreal, " and' President of the Canadian

Intér-American Association.
Mr. K.F. Wadsworth, President and General-Manager of the_ Maple Leaf

Milling Compàny, Limited, with head office in Toronto.
4. Aircraft: The party, will travel ' in the R.C.A.F. "C-5" aircraft; ,which has

carried many' important personages on visits in Canada.,"'Her Majesty the
Queen,..then Princess Elizabeth, and the Duke of Edinburgh'travelled'in it
during their visit to Canada in 1951:

5., Purpose. The fact that a Minister;of the Crown and senior. executives of
leading Canadian firms selling in the market are paying a visit to; nine Latin .
American countries is, of itself, a positive indication of Canada's continuing
goodwill and great interest in the further development of trade. Members of
the Mission will be enabled to increase their knowledge of business conditions
and prospects by meeting with leading government and business executives.
They will have opportunities, at functions and in private, to present a picture of
Canada's industrial growth and commercial aspirations, so that business and
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government in the nine countries will have their attention focussed . on Canada

as a market and a source of supply.

6. Former Canadian Missions. Over the years; various official. and semi-

official missions from Canada have visited Latin America: The Canadian
Government, in conjunction with the Canadian Chamber of Commerce and the
Canadian Manufacturers' Association, sent a large delegation to Buenos Aires
in March, 1931, when the Canadian pavilion at the British Empire Exhibition
was opened. Visits were also made at that time to Uruguay and Brazil.

The Hon: James A. MacKinnon, former Minister of Trade and Commerce,
headed a trade mission to South America in 1941, and in February, 1946, he
visited Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica,
Panama and Colombia.

Cânâdian `Representatives in Latin America. Canada recently appointed
ambassadors to Colombia, Uruguay and Venezuela. One of the first functions
of these,officers will be to welcome Mr. Howe and the Trade Mission: Canada
now has diplomatic missions at nine capitals in Latin America - the others
are in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Mexico and Peru: In addition to Foreign
Trade Service officers posted with the missions, there are Canadian Trade
Commissioners in Ciudad Trujillo, Guatemala City and Sao Paulo. _;, ,•r :,

8. Trade with the Nine Countries. The extent to which- trade between Canada'
and the nine countries to be visited on the forthcoming mission has increased is
indicated by the fact that the aggregate value of trade in 1951 amountedto
$404 million, compared with only $27 million in 1938, immediately, prior to the
Second World War. Canadian exports have risen in value from $15 million to
$166 million during those thirteen years. This increase indicates how great are
the possibilities of the Latin American market for Canadian goods, and how
much can be'accomplished by continüous 'and, intelligent 'efforts to sell iri 'that

... . if.. .._ . . ..ir. . ...i t, . ^ " . .

area.
Canadian imports . from the nine countries on the itinerary of the trade

mission increased in value from $12 million in 1938 to $238 million in 1951:

9. Government Officers on Mission. Personnel on the Mission willinclude the

following government officers:
Mr. Wm. Frederick Bull. , Deputy Minister of Trade'and Commeice. :. .,

^,.. Mr. Jules^Léger, Assistat Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs.

Mr: 'Alfred Savard, Area Trade Officer; Canadian Trade Commissioner

Service, and Secretary of the Mission,' .

Mr. M. "Schwa'rzmann, of the International Trade Relations Branch;

Department of Trade and Commerce.
.Wing'Commander Frank Bell, DFC:,4 yAFC., ; CD, R.C.A.F. -Conducting

" Y ., ï•. '_ . ( .. •,, n
. t .,

i^ . ^^ i.t .^ .

Officér on the Mission:

.:^
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2` PARTIE/PART 2

ORGANISATION DES ÉTATS AMÉRICAINS - .
ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES

Le secrétaire'd'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États- Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

DESPATCH X-1456.

CONFIDENTIAL

1589

DEA/2226-40

Ottawa, September 13,1952

-POSSIBLE INVITATION TO CANADA TO ACCEPT:
OBSERVER STATUS AT.10TH INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE OF THE

ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES TO BE HELD
IN CARACAS, VENEZUELA IN 1953

Attachéd is a State -Department memorandum,` copy of which was left with
the American Division by Mr. J.H. Morgan, Counsellor of the United States
Embassy in Ottawa, for informational purposes only. However, it poses a new
and very interesting question as to whether Canada would attend the" next
meeting of the Organization of American States: as an observer, and it gives
the background of U.S. views at an official level on Canadian participation in
the OAS.

2. You will observe this memorandum has been prepared for background use
in connection with talks which either Mr. Matthews or Mr. -Miller intends to
have with you. Mr. Morgan was not advised by Washington whether these
discussions had yet been held with you, but we thought you might like to have
their departmental memorandum for early consideration.
3. In Mr. Morgan's informal talk with the American Division, he inquired as

to what our views might be and he was told that we would give consideration to
the problem and advise him shortly as to our reaction. He was told of our past
relations with the OAS and informed of the public statements made, by the
Prime Minister and Minister in 1949, bringing him up to date by a resumé of
our most recent statements of -policy as set out in our secret letter of
instructions to the Canadian Ambassador in Brazil, being,

a) that Canada is not prepared at present to join the Organization of
American States, but that we do take a certain part in the inter-american
system of organizations and technical conferences,

b) that Canada is not seeking an invitation to join the OAS,
c) that for the time being we prefer not to receive an invitation,
d) that knowledge of the OAS or the Pan-American Union is very limited in

Canada and that there does not seem to be any pressing reason at the moment
which would prompt us to change our attitude to the inter-american system,
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e) that our economic, cultural and other. mutual relations with the various
Latin American . republics had always been very good and that we expected
they would improve constantly.` 1

4.,^The reasons' abôve are• those put fôrwârd towards joining the OAS as a
full-fledged, member while the present query is whether we would attend, as

observers only - in this instance, but with the hope that this action might lé ad

to membership later. This creates a new, situation and ' one' which should be
assessed with considerable care. It is not impossible'that the State Department
is beginning to feel that the United States is getting into a. position of being one
against twenty and that the U.S. Government may even attempt to press us to
join, the OAS in order to • counteract the growing anti-United States propa-
ganda throughout Latin America.

5. Mr. Morgan was asked if the U.S. Ambassador in Canada or he were of
the opinion that our entry into the OAS would, in their view, tend to have good
or detrimental effects upon the direct friendly , relations now existing between
the U.S: and Canada. He appeared quite surprised at this approach, considered
it a most interesting point and said he would talk further with Mr. Woodward
on this subject. He was also told that we felt our participation in the United

Nations, NATO and, Commonwealth organizations were about all, we could
handle at the present time, and : that even 1f we -viewed this : approach with
favour we would find it extremely difficult to provide sufficient personnel to
enter,properly into the various bodies of, the Organization of American States.
This point, however, would not preclude our going to the 1953. Conference,as

an observer.-
6.

. '
We would be most interested to learn from you whether you have recently

been . approached on this subject, and to have your views of the opinions
expressed in the attached memorandum.

L.D. WILGRESS
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

DEA/2226-40

Memorandum by American 'Repüblics Âffairs Burëau, :
département d'Etat des Etats-Unis

Note du Bureau des Affaires des républiques américaines; i

:rtment of State of Unmted States •

CONFIDENTIAL
[Washington,] September 3, 1952

., ., ,. .
"POSSIBLE INVITATION TO CANADA TO ACCEPT

OBSERVER STATUS'AT TENTH INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE

#As `you requestéd,-this• memorandum, in 'which BNA'`(British Common-
wealth and North European' Division) has concurred, has been prepared for
your background in -connection with the discussion you indicated ^ you would
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have with Ambassador Wrong. The immediate question , is whether Canada
would accept observer - status at the Tenth Inter-American . Conference to be
held in Caracas in 1953, if- an invitation should be extended. Dr. Lleras
Camargo, . Secretary General of the Organization ,of American States, is
convinced, that the action necessary to extend the invitation cannot be taken
successfully unless there is good reason to believe that.it would! be accepted.

The principal arguments for acceptance which might be addressed to the
Canadian are: (1) that the gesture of good will would be well received by and
would ' influence attitudes of the representatives of governments with which
Canada is presumably anxious to develop increased economic relations, with
which she must deal in the United Nations and other international organiza-
tions of which she and they are members, and whose continued cooperation in
the development of the strength of the free world is indispensable; (2) that,
without commitment as to eventual mémbership in the' Organization of
American . States and its constituent organs, the observer status would offer
Canada an opportunity to become fully acquainted with the nature and
function of the Organization; (3) that from the purely intelligence point of ^
view, the opportunity, to acquire information regarding the activities and
motivations of the governments of thé twenty Latin American Republics
should be valuable to Canada; and (4) that Canadians have participated in
Inter-American meetings, such as the recent Consultation on Geography, with
what may be assumed to be mutually beneficial results.

The chief Canadian objection is likely to be that acceptance of observer ;
status wôuld be regarded as a first step toward eventual membership in the,
OAS; a role which they do not seem to wish to assume. Their antipathy toward
such membership appears to stem ' from ( 1) a somewhat personalized
psychological disinclination to be associated with Latin Americans, many''of
whom they do not respect and frequently distrust; (2) concern lest membership,
in the OAS might somehow be interpreted as a weakening of bonds with the'
members of the British Commonwealth and their NATO . relationships; 1 (3)
opposition to contributing to the costs of ; an additional international,
organization; (4) unwillingness to run the risk of : becoming involved through
the operations of the OAS peace and security machinery in disputes among
American Republics; (5) concern lest they be placed in an awkward position in
relation to the long standing controversies between the UK and certain of.the
Latin American countries over territorial matters.

For your own information, some of the principal advantages to the United
States of Canadian membership in the OAS seem to be: (1) that 'this would'
tend to'ameliorate somewhat the unique position of the United States as'the
only English-speaking member; (2) that another country with a high degree of
both the theory and practice of representative government would be a valuable*
contributor to the liberal principles which are the declared aim of Latin
American countries, but which are so often, contradicted by them in practice;
(3) Canada's membership would remove one of the difficulties in the way of
extending the practice of having inter-American specialized organizations serve
as the regional units of United Nations organizations; (4) Canadian officials
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and experts ` in r specialized,, fields could make valuable contributions : to the
solution of. American problems; ;(5) it `would • help to -,round out. whatever
geographicâl ; basis there is to the hemisphere as an I international ! region; (6) .
Canada's'weight would be helpful in efforts to preserve inter-American peace.
(It is ^ doubtful, however, that, so long as-. the basic concept oFthe North
Atlantic Treaty is maintained, Canada's participation in the Rio Treaty would
offer any striking gain to security from outside the.hemisphere.) .;;

1041.-
DEA/222_6-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

, _ : l
,

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH No. 2074 Washington; September 25, 1952
. , ,. , . . ..^ . .

CONFIDENTIAL

SUGGESTED, PRESENCE OF CANADIAN OBSERVERS
AT THE NEXT INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE

Reference: Your Despatch EX-1456 of, September 13th.
1. I have read with much -interest your. despatch and the State Department,

memorandum, of which a; copy was enclosed. I have not been approached by

either Mr. Freeman Matthews or Mr. Miller6 on this subject. Mr. Matthews,is
at-present on leave, and, it may be that. he will get, in touch with. me on his

return. A good many months have, passed since the question -of Canadian
participation in the, Organization of American States, was, last : mentioned, to
me. It has never been discussed with me except- in a, very informal 'manner,
usually. by, Mr. Miller,when I encountered him at some.social function.

2.) If the State Department does'put to me the question of the acceptance by
Canada: of observer status at next year's Conference at Caracas, I intend to
adopt - a position of : cautious reserve. I. find the arguments , in favour of .
Canadian acceptance which are set forth in the second paragraph of the State
Department memorandum far from convincing: It is.quite possible that there
would be benefits to Canada on the lines suggested,in the first argument, but I.
should think that we can get in ,other

of Canadian objections thesecond; third and -fourth arguments. The statement
the_;third paragraph is,of course,,incomplete, and an additional objection not
mentioned ; is :the: ignorance of the Canadian, public of the Organizâtion of
American States and the prevailing,laçk of interest in a closer association of

Canada with its operations.

I .'Edward G. Miller.'sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires interaméricaines, département d'État des

..États-Unis..
; Edward G.ÏMiller, Assistant Secretary of State for.InterrAmericân Affairs, Department of
State of United States.
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3: I find indeed that the statement in the final paragraph of the principal
advantages to the United States of Canadian membership in " the O.A.S.
contains more convincing arguments for acceptance of the-suggestion that
Canadian observers should attend the next Conference., I have long held the
view that what Canada ,would get out of closer association with the O.A.S. was
much less important than what Canada might put into it. The fact that the
Department of State is of the opinion that Canadian membership would make
a contribution of value in a number of different ways is tome a more appealing
argument in favour of acceptance of the proposal for 'a trial run'at Caracas in
observer status than any enumeration which can be made of direct benefits to
Canada which might conceivably result.
4. . It would not be beyond our capacity to send a small delegation to Caracas

for this Conference, and the experience so acquired would be, of, value in'
examining the justification of continuing to pursue our policy of aloofness. The
main argument against such a course, however, is that it would thereafter be
difficult to disengage ourselves and to refuse further proposals for a continuing
closer association with the O.A.S. For this reason I am inclined to hope that
you will authorize me to inform the State Department in due course that, while
we appreciate the suggestion, we should not like to receive an official invitation
at the present time.

H.H. , WRÔivG

1042. DEA/2226-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, October 8, 1952

OBSERVER STATUS FOR CANADA AT 10TH INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE.

OF THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES TO BE HELD

IN VENEZUELA LATE IN 1953

On September 12, Mr. Morgan, Counsellor of the U.S. Embassy, left with
the American Division - a copy of the attached memorandum of September 3'
on this question which was prepared as a brief for the State Department's use
in approaching Mr. Wrong in the matter. It will be seen that the State
Department apparently plans to raise with Mr. Wrong the question of Canada
accepting observer status at the 1953 O.A.S. Conference, although the
memorandum includes arguments in favour of Canadian membership in the
O.A.S.

We recently learned informally from a member of the Canadian desk of the
State Department that the U.S. Embassy received the memorandum for its
information only, and had no instructions to take up the question with us, but

'Annexe, document 1040./Enclosure, Document 1040.
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ificant ortions of:
proposal that is made to him.

r

AMÉRIQUE LATINE.

Mr: Wrong ' has now. , asked for instructions as to how he should handle any

L.D.,..L^

Attached are t sign p

(a) Our despatch No. X1 456 of September 13 -to Mr. Wrong in,which we
sôught his views , on the State Department memorandum and indicated the,
information on current Canadian policy - regarding ^ the O.A.S. which the.
American Division had given informally to Mr. Morgan when he called;

(b) Mr. Wrong's déspatch Nô. 2074 of September 25; giving his views
i , . . . ,

regarding the State Department memorandum•
arguments in favoUr ofThé'U.S: memorandum contains some impressive g

acceptance of. observer status at the 1953 meetings, and' of Canadian
membership in the O:A.S: The counter-arguments, in the attached= papers 'are,
however, pretty compelling at the present time and one of the main problems in
accépting observer status in 1953 would be that it would then be more difficult'
to put off further proposals for a closer association with the O.A.S.

I âm not convinced that membership in the O.A.S. would benefit' Cânada ,ôr
improve ourI situation to a degree corresponding to the effort involved; also, I
tâke.iti that under present circumstances our contribution to the Organization:
could' not be substantial. Our existing attitude towards observer status,- and
membership might, of course, become difficult to. maintain if considerable
pressure were brought to bear on us by several members of the Organization to
join it, and the whole position would have to be reconsidered if some day an
inter=American economic agreement provided. a new structure, not only for
inter-American trade, but also for the treatment' of foreign enterprises in all

the other American countries.
On balance, I do not feel I can recommend that we become losihe

associated with the O.A.S. at this time. If you agree, I propose asking
American Division to prepare a message to Mr. Wrong authorizing him, as he
suggests in his final paragraph, to reply to any State Department approach
that while we appreciate the suggestion of observer status, we would not like to
receive an official invitation at the present time:

As the question of 'Canadian association with the O.A.S. does not"appear to
have been before other Ministers since 1947, you might:. prefer td raise the
matte'r with Mr. Howe, or with the Cabinet on Thursday, before I reply,to Mr.

Wrong. W LcRESS] '
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Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Embassy in United States

à l'ambassade aux Etats-Unis
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -

TELEGRAM EX-2025

1595

DEA/2226-40

Ottawa, October'18, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

SUGGESTED PRESENCE OF CANADIAN OBSERVERS
AT THE NEXT INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE

Reference: Your despatch No. 2074 of September 25, 1952.

Following from Wilgress, Begins: I am very grateful to you for letting me have,
in your despatch under reference, your views on this question.

2: My immediately following telegramt quotes memorandum of October 8 in
the matter that I gave to the Minister. He had intended raising the question at
the Cabinet meeting on October 9. An opportunity did not arise, however;`and
Mr. Pearson feels that it should now be possible to defer Cabinet consideration
of the problem until after the General Assembly of the United Nations, since
the Caracas Conference will be held late in 1953.
3. In the circumstances, should the State Department approach you, I.should

appreciate it if you would take the line that, as Mr. Pearson will be in New
York for some time and as the question of Canadian attendance at the 1953
conference does not appear to be urgent at this stage, you doubt that there is
much point in discussing the matter at the present time.
4. For your own information, Mr. Pearson has no strong views as to whether

or not Canada should accept observer status and will be content to be guided
by the views of his colleagues.
5. I should add a word of explanation about the opening words of the second

paragraph of the memorandum of October 8. WhenMr. Wight of the State
Department was in Ottawa at a reception after the last P.J.B.D. meeting, Mr.
Eberts, hoping to learn whether the State Department expected any report on
our: reactions to its memorandum before it approached you, said that the U.S.
Embassy,had mentioned to us a State Department memorandum on the O.A.S.
To protect Mr. Morgan's position, it was not indicated that he had left a copy
of the memorandum with us. Mr. Wight, while apparently not in the least
concerned that we had been told of the memorandum, made it clear that, 'so far
as he knew, it had. been sent to the U.S. Embassy for its information, without
any instructions to take'it up with us, and that it was not planned to use the
Embassy here as a channel for discussion of the observer proposal. The
substance of the State Department's memorandum was not discussed with Mr.
Wight.
6. It was as recently as October 16 that Mr. Morgan last asked whether the

Department had reached any conclusion regarding the State Department's

^
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memorândum: If and when the U.S. Embassy approaches us again, we plan to
say that Mr. Pearson did not have an opportunity to consult his colleagues
before he left and that, as he will be away. for some time and the matter does
not appear urgent, we do not thiWa decision coûld be reached for the present.
We will also suggest - that, if, the State, Department is still thinking of
approaching you some time,$ it* would seem preferable to confine discussion to
Washington in order to avoid the misunderstandings and confusion,that might

arise from dealing with the matter through two channels. Ends. '

1044.
DEA/2226-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
. à l'ambassadeur aux Étais- unis

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

LETTER -No.`X-1654
Washington, October 28, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL_ . . ,,

t. ' ^•.

INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE OF THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN
' " SUGGESTED PRESENCE OF CANADIAN OBSERVERS AT THE NEXT

STATES

O :A.S: "on "whiçh ` Canada' might take such` a" strong 'position in favour of a

Referencé: Oûrtelégram No. X-2025 of Oct.,18.'
Wé thought you might be interested to learn that Mr: Morgan, Counsellor

of the'United States Embassy in, Ottawa, called on Mr. Stark last week to
enquire whether any decision, had been reached on this question: Mr. Stark
spoke to him along the lines mentioned in paragraph 6 of our telegram to you,
returned the copy of the State Department memorandum which Mr. Morgan
hâd ` ôriginally given him and stressed the fact that, in ` order to avoid any
confusion, it seemed preferable to confine discussion to Washington. 6

of
2. You will recall from

, paragraph 5 of our despatch no. X-4516 0
September 13 that we had asked Mr. Morgan if his Ambassador or he were of
the - opinion` that our entry into the O.A.S. would have` any effect upon 'the
friendly° relations now existing between the United' States` and Canada. You
may be interested tô know that in Mr.'Morgan s informal talk with Mr: Stark
he mentioned he had discussed this point . with Mr. Woodward and that his
Ambassador did not foresee that any question ôf substance could arise in the

Latin'•Aïnérican country that U.S.-Canadian relations wôuld be prejudiced: :•''
.^aa ^^. . . ^ ., ,.... . C.C. EBERTS

f j * for Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs '

j-

r`^tt dFpéche n° X-4516 devrait porter le n° X-1456.
Despatch No. X-4516 should be X-1456.
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DEA/2226-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chargé d'affaires au Mexique

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chargé d'Affaires in Mexico

DESPATCH X-3459 Ottawa, October 28, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

OBSERVER STATUS FOR CANADA AT 10TH INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE
OF THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES TO BE HELD

IN VENEZUELA LATE IN 1953

Early in September the United States Embassy showed us, informally, a
State Department memorandum of September 3 on this subject. This
memorandum, which indicated that the State Department planned to raise the
matter with the Ambassador in Washington, was brought to the attention of
Mr. Wrong in our despatch no. X-1456 of September 13. Mr. Wrong then gave
his views in despatch no. 2074 of September 25. On October 8, a departmental
memorandum on the question was prepared for me. As, however, I did not have
an opportunity to discuss this matter in Cabinet before leaving for the General
Assembly of. the United Nations, Mr. Wrong was informed in a.telegram .of
October 18, that Cabinet consideration of the problem .was unlikely untilafter
the General Assembly. Copies of all above-mentioned papers are enclosed., ,. .
2. I would appreciate receiving from you at an early date any suggestions or

comments you .wish to make concerning this question of Canadian observers
attending the 10th Inter-American Conference _ of the Organization of
American States. You will appreciate that discussion of the question ât this
stage with officials of the O.A.S. or of any governments that are members of
the Organization would not be desirable since it might well lead+to additional
pressure for us to send observers to the 1953'Conference before the Canadian
Government has an opportunity to formulate views in the matter. '
3. I am sending a similar despatch to all our offices in Latin America.

R.A. MAC KAY
for Secretary, of State
for External Affairs

'Un message semblable a été envoyé à Rio de Janeiro, n° 294 ; Lima, n° 198 ; Santiago, n° 292;

Buenos Aires, n° 335 ; Caracas, n° 179 et La Havane, n° 234.
A similar message was sent to Rio de Janeiro, No. 294; Lima, No. 198; Santiago, No. 292;
Buenos Aires, No. 335; Caracas, No. 179 and Havana, No. 234.
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DEA/2226-40

Le chargé d'affaires aü Mexique

au secrétaire.d'État aux Affaires extérieures.

-- ' , • `Chargé d'Affaires in Mexico

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

EsPATCH 479,
Mexico City, November 19, 1952

D
^ ^ .. -

CONFIDENTIAL

OBSERVER STATUS FOR CANADA AT NEXT O:A.S. MEETING

Reference: Your déspatch No. X-345,` October 28, 1952, and our air telegram

No. 14 of November 15, 1952.1
Ambassador is at the General Assembly and will not return until

• Since the
after the next courier leaves on November 21, Ÿô k gges ted

meantime, we offer
that you might get• his personal views in New
an interim reply.' ` ,

2. •In the first place we have tried to look at the matter specificâlly, from t S
local point of view of this Einbassy. We find it hard to believe that O.A

than
membership could help us materially to, get more informntthe U S. memorant
no w' (points 2 and 3 of. the arguments for, acceptanc
dum): There are` no' political problems between ' Mexi, C

anada ,-
d

membership would, help solve. We think, on point 1, thât
Present g.

relations with Mexico already constitute an excellenn ,ôur
ban 4oso far as we

steadilÿ increasing trade between the two countries Opo
know, Canada has participated only in meetings on technical subjects:

3. So far as Mexico is concerned, therefore, we can séè n aorWe 'see anagreal
closer ' approach to O.A.S. It is fair' to add thât neither y

objection or disadvantage:'
4., In'.the wider sphere, it seerris'to us that ôf the st uIf we were to make a

âccèptance, the one requiring serious study is the fir
"gesture of goodwill" by accepting observer status I at Caracas it is doubtless
true that our gesture would be well réceivëd;'in fact it might

be the assumptions that
of enthusiasm.- But' underlying this, we suspect, would b
Canada was 'riow ` well on the way in, and that her fulleu'mw^en, ôr if,
follow as a^ matter of course. What then would be the
should become apparent that Canada was not accept

to eavepn
So far as goodwill is concerned, would the reaction be tg enough
the end a minus rather than a plus result? Or, if ou r

lained would the Latin-

Americans
reasons for hesitation were

cyha
and

lf loaf
skil lfull

y have us in there as perennial
Americans be content to accept the
observers, while still cherishing the hope that we would s ome

can then draw
(Once we accept, observer status at Caracas I do not see how we,. .^ •,•.back -to ourpresent aloofness; we are going to be observers from there on into.
the indefinite future, or until we accept,membershlp.)

10
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5. That question of Latin-American reaction seems to be the principal factor:
Another important one is the suggestion made in the U.S. memorandum that
Canadian, membership could 'make a valuable contribution in • various ways:
This is the point which appealed strongly to. Mr. Wrong (paragraph 3 of, his
despatch). It deserves serious consideration. A-third is the possibility, often
mentioned in previous discussions, that we might find ourselves in an awkward
positiorr if compelled to take a stand one way or the other in°any controversy
between the United States and one, or more, of all -of the, Latin-American
members. >

6. Our conclusion is while we should not hastily rule out the possibility of
accepting observer status we must not accept it until we have studied these and
all other factors and have decided that we are aware of all possible conse-
quences and prepared to accept them.
7. *1 do not know whether the Ambassador will fully agree with what I have

said here; 'I understand he 'inclines toward caution in approaching closer to
O.A.S. but I have had no opportunity to consult him. I hope you were able to
get his opinion in New York. If he wishes to make any further comments from
here he can use either the December courier or an air telegram. -.

8. We assume you will keep us advised of developments; we shall be
interested.

M.T. STEWART

1047. DEA/2226-40

L'ambassadeur à Cuba,,,.
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Cuba
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCI1 D-367 Havana; November 20, 1952

CONFIDENTIAL

OBSERVER STATUS FOR CANADA AT 10TH INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE

OFTHE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES

TO BE HELD IN VENEZUELA

Reference: Your despatch No. X-234 of October 28, 1952.10
I should like to make only one point concerning the desirability of Canada

sending an Observer to Caracas next year. It seems to me that the invitation
should be considered in the light of the fact that Canada will very shortly be
establishing diplomatic relations with three countries which are members of the
OAS and that a Goodwill and Trade Mission headed by a senior Cabinet
Minister will tour through Latin America early in the new year. Taken alone,
these events could indicate merely an increased Canadian interest in trade
relations with Latin America. However, if in addition Canada accepts an

"'Le document 1045./Document 1045.
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1600 AMÉRIQUE LATINE

invitation to send an Observer to Caracas, it ;will; I suggest, be impossible to
avoid the appearance that the Canadian Government is now prepared to play-a
more active role politically in Latin America: , I agree too that if; we sent an
Observer, it would be difficult to avoid increasing our activities in the OAS and
thereby giving . the, impression that:'we intend eventually: to :apply for full
membership.
•2. 1 understand that a policy paper on Canada's relations with LatinAmerica
has been under discussion for the past year in the departments ' of External
Affairs and Trade and Commerce; no doubt Canada's attitude toward the
OAS has been thoroughly reconsidered there. -In any case the arguments for
and against, Canadian membership are well known. I should like : however • to
express my agreement with Mr. Wrong's view that the benefits to Canada of
closer, association with the OAS would be much less ! important . than what
Canada could put into the Organization. The question which must be answered
therefore is whether Canada is yet willing to assume the, added responsibilities

: which more active participation in the OAS.would entail: •, ..
3. The State Department memorandum of. September 3 is unusually

interesting, in particular the last paragraph which indicates the extent to which
their views on Canadian membership in the OAS have changed in the last few
years. I was also struck by the suggestion in paragraph three that Canadian
opposition to membership in the Organization stems from "a somewhat

personalized 'psychological disinclination to be associated with Latin
Americans, many of whom they do not respect and frequently distrust." My
personal experience confirms the truth of this statement. Moreover I think that
Latin Americans are aware of this Canadian feeling toward them and that to
be realistic we ought to discount somewhat suggestions that there is nothing
but good will toward Canada in Latin America. I do not know how Canadian
membership in the OAS would affect the situation but"it.would undoubtedly
force many Canadians to reconsider their attitude toward the inhabitants of
this part of the world.

I
I-IARRY A. SCOTT
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1048.

DESPATCH 267

CONFIDENTIAL

L'ambassadeur au Venezuela
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures . .

Ambassador in Venezuela
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/2226-40

Caracas, December 30, 1952

OBSERVER STATUS FOR CANADA AT 10TH INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE

OF THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES TO BE HELD IN

VENEZUELA LATE IN 1953

Reference: Your Despatch No..X-179 of October 28, 1952."

One of the unfinished matters awaiting me was your above mentioned
despatch.

2. It is rather difficult for me to make any comments or suggestions in regard
to the desirability of a Canadian observer to attend the l0th Inter-American
Conference of the Organization of American States. In view of the recent
changes in the political situation here and also, I understand, the fact that one
of the matters which might come up for discussion would be the granting of
asylum to political refugees which might be a very contentious matter, it is
quite possible that this conference may not be held at the time and. place
suggested.

3. It would appear to me that should we accept an observer status at such a
meeting that this would mean opening the door to an, invitation to full
membership which, if it were accepted, would put us in a position of at some
time or other, having to support the other English-speaking member (U.S.A.)
or support the Latin-American group which would seem to be a very
undesirable position to be in.

4. 1 have not had the opportunity to get the feeling as to whether or not our
relations with the Venezuelan Government and people will be in any way
improved as a result of appointing an observer and subsequently obtaining
membership but for the reasons indicated above, I feel that it is undesirable.

HENRY G. NORMAN
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1049. DEA/2226-40

L'ambassadeur, au Mexique
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Mexico
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LETTER No. 19
Mexico City, January 14, 1953

OBSERVER STATUS FOR CANADA AT 10TH INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE
OF THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES

TO BE HELD IN VENEZUELA LATE IN 1953

Reference: Our despatch No. 479 of November 19, 1952. -

I do not propose going over ground already covered in the despatch under
reference or in Mr. Wrong's despatch No. 2074 of September 25, 1952. With
the views expressed in both those despatches I am in complete agreement. I
would, however, like to go over some aspects of this question which may bear a
little emphasis.

2. In my opinion Canada, at the present time, is ^ taking much too little
interest in Latin-American affairs and for that reason does not make full use,
except commercially, of existing facilities here, namely eight (at the time of

J^ writing) full-fledged diplomatic missions, to achieve some of the desirable aims
outlined in the State Department's memorandum of September 23, 1952,12
which brought about this enquiry.

3. Without actively participating in the work of the OAS, either as a full-
fledged member or as an observer at the Caracas meeting, it would I think be
possible to go some way towards:

(a) ensuring the continued cooperation of the Latin-American countries in
the development of the strength of the free world;

(b) combatting the anti-Yankee campaign which is spreading in Latin
America: a campaign fanned by narrow nationalistic groups who are frequently
supported by the Communists;

(c) contributing to the'fuller acceptance of those liberal principles which are
the avowed aim of the Latin-American republics, but which are` so frequentlÿ
contradicted by them in practice; and

(d) solving Latin-American economic and political problems by increased
technical assistance, etc.
4. My officers and I have already gone into the question of ways and means

whereby Canadian activities in Latin America could be increased without
necessarily enmeshing Canada in OAS affairs. You may wish to review my
despatch No. D.231 of June 5, 1952,' commenting on the Department's draft
policy paper on Latin America, in which several such examples are given. In

"La date exacte est le 3 septembre ; voir annexe, document 1040.
The correct date is September 3; sec enclosure, document 1040.
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9

this connection, you may also wish to refer to a memorandum prepared by my
Information Officer on January 10, 1952,'3 at the behest' of Mr: H.O. Moran,
on the development of Canadian information and cultural activities in this part
of the world.

5., Only when Canada will have exhausted the potential influence which she
could exercise in Latin America through encouraging the activities of her
missions, should she, in my opinion, give consideration to aligning herself more
closely with the OAS.- If ever the time should come when Canada will feel
disposed to accept an invitation to join the OAS, she will then be in a better
position to make an effectual contribution to the work of the OAS.

C.P. HÉBERT

1050. ` DEA/2226-40
L'ambassadeur au Brésil

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Brazil
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 21 Rio de Janeiro, January 21, 1953

CONFIDENTIAL

OBSERVER STATUS FOR CANADA AT 10TH INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE

OF THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES TO BE HELD

IN VENEZUELA LATE IN 1953

Reference: Your despatch No. X-294 of October 28, 1952.14
I have given considerable thought to this question. I can, of course, speak

only from my experience in Brazil and in Cuba during the past four years.
2. In my humble judgment, acceptance of any invitation to send observers 'to

the 10th Inter-American Conference of the Organization of American States
to be held in Venezuela late in 1953 would be tantamount to a decision to join
the Organization, or, at the very least, as suggested in Mr. Wrong's despatch of
September 25th, it would be difficult to disengage ourselves and to refuse
further proposals for a continuing closer association with the O.A.S. The
matter, therefore, resolves itself into the question as to whether Canada is
prepared to consider favourably the suggestion of becoming a memberof the
O.A.S. On the larger political issue, my views, I feel, may be of little value' and
I shall, therefore, confine my observations largely to reporting on the situation,
as I see it, in Brazil and my earlier experience in Cuba.

3. Since I came to Brazil more than fourteen months . ago, no.Minister or
other official of the Brazilian Government has ever mentioned the O.A.S. to
me. They frequently discuss their co-operation with Canada in the United
Nations and its agencies, such as the World Health Organization and

"Non retrouvée./Not located.
14 Le document 1045./Document 1045.
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U.N.E.S.C.O. It is, of course, possible as the.time for. the 10th Conference
approaches; greater. , interest . may be manifested and,' if so, I shall promptly

report.
4. The only agency of the O.A.S. with headquarters in Brazil is the Inter-

American Juridical Committee. The United , States of America has. a
permanent representative on this Committee, Mr. George Hodges Owen. Mr.
Owen is a personal friend and has recently sent me the draft report of the
Committee on Uniformity of Legislation in International Cooperation in
Judicial Procedures. I suspect, with all respect to the other mémbers of the
Committee, that the report has been largely prepared by Mr. Owen, for it
emphasizes that both in the United States and Canada, many of the questions
under study are matters not for the Federal Legislatures but for the States and
Provinces respectively and stresses that procedures based on the English
Common Law are in force in most of the States of the Union and in nine of the
ten Provinces of Canada. From time to time, Mr. Owen has asked me questions
about Canadian systems of law, and I think his reference to Canada in the
draft report is to reinforce his argument that many of the suggestions put
forward in the Committee discussions are not practicable for the countries in
the Americas, which have a fixed division of powers between the Federal and
State (or Provincial) Legislatures.

5. During the recent visit of the Canadian Goodwill and Trade Mission
headed by the Rt. Hon.'C.D. Howe, Mr. Howe and other officials had several
conversations with leading members of the Brazilian Government but I cannot
recollect that any question was raised which even remotely touched Canada's
participation in the O.A.S.

6. My conclusion is that Brazil would probably welcome Canada's
participation, in the O.A.S., because the feeling of both the Government and
the people is one of exceeding friendliness to Canada., On the other hand, it
must be kept in mind that, after the United States, Brazil is the most populous
of the other States and, to a limited degree; keeps aloof from the Spanish
speâking Republics. In other words, it regards itself as No. 2 in the Union; if
Canada should ' join,. the Brazilians might feel that, having regard to our
greater trade'and greater national wealth, we would elbow them out of this
position.' If, in, any controversy, we should agree with the United States, we
might be'represented as simply following the United States line as' a satellite;
if, on the other hand, we disagreed with the' United States, the effort might be
inâde=toJuse'Canada as,the spear-head of the opposition. It is properly pointed
out in Mr.'Wrong's despatch of September 25th, 1952, that there is a lack of
interest on the part of the Canadian public in the O.A.S. It may be unfortunate
but I cannot conceive of very many of our people becoming very interested in a
dispute between Paraguay and Brazil, unless, indeed, the issues involved should
be such as to threaten world peace.

' IC b n the other hand between 1949-1951, I found a much greater7. n u a,o +
interest in the O.A.S.; probably due to thé fact that the O.A.S. was called upon

to adjudicate differences between Cuba and the Dominican Republic.
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8. One of the questions occasionally raised was the Colonial, issue as affecting
the British, French and Dutch colonies and territories in this, Hemisphere.
While the cooler heads were inclined to deprecate pressing the question,
undoubtedly there were others, who not appreciating the efforts made by the
Mother Countries for the benefit, in most cases, of the peoples resident in these
colonies and. territories, were disposed to emulate Bolivar and to try to assist
the. population to throw off the yoke of the European oppressors! This'is a
question which may be pressed at any time and, in respect of it, I am afraid our
attitude would be liable to misrepresentation, for the logical Latin mind finds it
difficult to understand our position in the Commonwealth, and that the units
have a common Sovereign and yet are not subordinate one to the other.
9. While I am very anxious that Canada should cultivate the closest possible

relations with Latin America, I am not convinced that the most effective
measure to be taken to that end is by becoming a member of the Organization
of American States at the present time. I realize that there are many weighty
arguments on the other side, but, on balance, this paragraph expresses my
conclusion in the light of my experience. Again, however, I feel that, if we are
not prepared to join the Union, we should not be represented by official
observers at a general Conference; to send observers and then decide not to join
would, I am sure, have a deteriorative effect on our relations with many, if not
all, of the component States.

E.H. COLEMAN

1051. DEA/2226-40

L'ambassadeur au Chili
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Chile
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 21 Santiago, January 21, 1953

CONFIDENTIAL

OBSERVER StATUS FOR CANADA AT 10TH INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE

OF THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES TO BE HELD

IN VENEZUELA LATE IN 1953

Reference: Your despatch No. X-292 of October 28, 1952.'1
My absence on annual leave has prevented me from sending you my views at

an earlier date. I should like at least to outline my reasoning on this subject.
2. I think we have to agree that many Canadians have a superiority complex

towards Latin Americans. The State Department memorandum of September
3, 1952, rather crudely attributes this attitude to "a somewhat personalized
psychological disinclination to be associated with Latin Americans, many of
whom they do not respect and frequently distrust." We have on our files a copy

"Voir le document 1045./See Document 1045.
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of a letter of January 11, 1950, addressed to Mr. Heeney by Mr. Wrong which
says: "I remarked to Mr. Kennan - and he did not disagree --that Pan
American cônferences seemed to me to be more wasting of time and effort than
any of the ` too numerous: international gatherings at -which we were now
represented.,,

3.': Latin Americans, who do nof lack intuition,' are becoming aware of 'our
above-described attitude. As an illustration of this statement, I might refer yoû
to the comments of theI Brazilian press when we abstained from;attending the
First Congress of the, Latin Union (Mr. Morin's despatch of November 9;
1951).
4. From time to time we make known our desire 'tô develop our, trade with

Latin American countries. In this connection, we should bear in mind that they
are countries where sentiment plays'a part, in addition to'réason. ' Possibly' it
should not be so, but it is. Unless we show active marks of consideration and
friendship, I doubt that we shall reap from them the commercial advantages
which we might otherwise expect.
5. I 'May be unduly influenced by the fact that I operate in a Latin American'

post. I want nevertheless to say that, in my opinion, we have not yet acquired
the habit of giving to Latin America the relative importance which it has. For
instance, the Meeting of Heads of Divisions reports,^ , and especially our
Departmental reports to,Cabinet, contain far more on'India and Pakistan than
théy do on all the ' Latin American republics taken together. Politically, of
course, Latin America does not constitute at present a vital zone, such as the
Far East, where the Communist menace is supreme. Economically, however,
taking into account the long-term possibilities offered to us by the similarly
under-developed Latin American area, I submit that we should gradually
increase our concern about it. Without ceasing to look East and West, we
should also look farther South than the United States.16,

6. The argument for non-participation based on lack of knowledge of the
O.A:S. by the Canadian public appears to me one which should prompt us to
send an observer. Ignorance is a poor argument on the part of one who is
offered the means to learn. Regular Inter-American Conferences take place
only every rive years, which means that very little personnel and.money would
be involved in sending •a w small delegation of observers. Furthermore, I
personally do not see how, the sending,of observers to the coming Conference
would make it difficult for us to refuse closer association with the O.A.S. if we
do not want to pursue the experience any further. We could, surely make it
plain that our'sending of observers to Caracas is withoutany compromise as
regards subsequent conferences."

•` !'Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Howe mission would agree.

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
doubt this. W.G. S[tark]

LÉON MAYRAND
• • t,
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Conférence économique du Commonwealth,
925; et le Fonds monétaire international,
1411-1417, 1432-1433, 1436; et le GATT,
1432-1435; et le multilatéralisme, 1442; et le
Plan Schuman, 783; politique financière,
1431; restrictions à l'importation, 1428-1442;
et l'Union européenne de paiements, 1384,
1387,° 1390, 1406, 1408-1414, 1429-1431

BENELUX : et la Communauté européene de
: défense, 774-777; Plan Pleven, 776

., ,.

BERLIN: foire industrielle, 1453-1456; mission
militaire à, 30-32

BLÉ:' Accord international sur le, 668-683;
- pour la Grèce, 1458; pour l'Inde, 1046-1065;
_`. pour le Pakistan, 1054-1055; pour la Yougos-

lavie, 1054-1058,.

Bt.ocs : arabo-asiatique, 185, 211, 309-310,
> 377-378, 443-444, 452-469 passim; soviéti-

que, 468, 473; 477

CHINE: voir également sous Corée; fermeture
du consulat général en, 29; participation à la
Conférence internationale de la Croix-
Rouge, 661-668 passim -,

COLOMBIE: ambassade en, 47-51, 54-55; et
conférence de paix possible en Corée, 127-
128

COMITÉ DE COORDINATION DES CONTRÔLES À

L'EXPORTATION, 1417-1428

COMITÉ DE LA COMMUNAUTÉ NORD-ATLAN-
TIQUE: voir sous Organisation du Traité de
l'Atlantique Nord

COMITÉ DES CINQ (COMITÉ DE LA COMMU-

NAUTÉ NORD-ATLANTIQUE) : voir sous

Organisation du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord

COMITÉ MILITAIRE: voir sous Organisation du
Traité de l'Atlantique Nord

COMITÉ POUR LA CHINE: voir Comité de
coordination des contrôles à I'exportationCO-
MITÉ TEMPORAIRE DU CONSEIL, 685, 691,

• 695,700-701

COMMANDEMENT AÉRIEN STRATÉGIQUE : Voir

sous États-Unis (défense)

COMMANDEMENT DU NORD-EST: voir sous

États-Unis (défense)

COMMANDEMENT MÉDITERRANÉEN: voir

sous Organisation du Traité de l'Atlantique
Nord

COMMISSION DE CONCILIATION DES NATIONS

UNIES POUR LA PALESTINE : Voir SOUS

Question de Palestine

COMMISSION DE CONCILIATION POUR LA

PALESTINE : voir Question de Palestine
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COMMISSION DU DÉSARMEMENT: voir sous
Assemblée générale

COMMISSION DU RAPATRIEMENT, 187-208,
216

COMMISSION ÉCONOMIQUE DE L'ASIE ET DE
L'EXTRÊME-ORIENT: voir sous Common-
wealth (Plan de Colombo)

COMMISSION MIXTE INTERNATIONALE: voir
sous États-Unis (défense)

COMMISSION PERMANENTE CANADO-AMÉRI-
CAINE DE DÉFENSE : voir sous Etats-Unis
(défense)

COMMONWEALTH :voir également sous Corée
Afrique du Sud: voir également sous Orga-

nisation du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord;
Indiens en, 346-347, 380, 383; et les
Nations unies, 311; politique envers l',
345-346; relations raciales en, 380, 383,
443-448, 459-461; et le Sud-Ouest afri-
cain, 345-346, 380, 383; et l'unité afri-
caine, 1109-1111

Australie : voir également sous Organisation
du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord; sécurité
dans le Pacifique, 669

Conférence économique
annonce, 914-920
délégations, 934-935, 959
Fonds, monétaire international, 923-927,

952, 956-957
GATT, 909-910, 921, 952, 975-984
ordre du jour : ébauche, 920-934, 936
participation de l'Inde, 920-930 passim
politique commune, 909-917 passim, 923

questions principales : balance des
paiements, 924, 937-946, 957-958;
convertibilité, 901-910, 947-948, 960;
développement économique, 769-773;
prix de l'or, 961-963; libéralisation du
commerce, 909-910, 912, 952; systèmes
préférentiels, 909, 921, 954-955, 960-
966, 973-977; taux de change, 960-961,
980-982

réunion préparatoire, 947-950
vues : de l'Australie, 965-968; du Canada,

937-946, 949-950, 953-959, 962-965,
968-971; du Royaume-Uni, 951-953,
956, 971-972

Conflit coréen, 173-178, 180-181, 186-189
crise de la zone sterling, 1405-1406
États-Unis : consultation avec, 892-900
Inde : voir sous Commonwealth (Conférence

économique) et (Plan de Colombo); voir
également sous Corée
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Nouvelle-Zélande : voir. sous Aviation civile;
et voir également sous Organisation du
Traité de l'Atlantique Nord

Organisation européene de coopération
économique, 1394-1397

Pakistan : voir sous Commonwealth (Plan de
Colombo)

Plan de Colombo
assistance technique, 1014-1020; coordina-

tion de l', 1021-1039
et la Banque internationale pour la recons-

truction et le développement, 1011,
1013, 1018

Ceylan : allocation de fonds pour le, 1039-
1045

et la Commission économique de l'Asie et
de l'Extrême-Orient, 1012-1014, 1019

consultations, 1011-1014, 1018-1019
financement de la contribution au, 988-

992, 1000-1008
Inde: autres projets, 1051-1064 passim;

fonds de contrepartie, 1046-1047, 1049-
1053, 1056, 1062-1065; fourniture de
blé, 1046-1065-

Pakistan : fourniture de blé, 1054-1055,
1073-1076, 1078; projets de développe-
ment économique, 1065-1072, 1077-
1078; problèmes de développement de
projets, 993-1000

Réunion des ministres des Finances, 901-
908

CONFÉRENCE INTERNATIONALE DE LA CROIX-
ROUGE, 661-668; participation de la Chine à
la, 661-668 passim

CONSEIL DE SÉCURITÉ DES NATIONS UNIES:
élections au, 371

CONSEIL DIRECTEUR DU COMMERCE: voir
sous Organisation européene de coopération
économique

CONSEIL DU PACIFIQUE: voir sous Organisa-
tion du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord

CONSEIL ÉCONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL DES
NATIONS UNIES, 464; et développement
économique, 565-583; élections, 371, 471;

Fonds international pour le développement,
474, 565, 569, 575-583; pays sous-dévelop-

pés, 474-475, 477-478, 565-569; Programme
élargi d'assistance technique, 583-585;

quatorzième session du, 470-479, 569; 583;

Société financière internationale, 566, 572-

583

I
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CONTRÔLES À L'EXPORTATION : voir sous
^ Comité de coordination des contrôles à

l'exportation

CONVENTION DE GENÈVE, 100-101, 179-182,
187-197 passim, 235

CORÉE aérodromes, 95, 101, 121
Assemblée générale : débat à 1', 147-249;

ligne de conduite proposée par les États-
Unis, 148-166; position canadienne, 152-

! i 169,383; proposition et résolution mexicai-
nes, 169, 184, 213; résolution américaine
(21. puissances), 170-178, 184, 206-207,
211-217, 221, 227-229; résolution de
l'Union soviétique, 180, 242; résolution
indienne, 187-249 passim; 1

bloc arabo-asiatique, 211
camp de prisonniers de l'île de Koje, 66-78
Chine : propositions concernant les prison-

niers de guerre, 140-142; raisons de conti-
nuer la guerre, 248; réaction à la résolution
indienne, 235; et résolution de l'Assemblée
générale, 249; violation prétendue de
l'espace aérien, 59-63

Colombie : et conférence politique possible,
' .127-128
Commission du rapatriement, 187-208, 216
Commonwealth : discussions sur le, 173-178,

180-182, 186-189; liaison avec le Com-
mandant des Nations unies 85-94

consultations entre alliés, 71-94 passim, 131-
> 136 passimConvention de Genève, 100-

101, 179-182, 187-197 passim, 235
États-Unis : opérations aériennes en Corée,

59-66, 78-84; perspectives d'armistice,
101-103; position sur les fonctions de garde
au camp de l'île de Koje, 75-77; proposi-
tions d'action à l'Assemblée générale, 147-
151, 154-155, 160-168, 170-175; proposi-
tion visant à mettre fin aux négociations de
l'armistice, 120-121; résolution des 21
puissances, 164, 170-178, 183-184, 205-
207, 211-217, 219-231 passim; vues sur la
procédure d'après l'armistice, 108-111,
122-124, 128; vues sur la question des

;• prisonniers de guerre, 114-115, 136, 192-
194; vues sur la résolution indienne, 192-

' 194,'l 97-205, 225
Fleuve Yalu : installations hydro-électriques,

78-84;
,

violations de frontière, 59-63
Gouvernement nationalisté chinois : ' et pri-
", sonniers de guerre, 118
Groupe des 21 puissances : examen -de la

résolution indienne, 197-200, 205-209,
211-217, 221-232

INDEX

Inde
et la conférence politique, 117, 122; vues

de l'Australie, 130; vues du Royaume-
Uni, 129

projet de résolution, 187-207, 217-220,
224-229, 235-238; action des Nations
unies, 236, 241-242; article 17, 197,
206-214, 216, 224-233 passim; discus-
sion du Groupe des 21 puissances, 231-
232; réaction de la Chine, 235, 249;
réaction de l'Union soviétique, 219-220,
228, 237; réaction du Canada, 209-211,
214, 220, 233; préoccupations des États-
Unis, 197-217

liaison avec le Commandant des Nations
unies, 71, 85-94

Nations unies
procédures d'après l'armistice, 108-138;

proposition et résolution mexicaines,
169, 184, 213; rapport sur la septième
session, 457-459; règlement politique,
96-97; résolution indienne, 186-249
passim,; résolution révisée des États-
Unis, 123-127; . résolution soviétique,
180, 242; résolution des 21 puissances,
164, 170-178, 183-184, 205-207, 211-
217, 219-232 passim

négociations pour l'armistice, 95-147; possi-
bilité de rupture, 97-98, 102-103, 106, 130,
133-136; procédure d'après l'armistice,
108-113, 137-138; question des prisonniers
de guerre, 105-106,' 114-115, 117-119,
138-140, 142-146; vues du président; chefs
d'État-major, 209-211

prisonniers de guerre : impasse dans les
négociations, 95-96, 101; en tant qu'obsta-
cle aux négociations, 105-106, 163; propo-
sition et résolution indiennes, 187-207,
216, 220-232 passim; propositions chinoi-
ses concernant les, 140-142; prqpositions
des États-Unis, 142-143; unité canadienne
détachée pour fonctions de garde, 66-78
passim; vues des États-Unis, 136, 192-194,

,205-207
proposition du secrétaire général, 168
règlement politique : par l'intermédiaire des

Nations unies, 96-97; objectifs, 99, - 107-
110, 125-127; participants au, 98-99, 107-
110, 115-129 passim; participation de
l'Inde, 117, 122, 127-130, 187-242 passim;
proposition de conférence émanant des
États-Unis, 108-110; vues canadiennes, 97-
99

Royaume-Uni : vues, 1087-1088
Union soviétique : et la conférence politique,

123; position sur la résolution indienne,
228; résolution, 180, 242
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unité militaire canadienne détachée pour
fonctions de garde, 66-78 passim; position
des États-Unis, 75-77; question des consul-
tations, 71, 74-76

ÉGYPTE: accord tarifaire avec l', 1471-1479;
mort du délégué commercial en, 1469-1470 -

ELECTIONS : voir sous Assemblée générale

ESPAGNE : échange de représentation diploma-
tique avec l', 37-42; négociations avec la
Barcelona. Traction Company, 1466-1468;
règlement des dettes commerciales, 1464-
1466

ETATS-UNIS : voir également sous Common-
wealth et Corée, et Organisation du Traité de
l'Atlantique Nord (Communauté européenne
de défense)
Commission mixte internationale : -voir

également sous Projet de canalisation et
d'aménagement hydro-électrique du Saint-
Laurent; Barrage Gut, 1336-1350

et Conseil directeur du commerce, 1377-1382
consulats aux, 36-38
défense

Accord sur les bases louées (1941), 1145;
attitude du Congrès, 1166-1169; exa-
men, 1157-1165; responsabilités des
États-Unis, 1145

alerte lointaine : système d' (projet Lin-
coln) 1221-1232

Arctique : activités de défense des États-
Unis dans I', 1194-1203; souveraineté
canadienne, 1196-1203

Argentia, 1142
Baie Frobisher : commandement et con-

trôle, 12(13-1209
Base aérienne de Harmon, 1142-1143;

accord sur une station de communica-
tions mondiales, 1183

Commandement aérien stratégique, 1142-
1144

commandement canadien : contrôle opéra-
tionnel des forces des États-Unis au
Canada, 1151-1155; relations avec le
Commandement du Nord-Est, 1132-
1144

commandement de l'Organisation du
Traité de l'Atlantique Nord, 1145, 1148

Commandement du Nord-Est : relations
avec les autorités militaires canadiennes,
1132-1141
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Commission permanente canado-améri-
caine de défense : activités militaires des
États-Unis à Terre-Neuve, 1146-1147;
bases louées des États-Unis, 1142-1144,
1157-1170; établissement d'un système
de défense radar, 1120; pipeline de
Haines-Fairbanks, 1211-1213; et Tor-
bay, 1190-1191; vols d'interception,
1129-1132; en tant que voie pour de
nouvelles propositions, 1230-1231

forces canadiennes : aux bases des États-
Unis, 1144-1149

Goose Bay : construction à, 1142-1144;
escadrilles d'intercepteurs, 1173-1175,
1178-1180; location, 1146-1147, 1170-
1173, 1175-1177

Lincoln : projet du système -d'alerte loin=
taine, 1221-1232

Pinetree : décision de la Commission
permanente canado-américaine de
défense, 1120; établissement de bureaux
militaires, 1121-1125; recours possible à
des troupes noires, 1126

pipeline de Haines-Fairbanks, 1210-1218;
et la Colombie-Britannique, ` 1214-1220

Terre-Neuve : défense de, 1140-1144,
1146-1150

Torbay:. 1142-1144, 1147, 1155-1156,
1184-1188; rapport de la Commission
permanente canado-américaine . de
défense, 1190-1191

vols d'interception : contrôle opérationnel,
1154; procédures, 1126-1132

Projet de canalisation et d'aménagement
hydro-électrique du Saint-Laurent
Accord de 1941, 1233-1285 passim
Barrage Gut, 1336-1372
Commission mixte internationale, 1236-

1278 passim, 1346-1349; Barrage Gut,
1336-1350

Conseil d'ingénieurs, 1232-1236, 1238,
1241

dérivation d'eau, 1237, 1336
droits de navigation, 1237, 1255-1256
niveaux de l'eau, 1244-1245; Barrage Gut,

1336-1372
participation :" des États-Unis 1240-1289;

de l'Ontario, 1247, 1249, 1253, 1267,
1270, 1275; du Québec, 1268

participation conjointe, 1248-1250, 1283-
1290

projet d'aménagement hydro-électrique,
1232-1290 passim

projet de canalisation, 1250-1254, 1282-
1285
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questions économiques ^ " I
restrictions à l'importation de produits

- laitiers, 1290-1311; action en vertu du
GATT, 1290-1311

revues, 1329-1332
télévision, 1333-1336

et l'Union soviétique, 375-376, 382, 1482-
1483, 1497

EXTREME-ORIENT : Pacte de sécurité régio-
nale, 1549-1552; vues du Royaume-Uni,
1087-1088

IMMIGRATION : de France, 1443-1447; d'Alle-
magne, 1457 ,

INDE: voir sous Commonwealth ( Plan de
Colombo) et (Conférence économique); voir
également sous Corée

INDOCHINE : détournement de l'aide mutuelle
à l', 765-774, 812, 817-818

INDONÉSIE: échange de représentation diplo-
matique avec l', 32-34, 41-42

FONDS,' DES NATIONS UNIES j POUR
L'ENFANCE : contribution au, - 543-562;
avenir du, 563-564

FONDS INTERNATIONAL POUR LE DÉVELOPPE-
MENT, 474, 565, 569, 575-583 ;

FONDS MONÉTAIRE INTERNATIONAL, voir

sous Belgique et, également sous Common-
wèalth (Conférence économique);'et l'Union
européenne de paiements, 1434-5 .

FORCE EUROPÉENNE DE DÉFENSE : voir sous

' Organisation du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord;

FRANCE

et l'Organisation du Traité de l'Atlantique
Nord,.761, 1553-1554; accord sur le statut
des Forces,820; Indochine, 765-744, 817-

'818; note soviétique sur l'Allemagne, 746; et
la question marocaine, 351; questions
d'immigration, 1443-1447 -

GATT : voir Accord général sur les tarifs
douaniers et le commerce -

GOOSE BAY : voir sous États-Unis (défense)

GOUVERNEMENT NATIONALISTE CHINOIS: et
prisonniers de guerre, 118-119

GOUVERNEUR GÉNÉRAL: Lord Alexander, 14,

. 19; Vincent Massey, 14-22 « f^

GRÈCE: don de blé pour la, 1458 . ,

GROUPE DES 21 PUISSANCES : voir sous Corée

ISRAËL: différend avec les Arabes, 352

ITALIE : et la Yougoslavie, 818

JAPON
adhésion au GATT, 642, 644-654; et le
Comité de coordination des contrôles à
l'exportation, 1419-1422; échange d'ambas-
sades avec le, 34-36; et le GATT, 1574-1578;
négociations tarifaires avec le, 649-651, 653;
ratification du Traité de paix avec le, 1560-
1564; relations économiques avec le, 1564,
1578; représentation au, 34-36

KLM : voir sous Pays-Bas

LAOS : reconnaissance du, 1552-1558

LIBYE: Royaume uni de, 1480

LIGNES AÉRIENNES DU CANADIEN
PACIFIQUE : privilèges de transit à Auckland,
875-881; service à destination de l'Amérique
latine, 869-871, 890

LIGNES AÉRIENNES TRANS-CANADA : service
vers l'Amérique latine, 870 ^

LINCOLN : voir sous États-Unis (défense)

Loi SUR L'ASSURANCE DES CRÉDITS A
L'EXPORTATION : et blé pour la Yougoslavie,
1545
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MAROC : voir sous Questions coloniales et sous
Organisation du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord

MEXIQUE: négociation d'un accord aérien,
853-874; proposition et résolution sur la
Corée, 169, 184, 213

MONARQUE: mort et avènement, 1-5

MOYEN-ORIENT, 308-309,347-350,1469-1480

NATIONS UNIES

Afrique du Sud et les, 311
Assemblée générale : voir Assemblée géné-

rale
Charte, 319-320, 341-344, 446-447
Conseil de sécurité : élections au, 371
Conseil économique et social; voir Conseil

économique et social des Nations unies
Corée : voir sous Corée
Maroc : voir sous Questions coloniales
Moyen-Orient, 308-309, 347-350
Palestine : voir Question de Palestine
Secrétaire général, 372-373, 439-440
secrétariat : politique du personnel, 333-335,

431-442, 466-467
Sud-Ouest africain : voir également sous

Questions coloniales; Comité spécial, 446-
451

Tunisie : voir sous Questions coloniales
Union soviétique : voir sous Union soviétique

NÉGOCIATIONS DE L'ARMISTICE: voir sous
Corée

NORVÈGE: voir également sous Organisation
du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord (initiative); et
chasse aux phoques, 1459-1463; position sur
l'Allemagne, 750-752

NOUVELLE-ZÉLANDE: voir sous Aviation
civile et sous Organisation du Traité de
l'Atlantique Nord ,

O

OFFICE DE SECOURS ET DE TRAVAUX DES

NATIONS UNIES POUR LES RÉFUGIÉS DE

PALESTINE (UNRWA), 520-543
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ORGANISATION DE L'AVIATION CIVILE INTER-
NATIONALE (OACI) : voir sous Aviation
civile , .. . .

ORGANISATION DES' ÉTATS AMÉRICAINS
(OEA) : relations avec 1', 1589-1606'

ORGANISATION DES, NATIONS UNIES POUR
L'ÉDUCATION, LA SCIENCE ET LA CULTURE:
budget, 594-614 passim; et création proposée
du Conseil des arts du Canada, 595-6; priori-
tés du programme, 595, 597; rapport de la
délégation à la septième session, 604-614

ORGANISATION MONDIALE DE LA SANTÉ
(OMS), 627-640

ORGANISATION DU TRAITÉ DE L'ATLANTIQUE
NORD (OTAN)
Accord sur le statut des Forces, 820
et l'Afrique du Sud, 796-808
aide militaire: à l'Indochine, 765-774, 817-

818; à la Yougoslavie, 792-796
et l'Allemagne : 689, 693, 725-6, 729-31, 818
et l'ANZUS, 796-808
et l'Australie, 796-808
Comité de la Communauté nord-atlantique,

-684-693,696,704-705 ,
Comité des Cinq : voir Comité de la Commu-

nauté nord-atlantique .
Comité militaire : rapports . du, 698-705

passim, 815-817
Comité temporaire du Conseil, 685, 691, 695,

700-701
et le Commandement aérien. stratégique :

voir sous États-Unis (défense)
Commandement méditerranéen, 697, 817
et le Commonwealth, 800, 802-804, 806
Communauté européenne de défense ,

Comité directeur de la, 787-790
Force européenne de défense, 776-792
passim

ratification des traités, 786-787, 790-792,
818

relations avec l'Organisation du Traité de
l'Atlantique Nord, 685, 698-700, .735-
736, 775, 777-781, 785-787

vues :. de l'Allemagne, 790; de la Belgique,
747,.774, 782-785; du Canada, 775,
778-779; des États-Unis, 776, 785-786,
791; de la France, 775, 785-786, 790,
817; des Pays-Bas, 775, 778-781; du
Royaume-Uni, 776-777, 791

et le Conseil du Pacifique, 801-805
délégation permanente à l', 707-709; rapport,

710-714

I
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discussions politiques à 1', 722-765; rôle du
, . secrétariat, 758-764
États-Unis et l', 715-717, 734-737, 741-744,

757-760, 762-765
facteurs économiques, 689-693, 726, 818-820
et l'Indochine : voir sous France
Groupe permanent, 769, 772-774, 816
infrastructure, 697,. 702-704, 811-813, 816-

817
initiative norvégienne, 722-725
et la Nouvelle-Zélande, 796-808
et l'Organisation européenne de coopération

économique, 689-691, 1382-1393 passim
et la question marocaine, 349-350
réorganisation, 693, 695-696, 701-702
réunions ministérielles : Lisbonne, 693-705;

Paris, 809-821
Royaume-Uni et l', 717-719, 738-742, 748-

749,757,761-764, 777
secrétariat, 758-764
Secrétaire général, 705-707, 814-815
stratégie de défense, 714-721
et l'Union soviétique, 819; note soviétique sur

l'Allemagne, 729-765 passim `
Yougoslavie : aide militaire pour la, 792-796;

et l'Italie, 818

ORGANISATION EUROPÉENNE DE COOPÉRA-

TION ÉCONOMIQUE

attitude à l'égard " des États-Unis, 1396;
position des Pays-Bas, 1396

Conseil directeur du commerce : participa-
tion canadienne, 1377-1382; position des
États-Unis, 1377; position du Royaume-
Uni,

contribution des États-Unis à l', 1389
examen annuel: position du Royaume-Uni,

1393; proposition, 1387
libéralisation des échanges, 1375-1377, 1384,

1398, 1405 •' -
les objectifs de production, 1383
et l'Organisation du Traité de l'Atlantique
. ' Nord, 688-692, 1382-1393 passim '
et propositions économiques du Common-

' wealth, 1394-1397
et restrictions belges à l'importation, 1434-

1442
Réunion du Comité du commerce, 1375-1380
.<. libéralisation des échanges : action unilaté-

rale, 1376
.. liste commune,^ 1376-1377; position du

Royaumé-Uni, 1376-1377
réunions ministérielles :, rapports, 1382-1388,

1395-1396
revitalisation, 1382-1388
et l'Union européenne de paiements,- 1838-

1388; avenir del, 1389-1392; et Bclgique :

INDEX

voir sous Belgique; Conseil d'administra-
tion, 1397-1406, 1409; en tant que système
préférentiel, 1437; et le Fonds monétaire
international, 1434-1435

ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE DU TRA-
VAIL, 586-592

P

PACTE DE SÉCURITÉ RÉGIONALE DE
L'EXTRÊME-ORIENT, 1549-1552; vues du
Royaume-Uni, 1087-1088

PAKISTAN : voir sous Commonwealth ( Plan de
Colombo)

PAYS-BAS : et la Communauté européenne de
défense, 774-775, 778-782; vols de KLM au
Mexique, 857-859, 861-862'

PAYS SOUS-DÉVELOPPÉS, 250-261 passim. 312,
317-319, 375, 379, 464-465; aspects écono-
miques et sociales de la politique canadienne
envers les, 332-333, 565; et le bloc soviétique,
473; au Conseil économique et social, 474-
475, 477

PÉROU : négociations d'accord aérien, 882-896

PINETREE : voir sous États-Unis (défense)

PIPELINE DE HAINES-FAIRBANKS: voir sous
États-Unis (défense)

PLAN DE COLOMBO : voir sous Commonwealth

PLAN PLEVEN, 776-777

PLAN SCNUMAN, 640-642, 783

POLOGNE : évaluation en douane, 1535-1540;
trésors artistiques conservés, au Canada,
1525-1535

PORTE-AVIONS : achat de, 1106-1109

PRISONNIERS DE GUERRE : voir sous Corée

PROCÉDURE D'APRÈS L'ARMISTICE : voir sous

Corée

PROGRAMME ÉLARGI D'ASSISTANCE TECIINI-
QUE DES NATIONS UNIES: voir, sous Conseil
économique et social des Nations unies
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PROJET DE CANALISATION ET 'D'AMÉNAGE-

MENT HYDRO-ÉLECTRIQUE DU SAINT-
LAURENT: VOIRSOUS ÉTATS-UNIS

PROJET LINCOLN : système d'alerte lointaine :
voir sous États-Unis; défense

Q

QUESTION DE PALESTINE
à la sixième session de l'Assemblée générale

Commission politique spéciale, 261-272;
amendement canadien, 264-268

séance plénière, 272-282; amendement
canadien, 272-280; évaluation, 307-308

à la septième session de l'Assemblée générale
Commission politique spéciale, 385-424

projets de résolutions : amendement
mexicain, 442-423; des arabes, 390-393,
410-417; des huit puissances, 407-424;
israélien, 386-388, 390-395; «neutre»,
395-403

évaluation, 463
instructions à la délégation, 378-379
position : d'Israël, 385-387, 407-409, 425-

426, 429-431; des Arabes, 409, 417-418;
de l'Égypte, 423

séance plénière, 424-431 : amendement des
Philippines, 427-430

QUESTIONS COLONIALES, 311-313, 461-663;
Maroc, 350-352, 383, 452-455, 459-461;
Sud-Ouest africain, 282-302, 345-346, 446-
451; Tunisie, '383, 452-455, 459-461

RÉFUGIÉS, 307-308, 352-353; Office de secours
et de travaux des Nations unies pour les
réfugiés de Pale3tine,:520-543

RÈGLEMENT POLITIQUE : voir sous Corée

REPRÉSENTATION EN (À) : Amérique latine,

48-50; Autriche, 23-27, 41-42, 47-48; Berlin,
30-32; Ceylan, 27-29, 32-33, 41-42; Chine,
29; Colombie, 47-51, 54-55; Espagne, 37-42;
États-Unis, 43-45; Indonésie, 32-34, 41-42;
Japon, 34-36;,Uruguay, 45-52, 56-58; Vene-
zuela, 47-51, 53, 55

RoYAUME-UNI: voir également Common-
wealth, et également sous Corée, Organisa-
tion du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord et
l'Union soviétique

1615

et l'Allemagne : note ' soviétique concernant,
729-765 passim

et l'ANZUS, 808 '
et l'Atlantique : commandement dans, 1090-

1091
Comité Royaume-Uni-Canada du commerce

et "des affaires économiques, 1093-1097
Conseil directeur du commerce, 1375-1382
examen de la situation par Winston Chur-

chill, 1085-1092
Extrême-Orient : vues sur, 1087-1088
et la fédération européenne, 1089-1091
et le Moyen-Orient : vues sur, 1088-1089
relations économiques avec le Canada : achat

d'un porte-avions, 1106-1109; Comité
permanent Royaume-Uni-Canada du
commerce et des affaires économiques,
1093-1097; problème de la balance des
paiements, 1093-1097; : restrictions sur les
importations en provenance du Canada,
1097-1106

situation économique au, 1091-1092

S

SOCIÉTÉ FINANCIÈRE INTERNATIONALE: voir
sous Conseil économique et social des
Nations unies

SUD-OUEST AFRICAIN: voir également sous
Questions coloniales; Comité spécial sur le,
448-451

T

TENSION EST-OUEST, 312

TERRE-NEUVE : voir sous États-Unis (défense)

TITRES ROYAUX : 6-14

TORBAY : voir sous États-Unis (défense)

TRAITÉ DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD, 766, 785-
787

TUNISIE: voir sous Questions coloniales

TUTELLE ET TERRITOIRES NON AUTONOMES :

voir sous Assemblée générale (quatrième
Commission)
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UNIFICATION DE L'ALLEMAGNE: position

, canadienne, 1448-1450,, -

UNION EUROPÉENNE DE PAIEMENTS : voir

sous Organisation européenne de coopération

économique et sous Belgique'

UNION POSTALE UNIVERSELLE, 615-627

U RUGUAY, 45-52, 56-58

V

VENEZUELA, ambassade au, 47-51, 53, 55

VIETNAM, reconnaisance de, 1552-1559

Y

UNION SOVIÉTIQUE:. voir également sous

Corée et sous Organisation du Traité de
l'Atlantique Nord; Commission du désarme-
ment, 510-514; et le Canada, 1508-1509; 19°
Congres du Parti communiste, 1484-1508; et

les ^tats-Unis, 375-376, 382; et les Nations
unies, 358-360; restrictions concernant les
déplacements, 1509-1514; et le Royaume-
Uni, 1086-1087, 1090, 1497 '

YALU : installations hydro-électriques, 78-84;

violations de la frontière, 59-63 .

YOUGOSLAVIE: aide militaire à la, 792-796;

fourniture de blé, 1540-1548; et l'Italie, 818;

relations avec la Grèce et la Turquie,
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AIR SERVICES TRANSIT AGREEMENT, 876

AIRCRAFTCARRIER: purchase of, 1106-9

ANDRESEN AMENDMENT, 1290-1311

ANZUS, 1082-4; and NATO, 796-808

ARAB-AsIA BLOC: see under Blocs

ARCTIC: see under US (defence)

ARGENTIA: see under US (defence)

ARGENTINA: trade relations with, 1580-1

ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS: see under Korea

ATOMIC WEAPONS, 1085-6

AUSTRALIA: see also under Commonwealth
and also under NATO; security in Pacific,
1082

AUSTRIA: exchange of diplomatic representa-
tion with, 23-7, 42, 47

BARCELONA TRACTION COMPANY: negotia-
tions with Spain, 1466-8

BELGIUM
and Commonwealth Economic Conference,
1442; and European Defence Community,
747, 774, 781-5; and European Payments
Union, 1384, 1387, 1390, 1406, 1408-14,
1429-31; financial policy, 1431; and GATT,
1432-5; and Germany, 747; and import
restrictions, 14'28-42; and International
Monetary Fund, 1411-7, 1432-3, 1436; and
multilateralism, 1442; and Schuman Plan,
783

BENELUX: and EDC, 774-7; Pleven Plan, 776

BERLIN: Industrial Fair, 1453-6; military
mission in, 30-2

BLOCS: Arab-Asia, 185, 211, 309-10, 377-8,
443-4, 452-69 passim; Soviet, 468, 473, 487

INDEX

CAMBODIA: recognition of, 1552-8

CANADIAN PACIFIC AIRLINES: service to Latin
America, 869-71, 890; transit privileges at
Auckland, 875-81

CEYLON: see also under Commonwealth
(Colombo Plan); representation in, 27-9, 32-
3,41-2

CHINA: see also under Korea; closing of consu-
late-general in, 29; participation in Interna-
tional Red Cross Conference, 661-8 passim

CHINA COMMITTEE: see Coordinating Com-
mittee on Export Controls

CHINESE NATIONALIST GOVERNMENT: and
prisoners of war, 118-9

CIVIL AVIATION

ICAO: headquarters, 828-53; scale of contri-
butions, 822-8, 840-2

Mexico: negotiation of air agreement, 853-75
New Zealand: negotiations about transit

privileges, 875-81
Peru: negotiation of air agreement, 882-96

COLOMBIA: embassy in, 47-51, 54-5; and
possible Korean peace conference, 127-8

COLOMBO PLAN: see under Commonwealth

COLONIAL QUESTIONS, 311-3, 461-3; Morocco,
350-2, 383, 452-5, 459-61; South West
Africa, 282-302, 345-6, 446-5 1; Tunisia, 383,
452-5,459-61

COMMITTEE OF FIVE (NORTH ATLANTIC

COMMUNITY COMMITTEE): see under

NATO

COMMONWEALTH: see also under Korea

Australia: see also under NATO; security in

Pacific, 1082
Colombo Plan

Ceylon: allocation of funds for, 1039-45
consultation, 1011-4, 1018-9
and ECAFE, 1012-4, 1019
financing of contribution to, 988-92, 1000-

8
India: alternate projects, 1051-64 passim;

counterpart funds, 1046-7, 1049-53,
1056, 1062-5; supply of wheat, 1046-65
and IBRD, 1011, 1013, 1018
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Pakistan: economic development
wheat,1077-8; supply

5,1073-6;1078-9
994-1000project development problems,

technical assistance, ' 1014-20 passim;

ECAFE: see under Commonwealth (Colombo

coordination of, 1021-39

Economic Conference
agenda: draft, 920-34, 936
announcement, 914-20

923common policy, 909-17 passim.

delegations; 934-5, 959
GATT, 909-10, 921, 952, 973-84
India: participation of, 920-30 passim

I M F, 923-7, 952, 956-7
preparatory meeting, 947-50

924,principal issues: balance of payments,
937-46, 957-8; convertibility, 901-10,
947-8, 960; economic development, 969-
73; exchange rates, 960-1,.980-2; prefer-
ential systems, 909, 921.-954-5. 960-6,
973-7; price of gold, 961; trade liberali-
zation, 909-10, 912, 952

views: of Australia, 965-8; of Canada, 937-
46, 949-50, 953-9, 962-5, 968-71; of
UK, 951-3, 956, 971-2

Finance Ministers' Meeting, 901-8
India: see

dEconomc
Commonwealth

Conference) -and

under Korea
180-1 186-9and Korean conflict, 173-8, ,

New Zealand: see under Civil aviation and

under NATO
and OEEC, 1394-7
Pakistan: see under Commonwealth

(Colombo Plan)
South Afriea: see also under NATO; and

African unity, 1109-11; Indians ia,_346-7,
380, 383, policy towards, 345-6; race
relations in, 380, 383, 443-8, 459-61; and
South West Africa, 345-6, 380, 383; and

UN. 311
sterling area crisis, 1405-6
United States: consultation with, 897-900

COORDINATING COMMITTEE ON ' EXPORT

CONTROLS (COCOM), 1417-28.,

Plan)

ECOSOC: see Economic and Social Council of

the United Nations

EDC: see North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(European Defence Community)

EPU see European Payments Union

EAST-WESTTENSION, 312

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL OF TF1E
UNITED NATIONS (ECOSOC), 464; and
economic development, 565-83; elections,
371, 471; Expanded Programme for Techni-
cal Assistance, 583-5; Fourteenth Session of,

470-9, 569-83; International Development

Fund, 474, 565, 569, 575-83; International
Finance Corporation, 566, •572-83; under-
developed countries, 474-5, 477-8, 565-9 -

"EGYPT: death of trade commissioner in, 1469-

70; tariff agreement with, 1471-9

ELECTIONS: see under General Assembly

EUROPEAN DEFENCE FORCE: see under

NATO (EDC)

EUROPEAN PAYM ^ û
der

UNION
OEEC(EPU)

. see

under Belgium and

PROGRAMME OF TEC{tNICAL

ASSISTANCE: see under ECOSOC

ExPORT CONTROLS: see under Coordinating

Committee on Export Controls

EXPORT CREDIT INSURANCE ACT: and wheat

for Yugoslavia, 1545

F

FAR EAST: Regional -Security Pact, 1549-52;
UK views on, 1087 -8

D

DIS^RMAMENT: see under General Assembly

DISARMAMENT COMMISSION: see under

) General Assembly

FRANCE
emigration concerns, 1443-7
and Moroccan question, 351
and NATO, 761; Indo-China,,765-74, 817-8;

Soviet note on Germany, 746
Status of Forces agreement, 820

FROBISttER BAY: see under US (defence)
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GATT: see General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade

GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND
TRADE (GATT), 640-61; see also
under Commonwealth (Economic Confer-

ence); accession of Japan, 642, 644-54; and
Belgian trade policy, 1433-5; and Japan,
1574-8; US dairy import restrictions,
1290-1311

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE UNITED
NATIONS

Arab-Asia Bloc, 185, 211, 309, 377-8, 443-4,
452-69 passim

colonial questions: see Colonial questions
Committees `

Ad Hoc Committee on South West Africa,
446-51

Ad Hoc Political Committee: at Sixth
Session, 261-72 passim, 520-1; at Sev-
enth Session, 385-424

Collective Measures, 168, 377
Committee One: Korea, 173, 182-6, 194-7,

236-8; Tunisia and Morocco, 453
Committee Two, 464-5, 582
Committee Three, 465-6
Committee Four, 311, 341-6,380-1,450-1,

461-3
Committee Five, 439, 441-2,466-7
Committee Six, 466-7

disarmament: Canadian views, 499-510, 514-
20

Disarmament Commission, 322-3, 376, 479,
489-91, 510-2; deadlock in, 480-9; Soviet
role in, 510-4; tripartite proposal, 492-503,
505

economic and financial concerns, 310-1;
discussed in Economic and Social Council,
565-83; Expanded Programme of Techni-
cal Assistance, 583-5

elections: Economic and Social Council, 371,
471; President of Seventh Session, 360-70;
Security Council, 371; Trusteeship Coun-
cil, 371

Great Powers: role of, 304-5
Indian resolution in Plenary Session of. see

under Korea
Korean armistice negotiations: see under

Korea
Middle East, 308-9, 347-50
Palestine Conciliation Commission: see

Palestine Question refugees, 307-8, 352-3

1619

Sessions
Sixth, 250-358; assessments, 250-60, 302-

15; policy=eetings, 316-58
Seventh, , 360-469; assessment, 455-69;

delegation, 374; instructions to, 375-84
voting practice, 320

GENEVA CONVENTION, 100-1, 179-82, 187-97
passim, 235

GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF

Berlin Industrial Fair, 1453-6; emigrants
from, 1457;-and EDC, 696,698-700, 786-7,
790-2, 1449-50; and integration ` into
Western Europe, 749-65 passim; and
NATO, see under NATO; Soviet note on,
729-65 passim;. trade relations with, 1450-
2; unification, 1448-50

GOOSE BAY: see under US (defence)

GOVERNOR-GENERAL: Lord Alexander, 14-19;
Vincent Massey, 14-22

GREECE: gift of wheat for, 1458

GUT DAM: see under US (St. Lawrence Sea-
way and Power Project)

H

HAINES-FAIRBANKS PIPELINE: see under US
(defence)

HARMON AIR BASE: see under US (defence) .

IMF: see International Monetary Fund

IMMIGRATION: from France, 1443-7; from
Germany, 1457

INDIA: see under Commonwealth (Colombo
Plan and Economic Conference), and under
Korea

INDO-CHINA: diversion of Mutual Aid to, 765-

74,812, 817-8,

INDONESIA: exchange of diplomatic represen-
tation with, 32-4, 41-2

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUC-

TION AND DEVELOPMENT ( IBRD), 984-5,

1011,1013,1018
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' breakdown, 97-8, 102-3, 106, 130, 133-6;
post-armistice procedure. 108-13, 137-8;

prisoners of war issue, 105-6, 114-5; 117-9,
138-40,` 142•6; views of Chairman, Chiefs
of staff, 209-11

0

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZA-

TION (1CAO):'see under Civil aviation

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUND: see

under ECOSOC

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION: see

under ECOSOC

INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION (I.IC):

see under US

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION

(ILO), 586-92

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (1MF):

see under Belgium and also under Common-

wealth (Economic Conference); and EPU,

1434-5

INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS CONFERENCE,

.661-8;, Chinese ', participation in, 661-8

passim

INTERNATIONAL WNEAT AGREEMENT, 668-

83

ISRAEL: dispute with Arabs, 352

ITALY: and Yugoslavia, 818

JAPAN -

accession to GATT, 642, 644-54; and

• COCOM, 1419-22; and GATT, 1574-8;
economic relations with, 1564-78; ratification
of peace treaty with, 1560-4; representation

in, 34-6; tariff negotiations with, 649-51,

653,1565-72

KLM:ste under Netherlands

KOJEISLAND PRISON CAMP: see under Korea
t

KôRÈn
airfields, 95,101,121

^ Arab-Asia bloc, 211
armistice negotiations, 95-147; possibility of

Canadian military unit detached for guard
duty, 66-78 passim; position of US, 75-7;
question of consultation, 71, 74-6

China: alleged violation of airspace, 59-63;
proposals on prisoners of war, 140-2;
reaction to Indian resolution, 235; reasons
for continuing war, 248; and resolutionof
General Assembly, 249'

Chinese Nationalist government: and prison-
ers of war, 118-9 ,

Colombia: and possible political conference,
127-8

Commonwealth: discussions on, 173-8, 180-
2, 186-9; liaison with UN Commander, 85-
94

consultation among Allies, 71-94 passim.

131-6 passim
General Assembly discussion of, 147-249;

Canadian position, 152-69, * 383; Indian
resolution, 187-249 passim; Mexican
proposal and resolution, 169, 184,, 213;
Soviet resolution, 180, 242; US proposed
course of action, 148-66; US (21-Power)
resolution, 170-8, 184, 205-7, 211-7, 221-9

Geneva Convention, 100-1, 179-82, 187-97
passim, 235

India
draft resolution on, 187-207, 217-20, 224-

9, 235-8; Article 17, 197, 206-14,.216,
224-33 passim; reaction of China, 235,
249; reaction of Soviet Union, 219-20,
228, 237; response of Canada, 209-11,
214, 220, 233; 21-Power Group discus-
sion of, 221-32; UN action on, 236, 241-
2; US concerns, 197-217

and political conference, 117, 122; view of
Australia, 130; view of UK, 129

Koje Island prison camp, 66-78
liaison with UN Commander, 85-94
political settlement: Canadian views, 97-9;

objectives, 99, 107-10, 125-7; participants
in, 98-9, 107-10, 115-29 passim; participa-
tion of India, 117, 122, 127-30, 187-242
passim; through UN, 96-7; US proposal
for conference, 108-10

prisoners of war: Canadian unit detached to
guard, 66-78 passim; Chinese proposals
on, 140-2; deadlock in negotiations about,
95-6, 101; as impediment to negotiations,
105-6, 163; Indian proposal and resolution,
187-207, 216, 220-32 passim; US pro-
posals, 142-3; views of US, 136, 192-4,
205-7

proposal of Secretary-General, 168
Repatriation Commission, 187-208, 216
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Soviet Union: and political conference, 123;
position on Indian resolution, 228; resolu-
tion, 180, 242

21-Power Group: discussion of Indian resolu-
tion, 197-200, 205-7 211-7, 221-32

United Kingdom: views on; 1087-8
United Nations

Indian resolution, 186-249 passim; Mexi-
can proposal and resolution, 169, 184,
213; and political settlement, 96-7; post-
armistice procedures, 108-38; in report

- on Seventh Session, 457-9; revised
proposed US resolution, 123-7; Soviet
resolution, 180, 242; 21-Power resolu-
tion, 164, 170-8, 183-4, 205-7, 211-7,
219-32 passim

United States: air operations in, 59-66, 78-
84; position on guard duty at Koje Island
camp, 75-7; proposal for ending armistice
negotiations, 120-1; proposals for action in
General Assembly, 147-51, 154-5, 160-8,
170-5; prospects for armistice, 101-3; 21-
Power resolution, 164, 170-8 183-4, 205-7,
211-7, 219-32 passim; views on Indian
resolution, 192-4, 197-205, 225; views on
post-armistice procedure, 108-I1, 122-4,
128; views on prisoner of war question,
114-5, 136, 192-4

Yalu River: border violations, 59-63; power
installations, 78-84

LAOS: recognition of, 1552-8

LATIN AMERICA: see also under Civil aviation
and also under individual eountries; trade
mission planned, 1579-88

LEASED BASES AçREEMENT: see under US
(defence) '

LIBYA: United Kingdom'of, 1480

LINCOLN PROJECT: see under US (defence)

A1

MEDITERRANEAN COMMAND: see under
NATO

MEXICO: negotiation of air agreement, 853-74;
proposal and resolution on Korea, 169, 184,
213

MIDDLE EAST, 308-9, 347-50, 1469-80

1621 -

MILITARY AID: to Indo-China, 765-74, 817-8;
to Yugoslavia, 792-6

MILITARY COMMITTEE: see under NATO

MONARCH: death and accession, 1-5

MoROCCO: see under Colonial questions and
also under NATO

NATO: see North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion

NETHERLANDS: and EDC, 774-5, 778-82;
KLM flights to Mexico, 857-9, 861-2, 864-8,
874

NEWFOUNDLAND: see under US (defence)

NEW ZEALAND: see under Civil aviation and
under
NATO

NORTH ATLANTIC COMMUNITY COMMITTEE:
see under NATO

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY, 766, 785-7

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION
(NATO)
and ANZUS, 796-808
and Australia, 796-808
Committee of Five: see NATO (North

Atlantic Community Committee)
and Commonwealth, 800, 802-4, 806
defence strategy, 714-21
economic factors, 689-93, 726, 818-20
European Defence Community (EDC)

European Defence Force, 776-792 passim
ratification of Treaties, 786-7, 790-2, 818
relationship to NATO, 685, 698-700, 735-

6, 775, 777-81, 785-7
Steering Committee of, 787-90
views: of Belgium, 747, 774, 782-5; of

Canada, 775, 778-9; of France, 775,
785-6, 790, 817; of Germany,'790; of
Netherlands, 775, 778-81; of UK, 776-7,
791; of US, 776, 785-6, 791

and European Payments Union: see under
OEEC

and Germany, 689, 693-4, 725-6, 729-31,
818

and Indo-China: see under France
infrastructure, 697, 702-4, 811-3, 816-7
Mediterranean Command, 697, 817
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military aid: to Indo-China, 765-74, 817-8;
for Yugoslavia, 792-6

Military Committee: reports of, 698-705
passim, 815-7. • '

ministerial meetings: Lisbon, 693-705; Paris,
809-21

and Moroccan question, 349-50
and New Zealand, 796-808
North Atlantic Community Committee, 684-

93,696,704-5
Norwegian initiative, 722-5
and OEEC, 689-91, 1382-93 passim
and Pacific Council, 801-5
Permanent Delegation to, 707-9; report by,

710-4
political discussion in, 722-65; role of

secretariat in, 758-64
reorganization, 693, 695-6, 701-2
secretariat, 758-64
Secretary-General, 705-7, 814-5
and South Africa, 796-808
and Soviet Union, 818, 1497; Soviet note on

Germany, 729-65 passim
Standing Group, 769, 772-4, 816
Status of Forces Agreement, 820
and Strategic Air Command: see under US

(defence)
Temporary Council Committee (TCC), 685,

691,695,700-1
UK and, 717-9, 738-42, 748-9, 757, 761-4,

777
US and, 715-7, 734-7, 741-4, 757-60, 762-5
Yugoslavia: and Italy, 818; military aid for,

792-6

NORTH {•EAST COMMAND: see under US

(defence)

NORWAY: see also under NATO; position on

Germany, 750-2; and sealing, 1459-63

OEEC: see Organization for European Eco-
nomic Cooperation .

.ORGANIZATION - OF AMERICAN STATES

(OAS): relationship to, 1589-1606

ORGANIZATION, FOR EUROPEAN ECONOMIC

CdOPERATION (OEEC)
, annual review: proposal for, 1387; UK posi-

tiôn 'on,1393
. approach to US, 1396; Netherlands position

on. 1396
and Belgian import restrictions, 1434-42

INDEX

and Commonweath economic proposals,

1394-7 .
and EPU, 1383-8

and Belgium: see under Belgium; future of,
1389-92; and IMF, 1434-5; Managing
Board, 1397-1406, 1409;. viewed as
preferential system, 1437

ministerial meetings: reports, 1382-8, 1395-6
and NATO, 688-92, 1382-93 passim
and production targets, 1383 :
revitalization, 1382-3
Steering Board for Trade: Canadian partici-

pation, 1377-82; UK position, 1376-7; US
position, 1377 I

Trade Committee meeting, 1375-80
trade liberalization: common list, 1376-7;

unilateral action, 1376; UK position,
1376-7

trade liberalization, 1375-7, 1384, 1398,
1405

US contribution to, 1389

P

PJBD: see Permanent Joint Board on Defence

under US (defence)

PACIFIC COUNCIL: see under NATO

PAKISTAN: see under Commonwealth

(Colombo Plan)

PALESTINE CONCILIATION COMMISSION: see

Palestine Question •

PALESTINE QUESTION
at Sixth Session of General Assembly (Four-

Power resolution)
Ad Hoc Political Committee, 261-72;

Canadian amendment, 264-8.
Plenary Session, 272-82; assessment, 307-

8; Canadian amendment, 272-80
at Seventh Session of General Assembly.

Ad Hoc Political Committee, 358-424
draft resolutions: Arab, 390-3, 411-7;

Eight-Power, 407-24, Israeli, 386-8,

390-5; Mexican amendment, 422-3;
"neutral", 395-403, 405-7

assessment, 463
instructions to delegation, 378-9
Plenary Session, 424-31; Philippines

amendment, 427-30
position: of Arabs, 409, 417-8; of Egypt,

423; of Israel, 385-7, 407-9, 425-6, 429-

31
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PERMANENT JOINT BOARD 'ON DEFENCE
(PJBD): see under US (defence)

PERU: air agreement negotiations, 882-96

PINETREE: seé under US (defence)

PLEVEN PLAN, 776-7

POLAND: art treasures held in Canada, 1525-
35; customs valuation, 1535-40

POLITICAL SETTLEMENT: see under Korea

POST-ARMISTICE PROCEDURE: see under Korea

PRISONERS OF WAR: see under Korea

PROJECT LINCOLN: see under US (defence)

REFUGEES, 307-8, 352-3; United Nations
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees (UNRWAPR), 520-43

REPATRIATION COMMISSION, 187-208, 216

REPRESENTATION: in Austria, 23-7, 41-2, 47-
8; in Berlin, 30-2; in Ceylon, 27-9, 32-3, 41-2-
in China, 29; in Colombia, 47-51, 54-5; in
Indonesia, 32-4, 41-2; in Japan, 34-6; in
Latin America, 48-50; in Spain, 37-42; in
US, 43-5; in Uruguay, 45-52, 56-8; in
Venezuela, 47-51, 53, 55

ROYAL STYLE AND TITLES, 6-14

ST. LAWRENCE "SEAWAY AND ' POWER
PROJECT: see under US

SOUTH AFRICA: see under Commonwealth

SCItUMAN PLAN, 641-2, 783 .

SEALING: regulation of, 1459-63

SECURITY COUNCIL ' OF THE UNITED
NATIONS: elections to, 371

SOUTtI AFRICA: see under Commonwealth; see
also under NATO

SOUTH WEST AFRICA: see also under Colonial
questions; Ad Hoc Committee on, 448-51

1623

SOVIET BLOC: see under Blocs

SOVIET UNION: see also under Korea and also
under NATO; and Canada, 1508-9; and
Disarmament Commission, 510-4; 19th
Congress of Communist Party; 1484-1508;
travel restrictions, 1509-14; and UK, 1086-7,
1090, 1497; and UN, 358-60; and US, 375-6,
382, 1497

SPAIN: exchange of diplomatic representation
with, 37-42; negotiations with Barcelona
Traction Company, 1466-8; settlement of
commercial debts, 1464-6

STATUS OF FORCES AGREEMENT: see under
NATO

STEERING BOARD FOR TRADE: see under
OEEC

STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND: see under US
(defence)

TEMPORARY COUNCIL COMMITTEE (TCC),
685,691,695,700-1

TORBAY: see under US (defence)

TRANS CANADA AIRLINES (TCA): service to
Latin America, 870

TRUSTEESHIP AND NON-SELF-GOVERNING
TERRITORIES: see under General Assembly
(Committee Four)

TUNISIA: see under Colonial questions

21-POWER GROUP: see under Korea

U

UK: see United Kingdom

UN: see United Nations

US: see United States

UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES, 250-61
passim, 312, 317-9, 375, 379, . 464-5; at
Economic and Social-Council, 474-5, 477;
social and economic aspects of Canadian
policy towards, 323-33, 565; and Soviet bloc,
473
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INDEX,

UNIFICATION OF GERMANY: Canadian posi-

tion, 1448-50

UNITED KINGDOM (UK): see also Common-

wealth (Economic Conference) and Soviet

Union, and also under Korea and NATO

(EDC)..
and Atlantic: command in, 1090-1
and ANZUS, 808
economic relations with Canada: balance of

payments problem, 1093-7; purchase of
aircraft carrier, 1106-9; restrictions on
imports from Canada, 1097-1106; UK-
Canada Continuing Committee on Trade
and Economic Affairs, 1093-7

economic situation in, 1091-2
and European federation, 1089-91
Far East: views on, 1087-8
and Germany: Soviet note on, 729-65 passim
and Middle East: views on, 1088-9
review of situation by Winston Churchill,

1085-92
Steering Board for Trade, 1375-82
UK-Canada Continuing Committee on

Trade and Economic Affairs, 1093-7

UNITED NATIONS (UN)
Charter, 319-20, 341-4,446-7
Economic and Social Council: see ECOSOC
General Assembly: see General Assembly of

the United Nations
Korea: see under Korea
Middle East, 308-9, 347-50
Morocco: see under Colonial questions
Palestine: see Palestine Question
secretariat: personnel policy, 333-5, 431-42,

466-7
Secretary-General, 372-3, 439-40
Security Council: elections to, 371
and South Africa, 311
South West Africa: see also under Colonial

questions; Ad Hoc Committee on, 448-51
Soviet Union: see Soviet Union
Tunisia: see Colonial questions

UNITED NATIONS CONCILIATION COMMIS- i
SION FOR PALESTINE: see Palestine Question

i,. .

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATION, SCIENTIFIC
AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION '

(UNESCO): budget, 594-614 passim; and ,

"proposed Canada Council, 595-6; pro-'
gramme priorities, 595, 597; report of
delegation to Seventh Session, 604-14 -

UNITED 'NATIONS EXPANDED TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME, 582-5

UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL CHIL-

DREN'S EMERGENCY FUND (UNICEF):

contribution to, 543-62; future of, 563-4

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND WORKS

AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES

(UNRWAPR): 520-43

UNITED STATES (US): see also under Com-

monwealth, Korea, NATO (EDC), Soviet

Union
consulates in, 43-5
defence

Arctic: Canadian sovereignty, 1196-1203;
US defence activities in, 1194-1203

Argentia, 1142
Canadian command: operational control of

US forces in Canada, 1151-5; relation-
ship to North East Command, 1132-44

Canadian forces: at US bases, 1144-9
Early Warning: experimental stations in

Arctic, 1197-1202; Project Lincoln,
1221-32

Frobisher Bay: command and control,
1203-9

Goose Bay: construction at, 1142-4; inter-
ceptor squadrons, 1173-5, 1178-80;
lease, 1146-7, 1170-3, 1175-7, 1181-3

Haines-Fairbanks pipeline, 1210-8; and
British Columbia, 1214-20

Harmon air base, 1142-3; agreement on
Global Communications station, 1183

interceptor flights: procedures, 1126-32;
operational control, 1154

Leased Bases Agreement (1941), 1145;
Congressional attitude, 1166-9; discus-
sion of, 1157-65; US responsibility, 1145

NATO command, 1145, 1148
Newfoundland: defence of, 1140-4, 1146-8
North East Command: relationship to

Canadian military authorities, 1132-41
Pinetree line: establishment of, military

offices, 1121-5; PJBD decision, 1120;
possible use of black troops, 1126

Project Lincoln early warning' system,
1221-32

Permanent Joint Board on Defence
(PJBD): as channel for new proposals,
1230-1; establishment of radar defence
system, 1120; and Haines-Fairbanks
pipeline, 1211-3; interceptor flights,
1129-32; and Torbay, 1190-I; US-leased
bases, 1142-4, 1157-70; US military
activities in Newfoundland, 1146-7

Strategic Air Command, 1142-4
Torbay, 1142-4, 1147, 1155-6, 1184-8;

, PJ B D report, 1190-1



INDEX

economic issues
import restrictions on dairy products,

1290-1311; action under GATT, 1290-
1311

magazines, 1329-32
television, 1333-6

International Joint Commission (IJC): see
also under St. Lawrence Seaway and
Power Project; and Gut Dam, 1336-50

St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Project
Board of Engineers, 1232-6, 1238, 1241
Gut Dam, 1336-1372
International Joint Commission (IJC),

1236-78, 1346-9
joint participation, 1248-50, 1283-90
navigation rights, 1237, 1255-6
1941 Agreement, 1233-85 passim
participation: of Ontario, 1247, 1249,

1253, 1267, 1270, 1275; of Quebec,
1268; of US, 1240-89

power project, 1232-90 passim
water diversion, 1237, 1336
water levels, 1244-5, 1257; Gut Dam,

1336-72
waterway project, 1250-4, 1282-5

and Soviet Union, 375-6, 382, 1482-3, 1497
and Steering Board for Trade, 1377-82

UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION, 615-27

1625

URUGUAY, representation in, 45-52, 56-8

V

VENEZUELA, 47-51, 53, 55

VIETNAM: recognition of, 1552-9

W

WHEAT: for Greece, 1458; for India, 1046-65;
International Wheat Agreement, 668-83; for
Pakistan, 1054-5, 1073-6, 1078-9; for Yugo-
slavia, 1540-8

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (WHO),
627-40

YALU: border violations, 59-63; power installa-
tions, 78-84

YUGOSLAVIA: and Italy, 818; military aid for,
792-6; relations with Greece and Turkey,
818; supply of wheat, 1540-8
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